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Balance: Its Design and Use, 133'.
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Suggestions
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419'.
Design
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248', 591'.
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548
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1
Locomotive, 585'.
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170’
7. 119.;
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Design
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176'. 200’, 353
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Dctcctur, Iron Sulphide, New Form of, 231'.
Tails, 435’; Flylng Model, Construction Brazing Hear , An Easily iadc. 56'.
of 4x2. 5 Glass Beads for Thrust Bear' Brennan Mono Rail, Recent Developmentsin, Division Indicator for the Lathe. 295'.
Drilling Machine, A Home-made, ox'.
m’gs, 196' ; Ideal Model? :66; um and
257.
Drilling Table tor Lathe Tailstock, 324'.
Dd“, X70; Matequ for Planes, 34!; Building
0! Induction Coils, 145°.
51mph!
Made,
Drill, Starting True, :39.
A
Illunoplane,
365'; Burning Steel Wire, 27:.
Drills, To Avoid Breaking, 271'.
Olimpia Aero Show. 314; Parkshl-lymg
;
Belt, Cheap and Efﬁcient, 137.
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in,
Planes.
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Construction of,
Dynamos, Fittings for, 407.
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Exhibition, Modelsat, 105.
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48,72,96,
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341
m
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474'
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Elementary Ornamental Turning, 569'.
Leaky Petrol Tank, Sto ping, 522.
1Milling Attachment, "Universal," Further
Elevator, A Sim le Motor-driven, 469'.
us from the La ratorwaichrornatc
Notes on, 135'.
of a aboratory, 599.
Cells(SingleFluid), 488' Bolts and Nuts, Miniature Locomotive, ME. Gold Medal,
' '
Equipment
“
Exhi t:On, Model Engine at Darlington, :57.
Sizes oi, 506' Boring and Facing Crank
Green Dragon," 42, 139.
_
Exhibition, Model Engineering,in Cape Town,
Chamber, 487'; Boring Holts in Slate Miniature
rldng Plug, 7r.
Switchboard, 614; Cells, Maintenanceof, Miniature Working Model SteamEngine,
134
568'.
Exhibition, The ManchesterSociety of Model
462; Charging a Lcclanché Cell, 488'; MODEL Exornrmn Speed-Boa! Competition,
Engineers, 449'.
Charging Bichromate Cells, 462, 55.1,;
rqro, 319.
Experimental Work with Model Flying Ma
Chasers, 6r4; Choosing a Vice, 442'; Modelling Power Boats, 28!.
chines, 232'.
Drip Can for Grindstunc. 461'; Flttingl Model Making for Beginners—Simple Motor
Experiments on Electric Oscillations and
Adjustable Rest to Grindstone, 612';
driven Elevator, 469'.
Waves, 492'.
Galvanometer,A Useful Form of, 588°; Model Maker, Louis Paulhan as a,
Experiments with Mono-rail Models, 519'.
Gauge, Handy for the Workshop, 538': Model Making, Progressin, 168. 438'.
Height to Fix
Vice, 443'; Ll‘lfliilltlhé Monoplanc, Thc " Normac," 263'.
CelLs,444; Pinion Wire, 537'; Polarisa Monorail, Brennan, Recent Dt‘Vi’lOpml‘lltS
Arrangementfor
Boiler, 270'.
in,
FEED Filing Sheet MetalModel
tion,
Rivets,
444;
the Sizes of, 506';
257.
to Size, 238.
Setscrcws, Sizes of, 506'; Shaper Tools Mono~railCar, A Model Two-Gyrostat,
Fittings, Model Ship, Making Some Diﬂicult,
472'.
and Shaping Long Work, 614'; Tail
Mono-rail Invention, A New Gyrosmpir, 563'.
91. _
board, Fitting to 4-in. S.C. Lathe, 553'; Mono-Rail Model, Experiments with,
Flat Filing, A Hint for, 605'.
519'.
Turning
Pair
of
Pinions
ior
Model
Motor
Bicycle
Engine,
A 31 h.-p.. Dt'5lgll,465'.
Flip-ﬂap, Construction of Model, 306'.
Aeroplane, 537' Vices, Fixing to Bench, Motor
Flying Machines, Model, Experimental Work
lioat, Description of Electric Model,
44r'; Wood Screws, Sizes oi, 506';
with, 232'.
52 .
Zinc, Motor Boat, Small, 402', 498.
\Vriling Enamel Dials, 554;
Flying to Manchester,Louis Panlhan, 438'.
Cutting without Tools, 444; Zinc, To Motor—carﬁtted for WirelessTelegraphy,
, New "Tantalum," 359.
Focussin
470'.
Amalgamate, 444;
Motor-car, Hints on Overhauling, 32.
Fowler
ypc Traction Engine, Design for
Levelling an Ollstone, 536.
Motor Cyrle Fittings, 575.
Model, 248', 591'.
Liner, Model, Electrically—driven,r'.
Motor Cycle NotesﬁAccumuli-rtorsor Magneto
Fretsaw, Holding in Hacksaw Frame, 4rr'.
Liquid Air, The Manufacture oi, 227'.
for Motor Cycles, 149; Additional Air
Locomotive Notes, 7', 32, 75', r5o', 224',
Valvts, 414; Adjusting Automatic Inlet
By-pass, Making a Simple, r75'.
299’, 445'. 489?, 561'Valves. 534'; Another Simple Cut-out,
_
GAS Gas Engine, Running, on Producer Locomotives—American,
Fast-running, 75;
580';
"Anti-Perish"
tor Preserving
Gas, no.
Atchison, Topeka, and Santa Fe Rail
Tyrrs, 5; “ Arno " r910 Motor Bicycle,
Gas Engine, Trouble with, :39.
road, 32 76' British built tor Argentine,
145'; Automatic Inlet Valves Sticking,
“ Bat "
Gas Engines, Small Power, 19!.
an Railway,224'; Canada‘sl
561 Ca
Machine[or Side Car Work,
388
Gear Cutting by Hand, r27'.
Lar cst r50; Consolidated Type, 150'
0. Chain Drive, 124; Belts
Gear Wheel, Tightening up on a Shah, 545'.
DeefeyValve Gear, 561' Designof, What
197';‘Bﬁit
out
g'nment,339; Belt Fasteners
Geogra hiCal Rclid Models, 83.
Govcms, 302; Drawings of Special Fea
Wh. they Broke, 578; Brakes, Over:
Girder ridge for Model R ways, 570'.
tures,r50, 224', 445 Pour-cylinder Com
hau mg, 4_;Breaks and M retoCut-outs,
Grahame White‘s New Aeroplane, 577'.
und, 7'; Four-cylinder Simple Super-'
Combination, 318; Bro en Exhaust
Grain Storage Plant, Model of, 493'.
eatcd, 227; French, New Powcrful.‘
Valve Lifter, 31; Broken Pulley, How
Gun, Siege,A Model of " Long Cecil,“ 265'
Repaired, 508'; Building a Motor Bi
490' Great Northern Railway (Ireland),
Gyroscopes for Experimental Work, r91.
561' Great Southern and Westem Railcle, 439, 533; Carbon Remover, An
of,
Gyroscopcs,The Control
wa (Ireland), 445';
379'.
Great Westsnﬂ,
ngtnal, 458;
Centaur Latmt
GryoscopicMono-rail Invention, 563'.
Re uildlng, 75;
G.W.R. {-in. Scale
(3a
h.-pv Motor Cycle, 555'; " Challenge
“County' class, 585'; Handbook of L.
Rcmiorced
Inner
Tube, 101'; Clair
" No.
"
N.W.R.,
47;
and
the
Improving
Cut-out, 414'; Clair Silencer Improve
50
Small Brazing and Forging,
HEARLI'H,
Class on the Caledonian Railway, 224';
6
ments, 389;
"Clarendon" Engine,
L.
Y.R. Superhcated Goods, 446';_
Diagram 0! Valve Setting, 602';
Heating Tools, A Support for, 298'.
LB.
S.C.R. Superheated Ex
55‘
“Clyno” Twin for 1910,317'; Com—
Helical Tubing tor Cycle Construction, 383.
Tank, 489'; Mallet Articulated
m-‘
pressionoi Motor Cycles, 29 Converting
Hydraulic Crane, A Model Travelling, 373'.
76';
pounds,
Tank,
Heav
a Side Car into
Fore Car, 459; Con
Hydraulic CrAne,Desigr ior, 11', 35', 59'.
“ Mogul" Midland
Goods,
5';
299';
verting Pedal Cycles into Motor Cycles,
Hydraulic Crane, Electric Gear for, 474'.
of France Railwa 490'
orth-Westcrn
362,
Copper
Wire
Hydraulic Machinery, Models of, 206'.
4X5
tor Erner encies,
“
"
Railway 0! India, rgo';
Paciﬁc
r73‘; Cost of Motor Cycling, 483 racked
Type, 7'; P.L.M. Railway, 7'; Record
459;
Cylinder,
Repairing,
Cut-outgior
Railway System, CompleteStation
in America, 32; Report of Building
Single Cylinder Machines, 246' Cut-out,
INDOOR
for, 276'.
2—4—4 Type Tank, 75 ReversingGear
78';
Induction Coils, Notes on Working, rro'.
C.R., 224'; Running oi the
on SE.
éu%g(§llODH10§
avmg glome-made,
rn_cr,
38
'linden
Induction Coils, The Building 0!, 145'.
G.N.R., 32; Running 0! the L. and
Vl'eanng Oval, 22x, 3r7'; Design)of the
Instruments, Some Useful, for Wireless Tele
“
N.W.R., 32
South Australian Rail—
Motor Cycle, Critic'leng, r02
Don'ts "
graphy. 155‘,
299'; Superheator, Construction
wa
tor Observance when Driving,
Interrupter, Turbine, A Direct coupled,409.
an Working of, 446; "Vulcan" for
Electric Headlights, 602" Engins :4
Invention, New Gyroscopic Mono-rail, 563'.
India, 150'.
Stationary Work,
:70, 388;
:71
Iron Sulphide and Galena, 57r.
Locomotives,Model—American,615'; Build
Exhaust Wh'stles, 3S7;
Fitting a
Iron Sulphide Detector, New Form of, 231'.
ing {-in. Scale Tank, rar' Cardboard
Two-speed Gear, 5' F.N. Shait-dnven
0t "Bessemer" (LB.
S.C,R.), 402'
Lightweight Motor Bicycle, 30'; Foot
Models at Shepherd'sBush Ex
Construction 01:} GaugeTank, 50, 296
rest tor Motor Cycles, 387' Free En
hibition, 205.
JAPANESE
416'; Designtor q-m. GaugeTank, 255',
Clutch, What will
do? 439;
ree
tor Centreing Rods, 367'.
320', 507', 540'; Four-con led Three
Engine Device, 389; " Grandex " Ligh
ointing and Measuring Large Quantities of
linder Compound, 377';
.N.R. Sin
weight Motor Bicycle, 294'; Hand
ge-Whoeler, 377' Powerful rf-in. Gauge
> Wire, 174'.
Starting
Device, Simple, 29',
“
Soldered, Breaking, 43.
Tank, 97', 280'
Prize Model at the
Lightweight Motor Cy
Handy“
iomts,
unior Institution of Engineers, u6.
Edinburgh Industrial Exhibition, 4or';
440';
Heavyweight" Advantages and
Securing Wheels on Axles, 400'; “The
Disadvantages of, _roo; Hints for the
High-speedRailway, 278.
TnE Mover.
Lady of theLake," 377‘
Road, 364; Ignition, A Question on,
KEARNEY
Kettle for Melting Babbitt Metal, 139.
Enomsmr, :r7'.
54; Ignition Convertrn from Accumu
Locomotives, Model Electric—An Efﬁcient
lator to Magneto, 293; nner Tube, The
High Candle-Power,
“Onewatt”
2-in. Gauge, 25'
Chassis for, 287'
Challenge,’ 101'; J.A.P. Motor Cycle
LAMP
SE.
C.R. Tank,
.
383
Engine, 222'; Leaky Induction Fittings,
Lamps, Repairing Ncrnst, 66.
LocomotiveType Boiler, Constructionof, 5r8'.
338; Leaky Tank, Temporarily Stopping
Lathes—Attachments for, 342', 361', 484, Lodge Coherer. Model of, 446'.
up, ror; London to Edinburgh 0! r910,
ntre
.548'; Brush for, 62;
533 Mabon Clutch, Dilﬁculty with, 244;
zogrﬁ,
3}-rn. Dnunmond, 605';Chucks for,
Magneto. Terminals, Protecting, 22:;
352';
Division Indicator tor, 295';
Mastering" the Motor Cvcle, 76;
Drummond, at the AntartItie, 479;
Plate for the Bench, 34'.
Methods of Dealers, 222; Motor Cycle
Electric Motor Drive for "Star," 23'; L/IANDREL
Marinr Screw PropcllerS, Design of
Engines tor Driving Lathes, 53,
Fitting Back-gear to, 594°;
Handy
Model. 316', 344‘. 370', 392‘
246', 318: Motor Cycle Engines
Fittings for, 38'; New “ Star " Screw Materials tor Model Makers, “9.
Stationary Work, 172', 270, 388; Oil
cutting, 455'; New Twin Bcd, 47'; Measuring and Jointing Large Quantities of
Retainer, Care of, :02; Omega Light
Notes on, 38'; Operating Hand Plan
weight Motaj Bicycle, 579'; Overhauling
Wu.“ 174*.
.
ing Machine from, r63':
Overhead Mechanical Engineering.The Use of Wood in,
the Motor Bicycle, 4, 102 Overhauling
Gcar for, 187 SenecaFalls Electric Motor
306.
leadsto Overheating,602'; Parafﬁn Injec
Drive for, 23' Slide-rest Improvements, Melting Babbitt Metal in Ketlle, r3u.
tor and Cooling Device Combined, r23';
546'; Taper indicator for, 296'.
Metric Threads, Cutting, 498.
Paraﬂin Tank for Motor Cycles, 54';
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Power Boats, Modi-llmg, 281.
Speed Boat}. Modvl, Designing, 128', 152',
Motor gin-h Notes—continual.
176', 200'. 353.
Light Model Two-speedMotor Practical Lottch from our Rvadrrs, 41, 66',
Q
_
79‘;
Bicycle,
Petrol Feed Connection,
9!. 130. 163‘, 186.210'. 280‘, 353. 377'. Spirit and Watrr Tank Combined for Model
482';
Improvised,
Piston, A
An
Railways. 271‘.
402'. 473'. 405, 522'. 547', 571'. 595.
(115',
Query respecting, 580; Premier 3} h.~p.
Springs, Tt‘Stlllg, 463'.
Making a Small Stcam or Air, Station for an [minor Railway System, 276'.
Motor Cycle, 269° ; Preserving the Tyros, l PrussurcGaugv,
, o.
Tip
5; Pulley, A
for Removing, 109‘;
Strum BlethS, 66.
-41
Pulley Gear, New Expanding, 414; Pur Printing Machine, Small Sill-inking, 350'.
Stval'l'lEngine for Beginners, 272', 302'.
chasing Motor Cycles, W'hatto Avoid, 102: Pl'llt‘ Modi-l at the Edinburlzh Industrial SteamerClubs, Mixlel—Bclfast, 116, 211. 428,
‘
Exhibition, 401'.
523', Glasgow, 33!; Heaton and Dis
Removing Piston Rings, 482' ; Removingl
trict, 456; Portsmouth, :15, 211, 3,34,
the Rear “Wheel of a Motor-car, 317'; Prnpi-llrr Bearing for Model Arroplanes, 322'.
428, 476: Victoria, 211.
Renovating the Motor Bicycle, 2; Re Propollers,Di-sign of Model Marine, 326‘, 344',
Steamers, MOdv‘l—Ellillllt) and Boiler for,
pairing :- Broken Cylinder, 578; Replies
370'. 391'~
l
403'; How Built, 529'; s.s. Norman,
to QuerieS. 5. 55. 10:. 125. 149.174, 109,
UERIBS and Ri-plies. 22', 43', 67'. 02'
72'.
213. 247. 270. 295. 318. 340, 365, 350.
116', 140‘, 165', 188', 213', 238', 261 , SteamEngines,Model—BalancedHigh Speed,
4:5, 440. 459,
509.
581.
+64.
535.
556.
183‘, 308'. 335. 355', 380'. 404'. 4211'.
337’; Building Cuiupuund Umlcrtypc,
(>03; "
ex " Valveless Motor Cycle
103', 217'; Compound Launch, 451';
Engine, 172' ; Running Motor Cycles on
477" 500'. 524'. 549'. 572'. 595'.
35%;.
Marine, 451 For ModulAero
I Parati'u-i, 171, 269: Saddle, Emciem ior
COHCltfllSng
"
“
Query Department, Altrration in Rulcs, 456,
planes, 47; High-spend, 450'; Hori
Motor Cycling, 318: Selling the Old
Side Car, How to
zontal, 281', 4411' Miniature Working,
Machine,
480. 499. $28. 552
509 ;
568'; " Ricardo " Rl'lllOdt‘llCd Type,
Simple but ,
Align,
Silcnrer.
603 ;
‘
479'; Simple Construction of. 8', 155',
Eﬂective,
Single-geared Pulley,
Motors on tho G.N.R. 226.
247 ;
Power with a, 533; Slowing on RAIL Railway, lmluor, A Complete Modr-l
More
320'. 507'. 540'; Tanzvr: Type Hori
zontal, 503' Thri-r-ilylindi-r Compound,
Smash, A Theory
Station for, 276'.
Down Grades, 579:
Traction, :Bu';
270,
Spanner, The Railway, Thr' Ki-amuy High-s Id, 278.
Triple Marine,
Respecting,
382;
481'
" Millcnnium
on, 75;
Valvas, Curious, of Model Flying
Autogrip," 247'; Speed Railways—Ariicricnn, Fast 'IIi'er-iins
160'
N.\V.,
384'; Vertical, 210', 60";
Maintaining,198;
on
the
L.
81
Marhim
Disappdnting
Run
Engine,
of
the
'
226; Fast Trains on the Philadelphia
How to Ensure, Starb'
Willan's Singlr-acting, 322'.
, Easy,
555;,
" wift " New
Runabout Car, 22",,
and Reading, 75; Fast Work on tho, Steam Air PrussureGauge,Making Small,
Midland, 445': London to Birmingham
268' ; Taking Care of a Motor Bicycle,
241
and their Fittings, 340';
by the L. B: N.W., 32; Notable Periorin Str‘el Wirr- Burning, 271.
550; Tanks
“ TeeBce " Hand Starter, 29', 79; The
nits, 192.
aiice on the Pennsylvania, 562.
Slr-rrlllt' Model Shani
5, 55, 10:, Storage Plant for Grain, Mode-lof, 493'.
Cycling, 603; Timing. Replies to Querieson Mutul'Cycl >5,
Motor
Cost of
115, 149, 174, 109. 213, 247, 270. 2‘15. Suhmarim Signals, The \Vorking of, 516'.
123 : Tricar, Low Built Racing
Gear, Fitdng, 5' ;|
uril, A Uwiul Battcry, 395'.
Type, 2' ; Two—s
318. 340. 365. 380. 415. 440. 459. 484. Switchb
“
$00, 535, 556. 581.603
System 01 Elcctric Clocks,
Tito—speed Hub or Motor Cycles, 365' ,1
Syughmuuino"
2'.
Two-stroke Motor Cycle Engines, 4';‘ Rods of Aluminium, Brass, and Copper, 167.
Handy Tool for, 197'; Rules of Our Query Department, Alteration,
Valve Grinding,
to T151,581';
Valves for Opening,
in. 499
APER Indicator for lilo Lathe. 296'.
Valve Spring Liftﬂ’, Simple. 124' ; Valves,
of,
Taper Turning, Adjustable Cent-m1m",
The
Con-l
Propellers, Design of Modcl Marine,
Breaking
Valve.
440:
The
l
34‘
316'. 344‘. 370'. 391‘cmtric Pilot, 198' ; 2' V" Belts on Light-‘ SCRBW
Tapcr Turning in the Lathe, 539'.
weighs, 534 ; Vanable Gear, Experi Screw Propollr‘rs, M0(l(~lllllg.281.
Model Airships, Method of Making, Tvlegraphy, “'irulcss, Notes on, 275'.
a NeW, 295 ; VariableSpeed Screws
menting with
" \'-S-"
Ti'l’llllllalS,
for Wm, 173:" VS"
Gear's, 54 :
593 Protecting. 74'.
Testing Springs.
463
Two-speed Gear for Motor Cycls, 293' :1 Screws, Hints for Users of, 3g.
Tm: Mousi. ENGINEER Dynamo Design, 6',
\Vheels, Overhauling. 4 ; Workingol Two Screws, Mani ulating Tiny, 258.
86‘, 132‘, 159', 204'.
cycle Motors, 4‘ ; Workshop and Repair Sell-inking MpodelPrinting Machine, 350'.
v Setting out Small Boilers without
Lathe,‘ Threads, Metric, Cutting, 498.
Ti P5 55
Thrust Bearing, Simple Made, 34.
.
247'.
Motor Launch, Model oven Tn». 505%
Time Transmitter, Electnc, 41.
Sheet Metal, Filing to Size, 238.
7
of SpeedBoats, 47 '.
Ship Fittings, Making Some Diﬁcult, 391‘.
Ia AILS, Hints for Users of, 539.66,
Timingeating, A Sup ort
Glass,
Tool
Repairing,
Ships,
with
Coating
Lainps,
578.
298'.
Nemst
Tools—Broken Hac saw Blades Used lor
News of the Trade, 23'. 47‘. 7!, 95, 119, 167,; Signals, Submarine,The Working of, 516'.
Parting, 415' Cold Chisels, The Proper
3511,3831407,‘ Silver Platin 571.
191. 263'. 287‘. 31 I. 335.
Grinding of, 104‘; Grinding Machine,
Silver Steel, aking, 42.
5’. 479'. 503'. 575- 599, 61;.
287; How to Use, 90‘ Screwdriver for
Nickels, Restoring Rusty and Tarnished, 695_ Simple Model Steam Engine Construction, 8',
Special Work, 174'; Screwdriver with
155‘. 310‘. 507'. 540'
North Middlesex Model NaVigation Society,
Powerful Grip, 318'
Slide-rest
lmprnvcmenﬁ,
546'.
333'. 354'
Model Engineersat Sydney, N.S.W., Torpedo-boatDestroyer, Model, 66', 313'.
103'. 125'. 147'.
New on Modol AcroplancsSocietyaot
291',
.
Torpedo-boatDestroyer,ModulElectric,
219',
6',
243.
266.
30
438'.
314.
0Socivty oi Model Enginms'impe Townl' Traction Engine, Design for Model Fowler
310': 3695', 411'. 435'- 460‘. 485'. 510'“
Exhibition, 120, 234', 504.
Type, 248', 591'.
535, 556‘. $91" 6‘";
.
Nous 00 Motor CyCIes, z =9 53‘. 76‘, 100' Society of Mudt‘l Engineers, lmdon, 21, 43,. Transmitting Apparatus for Wireless Telu
zraphy, 255‘
67. 91. “6. 139, I“. 164. 187'. 193%.
123’. :49, 171', 197'. 221‘. 244'. 268
21:, 217', 237, 241', 259, 260, 282, 308,; Travelling Crane, A Model, 373'.
293'. 317', 338'. 361‘. 387'. 389’. 413%
Tubes
of Aluminium, Brass, and Co per, :67.
476,
334. 341'. 354.
428. 452.
430‘. 455, 482'. 508'. 533'. 555'. 57
Turbine liitcrruptcr, A Direct-coup ed, 409'.
3796.
.
7403.
602'
Turbo-Blower,
Telegraphy,
,
Model De Laval Steam, 513'.
Provincial—
84'.
Engineers,
Wireless
N
Bedford, 620;
Birmmgham, 92, 165,\ Turning, Elementary Ornamental, 509'.
N25; on Worlehop MclhOdS, 57. 80‘, 105',
Motor,
Two-cycle
187,
476,
617;
Design for Model, 250'.
238,
282,
571308.
186.
Bradford, 22, 67, :38. 334 451. 476: Tyros, Motor Cycle, Apparatus used i0:
' es, Small Powar, 191,
Dublin,
67,l
Vulcanising,
Bristol,
188,
476;
429,
137'.
En
453; Dundee, 336;
Formby, 240
Oglsxtxonc,How to Level, 536_
High Wyccmbe, 380, 453; lltord, 312,l
(tr, larnental Turning, Elementary, 569',
.
Expenmmls 00»491
408,456,610 Leicester,22 Manchnstcr,! "UNIVERSAL" Milling Attachment Fur
(7].‘1'lation5 and Waves.Motor-car,
ther Notes on, 135'.
‘58, 159, ass. 449';
Nottingham,
32.
UV ~rbauling a Small
408; Reading, 165, 188, 238, 308, 334,
from
355,
Stratiurd,
SteamEngine, for Flying Machine,
Broken
453,
524;
Stony
03,
Hack-1
ARTING Tools made
VALXIES.
31!;
yne=ide,355.
des,
15'h
Brirakiiig,
Variable
Primary
and Condenser,with 12-in.
of
joints,
m,
Plaster-of-Paris
43.
Solderid
vPa tusrii‘jMBalzing, Clscs
Spark Coil, 33'.
Svldlfl'lng Iron, A Nrﬂl Gas, 383'.
U
“ Fluilor,"
Cylinders,
Varnish
Brush,
'l’ips
Outﬁt,
606'.
for the User of, 567.
Soldering
o5.
Pan,er in: Water-coded
Soldering Sct, The " Express," 287.
Vl‘lltlldllﬂ'n"for Model Ships, 95.
Pattsrns, Polishing. 6S—
VulCanBillg
Spark
7-in.,
of
Motor
Cycle
b",
Coil,
Construftion
Tyres, Apparatus
73'.
5'
.
Patterns. Wood
Spark Coil, 12-iu., with Variable Primary and
547', 595
used for. 137'.
Periny-in-thr Slot Mechanism-hm“
Lathe, '63"
Condrnsvr. 433" 505.
Plnriing Machine, Operatmg'
Uws of, in Pattcm-Maldng, Sparking Plug, Miniature, 7i.
Plaster-ot-Patbv
Spred~Buat Cuinpctitiun, Result of, 1900,96. WATCH-CLOCK, An Interesting, 180'.
3’
" Lmvkn," 455‘~
Spud-Boat Competition, Tm: Moon. Esm
Water and Spirit Tank, Combined,
The
Pcfin Level"
blatlr',
NEER, (or 1910,319.
fur Modrl Railways, 271'.
4°°°Chea 1y
Polanscope
Boat,
Speed
arhts,
Model,
458',
Watvr-coolcdCylinders,Patterns
Constructionof,
for, 606'.
615.
4o3.l
Ponds for Model
‘ ﬁpn, Model, 116.
Spu'tl Boats, Chart for Timing, 473°,
Willans' Engine, Model of, 322'.
Powﬂ' Boat AssoCJa
t
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The Model Engineer and Electrician—Index.
erﬂcss Communication, 163.

I Workshop Electric Light, Position Adjuster,
Wu'elcss Telegrath Apparatus,' :82, 359,
590 378', 575.
Workshop Methods, Practical Notes on, 57,
80', 105', :86.
WirelessTclegraphy, Call Signals for, 32:, 57!.
Wireless Telugraphy, Iron Sulphide DetoCKOr Workshop, Model Engineer's,Construction of,
tor, 231'.
193‘. 217'
WirelessTt-lcgraphy.Motor-car ﬁtted for, 470‘. Workshnp Notes and Notions, 34', r74', 270',
Wireless Tclcgraphy, Notes on, 84', 275'.
5C.
for, \‘Vorkshop,Tm: Moon. Eur-mun, r44, r68,
Wireless‘Tclugraphy, Usclul Instruments
255 .
r92, 216, 240, :88, 460.
Wire, Methodof Jointing and Measuring,174',
Wood for Patterns, 5.
Apparatus, 187.
Wood, The Use of, in MochanicalEngineering, X’JiAY
Clubs, Nomi—Belfast 428, 523;
306.
YACHT
Cardiﬂ, ll)“, Croydun, 523; Gravcscnd
Work Bench, The Stoncham, :67.
Workshop Accessories, Uselul, 90'.
and District, 332: Jarrow, 523; Loads,
Workshop, Design fa' Small, 368', 396’,
19', 513; London Corinthian. 2n ;
Nuwport, 332; Portsmouth, 2!, 119;
419'.

Yacht Clubs, Model—wall“
St. Helens, 18';
Southampton, 11!,
426; South-Eastern, 428‘; Southsca,
524,5"; Swansea, an, :60, 33:, 426;
Ulster, 428; Wirral, 2:, 330', 425'.
Yacht Ponds, Construction of, 403.
Yachting Association, Northern Model, Social
Gathoring, 330'.
Yachting, Model, Notes on, r4', “2', m,
330'. 421'. 523.
Yachts, Model, Designing and Building, 14',
63', 212’, “if, 422'.
Yachts, Model Sailing—Designfor Iris, 422' :
Designing under the International Rule,
422'; International MeasurementRule.
66; New Pond at Broomlield Park.
333'. 354‘: Schooner Type. 457'; Wir
ral Club, tz-nn-tre Modals, 330'.
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REPLIES.

— Capacity of, 551;
Gas Englnes—conh'nutd.
Batter , Trouble with, 382.
" Digging-out
' Hulls,
DANIELL
i h.-p., 166; Ignition, 382; lm roving,
309. 406. 479. 515;
55!. '
Charging Arrangements, 70; Charging Duct, Size of Water, 14:.
357‘; Running on Producer as, 46;
Plant, 71 ; Forming Plates, 119; Making Dynamos—Attendant,Book for, 44 ; Designfor
Speed of, 35:; Starting, Trouble with,
and Repairing, 598; Sulphated, 575;
4-polc, 286'; Diﬂcrcnt Types of, 189;
23 ; Timing, 23 ; Troublvs oi Attendant,
Trouble with, 597; Windmill Charging
Driving 60-wattby GasEngine, 188: Fail—
404; Trouble with, 239', 501 ; Two
Plant, 45.
ure to" Build up," 404 ; Failure to Excite,
strokc Cycle, 382.
619; Failure to Start, 407' ; Field Wind Gases, Experiments with, 503.
Acetylene Gas Gcnorator, 119.
ings, 46; Four-pole, 22', 286', 381; Gas GlassCutting by meansof a File, 309.
Acetylene Gas Lighting. Mantlcs for, 142.
Engine Driven, 166; ironclad,
Adhesive for Oiled Silk, 526.
08 ;
Aeroplancs, Model—Farman
h
of Electric Motors, 575
i scale,
KaPP Type. 350—400watts 69:
HORSE-POWER
Biglane,
',
Finding
;
Centre
ravit
19!;
of
watts,
meyerType, 400
431'; Low Volt
Hot~airEngine Diﬁcultics, 525.
69
age,2,000Watts,214' : Manchcsu-rType, Hot Water Bottle, Repairing, 44.
Petrol Engine. for, 263; Petro Plant,
525;
M0021. ENGINEER Slow-speed, Hot Wire Voltmotcr, 283.
165' ; Propellcrs, Powwr of. 38x.
Alternating Current Rectiﬁer, Rotary, 117.
5, 116, 5:5, 527; Castings tor, 406; Hulls, Steamer, “ Digging-out," 551.
Polishing,
esult 01 SpeedVariation, 598; Running
Aluminium
525.
Ammeter, 407.
as Motor, 261,356', Segmentslot Kapp
Coil, Petrol Engine, 262.
Y Ignition Gear 01Petrol Engine,
Anemometry, 406.
Type. 597; Simple-x. 117. 453. 597; IGNITION
95'.
Small, [or Charging, 574; Starting Dil’ﬁ Iron Finding instruments, 619'.
Are lamp for [miter-n, 67. 406.
Automatic Cut-out, M.E. Slow SpccdDynamo,
culty, :38; Trouble with Brushes, 358;
116.
Varying Output irom, 573; Warming up
Lacquer, 526.
of Armature, 309 ;
Automatic Early Morning Waiter, 22.
Winding Six-pole JEWELLERS’
Armature, 383; 6-watt, 117; 3o-watt,
Automatic Polarised Sw'itchcs, 311.
308;
48-watt, 119: (So-watt. 597; LANTERN, Arc Lamp for. 406.
Automatic Steering for Model Yachts, 573.
too-watt, 214, 453;
zoo-watt, 525;
Lathe, Choosing Engine for Driving,
3oo-watt. 22'; 35o-4oo-watt,69; 490'
285.
Tubes, Filling, 50:,
watt, 431'; 2,000-watt, 214'.
Lathe, Driving irom Electric Motor, 44'.
BAROMZE'XER
Batteries, Bichromatc, 405,50!,
lathe, Machining Castings for, 406.
Lathe, Making Patterns for, 381'.
Batteries for Charging, 38,2.
Coll, Solution for, 92. Lathe Headstock, Repairing Nose of, 619'.
Bazaar Electrical Exhibition, 551,
EDISON-LALANDE
Electrical
Connections.
Link Motion, Setting Out, :43.
Billiard Balls, Turning, 598‘.
527.
_
and Wilcox Type, Electrical Engineering Profi-ssion, Hints on Lighting and ChargingPlant, 599.
Boilers. Mofli-l—BabCOClt
Cornish, Increasing Draught ol,
Entering, 215.
Lighting, EluCil'lC—Chal'glllg Switchboard.
598;
Firing Locomotive, 117: For Electrical Exhibition, Balaar, 55!.
167', 309'; Plant for Cinematograph,
405 ;
117;
For
Triple
10
Bell
Trouble,
Electric
No.
‘Engmc,
Stuart
238: Private House Plants, 44, :41, 335.
429'.
Lightning Conductors,618.
expansion Engine, 356; Horizontal Water Electric Bell Wiring, 93', 119', 618'.
Tube, 536’ ; Leaking, 71‘; Loconiobile EleCt'ricCar, 500.
Locomotive Drawings—LB.
6r S.C.R.
95; Maintained Pressures in, Electric Gas Control, 93.
Slroudlny," 0—4—2 Typo Tank, 142';
Marine, Stays for, 262'; Priming Electric Lamp, Multiple Control, 405.
LB. 6: S.C.R. 4—4~2 Tank, No. 595,
358';
G.C.R. No. 1014 Class, 143';
Trouble. 14; ; Return Tube, 6§'; Va Elecn'ic Lamp, Ncrnst, 524.
G.E.R. 2—4—0
Typo, Class T19, 1 0';
porising Bur-nor for, 191: Vertical, 167, EleCtrlC Mechanism, Pmny-in-lhc~Slot, 454'.
"
, r,
; Water Tube for Speed Boat, Electric Nightlight, 477.
G.W.R.
Saint" Class. 141'; GARCR.
:2! ; 54;;8'ater Tube for Steamer, 430'; Electric Water Boiling, 527.
2—4—0 Type Tank, 572‘;
Midland
Old 2—4—0 Type, 5'; N.E.R. 4— —o,
Yarrow Type, Arrangement of Tubes, Electric Wires, Carrying Capacit of, 69.
ElcCti-ol tic Interruptcr, Wuhnet, 94.
No. 1238,356';
0—6—0 ype
166'.
"
“
P1 Class Goods. 596'; N.E.R Class
ElcCLi-oiiagnet, Size of Bobbin, etc., 93.
Boiling Water by Electricity, 517,
"’1'" Eight-coupled Mineral, 596'.
Electro-Magnet to Lift 500 lbs., 215'.
Books to get for Examinations, 572,
EleCtro Motors—Calculations for Three- hase Locomotives, Modul—" Atlantic,"
No. 1
Brake Horse-Power. Testing, 118.
Core Boxes, 50:.
Walt, 286; Croker-Whecler, 1 .-p.,
Gauge, 405; C.R. Ex rcss, il-in., 380';
Brassfoundcrs’
GR. No. 3, {-in. Cale, 501 ; (LR,
118; For Driving Launch, 308 ; Heating
Lamp, 50:.
_
Braziri
up, 524; Lathe Driving, 44' - Lundcll,
Type ii-iii. Scale, 335; G.C.R.
Brushegs, Boudreaux FOllatcd, 431.
“4—4-9
Inimuigham," x-in. SCali', 7o; G.C.R_
Rewinding, igo; Reducing V'oltagcfor,
Buzzing in Telephone, :63.
No- 1093. 47—4—1Type. 501: G.B.R.
396; Running from Mains, 261, 357;
Hamilton," 357; G.N.R.“ Atlan
Running on Diﬁerent Supplies, 239;
"‘Claud
"
Series-wound, Reversing Sw1tch, 188' ;
G.W.R." Atlantic "
AB Fittings,
M_.R. kin. $03ch “70‘
t1c_ T pe, 69,477';
ale, "8'; G.W.R. “County”
-1n.
Car, ElectriC,
Sewing Machine Driving, 238; Solcnoid
i
ray
lag, {-in. Scale, 94; G-W.R. Single
5 ._ _
Diﬁculty.
214; Two-phase g5 h.-p.,
tt , S
“ Worcester,"
285; Wright of, 38:;
Winding,596;
{-in. Scale, 284' ; L_B_ and
5:232“! f2: Lgthe,’ Machining, 406.
S.C.R. “ Atlantic," i-in. Scale, 38 ;LB.
Wire Required for, 382 ; } h.-p., 525.
Centritgiigal
I l Force,6575
Employment with an Electric Supply (30.,596.
and S.C.R. 4—4—2 Tank, {-in Scale, 358;
. 5 Chm
giains through Rectifier, 69.
ME. Cardboard Midland Cab Fittin BS,
Enamel for Cycle Frame, 572.
117'; N.B.R. "Atlantic," 144: Class,
Engineering in the Navy, 573.
Charging Resistance. :15. .
Switchboard,
69; N.E.R. "Atlantic,"
Charging
Echriinents with Gases, 503.
309 .
Q-in. Scale
Frames, 406'; N.E.R. Throc-cylindvr
Charging Switchboard With Rheostat, 262.
No. 1 Gauge, 93;
Tank, 308;
Chemical Rectiﬁers, 359- I
Simgle
Smith Compoun
Cell, Bdison-Lalande, Solution for, 92.
. 46;
Springs and
FIRE Risk oi Electricity, 43o.
Wheel Castings, 119; Springs 101'f—in.
Cells, Sack Leelanché, 7o.
iph
Tele
"Atlantic,"
Scale
574';
.
Winiega
Tank
Engine,
Coil tor
s73
Ode Engine, 455.
Condenser, Fitting '0
Electric. 93.
4-6—4 Type. 502; Water in Cylinders,
GAS Control.
Condenser, Glass Plate. 68.
Gas Engiiics—Convrrting to run on
598
Petrol, :61 ; Cracked Cylinder, 50X; Locomotives, Model Electric—Driven from
Copper Finish on Model Sailing Yacht, 430.
Driving 5oo‘wnttDynamo, 23o ; Dynamo
Solenilil Engine, 166'; G.E.R. Matvrial
Core Boxes. Brasstounders' Cast Iron, 502.
Driving tor, 166, 188; Enlarging THE
l'JI' Frames. 38?; G-E.R.. z-in. Gauge,
Crane, Model Steam, 596.
for
Engine
Moon.
ENGlNEER,
Gas-bag
Boat.
599;
tor
190'; G.W.R. Single, {-ln. Scale, 285';
:63.
Cycle Petrol

ACCUMULATORS
Charging,
167.

\

C
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Locomotives,Model Electric—continued.
LT. 8L S.R., il-in. Gauge, 477; Metro
litan, 94; MODEL Eucmuir,
94;
otor tor, 595; Novel Motor tor, 167.
Locomotives, Old Midland, 45'.

MAGNALIUM, Soldering, zr5.
Manganin Wire, 43i.
Mapet, Electro, to Lift 500 lbs., 215'.
Magnetic Insulating, 597.
Magnetisingtrom Mains, i42.
MagnetoShocking Machine, 572.
Magnets, RcmagnetisingPermanent, 382.
Marking OE Hexagons. 359'.
Medical Coil, Making, 3n.
Medical Coil, Reducing Shock in, 215.
Medical Coil, Resistanceand Bell tor, 70‘.
Mercury Break for Coil, 526.
Metallic Filaments, 286.
Model Railway Plan, ri-in. Gauge, iBQ'.

Resistance Box, 43!.
Resistancetor Lighting Circuit, 383.
Resistance Wire, 7:.
Resistances,Calculating 7o.
Rheostat and Charging Switchboard, 26¢.
Rheostat, Calculating Wire for, :85.
Rigging Model Schooner, 478'.
Leclanché Cells,

70.
SACSailing Ship, Model,
550.

Chemical
Transformers—Arc Lamp, 94;
Coil, 4-in.,
Rectifier, zao-watt, n8;
i5o-watt, 68; Gauge of Wire (or, 404;
High Voltage Work, :86;
Rectiﬁer,
3o-watt, r43; Rotary, 335; Small Auto,
55‘; Step u , 429; Straight Core, 3io';
hree- hase u ply, rox'.
Turning Bi liard Ball; 508'.
Two-Phase Motor, Installing :5 h.-p., 285.

Schooner, Rigging Model, 478'.
Compound Engine, Tin.
UNDERTYPB
Screws, Sizes of, 503.
Monet. Buoncnn, 94.
"
" Control,
Series-Parallel
500.
Series-Parallel Switch, 7!.
Silver Plating, Reducing Volta (or, 405.
Brake. 309.
VACUUM
Shells, Firing and Exploding o , 43o.
Vacuum Pump. :3.
ShockingCoil Experiment With Coin in Water, Vacuum Tube Experiments, 14:.
Valve Gear (or -in. Scale Locomotive, n8.
238.
Shunted ResistanceIor Cull, 619'.
Valve Gear, joy 5, {-in. Scale, 92'.
Slottin in the Lathe, 595.
Varnish for Model Yachts, 404.
Spark oil Failure, 239, 55i.
Ventilating Fans, 575.
Voltage for Sparking Plug. 55o.
Spark Coil, Making, 550, 595.
Voltage, Reducing, for Silver Plating. 405.
Architect's Profession, Hints on Spark Coil, 4-in., Trouble with Break, 44.
NAVAL
Voltmeter, Hot Wire, :83.
Sparking Plug, Voltage, 550.
Entering, .382.
N avy, Engineeringin, 573.
Speed-boatDesirm. Minimum Dimensions for, Voltmetcr, Making, 207, 595.
l
lamp,
Given
Displacement,
514.
X42.
Nernst
Night-Light, Electric, 477.
Speed-boatDesign, Size of Boiler and Engine, l
Automatic Early Morning, 22.
Ht).
I WATER,
Spheres,Turning, 598'.
Water Duct, Size oi, :41.
‘
Silk, Adhesive for, 526.
Mar'me,
Water
Steam Engines, Model—Compound
Motor Design, 239.
OILEDOil Engine for Pumping, 26!.
5:6; Fitting Condenser,455 ; For Driv-l Water Motor, Water Consumption in, 404.
Oil Engine Trouble, 309.
Wehnclt
ing a50-3oo-watt Dynamo, 383: Hon-‘
Electolytic Interrupter, 94.
zontal r-in. h z-in.,
Quadruple Wimshurst Experiment Failure, :83.
50%;
iimp for, 23; Windmill Accumulator Charging P161".45'
Expansion. 35 ; Size of
an Invention, 46.
Traction, i88.
Windmill Sails, Design of, 309.
PATENTING
Patterns for Lathe, Making, 38".
Storm Glass Ingredients, 595.
Wire Strainer, Using, 95.
Pattern Making Difﬁcult
i4o.
Submarine Bell, 166.
Wiring Three-Light Pendant, 431
Mechanism,
Penny~in~the~Slot
Submarines,
Electric
Wireless Telegraph —Amateur Station, :86;
454'.
597.
Petrol Blowlarnp, 506.
Beginning,
Calculatin
Wave
Surface Carburettor Design, 573.
1!:
Boat,
Engine
Petrol
for
teeter,
Lengths, 287; Coil for, 57 ;
Switdl, Reversing, for Series Motor, 188'.
:61.
Petrol Engine for Flying Machine, 263.
574; Installation for Long
tauceWork,
Petrol Engine, Ignition Gear, 95'
453 ; Instruments for, :15 ; Iron Sul
Petrol Engine, Sparking, 501.
Sizes, 19!.
phide and Galena, 454 ; ReceiverTrouble.
TAPPING
Petrol Engine, S ra Carbiirettor tor, 165'.
26: ; SPark Coil. 335.549; Tuning. 43 :
Ta s and Drills, 5oi.
Pekol Engine, Wor 'ng a Model, 50!.
Working Coil oﬂ A.C. Mains. 455.
Tattooing achine, 215.
Pith Balls for Electrical Experiments, 551.
Wiring. Electric Bell, 93', "9'.
Telephone,Buzzing in 26
Plan for Model Railway, il-in. Gauge, 189°. Telephone,Danger of Lightning, 524.
Wiring Small Electric Installation, 140.
Polarised Switches,Automatic, 3n.
Telephone Installations, 93', 94'.
Wood Ior Patterns, 356.
Polishing Aluminium, 525.
Telephones,Connectionsfor Simple, 3io'.
Workshop, Starting a, 143.
Position of Shaping Machine Tool, 574.
Telephones.Constructionof, 597.
Priinns Burner, Cleaning,goo.
Tesla Coil, Making and Using, 140.
Pumping, Oil Engine for, 261.
Tesla Coil, i-in. Spark, 284.
Testing Brake Horse-Power 0! Engine, iiB.
X-RAYS Apparatus, 70'.
Three-Phase Supply, Transformer and Motor
and Small Transformer. I43.
tor, 191'.
RECTIFIER
Rectiﬁer, Chemical, 359.
Time Transmitter, The " Synchronome," 380, YACHT, Copper Finish on, 430.
Yacht, Making Model Sailing, 500°.
Rectiﬁer, Charging irom Mains through, 69.
404.478
Rectiﬁer, Rot-Ir Altematin Current, "7.
Yacht Model, Curtailing Depth of Fin in,6r9.
Tinning Copper Sauccpans, 356.
Rectiﬁer, Tran omier and C crnical, 118.
Yachts, Automatic Steering Ior, 573.
Tool, Shaping Machine, Position of, 574.
Yachts, Measurin Rules tor Model, 213.
Traction Engine, Model Fowler, 357.
Re-magnetising Permanent Magnets, 382.
YaChl-S,Varnish 01'Model, 404.
Resistanceand Bell for Medical Coil, 70'.
Traction Engine, i-in. Scale. 50!.
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A Model Liner.
By E. C. \\'uirrAxER.

MR. E.

Y

C.

“'HITTAKER'S

model Atlantic liner is built from yellow
pine, tree from knots and Shakes. in two
pieces, as shOwn in drawing, and I ﬁnd this
The two pieces are
method
most satisfactory.
deded together with a thin layer of white lead,
and screwed with brass screws.
The main decks are of cedar, with stiﬁ' drawing
marked with lines, for boards,
paper, properly
deck plates, etc., glued on, and varnished with three
coats of pale hard Oak varnish, which gives them
the correct colour, and makes them quite water
The main and aft saloons, with decks around,
tight.
were made from fairly stiff cardboard, varnished
The main saloon is ﬁxed to 3
With {our coats.
WM base and built up in the way shown, which
and keeps same from warping.
gives strength
This answers much better than wood or metal,
as it is very much lighter and more easy to work.
The doors, windows. and board lines, as seen in
were drawn and painted on before
photograph,
ﬁxing together.
I made the paint from the very well known
colour, mixed with
recipe—dry
and well tried

MODEL Lixizu.
white French polish to the consistency of milk
—and gave the boat eight coats, rubbing down
with
used
sand-paper after each coat except
the last; this gives a ﬁnish almost equal to china.
The t0p colour is ivory white, and bottom a dark
salmon, with a black line dividing at the joint of
two pieces.
The portholes, loading doors,
the
and name (Athena) were put on with Indian ink,
painted over with French polish, which prevents
them washing oﬁ' with the action of the water.
The hawse-holes were bored with a brace and bit,
and the outside pieces cut from sheet lead and ﬁxed
The anchors were made
with small brass screws.
from lead with wire shanks; these, painted, look
very massive, and the crane for swinging same
overboard was made from wire, with cogwheels
The railings
of the correct size on the bottom.
on main decks were made from pins with their
heads cut off and ﬂorist's wire wound once round
each.
The pulley blocks are made from oval pieces
The funnels
of brass, with two holes put through.
were made from light tin, and the ventilators from
wood. The davits were made from wire, and have
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blocks and falls for the lifeboats, which I carved
from yellow pine, and are painted white, with a
The masts
tarpaulin.
top to represent
green
were made from ﬁshing-rod tops, and the fore
The steering
mast has the look-out tower ﬁxed on.
wheel was made from a wheel out of an old watch.
The canvas sheeting is represented by tape of the
On the aft lower deck there is a
correct width.
ﬂight of steps leading down to the lower main deck,
where one can see the doors of some of the state
On the top of this well there is canvas
rooms.
sheeting round to prevent spray washing down in
rough weather. The rudder is of copper soldered
on to a steel spindle, which projects abOVe the deck
to take a small pointer, from which can be seen the
position of the rudder, which moves very stitﬂy.
railings on main decks, edges of
The funnels,
main decks, crane, hinges of hatch on fore-lowei'
deck, masts and spars, look-out tower, anchors,
are
rudder, and proptller
painted aluminium,
while the davits,
together with the hawse-holes,
siren,
stanchions, saloon
pipes.
railings, steam
and tips of spars are painted brass.

THE AUTO-CARRIER

"RACING

SOCIABLE.

She is driven by an electric motor (by Thompson
It has an eight‘segment
and Co., of Greenwich).
drum armature, and works at 4 volts, taking about
in the water. The accumulator I had
2 amps.
specially built, and measures 2 ins. by 2} ins. by
5 ins. long, 4} volts 8 amps, and ﬁts into bottom
The motor is very powerful, and
of the boat.
drives the boat at about 4 knots an hour, and is
connected to the propeller shaft by a spring coupling.
The propeller is three-bladed, 21; ins. diameter.
The scale is r-rothin. = i it. The boat is 3 ft. 3 ins.
long, with a beam of 4} ins.. and a draught of 2); ins.,
exclusive of ﬁn keel, which is made of very light
galvanised iron. and measures 8 ins. long and 2% ins.
This is only necessary in rough weather
deep.
The weight, complete,
and is therefore detachable.
with ﬁn keel, and really for sailing, is only 10} lbs.
and
accumulator weigh
together
The
engine
The switch is placed on the stern, and
31‘, lbs.
I ﬁnd this very
can be just seen in photograph.
I recommend
this method
handy for starting.
of building the hull to anyone intending building a.
model boat, as she does not let in a drop of water,
and is as ﬁrm as if she were built of one piece of

wood.

and
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Motor Cycle Notes.
By

"

Pumnlx."

“ Racing Sociable."
"
"
racing
The illustration on this page shows the
referred
or low-built type of sociable three-wheeler
to in the Notes on the Stanley Show, appearing
This is an especially
in the December 9th issue.
vehicle, and one which will,
neat and well-designed
unless I am much mistaken, meet with a ready
demand among those. who are looking out for a
medium-powered passenger machine of handy size.

The Auto-Carrier

Renovating the Motor Bicycle.
Not a few readers have written me lately on the
subject of smartening up their machines, some of
which are from two to three years old. but still
Others are only last
good for a lot more wear.
models,
but in point of external ﬁnish
season’s
look, say the owners, who have probably given them
little care and attention, as though they had been
in use much longer.
This is the time of year when
one can best dispense with a week
or two of riding and the oppor
tunity may be seized for getting the
machine
put into thorough trim
for next season, so that when meet
ing the 1910 motor cycles on the
road one need not feel too much
“out of it " because his machine is
not of such a modern character as
they are.
Motor cycles which have only
seen one year's service
ought not
to want much attention beyond,
say, grinding the valves carefully
in, clearing away all carbonised
deposits on piston and cylinder
head,
swilling out the crankcase,
renewing compression washers, and
generally tuning up; but the two
or three-year old may require a
thorough overhaul, and in nine
cases out of ten the Owner can do
the bulk of the work himself if he
tries,
thus getting to know every little point
of detail about his machine,
and at the same
time
saving what may amount to a consider
able
The engine should be taken com
expense.
pletely out of the frame and dismantled, careful
examination
of every part, and
being made
renewals
effected
where
very
really necessary,
taken in the process to mark
great care being
with a centre punch—if this is not already dont—
the timing gear wheels and magneto
drive posi
tions for reasseinbling purposes.
The average motor
will be quite proﬁcient
cycling model engineer
enough to do for himself any bushing or other
renewal work required, such as the ﬁtting of new
piston rings—not merely replacing them—lengthen
ing valve stems or ﬁtting new cams; but, of course,
it is impossible for those who, through lack of
facility or knowledge are unable to undertake such
work, to do other than go to a repairer and get him
to ow'erhaul the engine and put it in good order
It is, in such circumstances. of the
throughout.
utmost importance that none but a competent
motor engineer or ﬁrm (and, where possible, the
makers of the engine themselves) should be en
trusted with the work; for incalculable harm may

The Model Engineer and Electrician.
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to a good engine by inexpert and careless
handling, and in the end the expense will be very
much greater.
Overhauling the Wheels, Brakes, and other

be done

Parts.

Having provided for the welfare of the engine,
the owner may next turn his attention to the work
of dissembling the other parts of the machine,
removing the tyres and wheels, cleaning the bear
ings and rims, testing the condition of the spokes,
taking down and overhauling the brake gear and all
rods and levers, whatever their purpose-and it is
wonderful what an accumulation of grit and dirt
will be found adhering to them—which has been
hitherto left unheeded; while quite likely some
small and inexpensive, though important, renewals
If the frame, tank, and
will be found necessary.
other parts are to be re-enamelled all the old enamel
will have to be sedulously scraped off, and the
owner can himself, if he likes, obtain very satis
factory results by applying one of the special
hard-drying enamels now on the market, without
going to the expense of stoving. I know of two
motor cyclists residing in my own district who
"
in-the shops."
have recently had their machines
“
turned to" with a will, cleared his
The one
machine of all its attachments, thoroughly cleaned
off the old enamel, and after polishing the frame
and other parts with emery cloth, applied three
He also overhauled the
coats of a special enamel.
himself, and made several replacements.
engine
His machine now looks as smart as one could wish,
The
and the engine is in thoroughly good tune.
whole job cost him under a sovereign plus some
The other
hard but very interesting work.
"couldn't be bothered,” so handed his machine
over to the local cycle agent to be overhauled and
re-enamelled. It cost him {,5 155., and I doubt
if he is now half so satisﬁed as the one who did the
work himself.

Two-Stroke

I

January

6,
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while blank
pressure in the cylinder or crankcase,
In Diagram 2
spaces indicate suction or vacuum.
further with the expan
the piston has descended
sion of the products of combustion in the cylinder,
and the lower edge of the piston now covers up the
inlet ports, and thus cuts off all communication
from the crankcase to the carburettor, so that the
therein by the
mixture begins to be compressed
downward movement of the piston.
In Diagram 3 the top of the piston uncovers

Motor Cycle Engines.

am one of those who believe that the two-stroke
rinciple is going to play a .very important part
in the future development of the motor cycle
It has the advantage of simplicity of detail,
engine.
obviating the use of valves, cams, etc. ; and, when
properly designed, is capable of giving a longer
than any four-stroke engine between re
mileage
is also very largely if not
Vibration
newals.
entirely eliminated, while less weight for equal
power is obtained, and whatever may have been
true in the past, there is now no question but that
all difﬁculties associated with carburation have been
overcome,
and that machines ﬁtted with two-cycle
will run quite as fast and much more
engines
smoothly than any of the four-cycle types having
the same cylinder capacity.
In a later issue I shall be devoting some space
to the reproduction of illustrated particulars re
specting the two leading makes of two-stroke
motor-cycles, i.e., the "Scott" and the "Rex,"
and in the meantime I am taking the present
opportunity of describing with the aid of diagrams
kindly provided by the Scott Engineering Company,
Ltd., of Bradford, the principle upon which such
engines work.
Diagram 1 shows the piston at the
commencement of the power stroke, beginning to
move downwards under the force of the explosion,
while at the same time a carburetted mixture enters
The shading indicates
the crankcase at the inlet A.

DIAGRAMS

ILLUSTRATING

Merl-ion

or 2-cvcu: Morons.

or WORKING

the exhaust port, allowing the exhaust gases to
escape to the silencer with an instant reduction of
in the cylinder.
At the same time the
pressure
further downward movement of the piston causes
compression of the charge into the crankcase.
Diagram 4 shows the piston next uncovering the
in the
transfer port, and the compressed
charge
blows through by way of the transfer
crankcase
passage, and is deﬂected upwards by the peculiarly
shaped deﬂector on the piston, so that the remain
ing exhaust gases are swept out and the cylinder
ﬁlled with a fresh charge of carburetted mixture.
This is called the distribution period of the
stroke, and the efﬁciency of the engine depends
upon the design and provision for effective distribu
tion. In Diagram 5 the piston is seen beginning
to move upwards, first closing off the transfer port
and then the exhaust port, while this upward move
ment creates a suction or partial vacuum in the

The Model Engineer and Electrician.
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crankcase ; and Diagram

6 shows the piston moved
compressing the charge in the
further upwards,
cylinder with a corresponding increase in the crank
case suction until the lower edge of the piston
begins to again uncover the inlet ports.
In general principle the piston reaches the end
of its upward compression stroke while, by the
complete uncovering
of the inlet ports the crank
case suction is fully open to the carburettor, and by
the ﬂow of
mixture therefrom the
vacuum
in the crankcase is destroyed, and thus
a fresh charge is drawn in ready to be compressed
on the downward stroke of the piston, and delivered
to the cylinder, as shown in Diagram 4.
The fore
going will, I trust, sufﬁce to make clear to all in
terested readers the working principle of the two
cycle motor, and they, judging
from my post
bag. are fairly numerous.

Carburer

Preraerving
ear.
Some

the Tyres

time

correspondent,
tion called
by

Fitting

n Two-Speed

l

from a Plumstead
received
W. Green, a sample of a prepara
him "Anti-Perish," which he has

l

and

ago I

Mr.

5

me some sketches
showing the method by which
he proposes
to ﬁt his 1% h.-p. lightweight motor
cycle with a form of two-speed
gear. and upon
which he asks my opinion. The idea is to ﬁt the
gear and clutch underneath the bottom bracket,
and drive by means of a chain from the engine shaft;
the ﬁnal drive to the back wheel being by means
of a belt.
The gear was originally designed for
chain drive, so my correspondent intends turning
the teeth off and ﬁtting a V pulley in their place.
The difﬁculty he mentions as being in the way
of ﬁtting the gear directly on to the engine shaft,
is that the pedal crank almost touches the pulley;
but if that were all, he could easily overcome it by
removing the pedalling gear, or, at any rate, the
crank and pedal on the pulley side, because if the
gear is going to be really efﬁcient there should be
no need for pedals.
He could, if he wished, retain
the off-side pedal for starting purposes; but even
this, with a lightweight, might easily be dispensed
with.
Withouta variable gear, pedals are. of course,
indispensable on a motor-cycle of low horse-power.
However, I doubt whether the gear could in any
case be ﬁxed to give satisfaction on the shaft of
- such a. small engine.
Its weight and
the end thrust it would create would
undeniably be the means of giving
trouble, and although there is much
to be said in favour of having the
drive as direct as possible, I see no
objection of any consequence to the
A lot, of course,
plan proposed.
depends upon the weight of the gear,
and the care and skill with which it is

ﬁtted.

I

Replies in Brief.

L. M. C. (Buxton).—Your
proposal
cannot be entertained. Such ﬁippant
treatment of motor cycle subjects is
to our way of thinking out of place.
You
Thanks for your other remarks.
could have your magneto transmission
converted irom chain to gear wheel
drive, but doubt ii you would gain
much thereby.
H. F. G. (Surbiton).
—It may be a broken piston ring, and
you had better lit the cylinder to see
if this is so before running the engine
again. It looks, from what you say,
as though that is what is the matter.
---—“ Dounrrur. " (Wandsworth). —
FITTING A TWO-SPEED GEAR re A LIGHTWEIGHT.
Take out the inlet valve seat, and
if you ﬁnd it worn to a knife edge, as you probably
devised for the purpose of preserving rubber goods,
will, replace it, otherwise you will never get good
especially tyres, and which he claims will, when
When the seats reach this stage as the
results.
applied to the same, result in their retaining their
result of long wear they will not allow the A.O.I.V.
elasticity and life for a much langer period than they
I have since experimented with
otherwise could.
to functiOn properly.
]. R. H. (Leeds).-—85 mm
“
"
on some
this preparation—ﬁrst,
rubber
patching
by 85 mm. and 1,800 r.p.ni. will give you nearer
You will be quite safe
taken from a. repair outﬁt; and later, on an inner
4 horse-power than 3% hp.
with these dimensions
tube which was beginning to show signs of deteriora
1 think I can say with fair
tion in several places.
to
ness that the treated rubber certainly shows
Wood for Patterns.
advantage over that to which the preparation has
By JOHN Haves
The samples were subjected to
not been applied.
Always keep a small stock of fretwood and veneer
an equal amount of exposure to cold, heat, and wet,
It is usually well seasoned. and
wood on hand.
and those which were coated with the preparation un
patterns built up from this wood are less liable
doubtedly have retained greater elasticity than the
to shrink and warp than when made from a solid
The inner tube likewise appears to have
others.
Moreover, it can be obtained in exact thick
beneﬁted by the treatment, the preliminary signs of
piece.
in., planed on both
in., 5-i6ths in.,
nesses of
perishing having almost disappeared.
sides
The same correspondent has more recently sent

l

i
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Dynamo.

By ALFRED W. llrlARSHALL, M.I.Mech.E., A.M.I.E.E.
HIS is the subject of the coloured Sup lement

T1112 Monur.
ENGINEER for t e ﬁrst
to
number of 1910. It has been specially de
signed for M.E. readers, and is intended to be a sub
stantial
suitable for real
up-to-date machine,
With the introduction of
and continuous work.
metallic ﬁlament lamps, a great development has
taken place in electric lighting by small private
plants. An ordinary 8 c.-p. carbon lamp may be
The consump
regarded as taking about 30 watts.
tion for metallic ﬁlament lamps may be regarded as
An 8 c.-p.
approximately 1} watts per candle.
'early
lamp therefore requires about 10 watts only.
three times as many metallic ﬁlament lamps of given
can,
be
therefore.
run
for
an
equal
candle-power
expenditure of power as when carbon lamps are
used.
Owing to limitations in manufacture, these
lamps are not rated as 8, 16, and 32 c.-p., and so on;
but as taking a certain ﬂow of current or so many
watts, and giving an approximate candle-power.
Thus a 2 5-volt'Osram lamp is listed to take -4 of an
This lamp,
ampere, and give approximately 10 c.-p.
therefore,
requires :0 watts at 25 volts pressure.
According to these ﬁgures, the lamp gives 1 c.-p.
An ordinary similar
light per watt consumed.
carbon ﬁlament lamp requires about 3} watts for
This represents
each candle-power which it gives.
a very large gain in economy.
Twelve 8 c.-p.
carbon lamps—a fair allowance for a moderate size
house—burning together would require, a proxi
mately, a 1 b.h.-p. engine working at ful load.
An equal number of metallic ﬁlament lamps could
If accumulators are
be run with about 1} b.h.-p.
used, a considerable decrease
results
in size and
ﬁrst cost of the battery ; in fact, the size of battery
small,
appears absurdly
compared with that usual
with carbon lamps. Metallic ﬁlament lamps, how
ever, listed as giving 1 c.-p. per watt consumed,
are rated according to the Hefner standard, which
is used on the Continent.
According to the British
standard of candle-power, they require about :1
This is a fair basis
watts per candle-power given.
of comparison with carbon lamps.
The above
remarks relate to metallic lamps in which the ﬁla
ment is made of tungsten. There is another kind
in use having ﬁlaments made of the metal tantalum,
but they are not usually made for pressures of less
"
than 50 volts. Tungsten lamps (" Osram is a trade
name for tungsten) are made for low voltages,
25-volt lamps giving 10, 16, or 25 c.-p. are obtain
able, giving a range sufﬁcient for all ordinary pur
poses of domestic lighting.
The general arrangements of the dynamo have
been planned to ﬁt certain conditions laid down
A slow speed is selected,
by THE MODEL ENGINEER.
to permit of direct coupling to an engine; it also
assists in reducing noise when running, and con
duces to reliability for continuous work.
The out
put, 500 watts maximum, is a generally useful
and does not involve a size of machine
ﬁgure,
be3'0nd that which may be reasonably considered
as within the capability of an avsrage
amateur
The machine can be used for any less
to make.
A pressure of 25 volts is selected
rate of output.
to suit lighting by means of metallic ﬁlament lamps.

January

6, 1910.

Such lamps are made for pressures up to 260 volts,
but the candle-power and cost of the lamps increases
with the higher voltages.
It is, therefore, more
convenient to work with a low voltage, besides ob
taining the advantage of requiring a much smaller
battery of accumulators when this is used, than if
the 100 volts pressure usual for private plants with
carbon lamps is adopted. A working pressure
of 100 volts requires a battery of 53 cells; for a
working pressure of 25 volts, only 13 cells are
necessary.

The dynamo is multipolar type with four poles,
and the armature is slotted drum type. As shown
in the ~coloured Plate, the ﬁeld~magnet is shunt
wound, but a compound winding can be applied
if desirable.
The brush gear is shown with two
brushes only, as one pair is suﬂicient; but a second
The dotted lines
pair may be added if preferred.
in the drawing of brush details indicate the shape
of the rocker for this purpose.
The second pair of
brushes would be a duplicate of the ﬁrst pair. There
are 25 coils in the armature winding, and 25 slots,
the coils being‘former wound and placed two in
each slot.
The commutator has 25 sections, and
the armature winding is series connected
on the
wave system.
The winding for the armature is as follows: 9
turns of No. 16-gauge n.c.c. copper wire for each
coil, giving 18 wires in each slot—about 4 lbs. of
wire should be sufﬁcient. Shunt winding for the
ﬁeld-magnet : 22 layers of No. 20 s.c.c. copper wire
on each pole—the total weight for the four poles
, will be about II lbs.
A compound winding can be
determined by the method explained in THE MODEL
ENGINEER for August 31st, 1905, page 201, or one
layer of No. 1o-gauge n.c.c. on each bobbin, wound
over the shunt coils, would serve for a trial winding.
The bearings are of the self>oiling ring type, in which
a metal ring hangs upon the shaft, and dips into
oil contained in the pedestal.
As the shaft rotates,
its surface and the interior
the friction between
surface of the ring causes the latter to rotate slowly.
A certain amount of oil clings to the ring, and is
squeezed 08 when it reaches the shaft, thus lubri
The oil running out at the
cating the hearing.
ends of the bearing returns to the reservoir by way
The ‘pulley has a
of the inclined oil channels.
ﬂywheel combined with it to assist in steadying the
rotation of the armature when driven by a gas
In the continuation of this article instruc‘
engine.
tions will be given on the various details involved
in making this machine, and the speciﬁcation, as
set forth by the title on the coloured Plate, will be
to.
Other windings can, however, be
adhered
applied by readers requiring a diﬂerent output.
The speed may be raised to, say, 1,500 r.p.m. with
The machine
a corresponding increase of output.
can be used as a. motor giving a maximum of about
} b.h.-p., or 1 b.h.-p. at a higher speed, say, 1,500
r.p.m. per minute. Some modiﬁcations may be
necessary for voltages above 50 or thereabouts.
(To be continued.)

Cores for Patterns.
By JOHN Haves.

Do not bother about making core-boxes for
ordinary round, square, or ﬂat cores ; send particu
lars of your requirements along with the patterns.
The founders will make cores to ﬁt, as they have
core-boxes of all shapes.

The Model Engineer and
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Locomotive Notes.
By CHAS.

S.

LAKE, A.M.I.Mech.E.

Tm: New P.l..M.

“

Pacwrcs."

to these engines was made on page 566
ENGINEER, December 9th last,
MODEL
of Tm;
and by the courtesy of the chief mechanical engineer
of the P.L..\I. Railway it is now possible to illustrate
one of their number.
As before said, these loco
motives have been built in two forms—some having
four compound cylinders, and the others four single
ones, the latter using superheated steam.
expansion
The boiler power and general capacity of each series
is approximately
equal, so that an 0 portunity
is afforded of determining the relative va ue of each
As
under identical working conditions.
system
will be gathered from the photographic reproduc
tion, which shows No. 6,001, one of the compound
locomotives, and the particulars tabulated below,
the engines are of Very large proportions, and in
every way the design embodies the latest ideas
connected with locomotive construction.
Some very heavy passenger trafﬁc is done on the
main lines between Pan's, Marseilles, and Vintmille,
where the engines are being used, and high average
The new locomotives have
speeds are the rule.
been introduced
for the special purpose of coping
with this trafﬁc, and they will, doubtless, be able
to render a good account of themselves in performing

_

P.L..\l.
ON THE
“PACIFIC”
COMPOUND
FOUR-CYLXNDER

The four cylinders of the simple engines are carried
practically in line below the smoke-box, but in the
the high-pressure cylinders are located
compounds
The wheel
abreast of the rear wheels of the bogie.
is 4—6—2, with the middle coupled
arrangement
wheels as drivers.
The boilers are of great length, and have a large
diameter
in the barrel; the ﬁreboxes are of the
is
wide
and a high working
pressure
type,
Carried.
The total heating surface is of ample
proportions. and indeed every provision has been
made for generating large quantities of steam with
rapidity.
The tenders ﬁtted to these locomotives are of the
eight-wheeled, double-bogie pattern, and this being
so the total wheelbase
and over-all lengths are
unavoidably great.
The writer hopes next spring to be able to make,
in acceptance of the kind invitation of the In
géuieur en Chef, some footplate runs With both
types of engines, and if this is done the results
obtained will be referred to in these pages.
The following are some of the leading particulars
of the engines :—
Simple.
Compound.
Number of cylinders
. .
4
4
16-ins.
Diameter of cylinders (n.-P.)
rSi-ins.
Diameter of cylinders (L.-P.)
mil-ins.
..
Piston stroke
..
25} ins.
25ﬂLins.
Diameter of coupled wheels 6 ft. 6}ins.
6 ft. 6} ins.
wheelbase
..
..
..36ft. wins. 36 ft. wins.
Total heating surface
. . 3,044 sq. ft. 3,040 sq. ft.
Grate area
. .
..
.. 45} sq. ft. 45% sq. ft.
..
Working boiler pressure
227 lbs.
:71 lbs.
Weight in working order . .
94 tons
92 tons
Tender : capacity for water 5,070 galls.
5,070 galls.
Tender : capacity for coal. .
5 tons.
5 tons.

New

it

RAILWAY.

Reference
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Sheet brass No. 18 gauge can be used for the
ﬁrebox door, which can be cut out and ﬁled _to the
Drill a l-in. hole in the
size shown in Fig. 20.
ses, and also
position indicated for ventilation pu
drill and ﬁle out the slot through which the supply
“
By
AJAX."
The thickening edge piece
tube of lamp passes.
can be cut out of a piece of brass the same thickness
(Continued from page 592, Vol. XXI.)
as the door, and neatly sweated to the latter, after
HE ﬁrebox or ﬁame‘guard for the boiler had
which the edges should be ﬁled quite ﬂush. A
better be taken in hand next, and can be
ins. long,
piece of No. 16 gauge brass wire, about
made out of stout tin plate about I-32nd in.
ﬂattened out at the ends, will answer for the handle,
thick.
It is intended to make this part of one
which can be bent to shape and riveted to the door,
to Fig. 18,
piece, as will be seen on reference
as indicated, using short pieces of copper wire for
which can be cut out and bent to shape.
Having
rivets. A i-léth-in. hole should be drilled and
obtained a suitable piece of tin plate about 19 ins.
tapped out near the top of the door to take a small
to mark out the developed
by 3 ins., proceed
screw, which is intended to engage in the keyhole
plan, and then cut out the holes a to /. The strip
slot in the flame-guard, so keep
ing the door in position.
This brings us to the inspection
3%'
door, Fig. 21, which is provided to
enable the wicks to be attended to
for lighting, etc., without removing
the lamp. Sheet brass No. 16 gauge
can be used for this door and the
two catch-pieces—one of which is
riveted in place on the inside as at
a, while the catch‘piece b is free to
slide.
This is kept in position by
U
~ the screw which passes through the
/
I}
1:,
slot
and also by the tailpiece
which is arranged to slide under
the heads of two screws, as shown.
The ends of the catch-pieces should
be bent as indicated before they are
ﬁxed in position. The two screws
FIG. 21,—ELEVATION AND PLAN or INSPECTION Doon.
and e, which serve as handles,
can be screwed
and Sweated
in
g should be left intact till after the guard is bent
position, and the heads can be ﬁled down so as to re
to shape, after which it can be cut away. Now cut
move the saw cut, leaving the tops flush as indicated.
out the whole piece and ﬁle up to the outside line,
The spirit lamp, a plan of which
shown in Fig. 22,
taking special care when ﬁling up the curved parts
can be taken in hand next, for which will be required
on which the boiler barrel rests.
The keyhole slot
two lengths of brass tubing—one
in. diameter
I! can be formed by drilling two holes—one 3-16ths in.
and
ins. long, and the other 7-!6ths in. diameter
and the other 3-32nds in., and ﬁnishing with a small
and about 3} ins. long.
Cut the latter into three
ﬁle.
After drilling four l-l6th-in. rivet holes in
in. holes through
pieces. each
in. long, and drill
the position indicated at
and ﬁling out the
7-32nds in. from each end to take the supply pipe.
slots
the top parts of the sides can be bent over
N ow take the small tube and at the positions shown
at right angles.
This being done the guard can
ﬁle a hole in each side of the tube with a small
be bent to shape, and the rivet holes marked and
round ﬁle, to allow the spirit to enter the wick tubes.
drilled out in the connecting piece m, using the holes
Next slip the latter in position on the supply pipe,
already made at as a guide.
Care should be taken
when bending to see that the hole for the inspection
door comes on the left hand side, as depicted in
Fig. 19, which shows the guard as
will be when the
done.
riveting
The sides and ends should now
be adjusted for squareness, and the lugs for holding
the boiler in position can be bent over at right
angles, as indicated.
Two angle pieces, 6} ins. long,
will be required for attaching to the baseboard.
and can be bent to shape out of strips of sheet brass
or tin plate, and riveted to each side of the flame
guard, so that the bottom edge of the latter comes
FIG. 24.-—Si-iowmc SHAPE or TIN PLATE FOR
ﬂush with the under face of the angle (see Figs. [4
FORMING DRIP TRAY.
and I7, December 16th issue).
Before riveting the
angles in position, however, drill four holes in each
and after adjusting for alignment well solder the
for the ﬁxing screws, as indicated.
The bottom of the tubes must, of course,
joints.
The ventilation holes for the ﬂames can either be
be plugged, and for this purpose cut out three discs
left plain or they may be provided with a covering
of sheet brass a tight ﬁt, and press them in the
copper gauze (about i-iﬁth-in. mesh), as shown
bottom of the tubes as at
and well solder them
in Fig. 14, small pieces being tacked in place on
in place.
of the supply pipe must also
The end
the inside of the ﬁrebox by means of a little solder.
be plugged by sweating in
piece of brass wire

Simple Model Steam Engine
Construction .—lV.
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A brass washer d
in. diameter
in. long.
be slipped on and soldered to the supply pipe
in about the position shown to act as a "drip"
catcher. The bottom and sides of the lamp reser
voir can be made of a piece of tin plate cut out as
indicated in Fig. 23, and bent to shape along the
dotted lines, after the hole for the supply tube is
drilled, when the joins at the corners can be soldered
The end of the supply pipe can now
on the inside.
ins. of it to project
be pushed in place, allowing
inside the reservoir, as indicated in Fig. 22, and
after seeing that it is square with the front of the
latter it can be soldered to the bottom. Tin plate
can be used for the top of the lamp, which can be cut
out and ﬁled to size, and soldered in place after the
A hole to act
bush for the ﬁller is sweated on.
“
vent" should be drilled through the ﬁlling
as a
plug in the centre (see Fig. 25) to allow of the escape
of vapour, otherwise a pressure would be created
in the reservoir when the lamp is burning, which
would cause the spirit to overﬂow at the wick tubes.
To make the drip tray, cut out a piece of tin
plate to the size shown in Fig. 24, and bend up the
This
edges and solder the joints on the inside.
tray is shown in position in Fig. 15 and l7 (Decem
ber 16th, 1909, issue), and is provided to protect the
re
baseboard from the heat of the ﬂames, and to
vent it being burned should any spirit ove ow
and become ignited.
This brings us to the baseboard and the general
arran ment of the engine and boiler. in Fig. 25
atter are shown in position on a base
the
board of suitable size, and it will be noticed that
The wood can
this is :0} ins. long by :0 ins. wide.
in. in thickness, and after being planed up
be
to give it a
should have the top edge. chamfered
ﬁnish. Two strips of wood, 1} ins. by 1} in., should
be screwed on underneath the baseboard
running
the whole width to form feet, as shown in Fig. l5.
This being done, place the ﬂame-guard in the correct
position on the baseboard, and with a pencil mark
out the position of the ﬁxing angle pieces and
the drip tray, and with the aid of a wood chisel
recess
the
part where the latter comes to a
in., as indicated in Figs. 15 and 17,
depth of
for the purpose of keeping the tray in position,
and to prevent it shifting when the lamp is moved.
The foundation of engine can be ﬁxed in place by
means of two screws driven in from underneath the
baseboard,
and when this is done the ﬂame-guard
can be screwed down.
Before screwing down the boiler place the lamp
in position, and on each side of the reservoir screw
two sheet brass angle pieces to the baseboard. as
The ﬁrebox
shown in Fig. 25, to act as guides.
door is kept close up to the ﬂame-guard by means
of two small angle pieces, arranged one on each side
of the supply pipe of the lamp, which also act as stops
for the latter, as depicted in Fig. 14. After screwing
down the boiler a suitable length of i in. diameter
brass tubing will be required for connecting up to
This tubing will have to be bent as shown'
engine.
in Fig. 25, one end being joined up to the union cock,
and the other either screwed or soldered into the
connecting T-piece of engine.
To prepare for getting up steam, ﬁrst of all un
screw the safety valve, and see that the bottom
Now,
test cock is shut off and the top one open.
with the aid of a small tin funnel pour some warm
water into the boiler till it begins to dribble out
of the open test ceck, when the latter can be shut
about
can

Ii

i

i

1
\
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off and the safety valve screwed down. Fill the lamp
reservoir about three-quarters full of methylated
spirit, and then light the wicks through the inspec
tion door.
Do not have the wicks too high to start
with, as they can easily be raised a triﬂe with a stout
pin if it is found that they do not give a large
With regard to the safety valve,
enough ﬂame.
do not have the spring compressed
too tight, or
excessive pressure in the boiler will result.
After
the lamp has been alight for a. few minutes open
the steam cock and give the ﬂywheel of engine a
turn or two, when it will be noticed if there is sufﬁ
cient steam pressure in the boiler.
If there is not
enough steam, turn 06 the steam cock and wait a
few minutes, and then repeat the operation.
The
speed of the engine can be regulated by a slight turn
either way of the steam cock handle.
For driving the horizontal engine described in the
ﬁrst article of this series, a boiler about three-quar
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Flo. 25.—PLAN suowmo

GENERAL ARRANGEMENT
0F ENGINE AND BOILER 0N BASBBOARD.

ters the size of the one described above will be quite
The piece of tube for the boiler
large enough.
barrel in this case would be 5} ins. long by 1} ins.
diameter, the thickness remaining the same.
The
boiler mountings, ﬂame-guard, lamp, etc., should
be made half as large again as represented
by the
December 16th, 1909,
drawings given in the
issue, disregarding the dimensions given, which.
of course, only apply to the larger boiler.
is that the
One important thing to remember
water in the boiler should never be allowed to get
below the level of the bottom test cock, while the
revcnt this happening this
lamp is burning. To
test cock should be slightly opened occasionally,
while the engine is running, and when it is found that
steam and water issue out together the lamp must
be withdrawn at once and the boiler replenished
with warm water if it is required to run the engine
further at that particular time.
With regard to the wicks these should preferably
be of asbestos yarn, as they will then last longer
than if ordinary cotton wicks are used.
(To be rentinued.)
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for a Hydraulic Crane,
with Direct-acting Lufflng

A Design

Gear.

By C. A. \VILLOMES.
article describes what may be considered
the last word in the design of direct-acting
This particular design is to
lutﬁng cranes.
lift 30 cwts., and has a direct-acting luﬁing cylinder,
which is quicker in action, much more economical
than, and does away with, the multi-part crossheads
The jib, when
and chains in the ordinary type.
The lifting rope is so
light, is exactly balanced.

The jib—This is shown in elevation in Fig. 1
and plan in Fig. 3. Sections at diﬁerentleVels will be
shown and numbered. Section 1 is taken looking
from heel to head, and all the others from head to
heel.
These will clearly show that the jib consists of
two limbs, joining about midway.
The jib is built up of four main outside angle

.‘¢-_-k .

HIS

View OF LEFT-HAND
'

l

E"

'

"

'-'

SIDE OF CRANE AT MrNiMUM
RAKE.

manged that at all positions of the jib the level of
the load remains constant.
Cardboard is the material used almost entirely,
The angle
and when not so it will be mentioned.
iron, T-iron plates, bars, etc., are the same as de
scribed in THE Mount ENGINEER of August 19th,
Seccotine is used throughOut.
1909, page 179.
For convenience of description the. crane may be
into three parts -— the jib, column, and
divided
structure—each of which will be described in detail
separately.

in...

._._._.

COLUMN

.

bm_..4-B‘

IN STRUCTURE
SHOWING
CYLINDERS AND ROPBS.

TURNING

irons and four shorter inside angle-irons. The four
outside angle-irons are strengthened by the addi
tion of ﬂat bars on both sides
this can be seen in
the drawings.
The four inner angle-irons have
bars up to their junction (Section 5), and end up
on a gusset top and bottom.
The longest angle
irons that can be cut from a sheet of cardboard are
This necessitates joints, which are made by
32 ins.
an internal angle-iron, and the joints of the outside
bars are so arranged that they do not correspond
;

i

i2
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The lufﬁng joist is a built—up box girder, situated
on the end of top plate of the axle-box. The method
This girder
of construction is shown in Fig. 4.
considerably stiﬂens the jib laterally, as here the
arms of the jib are widely separated to give clear
ance to the structure when at minimum rake.
Fixed to the top of this girder are the brackets
(Fig. 5), into which are ﬁxed the lufﬁng cylinder
The brackets are entirely of
connecting-rods.
cardboard,
and represent castings. The total
A ladder in two
length of the jib is 5 ft. 6 ins.
sections goes along the right-hand side from the
axle-box to the junction of the arms, and then up
The ladder
the middle line to the jib head sheave.
is made of two strips of cardboard, with pins for

L;___-_
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[Secretariesand membersof Model Yachli'ng Clubs an invited to
rornmum'cata
0/ Club doing: and othernotesof lateral [or
ucll notesshould besun! in as early as possiblein
this column. rgforts
themonth,but in any case a! leasttwelvedays be/on date of in“!
in whichtheyareto appear]

Model Yacht Designing and

Building.

By R. P. KlTCHlNGMAN.
(Continued from page 578, Vol. XXI.)
F the designer is going to make a tracing of
his design on tracing cloth, the cloth should
be prepared in the following manner:
Pin
it down on the drawing board over the desi n,
stretching it as tight as possible,
then sprinile
some ground chalk upon it and with a duster rub
this well over. then dust it all off and leave the cloth
over night before starting to work upon it. Next
morning it will be found to have stretched a good
deal.
Tighten it up, and it will be ready for you
‘
to start tracing on.
We will suppose the design has been inked in or
traced.
The next thing is to decide upon the width
‘of the stern and keel.
Fig. 8 shows the top of stem.
The planks will be 3-l6ths in. thick, and we shall
want at least 3-16ths in. for the planks to lie
along to get a screw hold (A B, Fig. 8). This will
be longer at the stem, but towards the bottom of
the boat it will get narrower, as the angle gets less.
If the stem is made I in. thick it will leave 1» in.
between the rabbets BB;
in fact, a little more,
as the cut is on the slant.
The distance B B will
keep getting greater becauSe the angle of the frames
gets less, until at the stern they are almost ﬂat.
The stem and keel will be kept the same width
for the whole of its length, as this will give enough
allow
in. slots to be cut through to take the
OS.

The top of the stem at E, Fig.
kept about
in. thick for an inch down, so that the gammon
8,

10 ozs.

i

in. (= 9 ins.) apart. There are
rungs, spaced
The ladder handrails are made or
165 rungs.
chestnut uprights, with ﬁne hard brass wire for rails,
and are on the right-hand side of the ladder.
The system of leading the lifting rope is clearly
shown in the diagram on Fig. l, G.A.
The Column.—The essential function of the column
is to carry the jib, the lifting and luﬁing cylinders.
and to form the turning portion of the crane.
it is built up of plates and angle-irons, and has
The sides are cut from one
1' and ﬁat-bar bracing.
They are joined in front and behind by
piece.
plates top, midway, and bottom, the intermediate
The four
by T's and bars.
space being braced
diagrams (Figs. 9—12) fully explain the construc
tional details, and will appear later in this article.
(To be continued.)
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of the angle~iron,
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those

ttao

and are opposite a
hides the joint.
The ﬁrst step in the construction was to cut the
four outside angle-irons to length. These were
axle-plates,
then joined by the jib head plates,
both the last consist of stout
and weight-boxes;
cardboard to give the necessary strength, subse
quently covered over by three sheets of thin card
board, with lap joints to give the correct appear
ance.
This can be Seen in the photographs.
Next, the four inner angles were cut to length,
ﬂat bars ﬁtted. weight-box, side plates, and axle
plates ﬁtted. While these were setting the T-iron
and bar bracings were cut and ﬁxed entirely on
both the outer sides of the jib. Then the bracing
was ﬁtted to the inside of the four inner angles,
which were ﬁnished oﬁ’ with a V-shaped gusset
plate, which protrude sufﬁciently beyond their
ends to get a ﬁrm seating on the jib cover~plates
(Fig- w.
.
When this is done. both sides of the jib are ready
This
is
done by Seccotining the
to be joined up.
jib head cover-plates on top, bottom, and end;
weight-box cover-plates and axle-box cover-plates.
As soon as these had set, the top T-irons, angle
iron, and ﬂat bar bracing were put in position.
The Tirons on top correspond to those on the
sides, and the angle-irons are spaced between them
—-i.e., the Space on top and bottom corresponding
to each side bay is subdivided by an angle-iron
bracing. This arrangement holds good up as far
as the bay containing the loop sheaves (see plan).
After this point the arrangement is just reversed—
that is to say, there are two bays to each top or
bottom bay; Figs. 1, 3 and 3A explain this. The
piece of T-iron immediately in front of the loop
sheaves is, to speak Irish, a ﬂat bar to give clearance
to the lifting rope.
All the sheaves are made of bearing metal, cast
and turned. Holes are drilled through the webs.
The spindles and distance-pieces are turned from
The loop sheaves, two in number, haVe
brass rod.
a common spindle, which passes through the 100p
sheave-plates (Fig. 3A).
The jib axles are turned from hardwood, l in.
diameter. They pass through both axle-box side
plates on either arm of the jib, and are Seccotined
to each.
The weight-boxes contain lead weights, sufﬁcient
the jib, when light.
to exactly counterbalance
The correct weight was obtained by ﬁlling the boxes
with lead bullets and then casting them into square
ﬁll. the boxes,
do not entirely
blocks. These
and are kept immovable by diaphragm plates put
in afterwards. The total weight of the jib is 3 lbs.
with

T-iron bracing, which effectually

i
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iron can be fastened. as shown. We must now
decide how we are going to ﬁnish off at the stern
oi the boat.
This is done by having a solid piece
mortised into the end
of the
keel with a
rabbet cut in to rexﬂ
ceive
the end of the
P/EHAZXJ
'
planks and deck (see
.
Fig. 9). which shows
the elevation,
plan,
and end view.
To
make this as clear as
possible I have lettered
it so that each letter
on
the
corresponds
\
a
three different views.
P/ 8”
\~)
Before
this
cutting
out in the wood put
[9/8”
in the rabbet lines on
_
I will
the drawing.
Fly- 8 ‘5er be... d
ﬁrst explain what these
are.
The rabbet line
(Ha/f fu/l .wze)
plank oti‘. shows where
the rabbet begins (see

On each side of the centre line of the body plan
and 5-i6ths in. distant dot in a line. as shown in
Fig. 6. On the half-breadth plan (lot in a line
Ga "7/770" [7'0"

k)_

i}

Recess

sic,

if

é

. -.._._

Eleva/fon

//"__,l
4

/?'_T_I

Re c e: s
{an

parallel to base line 5-16ths in. distant from it.
Set this OH on the sheer plan in just the same way
as you did the buttock lines.
Next draw in the
rabbet line,plank off.
To do so dot in a line on the
body plan each side of the centre line
in. distant,

P1

L‘—

’O/ank

E/eva/I’O"

7‘0:-

dec/I

8865:, line

plan/1

off

for- keel”
I'eo’uced
foié)
(A'ee/

Rabbel' 140r'
Io/anlrs
Keel r'abbe/

Mo'r-fl'ce
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lree/
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End

view
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F/ .9. Fashion p/ecc.
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it
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is
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Rabbel' for la/ank/ny.

it

6,

it

A

on the plan of Fig. 8).
The rabbetline, plank on,
Now,
shows the point C.
we mark these two lines
on the design as shown by the dotted lines on Figs. 4.
and
and then lay them off on the wood.
will
not be a very difﬁcult matter to cut the rabbet.
To take the line which shows the plank on ﬁrst:
5.

as shown.
On the half-breadth plan dot in a line
parallel to base line in. from it.
To produce this on the sheer plan measure down
with the dividers on the body plan from the L.W.L.
along the rabbet line to within 3-16ths in. of where
each section cuts it, measuring the 3-16ths in. at
right angles to the section.
Mark these distances
on the corresponding sections of the sheer plan.
You only measure to within 3-16ths in. of where
cut, as this
the sections
the thickness of the
if the measurements were made to where'
planking.
the sections actually cut the rabbet line
would
mark to the outside of the planking. but in this case
we want the plank off.
From the half-breadth
plan you will get the point where the rabbet line
cuts sheer line on the sheer plan by measuring
3-16ths in. in from the deck line and at right angles
to it. Dot this on the rabbet line, then measure
from section
to the dot and transfer this distance
to sheer line on the sheer plan.
It not necessary
to go to the trouble of taking the plank off the half
}
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breadth plan so as to be able to get where the
rabbet line cuts the water lines. You have got
lan, so with
a point on each section of the sheer
a batten dot it in.
These lines shou d be carried
aft as far as the end of the rabbet of the fashion
This fashion piece is 24}ins. long, so it will
piece.
just come to section I4; in fact, this section repre‘
The rabbet runs back r1- ins,
sents that end of it.
so at this distance aft from section 14 put in another
section on sheer, half-breadth, and body plans.
It is as far as this that the rabbet lines will be
carried aft. This section is not shown in the design
by CD on eleva
reproduced. but is represented
tion and end view of Fig. 9.
It would be possible to lay off straight away on
the wood, but it will be found more accurate and
I have tried one
quicker to do so on cardboard.
or two diﬁ’erent ways of laying 06 a model yacht,
and the following is the method I now always
follow.
\Ve will begin with stem and keel.
This will be
to shape and joined with a scarph joint
sawn
It is better to make
between
sections
7 and 8.
it so as it saves wood, and you do not have so much
cross grain as if it were sawn out of one piece of
wood. Procure a. sheet of cardboard, not too thick,
Recg55

'fOI‘

and Electrlelnn.
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curves draw in the sections 1 to 14. As we
require the plank off, they must not be drawn to the
lines as shown on the body plan, but only to within
3-r6ths in. So before starting to draw, set your
pencil bow compasses to 3-16ths in., and with this
radius draw semi-circles at intervals down each
so that when you draw in the sections
section.
they will just touch these semi-circles.
\Vhen you
have traced off all the sections in this manner you
will have a tracing of the body plan with the plank
Now pin some cardboard on the drawing-board.
off.
Draw in a line to represent L.W.L., and another
line to represent W.L.B. You are now ready to
mark off each section from the tracing you have just
made of the body plan on to the cardboard. and I
will endeavour to explain the way. \Ve will take
section 3. This is shown fully marked out in Fig. It.
On the cardboard draw the centre line at right angles
to L.W.L. and the rabbet line. Take up the tracing
of the body plan with the plank off and put it on
the cardboard, so that the water-lines, centre lines,
and rabbet lines coincide.
Hold it down with a
couple of batten weights, and with a pin prick just
through to the cardboard at intervals all along
the line that represents
section 3. Remove the
tracing, and with the pear-shaped
curves draw
shaped

dCC/I‘

Haobe/ line plan/4'

off
bar/1‘ of Iree/
F1'9./0. Fareon cardboard
Laid off
(one 7‘13pr ful/ size)

Rabbef' //'n¢

p/aﬂk

on

it may easily be cut with a pair of scissors.
We will start by laying off the fore half of the
keel from o o to the end of the joint just forward of
section 8. Draw a line on the cardboard to repre
sent the water-line, and above it the water-line
marked \V.L.B. With the dividers space out the
distance
of the sections 0 to 8. Draw these in,
being careful to keep them perpendicular to L.W.L.
Then mark off and draw in the outer edge of stem
and keel o o, H. I, Fig. 4, then both the rabbet lines,
as shown in the sheer
lan. Now mark the inner
If this is made to run
edge of stem and kee.
parallel to the inner rabbet line at a distance of
in.. it will give enough strength and allow enough
for the mortises of the keel.
Draw in the shape
of the joint and top of the stem.
Now cut this out
along the outer edge and inner edge; you will
then have the shape of the fore part of keel with
the rabbet lines marked on it, as in Fig. 10. Mark
oﬁ the other half of the keel in just the same way
and cut it out. Lay these aside while you prepare
\Ve must ﬁrst take
the cardboard for the frames.
the plank off all the sections.
To do so, pin some
tracing-paper over the body plan (Fig. 6). Trace
otf the centre line PQ, the diagonals. the rabbet
line which shows the plank off the L.\\'.L. and also
W.L.B. (the reason for tracing this last water
line will be seen later on.) Then with the pear~
so as

l

in the section on the cardboard, the pin pricks show
ing you where to draw. It should only be carried
The deck will be
up to the underside of deck.
in. thick, so on the sheer plan mark ofi Q in. from
The heights can then
the sheer line on each section.
\‘Ve have now
from the L.\V.L.
be measured
u
got one edge 0 frame 3 marked on the cardboard,
but owing to a boat's shape both edges are not alike,
The sections
so the frames have to be bevelled.
in the body plan represent the after edges of the
frames from I to 7, and the fore edges from. 8 to 13.
It will, therefore, be necessary to show the other
To do so we
edge of frame 3 on the cardboard.
must decide upon the thickness of the wood from
If we decide
which the frames are to be sawn.
upon 5‘16ths in. we shall not be far out, therefore
on the sheer plan (Fig. 4), and half-breadth plan
(Fig. 5) draw in lines parallel to the sections 1
to 13 and 5-16ths in. distant. Those forward of
x draw in forward of the sections already shown.
In
and those aft of x draw in all of the sections.
the half-breadth plan produce these lines across the
diagonals. You will now see why these frames
If you look at section 3 on
have to be bevelled.
the haltbroadth plan you will notice. that the dia
gonals cut it on a slant. so that if the edge were
kept square it would throw the diagonals and water
line! all out of shape.

i

also

the height from L.W.L.

to height

it is necessary if you wish to get your boat accurately
it should be remembered that it
to the design.
is not a very difﬁcult matter to build a boat, but
to get it true to the design requires careful work
We have
manship and a good deal of patience.
now got everything ready for laying off on the
wood. \Nhen buying your wood be careful to get
it clean and dry. Keep your eyes wide open and
give the joiner or timber merchant to understand
As to
that you want some good clean dry Stuff.
the kind of wood, this depends a good deal upon
Edge
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on the rabbet line. Put the tracing on the
cardboard again exactly over the section already
drawn, and prick through along the bevel line,
remove tracing, and draw in the bevel line on the
cardboard ', it will then be the same as Fig. ll.
In practice it will be found best to draw in the
bevel lines on the tracing of the body plan, plank
ed, at the same time as the sections are being traced
I have eXplained it
of! from the other body plan.
in this manner to try and make it easier for the
Mark all the sections
to understand.
amateur
from 1 to l 3 out on the cardboard in the same way.
When they are all marked out, as in Fig. ll, cut
them out very carefully and number them the same
Of course, in marking these
as on the design l to 13.
out on the cardboard they must be all marked
clear of one another—that is to say, No. 2 must
not be marked off inside No. 3, as on the body plan,
having the same centre line common to both. But
it must have another centre line and rabbet line
drawn and marked out clear of ABC (Fig. 11).
AS both sides of the boat are alike it is not necessary
to draw the other side, as when marking out on the
can be turned over. The
wood
the cardboard
centre line. rabbet line, water-lines, and bevel will
have to be marked on the other side of the card
board.
This is easily done by pricking through at
each end of the line you want to transfer; this will
Put a rule across
give you a point at each end of it.

Caro/board
(Cur ou/tar'e'fu/ly)

and
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how the boat is going to be ﬁnished.
Both pine
and mahogany are excellent. If she
going to
be varnished only when ﬁnished, perhaps mahogany
If painted, pine would do
would look the best.
very well, and would come a bit cheaper than
is a matter of choice
mahogany. Of course,
whether the boat
Person
painted or varnished.
ally,
you can
prefer varnish or French polish;
see then that the boat
built up.
Of course the
workmanship must be thorough. as you cannot
hide anything up with varnish, whereas
a little
paint and putty will cover a multitude of sins.
As this is your ﬁrst attempt at boat building you
had, perhaps,
better decide to have her painted
If mahogany
when finished, so build up with pine.
had been chosen
would be well to make the
of pine, as
frames
saves weight and money.
You could choose some harder wood than pine
for stem and keel
you liked, but it will answer
\Ve will, therefore,
easy to work.
very well, and
take ine throughout.
The keel will be
in. thick,
so se ect a nice piece of yellow pine,
ft. IO ins.
in. thick when planed
ins. wide by
long by
No doubt they will have a
up true each side.

l
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Cardboard

plank on,

at under side of deck, and mark this on the tracing
Measure off the beam at deck
of the body plan.
from the half-breadth plan by measuring from base
This will
line to within 3-16ths in. of deck line.
give the beam to top of deck, but in drawing in the
bevel line it need only be taken up as far as the
underside of the deck, and down to where it cuts
You can now draw in
the rabbet
(see Fig. ll).
the bevel on the tracing of the body plan, as you
have got a guide on each diagonal, also at the deck

Prick through
these points and join with a pencil.
at intervals along the bevel line and so draw it in.
To help cut out the fashion piece (Fig. 9) two card
at section [4,
board templets can be made—One
which can be marked off from the drawing in just
the same way as the frames were, only no bevel
line need be shown upon it. Another one at C D,
Fig. 9. This is the end of the rabbet of the fashion
piece, and the templet should be cut out to the
This is shown in Fig. 12.
outside of the planking.
All this may seem to have taken a long time, but

Edge

ll,

r7

Electrician.
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Of course each frame has a diﬁerent amount
of bevel, those at the ends of the boat having more
We will now proceed
than those in the middle.
to get the bevel of frame No. 3—that is to say, its
and marked
other edge.
This is shown on Fig.
beVel line.
These bevel lines had better be marked
ﬁrst on the tracing you made of the body plan with
the plank 08. With the dividers measure off on the
half-breadth plan at frame 3 the distance from base
line to within 3-16ths in. of where the diagonals cut,
and mark this on the tracing of the body plan which
From the sheer plan
was made with the plank off.
measure
off where the bevel cuts the rabbet line

and
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planing machine at the place where you buy your
wood, so let them plane it for you. Next choose
a nice piece, 3 it. 6 ins. long by 8 ins. wide by 5-16ths
in. thick when planed.
This is for the frames.
You will also require two pieces, } in. by
in.
The
These are for the inwales.
by 44 ins. long.
fashion piece had better be made in mahogany.
as this wood holds screws better than pine, and a
good number will have to be put into it, so ior this
select a good piece of mahogany 3 ins. long by 6ins.
wide by 1} ins. thick.
You will require a piece
for the guidepiece I in. wide by in. thick by 30 ins.
The wood for planking and deck will be iret‘
long.
wood.
This can be bought already planed. You
will want two or three planks of this about 4 ft.
long by 3-16ths in. thick, and as wide as it runs,
about a foot. The piece for the deck can be 4} in.
thick.
\Ve will begin by laying 05 the fore halt
oi the keel.
Take the cardboard pattern, which
the fore part of the keel and stem, as
represents
shown in Fig. 10, and lay it on the wood in such
a manner as to get as little crossgrain as possible.
Put two or three weights upon it to keep it ﬁrm.
Run a pencil round both the outer and the inner
edges. Mark along the top and also where the scarph
and \N.L.B. by
water-line
Mark
the
comes.
making a dot on the wood at the extreme ends
of these lines. so that when the cardboard is re
moved and a line drawn with a ruler to join the

i

i

Sr. HELEN's

M.Y.C:

SOME

dots, it will represent L.W.L. and \V.L.B.
Dot Off
each Section line in the same way, then with a pin
prick at intervals along each of the rabbet lines.
Remove the cardboard pattern, join up the dots,
thus marking the two water-lines and sections
Draw a line parallel to and 5-Ioths in. forward of
each section.
This is to show the width of the
mortises tor the frames.
Then with a batten draw
in the rabbet lines; the pin pricks will guide you
in drawing these.
Do the same with the other
halt oi the keel, but be careful when drawing the
lines parallel to the section lines to make them
5-16ths in. alt. as the bevel edge of these frames

and
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come towards the stern on this half of the keel,
so the mortiSes have to be cut that way.
\Vhen
the keel is marked out take it somewhere where
there is a band saw, and get it sawn out.
When
this has been done, mark the sections and water—
lines on the other side of the keel.
This can be done
by squaring across with the try square.
Now take
cardboard
and
up your
pattern
put it on the keel,
careful
that
the
water-line
being
and sections are
exactly over those marked on the keel, and prick
the
rabbet
lines.
Draw
these
through
in and you
will then have the rabbet lines marked upon both
of
the
keel.
Mark
line
sides
a
down the centre
of the keel lengthways on both the outer and inner
sides.
Do this with a gauge, set it to Q in., as the
keel is I in. thick, and with this mark the line.
In
the same way mark a line on each side of the centre
line, which is on the outer side or bottom of keel
You can now cut the
5-16ths in. each side of it.

rabbet.

(To be continued.)

Club Doings.
St. Helen's Model Yacht Club, Affiliated
the N.M.Y.A.
on

with

The above Club held the ﬁrst steamer competition
September 4th, 1900, at the “Leg of Mutton

MEMBERS AND THEIR BOATS.
The
Dam.”
Eight boats turned out to compete.
course was 160 yards. The weather was very wet, but
much interest was shown. Four of the boats refused
to start, owing to the lamps back-ﬁring, boilers

leaking, and many other little things which generally
The winners ran as
ha pen on these occasions.
fol ows : First, Mr. W. Blake's Alexandra ; second,
Mr. G. Blake’s Glen May ,' third, Mr. ]. Bennett's
Princess ; fourth, Mr. G. Gregory's Primrose. Atter
the day was over the Club adjourned to the club
house, and sat down to a hearty supper, which was
provided by the Club, and superintended by Mrs.
and Miss Bennett.

lanuary 6, 1910.
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The Cardlﬂ M.Y.C.
Writing from 51, Clive Street, Grange, Cardill.
Mr. \V. H. Smith, the Hon. Secretary of this Club,
I should like to ask the model yachtsmen
says:

19

and chain girths are taken for the third.
I should
like to be put clear on question of freeboards.
While writing you, I may say that the Petition re
Model Yacht Ponds has passed through South
Wales,
and sent (from Newport, Mon.) to the
Secretary of the Highgate Club to be passed on to
the remainder of the London clubs.

Leeds M.Y.C.

The members of the above Club had a very in—
teresting and exciting contest for the valuable

MR. ARMIN‘s

lO-RATER "PETREL," “'lNNER
GILPIN Cue, 1909.
[Photo by M. ]. McCaw.

(London or “"irral, or any other model yachting
club that would kindly reply) through THE MODEL
who are interested in the I-metre
Escmxlzn—those
class or lz-metre model—if in measuring models,
do they adhere to the International Rule of Measure
ment pure and simple, or take any exceptions to the
rule? The point I should like to be clear upon is
Is the ireeboard o (bow) deducted from
as follows:
Is the freeboard 0 (stern) deducted
the bow girth ?
from stern girth ? Also the two freeboards on
point -55, where the difference between the skin

Tmz GILPIN CUP,

1909.

Gilpin Cup, which was presented by a. good friend
of the Club, A. C. Gilpin, Esq., the Mansion House;
This is the third Cup which Mr. Gilpin
Roundhay.
‘
has presented to the Club.
The race was recently sailed on the large lake,
Roundhay Park, Leeds, under very favourable
conditions.
The wind held good throughout the
race, the course
being a reach.
Eight ro-raters
had their racing ﬂags aloft, and made a very pretty
sight, being greatly admired by the large number

I

Convert-tons

-'_»_-__;.__

I

a

FOR THE GILPIN CUP, 1909, LEEDS M.Y.C.,

ROUNDHAY PARK.

(Photo

by

M. ]. McCaw.)
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of interested

The boats were drawn
spectators.
to sail in pairs, and were raced under our usual
system, viz.—three heats, a semi—ﬁnal, and a ﬁnal.
'This system we ﬁnd very suitable for an afternoon's
sport, as it gives all the boats a fair chance, and
vallows a ﬁnish to be made in reasonable time.
The
semi-ﬁnal was particularly interesting, for the
winner of last year's Cup, the Minnu, had succeeded
in gaining all possible points up to this stage, when,

MR. NORTi-i’s 36-LINEAR RATER, " MURIEL," CUP
WINNER, 1907. (Photo by Mr. North.)
about 10
favourable
which put
starting a

151:race.

l
1_
)
}

Minnu

respective

J.

Suﬂragelle . .
Mauritania. .

owners.

McCAw's
1907.

Mauritania.

Petrel . .
..
.

OF

THE LEEDS

. .

J

Final.

Pelrel

Petra!

ist and cup.

Maufitania

Mﬂuniﬂﬂia
2nd prize.

" Mimw."

“ SUFFRAGETTE."

SOME

Semifinal.

3rd race.

Minnu

Suﬂragelte

IO-RATER, " Mnmu," CUP WINNER.
(Photo by M. ]. McCaw.)

a true wind from start to ﬁnish, and sailing neck
Mr. Armin's
to neck the greater part of the race.
Petrol, however, sailed a slightly more direct course,
and ultimately won the Cup by 3 secs. from Mr.

Petra!

Pixie

6, i910.

The ﬁnal was a splendid race, both yachts having

2nd. race.

. .

January

The same
lost this semi-ﬁnal by a length or two.
unfortunate conditions were experienced by two
other yachts, which was most aggravating to their

M.

yards from the shore. she got an un
puﬂ of wind Irom the adjacent trees,
her about, necessitating her ultimately
She
long way astern of her opponent.

..
3.—Mr. McCaw’s Illimiu
r.—Mr. \Voodley’s Dido
..
2.—Mr. Arniin’s Petrel
..
8.——.\‘Ir. Oldroyd's Pixie
. .
. .
7.—Mr. Firth's Lilly
4.—Mr. North's Suﬂragette . .
5.--Mr. Firth’s Mauritania .
6.-—Mr. Hickman's Derwent. .

and Electrician.
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re
Firth‘s illauritania.
The latter was sailed
markably well under the circumstances, her owner
being somewhat of a novice in the art, this being
his ﬁrst important race.
The winning yacht was designed and built by the
owner, and is very similar to the boats built to the
international rule, as will be seen by the accom
Last year’s Cup was won by
panying photo.
Mr. McCaw's A’Iinnu, a yacht of very similar type.
The winner of 1907 was Mr. North's 36-linear-rater
.Murirl, which seems to prove that the more modern
than the
boats are more successful
full-bodied
now out-of-date ﬁn keel, light displacement model.
The accompanying photos show the winner of each
year, the trophy of this year, a group of some of
the yachts which took part in the race, also some
of the yachts during the race.
“"hen the sailing was over the members and their
friends adjourned to the Mansion House, where they
did justice to a good tea. Mr. Gilpin presented the
Cup to the successful competitor, wishing the
The evening ﬁnished up with
Club every success.
a most successful smoking concert. The well-known
“
versatile comedian
Jack Clare" was in his usual
good form, and added greatly to the pleasure of the
evening by his amusing and varying contributions,
Songs were also sung by Messrs. E. North, A. Ripley,
and M. J. McCaw, the accompaniments being played
by Mr. Hickman.

Portsmouth M.Y.C.
The Portsmouth Model Yacht Club held a race
[or ro-raters for prizes presented by THE MODEL
ENGINEER, at the Canoe Lake on \Vednesday,
December 15th, every point being closely contested.
At 2 pm. the miniature craft were set going by
Mr. E. J. Habliitzel, the judge being Mr. Mont
Mr. C. F. Coxen’s Saucy Sally again
gomery.
secured silver medal and certiﬁcate, with 20 points;
Mr. R. Tallack’s Sport second, with 16 points,
securing second certiﬁcate and club prize, value
65.;
Mr. Clive \Vilson's Florence securing third
prize, with 12 points, Club prize, value 45.; other
scores being Mr. Burden's Kyria, 10 points, and Mr.
Cuthbert Payne's Maid of the Mist, 2 points.

The

Wine!

M.Y.C.

On Saturday, Dec. 18th, an enthusiastic meeting of
this Club was held at the Club's premises, Central
Park, Liscard, Cheshire, when the following ofﬁcers
Commodore,
Roy M.
were duly elected for 1910:
Laird, Esq., N.A.; President, Joseph Heap, Esq;
Vice-Commodore,
Charles Livingston, Esq; Rear
Commodore,
Charles McIver, Esq; Vice-President,
G. Harvey Willmer, Esq.; Captain, Mr. Herbert
Almond; Vice-Captain, Mr. J. Parry-Williams;
Auditors, Messrs. '1‘. A. Peskett and R. Edwards;
Almsurers,
Peskett, Foster, and
Messrs.
Ofﬁcial
Beaumont;
Official Registrar, Mr. E. W. Wynne.
Sail and Power Committee : W, Ashton, \V. Cooke,
J. Kirkpatrick, \V. Brodie, R. Edwards, H. Reid,
Honorary Secre
V. Beaumont, J. Kay. A. Shore.
fury and Treasurer, Mr. E. W. Wynne, 3r, Parkside.
Egremont, Cheshire.
The Club is in a very ﬂourishing condition, and
had a most successful racing season this year,
and is again the head of the Northern Model Yacht
ing Association, and Champion Club of the North
of England.

and
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The Societyof Model Engineers.
London.
N ordinary meeting of the Society was held

Tuesday, December 14th, at the Caxton
Hall, Victoria Street, Mr. john Wills taking
the chair, and about seventy-ﬁve members
being
The minutes of the last ordinary meeting
present.
having been read and four new members elected,
the Chairman reported that only a very small
proportion of the members were in favour of the
establishment of a permanent workshop, and the
scheme would probably have
to be abandoned,
but was to be further discussed by the Committee.
The proposed demonstration meetings to be held
between
the ordinary meetings
were favoured by
the large majority of members,
and arrangements
had, therefore, been made for the holding of these
once a month during the present session, so that
with ordinary and demonstration meetings there
would be a meeting of the Society once a fortnight.
The Chairman suggested that the junior members
of the Society in particular would do well to attend
these demonstration meetings,
at which no formal
business would be discussed, but the whole evening
devoted to instruction and demonstration of all ama
teur engineering processes given by or under the su per
intendence of the Technical Committee. The Chair
man’s announcement was greeted with applause.
The Chairman also outlined two schemes which
the Committee contemplated introducing,
to en
members,
courage
especially the junior section,
to exhibit their work, and also to induce members
to introduce fresh members to the Society. Both
proposals were discussed at length, and ultimately
referred back for further consideration.
The Chairman then called upon Mr. Ferreira
for his discourse on " A Model Engineer's
(member)
The lec
Workshop and what it should be like."
turer reviewed at length the question of equipment,
position of tools, the beneﬁt of order in the work
sh0p to obviate waste of time in ﬁnding tools and
materials, and with the aid of the blackboard and
a selection of home-made tools emphasised
the fact
that those with little spare cash could, at a very
little expense for material, make for themselves a
large portion of the small tools and Special appliances
for which high prices had to be paid if bought in
the ordinary way.
Mr. A. C. Ballard, in proposing the vote of thanks,
regretted that no exact record of so valuable a
as that they had listened
to should be
discourse
kept by the Society for future reference and possible
that all lectures be
publication, and suggested
The Chairman announced that
reported verbatim.
the matter was at the moment receiving the atten
tion of the Committee, and he requested that any
member of the Society possessing
the necessary
qualiﬁcations should place himself in communica
tion with the SeCretary.
FUTURE Mam-mes, TO BE HELD AT THE Caxron
HALL, AT 7 PAL—Thursday, January 13th. Ordinary
Lecture by J. C. Crebbin (member) on
meeting.
“ Compound Locomotives
of the Continent," illus
trated by drawings, photos, and lantern slides.—
Demonstration meet
Wednesday, February 2nd.
Short
Ordinary meeting.
ing—February 17th.
papers by members—Full particulars of the Society
and forms of application may be obtained from the
Secretary, HERBERT G. RIDDLE, 37, Minard Road,_
Hither Green, S.E.
on
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Provincial

Societies.

Bradford—A

was held on Monday,
meeting
December 20th, at the Bradford Cafe, Foster
Square. After the minutes of the previous meeting
had been approved of, Mr. P. Ault showed a very
well made hand milling attachment for his lathe,
also some work he had done with it, including a
square thread tap which he has milled out. It has
been decided
to hold an exhibition of models in
March, further particulars of which will be announced
A
later.
model
monoplane has been presented
to the Aero section of this Society. It will be on
view at the forthcoming exhibition.—Further
par
ticulars may be obtained from the Secretary, Amos
BARBER, 15, Hartington Terrace, Lidget Green,
Bradford.

Leicester.-A very successful lecture and ex
hibition of models was held under the auspices
of this Society at the Vaughan Working Men's
College on Saturday, November 27th, there being
an attendance of nearly 200. At the invitation
of the Society Mr. Percival
Marshall
(Editor
of Tun Mons]. ENGINEER) very kindly undertook
"
to deliver a lecture on
Engineering in Miniature."
The chair was occupied by Mr. . A. Keay (of the
British United Shoe Machinery
mpany, Ltd.).
The Chairman, in opening the proceedings with
an appropriate speech, dwelt upon the importance
of the work which might ultimately be accomplished
the
beneﬁts which
by the Society, and of
but
might be conferred not only on members,
.also, in a. larger sphere,
to the town generally.
Mr. Keay also spoke of the educational value of
model-making to the engineer in after life, and
pointed out that the design and construction of
medels was a valuable exercise, and afforded good
training for hand and eye, in addition to bringing
out latent inventive faculties among model engineers.
Mr. Marshall's lecture (which was illustrated
by a large number of excellent lantern slides) was
greatly appreciated by his hearers, and proved both
instructive and entertaining.
Many examples of
the model maker's art were shown upon the screen,
.and included, among a wide and varied selection,
boats,
etc.;
model railways, ships,
aeroplanes,
in fact, almost all branches of model-making were
represented, giving a clear idea of the inﬁnite variety
of work undertaken by amateurs, many of whose
productions gave evidence of high-class workman~
ship and technical skill, not to mention ingenuity
In conclusion the lecturer offered some
in design.
useful hints on the foundation and working of a
provincial society of model engineers. bascd on the
experience of the London SOciety, and others.
A hearty vote of thanks to Mr. Marshall and to
Mr. Keay for his services as Chairman, brought
a successful meeting to a close.
After the lecture a collection of some forty or
was thrown open to the visitors,
models
more
who showed the greatest interest in the exhibits,
there being one or two models especially which
came in for a good deal of praise, which was well—
deserved.

Now is the time for new members to join, and
to com
all desirous of doing so are requested
n-unicate with either of the Hon. Secretaries—
:3, Princess Road, or A. H.
Messrs. A. j. CRAIG,
'SHARPE, 2 3, Farringdon Street,
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Queries and Replies.
[Attention is esprcidlly directedto the ﬁrst condition giten below,
and no noticewill be taken of Queries not complyingmth the
directions therein stated. Lwerr containing Queries must be
marhrd on the top left-hand corner of the envelope“ Query
Department." No othermattersbut than relatingto ﬂu Quail:
shouldbe endoud in thesomeenvelope.
Querieson subfrctswithin the 3509'0/ this journal are replied ‘0
by Perl under the {allowingconditions:—tr) Queries dealing
with distinct subirdr should be written on diﬁnenl slips, on
one side 0/ the paper only, and the sender'snun: uusr be iri
scribed an the back. (2) Owner should be “(MP-HM,
wherein porrible, with fully dimensionedskdcnes,and corn
spandenlran remrnrnmdldto keepa copy 0/ their Queries for
rr/errncr. (3) A slam rd addrerud envelop:
(no! Post-cud)
asrd, and also a " Queriesand Replies
shouldinvariably b:
pagrs 0/ [ha cur-run!
CouPon" cut out from thr advertisement
issur. (4) Qurrin will be amend or early as possibll alla
rluipt, but an interval 0/ n In: days must usually elapsebefore
the Reply can be forwarded. (5) CorraPondanr who "quire
an answerinsertedin this rolumn should understandthat soil:
wrehr must zlopre be/orl the Reply ran be Published. The
insertion o/ Replin in this rolurnn cannot be guudnlad
(6) All Queries shouldbe addrrnrd to The Editor, Tn: Moon.
Esomrrm, 26-10, Poppin's Fowl, Fleet Slrrd, London, E.C.]
The following Ire selectedfrom thr Qum'rs which havebeenreplied
lo rrranlly :—
[21431] Four-pole Dynamo. 300 watts. T. L. Mc.C. (Boyle)
writes: I would bevery much obligedit you would kindl ' tell me the
gaugenumberof thetwo enclosedpiecesof copperwire. ammaking
a 3o-volt dynamo, and hope to get about to umpercsfrom it. It is
a four-pole encloseddynamo, with ﬁeld-magnets4fins. by 1} ins.
and 2} ins. high. The annature is made of stampings 4 ins. dia.
meter,with sixteenslots, and is wound with 70 vards of No. :8 wire
(1 lbs.). Kindly say if either of the enclosedsampleswould be
5 table for ﬁeld-magnets,and how much shouldbe on each magnet.
If not, what gaugeand quantity should be used? i see by your
book that No. 30 is usedon field-magnetsof two—polemachine for
about sameoutput.

N‘zzeez

S

The smallerwire is No. 26 S.W.G., and thelargeris No. 23 S.W.G.
A suitableshunt winding for your ﬁeld-magnetis about 3 lbs. No. :0
S.W.G., s.c.c. copperWire on eachcore ; but you can use the same
amount of No. 23 gauge wire if you connect the bobbins two in
parallel. Be careful in this case to so connect them so that ou
obtain altomate north and south poles, as sketch herewith.
e
No. 30 gauge,which we believeyou refer to in our Handbook No. 10,
page49,is a misprint for 20.
[22,620] Automatic Early Morning Walter.
J. W. H.
(Wombwell) writes: Kindly state in what numbers, and if you
have still same in print, an automatic electrical alarm clock ap
ed ? One that would light the gasstove,then start the alarm
which appearedin Tu: Moor]. Encmsn six or sevenyearsago. i
have lost the number.
You are probably thinking of the article on “An Automatic
Early Morning Waiter " which appearedin our issue of December
3rd, r903. This issue can be had from our publishing ofﬁce, price
3d. post free. if you wish to see the electrical arrangements at
the clock itself, you can ﬁnd them in the series 0! ' Practical
showing various methods, which appeard in our Vol.
Tenure,"
X
.
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of ioo lbs., but its heating surface sufﬁcient to supply steam at
this pressureonly with an enginespeedof about 35 revs. Working
at 500 r.p.m. your boiler would be capable of keepingonly a few
pounds of pressure; this
practicable speed for the plant.
not
Your boiler quite out of proportion to your engine,and the plant
would be most inefﬁcientat whateverspeedand pressureyou care
to work it. Alter either boileror engine,thendecideaboutdynamo.
Boiler would requirea regularwater supply of about 2-3rdscub.in.
of water per minute. Size of pump dependsupon speedat which
to be driven. See De Vignicr's “ Model Steam Engine De
sign " (is. 7}d. post free), which has an excellent chapter on the
design of pumps.
is

it

it
is

[22,552] Vacuum
W.
M. (Bristol) writes: Will
Piling,
you kindly oblige me by
tel ing me the vacuum pump (described
on page6i8 of Vol. Xlll) would be suitable for exhausting tube,
in describing the different states of exhaustion leading up to the
"
dark space" phenomena. want
for an X-ray lecture.
We think
possible that with a pump such as described and
very well made you could obtain dark space phenomena,but we
have little doubt that you would not reach the high vacua neces
sary for actual X-rays.
i

a

I
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The News of the Trade.

a

\i~_

[The Editor will be pleasedto receivefor reviewunder this heading
scrapie: and particular: of new tools, OPP'trrllttS,and materials
for amateuruse. It must be understoodthat thesereview: an
Ira expressions0/ Editorial opinion, no payment0/ any kind
being requiredor arcrﬂed. The Editor reservestheright to
criticise or commendaccordingto the merits of the goodr sub
mitted,or to abstain lrom insertinga reviewin any casewhen
thegoodsare not of suﬁ‘ici'ent
tritcrestto his readers]
Rn'inm divinguished bv an asterisk have been basedon actual
Editorial Inspection0/ the goodsnottced.
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Englne Trouble. , F. W. R. (Queenboro'l
[22.710]
have a model gas engine, size 2-in. bore, 3-in. stroke,
writcsz
which has mechanical exhaust valve and automatic air and gas
valve,fitted with electric ignition. The spigotsof valves are both
in. diameterwith valve faceof in. diameter,_cxhausthole in.
have great difﬁculty in starting engine»—infact, am
diameter.
not surewhen will start, and evenwhen doesit only just keeps
little more gas,
goingand seems to have no power. If give
it stops altogether. You have to et the gas tap turned on to
ow can
will not fire at all.
nicety or
increase power
starting Without having to pull it
engineand make certain of
may say have your book on_“ Gas Engines,"
roundso much
and have studied it and think have got the timing correct.
yougiveme a sketch of an arrangementfor advancingand retarding
get mycontact from the cog
thespark while engine running
wheelwhich operates exhaust valve now and it has a fixed position.
We are.inclined to think that all your trouble is due.to your not
you Will
beingable to vary the timing of the spark, and that
satisfactory advance and retard gear, and then manipulate
fit
it as well as carefully adjusting the richnessof your gas and air
mixture, the difficulty will be overcome. In our issue of March
29th, i906, there was describedin connectionwith the .lIJ-I. Gas
suitable for being adapted
Engine spark timing device which
to yourengine.
'
_
[22,324] Model Locomotlve.
(1-. 0- Works) "865' WOUId
you kindly criticise my drawings for l-in. scale locomotiveenclosed
Shall be able to make successfullocomotive
(notreproduced)
by using charcoal fuel in conjunction With
water-tube boiler?
correcton the slide-valve. Will q-32nds
Pleasesav my drawing
be the right travel
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FALLS ELECTRIC Moron DRIVE FOR
" STAR" Lariies.
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The ﬁrebars should be lower down and the furnace sides pro
WZtedby asbestos, otherwise they will get red-hot. We would
Enter locomotive type boiler for use with solid fuel. The fire
barsshouldbe ins. below the tubes at least. There is none too
muchroomfor the valve 7-32ndsin. to in. travel Will be sufﬁcient,
stroke of the cylinder
the lap being i-i4th in. or X-320Cl.
ins. would be better. The
stroke of
shouldbe at least r'in.
for exhaust are of reasonable
portsat 3-3znds for steam and
size.
54- (Ftllhaml Wﬂtef-‘i
lilJZQl Small Steam Plant. “1Having'ust completed vertical steamengine, il-in. bore by il-in.
Stmke, should like to know what size pump Will be needed for
bOilrr. Pump to be driven by an extra eccentric on engine shaft.
The boiler horizontal, made of -in. steel plate (single riveted),
ins.diameterby
ins. long, With steam dome, ins. highby
ins.
ins. diameter. A central ﬂue runs through boiler of
diameter. To be fired with two vaporised oil burners after style
of Primusstove. Allowing for power absorbedin drivmg pump,
“hit sinedynamo would engine drive (speed of engine, say,
500r.p.m.)
_
working pressure
Your boiler
probably strong enough for

1’
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The Seneca Falls Electric Motor Drlve for “Star”
Lathes.
The Seneca Falls Manufacturing Company, 560, Water Street,
SenecaFalls. N.Y., have recently brought out new type of motor
drive for their “ Star " lathes (5-in. and 6-in. centres), as shown
in the accompanyingillustration. The advantageof this type of
motor drive over previous and usual methods employed in its
adaptability to the varying conditions imposed by the users of
small enginelathes, as they ask for motors for all kinds of electric
current. For this reason the drive has been designed so as to
use any kind of constant or variable speed motor, non-reversible,
preferablywith speedof 1,000to 2,000r.p.m. The motor may
be easily attachedand pulley of proper size on motor transmits
power by belt to the countershaft pulley running constantl in
one direction;
belt
also used from cone on countcrshat to
cone on head spindle; means are provided for quickl tightening
belts, and they can be kept at proper tension untii worn out,
without shortening. Experience has proved that this method
of driving small lathes has advantages over rigid gearing and
chain belt drives, and will prevent damage to both motor and
lathe. Starting, stopping, and reverse rotation of lathe spindle
controlled by shifting bar placedhorizontally above lathe within
easy reach of the operator. Moving shift bar to left imparts for
ward motion to lathe spindle, and to right reverses,bringing shift
bar to centre position sto
lathe. The driving mechanismcon
sists of friction clutchesan gearsfor reversingthe motion, encased
and running in oil bath, simple in construction, and not liable
to damage or disarrangement. The bearings are thoroughly
lubricated by oil-rings. The “ Star " latheshave beenre-designed;
the head spindle
made of 60—65carbon crucible steel and re
volves in large ring-oiling bearings. Guards for back-gearshave
been added, the tailstock has been made heavier and stronger,
with long bearin on bed and base, and has side adjustment for
carriage has been strengthenedand
turning taper.
pro
vided with slots,cross-feedscrewhas micrometercollar graduated
to read in thousandthsof an inch, and may be set to any position.
All carriages are now arranged for taper attachment which can
be applied at any time. The automaticcross-feedand longitudinal
feed are actuated by
friction clutch and phosphor-bronzeworm
receiving power from head spindle through spur gears, and lead
screw which
splined. The range for screw-cutting extremely
wide, cutting all standard threads right or left from
to 72 per
inch; they are also furnished for cutting metric threads, either
by transposing gears with regular lead screw or by lead screw
having metric threads. Changegearshave roundededgesto avoid
injury to the hands, all adjusting screwshave a uniform size head
to ﬁt the tool-post wrench.
full line of conventional attach
ments may be used,and include countershaftwith improved fric
tion pulleys, foot
wer, taper attachment, draw-in chucks and
ccllets, automatic raw-in chuck and rod feed, milling and gear
cutting attachment, blocking, automatic turret on bed, carriage
turret, double tool block, and stop for carriage, which can be
furnished at any time without special ﬁtting. A cataloguecon
of theselatheswill be senton request
taining complete
to the Company atdescription
the ove address.

S is customary with our New Year’s number,
we present with this issue a coloured Plate.
On the present occasion the subject of the

which will, we think, be Specially
appreciated by our electrical readers, and which
will appeal particularly to those who have already
had some experience in dynamo or motor construc
tion. The advent of the metallic ﬁlament lamp for
electric lighting purposes has made a wonderful
diﬁerence in the size of plant required for private
house lighting, and those who wish to instal a plant
for the electric illumination of their QWn residence
will, without doubt, ﬁnd the dynamo we illustrate
just the right thing for the purpose. As will be
apparent from an inspection of the design, the
is intended for hard and regular service,
machine
It is,
and not merely for occasional short runs.
machine,
embodying
in fact, an engineer-designed
a. large amount of experience and expert knowledge,
and we are convinced that it will give thoroughly
satisfactory and reliable results.
design

is

one

l

1'

i

We ﬁnd that it is again necessary to advise the
use of our deposit system in connection with transac
tions conducted through our Sale and Exchange
column. We cannot be expected to enquire into
the bona ﬁde nature of the hundreds of advertise—
ments which ﬁnd their way into these columns,
although we do exercise as close a scrutiny as is
reasonably possible; and while the large majority
of such advertisements are undoubtedly perfectly
genuine, isolated cases Occur now and again where
sharp practice is attempted. A reader who recently
that he had been badly treated by a
considered
private advertiser, suggested we should do some
thing to prevent such cases happening. It was
for this very purpose that we instituted our deposit
for the
system, and it readers who are negotiating
avail themselves
purchase or sale of goods will not
of the security it aﬁords, we do not think they can
blame us if they make an unsatisfactory bargain.
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A. v. B. (London).—(1) Yes; but (2) and (3) we
arrangement.
shaft geared
prefer the single
(4) A boiler having about 100 sq. ins. of heating
See our handbook. “Model
surface would suit.
Boiler Making,"
7d. post free, for choice of
designs.

been in THE
of all kinds of
are now appearing.
some
and
such
engines,
Refer to back issues, or tell us more particularly
what your requirements are—complying. please,
with our rules.
Pitman. our adver
G. S. (Buckminster).——Percy
tiscr.
W. S. (“'ood Green).——-See our issue oi May 16th,

H. W. (Birmingham).—There
Mons].

have

ENGlNEER many designs

1907.

and Micro
phones," 7d. post free.
C. H. B. (Saffron “'alden).——Primary battery or
accumulators would probably suit you best.
“
Electric Lighting for Amateurs," 7d. post

T. M. (Sunninghill).-—See "'lelephoncs

a

Notices.
The Editor invites correspondenceand original contributions on
all amateur mechanical and electrical subjects. Matter intended
(or publication should be clearly written on one ddc oi the papa
only, and should invariably bear the sender'snameand address. It
should be distinctly stated, when sending contributions. whether
remuneration is expectedor not, and all MSS, should be accom
panied by a stampedaddressedenvelopetor return in the event of
relection. Readers desiring to see the Editor personally can only
do so by making an appointmentin advance.
This journal will be sent post free to any address(or 13s. per
annum, payable in advance. Remittances should be made by
Postal Order.
Advertisementrates may be had on application to the Advertise
men! Manager.
How To ADDRESS Lanna.
All correspondencerelating to the literary portion of the paper,_
and all newapparatusand pricelists, &c., (or review,tobe addressed
to Tn: Eon-on, " The Model Engineer," 26—29, Poppin's Court,
Fleet Street, London, EC.
and deposits to be
All correspondencerelating to advertisement-s
“ The Model Engi
addressedto THE Anvearrsnmn'r Manon,
neer," 26—29Poppin's Court, Fleet Street, London, 12.0.
All subscriptions and correspondencerelating to sales 0! the
paper and books to be addressed to Percival Marshall 8: (10.,
26—29, Poppin‘s Court, Fleet Street, London, B.C.
Sole Agents for United States, Canada, and Mexico: Spon and
Chamberlain, 1:3, liberty Street, New York, U.S.A., to whom
ll subscriptions from thosecountries should be lddrqoed.
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[The asterisk (*) denotes that the subject is illustrated.l
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F. (Sevenoaks).—Thank you for your effective.
card. We are glad your coil has proved so
satisfactory.
L. LANE (New South Wales).—Thanlr you for your
card. We are pleased to ﬁnd ourselves remem
bered so far away at this season.
Two 40 h.-p. motors, voltage 500.
1. BARTER.—(l)
(2) No.
N. S. (Walberton).-—(1) and (2) Unless your circuit
is quite exceptional, a condenser will not be
required. (3) No. 30, -1991; No. 32, '2625 ;
No. 34, -3617; No. 36. ~53; No. 38, -8503;
No. 40, 1-328. (4) Yes, but not necessarily more
effective.
S. W.
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Electric Locomotive.

By H. N. COOMBS.

MR. H. N. Coomas’ Mona]. ELECTRIC LOCOMOTIVE.
years I have always given in
to a, feeling of fascination for railways and
locomotives of all kinds. and as the far off
and driving the_real thing
ssession
delights of
y a dream, my small mind turned
were natur
to smaller things. called models, and my ﬁTSt‘PICCe
oi rolling-stock was a wonderful (and fearfully hot 1)
locomotive, that would run quite nicely
5s. 6d. tin
it the ﬂoor—Jails were another dream of the future—
was perfectly smooth and level.
_
_
This was pleasing enough in its day; but With
tubes,
to
and
the
the advent of
converswn
elec
tricity of the local tramway system,_ my interest in
ﬁrst
to
and
lame
electricity,
steam took second
models came a
among my electricaly-propelled
motor,
construction composed of a small tn-polar

ROM earliest

costing about 45., three cotton reels cut into halves
for wheels, and mounted on penholder sticks for
axles.
The driving gear was an elastic band and
The con
5d. rulers did duty for permanent way.
ductor rails were plain cepper wire. When all was
current was switched on, and the ﬁrst
complete
performance was the last, for the engine imme
diately ﬂew to the other end of the dining-room
table and plunged into space, and became a total
wreck. At this time there was only one director
to my railway company, viz., myself, and after this
initial catastrophe, the board decided to go in for
metal construction, and my ﬁrst locomotive so built
ran at the speed of 1-02 miles per hour, which was
considered hardly safe l The next locomotive would
run round a. room on tin rails, indeﬁnitely hauling

January
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accomplished. The inner bearings are
5<3znds in. thick, riveted on to the brackets which
hold up the central shaft and its bearings.
The
shaft
5-32nds in. silver steel, and its bearings
are split to take up wear.
The cross-bearer through
which the bogie pin passes
in. by
in. brass
rod, and
hung on bolster springs, ﬁtted with
check springs on top to prevent undue rocking.
The hole for bogie pin can be seen immediately
underneath shaft in photo of bogie.
The motor
hung on the bogie by the three
point spring suspension system, the bracket running
across the bogie (located just above the large spur
wheel) supporting the motor framing at the pinion
end.
The motor framing ﬁts into the two slots
on the cross bracket, and
secured by two clips
shown next the slots.
There
a saddle at the
commutator end of motor which rests on the coil
spring ﬁxed on the small bracket bolted to the top
of headstock. This method makes the motor very
easy riding. and, what is almost as important, the
motor can be taken right out in 15 seconds by re
moving one bolt and releasing two clips.
ﬁnally

i-
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i
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is

is
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with heavy rims 5-32nds in. thick.
Wheels and
axles were made to my own drawings, as turning
To return to
not yet an art
have approached.
the gearing, the large bevel wheels are pinned on
to the axles and the gear wheels on shaft are forced
It
on. by slightly tapering each end with a ﬁle.
was difﬁcult to make these wheels run true, but

I

i

Q-

11}

*

There are thus eight axle~box springs on each
liogie, and the running is smooth and unconstrained
Axles are
in. silver steel, with
in consequence.
and journals
wheels screwed on up to shoulders,
in.,
in. long. \‘Vheels are
turned down to
being
diameter,
cast in brass, with solid centres
ins.

The coil springing used in construction of the
bogies was bought in lengths, cut off, and squared
up as required. However, buying these small items,
like other things, often requires
inﬁnitely more
and perseverance
than making them one
patience
self.
Every bearing—and there are twelve on each bogie
when in running order—is provided with an oil-hole
and oil-pocket
and four out of the twelve, namely,
two on cardan shaft and two on motor, are adjust
able for wear.
the motors.
The third point of interest
These
are
adapted from the well-known
hompson's
B
No.
pattern, and the principal difﬁculty encoun
tered in re-designing these was to ﬁt such a com
small locomotive,
paratively large motor into such
and to get in under the cab and casing.
Had
been satisﬁed with two motors sticking up into the
air in an awkward and ungainly—not to say dan‘
gerous—fashion, the difﬁculty would scarcely have
existed. What
aimed at was putting the motors
;
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THE MODEL ENGINEER.
However, the features of interest are, ﬁrstly,
and most important, the fact that all the weight
isIavailable for adhesion, and all wheels are driving
This advantage needs no comment, and the
wheels.
result is that slip is scarcely ever to be detected.
even with jerky starting by bad drivers, and at
I get some incompetent motor-men and
times
The locomotive
lady drivers trying their hands.
runs on a 2-in. gauge track, and its total weight
is 95 lbs., all on the drivers (eight), by the simple
means, shown in the photo of bogie removed from
The large gear wheel
frame with motor taken out.
on the cardan, or driving shaft, meshes with the
smaller pinion on motor spindle, shown in another
photo. The ratio' of gearing is 3} to l dowriwards
from motor, and all the gears were cut to my dimen
As the photo shows, there are
sioned drawings.
two inner bearings for the gearing. and two outer
axle-boxes on the bogie frames, making four bear
ings per axle; but the whole work in unison, and
The inner
there is no sign or possibility of binding.
bearings take all the driving strains and the axle
The locomotive is very free
boxes all the weight.
running, but to make all the gears and bearings work
sweetly \\ as no light task.
Constmrtiou 0/ Regina—This is the second fea
ture, and the bogies are formed almost entirely
of brass rod, the only parts not being so made are
which are
in. by in. by i-iGth in.
the headstocks,
angle brass bolted on to the solebars at each corner
bolts,
screwed into the metal, and locked
by in. steel
in. by
The solebars are
by nuts underneath.
in. brass rod, bent cold to shape and trued up to
It will be seen that the bogies are
a template.
of very strong construction, yet simple in form.
in. by
in. hard
The axle-boxes are made from
brass rod, cut, drilled, and ﬁled to shape, and each
has two vertical holes to pass the axle-box guides,
which are lengths of
in. silver steel 1% ins. long,
screwed into the solebars and ﬁtted with nut at
Two coil springs‘are interposed between
either end.
the axle-boxes and solebars, being slipped over the
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a train of trucks built of convenient cigar boxes,
Parts of old curling tongs
running on lead wheels.
were treasured for axles in those days.
Then came
four or ﬁle successive
and improved attempts,
which
the
during
railway became too large
period
for indoor work, and had to be laid out on the lawn,
which is the best of road beds, and has been so used
ever since.
My present ﬁnal effort is the electric locomotive
shown in the photographs, and the points of its
were
the result of experience
in
gained
design
No doubt
former times, as brieﬂy narrated above.
criticism,
as my only
the design is open to much
has been gained from pages of
outside experience

and

is
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between the wheels (available width for this only
ins.), the same way as in real railway practice.
so that the centre of gravity should be low, and the
complete driving equipment as snug as possible.
The way this was accomplished is shown in the
photo of motor, and the idea will be further demon
0n reference to the photo of complete
strated
locomotive,
where the motors can be seen under
neath the level of main frame.
The motors were
specially made and, as received, were simple wound
and painted castings, without terminals or com
The eight-segment commutators
mutators' ﬁtted.
are each ﬁtted with a 3-32nds in. cheese-head brass
screw to bind wire connections. The frames of
in. by i- in. brass rod, and are bent
motors are
and ﬁtted to the ﬁeld-magnet castings. secured by

ii

i
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true and unbent.
It is formed from brass rod,
and the two longitudinal members are i in. by
in. section, 151}ins. long.
At each end the frame
is bolted on to the butter planks by
3-32nds-in.
bolts and nuts, and the photo clearlv explains this
detail of construction.
The hangers to connect
frame to bogies are shaped like a ﬂat " U," bent to
frames,
accommodate the
and to clear the solebars
and motors when swinging on curves.
Near the
centre and under the driver’s compartment come
two stiffening transoms, formed of short pieces of
angle brass bolted to each side by the ﬁve bolts
shown, and connected across the frame bv
% in.
by Q in. brass rod.
These two members area} ins
apart, and support the reversing switch, the main
function. however, being to stiffen the frame.

j
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countersunk screws. These frames fulﬁl the double
object of retaining. the armature bearings, and of
supporting the motor on the bogie brackets, as
The armature bearings are each i~ in.
described.
The brushes are made of
long, and adjustable.
spring brass, covered with the closest mesh copper
One brush is secured directly
gauze that is made.
to motor framing (making a permanent negative
connection). and the other is mounted on red ﬁbre
block ; 3-32nds in. screws are passed through each
brush, and fulﬁl the double object of holding the
The
gauze in place and forming a wire terminal.
ﬁeld coil terminals are mounted out of the way
The armature shaft is hori
on the side of motor.
when in
zomal, and level with tops of solebars
working position.
is simplicity itself, and
'The .Wain Frame.—This
its strength has been proved by the fact that on one
the locomotive fell 5 ft. headlong on to
Occasion
the butter plank, and the frame emerged perfectly

N\I
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The buffer planks are ﬁtted with central spring
standard pattern drawhooks with
also
buﬁers.
screw couplings—all made from brass rod.
is a ﬁnishing effect
The Cab and Casing—This
that makes a locomotive look very realistic, but
has no particular use or inﬂuence on the running.
However, it is made from sheet zinc rather under
i-gznd in. thick, and was all cut out and shaped
by hand, being fastened together by means of
by l—in. angle brass and I-IGth-in. roundheaded
copper rivets. The number and initial plates were
cut out and made to design by a brass plate maker.
Casing and cab can be instantly lifted off frame.
and is secured by a clip under the bnﬁer at each end.
starts, stops, and reverses
Reversing Switch—This
the locomotive and is of neat form, the whole gear
being in a space 1i- ins. by 1 in. There is a handle
to manipulate this switch on either side of the cab.
and the contacts. &c., are mounted on red ﬁbre
in. thick. The contacts are made of 1-16th-in.

fin.
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sheet brass. and the txrminals are 3-32nds-in. brass
screws, sunk invisiny into the contact pieces and
ﬁtted with nut and lock nut the other side, forming
terminals for the connections.
over-all, i7} ins;
General Dimensions—Length
width over-all, 4} ins.; height above rail level,
gauge of railway, 2 ins.; total weight
5} ins;
of locomotive. 9) lbs.; weight of each motor,
I: volts; diameter of
1)» lbs.; working pressure,
wheels, it) ins. ; wheelbase of bogies, 41¢ins. ; total
wheelbase,
i3 ins.
.
Regular Per/ormances.—Average speed, 5-10 miles
hour,
eight-wheeled
unloaded
bogie
four
drawing
per
trucks, running on endless track with up and down
grades and curves.
_
Nett weight started, loose coupled. and drawn in
four trucks, 60 lbs of iron bar, working at 12 volts
pressure.

_
The locomotive will start on a l in 10 grade wrth
no load. and will outrun the accumulators if neces~
Running is not affected by
sary before stopping.
rain or wet, but the cleaners are not_particularly

enthusiastic about this sort of work.
The following few jottings may prove of interest
and concern the work put into the locomotive,
which took ﬁfteen months or so of spare time to
construct, and has all (other than turning and
been
accomplished by no more
gear-cutting)
elaborate tools than 35s. to 405. would amply cover.
My most valued implements are a vice, a 55. hand
ﬁles, tapping tool in three sizes,
drill, hacksaw,
{-in. die for making screws, punches, chisel, spans
ners, hammers, and multitudes of twist drills—all,
alas I mined and broken in the prime of their youth.
The construction of this locomotive was not the
only work before me during the period, as my
railway plant has grown and grown, and now needs
quite a lot of attention, as can be understood
from the fact that generating station, electric light
installation, :20 ft. of track, and other items of
railway and rolling-stock, all need keeping going.
Early trial trips were rather a failure, the motors
showing mulelike tendencies when gently or ﬁrmly
requested to start. However, this trouble, like
most failures that have confronted me from time
to time, was due to my own ignorance, and the
makers of the motors very kindly explained the
why and wherefore of the non-starting, and matters
No doubt my very high gear
are now satisfactory.
ratio of 3) to i will meet with adverse criticism,
but my aim was to make a fast locomotive, as dis
tinct from a very powerful one, but the latter quality
is fairly well prescnt as well, as evidenced by the
load started and drawn on a give-and-take track.
As regards the electrical details, it will be noticed
I have ﬁtted a roller collector at one end and an
ordinary shoe pattern at the other, both held
by springs. Roller collectors have
downwards
been a pet idea with me even before the advent of
THE MODEL ENGINEER electric locomotiVe, and the
object of the present arrangement was that roller
did the bulk of the collecting work, and the shoe
cleaned the central rail, and the idea works fairly
well. In any case the current ﬂows freely, with
no intermittent breaks, which seems to me a very
easily acquired fault in small models.
The elec
trical connections are armatures in parallel and ﬁelds
in series, reversal being effected by changing the
This method
direction of current in the ﬁelds.
saves one wire to the motor, and helps to keep the
The arrangement is that one
ocomotive neat.

and Electrician.
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brush on each armature is permanently connected
to earth or negative by being screwed direct into
motor frames.
Thus two clumsy lengths of wire
are saved.
Each collector is connected to the
reversing switch, which distributes the current to
the required paths.
The order of procedure in building was, brieﬂy:
building gears to wheels, building of bogie frame to
wheels
and gearing,
attaching current collector,
making motor, and ﬁtting to bogie.
Running bogie
on tests.
Then another bogie was taken in hand
and made exactly as the ﬁrst. The main frame was
then constructed, ﬁtted to the bogies, ﬁtted with
draught gear, reverser, connections, etc., and then
a test in service.
Then came making the cab
and motor casing, which was designed by cutting
out a side in stifi paper, placing it upon the frame,
and altering or amending the pattern until it looked
was then
pleasing and was also useful.
Shape
transferred to a sheet of zinc, which was marked out
and drilled (the second side being drilled at the
same
The windows, etc., were cut out
time).
with a cold chisel.
Some of the riveting of cab was
difﬁcult, but the making of one or two little tools
soon got the work done properly.
My lack of
working drawings would. I think, shock most
model engineers; but I was naturally obliged to
put ideas on paper in some instances, such as in
the case of wheels, gearing. motors, etc.
Two mis~
takes were made in construction, namely, the break
ing of a solebar during bending—a new one had
to be made——and one rivet in the cab is I-Ioth in.
out of line 'with its fellows.
The ﬁnish all over is
dead smooth matt surface, which added considerably
to the labour, but to my mind the result is worth it,
for the locomotive always looks spick and span,
if rubbed over with a wire brush and then rubbed
down with a just oily cloth. There is no paint or
enamel to worry over.
Finally, my system of track may prove of interest,
and it is made up in 8-ft. lengths, which ﬁt together
to make a continuous run, very similar to a cycle
track or the outline of Brooklands.
The metal used
is sheet zinc, rolled up into inverted 1' section
and measuringi in. high and
in. wide at the base.
This may not be particularly beautiful or to scale
(it is shown in the photograph), but it is strong
and does not rust. It will not buckle if stood upon,
and is screwed down to sleepers 4 ins. by r in. by
in. Points or curves are easily made, and the
former present no unusual difﬁculty if in. by {-in.
brass rod is used for the point blades.
Central
conductor rail is {-in. by 1-16th-in. fiat rod (brass),
made only, unfortunately, in 6-ft. lengths,
which
rm ans a joint in each section of track.
This con
ductor rail is placed centrally 5-32nds in. above the
18an of the running rails, and is mounted on in
sulators made of hardwood, circular in section,
{- in. diameter, which are screwed to the sleeper:
by wood screws passing through from the underside
Countersunk brass screws, 5-16ths in. long, secure
the central rail to the top side of insulators.
Formerly when making points I found it neces
this central
rail at the
sary to discontinue
junction, and cut the necessary length ofi. This
meant a wire bond had to be run from the
point of breaking off to the continuation.
\\'ire
bonds are, no doubt, very satisfactory in full
size railways, but I found that after a time they
oﬁered too much resistance to the passage of current,
so I adopted the system of not cutting short the

i
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conductor rail at all, but bending it down abruptly
at right angles, then making another right-angle
so

that it

passed

under the junction running

bend
rail,
close to the frog, and was then bent with two
similar right—angle bends, bringing it up to normal
level

only a

small

distance

the

other side of the

junction.
The conductor rail of junction was
bent under in a similar way and riveted up to the
ﬁrst conductor
rail.
This system is simpler than
wire bonds, easier to construct, and much more
eﬁective and permanent.
Speed. etc., is controlled by a. model tramway
type controller. ﬁtted with ﬁve speeds and a fuse,
all mounted at a convenient driving station at one
side of the railway.
The junctions are electrically
operated from the same point.
In conclusion, I hope this description of what was,
to me, a very interesting task, will prove readable
to all model engineers, instructive to budding model
engineers, and give them hope when they see what
was evolved frorii old cotton reels.

Motor
By

Cycle Notes.
“ I’Hossrx,”

A Simple Hand-Starting
Those
possessing motor

Device.

which are un
cycles
with pedalling gear or from which the
provided
pedals have been removed to allow of ﬁtting long
iootboards, will doubtless be interested in any
device which serves to make the task of starting up
The only method of doing
the engine an easier one.

THE " TEE-BEE" HAND-STARTING DEVICE.
this when pedals are absent and the machine is with
out some form of handle-starting, is either to run
it along the road until the engine ﬁres or else to
jack up the machine and pull the engine over
In
by means of the rear wheel.
compression
the latter case, unless a free engine clutch is pro
vided, the engine must be stopped again before
latting the machine down off the stand and a
Neither of these
running start effected as before.
methods appeal to the majority of riders, who
require, at any rate for testing and tuning up
purposes, something more certain and less risky
while few
system,
than the pulling-over-by-hand
care to attempt a push-along-the-road start unless
the engine has been previously warmed up.
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The device
originated and 5 sold by Messrs.
Templeton Bros., of 535, Sauchiehall Street, Glas
“
Tee-Bee " hand-starting
gow, and known as the
gear for motor cycles. is simple in form and, although
I have never tried it, appears to me to be likely to
do satisfactorily all that is required.
A bracket is
attached to the rear stays of the frame which carries
by means of an oﬁset arm,a sproeket wheel havin
teeth of the same pitch as those of the free whee
on the rear hub.
The chain hitherto used for the
pcdalling gear is shortened and used as a means of
is
A handle
connecting the two gear wheels.
attached to the spindle of the sprocket wheel as
shown. and by means of this the back wheel of the
bicycle is rotated with facility at a. suﬂicient speed
to ensure easy and certain starting of the engine.
The inconvenience experienced in starting most
motor cycle engines ﬁtted with magneto ignition
and having a clutch or two-speed gear by means
of a handle, especially when same is arranged to
operate on the engine shaft, is well known, and in
such cases the " Tee-Bee " device must be specially
advantageous, located as it is high up on the
machine where it can be conveniently used, while
at the same time holdingin the exhaust valve
lifter.

Compression.
The efficiency of a motor cycle engine depends
very largely indeed upon whether the compression
is good or not.
If the latter, it is useless to expect
favourable results, and what the owner has to do
is to seek for the point, or points, of leakage and
make them tight.
The simple methods employed
to ascertain whether all is right with the com
pression of the engine, viz., by standing on the pedal
with the rear wheel clear of the ground, when if all
is in order some 20 to 30 seconds should elapse
before any movement takes place, or by pushing
the machine along with both wheels on the ground
when the back wheel should skid as the piston ap
proaches the end of the compression stroke, are such
as to leave no doubt at all as to the state of things
in this respect, and, if neither of the conditions
mentioned are fulﬁlled, there is no need to go hunt
ing around for other causes of ineiiiciency until this
one has been removed.
I receiVe so many letters bearing upon matters
connected
with faulty running of motor cycle
engines, and so many of them show that the writers
are either not so keenly alive as they should be to the
or
importance of maintaining a good compression.
do not quite appreciate what compression really is,
that I may be pardoned for referring again to the
main considerations which have to be observed in
keeping the power of the engine up to the mark.
It is not by any means only the novices who appear
uncertain on these points, but those also who
have been using motor cycles {or some considerable
'
time.

The Why and Wherefore of Compression.
The need for what is termed compression
in a.
petrol engine is, it would seem, not clear to some of
my readers, although to the large majority it must,
of course, be ; and those who do not properly com
prehend the meaning of the term in this connection
can hardly be expected
to treat the matter intelli
gently when it comes to the practical test of pro
viding for elhcient compression in their motor cycle
They know, presumably, that the piston
engines.
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travels from one end of the cylinder to the other
four times in all for every explosion which takes
place, and also that the cycle of movements are
arranged as follows :—
(i) The induction stroke.
4,
(2) The compression stroke.
“
ﬁring" or explosion stroke.
(3) The
exhaust
stroke.
The
(4.)
is

f

l

The piston ﬁrst starts “from
the
top of the
induction stroke with the inlet valve open, admitting
The gases could,
explosive gas into the cylinder.
of course. be ignited by the electric spark at the
plug terminals as they enter at the commencement
of this stroke, but the resulting explosion would be
too weak to effect the desired result. so the gases
are allowed to completely ﬁll the cylinder as the
piston descends, and then as it rises again under
the inﬂuence of the ﬂywheels it forces or compresses
the gases into the restricted space known as the

THE New
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How to Retain Compression.

What we have to do, then, is simply to make
First
sure that no such means of leakage exist.
and especially the
the inlet and exhaust valves,
latter, must be a good gas-tight ﬁt in their seatings,
“
"
and if they are not, they must be
ground in
until all signs of pitting have disappeared from

13. 1910.

Then attention must be given to
their surfaces.
the piston rings to ascertain whether they are a
The washers
good and true ﬁt in the cylinder.
underneath the valve capsh compression
tap, and
sparking plug must be in good order. and capable
of forming an effective seal against leakage of the
“
compression," and ﬁnally there must be a slight
clearance between the valve stems and tappets, so
that the valves themselves may be allowed to bed
It all these things
down properly into their seats.
are in order and there is no defect in the cylinder
casting—as it is very unlikely there will be—the
compression should be all that is desired.
It is seldom necessary to take in hand the over—
hauling of the various parts mentioned above all
at the same time, as it will generally be found that
if any one of them is seriously requiring attention,
the putting of it to rights will alone sufﬁce to restore
the desired conditions.
Some of my correspondents appear to confound

SHAFT-DRIVEN Moron

combustion chamber in the head of the cylinder and
over the valves, and, as is only natural, the ignition
of this highly compressed mixture results in a much
more violent explosion than would be possible “if it
were left only partially or wholly uncompressed.
“'ith this in mind it is easy to follow that if any '
outlet exists for the escape of the gases which are
by the piston in its upward
being compressed
movement, it is impossible to obtain the necessary
force of explosion, and power is therefore sacriﬁced
as a direct consequence

January
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with good and
the terms high and [we compression
bad compression; but. as a matter of fact, there is
A high-compres
no direct relation between them.
sion engine is one in which the compression spaces
are specially restricted in area to ensure a closer
and more thorough compression of the gases, while a
low-compression engine has larger spaces in relation
to the cylinder volume, and the gases are not there
before explosion takes
fore so highly compressed
Either may have a good or poor compression,
place.
according to their general condition at any given
time.

A Lightweight with Points.
In spite of tny endeavour to dissuade

those

who

written me at various times on the question of
using lightweight motor cycles for hauling side cars,
there seem to be a tow who are still intent on so
doing and the casual reference I made in my last
have

January I 3. i910.
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Note on this subject to a two-speeded machine of
low horse-power which would be able, if any could,
to perform
side car work under easy conditions,
has

brought

me quite a number of enquiries as to

what machine I meant.
In stating that the one I had in mind was the new
RN. 2i-h. p. shaft-driven lightweight, I must not for
one moment be taken as meaning that I advocate the
use of this machine (or any other lightweight) for side
car work. It is not intended for such apurpose, but for
taking asingle rider—regardless one might say of his

and Electrician.
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to
of the com
the general neatness in appearance
parahvely small engine.
The ﬂywheel and clutch
are protected from dust and mud by a metal cover.
'The change-speed
gear box is placed
behind the
engine and in direct line with it.
It is made in two
halves, with the joint in a vertical (irection.
In
order to avoid any tendency towards excessive
friction either on the shafts, their bearings. or the
gear wheels themselves due to temporary distortion
of the shafts when running over rough ground, a
special type of universal joint is interposed between
the male
member
of the clutch and
the gear box. The
change-speed
anism is of

mech
a sim

pliﬁed

description.
convenient
of control
ling it is provided.
The clutch is of the
self-contained,
in
verted, leather
faced cone type, so
arranged that no
end
thrust is ex
erted on the crank
shaft of the engine.
The gear ratios are
6 to l for the high
and l() to l for the
low gear.
is
Transmission
by means of l)t\’(l
with pro
gearing,
peller shaft having
joints
universal
suitably encased in
The
metal covers.
shaft is ﬁtted with
hall-bearings, and
means for adjusting
various parts
the
are
independently
provided. The en
and
a
means

gines and

gears are
made,
and the machine as
is exteed
a whole

beautifully

ingly well turned
out and correctly
I have
designed.
bcen invited by the
RN. Motor Agency
of Great Portland
,u.
ELEVATION or THE RN. zlmm. Exume AND CLUTCH FOR Moron BICYCLE.
Secrxosv
Street. W., to make
a trial of one of the
machines,
and when I have had an opportunity of
personal weight -—ab0ut the country as a touring
machine, ample speed on the level and high grade
doing so I shall have something more to say regard
ing its design and performance.
climbing capability being two of the principal objects
I am glad to be able to illus
A Broken Exhaust Valve Lifter.
aimed at in the design.
This will sometimes land a motor cyclist in a
trate and brieﬂy describe this machine as I believe
difﬁculty where no facilities for effecting a repair
it fulﬁls -a real want, being moderate in weight.
are available.
it is possible, however, to get going
powerful for its size. and by virtue of its change
by inserting a halfpenny or other coin between
speed gear an excellent vanquisher of hills, while
valve stem and tappet, so as to lift the valve and
to cap the list the price is very moderate.
release the compression, and then pedal or push the
The engine is of the single cylinder vertical type
machine until sufﬁcient speed has been got on the
with outside ﬂywheel. the latter being placed at
The coin
magneto to allow of efﬁcient sparking.
the back and so arranged as to form the female
must then be knocked out and the engine will prob
portion of the cone clutch. This permits of a small
being employed, and the result is to add
ably start straight away.
crankcase
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Locomotive Notes.
By

CHAS.

S.

LAKE, A.M.I.Mech.E.

Is run Smouz DRIVER REALLY Dun?
This question hhs been addressed to the writer

by a Bradford correspondent who recently travelled
from Doncaster to King’s Cross in a heavy corridor
" engine—not one of
"
single
express train drawn by a
Mr. Ivatt's large and modern examples of the type,
but by a 7 ft. 6-in. Stirling, with inside cylinders-—
"
comparatively a small engine, and surely out
work. , The time
of date for this important
allowed was 3 hrs. 1 min., with stops at Grantham
and Peterborough, and on asking the driver what
he reckoned the load at, he replied. ‘about 320
Punctuality was observed."
tons.’
The performance is distinctly a good one, but
in no way superior, and indeed not so good as the
locomotives of the class mentioned were expected
to do every day when they occupied a position in
the front rank of G.N.R. locomotive standards, only,
Then they
comparatively speaking, a few years ago.
had to deal with even heavier trains than this one
and they gave satisfaction
and in all weathers,
on the whole. In these days of ﬁerce competition,
when punctuality and regularity in running are all
important factors in the conduct of a great main
line, engines capable of the most consistent relia
bility are indispensable, and no company can take
the risk of employing, as a regular thing. on the
principal services, locomotives possessing the cha
racteristic of small adhesion weight, with the un
certainty Such a feature entails. The result is that
engines often heavier and more powerful than is
actually necessary, except for dealing with maxi
mum loads, have to be built in large quantities,
and in any case there must not be less than four
coupled wheels, so as to make sure of a suitable
factor. Large cylinders using bigger
adhesion
volumes of steam also demand higher adhesion
ratios to allow of their being fully effective, and as
the amount of load which may be placed on any
single axle is strictly limited, the only way is to
increase the number of coupled wheels and so dis
tribute the weight.
As to the query with which the letter of the
Bradford correspondent concludes, viz. :—-“ If the
G.N.R. were to return to-morrow to the use of the
'
single-driver' for working, as in days gone by.
all their principal express trains, can anyone say
that either reputation of the services or the con
of the public would suffer thereby?"
venience
Well, the writer cannot say what the result “ t0
"
niorrow
might be, but for every day working it
would certainly not be a wise step.
"
ANOTHER " RECORD
LOCOMOTIVE
m AMERICA.
What surely must represent an ultra-record in
the matter of locomotive building has just been
achieved by the Baldwin
Locomotive
Works.
Some Mallet type engines have been turned out for
the Atchison Topeka and Santa Fé Railroad having
the 2—8—8—2 wheel arrangement, and weighing,
in working order 310} tons.
The engines are com
pounds with four cylinders, everything about them
being exceptionally large. and the power developed
enormous.
The photographic reproduction which will follow
in a later issue will serve to convey a better idea
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of what the engines are than any recitation of their
dimensions and leading features alone can do;
but it may be stated that the maximum tractive
effort is io8,3oo lbs, the total heating surface.
including that of the superheater, fire-tubes, feed
water heater, and “re-heater" is no less than
Other
8-366 sq. ft., with grate area 70-8 sq. ft.
particulars and dimensions will appear with the
photograph.
Lonnon’ 'ro BIRMINGHAM BY THE L. & N.\\'.
Readers who may have had occasion lately to
travel by the L. & N.W.R. route to and from Bir
mingham, cannot have failed to notice the extreme
punctuality and smartness with which the two-hour
Minutes are nearly
services are being conducted.
always clipped off the two-hour timing, and the
trains are being carefully checked in at both ends
of the journey by ofﬁcials either from the locomotive
or traffic departments. The drivers all regard the
lac-minute
allowance for the ii3-mile run an
ample one, and all say they can with ease do it in
much less time with the existing train loads. The
writer has made one or two journeys recently on
this route to and from Birmingham, and without
“
Pre
looking closely into the performances of the
"
locomotives employed has noted that the
cursor
run has always been made under the time allowed.
On one occasion especially the driver ran unusually
slowly between \Villesden and Euston on the up
of delaying
journey, ostensibly for the purpose
arrival. otherwise nothing would have prevented
the' accomplishment of the trip in 110 minutes,
or at a speed of over 60 miles per hour throughout.
There is no obstacle in the way of running trainsof,
say, seven comfortable bogie corridor coaches weigh
ing, with passengers, say, 220 tons, over the L. & N.W.
route between London and Birmingham in i hr.
while so
40 mins., and maintaining punctuality
for such a service
doing. Should the necessity
arise, we may take it as settled that the North
\Vestern people are quite ready to provide it.

Some Hints on Overhauling

Small Motor-Car.

a

By P. R. T.

LEANING.-Having

the body and
removed
wings, carefully scrape off all road dirt and
grease with a blunt knife or piece of wood.
Brush over with parafﬁn, using a stiff brush, and
wipe down with cotton waste.
Wheels
Testing 'tha
[01 Linabiliiy. —Prop all
wheels
off the ground by placing strong boxes
RemOVe
or short logs of wood under the axles.
Take a. piece of wood with one edge
the tyres.
perfectly true and sufﬁciently long to reach from
the front of the front wheel to the rear of the back
wheel.
Place the true edge against the back wheel
a little above the axlc.-so that it lies ﬂat against
the rim.
Adjust the steering until the front Wheel
that it lies ﬂat
comes into line—that is to say,
Without disturbing
against the straight-edge.
these wheels, repeat the process on the other Side
If the two wheels on this side lie ﬂat
of the car.
against the wood, the wheels are in line.
_
Adjusting the Wheels when Out 0/ Lina—Running
rod,
parallel with the front axle will be found a
coupled at each end to arms ﬁxed to the stub
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By screwing this rod in
axles carrying the wheels.
to alter the
or out of the couplings, it is possible
relative positions of the wheels. and so bring them
In cases where the rod is brazed into the
into line.
couplings. uncouple the rod on the near side,'|110ve
Try on the rod Without
the wheels into position.
disturbing the wheels, and it will be seen that _by
bending the arm so as to bring the holes in coupling
into line, the wheels will be ﬁxed in the true position.
To bend the rod, warm with a plumber's blowlamp

or a pair of red-hot tongs held on to it, and bend by
Axles
using a large wrench or adjustable spanner.
are occasionally thrown out of line by one or both
of the steady-pins in the centre of the front springs
In this case ﬁt new pins.
being sheared off.
the gear-wheels
Removing the Magneto—Mark
or coupling so that you will have no difficulty "1
“'ith a high
replacing in the original position.
tcnsion magneto ﬁtted with distributor, turn the
engine until the exhaust valve on the ﬁrst cylinder
Then mark the position of
is at the top of its lift.
Mark
arm or revolving contact.
the distributor
(The small
all high—tension cables before taking off.
labels sold for price tickets are Very useful for this

Clean magneto carefully. adjust platinum
purpose.)
See that all
points, or. if badly worn. renew.
sprin , carbon brushes, etc., are in good order._
T ing Down Engine.--Detach all ignition wires
from plugs and contact-breaker; mark each one.
Run off all water, remove radiator and water pipes,
circulating pump, carburettor and induction pipes.
Gu'efully clean carburettor. taking care no water or
dirt is left in the ﬁlter, usually found under the ﬂoat
Take on the
Rem0ve exhaust pipe.
chamber.
cylinder or cylinders. clean all carbon deposit
chamber. valve pockets, and
from combustion
While cylinders are on the bench,
piston-heads.
If ﬁtted with automatic inlet
grind in all valves.
valves, see that the springs are of even strength.
To ﬁnish grinding the inlet valves,_ use one of the
oily paste metal polishes; they give an excellent
Remow: the cow-r from timing wheels.
ﬁnish.
These wheels are in most cases marked by the
maker;
it is advisable to re-mark them, as the
wrong. This can,
makers’ marks are sometimes
of course, be seen by turning the crankshaft until
When turmng crank
all the marks come Opposite.
shaft, be careful the pistons do not hit on anything.
Remove all titxnents which may still be connected
Disconnect the universal joint
to the crankcase.
usually found between the gear box and the engine.
Remove clutch forks and any other obstruction.
Take out bolts holding engine-hangers to frame,
and lift the remainder of the engine on to the
bench.
ﬂywheel
Removing Flywheel and Clutch—The
is usually bolth to a disc on the end of the crank
shaft, but in some cases is keyed on; ascertain
if it is at all loose on the shaft. A ﬂywheel which
is only very slightly loose will cause a knock which
Remove clutch; if leather
is very bad to locate.
if hard
taljul, note the condition of the leather;
With a. sharp
and burnt, it will require replacing.
(hisel cut off the heads of the rivets on the lnSldC,
Take the old leather to a.
and punch them out.
harness-maker or leather merchant._ and get mm
to cut one to the same shape, leavmg enough on
for trimming off. The new leather
side
each
requires to be riveted on with the heads of the rivets
below the surface of the leather, and ﬁnally truing
Before usmg give One or two good
in a lathe.
up
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of castor oil, using as much oil as the
dressings
leather will take.
Testing
Bearings [01 Wean~liaving removed
the ﬂywheel, try the crankshaft for play in the
main bearings.
There is always a certain amount
of end play; but if this does not exceed. say, one
sixteenth of an inch, it may be ignored.
Try the
connecting-rods for play in the big-end bearings
and gudgcon-pins.
Grasp the connecting-rod ﬁrmly,
and try to move it up and down in a straight line
at right angles to the crankshaft.
If there is no
distinct up-and-down movement, the bearing may
be said to be all right.
There is always side play.
even
on a new
bearing. Try the gudgeon-pin
bearings in a similar manner, holding the connecting
rod with one hand, while trying the piston with
the other.
If the big-end, gudgeon-pin, or main
bearings are at all worn, it will be advisable. unless
the reader be a practical ﬁtter, to take the parts
to an engineering firm of g0er repute, letting them
take up the wear. or. if necessary, ﬁt new brasses.
Taking Down Gear Box.-—“ If De Dion gears,
procure Messrs. De Dion's book. and adhere closely
to their instructions.
Disconnect all gear-levers,
brake rods, lubricating pipes, ctc.; clean out all
and
oil.
the
Try
grease
See that the
bearings.
mechanism works smoothly. and
change~speed
examine the teeth on gearwheels.
All gears that
have run any length of time will be worn, most of
the wear being at ends of teeth.
So long as
there remains three-fourths of the original width
of the teeth, the wheel can be put back to work.
If anything under three-fourths. or if worn unequally,
renew
If any of the wheels require
the wheel.
renewing. send shaft or shafts on which the faulty
gears are ﬁxed to some gear~cuttcr,
who will ﬁt
the new wheels to the shaft.
If there is any sign
of shake in the bearings. have them taken up.
oints rm Propdler Shall.-Disconnect
Universal
the univer
joints at each end of the propeller
shaft.
If the holes have worn oval and the pins
worn,
are
have the holes drilled out slightly larger
than the original size and new pins ﬁtted.
The
pins should be made from good quality mild steel,
case~hardened,
and should be securely ﬁxed into
the joint by locknuts and split pins where possible.
Back Ada—Prop the frame at each side in front
of the axle, uncouple any stay or stays which may
be ﬁxed to the case, take off the clips holding axle
to the springs, and wheel from under the chassis.
Remove hub caps and unscrew the nuts securing
Now, without removing
the wheels on to the shaft.
the road wheels, turn the axle up on to one wheel,
taking care to place two pieces of wood under the
wheel to prevent the thread on the end of the axle
being damaged by contact with the ground.
Take
off the road wheel which is now at the top, and
remova
all bolts and screws which ap ar to be
holding the two halves together. Now ift the top
half of the case off, lifting straight up until clear
of the shaft. Lay the remaining parts on the ﬂoor.
Take off the other road wheel, and draw the axle
completely out of the case. The small bevel pinion
is usually found ﬁxed to one side of the case.
Examine the teeth on the crown, wheel, and pinion ;
it is possible that some of the teeth may be slightly
chipped, or in some 03.505 part of a tooth may be
So long as the badly damaged
missing.
teeth do
not occur near each other, the wheel may be put
back to work.
Test all bearings in axle and, it any
are found faulty. renew.
Many axles are ﬁtted
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with ball bearings; in this case examine every ball,
and if the slightest ﬂaw be found, throw away, as
Worn
one faulty ball will ruin the whole bearing.
cups or cones must be renewed; there is no way
of taking u wear in a ball bearing usually used
in automob' e work.
Di'ﬁennlial.—Take out the bolts which are usually
found holding the crown wheel and the two halves
of the inner differential case, or cage, together.
The ends of these bolts are often riveted over, and
require dressing up with a ﬁle before removing the
nuts. See that the larger beVel pinions which are
fixed to the ends of the shafts are ﬁrm. It often
happens that the keys have become worn or that
If the teeth on
the nuts have backed off a little.
the differential gear are in good condition, it may
be re-assembled.
Rs-A stumbling—If all the parts haVe been marked
before taking down, and all nuts, bolts. etc., haVe
been put back into position, there will be no difficulty
It is advisable to
in re-assembling the chassis.
put the parts back in the opposite order to taking
down—viz., axle, gear box. then engine.
Before
doing this, give the inside of the chassis and rims
a coat of good paint, as a preVentative against rust.
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cutting out the slots in steel plates. a pattern can
be made, and cast iron used instead ; but in this case
the thickness should be much increaSed, otherwise
fracture is bound to occur. Plain round holes may
be made instead of slots, but the latter are better,

Workshop Notes and Notions.
Readers are (nullod Io (onlrihulc short prarllml items for this
column, based on their own workshop zrprrimu.
Accepted
conlrlbutionswill be [mid for on publicrmrm,l/ dzsuni, arrord
ing to man]. All mailer inlmded 101this column should be
marked " Womcsuor “ on ﬂu mode/12.]

Simple Thrust Bearing.
By K. Hem-RIDGE.
The following is perhaps a novel thrust block
for the head of a small drilling machine or other
of machinery.
If two invisible castors,
piece
“
known as
Domes of Silence," be bought at an
ironmonger's, and when the
gs are removed, if
one be soldered to the end 0 the revolving shaft,
and the other be ﬁxed by a stay to some convenient
part of the machine, so as to be directly over and
in contact with the other, then, if a drop of oil be
this will be found to be a
placed on the surfaces,
simple and satisfactory thrust block, as these
" Domes of Silence ” are made of hardened. tempered
steel.

A Bench Mandrel Plate.
By FRED Herman.
The illustration shows a useful bench attach
It serves to support
ment for lathe workers.
work when mandrcls are being driven in or out.
and takes the place of the mandrel stand used
turneries, which is too large and
in engineers’
cumbrous for an amateur's workshop. It consists of
a wrought iron or steel plate, in which are out about
[our tapered slots. The plate is held with a central
bolt, on which it is free to turn, so as to bring one or
other of the slots over a space cut in the edge of
the bench,
to enable the mandrel to pass down
through the work. The latter rests on the edge
of the plate, adjacent to the slot which happens
to be suitable for the size of mandrel. An ordinary
wood screw may be used for the pivot instead of the
bolt, but it is more liable to work loose under the
jar of the hammer blows. To save the labour 0

because they allow the mandrel to be drawn out
laterally, and. moreover. one can see the mandrel
immediately below the bottom face of the work.
This is an advantage in some cases.

Adjustable Centre for Taper Turning.
By jonu Haves.

Thosc who have no means ofgadjusting the"head
or tail stock for taper turning,,will find an easy
solution of their difﬁculty described below.
The portion A
can be made from
a
i-in. square
bolt,
headed
the
length of b being
2} ins. by
Q in.
by i in. diameter,
thus giving a taper
of
in
its
{- in.
length. {The ,set
S and
screw
also
the V-edged slot V
should be case
The centre C is of tool steel riveted
hardened.
countersunk to a piece of ﬂat i-in. mild steel, Q in.
from one end, so that the piece B can be put in the
slot to give 51 in. movement each way from the
centre.
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fora Hydraulic Crane,

with Direct-acting Lufflng
Gear.

By

C.

A. \Viuomns.

(Continued [mm page 14.)
NE actual building of the column was rather
tricky, as the somewhat heavy lifting cylin
der had to be built up inside.
The work
A template was made
was carried out as follows:
for the sides, and from this both were cut. On
the inside of both these the position of the lifting
cylinder feet was marked off, and plates to take
Two transverse cuts were made
them stuck on.
at the upper end to form the bonds, which narrow
the width of the column, and the column sheave
plates stuck on.
Next, the jib axle bracket-plates wcre cut and
belit, and then the top and bottom column plates,
front and back, were cut. When these were all
ready, the lifting cylinder, with ram and crossheads
and lifting rope complete, was hired in position on
Then the angle
one side, and allowed to set hard.
iron guides were ﬁxed in both sides, also the main
The two sides were now ready for
angle-iron.
erecting.
It should here be explained that the upper
back part of the column contains the lufhng cylin
der, which is ﬁxed on to the column back top plate.
The erecting is done by laying on the table the
side to which the lifting cylinder is ﬁxed, and Secco~
tining the angle<ir0n and the feet of the cylinder
This is put on, and the column
for the other side.
plates—top, middle, and bottom—put in position.
When these were stuck, the bar and T-bracing was
put on.
Next, the segment ring was made and ﬁxed. This
is made of four pieces, each several thicknesses of
It is ﬁxed in by angle-iron above and
cardboard.
below, the upper one having three ribs; each piece
represents a casting.
The axle brackets were the next job. These
consist of the column axle-plates, bottom plates,
Fitting into these are the actual
and cover-plates.
axle-boxes, which consist of three parallel plates,
each with a semi-circular piece cut out; when the
tops to these are ﬁtted, they resemble a plunimer
The entire structure is supported and
block.
stiffened
strengthened by two triangular brackets,
'
'
with angle-iron on both sides.
After this the crane-house latform was put on.
This is supported in precise y the same manner,
the brackets being of proportional size. The hand
rails were put on afterwards.
The crane-house is correctly built, each plank
inside.
is separate, and the correct framework
it is built up on the valve box, which should con
tain the hydraulic valve gear, and forms the ﬂoor
The leVers pass up through the ﬂoor.
of the house.
The doors and window frames are all built up, and
not merely cut out. The windows are simply grey
The roof is covered with ﬁne
painted cardboard.
glass-paper, and painted black. This is to represent
the tarred rooﬁng felt usually employed for the
There are no levt rs or gear inside,
[NIPPON].
nor do th-: doors Open.
by ladders—
The upper platforms—reached
ar \ to giVe access to the lulling cylinders, crasshead,
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for oiling, etc.
From the left-hand
guides
This
one the ladder to the column head starts.
This ladder is made
gives access to the sheaves.
in three pieces, to take the shape of the column,
The hand—
as it is impossible to bend it to shape.
rails and sheaves are made just the same as those
on the jib.
The Lifting Cylinder.—This has a stroke of 6!; ins.,
We must here
and bore i- in., and is six-part.
explain that a hydraulic ram does not ﬁt the walls
of the cylinder as the piston of a steam engine does ;
and

STRUCTURE
'

ox BASE, snowmo
CYLINDERS.

Tuaxrxo

in fact, the bore is not machined. It is steadied
during its stroke by the collar and gland, which
keeps it water-tight, and the guides in the walls
of the column.
There is a crosshead on the ram
carrying the sheaves, and one on the lower end of
the cylinder, and it is by the way the lifting rope
led round the sheaves that the stroke is multi
plied and sufﬁcient lift obtained. As water, unlike
steam, is incompressible, the movement of the ram
is always positive, no matter what the load is,
provided, of course, that it is within the capacity
of the crane.
The cylinder is made of a piece of brass tubing,
with the lOWer end filled in with a disc of wood.

The Model Engineer and Electrician.
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altering the angles of the cutting edge, which is
not likely to get the best results from a tool, as any
The width
one with any experience
will agree.
of the tool is, moreover,
limited by that of' the
the stud C, and in a 4}-in. Barnes lathe this
IS

in

The collar is made of cardboard wrapped round the
The ﬂange is several pieces of
inside of the tube.
cardboard stuck together. The gland is made of
a piece of smaller tube and cardboard ﬂange.
The ram is turned from wood to just be a sliding
ﬁt in the gland, there being, of course, no packing,
The drawing shows the construction in detail.
The crosshead on the ram is made to represent a
casting. It is made entirely of cardboard, each
The sheaves are
sheave running in its own slot.
bearing metal, and the axles steel.
The feet of the cylinder, by which it is attached
to the column, are made of cardboard and Secco
The cylinder and ram are
tined to the tube.
painted grey.
(To be continued.)
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This difﬁculty has been solved by means of a
piece of apparatus shown in Fig. 2. The top
sliding table was replaced by another. similar except

Lathe Notes.
By W. S. FARREN.
N whatever particular branch of model making
for a lathe,
one's interest lies, the necessity
even if only of the most primitive description,
is soon felt if anything in the way of accurate work
This being the case, the writer
is to be attempted.
is sure that he will not be alone in thinking that
a regular space might be devoted to lathe matters
only. We have lately seen the establishment of
“
Model Yacht
two excellent columns dealing with
in the future
ing" and " Motor Cycles." Perhaps
“
Lathe Notes "
We shall have a regular instalment of
In the meanwhile the writer
—say, every fortnight.
ventures to hope that this humble attempt will
encourage other readers to give us their ideas, etc.,
“
lathe work "
One word more, by
on lathe work.
meant not ornamental turning,
is
but everyday metal- and wood-turn
ing, more as a means to other ends
than as an end in itself.
The improvements and additions
have all been
about to be described
in use for many years on a 65-in.
centre English screw-cutting lath" in
of a friend of the
the possession
writer, and they are not merely ideas,
but have been tested and not found
wanting. The ﬁrst point is the slide

I
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a

keyway cut in the hole through the sliding
thus reventing the bolt from turning.
In most athes this alteration would necessitate
the raising of the centres by an amount equal to the
did on the lathe on which
height of A (Fig. 2), as
is now in use, but in many lathes the tool rests
This might
on
raised circular block. as in Fig.
of suﬂicient
easily be bored out and screwed
in. or
in. of raising
height. As a matter of fact
is usually plenty.
At any rate, the suggestion

in

2

a

if 3.

it

it

table,

,1

I

1)

is

a

é

/////////ﬂ/// /

Fm”!-

do,
.

rest.
One of the greatest annoyances ex
by users of English lathes
perienced
is the absence of any means of adjust
ing the height of the tool in the
slide-rest, except by the use of pack
And only one who has
ing strips.
used them can tell what a real nuis
They are usually just
ance they are.
They are
too thin or just too thick.
generally more or less sharp at the
edges, with disastrous results to the
And. more
ﬁngers and temper of the operator.
over, they will insist on dropping into inaccessible.
On American lathes one usually ﬁnds
places.
form of adjustment, which, while better than none
not very convenient, and, in addition, has
at all,
The device consists
one or two disadvantages.
and a corresponding
of a spherical plate A (Fig.
piece B, on which the tool rests, and which ﬁts in
An inspection of Fig.
the slot in the stud C.
will show that altering the. height oi the tool involves

for a raised circular piece A, in which was cut an
internal screw of about
or ro threads per inch.
A piece B screws into this, and the toolholder rests
on the top as usual.
A bolt passes through to secure
the toolholder, the nut being round and recessad in,
"
to give more room for the " tommy
used to tighten
This nut
up the set screws.
just ﬁnger-tight, and
ﬁtted with pins to give a better grip. A spanner
not necessary, as the tightening of the setscrews
on the tool also tightens the nut.
A pin
ﬁxed in
the neck of the bolt, near the head, and engages
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It works
may be useful to some readers.
ingly well in practice, and the raising of
tres is, of course, an advantage, though a
One advantage oi this
piece of work to do.

exceed
the cen

diﬂicult
method
T
l
1

a

ll

l

,

we

l

and Electrician.
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bringing all handles into one plane (top and cross
slides, rack, and leadscrew nuts), and of decreasing
The retaining
the overhang of the tool by 2 ins.
piece of the top-slide screw. which prevents that
screw coming out when
moving the table to
|
1
wards the handle, is
l
by a forging
replaced
.
l
consisting of an angle
. l
piece with a."_'boss at
I
the end of one arm.
l
Two
oldl bevel wheels
a
were procured! from a
|
sewing machine.

l

—

$

\i\
76/:

and

one ﬁxed on the screw
and
the other on the
short spindle A (Fig. 4),
which is squared
at
the front end for the
original handle.
On
the edge of the boss
mark,
is a zero
and a.
brass ring ﬁxed on the
spindle A is divided

—

into

Slide/

it does not do away with the ﬁxing of milling
apparatus, etc., in the slide-rest, but provides a
means of accurately
adjusting their height. It
may be mentioned that the piece B (Fig. 2) need
not have the ﬂange as shown, but may screw in
In that case
ﬂush with A in its lowest position.
is that

ten divisions.
This forms a valuable
when cutting
addlition
mu tiple screws
and
F, _ 2
9
for numberless other
jobs.
v
A stop-gauge for the bottom slide is shown in
Fig. 5. This consists of a steel bridge piece fur
nished with -:two pinching screws and two other
screws,
as shown—one having a lock-nut.
The
right-hand screw is used for repeat work. etc., being
ﬁxed when the slide is at the correct distance for
!
I

Bin/ye are
,'

\

‘\
I

4

,'

l

.'

\
l

. z
‘

_'

Slide.

s/Z’P b "ﬂy/V” ﬁm’
S/va’i ad/w/
drMa/cuf

DIM/'4
Erase 0/5 :

, ,

‘F/gS

0' ',

F194
tummy-holes would have to be provided in the top
of B to insert a tummy for turning it.
In most modernvhigh-class lathes the tailstock
is made overhung to allow the top slide more room
when working near it.
Even this does not entirely
prevent one knocking one’s knuckles when watching
the
This difﬁculty has been overcome by a
to'ol.
device shown in Fig. 4.
It has the advantages of

Jul”

The left-hand one is used
turning to ﬁnal size.
for screw—cutting. etc., for adjusting the depth of
It may be furnished with an index if
the cut.
desired,
but this has not been found necessary in
It is used in the following manner: On
practice.
the ﬁrst cut it is screwed up to the slide ; then
on the second cut it is unscrewed.
say, half a turn,
and so on.
and the slide advanced into contact;
Then when the determined size has been reached
thP right-hand screw is adjusted and locked. Then.
providing the tool is not altered, there is no more
need to measure it several pieces are being turned
to the same size.
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Spending one in the slide-rest, and a plug ﬁtted
as shown.
The slide-rest must be set as nearly as
drilling
to the correct position
before
possible
A bar is then placed
the taper hole in the slide.

The graduations on the swivel of a slide~rest are
usually of no great use, as it is impossible to say
exactly when two lines register, and a difference 0!
a thousandth of an inch on the swivel may make

o_flea: ”.
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or four thousandths in the piece
being turned—an error which is quite appreciable.
A device for accurately adjusting the top slide
into parallelism with the bed is seen in Fig. 6._ It
consists of a piece of steel plate A, with two ears
bent up at right angles and drilled for l-in. screws,

lily, D

an error of three

l
l
|
[
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between
the centres. which must ﬁrst be adjusted
to exact agreement
by well-known methods, and
a cut taken the full length of top slide traverse.
Any diﬂerence in the diameter of the ends must
be noted, and the slide adjusted by tapping with
a mallet until no diﬂerence
can be detected.
The
screws
in the angle
must then be
piece
screwed
up and the
slide can now be u~~
turned at any lilln'

into exact parallelism
without
any trouble
at all.- In a similar
way a hole may be
drilled in the slide and
rcamerrd out to the
same taper in a position
by the
determined

same

trial-and-error

method. the slide being
this time at the angle
for turning the taper
to ﬁt the lathe centres.
The angle-piece should
be ﬁtted on the side
of the swivel which
has no graduations
upon it.
Some time ago there
discusv
was; a heated
"
siou in the
Practical

Letters" columns on

the holes being made oval to allow for adjustment.
In the ﬂat these ears must not be parallel, but
slightly converging, so that they may conform to
the curvature of the swivel plate when bent up.
A taper hole is drilled in the angle-piece, and a corre—

belt-Slipping.
Fig. 7
shows a piece of ap
has
paratus which
been
in use over
which
twenty years.
does
entirely
away
with slip. A 5-32nds in. gut belt drives this lathe,
él'iu. centres, and slip on the heaviest of cuts is
A Self-adjusting pulley B is supported
unknown.
on a crossbar D. and is balanced
by a weight C.
The crossbar is in turn supported by a standard
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which is bolted to the lathe.
Several holes are pro
vided in both crossbar and standard to allow
for different diameters of pulley and ﬂywheel.
The belt passes from the ﬂywheel A to the pulley B,
right round the mandrel pulley, and down again
to the flywheel. The reason for absence of slip is,
of course, that the grip on the mandrel is about
two and a quarter times as great as the usual
amount when the belt is straight.
An additional
advantage of this is that practically any combina—
tion of speeds may be used with one belt. The
pivot for crossbar. as shown in the detail sketch,
must be long to allow of lateral movement of the
crossbar when different diameters of the mandrel
pulley are used.
An overhead gear is shown in Figs. 8 and 9. It
is very similar to one described
in THE MODEL
EXGXNEER,

Vol. XVI,

page

that the Editor will at some
to describe another piece of
construction, which is as full
the devices illustrated in this

Practical

future time allow him
apparatus now under
of novel ideas as are
article.

Letters

Readers.

from

Our

[The Editor muﬂzr naders to make use 0/ this column for ﬂu lull
dismsswn 0/ maﬂnr 0/ prnrhca! and mutual (MAL. Ltd!!!
may be sigud with a noru-dc~pl11nie
{I desired. budthe full
mm! and addressof ﬂu senderMUST invariably be attached,
thoughno! neczssan'lylo! publimlionj

Electric

Time Transmitter.

'l‘o rm; EDITOR OF The Alodal Engineer.

150. but has several
has been in use for

It
important improvements.
many years, and gives every satisfaction. The
frame B contains the usual pulleys and long drum,
and the tension of the cross belt can be adjusted
mea
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DEAR Sm,—-I have to thank Mr. Gordon Hall
for his correction of my description of time trans
mitter of October 14th.
Of course, I intended to
state that the pendulum took a second for each
This would be obvious to anyone con
swing.
structing the apparatus on account of the i 5-toothed

C. a'Illjl rim.
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bv the pulley C, which moves in a slot in the frame
shown in Fig. 9. which also illustrates the bearing
The frame B is supported by pivots
(or pulley C,
EE on another frame A, which is. in turn, sup
A
ported on two uprights attached to the roof.
weight is attached in position indicated in Fig. 8.
This keeps both belts tight, and at the same time
permits of any of the three speeds of pulley C being
used on the ﬂywheel band, this giving six speeds.
independent of ﬂywheel variations, which are usually
The drum is very light. being
three
or four.
It is built up of laths. ﬁxed on to four
hollow.
octagonal pieces spaced at equal distances along it.
These were ﬁxed on, and the corners planed 03.
Another layer was then put on and the corners
It was then turned up in the lathe
again planed off.
on the centres. which are of steel, case hardened.
as are all the bearings throughout.
In concluding this account, the writer wishes
to thank very much the gentleman who is respon
sible for all these ideas for his kindness in allowing
him to write them up for the beneﬁt of the readers
of Tm; MODEL ENIGNEER. and to express the hope

escape wheel
pulled over every alternate
being
swing of pendulum ; and, therefore, taking 30 secs.
for a complete rotation.
On further adjustment of my mechanism, I found
it necessary to lengthen my pendulum to 3 it. 3 ins.
to centre of bob.
The weight of the bob I also had
to increase to 7 lbs.
1 notice a printer's error regarding the winding
of the elector-magnet. It should read “ four layers
No. 24," and thenas stated.
With best wishes for
success in 1910.—Yours very faithfully.
A. H. \V. NORGATE. Captain.

Suggestions 10 Model Aeroplanes.
To THE Enrroa OF The ll/Iodel Engineer.
DEAR SXR,--You often get readers asking for a
l have
small power plant for model aeroplanes.
been experimenting with a. slide valve engine,
driven by carbonic acid gas derived from sparklet
bulbs, and think that. with a bit of contriving. one
could get a little power that way, as the bulbs
I have made several model
contain liquid C02.

The Model Engineer and Electrician.
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not very successful I fear. and find that
aeroplanes,
the woodwork is to
a splendid way to strengthen
varnish it well with celluloid varnish, made by uis
solving celluloid in a mixture of zozs. acetone.
1 oz. amyl acetate,
2 drms.
glacial acetic acid.
This makes a ﬁne varnish. Being a chemist by
trade. the long hours do not give me much time
to do anything—Yours truly,
(2. H. Wishiius'.

To

Silver Steel.

Emrou or

The Model Enginrrr.
DEAR SIR,—On
reading this week's MonEI.
ENGINEER I notice two letters upon the subject of
"silver" steel, and as one who has been in the
Shefﬁeld steel trade for some years, I take the
pleasure of answering the questions raised by your
correspondents.
In the letter from Mr. Parkin he asks if silver
steel of the present day contains any metallic silver,
" No, it
does not contain the
and to this I answer,
The term
slightest trace of silver when analysed."
“
"
silver
steel is a technical term applied to bright
cast steel now in use for engineers' hand tools, etc..
and is strictly a high~gradc carbon steel as used
"
reeling,"
for tools, made bright by a process called
the steel in this case being placed between two
rollers running towards each other, and as the steel
is made to revolve ﬂour emery is applied to cause
the steel to be made bright.
Of course, at the present time there are several
grades of silver steel, ranging in price from 305.
per cwt. to 15. per lb. or so, accoruing to the mix
The higher the price of the steel,
of the steel.
the greater the quantity of carbon and silicon
it will contain.
When one buys a steel at the price mentioned
in the letter from Mr. Fraser—Is. (Kl. per lb_—-the
steel should be what is called a second grade high
speed Tungsten steel (possibly cold drawn), and
if this is the case the price is reasonable; but on
the other hand. if this is only a carbon steel the
in. diameter.
price is rather high for
If any reader requires any further information
on this subject or any other concerning steel or its
treatment, I shall be pleased to give any further
I can. If replies are addressed to
information
the Editor he will. no doubt, forward same on to
me, and I shall be pleased
to answer enquiries
direct if a stamped, addressed envelope is enclosed.
Trusting the information I have given will be of
service—Yours
F. GARDNER.
faithfully,
32, Popple Street, Shefﬁeld.
THE

l
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“ME.”

Gold Medal Locomotive,
Dragon."

“

Green

To Till-J EDITOR OF The Model Engineer.
DEAR SIR,—I noticed Mr. Lake’s remarks in the
" Locomotive Notes " of Nov.
25th last. and on behalf
of the builders may plead some extenuating circum
stances in the matter of the finish of this engine.
The engine was not got up for show purposes; it
" stock " article,
“
is a
and was, with the
Red
Dragon," built in record time.
Easter,
without any preliminary
just before
warning. an American syndicate ordered, at a penalty
for non-delivery of £1 per day. two locomotives
to be delivered—one in 3t) working days, and the
other in 48 days. No castings or materials were in
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stock, and, as your readers well know, steel castings
cannot be obtained in less than 2i days, the usual
However, the
tour or ﬁve weeks.
time
being
engines were ﬁnished in the stipulated time, and
much credit for this; Mr.
the makers deserve
Green,
the works foreman. being the man upon
whom the reSponsibility rested.
Another point was that although a good deal of
"1*" time was paid to the men on these contracts,
the engines were not sold at anything above the
These facts will go to show that
normal price.
neither time nor. money allowed for the ﬁnish
which both the builders and I would have liked to
and therefore they
have given to these models.
cannot, with justice, be compared with other models
in the Show, which have years of careful work put
That the man in charge of the loco
into them.
motive at the White City should report that the
engine had never given him a moment's anxiety
all the season should, I think, satisfy most critics.
At the L.C.C. test the locomotive pulled two
tons of coal up gradients of 1 in 100 to I in 60;
this is not reckoning its Own weight and that of the
The two engines at Nancy-ran over 65.000
cars.
passenger miles. and one was there only half the
season.
The road here was badly laid, and the
faithfully,
gradients excessive—Yours
HENRY GREENLY.

For the Bookshelf.
[Any book reviewedunder this headingmay be obtainedfrom Tu:
MODEL Euomuu Book Department,26—29,Poppin': Conn,
Floa Shed, London, E.C., by remitting1M Mich“ 911'“
(In cost 0/ 9051430.]

all

THE
AIR: AN ILLUSTRATED
AVIATION.
Published by Funk
and “"agnalls’ Company. 133, Salisbury Square,
Street,
London. and 44, East Twenty-Third
New York. Price 75.; postage 3d.
This is a book of atlas form ; it is presented gratis
by the publishers to purchasers of their Standard
Dictionary. or sold at a published price of 7s.
separately. The matter deals in a general descrip
tive way with aeroplanes and dirigible balloons
of prominent types, and there is a page of terms
used in aviation, explained with small diagram
A coloured paper dissectible model of
sketches.
This is instruc
the Zeppelin airship is included.
tive, and should enable the reader to form a good
idea of Count Zeppelin's remarkable invention.
The description and illustration of the Blériot mono
plane on page II could be revised with advantage.
The Blériot elevating plane is not in one piece,
as shown by the illustration ; it consists of a pair
of outer rocking planes. a ﬁxed plane being between
In the machine which crossed the Channel
them.
the~vertical rudder was operated by an independent
pedal, and not by the‘hand lever, as implied in the
text. The dissectible
model does not show that
and the
important detail—the Vertical rudder;
view of the propellers, though probably intended
to be merely diagrammatic, is likely to mislead the
We are also
mind of the non-technical reader.
unable to understand the arrangement of the steer
ing planes, which appears to be different to that
usually shown. The book probably serves the pur
Intending
pur
pose. for which it is produced.
chasers should make a previous inspection.
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AERIAL NAVIGATION
or To-nav. By Charles C.
Turner.
Published
by Seeley 6: Co., Ltd.,
33. Great Russell Street.
This book is one of “The Science of To-day’
series, issued by the above publishers. and we have
no hesitation in recommending it to our readers.
Though containing a considerable
amount of tech
nical information, it is essentially the kind of book
characterised as popular. The author has had
personal experience of ballooning, and deals with
the entire range of his subject in narrative fashion.
History of Ballooning, Principles of Mechanical
Flight, The Aerial Ocean, Aeronautical Equipment.
Military and Naval Aeronautics, and Lessons in
Flight, are amongst the divisions treated. There
is also a list of English and French aeronautical
terms. with explanation of their meaning. Some
_descriptions of sensations experienced by balloonists
and aeroplanists are attractive. and the whole is
illustrated
by many photographs and diagrams.
The lessons in gliding should be useful to novices.
and will probably encourage attempts at this new
The author's remarks will cause the 1121(le
sport.
to long for a trip in a balloon or aeroplane.
\\'e
presume that “dividing” plate facing page 30
should be “driving.”
'1his is a very entertaining
book of substantial thickness, nicely bound in red
and gold.
It would be a capital prize or gift for
young or old; it is both instructive and entertaining.

The Society of Model Engineers.
[Reports 0/ meetingsshould be sent to the oﬁces o/ In: Moon.
ENGINEER without date . and will be inserted in any par
ticular issue it receive a clcar ninc days before its usual
date0/ publication.)

London.
FUTURE Miserisos TO BE HELD AT rue: (:AXTON
HALL at 7 o'clock.
Thursday. january i3th:
Ordinary meeting, lecture by J. C. Crebbin (member)
on “Compound Locomotives of the Continent,”
illustrated by drawings, photographs, and slides.
2nd: Demonstrations on
February
\Velnesday,
T hursday. February 17th:
mechanical processes.
Ordinary meeting, short papers by members—Full
particulars of the Society and forms of application
may be obtained from the Secretary. HERBERT G.
Rlooui, 3;. Minard Road, Hither Green. 5.15.

Breaking Soldered Joints.
' By U. F. \VILLIAMSON.
It is not generally known that an amalgam

of
and mercury is useful for loosening soldered
joints. The amalgam is prepared as follows : A small
quantity of zinc is melted down in a test tube
and an equal quantity
or other glass receptacle,
of boiling mercury is added ; this mixture is allowed
to cool, and is then mixed thoroughly until soft
When required for use, it is poured
and plastic.
well over the joint and left for some minutes.
After the solder is softened. it should be scraped
off with a knife, and the joint wiped clean with a
“hen the amalgam becomes too
piece of waste.
dry, a little more warm mercury is added. which
restores it to its normal state.

zinc
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and
_._

Replies

[Attrntion tS cs/rcciallydirectedto the ﬁrst condition girrn blur
and no noticewill be taken of Queries not complyingwith the
directionstherein statcd. Ldters containing Queries must be
markrd on the top l(/t~handcorner 0/ the envelope "Query
Department." .\'0 otherrnattersbut thoserelatingto the Queries
shouldbeenclosedin thesameenvelope.
Querieson subjectswithin the scope0/ this iournal are replied to
by post under the /ollmmng conditions:—(i) Queries dealing
with distinct subjectsshould be written on diﬂerent slips, on
one side 0/ the paper only, and the sender'sname MUSTbe in
scribed on the back. (2) Queries should be accompanied
whereverpossible,with lully dimensionedsketches,and corre
spondentsare recommrnded
to help a copy 0/ their Queriestor
reference. (3) A stampedaddressedenvelope
(not post-card)
shouldinvariably be enclosed,and also a " Queriesand Replies
" cut out
pages 0/ the current
from the advertisement
CouPon
issue. (4) Querieswill be award as early as possiblea/ter
receipt,but an interval 0/ a lav days must usually elapsebc/orr
the Reply can be lonoardrd. (5) Correspondentswho require
an answerinsertedin this columnshould understandthat some
weehsrnust claps: be/or: the R ly can be published. The
insertion 0/ Replies in this c urnn cannot be guaranteed
(6) All Queriesshouldbe addressedto The Editor, an. Moore
ENGINEER, 26-29, Poppin's Court, Fleet Strut, London, EC}
The lollowing are selected/rorn the Querirs which havebeen'(Pllld'
to recently:—

Tuning, etc. L- ('
[Itdﬁsl Wireless
Telegraph»
(Ramsgate)writes: I wish
to r able to receivewireless messages
from the ships and stations about here within a radius of, say,
100 miles, if possible. I made a simple auto-coherer out of a
microphone, telephone, and a battery. Then, just to see if I
could receive without a tuning coil, 1 connectedthem up to the
aerial and then listemd in the telephonefor signals. I Was sur
rised to ﬁnd that someonewas sendingfrom somewhereand that
could receive.his signals. They were coming too fast for me to
understand. I now receive signals every day. In THE MODEL
ENGINEER for October zist (Query 21,553) you say that it is
possible to tune by a single coil of wire. As it looked so much
easier to make than the tuning a paratus describedin THE Moon
ENGINEER for September 30th, Fmade one. The only difference
was that it was a cardboard tube, and the turns were rather irre
gularly spaced. 1 connectedup and found that it did not make
the slightest difierence.to the. signals received from the above
unknown station, neither would it tune to any other station. Is
it possible to tune up to the ships, etc., by means of this single
coil ? Would it surceedif it were larger? I also have the tuning
coil which is part of the tuning apparatusin THE MODEL Escmun
for September 3oth. It is nearly 1} ins. in diameter, and a little
over 2 ft. long, wound with No. 22 o.c.c. copperwire, with a sliding
contact. I then tried this coil and when it was all "in" it only
made the signals very faint. and was no more successfulthan the
other one. Perhaps it required the rest of apparatus, condensers,
etc. If possible, I should like to be able to use the single coil
only, as it is so easy to construrt. Any advice on this matter
will be very helpful. 1 have Mr. Delves-Broughton'snotesin THE
Moon. ENGINEER, also Mr. Howgrave-(jraham's book. 1 Wish
to use a writing machinein the future, and in the above—mentioned
book the wheel cohereris recomnnrnded. It is too difficult for~m=
to make,so can you tell mewhere I can buy one ? is it expensive?
If for any reason 1 cannot obtain it, I supposei must usea filings
coherer. Where can I buy a sufficiently sensitiveone with tappet
and relay complete? I believe that you once mentionedsomeoim
near Hatton Garden who supplied receivers. My house stands
near the edgeof a high cliff, and from the upper part of it the whole
bay and sea is open without any obstruction. My chief_diﬂiculty
is with the tuning, which is at the presentsomewhatof a mystery.
I expect that I shall have to do someexperimentingbefore I can
get any results, but I want to know if I am on the track towards
success.
Galvanised iron might do fairly well, but is most certainly
inferior to copper. Satisfactory tuning is never attainable with
such
a mere coil when you are using a voltage-oix'rattd detector
"
as your auto-coherer. For the reasonsof this, seeour Wireliss
Telegraphv for Amateurs." Such a detector requires an oscilla
tion-transformer to work it properly, and if this apparatus is
introduced, the primary and secondary circuits must be tuned
and adjustable condensersmust be provided. For valuable infor
mation as to tuning arrangements,see an article on the subject
in our issue of September30th, Vol. XXI, N0. 440. We see that
you have this article and Mr. Graham's book, and feel sure that if
you read these with great care you will see why such a detector
requires more than a mere coil. The Lodge-Muirhead wheel and
the filings coherer both involve condensers, etc., for accurate
tunedworking. We believethat the electrolyticdetectoris current
operated and, therefore, can be worked with only a tuning coil.
The Lodge-Muirhead Wireless Telegraph Syndicate, Elmers End,
Beckenham, Kent, will supply the wheels. For ﬁlings apparatus
try Mr. Leslie Miller, electrical apparatus manuiacturer, Hatton
Garden, London, EL.
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where shall have the lamps. Where would the switch of each
lamp have to be
kept the engine and dynamo in the place
shown
Dynamo
must
have
an output of at least 32 watts, and to
(i)
drive this an engine of about h.-p. would be suitable. (2) See
our handbook, “ Small Dynamos and Motors" (7d. post free).
(3) An 8-volt 24 amp-hour accumulator battery would suit you.
An 8-volt accumulator,
charged with all four cells in series,
requires chargingcurrent at to volts. If our dynamo capable
of giving this voltage when necessary wil be suitable. (4) The
switchescan be arranged just where you want them. It is usual
have them at the lamps themselvesor on the wall of the room
in
in wiring, seeour handbook,
" which the lamps are. For assistance
Electric Lighting for Amateurs " (7d. post free) or, better still,
our Practical Manual, " Private House Electric Lighting " (is. 3d.
post free).
A- (LOYtd‘m)
[.22.731] Books for Dynamo Attendant.
writes
am about to take
0st as electricianon gentleman's
estate,and am not greatly egcient in electrical work, my trade
being fitter, but am anxious to take the above post, and wish
would be so kind as to advise the books should get and study.
you
he plant on this estate
want to
gas engine and dynamo.
know .what would be likely to go amiss.
may say the plant
quite. new, being recentl put down. Of course,
understand
the replacingof fuses,but Iwant to know the adjustmentof brushes
on dynamo, rechargingof accumulators, and
generaloutline of
what should want to know in the abovecase.
a

:

I

l

I

Laf/ie

a ]-

;

_to

[21.369] Driving Lathe from Motor. H. N. B. (Tonbridge
writes: Can you oblige me with the following information? I
have a i h.-p. motor minus the pulley wheel, which is C~_\llSIfthI0d
to run at 3,000 r.p.m. Iwish to utilise this motor for driving
a b-in. screw-cutting lathe for general metal work. The pulleys
on lathe are 6} ins., 4} ins., and 3}ins. What diameterand arrange
mentof pulleyswill be required in order to reduce the speedof the
motor so as to do usefulwork on the above lathe ?
You could conveniently use an owrhead motion. consisting of
fast and loose pulleys, wtth cone pulley having three diameters-—
5 "15., )3) ins., and 2 ins. Fast and loose pulleys should br

l l
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You would do well to obtain a good general knowledge of elec
trical theory by attending classes
possible, and by studying
some good text-book,such as Perrin Maycock's “ Electric Lighting
and Power Distribution." Among books on the practical manage
ment of plant, we recommendBroadbent's " D aino Attendants
and their Dynamos "; " Secondary Batteries,’ by an Engineer:
also Tookey's " Gas Engines: their Advantages, Action. and
Application."
book list, giving prices of above-mentioned
books and others, can be obtained from our rublishing department
on application.
[22,502] 4-in, Spark Coll,
W. L. '1. (West Cro on) writes:
have wound a 4-m. spark coil with 4) lbs. of Wire,
lbs. of
which
No. 34 gauge,silk-covered, and 2‘ lbs. No. 36 gauge;
also
lbs. of No. 14 gauge wire. The
primary winding of
have
secondar
wound in 58 sections.
mercury “ make
and-brea " working in connectionwith the coil, but do not get
4-in. spark. Are the above right materials to use? What size
and voltage accumulatorsshould require to give the above spark?
Also what would be best to take the place of methylated spirits
ﬁnd the methylated
in the mercury “ make-and-break" pots?
spirits, with the continual friction, become muddy and dirty on
remedy this in any way?
the. surface of the mercury. Could
What
the best insulation to use betweenthe secondarysections,
'
and what thickness?
might mention that in tes
' my coil in
the dark found that when pulled the primary win
through
ﬂow of inductive
the tube about an inch, there seemedto be
sparks which seemedto penetratethe tube and strike on to the core
of the primary. There
no'sound from these sparks, and they
cannot be seen in the light. Does this indicate that the current
induced in the secondary leaking through to the primary?
No. 34 seemsto us rather large for a coil of such dimensionsan
would be difﬁcult to ﬁnd out what isgivin yoy
you name. but
trouble without making an examination of the coil. Pro able
the voltage should be between and to volts, but the only saf
way of ascertaining to borrow a battery of accumulatorsand try.
As to size, probably anything much smaller than 12 or 14 ampere.
hours would have to deliver excessivecurrent and would suﬂers
Of course,the larger the capacity of your battery the longer will
will be
given discharge rate, and the more durable
last for
under given conditions of working. Methylated spirit churns
.
and becomes muddy less than any other liquid we know
used, but
worse in this respect, and the mercury
Parafﬁn oil
more difﬁcult to clean. To clean the mud obtained with methy
lated spirit, pour the mercury and mud into strong earthenware
or iron (untinned) dish and set ﬁre to it. All the spirit will burn
away and the ﬁnely divided mercury which forms the mud will
eoalesce,ﬁnally leaving only slight scum which can be skimmed
off.
you can make your break gas-tight and ﬁll with coal-gas,
you can do away with liquids and therewill be no mud. Be careful
to clear all air out before starting coal-gas break. Layers be
tween sections—parafﬁnedpaper; but see our handbook on the
subject. The effectwhich you describe may be due to harmless
may be
real leakage. It
"silent" or brush discharge, or
would be impossible to say deﬁnitely without opportunity of
inspection.
GH- (Han
[22,710] Repairing Hot Water Bottle.
have got an india-rubber hot water bottle for
chester) writes:
want to know you could tell me
warming the bed to repair.
what to put on the patch to stick on with to stand the hot water.
Being a readerof THE MODEL ENGINEER for many years,I thought
would write to you to see you could help me.
done.
Repair it in the samr way as cycle tyre repairing
Thoroughly clean the rubber surfaces to be stuck together and
day or
serve them with thick rubber solution. Allow the joint
two to dry, keeping it under pressure.
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to
about
to
ins. and
ins. diameter Fit back earing of
the motor pulley on back-gear shaft (being to fast and loose
ulleys overhead) These exact ﬁgures need not, of course, be
ollowed, provided the speed reduction
such as to driVe the
lathe mandrel at about 220 r.p.m. when middle speed
used. The sketch herewith of the proposedarrangementwill
make
clear: Motor runs about 3,000 r.p.m., back-gear pulley
about 750 revs., overhead motion about 104 revs, lathe cone
pulley (with belt on middle speed)just over 220r.p.m.
[22,7r8] Electric Lighting.
E. 8. (Gt. Missenden)_writes:
am thinking of lighting part of our house with electric light.
tell
me
what
oil
or steam engine and output
you
power
Can
it)
of dynamo shall require to light four 8-volt
c.-p. " Osram"
lamps. (z)
shall build the dynamo myself. What size wire
should wind the ﬁeld and armature with? (3) State what size
accumulator shall want to light the four lamps each night, say
six hours night; also would the dynamo be powerful enough to
charge it? (4)
am sending you
sketch (not reproduced) of

I

3}

a

N° 22369

lunary
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[19,968] Old Midland Locomotives.
H-R- Kings Norton)
writes: l intend making an ir-i6ths-in. scalemode of the 2—4—0
class of Midland engines bearing the new numbers i to 30 and
onwards: the old engines with outsidebearingsand coupling-rods.
i should be eatly obliged if you could publish an outline sketch
(dimensioned ot the same through your inquiry column.
We append drawings showing the locomotivesto which we think
you reter, in the original and rebuilt state.
-.I
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charging current for the above described accumu
{naxii’num
a or .
(i) The. prevailing winds in the windmill's locality, and the
mill's position with
to its surroundingswill determine the
power which bladesregard
0 a given size will supply. Unless in your
conditions
are
exceptionall' favourable, we do not
case these_
advise relying upon sails of less than 6
in diameter for driving
your dynamo. We recommendmaking them 10 it. in diameter.
(2) You may take
that the axle had best he horirnntal unless
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the most effective angle? (3) What
horizontal? If so, what
would be about the most effectiveangle to have the sails (4) Does
the strength oi an electro-magnet increase with the voltage oi
the magnetising current—Le" will the pull vary as the voltage
length of German silver
increased or decreased? (5) When
inserted in circuit, will the voltageor amperage,
risistarice.wire
or both, be reduced? (6) In an accumulator made according to
given in Chapter Ill of Tm: MODEL ENGINEERSeries
directions
No. i, " Small Accumulatorsf: each cell containing seven plates
ins.,
(thrre positive and tour negative), each plate being by
what would be its capacity in ampere-hours? (7) What is the

Locomotive.

this angle should be greater at their inner ends than at the outer.
Suitable angles for a 6-it.—io-it. mill would be 30 degs. at the
inner ends and i3 degs. at the outer. In arranging the sails, you
would ﬁnd the article in our issue of January psi, 1907,in con
nection with THE MODEL ENGINEER zo-tt. Windmill very helpful.
(4) The varying oi the voltage will vary the current flowing, and
this will vary the strength of the magnet. But the variation oi
current and the variation of strength do not bear to each other
a fixed numerical relation. (5) Both. You will understandwhat
we mean, though your query
not strictly an intelligible one.
(6) Roughly, io amp.-hours. (7) Three to four amps.
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special circumstancescause the wind to have.usually at the wind
mill’s locality direction not horizontal. (3) It
not clear what
angle you are thinking of. The sails are usually not at right angles
to the line of the axle, but have to be set at smaller angle than
90 degs. (measuredat windward side) in order that the sails'shall
not ioul the framework.
suitable size for this angle 75 dogs.
But the sails are also at an angle to their plane of rotation, and
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[12,633] Windmill Accumulator Charging Plant. A..B. C.
am thinking of constructing windnull tor
(Rochester) writes:
the pur
of driving a small dynamo to charge accumulators,
and sha be very
teiul you will answerthe enclosedquestions.
(1) Would sails win diameter give enough power in moderate
breeze to drive
7o-watt dynamo, IO volts amps.? (2) Is any
advantage to be gained in having the axle at an angle instead of
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In reply to your enquiry re suction gas plant, you reckon the
time taken to start from when you ﬁrst light up the ﬁre in the
one case,and in the secondcasefrom the time you begin to get the
already glowing, up to the proper heat, there will,
ﬁre, which
great difference. \Ve presume,however, that
of course, be
good quality gas
you
are taking the time from when
each case
the.test cock. Other conditions being equal, the only
is shown
is
that
the engine Will
factor which can account for slow starting
be perfectly cold, in the first case,while in the other caseit Will be
addition,
be
probably
comparatively warm. In
there Will
con
siderableamount of air accimiulatedin the pipes betweenthe test
engine
dilute
the first
to
cylinder, which Will tend.
cock and the
few charges. You do not give us any idea cf the extent of the
differencein the time taken to start, but in any case itshould not
to the
be more than few minutes. With
"
regdml
w womenposétigg‘ltagf
0
hi h'speed trol motor at
i?is hfst to judggethisby_the po'sitionoi the crank, the usual
positionfor fairly high speedsbeing atright anglesto theconnecting
rod on the compressionstroke. This PUSIIIOII remains the same
whether you have high tensionor low tension, or accumulator and
coil. The meansby which the sparkis generatedhas nothing to
do with the.timing of the spark. With regard to the slow-speed
gas engine, the'tiining wll not be quite so early usually the crank
about 25 to 30 (legs.below the back centre on the coiuprcsSiori
induction
stroke when the spark occurs. For
coil
“ particulars of
you
should refer to our Handbook Induction (.0115
'
for Amateurs,
ice 7d. post free,in which data for various sized coils are given
in tabular form.
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M[12.700]Gas En Inc on Producer Gas.
(Aldgishot)
gasengine,working oil suction gas
writes \Vhy shoul
pr_ uccr
plant, be harder to start after standing three or four days than
has only been standing an hour? The gas ap ars to
when
as good in each case. Could you suggest remedy. What is
the correct position of piston of a_high-sp_ecdpetrol engine on
retard and advance when ﬁred by high-tension magneto? When
ﬁred by low-tension magneto? . When. ﬁred by coil and accumu
Also the samequestionsin relation to slow-speedgas engine
lator
(about 225 r.p.m.), when bred by high-tension magneto;
low
teusion magneto; coil and accumulator. Also would you kindy
let me know the size and amount of Wire should want for
want to work off volts.
self-inductioncoil also, size of core

A

(ix
8

5x} X28) nearly 3'0 lbs. tractive effort
3i
_
may add have plenty of boiler power, but my difficulty aﬂscs in
tractive efforts.
<=alculating
be well advised to adopt g-i6ths in. _by in., or even
for the n.-r. cylinder, and in. by in. or rt-ioths in.
iriobly‘i
by in. for the L.-P. cylinders. “Your calculaticmsarenot accurate
or at all clear (see page 42 of The Model Locomotive, which
Do not forget
can be had from this ofﬁce for 6s. 4d., post free.)
the fall in mean pressure between the high and the low pressure
cylinders. Do not adopt the Webb three-cylindersystem.
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‘ er-i'ews distinguist
by an asterisk have been basedon actual
Editorial Inspection 0! the goodsnoticed.
New Twln-Bed Lathe.
We are pleawd to be able to give our readers the following
particulars of
new twin-bed lathe manufacturedby Mr. Henry
.‘dilnes,of Bradford. This
built up from the usual patterns of
his Class
screw-cuttinglathe as a foundation, with the var-tens
attachmentsas here describedﬁtted thereto. The carriage, with
compound slide-rest, fitted on front part of bed, as will be
seen
in the accompanying photograph, and the poppet head slides on
bed which
behind the bed carrying the carriage. This meaii~
that the carriagemay be at any time racked past the puppet head,
so that
not necessaryto take.the Job out of the lathe when
the carriagehas to be removedand the hand-rest put in position.
The trai‘isvcrseslide on carriage has tee slots milled in same, so
that
can be used as an adjustable boring table. The upper
of slide-rest fasteneddown to same bv single bolt. and can
parttaken off instantly when
desired to do boring job. The
under or circular part oi swivel slide ﬁtted into a ring which has
graduationsfor setting slide to any angle for taperwork
can be
fastenedin an position on slot in boring'table or cross slide. The
top slide,in a dition to having the “ \Villis " toolholderfor holding
tools fast, is arrangedwith a socket and an elevating tool post or
holder, fitted so that either the one or the other may beuscd at
will. A quick withdraw motion of improved design, with adjust
able micrometer,is ﬁtted to transverseor lower slide, on carriage.
Worm wheel with tangent screw
ﬁtted to the headstock, and
nine micrometer collars are supplied, bv means oi which
is
possible to divide all usual numbers which are required. There
is also ﬁtted to front gear wheel in headstock division-plate
with spring stop, arranged with micrometeradjustment. On end
of headstock shown an arrangementwhereby the leading screw
may be used for sliding whatever change wheels may be on the
lathe. so that one cutting screwoi any pitch with any change
wheels,all that one has to do
to loosenthe swing frameor quad
rant plate by means of an adjustable nut which tightens same.
and push down out of way, and then tighten the knurled knob
shown on illustration. It is then ready for automatic sliding or
surfacing. The gear box will be seen fastened to front of bed
underneathheadstock. This may be usedfor cutting threediﬂerent
pitches of screwswith each combination of changewheels. It is
very useful in sliding—coarse, medium, and fine. The lever is
moved either to the right or left to put different gears in action.
A brake for stopping lathe suddenly is provided. By pressing
lever, shownon ﬂoor, with foot the chain
pulled down, causing
the brake to act on the flywheel. The overhead apparatus has
rather novel feature. It
ﬁtted so that when the carriage is
sliding along the bed—as it does when work
under operation-—
theleadingscrew on bed drives similar leadingscrewon overhead,
which hasthesamenumberof threadsperinch. This pulls thedriv
ing cone.also tensionarrangement,along theshafts,and keepsthem
always over the work being done in lathe. Power drive is ﬁtted
to the crankshaft in addition to the treadle motion. The belt
shifting gear
arranged so that the operator can stop or start
lathe from anywhere along bed without leaving his position, by
pulling the belt shifter rod which goes the whole length of bed.
handle will be seenfor this purpose. The leading screw can be
driven at the tail end of lathe from the crankshaft by means of a
chain wheel driving an endlesschain, which drives another chain
Wilt-(flabove crankshaft. The shaft on which the upper chain
wheel fixed goesright through thestandard. Provision is made
on this for differentchange wheelsto ﬁt. A swing frame or quad~
rant plate arrangedon leadingscrew ﬁxing very similarly to that
which shownon theotherendof bed. Differentspeedscan be given
to the leading screw. This
very convenientwhen
required
A
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thgre
wire on than to saturate, what is the surplus Wire for . _(2) morii.
have a dynamo giving 12volts 6_amps.,I want to put a Wire resist
ance in to light 8-volt lamps taking } amp. each. I have got
zz-gauge iron wire. Could I use same? If so, what lingt
should I want?
(t) It is found to be uneconomical to magnetiseﬁeld-magnets
up to saturation point. So the magnets are made of sufficient
cross-sectionedarea to carry the required flux at a lower density
than that at saturation point. The wmdmgs m a well-designied
machine supply a magnetising force exactly adequate to
the magnetsto the predetermineddensity. If you wish to echite
the principles of the subject, get Mr. Avery’s book, The
.l.
of Dynamo Design ” (25. 3d. post free) which explainsm
simp‘e
way the points you are trying to grasp. (2) For putting in
sircigs
be
No.
Wire.would
22
with each lamp about 33 yards of
requir .
Seven yards of No. 30 S.W.G. Would serve the same purpose.
K.
Model Smith Compound Locomotlve.
22.
(Lianddntilwrites: \Vill you kindly help me out of adiﬁiculty. lam
building locomotive, in. scale,and Wishto makeit compound,
somewhataftereither Smith's two-cylinder or Webb sthrec-cylinder.
Would, for Smith’s two-cylinder, in. high and in. low by i-in.
Thus
stroke. steam80 lbs., be too powerful
1104 X _.
X 52 O.

January

T- 9 (Pickering) writes
[21.753] Patentlng an Invention.
(i) Supposing wanted to patent a compound—say a cement
ora metal polish—should have to state what the compound was
madeof, or only what was for
(2) If had all ready for taking
out patent,would not be best to draft all out at once instead of
waiting six months? (3) And if, supposing there was the same
article patented, or they could not grant one, should
get the
monev
' back
(r) You must describethe compound in full so that any person
of averageintelligencewill be able to make it when your patent
rights have expired. This
part of the bargain between the
course, place any. person in
State and the patentee. This will,
the position of knowing the composition of your invention during
the life of the patent. For this reason such inventions are often
not patented,but kept secret. if you describe faulty mixture
with the idea of avoiding this risk you will incur the risk of your
patent beingdeclaredvoid by not beingable to show that aoconi~
plishesits purpose you happen to be engaged defending your
patent against some iniringer who has made Similar thing. (2)
Yes the object of delay is to enablean invention to be perfected.
Ii
perfect, there no reason for delay. (3) N0; the fees are
not returned.
a

0 Field Wlndln s.
1- '51- (Forest Hill)
you answer me t e following quest_ions_:-:—

(i) Are the windings of a ﬁeld-magnet on any size machine Just
is
suﬁicient to saturate same With magnetism; or, if

it ;
is
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to drive the carriagealong bed by screwwhen iast head is standing
for milling or other purposes. A metal tray is fastened to bed
(or catching the lubricant as it falls from the work ; it is also very
useful for catching any small screws which may happen to fall.
The steady stay with three adjustabledies to bolt down to beu is

A New TWIN-BED

LATHE.

shown under lathe ; a hinge will be seenat one side and the.fasten
ing arrangement at other side. \Ve have no doubt that thcspecial
features of this lathe will appeal to many of our readers. It is
hardly necessary to add that the quality of workmanship is quite
up to the high standard for which Mr. Milnes is noted.
For Model Aeroplanes.
We have received from the Melton Aeroplane Company. 33,
Street,
Melton Mowbray, some interesting particulars
Nottingham
of a } h.-p. steam set for propelling model aeroplim's. The engines
are 3-cvlinder, single-acting type, haying spherical tappet valves
operatedby a gear-driven cut cam shaft. The boner ls‘llllt'llt'li’d
to work up to a pressure of 250 lbs. per sq. in., and will supply
Steamto drive the engine at 4,000 revs. per minute. A spectal
system of heating by charcoal is explained in the circular before

1
I
1
l

47

us. The total weight of engines, generator, hopper, fuel, 2 on
water, water tank, frame, and all connectionsis given as 4 lbs.
2 015. This Company supply cane, india-rubber, and all materials
for building model balloons and aeroplanes,and also quote for
drawings and ﬁnishedmodels.

By MR.

HENRY

Mirxus.

A Useful Electrical Book.
and enlarged edition of “ Electricity in the Service
A revised
"
of Man is now being publishedin monthly parts by Messrs.Cassell
and Co., Ltd. The excellent way in which this book reviews the
whole field of electricity in its practical applicationsis well known,
and the new edition will doubtless find as many readers as its
predecessors.

'

For L.N.-W. Enthusiasts.

Those of our readers who are interestedin L. & N.-W.R. loco
motives will doubtless be pleasedto learn that a little handbook
has been published giving a complete list of the named engines
now running on this system,with dates of building, works number,
and shed number. A list of engine shedsand sub-stationsis also
included. The book is published by Mr. C. Williams, 15, Peel
Street, Crewe.
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The Editor’s Page.
HE New Year always brings

us new

readers.

and we are glad to hear from them.
Many
of their letters, written in the ﬁrst ﬂush
of acquisition, make more than pleasant reading.
They remind us of the time, long ago, when we
ﬁrst realised the possibilities of Tun Mover. ENGI'
NEER, then unborn.
In our mind's-eye so much
was created, and so many issues printed and pub
lished before any material MODEL ENGINEER had
And having mentally accom
seen the light of day.
plished this much, other ideas came to mind, one
thing suggesting another, and very soon a goodly
hill of fare was provided. This, owing to the
co-operation of our-readers since then, has not yet
become exhausted, nor are there signs of it so becom
\\'e have always appreciated the hearty re
ing,
every invitation
sponse which has been accorded
to make suggestions;
we have given to readers
and we do so still. Perhaps we have greater reason
to do so, for undoubtedly the odds are against our
With one difference,
new friends.
they are in
the pos1tion that we were in at the time just referred
to, eager to pounce on new subjects and to have them
But, unfortunately, what is new to
treated.
them to-day is not new to us or to those who have
And
read
this paper from the ﬁrst number.
the result is we are compelled to say more fre
"
This has already
quently than we would wish:
\Ve have gone
been dealt with in our pages."
to this length here because it is due to many new
friends that some explanation be tendered which
it is not possible to give individually, either through
"
Answers to Correspondents "
the post or in our
Column, for this unavoidable brevity in reply.

i

_

i

i

\\'e regret it is again necessary for us to call
which characterises
attention to the negligence
the senders of various enquiries which reach Our
advertisers now and again. Since we last referred
to this matter we have been notiﬁed that an inquiry
from some reader at Pontypool, respecting a paraf
ﬁn brazing apparatus, has reached its destination_
but the recipients of the inquiry cannot reply be
Should
cause neither name nor address are given.
our absent-minded friend chance to see this para
graph, perhaps he will re-open negotiations—
results this time.
with the
prospect‘of better
Once in a while it is our painful duty to admit
that, in face of the evidence to which we have
access, certain oil engines are not all they are repre
We were recently asked to investi
sented to be.
explain why a certain oil
gate, and, if possible,
From the drawings sub
refused
duty.
engine
mitted and the accompanying descriptions of what
the engine to start,
had been done to persuade
we could not see any reason for the trouble e»

and Electrlclon.
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In the end we made an inspection
perienced.
of the engine, and found that the ignition tube was
screwed into the air-port (on the atmospheric side
of the automatically-operated inlet valve), and the
passage which should have terminated in the igni
tion tube was plugged
up quite securelyl
\\'e
cheerfully exonerated the ﬁrm who supplied the
engine from all intent to defraud, and our friend
in trouble is now probably running with never a
miss-ﬁre.
“'e refer to this incident, not in the spirit
of mockery, but merely to show that it is possible
sometimes
to saddle engine builders with blame
which does not justly rest with them.
The fact
that a curious and obvious blunder was made is of
no great consequence
in itself;
on the contrarv,
\\'e have on several
it is a valuable experience.
occasions seen the water jacket supply connected
to the exhaust, and we can still remember becoming
distinctly warm over that starting-up job when
we eventually found the gas supply had been cut
off at the meter.
Answers

to Correspondents.

"

No NAME."~—Thanks for your note on new form
of crank. We regret, however, we shall not.
be able to avail ourselves of your offer.
\V. 5. (Lower Clapton).—See " Practical Lessons in
Metal Turning," 25. 3d. post free.
P. \\ . (l\'ishaw).-—\\'e should say there is no differ
ence in strength given by the two arrangements.
F. A._ (\‘i'althamstow).—Ahout
h.-p. more c011
venient, but not as cheap.
C. j. C. (Camberley).——-About
Metallic
Q h.-p,
ﬁlament lamps of 14 voltage can be obtained
winch probably would suit.
See handbook
Electric Lighting for Amateurs," 7d. post free.
\\. B. (Newcastle-on-Tyne).—See our issue of _]uly
13th, 1905, for description of sounder.
See also
Howgrave-Graham's book, " \Vireless T elegraphy
for Amateurs," price 2s. 3d. post free.

i

Notices.
Sole Agents for United States, Canada, and Mexico: 5 on and
Chamberlain, "3, Liberty Street, New York, U.S.A., lg whom
ll subscription: from thesecountries should be addressed.
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A Model Electrically-Driven S.E.

of_

illustration shown herewith is of an elec
locomotive. which
trically-driven
(steam)
has been constructed in my spare time in
It is built entirely of scrap
about ﬁve months.
a lathe, no cast
material,
and without the use
ings being used, with the exception of the wheels
mid smokebox front, the latter being cast by myself
from mv own pattern.
_
The inain frames are of i-i6th in. sheet brass,
Cut out with the chisel and afterwards ﬁled to shape.
The footplate, side tanks, cab, and bunker are of
The
sheet iron, also cut out in the same manner.
boiler barrel is made from a piece of drawn tube,
The smokebox was made
and is 1% ins. diameter.
cut of a piece of sheet copper bent to shape. and
afterwards sweated to barrel. The funnel is made

CR. Tank

Locomotive.

RL'TTER.

out of a piece of brass tube, with two brass rings
sweated on at the top. and a lip made to form a
The dome was hammered
seating on smokebox.
out of a brass gas cup. and
in. diameter and
The safety-valve casing was
i5-16ths in. high.
made in the same manner, with two ﬁ-in. tubes
screwed in.
The lever
cut out of a piece of thin
brass, the spring being made from a piece of steel
wire, which
coiled round a piece of steel rod to
get the required diameter.
The wheels, which are of brass, were forced and
sweated on to steel axles which run in brass axle
boxes. to which no springs are ﬁtted, as
ﬁnd she
runs just as well without.
The coupling-rods are
ﬁled out of ﬂat steel, and are secured to wheels
with studs and nuts. The wheel splashers are made
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Use WITH THE

countershaft, the reduction being about I to 2,
and by spur and pinionfrom the countershaft to
the driving axle, the pinion having l0 teeth to 60
in the gear wheel, this being about right to allow
the motor to travel at a high speed when the engine
is running at about 3 miles an hour; and 1 must
say, for a motor of its size, it is very powerful, but
rather an “ ampeatcr."
The engine is painted and lined in correct 5.15.
and C.R. colours, including the coat-of-arms.
After
each coat was thoroughly dry, it was rubbed down
with pumice stone and water, as I ﬁnd this much
superior to sandpaper. A complete design for this
engine appeared in the issue for December 26th,
1907.

The second illustration shows a two-cell bichro—
mate battery 1 have made for working the above
As can be seen from the photograph, it
engine.
is ﬁtted with a cut-out, which blows out at t-B amps.
The handle shown at the side of the illustration is
used for raising the zincs; by this contrivance I
1 ﬁnd
can get almost any speed on the engine.
this method
much better than using rheostats,
as no current is wasted and it is more effective.

In conclusion, I may add that I have gathered
all the information from THE MODEL ENGINEER,
which has been of the greatest assistance to me.
Until about a year ago, when I ﬁrst became a
reader of its pages, I had not the least notion of
model engineering.
I am ﬁfteen years of age and
about to leave school, when 1 hope to enter the
engineering profession.

A Scale Model Tank Engine.
By jacx. A. SHORE.

A

there have been numerous applications for
the details of construction
of
the
2§~in.
gauge tank engine which appeared
in your
issue of February nth, 1009, I now beg space in
your paper for the insertion of the sketches and
letterpress explaining the methods of manufacture.
I propose to deal with the subject rather fully.
in order that some of our younger readers and
beginners may feel that the building of the model
is not beyond them.
If the instructions which will be contained in this
and
subsequent articles are faithfully
followed
there is no reason why a most successful
result
should not be produced by anyone with a taste for
handling tools. which success will, I hope, tempt
such beginners to continue with the fascinating
hobby, each model that they make eclipsing the last,
until their amateur work equals or surpasses that
produced by the professional.
In the ﬁrst place, it should be realised that
evary part must be accurately made, and made to
ﬁt. Skimping work does not pay, either for looks
"
work" is really " play,“
or efﬁciency, and, as the
and there is generally no time limit for the production
of the ﬁnished article, there is no excuse for passing
inditferent work. Never be. tempted to make a
“
do."
spoilt piece of work
Scrap it and start afresh
—not necessarily at once, as repetition (particularly
after a failure) is irksome, and likely to lead to
further bad work.
A few tools are necessary at the outset of a model
maker’s career, and, believe me, they will be found
cheap for the pleasure you will get out of them.
The list below appears a long one, but I fear each
one of the items is necessary,
and there are many
convenient tools which I have omitted which will
no doubt be added as the interest increases
and
requirements arise :—
A light ball pane hammer, weight about 12 ozs. ;
a small pin vice; a small hand vice;
a bench
vice
(jaws 2 ins. to 2} ins. wide) ; a small
5

centre-punch; a hand-drill, with drills } in., 4} in.
tapping. 3-32nds in., 3-32nds in. tapping, 1-16th in.,
i-ioth in. tapping, 3-i6ths in.
Taps and dies.
1-i6th in., Whitworth
3-32nds,
(taps—taper
broaches,
two small,
and plug, one of each);
in.;
for correcting holes between i-ioth in. and
ﬁles, 4-in., and 6-in., one ﬂat and one half-round
of each; flat-nosed pliers, a strong, but not too
stout pair
about
a
long over-all
5% ins.
small anvil or squared bit of steel, weighing about
lbs.; a metal fretsaw (blades for sawing metal
can be procured for use in the ordinary fretsa w
frame,
or a. special frame may be obtained):
a
small (3-in.) square; a steel rule (12-in.); a pair of
dividers;
scriber;
a
a stout pair of tinsmith's

j
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BICHROMATE BATTERY
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1k,

out of a piece of sheet copper.
German silver wire
is soldered
round cab, side tanks, and bunker to
form beading.
The bogie frame is made in a very
simple way, and is of sheet copper.
The bogie
wheels are screwed on to the axles.
The buffers were bought ready-made, and are
ﬁtted with steel springs.
Coupling hooks are also
ﬁtted with springs. The look-out windows have
ordinary brass curtain rings soldered on and look
very effective; mica is used instead of glass. Vacuum
brake pipes, lamps, also engine discs are fitted,
which add to the appearance.
The collector is a
shoe pattern similar to that given in this journal
for july 11th last.
A simple pattern of reversing
switch is ﬁtted. and is situated in the bunker.
"
Don," the drive being made by
The motor is a
using a spiral spring band from armature shaft to

2
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g2”

pieces,
5} ins. by 3); ins., for side frames (Fig. i).
ins., for iootplate (Fig. 2).
piece, 15*} his. by
pieces, 6} ins. by 4} ins., for sides of side tanks

2 1 2

shears, blades about 3 ins. long; a. soldering lamp
and " Tinol.”
All these tools may be purchased from an iron
monger—not of the “furnishing” type, but one
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before going on to other things.
You will want a. sheet of hard brass a full r-16th in.
thick, out of which you can cut :—
(16 S.\\'.G.)

l

together

6

it

frames,
footplate, cab, tanks, etc., as shown in
This is practically all the sheet metal
the ﬁgures.
had better be done all
work there is to do, so

4 6

l

33 2i

1 1

ins. by 74}ins, for tender tank (Fig. 8).
ins. by 4A- ins., for spirit tank (Fig. 9).
It will be well to out these ﬁgures roughly to size
out of brown paper, and arrange them on the sheet
of brass, so that you do not buy more than you
actually require. Keep the scraps left over for
making the steps and other odds and ends which
will be found necessary before the model is ﬁnished.
You will also require :—
it.
ins. of {-in. L-brass.
it. of i-in. square brass.
piece,
piece,

The Model'Englneer and Electrician.

secured
in the positions shown at each
and is screwed and soldered
to the inside
of the frames;
these
are
for fastening the
buffer beams to.
At the corners of the slots
for the axle blocks pieces of
i-in. square rod
are riveted and soldered on to the outside of the
frames.
These are for securing the straps which
retain the axle blocks in place.
The dotted lines
parallel with the top of the frame indicate L-brasses
is

end,

H
"ﬂ?"4'-"l_+_7£'¥-'

k—

n

i-<—2%

a

azll

_>,

to which the footplate
soldered),
and
These are on the outside of the
be secured.
frames.
a piece of iv-in. square brass rod,
In Fig.
riveted and soldered on to the under side of the
footplate, about i-l6th in. clear of the edge, is
(riveted

2

will

shown dotted.
a piece of }-in. square
brass rod is
In Fig.
shown riveted and soldered on to the outside
this should not be put on
of the sheet metal;
has been bent to shape and ﬁtted
until Fig.
9
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Fig.8"?
to Fig. 8. The rod must be put on close to the edge,
in., or there
and the rivets spaced not closer than
will be no room for the intermediate rivets for
.
to Fig. 8.
securing Fig.
All rivet holes should be countersunk. Pan
and snap-heads sticking out do not improve the
as they are
of the ﬁnished model,
appearance
so obviously not to Scale.
have shown on the various drawings the use
The rivet holes are indi
of the various holes.
cated by crosses, and should be drilled when the two
pieces to be riveted together are clamped in position,
and pin vices for the purpose.
the hand
using
Drill two or three of the holes, countersink them
1}

truck (Fig. 11).
On your sheet of brass carefully scribe out the
various ﬁgures, and cut them out with the shears—
roughly at ﬁrst, and more carefully afterwards.
In places where the shears cannot be got to work,
cut the parts out with the saw.
It will be found that the use of the shears some
times stretches the metal at the edges, and where
this is the case the piece will not lie ﬂat. This
defect is easily rectiﬁed by lightly hammering
the piece along the diagonals, and also, if necessary.
A little experience will
down the centre lines.
soon teach where to beat it to get the twists out.
a piece, it is as well to
After having hammered
ascertain that it is not out of shape, by measuring
the outlines as already scribed, altering them if
found necessary.
Having parted the various pieces roughly to size,
the edges must be accurately ﬁnished to the line
with a ﬁle, and at this point I had better give the
beginner a hint on ﬁling the edges of brass sheet
and on sawing brass sheet also.
Grip the work tightly in the bench vice, and
hold the ﬁle horizontal and at an acute angle
(0r almost in line) with the edge to be ﬁled,
taking the stroke backwards and forwards along
Do not press hard
the edges, not across it,
on the ﬁle, but let the. ﬁle do its own work.
In sawing, as in ﬁling, the work must be held
tightly in the vice, and it is well to put the hand
vice on to the end of the piece to be sawn, if there
is much of it free, as this preVents the vibrations,
the
noise.
Always
and consequently decreases
nick the edge of the plate with the corner of a ﬁle
Hold and work
where you want the saw to start.
the saw. not horizontal, but with the handle end,
which is towards you, lower than the opposite
end.
Again, do not press on the saw, but let it
cut for itself.
The model maker who follows these instructions
will be much more appreciated by other members
of the household than one who rends the quiet
evening calm with the ear-splitting shrieks which
are produced by the novice attacking a sheet of
metal.
To continue. Finish each piece separately,
and where there are duplicates (e.g., Figs. 1, IA,
3, 6, and 10) clamp the pair together, using the
hand and pin vices to set and hold them;
put
them in the bench vice, and go round the whole
thing again, trueing them together with a ﬁle
where necessary to make them exactly alike.
After having ﬁnished each piece. mark out the
positions of the holes and punch-dab them, taking
care to keep the centre-punch vertical, or the drill
will run out when making the holes.
The holes in the frames (Fig. I) should be drilled
with the two frames clamped together.
This will
ensure that corresponding holes are exactly opposite
one another when the frames are built into the engine.
Never drill a hole until you are quite certain you
are going to put it in the correct position.
Here it might be as well to explain some of the
less obvious parts of the drawings.
In Fig. 1 some * in. rectangular section brass
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fin.
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I ft. of }-in. square brass.
in., for buffer
2 pieces of
brass sheet 4 ins. by
beams (Fig. 10).
_
2 pieces of
brass sheet, 1% ins. by I in., for rail
guards (Fig. IA).
I piece of i-in. brass sheet, 3 ins. by 23 ins., for pony
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the ﬁle.
have said that
unnecessary to previously
tin the faces of a joint to be soldered, but this
will not apply to those in the spirit tank (Figs.
and 9). This must be spirit-tight, and the edges
to be joined should be prepared by being covered
thinly with solder before the parts are riveted
together, when, by heating up the whole thing, and
adding a little more "Tinol."
required, a good
solid job will result. As the rear end of the foot
forms the bottom of the spirit tank.
plate (Fig.
the lines, as indicated by the dots for rivets, should
be well tinned before securing the tank (Figs.
and 9) in place thereon.
(To be conh'nued.l

and each consignment varies slightly.
therefore desirable to buy all you are likely to
require at one order, so that you may obtain a
drill which will make a hole into which the rivets
Drills can be obtained made
will accurately ﬁt.
to S.\\'.G., and one of these sizes will no doubt
be found to suit your requirements.
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{Bend here

An easy and eﬁective method of soldering
“
"
to put a blob of
Tinol
on to the work against
the joint to be soldered, and hold the work in the
“
"
ﬂame of the lamp.
\Vhen hot enough the
Tino
will begin to ﬂow, and by tilting the work and giving
a little assistance with the pointed end of a stout
piece of brass wire, the solder can be induced to
ﬂow wherever
desired.
The ﬂame of the
lamp should be kept constantly just a little ahead
of the ﬂowing head of solder.
Excess of solder
(to which the beginner is Very prone) should be
removed by shaking the work whilst still hot and
the solder liquid, and after cooling, by means of a
A very efﬁcient one can be made from
scraper.
an old ﬁle ground down to a sharp square face.
only clogs
Do not try to ﬁle solder off the work
is
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drill), and put in the rivets
(with the 3-i6ths-in.
You can then remove the clamps and ﬁnish the
line at leisure.
Copper rivets
And now a word about riveting.
and may be obtained from
are recommended,
anv of the ﬁrms advertising in THE MODEL Encr
These rivets are not accurately i-16th in.
NEeR.
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Motor Cycle Notes.
" Pnazmx."
Cycle Engines
By

Using Motor
Lathes.

for

Driving
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When countersinking the rivet holes be careful
not to take the countersink too deep, or when ham
mering up the rivet it will be found that there is not
metal enough to ﬁll the hole.
When putting in a rivet hold it up ﬁrmly at the
back, and start turning over the head with the
ball pane of the hammer, ﬁnishing it off ﬂush with
the ﬂat face.
The heads,
may be
necessary,
ﬁnished tidily with a ﬁle.
It
a good plan and makes the work stronger
and neater to solder all the angle-bars in place
“
"
after they
are
riveted.
When using
Tinol
for the purpose
is not necessary to tin the pieces
before putting them in place, provided that the
faces of the metal are thoroughly cleaned
with
emery paper.
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will he remembered
that in a previous note
the use of motor cycle engines for
deprecated
driving
especially
purposes in the workshop,
where it is proposed to employ the engine partly
for this purpose and partly for its legitimate one
of propelling the cycle.
still hold that view,
and ﬁnd that
am supported in
by several of
my readers who have tried the plan and found
Nevertheless,
have to acknow
unsatisfactory.
ledge the receipt of two communications in which
success in
the writers say they have experienced
applying their engines to the work of driving lathes
tools,
and other machine
and in the circumstances
am quite ready
attending these particular cases
to believe that the plan may give good results.
It was not attempted in either instance to operate
the engine by the usual method of employing petrol
true
gas as the motive power, so that, although it
the engines were genuine cycle motors, they were
worked under conditions and by means of an agency
other than those for which they were originally
They became gas engines in the more
designed.
restricted and generally accepted meaning of the
term, and it was never intended, so far as
can
gather, when laying them down in the shop, that
they should ever again be used for propelling motor
bicycles on the road. This does not in any degree
take away from the fact that they have been suc
cessfully used for the purpose under discussion, nor
must
be understood to suggest that the claim put
forward by my correspondents
not in all respects
a fair one.
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Variable Speed Gears.
One of the points upon which
am most fre
quently consulted is that relating to variable gears
for motor cycles.
Those who intend taking a side
car, or who. apart from this, seek to avoid the risk
of having to do any pedalling on hills, naturally
look in the direction of such appliances to help
them,
but they seem in most instances uncer
tain as to what form the gear should take.
Motor bicycles ﬁtted with reliable and efﬁcient

I
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We all know how difﬁcult
to get some
started, especially during
motor cycle engines
the cold weather, and one of the most simple
and efﬁcacious
methods
that of injecting a
few drops of parafﬁn through
the compression
tap to thin the oil which
gumming up the
piston and so preventing the engine from start
ing readily.
once
unusual difﬁ
experienced
culty in this direction with an engine
was
never seemed to have any parafﬁn
using. and as
wanted it, rigged up a pemianent
handy when
“
tank" of small dimensions underneath the
saddle pin, where was out of the way and protected
from damage, while the tap belonging to it. and
also the compression tap of the engine, could, if
desired,
be operated from the saddle.
The tank
consisted
of an old i-lb. cocoa tin, with the lid
soldered
To the bottom of this
on.
ﬁtted a
small tap costing,
remember rightly, about rs.,
and then led a short length of tubing (i-in. bore)
from the tap along the lower member of the
frame (to which
was held by a couple of simple
Bowden wire fasteners) to the compression tap,
where a suitable bend directed the paraﬁin right
into the opening. The paraﬁin container was
held securely
in place by metal straps encircling
the frame, as shown in the sketch, and a convenient
ﬁller cap was formed at the side in the manner
indicated. The
whole arrangement only
cost
about IS. 6d., was Very useful, and did not in the
least interfere with the neat appearance of the
machine.
On one particular occasion
proved an invaluable
had run out of petrol about 25 miles
help to me.
from the nearest possible chance of getting any,
so, as the engine was nicely hot,
fell back on my
supply of paraﬂin, and reached the garage without
The parafﬁn was allowed to enter
much diﬁiculty.
through the compression
tap in doses, both taps
and
closed
being opened
again. as required.
Beyond
the fact that a plentiful volume of blue smoke
issued from the silencer, there was no other incon
venience.
Of course, the plan would not work
unless
the engine were already well heated up,
and it could not be made to answer for very long
at a time.
Even though
could be, there .wouhl
be the certainty of sooting up.

it

Ignition.

Among the enquiries lately received which em
body points likely to be of general interest to the
readers
of these Notes
one from a Guernsey
am
correspondent. who writes as follows:
building
2} h.-p. motor cycle, and having a tele
hone magneto in good working order,
should
ike,
to utilise the same for the igni
possible.
tion. Do you think
could be made suitable?
have obtained a good spark at the plug by
the following connections—positive of magneto to
condenser,
other condenser
to primary of non
trernbler coil, and other primary to earth of
magneto.
Then. by connecting a wire to posi
tive of magneto, and rubbing
over a rough
surface
ﬁle), connected
to earth of magnet,
obtained
shower of sparks across secondary.
Would similar connections answer by using a
wipe contact with one surface roughened
Could
you suggest better connections than these; also,
would
be possible to re-wind the armature for
so, what size and quantity of
high tension, and,
wire would be required for the windings, and also,
how would the correct timing be obtained "
Now. although doubtless the procedure suggested
by my correspondent would provide him with a
very interesting and instructive study,
think
it
certain that he would be very greatly disap
pointed with the results when he came to the
practical test of employing the arrangement on
the road.
am strongly of the opinion that
quite out of the question for him to use his tele
The connections
magneto for a motor cycle.
phone
proposes appear to me impracticable, and, indeed,
were
possible to re~wind the armature and ﬁt
a contact-breaker, he would ﬁnd that the cost
0

A Useful Little Fitment.
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would be more than that involved in obtaining a
new magneto specially designed for ignition
pur
poses on a motor cycle engine.
The arrange
ment would at least be open to objections which
do not apply in the case of any of the well-designed
and constructed cycle magnetos now on the market,
including the not unimportant question of spares;
and, seeing that the cost would certainly be more,
there is, so far as
can judge, no possible induce
ment to try the experiment, and
have framed my
advice accordingly.

I
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Mr. Dan M‘Master, of South Anchor Works,
Dundee, writes to say that he is employing a genuine
motor cycle engine of 5 h.-p. in his model engineering
He had a frame cast to hold it. and
workshop.
also brackets to take a countershaft, which latter is
driven off the engine shaft by means of an old
bicycle chain. The gas used for driving is ordinary
coal gas from the town mains, and this 15 ﬁrst led
into a football bladder as a gas-bag. and from thence
to the engine.
The supply of air is regulated by
a'ring formed round the induction pipe, on the
employed in the ordinary Bunsen burner.
principle
‘
The
my correspondent,
arrangement,"
says
" works extremely well, and drives a lathe, buﬁ,
drilling machine, and grindstone. It is cooled by
two fans and exhausts into a silencer located out
side the shop.”
My other correspondent also employs town gas
and an outside exhaust pipe. His engine is a 3i h.-p.,
taken from an old motor bicycle, and he says that
under the new conditions he is sure he has at his
disposal at least an additional
h.-p., available for
useful work, which
not to be wondered at in
view of the difference in the load and reduced amount
of constant friction.
He has met with continuous
success since putting the engine down some eight
months ago, and says the results justify the experi
ment in every respect.
Neither of these corre
spondents give any hint as to how the speed of the
controlled, in accordance with the varia
engine
tions of load, while they are busy with both hands
at the lathe. It seems to me that some provision
of this sort must be necessary to ensure economical
and safe working.
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With
likelihood of having to change back again.
the "inﬁnite"
no need for
arrangement, there
this, as
easy enough to alter the ratio of gearing
in a small (not total) degree, and so adjust the
am
speed to meet momentary requirements.
just now having my mount for 1910 ﬁtted with
a new
gear of this description (the one to
which Ipattern
have already referred in a previous Note),
and when all is ready, and
have made some trials
with it,
propose to give my opinions and experi
ences, together with illustrated particulars of the
appliance.
is

I

I

is

it

gears are now marketed by several
two-speed
makers, and one expects, of course, to have to pay
more for them than for any singleaspeeded machine,
while, if one of the latter kind is to be converted into
a two-speeder,
it must naturally involve what is,
to the man of average means, a considerable expense.
Apart from this aspect of the matter, however, but
still bearing it in mind. we have to consider whether
for all ordinary touring purposes a gear of the ex
panding pulley type is not likely to give greater
satisfaction, provided, of course. that it is correctly
Such gears,
designed and thoroughly well made.
having no toothed wheels, pinions, or other parts
of_that dmcription, are devoid of any complications,
their action is most simple, and, beyond this, they
There is nothing to get out of order,
are cheap.

and

I
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Motor Cycle Workshop and Repair Tips.
The post-bag has not as yet been very proliﬁc
in connection with the above matter, about which
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recently issued a direct appeal to my readers.
am conﬁdently expecting a good response to that
appeal, so please hurry up, those who are able to
oblige.

Replies in Brief.

is

R. A. L. (Whetstone).—-You can lower the gear
by ﬁtting a smaller pulley on the engine shaft or by
The former
enlarging the belt rim on back wheel.
the easier and cheaper method, and in adopting
you would be wise to ﬁt an adjustable pulley so
as not to be tied down to one gear.——"PER
"
PLEXED
(Andover).—You can very soon dispense
with the necessity for employing such a pseudonym.
“
"
Petrol Motors Simply
from
Get
Explained
The
this ofﬁce and your difﬁculties will vanish.
vastly different to that of a
working principle
steam engine although many of the parts are sub
stantially the same.——G. H. 1.. (Maidstone).——
Try (1) a new spring for the exhaust valve; (2)
slightly enlarging some of the holes in the silencer
and clearing the latter of soot; and (3) make sure
is

it

is

and, with a little practice, any rider of average
ability can, by their aid, obtain all that he re
the way of certainty
in climbing
quires in
He has the important
hills.
advantage of
being able to graduate the speed of his engine
by small degrees, as may be rendered necessary.
by the immediate and minutely varying circum
stances met with during the climb, instead of being
limited, as he practically is, with the average two
another. The idea
speed gear, to one ﬁxed ratio or
“
known as an
inﬁnitely variable”
is to get what
change of speeds—of course, between two ﬁxed limits,
viz., free engine and top gear—instead of having to
jump from one toanother direct. Ihave travelled as
passenger on two-speed machines with side cars,
_ and have frequently known the driver to be pre
vented from getting his engine into high gear on
hill
regaining favourable ground at the top of
for fear the engine should knock, so he has to potter
along in the low gear until such time as more
speed has been attained and he can safely change
over from low to high without incurring the

SERVED A DOUBLE PURPOSE.

I I

A USEFUL LITTLE FlTMENT—WHICH
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Yes,
that the exhaust valve has a full } in. lift.
the subject of two-stroke engines will be kept to
the fore.
J. B. S. (Barnes).—-You have evidently
Give the
timed the magneto a bit too slow.
sprocket wheel on armature shaft a turn equal to
Then
one more tooth in the direction of rotation.
couple up again and test the machine 0 n the road——
L. G. (Newport Pagnell)., H. j. M. (W. Norwood), and
“ INTERESTED "
(Staﬁord).—As stated at the time, it
is as yet impossible to give any details respecting
the new gear.
1. B. H. (Renfrew).—The machine
is now no longer made. (2) The alteration you suggest
would not cost much, and it would certainly im
A. M.
prove the machine considerably.—-—-C.
you have got the wiring
(Leamington).-—Evidently
It is a very simple matter. Indeed, it
wrong.
The cable
seems almost impossible to go wrong.
for front plug must connect with the carbon brush
terminal at front of magneto. and that for rear
cylinder with the other terminal. That is all.
The screw over contact-breaker is for attaching
a low-tension wire for use with a handle-bar cut
L. R. (Londonderry).—~Y0ur re
out switch.
marks are interesting. and shall be given due
As regards point 2. you will have to
consideration.
employ a slightly differently shaped cam, as in the
circumstaan a new one of the original pattern will
You are adopting
not suﬁiciently affect the lift.
a rather risky plan, and we hope you have taken
fully into account the possible consequences——
“
Moro " V. (Cranley).—Your attention is directed
to the Note appearing above re speed gears.
(2) You
can obtain all the books you name from the othces
do
H. ]. G. (Wimbledon).——No;
of this paper.
not go to the expense of a new frame—the present
Give the work
one can be made perfectly safe.
to a reputable ﬁrm specialising in such things.
If you send a stamped. addressed envelope, we
will let you know what it is best to do in the other
matter you refer to.

A Smﬁl Brazing Hearth.
By A. G. SIMPSON.
HANDY hearth for blowpipe or lamp, and
suitable for small brazing and forging jobs,
Take a
may be easily made as follows:
piece of sheet iron IO ins. by 9 ins., and about
Blow/b1)»:
1455555:

déce/

January

20. 1910.

in Fig. 3. Rivet these to the bottom of the hearth.
and it carefully bent and ﬁxed it should not rock
about, but stand quite ﬁrm. If a blowlamp is to
be used it is advisable to have a back as shown,
in order to prevent lamp getting too hot, with the
consequent risk of explosion. This should be
made from a piece of sheet iron about 6 to 7 ins.
long by the width of the end of hearth. Cut a
slotted hole wide enough for lamp nozzle to project

71.
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through. The length of this hole must be found
on where
by experiment, and will depend
the
lamp has to be placed in order to get the best
Line this back with sheet asbestos.
heating effect.
and rivet clips to ﬁx it to end of hearth, or it may
be secured
by small bolts and nuts. Now line
hearth with ﬁreclay about
in. thick. and ﬁll up
with small pieces of coke, and the hearth is now

i

complete.
Steel and iron up to

l

in. diameter or square can

2 ﬁeces

Ms:

or Lam/6 ”od_5!¢
» mall

('01:
F193

22
Chalk or whiten one side so that
or 24 S.\\'.G.
pencil marks may show up plainly.
Set out care
fully the full and chain-dotted lines. as in big. 2.
taking care to get lines A, B, C, D. quite square
with each other. With a pair of shears cut along full
lines. only, being careful not to run over the others.
Having out these. fold the metal at the chain-dotted
lines and rivet the corners with small rivets.
feet, out two pieces of sheet iron
'10 make the
if in. wide by 7}- ins. long. and bend these as shown

be easily forged with the aid of a good parafﬁn
or benzoline lamp, and with the advantage of the
absence of smoke, etc., which is generally associated
with an ordinary forge.

THE Clyde Navigation Trust have arranged plans
for the construction of a new graving dock on the '
Clyde, capable of accommodating the largest battle
ship aﬂoat, length on the ﬂoor of 1,020 tt.. inside
width of 110 ft.
The Admiralty have approved of
the dimensions.
The new dock will rank among
the largest in the world.
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Practical Notes on Workshop
Methods.

By ALFRED PARR.

T

has been prepared with a view_ to
encourage those of our readers who. havmg
frequently seen drawings and photographs
of locomotive and stationary engines,
and elec
to
trical and mechanical appliances, may Wish
attempt practical work, and so become in time,
proﬁcient model engineers.
L'ndoubtedly there must be a large number of
readers who have this desire to imitate, but who,
fail to find their
for the lack of proper guidance,
"
Now, while it is true that there is no
royal
way.
road to learning," it is equally true that the paths
leading to the several ﬁelds of engineering are plain
This being so, every diligent and
and numerous.
observant student may eVentually ﬁnd his _way and
of the underlying prin
secure a proper knowledge
In the first
ciples which govern all good work.
published‘on
place. there are to-day excellent
wluch, in conjunction
every phase of engineering,
with the current literature, afford valuable ’helps
In this particular
to every grade of requirement.
THE Monm. ENGINEER is unique, offering; as it
does. a large range of interesting subjects, coming
This book
from a great variety of contributors.
is almost essential to those who arein
knowledge
the trade, while to the amateur it is lmPtrlllHlE.
“
reading is the key to knowledge." no one
Since
Followmg now on
can afford to do without it.
thus obtained. the student should
the information
keep his eyes well open and learn all he possibly
which, as Bacon says. _‘ is
can by observation.
One good way of doing tlus is
the best teacher.”
by getting in touch with other engineers who have
also,
been successful in doing excellent work;
at all practicable, by observing men at
wherever
work in actual practice in the engineering workshops.
Time 5 nt in this way will always be well spent,
certainly make the student more fit to
and
commence
practical work when the proper time

HIS article

\'

arrives.
‘
At the outset it is only candid and fair to say that
there is much to learn if any real progress is to be
made and accurate work accom lished. because.
under the most favourable conditions the rate of
production will be comparatively slow and often
However, as each of the
tedious, if not difﬁcult.
the
first princi les are understood and mastered,
gain conﬁdence and thus be encouraged
amateur
to commence, ﬁrst, in a simple way, then gradually
work up to the more advanced and complicated
examples.

_

_

Text-books on machine construction and drawuig
be studied. and where classes are held, a
followed. It is
of instruction
winter's course
frequently proved to be quite necessary for the prac~
tical engineer and mechanic to be able to follow
intelligently a drawing of some mechanicahappara
tus. or of an engine or machine in all its details‘that
is. he must be able to read clearly and thoroughly
understand plans. elevations, end and sectional
engaged.
views of any work upon which he may
This being so for expert workmen, it Will also be
it intelligent and
for amateurs,
found serviceable
sound progress is to be made.
In the third place. an attempt should be made
should
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to learn

something of the nature and behaviour
of the metals and alloys used in the construction
of machine and engine parts. and to avoid serious
mistakes he should know the difference
between
wrought iron, cast iron. and malleable iron; also
“
between air-hardening steel,.carbon or
cast tool
steel,"
shear
and double-shear steel. Bessemer
and Siemens-Martin mild steel.
Of the alloys—
brass, hard and soft, i'.e., gun-metal for pumps or
engine
parts, and soft yellow brass.
Phosphor
bronze,
bronze,
aluminium
bronze.
manganese
Also of Solders—hard and soft. i.c.. solder for
lead and solder for tin, also solder
for brazing.
He will thus learn, without waiting to experiment.
which of the metals are ductile. tough, or brittle ;
which of them will forge and which may be rolled;
and, ﬁnally, what will be their behaviour when sub
jected to the cutting tools at the bench, drilling
and lathe, respectively.
machine.
It will thus be seen that reading, observation,
and instruction, i.n., attendance at the Technical
Classes at a Polytechnic or College. are all essen»
Indéed, it is imperative for the
tial to progress.
mind. eye, and hand to be trained for the same
If this training can be obtained con
purpose.
veniently, with no waste of time in the process.
so much more rapid will be the progress
and,
proportionately. so much greater will be the en
couragement to the beginner.
The course referred to should include lessons
on the uses of hand-tools at the bench, such as
chipping. ﬁling. and scraping. with an exam he
of the abule as well as the use of each tool.
so
a short course on forging tools and proceSSes to
obtain sound and good welded joints in the smithy.
Then the slotting of keyways by means of a " key
seater" or chisel, and the trueing of ﬂat surfaces
at the shaping or planing machine will lead up to
milling processes. and. ﬁnally. to lathe work and
Then some comparisons should be
screw-cutting.
poted, such as the time occupied in ﬁxing a piece
of work on the table of a shaping machine
and
tooling it to dimensions, and of doing a similar piece
of work in the milling machine.
Apart from this,
the student will learn the methods of “ marking
“
out,"
tooling.” and. ﬁnally, of gauging his work
to the standard.
He will see that in the planing
or shaping machine it is only by close attention to
the tooling operation that any exact dimension
can be obtained—that is to say, each tool will need
to be set for a. special
duty, he, one for rough
surfacing. and another for smooth surfacing, while
for side surfaces another pair of tools will be neces

sary.

Contrasted with this will be the milling of a.
similar example, which will be tooled by cutters
all previously ﬁxed, while the gauging of the ﬁnished
product will be unnecessary
(speaking generally).
This knowledge will be very useful
afterwards
when the student commences on different pieces
of his own work.
He will not abuse any cutting
tools through ignorance then, and he will know
how to repair defective
ones.
This brings us now to consider some of the terms
used in the various branches of the engineering
trade—technical terms.
We will ﬁrst commence
with the word “anneal,” which really means to
make a piece of metal less brittle.
Three examples
may be selected from ordinary every-day practice
—ﬁrst. a screw-tap; second. a steel forging ; third,
a copper rod.
The screw-tap being provided with
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and also being made of high
ﬁne sharp threads,
grade tool steel, must be heated very slowly up to
a dull red heat, and then placed in sawdust, ashes,
or lime, and thus be cooled very slowly.
The

steclforging will require uniformly

heating (the
slower the better, so that the heat may " thoroughly
"
the mass); afterwards the forging is simply
soak
laid on the smithy ﬂoor to cool.
The third example,
the copper rod, must be slowly heated to a dull red.
and immediately plunged in a bath of cold water.
The treatment of each example—ﬁrst, second.
and third—is quite distinct, and although the object
aimed at in every case was to remove the hardness
from the articles, there would have been serious
mistakes if the treatment had been interchanged.
It may be noted that castings of iron are sometimes
these, too, may
too hard for ordinary tooling;
be annealed by slowly heating and cooling.
While
this only applies to ordinary work, it may be inter
esting to some to know that by subjecting iron
castings to a roasting for ten to fourteen
days
with powdered haematite (pcroxidc of ironl, they
their hardness and become tough. Such
change
“
malleable
iron."
Hence it
product is known as
follows that while it is quite true to say metals
may be annealed or‘softened by the agency of heat,
a knowledge
of the right methods to adopt in each

case is essential.
Of course, the working of cold metals, such as
sheets or tubes, renders them brittle, and if not
annealed
at frequent intervals, they would show
whereas,
fracture;
by repeatedly annealing, an
amazing amount of work may be done on an indi
vidual piece without appreciable damage.
Ex
amples of this are seen in the press-working of tubes
and sheets.
For instance, a. tube may be "elon
"
“ bent,”

gated."
bulged.”
and
"compressed,"
otherwise "formed" into a predetermined shape
with an exactitude which could not otherwise be
attained ; but after each operation annealing should
be resorted to, so that the internal strains may be
eliminated. From this the amateur will cease
to think that bendable materials can be hammered
into any shape without damaging the material.
Second : Tempering.
This term is usually given
to articles made of steel, such as edge-tools
and
vibrate,
articles which are to
as in the case of coil
and flat springs. Strictly Speaking, articles which
are to be tempered
are ﬁrst hardened
and after
wards rehcated, to reduce or withdraw a certain
The coil will be ﬁxed
amount of this hardness.
on;a wire rod and held over a ﬁre until it is red-hot.
Then the coil is plunged into a bath of oil or water.
Afterwards it is again heated over the fire with a
coating of oil on its surface; immediately the oil
ﬂashes the spring is immersed
in oil, the result
being that the steel has become tough and made
elastic. This process will be modiﬁed considerably
110., less heat will be
with steels of a high-grade,
required in the treatment, and, indeed. some steels
are already sufﬁciently elastic, so as to do their
work satisfactorily.
An example of this occurs
wire,
in the making of coil springs of "piano"
the elasticity of which is so permanent as to last
as long as the machines
for which they are made.
The reader will therefore note that although steel
is largely used in the construction of engines and
machines, it is essential to know the speciﬁc uses to
which the steel is to be put before he takes a piece
from his rack and attempts to form it into any
I
apparatus whatever.
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So far as we at present know, there is, iperhaps,
more interesting than the behaviour of
steel under varying conditions, and it would seem
that recent experiments go to show that the limit
of its cutting power has, not yet been reached,
although tools are now in operation which are able
to hold up to their work and retain their cutting
edges, even though the speed of the tool over the.
work, or the speed of the work past‘the tool, is
double or even treble that previously obtained. The
latter remark refers to "high-speed" tool steel,
now so extensively used in general engineering
workshop practice.
Many articles can now be
out of fairly hard materials with little
machined
or no damage to the cutting tools, which, but for
task, if
the special steel would be a troublesome
not one to be abandoned. An instance
occurs
in the boring and turning of hard
hosphor-bronze
A “carbon steel" too was made as
bearings.
hard as possible, and the tool nose ground to the
most suitable angle and fixed in the fool-rest.
The
lathe started at the slowest speed, using the gearing.
The most that could be dom- was to let the tool
cut during three revolutions of the work; then the
This
edge gave way and the tool was reground.
method was very unsatisfactory, and could not be
"
" steel
air-hardening
improved until a tool of
was
introduced. This tool, however, took up the task
and ﬁnished the work without the least trouble.
It will therefore be easily understh that as the
quality of steel varies, so does the price per pound
take steel wire—mild
steel
vary. For instance,
brands may be purchased at from ed. to od. pcl
"
" wire
lb.. while
reaches 25. 0d. per lb,
piano
Ordinary mild steel bars are no more costly than
some wrought iron, and for some purposes are to
be preferred.
But when articles are to be forged
by an amateur at the anvil. then good iron answers
better than steel. because it may be worked at a
high temperature without losing its cohesion ;
indeed,
it takes a thoroughly practical smith to
manipulate mild steel in the‘smithy, partly because
it is not a very ﬁbrous metal, and also for the fact
that it becomes plastic at a lower heat than iron.
From the foregoing it should be clear that there
is a difference
in the behaviour of steels and iron
of different brands, and a contrast can be drawn
from the ways in which steel and iron may be
worked. Crucible cast steel may be forged at a
considerably lower heat than mild steel, and as it
is a dense, hard metal, much patience and labour
in “ drawing it out."
has to be expended
()vcr
heating burns it, and over-hammering, at a low heat

nothing

spoils it.
Coming now to "air-hardening" steel (which
is already so hard as to resist the tile anywhere
along the bar), it may be heated almost to fusing
point without the metal deteriorating in any degree.
Vl'lu'le at this high temperature tools may be forged,
and these, when placed in a cold blast of air, regain
their orignal hardness.
The peculiarity of this
A cutting
product is the uniformity of its hardness.
tool, once. formed, will stand up to its work while an
This lasting
edge can be maintained by grinding.
hardness is not disturbed by tooling up irregular
surfaces, and admits of much deeper cuts and con
siderably higher speeds being used than could be
obtained by any of the brands of carbon steel.
The alloys of copper and zinc are as varied as it
is possible
to conceive—La, there is no uniform
standardrin the ordinary mixture called "brass."
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This is. unfortunately, unavoidable to some extent,
owing to the founders using up scrap metal in the
"
"
Commercially, brass is known as hard
mixture.
Hard brass is nearly all copper, just
or “ soft."
Soft brass
with a little zinc—copper (8), zinc (2).
v is nearly all zinc, with justalittle copper—zinc (8),
It will be seen that any variation in
copper (2).
these quantities gives variable results, and a know
necessary.
ledge of what is required is therefore
For illustration, many small ﬁttings for taps and
cocks can be satisfactorily made of soft, or, as it
”
“
brass ; but all wearing surfaces.
is called,
yellow
such as piston- and pump-rods, glands, and eccen
trics, which are to be of brass, must be. made of
Very hard brass is known as gun
hard brass.
Here, again,
metal—an alloy of copper and tin.
the mixture is more or less uncertain, and may be
copper (l0) and tin (I) ; down to tin (9) and copper
(i). Gun-metal is very extensively used for bear
ings, either as footsteps, or as parallel or conical
bearings for spindles.
is considerably
harder than
Phosphor-bronze
any of the foregoing. and will work Very Well with
a lubricant on hardened steel, keeping intact for
any appreciable wear whatever.
years without
There is, however, a peculiarity about phosphor
bronze which other allOys do not possess, viz.,
that of mixing the phosphor-tin with the other
The phosphor-tin must be added after
ingredients.
the other metals have become molten, and just at
a certain temperature. What the proper tempera
ture is, few appear to know. I<have had bushes of
this metal so hard as to destroy the cutting edges
of any tools' after a few revolutions of the lathe,
and from the same maker bushes have been sent in
This is when the
as soft almost as yellow brass.
has not assimilated with the mix
phosphor-tin
ture, but has evaporated and vanished in the
ﬁnes. The moral is-Don't try to make this alloy,
but get your castings from some reliable founder.
The foregoing should serve to show that there.
is a proper way of doing good work. although there
may be some allowance~ made. where amateurs
have missed a sound training, and consequently
have missed the proper sequence of operations in
the construction of the work they may have been
engaged upon.
Amateurs may be divided into three classes.
In the ﬁrst we haVe those who have had no training
Young men who know more about the
or tuition.
actual appearance of an engine from its outside
Men who can well
than of its internal mechanism.
admire the symmetry and other good features'
in design, but who have no knowledge of detail or
of the methods of production in any degree what
and
soever. How such men can ﬁnd patience
courage to proceed under the above restrictions,
and by being further hampered by having few very
tools, is always a marvel to me.
in the second kind we have the “self-taught.",_.
These are usually of an inventive tum of" mind,
and who ﬁnd out eventually that a great deal of time
and trouble could have been saved if only they had
before they
ssed a little practical experience
attempted so great a task as the construction of
It is obvious that one man, who
model engines.
cuts out a track for himself, will get to his destina
ti"r. at last, eVen thoiigh he dees some unnecessary
cutting and retracing of steps; but it is to be feared
that many give up in the‘ attempt.
Corning to the third kind of amateur, viz., the
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one who is thoroughly trained, he will go about
his work in a somewhat similar manner to the pro
fessional engineer or mechanic.
There is, of course, a great variety of jobs to
be done in an amateur's workshop, and if none of
these are to be “put out," it may be ﬁtting that
be made to the machine
work before
a reference
anything is said respecting that which is purer
bench
work.
Almost without exception, every
working model has truly ﬁtting parts, and some of
so true that there is
these parts are of necessity
no possible allowance for error.

(To be continued.)

A Design for a Hydraulic Crane,

34th
ear.

Direct-acting Lufﬂng

By C. A. WILlizs.
(Omrludml lmm page 38.)
HE luﬂing gear of this crane differs entirely
from the ordinary type in being direcbacting.
Usually it consists of a multi-part cylinder,
with the rope leading up to the column head. and
then to the lufﬁng bars.
This requires a larger
cylinder and uses more water.
To this type the crosshead of the lufﬁng ram
has two connecting‘rods ﬁxed to the brackets on
the box girder on the jib.
The cylinder is made
from an old bicycle pump, with the piston and rod
and gland still in place.
The crosshead is made
of three wooden blocks joined by two strips of
wood. This is shown in the drawing. The middle
block is ﬁxed to the ram, and the screws carrying
the billing connecting-rods go into the end ones.
The crosshead works in guides made by cutting
slots in the plating of the. column and lining with
The connecting-rods are made of thin
angle—iron.
chestnut.
_
_
The structure is formed of six built-up joists
set into an imitation
This
granite foundation.
is made of a round wooden box, with holes cut in
the lid to take the lower ends of the joists, which
are ﬁxed by foot
The
gussets
and
angle~iron.
foundation is painted grey.
The joists are III-section, and built up in the ortho
dox manner—from
and
angle-iron. They
plate
are of considerable strength, considering the material
used.
Each joist is joined to the next by two hori-‘
zontal T-irons ﬁxed _to gussets.
The T's are joined
by angle-iron bracing (see elevation). The top
ends of the joists are joined by the. top side plates.
The plan of the top is hexagonal, and a plate of
this shape joins all the joists. ()n. the top of this,
again, is thefibbed top plate ; the shape and details
- are shown in Fig. I8.
The angle-iron bracing is, of course,
back to
back, so the ends of the inside pieces have to be cut
to ﬁt the gussets.
The apparently simpler method
of ﬁxing them inside the gussets is not used in the
real crane.

The method employed to get the six joists
in correct relative
sition was as follows:
The joists were cut exact y to lengthﬂandthen put
in their slots in the foundation.
(To get all the
slots the same depth, holes'were cut right through
the lid of the box, and a false bottom ﬁxed in.)
all
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DESIGN FOR A HYDRAULIC CRANE, WITH
DIRECT-ACTING LUFFING GEAR.
By

C. A. WILLOMES.

‘

[560 pages 59~63.
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The top plate was then Seccotined on accurately.
which drew the joists together.
The horizontal
and diagonal bracing completed it.
The ribbed top plate represents a cast
ing, and consists of a plate with a hole in
it for the segmenting oi the column ; round
the hole is a. collar of cardlxmrd, and from
this radiate the ribs.
The turning gear consists of the ﬁxed
bottom pintal, the turning drum ﬁxed
to the bottom of the
column, turning
cylinder, and ropes.
The bottom pintal is built of wood.
The bearing-piece
is oak, and
the ribs
thin mahogany.
The construction is
shown in the drawings.
The turning drum is made
artly of
oak and partly of a tusible met
castingv

and Electrlclon.

January
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made of 1- in. square steel.
The lower guide-bar
is stepped into the foot of the cylinder.
The ends
of the guide-bars are set into brackets seen in Fig. 10.

Fuu. Smn VIEW

on CRANE, suowmo

BAYs.

The crossheads are grooved top and bottom
The glands are made of
for these guides.
ﬂat square plates and round collars, the
rams are turned wood and slide nicely in
The ram crosshead is two-part,
the gland.
and is constructed in the same way as the
lifting cylinders, as is also the crosshead on
the cylinder bottom end; this only Carries
sheaves
are of large
sheava.
These
one
diameter, to allow the rope to clear the
cylinder ﬂanges, and are perforated by six
holes.
The.

turning rope should he. a chain, as
it only has one turn round the drum.
Ropes
It commenaes from a
usually have two.
loop in the cylinder wall. passes round the
sheaves of that cylinder, then to the dmm,
and thence to the sheaVes of the other cylin
The place
der, and so to the c linder wall.
on the cylinder wal to which the chain is
ﬁxed is called a chain-pocket.
The entire crane. except the. lifting cylin
der, is painted red, and the. base grey. Con
:— nl
‘\ .___".
sidering the material used, the construction
A test joist tor
Fnoxr Vmw or CRANE,
COLUMN AND TURNING DRUM
has proved very strong.
WITH 1m.
AND LIFTING CYLINDER.
the structure of 9-in. span broke. only when
The crane
a load of 9 lbs. was put on it.
it is
and is bored out underneath for the pintal;
took a considerable time to build. but looks very
l
ﬁxed to the oak part by six wood screws.
The
well, now finished.
ribs on it are cardboard. T he. metal part is deeply
grooved to take the. turning rope.
Brush for Lathe.
The turning cylinders were made from two
By jouN HRvEs.
sparkin -plug boxes, with ﬂanges; feet and cross
Have a brush with somewhat still bristles hung
al built up of cardboard.
There is a bracket
' head
to
near the lathe ; it will be found almost a necessity.
on top of each, near the stufﬁng-box ﬂange,
once used.
which is attached the upper guide-bar, which is

january
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Model Yacht Designing and
Building.
By R. P. Kl'l‘CllthiMAN.
(Continued [mm Page 18.)
HEN using chisels, etc., try and work in
a. steady manner,
and avoid the cut-and
come-again
slap—dash
You will
style.
want some kind of a bench with a vice on it.
Having got all your tools nicely sharpened,
you
can start upon the rabbet of the keel.
To cut.
this, proceed in the following manner:
(‘ut down
along the line that is drawn upon the side of
the keel representing the rabbet line, plank off,
and up from the bottom of the keel from the line
that was drawn 5-16ths in. to one side of the centre
line (see Fig. 13A), which is a section of the keel
at about section 7.
You will then have cut out
the part shaded black (0 c d).
“'hen you have cut
this much away, run a pencil line along in the
corner at 0.
Thus you get the rabbet line with the
plank on in its proper place. as before it had to be
shown on the side of the keel.
Now cut away the
wood from the line marked on side of keel showing
rabbet line, plank off, and cut in 3-16ths in, from
the pencil line just drawn ; you will then have the
rabbet cut as at a b c (Fig. 135).
Be careful to keep
the angle a b s a right angle all along, so that the
edge of the plank will lie close.
If the rabbet lines
have been set out carefully and the rabbet carefully
cut, this method will giVe the
roper angle all the
way along, and no trimming w' l be'required when
you come to the planking.
When the rabbet has been cut out it will be better
to mark off and saw out the frames before cutting
the mortises in the keel.
Take the wood from
which the frames are going to be made, lay it down
flat on the bench.
Take up one of the cardboard
patterns, and lay it on the wood in such a manner

Plan/r

a

a
e

(t

c

d

H

-- .f---"‘
’_.
__ _
‘B

Fig. /3. Show/liq how
/0 cu/' f/n: rdbbcf'
in key. (Ha/f fill/size)

that you get as little crossgrain as possible.
You
will see about where to draw the L.W.L. on the
wood.
Remove the cardboard, draw in L.\V.L..
Take up
\\'.L.B.. centre line. and rabbet lines.
the card board section again and place it on the wood,
so that the lines on it are exactly over the corre—
0n the wood and with a pencil
sponding ones.
draw round the edge of the cardboard that repre
sent; the edge of the. frame.
Remove the cardboard
and the rest of the frame can be drawn in, as shOWn
The other half of the frame for the
by Fig. 14.
other side of the boat can be marked off in just
the same way by turning the cardboard pattern over.
Be careful not to mark off all the frames for the
The frames are
in. wide.
same side of the boat.
or moulded as it is called, until they meet the ﬁrst

i
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rabbet line marked

on them (A. Fig. [4).
They are
reduced
to f in., and cut off at the other
line,
rabbet
as at B.
An inwalc has to run all
along the boat so as the deck can be screwed down
must,
to it.
therefore,
Each frame
be cut away
at the top, as shown in Fig. 1.4. These inwales are
then

/n

wa/e

Under
side

of

deck

Fig

/4. .Slre/c/v

frame 3
on wood
{or Jaw/r79

5/70w1nq

Je/ our

"sad

out

Half rial/size)

D B

l in. by 1 in., and run from the stem to the fashion?
piece, and after they are put in are shaped to con
form with the frames.
ln marking out the frames it must be remembered
that they are yet to be bevelled.
'l‘he bevelled
line will not be marked on until they have been
sawn out. so be careful when you draw in the line
AC that marks the width of the frame to draw
it a little wider than § in. on this side, as if you
did not do so, when the frame was bevelled it would
So mark off
only be about i- in. wide on that side.
the line A C. roughly, allowing suthcient for the
bevel.
lt can afterwards be trimmed up so that the
frame is j in. wide on each side.
Mark off all the
frames as close as possible to save wood. and then,
with your fretsaw, saw them out very carefully.
Do not saw out the recess for the inwales yet.
as when it is marked off on the bevelled side it will
be found to stand a little higher. owing to the sheer
of the boat rising upward towards the stem, so that
it has to be cut slightly on the slant.
[)0 not reduce the frames at the heels yet—so when
sawing along the line A C keep it the same width
for the present.
When all the frames have been
sawn out mark off the rabbet line AD, Fig. 14,
on the other side of the wood.
This can be done
with the aid of the try square.
Mark across each
edge, and will up on the other side.
Now on the opposite side of the wood to which
you marked last, lay on the cardboard pattern,
so that its edge just comes to the edge of the frame
(1 take it that you were careful when sawing out the
frames to keep the fretsaw vertical, so that the frames
are not undercut at all).
Prick through with a pin
at intervals all along the bevel line. Remove the
cardboard and draw in the bevelled line; do the
same with all the frames.
Thesa
can now be
bevelled.
T 0 do so they can be held in the vice ;
with a chisel slope off the edges to the bevel line.
ﬁnishing off with a spokeshave and glasspaper.
Now mark off on each side of the frames the
recess for inwales and the part to be cut-away at
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the heels (see Fig. 14).
After these have been
cut we can return to the keel.
The width of the mortises is already marked
on.
They will have to be cut back} in. and 3-ioths
in. down.
When cutting these keep trying in the
heels of the frames to see that they make a good ﬁt.
After thesc haVe been cut, reduce the end of the
keel to take the fashion piece.
Mark off from the
sheer plan where the. slots for ﬁns come ; these
will be 1- in. wide. and should be marked both inside
and outside of keel, using the scratch gauge.
Bore
a hole and saw out with a padsaw.
\Vhen this has
been done the keel will be ready for joining up, as
in Fig. l5. It will be noticed that there is a piece
of wood fastened along, called the guide piece. The
top of this comes exactly to VV.I..B., so before joiuing the keel together-you had better make this

,

piece.

On the sheer plan of the design mark where the
inside of the keel will come at each end of W.L.B. ;
this will be l. in. in from the inner rabbet line.
The
distance will give the length of the guide plt‘Lt‘ on
top. and it must be shaped olf at the ends to conform
with the bend of the keel.
Mark off on the piece
Straw
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the'mark which you have just made on the
binding strip; thus you will get the right width of

it

'these.
Frames
and 13 will come above the guide line,
but they should have a strip of wood fastened a little
higher up than the others to keep them the right
this can be put on as explained
distance
apart;
“e will now prOceed to set up the frames:
above.
Fit the heels of the sections into the mortises in
the keel, and bring the binding strip into its proper
position on the guide piece. Screw the binding strips
on to the guide piece with a screw in the middle,
as shown in Fig. 16. being careful to see that the
lines showing the middle of the binding strips are
exactly over the line drawn down the top of guide
piece, and that the edges of the binding strips are
just up to the lines drawn across the guide piece.
Glue and screw the heels of the frames into the
inortises,
in. No. 0 brass screws.
using
Prick
l

of 1

it

i

it

it

it

it

l

the frames.
Screw on the strip with No.
brass screws, one
screw to each frame, just tight enough to let them
does
swing. Saw off the ends of the strip so that
not protrude beyond the edge of the frame.
Fig. 16
When you have got
shows a pair of frames set up.
the binding strips on all the. frames they can be set
Place the keel on the bench.
To
up on the keel.
steady two short pieces of wood.
help to keep
thick,
about
can be nailed to the bench the
in.
same distance apart as the width of the bottom
of the keel.
The keel will then stand in between

j

is

i

is

I

to

is

it

is

is

is

By this method you are sure of getting the frames
Lay the keel aside, and while
exactly vertical.
the glue
setting you can cut out the fashion
shown in Fig. 9. Take the piece
This
piece.
of mahogany from which it
going to be cut, and
mark
out. You have a cardboard pattern of the
it

I
1

of ice/ and guide piece.

‘4‘

of wood, 30 ins. long by l in. wide by
in. thick
out. On its top side mark a line down
and cut
middle,
the
and at right angles draw lines to repreNow fit the two pieces of
sent the section lines.
in place
the keel together at the scarph joint, hold
with a couple of the screw clamps, and see how
The Scarph jOint in the middle
the guide piece ﬁts.
will
of the keel must be cut very carefully, or
throw the keel out. The top of the guide piece
W.L.B.,
and its centre line corremust come just to
Square down from the
spond with that of the keel.
top of the guide piece with the try square to see that
are exact] over those marked
the section lines on
right take off the
on the keel.
When this fits
the keel together,
clamps holding the two parts
then glue and screw them together again with two
Put these in from the inside, but
brass screws.
Fasten in
do not let them come right through.
the guide piece. with a screw at each end, but do not
only put in temporarily, and is taken
glue it, as
Not only dees
out when the boat
planked up.
this guide piece help when joining the keel together,
but there
a strip of wood fastened across each pair
and 13, which rests upon the
of frames, excepting
piece.

£1:é.-::'i".‘,;~;.’:..,.

plec‘

Gum/e piece
l
I

{memes

Flvq AT. Showing

guide

20, 19:0.

fore end. and also a template, shown in Fig. 12, to
guide you in cutting it out.
Remember the top
must be slanted oﬂ to correspond with the sheer
of the boat. “"hen the fashion piece has been cut
out, the frames can be taken in hand.
Each pair
of these have to be fastened together by a strip of
wood. so that the bottom of the strip comes on
W.L.B., so that it will just rest on the guide piece
of the keel, when the frames are set up.
For these
strips you can use any of the wood that was left
from cutting out the frames.
They are only tem
porary. and will be taken off when the boat is plunked
must
be
They
up.
planed up quite straight and
Fasten these on in the follow
square on two sides.
ing manner: Take a pair of the frames and with
the dividers measure off on the tracing of the body
plan, plank 0/], the distance from centre line to
corresponding section at \V.l..B. On one of the
strips of wood mark a line in the middle, and on
each side of this transfer the distance
with the
dividers just taken off the body plan.
Lay the
on
the
frames
so
as
its bottom edge comes
strip
along \\'.I,.B., already marked on the frames,
and let the edge of each frame at W'.L.B. just come

Q

guide

‘

january
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through with a very ﬁne bradawl, and be careful
not to split the frames when screwing up.
When the frames are set up, glue and screw the
into position. Put the screws in
fashion piece
from the top of the fashion piece, but do not let
Two screws
them come' right through the keel.
will be quite sufﬁcient to hold this. Be sure that
it is on square. A very good way to get this and
the frames square to the keel is as follows:
Put in
a small screw at the stemhead. as shown in Fig. 15,
middle,
exactly in the
i.e.-—§ in. distant from each
side of keel ; do not screw it right up to the head.

Take a thin piece of string a little longer than the
boat, make a small loop at one end, and put it
over the screw, stretch the string along as in Fig. 15,

Recess

for"

and

Bloctrlclnll.
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and when exactly right put a ﬁ-in. No. 1 screw
through the batten into the frame on both sides
Do the same all the way along until you come to
frame No. 1. Then in the same way do the other
half of the boat, working from frame No. 7 to 13.
You will now have the batten on each side screwed
to the frames.
When you have done this take oﬂ
the string holding the battens. trim the ends so as
they will ﬁt in the rabbet on stem and fashion piece,
and fasten with a screw.
You will now have the
frames perfectly true and ﬁrm.
You will ﬁnd this
a very good method of framing up.
I have found
it the most accurate way I have ever tried.
By laying a batten along the frames you will
see if the bevel is right.
The batten should touch

m we /e
BI"!

din?

s/rwlc

;

1

Rabbef for/y
p/a rut/n9
F79- /6.

Show/r19 ‘fr-ame 3
in posf/l'an

(Ha/7‘
and make a mark on it where it reaches the extreme
Move the string
end corner of the fashion piece.
to the other corner. and if it is on square this corner
will just come to the mark on the string. If the
fashion piece has been cut out carefully, and the
middle, it will come
keel joined up properly in the
Now you have come to the framing
up all right,
up of your craft. Your sins will come home to
roost, a's anv mistake made in the designing or lay
ing off will rfow Show itself in a most decided manner.
To further help steady the frames, cut off two
strips of wood from the fretwood you are going to
wxde, and long
use for the planldng, about 1} in.
enough to reach the length of the boat. These are
frames
for two battens, and will be screwed to
and into the rabbet of the stem and fasluon piece.
Screw one on each side of section 7 at about the
batten at the
height of I..\V.L. Take hold of each
bow end and bend them round the boat until they
touch the stems. and tie them with a piece of string.
Then take hold of the ends at the stern and bend
them round, tying them with string in the same way.
Now take your string again, and loop 1t_over the
See that frame 7 is exactly
screw in the stemhead.
marking on the string at the top of the
square, bv
side, and then seeing
recess. fof inwale on one
if the other side comes to the same mark. “when
this is Square, test the next frame in the same way,

fu// size)

If any
each side of the frames, as it lays along.
are out, which they should not be, you can bevel
course,
if any are bevelled
Of
them a little more.
too much you must make the best of it, and let it
go, unless you saw out and put in another frame.
Do not try to correct it by cutting aIIittle off the
other side, or the last state of the boat will be worse
than the ﬁrst.
You are now ready to start the planking. \Vhen
planking I have found it most convenient not to
fasten the vessel down to the bench in any way, but
to sit on a chair and work with the boat on my
You can then easily see if the edges of the
knee.
planks are fitting up tight inside the boat as well
as on the outside, which, of course, they must do.
(To be continued.)

To Polish Patterns.
By JOHN Haves.
A good polish for patterns is blacklead. The
amateur knows this, and applies dry blacklead.
A great saving of time and labour can be effected
by using paste lead, usually sold in tins. It must
then
be put on thin, or it will cake in lumns:
rubbed until dry, and polished.
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Practical Letters from Our
Readers.

[The Iz'dilor Imms rmdersto make use 0/ (his column /or the full
diSEHISlOﬂc/ mum: of pracma! and mutual interest. Letter!
may be signed with a nom-drhplume, if desired, but the full
name and addressa] the sendernus-r invariably be attached,
thoughnot necessarilylor publiealionJ

Repairing Nernst Lamps.
EDITOR or The Model Engineer.
DEAR Sm,--I thought that the following
To

THE

fact

might be of interest to those of your readers who
use Nemst lamps.
Recently I broke the ﬁlament
of my Wrench-Nemst lamp, which I use in a lantern,
and as I had no means oi-replacing it, I tried to
repair it. I held the fractured ends together and
“ Fortaﬁx,"
smeared the outside of the joint with
the ends together for about a minute,
"
keeping
whie
the
Fortaﬁx" set sufﬁciently to hold the
ends togethei.
I then turned on the current and
heated the ﬁlament as usual, and was pleased to
see the ﬁlament light up and bum as brightly as
before the breakage.
After this I broke it again
and made another joint.
The lamp still burned all
right with two joints, but did not give quite so
much light owing to the extra resistance of the
“
" becomes as
joints.
The
Fortaﬁx
bright as the
rest of the ﬁlament—Yours
truly.
]. C. S. DAvnss.

A First Attempt at Model Making.
To rm: Eon-on or The Model Engineer.

DEAR Sim—The following description and accom
panying photograph is of a model of HMS. Viper,
which I have nearly completed. Her dimensions
arc—length (over-all), 3 ft. 15 ins.; beam, 3 ins.,
with a. maximum draft of 1} ins.

and Electrician.

January

20. 191°

This is my ﬁrst attempt at model making. and
may perhaps interest other inexperienced workers
MALCOLM
am, yours truly,
J. Rouxn.

-I

International Measurement Rule.
To THE EDITOR or The Model Engineer.
DEAR Sin—In reply to the Hon. Secretary of

the Cardiff Model Yacht Club, I have pleasure in
informing him that the Wirral Club, and also the
clubs in the Northern Model Yachting Association.
Rule of Measure
have adopted the International
ment in its entirety, and build all their models
I may say that the \\irrai
strictly to its rules.
the ﬁrst
of being
Club claims the honour
to
have
kingdom
model yacht club in the
built and raced model yachts under these rules,
just as they were the ﬁrst model yacht club in Eng
land to build and race models under the old Linear
As soon as the ﬁrst information
Rating Rule.
came to hand respecting the new International Rule
of Measurement, the Wirral members at oncr set to
work and put half-a-dozen models built under
this rule on Liscard Lake, Cheshire, and very soon
proved to the satisfaction of their sailing members
that the new rule produced a much faster and
better boat than could be got out of the Linear
This type was then adopted as
Rating Rule.
the Club model of the VVirral Club. As the \\'irrai
Club is the leading spirit in the Northern Model
Yachting Association they never rested until the
new International Rule was adopted in its entirety
by the Association, as both the Wirral Club and
the Association strongly believe in being right up
to date in all things pertaining to the sport of model
yachting. and have no patience with model yacht
clubs that are still content to go on building models
under old and out-of-date rules—Yours truly,
E. W. Wynne, Hon. Sec.
“'irral Model Yacht Club and
Northern Model Yachting Association.

Steam Bicycles.
Enlron or The Model Engineer.
DEAR SiR,--I notice in the December 30th issue
To

A MODEL T.B.D.

It

will

from the photograph that her
ﬁttings
patent stockless anchor, snall
ladders (made of tin). and on the bridge a i 2-pounder
quick-ﬁring gun. steam steering gear. telegraphs.
The funnels are made
and semaphore.
compass,
of tin and ﬁtted with inner casings and tops, and
on either side of the rear funnel two boats are
carried on davits.
The other deck ﬁttings, consisting of guns, search
lights, ventilators. hatches, bunker hatches, sky
railings, lamp screens, ctc.. are all constructed
lights,
brass, wood. wire, tin, etc., while the portholes
0
are small rings soldered on to the hull.
The whole
of the outside of the boat is ﬁnished in dull black.
The propelling machinery consists of a Manchester
type motor and a 4-volt accumulator, which drives
a three-bladed propeller of brass through a {-in.
The motor was cast at a local
ceppcr stern tube.
foundry from my own pattern, and has an armature
of 11»ins. diameter.
be

seen
include a

THE

of THE MODEL ENGINEER (Query No. 22,693),
P. B. P. (New Zealand) writes asking if any reader
I am
could give him a design for a steam cycle.
myself building one, and if you will put me into
"
P. B. P." I shall be glad to let him
touch with
have details (and results when things have reached
that stage).
The design is a combination of the semi-White
modiﬁed \Vhite control, and a single
generator,
This would not be
acting engine, as the Serpollel.
so heavy as a
h.-p. internal combustion set. and,
with a ﬂash generator, no trouble re feed~water is
If a description of the machine
experienced.
would be acceptable to you at a. later date, I should
be glad to supply it.
I have had some experience of the “hire cars,
especially the earlier models with the more primi
tive control as would be used on a cycle. and also
with experimental ﬂash generators, and have some
reason
to ask you not~ to discourage amateurs
in attempts to construct steam bicycles—Yours
F. ROEBUCK.
faithfully,
[Norm-“7e received the above communication
with interest, and gladly give it publicity.
Our
columns are open for reports of practical results

ll

January
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achieved on the lines indicated by our corre
spondent, and we shall welcome news of success.
In the meantime, however, we hold to the opinion
expressed in our
uery columns that steam
driving for bicycles is-—as a successful commer
cial project, and still more as the object of
amateur constructive ingenuity—“ quite imprac

ticable."—ED., M.E.

E]

@5-

The Societyof Model Engineers.
[RWIS 0/ meetings should be sent to the oﬁiees0/ THE Moon.

Enomzsn without delay, and will be inserted in any par
ticular issue {I receiveda clear nine days before its usual
date 0/ publication]

HE first of

London.

the informal demonstration meetings
of the Society was held at the Caxton Hall,
on Monday, January 3rd, at 7 p.m., a large
number of members being present. The Drummond
lathe recently presented
by Mr. P. Marshall has
been properly mounted on a convenient bench, at
the opposite end of which the twist drill and general
grinding machine is ﬁxed ; the 4}h.-p. electric motor
which supplies the power is placed underneath the
bench on a strong shelf attached thereto and drives
the lathe and grinder, together or separately, by
countershafts ﬁtted with fast
properly designed
and loose pulleys. On the same shelf as the motor
a I40-watt dynamo is ﬁxed for supplying current
to the track for running electric locomotives and
for testing inotors and other electrical apparatus
made by members.
A considerable portion of the
evening was spent in making the ﬁnal adjustments
of the machinery
and giving the self-contained
workshop a trial run, when everything was found _
in good order, and Mr. Hildersley and other mem<
bers of the Technical Committee gave demonstra
tions of plain turning. tool and twist drill grinding.
The next demonstration meeting will be held on
Wednesday, February 2nd, when, in addition to
turning and grinding, demonstrations of silver
The Society’s track will
soldering will be given.
be set up at each demonstration meeting. so that
members may make trial runs of both steam and
electric locomotives under construction, the work
bench and tools being handy for any adjustments
or running repairs.
The Society's Library is also
open at demonstration meetings.
The next ordinary meeting of the Society will be
held on Thursday,
17th,
when short
February
practical papers on various subjects will be given
by members—Full
particulars of the Society and
forms of application
may be obtained from the
Secretary, HERBERT G. RIDDLE, 37, Minard Road,
Hither Green. $.12.

Provincial Societies.
Bradford.—-A

meeting of this Society was held
on Monday evening, January
3rd, in the smoke—
room, Bradford
After the
Café. Foster Square.
minutes of the last meeting had been read and
the Chairman called on Mr. C. Rhodes
approved,
to deliver his lecture on Metals. Mr. Rhodes gave an
Outline of the pit shaft, and the workings, and showed
how the iron ore and coal is obtained, and sorted
He also explained
and made ready for the furnace.
the making and rolling of various kinds of angle
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An assort
and tee iron and different kinds of steel.
ment of broken pieces of iron and steel were shown
to illustrate the different qualities manufactured.
Some very good hints were also given on hardening
and
tools.
A discussion
tempering drills and
followed a very interesting and instructive lecture,
and the meeting concluded with a vote of thanks to
Mr. Rhodes. This is the ﬁrst of a series of lectures
the members have decided to give at each meeting.—
Further particulars of the Society may be obtained
from the Secretary, Amos BARBER, 15, Hartington
Terrace, Lidget Green, Bradford.
Dublin.——A special meeting will be held on Fri~
day night, the 28th inst., in the Society‘s rooms at
the address given below, for the purpose of holding
an Exhibition of all classes of models (ﬁnished and
unﬁnished), 'tcols, &c.
All models, &c., sent for the
of exhibiting will be taken great care of.
purpose
Visitors interested are cordially invited to attend,
and to bring whatever models of interest they may
possess—Further particulars of the Society can be
Hon. Sec, 9, Lower
had from HY. STEPHENSON,
Sackville Street, Dublin.

Queries and Replies.
[Attention is expand-'1'directedto the ﬁrs! condition given below,
and no noticewill be taken of Oilﬂ1!8 not complyingwith the
directions therein slated. Letters containing Queries must be
marked on the top left-hand corner of the envelope“Query
Department." No othermattersbut thoserelatingto the Queries
shouldbe enelasedin thesameenvelopa
Querieson subjectswithin the scopeof lhls journal are replied lo
by post under the following conditions:—(i) Queries dealing
with distinct subiecls should be written on diﬁerenl slips, on
one ride a/ the paper only, and the sender'sname nus-r be in
scribed on the back. (2) Queries should be accomphnted,
where-tnpossible,with fully dimensionedskacnes, and comv
:Ponderdsare rerommmdedto keep a copy 0/ their Queries[or
(not post-card)
re/erme. (3) A starn ed addresxedenvelote
shouldinvariably be en: used,and also a " Queriesand Replies
Coupon" cut out from Ike advertisementbages0/ the current
issue. (4) Querieswill be answereda: early as possibleafter
receipt,but an interval0/ a fewdays must usually elapsebefore
the Reply can be lorrnardrd. (5) CorresPondenlswho require
an answerInsertedin lhls column should understandthat some
weeks must elapse before the Reply can be published. The
inrertlon 0/ Replies 0: thrx rolunm cannot be guaranteed
(6) All Queriesshouldbe addressedto The Editor, Tn: Moozl.
ENGINIER, 16-29, Popptn's Court, Fleet Street,London, E.C.]
The following are selectedfrom the Queries which havebeenreplied
to recently:—
[21.717l Arc Lamp for Lantern.
1. P. H. (Canonbury)
writes: A triend oi mine in the local electricity works has advxsed
me to seek your advice in the following case. I wish to construct
a small arc lamp suitable for use in a magic lantern, the voltage
of the supply being 200. 1 think such lamps have a hand-feed.
My friend informs me that you issue a seriesof practical instruc~
tion bookson such subjects,and I shall be obligedif you will kindly
inform me which to purchase. The lantern is lull-sized—r'.e.,for
slides 31»ms. square. I am alsoadvisedto usea chokin coil in con
junction with the lamp to economisecurrent. Woud the book
on Arc Lamps include instructions for making these?
See our issue of April 16th, 1908,in which there appeared an
article describing, with working drawings, the construction of a
"scissors" type hand-fwd arc lamp suitable for your purpose.
A voltage of only about 40 will be required for the lamp, so that
if your current is alternating a choking coil to choke about three
quarters of your voltage will be suitable for use with the lamp.
Or a transformerof suitable design could be used,and this, though
entailing a greater prime cost, would he more eﬁcient. We have
not published anything dealing particularly with choking coils,
“ An Alternating
but you would ﬁnd the series oi articles “on
Current Translormer " under the heading, How It Works" in
our issuesof March 29th and the six subsequent,1906,very helpful
for explaining the principles of the action ol both these devices.
I! you wish to make a machine to supply a suitable current to your
lam , you could get from our Expert Service Dopartmcnl tor a
smal for, details of a reliable design.
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P- \V- (Livcrpmll Write-st
[21.340] Return Tube Boiler.
\Vould you kindly criticise.the enclosedrough sketch of return tube.
boiler? The engine.that 1 wish to run at 300 r.p.m. and 00 lbs.
pressureis 1}ins. by 2! ins. This l think would requirean evapora
tion‘of nearly 4 cub. ins. of water per minute, steam being carried
nearly full stroke. The sketch shows boiler having 510 sq. ins.
of heatingsurface(countinglower half of furnaceinl. l haveshown
it fired by two 3-in. Primus burners, but I might make it take
three :l-ui. ones; or, by moving burners to opposite sides of
furnace, and then have a horizontal burner of Etna type to pass
betweenand play flame on the back grids of tubes. Would it be
advisable to carry small return tubes 0Ver furnace crown? My
idea of smaller tubes is to offer greaterresistanceto flow of gases,
so giving lower tubes more work to do. Where could I get S-in.
solid drawn tube? 1 may say i have :0 ins. of the 4l-in. tube,
and also the Ho. tubes, and should like to use these. is single
riVeting sufﬁcient for the ends? 1 should be obliged if you will
answer my query, and if boiler is not suitable give me dimensions
of:.i suitable one.
Q
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Many apologies for asking sozmany questions, and many thanks
for your kind reply to the last I asked.
(n There is a processby which silver can be thrown down on
the glass,but we do not think that the coatingwould be sufficiently
firm and homogeneousto act as a condenser coating. If you
plated copper on to the glass, you would ﬁnd that it would curl
and peel away from the surface unless you made the condensers
in jar form. On the Whole,we recommendyou to paint the glass
with a solution of gutta-perchain naptha, a fairly thin coat. \Vhen
dry, warm it carefully and the milky appearance will vanish,
leaving a nice brown coat. if this is warmed beforelaying on the
" tinfoil,” the latter can be spread evenly our the surface with
the help of a roller: a warm cloth or even a warm roller may
facilitate matters. In case the oil should attack this adhesive
and cause the foil to loosen,varnish the edge where tinfoil mats
glass with good shellac varnish. We have no data to hand to
enable us to suggest measureand number of plates or to make
criticism of " Aerial's" article very valuable, but we do not see
why a rather high inductanceshould accentuatedamping unduly,
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Generally the. design is satisfactory. The cross water tubes
over the. bunker might enter the furnace tube, as shown in the
sketch (Fig. 1). Four or five such tubes would do better than the
arrangementyou have sketched,and would also savea considerable
amount of work. Yes : use two 3-in. burners, but do not attempt
to employ an Aitna type burner in addition. You may, with
safety, reduce the water and steamspace to 2} ins. if you provide
efficient watersfecdingdevices. We would, however, prefer 3 ins.,
and the use of f-in. tubesthroughout. It is seldom advisableto use
two sizesof flue tubes. exceptwhere thereare difficulties in spacing
out the tube plates. Use the i-in. tubes if you have them and if
they will space well; the centres should be x 1-1601ins. Do
not forget to insert a small bafﬂe plate in the bottom of the furnace,
as indicated on our sketch. You can get S-in. solid drawn copper
tube at Messrs. Young’s, 220, Old Street, London, E.C. The
writer has bought quite a lot of it there, and believes that they
now hold a stock. Single riveting will sutlice for the ends. The
furnace tube must be strengthened, otherwise it will not resist
collapse unless the metal is unduly thick. We recommendangle
rings, as indicated at A, brazed and riveted to the. furnace. if
you can arrangeit, theSerings may as well be inside as outside.
[22.571] Makln Glass-Plate Condenser. etc. H. R. W
(Colchester)writes: shouldbevery muchobligedif you will kindly
reply to the following questions:—(i) I am about to make a
transmitting plant (wireless telegraph); the wave length of my
P.0. licenseis 500 metres to 550. Assuming my inductance to be
about 3,000 cms., my capacity would be '0235 mid.
l propose
to make this of glass platesabout i in. thick and apart, and in oil.
Can you tell me the.simplestway to deposit silver or copperon them
or other metal coating, which 1 take it may be as thin as I like?
Could you suggestmeasureand number of plates? (2) What is
the best method of drillin holes in glass plate about l in. thick
(not necessarily plate-glass? (3) is there a way of cutting, say,
Q-in. or {-in. holes in glass by the application of molten lead? I
have tried and failed, banking the spot for the hole with clay.
(4) \Vhere do you recommendme to try for a second-handalter
nator, 50 or too frequency, 100volts 10 amps. ? (5) Possibly too
indiscreet for reply. Is it not your opinion that in the account
of a modern receiving set for wireless by " Aerial" in Vol. XXI,
No. 440, September 30th, 1909, a most excellent account, the
measurementsprescribetoo much inductancein view of damping,
and that such greatcare throughout,in insulation is not necessary?

RETURN TUBE BOILER.
while. we know well that it is advantageousin imparting'what
Dr. Fleming aptly calls " stiffness" to the oscillatory circuit.
Damping is chieﬂy enhanced by increasing resistanceor rate of
radiation. (2 and 3) We do not much believein the molten lead
method, and our experienceshows that the best way of drilling
glass is to make a “diamond-pointed" drill of Very good hard
t0ol steel, then glass-hardenthe drill by heatin to cherry red and
plunging in mercury and ﬁnally grind the 0xi e and scale 08 _by
a light ﬁnishing on an emerywheel or goodstone. Such a drill.
worked at a slow speed with a careful and steadyfecd,_wdl drill
glass beautifully if constantly lubricateo with turpentine. The
glass should be carefully backed by a ﬂat wooden support or it
will certainly be split by the pressure. (4) We believe a large
stock of such machinery is kept by Mr. Percy Huddlestone, of

Four %~Tvb"
in each Grid
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Finsbury Pavement, E.C. (5) See above. With regard to insula
tion, we fully believein making this as good as possible. Leaks,
particularly of the “ fiuing " or brushing type, damage the
oscillatory nature of the discharge.
P. F. (Soutbe‘ill Writes:
[11.756] Electrical Transformer.
Being a reader of your valuable paper,I would deem it a favour
if you would kindly send me the following
ticulars for a trans
iormer, to be used with a 4-in. induction 0011,
the electrical supply
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greater cross-sectionalarea than safety demands, while in the
smaller
larger sizes (from No. 37/13 S.\V.G. upwards) the area
than
based upon the
advisable. (2) Yes; becausethe rule.
actual heating effectof the current.
[22,750] “ Kapp" Dynamo, 350-400 watts.
A F. B.
(London)writcs Recently bought somedynamo partsthrou the
mediumof your advertisementcolumns. Ihave your two hand ooks
on the subject, but should be pleased you would answer the
enclosedquestionsfor me (i) What voltageshould get
namo
of Kapp type, armature tunnel
3} ins. by 4} ins., an ﬁeld
magnet4§ ins. by in.). (2) \‘Vhatsize and type armaturedo you
think best to use? (3) What size and length of wire for ﬁeld
magnet and armature?
want a pressureof 25 volts possible.
(4) Should usesingle or double cotton-coveredwire? (5) \Vhat
alteration is necessary
wished to convert to motor at any
require to drive it? (7)
time? (6) \Vhat horse-powerwould
In connection with (3)
propose having the magnet compound
im
wound. Would this be feasible (time taken in winding
—
material)
(t) 350 to 400 watts. (2) Coggeddrum, r~r6thins. by“ ins.
(3) On ﬁeld put about 6} lbs. of No. to S.\V.G., and wind annature
full of N0. 16 S.W.G., about
lbs. being required. (4) Double
cotton-covered. (5) None; see handbook No. 10. (6) About
few series turns over the shunt
h.-p. 27) Try the effect of
winding given above. No. or wire would suit.
is

l
I
l
!

being100volts, so cycle, to be transformedto 20 volts, 7) amps.
(l) Sectional area and length of sheet-iron core of rectangular
shape,N0. ao-gaugc; (2) size and length (or weight) of wire for
primary and secondary wit, the primary beingin two coils.
Sectionof iron core to be I sq. in. Primary winding to consist
of 600 turns total of N0. zr-gauge 0.c.c. copper wire; secondary
Windingto be :20 turns of No. t4-gauge0.c.c. copperwire. No. 21
gaugewu‘ewmds about 22 turnsper inch length,and No. r4-gauge
WIFEabout :0 turns per inch length. From theseﬁgures you can
calculate lengths of wire and proportions of the transformer to
suit your ideas. _ Any maker or dealer will quote price for_wire,
if you state length required. There would be no harm in making
the core somewhat larger in section, say 1} to- 1) sq. ins, but
i in. will do as a minimum. SeeTHE MODELENGINEERfor August
rgth, 1909,for some practicalinstructionson making a transformer.
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variesas
times that area (where
the diameter of the con
'
basis, and
not the
ductor). Hence the current_density
thoughtherule made upon it is found usefulin practice,conductors
sekctod in accordancewtth this rule have, in the smaller sizes,
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H. F. M. (Thornton)
[22.442] N.B.R. and 0.N.R.Atlnntics.
Heath, $.13.)writes:
shall be much obliged you can inform
me whether working drawings of the North British “Atlantic ’”
Express (No. 878 Class) have been issued by any of the journals;
also Great Northern Railway “ Atlantic " 4—4—2 (Nos. 251 and
1442Classes).
You will ﬁnd that excellentdrawingsof the 4—4—2 type G.N.R.
locomotive (1442and 251 classes)are included in the latest edition
of the well-known book, " The Locomotiveof To-day,” price 2s. 6d
net as. 9d. post free. The working drawings given with the‘
Engineerare now out of print. The N.B.R. “ Atlantics " were illus
trated by an outline drawing in our issue of July 9th, 1908,and
working drawings will be found in
for December6th,,
drawing 0 the tender.
1907. This number also includes Engineering
a

is

if
it

;
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(t) No.‘ The reason why theserules for carrying capacity are
adopted that adherence to them obviates risk of damage due
to the heating of conductors. The right basis, therefore,on which
to frame such rules
the heating eﬂect 0f the current. Now,
thereare two factors which go to produce the heating effect in
standard copper conductors, viz., current density and amount
of heat-dissipatingsurface so that current density would provide
theright basis for theserules only
were known that the latter
of thesetwo factors varies inversely as the former. But this
not the case. The current densit varies inversely as the cross
sectionalarea of the conductor an the amountof heat'dissipating
surfaceinstead of varying directly as the cross-sectionalarea
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[21.763] Carr in; Capacity of Electric Wires. 0. M
(Hanley)writes
ire Ofﬁcerules for the current density allowable
in conductor usually state that the cross sectional area of the
conductorsused shall be such that the current density in any
conductorshall not be more than 1.000amps. per square.inch of
Cross-sectionalarea. The Electrical Institute rule
as follows:
“The conductivity and sectional area of any conductor should
be so proportioned to the work it has to do, that
double the
current proposed be sent through
the temperaturesof such
conductorshall not exceed 150“ F."
(I) Is the Fire Ofﬁce rule
basedon true basis? Why? (2) Is the Institute rule drawn on
ml,truebasis
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We regret that we cannot recommend you to adopt electric
propulsionfor your model Farman machine. The weight of the
motor alone, without the accumulator, renders the scheme out
of the question. The electric as sourceof power the heaviest
motorknown. The weight of your model—2 lbs—appears to be
ratheron the heavy side, considering the area of the.supporting
surfaces,and We recommend you to use rubber for propulsion.
Planeshaving an area of sq. ft. on a model should carry total
weightof about
lbs. to 2} lbs., that
to say. about ‘3, or lb.
persquarefoot.

(r)
32 c.-p. lamp will consumeabout 120watts whether used
on direct or alternating current supply. The supply used by our
contributor to whosearticle you refer was, you will notice, 104volts.
Now, the waits consumedin
lamp can be found by multiplying
together the number of volts at its terminals and the number of
ampcres which
allows to ﬂow. Therefore, in the case of Dr.
Martinetti’s lamps these ﬁgures are: volts :04, amps. t'l6,
watts xo4><
i'io — 120 watts. In your case the ﬁgures will be—
volts 200, amps. '6, watts 200X'6 — 120. So
clear that to
passthe samecurrent on high voltagecircuit higher candle-power
lamps, or nlorcsame candle-powerlamps, must be used than on
low voltage circuit. (2) There will be no danger in trying to
pass amps. through your cells. If you ﬁnd them getting too
hot, put in more resistance. (3) The solution should be a saturated
one. Let as much ammonium phosphate dissolve as will. Use.
distilled or rain water. (4) Yes, you could certainly use wire
instead of lamps, and it would be more convenient, as
made
into variableresistancewith good many contacts much greater
nicety of currentadjustmentwould be possiblethanwith few lamps
for
resistance. No. 22 S.W.G. German silver wire would be
suitable. Get about to ozs. and experiment. The same power
would be expendedin the resistancewhether you usewire or lamps.
(5) You could charge through lamps used for lighting, as you sug
gest, without rewiring the place. All that
required
to cut
one of the wires to the lamp and lead off through rectiﬁer to
accumulators. Lower voltage lamps should be used to allow for
drop of volts in rectiﬁer cells, and also in small adjustableresist
ance which would be advisable to use in series. (0) Because
the voltage drop in the rectiﬁer.
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{11,7061Model Farmnn Biplane.
H. (Binglcy) writes:
havemade a scale model Farman biplane,one-eighthactual size,
total lilting surface over sq. ft., and want to know the best
form of electric motor to drive same. The propeller
iz-in. by
ll-in. blades, and want about 1,000r.p.tn. The machineweighs
new (ﬁnished, with eXCeptionof motor and accumulator) lbs.
just. What weight would carry
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[22,550] Charging from Mains through Rectifier. A. F. R.
(Streatham) writes: Thanks very much for your preVlous reply
to my query re chemical rectiﬁer,which
have made and ﬁnd
should
satisfactory; but there are two or three things which
might trouble you again should
like to be enlightenedon, and
be extremely grateful. (1) Your contributor in issue of Sept.
27th, 1906,states that he usesthree 32 c.-p. lamps and gets amps.
have to use four 32 c.-p. lamps and can only get 4-5tbs amps.
How
this? (2) have made my plates ins. by ins. Would
they be large enough to pass amps.7 (3) Also the quantity of
lb. of
not stated.
have made
ammonium phosphate
this,
(commercial) ammonium phosphate to 1) pints water.
do you think, strong enough? (4) The most important thing
want to know is, could use wire instead of the lamps, and how
much? What gauge and kind should require to pass amps.
and would
be men.-economicalthan the lamps? (5) Could
alter,or have altered, thewiring of my place so that could charge
accumulatorsat night when the lights are going so as to save the
current? Could you give me diagram of how to wire up the
placeto suit the purpose The.mainshereare 200volts 50 periods.
that the.lamps use in serieswith the rectiﬁer burn
(6) How
dim
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“ lmmlngham."
[12.63.11 Model (1.6.R.
l- H- C-(I-ﬂfdil
r'ritesi Lould you tell me if working drawings oi G.C.R. 4—6—0
locomotive
Immingham"
have been published? I wish to
make drawmgs for a model i-in. scale. A short time back you
published
outline drawing for above model. Drawings for boil“!
and valve
for ii-in. scale model appeared in Model
"
Rqﬂways ‘ga'iring
0r April and May. Coulde reducr same drawings to
ma. scale.
Drawmgsof the original enginewere published in Tilt Railway
Engineer some years back.
You can, no doubt, get the issue
for 15.2d.post freefrom our publishers. However,this will not help
you very much with the details of the model if the same is to be
a working one. You can reduce the drawings mentionedexactly
two-thirds of the publisheddimensions,or you may approach the
designer tor the supply of a iull set of theworking drawings. You
can then, excl-pt for the cab ﬁttings and other minor details, re
duce the design two-thirds exactly in all particulars.
W. W.
12!.7591 Resistance and Bell for Medical Coll.
(Halifax) writes: (i) I am making a medical coil, and should be
very pleased if you could help me in the switch arrangement,
I want a ﬁve-way switch on to regulate the strength. Shall I
have to have four diiferent gaugesof wire? (2) Do you think it
IS POSSibleto have a bell on so as to ring when the iull strength
15on ? Ii so, wouldyou kindly giveme theconnectionfor thesame?
No, it is not necessaryto conm-ctup wire oi four different gauges
for your purpose. A couple of yards of No. 20 S.W.G. German
silver wire would probably do all you require. Make it into four
coils of equal length, and connect one oi these betweeneach pair
of contactson your switch. (2) Certainly. You needonly arrange
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H. G B. (Londgnl
[11.7431‘'Sack ' eclanche Cells, etc.
writes : Will you pleasebe kind enoughto answerme
‘ the iollowzgg
questions: (i) I have a case oi 32 cells containin'5 carbon
f
surrounded by broken carbon and manganesedi-oxide separated
from the half-cell containin zinc rod b a felt partition ﬁtted
diagonally across the cell.
ey were
quite dried up when I
got them (not new), and the zinc was encrustedwith what seemed
to be sal-arnmoniac crystals. I have been told they are sack
Leclanchés, and have tried washing out several and putting
in new zinc rods (amalgamated),fresh solution of sal-ammoniac
and fresh broken carbon and manganese(ii-oxide, yet even then
one seems to have practically no eﬁect on a bell, which is
rung.
easilyby oneordinary Leclanché. (a) How can they berenovated
(b) What voltage and capacity ought each cell to have? Am I
right in saying that the voltage should be the sameas that oi an
ordinary Leclanché,butIthe ca acity smaller? (2) How many turns
oi wire would be needed,anti)oi what gauge,for a galvanometer
for (a) connectingacrossthe terminalsoi a run down cell, as one of
theabove(roughpocketgalvanometer); (b) insertingin an ordinary
bell circuit for testingfor breaks? (3) \Vhat resistancemust I use
and how can I obtain it, to run a small 4- to 6-volt niotor oﬁ a main
supposedto be 250 Volts, but on which zzo—voltlamps last about
as:long as 250volts, and give a better light ?
(i) Yes; this is a specialtype oi Sack Leclanchécell. (a) You
have done quite Well to renew the charge, also the zinc. As the
cell is not yet in working order,we suggestnow renewin the
which may 'put things right. Ii that fails, renew e partition
large
also. 0)) The capacity as well as the voltage should be as
"
as that oi the porous-pot cell. (2) See our handbook, Small
simplest
Electrical Measuringinstruments," 7d. post free. (3) The
plan is to put in serieswith the motor a lamp or lamps in parallel,
such as to pass the amount oi current which the motor requim.

S. L. (London) _writes: I
[22.636] X42. 5 Apparatus,
sh >uld be extremey obliged to you if you could enlighten me
on the following: (i) I have a 3-in. spark coil (with condenser
and ordinary hammer break). The primary has been specially
wound for me by the manufacturersfor 25 volts direct—c011takes
3 to 4 amps. at 25 volts, I am iniormed by makers. Do you think
it would be necessaryto use the break under oil (on account oi arc
ing)? (2) Is there any arrangementoi condensersin secondary
circuit oi the Coil, either shuntedacrossor in serieswith an X-Ray
tube, by which the ﬂuorescentscreen eiiects can be intensified .
(3) \Vhat current (quiteroughlyspeaking)would be takenby a small
X-Ray tube on a 3-in. or 4-in. coil, about the orderoi to to 20 nulli
amperes? (4) Would following arran merit satisfactorily fulﬁl
e condensersare i-pint
requirementsoi a resonant circuit?
Leyden jars. The self-induction consists oi several dozen turns
No. 22 wire—air core adjustable. The shunted condenser gives
enormousfrequency.

we)
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tor a bell circuit to be closed by that movementof your switch
handle which cuts out all the coils. The above diagram will make
clear, without further explanation, how to connect.
F. P
Charging Arrangements.
[22.719] Accumulator
(Portsmouth) writes: I have a plating dynamo, 6 volts 60 amps.
I intend using this to charge accumulators, which are mostly
4~voltignition batteries. Dynamo to be used for platin at the
same time. Will you kindly inform me if the following 'agrams
and particulars (not reproduced) are correct? It not, will you
pleasecorrect them ?
A 4-volt accumulator should never be discharged further when
its voltage has fallen to about 3'8; so that whencharging such an
accumulator you must reckon that your charging voltage has to
overcomea back E..\i.F. of at least this ﬁgure in addition to the
resistanceof the circuit. All your calculations are wrong through
your ignoring this. In your ﬁrst case, when charging the 4-volt
_accumulatorwith 3 ohms resistancein circuit, the current may be
roughly reckoned as
_6_—38_2-2—'73ampere.
3
3
To get 2 amps. the resistanceshould be about
1': ohms
2;
In your third case, when charging iour accumulatorsin parallel,
you cannot expect the current to COHVCIIb'I'iilVsplit up to give
each of the four various sized cells its required chargingcurrent.
The internal resistanceof each cell may be taken as about the
same,and since the back HALF. will be from each about the same
the sum oi these,or the impedance,will be also the sameior each,
so that each of the accumulators will receive about the same,
amount of charging current. You might remedy this by splitting
up your resistanceinto iour unequal parts and distributing them
among the four parallel branch circuits, the amounts of resistance
being inversely proportional to the capacitiesof the accumulators.

-
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La
K:

’N‘azoac
(r) We have not had experienceoi platinum breaks working a
high voltages,and we think that you would ﬁnd the working iar
moresatisfactoryif you useda mercurybreak insteadoi a platinum
one. In the long run it might easily proveevencheaperif you want
to use it at all continuously. We have not heard oi a platinum
break beingimmersedin oil, and we think that you would not ﬁnd
such an arrangementvery satisiactory. (2) We have not heard oi
such arrangements, though it is quite conceivable that certain
tubes might give better results with some such device. Focus
tubeshave considerableindividuality oi behaviour. (3) Probably
about the ﬁgure named. 60 or 70 milli'amperesis consideredve
high, and is about the current for high-class modem tubes wig
heav' metal or water-cooled anti-cathodesand powerful coils.
(4) \ ’e do not seewhy you have the two condensersarranged as
shown; also, you show no spark gap. ls K a a large condenser
to prevent arcing from secondary? If so, it might be advan
tageous. X in the sketch shows where the spark gap should be
inserted.
(22,653] Calculating
A. K.
H. (North
Resistances.
if you will help me in
Berwick) writes: I shall be greatly obli
a circuit of :30 volts
the following questions of resistances
pressure. I assume that a to c.-p. a3o-volt Ediswan ﬁlament
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lamp passes -3 amp. (carbon ﬁlament). (1) Does a 25 c.-p. lamp
If so, how much? (2) Is the amperage
_passa greater amount?
increased to -6 , and shall I get 1-2 amps. with four such lamps
in parallel ? (3) What is the resistance of a 16 c.-p. 23o-volt
lamp, of a 25 c.-p. 23o-volt, of a 32 c.-p. 23o-voltlamp(continuous
current)? (4) What gauge of iron Wire is most suitable for use
instead of the r6 c.-p. lamps for resistance? Such resistancewire
should
ungalvanized- (5) What length of wire of a suitable
gauge will give a resistance equal to a 16 c.-p. 23o-volt lamp?
(6) For a small arc lamp, one carbon 1»in. diameter, the other
5-26ths in. \Vhat resistance is necessaryusing wire? What is
the correct voltage and amperageto supply to the arc lamp in
question ?
(1) Yes. About '4 amp. (2) With two 16 c.-p. lamps in
parallel the current would be about -6 as you reckon—rather less,
and with four such lamps rather under r2 amps. (3) About
884 ohms, 575 ohms, and 442 ohms. (4) No. 32 S.W.G. It can
conveniently be galvanised. (5) About 545yards or i lb. (6) About
190volts must be dropped in the resistance. If we reckon that the
lamp takes 4 amps. this means that the resistancemust be
190
—- — 47} ohms.
No. 18 S.W.G. iron wire is suitable; 10 to 10} lbs. would be
required.
[22,631] Boiler Leaking.
E. K. (Halifax) writes: Ishould
be very much obliged if you would assist me in the following: I
have made a small boiler of {-in. steel tube, with a rim. ﬂue tube
in middle, which is bolted up with two back nuts—one at top and
oneat bottom, as shown in sketch, but it leaks badly at the bottom.
Ido not want to take all the rivets out, as I have been told I shall
have to do. I have caulkcd all the rivets but it still leaks. I can
get 20 lbs. of steam beforeit leaks. Is it possibleto brazeit inside ?
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The construction and action of the switch are not described
in the articles, but can be easily explained with referenceto the
drawings and diagrams given. The switch consists of two strips
of springy brass, which normally press by theisown springiness
upon two 3 B.A. studs below them, but can be lifted clear of the
studs, and connectedtogetherelectrically by a movementof the
switch handle. The handle is afﬁxed to a rectangular or blunt
wedge-shapedblock of metal, which is pivoted to move in a slot
cut in the switch base. Matters are so arranged that when the
switch handleis in its lowestposition, the block is clearof the spring
strips, but the handle can be raised and the block turned so as
to lift up the spring strips, breaking their contact With the studs,
and, of course, establishingelectrical connection betweenthe two
spring strips themselves. Now, if you will bear this explanation
in mind and study the diagramin Fig. 2, you will seethat when the
" osition, and the spring strips are bearing
switch is in the " off
parallel: but when
upon the studs, the fieldPcoils"are connectedin
” \osition, and the spring
strips
the switch is moved into the“ on
arelifted from the studsand shorted," thefield coils are connected
ordinary
an
in series. No, it is not worth while to try adapting
tumbler switch for this purpose.
_
5- B. 6- (LutOHl “ﬂies:
[12.715] Wire for ResistanceWill you pleaseoblige mewith particularsof enclosedpieceof Wire?
It is a part taken from the coil of a rheostat ﬁtted to a _5htp.
motor. Would German silver do in place of a coil of this Wire
so as to make a temporary repair? If so, shall I want the same
quantity? Say what the gauge of wire is, please.
_
_
The sample you send seems to be iron resistanceWire. It lS
N0. 25 S.W.G. No. 30 German silver wire would be the right
size to substitute for it. A much smaller quantity (r-roth or so)
of German silver wire will supply a resistanceequal to that of the
iron-wire coil.
21.511] Accumulator Charging Plant. J. N. (Tylrlt-sley)
writes: I have a to-volt dnmmo, 3 amps., driven bv a i h.-p.
electric ignition gas engine,and would like to know how to charge
in seriesor single;
~voltzo-amp.(chargingat 2 amps.)accumulators
“
have your MODELENGINEERSt-riesNo. I, Small Accmnulators,
and have coupled, as stated in the book—that is, from positive on
dynamo to positive on accumulator, then from negative. I have
a 6-volt metal filament lamp, and 1 should like to know why this
lamp keeps being burnt up when l have switchedon for charging.
Also, I would like to know how it is that I cannotget a steadylight.
Every ﬁring stroke of engine the lights get very bright, and then
go dim until next tiring stroke, and so on.
Your engine is very much more powerful than necessary,and
we are inclined to think you are over-running the dynamo. If
you use a voltmeter, and see that you do not run the dynamoup
to above 10 volts, things should be all right. A small wtrc resist
ance (of, say, German silver wire, N0. 26 S.W.G.) might be used
with advantagein serieswith the lamp. The ﬂickering of lamp
seemsto indicate that you require more ﬂywheel weight on the
engine. Cut down gas to make her fire nearly every cycle.
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New Catalogiies and Lists.
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The H de Park Model Depot. 189. Hammersrmth Road
London,
recently issued some illustrated lists, descriptive
of the stock they are now carrying. From the particulars before
they
appear
us
to hold an cxccptionallv choice selection 0f b0"!
mechanical and electrical apparatus and models; more cspcdalll'
in regard to their aviation section does this remark apply. Their
new lightweight petrol engine designedwith view to its applica
tion to aeroplanes and hydroplancs
an interesting produc
h.-p.
tion. It
to
made in various sizes, ranging from
Castings and parts ready for building 11 are also obtainable, and
each set
accompanied by
sheet
working drawings When
sent out.
is

[22,752] Series Parallel Switch. H. H. (Salford) writes:
R: “ Dynamedical Machine," described in your issues of Octo
ber 29th and November 5th, 1903,could you pleasegive mea sketch
explaining switch (for seriesparallel) a little moreclearly? Would
an ordinary tumbler switch do (with a little charge)for wiring ?

'Miniature Sparking Plug.

The “ Belvedere" Engineering Corn any, 441, Hornsey Road,
Holloway, London, N., who recently rought out a particularly
good line of small power petrol motors, referred to in this column,
have been widening their ﬁeld of enterprise. The latest roduction
from their new works is a small sparking plug, or, as ey prefer
to term it, a model sparking plug. It is intended for use'm all
situations where limitations of space prohibit the adoption of
the larger and usual type of plug. It is well-madein every detail,
and will no doubt be largely employedwhereverit is known.

is

N° 2263:
You do not state where it leaks, but we should not be surprised
if it leaks around the joint of the ﬂue after a certain pressurehas
beenraised. The tube should have been double-nutted. If the
joints are clean, and have not been soft soldered,we would allow
your suggestion of brazing to pass, but we would not recommend
such a course. The Joints are not likely to be clean. Knock out
the rivets at the placeswhereit leaks and re-rivet, seeingthat they
areclosed up properly. It is difﬁcult to caulk thin material.
[22,7141 Small Motors to Run on 220 Volts.
T. L. C.
(Norwich) writes: I am anxious to build, or to purchase,a small
electric motor to be driven from a lighting circuit of 220 volts,
capable of driving a few models from one main shaft, or even a
small sewing machine. I should be most grateful if you would
define the essentialsfor buildin same, as l have not seen, or do
the like escribed or advertised.
not remember, secin
“ mall Electric Motors,"
Our handbook,
7d. post free, 'ves
instructions for making motors of various powers to run om
azo-volt supply. If you wish to purchasea suitable motor, enquire
of our electrical advertisers.

[The Editor will be pleasedto receive[or reviewunder this heading
samplesand Particulars of new tools, apparatus,and materials
[or amateuruse. [I must be understoodtho! thesereviewson
free expressions0/ Editorial opinion, no paymenl0/ any kind
bring required or accepted. The Editor reservestheright to
criticise 0r commendaccordingto the merits of the goodssub
mitted,or lo abstain from insertinga reviewin any can when
thegoodsare not of sud'icienlinterestto his readers]
' Reviews distinguishedby
an aslrrfsk have been basedon actual
Editorial I nsPech'on0/ the goodsnoticed.
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The Editor’s Page.
RITING

from Ramsgate recently. Mr. H.
R. H. Newlyn, of 172, High Street. says:
"
Being
greatly interested in reading
the reports. etc., of Model Yacht't‘lubs,
which are
constantly appearing in your paper, I am writing
to ask if you would be good enough to insert a
short notice in your paper stating that I should be
pleased to hear from any readers
in the Isle of
Thanet who would be willing to help me in forming
a. Model Engineers' Club in this district.
I myself
think it would be a good thing to form a Club for
those interested
in model yachts, aeroplanes,
etc.,
as there is no such Club at present in or near here."

t
“

i

Q

“'ill

you please send me a sketch of the head
of a torpedo showing striking apparatus in detail.
and say how it is worked when it leaves the ship? "
Such is an inquiry we recently received.
It is
typical of a large number of similar ones which have
come to hand in the course of the year.
I'nfortu
nately, there are limits to the resources of even our
Query Department, and we must say that requests
of the nature of the one just instanced almost reach
those limits.
The details of the striking apparatus
of a torpedo are. be it known, confidential.
We say so on the best authority, for we recently
attempted to abstract the desired
information
from such a source for the beneﬁt of our correspond
ent, and failed ignominiously.
We therefore trust
that the numerous inquirers, both past and pros
pective, to whom these remarks are addressed,
will accept this explanation and act accordingly.
In this particular case it has been suggested that
the striking apparatus of this model be represented
by a diminutive screw Ian, two-bladed, in the nose
of the torpedo. The motion of the torpedo in
the water revolves this fan, and after a certain
distance sets free the striker, so that the torpedo
becomes "dangerous."
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A. R. (Leicester).—Crank throw should be i in. if
“
Our handbook,
Model
stroke is to be 1} ins.
Boiler—Making" (7d. post free) would guide in
choosing a boiler.
J. B. S. (Ipswich).—See reply to Query in our issue
of August 2nd. 1900.
for your letter and
J. G. (Harwich).—Thanks
photographs to hand. We shall be pleased to
hear what results you get.
If it were,
M. R. (Hull).——-Your idea is not sound.
you could no doubt revolutionise the form of the
present~day engine.
C. D. (Heaton).—The inﬂux you mention is greatly
We place no reliance in such
exaggerated.
statements.
I. A. S. (Kilburn).—If you call round at the snow
rooms, you could inspect a large stock of these
lathes,
The
and make a personal selection.
second-hand,one referred to seems cheap, but,
as you no doubt know, everything depends on
If it is badly
its capacity for accurate work.
worn, it will be cheaper in the end to go in for
a reliable new one.

Notices

.

The Editor invites correspondenceand original contributions on
all amateur mechanical and electrical subjects. Matter intended
for publication should be clearly written on one side of the paper
only, and should invariably bear the sender'snameand address. It
should be distinctly stated, when sending contributions, whether
remuneration is expectedor not, and all MSS, should be accom
panied by a stampedaddressedenvelopefor return in the event of
re)ection. Readersdesiring to see the Editor personally can only
do so by making an appointment in advance.
This journal will be sent post tree to any address (or 13s. per
annum, payable in advance. Remittances should be made by
Postal Order.
Advertisementrates may be had on application to the Advertise
ment Manager.
How TO Aoonss Lannns.
All correspondencerelating to the literary portion of the paper,
and all newapparatusand price lists, &c., for review.to be addressed
to Tnl. EDITOR, “ The Model Engineer." 26—29, Poppin's Court,
Fleet Street, London, EC.
All correspondencerelating to advertisementsand dcpn<il<to be
addmsed to Tim A0 IERTISIIINT MANAGER,"The Model Bnﬁ
neer," 26—29,Poppin's Court, Fleet Street, London. E.C.
All subscriptions and correspondencerelating to sales of the
paper and books to be addressed to Percival Marshall & Co..
26—20. Poppin's Court, Fleet Street, London, EC.
Sole Agents tor United Stairs, Canada, and Mexico: Spon and
Chamberlain,
Liberty Street, New York, U$.A., to whom
rag,om thesecountriesshould be addressed.
all subscriptions
7

Content;

[The asterisk (') denotes that the subjrd is illustrated]

Answers to Correspondents.
G. E. (Bansbury).—See our handbook, “ Gas and
Oil Engines Simply Explained," pn'ce 7d. post
free.
A. 'l'. G. (l.ondon).~-You

could probably solve your
problems yourself by reierring to our handbook.
“
Model Boiler-Making " (7d. post free), and
back numbers of The MODEL ENGlNEER.
If
after a search for yourself you are still in diﬁ‘i
culties write us again, but comply with our rules,
which you omit to do on this occasion.
\\'. AND R. (London).--It is a not an uncommon
thing for natural supplies of gas to be discovered,
sometimes
of large extent. \\'e cannot, how
ever, either conﬁrm or deny the report you send.
L. B. L. (Preston).-—Use a shunt-wound generator.
This type is easily regulated.
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ROBERTSON'S

HE

following particulars of a 7-in. spark coil
may be of some assistance to thosewho are
thinking of making a co11.oi sunllar size,
but for fuller information regarding cod-making

4

I

them to look up the articles which
recommend
appeared in THE MODEL ENGInEER some time ago,
The god
written by Mr. Pike.
seen__1n the photo
graph was built with certain modincations from
one of his speciﬁcations.
_
D
‘
The core consists of No. 22 soft iron wue,_we1ghs
02s., and is I2 ins. long.
Each Wire was
lb.
singly; but although a. rather tedious
straightened
job, it pays in the end, as the resultant core is far

1

ROBERTSON.

7-1N. SPARK Com.

more cylindrical than would otherwise be the
case.
The usual annealing process was gone through,
the core being ﬁrst wrapped in a piece of asbestos,
instead of being placed inside an iron tube, as recom
mended
by Mr. Pike.
It was then taped with
silk ribbon. and wound with two layers of No.
13
D.c.c. wire to within
in. of each end, the number
of turns got on being 208.
The blotting-paper discs for the secondary winding
were next turned out. a disc cutter being manu
factured from an old pair of compasses, the pen was
on an oilstone, and a.
sharpened
iece of wood
tied between the legs.
After being dried and waxed,
'f

L.

L.

\

MR. F.

].

By F.

_I.

A 7-ln. Spark Coil.
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the squares of blotting-paper were cut to 4% ins.
diameter, the piece of wood between the legs of the
"disc_cutter" was then removed. and a smaller
iece substituted, the hole required in the discs
The number required was 140. and
geing 1} ins.
they took very little time to make.
The secondary was wound on a former, or section
winder, made from two discs of brass, a sewing
machine hand‘wlieel, and the spindle of a bicycle
wheel, a small pulley being ﬁtted to one end of
spindle, and the former at the other, both being
held in place between a. couple of nuts. A piece
of brass tube between the two, and ﬁxed to the
stand, served
as
a
bearing.
Considering the
construction, it runs remarkably true and served
its purpose very well.
The secondary winding consists of 3 lbs. of single
silk-covered and 3Q lbs. of single cotton-covered
The total number of double
wire. No. 36 being used.

THE 7-IN.
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wood standards ﬁxed ﬁrmly to the base, which is of
mahogany. The dimensions of the base are—
length, 20 ins; width, 12 ins; and depth, 2Q ins.
It contains the condenser, which is composed of
seventy sheets of tinfoil 8 ins. by 11 ins., provision
being made for thirty oi the sheets being cut out.
if the capacity is found to be too great.
.
A mercury break was also made, according to Mr.
Pike's directions.
It is strongly made, all the brass
A good ﬁnish was given for
being i» in. thick.
sake.

appearance’

the coil with 5 amps. at io volts. it
gives a good 7-in. spark, and has indeed
given
every satisfaction.
The following is the speciﬁcation of the ﬁnished
coil :—
Core.—No. 12 soft iron wire, re-annealed ; length,
1: ins. ; diameter, 1 in. ; weight, 1 lb. 7 01s. ,
taped with silk, and soaked in parafﬁn wax.
\\'orking

Con. 1N COURSE or CONSTRUCTION.

sections wound was twenty-seven, the diameter
of the largest sections being 4i- ins., and of the
smallest 3} ins., the diameter decreasing slightly
towards the end.
Solidity is given to the ends by
discs of wood soaked in parafﬁn wax. These pieces
of wood also served to hold a piece of sheet tin in
position while ﬁlling in the spaces between the
sections with hot wax.
It is
The ebonite tube was made specially.
15 ins. long, {- in. thick, 13 ins. inside diameter.
ins. outside diameter.
Over this tube are ﬁtted
two pieces of tube {- in. thick and 3 ins. long.
The
thickness of ebonite at the ends is thus increased
in.
to
The commutator was made from a piece of ebonite
tube. inside which was ﬁtted a piece of hardwood,
the sides being composed of j-in. sheet brass, chiselled
and hammered into shape, and the contact springs
All dents and marks were
of i-i6th-in. brass.
removed, after which this brass work was polished
and lacquered.
The dischargers were made of ebonite ﬁtted into
as seen in photograph.
brass sockets,
The coil
itself is supported by two substantial ebonised
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and Electrician.

Primary—N0. 13 D.C.C. in two layers. making
208 turns on core.
Secondary—3 lbs. No. 36 S.\\'.G. s.s.c. copper
wire, and
lbs. of No. 36 s.c.c. wire, in alternate
sections.
Ebonite
Tube for primary—I5
ins. long. inside
ins., 1}in. thick; two pieces 3 ins. long
diameter
by l; in. thick ﬁtted on ends.
Condenser.—Seventy sheets tinfoil 11 ins. by
8 ins.

3

ii

Protecting Terminals.

i

A

Here is a simple terminal. pro
tector particularly suited to snap
on connections such as ﬁtted to
It consists of a. baby’s
magnetos.
dummy, with a small hole A for
the terminal.
Fountain pen-ﬁller
rubbers answer the same purpose.
This makes a most eﬁective pro
tector for the particular type of
terminal.

January
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Locomotive Notes.

-

By Cnas. S. LAKE, A.M.I.Mech.E.
FAST TRAINS IN AMERICA.

A “Fest of England correspondent, who has just
returned from a trip to America. writes that in the

"States"

he had experience of some very fast
on
and
the
Philadelphia
travelling
Reading
Railroad. as between Camden and Atlantic City,
the journey of 55% miles being made on one occasion
in 51 minutes, and on another in, if anything, slightly
"
" This," he
means average
under 50 minutes.
says,
speeds of from 65 to 66 miles per hour, and, of course,
asin surpasses anything done over here. The
big 'Atlantic'
type engines employed got into
with astonishing rapidity, and in places
speed
attained really wonderful velocities without any
apparent effort."
This, while interesting no
doubt to
one
it,
is
who has recently
not in
experienced
itself perhaps worthy of mention in the Notes,
because the same performances have been ob
served on this identical stretch of line
for
years past, while on numerous occasions
_the tim~
ings quoted have actually been substantially im
proved upon. The second part of the letter how
ever, calls for some comment. There the corre
spondent referred to goes on to disparage English
railways in the matter of comfort and speed, and
out for especial
complaint the Brighton
singles
Railway. which ought, he thinks, “to at least
give us a regular service of seaside trains worthy
of the name of ‘express.’ and doing the 50 odd
miles between London and Brighton at an average
" Such
a thing," he
speed of a mile per minute."
goes on, “could surely be accomplished with ease,
and even if it were, it would still fall far short of
the 'Atlantic City' run as regards locomotive

work."
This

like a good many more,
correspondent,
but a superﬁcial view of the matter.
He
bases the whole of his deductions on mere speed
alone, without considering such vitally important
points as the proﬁle of the line to be traversed,
the relative tractive power of the locomotives
employed, and the relation of that power to load,
the question of supply and demand, and other
kindred matters—all of which have a governing
value in deciding what, to the railway company,
The locomotives
very serious problem.
is
a
the trains
between
running
London
hauling
an
Brighton have by no means
alto
and
to cover.
\Vhether
get her
easy road
they
start from Victoria or London Bridge, they have
a network of lines and junction stations to get
through before being clear for consecutively fast
running without risk of being brought to by adverse
signals, while, further south, there is some climbing
The
to be done, especially on the return journey.
loading of the principal trains is mostly rather on
the heavy side, and there are other reasons why
standard would be very
60-mile-per-hour
the
difﬁcult to maintain in regular practice all the year
takes

round.

.

_

Speaking of the railways of this country generally,

in comparison with those in the United States, it
may surprise some to know that the average speed

75

on the

lines here, as a whole. is considerably higher
than it is over there.
Cramped, as are the railway
conditions in this relatively small island, with the
many junctions and a medley oi traﬁic running
often on the same lines as the expresses, we still
hold that advantage. and while this remains as it
is, it does not matter much, perhaps,
that in one
notable instance our locomotives'are excelled.
RTE-BUILDING on run GREAT “'Esriarm.
Much useful work has been done at Swindon
Works during the history of that establishment
in the way of bringing locomotives built to earlier
designs up to the standard of modern requirements.
The same policy holds good at the present time,
and one of the most recent examples of it is to be
seen in the
of the No. 7, or " Arm
0 express engines, ﬁtted with taper
strong" classreappearance
boilers and other detailed improvements.
Four
locomotives of the 4—4—0 type, having 7 ft.
1% ins. diameter coupled wheels, were designed
by
the late Mr. William Dean, and built at Swindon
in 1894, and. as ﬁrst put into service, had 20-in.
by 26-in. cylinders. The diameter of the cylinders
was very soon reduced to 19 ins., presumably for
the 'reason that the relatively small boilers then
ﬁtted could hardly generate steam for them with
sufﬁcient rapidity.
The locomotives comprised
in the class, vi2., No. 7, "Armstrong";
No. 8.
“
Gooch"; No. 14, “Charles Saunders," and No.
16, “Brunel,” have now left the \Vorks ﬁtted as
before said, with the standard taper boilers. carry
ing a working pressure of 195 lbs. per sq. in., and
having a total heating surface of 1517-89 sq. ft.
The ig-in. by 26-in. cylinders are retained, and the
engines now rank, of course, as quite a modern
They dierr materially from most other
type.
four-coupled engines on the Great Western in pos
sessing coupled wheels of over 7 ft. in diameter.
the majority of such locomotives being ﬁtted with
wheels 6 it. St ins. in diameter.
LOCOMOTIVE

BUILDING or 2—4—4 TYPE
TANK
ENGINES FOR A Mam LINE.
In a letter received from a correspondent em
ployed in the locomotive department of one of the
principal English railways the following passage
“
occurs:
You will no doubt, be interested to hear
that drawings are being prepared at these Works
for an entirely new type of tank locomotive, and
if all I hear is true, they will be starting work on
the first of these very shortly now. The wheel
arrangement will be 2—4—4. and I believe the
cylinders will be outside and driving the second
At one time it was sug»
pair of coupled wheels.
gested, I hear, to adopt the three~cylinder
plan, and
to build two engines—one as compound, and the
as
but
I
I
other
think
am right in stating
simple;
that the idea of doing this has now been abandoned.
The engines will be of large size and power, and will
for working express shorter
be used principally
distance trains, and perhaps suburban trains of
the heavier and faster description.
I will write
again when I know more about it."
The 2—4—4 type of tank engine has been success
fully used abroad for some years, but not. so far
as the writer is aware, in this country at all up to
the present, althouin we have had the 4—4—4
REPORTED
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type and practically every other wheel arrangement
four-coupled wheels are employed under
tank engines.
It will be interesting, supposing
the engines to be actually built, to see how far
the correspondent quoted above has been correct
in his various surmises.
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COMPOUNDS.

The two Mallet articulated compound loco
motives illustrated on the next page have recently
been supplied to the Atchison, Topeka, and Santa
Fé Railroad by the Baldwin Locomotive “'orks
of Philadelphia.
The one is a passenger and the
other a goods or freight engine.
The ﬁrst named
has a front group of wheels arranged as 4—4—0,
and driven by a pair of L.-P. cylinders and a rear
of wheels comprising 0—6—2, and driven
groupI
by t e i-i.-P. cylinders. The boiler is, of course,
enormously long, and it contains a superheater
and re-heater combined, and placed in the com
bustion chamber. The ﬁrebox is adapted for using
oil fuel.
Immediately in front of the combustion
chamber is a feed-water heater, which is built
into and forms an integral part of the boiler. The
boiler has a total length of 52 ft. 5 ins.. and the
diameter of the shell outside is 6 ft. Both the
H.-P. and the L.-P. cylinders are ﬁtted with piston
The H.-P. cylinders are 24 ins. diameter.
valves.
and the L.-P. 38 ins. diameter, a stroke of :8 ins.
being employed. The coupled wheels are 6 ft. 1 in,
in diameter, and the rigid wheelbase of the H.-P.
group is r2 ft. 8 ins., while that of the L.-P. is 6 ft.
The total wheelbase is 51 ft. ll ins.
The
4 ins.
total heating surface is 5,877 sq. ft., the grate area
52-5 sq. ft., and the working boiler pressure 200 lbs.
A maximum tractive effort of 57.000 lbs. is developed.
In working order the engine, without tender,
weighs nearly 170 tons.
The goods or freight engine has the 2—8—8—2
wheel arrangement, in equal groups, though reversed
in order. The cylinders are similarly
arranged
as in the passenger locomotive.
The boiler is also
practically the same in design, although of much
\\'alschaerts valve gear, controlled
larger capacity.
by the Ragonnet power reversing gear, is ﬁtted to
each engine.
The H.—P. cylinders of the freight
locomotive are :6 ins., and the L.-P. 38 ins. diameter,
the piston stroke being 34 ins.
The coupled wheels
measure 5 ft. 3 ins. in diameter on tread. and the
total wheelbase is 59 ft. 10 ins.
The total heating
surface is 8,366 sq. ft., and the grate area 70-8 sq. ft.
The working pressure is 220 lbs.
The engine exerts
a. maximum tractive effort of 108,300 lbs., and
The tender, in each case, is of
weighs 207 tons.
the eight-wheeled pattern, carrying 4,000 galls.
of liquid fuel and 12,000 galls. of water besides.
Altogether these are two of the most remarkable
locomotives in the world.

A NOVEL method of soldering has been patented
in which the heat is obtained by mixing the solder
with some chlorate of potash, nitrate of strontium,
and shellac.
When this is burned, as may be easily
done by igniting it, sufﬁcient heat is generated
to
melt the solder.
Soldering iron or torch is un- _
when used.
necessary
According to the Brass
World it is applied more particularly to soldering
electrical connections.

believe it to be a fact that many people are
from taking up motor cycling because
deterred
of a fear that they would ﬁnd it diﬁicult to drive
In reality, as those who
and manage the machine.
are already motor cyclists well know, there is noth
ing whatever to hinder anyone possessing ordinary
intelligence from taking up the pastime, as, with the,
modern methods of control and the pains taken
by designers to render every part readily accessible.
the management
of the machine has been greatly

simpliﬁed.
Apropos of this branch of our subject, I have
from a Birmingham correspondent, who
received
writes over the signature of "A.M.I.C.E.,"
but
who in reality is well-known to the readers of this
journal, an interesting letter which bears out in
The
striking manner what I have said above.
letter runs as follows :—
" As showing the ease with which one can master
a motor bicycle, the following may be interesting
to your readers.
One afterooon during November
last a friend, who is a keen motor cyclist, came
‘
Will you come up to London with
to me and said,
'
I had never
me to-inorrow on X's motor cycle?
been on a machine of this kind before in my life.
and, in fact, had never looked at one closely at all.
We went up to X's house and got his machine out
I
and ran the engine for a while on the stand.
then made a start down a slight hill, and after
several
unexpected and unintentional stops, got
fairly under way.
"
Our idea was to go to my friend's house for the
night. and proceed to London next day. It was
dark by the time we started, and I did twenty miles
over very greasy and bad country roads. a few tram
lines, and some very bad hills without mishap,
though I had some marvellous escapes from skidding.
in mounting
My chief diﬂiculty was experienced
the machine, owing to its weight, and also in getting
the mixture correct to take me up the hills.
“
The following day we did 110 miles, entering
London by the Edgware Road, and by that time
I looked upon traﬁic and wood pavement as quite
ordinary things. \\’e spent a day at the Stanley
Show, and returned home on the Sunday by a
circuitous route involving about 130 miles.
()ne
Bowden wire broke, otherwise there was no trouble
at all; and I returned the machine to its owner
feeling that I must possess one myself as soon as
possible."
Here, then, we have the case of one who, on his
own showing, had never previously interested himself
in the motor cycle, making an initial trip of some 250
miles, and ﬁnishing up an enthusiast, burning to
ossess a machine himself.
Of course, it does not
ollow that because one has managed to bring to
a safe and satisfactory conclusion his ﬁrst ride
on a motor cycle, whatever its length, that he can
claim to be proﬁcient as a driver of such machines
—nothing but experience can justify such a, claim—
but it does prove that there is no excuse for anyone
holding aloof from our delightful pastime where
every other circumstance is favourable to their taking
it up.
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A Suggestion for a Home-made Cut-out.

.It

is evident from my correspondence
that many
of ﬁtting ex
readers of these Notes are desirous
haust cut-outs to their machines.
I have received
several letters of late asking how appliances of this

and
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and easily made device adaptable to the circum
stances arising from the use of separate
silencers.
The accompanying sketches show the idea in prin
ciple and as arranged for the particular twin engine
in my possession,
and I must, of course, leave
it to the individual reader to arrange the exact form
of the parts to suit his own engine.
To the front of each exhaust pipe I ﬁt a saddle
piece or flange, which, if not procurable for a triﬂing
outlay, can be easily made in a variety of ways.

Sec/Ian

0/1

'45

DETAIL OF Cur-our.
The pipe has an opening cut in it by means of a
half-round file. and the ﬂange has a similar open
ing communicating with it. Experience shows that
the opening in the pipe should extend back to the
centre line, when the outlet area will, generally
speaking, be found to approximate to the effective
GENERAL ARRANGEMENT or Cur-our FOR TWIN
The front ﬂange
area of the exhaust valve opening.
CYLINDER ENGINE WITH SEPARATE SILENCERS.
has a tapped hole at each side, and a clamp, made
from a simple piece of wrought bar iron, is placed
kind may be cheaply made and ﬁtted, and it is
_ at the back of the pipe with setscrews or small bolts
noticeable that the majority of those who write
(having countersunk heads) and nuts completes
wish to make the ﬁttings themselves in preference
this part of the ﬁtment.
to buying any of the cut-outs at present marketed
A cover plate, or ﬂap, of brass or sheet rretal
of almost any description,
is
next formed, and this is pivoted
above the opening in the ﬂange.
and the small setscrew
holding
it, which is all the better if
ﬁtted with a spring washer, ail
justed so as to be rather on the
tight side. This ﬂap should only
just be large enough to cover
the outlet, otherwise a larger
range of movement than is actu
ally necessary will be required
when uncovering the latter for
the purpose of cutting out.
A
small foot pedal made in any
convenient way is riveted to the
rear of ﬂap on the exhaust pipe
nearest to the rider at an angle
as shown, so as to allow of the
DETAIL VIEW snowrsc Cur-ours m POSITION AND TO A LARGER SCALE.
foot being moved within a con
venient radius, and all likelihood
of its having to take a cramped
Those who possess single
by the motor ﬁrms.
position at any time avoided.
Cylinder machines or twin engines having only one
At the front, each flap is formed with a projecting
silencer have a variety of means at their disposal
piece through which a small hole is drilled and a pin
by which the cut-out may be easily made and ﬁtted ;
inserted. A coupling rod is mounted loosely on
but where the engine has two separate silencers
these pins at each end, thus connecting the two
and exhaust pipes, a difficulty arises in arranging
ﬂaps, and by simply pressing the foot on the pedal
the details of the contrivance.
It is from owners
the two cut-outs will be caused to operate simul
of such machines that I receive enquiries as a rule
taneously, and a very effective and free exhaust
and I have endeavoured to scheme out a simpl
Obtained.
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l have no doubt that those of my readers who
are model engineers will be able to improve on the
details, if not on the principle of the device, and I
hope that any who decide to ﬁt it to their machines
will kindly send me sketches
of the arrangement
It would, of course, be an easy
they ﬁnally adopt.
matter to provide a spring return for the ﬂaps; but
in that case it would be necessary to keep the foot
on the pedal during the time that the cut-outs
were open.
I think that if the ﬂaps were made.
as I said before, so as to be a nice sliding ﬁt on the
iaces of the ﬂange,
they would stay open when
pushed forward, and nothing could be easier than
to pull them back into closed position by placing
the toe of the boot against the front side of the
It might also be possible to arrange some
pedal.
means of cutting out each cylinder separately, if
desired.
Having myself used a cut-out on motor cycles 1
can say from experience that, when properly designed
and made. such appliances materially increase the
efﬁciency of the engine.

The New “

P.& M." Light

Motor Bicycle.

Model Two-Speed

This interesting machine
made its ﬁrst public
at the ﬁnal quarterly trial of last year,

appearance

Tm: New

"P.

& h ." LIGHT

when, considering the weather and the fact that it
was ridden by one who had had no opportunity
of making himself acquainted with its
whatever
it put up a very creditable perform
characteristics.
ance.
It attracted a considerable amount of atten
tion at the Stanley Show, and is, I believe, going
to make its mark both in and out of competition
during this coming season.
The two-speed gear with which it is ﬁtted is sub
the same in all respects as that of the
stantially
heavier 3f h.-p. model made by Messrs.
Phelon
and Moore, but, wherever possible, the weight has
been kept down, and the machine generally, although
not in the true sense a "lightweight,"
is perhaps
as light or lighter than any other motor cycle

79

developing the same horse-power and having a two
The engine has a single cylinder,
gear.
speed
66 by 76 mm., with automatic inlet valve, and
transmission is by means of two Hans-Renold i-in.
by 3-16ths-in. chains to the “P. & M." two-speed
gear (of which an illustrated description appeared
in an earlier issue), and one chain from gear to back
wheel.
All the chains are ﬁtted with a new spring
The gear ratios are 5 to r for the high,
clip ioint.
The engine gives
and 9 to r for the low gear.
2% h.- .
This tank holds sufﬁcient petrol for a run of
roads,
100 miles
on average
and an engine-oil
The tyres are
capacity for 500 miles is provided.
2-in. R.O.M. on 26-in. wheels, with Michelin butt
ended tubes.
Druid spring forks are ﬁtted.
Mr. William Pratt. the London manager of the
P. & M. ﬁrm, to whom I am indebted for the accom
panying reproduction, informs me that the gear
lever instead of being operated by a Bowden wire,
as shown in the illustration, will now be actuated
by means of a very small light chain and rod, and
this, I think, will represent a marked improvement.
Indeed, I have always thought that the Bowden
wire arrangement, owing to its liability to stretch,
was the one weak point in this otherwise admirably
of which during
designed machine, the performances

Monzt TWO-SPEED Moron

BICYCLE.

1910 will, i am sure, be closely followed by everyone
interested.

The “Tee-Bee" Hand Starter.
Readers will probably have noticed that

the illus
of the above device, which appeared on
13th, was placed with what
page 29 of January
should have been the top at the left-hand side.
This may have given some readers the impression
that the starting handle, despite what was said in
the description, has to be worked from a positiOn
about in line with the rear wheel hub, whereas, in
reality, the handle is conveniently arranged high up
near the saddle. as will be seen by bringing the
illustration into its proper position.

tration
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rigidly support the tools while operating, with
no appreciable slackness in the ﬁtting parts, yet
sufﬁciently free to slide in a straight line, and this
without undue labour on the part of the operator.
This efﬁciency can only be obtained by close atten
tion to the foregoing particulars.
Referring to Fig. 2, which
to show the method
of marking out the rest for machining. the rest is
supported by a pair of parallel strips
P, while a
vertical line A B and the horizontal lines
D and
EF are drawn as shown in Figs. and to pass
through the centre of the rest at one end, and to
transfer the position of this line to the opposite
end the rest
held up against a square.
After
these lines are scribed,
they are dotted with a
prick punch. The work
now ready for surfacing
this may be done bymilling, or shaping. or by planing,
In the actual manufacture of machine tools,
milling cutters would be ﬁxed in a “ gang." and
the work passed beneath
them; or in a vertical
milling machine used, in which case the whole of
the surfaces would be tooled without disturbing the
work. The slide-rest would be secured to the
machine table, and the cutter (Fig. 4) made to
operate ﬁrst on the right-hand side faces and vee,
and afterwards similar faces on the left-hand side
would be tooled.
An advantage of this vertical
that since there
milling
no movement what
ever of the work, the surfaces are accurately tooled,
all being in the same plane, and as parallel as the
table
traverse
can possibly make
them.
To do
this work in
horizontal milling machine necessi
tates the surfaces secured to an angle-plate
these,
of course. can be constructed so as to revolve

Methods.

By ALFRED PARR.
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(Continued [mm page 59.)
ET us consider a few examples which should
be made as accurately as we are able to
We will take three exam
them.
make
First, We have a lathe
ples from lathe parts.
This must be perfectly ﬂat
slide-rest (Fig. 1).
and parallel from end to end of the vees, so
as to permit the traversing of the tool slide S
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FIG. r.—TnE LATHE SLIDE-REST.

if

P

is

but even then, with this mechanism of the best,
the movement of a tooled surface from an upper
to an exactly opposite position cannot be so good
as the vertical machine,
where this
not done.
Swivelling angle-plates could be here employed to
some advantage, but even then, for this particular
horizontal milling cannot compete with
example,
vertical milling.
A further point in favour of
the latter
that
batch of these slide-rest castings
can be secured to the table and tooled over at one
setting, thus saving much time.
a

B

,

is

if

'

a

is

P

c

3)

along its surface without any
jerking or looseness whatever.
Next, the slide-rest screw and
must perfectly
nut
(Fig.
I
coincide, with no appreciable
The bear
lateral movement.
ings must be precise, and in
|||..
true alignment with each other
and with the vee-sides of the
The
ﬁrst
above
referred to.
locknuts N must be tight-fitting
on the rest-screw end, and truly
faced.
None of these points oi importance can be
sacriﬁced without detriment to the even movement
eventually ﬁxed and brought
of the tool when it
in contact with
piece of delicate work.
It may be well for the reader to be reminded
that we can never expect to obtain more accurate
Now,
work [mm a machine than is put into it.
we think about this statement, and apply the prin
ciple to the making of the slide-rest, we shall con
the turning tools are to perform their
clude that
task properly, the slide-rest must be ﬁtted so as to

January
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\Vhen this work is done at a shaping machine,
great care must be given to the setting of the vertical
slide over to the angle of the vees (usually an
angle of 60 degs.), and also to see that the tool
rest and the strip are shaped correctly to a similar
The extra care given will save much labour
angle.
when “ ﬁtting up " the parts.
and annoyance
After the surfaces are tooled, the " rest " is marked

b'IIIIIIIIII

to the tap shank L, and turned to ﬁt the larger
of the rest bearings, may be easily made, as shown
in Fig. 6. This small device, when properly used,
ensures the nut threads being cut precisely in line
with the bearings.
Three taps are used, and treated
exactly in the same way as when vee taps are used
in ordinary work.
A much more serviceable screw thread is obtained

i‘lIIII
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Fro. 3.———SLIDE—REST SCREW

This is done as shown in Figs. 1 and 2.
in small lathe work the ends can be turned and
faced on the centres of a lathe ; the centred holes
are thus much more likely to guide the drills in
bearing.
boring out the holes for the rest-screw
These bearing holes cannot be bored together unless
"
"
a special tool is made, in which case the
top
or tool-rest S should be in its place, with the nut
“
In the ﬁrst place a true angle~plate
also
let in.“
is secured
to the table of the drilling machine
to this, the sides made to '
and the rest fastened
stand truly vertical, and gauged byatrue square or
A hole
set to the top by means of a spirit level.
is then drilled true to the marking, the drill entering
the nut G to form a true guide.
Emphasis has been
given to the extreme care in this example, and a.
sketch of a suitable drill is given in Fig. 5. In the
out for boring.

Fm. 4.-—TnE MILLING

8r

AND

NUT.

when the nut is screw~cut in the lathe. To do
this a pointed wire is inserted in the end of a short
shaft, the hole for which is drilled at a distance
from the centre.
This is ﬁtted in the front bearing
for the slide—rest screw.
The slide is adjusted
by means of its' strip T (Fig. 7), so that the face
of the nut is as near the slide‘rest screw bearing
as is convenient.
A uniformly slow revolution is
then given to the shaft, while the point of the wire
describes
a circle on the face of the nut.
The
strip is now released and the slide placed on its side,
while a line is made with a scribing block along the
outer surface of the nut. The nut is now ready

CUTTER.

Ti

K

Frc. 6.

Busn'ro

Fir

TOP
SHANK.

use of the abova drill the upper portion should ﬁt
a tmly reamed hole, the size of which is preferably
a little in excess of the diameter of the screw threads ;
the parallel sides of the drill must be lubricated,
and with the slide secured to the slide-rest at a
height, a. hole is then drilled through
convenient
nut G; after this the slide
the phosphor—bronze
The
is lowered and the lower bearing _] is drilled.
with a
hole in the nut is then slightly enlarged
be
further drill ; then a reamer may
passed through
if this work is properly done,
the lower bearing J.
the holes will be in alignment, and then the slide
The nut can be tapped
rest removed to the vice.
A bush K, bored a sliding ﬁt
while in its place.

Fro. 5.—DRrLL

wrrn

PARALLEL

SIDES.

to be cut, and can be more accurately " set"
true if it is allowed to remain in its place in the
slide.
To do this an angle-plate is attached to
the faceplate of the lathe at a convenient distance
from the centre of the spindle and the work mounted
upon it. An L—square, held on the faceplate
with its stock, and the blade over the line scribed
on the nut, quickly reveals the error if there be
any, and shows at a glance when the slide is set
"
"
on the angle-plate.
When once " trued."
square
the work is secured.
and not further disturbed.
Attention must now be given to a balance-weight.
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which should be placed approximately opposite
In rotating the faceplate the belt
the work.
should be slipped from its cone and the weight W
(Fig. 7) so placed as to allow the plate to stop
no more in one place than in another. This care
in setting is important, so that when the angle-plate
is moved a little in order that the nut will rotate
true to its marking, there will be no vibration of
the lathe parts while the tooling operations of the
nut are in progress.
A pointed and a following drill A and B (Fig. 8)

january

27,

low.

but even rubbing of the screw-cutting tool
an oil—stone will reduce the springing to
nose with
,
a minimum.
The screw-cutting tool which passes through the
hole in the nut should always be as stout as is
convenient, so that as much support as is possible
can be given to the tool's cutting edge A (Fig. 9).
For this purpose a cutter-bar is often preferable
to a solid tool B (Fig. 9).
There are two good reasons for this. In the
ﬁrst place, the peg tool can be altered so as to

a good

7

WW

E

e@_
are paSSed through the nut; then a boring tool C
quickly opens it to the size required, viz., about
i-64th in. above the diameter of the bottom of
the threads of the rest-screw.
Then,
Assume that there are six threads per inch.
if the. guide-screw is four to the inch. the wheels

being in the

same

x 10 =

ratio, We

g

have?S
the wheels required, with any diameter of wheel
most convenient as an intermediate.
These screws being cut usually
left-handed, then a stop should
L
be ﬁxed on the bed of the lathe,
is
against which the saddle
brought before each cut is put

B

Fm. 7.—MAc|-immo

THE

SLIDE-REST.

ride perfectly true to its cut, while the solid tool
has frequently to be twisted into position by the
insertion of thin packing strips—never a satis
factory process, for even with an expert the packing
over of a screw-cutting tool is often a little too

much or not quite enough.
A further reason is that when the tool has
renewed the peg tool C is much cheaper and
quickly made than the solid tool, which has
When the thread is cut to proper
forged.
I

H

.

on

operation of cutting a
square thread in a nut is most
interesting, and one which per
haps offers as much compensa
tion as any operation done in
Q
Long before a full
the lathe.
thread has been cut there will
insert
be a desire, followed by an attempt. to
This attempt is hastened. primarily,
the screw.
and,
by fear of cutting the hole too large;
m
diliiculty
there is more
because
secondly,
an
than
thread
internal
gauging the size of an
external one. Then, again, there will be a con'
amount of overhang of the tool, quite
siderable
unavoidable in this case, owing to the position of
the nut G in the slide S (Fig. 7), which overhang
will cause more or less springing oi the cutting
Obviously, in such a case, to obtain the
tool.
should be kept
tool
the cutting
best results.
taken,
sharp, and when the ﬁnal cuts are to be
The

I
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to be
more
to be
size,
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FIG. 9.-—PLAIN AND ADJUSTABLE
Bonmo TOOLS.

the tool should be traversed
several times without
altering the depth of cut, so that the hole may be
parallel and smooth.
It has already been shown that iron and brass
“
" for
“
cored
castings can be
tooling or left
solid."
and that for small work cores are both troublesome
and expensive; this applies also to lathe work,
especially for deep holes.
this
Unfortunately,
fact is not so thoroughly understood as it deserves
for designing small
by those who are responsible
or engines; in fact. cores are put in
machines
almost every conceivable form of article with a view
to economise the weight of metal and to reduce the

january
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time occupied in tooling, but the actual results are
far from being satisfactory.
Solid metal, may be very quickly pierced by the
modern
twist drills of “ air-hardened"
steel.
Twist drills are manufactured in ﬁxed diameters
and in ﬁxed lengths respectively—that is, a i-in.
drill will be able to pierce a hole 4} ins. through,
and a i-in. drill not more than 7 ins. through.
Deeper holes, which necessitate longer drills, have
to be Specially provided for.
Suitable holders and
guides can be had for drilling at the lathe with
twist drills when the work is fairly short. and there
are no ovcrhanging portions to collide with the
As an instance of this, short shafts
lathe saddle.

hints may be of service to some readers.
In the
ﬁrst place, it is necessary to measure approximately
drilled,
the depth of the hole to be
and then esti
mate how much of the steel bar is to be forged
to make the drill clear well through the hole.
No
more than is required must be forged,
because
long drills should be as stiﬂ as it is practicable to
“ Worn-out" smooth ﬁles,
make them.
after
" for flat
drills
annealing, can be “drawn down
quite satisfactorily. such steel always being of a
good quality.
MAKING A FLAT

DRILL

FOR THE

LATHE.

The ﬁle is heated to a cherry red. the tang cut
“
off, and the end
squared up." The
tongs can then be placed on this end,
and will not need removing until the
The thin portion of
drill is ﬁnished.
the ﬁle is cut away, and with a pair of
“
and lower
necking tools"—upper
tools—a nick is made
“fullering”
approximately to the size the drill
shank is to be ﬁnally made. A further
heat is taken and the neck serves as a
guide, whilst the thicker or broader
portion is drawn down parallel on the
sides and made evenly thick.
It is
essential to have a uniformly straight
and evenly thick drill if a truly parallel
hole is to be made (A, Fig. 8).
A little
" ﬁattener "
extra use of the
will save
subsequent ﬁling, and the annoyance
of making ridges-in the bore of the
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The second or following drill B is
made without a point. and with the
sides parallel for a short distance, and
then backed off for a clear
ance after the cutting edges.
Deep holes may be opened
out by means of a D-bit (F,

-&

Drill resl'

1

J

FIG. 8.-—VARIOL'S Kmns
or Drums AND Currmc
TOOLS.

and spindles may be bored in the lathe, the drills
inserted half-way through and the work
Very long drills
reversed to do the second half.
may be forged from rectangular bars and tWisted
whilst hot, and afterwards turned to the diameter
Made
then hardened and tempered.
required,
in this way, the twisted portion may be compara
any length
tively short, while the bar may
suitable to the depth of the holes (Fig. 10).
In using the above kind of drill, the hole should
tool, to
be opened with shorter drills or a boring
ensure the long drill making a true start, and then,
if properly tempered and suitably ground, it wrll
fairly straight, causing very little trouble.
go
In general practice drills for lathe work are for ed
from ﬂat bars of crucible cast steel, and the followmg

_ being

Fig. 8).

A useful form of ﬁnishing
drill is shown in E, Fig. 8; it
is capable of expansion by
means of the conical screw S.
Obviously, this tool can be
adjusted to ﬁt the standard
Drill halt/fr“ K
gauge and maintained after
any slight wear or re-sharpen
ing by further adjustment.
The drill answers very well
for short work, but cannot
compete with a ﬂuted reamer
"
"
in
In
sizing
deep holes.
making such a drill, after forging and turning,
the position for hole is properly set out:
then
the hole is drilled and tapped, and countersunk
for the adjusting screw 5.
After "ﬁtting up,"
the drill is ﬁnally turned, and then ﬁnished by
backing off the cutting edges with a small ﬁle.
Care must be taken to get the sawslit deep enough,
so as to allow the drill to expand, also to see that
the taper screw ﬁts properly on the threaded por
tion and on the cone ; unless this is done, the screw
may work itself back, and so reduce the diameter
to which the holes are to be ﬁnished.
Drilling and ﬁnishing holes in the lathe is only
convenient when the holes are fairly straight,
but for deep holes and such as may be in unsound
metal, the drills are followed by a boring tool C
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(Fig. 8). This tool straightens the hole, and will
be fed either automatically or by hand until only
by the
a fractional amount is left to be removed
reamer.

(To be continued.)

Notes on Wireless Telegraphy.
By

“

GREGAN.”

HE

amateur who is anxious to make ex
periments in wireless telegraphy, but has
to provide himself with
not the means
It is
expensive apparatus, need not despond.
extraordinary to think what a lot of really practical
work may be done with modest apparatus. The
writer has actually received perfectly clear reliable
signals over a distance of six miles with gear that
only cost a few shillings.
wer that is avail
To begin with, there is the
able to be considered, by which is meant the voltage
at which a certain deﬁnite current can be supplied.
The worker who has to rely on batteries is at a dis
voltage
advantage, because any really respectable
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great many old houses haVe copper wire. festooned
about the walls, the remains ot a mechanical bell
by, electric bells.
system which has been replaced
This is just the stqu for your aerial, and you would
probably be doing your friends a service in removing
it. However, if copper wire in fair quantity is not
within your reach, you must be content with iron
is
wire. It has its disadvantages, but expense
not one of them, and the writer has used it with
success, quite contrary to theoretical expectations.
Having got together as much wire for your aerial
at each end as you can afford, look about for con
veniently high places to suspend
your aerials
from. If you can give them each a hoist of ioo ft.,
so much the better; if 50 ft., well you are not so
lf you can only get a height of 10 ft., you
badly off.
are not lucky; but even if there is no elevation at
Now a high
all. you need not give up in despair.
vertical aerial will radiate well in all directions,
while a. wire laid along the ground in a direction ~
away from the distant station will radiate towards
the distant station in quite a respectable manner.
A combination of these two extremes will probably
best suit the purpose of the amateur, as he will, to
a great extent, be guided by circumstances.

Ls.
E

r

[THE
F193.

require such a number of cells, that the
would be considerable, even if he made
them entirely himself. Still, he may do a great
Let him remember that his easiest plan is
deal.
to pin his faith to low voltage, which means fewer
cells to look after and plenty of current, involving
cells of large size.
The next most important factor is the aerial
at each end.
The aerial should be as high as can
be conveniently managed, and real care should be
For instance, it
expended upon the insulation.
will not be sufﬁcient to use string, to stay it off
brickwork, trees, and what not. Hardly, too much
caution can be expended in insulating the aerial
within the limits of the experimenter's resources.
The amateur will secure for his aerial as much
wire as he can, but copper wire is an expensive
article, and not always to be had for the asking.
would

expense

F172
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m 71

E
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Let him say to himself, " I want to get a con
ductor with a large capacity. so that it can easily
contain the charge I am going to give it, therefore
I am collecting plenty of wire for my aerial.
I am
going to conﬁne every ounce of 'juice’ in the
aerial until the moment it is all set free in a lump;
therefore,
I will insulate the aerial very carefully
from the earth. I want to signal to a great dis
tance, therefore
I will put my aerial as high as I
I want to concentrate my
conveniently can.
power as much as possible in one direction, there
fore when I have got my- aerial as high as con
venient I will stretch the remainder out in a line
behind the station pointing in the opposite direction
to which I want the message to go. If I have
many obstacles in the way it will be necessary to
use as long an aerial as possible, so as to make a
long wave which will more easily jump over them I "
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Let this argument be applied to each end, and
let each end be as similar as possible to the other,
especially let the two aerials be of the same total

length.
The next consideration, and a very important one,
is the earth connection at each end. Of course,
water makes a very good earth if there is a pond
or a marsh or moist earth in the immediate vicinity,
and in some cases it may be sufﬁcient to solder your
earth connection on to a tin pail and bury it not
too deep; but take it as an axiom that your earth
connection can never be good enough to boast
about, however low its resistance may be.
One thing must be avoided, and that is long leads
down to your earth. If you cannot avoid long
leads. you must take every chance of making tribut
ary earths on the way down to it; in other words,
let your earth lead be uninsuiated.
The tendency of high-frequency currents, such as
are used in wireless telegraphy, is to spread on the
surface so that very little advantage is to be gained
by burying an earth plate at any great depth. More
over, these currents spread out like lines of magnetic
force over the earth's surface, and therefore one
of the most efﬁcient earth connections may be
made by spreading a network of wire and scrap
metal over a large surface, and loosely covering it
with charcoal ashes and refuse. The decay of refuse
causes the formation of acids. which help in the con
ductivity of the whole.
Sometimes it is almost impossible to get a satis
factory earth connection at all, and in this case it
is best to insert a large condenser between the earth
lead and the earth connections, only then the earth
lead will have to be protected from leakage by in
A modiﬁcation of this method is to make
sulation.
the earth surface itself form one plate of a condenser,
and take the earth, lead to a metallic surface of wire
ob
netting or zinc rooﬁng, or whatever can be
tained to answer the purpose supported on in
sulators, stones, bricks, or wooden supports a few
inches from the ground. So much for the main
stations.
considerations of a couple of wireless
The best way of testing general efﬁciency is to listen
“
Once you have established
for
atmospherics."
your aerial and its attendant earth, you have con
The addition
structed a receiver of electric waves.
of any instruments does not improve its efﬁciency,
as such, generally speaking. They are in the nature
of detectors, simply to cause the existence of such
waves to become known to yourself.
There are many detectors, but the most sensitive
and, perhaps, the most interesting are the telephone
detectors, though they necessitate
the presence
of an operator with his ears glued to the telephone
This means generally that certain
all the time.
times must be appropriated for signalling, such, for
instance, as the commencement of certain hours
of the day.
Once, however, an installation of a kind has been
set up it will be easy enough to go on improving
it as time and opportunity may dictate.
The essentials then are a bare wire raiSed to the
greatest possible height, and carefully insulated
from surrounding objects that threaten to touch it.
The upper end of this wire must be supported by an
efﬁcient insulation, and the lower end must be in
very good connection with the earth.
Now support a short length of the wire as near to
the earth end as convenient on a piece of hard wood
or ebonite, and cut the wire carefully in two, ﬁle
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the two portions of the cut smooth, and secure
them as near to one another as possible—paper
clearance.
You now have the simplest form
of detector.
Under favourable circumstances of
weather sparks may be seen occurring in this tiny
little spark gap, and with an aerial about 100 ft.
high the suitable weather conditions will not
be of very rare occurrence.
You will be detecting
“
"
or electrical
atmospherics
disturbances
of
natural origin.
A more sensitive detector will be provided by
slightly enlarging the gap, and placing a little heap
of metallic ﬁlings in the aperture.
if now an electric bell, actuated by a single cell,
be joined up as in Fig. I, so that the ﬁlings heaped
between the cut ends take the place of an ordinary
push, the bell will be found not to ring until a
electric wave, either created by a distant
passing
'ghtning flash or an "atmospheric," or, if you are in
luck, by Marconi's high-power station at Clifden,
strikes the aerial and presses the push, or, in
other words, coheres the ﬁlings and seals them to
The bell will continue ringing until, by
gether.
tapping the support smartly, you separate the ﬁlings
from one another, and, so to speak, release the
push again.
Now arrange everything exactly the same. only
substitute a telephone
receiver
for the electric
bell.
You will ﬁnd that there are many more
signals going about than your bell was ever aware
of, because a telephone receiver is far more sensitive ;
and, moreover, you will ﬁnd that it is not absolutely
to tap the ﬁling every time you hear
necessary
a click in the telephone in response to an impulse,
though it is better to do so because, after the ﬁrst
response, signals get weaker and weaker.
Substi
tuting carbon dust, such as the scrapings off a
common pencil, for the metal ﬁlings, you will ﬁnd
that it is not necessary to tap the coherer, and
that signals are better deﬁned in the telephone,
but carbon oﬁers too high a resistance to work
the bell properly.
When you have got results with carbon dust
or ﬁlings you can try other substances; you may
chance upon something really very sensitive.
A
small fragment of that hard crystal substance
called carborundum is exceedingly sensitive, and
will give far better results than carbon du'st.
It
must be gripped tightly between the jaws of the
little spark gap.
Carborundum is cheap enough,
but hard to obtain.
Painters use it in grinding up
their paints, and you might get it from that source.
It is also used for grinding tools. Galena, the ore
from which metallic lead is extracted, is very sensi
tive, especially in conjunction with carbon. Another
is sulphide of iron, obtained by melting
substance
sulphur with iron ﬁlings. All these things are im
a battery in the circuit.
proved by
A single
cell gener aplacing
y will be sufﬁcient.
Fig. 2 shows the
arrangement.
Other detectors there are in many forms, but
those mentioned are the simplest, and will do for
a start. The ﬁlings detector or coherer is useful
in conjunction with a sensitive relay when it is re
quired that the message received should reveal
itself in any other way than the telephone.
We will now turn our attention to sending, and
it is here that our resources will be most severely
taxed. What is required for the production of
electric waves is in most cases an electric spark.
There are other methods of producing electric waves,
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any disturbance of electricity in a
indeed.
circuit causes it to radiate energy.
Still, in the
same way as we ﬁnd the easiest method of producing
noise from a piece of metal to be transmitted to
a distance is by striking it sharply, we ﬁnd the
easiest
method of causing a circuit to radiate
energy is by causing a sudden rupture of the clec
tricity ﬂowing in it. This rupture is represented by
we must, therefore, ﬁnd some
the electric spark.
means of creating an electric spark.
The most generally accepted method is by means
of an induction coil or transformer, which builds
up such a high voltage in the wires connected to
the aerial and earth, that at length a spark passes
them,
in the gap between
the
short-circuiting
secondary coil for an instant and joining the aerial
earth,
and as instantly breaking this.
straight to
newly established circuit.
The principle of this method will be seen by con
sulting Fig. 3.
The induction coil creates a current in the two
extremities 1E and E, which radiate their energy
after a fashion; but when the difference of pressure
in the gap is so great as to cause a current to bridge
it in the form of a spark, the relief to the pressure
is enormous, and the energy banked up in the aerial
ﬂows direct to earth with all the force of its back
pressure, and nothing to oppose it, as the induction
Before the aerial has had time to avail
coil does.
the circuit
itself of this sudden bridge, however,
and the enormous disturbance
is broken again,
set up thereby expends itself in a radiation incom
parably greater than that hitherto given out by the
aerial. To speak ﬁguratively, the aerial momentarily
bursts so far as containing electricity is concerned.
I may here be accused of employing unscientiﬁc
language, but my purposc is to create a general idea
of effects rather than go into deep scientiﬁc specula
tion. If we have a large induction coil, we shall
be able to work with greater power than if we only
possess a 10s. 6d. motor coil, and if we cannot afford
even that our case is not hopeless.
There are other means of creating a spark, inferior
The writer has transmitted
though they may be.
messages clearly to a distance of ﬁve miles with
nothing more formidable than an ordinary electric
True, the other conditions were excellent—
bell.
the aerials were high, and the receiving instruments
sensitive, but it shows what can be done with small
power. Fig. 4 shows how the connections are
and.

made.

An ordinary bell is taken, and for preference the
It is then connected
gong and hammer are removed.
up so as to work in the usual manner, but as much
power is used to drive it as can be safely employed
without burning out the coils—that is to say. the
voltage used should be as high as can be obtained
for the best eﬂect, even if this necessitates the coils

being rewound.
The spark that occurs at the make and break
The aerial must,
is our source of transmission.
therefore, be connected to the contact pillar and the
By this means very efﬁ
earth to the armature.
cient radiation can be created in an aerial without
any other apparatus at all. Indeed, I have found
this arrangement work well under circumstances
It is
where a i-in. spark coil would give no result.
rough directions a
hoped that from the foregoing
number of amateur electricians who have
large
wireless
hitherto considered
telegraphy rather be
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yond their scope, may be induced to enter upon
this line of research and recreation.
An installation that may be got to work across
the road or at a distance of a few hundred yards
is within the reach of the humblest amateur.
Sim
plicity is the soul of progress where electricity of
the present day is concerned, and he who ﬁrst brings
win less transmission into the sphere of household
utility will probably be he who has pushed to its
limits the capabilities of the humble Leclanché cell.
I shall hope in a later article to touch lightly upon
the subject of tuning and directive signalling, but
in the meantime I shall be glad to give such assist
ance as lies in m
power to any that ﬁnd difﬁculty
in
resu ts from attempts initiated by this
obtaining
artic
e.

“The Model Engineer”
Dynamo.

By ALFRED \V. MARsuALL, M.I.Moch.E.,

A.M.I.E.E.

(Continued from page 6.)
HIS dynamo, working at full output, will
light ﬁfty 10 c.-p. metal ﬁlament lamps
on the basis explained in January 6th issue.
It will light about eighteen 8 c.-p. carbon ﬁlament
lamps, reckoned on a basis of consuming 3} watts
The ﬁeld-magnet consists of a cast
per candle.
iron ring having four circular holes, into which
four wrought-iron poles are ﬁtted. It rests upon
a frame bedplate, which also carries the pedestals
supporting the armature. Two brackets cast in
one with the ring rest upon
projecting surfaces
which stand above the general level of the bedplate.
Four bolts, passing through these brackets, hold
The general shape of
the ﬁeld-magnet in place.
the ring and poles is shown by the accompanying
detail drawings. Before machining the ring it
should be properly marked out with centre-lines.
To do this support it horizontally upon a ﬂat sur»
face, and scribe a centre-line around it with a scrib
ing block; measure the centres for the four holes.
so that they are at right angles to one another,
and scribe circles to locate the position and size
If a slide lathe is available, the ring
of the holes.
can be bolted to the saddle, and the holes bored by
means of a boring bar held between the centres.
If the lathe is a plain one. without a saddle, the
holes may be bored between centres, using a drill
and boring bits held in the chuck.
A ﬂat bit.
with wood pieces clamped at its sides, will prob
ably mako the best job for a ﬁnishing cut or if the
holes have been cored out.
To mark the surfaces AA
of the brackets, place the ring upright upon a surface~
plate and pack it until it is truly vertical and the
brackets horizontal.
Then mark the boundary
lines for the surfaces by means of a scribing block,
measuring the correct distance which they have
to be downwards from the centre-line of the arma
ture shaft.
The poles may be turned from solid rectangular
bar. It should be very good quality wrought iron.
The part which goes into the ring should be a good
ﬁt in the hole; it should require light blows with
If the sides of
a hammer to drive it into place.
the
are ﬁled parallel with the turned parts,
poles
the our poles can be bolted upon a face late and
bored out to correct size.
The circle 8 ‘ould be
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accurately marked previously, so that you have a
This operation is advisedly
line for working to.
done when the ﬁeld-magnet is bolted in place upon
the bedplate, and is therefore left until a late stage
in the making of the machine. Fix a piece of wood
With a scribing block placed upon
in the bore.
B B of the bedplate,
one of the pedestal surfaces
you can mark a centre-line at the exact height. of
the armature centre upon the wood. On this line
you can ﬁnd the correct position for your compass
point to draw the circle upon the poles.
The method
of holding the poles in place in the ring is by means
of setscrews, as shown in the coloured plate. These
screws should be made of steel, with a short length
turned parallel at the point to ﬁt into a hole drilled
The screws should bottom in
into the pole core.
the holes. so that they can be screwed home tightly
and pinch at the points. The outer ends of the
poles are to be made to come flush with the bosses
' on the ring.
The field-magnet coils are wound on removable
bobbins, so that they can he slipped into their
These bobbins are made of
places on the poles.
brass and built up from two ﬂanges and a piece of
round tube for each, soldered together. A pair of
insulating washers will be required to go inside the
They can be made from
ﬂanges of each bobbin.
sheet vulcanised ﬁbre or cardboard, about 3-32nds in.
thick, and require to be cut at one place. so that
you can get them on to the bobbin. The cut should
be covered with a strip of insulating paper on the
A wrapping of insulating paper must
inside face.
be placed on the centre of the bobbin to prevent
the wire from chance contact with the brass and
It is advisable to
maintain a good insulation.
place this wrapping on ﬁrst, making it to ﬁt close
up to the inside of the ﬂanges, and then to spring
the insulating washers over it. This will prevent
the wire from slipping down at the. junction and
coming into contact with the brass.
The bedplate of the machine is of cast iron, hollow,
of U-shaped section, as shown by the coloured plate
Stiﬁening ribs are placed
and detail drawing.
inside—two at each bearing seat. and two at each
When making the pat
of the ﬁeld-magnet seats.
tern, be careful to make the taper of these ribs
as shown, so that they will easily leave the sand of
to provide thickness
the mould. Also remember
of metal, as shown, at each of the places where the
holes come for the screws which hold the bearings
It is advisable, though
and ﬁeld-magnet in place.
not absolutely necessary, to allow for planing over
the whole of the bottom edges of the bedplate.
The important dimension to observe when planing
the top of the bedplate is the difference of height
between the surfaces B B, upon which the pedestals
rest, and the surfaces CC, upon which the ﬁeld
In general allow plenty of metal
mag'net rests.
to be bored out of the holes in the ﬁeld-magnet ring,
into which the poles ﬁt to ensure good surfaces.
Allow also ample metal to come off the seatings of
the bedplate, in case the casting warps in the mould
The bedplate does not carry any
when being cast.
the joints where the ﬁeld-magnet
magnetism;
is fastened to it need therefore only be good enough
The quality of
to satisfy mechanical purposes.
the iron is of secondary importance, but the iron
for the ﬁeld-magnet ring should be of ﬁrst-rate
Do not use a
quality, soft. and free fromblowholes.
casting which shows any appearance of being porous.
be
continued.)
(To
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Case-hardening Small Work.
By ERNEST \\'. FRASER.

ASEHARDENING

is the name given to a
whereby small machine parts made
from wrought iron, mild steel, and in some
cases malleable iron, receive an intensely hard skin
while the inner portion remains unaffected.
Pro
perly done, this skin will resist ﬁling, and in depth
may vary from a mere skin to i-64th in. or more,
as will be seen later.
A correspondent recently asked the Editor for
information concerning the case-hardening of cycle
cones and cups.
The writer has always been under
the impression that in a high-grade cycle these de
tails were of cast steel and hardened and tempered,
as that material usually is.
Even in cases where
ones of obsolete
or experimental pattern
special
have to be made, it is best to make them of cast
steel, hardened and let down to a very dark straw.
If casehardened mild steel be used. the hard skin is
gone in a few days unless furnace-hardened, and
that would cost more for time and fuel than making
them of cast steel.
To case~harden spindles.
small gear wheels.
bosses, cams, axles, etc., proceed as follows :—--Heat
the article to an even dull red and cover the part
to be hardened with powdered yellow pruSSiate of
potash. Do not shake any of the potash off that
may adhere to the job, but place it gently back in
the ﬁre and reheat till all the potash has dissolved.
Again, it should be covered with fresh potash and
the process repeated
till three or four doses of
potash have been given, when the job should be
at once quenched in clean cold water. Take out
when cold and clean the potash off with a wire
brush. If a number of small pieces are to be done.
it will pay to sand-blast them to get the potash off.
This is the simplest way of case-hardening small
work in an ordinary ﬁre and the surface producer]
is very thin indeed.
Objection is sometimes raised
to the way in which the potash hangs to the work
even after cooling off, and to the time taken to clean
it off, and to the ﬁrst cost of the potash. To over
come
these
various case-hardening
objections,
mixtures are sold, one of the best being a compound
“
called
Scintilla."
It is put up in several forms.
that known as Grey Scintilla being the best for
the above described process; while the Red Scintilla
is, as far as the writer remembers.
the best for
The grey is used just the same
furnacehardening.
r, and it is easily
as potash; its cost is chea
removed from the work ; but, in the writer’s opinion.
the surface produced is slightly less hard than
It is, however, an excellent thing,
potash gives.
and can be used on work from the smallest to the
largest with advantage.
Such things as marine engine drag links, motion
work. motor-car gears, camshafts, and, in fact, all
work requiring to be hardened to any depth are
furnace-hardened in all u to-date works. They
are carefully packed in
cintilla or any other
hardening mixture in iron boxes and subjected to
a dull red heat for some twelve hours or more,
and then cooled.
This gives a surface that will
turn a. good centre-punch, and can neither be ﬁled,
Holes and parts that are to be
chipped, or sawn.
left soft are ﬁlled or covered with ﬁreclay before
acking. It is almost impossible to avoid distortion
in articles case-hardened
In
by either process.
process
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Useful Tools and How
to Use Them.

'

By F. H. Jonnsou.
amateurs who do model work would do
it very much more quickly and easily if
they knew the right way to set about the
work in hand.
To many, six months in a shop
would be a. revelation in ways and means; but others
have just that knack of ﬁnding the best way of
doing a thing which is a characteristic of the true
Meanwhile, the following descriptions
engineer.
of a few handy tools and dodges may be useful
to many of THE Mont-:1. ENGINEER readers.
A tooll never have read of in a handbook is the
scraper. Scrapers are of two kinds—half-round
and ﬂat. A ﬂat scraper (Fig. i) is made from an old
ﬂat ﬁle about 6 or 8 ins. long. Grind it smooth on
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all four edges, or. failing a grindstone, soften and
ﬁle it smooth.
Make the end slightly rounded,

but keep the edge square; re-hardcn. if necessary,
and sharpen it on an India- or oil-stone. It is used
for ﬁtting two surfaces to rub accurately together,
such as slides and slide-blocks, slide-valves, etc.
A half-round scraper is made from an old smooth,
half-round ﬁle.
It should be made red-hot and the
point knocked out and bent up, as shown in Fig. 2.
Then grind or ﬁle two cutting edges at A and B

27, lQlO.

(Fig. 2), and also grind the bottom unﬁl the two
It should be—when ﬁnished—
edges are sharp.
of the section shown in Fig. 3. Take care that
the angles at C and D are not less than 85°, or else
the tool will not scrape, but dig in.
The scra
should then be hardened and tempered
to a light
straw, and then thoroughly sharpened on the oil
stone.
A scraper can be made by grinding only,
without forging. It is a very handy tool to take
burrs out of drilled holes, to make small radii
on the inside of holes on the lathe. and to remove
from a bearing or other circular part the slight

cooling fairly large work that has been potashed,
it will be noticed that small particles of potash fly
off when the water reaches them.
They should be
avoided, if possible. as they inﬂict burns which do
not readily heal up.
A rather pretty mottled
effect can be produced on work by dipping it out
in strong brine.
A concluding word of advice to our younger
friends. Do not, on reading the above hints; ﬁle
slots in bright nuts and potash them, thinking to
obtain cheap die nuts thereby. That they will cut
a thread may not be impossible, but it is extremely
The writer has tried years ago.
improbable.
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amount necessary after machining to allow of a good
ﬁt. A suitable size for model work is 6 ins. long.
To ﬁnd where it is necessary to scrape a surface
" should
“
be used.
This
marking
or a bearing.
is made out of soot and oil mixed to a thickish paste.
The soot is best made by holding a iece of glass
in the ﬂame of a parafﬁn lamp. Ti t the glass a
little, and then the smoke will go in one direction,
When sufﬁcient has
and not up in your face.
collected,
scrape it off the glass and mix the oil
with it. When using it, use the smallest possible
so as to make the surface
dirty.
quantity~just
Put the marking, not on the surface to be scraped,
to
which
it
is
but on the corresponding part
being
'ﬁtted.
Rub the surfaces together, and then scrape
the dark places.
Finished work should never be gripped in the
“
vice, except in a pair of brass or copper
clamps,”
and in the making of these do not stint your metal ;
is
and
it
1-16th in. thick
about right.
should cover
If enough
the top of the vice, as shown in Fig. 4.
used,
metal is
when the clamps crack at the bends —
can be resoftened
as they usually do-—-the two halves
'
and made into another pair. It is best to soften
the brass by heating red-hot and quenching in
water before bending.
When tapping a. hole, it is often very necessary to
To
keep the tap square with the face of the work.
do this easily, thread a ﬁnished nut on to the tap,
and use it as a guide (Fig. 5); if the nut turns with
the tap when the nut reaches the face of the work,
turn the former back a little, or else it will lock the
tap in the hole and perhaps break it. After it
has been used a little, however, the nut will have
.
no tendency to turn with the tap.
It is best to do all drilling in the lathe or on a
machine,
as then one knows it is upright.
drilling
It is always best for holes larger than i- in. to mark
out the hole with dividers and four centre-punch
Then, if the drill runs out of
dots, as in Fig. 6.
centre, steps can be taken to correct it. To do this,
chip the hole a little with a small round-nose chisel ;
the drill will then go to whatever part of the hole
you make deepest, provided the drill has not
A round-nose chisel is
started to cut its full size.
shown in Fig. 7. Small chisels of this pattern.
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made from round ﬁles, are used for chipping oil
grooves in bearings.
slide-rests cannot bore
Many not possessing
A good makeshift
parallel holes in cylinders, etc.
is shown in Fig. 8, where the boring-bar and cutter
are ﬁxed in the tailstock itself. To make the bar
a piece of mild steel is turned to {i in. or 5-16ths in.,
according to the size of the lathe. The size should
be determined by the largest hole it is possible to
easily drill in the lathe. A transverse hole is then
drilled through about 5—16ths in. from the end.
and another hole drilled endways to meet it.
The other
This hole is tapped for a setscrew.
end of the bar is turned taper to ﬁt snugly
in the centre-hole. If this is nicely done, there
will be no need to ﬁx it in any other way.
Cutters are shown in Fig. 9, and are made of

Fig.

_

F19 5
silver

7.

F; .8.
<7

steel.
To adjust the cut, the bar should be
tapped after loosening the screw, and according
to which side of the bar is hit, so the cutter will
advance or recede. With a little practice, it is quite
easy to adjust the cutter within very close limits.
A very handy process for lengthening the life
of mild steel and wrought iron parts is to case-harden
It is quite easily done and, if done properly,
them.
the hardened parts cannot possibly be ﬁled; in
fact, they are as hard as tool steel.
Only parts
that are machined, such as screws or turned rods,
or anything that has been ﬁled bright, can be har
Make the article red-hot, or, rather, above
dened.
red, say, orange-red. which can be done in a kitchen
Then quickly cover it with powdered ferro
ﬁre.
cyanide of potassium (which is a poison) obtained at
the chemists. The potash will melt and give oﬁ’
fumes, and when the piece is wet all over, take it
out of the potash, re-heat for a few seconds, and
If the part is very small,
plunge into cold water.
it may not melt the potash. In such a case cover
the part and heat; when it is red-hot and the
potash runs, quicldy dip. If this has been properly
carried out. the article will appear white, and should
be very hard. The hardening shrinks parts slightly,
but unless they are large it will not affect the ﬁt
Care should be taken that the part is not
much.
knocked against anything while hot, as a. dent is
not easily removed after hardening. Care should
also be taken not to inhale the fumes or to spill the
about where it is likely to get into
ferro—cyanide
food, as it is extremely poisonous.
[Some further information on this most useful
process will be found in the article on "Case
on another page of this issue—Em,
Hardening,"
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[The Editor invites readersto make use of this column /or Ldlm
discussion0/ made" of practical and mutual interest.
ﬂu
desired,
bul
In”
my be signed with n nom~de-plumeif
mm and addms of the render nus-r invariably bl adadmi,
lhaugll no! necessarinfor publication.]
“
Re
Model Engineer" Gold Medal Locomo

tive, “Green

To

THE EDITOR

or

Dragon."

The Model Engineer.

DEAR SlR,—I have read with pleasure the letter
of Mr. Henry Greenly 1: above engine, which appears
on page 42 of your January 13th issue, and consider
for
that he makes out a strong“ case in accounting
"
ﬁmsh Ito
exhibition
the \ack of superﬁne or
which I referred in the "Locomotive
Notes." It is interesting to know the
the two can
conditions under which
" Green
"
11
and
gines—" Red Dragon
Dragon"-were produced, and I am
sure that all will agree that the building
of two such locomotives, including the
collecting of the material for the pur
pose, in the short period quoted by
Mr. Greenly. was an achievement of
which all concerned may justly be
proud.
It will be remembered that I con
ﬁned my very mild criticism to matters
"
"
alone, not calling in ques
ﬁnish
of
tion either the design or general work
manship, both of which are, of course,
excellent, so that I cannot be ranked
" critics “ whom Mr. Greenly
with those
thinks Will
be satisﬁed with the performances of the engines.
My view of the work done by the engines is that
it places any claim made on their behalf for efﬁ
ciency beyond all dispute—Yours faithfully,
CnAs. S. LAKE.

The Society of Model Engineers.
(Raports 0/ meetingsshould be 5m! lo the aﬂires 0,! Tn: Moon.
Blonmn without dale , and will b: inserted In any par
ticular issue i! receive a clear nm: days be/on as wind!
dale o/ Publicationj

N ordinary

London.

of the Society was held on
at the Caxton
13th,
Thursday,
January
Hall, \Vestminster, Mr. John Wills taking
chair,
the
and about seventy-ﬁve members being
present.

meeting

The minutes of the last meeting having been
and seven new members elected, the Chair
man re-introduced the Committee's scheme for
increasing the membership of the Society, but Mr.
James Glover moved that the scheme proposed be
and Mr.
abandoned. Mr.
W'elsman
seconded,
Glover's motion was put to the meeting and carried
by a show of hands.
The' Chairman also announced the conditions
under which members were to receive awards for
the best exhibits of work at ordinary meetings.
The members
to be divided into two classes:
Class A—to consist of such members
(being those
most proﬁcient in model work) as the Committee
should from time to time determine, the names of
such members
ﬁrst posted on the notice
being
read,

'
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board; Class B—to comprise all other members:
provided that any member placed in Class B having
won two prizes in these competitions, be thereupon
transferred to Class A. The Chairman hoped the
classiﬁcation adopted would result in the junior
and less proﬁcient members freely exhibiting their
‘
work.
The Chairman also requested
that members
or work
having photographs of their models
shops, etc., would send them to the Secretary for
insertion in an album to be kept in the Society's
He also announced that Messrs.
library.
H.
Clayton and B. E. Pinder had kindly presented
books to the library— the former six volumes (bound)
of "Modern Engines and Power Generators "
(by Rankin Kennedy), and the latter seven mis
cellaneous volumes on Turning and Electricity.
The formal business being concluded, the Chair
man called upon Mr. james C. Crebbin for his
lecture on " Compound Locomotives of the Con
tinent."
The lecturer dealt at some length with
the limitations imposed
on Continental engineers
in'designing locomotives in the way of axle weight
and the poor quality of the coal used, giving these
"
"
as the main reasons why
was so
compounding
on the Continent.
He also
greatly in evidence
detailed at length his personal experiences on the
several
Continental
locomotives.
footplates of
The lecture was illustrated by a large number of
excellent slides of different types of engines, and
also by a large variety of scale diagrams and photo
graphs kindly lent to the lecturer for the occasion.
At the close several members
ut questions on
of locomotive practice which Mr. Crebbin
points
indly replied to. Mr. A. M. H. Solomon there
upon proposed a hearty vote of thanks to Mr.
Crebbin for his interesting lecture, which was given
.
with acclamation.
FUTURE Msarmcs.—To be held at the Caxton
Hall, at seven o'clock, \Vednesday, February 2nd:
Demonstration meeting.
Thursday, February 17th ;
short papers
Ordinary
meeting;
by members.
Mr. Blankenburg on the construction of his com
pound undertype engine; Mr. H. A. St. George
“
on
Hints on Taking Photographs of Models ";
and Mr. Hilclersley on the " Construction of Miniature
“'orking Steam Pressure Gauges. ' The ﬁrst com
work will be
petition for exhibits of members'
held at this meeting.
Friday, March 4th : Demon
stration meeting—Full
particulars of the Society
and forms of application may be obtained from
the Secretary, HERBERT G. RIDDLE, 37. Minard
Road, Hither Green,

Provincial

Societies.

Birmingham.—MEF.TING.—The
ordinary monthly
"
White
meeting of this Society took place at the
Horse,“ Congreve Street, Birmingham, on \Ned
nesday evening, January
th.
1n the absence of
the Chairman and Vice-C airman, Mr. T. Powell
was asked to take the chair,er the evening.
Owing
to the few entries received for the competition, it
was decided
to postpone the last day of entry
until the February
viz., “’ednesday,
meeting,
It was announced at the meeting
February 2nd.
that arrangements had been completed by the
Committee for a stand at the forthcoming National
Trades' Exhibition,
Bingley Hall, Birmingham,
which will be held from March to May. The posi
tion of the stand is most desirable, and it is hoped
that the members will do all in their power to make
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it a huge success.
Among the exhibits brought
by members at this meeting may be mentioned a
model electric locomotive, capacity 10 volts 3 am ps.,
brought by Mr. G. Kings, which was run on a tem~
orary track with the aid of an accumulator,
Brought by Mr. A. J. Perks. This accumulator,
which was made by Mr. Perks himself, was hardly
to run the locomotive at any great
large enough
This locomotive
speed, being only 4 volts 6 amps.
will be run at the Exhibition on a properly ﬁxed
track, and should prove a big draw. Mr. Perks
also brought a neat little home-made motor, under
type pattern, to run at from 4—10 volts, and con
The motor ran very well, and this,
sume 2 amps.
together with the locomotive, was a source of great
There was
interest for some considerable time.
also on show a model boiler, made by Mr. Sherwood,
which is for a locomotive he is making for the
This will be a }-in. scale tank
Exhibition also.
locomotive. Mr. E. Grigg brought a 2-throw
crankshaft for a i-in. scale Caledonian, cut from
also one partly ﬁnished showing the
the solid;
different centres required.
Xxxr Martino—The next meeting will be held
" White
Horse," Congreve
on February 2nd, at the
This
Street, Birmingham, commence
7.30 pm.
will be the last day of entry for the competition,
and new members joining at this meeting will be
Entry forms
eligible to enter for the competition.
and all information concerning the Society may
be obtained from the Hon. Secretary, C. H. Hawxss
roan, 3, Boscombe Road, Greet Hill, Birmingham_

Queries

and

Replies.

The following an srllclrd from the Queries Il‘hll'h havebeenreplied‘
to retrnlly : '
Joy‘s Valve (Igor. W. N. S. (Newcastle-on-Tyney
$22,761]
trs: I am building a fin. scale locomotive. I intend using
c linders {-in. bore, 1 -in. stroke. l have crankshait ﬁnished.
\zihat alterations woul l have to make to joy": valve motionI
describedin THE Mom-:1.ENGINEER for February 13th, 1908(Query
No. 18,600). My connecting-rodsare yin. centres. 1 could have

s'y

N'ZEM/

.

~

T

dd 0‘ lira lrnQM)
(a

$6M”

of

Slide

Shaft

'

a}?
[as deslqn)
Burr, #60?

.
,

the ports in cylindersthe sameas used [or above gear,only 1 would
make ports i in. long, instead ol I in. I could also have the piston
and valve rod centres the same height lrom each other, as shown
in cylinders in issueoi July 30th, 1908(Query No. 19,162).
The valvv motion may br-i-mplnyedin its entirety. The radius
oi the curvedslide and lengthof radius link may be altered without
interfering with the accuracy of the motion. The length of the
anchor link is unimportant, so long as it is not shorter than shown.
ll your connecling-rodmust be slightly longer,then add the amount
to the little-endhall, markrd A below. The_portsmay be 7-16thsor
i in. long, it there is room. The ﬁxed pin and the anchor link
mus! be retained at 15-16ths in. below the centre of piston-rod,
in. abovethe centresof piston—rod,
and the valve spindleat 15-16015
as illustrated.
_
[22,796 Solutlon ler Bdllon-Llllnde Cell. A. B. (Dublin)
writes:
shall be extremely obliged it you will badly in lurm me
the oportions of caustic potash and water to use when charging
an
'son-Lalande cI-ll.
Use j lb. of the chemical to a pint and a quarter of water.

The Model Engineer and Electrician.
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in

Mr. Muncaster,described our issueof june 17th last, would be
suitable. The other engine you m'ation
much larger than
necessary.
(22,784) Simple
Locomotives,
Gauge.
No.
Model
13.1).(New Cross)writes Being very interestedin the design for
ri-in. gaugetank locomotive,in ansWerto Query zr,oig (Nov. 18th
issue), am going to try to make it. As this my first attemot at
model making and
wish
to be success, would be greatly
obliged you would answer the following: (i)
intend to make
boiler as describedin “ Simple Model Steam Engine Construction——
III," pa
590(Dec- i6, 1909. issue). but With silver-soldered
joints.
ill this do? (2) What size cylinders would be best to
use? (3) want to do aWay with bunker, and haVe
tender
carrying spirit tank for vaporising lamp.
presumethis will be
all right? (4) Could you give his
sketCh showing detail of
reversing gear, or let me know where could find explanationsof
reversinggear, as do not understandthis
(1) Immediately you decideon silver-solderingthe joints of the
boiler, then you must employ heavier gaugeof material for the
boiler barrel and ends, and have to face the.steamingdifficulties.
Complications ensue, and each additional featuri- makes matters
worse. We pointed out the necessityfor lightnessin the reply to
query'referred to. Properly designed and made.
rf—in. gauge
or ii-in. gaugesteam locomotiverequires only
plain boiler and
plain wick or vaporising spirit lamp. (2) The best cylinders are
the standard cylinders, fitted with piston valves and reversing
block. (3) The engine would look well as
tender engine, and
the spirit may be carried in the tender. (4) You will not require
to worry with reversing gears you employ the cylinders above
placed at 90 degs. to the crank,
mentioned. The eccentric
and is ﬁxed. The reversing done on the cylinder. Seeour Hand
book, “ Model Steam Engines," price 6d. net, 7d. post free.
w- (Leek) writes:
L[12.151] Electric Gas Control.
Many thanks for your previous answers. Ishould be very much
obliged
you would kindly answer me the following. Can you
give me details of how to make an automatic incandescentgas
lighter?
have seensome in Germany which work well but are
rather (expensive. They work on the electro-magnet principle
by {pressinga bell push placed wherever convenient. The ﬁrst
time 'one
' pushesthe gas turned on, and the secondoff, a bye
pass‘
gprovided.
These electric controls are usually devised to act by means of
solenoidsor electro-magrietsand other apparatus,and very elabor
ate and clumsytheyare. We suggestthat very simpleoneshould
be madeby dispensingwith such apparatusand i_-.inpl(iyiiig
instead
tiny permanentmagnet electromotor. This could be made to
start in either direction merely by the moving of a small switch.
The motor ﬁX(‘(Iwith the armature(tripolar) working in a vertical
rectangular metal block, slotted to take the handle
position.
of tap,
sweated to the ends of spindle. Stops are arrangedso
that tap cannot be turned further in one direction than " full on "
position, nor further in the other direction than “ not quite off "
position.
momentary movementof switch handle to right or
sufficient to turn gas on or off.
left
R. A- (Hlshburi' Park)
[21.5971 Telephone Installation.
writes:
would be much obliged
you would help me in the
desired to ﬁt up a telephonesystem, so
following matter: It
that shall be able to call up A, C, or D and when desired,A can
is

:

I

a

I

it

I

I

if

a

0

I

?

I a

I

a

a

a

I

a

I

\Vg

D. (Bowdon) writes: I have
[12.331] BlcCtro Ma net.
4 ozs. of No. 30 S.W.G. e ctric Wire. I Wish to make an electro
bobbin should I_ require?
\Vhat
size
with
same.
magnet (single)
What size core should bobbin have, and about what lifting power
have?
0 ht magnet to
“ single" electro-magnet you mean a
Ve take it that by a
one of
use would
straight bar magnet. A suitable core
should
5-r6ths in. round wrought iron about 5} ins. longiv Bobbinwire
on
ind
i
in
ﬂanges
in.
with
be 5 ins. long
the
diameter.
ti tlv and evenly. Very little insulation between cotl and core
S-volt
accumulator
An
thick.
too
not
haveit
Will be necessary: do
would be a very suitable source of power. We cannot say what
attractive power the magnet would have. This_typc of magnet
is suitable for pullin at a distance and though it would not hft
nearly as much as a 6-shapedmagnetof same size, yet this magnet
would exert more force acrossa distanceof half-an-inch or so than
could the U-shaped one.
I. K; (Wetherby) writes:
21. 02] Electric Bell Wiring.
wish to fit
hrisvi-a bell from the front door to the kitchen.
one from bedroom to ring the samebell and to work off the same
battery. (1) haVe madethe.indicator from two pendulum move
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if

a

a

a

_l_ +8
a

J-

diagram showing connections. As
merits. Please forward me
con
each pendulum movement has two wires, pleaseshow how
ri-zct these. (2 In electrical diagrams, does mean jOllilllg of
mean?
diagram
W
does
at
wires
_
_’
(3)
connect. \ou will notice
(r) The diagram below shows how
that one wire from each indicator con goes to push and one to

if
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u'zissy
A

C

be switched right through to or If), so that at night, for example,
or vice versa, without having to call up
D can it‘lt-phOllt:to
anyone at
to passon the message. Could you.let me know the
probable cost, what are the most suitable instruments,what appa
should be put up?
ratus is necessary,and how
should say
that the system to be used in South China, so that the simpler
the arrangementthe better.
I

it
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a

to

D

It

a
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I
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it
is

not item-SS;into have indicator Ilt‘ll
of course,
bgiigy, in this particular order. The two pushes and two
branches connectedin series
parallel
two
in
be
inust
indicators
With bell and battery. (2) Yes- (3) It meansthat the two Wires
eachother.
from
insulated
cross, but are
[22,875] Dynamo Failure: Steam
name Plant. E- 31.
should be
(Shaw) writes: Thanking you for past in ormation,
questions:—
following
me
the
much obliged you would answer
dynamo, Man
volts,
amps.)
made
(50
have
i5o-watt
(r)
chester type (Fig. i2 in your bio. to handbook), but cannot get
in seriesWith five 16 c.-p. lamps in
it to generate. Running
parallel of! a iro-volt main, goes at_about 300 or too r.p_.m.
afterwards coupled direct to the main and lust swttchedin and
did no harm,_as had it running
fairly bummed:
out and
dynamo
again with the lamps in circuit. Whenl tried it as
'
the same way
with a jO-VOII lamp in the outer circuit driving
ran as a motor, could only get few sparks at the brushes,
as
fields
The
could.
although
tried them in every position
are
lbs. of No. 24 (barely) wtre and the armature With
wound‘with
only small and everything is
lb. of same, the air gap
about
the probable fault With it? (2)
am
well made. What
thinking of making the 80-watt multipolar dynamo (lt'SCl'lbt‘d‘lil
your issue of December 15th, i902, and would like to know which
would be the best engine to drive it—the compound marine.engine
in the February 6th, 1908issue,or thc_two-cyhndermarine engine
in the June 17th, i909 issue. What is the horse-powerof IIli'lll
‘
both at 60 lbs. boiler ressure?
your letter what is the
(i) It is impossible or us to tell from
do
when
what
question
The
dynamo.
the
with
matter
"
“
machine will not build up as dynamo is gone into very fully
in Chapter VIII of the handbook you mention. _\-\‘ecan only sug
For
gest that you very carefully study what is said there. (2)h.-p.
the dynamo referred to, an engine of not much less than
engine
by
should be used, If made With best workmanship the
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The simplest arrangementis one in which all switching is done
away with, and this is also the cheapest. We suggestthat you
connect up as shown, using telephonesets provided with specially
wound high-resistancebells of. say, 1,500ohms each. The various
stationsarerung up by coderings. Thus : onering for A, two rings
for B, threerings for C, and so on. Use undergroundcopperwires,
insulated and lead covered. Probable cost: Instruments and
batteries,[6 ; cable, [8 to [9.
[21,662] Telephone Installation, P. W. (Widnes) writes:
Will you kindly answer me the following query on telephones.
One wall telephone with transmitter and receiver, switch book
as shown in diagram, ush, and three terminals marked “ Bell,"
"Linc," " Battery.”
'hen the push is pressed,contact is made
between line. and battery terminals, assuming the switch hook
is presseddown by the weight of the receiver. When the receiver
is taken off the hook, contact is made betweenthe sameterminals
only through the transmitter and receiver. Two hand telephones,
each with transmitter and receiver and press button in handle,
with two leading in wires. Three stations A, B, and C, with a
single overhead wire connecting A and B, and A and C (earth
return). How must I connectup the stations so that A can ring
up B and converse,A can ring up C and converse,B can ring up A
and converse,and C can ring up A and do the same? Also B can
ring up A and be switched on so that B can speak with C, and
C can ring up A and be switchedon so that C canspeakwith B?
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and we.believe that the mercury break is likely to prove far more
satisfactory for certain purposes,especially for amateurs working
from accumulators,etc.
[12,759]_Trnnsforrner for Arc Lamp.
F. B. W. (fiction
le-Hole) writes: I am wanting to construct a transformerto work
of! zzo-volt alternating mains. Iwant this to work a small arc
lamp to consume 5 or 6 amps. to use in a lantern or projector
I have some
armature stampings 5 ins. diameter outside by
3} ins. inside.ringVould these do? Also, what size and quantity'
of wire should I require ?
Your stampings can be used. Make the core to a depth of
about 1} ins. Primary winding to be wound on ﬁrst, and to con
sist of 1,320turns of No. ao-gaugeo.c.c. copper wire; secondary
Winding to consistof :40 turns of No. 16-gaugen.c.c. copper wire,
and to be wound on top of primary. If you calculate out the
length of wire required, any maker or supplier will quote you
price accordingly. Some practical information on the construc
tion of a similar kind of transformer is giVen in T11! Moon.
ENGINEER for August 19th, 1909. Use a small wire resistance—
about half an ohm—in serieswith the arc to steady the current.
“ County "
Class. A. F- H- (Oxford)
[22.755] Model 0.W.R.
writes: (t) Would a G.W.R. "County" make a good working
model? (2) Would the extra friction required for the gear make
much difference? (3) Does a deep ﬁrebox make a botler steam
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[22.383] “M.E.” Undertype Compound Engine.
'(Leamington) writes" Can you supply blue prints or drawmgs
for the making of Tm: Moon. ENGINEER model horizontal under
must
type compoundengine (1903design), by Henry Grecnly
have full working drawings,with all dimensions._
thesedraw
of
complete
of
blue
with
prints
To supply you
set
ings would be very costly, as no originals are available, and draw
ally madefor you from the reproductions
ingswould have to he
in our pages. We think you would ﬁnd the drawmgs, as pub
lished, quite satisfactory for working from, and we recommend
that you procure complete set of copies contaimng the articles
in this series. The copies required are of the followmg issues:
January ist (with coloured late supplement),January 8th, Feb
ruary 5th, March 19th, April 9th, Se tember 17th, October and
and Decembertoth, 1903 alsoSeptem 29th and Decemba'22nd,
X904. 0
“ M.E." and Metropolitan Electric Locomotiye.
22,8
have been told that some time
C. (gi’iv'illesden
Green) writes:
model
ago you publishedin 111-:
MODELLENGINEERJ-hedesigns
a

Electrolytic lnterrupter. W. H. R
[22.469] Wehnelt
(Leigh-on-Sea)writes ' I saw an electrolytic interrupter to an 8-in.
coil in the “ wireless" room at Tue M0051.ENGINEER Exhibition
(the contact-breakerbeing screwedtight, thereforenot in action).
1 was told by the attendant that the electrolytic was supplanting
all others. As I am making an 8-in. coil for X-ray and experi
mental purposes, would you kindly let me know particulars of
construction and voltage required; also what metal is at side of
jar ? ls central cone air-tight at top? What size platinum in
cone ?
We have not to hand any details of this articular form of
Wehnclt electrolytic break, and we think that i you wish for one
it might pay you best to buy it. The
rcelain cone could not be
madeby an amateur. The platinum Wireis usually 40 mils. thick,
that is 4-iooths in. The plate at the side is of lead. These inter
rupters require 40 or 50 volts at least to work well. What used
on circuits of higher voltage a regulating resistanceis advisable.
We scarcelyagreethat theseare displacingall other formsof break,

better? (4) Would you pleasedraw a sketch of a suitable boiler
to supply 1-in. stroke by i-in. bore ? The external_measureme_nts
of the boiler arc—barrel, 2} ins. diameter, increasmg
2§ ms.
ins. long; ﬁrebox, 3 ins. long and 4} ins. deep,
diameter and
and 2} ins. wide at foundation. What want is good steamer.
(5) Would single ﬂue be best and few cross water-tubesin the
barrel, or one With ﬁre tubes?
(1) Yes, an excellentmodel the shapeof the boiler the only
real difﬁculty, and the inner boiler somewhatrestricted in size.
(a) What gear? (3) Only“ in large"coal-burning models. (4) We
will insert drawing of the County Classassoonas wecan obtain
water
the necessary ofﬁcial diagram. The boiler should be
tube one to get the best results.
a

in addition to the apparatuswhich you mention, you will require
at station A a bell, a battery, and aspecialswitch; also at stations
B and C you will needa bell, a battery, a simple switch for opening
the bell circuit when speaking, and a push for ringing up. The
battery at eitherC or B should have simple switching arrangements
for reversing its connections. The foregoing diagram shows the
mrrect connectionsfor the three stations. You will easily follow
the arrangementat the switch: at position 1 A is through to B ;
at 2, B is through to C ; and at 3, A is through to C. The reversing
switch at station C normall makesconnectionhorizontally between
its two pairs of contacts, ut when it is desired to speak with B
the switch is moved and connection made vertically so that the.
two batteries may act in union instead of opposing each other.
The bell circuits at B and C are normally closed, but‘ are opened
for speaking.
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Metropolitan electric train. If this is so, could you supply me
with the number or numbersin which the appeared?
A dimensioned scale outline drawing 0 a Metropolitan Railway
ekctric locomotive (old style)waspublishedin our issueof July 25th,
1907. If you wish to model this locomotive you would do well
to refer to the seriesof articles in our Vol. XIl, giving instructions,
with working drawings, for making Tint MODELENGINEERelectric
loocmotive, which, in generalform, is very similar to the locomotive
referred to above. The articles required are to be found in the
following issues of Tina Monai. ENGiNEEltt January 5th (with
coloured plate supplement), January 19th, Februar and, Feb
ruary 16th, March and, March 16th, March 30th, Apri 13th, April
27th, and May 25th, 1905. These issuesare all still in print, and
can be had price 3d. each post freefrom our publishingoﬁ'ices.
[22.457] ’lgnition (leer oi Petrol Engine._ W- D- (Effld
a al-in. by ail-in. petrol engine
ford) writes: (i) In connectionwith
I have a De Dion Bouton " Nilmelior " plain coil in round block
case with one terminal at side and threeon iront, the three being
named Allumeur, Masse, and Pile. Could you give sketch of
wiring to plug and contact-breakerand accumulator? (2) I have
made a tin carburettor of the bubbling type from adesign ina _back
numbm' oi Tn: Moon. Euoineaii. The carburettor is airtight,
but I cannot get above one explosion from engine with it, and
even then I have to do a lot of hand blistering. The compression
is good. When engine sucks gas in, there is a pronounced in
drawing of air to the carburettor. Should this be so? (3) The

—
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by il-in. stroke, speed 3,000 to 4,000 revs? Also, what pump
should I require, and what speedshould it be driven at ?
We doubt whether a i7-32nds-in. tube oi 20-gaugesteel would
stand a pressureof 300 lbs. per sq. in. without collapsing. Further
more,wc do not seehow it cansupply steamat 300lbs. to the engine
in question. You have evidently fallen into the common error
of thinking that the pressureof a given steam plant may be any
thing so»long as the boiler is strong enough. Such a pressure
might be accumulatedin the boiler, but it would not be the main
tained pressureat the engine as well as at the boiler. You can,
of course, adopt a high pressurefor the boiler,-and by throttling
down maintain this pressurein the generator,the engine working
at the lower (reduced)pressureon the other side of the stop valve.
In moderation this practice is always to be recommendedin small
power plants. We are also not sure of your ﬁgures. Is the boiler
only 3 inches high ?
“
ME." Slow-Speed Dynamo. L- T- (Barnslcy)
[11.910]The
writes: Will you please ansWer the following questions rc your
Ml. 5oo-watts dynamo? I intend making it third full size
i'.c., same size as drawings on plate. (1) Wiiidings for 25 volts
6 amps. (2) Horse-power required to drive it. (3) Revolutions
per minute. (4) What sort of armature will it require? (5)
Would any alteration be required ? I should be very much obliged
if you would answerabovequestionsif possible.
(i) The output of thedynamo madeto sizeof drawing in coloured
plate would be about 50 watts. We cannot say if the machine
would be successfulin this size, and should be interestedto know
the result. Windings for 25 volts are as iollows : armature,No. 26
gaugesingle silk-coveredwire ; ﬁeld-magnet,2ozs. of No. 28 gauge
s.c.c. wire on each pole for a shunt winding. (2) About i-6th h.-p.
(3) About 3,500 r.p.m. (4) A slotted drum armature as shown
in thedrawing. (5) Yes, armatureto have :5 slots, each 5-32ndsin.
wide by
in. deep, commutator to be i in diameter. Copper
brushes Will probably be required. The armature winding to be
15 coils wound 2 ins. each slot, ﬁll the space, probably i5 turns
will go into each coil. Connections to be on the wave system.
The machinewould run as a motoreven,if not a successasa dynamo.
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'Ventilators for Model Ships.
A new and cheapline of cowl ventilatorshasrecentlybeenput on
the market by Mr. A. Burnside, 69, Ferry Road, Renfrew. The
samples we have seen are excellent representationsof the full
sized thing, and should meet with
ready sale. Their utility
will be strongly in evidence in caseswhere large numbers have
to be used. They are made in all sizes, and Mr. Burnside will
be pleasedto send sample on approval to interestedreaders on
receipt of 2*(1.to cover postage.
Model Aeroplane Fittings and Materials.
Writing from 74, West Street, Shefﬁeld, Mr. L. Peyrat notiﬁes
us that in view of the presentdemandfor reliable and cheap aero
plane ﬁttings, etc., he preparedto supply any such goodsin Steel,
brass, iron, or aluminium, and chargeno more for single article
than were dozen or more ordered. He will be pleasedto quote
ior any requirement per return of post, and offers his best and
prompt attention.
a

is

3

I

6

Ii.

contact-breaker is worked by a small cam on bail speed shaft
and '5 made with a piece oi clock 5 ring and one steel-pointedscrew.
I had a platinum-pointed screw in a telephonebell in place of
steelscrew, but could get no results; alsoa pieceoi coppersoldered
to steel spring, but could get no satisfactory results. So I ﬁtted
steel-pointed screw and had a few good sparks, but screw burnt
a small mark in steel spring and screwsoongot blunt. It you could
give me a design for a suitable one I should be obliged. Every
thing is thoroughly insulated.
diagram shows the correct method oi
(i) The
connecting.accompanyin
(a) t woud seem from your description that the
trouble is due to the carburettor being too small. (3) We recom
mend using two good-sized platinum contacts, one on the spring
and the otha at the end of screw. This should obviate your
dimculty.
[22.391] Using Wire-Strainer. F. C. (Wollaston) writesi’
Referring to the article, “ A Combined Wire Grip and Strainer,’
which appears in the December 30th (i909) issue of Tn: MODEL
Encinritii, I beg to ask you whether the apparatus is suitable for
erecting telephonelines? If so, how is it used?
This wire-strainer could be used ior telephone work, but is
unnecessarily powerful and heavy ior that pur
. The wire
to be pulled is gripped in the slot 4 (Fig. 3) by tightening up the
nut. Then a cord is attached to the pole or other support to which
it is desired to fasten the wire, and the looseend of the cord wound
upon the drum until sufﬁcient strain has been obtained. This
little machineis suitable for usein ﬁtting up fencingin which heavy
wire is used, or for the purposesof the workshopwhere a pull of
several hundred pounds"is required. For telephonework a lighter
draw vice "-—is on the market. But
apparatus—the usual
this wire-strainer could be used, and, if made in a lighter form'
would be quite as suitable as anything elsefor the purpose.
[22,617] Locomoblle
W- (London) Writes:
Boiler._ J.
am making a boiler (vertical), ins._diameter, "ins. high, with
sixty-three r7-3znds-in. tubesin same(similar to the Locomobile "
steam car pattern boiler). The tubes are 20- auge steel, and the
boiler shell and end lates are fin. iron. Wil this stand 300 lbs.
It
all brazed up. Also, with an ample
5q_ in_
Pn-SSm-e
ﬁre, w
drive one of the Liverpool Castings Company's
"
Ricardo"),
two-cylinder, single-acting, risin. bore
engines (the
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[TthEdi'tor will be pleasedto receive[or reviewundcr this heading
samplesand particulars 0/ new tools, apparatus, and materials
for amatcur use. It must be understoodthat thereremainsare
frcc expressions0/ Editorial opinion, no payment0/ any kind
being required or acccptcd. The Editor reservesthe right to
criticise or commendaccordingto the mcrtts 0/ the goodssub
mitted,or to abstain Irorn insertinga reviewin any casewhere
the goodsare not 0/ suﬂictcntinterestto his readers]
‘ Rcvlcws distinguishedby an asterisk have been basedon actual
Editorial Inspection 0/ the goodsnoticed.
A Useful Soldering Outfit.
Messrs.Laidler. Ritchie 6t (10.,oi Nutsiord Vale Works, Long
sight, Manchester,send us a sample “ Fludor "
outﬁt,
soldering
This consistsof ﬁve articles— i, One neat valveless
blow amp for
use with methylatedspirit; 2, Four feet of “ Fludor" cored solder,
3-iﬁths in. diameter; 3, Four feet of “Fludor” cored solder
3-32ndsin. diameter; 4, One tin of soldering ﬂux (paste); and
5, A sampleof ﬂux in stick form. We have recently giVen this
trial, and ﬁnd that the lamp gives steady and ﬁnel
outﬁt
pointed ﬂame, 3} ins. long, which quite hot enough for all sma
soldering work. Suriaces to be joined need not be previously
tinned, provided they are well cleaned,as the solder, combined
with the “Fludor” ﬂux,
particularly easy running when the
proper temperature reached. There
no splutteringwhen the
applied, the flux doing its work quietly and eﬂicientl
iiame
while the makersclaim that is free from mineral acid and can
usedfor themostdelicatework without fearof corrosion. The outﬁt,
which we can recommendto our readers as well worth trial, can
be obtained from the leading ironmongers,or direct from Messrs.
Laidler, Ritchie
Co., Ltd.
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The following remarks from the Victoria Club
"
their experience
circular course"
with the
“
method will be found of interest:
I can speak
'
with some enthusiasm of the ' Teague system of
This is the ﬁrst time we have tried
speed trials.
it on our lake and the ﬁrst time I have ever seen
it in practice. The results—from a spectacular
It is dimcult
point of view—are very satisfactory.
to dispel the illusion that the model is being intelli
gently steered (by a mannikin aboard) round a
speciﬁed race-track for the beneﬁt of the onlookers.
Why, the stewards even had time to put their
hands in their pockets and relax their features
'
‘
wicket-keeper attitude
Quite a change from the
that has almost become a permanent physical
'
'
The
deformity among the Club members.
pole
used was anchored to the bottom of the lake,
and the pivot projected 5 ft. above the surface
of the water.
A boat with a couple of stewards
was moored to the pole by the rowlocks as a stand
The Belz'edere
was started
by in case of need.
from the side of the lake (which is semi-circular in
plan at this end), and ran round close to the edge
for two-thirds of the lap. The eight rounds timed
were continuous, and only varied in fractions of a
second.
Everyone is agreed that the string retarded
her speed, but failing an infallible method of steering
a boat from point to point, it is perhaps the next
best way of getting a boat to cover a circumscribed
distance."
on

E

publish below the results of our 1909
Model Speed
Boat Competition, which,
although it comprises two entries only, has
established two new records—one in Class A, and
one in Class. B. It will be remembered
that last
> year there were no entries in the largest class at
all, but Mr. W. J. Smith, with his Beluedere II, has
succeeded
this year in raising the Class A record
from 9-58 miles per hour to 12-94 miles per hour
This is a very creditable performance, but we believe
that it is not the limit, and should not be surprised
to see a much better ﬁgure put up next time,
if model speed boat builders devote continued
attention to the possibilities of craft of this size.
There seems to be a tendency, however, to build
rather smaller boats, which possess certain ad
vantages in ease of transport and general handling,
and the remarkable performance of the I naubux.
mentioned below, shows that such limitation in
size is no bar to high speeds being reached.
Mr.
Teague has indeed achieved a wonderful success
in reaching 1976 miles per hour with a boat under
5 ft. in length, and we think all our readers will
join in the hearty congratulations we extend to
him. Mr. Teague told us a long while ago that the
Incubus was designed to do 20 miles per hour,
and that sooner or later he would get that speed
out of her.
His ofﬁcial ﬁgures are within a. very
small margin of that achievement, and he writes
us that he has actually exceeded the 20-mile mark
during the course of his trials. One very interest
ing point about this year's Competition is that
"
"
the circular course
method of running, originally
introduced by Mr. Teague, has been adopted for
the trials of the Bell-edrre II, and the ofﬁcials of the
Victoria Model Steamer Club speak very favourably
in regard to its advantages, in the absence of an
unfailing method of steering a boat on a straight
We are disappointed that no entries have
course.
been received in Class C or in the new Class D for
the very small boats.
We are still of opinion.
however, that there is room for this Class, and that
boats will be built for it. \Ve give below the exact
ﬁgures of the entries received, and in a later issue
we shall publish some fuller particulars of the
boats concerned.
Cuss A (5 ft. 6 ins. to 7 ft.).
Mr. W. J. Smrn's Petrol Boat, Belvedere II, length
Speed,
5 ft. 9 ins.
12-94 miles per hour.
(Silver Medal.)
CLASS B (3 ft. 4 ins. to 5 ft. 6 ins.).
Mr. HERBERT TEAGUE'S Steamer Incubus, length
Speed,
per hour
4 ft. 8 ins.
19-76 miles
(Silver Medal.)
CLASS C (2 it. to 3 ft. 4 ins.)
No entries.
CLASS D (under 2 ft).
No entries.
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Answers

to Correspondents.

P. M. (Liverpool).—(1) See our Handbook, “ Acety
lene Gas," 7d. post free.
(2) Depends largely
See our back issues.
upon local conditions.
J. T. (Falkirk).-We do not know of such a journal.
J. M.v N. (Mexboro‘).—Better arrange the motor
with shaft vertical in one pan of a pair of scales.
J. P. (Halifax).—These parts are standard in size,
stocked by most of our advertisers.

Notices.
Sole Agents for United States, Canada, and Mexico: Span and
Chamberlain. :23, Liberty Street. New York, U.S.A., to whom
all subscriptions from these countries should be addressed.
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A Powerful Ill-In. Gauge Tank Locomotive.
By T. W. AVERILL.

a

Law

FIG.

r.-—MR.

T. W. AVERILL’s

S there have already been two articles published
in Tim MODEL ENGINEER on my large
model locomotives (and these engines seem
to' have been of considerable interest to the
readers, judging from the numerous visitors that
I have had from all parts to inspect the
of the
models, since the publication
above
menﬁoned articles), I thought that it might in
terest them to know that I have been quite suc
cessful in making a. powerful locomotive to a much
smaller scale, namely—about f in. to the foot, to
run on the standard No. 0 (I}-in.) gauge tin rails.
This small railway was really made for the amuse
ment of any young visitors I might have. and I
may say that it has amuSed a considerable number

No. o GAUGE TANK LOCOMOTIVE.
since it was laid down.
The ﬁrst engine to run on
this system was the L. & N.\V. “Precursor” tank
(clockwork) locomotive, as described in THE MODEL
ENGINEER for July 23rd, 1908, and although this
engine looked very well with the exhaust steam
streaming from the chimney, it did
(cotton-wool)
"
not
puff"; so I set to work to design an engine
that would run on these rails and puff out real
steam, and also to make one that would keep on
doing it as long as the fuel supply (which gives out
The only fault that
before the water does) lasted.
the engine has is that it is much too fast for the
curves, which are the new large radius, when given
The railway is made up on a large
full steam.
table in a spare room, and when the engine was
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then screwed linto
through the lamp ﬂames and
a piece of brass plate 3-i6ths in. thick, shaped and
drilled as shown on the drawings to connect with
the two steam chests, the joints :are made with the
with a bit of oiled brown paper.
steam~chests
The bunker, cab back, and roof are soldered together,
and can be taken right off the frames by taking out
one screw in each side of the bunker (Fig. 3). A
small piece of wire
soldered inside the cab roof
and ﬁts into a hole in the cab front; this keeps
the cab roof secure.
The cab
held to the tanks
by one screw in each side, and with this taken'ofi
and one screw removed from the. side of each tank,
these also come right away; but are still held together
It will be seen that it
by the band over boiler.
a very easy matter to get the boiler 03 in case
boiler,
of a leakage.
The
of course, was the greatest
difﬁculty.
ﬁrst made one of the “ Smithies "
type, and although this was a success with the gas
'
burner,
was no use at all with the spirit lamp.
then made the boiler shown in the drawings
from a piece of SD. copper tube,
ins. diameter
and i~3znd in. thick.
This is quite a success.
The centre ﬂue gives a very good draught to the
middle burner of lamp, and the ﬂames can also play
round the lower half of the boiler, through the open—
ings in the frames and tank tops (tank sides are lined
with asbestos to protect the paint), as shown by the
dotted lines in Fig. 4, and the exhaust steam draws
2
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bunker, but found that with the lamp in position
was impossible to get sufﬁcient sideplay on the
had to do without it. The
curves and points, so
prototype of the model was an outside cylinder
G.\V.R. tank locomotive, and in designing the model
endeavoured to keep as near the prototype as
the small scale of the model would allow, and at the
samentime provide a boiler that would maintain
When tried as a
about 25 lbs. steam pressure.
stationary engine and ﬁtted with a small Bunsen
burner,
this pressure was easily maintained,
gas
the number of revolutions being somewhere amongst
but the spirit lamp does not give
the thousands;
so much heat as the gas burner, and the maintained
pressure falls to about 15 lbs., but this pressure
quite high enough to drive the engine at a very high
not at all difﬁcult to build,
The model
speed.
and wheels are
the cylinders, eccentrics,
and
bought ready-ﬁnished, it can be made without a
lathe. In my case, as did not want to go to great
looked through
deal of trouble in the making,
Bassett-Lowke's catalogue,
Messrs.
Section B, to
there were any parts that would suit my
see
decided to get a pair of their short
purpose, and
size, 7-16ths-in. bore by
stroke cylinders, No.
i-in. stroke the eccentrics—as wanted to use the
made myself, and the
slip-reversing pattern—I
wheels were Messrs. Bassett-Lowke‘s light-ﬁnished
The bogie wheels ordered were
ocomotive wheels.

it
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} in. diameter, and the driving and coupled wheels
ins. diameter.
do not know how they get these
measurements,
as the wheels
received were the
sizes shown on the side elevation, Fig.
After these parts came to hand
the
designed
engine round them.
The frames, footplate, tanks,
bunker, etc., were all cut from sheet brass about
i-32nd in. thick, the frames being riveted together
and ﬁnished as one piece.
Turned brass bushes
were ﬁtted for the driving and coupled axles, but,
of course, pieces of brass could be riveted (solder will
not do, as the frames get very hot) on the frames
to thicken them up
the builder cannot turn the
bushes.
made in one piece, an
Theifoot-plate
opening being cut to allow the frames and wheels
to project
through it.. The boiler rests on the
frames
at each end, and two saddle-plates are
soldered
to the boiler at the smokebox end. and
secured
to the frames by two screws in each (see
and 4), the cab front holding the back
Figs.
end
of boiler in place.
The steam pipe passes

ﬁrst tested on the track the train consisted
of
two of Messrs. Bassett-Lowke's new large bogie
coaches,
with brake-van to match. The engine
fairly ran away up the straight, and at the ﬁrst
curve took a ﬂying leap over the embankment
on to the ﬂoor, dragging the train after it. Then
The lamp kept alight, and the
the fun began.
tank, being full of spirit at the time. made quite
but as there was
a nice little blaze on the ﬂoor;
an old rug (which is a very useful article to have by
one when running a locomotive using spirit fuel
on an elevated track indoors) handy the ﬂames
and I found that the fall
were quickly smothered,
had not damaged the engine at all, although the
of the paint;
ﬁre had not improved the appearance
but the order issued to the drivers afterwards was,
“
The regulator is to be only opened halfway."
As the photo (Fig. I)shows, the engine is an outside
cylinder tank locomotive of the 2—4—0 class.
I originally intended to ﬁt (in fact, it was ﬁtted
and taken off again) another pony truck under the

Fro.
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the ﬂame from the front burner right through the
"
" ﬁrebox is
The
simply a
Belpaire
chimney.
to
and soldered to the
tin
bent
of
shape
piece
boiler, a shaped front being soldered on and the
boiler and ﬁrebox is ﬁlled with
space between
I
asbestos,
the cab front closing the back end.
have ﬁtted (shown by dotted lines in Fig. 3) a water
and steam gauge—the reading of the latter can be
seen through the left-hand look-out hole in the cab
back ; and as the water gauge is almost a necessity,
is very easily made, and usually shows the correct
given a full-size drawing
water leVel, I have
The only
(Fig. 6) showing construction of same.
ditﬁculty in making it would be for the latheless
ones in turning the hexagonal brass bodies down
to the portion that is the same size as the gauge
and ﬁtting halfway through the rubber
glass,
collars. These collars are simply pieces cut off the
tube sold for cycle pumps, and the bore is just
the right size to take a 5-32nds in. gauge glass.
I have tested this gauge up to 50 lbs. per square inch,
when it was quite tight.
The photo (Fig. 2) shows the lamp with [our wick
holders, but the back one is blocked up, as I found
that when running the ﬂame was blown back from
this burner and used to ﬁre the spirit in the lamp;
but the engine will be found to steam all right
with the three burners, as shown on the drawings.
The eccentric rods could not be coupled direct to
the valve spindles, owing to the position of the lead
ing coupled axle, so they are jointed to pieces of
brass shaped as in Fig. 3, which pieces are screwed
on to the valve spindle. The valve adjusting is
done by screwing the eccentric rods in or out of the
eccentric straps, and are locked in position by
The chimney is made by ﬂanging the
a lock-nut.
i-in. tube outwards, a smaller piece of tube being
driven down this to form the cap ; the two are then
soldered together at top. The shape at the base of
chimney is got by the use of a liberal amount of
solder round the joint, which is then ﬁled to the
The safety valve casing (over centre
desired shape.
ﬂue) was made from 'part of an old brass door knob.
The spirit supply is a visible drip, and there is also
an overflow pipe ﬁtted on lamp to prevent the
burners ﬂooding. 'lhe buffers are turned from
i-iu. brass rod, and the couplings are Messrs. Bassett
Lowke’s standard pattern. A slot must be cut in
the centre of buffer beams to allow for the sideplay
on the curves, the couplings being pivoted some
If any
little distance inside the buffer beams.
reader should ﬁnd a difﬁculty in making certain
parts of this engine I shall (with the Editor’s per
mission) be pleased to answer it through the columns
in THE MODEL ENGINEER.
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Motor Cycle Notes.
By " Pnozurx."
The Advantages—and Disadvantages—of the
" Heavyweight."
“’e hear a great deal now-a-days about the

desirability of keeping down weight in the con
struction of the motor bicycle; and if the matter
were to be judged by what we read in the corre
columns of those papers which deal
spondence
specially with the subject, it would, I am afraid,
go hard as a rule with the heavyweight machine.
I hold rather decided opinions myself on the matter,
of almost every type
for. having had experience
of motor bicycle in turn, I am able—as I am quite
sure some of those who write on the subject cannot
be—to judge of its merits without prejudice either
way.
I hold that the heaviest motor bicycles, such as
of high horse-power,
those having twin engines
and which turn the scale when fully equipped at
something approaching 2§ cwts., are wholly out
of place, except for heavy riders and side cars
combined, and I see no advantage whatever, and
many disadvantages, in using them for solo work
alone, no matter what the personal avoirdupois of the
rider may be. It is true that I Own a heavy powerful
twin machine myself, but I keep it almost entirely
for the purpose of propelling a side car, and I am
convinced that the work I give it to do is more
than even the best machine of moderate weight
and horse-power could stand for very long without
Ridden solus it is not by any
giving trouble.
when har
as
mount
such an ideal
means
It con
attachment
nessed up to the passenger
sumes more petrol than a single-cylinder machine
as a matter of course, without being either faster
Its weight tells considerably
or so easily controlled.
when frequent starts and stops have to be made;
while to be stranded with a machine of this sort
on the open road is to be. practically anchored,
for to push or pedal it, even with belt removed,
is practically impossible, except for short distances
and on favourable roads.
But, commensurate with its weight and unwieldi
ness, goes a very large margin of structural stability,
and, despite the heavy work put upon it, the speed
at which it is driven (often over very rough ground),
and the generally hard-working conditions it has
to withstand, it is wholly reliable, and I enjoy what
is practically a total immunity from trouble because
of the margin of safety aﬁorded by the stoutness
of the construction, which latter feature contributes,
of course, in great measure to what some would
describe as the excessive weight of the machine.

The Happy Medium.
AN International Exhibition of Aeronautics is to
Arrangements
be held in Rome in March this year.
are being made for the inclusion of many inter
esting features, notably, the Competition Section,
which will be wide in its scope. Model aeroplanes,
kites, and dirigibles are to be well to the fore.
with aeronautics as an in
Everything connected
dustry and a pastime, from the raw materials to
the highly ﬁnished man-carrying ﬂyer, will be there
to be seen. The Exhibition will be open for one
month. Further particulars may be had from Mr.
Oswaldo Boeri, Urbino, Italy.

It is not possible by any means for the average
so he
motor cyclist to maintain two machines,
has to choose his mount with a view to getting the
Many desire to
best all-round results out of it.
with only
do the bulk of their riding by themselves,
occasional side car trips, while others conﬁne them
Either will obtain
selves entirely to solo work.
most satisfaction from a medium-weight machine,
preferably one having a single cylinder, and for
those in the last of the above-named categories
any of the better-known lightweights are safe and
efﬁcient inVestrnents.
It appears to me as quite
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beside the mark to condemn altogether, as many do,
either type, as each has its speciﬁc ﬁeld in which it
shows to greatest advantage, and as surely, also, is it
the case that, among the great and growing body of
motor cyclists, there exist men of sufﬁciently vary
ing requirements to warrant the continued supply
of each model, with an equally reasonable
chance
of commercial
success for all.

I would never advise anyone, about to purchase

a motor bicycle for single riding, to entertain the
idea of having
a heavy twin-cylinder
machine,
because, as
have already said in effect, they will
he burdening themselves with unnecessary
weight
and use more petrol and oil without getting any
is
corresponding
seldom that they
advantage.
can indulge with safety anything
near the real
power of the machine, and. this being so, they will
be wise in selecting a lighter machine of lower but
still ample power, less in ﬁrst cost and subse—
quent maintenance, and better all round for their
On the other hand, those who mean
purpose.
to drive hard and share their pleasures consistently
with others by means of a side car, will, without
doubt, be best served by a heavyweight of high
horse-power and great stability.

I
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Temporarily Stopping up a Leaky Tank.
Of all the partial disablements which can befall
a motor cyclist on the road, I know of none more

and
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the toolbag, and having well smeared the leather
with Seccotine (a tube of which was forth
coming when asked for), I screwed the tap back tightly
in its place, and after a short wait replaced the
petrol in the tank. I found that this made a very
effective temporary stopping, and would advise
any reader who may ﬁnd himself in a similar difﬁ
culty to try it. Soldering, even though possible,
quite out of the question in such
is, of course,
circumstances, because of the danger of applying
heat until the tank has been thoroughly rid of all
signs of petrol gas, and that is a matter which can
only be attended to when the machine is not required
for immediate use.
washers

The "Challenge" Reinforced Inner Tube.
A type of inner tube which has met with consider

able success in motor car practice is now being
introduced for use in motor cycle tyres.
It is
"
"
known as the
Challenge
Reinforced, and is of
extra stout construction, having a strip of canvas
fabric embedded
in the rubber, as seen in the .
accompanying illustration.
The vendors, Messrs.
Brown Brothers, Ltd.,
it for use with worn outer
specially recommend
covers, the chief advantage it offers being that in

difﬁcult to deal with than that of a tank which
leaks petrol,
for, quite apart from the vexa~
tiousness of knowing that one is throwing away
what, in these days, is an expensive commodity,
it becomes a matter for ultra-careful calculation
as to how far the machine will
travel with
out needing a replenishment of the spirit supply.
AS a rule, when such
occur it is at
leakages
the point
around the joint between
the car
burettor petrol tap and the tank, and on a recent
occasion I was plagued with an experience
of this
~ort in circumstances which, if anything, added to
the difﬁculty.
I was riding a strange machine,
and had some 50 nﬂles of country roads to traverse
after eight o'clock at night.
The escape of petrol
from the tank, although slight at starting, became
decidedly worse as time went on when some miles
had been covered at a smart pace on a road none
too good as regards surface.
I stopped at a quiet
little village at about 9 p.m.—at which time most
Of the inhabitants had apparently retired to rest—
with the petrol trickling merrily down the outside
01'the carburettor pipe. and
knew that I had at
least I 5 miles to go before it would be possible
to
obtain any further supply.

I

An attempt

to better matters by screwing up

the tap resulted, if anything, in making things
W0r5e,so
set about devising a means of temporarily
stopping up the crevice through which, although
I could not see it, I knew the petrol must be ﬂowing.
able to obtain at the local
‘ I was fortunately
"111a piece of tin and some leather, the latter
being, as a matter of fact, the tongue of an old boot.
I then cut from each some fair—sized discs, having,
111the meantime, drained off the petrol from the
tank into a receptacle provided by the landlord,
next converted the discs into washers by forming in
each a hole just large enough to pass over the
shoulder on the under side of the tank—in all, two
leather washers and one of tin.
Below these, 1'.e.,
between the shoulder and the hexagon portion of the
lap. 1 put a slightly smaller iron washer taken from

I

I

the event of the cover sustaining a bad cut, the
tube may be relied upon not to burst, as ordinary
tubes
generally do in such circumstances. The
“
tube is designed
to withstand a
Challenge"
twenty times that ordinarily provided
pressure
for, and is said to give a resiliency equal to that
of any tube made of rubber alone.
I have not
tried one myself, but understand that the tests
have shown even better results than were antici
The tubes are made in one size only at
pated.
present, via—26 ins. by 2} ins.
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the Design of the Motor Cycle.

would be possible to go on at some length
pointing out undesirable features in motor cycle
design which should be avoided by the intending
purchaser, but that is not so much my purpose
at the moment as to call attention to one or two
matters of general and detailed construction which
would ordinarily escape the notice of the unwary
or inexperienced buyer. I know, of course, that
any maker or salesman will be able to ﬁnd an answer
to criticisms of the particular machine he wants
to sell, and I also know that he relies in some cases
upon the assumption that the customer either will
not notice the weak point of the design, or else
does not know sufiicient about the subject to be
able to argue the matter out. I do not wish to
make any suggestion
even appearing to reflect
on the character for veracity of the makers or others
engaged in the motor cycle industry, and it is, of
course, to the interest of each that the machine
he has to sell should be the best in every way that
can be produced at the price asked for it; still,
that does not—as everyone of experience knows—
prevent undesirable features creeping into the
design of motor cycles, and I hold that it is the
duty of those who know this to bring it to the
notice of those who do not.
With the season rapidly approaching, the pros
pective motor cyclist is endeavouring to make a
selection for his 1910_ mount, and many will be
I am daily re
riding for the ﬁrst time this year.
ceiving requests for advice in the purchase of new
machines, some of the applicants having apparently
made up their minds as to what they will do before
writing, but still wishing to have my opinion regard
ing the machine of their choice.

What to Avoid when Purchasing.
To all such and those others who contemplate
purchasing a motor cycle, I would say that unless
there is some strong inducement to act otherwise,
they should avoid machines which possess any of
the following features.
(1) Engine so placed that the cylinder cannot be
removed without taking down the crankcase as
well. At least one otherwise very smart and well
made 1910 model suffers from this defect, and those
who purchase it will ﬁnd it a considerable incon
venience when they wish to scrape carbon deposits
from the piston and cylinder head, or renew a piston
ring, to have to get the complete engine right
out of the frame.
The frame closes in slightly
when the crankcase is removed, and it is by no
means so easy to spring it out again single-handed
when desiring to replace the engine.
The cylinder
should be arranged so that it maybe taken off
and put back again without any need to touch the
crank case.
(2) Absence of a second horizontal tube under
the tank.
This, in one well-known make, is omitted
because it is desired to get a very low riding posi
tion, and is compensated for to some extent by
building the engine in as part of the frame, but in
a few other and less-known makes it is left out
for no better reason than because it is cheaper to
do so. The frame must always be sufﬁciently
rigid to take the weight of a heavy rider without
showing any signs of bending with the engine
removed.
efficient spn'ng
forks,
(3) Absence of really
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as to allow of suﬁicient vertical move
without permitting of lateral swaying of
the wheel, as many do.
Other, although in some degree minor. points,
include handle-bars which are not curved downwards
at the ends, silencers located underneath the car
burettor, and stands attached to rear wheel axle
so that the stand cannot be used while taking the
wheel out.
Above all, avoid the machine which
is listed as possessing all the good points of higher
grade ones, but sold at half the price.
so designed

ment

Be Careful

about the Oil Retainer.

A motor

cycle engine recently came very near
" seizing" on the road
owing to the oil-retaining screw
or drain plug at the bottom of the crankcase having
worked loose and fallen out. The rider had been
lubricating the engine at customary intervals, but
the oil had escaped on to the road.
It is wise to look to the retaining screw at
intervals and make sure it is tight, and if by any
chance it becomes lost while the machine is running,
a temporary stopping may be effected by driving a

cork well into the aperture.

The Overhauling of the Engine.
In a recent note I counselled those

readers who
are contemplating having their engines overhauled
for the coming season to be very careful not to
entrust the work to any but competent timis of
motor repairers, otherwise they may ﬁnd—as one
correspondent writes to tell me he has done—when
too late, that not only has the engine to a great
extent been spoiled, but also that they will have
in having
to go to considerable further expense
matters put to rights.
I recently sent a twin-cylinder engine in my
to Mr. ]. Taylor, of 318, Percy Road,
possession
Birmingham, for a thorough inspection and renova
tion, giving him practically carts blanchc to do what
ever he lound necessary to bring it up to its normal
In due course I received a properly
efficiency.
set out report, with itemiscd cost of the work
and recently the engine came to hand
suggested.

completely renovated and well tuned up. The
workmanship appears to be of the best and most
careful description, and the charges, at standard
In view of
prices, are certainly most reasonable.
I can cordially recommend
my own experience
those who have any work of this description wanting
doing to send along particulars of their requirements
to Mr. Taylor, and get his estimate before going
any further.

Replies in Brief.
L.N. 3456 (Highgate).—The ball race in head
must be a driving fit, and if you cannot get one

which has to be driven into place, the best way
will be to pack the head with a piece of steel tube,
H. P.
and make the ball race fit this tightly.
(Towcester).—Take out the carbon brushes of the
magneto and carefully trim them, and at the same
time examine the brush holders through a magnify
If even a tiny crack shows itself you had
ing glass.
No, there is no advantage
better replace them.
in a multi-pointed sparking plug as compared with
a single-pointed one equally well made, provided.
that the area for sparking
is the
of course,
same, or substantially so.
F. G. G. (Burslem).—
It looks as though the carburettor ﬂoat has got
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screw, just as
had a tendency to rotate the screw
against the resistance or inertia of the machine.
The main plane was about
ins. by 4g ins.,
ft.
whereas the screw was less than
ins. in diameter
and about
ins. broad. and
could hardly believe
that the screw could oppose such resistance to the
that for that reason the machine turned
elastic
over on itself in the violent manner
did.
My next supposition was that one side of the plane
must be heavier than the other, and, as a matter
of fact,
had not balanced it when it was in the
making. It was slightly heavier on the side which
remedied
this trouble
perpetually dipped, and
Imagine my disgust
with a small piece of lead.
when the machine gave not the slightest sign of
improvement
However, there was a machine which dipped
always to one side, and there was also an obvious
remedy, namely—to put a good piece of lead on the
other side.
Well,
put lead on till
got at least
a ﬂight that was worthy of the name, but at best
only robbed Peter to pay Paul, for, after travelling
straight for, perhaps. 30 yds., the machine would
sweep off to the side that carried its burden of lead,
and, as the motor ran down, and the ballast made
would turn more and
itself more and more felt,
more, until it would turn clean over and incontinently
It was possible, with a judicious amount
capsize.
had been using—
of ballast—rather less than
to get the machine ﬁrst to turn to the left and then
go straight for a few yards, then turn off to the
right; but when once the elastic was run down,
the machine dropped to earth without the graceful
glide it would make when launched without winding
the motor up.
found that by using a screw with a very small
pitch—my ﬁrst propeller had a. pitch of about
16 ins.: 110., the tip of the blade had an angle of
about
in zl—I could get a straighter ﬂight,
but
could see it was quite impossible without
radical alterations to obtain a perfectly straight
ﬂight with the machine, as had originally designed
instead of adding the weight to one side,
it: for
should still have
had given that side less lift,
destroyed the capacity of my monoplane to glide.
could have ﬁtted two rudders—one in front and
one behind—and canted them both in the same direc
of either of the above alternatives,
tion, instead
but the result in the end would have been the same.
two ways of overcoming
There are, however,
the evil. The first—and the best—is to set the two
halves of the main plane, or planes, at a slight
"
dihedral angle,"
a
to one another—at
angle
as
rather tautologously called—or to place
the propeller, and most of the weight. considerably
beneath
the supporting surface, so as to act like
Neither
the car of a balloon or the keel of a yacht.
of these systems entirely got over the difﬁculty,
although they modify it very considerably, and,
unfortunately, they introduce their own inherent
shall deal with next week.
disadvantages, which
As far as my own experiments were concerned,
realised very soon that the only way to completely
remove the trouble was to balance my troublesome
accord
force with an equal and opposite one, and
ingly ﬁtted to my next machine two propellers of
opposite pitch rotating in opposite directions,
which practice
have never departed from since.
" Antoin
that the
It may be urged, and rightly,
"
"
Voisin," and numerous
Blériot," the
ette," the
other machines successfully employ a single screw

I
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and petrol is leaking in and upsetting
punctured
the balance.
Shake the ﬂoat about and listen for
internal
sounds.
H. J. B. (Kingston).—Many
thanks.
It was, of course, a printer's error, and
would mislead no one intelligently interested.
M. A.
(Birkenhead). — Overhead tappet M.O.I.
valves have certain advantages, which will be illus
"
"
trated and described later.
ANXIOUS
(Streat
ham).—~The slots in the piston rings must be placed
120 degs. apart—that
is, with each slot separated
from its neighbour by a distance equal to
of the circumference.
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The
model aeroplane maker—and to what numbers they
have swelled during the past twelve monthsﬂhas
been confronted with the distinctly disappointing
fact that the aeroplane which has only a single
screw betrays a marked tendency, if not to com
pletely turn over in a rotation opposite to that of
the screw, at least to turn to one side in a pronounced
manner.
may be that am not fair to the maj
I write confessedly of my
ority of model ﬂiers.
own experience in the matter, but in self~defence
1 must state that all my model-building acquaint
ances have met with exactly the same state of affairs.
As to myself, I admit to a feeling of considerable
dismay when I found that. do what I might
to the vertical rudder, I could not persuade
my
ﬁrst power-driven model to preserve the semblance
of lateral stability or keep even a moderately straight
But that was a good many years ago,
course.
and I had little or no precedent to go upon.
The
machine
in question was a simple monoplane,
a modiﬁcation of Penaud's model, and consisted
of a straight stick of wood, to which was attached
an elastic
motor and a. propeller (that propeller
makes me shudder to look at it
the whole being
in the air—never, however, for very
supported
long—by a single wooden
rectangular plane.
The last was a very plain plane, indeed, and con—
sisted of a. blind lath suitably thinned down and
steamed to a moderate curve in cross-section.
A
quite inadequate rudder was ﬁtted at the rear of
the machine, the screw being in front.
When my monoplane persistently refused
to
had optimistically mapped out
keep the course
for it,
concluded that the fault lay in the rudder,
and
accordingly tried all sorts of angles and posi
without,
however, obtaining any visible
tions,
result.
Then
thought that the rudder was too
small—it was; but even the ﬁnal rudder that
ﬁtted, nearly half as big as the plane, gave no better
me considerably, for
This distressed
ﬂights.
could detect no fault in the design of the machine,
and
had already satisﬁed mySelf that she glided
in quite excellent style, thus proving that the fault
did not liev as
had for a few moments suspected,
in the angle of attack of one side of the plane being
greater than the other.
knew quite well, although
did not realise the extent to which it applied, that.
since action and reaction are always equal and oppo
site, the elastic motor must have a tendency to
rotate the machine against the resistance
of the

I

By " AEROPHILE."
Single Screw—l suppose that almost every

I
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True, but the
without turning over or to one side.
tendency to do so is still there, although it is much
smaller in the full-sized machine than in the model,
owing to the enormous inertia of the former com
to that of the latter.
Poor Delagrange
pared
told me at Doncaster, in reply to a question of mine
on this very point, that he did notice a twisting
tendency on the part of his machine, but it was
only slight, and easily met with by warping one
wing a triﬂe more than the other and setting the
I have reckoned
' rudder over the merest shade.
that the power I put into my model was about pro
portionate to some 600 h.-p. or more in a Blériot
machine, hence it is not surprising that I found in
it a strong tendency to turn over about the pro
pellet, which was, I must admit, a triumph of in
eﬁiciency.

Bamboo.—Nothing, in my opinion, is better for
the cross-pieces,
etc., of the framework of a model
than split bamboo, as it is immensely strong and
heavier than most woods,
it is,
light—though
bulk for bulk, inﬁnitely stronger, and. in addition,
easily worked and bent into all kinds of shapes.
Its only disadvantage is that it cannot be got in
decent lengths without jointskln a bamboo about
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"
"
mast for tension-wires, etc.,
another; whilst if a
be required, it can be easily made as shown in Fig.
2, in which case the cross-pieces will all be in one
I ﬁnd that strip bamboo can be bent to
piece.
a very sharp angle--in fact, right back on to itself,
whilst held in a methylated spirit ﬂame or Bunsen
burner for a few moments.
It must, however,
be bent in the ﬂame (and that quickly) and towards
its hottest side.
For long. slow bends, such as
alighting skids or the ribs of built-up planes, it
is better to bend the strip-bamboo in steam.
In
bending thickish pieces in the ﬂame, it helps matters
somewhat to wet the place at which the bend is
to be made.
When the ﬂame is applied. there
"
is a rapid generation of steam, which just
does the
trick."
“finding a strip of wet rag round the
bamboo, and leaving it for ten minutes, is an easy
and efficient method of moistening it.
invites his readers to send
[Note.——" Aerophile"
him in any questions relating to model aeroplanes
that they wish answered ; those of general interest
will be answered in this journal, others “Aero
"
will reply to direct]
phile

The Proper Grinding of Cold
Chisels.
By FRED

\\"ILSON.

T requires

3 ins. in diameter straight, jointless pieces up to
r ft. 6 ins. may be found; but they are nothing like
such tough stuﬂ as can be got from the smaller
sticks, and, furthermore, it is extremely difficult
to bend them without cracking.
As long pieces
are not very much required, this isa disadvantage
more theoretical than real.
An excellent cross
member for a frame can be made in the following
way. First, cut out and plane or shave down a
ﬂat strip to the desired length and breadth, keeping

a certain amount of experience to find
the proper angle that cold Chisels should be
ground to suit both light and heavy chipping.
l have seen many castings broken through a chisel
being ground carelessly or ignorantly, owing to the
fact that if it be ground atan angle which is alto

F192

obtuse, it requires a very much harder blow
from the hammer to take a cut that would be
comparatively easy if the chisel had been ground
in a proper manner.
Engineering apprentices and
amateurs fail frequently upon the above point, but
the following wrinkle will, I think, put them right
without fail.
A 2-ft. rule should be set as shown in illustration
(Fig. i), measuring 9 ins. from the inside p0ints;
the angle thus formed at a will be the correct one
to grind the chisels to.
A small pocket gauge (Fig. 2)
may be made to the same angle. similar to those used
to grind screw-cutting tools to, and this will be
found exceedingly useful.
Chisels ground to the
above angle will answer both for light and heavy
chipping. also for all kinds of metals.
gether

its thickness down to about a third or a quarter
of its breadth—at any rate, at the ends—so that
it can be bent easily.
Such cross-members
I
form into this shape: C,using the elbow—pieces
for lashing on to the main frame members, and
thus saving the trouble of making angle-pieces
or tubular joints.
For a three-Cornered
frame
work cross-pieces
can be made
and ﬁtted as
shown in Fig. I, A, A being one piece__and B

.
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Notes on Workshop
Methods.
'

By ALFRED PARR.
(Continued lrom page 84.)
EAMERS may be used when only a small
amount of metal is to be cut away, either
in
There is a difference
dry or with oil.
as to which is the better of the two
Opinion
A slightly larger hole is made with
methods.
a d.y reamer than when oil is used.
This being
so, all holes
intended to be accurately alike
or oil
should be reamed with an oiled reamer,
holes
should be used on none whatever.
Deep
ﬁnished
with a mutiled drill,
may be smoothly
as shown in'Fig. 8, D.
It will be noticed that the
parts may be easily made. and for special work
or in those cases where it is not always convenient
to get the use of a standard ﬂuted reamer the muff-led
In the use
drill acts as a. very good substitute.
of this tool an entrance should be made for it by
an ordinary boring_tool (C, Fig. 8) ;' then, when the
the hole being well lubricated all
mufﬂe enters,
through it, the cuttings will be sent forward, and
the hole will be beautifully straight and smooth.
The drill is made in a similar manner to B, Fig. 8.
After forging and turning. the wood sides are ﬁxed,
and then a ﬁnal cut in the lathe reduces the mufﬂe
to proper size; the parts can now be dissenibled,

and Electrician.
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stock centre may serve as a guide to the shank end
\\'hen all is ready, the tool is forced
of the tool.
into the work by the poppet centre, and as it takes
r

W1

Flu. llb.-—METHOD or CHIPPixu.

the saddle along with it, the muﬂle goes quite easily
and in a straight line.

TOOL Rooms.
workshops it is now
considered
imperative to have a tool room set
apart, with a staff
of expert workmen
Eleni/1'0”
Err/a r'qed v/e W
employed in making
9/1 4 J/IOWI r19
up new tools. and
cal/709 faces
in attending to the
of
proper upkeep
Too/ drawn down
the tools in daily
before Twig/1'09 j,
use.
Where this
F
L
is in full
system
Fro. [CL—MAKING Twrs'r DRILLS.
several
operation
advan
important
and the cutting edges of the drill formed
and a
The tools are made
tages are found to result.
Hardening, tempering,
suitable
clearance given.
more accurately to standard, are always ready
the cutting edges with an emery
for use, and since the room is replete with every
and ﬁnishing
modern appliance, a great saving in time is
Besides this, a definite angle is given
effected.
to each tool for a particular purpose or a
the angle
particular metal. In other'words,
and shape of the cutting tools which has been
found by experience is rigidly maintained, and
cannot be altered subsequently in the work

In modern

J

J

shops.

F10.

IIa.~—ILLU$TRATING rm: Use 0F CHISELS.

and an oilstone makes all ready for “as
sembling” and the drill ﬁt for use. In ﬁxing a
mufﬂed drill similar care must be given to placing
a reamei—the
must be secured exactly
mufﬂe
parallel and on the ccntre‘line. The loose heade
wheel

engineering

Now, while amateurs cannot possibly have
tool rooms on the above system, they may.
however, follow to a considerable
extent the
principles there adopted, with a direct advan
A case of drilling
tage and saving of time.
may be cited, and as there is a difference of
opinion it may not be without interest to
discuss
it. Let us take as examples four cast
ings
of hard brass. two of
(for bushes)—-two
cast iron, one of each casting made solid, and
the other two respectively having a core in the
centre, as in Fig. 13.
Each of these will eventu
ally have a 2-in. shaft passing through, and will
therefore
need marking,
drilling. and reaming,
so that the shaft may ﬁt properly.
A drill of
23-3ans in. diameter, followed by a 11»in. standard
reamer,
will be passed through each hole.
The
solid castings will be tooled quite satisfactorily,

ios
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but those prmidcd with con-s will need a reduced
speed, and may cause trouble if the cores are
directly a twist drill is disturbed from
irregular;
taking a straight path it becomes difﬁcult to manage
—it commences to squeak. and has to be humoured
Sand is always an enemy
to make any advance.
to the edges of cutting tools, and if once allowed
to scour on a twist drill it will do more real damage
than the actual drilling of a score of solid castings.
Hard brass castings frequently have very ragged
than
cores, and for this reason are even worse
iron ones; indeed, fiat-forged drills are more suit
able for this work, because, as the drill wears. it
may be repaired and thus be brought up to the
required size by grinding. The care of drills is
very important where different materials
therefore
The solid
have to be drilled' with the same drills.
cast-iron and brass example may be drilled through
at a high speed and a comparatively quick feed,
but when the cored ones are treated similarly,
a greater friction on the sides of
there commences
the drill, owing to the point of it having no guidance.
This distortion also acts directly on the drilling
machine or lathe spindle, and is actually much more
costly a method than where small cores are dispensed
with and the bosses cast solid.
A further thing against small cores is that after drill
ing out the holes there may not be sufficient metal
to properly tool out all the "scale."
removed
This, of course, should in itself be sufﬁcient to con
demn them for particular work; but when the holes
have to be ﬁnished true to gauge, then it is that
disastrous, because
the
the
principle becomes
cutting edges of reamers are quickly destroyed if
they come in contact with the hard skin of a casting
only partially tooled.
"
“
corkscrew
Twist drills are very liable to
brass
previously cored or drilled, and for this
reason parallel drills having two ﬂutes are to be
is that brass
Another good feature
preferred.
and nearer
bored in this way is much smoother
concentric than is found to be the case when twist
It will now be gathered that the
drills are used.
Solid castings in both the examples will be tooled
at a high speed, with less damage to the cutting
tools, with less trouble in marking out. in less time,
and generally with more correct results. than could
with castings provided with cores.
be possible
This refers. of course, to small work, but does not
hold good in the case of work large enough to
insert a bar and cutter.
PROPER Uses OF CHISELS.
\Vhen it has been decided to chip and file a
surface of castiron, mild steel, or brass, the proper
of the tools will be based upon two im
selection
portant factors, viz.—the nature of the metal and
amount,
the
17.6.. depth, of metal to be removed.
Assuming that the work can be secured in a. vice,
a chamfer may be filed across each edge to the
actual depth to which the surface is to be reduced
This depth line shows at a glance
(Fig. 11. a).
without repeated
the work is proceeding
how
thin
Generally speaking.
measuring or gauging.
chisels are most suited to shallow chipping. but
when deep cutting must be done, then the surface
should be grooved at intervals with a cross>cut
chisel, and the metal between the grooves removed
with a stout, ﬂat chisel.
After this the thin chisel can be used to better
advantage. Two examples are illustrated, showing

and Electrician.
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ap lication of chipping chiseLs to the surfaces
of a heck of mild steel (Figs. 11a and b) and cast
iron, respectively. ltkniay be seen that in each case
the chisel facet lies in the plane of the work to be
cut, so that the angles to which the chisel is ground
and held to the work are important factors.
There must be a decided aim given to the hammer,
so that each blow falls evenly on the chisel head,
and with an equal force, the wrist of the left hand
The mild
being rigidly held in a ﬁxed position.
steel requires a penetrating cut with a chisel ground
acutely, and a lubricant should be used (Fig. 111)).
Perhaps the best is got from a piece of oily waste—
by just rubbing the chisel nose in it from time to
the

.
the chisel is in proper condition, and is struck
and held as above shown, a curling shaving will be
the same applies to hard brass and
produced;
Cast iron, being of a granular
phosphor-bronze.
structure, crumbles or splinters under the action
no attempt must be made
of the chisel, therefore
to chip it with the chisel used on the mild steel
block.
It will be seen in Fig. Ha that the chisel
is ground to a more obtuse angle, so that the grains
of metal are as much broken by the action of the
chisel as they are cut asunder.
This would be more perfectly appreciated if
the reader would attempt to chip over a surface of
mild steel with a chisel ground suitable for cast
lie would then see
iron or vim verso (Fig. no).
for himself how great a mistake it is to try to sub
stitute proper tools, and how discouraging it must be
to attempt ﬁrst~class work under the worst of
time.

If

conditions.
He will see the folly of using
all cutting or chipping of work at
leaving this part of the subject,
drawn to the side chisel shown

one chisel only for
the bench.
Before
attention must be
in Fig. 12A.
This
metal, and leaves a

chisel acts as a shear on the
surface much more free from small fractures and
All kinds
burrs than the ordinary V-edged chisel.
of sheet metal may be cut when this chisel is held
evenly over the top of the vice, the ﬂat side being at
right angles to the vice jaws.
Referring again to the block of cast iron shown
in Fig.
and which requires to be made true on
one side, beginners
may take the following hints
what to avoid:
Do not file the surface until it
Do not chip too deep by
has been chipped over.
Do not
making irregular grooves in the surface.
break the edges of the work by chipping too near
Do not use a chisel ground purposely for
them.
Do not use a ﬁle full of " pins,"
wrought-iron work.
nor a. " ﬁne cut" or a smooth ﬁle before a rough
Do not finiin and polish the surface before
one.
thoroughly testing it with a gauge—it may require
Do not attempt to look at
more rough ﬁling.
the chisel head and the cutting edge at the same
time; this cannot be done if a level blow is to be
given exactly on the top of the chisel head.
"
this " double
is done,
an occasional
looking
blow on the knuckles may result.
In thus. following- a somewhat beaten ‘ track,
the amateur will be saved the annoyance of at
tempting to do important and precise work without
either having the necessary tools, or, if possessing
them, of knowing how to manipulate them.
He
will never dream of ﬁling out holes which should be
reamed
or bored, nor 0/ making
delicate rods
or spindles at the vice instead of turning them between
the centres 0/ a lathe.
He will also know that screw

ii,
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cutting jobs require careful and accurate working,
and therefore they must be cut in a lathe to obtain
satisfactory results.
Again, the beginner will know what each particular
piece of work is for, what it has to do, whether it
has to slide or rotate, or is to be a permanent ﬁxture ;
also what kind of a ﬁnish it should have.
His
knowledge of the nature and strength of material
will serve him well when delicate pieces of metal
have to be held and tooled in the vice or machine.
The last to be mentioned is the order in which
the work is to be done, 1'.e., the sequence of opera
tions.
Undoubtedly this is always an important
thing to know, and especially so to a beginner in
There will be a considerable
practical work.
saving in time if proper advice is taken as to which
operation must be done ﬁrst, which can be com
pletely ﬁnished, and which may be left over until
other parts are ready.

107'

materials. he will rather use his skill to improve
the efﬁciency of existing plant.
It is here where
a sound training will serve him well—the amateur
will have an intelligent graSp of the speciﬁc uses of
the numerous kinds of iron and steel and the other
metals and alloys used in the best modern practice,
and how far any interchange is advisable or per
missible.
He will have learnt that it is only by
putting good work into any piece of mechanism
that he can expect and obtain good and accurate
results.

As a ﬁnal illustration, we will suppose that a
drilling machine is required for an amateur’s
workshop. The task may be commenced in several
We will ﬁrst presume that the
different ways.
amateur is trained. (I) He may make his drawings
small

_"_<f—_ww'_——_—______,_A
(ﬂ)

I

FIG.

Il(.—STARTlN(;

A Cur.

Finally, the difﬁculties which beset every beginner
are—that he is confronted with so many dinerent
problems, which vary in complexity, and in many
instances problems which some practical men,
though they be expert workmen in one branch,
may know little or nothing about another. Owing
to the division of labour and systematic methods
of working, there is little chance of a litter knowing
The
anything outside his own particular cra'ft.
same, of course, equally applies to lathe and machine
men knowing much of vice work and erection of
So distinct, indeed, has this
engines or machines.
division of labour become, that we have separate de
partments tor lathe work and machine work, while the
assembling or erection is carried on apart from both.
This may be, and doubtless is, good for the output and
increase in the eliiciency of the operatives in their
When looked at, however, from
respective work.
the mechanic's or operative's point of view, the
This
prospect of advancement is not very cheery.
state oi affairs make it more and more necessary
for all who attempt to cut metals to endeavour to
their utmost to understand the underlying principles
of modern practice.
Such of the students who are gifted with a good
share of inventive faculty will ﬁnd scope for their
energies, for instead of the amateur being troubled
to scheme or devise some necessary appliance or
apparatus out of rough and altogether unsuitable

c/wlae/
Sheel' mefa/

510’s

for

(B) Chisel f‘or
I’ll/d afee/

(‘j/‘Illif/ fur
(,1 5f X/ru/I
FIG. 12.
to his own design, or after the design of some other
machine.
the rough cast
(2) He may purchase
ings and forgings and machine them up in his own
He will, of course, in the ﬁrst case
workshop.
make his own patterns or get them made by a reliable
If the patterns are attempted,
pattern-maker.
allowance for shrinkage, also proper draught for
withdrawal of the pattern from the mould, extra
thickness of metal to permit one or two tooling
operations, and the making of suitable core-boxes
have all to be carefully considered.
In the third
case he may select from disused
plant certain
parts with a view to convert them into suitable
parts for a drilling machine.
Now, just a word respecting the untrained ama
teur. He will probably purchase a machine from
a second-hand dealer—a machine offered at a very
cheap ﬁgure and considerably larger than he really

Electrician.
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of Spar/r in

Lang/7r

bur/res

the best voltage and current to use to get a par
ticular length ot spark. The experiments were
made with
3-in. spark coil with an ordinary
vibratory interrupter, and worked from accumu
lators. Directly a thin, continuous spark was
obtained between
the pointed electrodes
of the
secondary winding, the primary current and voltage
was measured.
In the curve shown the vertical
numbers represent
the watts—112.,
the product
of the amperes and volts, whilst the horizontal
show
the
of
ﬁgures
length
spark obtained. The
dotted lines show the curves obtained by the use
of different voltages,
A being for a 2-volt cell,
6-volts, D 8-volts,
B for 4-volts,
Io-volts,
12-volts.
These curves show most clearly' how
is, for example, to obtain a li'll'l. spark
inefﬁcient
from a 6-volt cell, as amps. are required, and there
was found to be excessive spluttering at the primary
make and break. Besides being ineﬁicient. there
would be severe wear and tear to the platinum

E

C

a

3

Personally, I should look on a wall built by an
amateur who neither possessed a trowel nor a
straight-edge with the same kind of feeling as I
should look upon a locomotive built without a
lathe. Both the wall and the engine are but
piles of material more or less adapted to each other
by tight or loose-ﬁtting parts.
My contention is that no circular work can be
adapted with suitable precision and with satis
factory results in other respects without the aid
of a lathe for external surfaces, and a lathe or
ﬁrst-class drilling machine for internal surfaces.
With a reliable lathe, howeVer, and the fOTt‘gOlllg
there
is hope
for the dullest. Far
experience,
better save the funds to buy a small outﬁt
than attempt to " make bricks without straw,”
or to build up a. Scrap-heap the sight of which is
always repelling.
At the outset of this article we stated that there
is very much to learn it sound progress is to be
made, and a real interest should be taken in each
\Ve have not time
example towards this end.
to spare in attempting impossibilities:
our aim
should always be to know “what we have to do,”
what the work is for when it is ﬁnished, and then
to use all our skill, if need be, to do the work in
the best possible
way. Let each amateur, how
ever fascinated or anxious he may be, get a thorough
grasp of these principles—then he will commence
and go forward in his work, pleased with what he
has accomplished because his work is well done.
He will thus gain conﬁdence and ability to attempt
more advanced examples,
and will eventually be
competent to cope with any work, however com
plicated or intricate that work may be.
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By W. A. TOPPIN, A.M.I,E.E.
how many persons using induction
coils know whether they are being used
To a great many the
efﬁciently or not.
of an ammeter and voltmeter acts as a
expense
preventive. and others have probably not paid
much attention to the matter. These notes of
experiments recently carried out show clearly
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Working.

requ/r'ed

coupled

Notes on Induction
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are a! hand.
to use them.
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{or

requires—one which has grown old and worn with
long service.
are rough
Usually, the bearings
and enlarged, the spindle is “ shaky," and the table,
with scarcely a level inch on its whole surface,
inclined to the drill spindle. For accurate work
this is altogether an unsuitable machine,
and
therefore for the purpose intended is a costly thing
at any price.
\Ve may say advisedly that old shafts
and spindles, and pulleys, too, are all equally to
be avoided.
They can seldom be of good Service,
even to those who have had much experience.
The precision with which steel shafts and spindles
are now produced,
both in actual dimensions and
evenness of length, render them most valuable for
model engineering where there is a limited capacity
for tooling metal (and with a modern plant, how
eVer small it may be, great care should be exercised
before deciding how the surplus metal can be re
moved without punishing the machines and tools
unduly).
Engineering—of which miniature or model work
forms an important part—is a most interesting
practice, and it is amaiing what can be done with
very few tools by those possessed of patience and
determination.
Now each issue of Tm: MonEi.
ENGINEER is a proof of this. If, llOWt'VPr, there
is intelligence and training running in unison with
and determination, then much better
patience
results should be produced. Accuracy can only
be appreciated by those who can fully understand
its value and have proper means of obtaining it.
The aim of this article has been to show that there
is a possibility for all to do excelleiit work if a
thorough interest is taken in it, and it proper tools
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The thick black line shows the mini
contacts.
mum watts for any given length of spark.
From the table given below the watts required
per inch of spark at different parts of the scale
For example, at l-in. spark
can be worked out.
the watts per inch are 3-1, at rin. 4'4 watts, at 2 in.
6 watts, at 3 ins., 10 watts.
Volts.

Amperes.

2

.25
~4
-6
1-0

z

-

2
2
4
4
4
4
4
6
6
6

6
8
8
3
8

io

10
12
12
12

\Vatts.
'5
'8
l .2

2.0
2-0

'5
~6

2-4
2-8

-7
1-1

4-4

7-6
6.0

1-9
1-0
1-1

6-6

1'25

.

7'5
18-0
10-0
12-0
16-0

3.0
1-25
1-5
2-0

.
.
.
.
.
.

.
.
.
.
.

3-0
2-0
3-0
1-5 .
2-0
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.
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24-0
20-0
30-0
18-0
24-0
42-0
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k”

i”

3"

i”

i”

i”

r”
1”

It”
11"
13"
15"
13'
13'"

1’

2}”

2y
2;?

3"
3”
3}”

3y

As everyone is desirous of obtaining the best
possible results with the lowest initial outlay and
expenses, the above notes may be of
working
'
service.

A Use ‘for Old Dry Batteries.
By “ GREGAN."
ﬁnds among the scrap-heap
generally
worn-out dry batteries. They have run
down and will no longer do the work origin
ally required of them, and yet they have too im
posing an appearance to be thrown into the dustbin.
There is generally a hazy idea of making use of them
in some way; but the truth of the matter is. they
simply lie there and rot. Now, to the amateur
electrician there are a good many uses to which
if the
may be put. Of course,
batteries
such
battery is totally run down it is no good as a producer
of electricity, but in the majority of cases this is
\Vhat generally happens is, that the
not so.
interior has got too dry and caused the internal
resistance to rise. so that the current is cut down
to a very low ﬁgure.
Such batteries are quite good enough for testing
gal
purposes, especially where a high resistance
is used.
A hank of insulated wire
vanometer
a
the
with
hand.
magnetised
sewing
formed on
needle
suspended inside, is very often quite good
circuit,
instance,
for
a
bell
for
enough for testing
This rough arrangement may be
continuity.
cell
with sealing
stuck to the top of an old dry
wax, having one end of the wire clamped in the
terminal,
end,
a
free
and the
leaving
positive
It is surprising
negative terminal loose for testing.
what a number of times such a device is called
into requisition once it is rigged up. and the length
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of time a worn-out cell or couple of cells, tied
together with string, will last for the purpose—
years l

A dry cell, by virtue of its weight and stability,
will stand having loose wires attached to it, and
keep the galvanometer steady without skating about
the table in the annoying manner small instruments
do when one is making rough connections.
If
one uses a good cell with the galvanometer it is
always doing something else when it is required,
and then time is wasted in disconnecting it. connect
ing up the galvanometer, bending refractory leads
that insist upon demonstrating the springy nature
of copper wire, which becomes as ductile as lead
when it is invited to assert itself. \Vith galva
nometer and cell in one a test can be made instan
taneously by just pinching hare ends together in
the ﬁngers, and it then becomes a habit to test
continually instead of leaving things to probability
or chance.
A very sensitive galvanometer, which can be used
with a cell in almost any stage of decay, is a tele
is such a sensitive
'l'he telephone
instru
phone.
ment, that it is seldom necessary to put it actually
to the ear in order to hear the loud click of con
tinuity.
By far the most common dry batteries that may
be found lying about discarded are those belonging
to the little pocket ﬂashlamps, and it is of' these I
want particularly to speak.
When no longer any
use for lighting, they still give quite a respectable
current. They can be attached to most things by
the judicious use of an elastic band, and thus made
I have used them continually
to stand upright.
for keeping accumulators from running down.
Everyone knows what a short time a charged
This is
accumulator will really remain charged.
most troublesome, especially with the little dry
If, how
accumulators uscd in bicycle lamps, etc.
ever, one of these little accumulators, when fully
charged, is joined up to a discarded 4-volt pocket
battery, it will be found to remain charged for a
'1he z-volt cell is opposed
very much longer time.
to the 4-volt battery which has become run down
to, say, 3 volts ; the result is I volt from the battery
in the direction of charging the accumulator.
This
rapidly comes down to a very small fraction of
Now, the
a volt, still in favour of the battery.
battery can never go below the accumulator, because
directly it did the accumulator would start to
" buck it
up” again with a reverse current. One
might expect a kind of see-saw business, but this
is not the case in my experience, for, by placing a.
galvauometer in the circuit, 1 have found the current
to be always ﬂowing from the battery, though it
gradually diminishes in quantity, until at last it
is unable to keep pace with the actual surface
leakage of the accumulator.
An examination of the battery then shows that
the zinc has been almost entirely eaten away, and
thus one can get the very last ounce of work possible
ont of the little battery.
The fact of the matter is that though one talks
of the voltage as having fallen, it is, in reality, the
current which diminishes in quantity as the resist
ance of the dry cell rises.
The voltage is there, but
so long as the external resistance is low in compari
in
son the electro-motive force is largely absorbed
the cell itself.
Facts are stubborn things. and this fact was
revealed by actual experiment.
Two electric cycle
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lamps were fully charged and placed side by side,
to a worn-out pocket battery
one was connected
and the other was left free.
Every evening the
light of each was turned on for a few seconds to see
how mattch
After three weeks the
progressed.
free lamp gave out.
Two nights ago, and ten weeks
aftcr the commencement of the experiment, the
other lamp burnt dull red. and an examination of
the battery showed that the zinc had been eaten
right through, so that the plaster composition of
the interior showed in many places.

ISrcnlnn'es and mmbns of Modrl l’nchline Clubs an invitrd to
communicate1 rt: 11/Club doingsand olhn IIQItXa/ intent! In!
this column
uch notesshould berm! in as early as possibh in
Ike monlh.but in any can a! leastImrluedays bzlon data 0! issue
in whichtheyareto appear]

Model Yacht

Designing and
Building.

By R. P. KITCHINGMAN.

the edges, and then try it in position. and see if
it makes a good fit. If so, mark out the other one
from it, being careful that you do not make it
for the same side of the boat. When trying on
the planks, it will be found very convenient to have
about six small clamps. so that you can put one on
about every other frame to hold the planks in posi—
tion while you screw them on.
Now that- the gar—
boards are cut out. the next job is to fasten them on.
Have some gold size ready. and with a paint
brush lay some on all along the rabbet where do
plank will fit. also along the bottom of the plank.
Put the garboard in position, see that the end
fits well into the rabbet of the fashion-piece, and
all along the keel, hold it on with some of the screw
clamps. and then screw it on with some ﬁ-in. No. i
brass screws, putting in two screws between each
frame into the rabbet. and one into each frame.
For the extreme ends I generally use ﬁ-in. No. 0
screws.
Let the screws just countersink
brass
themselves,
so that the boat can be stopped before
\Vhen you have got both these
being painted.
planks on, you will be able to decide how many
If you divide the distance
will be required each side.
at the bow from the top of the plank just put on
to under side of deck. you will find that you will
If you were to try
be able to get six more on.
and put more than six on, they would run so narrow
at the ends. that you would not be able to get in
Divide up
a screw without splitting the wood.
the fashion-piece at the end of the rabbet into six
equal parts, and it will be found that the planks
will be wide enough.
Do the same with frame
No. 7. You will now have marks on how, frame 7,
You are
and stem where each plank has to end.
now ready to put on the next plank.
The bottom edge of this has. of course, to ﬁt
To
up close to the edge of the plank just put on.
of the top edge of the new plank,
get the
shape
Make
as
a batten about
proceel as ollows:
long
in. wide.
as the boat and
You can cut this with

(Continued [rum page 65)
ﬁrst plank to fit is the one down by the
keel, called the garboard strakc.
It will,
perhaps. be better to cut a pattern of this
in cardboard ﬁrst. Cut ott a. piece about 38 ins.
long and about 1} ins.
wide. Fit this into the
l
rabbet of the keel by trim
'
at
l —__.,l.
\N'l‘cn it
ming one edge.
4%
I B - of I»;/t I?
tits close up all along the
‘I.
'11
__L____
rabbet. it can be marked
out for its width.
The
Jolld pita: Srr‘twrd
\Slc/Ion an AB
end at the stern will come
’5 rep 0/ 61/54 /a
‘
{Ir in.,/d- r-in9_
as
as
far
the
end
of
up
the rabbet in the fashion—
If it is made Q in.
piece.
wide here, it will be about
It can be made
right.
1} ins. wide at its widest
part. The top edge may
be kept quite straight,
so lay the straightedge on
the cardboard, so as to
make
the pattern
in.
wide at the extreme stern
end and 1} ins. wide at
its widest part; rule a
ﬁlm; for; bnl/orl o, ill/cl,
T0,. 01 A. M
which /'-Iacre-10d To doc}
pencil line along. lts ex
treme bow end will come
lag/cl? (Dru Unrd
ful/srlc)
’1'? /6 OI/II/J of
to a point, and will be
found to end about 1} ins.
a fretsaw from the wood you are using for the plank
beyond the L.W.L. marked on fore end of stem.
\Vhen you have cut out the pattern. lay it on one of
Plane the edges up true.
ing.
Now lay this batten
the 346ths-in, fretwood planks. mark round with
along the frames of the boat. so that its top edge
a pencil, and cut out with a fi'etsaw.
Smooth up
comes to the marks on how, stem, and frame
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frames come in the way, they can be taken off.
No. 7, showing where the top of the next plank
When you have put on about ﬁve planks each side,
ha to come. Hold it in position with one or two
the inwales can be put in. They must be mortised
clamps, and with a pencil mark along the top of the
Saw out a piece of wood
into the stem head and fashion piece, so as to lie
batten on each frame.
wanted,
ﬂush with the rabbet. Screw them to the stern,
for this plank, keeping it wider than is really
frames, and fashion piece with N0. 2 brass screws
as its bottom edge will need some trimming to
Bend
make a good ﬁt with the ﬁrst plank put on.
The top of the
(see construction plan, Fig. 17).
it round, and see how it ﬁts. and with a small
inwales comes to the under side of deck.
When
these have been put in, shape them all along to
iron plane trim the bottom edge until it makes
conform with the round of the frames, so that when
a good fit with the garboard. You will no doubt
the last plank is put on, it will lie along properly.
have to try it on three or four times before it is
time,
trim the fore and
You can now ﬁnish planking. The top edge of
satisfactory; at the same
the last planks must be made to come just to the
after ends to ﬁt into the rabbet. When ﬁtting any
of the planks, be very careful not to cut them too
top of the inwales. \Vhen screwing these on,
screw them to the inwales as well, with a screw
short. \Vhen the bottom edge makes a good ﬁt,
between each frame.
clamp on the plank, and mark off from the marks
When the planking is ﬁnished, the outside of
you made on the frames with the aid of the batten
the width of the plank
at each of the frames.
Remove the plank and
2'__._t<_
bend a batten round,
I
/
cutting the marks on
and mark
the plank,
round with a pencil.
If the batten will not
For: end.
cut all the marks with
[:1'7.20. Paf/‘ern for /ead bu/b (0nd DWI-d fu/I size)
unfair, it
out being
must be remedied by
With a small iron
the boat can be made smooth.
Saw out to the
giving and taking here and there.
mark and trim the edge up smooth. From this plank
plane set very ﬁne,‘take oﬁ any corners, and with
a chisel shape off the stem and keel to conform
you can cut the one for the other side, and when
and be
both make a good ﬁt they can be screwed on.
with the boat; ﬁnish off with glass-paper,
The deck
Before doing so it is not a bad plan to mark out
very careful to 'get a good surface.
beams can now be got out; these can be cut from
roughly for the next plank, using one of these as a
Put
pattern ; but allow plenty for trimming.
any piec% that were left over from the planking.
some gold size along the edges and in the rabbet.
Their top edges are cut on a round, so as to give
As
the deck a rise in the middle.
the deck will be put on all in one
piece, do not give more than about
There will be one re
g-in. rise.
quired at every other frame, viz.,
1, 3, 5, 7, 9. 11, 13.
These beams
to the frames, their
are screwed
‘
edges just coming to the top of
Mas/“Ix Q
the inwales, thus making seven belt
frames, which help to strengthen
5/100??? p/af'e 'for' masf
One of these
screwed f0 dec/r
the boat a great deal.
frames is shown on the construc
tion plan (Fig. 17). Cut out the one
for frame 7 ﬁrst, and from this mark
When
off the round for the others.
(Ha/1c fu// s/ze)
these are all ﬁnished, unscrew the
guide piece from the binding strips
Hee/ of and
draw it out. Take off the bind
Mas/ are/0 I‘de
urasf'
ing strips, and as these are removed,
The
screw the beams in position.
F79./9. She/in? ad/us/"men/ {or
next job is to cut and fasten in the

I9-

2'_-'._ 2'_T__

._%

masl‘

step

I‘de and

masf' keel.

ﬁt the planks on, and be careful the ends make a
good ﬁt in the rabbet ; then screw them on, putting
in two screws to each frame where the planks are
"
When planking a boat, always
wide
enough.
carry both sides up at once, as if one side was ﬁnished
before starting the other, it would be liable to twist
the yacht out of shape.
You are now ready to ﬁt the next plank on each
side, which is done in just the same way—by mark
ing off with the batten and then ﬁtting the plank.
If the battens that were put on to steady the

2”__T_
._

ﬁns.

2'_+_ 2£”_.‘

Mark these out—the shape is
shown on the construction plan.
The wood for these can be of mahogany or
teak a
in. thick.
When these are cut out, slip
them into the hull and fasten them in by screw
ing a piece of wood on each side ﬁrmly to the
keel, and then screw these supports to the ﬁns
White lead should be
(see construction plan).
used when ﬁxing in the ﬁns.
Procure some best
white lead in the paste (not dry), mix a little gold
size with it, and lay this into the slots before putting
in the ﬁns.
Be very careful when you are ﬁxing
these in to see that you get them quite true, or else

l
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the boat will never sail properly.
Now have
a look inside the boat to see if there are any sus
picious-looking
where water might get
places
If there are, pay in some white lead
through.
and glue over some thin calico. If the boat is
going to be ﬁtted with a steering gear worked off
the main sheet, a hole will have to be bored through
the keel to take a tube 5-16ths in. diameter, as
shown on construction plan.
The inside of the boat can now have at least
two good coats of priming (paint), and the outside
one.
While the boat is drying, the deck can be
prepared ; this can be of mahogany or pine, which
ever the builder may fancy, and should be
in.
thick.
Lay the plank from which it is going to be
cut on the bench, draw a line lengthways down
the middle. and across at right angles lines repre—
senting the sections, as shown on the half—breadth
plan (Fig. 5). From the half-breadth plan mark
the width at each section and draw a line round
with the batten. This will give you the shape of
the deck.
Saw this out; in doing so. allow plenty
on each side, so that when trimmed off. after it
is put on, it will project over the sides of the boat
a. full r-rGth in.
Between frames 7 and 9 there
should be a hatch big enough for you to be able
to get your hand through, so that should your boat
leak at any time you can sponge the water out.
The hatch can be easily made with any of the wood
left over from planking, and is shown in Fig. 18.
Begin by cutting out an oval ring. as shown. Then
a solid piece in to ﬁt into the ring.
The ring is glued
and screwed on to the deck, after a piece has been
cut out of the deck the same size as the inside of
the ring. Cut out another piece for the top of
the hatch, and screw the solid piece to it. The top
should be rounded off, so that the edges are only
a bare { in. thick.
To do this hold it in the vice
by screwing a temporary piece of wood on to the
bottom of the hatch to enable the vice to get a good
grip. Cut out the hole in the deck for the hatch,
bore a hole to take rudder tube, and also cut a
slot for the mast.
The best way of ﬁtting the mast is with a sliding
mast-step, as shown in Fig. 19; so that when the
boat is tried in the water under sail the mast
can be moved either fore or aft without any injury
to the deck, should it be found an improvement
to do so.
It will be found that by reversing the
sliding plate a travel of 2 ins. is obtained. The
position of mast from fore end of water-line is gener
ally about length on water-line x -28 ; in this case,
therefore, 30 x -28 = 8~4. We can call this 8% ins.,
which will make the mast come 12§ ins. from fore
side of stern on deck.
Arrange the mast-step so
that the mast will be able to be moved an equal
distance either fore or aft from this position.
Screw
the mast-step in position, as shown on construction
plan.
Before screwing the ring for the hatch on to
the deck or the sliding plate for mast, the deck must
be well glass-papered
down. Rule lines about i in.
The deck
apart to represent the deck seams.
can now have two good coats of priming on its under
side, and the top side, together with the hatch,
can be varnished.
We can now try the boat in the water to see how
much lead she will require. \Ve have a very good
idea how much this will be from the calculation
made at the beginning of the design.
Place the
boat in a bath and weight her down until she ﬂoats
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to the proper water-line.
This should be marked
on the stem and stem, so that you can see when
she ﬂoats correctly.
Lay the deck on the boat,
so that its weight will be included.
Now make
-a note of the weight put in ; this will be found to
boat,
be about 5% lbs.
The
with deck on, will

weigh just under 5% lbs. The displacement is
therefore just on i 1 lbs.
50 if we deduct the weight
of the hull, together with the spars, sails. and ﬁttings,
which will be about % 1b., from the displacement.
we ﬁnd that the lead bulb must weigh about 41 lbs.
This will have to be made in halves, so that one can
be screwed on to each side of the ﬁn.
You will
therefore have to make a pattern in wood, so that you
can cast it in lead.
Of course, you need only make
a pattern of one half, and get two castings off it.
You will now want to know what size to make
the pattern, so that the lead will be the right weight ;
the pattern, of course, must be made so that the
weight will equal half that of the keel, as there
have to be two castings off it.
The way to do
this is to make a drawing of the size you think it
should be; calculate the number of cubic inchw
in it, just in the same manner as you did for the
trial midship section.
There are 2-44 cub. ins.
Therefore, if you divide the number
to I lb. of lead.
of cubic inches contained in the pattern by 2-44,
the answer will give the weight in pounds. The
pattern should be always kept a little on the large
side, so that if the centre of gravity of the bulb does
not come in quite the right position when on the
boat, it can be altered by ﬁling one end a little
thinner.
Fig. 20 shows the drawing of the pattern.
which will be found to be about right.
(To be concluded.)

Club

Doings.

The Model Yacht Sailing Association.

l At this time of year, when the diﬂerent Clubs
are looking back upon their successes (and other
wise) of the past, it may be of interest brieﬂy to
review here the record of the Model Yacht Sailing
Association, which, as is known to the London
has for its sailing water the Round
cognoscenti.

Pond at Kensington Gardens.
Founded in 1876, this Club has ever since quietly
justiﬁed its signiﬁcant motto—“ Ad rem veram
by consistently maintaining its status
provocamus,“
the cleverest in the Metropolis,
as undoubtedly
“
of emulation,
and what more
provocative"
or convincing of what is “true” and right in the
practice of model yachting can there be than the
showing, year after year (thanks to the enthusiasm
and keen rivalry of its members),of models which,
in design, construction, ﬁtting, sails, and handling,
embody the most advanced ideas in the art 2
Compared with some other Clubs, the
membership
of the M.Y.S.A. may total less in number,
thong
Neverthe—
they make up in quality for quantity.
less. they are very glad of the recent enlargement
of their Club-house. having previously been some—
what cramped for room, and the Club can at any
time put aﬂoat two separate teams (each of four
Io-raters) for inter-club racing, either of which should
be able to maintain its reputation.
The M.Y.S.A. still pins its faith to the Length and
Sail Area Rule of 1887, as productive of the highest
pure speed form, and with its lo-raters has won
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every one of its inter-club matches in 1909, including
the Surbiton Shield—an
annual contest open to
one model only from each competing Club; and it
may be noted that out of the eight winning models
whose names are inscribed on that trophy, six of
them belong to members of the M.Y.S.A., and that
in spite of the restrictions in force barring all previous
winners 1
The M.Y.S.A. has, throughout, been fortunate
in counting in its membership designers of proved
ability, chief amongst whom stands Mr. John E.
Odgers, who has been responsible for most of its
successful models, and now that the International

A

GROUP

Racing Union Rule has, in addition, been
adopted in the formation of a n-metre model class.
the new productions
under that more intricate
formula should serve but to enhance the prestige
of the Club.
The foregoing may sound to the provincial Clubs
as rather "tall talk"; but, be that as it may, the
M.Y.S.A. can only say, “Let them all come"—
their members will be made welcome,
and,
on

from their respective Club Secretary,
free of the M.Y.S.A. Club-house
during their stay ; also they will be afforded every
opportunity of demonstrating the superiority of
their own models in the two classes already men
tioned.
As an inducement in this direction, the
“
"
new
Dacia
Challenge Cup for Io-raters is to be
put up for the ﬁrst annual competition some time
m March next, and Secretaries of intending entrant
Clubs should communicate early with Mr. S. ].

will

be

made
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Howe, Hon. Secretary M.Y.S.A., Club House,
Kensington Gardens, London, W., for the condi
An illuminated certiﬁ
tions appertaining thereto.
cate or medal will be given as a memento to the
successful holder for each year, it being considered
"
"
that more
kudos
attaches to the model recorded
on a challenge
cup which gains annually in senti»
mental value than by being merely the outright
winner of a prize which has been only once oom
peted

for.

Such friendly inter-club matches should certainly
tend to foster mutual good feeling and promote the
'good of the sport generally.

0? OFFICERS AND MEMBERS 0? run M.Y.S.A.; suowmc ALSO THEIR New
A'l‘ KENSINGTON GARDENS.
CLUB-HOUSE
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Portsmouth

Model Yacht Club.

The Portsmouth Model Yacht Club held a race
at the Canoe Lake on Wednesday, January 12th,
for prizes presented by Col. F. Burgess and the Club,
the winners being as follows z—Mr. Clive Wilson,
Merry Widow, ﬁrst, with to points out of the possible
12 ; Mr. Cuthbert Payne, Maid of the Mist, second,
Mr. C. F. Coxen, Marion, third,
with 6 points;
with 2 points. Captain B. M. Hyne retired after
the ﬁrst round owing to the inclement weather,
the miniature craft (metre boats) being in charge of
Mr. E. J. Habliitzel.-—Cuvn
WILSON, Hon. Secre
tary, 343, Fawcett Road, Southsea.

Portsmouth

Model Steamboat Club.

The inaugural sailing meeting of the Portsmouth
Model Steamboat Club was held on the Canoe Lake
on Boxing Day, a large number of members being

The Model Engineer and

present. A slight fog prevailed at the commence~
ment, but afterwards cleared, the calmness of the
water contributing to the very high speeds of the
models, of which there were as many as seven sailing
In the concluding race Mr. Cuthbert
at one time.
Paine's Mignon heavily fouled Mr. Coxen's Kin-Ora,
the latter being unfortunately sunk. The events
were witnessed
by a large number of spectators.—
H. V. STEELE, Hon. Secretary, 30, Henley Road,
Southsea.

Belfast Model Steamer

Club.

From Belfast we have received a photograph of_
the M.S.Y. Star 0/ Hope getting up steam on
The gathering of spectators
Ormeau Park lake.
0n the lake side is sufﬁcient evidence of the popu
larity of this sport at Belfast. Although we are
unable to illustrate the incident in the present
issue, we are much indebted to the Hon. Secretary
of the Club, Mr. A. C. GAFFIKIN, 3, Park Parade,
Ravenhill Road, Belfast, for sending the photo along.

The Model Power

Boat Association.

Since our ﬁrst proposal to form this Association,
we have received communications from several of
the Clubs interested. We shall be dealing fully
with the matter very shortly in this column, but
meantime may we urge those secretaries who have
not yet expressed their views on the desirability of
carrying out the proposal to write us without loss
of time ?

The

Societin Model

Engineers.

London.

FUTURE MEETINGS.—TO be held at the Caxton
Hall, at seven o’clock. Wednesday, February 2nd :
Demonstration Meeting. Thursday, February 17th :
short papers
Ordinary
Meeting;
by members.
The ﬁrst of the Exhibit Competitions for members
will be held at this meeting—Full
particulars of
the Society and form of application for member
be
obtained
from
the
ship may
Secretary, HERBERT
G. RIDDLE, 37, Minard Row, Hither Green, S.l£.

The Junior

institution

(3

Engineers.

the permission of the Chief Engineer to
WITH
the Vl’estminster Electric Supply Corporation,

Sir A. B. W. Kennedy, F.R.S.,

a large number of
recently visited the Corporation's new
Millbank Station.
They were shown over by Messrs.
S. B. Donkin, C. L. Grimshaw, and G. Horley, to
whom the thanks 0f the visitors were conveyed at
the conclusion by Mr. F. Disney Napier, Vicechair
man.
The station has been built to replace the old
Millbank Street station, which must be pulled down
in consequence of the County Council's scheme for
making an embankment roadway from the House of
Commons towards Chelsea.
The County Council
have provided the company with a new site in
Horseferry Road, andare bearing the expense of re
building the station and ﬁlling it with plant to an
extent equivalent to the present capacity of the old
Millbank Street station.
The actual size of the
Horscferry station, and the amount of plant being
put in is greater than that of Millbank Street, and
this additional size and amount of plant is, of course,
The buildings, as
being paid for by the Company.
at present completed, can, ultimately, hold 6,600
kilowatts of steam turbine-driven plant generating
direct-current at 440 volts.
members
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Queries and Replies.
[Attention ls especiallydirectedto the ﬁrst condition giun hdo',
and no notir: will be taken 0/ Queries not complyingwith Ih:
directions them'n smled. Lzllm wnlun'm'ngQueries must bl
marked on the top left-hand corner of Ike envelope"Query
Dcpnmnenl.“ No othermattersbut thoserelatingto the Quaiu
shouldbeenclosedin thesamecnvclopa.
Querieson ruined: wilhm the scopl of this journal nr: replied lo
by Post under the following conditions:—(1l Queries dealing
wilh dislincl :ubiccls should be written on diﬁnrnl slips, on
one ride 0/ the papa only, and the stndtr's nanu uusr be in
scribed on the back. (2) Oltfﬂli should be WWIFUM,
wherein POSSlblt,with lully dimensionedskauea, and corn
sPondmls an urommnded lo keep a copy 0/ their Queries for
(no! portend)
reference. (3) A slam rd addnsscd envelop:
ostd, and also a “ Queriesand Replies
should invariably Le
Coupon" cul oul [mm the advertisementodgzs u! the rurnnl
issue. (4) QueriesWill be owned a: early as possibleafter
receipt,budan interval0/ a [an days must usually elapsebr/an
the Reply can be Inmardtd. (5) Correspondentswho require
an answerinsertedin this columnshould understandthe! some
unhr rnusl clap“ br/ore the Reply can be published. The
"M11110?!0/ Replies in this column cannot be guaranlud
(6) All Queriesshouldbe addressedto The Editor, T11! Moon.
ENGINEER, 26—19,Poppins Court, Flu! Stud, London, EC]
The {allowingare selectedfrom lht Queries which havebun npllcd
Io nunlly :—

Iﬂowl The " M.E." Slow-Speed Dynamo ; Automatic
A. G. (Forest Row) writes: I write to thank you
Cut-out.
Very much for the design and plate of 5oo-watt dynamo that
you have giVen with January 6th Issue. It is just the thing I have
been looking for for the last two years. There is one thing I
should like to mention,and that is, could you give us in the articles
the winding to give 50 volts 10 amps. at 1,000revs.,'and would
it at this winding give about 75 volts at a higher speed? I think
that this winding will ﬁnd more favour with amateursas I should
think that very few will light direct as it is so inconvmient, and
if they use accumulatorsthey will, of course,want a higher volta e.
I ﬁnd my setof thirteencellscomeup to 36 volts exactly when in ly
charged,and as it is always handy to have a little higher voltage
(especially as in my case I olten have a car cell or two on). 1
should think 50 volts WOUlddo nicely, and it would admit of direct
coupling to an enginerunning a little slower than 1,000revs.
unglne (oil), my own make, runs up to 1,200. Why I ask if 1t
would work up to 75 volts it wound for 50 at 1,000 is, because
my cells are rather small (100 amps), and in case of extension
I should have to get another 25-volt set and work at 50 volts;
thus about 70 to 80 would he wanted for charging and I should
belt-drive dynamo and wire my existing lamps where possible,
two in series. Another advantageof wiring dynamo tor 50 volts
is that it would enable us to light an arc lamp. I may mention
that I do not know what is meant by wave connected,and also
am not quite sure about former winding, and hope to see this
explainedin the articles. Another suggation I should like to make
is, could you give us a design for a standard M0021. Ennis-n11
cut-out and cut-in with a table oi dlﬁerenl windings, series and
shunt, ior ditiereut voltages? We have now a ALE. gas enginr.
windmill, ALE. underlype engine, and ALE. dynamo; but
cut-out for a decent voltage,
we have had no engineer~de51gned
except a little one by Mr. Array.
(1) Various windings for Tn: Moon. Encmna dynamo will
be given in the descriptive articles with an explanation of Iornu-r
wound coils, also a diagram at winding and of connections for
armature and ﬁeld-magnet. In a wave-wound armature the
connections from one coil to the next do not lap back, but are
taken forward to a coil separated at a place distant about the
same amount as that measuredtrorn the centre of one pole of the
ﬁeld-magnet to the next. This method is also called "w1es_"
winding. The winding for 25 volts has been designed to admit
of the voltage being raised to, say, 36 volts or so for charginga
battery of accumulatorssuitable for a 25-volt lightinginstallation.
A 5o-volt winding is as followsz—Armature, No. 19 gaugeDec.
wire,.16 turns in each coil—that is, 3: turns in each slot; shun!
field coils, No. 22 gauge s.c.c. wire, about 2} lbs. per pole.
winding may stand working at 75 volts, but if you ﬁnd theﬁeldcells
warm up too much, uSe some resistance in serieswith them and
run at higher speed. The normal speedat 50 volts may comeout
at about 1,200r.p.m. with the winding given above.‘ When you
alter the conditions governing the design of a machme, changes
must be madein the speed. The actual speedis always a matter
ior trial and cannot be predeterminedaccurately especiallyw1th
a new design, the quality of the iron and length of gap exercising
a considerable inﬂuence. For lighting an arc lamp direct you
will probably require a compound winding. Some articles on
former winding are in prc aralion. (2) An engineer-designed
automatic cut-out is given in 1-1:Menu. ENGINIII ior‘july 7th,
1904, with .1 working drawing, page 21. We appreciate your
kind remarks.
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[11.577] Cab Fittings for “M.E." Cardboard Locomo
tive. R. R. (Glasgow) writes: Having alreadymade a cardboard
Railway Company’ssingledriver expressloco
modelof theMidland
"
"
and accord
motive,No. 2,601, Princess of Wales from the parts
“
ing to the instructions issued with No. i of the Young Model
Maker" series, I have been so pleasedwith the result that I am
makinganother. This secondmodel I wish to make as complete
as posible. With the help of the steel engraving purchasedfrom
you some time ago I have almost made it complete, With the
exceptionof inside view of cab. I should like very well if you would
giveme a sketch of cab ﬁttings and boiler mountings, as I have
neverbeenso far South as to seethe prototype.
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[22,941] 6-watt Simplex Dynamo.
R. P. (Eﬂﬁcld) writes f
I am making a small dynamo, Simplex undertype, with armature

1-in. by i-in., ﬁeld coil winding space if ins. by i in., to run on
my cycle, lighting two lamps at once (headand tail lights). Would
you kindly tell me what gauge and amount of wire for ﬁelds and
armature (Siemens H pattern) to give 4 volts. I have 4 07.5.of
cotton-coveredwire, gauge 32. Would this do for the ﬁeld-magnet
coils? Shall I mount it on an iron plate or would it make any
differenceto the output?
Wind both armatureand ﬁeld with wire of No. 25 S.W.G. puttin _
as much as you can upon both. Failing No. 25 wire, No. 24 shoul
be used. Connect as a shunt-wound machine. The total weight
oi wire required will be 6 ozs. or a little
more.
[22.9111 Rotary Alternating Cur
G. '1‘.(Dover) writes:
rent Rectifier.
In Tut-z MODEL ENGINEER for August
and September, 1906, Dr. Morton’s
machine for rectifying alternating cur
rent is explained. I should be glad it
you can give me a few further particulars
of same. (1) Can the outer casing sur
rounding the laminated ﬁeld-magnet be
made of brass, or can it be dispensed
with? or, if iron is necessary,can the
laminations be covered with sheet iron
rolledround severaltimeswithout seriously
affectingthe efﬁciency? (2) What would
be the size and amount of wire required
to connectit direct to too-volt 100- '0d
mains, both for rotor and stator iimm
What would be the size of core, gauge
and quantity oi wire for the transformer
connectedto the rectifying commutator‘to
give 2, 4, 6, and 10 volts? also is wire
wound all round limbs or onl on one?
(4) With a plating vat of 32 0 ms resist
ance, what current shall I get through
the. transformer at 2 volts pressure,and
how can the amount of current be regu
lated ? I want to get from 3 to 10amps.
through the bath without aﬂecting the
voltage. How is this accomplished? It
lamps were put in %CS¢MW'(mn trans
0
former and mains, would this have the
desired effect without wasting anv cur
0
rent? (5) l' have all the materials and
parts for constructing a Kapp type dy
.
namo, too-watt size. Could this bewound
and constructed to work as motor from
.,
o
the alternate too-volt foo-period mains
‘
so as to cause the armature to revolve
at a speedcorrespondingto the frequency
of the current, so that by adding another
o
\
commutator I could get the rectiﬁed
l
.
current as in Tin-2 MODEL ENGINEER,
a.
August, 1906, referredto above? What
efficiency would this type have in com
OUER)’
parison to the laminated ﬁeld type?
JZ'a/e. é'incb .(i) It can be made of brass or dis
pensedwith, as you please,being only a
mechanicalsupport. (2) As your period
CAB View OF MIDLAND RAILWAY LOCOMOTIVE.
icity is double that for which the machine
as describedis wound, we advise you to
use the same winding and make a trial.
We cannot give you the cab view of the actual engine, but re
(3) A design for a transformeris given in Tns MODELENGINEER
produce.
for August 19th,1909,page172. Use.the too-volt primarywinding
a copy (abridged)of an ofﬁcialdrawingshowingthestandard
given, and for secondary wind on three turns of wire for every
arrangementof ﬁttings on this class of engine, as adopted by Mr.
S. Johnson. We have no photograph,otherwisewe would publish
volt you require and connect terminals to each division. Thus,
thesame. In the model in question the ﬁttings will require to be
for :0 volts, on would wmd on 30 turns and connect your
verymuch simpliﬁed.
terminals to intervals of 6, 12, and :8 turns to get the in
termediate volts. No. 2 gauge wire will carry the current
L. F. (Canter
you require up to about 16 amps. (4) If your plating bath
[22.911] Firing Model Locomotive Boiler.
bury) writes: I have a f-in. scale model Midland locomotive,
has 32 ohms resistance you will get about '06 amp. 'through
outsidecylinder, compoundtype. This was ﬁrst ﬁtted with a spirit
it at 2 volts pressure. You will require 320 volts to send
lamp but refused to raise steam to more than 30 lbs., working
10 amps. thro h the bath; this is without reckoning that the
pressurebeing 65 to 75. I then ﬁtted a paraffin burner oi the
bath gives any ack electromotive force. If it does give a back
horizontal type. This burner raises steam very well but con
pressure—andit is sure to do so—you will require more voltage
tinually goesout, but does not smokeat all, then on being pricked
accordingly. It is not likely, however, to be much. Electro
out it burns beautifully again for about 10minutes,when it will
platers regulate the current by meansof an adjustable resistance
again go out. The burner gets plenty of draught with steam
in series with the bath. You should regulate at the secondary
blower. I alwa 5 strain oil, etc., this, however, seems to make
side of the transformereither in this way or by alteration of the
no difference. he burner has to be continually pricked out—
secondary voltage. (5) No; this machine is of no use for the
no easy job when under boiler. I should be obliged if you could
purpose.
oﬁer me some explanation.
[22,937] Model Steam Engine and Boiler. G. T- (Barking)
There is no need for a parafﬁn burner if the boiler is of the
writes: (i) I shall be much obliged it you will give me a good,
water-tube type and is quite sound, and all the ﬁttings steam
easily-madedesign for a boiler to work a Stuart No. 10 engine,
tight. The cylinders also should be in perfect condition. No
{-in. bore, l-in. stroke. I presumea water-tube boiler would best
doubt the trouble is due to a number of small defects and the
suit. (2) Also kindly give design for lamp for same, or please
i
engineonly requires tuning up. Man parafﬁn burners have the
recommendone ready made.
drawbackof becomingdirty and troub esomewhere they are only
(i) A boiler of 70400 sq. ins. of heating surface would suit;
usedintermittently. Clean the burner by heating to black heat
for instance, a vertical multitubular boiler 4 ins. diameter with a
and dipping same in a weak pickle of sulphuric acid and water,
down {-in. tubes about 5 ins. long. Such a boiler is describedin
about 20 to 1. Put the acid into the water, not vice versa.
our handbook, “ Model Boiler Making," 7d. post free, which also
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[21.857] Transiormer and Chemical Rectifier. C- I-_F
(Burton-on-Trent) writes: (1) Kindly criticise the iollowing
dimensionsoi a transformer, primary current 200 volts 70 amps.
Required 20 volts 14 amps. direct, aiter passing through Nodoa
valves oi suitable size. Closed magneticcircuit, ring shape, ins.
outside, 5} ins. inside, ins. deep. Primary 1,320turns No. 19
lbs. Secondary No. 13 n.c.c., about
n.c.c. copper wire —
pro
132 turns, or wind until necessaryvoltage obtained. It
posed to immerse this transiormer in oil. Do you advise this?
in
the
loss
heating,
what
any
(2) Apart from resistanceand
(ransiormation from alternating to direct current, and what eﬂi
is

2
3}

8

describes alternative types of boiler. More boiler power could be
used 1i desired. The engine is of good make and can be worked
very hard without over-running. (2) You will ﬁnd design oi
suitable lamp also in handbook reierred to above.
WJ- R. (Newport)
_22.8521 Model 0.W.R. "Atlantic."
am building a {-in. scale model Great Western Railway
“writes:
” locomotiveand wish to copy the prototype as Closely
Atlantic
as possrble. (1) Would it be advisable to use a casting tor the
coned boilercasingor should I " spin " or build it irom sheetmetal ?
I haye plenty oi 1-32nd in. (21 I.S.W.G.) Muntz metal to hand.
I! this suitable? (2) If you recummcndthe built boiler "cleading "
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should consider it a
ture, 250 volts 3'5 amps, at 950 revs.
you would. Thank you tor your prekus good
great tavour
advice.
Crocker-Wheelcr motors are excellent machines, and we think
you should ﬁnd yours saleableas is,without going to the trouble
dynamo Oi lower voltage. It
into
and expenseoi turning
you should preier to make the alteration, we would do our best
to tell you the right way to go about it, but we do not advise this
course. Not only do we consider unnecessary,as we have said,
but we cannot commend to the amateur the work oi rewmding
one oi these machinesas the armature oi peculiar construction
and presentsspecial practical difﬁculties.
[12.932] Slide-valve and Gear for {-in. Locomotive.
writes:
am at present building the {-m.
A. H. (MCII‘OSQ)
locomotive which appearedin THE M0021. ENGXNEER,September
designedior piston valves and Joy’s valve gear,
3rd, 1908. it
but have discarded the piston valve for the ordinary slide-valve
which appearedin Tm: M0021.ENGINEER, July 30th, 1908. Would
you kindly tell me the sizes oi steam ports, port bars, andlsteam
passages; the lengthoi radius rod 3} ins. engine,with cylinders,
Will you also tell me the best way Oi fixing the re'
by il-in.
versing arm to curved shait?
We have in hand reply to similar query dealing with ﬁtting
;
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the theory oi the action of
ciency should one expect? What
these cells?
_
output
required easily; the
(1) This transformer will give the
core large enough ior an output of 500 watts. You may pork
with one halt the number oi turns and use larger gauge wrre
lar er output than you propose.
you care to do so ano obtain
The sizes of wire proposedwill do or an output oi 14 amps. at
the secondaryterminals. (2) The eﬁciency oi the rectiﬁer Will be,
loss oi current by leakageand loss
possibly,60 per cent. There
oi voltage, perhaps, volts cr so. The usual explanation oi the
that an insulating film
action oi the rectiﬁer
formed on the
iron plate when the current attempts to ﬂow towards it. This
film prevents the current irom ﬂowing in that direction. There
no need to immerse this transformerin oil.
(Newcastle,
[22.939] Cracker-Wheeler Motor. G. H. G.
h.-p. bipolar Crocker-Wheeler motor
have
Staﬂs) writes:
have no use
which consider very well-made machine, but
wound to be run as a generator,
should like to have
for it.
more saleable in my opinion. Would you
and thereiore make
be so kind as to advise me this would be so, and the best way
32-segmentcommutator, tunnel arma
to have wound?
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a

it

a

in each end and in the lathe
can place a wooden mandrel (Fig.
scribe on the barrel line all round giving plane perpendicular
to this line. The metal
to the bottom oi the boiler and trim
you proposeusing is much too thin. It would not keep its shape.
(a) You can line the inside of the outer shell with a sheet oi tin,
and the space between the two with asbestos. The curves ABC
the trouble.
are not arcs oi circles—that
and DEF (Fig.
(3) The seamoi the outer shell may be riveted togetherwith small
subjected to no strain. Brazing
tube 1-32nd in.
rivets. it
metal oi such a size out oi the question and, iurthermore, not
required. (4) You ought to get the model painted in a heat
resisting enamel.
0 H.
[21.918] Testing Brake Horse-power of Engine.
(Hawkhurst) writes: Will you kindly give me particulars or advice
brake horse-power jig for testing high-speed
in constructing
have an idea as
book reierring to same?
petrol engines, or
sketch (not reproduced),belt round ﬂywheel with weights, but do
not know the method or ionnula.
See article on " Small Dynamo and Motor Testing in our issue
oi May 28th, 1908, at the end of which are described and illus
trated two simple prony brakes, and the formula given for ﬁnding
horse-povverby their use. You will notice that the second just
such device as you suggest.
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oi construction. When you have riveted the outer shell up you
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I

will you pleaseenlighten me on the following: How can I deter
mine the exact shape to cut the sheet metal~i.e., the radii oi the
arcs ABC, DEF in the enclosedsketch (Fig. 1) P (5) Should the
seam be riveted, grooved, or brazed? (4) The bOliPl’ is oi the
.Smithies water-tube type. \Vould the spam between the inner
and outer shells allow of a lining oi thin sheetasbestos,say 1-16th
in. thick, to protect the paint irom the heat?
(1) Although castings can be used with a certain measure oi
success,they are.somewhatheavy and absorb a good deal of heat.
We would, therefore,advise you to build up the conedpart from
sheet material. As the bottom line oi the boiler is horizontal
(see Fig. 2) you will have to set out the plates geometricallyon
paperand transposeto the metal ; the end A will be 3 1-7th times
b plus the lap and the end, C will be 3 i-7th times 4 plus
the lap. The setting out, however, is very complicated, ior—-as
we understand it—the tapered portion is not a true cone. You
can, thereiore, get an
roximate setting out, taking as the basis
oi the cone shape X2 ap Y (Fig. 3) and adding and substracting
out.
the amounts XR, ZP, YT, and WS from the normal setting
'
The tapered part of the barrel is in vertical section trul circular
throughout and not elliptical, as a true cone would be, i one side
were placedon the horizontal plane. It is truly a barbarouspiece

FIG. 2.—-Sxercn
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the cylinders mentioned and the Joy’s valve illustrated _ in
our issue of February 13th, 1908,to a model kin. scalelocomotive.
Do not use piston valves, and kindly note that there are other
points open to serious objection in this design. The ports may
be the same.size or a trifle larger than thosein the cylinders shown
in the July 30th issue. If the length of the radius rod is 3i ins.
then the radius of the centre of the curved slide must be the same.
There are many methods. Solder it on the {-in. spigot and fill it
with a 3-32nds screw to the body of the curved shaft.

[22.207] Electric Bell Wiring. W- J- P- (Lewes) “Tm-0%!
Could you tell me the best way to do the following electric bell
installation? There are ten wards or cells, each to have a push,
to be indicated on 10-holeindicator outside the cells, but no bell
at this indicator. The wires are to go on, through a building,
acrossor under a road into a porter's room, where anotherindicator
is proposed with five holes and continuous-ringingbell; there are

%
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is the crux of the design,and it is in satisfactorily getting a large
heatingsurfaceinto small room that thereis mest scopefor original
experimentalresearch. The “ ﬂash " generatoris the type to be
cousideredif you wish for exceptionalresults. In the 1908Speed
Boat Competition Mr. Herbert Teague’s boat, Incubus, which
won the Silver Medal with a speedof over :5 miles per hour, was
ﬁtted with a ﬂash boiler. This boat, with somemodiﬁcationsto be
described in our columns at an early date, has reached a speed
of nearly 20 miles per hour. You may take it that the ﬂash
' boiler
is the one for the record-breaker.
i [22.936] Small Dynamo and Accumulators.
H. H.
(Chorlton-cum-Hardy) writes: I have a shunt-wound Manchester
type dynamo as sketch (not reproduced) having an armature
11-in. by i}-in., but which I can only get to light a -volt lamp,
although it is supposed,to be a io-volt machine. I think the
armature (ti-section)is wound correctly, but I am not sure about
the ﬁeld coils. I haveencloseda pieceof the wire which is on them
at present. Will you kindly tell me what weight and gauge of
wire to put on each coil to get at least 10 volts ? Also can I make
an accumulator by having all the plates pasted with lead oxide
and forming in chloride of lime? I have tried precipitate of
lead, but cannot get it to stick in the plates. Also a formula for
calculating the capacity of an accumulator.
The machine appears to be correctly proportioned, and the
specimenof ﬁeld Windng wire sent is right for a voltage of 10.
There should be 14 to 15 025.of N0. 20 S.W.G. wire on each coil,
the two coils connectedin serieswith each other and in shunt to
the brushes. You will ﬁnd instructions for making accumulators
with pasted plates in our handbook " Small Accumulators," 7d.
post free. To calculate the capacity of a small accumulator,
reckon 15-20amp-hours per sq. ft. of surfaceon positive
rcliughly
p ates.
[22,890] Acetylene (ias Generator.
0- 5- M- (Gorscinon)
writes : Would you kindly explain about the carbidebasket(Fig. i)
Gas, How to Make and Use It." It only
in the book " Acetylene
" The
states like this:
basket is shaped like a box with the door
at side." I understand that it is a box with no opening except
the side door. When the door is shut, no water will attack the
carbidewithin. Could you tell mewhere I could get one madeP
You have overlooked the fact that the basket is to be made of
" perforated zinc.” This means that the basket must be riddled
with holes which will admit the water. Any tinsmith would make
you a suitable basket.
R. F. J. ( Haileybury)
[22.944] Steam Dynamo, 48 watts.
writes: I have adynamo givmg r2 volts4 amps.at 3,000r.p.m., and
a vertical high-speedStuart steamengine,“ in. boreby r} in. stroke.
Will the enginedrive the dynamo at required speed(gear,5 to r),
and What b.h.-p. doesit give at #0lbs. squarepressure? The arma
ture is SiemensB. Is it necessaryto have it convertedto drum to
chargeaccumulators?
You can get i»h.-p. out of thisengineby running it at 1,000revs.
per minute, with 30-40 lbs. pressure, so that it could be used to
drive the 48-watt dynamo. Yes; if on wish to charge accumu
lators with the d I amo you should substitute a drum armature for
the armatureof emenstype.

N°22207

then four more wards from opposite direction to be connectedup
with the other four holes.
The above diagram shows the correct connectionsto give you
the results required. The wire to go below the road should be
lead-covered twin, which can simply be buried in a trench.
and Wheel Castings.
[22.351] Model Locomotive
Springs
kin ly tell me the gauge and
W. H. (Runcorn) writes: Will you
outside diameter of spiral springs for i-in. scale G.C.R. locomotive
(for bearings),also whereobtained I" Is thereany way of annealing
wheel castings for above locomotive? Mine seem to be com
pletely chilled and it is impossible to turn them.
We would ﬁt two springs to each box, each spring being in.
long, unloaded, ir-32nds in. outside diameter with seven coils
Unless you can put in hand
of No. 16 gaugetemperedsteel wire.
“
a fair quantity you will have to find" some suitable springs.
The writer used to visit Buck‘s, the tool merchants in Holborn,
and select suitable springs from the odd stocks kept there. Messrs.
Herbert Terry 8: (10., 0f Redditch, are good spring makers, and
possibly would make a couple of dozen for you. 'lhe spring pins
should be 9-64ths diameter. The writer has not been able to
anneal chilled wheels satisfactorily with home appliances.
A. H. C. (Clerkenwell)
[22,938] Speed Boat Design.
writes: I should feel very much obliged if on would be so kind
following
\ ’hat size and type of
me
the
question.
as to answer
engine and boiler would you consider most suitable for a racing
the
following
dimensions:—Length,
model T.B.D. of
3 ft. 3 ins.;
beam, 4} ins. ; depth, 4 ins. ? I wish to obtain the highestspeed
objection.
possible. Cost is no
It is beyond our scope to design you a specially high-speedboat.
This is a matter for personalingenuity to accomplish,as a help to
which a search through our back issueswould be found advisable,
A twin-cylinder {-in. by l-in. engine is a suitable one. The b0in
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The News

the—“Trade.

[The 'Editor will be pleasedto receive[or reviewunder this heading
samplesand particulars 0/ new tools, apparatus, and materials
for amateuruse. It must be understoodthat thesereview: on
free expressions0/ Editorial opinion, no payment0/ any kind
being required or accepted. The Editor reservesthe right to
criticise or commendaccordingto the merits 0/ the goodssub
mitted,or to abstain from insertinga reviewin any casewhen
the goodsare not of suﬁictentinterestto his readers.)
' Reviews distinguishedby an asterisk have been basedon actual
Editorial Inspection 0/ the goodsnoticed.
“
The
M.E." Slow Speed SOD-watt Dynamo.
Messrs.Griﬂin & Davxs, 22, St. Mary’s Square, Gloucester, are
now supplying completesetsof castingsand parts for constructing
Tn: Moon. ENGINEER 5oo-watt Dynamo. the design for which
Wasgiven as a coloured supplement with our January 6th issue
this year. The setsare listed at a very reasonableprice; while the
makersassureus that the materialusedis of the best; and, further
more, careful attention to all orders,and prompt delivery will be
given.
Model Makers’ Materials.
Messrs.Sparks 8: (10.,57, Crayford Road, Holloway, London, N.,
are oﬂering severalgood lines of model engineers’requisites, con
sisting of brassand copper tutlng (solid drawn) for model boilers,
screwsand nuts to all the usual standards,and instrument Wires
of gaugesfrom x: to 40, both silk- and cotton-covered. All these
goods are to be had. we are told, at rockbattom prices.
The
list beforeus gives other particulars, and might be consulted in
many caseswith advantageto the buyer.
. Change of Address.
The London Engine Company have removed from Eyre Street
Hill, ClerkenwellRoad, E.C., to Hill Brow, East Liss, Hants.
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The Editor’s

Page.

N the

present issue we start another new feature
which we propose to continue regularly if we
ﬁnd it meets with sufﬁcient approval to justify
its retention. \Ve refer to the "Model Aeroplane
Notes," under which heading it is intended to
provide useful information and- practical wrinkles
on a branch of model
making which has made
enormous strides during recent months.
Our con
"
tributor,
who is conducting this
Aerophile,"
column, is an acknowledged expert in his particular
subject, and is animated by a strong desire to
make his notes of real service
to those who are
building and ﬂying model aeroplanes of all classes
He, therefore, invites correspondence
and requests
for information from readers who are in doubt on
any point, and as far as is possible
he will be
pleased to help them out of their difﬁculties.
Such
letters addressed to “ Aerophile," 0.0. the Editor
of THE MODEL ENGINEER, will receive early atten'
tion. It is quite certain that the science of aerial
navigation will make considerable headway during
the coming summer months, and the activity in
the building and perfecting of full-sized ﬂiers will,
we are sure, be reﬂected in a corresponding increase
in the enterprise of model makers.
“'0, therefore,
believe that this new feature of T111; MODEL ENGI
NEER comes at a very appropriate moment and
that it will be received with widespread approval.
#

‘

8

We have for a long time past been impressed
very strongly with the appreciation which is meted
out to the various articles in our journal which deal
with workshop operations or with the practical
handling of models or apparatus. Theletters which
we frequently receive from readers who write us
with regard to the contents of our journal, while
perhaps expressing disapproval sometimes of one
particular subject and sometimes of another, never
any dissatisfaction with our workshop
express
articles, and indeed it is quite usual for a reader
who may be very unhappy about the amount of
space given to some subject in which he is not
personally interested to wind up with a kindly
word about our "workshop Notes."
This, of
is not hard to understand, for, after all,
course,
workshop operations of some kind are involved in
every branch of model engineering, and our readers
We have been
are here all on common ground.
studying how best to increase the usefulness of our
journal in this particular direction, and have now
matured a scheme which we think will give more
real satisfaction to our readers and make the paper
more genuinely helpful to them in their practical
work than any other new feature we have yet
It is, moreover, quite a new departure
introduced.
in technical journalism, for we know of no other
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paper which has attempted anything of the kind
Having said enough to arouse our readers” curiosity>
we will ask them to wait another week, when we
shall be in a position to give some deﬁnite details
of the scheme.

l

I

'

The last South African mail has brought us full
particulars of the recent Model Exhibition organised
by the Cape Town Society of Model Engineers.
Judging from the photographs and reports to hand,
it has been a great success, and in every way most
creditable to its organisers.
We are putting the
information into shape for publication, and in an
early issue shall have pleasure in showing model
in other parts of the world the great
engineers
strides which their colleagues at the Cape have been
making.

Answers

to Correspondents.

]. W. H. A. (Argyll).—Thank

you for your letter.
\Ve will try and get an article through on the
subject you mention.
H. N. V. (Cape Colony).-—About 80 c.-p. Answers
to your other questions depend on the type of
lamps and voltage intended to be employed.
See our handbooks.
J. K. (Bolton).—Use rubber. See reply to query
in our issue of January 20th.
F. J. W. (Liverpool).—A 3o-watt dynamo requires
an engine of about 1-10th h.~p., or rather more
\V heel, 5 ins. diameter, is suitable.

Notices.
How To Annnrss LETTERS.
All correspondencerelating to the literary portion of the paper
and all newapparatusand price lists, &c., for review,to be addresed
to T11: Emron, " The Model Engineer," 26—29, Poppin's Court,
Fleet Street, London, EC.
All correspondencerelating to advertisementsand deposits to be
addressedto Tm: ADVERTISEMENTManon, "The Model Engi~
neer," 26-29, Poppin's Court, Fleet Street, London, 15.0.
All subscriptions and correspondencerelating to sales of the
paper and books to be addressedto Percival Marshall 8: Co 26—29, Poppin's Court, Fleet Street, London, E.C.
Sole Agents for United States, Canada, and Mexico: Spon and
Chamberlain, 123, Liberty Street, New York, U.S.A., to whom
all subscriptionsfrom thesecountries should be addressed.
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Scale Tank Locomotive.

By WALTER J. RUSSELL.

;
MR.

WALTER

J.

ll.

RUSSELL'S i-m. SCALE

Y

friends and readers of THE MODEL ENGINEER
remember
model
will
a
South-Western
locomotive which was described and illus
trated in one of the November issues some two years
I derived a. great deal of pleasure building
ago.
that model, but, when ﬁnished, it did not come
owing principally to it
up to my expectations,
being my ﬁrst attempt at that class of work, and

only having one cylinder, badly-ﬁred boiler, etc.,
it was not a great success, except in appearance,
“
Paint
and that was due to the old but true saying,
covereth a multitude of sins.”
over,
I decided to build another
Alter thinking it
locomotive, but not of express type, as I wanted it
to have as much power as possible for its size,

TANK LOCOMOTIVE.

without what I considered an unnecessary
weight
behind (112., the tender). and, further, to have as
great a weight as possible on the driving wheels
to keep them from slipping when turning on steam,
as in so many engines this happens; so I decided to
build a tank locomotive, as in this design one has
both the foregoing advantages.
I started in quite the orthodox manner, and got
out what I considered was a clear outline drawing,
showing all the important measurements ; the minor
details I found the measurements
of as required.
My next step was making the patterns for the cast
These were not numerous, only being——
ings.
cylinders, steam chest, steam dome, and buffers,
for which I used the pattern found in the S.\V.R_
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I borrowed the pattern for the chim
locomotive.
ney from one Of my fellow-members of the Society
of Model Engineers, and I purchased the castings
for the wheels from Messrs. \Vright, Clark 8: Wallis.
Having sent away the patterns. I started on the
These are 241. ins. long, cut from
main frames.
hoop iron; both edges are
5-in. by 3-32nds-in.
polished at the front. The footplate was cut from
1-16th-in. ordinary sheet, and, bar a little buckling
when cutting out the middle, was not much trouble.
On receiving the castings from the foundry, I
set to on the cylinders.
These were in one casting,
with the valves on top, worked from the crank
shaft by two eccentrics (slip-reversing being adopted)
After boring and turning on a
and rocker bars, etc.
lathe that has a strong inclination to wobble in
spite Of my efforts to true it up, I ﬁnished the bore
with the Society of Model Engineers’ Q in. remner,
and the ﬁnish was splendid.
The steam ports I
drilled and chipped rectangular throughout.
etc.,
1 then ﬁtted the pistons, covers,
glands.
and after ﬁtting the slide-valves and motion, I
them
in position on the frames, using
screwed
ordinary lamp cotton for packing.
The former
Next came guide-bars and crossheads.
Icut and ﬁled out from mild steel. and have two
for each crosshearl, screwed to the cylinder covers,
and a cross-beam in front. The crossheads were cut
out of i-in. square brass, with two square slots on
each side for the guide-bars, and to hold the piston
rods in position I ﬁtted a screw through the top
of crosshead, partly into the piston-rods.
My next job was making the connecting-rods,
which are 4 ins. long and ﬁled out of mild steel rod,
ﬁtted with brasses at the big-end, and slightly taper
ing to the crosshead, in which there is a slot and
setscrew.

The double crankshaft I built up from i-in. by I in.
and {-in. steel, being seven pieces in all, thoroughly
pinnezi and brazed together in a. gas forge.

and

GOOD

Tnsr.

The hornblocks were then cut out Of kin. square
bar, bored i in. for the shafts, and work in
slots cut in the frames, strong'spiral springs being
ﬁtted under each.
The driving wheels were ﬁtted on next (4 ins.
diameter), and were driven on their shafts, and
secured with 3-32nds—in. countersunk headscrews.
brass

February
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were now ﬁtted.
These were cut
Coupling~rods
from *-in. by i-in. mild steel, and after ﬁling to
shape, I decided to chip and ﬁle (6-in. warding or
ﬂat) a slot in each, as can be seen in the photo
This I did, but it was a much bigger job
graphs.

A

COMPARISON.

but the great improvement
than anticipated;
in the rods when it was ﬁlled in with red paint
greatly paid me for my trouble. I had many
friends who wanted to mill this out for me, but I
'like a little job that wants " getting over”; it
I also wanted the model to be only
is interesting.
my own work.
The bogie and trailing wheels were next ﬁtted
up. These are 2}; ins. and 2} ins. in diameter,
respectively; the carriage is very simple, and not
worth describing.
I now come to the boiler. This is 3 ins. in dia
meter and 12 ins. long, being made from copper tube
and ﬁtted with plain brass ends, ﬁve 5—I6ths.»in.
copper water tubes, T-shaped downcomer, and is
“
Smithies" type. It was tested
well known as a
to 140 lbs. (cold-water pressure) without a. leak;
being all silver-soldered joints, it is very strong.
At the cab end it has the following mountings—
single-cock water gauge, pressure gauge to register
up to rOO lbs., steam blower, and regulator of screw
down type, steam being taken through a perforated
{-in. pipe in the boiler, not from the steam dome,
as this lifts off and forms a very convenient place
for ﬁlling, as I have not ﬁtted a pump yet. The
steam pipe from the regulator in the cab is taken
through the outer case (solid‘drawn brass tube,
4 ins. diameter) to the cylinders : this ensures fairly
The boiler is ﬁred with a small oil burner
dry steam.
burning petrol as fuel under slight pressure.
The cab, tanks, and smokebox, etc., were all
made up from 1-16th-in. sheet iron. The roof removes
for convenience in driving, as shown in the photo
graph, where I am sitting on a small “passenger

car" I

A

Electrician.

made.

The number-plates were made from brass wire
and sheet tin; as this is an original method I will
i-16th~in.
brass wire was
describe it as follows:
bent round to the outside shape, as can be seen;
then the numbers 171 were made by cutting off
‘L-in. pieces, and a shorter one for the top of the seven.
A piece of tin larger than required when finished
then the wire
was coated with solder and ﬂux;
numbers were placed on this in their position with
the outside portion, and all made hot until the solder
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melted; when cold, they were carefully ﬁled and
polished across the face until the wire was iiat,
the outside trimmed round, ﬁlled in with red paint,
and they were then the same as a solid casting in
can recommend this way to be far
appearance.
better than the acid process, as the numbers stand
out bolder.
chose the number I71 as it was easiest
to make and looks well when ﬁnished.

I

I

The model is ﬁtted with spring buﬁers, vacuum
pipes, and many details, made from my
which I think is the most valuable
heap,
I have.
The painting I took special care with,
so many
as
models are spoilt by carelessness
in this depart
ment.
First. I coated her all over with "drop"
or dull black ; this, rubbed down with a small piece
of felt and pumice powder;
then followed a coat
brake
scrap
thing

:23

of black ja an, also rubbed doWn as before; then
lining and ettering with initials in red and white
(the red has not shown in photograph) came next,
also the \Vimbledon Borough arms in the middle
of tanks. Then the whole was given a good coat
of the best varnish, and a. splendid ﬁnish obtained.
The cab is brown inside, dark red between frames,
the roof white, brake pipes grey and black, butters
and beams red.
The small diamond in front of
chimney is white, and all the bright parts, including
hand-rails. are made to remove easily for con
venience in painting and cleaning.
In conclusion, those who were at THE MODEL
ENGINEER Exhibition,
will doubtless remember
this model in the Competition Section, in which I
am pleased to say I was awarded a certiﬁcate of
merit.

Motor Cycle Notes.
By “‘PHCENIX-u
A Combined Paraffin Injector and Cooling
Device.
I have'to thank “ D. N. S." of Scotstoun, Glasgow,

the accompanying sketch, which shows a device
injecting paraﬁin into the cylinder, and also
cooling the engine on hills. He has ﬁtted this
his machine,
and ﬁnds it satisfactory.
The
compression tap is removed from the top of the
cylinder, and a pipe then screwed into the opening
for
for
for
to

DEVICE

FOR Coouxo CYLINDER

ON HILLS.

thus caused, while the tap itself is brought up to
the top of the tank and there ﬁxed to the pipe.
My correspondent says he ﬁnds it advantageous
to open this tap when descending
hills, thus ad
mitting cold air into the cylinder for cooling pur
poses, while
the operation of injecting parafﬁn
is simpliﬁed.
I hardly think the arrangement so good as that
illustrated and described on page 55 of our Janu
ary 20th issue, as it does not provide any ﬁxed re
for carrying the parafﬁn supply, and,
ceptacle
the parts are liable to get damaged
moreover,
owing to the exposed positions in which they
are
placed.
It has one advantage, however, which
the other one lacked, viz., that of providing an
additional means of cooling the engine.

Magneto Timing at Fault.
A correspondent—“ A. G. B.." of Highgate—

writes to say that on receiving his engine back
from the makers,
after a complete overhaul,
he was disappointed to ﬁnd, on taking the machine
out for a trial run, that he could not advance the
timing lever of the magneto fully, or even approxi
mately so, without causing the engine to knock.
He thinks they ought to have known better than
to have sent the engine back so badly adjusted,
and wants to know what he had best do to remedy
“
the defect.
Hitherto,“ he says, “ it would only
just ﬁre regularly when the spark was fully retarded,
and, in fact, it was seldom that I ever altered the
position from one of full advance.
Now, however,
the machine runs at 30 miles per hour on the
level
with half retard, showing, I suppose, that the
magneto has been wrongly timed, and as I am not
acquainted with the manner in which the timing
is done, and certainly do not want to again
send
the engine to the makers for the purpose, will you
kindly advise me how to proceed ? “
As this is a point upon which several readers
appear to be a little in doubt, in spite of what has
already appeared in these columns, it may serve
a useful purpose if I again brieﬂy
explain the
principle on which the timing of the magneto is
carried out. For general purposes the best plan
is to get the piston dead on top of the
compression
stroke, and then, having placed the spark lever
in the position of maximum or nearly maximum
retard, turn the contact breaker by means of the
sprocket on the end of the shaft until the platinum
points are just in the act of separating.
For twin
engines the same rule applies, and if carried out in
respect of the rear cylinder, it will be found that
the front cylinder follows automatically.
Now, what has happened in “ A. G. B.’s " case
is this:
The makers have not for some reason
been able to test the engine after
and
assembling,
the magneto, as it happens, has been timed “ too
fast," or, in other words, so that the spark occurs,
and the explosion takes place some time before the
piston reaches the top of the compression
stroke
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~—that is, it receives the force of the impact before
is ready for it, and while still travelling upwards.
"
Hence what is known as “ knocking
occurs,
and if not attended to, undue wear and damage

it

to the bearings must, in time, result. All that
my correspondent need do is to remove the cover
of the magneto driving chain, or gear wheels, as
the case may be, and, having freed the sprocket
on the magneto shaft, turn it slightly in the oppo
site direction to that of rotation, and then couple
This will have the eflect of making the
up again.
points of the contact-breaker separate at a rather
later period in the piston stroke, and consequently
the moment of sparking will be slightly delayed.
The machine should then be taken out on the road
It may be found that the alteration
and tested.
has been carried too far the other way, and a. little
It is not neces
more advance must be then given.
sary to trouble about getting the piston and timing
lever in any particular position when making these
small adjustments, so long as the original starting
point is not lost sight of.

and

Electrician.
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wide enough to pass easily on each side of the
valve stem and its cotter. In the middle of this
piece of iron I should drill a hole, through which
could be passed a rod, say
in. diameter, cut to
the required length according to any particular
and this would be screw-threaded for a
engine,
short distance, as seen in the appended sketches,
One or
allowing for the amount of lift desired.
both ends of the rod would be ﬁled to a point,

i

A Simple Valve Spring Lifter.
motor cyclist knows what a tiresome
it usually is when desiring to remove either
of the mechanically-operated valves of his engine
for grinding or other purpose, to get the spring
It generally
lifted and the cotter removed.
means barked ﬁngers and the use of a little un
parliamentary language before it is accomplished.
both when taking out and replacing the valves,
Devices may be purchased, by means of which
the task is simpliﬁed, and the cost of'such ranges
from 25. (ad. to about 4s. Some of them,as I myself
have reason to know, leave much to be desired
of handling and durability,
both in convenience
and I have been turning it over in my mind as to
how it would be possible to devise an easily and
cheaply made appliance which would satisfactorily
Every

business

SHOWING

LIFTER

IN use:
COMPRESSED.

SPRINGS

and a deep centre punch mark made in the under side
of the cylinder casting between the valve pockets
would receive one of the pointed ends of the rod.
The plate having been ﬁxed in position, with the
both valve stems, and the
slots encompassing
cotters pointing in the same direction as the slots,
the rod passing through it as shown, the nut A,
on being screwed up with a. spanner, would cause
the springs to be lifted, and the cotters freed for
removal. The springs, etc., could, if desired, be
left in this position in readiness for reassembling
the parts.
It usually happens that when lifting the spring,

the valve insists on itself rising with it, and to
overcome this diﬂiculty I would suggest that the
valve cap be removed (as, in any case, it must be),
and a small block of wood placed on top of the
valve, the cap being then repliced, when all possi
bility of undesired movement will be rendered im
In certain engines the cylinder radiating
possible.
ﬁns between the valve springs would prevent the
use of a straight piece of metal for the lifter, and the
shape would then have to be modiﬁed, as shown in the
detail sketch, for example. This, however, is a matter
which could easily be decided when making the parts.
I hope that among my readers there may be
some who will be sufﬁciently interested to take
up the idea, and carry it into practice.

Belt

DIAGRAM snowmo SPRING
LIFTER 1N USE.

Damn. or
LIFTER.

answer its purpose, and which the majority of my
readers would be able to manufacture themselves.
My idea, in the rough, is to take a piece of ﬂat
bar iron, and form at each end thereof a slot just

1:.

Chain Drlve.

An evergreen point for controversy in matters
aﬁecting motor cycle design is, that which turns
on the relative advantages of the belt as compared
with the chain as a means of transmitting power.
English manufacturers mostly favour the belt,
and so do the Continental ﬁrms, but in America
the chain enjoys a supremacy which nothing, appa
There is much, no doubt, to
rently, will shake.
be said in favour of either method, and both seem
to give very satisfactory results when properly

February
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made and ﬁtted.
The belt is, of course, the more
ﬂexible of the two, also cheaper in ﬁrst cost, and
It is cleaner,
more easily handled and repaired.
and owing to its ﬂexibility, allows of that degree
of slip being obtained which is often necessary
to save the internal parts of the engine from shock,
while at the same time losing nothing useful in the
transmission of power. On the other hand, it is
an uncertain method of driving when conditions
are at all against it, such as in wet weather, or when
the pulley ﬂanges have become worn and their true
Most belts
angle has, to some extent, departed.
quickly wear, while chains last almost indeﬁnitely ;
and although it must be true that a larger per~
centage of frictional loss results from using a chain,
I doubt whether this is not compensated for by the
elimination of all tendency to slip.
Chain transmission is harsher, and my own ex
perience is that the rider gets more vibration
The
conveyed to him than when using a belt.
smoothness and elasticity, especially noticeable
in a good rubber belt, is largely sacriﬁced, and
there can be no doubt that chain-driven machines
are more prone to slideslip than are those ﬁtted
with belts.
Powerful two-speed gear machines
make the best possible use of the chain, and I think
makers are right in adopting that means of trans
mission where they have to meet such circum
stances. There is little or no likelihood of danger
arising, as some appear to think is the case, through
the chain mounting the sprockets. Such a thing
has, of course, been known to happen, and bad
accidents have occurred through it; but I believe
it is almost impossible for it to arise'in the case of
modern chain-driven machines, and an examination
of such will, I think, convince others of the truth
of this assumption.
A rival to both the belt and the chain, and one
which is likely to become a serious competitor
to each, is the shaft drive. This is, perhaps, the
most scientiﬁcally correct form of power trans
mission yet devised, but it involves greater complica
tion, and is, therefore, more costly than the other
methods, and can, at present, only be ﬁtted to
machines of the highest class.
It will have to be
reckoned with in the near future, however, by an
increasing number of manufacturers, or I am very
much mistaken.

Hardly Correct.

Model Aeroplane
By

Acentricity.

Replies in Brief.
H. M. (Salisbury).—If you will send full particu
"
lars we will endeavour to assist you.
B.H. 462i“
can lower the compression
(Aylesbury).—You
by
placing a metal or thick jointing of more pliable
material between cylinder and crankcase.
You
will then have to lengthen the valve stems, how
G. O. K. (Kensington).—Please send the
ever.
broken parts, and we will report on them.

"

Notes.

AEROPHILE."

’In last week's contribution I dealt with the
disadvantages of the single screw for model aero
planes, and I did so at some length, because I am
convinced that the employment of a single screw
has been the cause of failure in many
otherwise
correctly
designed
and constructed machines.
I shall now deal with the two best methods
of
minimising the trouble, for I believe that in a
C
B
l

C'
FIG.

.

1.

B

A
Fin.

5
2.

model, at any‘rate, it is almost im ssible to entirel
eliminate it‘l‘r'l‘he ﬁrst methgd, and nnquesyi
tionably the better, is to arrange the two halves
of the sup rting plane at an obtuse angle to one
another. _' his is, by the way, always known in
aeronauth parlance as the " dihedral angle," but
as a
Fig. 1’
matter of fact, all angles are dihedral.
shows diagrammatically the end elevation of a
single-screw monoplane, with the wings at a dihe
dral angle, the rotation of the screw
being anti
clockwise, as indicated by the arrows. The ten
dency is, therefore, for the wings
(which are, pre
sumably, ﬁrmly attached to the same frame as
cames
the elastic motor) to turn round in the con
trary direction, 110., A B tries to turn down
wards, and A C upwards.
In Fig. 2 is shown the state of affairs that exists
when the machine has turned through such an
angle that AB is nearly horizontal.
Now, the
lifting power of a plane is dependent
(celen's pari
bus) upon the volume of air which it is able to
R

'

In its issue of January 24th last a motor cycle
aper commenced an article dealing with the new
all-bearing Bosch magneto, with a statement to the
“
eﬁect that,
Frequent references have been made
to the new ball-bearing BOSCh magneto, but hitherto
no illustrations and particulars of it have appeared."
Readers of This MODEL ENGINEER will remember,
however, that an illustrated article dealing with
this subject appeared on pages 550 to 553 of our
issue for December 2nd, 1909, or nearly two months
before the statement referred to above.

,25
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FIG. 3.
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deﬂect vertically downwards—that is to say, it
upon the length of the plane projected
depends
vertically.
Hence, in Fig. 2, the actual lifting
power of the wing AC is virtually that of an
imaginary plane AC', and in a similar way AB
becomes
But the projected line
virtually AB'.
A B' is considerably greater than A C', therefore the
lift on the side of A B is proportionately greater
than the lift of A C. Accordingly, the machine tends
to turn back into its original normal position (as
in Fig. i), and does so until the extra lift of A B
exactly counterbalances the downward
thrust
imposed upon it by the reaction of the propeller.
It will be seen, further, that the machine can go
on turninga good way past the point shown in Fig. 2,
and 'it will still right itself, up to a certain limit.
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This action of the dihedral angle is perfectly auto
matic, and, of course, adapts itself to the diminish
ing reaction of the propeller as the elastic or other
motor runs down. There are, however, several
rather deep problems connected with this arrange
ment, which I need not go into here, but I will talk
of its disadvantages later on.
V The second method is to keep the weight as
low down as possible, so that a sort of keel effect
[5 obtained, which automatically rights the machine
as soon as it starts to turn through an angle.
This
is all very well in its way, and I will not say that
a machine so made will not ﬂy fairly well on a calm
day ; but if there are any gusts about—as on ninety
nine days in one hundred there are—it will ﬂy
very unsteadily, if at all.
The reason is not far
to seek.
As shown in Fig. 3, which admittedly
the situation for clearness' sake, all
exaggerates
the resistance due to the lift of the plane R is at
the top, and all the weight and thrust is at the
bottom WV). That is to say, in other words, W
is continually trying to go forwards and R is try
ing to stop still. That being the case, the whole
machine tilts upwards to a small extent, the effect
of which is that the angle of the plane R, as shown
in Fig. 4, is increased.
This increase of angle
causes the plane to oﬁer more resistance to the air,
and consequently the speed begins to be reduced,
so that W goes still further upwards, until the
thrust of the screw is unable to support the weight
it has to contend with, and W begins to swing back
like a pendulum up to, and then past. the original
position it had in Fig. 3. The resistance of the
plane being now reduced by its lessened angle, the
machine travels forward quickly, " dives," until
the heavy part W gathers sufﬁcient momentum
to come forward and upward again, when the pen
dulum-like performance is repeated.
I confess
to have purposely exaggerated this effect, because
really the swing is comparatively slight; but the
point is, that although it is a slight one, there
nevertheless
is a swing which, in my opinion, spoils
the ﬂight. Of course, if the machine meets a head
wind, the eﬁect is so much the worse, because the
wind takes much more effect on the plane than on
the rest of the machine, and so makes the " swing "
more accentuated.
In fact, the whole thing may
actually turn right over.
With a following wind, not
too strong, the eﬂect is largely reduced ; in fact, if
the wind be of just the right strength, a machine
with all the weight below will ﬂy quite steadily,
but, on the other hand, if the wind be too strong,
it will simply dive down on to its nose. I headed
this section " Acentricity," because an arrangement
such as the above, in which the centres of resist
ance and weight, 1'.e., of pressure
and gravity,
"
are not coincident, is known as an “ acentric
one.
In Figs. 3 and 4 I have shown an elementary
monoplane without any sort of tail. v\ hen a machine
is acentric the use of a tail mitigates the evil by
reducing the swing of the weight or keel, but it
does not eliminate it.
On the other hand, if an
elevator be put in front, I) la \Nright, the trouble is,
to a slight extent, increased.
It is not, of course, necessary to put the propeller
below the plane ; indeed, it is a much better arrange—
ment to put it on a level with the plane, but even
so the trouble will only be mitigated, not eliminated,
for the centres of resistance and weight will still
be in diﬁerent points—not one and the same as
they should be, if true stability be desired.
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A little thought will show that the use of the
dihedral angle is an acentric arrangement. since the
centre of pressure of a dihedral plane must be
somewhere
above its lowest point—it is, in fact,
vertically above the angle, and halfway between
the lowest point and the two highest points, assum
ing the plane to be the same width all along. If
the plane tapers towards
its ends, the centre
of resistance is brought slightly lower down.
I am sorry if I have bored my readers by over
elaborating the point, but I have gone into the
matter thoroughly, because I believe it to be one
of great importance, not only to the model-maker,
but also in a lesser degree to the designer of the
full-sized machine.
In addition, when I use the
word “acentric,”
my readers will know what I
am talking about.

Elastic for Models.
I have long since. after many abortive
to get what I wanted, given up the idea

attempts
of using
model
drive
working
clockwork
aeroplanes.
and I always use, and shall continue to use until
something better comes along, that tried and trusted
motive power—twisted elastic.
Nothing could be
simpler to make, easier to handle, install, repair,
replace, or adjust to requirements, than an elastic
and in point of popularity, I, for one,
motor;
But
very much doubt if it will ever be superseded.
it has one very big drawback —I refer to its ex
I do not know whether other model aero
pense.
plane makers have well-lined purses, but this I
do know, that I have not, and when I count up
the shillings that I have spent on elastic which,
after a short life, has split, perished, and been
thrown aside, I cannot help thinking that I have
More
been paying a pretty high price for power.
over, I should not be surprised to learn that other
model aviators have come to much the same con
dout, and with
clusion. However, experientia
the little extra care I now observe,
my elastic
lasts me twice or three times as long as it used to.
And the precautions necessary are very simple.
The ﬁrst and most important is to take the elastic
out of the machine as soon as ﬂights are over for
the day, for nothing spoils rubber so quickly as
being kept in tension, unless it be keeping it in a
hot place, which is easily guarded against by keep
The next thing to do is to see
ing it in a cool one.
that the cool place it is put a_way into is also dark.
Sunlight has a very bad eﬂect upon rubber, and
Yellow
causes it rapidly'to lose its elasticity.
light is, however, not injurious, and for this reason
the "envelopes" of balloons and dirigibles are
nearly always coated with a special chrome yellow.
Before using my elastic in the machine I always
dip it into a stiﬂ solution (soap-bubble solution)
of ordinary toilet soap and water, to which there
has been added a drop or two of glycerine to pre‘
vent the solution drying quickly on the rubber.
This treatment enables half as many turns again,
if not more, to be got out of the elastic, and also,
in my opinion, makes it give out more power as
Lastly, I never let
well as lengthening its life.
Even when kept under ideal
my elastic" rest."
conditions, rubber, if allowed to remain idle,
rapidly dries, hardens, and cracks, and is of no
further use for anything.
On the other hand, if
it is stretched and generally “ played about with,"
from time to time, it will retain its plasticity almost
indeﬁnitely.
to
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Gear Cutting by Hand.
By WALTER GIULIANO.
HE jig which I am about to describe was made

a short time ago for the urpose of cutting
a train of three cast-steel) wheels, and not
having a milling attachment to hand at the time,

and not wanting to put the work out. I thought
I would try ﬁling them up with the assistance of
the jig described below, which is quite easy to make
and can be used for wheels of varying diameter.
It should be made for preference of cast steel
The side plates C should ﬁrst be
throughout.
taken in hand. These are ﬁled up out of {-in. plate
to the shape shown in Fig. 2; the holes D, of which
there are three, should now be drilled. also the guide
pin holes B. All these should be drilled with the
two plates clamped together so as to ensure them
being opposite, as this is absolutely essential to the
satisfactory working of the jig. I might add here
that the holes I) are set out according to the

Frc.

FIG

4.

1.

Pic.

3.

diameter of the blanks to be cut. The stud E
(Fig. 3) and pins BB should now be turned up to fit
tight in one plate and a push ﬁt in the other, as
too much care cannot be spent on this ﬁtting.
The template T (Fig. 4) should now be made. This
can be made of a piece of hacksaw blade or any
other material that is at hand.
'I he plates can now be put together and the
slot A, forming the shape of the tooth, ﬁled across
This should be carefully done, testing
both plates.
After
every now and then with the template T.
this slot is got out satisfactorily, the jig can be
taken apart and hardened and tempered to a pale
brown colour. This completes the jig.
The blank to be out should now be slipped on
the stud E, as shown in Fig. 3, so that it is sand
wiched between the two master plates, the pins BB
serving to keep them opposite. The blank having
previously been marked and divided OR for the
number of teeth, as shown in Fig. i, the cutting
can now be commenced. Two ﬁles will be found
the most useful being a three-square
necessary,
The
and a slotting ﬁle with rounded edge (Fig. 4).

l
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leading side of one of the plates should now he
brought opposite one of the lines marked on the
All metal
blank and the whole gripped in a vice.
showing through the slot A should be removed
with the ﬁles mentioned above.
The slip of the
ﬁle on the hardened plates will give warning when
enough has been removed, but do not let your ﬁles
rub on the die plates too much or your ﬁle bill might
come rather heavy.
“'hen the ﬁrst tooth has been
done, the vice should be slackened
off and the
blank turned round to the next division, and so on.
Be careful to see that the edge of the jig corresponds
uith the line on the blank. You will ﬁle out the
teeth like shelling peas after the first two or three.
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PRACTICAL ENGINEER Pocxar B001: AND
DIARY son 1910.
London: The Technical
Price Is.; postage 3d.
Publishing Co., Ltd.
This year's edition will fully meet the require
ments of the large number of readers who look to
these pages annually for that condensed
practical
information which is the characteristic feature of
Amongst the items
the pocket book before us.
comprising additional data are the notes on fuel
testing; condensers; friction of air and water in
tables of properties of metals;
pipes; alloys;
suction gas producers; and emery
pyrometry;
grinding.
The section on gas engines, however, appears to
need a little modiﬁcation in one or two respects.
“
We are told that
ignition is usually effected by
allowing the compressed mixture to enter an iron
tube. . . . . The hot tube is usually surrounded
by an asbestos chimney and each require to be
Many of the Continental
occasionally renewed.
makers still use electric ignition, and, provided the
sparking arrangement does not fail, there is no
The
doubt that weaker mixtures can be ﬁred.
difﬁculty of keeping the sparking gear in good
working order is sufficient to prevent its general
use."
In-the ﬁrst place, iron tubes are only used on
comparatively small engines, say below 10 b.h.<p.
Secondly, nickel tubes are quite as commonly used
where the gas supply is not an exceptionally bad
one.
Again, the chimney referred to is of metal,
and only asbestos lined. Every engineer knows
this; and anyone who is not acquainted with the
subject might be misled by such an incomplete
"
occasionally re
statement.
Then what does
"
newed
mean P lron tubes seldom last more than
a couple of weeks ; nickel tubes frequently last over
six months before becoming c10sed up or burnt out.
Porcelain ignition tubes (the single-ended variety)
which, in the writer's opinion is an ideal system,
given a fair gas supply, are not mentioned at all.
They deserve notice, for, bar accidents due to
careless handling and application, they are prac
For other than very small
tically indestructible.
engines we were under the impression that spark
ignition was in general use. The modern multi
point sparking arrangements now in vogue certainly
quite apart
place such electric ignition devices
from anything which can be called unreliable.
THE
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Designing Model Speed Boats.
T

By ].

S.

Yxcun, G.M.S.C.

is intended in these few notes to show the _
model engineer, or rather, let us say, the model

naval architect, the method usually followed
in designing speed boats, and with a few modiﬁ
“
ﬂiers."
cations its application to model
At the outset let it be understood that no profound
theories or formula: will be expressed, but simply the
generalities and methods commonly employed ; and
only those necessary to the amateur or embryo naval
For further and deeper
architect will be considered.
study the reader is referred to any of the many
good text-books on the subject.
Before entering into the more or less practical
parts of these notes, let us ﬁrst pause to consider
a few points, or better said, minor fallacies met with
so often in model boats.
The most prominent
seems to be the idea that a speed boat must of
necessity be of the torpedo boat or torpedo boat
destroyer
type. This, no d0ubt, accounts for the
'
'ty shown by the majority of model boat
The writer does not.
builders to this class of vessel.
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good results, is what has been called the “double
"
wedge
type. This form of hull, with a few modiﬁ
cations, has held its own for a considerable time in
the marine motor world, and that being so, it should
likewise be a good form for the model builder
to use as a prototype.
The writer does not wish to appear pedantic

on the subject of hull form—in fact, most designers
have their pet idea in this regard—nevertheless,
he thinks a middle course is the preferable one,
that is, a combination of the so-called
“double
wedge” type and the ordinary or normal type.
but retaining the broad ﬂat stern of the former.
There is a good deal to be said in favour of a broad
stern, whether quite ﬂat or with a slight rise of
ﬂoor. A ﬂat stern. besides giving a greater amount
of stability to the hull. has the advantage of en
hancing somewhat the efﬁciency of the propeller.
Its main objections in the large racing boats are
its liability to hammer in a. rough sea and its
awkwardness in going astern; but in a model boat
running always ahead in practically smooth water,
these objections disappear.
In designing a model " ﬂier," one of the greatest
considerations is weight. On this score there are
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of course, condemn this type of boat; far from it,
for undoubtedly one of the most pleasing sights
he has seen was a model torpedo boat under weigh
and making good speed.
But how many different
shapes and forms of boats are called model torpedo
boats or destroyersl
The torpedo boat destroyer
is a prototype with a few drawbacks to copy; in the
smaller sizes this is most felt. Let us take for an
example a model destroyer of, say, one metre or
Taking the average proportion
3 it. 3 ins. in length.
of beam to length as 10 to i, the beam works out to
about 4 ins. and the depth in proportion would be
from 2} ins. to 2} ins. It would take a pretty
ingenious and inventive builder to engine such
a bull to come up to THE MODEL ENGINEER standard
of speeds.
On the other hand boats can be built, and have
been built, which have proved that other types
than the torpedo boat destroyer can be driven
at considerable speeds in proportion to their length.
Of these types the most commonly met with in ac
tual practice in this country, and that which has given
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several small points in hull design that due regard
On the different ways of
should be given to.
building a hull the reader is referred to back numbers
ENGINEER,
of THE MODEL
as the writer is more
concerned
in the designing than in the actual
A few examples will make
construction of boats.
things clearer; for instance, we have the type of
stem very much favoured in America for power boats
“
“
bow " or sharpie" stem, as shown
-—that is the
in Fig. I. Besides adding weight it has not the neat
of the straight or~vertical
and trim appearance
stem.
We are, of course, considering models;
in the real thing, this is done more for the sake
" double
of room than beauty. If we retained the
wedge" form of keel. it would naturally give a
very deep and narrow forefoot, as shown in the same
This sh0uld be avoided, and the line of
figure.
keel made a gentle sweep from stem to stem, as in
Fig. 2. The objection to this deep forefoot is the
increased
amount of wetted surface it gives, with
little recompense, for, at the best, the greater part
of it is dead wood. Another part adding weight
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is an overhang at the stern, as in Fig. 1. There
is practically no advantage to be gained by_ this,
no room is wanted at this point for machinery,
etc.
In fact. it only increases the load water
line of the boat when travelling, besides adding
wetted surface.
a certain amount of unnecessary
A better stern is one rising vertically at the inter

a
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One very common fact noticed in Speed boats
of to-day is the lifting of the forefoot out of water
for a considerable
In models this does not
length.
occur very often, except in a few cases recently.
A certain advantage is gained by this action, but
the writer is inclined to think that the net value of
gain depends somewhat on the type of hull. It
decreases
the
certainly
wetted surface and dis
placement, but, on the
other hand, it very often
increases the wave mak
ing resistance.
In one
case it has happened when,
as

FIG.

FIG. 4.

3.

FUNDAMENTAL

Mlnsnle

SECTIONS

FOR SPEED

FIG. 6.

Fla.

'

FIG. 8.

FIG. 9.

7.

OTHER FORMS

or

MID-SECTIONS.

line, or even sloping
iii-33:1? Fig.
boat of same length on
L.\V.L., with these alterations—the displacement
beng practically the same in both cases. \Vhen a
boat having a. broad ﬁat stern and vertical transom
water, on leavmg
Le travelling at a. good speed, the
of a hollow trough,
the stem, assumes the sha
having a, cross section sum ar to that of the stem
The higher the speed, the longer
at transom.
will the interval be before the water closes to_its
normal level. This fact should be kept in mind
when designing the stern and run aft.
and
2 shows

f L.\»V.L.

keel
a

Fin. 5.
Bosrs.

the

speed

increased

the bow lifted until a. cer
tain speed was reached;
above that point the bow
settled down again to its
normal level, or near it.
with a marked absence of
wave making.
The sharpie type of hull
has a slight advantage
in this respect, for, if pro
perly designed, its action
should be similar to the
One
hydroplane.
great
disadvantage of this class
of hull—the
sharpie—is
the hard lines at bilge
and
often at forefoot,
giving a lot of unneces
sary wetted surface and
skin resistance.
With re
gard to this resistance
i.e., the friction
of the
water on the sides of the
immersed portion of hull
—from experiments it has
been found that the ﬁnish
—i.e., the painting—has
a great influence on it.
It would be hard to give
any deﬁnite value for this
resistance in a model, as it
varies so much when other
conditions
are
altered.
Generally it decreases as
the speed increases, until
at a certain point it is
overshadowed in import
ance by the wave-making
resistance.
Nevertheless,
it is well to keep in mind
that the less amount of
wetted surface the better,
other things being con
sidered.

Let us now consider the form of the midship
section in its elemental shape. of which there are,
for all purposes, three, as shown in Figs. 3, 4, and 5.
Let us take their breadth on the load water line
as equal in each caso, also the area contained in
each—that is, the shaded areas in the ﬁgures. Their
depths will vary, as will also their perimeter.
We
want a section having the greatest stability, the least
perimeter, and which will yet be compact. Taking
the breadth in each case as, sav, 3 ins., and the depth
of the semi-circular section of Fig. 3 as 1} ins., we
can make up a table as follows :—
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Beam
Depth

..
..

..
..

Fig. 3.
Fig. 4.
Semi-circle. Triangle.

Fig. 5.
Rectangle.

3
1-5
3-534

3
3
2-356
1-156
--3-534
3-534
Area
Perimeter
.
4-7i2
5-562
5-312
From the above ﬁgures it will be seen that the
advantages and disadvantages of the three sections
are as follows :—
Fig. 3. Though very advantageous as regards
and having the least amount of wetted
compactness
surface
for area contained, it has practically no

stability.

February :0, 1910.

slightly pointed at the keel.
Fig. 7 is similar
The
only the pointing at keel is more prominent.
stability of these two sections is fairly good and the
wetted surface small. Fig. 8 shows the rectangular
section minus the sharp corners.
This section,
as stated before, possesses great stability, but the
wetted surface is large.
In combination with a ﬂat
rim aft, it should form a suitable mid-section for
boat,
a high Speed
though not as good as the previous
two sections for compactness.
In Fig. 9, a form of
section
is shown commonly
used
in sharpie
boats.
Two or three well-known
racing boats
have this form of mid-section giving good results.

FIG. 11.

FIG. 10.

FIG. 12.
Cunvus

rou Boxr's LINES.

Fig. 4. Wetted surface greatest of all, a very
unstable form. Altogether a very bad form of
mid section.
Fig. 5. For stability 3. very good form, but if
kept in its angular state would give a fairly large
amount of wetted surface, though not so much as
Fig. 4. Altogether the best elemental section.
Considering all the pros and cons of these sections
we have no option but to fall back on an old friend,
“
compromise.” This seems to be the keynote to
nearly all scientiﬁc problems. By compromising,
we get the sections as shown by Figs. 6, 7, 8, 9.
We can decide to drop the triangular form as of no
value, as far as a mid section is concerned,
at any
rate.

In Fig.

6 we have a form of section very common
in actual practice; it is practically half an ellipse,

Of course, we can't depend solely on the mid section
to give us the ultimate results we require or expect.
In fact, the main thing in designing speed boats
The reader must not
is, as before, compromise.
for one instant think that the writer is laying down
for his acceptance hard and fast rules or opinions,
he—the reader
and that once these are mastered
-—-can proceed to design a hull that will unhesi
Far from it, and
tatingly give the best of results.
there is no mock modesty in saying this. The subject
has too wide a scope to be dealt with summarily in
a few notes, and only considerable experience can
teach us what is, after all, only very good; but the
best in every sense of the word is still out of our
as .

To return to our subject, generally speaking, our

ideal mid-section is the one having the least amount
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of wetted surface for area contained. keeping in
mind its stability.
As far as speed is concerned
the form of mid-section—if
the two former factors
are well considered—is
immaterial within limits.
Sections of an unusual form should be well con
sidered from every stand point before deciding on their
use.
The designer has plenty of scope even though
he keep
within average or common examples
of mid-sections.
The method of ﬁnding the mid
section'area for a given displacement and length
on load water line, will be dealt with later on.
It would perhaps be as well to consider, before
going further, the instruments we will need for our
work.
In the ﬁrst place, we will take it for granted
that the intending designer -has the ordinary set of
drawing instruments, especially one or two good
pens and a pair of dividers with hair adjustment.
We also need two set squares, one—say, 7 ins., of
60°; and one 5 ins., of 45“. Of scales we need—
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hall—size as well, though this is not recommended;
better to get a separate scale for each size.
In drawing the lines of a boat the following sizes
may be used for scale length on the water line :-—
Length of
Length of
Scale.
boat on
scale VV.L.

\V.L.

6 ins. to 1 ft.
2 ft 6 ins.
..
..
15 ins.
0 ins. to 1 ft.
..
18 ins.
3 ft. 0 in.
1)ins. to 1 it.
..
..
19’; ins.
3 It. 3 ins.
6 ins. to 1 ft.
..
21 ins.
..
3 it. 6 ins.
16 ins.
..
..
4 ft. 0 in.
4 ins. to I it.
..
..
18 ins.
4 it. 6 ins.
4 ins. to 1 ft.
20 ins.
. .
..
4 ins. to 1 ft.
5 ft. 0 in.
..
..
3 ins. to 1 ft.
5 ft. 6 ins.
16$ ins.
6 ft. 0 in.
..
..
18 ins.
3 ins. to 1 ft.
' 6 ft. bins
.
191; ins.
3 ins. to 1 ft.
These sizes will be found quite large enough for model
work ; if increased much it would mean a rather large
and cumbersome
drawing board,
The body plan, i.e., all the
etc.
sections,
transverse
should
be
drawn full size; later on we will
see how this should be done.
A drawing board will next be
needed, this could either be home
made or bought ; one about 27 ins.
by :0 ins. will be found convenient;
a T-square with a 27-in. blade;
two or three sheets of cartridge
paper ; 2 pencils, H grade ; a. piece
of rubber;
and
about a dozen
drawing pins. Besides these, which
all model engineers have or should
have. we need a few other tools,
For
peculiar to this class of work.
instance,
a set of curves for draw
ing the body plan. the best kind,
perhaps, being those shown at Fig.
lo. These are usually sold in sets
of eight, in pearwood, and cost
approximately 55. We can alsoin

on Cor'ax ‘
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full size, that is divided into inches and its sub—
one half size, or 6 ins.
divisions to sixteenths;
to 1 ft. ; one one-third size, or 4 ins. to 1 ft.; one
quarter size, or 3 ins. to 1 it. These four scales
They could eb
will do nicely for all our needs.
of boxwood, 12 ins. long, or, better still, 18 ins. long.
Any ﬁrst-class drawing instrument maker would cut
the four scales on one rule, at a triﬂe extra. A
kind of scale that could be got is Holtzapfel's
one

These are 18 ins. long and divided
paper scales.
on one edge only. Three of these may be got if pre
ferred to the bOXWOOd variety. The full-size one could,
by taking the half-inches as inches, be used for

Usmo
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cludc three or four long curves as shown in Fig. 11.
These cost about 9d. or lOll. each. in pcarwood, and
are used for drawing the water lines in the half
breadth plan, also the sheer line and keel line. These
curves and those shown at Fig. 12, can all be made
at home for a few pence from a well-seasoned piece
of maple.
This could be got from any good fret
wood dealer; it is about 1-16th in. thick. Unfortun
ately, it is usually only dressed on one side; but
this is not a very great drawback, as a. sharp lane
would soon remedy matters. Very little sho d be
taken off—in fact, just enough to obliterate the
saw marks.
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These are really all the extra instruments we re.
“
"
quire, unless the
model naval architect
desires
to make a further and future study, professionally,
of the subject, and can also incur the extra expense,
when he could add to his list an Amsler plani
meter.‘
These instruments cost about {2 8s., but
are literally worth their weight in gold—and more.
(To be continued.)

“The Model Engineer”
Dynamo.

By ALFRED W.

MARsiiA_i.L,

M.I.Mech.E.. A.M.I.E.E.

(Continued from page 88.)
HE bearing pedestals consist of box castings,
which form reservoirs for the lubricating
oil, brass lids, and gun-metal bushes.
The
to be of cast iron
pedestal casting
it will require
to be cored out, so that a solid pattern and a core
box
It should bemarked with cen tre~
necessary.
lines, and the proper distance of the seat below
the shaft centre marked 05 by means of a scribing
block and surface-plate.
wood plug driven into
the rough bore will provide a place upon which the
;
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As it is not absolutely essential that these curves
bear any geometrical value, the amateur has great
scope for making a. variety to suit his own require
ments.
The method
of making these curves
at home may be as follows:
Plane the wood,
and give it a good rub with ﬁne glass paper; next
sketch on it the shape of the desired curve, and cut
this out as near as possible to the outline. Now
pin a. full sheet of line grade glass-paper to a ﬂat
board—the drawing board, for instance—and rub
the edges of the curves on it with a liglit~rocking
movement, from right to left and vice versa,
Unfortunately, the only guide to accuracy by this
method is the eye; but even so, if care be taken, a
good job can be made.
“’0 could make these curves do for all our needs—
that is, if a good variety has been made, particularly
of the long ones; but it so happens that sometimes
the points forming a curve do not suit any curve
in hand—in that case two or three penning battens
and splines would be very useful.
The battens,
may be, for our purpose, say, 18 ins., 24 ins., and
They are simply pieces of pearwood
30 ins. long.
in the smaller sizes and lancewood in the larger,
square in section, and tapering from 3-16ths in. to
The splines are very thin
i- in. approximately.
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centre can be marked. From this centre scribe
a circle upon the end of one .of the bosses as a guide
when boring out. The important point is to
machine the seat so that
square to the main
part of the casting, and at the correct distance
below the centre of the shaft. If a shaping or plan
not available, this can be done
ing machine
in a lathe, a metal plug being
between
centres
temporarily driven into the place where the lid
ﬁts to take the lathe centre.
To bore the hole for the bearing, clamp the
pedestal upon an angle-plate ﬁxed to the faceplate
of the lathe, and set
by the circle which you have
If bored
scribed on the end of the boss previously.
in this way, and the angle-plate
truly square
to the faceplate, the bore will be parallel to the
If your
will come in line.
seating and the bearin
lathe has a sliding sad le, the casting can be boIted
to it, and the hole bored with a boring bar held
between the centres.
The oil chambers recessed in the bosses should
is

about
in. to 5-32nds in. wide,
by about i-32nd in. to 3-64ths in. thick, and are
A number
used mostly for drawing the body plan.
of these could be made for a copper or two.
For keeping these battens and splines in the proper
place for penning the curve. a set of weights will be
These are very expensive to buy, but
needed.
could be manufactured at home very cheaply,
practically the half dozen for the price of one.
It
Fig. 13 shows a weight as commonly used.
consists of a. block of lead.
ins. by igins. by
ins.
screwed a piece of oak or other
long, to which
hard wood of the shape shown. The under side of the
wooden sole should not be too highly polished, as
would tend to slip on the paper when being used.
They could be covered with thin leather or any other
suitable covering. The method of using the weights
shown at Fig. 14.
and battens for drawing a curve
It may happen that the batten when placed in
tendency to spring up, in that
position will have
case
paper weight or any object heavy enough,
could be placed on it, care being taken to leave
clear path for the pen or pencil.
pieces of pearwood,

you BEARINGS.

A plan'uneter

was recently described in these pages.
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The Balance—Design and Use.
By RALPH F. PERRY.

HE

beam balance is, of course,
primarily a
lever having equal arms, the force or known
weight applied at one end to counteract
the weight to be determined applied at the other,
and only if the arms are equal will equal forces or
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cut from solid metal, but should not be made of
iron or steel, as it might then be affected by stray
magnetism, and stick to the pedestal or shaft.
The exact size does not matter, but if it is not truly
circular, and if it is heavier in one place, it will
not rotate, but will remain in one position motion—
less, and therefore not carry oil to the shaft.
Drain cocks have not been shown in the drawing,
but they are useful, and may be ﬁtted to the
pedestals at the lower part of the reservoir to drain
oﬁ dirty oil. An alternative is to remove the dirty oil
by means of a syringe when necessary to change it.
The bearing should be ﬁnally ﬁnished to size
By this method a true hole will
by a reamer.
There is risk of distorting the hole
be obtained.
when driving the bush into ~place. If you leave
it rough drilled or bored with, say, about 1-3znd in.
of metal to be removed, any burrs at the ends and
of the hole out of round
will
slight squeezing
Remember to put the
be removed and corrected.
oiling ring in place before you insert the bush.
(To be continued.)

turned nicely smooth, so that oil thrown out
by the shalt as it rotates will run easily down to
the drains.
These drains are simple circular holes,
one leading from each recess to the interior of the
pedestal, and are to be drilled at an inclination. as
shown by the sectional elevation and in the coloured
A dn'll about in. diameter will do.
plate.
One boss of the commutator end pedestal
is
to be turned, as shown, to receive the brush rocker.
The gun-metal bush which forms the bearing should
be rough
drilled and turned on a mandrel to ﬁt
tightly into the pedestal.
It should require driving
into place, but with moderate force, to avoid risk
of splitting the Loss.
Observe the small setscrews
shown in the coloured plate.
This is to prevent
the bush from moving out of place.
The hole
should be drilled and tapped previously to driving
in the bushThe recess to receive the point can
be cut with the point of a drill when the bush is in.
With this construction it is a simple matter to renew
a worn bearing. A portion of each bush is cut
away at the centre, as shown at x in the detail
drawing, to expose the shaft, so that the lubricat
ing ring may rest upon it, and to provide access
for the oil.
Sufﬁcient of the bush must be cut away
to allow the ring to hang quite clear, as shown by w ;
if it touches the bush, it will not rotate, and the
object of the arrangement will not be attained
The metal should be cut away as indicated by the
detail drawing, so that the oil is caught by the
slopes \V, and tends to work between the shaft
and bearing.
be
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DETAILS or BEARING PEDESTALS.
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weights balance each other. So, unless we are to
go into mathematics, with each weighing, or weigh
essential
to have the arm.
by substitution,
it

it

It is important that the oiling ring should be a
all over in the lathe.
true circle, therefore turn
It may be a piece of thick brass tube, a casting, or
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the
(To weigh by - substitution, balance
substance to be weighed with dry sand or similar
material, and then replacing the substance with
standard weights until the balance is established
again, which gives the true weight from the axiom
atic principle that two quantities equal to a third
are equal to each other.)
Secondly, consider all of the weights concen
trated at the centre of gravity, which will consti
tute the beam as a pendulum. If this centre of
gravity is above the prime axis, the element is
in unstable equilibrium, and will tend to invert
itself. If it exactly coincides, the beam will always
be in equilibrium, and so will have no characteristic
Consequently, our balance beam
position of rest.
must be so designed as to have its centre of gravity
below the prime axis, when it will, unrestrained,
always come to rest with this centre of gravity
Any unequal loading of
directly beneath the axis.
the pans will shift this centre of gravity towards
the heavier side, and to maintain its place beneath
the axis the beam assumes an inclined position.
we must locate the points of application of weight
and force relative to the fulcrum, or, rather, to a
plane which is perpendicular to the plane of the
fulcrum or prime axis and the centre of gravity-—
that is, a plane which in the normal position of rest
If the points of application are above
is horizontal.
this plane, which we will call the pivot plane, adding
weights to the pans will raise the centre of gravity,
since it is equivalent to adding weight at these
points, which are themselves above the pivot plane,
and if enough weight is added—the quantity needed
depending upon the vertical distance of the point of
application above the plane—the centre of gravity
will pass above the prime pivot, and the beam
will tend to upset, even though originally the centre
of gravity was below the pivot.
Supposing the secondary pivots are below the
pivot plane, then adding weights to the pans lowers
the centre of gravity, and, as we shall see later,
the sensitiveness.
So the three points
decreases
must be in the same plane, and the beam made
stiﬂ enough to resist appreciable bending with the
maximum load. In the design of instruments
of precision the secondary pivots are, at no load
above the plane, so that the bending due to normal
load will bring them into the same plane.
of the balance is measured
The sensitiveness
by the minimum diﬁerence of load in the two
pans which is necessary to produce a discernible
Since the two sides of a freely
swing of the beam.
moving balance beam always represent an equation,
we may substract the value of the lesser'load from
is measured
both sides, and say the sensitiveness
by the minimum weight necessary to swing the
beam, and to do this we must overcome three
forces—friction, inertia, and tendency of the beam
to maintain a horizontal position due to pendu
lum effect; hence the aim is to reduce these to
The ﬁrst depends upon
the very lowest factor.
construction, and little will be said in this article
about it. Of course, in ﬁrst-class instruments all
bearings are agate—a. knife-edge against a. plane,
but for the amateur the best steel is better adapted,
and with careful work throughout, excellent results
may be attained. The bearing surfaces should be
carefully polished, and to protect them from all
wear the beam and pans should be
unnecessary
lifted by some arresting device at all times when
not in use.
equal.
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The other two factors are subject to design,
and need careful consideration.
Inertia depends
upon the weight of the moving parts, and this in
cludes the bows and pans as well as the beam.
Naturally, we cannot expect a milligram weight
to have much influence in moving a beam weigh
still, strength and
ing several hundred grams;
rigidity must not be imperilled to secure lightness.
Aluminium might be looked upon as a material
par cxa’lle’nn’, but the commercial article is so soft
that it is practically useless, and brass is nearly
Give the beam good depth and
always used.
lighten by cutting away the' middle portions.
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ILLUSTRATING DESIGN or BALANCES.

For the third element let us consider a sketch
of a simple balance reduced to the theoretic lever
and pendulum, representing the beam ABG and
If the centre of gravity is at g, in displacing
ABg.
the beam to A'B', the weight is swung through the
arc gg', which raises it the vertical distance ge.
If, however, the centre of gravity is at G, it must
be moved through the arc GG', which raises it
GE, which, it is easily seen, is greater than g2.
So the nearer the centre of gravity is to C, the main
pivot, the less it needs to be raised to accomplish
a deﬁnite swing of the beam, and therefore the more
sensitive the instrument.
Also take into account the moments about the
axis C, representing the loads at A and B by L and
M respectively, and the weight of the beam by W
concentrated at the centre of gravity at G.
The weight W acting at G, the distance EG out
of the vertical plane of C is equivalent to the same
weight at a distance from C equal to EG, or at (3'.
Now
L-AC = M-BC + W-G'C,
and‘ since AC and BC are equal,
(I. — M) AC = WG'C;
so for a given deflection EG. the greater W is, the
so for this reason also
greater (L—M) must be;
the beam must be as light as is consistent with
strength. This same diagram shows in another
way the eflect of the distance CG of the centre of
gravity below the axis, since for a given difference
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of load (L—M)
the angle of deﬂection,
greater the nearer G is to C.

ECG,

is

Extending vertically from the centre of beam,
usually downward, and often incorporated with the
pointer, is a rod carrying a movable weight. Since
the carrier is rigidly ﬁxed to the beam. any move
ment of the weight will correspondingly move the
Therefore, for quick, rough
centre of gravity.
weighing, move it down as far as possible.
\Vhile
for delicate work, have it higher up, until, with it
at the top of its travel, the beam is at its ultimate
sensitiveuess. Sometimes a small threaded
wire
is inserted at each end of the beam, carrying a small
nut, movement of one or the other along its wire
shifting the centre of gravity of the beam horizon
But it
tally, so as to bring the pointer to zero.
is simpler to have only one movable weight, and
that at the middle of the beam.
Being near the
fulcrum. it is easier of manipulation.
Tes-rs.
To see that we have designed and made a satis
Should
factory balance, let us make a few tests.
the reader be buying an instrument, these sugges~
tions will be as pertinent in aiding in a proper selec
First, all moving parts must be smooth in
tion.
action and free from jar, and all adjustments handily
made from the front or right side.
The beam must
come to rest in the same position after repeated
disturbance.
\Vhen swinging freely the amplitude
of vibration
must diminish quite slowly. The
period of swing should be between ten andﬁfteen
seconds.
All of these conditions must be met alike,
iull loaded or with empty pans.
The pointer should stand directly over zero when
the beam is arrested, and on release both ends of
the beam must be released at the same time.
The
pointer should pass close to the scale to avoid
in making readings.
of the
Equality
parallax
length of arms is shown by transposing weights
from one pan to the other, and in doing this do not
use too small weights.
Use.
A good balance should not be exposed to extremes
it should beiuoved
of heat or cold, nor to moisture.
as little as possible, and, of course, that little which
cannot be avoided must be done very carefully.
The instrument should stand in a good light to
facilitate reading, and in a place free from draughts
—at least, protected from them while in use—and
from all jar.
Level the base and see that all moving parts are
free.
Release the beam and note the swing of the
Adjust .the horizontally moving weight, or
needle.
It is permis
weights, to bring the needle to zero.
sible, for the very close ﬁnal adjustment, to raise
or lower one end of the base to do this.
Release
Put on or take off
and arrest the beam gently.
weights only when in arrest.
Approximate the
weight to be determined before releasing, so that
no strain will come on the instrument.
Swinging
of the pans is detrimental and preventive of accu
After every weighing with large
rate weighing.
values, test the balance for zero with the pans empty.
it is not necessary to await the needle coming to
rest, for with a good balance each swing is inap
one, so if
preciably smaller than the preceding
the swings are equal each side of zero, the weighing
is correct.
For further study of the operation of beam
balances, I would refer the reader to Kohlrausch's
"
Physical Measurements."
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Eurther Notes on a Universal
Milling Attachment.
By T. GOLDSWORTHY-CRUMP.
"
Universal
INCE the article on the

Milling

in No. 437, Sep-v
appeared
several
1909,
inquiries have
as to patterns, castings, and certain

Attachment"
9th,
tember

been received
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POSITION

FOR DIVIDING.

points which do not appear to have been made
The latter more especially refers'
sufﬁciently clear.
to the mandrel, ﬁttings, and overhead drive. As
improvements have been made in these parts of

A USEFUL DRIVING PULLEY.
the tool, it is hoped

the drawings and photographs
herewith will make clear their construction and
relation to each other.
The chief alteration in the mandrel is the manner
of ﬁtting up the rear end, and is shown in drawings],
K, L. It will be seen that the ﬁtting K is similar
to that on the end of the leadscrew
in Messrs.

be secured to the latter or mounted on
a stud, and the outside turned to the dimensions
can then
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DETAILS or UNIVERSAL MILLING ATTACHMENT.
screw entering a countersink.
The stem has been
now
and
ins. from top of ring.
lengthened,
The block 0
made of mild steel, and can either

11"- -

shown. The smaller diameter, marked i in.,
is to ﬁt hole in change wheels, and must be altered,
if necessary, to suit the particular lathe and change
wheels on which the attachment is to be used.
hole and pin and pinching screw
The 3-I6ths~in.
complete the part. It will be noticed that the,
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2.—Sn0wr.\‘o POSITION FOR OVERHEAD
DRIVE A'l‘ AN Axum.
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The ring at bottom may be of brass, gun'metal,
or mild steel, and is bored a good ﬁt to end of H’ (see
page 225, Vol. XXI), and is secured thereto by a grub

is

Drummonds' lathe. but of different proportions.
The mandrel is adjusted by screwed collar L, and
in place by a small grub screw.
The
is retained
collar K is bored out a nice sliding ﬁt to mandrel.

end Electrician.
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be ﬁled up or faced in the lathe by attaching to
angle-plate. The holes should be drilled
and
in the positions shown. A {-in. stud
tapped
required, also a 3-i6ths-in. pinching screw, with

35:14a

CHIEF ALTERATION IN THE MANDREL.

l

THE

collar K slides on end of mandrel, and pinching
screw engages in keyway, thus making a ﬁrm and
simple ﬁtting.
The upright member N has also been simpliﬁed.

is
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drilled for tommy. P is cut out of a piece of
i-iGth-in. steel—the one shown was made from a
broken ﬂat spanner—and ﬁled to shape and the

head

fin.

and ﬁ-in. holes drilled in positions indicated.
R was turned down from a piece of g-in. steel rod
and threaded -} in. in the centre.
A small hole at
each end is drilled to receive cotter pins.
R is
secured
to P by i—in. nut. P to O by nut and
washer on {-in. stud, and O to N by pinching screw.
It will thus be seen that the pulleys can be adjusted
to any angle, and on reversing the lever P can engage

with‘any sized change wheel.
A useful driving pulley is shown in drawing T.

It can be made of metal or hardwood, and is recessed
at the back to give room for pinching screw in K.
The support N is quite ﬁrm enough to take a worm
drive, if such be desired.
The patterns are at present out on loan. but I
shall be pleased to lend them to any reader who
may so desire.

A Cheap and Efficient Driving
Belt.

By A. GEORGE TARRANT.
OME months ago, having obtained a Drum
mond lathe. I decided to ﬁt it with an over
for the purpose of
head
gear,
primarily
driving a carborundum wheel.
By frequent re
course to the scrap heap, the standards, shaft,
were
soon
but
the question
and pulleys
arranged,
of suitable belting presented
more serious diﬁi
What was wanted was a ﬂexible, strong,
culties.
and, above all, smooth-running drive, without
obtrusive joints.
After considering various types of ﬂat and round
leather, plain and twisted tape, and gut, I decided
to try scrap material for this part of the apparatus.
Having an old outer cover of a cycle tyre, which,
having carried me some 7,000 miles, was rather
"
past work," I proceeded to cut it up, thereby
obtaining some yards of excellent steel wire (from
the edging), and also three lengths of very ﬁne
belting, each I in. wide and about 7 ft. long.
This belting has now been running some seven
months, and has been most satisfactory.
The strip
cut from the tread of the tyre is used to drive
from the largest step of the headstock cone
pulley to a 1-in. diameter pulley on the overhead
shaft, the drive being taken from a 4-in. pulley on
the overhead to a itin. pulley on the grinder shaft
by a strip cut from the side of the tyre. This latter
belt has not been touched during the whole time
it has been running. and no slip or undue slackness
The driving belt from the lathe
has yet appeared.
headstock to the overhead has been shortened
twice, about
in. being cut out each time, but
at no time has slip been noticed.
The joints are made by butting the two ends of
the band (which should be cut fully short, as the
“
sew
elasticity is very considerable) together, and
" with No.
ing
24 copper wire, the strain being dis
tributed over as many points of the belt as possible.
At ﬁrst, a simple steel link joint was tried for the
a tendency to
main band. but the links showed
cut through the end of the band, hence the necessity
"
"
joint.
multiple-hold
for a
When the overhead is in operation the lathe is

i
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driven from a foot motor on to the second step of
the cone pulley by a r-in. leather belt, and it is
this belt which slips if too heavy a pressure is put
on the grinder, the two “ scrap-heap ” belts holding
quite ﬁrm.
Iam sure there are many of ‘ours" who
have already some old outer covers on the scrap
"
steal" one,
heap, or who can
beg, borrow,'or
who would ﬁnd a very great use for these other
wise useless articles by using them
for lighter
driving bands.
I would just add one word of caution. When
ﬁtting the band (which is run rubber side inwards,
of course), do not put too great a strain upon it,
or it may show a tendency to “ pull out long,"
and do not attempt to run with a very slack band,
as it will be found almost impossible to prevent
the band jumping the pulley at high speeds.
The experiment has never been made of driving
the lathe from the foot motor through a band of
this description, as no more old tyres were available,
but there seems no reason why, for light or high
it should _not be found quite
turning,
speed
suitable.

Apparatus Used for Vulcanising
Motor Cycle Tyres.
By LEONARD R. Jonas.
N the March 14, 1907, number of this journal I
described
the process of making a vulcaniser
for repairing damaged
motor cycle tyres.
I now propose describing a. few accessories to be
used in connection with that machine.
It will be noticed that that vulcaniser was only
useful when punctured inner tubes required repair
ing, or anything with a ﬂat surface, and was quite

ill/f

Fic. r.
useless when
cover.

it

came

to repairing a damaged

outer

In this article it is proposad to describe how to
make the hot iron necessary to conform to the con
tour of the outer cover.
To begin with, I suppose most people will agree
the origin of the ultimate collapse of a motor tyre
is to be found in the rubber being gashed or out about
by the objects it comes in contact with on the road.
These gashes very often go down to the canvas, and
the water gets in.
Perhaps it would be interesting
to note here a statement made by a well-known
tyre company—that it is not the action of the water

‘
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that rots the canvas, but the presence of a micro
organism which requires water before it has the
effect of disintegrating the ﬁbres of the canvas.
Therefore, it will be seen, if we can, soon after the
canvas has become exposed, cover it again with
rubber to prevent the water getting in, we shall
continue to keep the tyre in a state of efficiency.
I will commence by describing a very useful
instrument for repairing cuts not larger than 1} ins.
.
in length.
I will refer the reader to Fig. I. A is a piece of
copper tubing 1} ins. diameter, f in. thick, and
about 2 ins. long; this must be accurately turned
at the edges; ﬁtting one end into this is a brass cap
B, the face of which must be turned down in the
lathe to accurately conform to the shape of the tyre.
At C is another end-piece of fin. sheet brass, bent
up to the shape shown in section (Fig. I), and in
the general illustration (Fig. 2). This has two fin,

a hook and ﬁynut, as shown in the general illustra
tion (Fig. 2). The other end is ﬁled away so that
two side links of a length of 3-16ths-in. bicycle
chain can be attached to it. This chain, of course,
is used for attaching the apparatus to the bicycle
wheel and tyre, which can be vulcanised without
having to deﬂate or detach the tyre from the wheel.
To work the apparatus, proceed as follows:
Suppose we have a gash in our outer cover, say
The rubber all round this
r§ ins. long or smaller.
gash is cut away funnel shape to the canvas, making
it practically a sloping hole and exposing the canvas,
care being taken not to cut the canvas in any
way. Having carefully cleaned all dirt away and
scraped the rubber with a wire brush (usually sold
for a penny), we then proceed to give the hole
and rubber a coat of vulcanising ﬂux (obtainable
Having allowed
at most motor accessory dealers').
this to dry, we repeat the coating process again.

holes drilled, as at D, to carry a piece of i-in.
E represents the
steel rod referred to later on.
steam inlet pipe and union from the vulcaniser,
which may be turned down from a piece of brass
rod.
At the end of this, inside the vulcaniser,
a i-in. hole must be drilled across the pipe portion
to allow the brass screw F to pass through it.
This must be made a comparatively tight ﬁt;
Sufﬁcient movement, however, must be allowed
so as not to prevent the screw F being revolved
At G is a brass ring
when putting together.
ﬁtting tightly round the copper cylinder A, and of
section as shown; this is to secure a proper area
At H is a thumbscrew and nut let
to the joint.
into the capper cylinder, and riveted over for
security from the inside before the rest is put together.
Having carefully turned and cleaned up all these
little pieces where they touch one another, put
together, and the screw F being tightened up, the
whole can then be heated and sweated together with
I is the nut and small ground joint union
solder.
soldered to a piece of ﬂexible copper steam piping
about 3 ft. long, which takes its supply of steam from
the vulcaniser I described in the previous article.
The efﬁciency of this apparatus is improved
by wrapping round the ﬂexible copper tubing
asbestos string;
it prevents radiation of the heat,
and can be held by the ﬁngers whilst being manipu
lated and attaching the apparatus to the tyre.
For this purpose, as before mentioned, a piece of
steel rod {- in. diameter and 4) ins. long is passed
through the holes D D already referred to. One
end of this rod has a hole drilled through it to take

When dry, we then proceed to ﬁll the hole up with
specially prepared unvulcanised rubber, which we
make soft—very much the consistency of putty—
by heating it for a few seconds on the hot vul
caniser.
This is then thoroughly kneaded into
the hole.
A better vulcanisation will take place
if this is allowed to dry overnight, for then there
is less fear of the heat generating gas in the rubber,
which is inclined to make it porous. Having covered
this with a piece of paper, or, better still, what is
known as map linen, the attachment is fastened
to the tyre over the patch to be vulcanised.
The
steam is turned on from the vulcaniser, having
of
previously obtained a pressure
65 lbs. per sq. in.
The thumbscrew at H is made slightly tapering
thread,
and the screw somewhat released
on the
when starting the apparatus to let off the 'water,
condenses,
which at ﬁrst
and when working, never
screw this right up, but allow a small quantity of
steam
always to escape, otherwise water distils
and prevents the attainment of the proper tem
perature. The vulcanisation should take place
in about twenty minutes.
Sometimes the cuts are found to have penetrated
the canvas. If this should be the case. an excellent
repair can be made by stitching the two edges
of the canvas together by a good quality of twine
and a canvas backing solutioned over it inside
the cover with the before-mentioned vulcanising
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and afterwards
treated
on the outside, as
described above.
Sometimes we get a gash which the above attach
In that case
ment is not large enough to cover.
proceed to make the apparatus illustrated in Fig. 3.
This consists of the body part A, which is a piece
of soft sheet brass about 3-I6ths in. thick, 3} ins.
wide, 8 ins. long.
By carefully hammering this
with a roundmosed hammer from the inside, and
occasionally annealing, it can be made to conform
to the contourbof the tyre. The process is a some
what long one, but with care it can be made an exact
fit to the tyre. The next process is to cover this
with a coil of copper tubing } in. diameter, laid as
closely as possible and sweated on with solder—
in fact, the more solder used, the better, as it is
to extract or radiate the heat from
required
the tubing to the body. B represents the union
for attachment to the ﬂexible tubing. C is a small
tap, such as is used for models, which is ﬁxed to
the_other end of the tubing, and, of course, when
must allow a small escape of steam
in‘foperation
{or reasons before mentioned. When required
for operation it is placed over the portion of the
tyre to be repaired, the tyre deﬂated and tightly
bound on with some cord, and the tyre again inﬂated
It might at ﬁrst
before the steam is turned on.
be Ithought this would do all that the previous
apparatus would, but it must be remembered that
no more of the tyre should be subjected to the
it having a
heat than is absolutely necessary,
hardening and cracking effect on the rubber.
ﬂux,

Practical

Letters

Readers.

from Our

(The E400! lnvlta readerslo mha us: of I)“: column for ﬂu lul
discussion 0/ Men 0/ pndicel and mutual interest. Ldkn
may bl signed with a nom-de-plume {I desired, M W In”
new and nddm: a! the render nus-r invariably b: llkclul,
lhougk no! necessarilyfor MlicalionJ

Melting Babbitt Metal in Kettle.
To his EDITOR or The Model Engineer.

DEAR SIR,—-l observe in your note at bottom
of page 353 of October 7, 1900, issue, regarding a
Babbitt metal mixture, that an iron kettle may
be used for melting.
I should like to remark
that the kettle should be chosen from the scrap
heap, as the antimony used is very poisonous.—
Yours faithfully,
O. T. JONES.

Gas Engine Trouble.
To run EDITOR or The Model Engineer.

DEAR SIR,-—In reference to your correspondent
(Gas Engine Trouble) 22,705 A. L. (Notts), I
once had a like case with an engine made by
Crossley Bros, and I could only get it to run very
slowly, as the gas-bag emptied too 'quickly, and
I eventually found it was caused by too low a
pressure of gas not being able to force the weight
of the anti-fluctuator
out of its seating, so I Inade
a small hole (about
in.) in some cardboard,
and ﬁxed it between the ﬂanges of the gas-bag
of the
on the outlet to the engine, and disposed
It has run perfectly for over
anti-ﬂuctuator.
D. V. J.
nine months since—Yours, etc.
Bv doing this our correspondent virtually
ﬁtted a smaller gas check in his engine supply.
The smallest possible gas check should always be
ﬁtted, and when this is the case, it is sometimes
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It
possible to run without an anti-ﬂuctuator.
all depends upon what other supplies are in imme
diate connection with the engine supply pipe.
If no lights are connected thereto, there will be
no visible variation of pressure ; but the variation
will exist for all that. It follows that in our
correspondent's case there could not have been
any original need for an anti-ﬂuctuator ; had there
he would undoubtedly
have been incon
been,
venienced
by its being either inoperative or non
existent. Of course, if the supply available be
very large, and the demand by the engine very
small, the ill effects of the engine suction would
be inappreciable.—-ED., M.E.]
Starting 1: Drill True.
THE EDITOR or The Model Engineer.
DEAR SIR,—After a perusal of Mr. Parr‘s and Mr.
johnson’s articles in Jan. 27th issue of Tar. MODEL
ENGINEER, I note that they give an excellent
method of starting a drill true.
But in up-to-date
“
tool work in this country and
across the other
"
side
you almost without
exception see a
“
”
machinist start a drill true by using a
Slocomb
centre drill in a self~centreing chuck ﬁxed in the
To

tailstock barrel. These will invariably start true,
and the drill to be used will follow the centre hole.
I use this method daily, and using sometimes a
drill which is only a few thousandths under ﬁnished
size when any deviation from concentricity would
be disastrous to the job and incidentally to my
This method is used on all classes
position as well.
of work from the coarsest to the very ﬁnest, and
gives complete satisfaction, and is a simple method
to say the least.
Trusting this may be of some
use to your readers—I am, yours faithfully,
P. S. BRADFORD.

The “Green Dragon."
or The Model Engineer.
DEAR SIR,—I notice that in your issue of THE
MODEL ENGINEER for the 13th inst, Mr. Greenly
To

THE EDITOR

in his correspondence states that the line laid down
by the Miniature Railways of Great Britain, Ltd.,
at the Exhibition at Nancy, was badly laid. This
statement, I consider, is misleading in that al
though the line at the opening of the Exhibition
was perhaps not perfect, within a fortnight later
it was in good order and kept so throughout the
As Secretary of this
remainder of the Exhibition.
Company, I must, therefore, ask you to kindly
correct the impression given by Mr. Greenly in
his letter.——Yours
truly,
A. TL‘STIN, Secretary.

The Society of Model Engineers.
London.
W
0 FUTURE MEETINGS to be held at the Caxton Hall,
at 7 o’clock—Thursday,
February 17th : Ordinary

meeting, illustrated by paper Mr. P. Blankenburg
on the “Construction
of his Workshop
(member)
and Compound Undertype Engines," and, if time
The
permits, short papers by other members.
ﬁrst of the series of competitions for exhibits of
work, by members will be held at this meeting.
March 4th: Demonstration
Friday,
meeting.—
Full particulars of the Society and forms of applica
tion may be obtained from the Secretary, HERBERT
G. RIDDLE, 37, Minard Road, Hither Green, S.E.
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Queries

and

Replies.

[Attention is'ﬂf'eemlly directedto the ﬁrst eendttiengiven below
and no notue will be taken of Queries not C()mf'l}'tng
with the
directions therein stated. Letters containingQueries must be
marked on the top left-hand corner 0/ the eni-elope“ Query
Deﬂartment." No othermattersbut thoserelatingto the Queries
shouldbeenclosedin thesameenvelope.
Queries on submts within the scope0/ this journal are replied to
by post under the following eondztions:-—(i)Queries dealing
Willi distinet subjectsshould be written on diﬁerent slips, on
one side 0/ the paper only, and thesender'sname MUSTbe in
scribed on the back. (2) Queries should be aeeomam'ed,
whereverPossible, with fully dimensionedsketches,an corre
spondentsare recommended
to keepa copy 0/ thdr Queriesfor
post-card)
re/erenee. (3) A slam ed addressedenvelope(not
shouldint-ariany be eneused,and also a “ Queriesand Replies
Coupon" cut out from the advertisement
Pages 0/ the current
issue. (4) Querieswill be answeredas early as possibleafter
receipt.but an interval 0/ a [no days mustusually elapsebefore
the Reply can be forwarded. (5) Forresfondentswho require
an answer insertedin this columnshouldunderstandthat some
weeks must elapse before the Reply can be published. The
insertion 0/ Replies in this column cannot be guaranteed.
to The Editor, THE MODEL
(6) All Queriesshouldbe addressed
ENGINEER, 26»va Poppin's Court, Fleet Street,London, EC]
The
are selected[mm the Querieswhich havebeenreplied
to
101101223}
ree.
E- F. (Camber
[21.734] Making and Using Tesla Coll.
well) writes: I am making a Tcsla transformer according to Mr.
How'gravr-Graham'sdirt-ctions, and would be very gratcful for
your kind assistancein answvring the following qucrics. (1) Re
fcrring to Vol. X, page 535, line 5, is not 3-in. teak a mistake?
What should it be P (2) Also in Vol. XI, page 176,if the cbonite
tube wcrc turned down to o-ibths it would have nothing left.
(3) In several placcs Mr. Graham spcaks of thc spark coil being
Worked by alternatingcurrent. Mr. Bottonc, of Wallington, who
supplied my coil says it cannot be so worked; also Mr. Dale, of
Scientiﬁc Appliance Manufacturing Company, says no coil will
work off alternating current. Cannot tht-scc-xpt-rinu-ntsbc done
with direct? (4) For winding secondaryI havt: built up a frame
from gasbarrel by meansof which I can run drum bctwm‘ncentres.
1 also have a frame to carry rccl of wire. I proposeto haw a long
screw, also running betwccn Ct‘llll't‘S,which will be driven from
shaft carrying drum. The has- of wire carrying framc has an
internal thread same pitch as the long screw, and by means of
this arrangementI hope to get wire properly spaced. I propose
togholdthe frame carrying the wire to preventit turning with the
long screw. Do you think the plan workable? (5) It so, what
pitch thread should I use—would {-in. gas thri-ad do? (6) l
have eight accumulator cells, each containing sown platcs 4X4.
1 have made a switchboard similar to the one describt‘din Hand
bOok No. 22, page 57. 1 want to make up a st to chargc my
cells with and had intended to adopt the gravity as t-xplaincd
in tcxt-book Until I saw the description of the Lalandc-Chapi-ron
a few wot-ksback. Is this better than the Daniel] P (7) I have
twelve gallon jars; do you think 1 shall have sufficivnt capacity,
and how shall I join them ? (8) Arc Mr. Graham's articles
ﬁnishch
I should like to thank Tu: Mom-:1.ENGINEER for all
the plcasurcand instruction it has given me. All 1 know of elec
trical matte-rshas bccn gaincd from your journal and it has been
of great St‘l'VlCt'to me.
(I) 3 ins. should bc l in. (2) Should be 1* or t i-toth, according
to the exact thicknessof the tubing used. clearly the butting sur
face against thc side of the box must be as great as Pt'ssliilc con
sistentwith the allowanceof properroom for a strongSCl't'W-lhl't'ad.
(3) The gentlemanto whom you allude were quite wrong, as Mr.
Graham has usednothing 0151:
for years. When the supply to the
primary coil is alternating no condcnscrsor interruptcr are neces
sary, the coil bcing used incrcly as a high voltage transformer.
The advantage is that though the voltage may now-r be high
enough to jump acrossa gap of more than in., tht-rc is a com
paratively long {1ricd during which lht' jar dischargeaccumulates,
whilc the alternating wave rises to its maximum. With the very
high secondary voltage obtained when an inlcrruptcr is used,
the periodduring which it acts is extremelysmall, and the amount
of energy stored in thc jars is gent-rallyconsideratin less than is
obtained with alternating currents. Again, the alternating
current gives a pcrfcctly regular period of charge, and can be
beautifully adjusted by meansof a variable choking coil. In any
casc, a transformeror choking coil or resistanceshould be used
to rcducc the supplv yoltagc. Bear in mind that the scwndary
dischargefrom a coil so uscd is dangerous,and the hands should
not be brought anywhere near the circuit except whcre express
directions for so doing are given. Cortauily, the experiments
can be done with continuous current and interrupter. (4) Yes,
this should do. (5) Use a screw of such pitch as to make No. 30
single silk-coveredwire spaceout at about its own diameter from
turn to turn. (6) The Lalandc-Chayeroncell would do exccllently,
but a grcatcrnumberwould be rcquircd thanof Danicll’s on account
of the lower E.M.F. (7) Yes, the capacity should be quite suth
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cient. Connect them in parallel by standin them in an insulated
wooden tray with several layers of tinfoi in the bottom, and
connecting all the knobs together with fairly thick bare cop
Wire. (8) Mr. Graham’s articles will be resumed shortly. G
you find Tut-zMoon. ENGINEER useful.
S. A. (London)
Dllflcnlty.
[21.970] Pattern Makln
writes: Would you kindly tel me how to make the patternfor
accompanyingsketch. 1 have madc it in halves, but the foundry
sent it back and asked for a core-box. It is for the screw-cutting
gcar of a lathe I have made.
t As was frequently pointed out in our " Simple Lessonsin Pattern
Making," thc manner of making a [attem lS largely determined
by the number of castings wanted of! it. In your case you seem

arm:
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I.—CASTI.\‘G.

to have made the pattcrn;quite right for a quantity, but as the
use of a three-part moulding-boxwould be necessitated,it is more
expedient (from the moulder's point of view) to make it with a
core in the:caseof “ one oﬁ," as he can then mould in the ordinary
boxes which he has at hand. You can readily adapt your pattern
to the latter method by putting a corc-print through between
the horizontal planes of metal, as shovmin Fig. 2, and making a
core-boxas in Fig. 3. Taper theround holesa little for "draught,"
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2.—PATTER.\’.

as indicated in Fig. 2. The ordinary way of producing the cross
bars would be to pass piccesof the requiredsize right through the
core-box, as shown in Fig. 3, but as you have thesealready made,
simply transfer them from the pattern to the core-boxonly, if you
do so, be sure that you put the box togetherwith screws, so that
the core-makercan take it apart to get the wre out. Cut a piece

w----.9
F10.

3.-—Coniznox.

off one corncr of the print as at F, Fig. 2, and put a piece in the
correspondingcorner of the core-box, as at F, Fig. 3. This is
to ensure the core being placcd in the right way in the mould so
governingthe position of the cross bars.
[12,961] erlng Small
Electrlc lnstallatlon. G. A.
(Newcastle-on-Tyne) writes: (i) What size ﬂexible wire is this
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l enclose? (2) How many am 3. will it carry? (3) What size
ﬂexiblewire will carry 5 amos.
(4) Would ordinary n.c.c. wire
do for the mains, to carry no more than 5 amps. at 20 volts?
(5) When I magnetisethe ﬁeld windings of dynamo, the positive
of batterygoing to one end of ﬁeld windings, will this wire be
takento the positive brush?
(1) The specimenof ﬂexible wire you send appears to be No.
S.W.G.—an unusual size. (2) Such wire can safely be
L3G;
e to carry currentslup to 9 amps. (3) For 5 amps. single
No. :7 S.W.G., No. 7/25 or
are all suitable. (4) Double
No.5;{zr
cotton-covered
wire could be
u , and might, perhaps, not give
muchtrouble,with careful wiring ; but we cannot recommendan
insulationless efﬁcient than the usual rubber, tape, and brai .
Asarule,itisfalseeconomytocut down costoninsulation. (5) Yes,
thepositivewire from battery will go to the positive brush.' then
thecurrentfrom the battery will go round the ﬁeld in the same
directionas would that from the armature.
[22,959] Electric Lighting of House. A. M. (Cwmamafl)
writes: Having beena readerof your valuable paperfor a number
of years,would you kindly let me know what size dynamo would
be requiredto light up my house—an cight-roomed house; and
woulda water turbine be good enough to drive same off water
main, the pressureof which is from 30 to 45 lbs.? Kindly give
outputof dynamo and size of turbine required.
We cannot say what dynamo and motor is required Without
knowingsize of rooms or what light you require. A common
estimatefor candle-power is one :6 c.-p. lamp to every 60 sq. ft.
of ﬂoorsurface. If carbon ﬁlament lamps are used,dynamo must
havean output of 375 watts for every candle-powerrequired; if
metallicﬁlament lam'is, an output of r watt per candle. Our
PracticalManual, " Private House Electric Lighting," rs. 3d. post
tree,would probably be of much serviceto you.
“
G. F. H.
Saint " Class.
[21.340] G.W.R. Locomotive.
(MountRadford) writes: I should esteemit a great favour if you
wouldgive me a sketch of one of the G.W.R. Company’s express
passenger
engines of the 4—6—0 type. The particular engine to
whichI refer has outside cylinders which are placed immediately
smokebox,
the front cover plate in line with the front
beneath
of smokebox. In some enginesof this class the cylinders I notice
are placed farther back than this. Also the footplating drops to
thelevel of tender at the weatherboard. I encloserough sketch
toshowwhat I mean. Also what is the idea of the taperedboiler ?
Is it merelyto aﬂord greaterwater capacity, etc. ?
reproduce a photographof the rear portion of the
" 'We herewith
Saint” class of a-cylinder simple 4—6—0 type expressengines,
showingthe altered outline of the cab sides and footplate, and
abo an outline drawing giving the leading dimensions. The
engines,which have the cylindu's placed farther back—41., over
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steam on, it throws water into the cylinder of engine, thereforejt
will not go.
It may be that the trouble is due chieﬂy to your having too
much water in the boiler. The boiler should not be more than
two'thirds full. But we see from your sketch that the boiler

sm'
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PORTION OF A G.W.R.
LOCOMOTIVE.
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Q49
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'

lends itself to the employmentof a superheatcrcoil in the smoke
box, so Westrongly recommendthat you lengthenthe steam-pipe
from boiler to engineand let it go from steamcock to smokcbox,
in a coil of two or three turns over the flue tubes, before going
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G.W.R. “SAINT” Crass

of directly under the cylinder, are
the rear bogie wheels instead
"
”
four-cylinderengines. The Star class were the ﬁrst of these
and the later “ Knights" have four cylinders also. The idea of
provide
space at the hottest part of
more
the tapa' boiler is to
theboiler, but the writer does not think the claim to superiority
sustained—that,is all things
in
way
any
over all other forms is
A- _B
(11.963)Priming Trouble with Small Boiler“
(Newcastle-on-Tync)writes: l have a small brass vertical boiler
of which I give diniensionsjnot reproduced). When 1 have full

'

0051??
N’ZE843

LOCOMOTIVE.

off to engine. This would eliminate priming difﬁculties and at the
same time increasethe efﬁciencyof your little plant.
J. E. R. (Westminster)
[12.9731 Size of Water Duct.
writes: If a pipe 2 ft. 6 ins. in diameter passes a certain amount
deep
would pass the same
pipe
a
foot
of water, what size oblong
amount of water?
to ﬁnd the cross
it
is
necessaryonly
To ansWr-rthis question
scctional area in square feet of the water passagein the 2-ft. 6_-in.
feet,
will
be the required
obtained,
read
as
pipe. Then the ﬁgure
breadth of the 1 ft. deeprectangularduct. Taking the dimensions
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it

resistance, or would
have tolbelwouncr to give the necessary
resistance
magnetisefrom
You can
the mains by making coil of not less
than about 1,000 amp-turns, preferably more, and passing this
bc
rc-maguetiscd,taking
care that the coal
coil over the steel to
the
acting with, not against, the existing magnt-tisation.
ins,
of
be
made
you could make
length
nwan turn on your coil
7}
the coil of about
lbs. of No. 38 S.W.G. wire, and do without
lamp or other resistance. Or you can uselargerwire and put lamps
in seriesto give the right current. Thus, pound of N0. zo'S.\\'.G.
wire could be employedcarrying a current of amps.,t0 pass‘which
six 225-volt 30 c.-p. lamps in parallel would serveas resistance.
[22.975l Acetylene (in; Lighting. 0 W- B. (Trowbridge)
writes: (1) Can you tell inc there are any mantlesmade for use
so, are they reliable? (2) Do the srrvioe
with acetylene gas;
pipes in use with acet 'lene require to be blown out sometimes,
as with coal gas
thereany harm or wastepf gas in having
(3)
too much pressure?
(1) Yes, suitable mantles have been made, and incandescent
lighting by acetylenehas been tried and found satisfactory, given
spccial care in the generation and use of the}gas. We‘ do not
know whethersuch mantles are on the Britishlmarkct you might
enquire of the Thorn
Hoddle Acetylene (.ompany, Ltd., 151,
Victoria Street, Wcstminster. (2) No. In properly generated
acetylenegas there are no impurities to make a_dcposit,as in coal
a
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you give as rcprcn-uting internal measurcmcnts,we find that the
cross-sectionalarea of the watcr passagein the 2-ft. 0-in. pipe
is 4'0 sq. it. Therefore, the width of a passage1 it. deep must,
to give the same cross-sectionalarea, be 4'9 ft.
[22,972] Speed-Boat
P. \V. B.~S. (Dartmouth)
Design,
writes : I am desirousof building a model speed-boatof which the
motorand accumulatoris to weigh 3 lbs. 2 015. Kindly lct meknow
how to calculate the minimum dimensions which would giw a
displacemcntof about 3} lbs. Her hull will take the form of the
ordinary modern motor racing boat.
Your boat will be somewhereabout 3 ft. in length. You should
make a few drawings of boats of about this length, with lines such
as you desire, and by mcusuration Calculate the cubic capacity
of the hull below L.W.L., which would give you the amount of
water displaced. You must find a design giving a displacement
of just under 100cub. ins. of water. The artich-on " Speed-Boat
Designing" which appearsin this issue, might be of service to
you.
[22,928] L.B. 6: S.C.R. 0—4—2 Type Tank Engine.
5. H. M. F. (Woolwich, 8.1-1.)
writes: \‘Vill you kindly give (in THE
M0051.ENGINEER, if possible) a scale drawing of Mr. Stroudley's
. LB. 8: S.C.R. 0—4—2 type tank locomotive,as I wish to build a
clockwork mode-lperfectin all external details. What I require
specially arc delaiiS in the.shape of cab, tanks, splashers, tool
boxes, \‘l'estinghouse brake apparatus, etc. The engines are
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0—4—2 TYPE TANK LOCOMOTIVE,
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gas. Water, however,condensesin the pipes, and there should be
draining arrangementsto allow of its removal. (3) Yes, it
very
dangerousto have too high pressure. Under pressureof about
pressure
2'atmosphcrcsthere is great likelihood of explosion.
in the generatorexceedingthat of the atmosphereby about 025.
err sq. in, ample.
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A. P. (StokeNcwing~
Vacuum Tube Experiment.
[22.083]
_
glass tube
ton) writes: Among other things have bought
with cocks at each end. Will you kindly tell me the proper wav
to use it?
have sucked
as hard as can. Should this not
oduccsufficientvacuumto light from Wimshurstor coil (2) Could
use for mercury vapour lamp experiments If so, pleasestate
what kind of mercury used—I presume
not quicksilver.
for someinterestinglighting experi
(1) Yes, you can usethe tube
“
ments. See our Handbook, X-Rays Simply Explained ” (7d.
post free). A pump will be required for getting the higherdegrees
of vacuum. (2)
high degreeof vacuum, demandingthe use of
pump, would be required for mercury vapour lamp experiments.
The terms mercury and quicksilver are synonymous.

a

F. W. J.
[22.704] O.C.R. Locomotive. No. l.0l4 Class.
(Walhngton) writes: Referring to the query 1: the G.C.R. loco
motive in your issuefor February 25th, 1909,by “ C. V." (London),
should be very much obliged you would send me draw/ing
to
3-16ths in. scale of the front elevation of the engine. Also
if

B-
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&
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“
similar to the "Gladstone” class of express engine (illustrated
and are named " Purley,"
in Mr. Grccnly’s Moch Locomotive"),
" Carshalton," “ Buryhill," “ Tunbridge Wells," etc. Can
from the Locomotive Pub
obtain coloured plate or
photograph
Also will you kindly tell me
lishing Company of this engine.
the colours in which the locomotivesof the Lancashirc Yorkshire
Railway Company are painted and lincd out?
We herewith reproduce an outline drawing of the locomotive
in question. With reference to further details, you must obtain
some photographsand also go and seeone of theseengines(there
large number of them). We cannot give you any lateral
are
dimensions, but these are easily obtainable from the platform.
We_d0 not know of any coloured plate of this particular class,
but you could get the neccssaryinformation from the photographs
S.C.R. loco
and from coloured illustration of someother LB.
motive of Mr. Stroudlcy's 0r Billington’s design. Obtain the
S.C.R. Locomotives,” price 55.3d. post
book, " History of LB.
free from our publishing department. You will ﬁnd
coloured
plate of the new L.Y.R. 4—6—0’5 in the Railway Magazniefor
December last. This Company's locomotivesare painted black.
Perhaps some reader in Lancashire will send us full particulars
0f_colours and_arrangemcntof the lining.
A- S- C.
[22.934] Magnetislng from Mains.
(Alnwwkl
Writes: Will you kindly inform me how to re-magnctisemagnetic
power
magnets on motor-cars and motor cycles. We have
main of 230 volts. Could this be used with lamp in circuit for
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to me that would only have to double all the dimensionson the
drawing to obtain the rcsult. The top main plane, however,
ins., now measuresdouble
instead of measuring 20 ins. by
would like
(40 ms. by ins.), and the othersin 'kc proportion.
you to_say this Correct,as. instead of having surfacearea of
ins.,
sq.
cnlargcd
now
havr-zoo
sq.
ins.
The
planes,
in this
50
way, arereally four timesth~~
size pcr draWing,and yet allidistanccs,
uprights, and other parts haveonly double-d.
a truth of clcmcntary mathcnintics that
you multiplv
the diincnsions of
plane ﬁgure by
given factor you multiply
the enclosedill'i'Ii by the squareof that factor. You have only to
experiment with
few rrctangular ﬁgures to sm- this truth. To
maki- planewhich shall havean areajust twicethat of givenone,
you must multiply the dimensionsof thegiven plane by the squart
root of 2—tbat is, by r4142.
C. B. W. (l’ortis
and Rectifier.
[22.031] Transformer
head) writes:
should be much obliged if you would answer
thc following queries.
hopc they will not be too long. Trans
should like to inch small transformerto beworked
former-(i)
off 105-volt alternating circuit of 93 pi-riodicity (Bristol), to step
down to 6-8 volts, and not more than amps.
should have to
take the primary current by nu-ansof an adapterirom the lighting
have the old corc of
spark coil ins. long. which
circuit.
Should like to US!“ possible. Also, enclosespecimensof wire
which have.
have about lb. of the thin and 16-20 yds. of
r8 gauge, think.
the thick, which
should like to use these,
possible. But pleaselet we know the bestway of doing it. Also,
to what extent would the resultant volts and amps. be affected,
roughly, by sliding the iron core quarter and half-way out oi
the coil?
ot—a iew days ago—your book on Alternating
Currents. (2) lgcctiﬁcr—I shouldalso like to make small rectiﬁer
one-cell, composedof
to work oh the transformersecondary.
lead and aluminium. Would
four-cell rectiﬁer, for the same
circuit, contain plates a quarter the area of one-cell, or what?
What would be suitable size for the plates of one-cell rectiﬁer
on this particular circuit
(1) You can safely connect transformerof this size to lamp
circuit, as
should take less than amp. from the mains. You
canuse the thick wire (sampleof which you send)for the secondary
winding;
will carry about 2} amps., and No. to gauge; the
thin wire No. 38 gang'-and of no use for this transformer. Pri
mary winding should be i,27o turns of No. 28 gaugen.c.c. copper
wire (about 025.or so will be the quantityl secondarywinding,
about ninety-six turns of your thick wire. For core, we advise
plain laminatediron ring, size ins., external diameter, 2} ins.
in. You could try your
internal diameter, depth made up to
induction coil core, but
rather short. If you do use it, wind
the wire along about ins. oi the centre and bend the protruding
ends back over the coils until they meet. Wind secondary on
top of primary in eachcase. The voltageoi the secondarydepends
upon the ratio of the primary and secondaryturns. The eﬁ'ectof
withdrawing the iron core would be to cause the primary to take
more current from the mains and becomehot. You should not,
however, have straight core like that of an induction coil, but
bend the wire over to make a closediron circuit, as already men
tioned. The ends should overlap and interminglc preferably.
To obtain diflcrciit voltages, connect the secondary at various
series of terminals, according to the
points in the winding to
voltages required. The windings given are about tWelve turns
one-cell rectiﬁer, current would pass your
per volt. (2) With
cell only when the current was tending to flow in one direction——
LL, with positive pressureat your lead electrode. While the cur
rent was tending to flow in the other direction—11.,with negative
pressureat your lead electrode—yourcell would pass none. 50
that you would get from sin ie cell current intermittent, as
well as of varying magnitude. he advantageof using four-cell,
instead of one-coll, rectifier that you get current passedwith
both positive and negative pressuresoi the alternating supply,
so that although the current taken from the rectiﬁer is of varying
not intermittent. The four-cellrectiﬁer, howeVer,
magnitude,it
cannot be made to pass a current of greater magnitudethan can
given amperageof
single one of its cells. For
be passed by
output, given size of cell required. the samewhetheronly one
cell
to be employedor a set of tour. A suitable size of plates
would be such as to give an area of 18 or 20 sq. ins; make them,
say, ins. by ins.
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and Lists.

A

new edition of Messrs.W. &. G. Foyle's catalogue of scientiﬁc
and technicalbooks has recently beenissued. The copy before us
lists a large number of theseworks, many of which we are notiﬁed
can be had second-hand at advantageousprices._ The list will
be sent on application to W. 6: G. Foylc, 135,Channg Lross Road,
London, W.C.
“ HOW to tnke'out a Patent "
the title of small pamphlet
issued by Mr. Charles Coventry, ot Livt-rpool. It'contains sonn
usciul informationon the subject, and should beof servtceto every
one who has inventive ideas. It is Well worth perusal, and Will
be sent post tree on application to Messrs. Coventry dt Williams,
Patent Exports, 9, Tempest Hey, Liverpool.
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ur qua'y.‘;No workin drawings of this engine are available,
at we would sa that t e distance betweenthe main frames at
“ Atlantics "
thetrout buﬂer
am is the same as in the G.C.R.
and6-coupleds,viz., 3 ft. 7} ins. between.
_
a Workshop. ' T- R- (Lccds) “'ﬂlcSi
[11.991] Starting
As i amgoing to ﬁt up a smallroom as workshop,” shall esteem
it a favourif you will kindly answerthefollowingquestions. I want
to beginwith a
b.h.-p. petrol engine, a 3o-volt 5-amp. dynamo,
and£5 Drummond lathe. Not being a mechanic,or having had
anyexperiencein metal work, should I be able to buy the dynamo
Castingsand do the necessaryturning, etc., with my own lathe,
too much to be expected oi an amateur? Does the [5
so, how much should the tools cost——
Simplybuy the bare lathe
M. not an elaborate outﬁt, but suﬁicicnt to just work comfortably
with?
have had three years“scienceand art training, including
magnetism
and electricity, so that undr-rstandwinding dynamo,
etc. What make of enginedo you considerto be the bestas regards
We: and being strongly built
Thcre is nothing more trying to the amateur in the machining
of dynamo than the ﬁtting of the magnet cores into the yoke.
driving ﬁt. If you can trust yourself to do
Thesehave to be
t111$,
we think you might undertake the work without fear. The
buys simply the bare lathe. You can ﬁnd out prices of tools,
tic, neededfrom our advertisers'catalogues. We recommendthe
book,“ Metal Turning,” 2s. 3d. post tree,which,besidesgiving you
muchhelpwith your work, would give you an idea what accessories
to invest in. The Stuart Turner gas or petrol engine, rated at
h--p.,would suit you excellently.
_
[11.993] Setting Out Link Motion. _ C- W- (Dulwmh)
Writes: should be obliged you would explain to me the method
0‘ Settingout Stephenson'slink motion, as could be adapted to
mall horizontal steam engine.
quite understandthe theory of
$81M,but cannot apply
to practice. “hat fogs me most to
oblain the distance between the eccentric-rod pins on the link
l0 give the val“: the necessarytravel.
goodrule to take for ﬁnding thedistancebetweentheeccentric
md pins on the link is to make eight times the width of steam
P0". Whereports are of about normal proportions,or, what should
be about the same thing, half the stroke. The design of valve
“
158!i dealt with very fully in Mr. Greenly’s book, The Model
motive" (65.4d. post tree).
_
[11.919] L.N.W.R. Si nels. H. E. 0- (Rock Ferry) writcs'
“hat colour the ﬁnial in . N.W.R. standardsignals painted
lhave beenunable to determinethis myself,owing to the state of
dirtof the signalsabout here.
Thefinialsare painted white, the sameas the posts. We happen
to haveseen new one being erected,thereforethere no doubt
on'thispoint.
R. M.
111.963]Varying the Areas of Plane_8urieces.
(Darlington)writes Having beensuccessfulin completingmodels
irom drawingsissued with
Model Aeroplanes." purchased from
machine twice the $178. It seemed
You. desireto make No.
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ELEVATION or G.C.R. LOCOMOTIVE,
No. 1,014 Crass.
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wouldyou tell me the distance betweenthe frames by the trout
buticrbeam?
We reproduceherewith a front elevation to the same scale as
the drawing in our issue of February 25th, 190'),[cit-ﬂed to in

and
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The Editor’s Page.
ITH

reference
to the new development of
the practical side of our pages, which we
referred to last week, we may now say
that our scheme consists in the establishment of
a laboratory and experimental workshop on our
own premises, from which we shall derive a con
siderable amount of ﬁrst-hand practical wrinkles
for insertion in our columns. The laboratory will
be put to other uses than this, of which we shall
have more to say in the near future; but one of
the main ideas prompting its establishment has
been the use we can make of such a department
for providing really useful matter for our readers.
With a fully equipped workshop at our disposal,
we can photograph and deseribe practical opera
tions of all kinds. Methods-of holding and using
tools ; the proper way of chucking castings in the
lathe, or of ﬁxing them for drilling, milling, or
shaping; the sketching and describing of various
tools and appliances; the recording of the various
stages of machining and erecting a model engine
.~\ll these things
or a piece of electrical apparatusv
will be dealt with in a way which, we think, will
While
prove most instructive to our readers.
we have in our mind a number of such operations
for early treatment, we should be glad to hear
from readers as to any special operation they would
like to have described,
and so far as is possible
we will try and meet their wishes.
The workshop
is now in course of being ﬁtted up, so that it will
be a week or two before we can actually get going,
but any suggestions of subjects which may reach
us meanwhile, shall be noted for early attention.

I

i

i

The Annual Conversazione of the Society of
Model Engineers is to be held at the Caxton Hall,
Westminster, on Saturday,
It
February 26th.
goes without saying that this is a function which
every model engineer who can do so should attend.
While the social side of the evening's programme
and is being
is, of course, an important feature,
arranged in excellent fashion, the main attraction
to the non -member is the display of models and
the trade exhibits.
We understand that both the
Society's railway tracks will be shown in operation,
and a particularly good show of both stationary
and working models will be made.
We do not
know if the Society intend beating last year’s
splendid show of work; but if they do, this year's
exhibits will be worth going a long way to see.
The Conversazione opens at 4 o'clock in the after
noon, and the price of the tickets, which include
is 25. 6d. each.
These may be ob
refreshments,
tained from the Secretary, Mr. H. G. Riddle,
Readers
37, Minard Road, Hither Green, S.E.
who may have any models. of special interest
which they would like to show, should communicate

February 10, l9l0.

with the Exhibit Secretary, Mr. G. H. E. Goodman,
Northesk,“ Carew Road, Wallington, Surrey.

"

O

O

l

The following letter will, no doubt, be of interest
to those of our London readers who are building
model ﬂying machines :—" It has been suggsted
that a Model Aero Club be formed in London.
There will, no doubt, be many of your readers
who would like to join, and if they will send me
a stamped addressed post-card I will arrange a
suitable meeting place where the project may be
discussed—A. C. Honrn, 2, West Grove Terrace,
The Point, Blackheath, S.E." We may add that
Mr. Horth is very well known to us, and we have
no doubt he will make a success of such an organisa
tion, if his invitation meets with anything approach
ing a satisfactory response.

Answers to Correspondents.
H. D. (Dublin).—Comply with the rules of our Query
Department, and you shall have replies.
E. E. S. (Swindon).—Probably
machine should be
“
shunt-connected.
See our handbook,
Small
Dynamos and Motors,“ 7d. post free.
S. D.-S. (Clapham Park).—It cannot be found
merely from size of cylinders. See Hyler \Vhite’s
Petrol Motors and Motor-Cars," 4s. 9d. post
;'ree.

Notices.
How To Armless Lin-Ins.
All correspondencerelating to the literary portion of the paper
and all newapparatusand pricelists, &c., for review,to be addressed
to Tm: Eon-on, “ The Model Engineer," 2&29, Poppin’s Court,
Fleet Street, London, E.C.
All correspondencerelating to advertisementsand deposits to be
addressedto THE Abvunrrszlxn'r MANAGER,“ The Model Engi
neer," 26-29, Poppin‘s Court, Fleet Street, London, E.C.
All subscriptions and correspondencerelating to sales of the
paper and books to be addressedto Percival Marshall 6: Co.,
26-19, Poppin's Court, Fleet Street, London, E.C.
Sole Agents for United States, Canada, and Mexico: Spon and
Chamberlain, 123, Liberty Street, New York, U.S.A., to whom
all subscriptionsfrom thesecountriesshould be addressed.
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The Building of Induction Coils.
By J.

PIKE.

HAVE

been making recently a couple of
spark coils, speciﬁcations for which may
interest my readers, and a photograph
is
submitted of the smaller one of the two.
I am always interested in the matter of failures
in coil construction,
and should like to
say here that from
my experience they
must result in al
most every instance
irom
imperfect or
winding.
improper
In this way ;
some
years ago devised a
method of winding
in double sections
to avoid the news
sity of a joint in
the wire coming in
close proximity to
tube.
the primary
The double section
and
was
wound

the wire as it comes, and cannot be made account
able for, say, a tiny bated spot in any part of its
length ; but the risk is small, and may be got over
by using a doubly covered wire. We can wind
a section and test it for continuity; then comes

the pairing of the
in the
operation of which
our part comes in
and our care and
patience tn'ed.
In building the
coil ﬁgured in the
photograph, where
it is shown bare
and uncovered, my
usual method of

sections,

I

ﬁnished

on

double-section
winding

carded.

a

vi

dis
n g

cut out a supply of
hp. waxed insu
lating discs, all of
5g

the

and on
"former,"
removal was ready
for placing on the
primary tube itself.
In
this way one
that
can arrange
the annular
space
tube and wire need not be more than
between
I am bound to confess that in
or less.
I have never found this degree
actual results
On the other
of proximity to beiso essential.
hand, without very great care and strict atten
tion to the matter in hand, it is not at all a
difﬁcult matter to make an error in the winding
I have
and in the coupling up of separate pairs.
done it myself, and had much trouble in locating
the fault.
The winding, so lar as concerns the wire—reason
and true, and so on, is
ably tight winding—level
We take
easily done and presents no difﬁculties.

was

H

tin,

i
l
l
l
1
I

ins.

outside

diameter, but with
central holes vary
ing from 2} ins. (for
the middle portion)
to 3 ins. (for the
ends). I wound all
the wire into sev
enty single sections
—-a.s it happened,
that is what the number came
Each section was wound to f in. of the top—
to.
i.e., } in. was left all round the outside turns ; each
section was wound in the same direction (from
left to right), and before removal from the brass
disc, to which it was lightly attached, had an insu
lating disc pressed into close contact with the
Those secﬁons at the ends, I
necessary hot iron.
must remark, were wound to only
in. of the out

l

side edge.
Now the point to remember is this: Wind each
from left to right and ﬁx on each a waxed-paper
Take no notice of the inner and commencing
disc.
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in. thick, as this takes a brass terminal easily,
under which
fastened
the beginning and ter—
minating ends of the secondary wire.
These discs
are at least
in. larger in diameter than'the blotting
discs
used
in
the
paper
process of winding.
Every amateur who essays coil construction
should get similar results.
But there are other
ints. It is doubtful
anyone out of the pro
ession of coil makers can get results equally per
manent.
Perfect waxing
of the ﬁrst importance,
so also
the use of the driest material. Elimi
nate, by means of a vacuum chamber, all air from
the secondary winding, and the life of a coil is
have found a deterioration in the
prolonged.
output of a coil made some years ago, and remedied
the same by re-waxing throughout without the
of any re-winding and at the outlay
necessity
of a few hours' work and
pound or two of good
fresh wax.
A primary tube (ebonite) can be with
drawn, old wax from the inner winding run out,
and the pile of section replaced on the tube andlre
waxed with the exercise of some patience.
The
outside covering of wax
easily removed and a.
fresh covering as easily put on.
The secondary
may be built in blocks of sections, severally treated,
and waxed inside and out in
tough made for the
purpose; but, unless the ﬁt is perfect upon the
tube, brush discharges appear wherever there is an
air-space, ozone is generated, and slow deterioration
commences
and continues. Ebonite tubes, such
as suggested in the speciﬁcation herewith, are not
excessively dear in price;
but though accurate
inside, the outside is imperfect.
enough
Unless
the tube can be accurately turned in a lathe,
it is not much use using blocks of sections made
each to pattern and a supposed ﬁt.
have made
metal formers and troughs for all this work, but
there
little or no advantage in their use.
Section winding, combined with cotton winding,
comes pretty much to the same thing.
You use
a dividing disc in the former winding apparatus
of a diameter equal to the ebonite tube, wind a
ring of waxed and dried cotton, then the wine
on top, and cotton again over the outside turns.
The objections are that cotton is not so good for
insulation as wax, and once there,
an awful
trouble to remove
re-waxing is almost impossible
under the conditions.
have referred above to the core and primary
used in the ﬁrst trial of this spark coil being a loose
ﬁt. This
remedied,
of course, easily enough
by rolling some thin waxed paper round it before
placing in the tube.
intended enlarging this
core, but as the results turn out so well with it in
its present proportions,
fear this idea will be
abandoned. It is worth remembering, however, that
a. core of I} ins—carefully
annealed
and with the
two layers of primary ﬁnished as described in pre
vious articles, so as to make an accurate ﬁt within
the tuber—could
not fail to be an improvement.
One could hardly expect a spark much longer than
the total length of secondary over sections,
i.e.,
Slinsg but they would, no doubt, be in -'rather
greater volume.
The larger coil referred to was as follows :——
ins.
very,soft iron wire.
Com—17 ins. by
layers No. 14 S.W.G.
D.S.C.
.Pn'mary.—Two
;

Ii-

I

I

is

Wire

;

Ebonite Tuba—~22 ins. by 2} ins.
ri-in. bore.
Bobbin Ends.—-6§ ins. diameter,
in.
thick.
(full)
Ebom'le

1

1

(r
3

is

I

is

if

l

1»

;

Q

is

(a)

wire, but keep an eye constantly on the outer and
ending wire, and note particularly that each is
The wire section being
exactly like its fellows.
released from the former, run hot wax round the
outer and inner turns, making the wire ﬁrmly
attached to the paper, and strengthening the ﬁrst
and last turns, which will be handled frequently
This done, the beginning and ﬁnishing
later on.
loose ends should be bared, and the wire tested
for continuity.
The sections being all done in this manner—l
found it took about nine hours to wind, wax, and
test the above number of sections—remains the
Take any two of equal weight, put their
pairing.
lotting-paper faces together, and it can be easily
seen that, with the inner loose ends joined up,
we have a perfect double section—ale, the wire is
Useful
running in the same direction throughout.
and important points to remember are—(a) have
each ﬂat disc of wire ﬁrmly ﬁxed with plenty of
wax to its own insulating paper; (b) leave always
not less than {- in. of space all round the outside
turns, and run hot wax over and around these
cut the blotting-paper discs so that
turns;
not much less than one-eighth
seen within the
circle of inside turns; for a primary tube 2} ins.
diameter, the heaviest of the sections will be wound
upon a brass dividing disc 23» ins. diameter, and
the central openings in the insulating paper will
be not much more than an easy ﬁt over the tube,
to
in. or so
the annular space being increased
at the ends; (11')disregarding this time the outside
loose ends, turn the pair of sections round back
having
to back until the two inner loose ends meet
cut them down a bit, bare the wire of covering
This
done
and
holding
down to the Paper edge.
the pair tightly, secure the two in contact by the
application of the hot iron to the edges or by
lightly dipping the edges in hot wax in two or three
Now,
them in the ﬁngers.
and pressing
places
in., apply
twist the two bared ends for about
a little resimand-ether solution, and solder; cut
in.; take care that the wire cut oﬁ is
down to
thrown away, as any little pieces of wire allowed
sections
would be
between
to become embedded
Finally, turn down the soldered
fatal to success.
piece level with the edges of the two papers, and
the space
open, in, but not down, and cover
with a small piece of waxed silk or paper pressed
The paired sections now
down with a little heat.
require another insulating disc on each side to
doing this, once more
be complete, and before
carefully inspect the wire surface for any fault.
The coil ﬁgured measures in length over the
The outside wax covers them,
sections
81- ins.
and the edges of wood discs cannot in this case
be seen very clearly, because a strip of vulcanised
rubber was put round each to slightly increase
used as a
the diameter. With this secondary,
rather a loose ﬁt,
it
trial the core speciﬁed;
and it is designed to unwind and increase it to
1} ins., after which, and re-winding, it would ﬁt
The condenser is made up of
the tube tightly.
eighty sheets of tinfoil (12 by 8), interleaved with
or 14
carefully waxed and selected white demy
Using a mercury break, the coil gives
by 9).
a
con
with a battery (accumulator) of four cells
tinuous spark of 7-in. length. With six cells the
coil sparks easily and continuously 8i ins—the
invariably
full length of the secondary winding.
place a hard wood disc at each end of the secondary,
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at too great a length—on the disadvantages
of the
single-screw, without, however, by
any means
exhausting the subject; for there is
just one point I have not touched upon, which
think may well be glanced at before passing on
to other topicsv
Hitherto the difficulties imposed
by the use of the single-screw which I have con
sidered in these Notes are those which relate to
the behaviour of the machine in ﬂight : they come
"
under the heading
aerodynamical
but, apart
from these, there is yet another trouble, though
it cannot be called a great one, for it is easily
which
is
more strictly
mechanical.
overcome,
I refer to the fact that a single skein of elastic,
such as is generally used to drive the single-screws,
has a big tendency, when it is wound up, to twist
the frame of the machine out of truth.
Even if
the simplest possible form of framework be em
ployed—a plain wooden stick (than which no model
is better), and a thickish one at that—
framework
the elastic will, if it does not bend it, twist it out
of truth.
The result is that the tail or elevator,
which is generally ﬁrmly attached to the other
end of the framework, is also twisted out of truth,
and shows it to a marked degree.
The good looks
of the model are thereby lost, to a large extent, for
nothing is ungairdier, in my opinion, than a. warped
about anything.
And it may be that
appearance
if the twisting effect be excessive, the ﬂying capa
bilities of the machine will be seriously affected;
for the fact that the tail or elevator is twisted
through a certain number of degrees means that
its effective lifting area is reduced, and even though
the loss in lifting power be very slight, it is likely
to make itself apparent.

is

AEROPHILE.“

HAVE already written at somezlength—perhaps

it

“

method.

Many of my readers will remember something of
Mr. G. P. B. Smith’s model biplane, which performed
so well at the Wembley Park Model Competition,
in September, an account of which appeared in
THE MODEL ENGINEER, together with photographs
—one of which illustrated the machine in question,
which was a Wright-type biplane with curved lower
plane and elevator in front. Instead of ﬁxing
the last—named to the same framework which carried
his elastic motor, Mr. Smith carried the latter on
a long, strong stick, the elevator being supported,
independently of this stick, upon an arrangement
of outriggers, similar to that used in the full-sized
“
Wright." This plan certainly worked very
can be equally well applied
well, but question
to all types of models—certainly not to those whose
small size makes the cutting down of weight the
ﬁrst and most important consideration.
There is, however—this is where
rejoice the
—
hearts of the “single-screwers"
type of
framework which
am bound to confess does get
the better of elastic motors, which would twist
the ordinary [usellage into chips.
refer to the
tubular kind, in which the elastic
carried out
of sight—and
am afraid sometimes,
too, out of
mind—inside the tube, which may be of thin metal
(though this will not stand the knocks the average
model aeroplane comes in for), or paper (which is,
perhaps, to be preferred for all-round excellence),
or celluloid (which
as strong as could be wished,
but rather heavy, unless the gauge be especially
light). Whilst on this subject, a. word or two
about making paper tubes may be useful.
Use
a tough, thin, unglazed paper, and roll
round a
stiff, straight rod or tube as a mandrel, coating
as one rolls
with a thin solution of glue.
Roll
it till you have at least four thicknesses of paper
to a neat conclusion by care
everywhere, bring
fully cutting the ﬁnal edge to a straight line,
and then put
away in a dry place and leave it
as long as your patience will let it lie.
The strength
of these paper tubes
almost incredible—until
they get a really hard knock, when they are inclined
to buckle at the earliest opportunity.
Now, there are several ways of overcoming its
mechanical disadvantages,
it be necessary to
stick to the single-screw. The best of these is
to balance the torque of the elastic by another
torque equal and opposite to the ﬁrst. This is
done in one of two ways, the better of which

it

By

successful

it

Model Aeroplane Notes.

There are many model aeroplane makers who
prefer to keep as near as possible to the proto—
type, and therefore generally make the framework,
or fusellage (what a pity it is we import so many
words duty-free
a more or less complicated con'
struction of girders,
cross-members,
guy-wires,
etc.
This
all very well in its way—I confess
that nothing pleases me better than a well-designed,
well-constructed piece of model girder work, though
for efﬁciency in ﬂying
cling to the plain stick——
but one of these elaborate frames stands no chance
against a powerful skein of elastic, even
yards
of guy-wires, in the shape of stout crochet cotton
my experi
('ware wire be added. At least, such
ence.
If the framework be made sufficiently
strong to resist the torque of the elastic, then it
it more than probable
will be too heavy for the
machine to carry.
have tried a good many ways
of bracing up the fusellage, but have not, up to date
of writing, succeeded in hitting on a thoroughly
I)

Primary—Two
layers No. 14 S.\\'.G. use. best
copper wire.
lbs. (barely) best copper wire, No.
Secondary—7
36 S.\\'.G., single silk, and, in addition, a layer of ﬁne
cotton.
\Vound
in seventy sections,
two discs
of waxed blotting-paper
between each, 35 pairs.
Paper used, Ford 428 mill, medium.
Primary Tubv.-—Ebonite, } in. thick; 2} ins.
_
outside diagneter; length, 16 ins.
6 ins. diameter, l in.
Bobbin Ends.—Ebonite,
thick.
Diameter of blotting-paper discs, 53 ins. ; total
length of sections on tube, 8} ins.; wood discs
at each end, 5} ins. by l in. thick, waxed and pressed
on while hot.
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Secondary—Io lbs. No. 36 S.W.G. best copper
wire, covered with ﬁne cotton and one silk layer.
Wound into forty-ﬁve pairs (about ﬁve to the
inch length), insulated as in the other speciﬁcation.
Wood ends, etc.
tinfoil (12 by 8) ;
sheets
Condenser.—Eighty
also as already described.
the dis
This coil sparked very easily between
E.M.F. used,
chargers, set 9 to 9% ins. apart.
8 to 12 volts 8 or 9 amps.
The speciﬁcation of coil photographed is as
follows :—
Con.—Soft iron wire, doubly annealed, 1.; ins.
by 1} in.

I
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Motor Cycle Notes.
By " Pncsmx."
Motor Cycle Engines for Driving Lathes.
Correspondence on the above subject is still
there
to be,
reaching me, and indeed
appears
among readers of these Notes, a continued and
widespread interest in it. The latest communica’
tion
from a Birmingham reader, Dr. G. Percival
Adamson, who sends a long and interesting letter
in this connection.
setting forth his experiences
“
Last year purchased a 3§-h.p. water
He says
cooled petrol engine which had seen service in driv
ing a tricar. New bearings and piston rings were
fitted, as the compression was poor an old Longue
mare carburettor of early pattern was purchased
and repaired, and the engine was bolted down with
few bricks
iron stays to two blocks of wood.
were taken up from the ﬂoor, and the engine bedded
The
in concrete, which made a very solid job.
water-cooling system was carried out with ordinary
in. diameter, and a zo—galion oil drum
gas piping
An
raised above the engine served as a reservoir.
extension shaft was attached to the main shaft,
and supported by two brackets carrying phosphor
bronze bearings, and to this a fast and loose pulley
was ﬁtted.
My lathe, a 6-in. by 6-ft one, was originally of
the treadle variety, but the treadle has been dis
mounted and a 24-in. diameter pulley with a 4-in.
face put on the treadle shaft, the original three
A
cone pulley being left at the fast head end.
used, and the engine starts
Ilein. Balata belt
quite easily by pulling on the belt The speed of
the mandrel can easily be controlled either by ad
vancing the spark or using the back gear and three
speed driving wheel.“

‘

A

is

is

the ﬁrst, so that both'the rubber and the screw
can be arranged centrally and symmetrically in
the machine.
The second way
shown in Fig. 2, which also
This method, however,
requires no explanation.
has certain disadvantages of its own, amongst
which are—(1) The screw can only be placed in
the middle of the machine;
(2) the framework
must be considerably bowed, as shown in the dotted
lines of Fig. 2, to clear the screw, unless a very
wide, straight framework be used; (3) the elastic
motor cannot be very easily Wound up by means

1

FIG. 1.

A

;

{I

{ii

Fllfi

:

(

I

is

deal with ﬁrst.
Fig. I, which illustrates the
All one does
idea, I imagine will explain itself.
is to provide a second skein of elastic and gear it
to the ﬁrst—with equal-sized gearwheels,
be it
specially noted—so that the torque of one is opposed
to and balanced by the torque of the other. I
need hardly add that the two skeins must be equal
in length and strength. The second skein of elastic
should be placed underneath, not at the side of,
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How it Works in Practice.

case.
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of turning the screw; but, instead, some means
of temporarily ﬁxing the screw must be installed
and a small ratchet provided at each end of the
balanced elastic motor for the purpose of winding
each half up to the same degree.
As
hope to show in next week's contribution,
all these disadvantages can be, in their turn,
overcome at the expense of a small increase in
weight and a sacriﬁce of some efﬁciency and sim
as well to point
plicity; but in the meantime it
out that this particular form of balanced motor——
shown in Fig. z—has one point in its favour that
That is, that the end-thrust
no other possesses.
of the elastic
entirely done away with, only
radial bearings being required. This
a point
which, in my opinion, can be rather easily over
rated, because it
just that friction due to end
thrust which is so useful in preventing an elastic
motor from running down in
When the
hurry.
at its
tension, and consequently the torsion,
the friction on the thrust bearing
also
greatest,
at its greatest; and as the tension and the friction
become
reduced practically together, the latter
introduces a feature which makes for the motor
rotating at a constant speed, instead of the rapidly
decreasing one, which would otherwise be the

“
“
So far," continues my correspondent,
we have
not been able to pull the engine up, even with a
very deep cut on a large radius. The unoccupied
edge of the ﬂywheel is used to drive acarborundum
ins: diameter, which, when
grinding wheel,
running at full speed, throws off a shower of sparks
The engine does not race when the
:8 ins. long.
load is taken off, and its acceleration is hardly
attribute to the fact that the
noticed! This
ample. The petrol consumption is rather
power
heavy, owing to the out-of-date pattern of car»
burettor used.
The plant has been employed for
many purposes, including drilling, turning, grind
ing, polishing, sawing wood, model making, and
motor-car repairs. The exhaust pipe is
general
led through a dividing wall, and terminates in an
old petrol can which has had some holes punched
in it, and
pushed up a chimney. The whole
entirely satisfactory, and
open
arrangement
to the inspection of any reader of THE MODEL
ENGINEER.”
The foregoing shows what may be done in the
way of using motor-cycle engines for workshop
driving purposes when the user is prepared to carry
out the arrangements in a thorough and practical
Of course, Dr. Adamson has this advan
manner.
he employs water-cooling, and that, no doubt,
tage
helps him tremendously, and he drives with a.
in his favour. The
broad ﬁat belt, which again
silencing arrangements appear, on paper, to be
is

2.

:

Fin.
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starting.
attempt to start the machine under almost
impossible conditions, and then grumble
at the difﬁculty.
Don't grab at the throttle and-sparking handles
and alter their positions suddenly, with
a jerk.
The manipulation
should be
gradual and by small degrees, unless in
the case of an emergency arising.
Don’t retard the magneto on hills unless absolutely
obliged, to prevent knocking, and then
only slowly and by small degrees.
Don’t forget that air
cheap and petrol
not,
so throttle down and run on as weak
a mixture as circumstances permit.
Don't fail to take every opportunity which presents
itself for cooling the engine on down
grades.
Don’t switch in the magneto again when running
switched off, unless there
a fair speed
on the engine.
Don't control the speed by frequently raising the
"
exhaust lifter.
Learn to
drive on the
throttle," and rely on that method for
controlling the speed.
Don’t use the cut-out (if you have one) unless
well away on the open road. Never open
it near restive horses or when passing
through the streets of villages and towns.
Don‘t hustle the engine unnecesarily at any time.
Forced speed does harm, and one never
knows when the policeman may appear
from behind the hedge.
The above only represent a few of the things
Which the careful driver will try to observe in the
interest of his engine.
Later on
shall have some
" don'ts " to
more
put before my readers.
Don't

is

It

it

is is,
a

It is seldom possible to indulge in a motor cycle
ride of any length without coming across instances
of what is popularly known as " rank bad driving "
on the part of the careless or inexperienced. Many
a ﬁne machine is, undoubtedly, ruined every year
by its owner, who seemingly cannot drive intelli
gently or who will not take the trouble, if such it
to treat his engine as
should be treated.
great pity, and, in some cases,
am sure that
no amount of protest will have the slightest effect
but in others, where inexperience alone accounts
for the trouble, a few words of advice from one who
has driven motor cycles many thousands of miles,
and who always endeavours to study the engine
to the utmost, will perhaps not come amiss.
In a previous note on driving
pointed out one
or two things which the embryo rider especially
should do, to obtain anything like the best results,
"
"
and now
don’ts
propose to deal with a few
which have an equally,
not a greater, bearing
would say, then, to those
upon the matter.
who may be interested :—
Don’t run the engine for a moment longer than
absolutely necessary on the stand before

I

when

it

Observance

is

for

is

Few “Don’ts”
Driving.

is

A

Although the majority of motor cyclists, and the
makers of motor cycles as a body, have come to
regard the accumulator system of ignition as obso~
lete, there are many riders who still prefer the older
method, and who still adhere to the accumulator
and coil, even in some cases after having had ex
of the high-tension magneto.
For myself
perience
should never think of going back to the accumu
lator system; indeed,
congratulate myself more
often upon the fact that the magneto has been
brought to such a pitch of perfection and reliability
than upon any other point connected with the
of motor cycles.
design
There are many who
abstain from employing magneto ignition for no
other reason than that they imagine
to involve
the use of a complicated piece of electrical ma
chinery which will sooner or later, and perhaps
sooner than later, land them in a difﬁculty from
which they may ﬁnd
impossible to extricate
themselves
without expert assistance.
Nothing could, however, be farther removed
from the actual fact, for it is, indeed, rare in these
days that one hears of a motor cycle being com
pletely put out of action by faults developing in
the magneto.
The apparatus, although not exactly
"
" one from
perhaps a
the wholly amateur
simple
point of view, has no feature of construction which
cannot be readily understood with a little careful
study, and the makers have taken great pains to
arrange that the parts which may, perhaps, require
attention and adjustment at infrequent intervals,
are the ones which are the most easy of access.
The system of wiring employed is, of course, the
most simple possible, possessing none of the pitfalls
which attend the use by inexperienced riders of the
accumulator and coil method. There is no possi
bility of replacing the wiring on the wrong connec
tions—a thing which often leads to trouble and
delay when reconnecting accumulator wirings, and
there is, of course, no coil to worry about.
The magneto
essentially a clean device, whereas
accumulators are inseparable from messiness at
times, while the user has to be constantly on the
look out for the " running down " of the voltage,
and even when the greatest care
in
exercised
this direction it
impossible to avoid being
stranded for want of current sometimes.
Against
all this we have to set the fact that accumulator
ignition
cheaper in ﬁrst cost, and that with it,
possible to start the engine, as a rule, with
the coil, there
greater facility, and unless it
little or nothing to go wrong. More regular ﬁring
obtained at low speeds, because the accumulator
generates
electricity altogether independently of
any mechanical aid from the engine, while the
magneto depends upon speed of rotation imparted
by the engine for the production and intensity
of its sparking.
Yet when all
think that
said,
no one of experience
will dispute the fact that the
in
although more expensive at ﬁrst,
magneto,
every way superior to its erstwhile rival—the
accumulator.
is

spondent.

Accumulators or Magneto.

it

somewhat primitive;
but so long as no excessive
“
takes place, there can
"popping in the silencer
be no fear of its bringing down any part of the
chimney bricking.
I hope very soon to illustrate the plant described
above from drawings kindly promised by my corre
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Replies in Brief.

LN 3456 (Hampstead).—If you send particulars
of bore and stroke and number of revolutions per
minute, we can then express an opinion.
H. L. N. (Grantham).—Obtain a length of low
tension insulated wire and connect it to the switch
at one end, and the screw over contact-breaker at
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the other. You will then be able to cut the mag
"
neto out as desired.—" Opriulsr
(Clapham).—
Yes, you can lengthen the valve stems by heating
them and drawing them out. It is not a very
workmanlike method, however.
Be sure to keep
the stems straight, and harden them before replac
M. D. (Louth).-—(1) Try a larger silencer.
ing.
it seems.
(2) There is a loose bearing somewhere
Remove cylinder, and test the parts for play. You
are quite sure it is not in the pulley shaft bearing,
we suppose.

Locomotive
By Cnas.
CANADA'S

S. LAKE,

LARGEST

Notes.
A.M.I.Mech.E.

Locouorrvx.

Mr. Percival King, of Wawanesa, Manitoba,
an enthusiast in locomotive matters, has kindly
forwarded, for insertion in these Notes, particulars
of the " largest locomotive ever put in commission
in Canada."
It is a Mallet articulated compound,
and has recently been built at the Angus Works
of the Canadian-Paciﬁc
in Montreal.
Railway
The wheels are arranged in two groups, comprising
six coupled wheels in each, and the cylinders,
instead of being located as usual in such engines,
viz., at the forward end of each wheel group, are
placed back to back as it were, between the two
sets of wheels—one pair (the low-pressure) driving
forward of this position, and the high-pressure
driving aft in the ordinary manner.
The engine is to be used at the rear instead of
at the front of its train, so that its full power may
be utilised, and its chief duty will be that of
pushing heavy trains on what is known as Field
Hill, one of the worst sections on the mountain
lines
of British
Columbia.
The
low-pressure
cylinders are 32}
diameter, and the high-pres
sure 22 ins. diameter by 26-in stroke, with wheels
4 ft. 9 ins. diameter, and in working order, without
its eight-wheeled tender, the engine weighs about
180
The tender carries 5,000 imperial
tons.
gallons of water and twelve tons of coal.
The boiler
‘
is ressed to 200 lbs. per sq. in.
e engine was taken as part of a freight train
from Montreal to Winnipeg, and proceeded West
in the same manner.
Enterprising
newspaper
towns on the route,
editors, located in .the
arranged to have the engine photographed, and
illustrated references to it have appeared in several
papers.

A Connesronoaur's SUGGESTION.
A Weymouth correspondent thinks that many

readers beside himself would like to have published
in the Locomotive Notes, drawings and particulars
relating to various special features incorporated
in the design of modern locomotives, and goes on
to supply a list of points suitable for such treat
ment.
The idea has occurred to the writer many
times when interesting departures from the usual
have made their appearance, and has been aban
doned because of the fact thatto properly enter
into.the details of such features, too much of the
space at disposal is usually required unless'other,
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and to many even more, interesting matters are to be
excluded. The suggestion will, however, be acted
upon where possible in the future, and the ﬁrst sub
ject to be so treated—via, the power reversing gear
ﬁtted to 8.15. & C.R. locomotives—will appear as soon
as some preliminary drawings have been prepared.
In the meantime, if any reader cares to add to those
already received, any subjects which he would like
to see dealt with in this manner, he may rely upon
his suggestions receiving their full measure of atten
tion. It is not always easy to obtain the kind of
drawings necessary to this end, for some loco
motive superintendents are averse to the publication
of detailed sketches, although not objecting to the
appearance of large section elevations of the com
plete engine, in which some of the details are
reproduced on so small a scale as to be almost
indecipherable.
"

VULCAN

"

LOCOMOTIVES

FOR INDIA.

Among the most recent shipments of locomotives
from this country on Indian account are some large
consolidation goods engines for the North-VVestern
Railway, and some 4—4—0 passenger locomotives
for the Jodhpur-Bikaner
Railway, both of which
lines are incorporated in the Indian State Railway
system and administration.
The engines have been constmcted at Newton
le-Willows by the Vulcan Foundry, Ltd., and to
this ﬁrm the writer is indebted for the accompany
ing illustrations and particulars of each type.
“
"
locomotive resembles in most
The
Consolidation
respects the heavy goods engines of the same type,
built for the Bengal-Nagpur and Bombay-Baroda
Railways, and is an exceedingly powerful machine.
Its outside cylinders drive the third pair of coupled
wheels, and are fed by a large boiler ﬁtted with
Belpaire ﬁrebox and extended smokebox. The
valve gear is Walschaerts, operating Richardson's
The
slide valves working on top of the cylinders.
" truck are
“
wheels of the leading
allowed
pony
A
a liberal side play to assist the engine on curves.
few of the leading dimensions are given below :—
Cylinders: Diameter, 20 ins. ; stroke, 26 ins.
Driving wheels: Diameter on tread, 4 ft. 8} ins.
Wheelbase:
Rigid, 16 it. ; total (engine), 25 ft;
total (engine and tender), 50 ft. 4} ins.
Heating surface : Firebox, 173 sq. ft. ; tubes,
1,914 sq. ft : total, 2,087 sq. ft. ; grate area.
32 sq. ft.
On drivers, 63} tons; on pony truck.
Weight:
8 tons : total (engine), 71} tons; total (engine
and tender), 118 tons.
Tender : Diameter of wheels, 3 ft. 7 ins. ; journals,
6 ins. by :1 ins. ; tank capacity, 4,000 gallons;
fuel capacity, 7} tons of coal; tender (loaded)
46} tons.

The passenger locomotive shown in the second
illustration is built for the metre gauge, and a
peculiarity of its design is the hinged outside
frame or covering to protect the axleboxes, slide
This engine
bars, etc., from the ingress of dust.
has dimensions, as follows :—
Cylinders: Diameter, 14 ins., by 20-in. stroke.
Coupled wheels : Diameter, 4 ft. 5 ins.
Total heating surface : 645-6 sq. ft.
Grate area: 12~5 sq. ft.
Working pressure: 140 lbs. per square inch.
Weight in working order: 24} tons.

description]

CONSOLIDATION

TYPE

LOCOMOTIVE

BUILT

FOR THE

GAUGE:

NORTH-\VESTERN

NORTH-WESTERN

RAILWAY

RAILWAY

OF INDIA.

OF INDIA.

[see page I50.
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instrument, but take the readings from dial. scale
on roller, and vernier, as shown above: this will
then be the correct area of the mid-section in square

Designing Model Speed Boats.
By J.

and Electrician.

inches.

S. YACUA, G.M.S.C.

Instead of turning the roller and dial back to zero
for a new operation, we can note the readings before
starting and the readings when ﬁnished. and sub
stracting the former from the latter we can get the
result for the last operation. Thus, supposing
we traced round another ﬁgure, and the reading
at the start being 26-43 and at ﬁnish 4986, then the
area last traced would be 48'86
2643 = 22-43 sq. ins.
We are supposing the ﬁgures to be full size; if these
are to a scale, then the result must be multiplied
as under :—
Scale.
Multipliers.

(Continued from page 132.)
IG. :5 shows a planimeter of a simple but
It consists of two
most useful pattern.
arms jointed at one end: near this joint,
and ﬁxed to a small spindle, is a roller with an
on the paper;
on the body of
edge working
this roller, clear of the paper, is a scale divided
into ten parts and again sub-divided into tenths;
next to this, and working in conjunction with it,
is a small projection carrying a vernier scale.
On
the other side of the roller is a small dial divided
into ten parts; this dial makes one revolution
to every ten of the roller. So that if the dial is
pointing at, say, just past the second division,
and the O on the vernier scale corresponds to four
divisions after the sixth on the roller, and the
third division of the vernier corresponds to a division
on the roller, then the reading will be 26-43 sq. ins.
At the end of the arm carrying the roller is a tracer.
and at the extremity of the other arm a small

-

Full
Half

..
..
..
..
size
size or 6 ins. to I ft.
. .
..
Quarter size or 3 ins. to I ft.
One-third size or 4 ins. to I ft. . .
One-sixth size or 2 ins. to I ft. ..
One-eighth size or 1} ins. to 1 ft.
One-twelfth size or 1 in. to I ft.

. .

..
..
..
..
..
..

o'oo
4-00

i6-oo
o-oo
36-00
64-00
144-00

Supposing the reading to be 32-95, and the scale
quarter size, or 3 ins._to 1 it., then the correct
reading will be 32-95 by
16:527-20 sq. ins.
If the reader is scep
tical or suspicious about
the reading or accuracy
instrument,
of the
let
him draw a ﬁgure—say a
square, of aknown area-—
and trace round with the
instrument, and if this is
correct the reading should
be the same as the al
If
ready known area.
not, better send the in
strument
back
to the
makers for adjustment.
It will thus be seen
that getting the area of
a ﬁgure by the planirneter
is mere child’s play;
but
now we must come to a
more tedious process-—
i.e., ﬁnding areas by Simp~
son’s rule and multipliers.
and also by the
more
method of
primitive

/

->
_\‘

\\'l‘

‘W/‘\\
llllll;

<

squared

paper.

Simpson’s rule for ﬁnd
ing the area of a. cur
Fro. 15.—'l'nE PLANIMETER ron MEASURle AREAS.
vilinear ﬁgure is as fol
lows: Divide the ﬁgure
into any even number of
weight with a needle point below.
The method of
parts by ordinates, to the sum of the two end ordi
nates add {wire the sum of allodd ordinates and low
using the instrument is as followsz—Suppose we
had the midship section area to ﬁnd as in the ﬁgure.
times the sum of all even ordinates, and multiply this
Place the weighted point on the paper at any
total by one-third the common interval of the ordi
nates; the result gives the area of the ﬁgure.
convenient place, and press on top of the weight
Let
In Fig. 16 we have half a mid
so that it won't jump up.
To simplify matters,
us take an example.
see that the O on the roller corresponds to the
ship section: according to the rule we divide this
O on the vernier, and that the index on dial is also
into an even number of parts as shown—in this can:
at zero.
four; the depth being 2 ins., the space between
Now place the tracing point at the inter
section oi the vertical centre line and the water
in. or -500 in.
we next scale
intervals will be
level line, and run the tracer in the direction shown
the length of the various ordinates and ﬁnd them
We can put our calculation in
to be as shown.
by the arrows until back at the starting point;
let the tracer rest at this point and don’t touch the
tabular form as follows :—

i

February
No. of
ordinate.

17,

Length of Simpson's
ordinate.

1
2

multipliers.

Products.

1

4-00
15'43
7 '13
12-08
0-00

4-00
3‘37
3'59
3-02
0-00

3
4
5

l
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of -500

2 166

4
2
4
1

1}, common

interval

Area of half section

=

2

3'87

3

643084

2

L'IWL

L

4 -00

ll

1‘

J0

4

000

a

Fm.

16.
lL1.USTRATlNG

example will be given to show its value: In
Fig. 17 we haw: the same half section. only differ
by ordinates. In every case we
cntly divided
In
should have an even number of divisions.
tabular form the operation is as follows :—
Length of Simpson’s
No. of
Products.
ordinate.
multipliers.
ordinate.
i
1
400
4-00
2
4
15'64
3‘9l
one

3'72
3‘41
2-90
2'39
0-00

3

4
5
5%

6

2

7'44

4

‘3'64
4-3;

it

2

4'73
0-00

i

49-85
-i3_1,

_

1~rof.4oo=-133,=I;commoninterval

Area of half

=

section

Area of whole section
The

I}, z. l=multiplicistorwholeﬁgure

will he a patent fact that if these operations
on seven or eight transverse
have to be performed
sections,
by the time the reader has ﬁnished his
patience will be very sorely tried. A quicker way of
getting the same result. and one that, if a little care
is the primitive
be taken. will be pretty accurate.
method of using squared paper.
Take a piece of
tracing paper and divide a square of 6 ins., say
into squares of l-in. sides. and again into l-in.
sides squares,
drawing the latter with ﬁner lines
to distinguish them.
tracing
Place the squared
paper over the ﬁgure and count the number of

/

J69

$1

4. 2. 4.

It

This introduction of half and quarter
result.
is a somewhat perplexing aflair to the
ordinates
amateur and will not be given here. Nevertheless.

4 00

Q, 2. Q

i,

3874

Area of whole section = 12—86163 sq. ins.
\Vhen'there are any sharp turns in the curve. as there
always are in a midship section, it is usual to intro
duce half ordinates so as to get a more correct

1

3984: or roughly -4 of a square inch. Simpson's
multipliers as above are founrl as follows :—
The ordinary multipliers for ordinates l to 5 are.
I, 4. '2. 4, I, and half the multipliers for ordinates
5. 5i, and o, are 5, .2, 5, then
I- 4- 2- 4. I.

and

we
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difference

thus

being

=

6-63005
2
13-26010 sq. ins.

13-26010-12-86168=

SIMPSON'S

RULE.

FIG. 17.

full i-in. squares contained in it, as in Fig. 18.
Do this on the principle of give and take.
A little
practice, and the reader can become Very quick at
judging what to pay and what to take. This methcd
should only be employed in models, for in large
boats the amount of error may be very great.
Before proceeding further let us understand one
or two factors used in naval architecture. that is.
the three principal co-eltieients—hlock (or ﬁneness),
prismatic. and midship coefficients.
We take it for granted that the reader under
stands the meaning of displacement. If ad, a few
words will explain what this is. Supposing it were
to completely freeZe the water around
possible
and under a boat, and the boat lifted out, there
would be left a cavity of the same shape as the
underwater body of the boat.
Now suppose we
fill this cavity to the brim with water—our ice
must, of course. not melt l—if we weigh the water
that ﬁlled the cavity, we shall ﬁnd that its weight
would be the same as that of the boat lifted out.
This is a very important fact. and one that is
taken great advantage of. There is a slight difference
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of weight in fresh and salt water which should be
kept in mind.
The different coefﬁcients can now be considered.
In the ﬁrst place we have the block (or ﬁneness)

Fic.

18.——l\lE.-\SURING

AREA BY MEANS or SQUARED

coefﬁcient: this is the ratio that the volume of the
solid
or
underwater body bears to a rectangle
"rcctoid," having length, breadth, and depth,
equal to length on L.\’V.L., beam. and mean draught
of the boat for its three dimensions.
It will be seen
Fig. 19 will explain this.
that the v01ume 0f the model is only a
"
fraction of that of the “ rectoid ; this frac
tion is the block coefﬁcient or coefﬁcient
For instance, supposing the
of ﬁneness.
volume of the model to be 136 cubic ins.
and that of the recton 300 cubic ins.,
then the block coefﬁcient will be 136-:—
This ratio is of
3oo=-45 or 45 per cent.
great utility for ﬁnding the displacement
of a boat, when the length, beam, and
mean draught are given, also the coefﬁ
cient; thus, multiply length by beam by
draught by coefﬁcient and the result
by 036, the weight of
again multiplied
one cubic inch of fresh water will give
the displacement of the boat in pounds.
For example, length :4oins., beam =5 ins.,
coefﬁcient of ﬁneness
mean draught=r-5,
=-45 or 45 per cent. ; then :—
4ox5 x1-5:300 and 300 x ~45 = i35-oo
and
cubic ins.
r35-oox-o_36=4-86 lbs.
displacement.
There is nothing very difﬁcult in the
actual calculations, though it is not so
easy to ﬁx on the proper coetﬁcient, and,
The
once ﬁxed, to say that it is right.
is no criterion to the shape of
block coefﬁcient
the underwater body; two hulls having the same
block coefﬁcient may vary considerably in shape.
The block coefﬁcient suitable for boats of the type

February 17, 1910.

undenconsideiation may vary from -35 to -55, the
being about ~45, or near it.
We can now consider the prismatic coefﬁcient—
that is, the ratio the volume of the underwater
body bears to a. trough having a similar
cross section as that of the midship sec
tion, and a length equal to the load water
line of the model.
Fig. 20 explains what
For example, the cubic con
is meant.
tents of the immersed
body is, say, 136
cubic. ins. as before; if the area of the
is 5} sq. ins. and the
midship section
length of the trough 4o ins., then the
volume of the trough is 4ox5-5=220
cubic ins., and the prismatic coeﬁicient
or say 62 per-cent.
is i36+zzo:-6|8
This coefﬁcient may vary from -45 to -70.
If we have the displacement in pounds,
the length on the load water line, and
we can ﬁnd the
the prismatic coefﬁcient,
suitable area of mid-section;
the rule
being as follows :—-Divide the displacement
in cubic inches by the length in inches
and by the prismatic coeiﬁcient.
T hus,
taking the same ﬁgures as before, we
have :—
136+4o=3'4 and 3-4+-618=5-5 sq. ins.
area of mid-section.
The last of the three coefﬁcients is
the mid-section coefﬁcient—that is, the
ratio the area of mid-section bears to the
rectangle, having beam and draught as its
dimension. In our case, the area of mid
PAPER.
section being 55 sq.ins.. and the beam by
the draught or 5 x 1-5 =7-5 sq. ins.
Then
5-5 +7-5 =-733, or say, 73 per cent. is the mid-section
coefficient.
The value
of this coefﬁcient varies
considerably according to the section-—it
may be
i-oo,
from ~60 to
the latter in the case of hulls
average

Fic. 19.—BLOCK COEFFICIENT.

Fic.

20.-—-PRISMAT1C

having

COEFFICIENT.

a rectangular mid-section.
Between -7 5
-80 will be found the most suitable ratio for
all normal types.
Figs. 21 and 22 show two mid
sections of the same area, viz., 2-26 sq. ins, a little
and

February
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calculation
will show that the coeﬁicicnt of Fig.
21 is 2-26+2-76=
82 per cent., and of Fig. 22,
2-26+2-31=97 per cent.
Haﬁng once grasped the meaning of these co
efﬁcients, they will be found of great help in most
'
calculations on displacement.
\Ne have seen how to calculate the displacement
by means of the coeﬁicient of ﬁneness, and it was a
Now let us see how we can calculate
simple matter.
the displacement having the area of all the trans
verse sections.
It would perhaps be as well before doing this to
consider one of the fundamental principles in
is, the wave form theory.
naval architecture—that
There is nothing very complicated or abstruse in
this theory, and,once mastered, it is of inﬁnite help
in calculating the displacement; in fact, in designing

and Electrician.
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Sines, and the curve of areas of the afterbody a
curve of trochoid. or as near as possible.
This
theory gives us one of the best bases on which we
can design a hull for speed, and is one used by
most, if not all, modem motor boat designers.
(To be conlz'nul’d.)

Simple lVlodel Steam

Engine

Construction—V.
By " AJAX."

(Continued [rom page 10.)
HE model locomotive to be described in the
article will appeal more especially
present
to those of my readers who are interested
in model railways.
It will be noticed with refer
,.

ll
J

1

FIG. 26.—A DESIGN FOR A

Il-m.

GAUGE

Moom. TANK

a boat generally. It is possible, by putting this theory
in practice to ﬁnd the displacement of a boat, with
nothing else given but the length on water line and
the area of the mid-section. We will consider how
this is done later on; for the present let us under

if

i._¢_"

.

_i
Fro. 21.

___*

_s.

Miosmv COEFFICIENTS.

stand what the wave form theory is, as generally
1t isz—the
curve of sectional areas
accepted.
of the underwater torebody to the mid-section
shall be as near as possible a curve of versed

Locomorivc.

(Scale

.'

Two-thirds full size.)

Fig. 26, which represents
the engine as
it would appear when ﬁnished, that it is a tour
wheeled
tank locomotive driven by oscillating
The sectional
cylinders placed outside the frames.
drawings given on pages I 56 and 157 show the details
of construction of the va
t
rious parts, and give a
'
good idea of the general
proportions of the engine.
I
While this model will
tax the reader's skill a
little
more
than those
previously described, no
great difﬁculty should be
met with if the instruc
tions given are carefully
carried out.
The details
of construction are kept
FIG. 22.
as simple as possible, and
the general outline of the
locomotive is made to re
"
"
semble the
real thing
as closely as the small
scale would permit, without interfering with its
as a working model.
efﬁciency
i
\Vith the boiler two-thirds full of water, the
ence

to
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to the other scale—given at the foot of Fig. 28,
a model of Ii-in. gauge can be built.
To proceed with the construction, the ﬁrst parts
to be taken in hand are the main frames, shown
in Fig. 30, which should be Of hard sheet brass
about I-24th in. thick or 19 gauge.
Cut out two
strips, 7} ins. long by I} ins. wide, and sweat
them together in two or three places, and mark
the outline of the frames
on one side
to the
After marking the centres of
dimensions given.
the holes for the axles, rivets, etc., proceed
to
cut out the frames, and then ﬁle up carefully to
the correct outline, making the edges as square as
Drill a 3-32nds—in. hole through both
possible.
frames for the steam pipe, and then ﬁle out the slot a
to clear the springs and pins of the cylinders.
Holes
in. diameter should be drilled for the axles,
and near the rear end of the frames a 5~16ths-in.
hole can be made, which
provided to enable the
ﬂow of spirit to the lamp reservoir to be visible.
At the point; indicated I-Ioth in. diameter holes
should be drilled through for rivets, when the frames
can be separated.
Brass discs or washers a full
I-3znd in. thick can be soldered in place, as indi
cated at
to widen the bearings for the axles,
A

locomotive should give a continuous run of at least
twenty minutes without replenishing. The dimen~
on the accompanying drawings are
sions
given
for a I}-in. gauge locomotive, but by working

l/o/e for euploar/I'nq end 0/ /dmp foLg
FIG. 32.—FI.AME-GIIARD, REAR FRAMESTAY, AND BRACKET FOR SUPPORTING
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(To be continued.)
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By ALFRED \\'.. MARSHALL,

from page 88.)
S:already mentioned, the armature is of slotted
the size and number of slots
drum type;
The core
are given in the detail drawing.
consists of discs of soft sheet iron clamped between
two circular end plates.
They ﬁt over a feather
key let into the shaft to ensure a positive drive,
The end plates are shown
and keep the slots in line.
as made of brass in the Coloured Plate, but cast
(Continued
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Tux ARMATURE Conn Discs.
is

iron may be used instead.
It
cheaper in ﬁrst
and for this reason
generally adopted in
commercial machines;
but
more
trouble
for an amateur to turn, and
not so good, being
liable to promote magnetic leakage.
The shaft
made of mild steel; Bessemer steel
is suitable and better than the very soft mild steels
which are now obtainable.
Do not finish the shaft
entirely before building up the core in its place.
is

is

is

it

is

cost,
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ON SHAFT.

Leave the bearing portions rough turned, and ﬁnish
them after the core
tightly clamped in position.
Each core stamping should be coated on one side
with shellac varnish or enamel or Brunswick black,
and they should be assembled so that the painted
side of one stamping comes next to the bare side
of the next, and so on.
The object of this
to have
is

clean.

.

/

these washers
in position, see that
are placed on the outside of each frame.
The ﬂame-guard, which also acts as a framestay,
can be cut out of stout tinplate or sheet brass
l-3znd in. thick, to the dimensions given at a
(Fig. 32), and then bent to shape at the dotted lines.
This guard or stay can be riveted in position between
the frames, as shown in Figs. 27 and 31, after drill
ing a 3-32nds-in. hole near the bottom for support
The
ing the end of the lamp tube (see Fig. 27).
rear frame-stay or stretcher can be cut out to the
size given at b, and in the centre a hole should be
drilled and tapped for a l-iﬁth-in. screw, which
is arranged to support the lamp reservoir in the
manner depicted in Fig. .:7 The screw can be
sweated in place after seeing that there is a. space
of r-roth in. left under the head, when the ends
of the plate can be bent at right angles and ﬁxed
in the position indicated at c (Fig. 31). Care must
be taken when bending these plates to ensure that
the outer surfaces of the bent parts which ﬁt be
tween the frames are made to coincide, so that when
the latter are in position they are quite parallel.
Two brackets for supporting the footplate will
be required, which can be cut out to the shape
shown at c (Fig. 32). Bend the ends at right
angles along the 'dotted line after drilling four
l-l6th-in. holes in each for rivets. These brackets
are riveted one on each side of the main frames,
about midway, as depicted at d (Fig. 31).
At the ends of the frames short lengths of light
angle-brass should be riveted or soldered on, as
indicated, to which are attached the butler planks
(Fig. 33). These should preferably be cut out of
mild-steel plate; but, failing this, sheet brass the
Drill and
same gauge as the frames will answer.
tap two {i-in. holes in each for the ends of the buffers
to screw in, and ﬁle out the small slot in the centre
This tail part
to take the tail of the drawhook.
is arranged to be burred over, so riveting the draw
hook to the plank, as indicated at a (Fig. 33).
Copper wire, l-lbth in. diameter, can be used for
the rivets, small pieces of the required length
A small
being cut oﬂ before inserting in place.
piece of sheet iron I-16th in. thick will be required,
out of which the two drawhooks can be cut and
ﬁled to shape, a small hole being drilled as shown,
from which a short length of chain can be hung.
Take care to get the drawhooks as near to the given
shape as possible, as, although these are very small,
they will spoil the appearance of the locomotive if
The planks can now be ﬁxed
badly proportioned.
to the angle-pieces on the ends of the frames by
means of a single rivet in each one, after which the
joints can be well sweated.
A simple method of making a " built-up " buﬂer,
which should prove a very good substitute for a
turned one, is shown at b (Fig. 33). Procure a
round or cheese-headed iron screw of the size and
pattern indicated, and ﬁle away the head to below
the sawcut till the correct thickness is obtained.
Now slip on a piece of brass tubing of the required
length and diameter, after which the buffer is
Four buffers are,
ready to be screwed to the plank.
of course, required, and these need not be screwed to
the planks till the engine is nearly completed.
After the frames, buffer planks, etc., are ﬁxed
together as in Fig. 31, all superﬂuous solder should
be carefully ﬁled or scraped away to leave the joints
they
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the stampings
of insulation between
to prevent the ﬂow of eddy currents across the

use a sheet of tissue pape~
core.
Some makers
the stampings, but the painting metlm'l
between
The end plates are forced
is convenient and good.
against the stampings by circular nuts, the shaft
Holes are drilled
being screwed to receive them.
in these nuts to take the pins of a pin spanner for
the purpose of tightening up. One hole in each
nut is to be tapped to take a setscrew, as shown
in the drawings. The screw point engages in a
conical hole drilled in the end plate. for the purpose

(To be continued.)

Model Yacht

Designing and
Building.

By R. P.
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(Continurd lrom page i 14.)
OU can now put the deck on.
Lay some white
lead all along the top of the inwales. stem.
and fashion-piece wl.ere the deck ﬁts.
Put
the deck in position, and screw it down with i-in.
No. i brass screws. starting at the middle and work
ing towards the ends. Then trim off the edges. You
can ﬁt a rail along each side if you like; it greatly
improves the appearance of the boat.
It can be
5-roths in. high at the bow, and taper to 3-roths in.
at the stern, and may be 3—ioths in. thick.
Screw
it on with N0. 0 brass screws.
Scuppers should be
cut all along it at intervals (see sail plan).
Before going any farther with the hull, it will be

of locking the nut and preventing it from un
screwing whilst the machine is at work. The conical
holes should be drilled when the nuts are screwed
up tight. Hexagon nuts may to used, if preferred.
The screw thread on the shaft should be of com
paratively ﬁne pitch, say 16 threads to the inch.
at the inner end of each
The two grooves-one
bearing—are for the purpose of preventing oil
from travelling along the shaft to the commutator
Any oil which may creep away
and windings.
from the bearing will rise by centrifugal action
to the edge of the groove and be thrown off into
the recess in the pedestal.
The wire
The winding is of the barrel type.

3/1
4

17, i910.

from the metal;
the surface of the end plates
upon which the coils are supported should also be
Covered with insulation.

a. thickness
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for each coil is to be wound upon a former ; twenty
ﬁve coils in all are required. liach coil is to be so
placed in position that it is the under coil in one
slot and the top coil in the other of the slots into
which it is laid. The ends of the coils lie upon the
Three binding
ﬂanges of the end clamping plates.
rings of wire are required ﬁrue at the centre of
the core, and one at each end plate; their object.
A groove
is to keep the winding down in place.
is required in the core at the centre to receive the
The strain of cutting is liable to
binding ring.
without
bend the teeth if you turn this groove
To do this, each slot should
supporting them.
be filled with a piece of hard wood, driven in where
the groove is to come, so that the strain is supported
by the wood.
Another way is to clamp a sufhcient number of
stampiugs to make up the length of groove between
a pair of metal or wood discs upon a mandrel,
and reduce the diameter over the teeth before
reduced
These
stampings _
assembling the core.
are then put in the centre of the core as it is as
The slots should be
sembled to form the groove.
dressed smooth with a ﬁle, and all sharp corners
at the ends rounded off before the coils are put in.
insulation—of thick paper, or, preferably,
Sheet
mica—should be made into troughs and put into
the grooves, so that the coils are well protected

as well to make the spars and sails and put on
the [milder is used to working
the ﬁttings (unless
in brass, the latter had better be bought) so that
when we come to try the lead bulb on. we shall have
all the weights on board. I need say nothing
here as to the sail and spar making, as it has been
explained before in THE Moor-3|. ENGINEER, and is
in THE Mooril. ENGINEER Manual,
also
given
" Model Sailing Yachts," which should be
entitled
in the possession of all model yachtsmen. it would
perhaps be interesting to give a method of ﬁnding
This is the
the centre of etlort of the sail plan.
centre of the whole sail plan. and is not a difﬁcult
problem to work out. The centre of eﬂort is placed
a little forward of the centre of lateral resistance
of the hull. The latter can be found by placing the
boat in the water and pushing her sideways with
a stick.
The stick shows the point of lateral resist
ance when you can push the boat away from you
without her turning in either direction.
Or a
drawing can be made of the sheer plan from the
water-line down, leaving out the freeboard. on a.
thin piece of wood or thick cardboard.
Cut it
out and balance it on the point of a needle; the
needle will then show the point of lateral resist
ance.
The centre of effort of the sails is placed
about -04 to ~05 of L.W.L length ahead of the
centre of lateral resistance.
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Fig. 21 shows one method of ﬁnding the centre
of eﬁort of a sail plan. This is about the best
method of doing so. It gives both height above
water and the
sition in a fore-and-aft direction,
all in “one go.’
Begin by ﬁnding the area of the
main sail.
To do so draw the line B D, thus dividing
the mainsail into two triangles. Find the area of
each of these triangles by multiplying the base by
half the vertical height from base to apex.
Add
together the area of each triangle, and you will
then have the area of the mainsail.
I have shown
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Next ﬁnd the area. of the jib. This can betaken
as a triangle, and its base G H multiplied by half 1 I
= 18-0 ins. x 3-8 ins. = 68-4 sq. ins. = area of

jib.
The next thing is to ﬁnd the C.E. of the mainsail.
To do so divide the mainsail into four triangles
by joining A C, thus giving the four triangles—
ABD, ABC, BCD, and ACD.
Next ﬁnd the centre of each of these four triangles.
To ﬁnd the centre of a triangle, ﬁnd the centre of
any two of its sides, and from each of these two
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the vertical lines for ﬁnding area of triangles in
dotted lines to distinguish them from the lines
needed for ﬁnding the C.E. (centre of eﬂort).
It will, therefore. be seen that to ﬁnd the area of
given in Fig. 21, we must ﬁnd the
the mainsail
To take
area of the triangles A B D and BC D.
A B I) ﬁrst, multiply the length DA by half the
ins, =
height}; B = 26-5 ins. x 5-3ins. = 140-45 sq.
area of triangle A B D.
To ﬁnd area of B C D we must multiply the length
ins,
D B by half F C = 200 inS. X 4'7 ins. = 941) sq,
= area of B.C D
=
Now add the areas together :_ 140-45 + 940
33;“ sq. ins. = area of mainsail.

Mammy)

l

|

Where
points draw a line to the Opposite angle.
these two lines cut is the centre of the triangle
On the mainsail you will, therefore, have the four
centres, K, L, M, N.
Now join K, M. and N, L,
and where these two lines intersect is the centre of
effort of the mainsail, marked C.E.
Next we must ﬁnd centre of effort of the jib.
This is found in just the same way—by bisecting
any two of its sides and drawing lines to the oppo
site angles.
To get the centre of effort of the whole sail plan
draw a line down from the QB. marked on the main
sail, keeping this at right angles to the water-line.
On this line measure down from C.E., using any
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a. fore or aft direction should it be found necessary
to do so.
When you have got the right weight and
found its proper position,
can be screwed on, as
shown on the construction plan.
The next job is to paint the boat. The colour
on the taste of the builder.
depends
Brown to
just above the water-line, with white top sides,
and a gold line just below the deck looks very smart.
I!

l

the area of the jib.
From the OE. of
the jib draw a perpendicular,
and, using the
same scale, set oil the area of the mainsail.
To
be able to get a convenient scale it is better to
ﬁrst divide the jib and mainsail by some easy
number, say 10.
Area of jib 68-4 divided by 10 = 6~84.
Now, using any scale. set 05 6-84, as at P. (I
scale

I
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will be better
If you are not used to painting,
to let a painter do the work.
When painted and
you will ﬁnd you have
rigged,
smart-looking
craft, and the trouble you have taken over the
be
and
will
well
designing
building
repaid by her
good looks and ﬁne sailing qualities.
All that remains now is to try the boat in
the water, and here
will leave you to go on
to the pond and enjoy that most interesﬁng
and instructive sport—model yacht sailing.
a

a

*-in. scale). Area of rnainsai1234~45 —:-IO
= 23-445, so, using the same scale, set this off
on the perpendicular of the jib, as at Q.
join
the C.E. of jib and mainsail, and join PQ. Where
these two lines out each other
the centre of effort
of the whole sail plan.
When the spars and sails are ﬁnished and the
ﬁttings put on, we can try the boat in the water with
the lead on, to see how she trims. It
better to
tie the bulb on ﬁrst, so that
can be moved in

I

have used
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Practical Letters from Our
Readers.

[Thr Editor invites readersto make use 0/ this column [or the full
discussion of matters0/ practical and mutual interest. Letters
may be signzd will; a, nom-de-plumc r/ drsirut, but the full
name and addrzss 0/ the sender MUST invariably tr attached,
thoughnot mressarily for Publication]

Hand Planing Machines from the
Lathe.
To THE EDITOR or The Model Engineer.

Operating

SrR,—Many owners of small hand planing ma
chines have for years been looking for a cheap
and simple way of adapting these to work by power
or treadle. Hereyvith ﬁnd photographs of a method
that has proved quite a success in our workshop.
It has been running for many weeks ; stroke varies
from 7 ins. to 20 ins. long; cost of altering to power
was practically ml, viz.—bar of ﬂat iron 1} ins.
by Q in. thick, two steel hexagon head studs, few
tapped holes spaced for different strokes, and all
is ready for work.
Time altering from handle
driving to power well under two minutes, and any
back-geared lathe of fair size will do.
Any ordinary
pattern of hand planer will do, and self-acting cross
this
feed works as in ordinary practice—Hoping
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pressed and light form particularly suited to the
but do they contain
needs of model aeroplanes,
enough energy to make it worth while designing
to transform it into rotary motion?
an engine
Mr. \Viseman, as a chemist, would no doubt be
able to enlighten me upon this point.
I take it that he has been using the expanding
gas (as if it were compressed
air) to work a slide
Would it not be possible to make
valve engine.
a turbine type of engine to utilise this power more
efﬁciently by keeping the weight down. I should
very much like to know what is the longest run
Mr. \Viseman has succeeded in getting out of his
It ought to be possible,
engine with one bulb.
with a little contriving, to use more than one bulb
by a suitably timed mechanism for opening them
Of course, this would add to the
successively.
weight, and, as I said before, the whole question
seems to me to hinge upon the amount of energy
contained in one of these bulbs. If there is enough
to drive a 12-in. propeller for one minute, or even
30 seconds, then I should think it was well worth
faithfully.
a little experiment—Yours

R. A. MURRAY.

To

Wireless Communication.
or The Iilodel Engineer.
DEAR SrR,—May I be

THE EDITOR

al
lowed
to supplement reply
C."
to Query
22,568,
in January r3th
(Ramsgate)
"
If L. C." requires to
issue.
study long—distance receiving,
he will be well advised to
discard altogether the auto
For
and ﬁlings coherers.
long-distance work the detec
are much
as follows
tors
superior to the ones before

"L.

mentioned. In order of merit
the writer personally advises
the electrolytic, molybdenite,
silicon, or carborundum, as
with these forms of detectors
distances up to 3,000 miles
may be covered for receiving
with quite simple amateur
apparatus.
Any of the four particular
detectors named would re
ceive near-by waves without
any battery, aerial, or tuner;
but, of course, correct work
must be done by correct
tools, and if any readers re
Vrrzw or PLANER OPERATED FROM LATHE FACE-PLATE.
quire apparatus the writer
would be pleased to state the
kinds and give correct diagrams of ﬁxing same by
"tip" will prove useful to the many owners of
arrangement with the Editor.
these useful machine tools, yours sincerely,
I may also say that " L. C." cannot use a writing
ALBERT SMITH.
Nottingham.
telegraphy,
machine satisfactorily with wireless
except for only short distances, say 8—10 miles,
Compressed (102 for Model Aeroplane Engines.
and this form of receiving station must have a.
To rm: EDITOR or The Model Engineer.
polarised relay and ﬁlings coherer to obtain best
results.
DEAR SrR,—I was much interested in Mr. Wise
Regarding tuning, this could not be done satis
rnan's letter in your issue of January r 3th re model
" L, C."
“
has already
His idea of utilising
factorily with the apparatus
Sparklet
aeroplane motors.
"
made, if he wants to tune into ship stations, unless
for driving a motor strikes me as being
bulbs
he works out properly the correct wave length of
very ingenious and well worth experiment.
aerial and wave length of tuner, and from the
Undoubtedly, .they contain power in a com

The Model
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little data in the query regarding this I presume
it was very inadequate.
varying from, say,
Ships have installations
aerial capacity of ()0 metre wave length with
tuners to add up to 800 metre wave length, so that
for "L. C." to tune in he would have to have an
aerial at least 50 ft. high, with a properly wound
tuner, to add a capacity of at least 600 metres
wave length, and only telephone
receivers should
be used if wound from 1,000 ohms to 3,000 ohms.
As “ L. C." is anxious to receive from only a
distance of 100 miles, I would advise the following
say,
complete set of instruments :—Tuner
of,
. 500—600 metres wave length, two dry cells, poten
tiometer, telephone receiver 1,000 ohms, electro
lytic detector, with a 45—5o-ft. aerial containing
about 120 ft. of wire, and a ﬁxed condenser to
ground. This would give a very complete and
highly tunable station.
Any further information
will be courteoust
given which the writer is
capable of.—Yours faithfully,
FREEMAN LEE.

Clapham Steam and Sailing
Club.
Annual

Leg-of-Mutton

Supper.

the courtesy of the Clapham Steam and
Sailing Club one of our staff had the pleasure
of attending the above-named function which
was held at the Alexandra Hotel, Clapham, on
Saturday, February 5th, at 7 o’clock, Mr. George
F. Young, the Commodore of the Club, being in the
chair.
There was a good attendance of members
and friends. An excellent supper of mutton and
roast beef with the usual accompaniments having
been
of
" His disposed of, the Chairman gave the toast
Majesty the King," and followed this by
"
Health and Prosperity of other
proposing the
Model Yacht Clubs," as represented
by the hon.
secretaries
of the Forest Gate M.Y.C., Serpentine
M.Y.C., Tooting M.Y.C., and Victoria M.S.C., who
were the guests of the evening.
Replies were made
by Mr. H. C. Whetston, of the Serpentine Club,
who referred to the interesting matches which had
taken place between themselves and their hosts.
Mr. ]. R. Jack, of the Tooting, Club modestly
said that they were a very young Club, but were
neighbours, and he wished every success to the
Clapham Club. Mr. W. Poole, of the Victoria Club,
referred to the good fellowship existing between
Mr. K.
themselves and the Clapham Club.
Hale, of the Forest Gate Club, said that his Club's
boats had given a good account of themselves in
the past; but referring to the recent ﬁre at their
club-house, the old boats were all destroyed and
Clubs coming to race with them would have to
tackle their new boats which were now building.
\Vhat these boats would be able to do he did not
know, but they hoped great things from them.
At this stage Mr. Sam Allen, the senior member
of the Club and Rear Commodore, surprised the
Chairman by asking him toaccept a testimonial
from the members as a mark of their esteem on his
relinquishing the position of Honorary Secretary.
This is in the form of a handsome illuminated
"address under the Club's ﬂag and title as follows:
Testimonial by the undersigned members as a
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small recognition of his valued services as Hon.
Secretary since its formation in r906.“ The signa
tures of the members are appended and a charming
photograph of a part of the Long Pond, Clapham,
with yachts and spectators, completes an appro—
priate gift, which is handsomely framed in gold.
Musical honours having been duly rendered,
Mr. Young, replying with some emotion, expressed
his appreciation of the gift.
The evening then became convivial and a capital
programme of songs, recitations, and instrumental
music was rendered
and their
by the members
friends, concluding about II o'clock with a vote
of thanks to the Chairman. and musical honours to
Mr. R. Martin \Veaver, who has now assumed the
post of Hon. Secretary in place of Mr. Young—
“
Auld Lang Syne," of course.
and
We understand that the ﬁnances of the Club are
in a satisfactory condition. The exhibition of boats,
regatta and concert held last autumn were very
successful.

The Society of Model Engineers.
[Reporls of meetingsshould b: rm! to the 0,75050/ Tu: Monet
ENGINEER without dday, and will be inserted in any par
ticular issue i/ ncn'ved a dear nine days lit/01¢its usual date
0/ publicalumj

LARGE

London.

number of members
attended a
demonstration and instructional
meeting
of the Society held at the Caxton Hall, on
Wednesday, February 2nd, and much practical
instruction was given by members of the Technical
Committee in silver soldering and brazing, pre
paring and centreing work for turning, the con
struction and grinding of slide-rest tools and twist
drills, and many other examples of engineering
practice. Several of the members brought up work
in course of construction, and altogether a very
pleasant and proﬁtable evening was spent.
SPECIAL Norms—The
eleventh annual Con
versazione
and Dance of the Society will be held
at the Caxton Hall, on Saturday, February 26th,
from 4 to n p.m., the whole building has been
engaged for the occasion, and the event will follow
A
very closely the lines of the last Conversazione.
large number of models will be on view, both at
rest and in motion ; all thelatest tools and appliances
for amateur engineers
and electricians will be
exhibited by the various ﬁrms specialising in these
departments; a popular lecture, illustrated by 120
slides, on “Wild Birds and their Ways,“ by Mr.
\V. Bickerton, F.7..S., M.B.O.V.; demonstrations
of various mechanical processes on the Society's
power work bench will be given ; instrumental con
certs will be rendered, and dancing in the large ball
will be a special feature of the evening's programme.
Evening dress is optional, those dancing will provide
All
with dancing shoes and gloves.
themselves
refreshments are provided free and no charge is
made for programmes or cloak-room accommoda
tion. Tickets, price 25. 6d. each, should be ob
tained beforehand from the General Secretary as
at foot, or they may be purchased at the door.
The Exhibit Secretary to the Conversazione, Mr.
" Northesk,"
Carew Road,
G. H. E. Goodman, of
Wallington, Surrey, will be pleased to hear from
any reader of this journal who is willing to exhibit
or mechanical and scientiﬁc apparatus.
models
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No charge is made for space, and those desiring
to exhibit should write to Mr. Goodman at once.
FIITIIRE MEETINGS to be held at the Caxton Hall
at 7 o’clock: Thursday, February 17th, ordinary
meeting, lecture by Mr. P. Blakenburg (member),
"
on
Workshop Construction and Building of his

Friday, March
Undertype Engine."
Compound
4th, demonstration meeting—Full particulars of
the Society and forms of application may be ob
tained from the General Secretary, HERBERT G.
RIDDLE, 37, Minard Road, Hither Green, 5.1;“.

Provincial

Societies.

Birmingham.—NEXT

MEETING:

The

next

meeting will be held at the “White Horse," Con
greve Street, Birmingham, on \Nednesday, March
2nd, at 7.30 p.m.
Arrangements for the Stand at
the National Trades'
Exhibition are practically
complete, and everything points to a very good
Members who can conveniently bring
display.
models that are to be exhibited on this Stand will
oblige by doing so at the next meeting.~All inform
ation concerning the Society may be obtained from
the Hon. Sec., C. H. HAWKESFORD,
3, Boscombe
Road, Greet Hill, Birmingham.

Reading—The inaugural meeting of this Society
was held at the Palmer Hall, West Street, Reading,
on the 3Ist ult.
The chair was taken by the Presi
dent, Hubert Foster, Esq., and was supported
by Vice-president W. Pole Routh, Esq., A.I.E.E.
M.I.C.E.
An apology was received from Vice
president
Dr. Dickson, P.C.S., who was unable
The
to be present owing to another engagement.
number of gentlemen present exceeded all expecta
tions of the promoters, and consequently the room
was rather too full.
It was noticed that all the
and it is to be hoped
local papers were represented,
that a good account of the meeting will be given,
The Presi
which will help to advertise the Society.
dent opened the meeting
by a few well-chosen
remarks, and then called upon Mr. Dormer to en
lighten the gentlemen present as to why the Society
was started, and what had been done at the pre
liminary meetings. Mr. Dormer then proceeded
to outline the objects and advantages of the Society.
This being done, the business of the evening
was commenced.
Mr. Herbert was elected Chair
man ot Committee, and everyone agrees that he
is the right man in the right place.
Messrs. Morley,
were
Hart, Webb, Noble, Gill, and Newberry
elected on the Committee for a period of one year,
and will be eligible for re-election at the end of
Mr. Dormer was elected Hon. Secre
that period.
tary, and the ofﬁce of Treasurer was included
for the present with the duties of the Secretary.
Rules were discussed and the amount of subscrip
tion decided upon.
Mr. Pemberton was elected
Librarian.
The President promised to present to the Society
a bookcase; the Vice- resident and other gentle
Mr. Childs promised
men present promised
ooks.
to present the Society with a notice board to hang
up at head-quarters, and, in fact, nearly every
member is providing some article of use or their
services gratis.
The ofﬁcial organ of the Society is THE MODEL
to which members
ENGINEER
AND ELEcTRIcIAN,
and intending members are referred.
The date of meetings, visits, etc., will be published
in due course in this column.
The next meeting
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of this Society will be held at Palmer Hall, on Feb.
particulars may be ob
25th, at 8 p.m.—Further
tained from the Hon. Secretary, \V. FRED DORMER,
Tilehurst.

Queries and Replies.
[Attention is especiallydirectedto the ﬁrs! condili'ongiven below,
and no noticewill be taken of Queries no! complyingwith lha
directions lherei'naloud. Later: containing Qurria rnucl Dr
marked on the top Int-hand corner 0/ Ike envelop: "Query
Deparlrnnll." A'o othermailer: but those"Idling to the Qunla
shouldbeenclosedIn thesomem1slope.
Querieson subrrclsmlhin the scofu 0/ this journal or: replied lo
pm! under the lollowmg renditionsr—(I) Quail: dealing
with distinct subytclsshould be written on di'ﬂrrrnl slim, on
one side 0/ the Paper only, and the undlr's now IIUST b: in
Icn'bcd on lhc bark. (2) Queries should be mompnnird,
wherein possible,with [ally dimensional SkI‘CG!S,and torre
to Mp a copy 0/ lhnr Queriesfor
simndmls or: recommended
(nol post-card)
rr/rnncc. (3\ A slam ed uddrtxscdenvelofc
should int-artablybe an: axed,and also a " Queriesand Replies
Coupon" cut out from the adualismnt page: 0/ Ihe currml
tutu.
(4) Querieswill be answeredas early as POSSibllafter
receipt,but an inlmal of a few days must usually dapir before
the Reply can be [om-ardzd. (5) Correspondrn-fs
who nquin
an answerinsertedin this column should understandthe! some
wukr must dapsz br/orz the Reply can b: published. The
inrrrﬁon 0/ Replies in this rolurnn cannol be guaranteed
(6] All Queriesshouldbe addresudto The Editor, Tux MODEL
ENGINIIR, 26-19, Poppin's Court, Flu! Stud, London, E.C.]
The Iollom’ an added from Ilu Quartz: which havebun "NM
h rnamy
A. A.G.(D0uzlas)
l12.9791 Model Aeroplane Building.
writes: i am building a petrol engine plant for a model flying
machine. The engineIs to be a two-cycle type oi my own design,
IQ-in. bore by Il-in. stroke, speed 2,400r.p.m. Will you please
give me a dimensionedsketch of a simple spray carburettor ior
this engine? (2) Would you recommenda tremble: or non
tremhler coil? Will you give particulars of core and windings
of the smallest which could be usedwith success. I have seen
your book on Induction Coils, but from the particulars given

(

KYIDL

PDVABLE
Gnome (chi

therein it would appear that the {-in. coil would wm'ghabout
I} lbs., whereasi want one weighin not more than l lb. Can i
get it down to tth weight? (3) hat would be a suitable size
and voltage accumulator to use? (4)1 am expecting about
Q b.h.~p.irom the engine at full load; do you think I shall get
this? In designingmy model ﬂying machine, 1 took it that the
power required to drive an Acroioil varies as the lilting effect—
that is, as the product VIA sin. a; where V is the velocity,A the
area, and u the angle with the horizontal. But a friend tells me
that the power required is proportional to the velocity simply,
and not as is square. What is the correctrelation ?
(I) The adjoining diagrain represents an extremely simple
form oi spray carburettor, in which is incorporated a movable
choke tube, with the aid of which adjustments giving the best
results should easily be obtained. No throttle valve is embodied
in the design,as this fitment is not likely to be worth its weight
in a small aero-eugiuc. The carburettor is compost-d prin
cipally of thin brass tube, the mixing chamber and the ﬂoat
chamber being united with a light casting. Variations of the

February

guished. in your casewe think that if you increased the size of
the tubesnear the fire to t in., and useda few 5-16ths-in. tubeson
the outer row, you could dispensewith externaland internal 5 'al
down-tubes. These tubesare difficult to ﬁt satisfactorily.
ate:
tubesshouldnot be too small.
R. W. (Hands
{22.97"} Electric $olenoid Locomotive.
worth) wt'ites: (1) Is it possible to drive an electric locomotive
(either onewith steamoutline or a purely electricone) by a solenoid
engine,as describedin your issueof October 7th, r900 (2-in. gauge
preferred)? (2) Would it benecessaryto havea ﬂywheelon shaft ?
Can you give a sketch of wire connectionsfrom collectors?
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Collecfor

N°22971
(il Yes, but as we have no data of experimentsin this direction

at present,we cannot say whethergood results would be obtained.
You might makethe coils and plunger half again as large as shown
in thedrawings. (2) Flywheel would have to be usedon the crank
shaft, and this shaft shouldbe geareddown or to to thedrivin
wheelaxle. (,onnectionsare shown in above diagram. We shou
be pleasedto hearwhat results you Obtainwith this locomotive.or
you get into difficulties to help you to the bestof our ability.
B. (Roch
h.-p. Gas Engine.
[23.007] (ins-bag for
recently purchased
h.-p. gasengine,with cooling
dale.)writes
tank, but no gas-bag. wish to makea gas-bagmyself, possible.
Could you give.me a sketch showing how to make a simple one,
with dimensions
gas-bag that would be suitable
Detailed scale drawings of
are given in our issue of May 17th, 1906,in connectionwith Tiii:
h.-p. engine the diameter
Moon ENGINEER gas engine. For
of the bag can be made about ins. The other dimensionscan
be to scale, taken from the drawings. Make sure that the anti
tiuctuator valve. when fully open, presentsa passageof at least
as greatcross-sectionalareaas that of the supply-pipe.bore.
C- R- (Rim-dale) Writes:
[22.927] Submarine Bell.
lies in your power, what kind of an
Please will you tell me,
instrument they use on ships to hear the vibrations of the sub
\Vhat liquid
theyusewith lowdensity
marinewarningbell
Also, is the submarinebell very large,and
enclosedin water
tight compartment
The instrument used on board ship to hear the submarine bell
consistsof watertight microphoneimmersedin tank of special
secret. The tank
bolted
liquid, the composition of which
to the side of the ship in such manner as to have the ship's side
forming one containing side of the tank. This, of course, necessi
tates a rubber or other form of watertight joint. The importance
of the special liquid does not appear very evident, except for
commercialpurposes.as ordinary sea water answers the.purpose
very well indeed. The hell can be heard quite well by placing
desired to conduct the
the ear against the ship's side, or,
sound up to telephonesin the Wheelhouse, microphonemay be
madeuseof, attachedto theship'ssidedirect. Of course,the best
arran ement would be to make hole in the ship’s side and get
the nucrophoneoirectl in contact with the sea. Let be remem
bered that the microp one does not magnify the sound in water
any morethan doesin air, and only usedas meansof telephon
to the corresponding
ing the sound from one side of the
shigqppbell used generally
telephonereceiverin the wheelhouse.
largeoneand very heavy this on accountof therapid damping
of the vibrations by the “imperfect] yielding nature of the water.
The sounds are always muflled,’ and the bell sounds cracked.
heavy bell not so easilydampedinto silence, and consequently
preserves certain amount of the after-ring peculiar to bells.
W. (Colne)
[22.994l Gas-Driven Dynamo Difficulty.
or
h.-p. gas engine, am not sure which'
writes:
have
stroke,
cylinder,
running
bore
However,
has
5-in.
:i-in.
speed up with
5o-volts io‘amps. Lahmeyer type dynamo. If
pulleys to 2,400r.p.m., the engine pulls up to a slow speed._
on will inform me what horse-poweryou think
would be glad
too weak for the dynamo. Also, if_l
my engine is, and
wereto make newcylinder and piston—say, ins. tn bore—Will
drive
dynamo
strong
enoughto
be
You cannotexpectmore than h.-p. from your engine,and since
is
the dynamo requires quite double this power for drivmg it,
not surprising that you have ditiiculty. To enlarge the engine's
4
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Query

on account of their small diameter? Are the three downcomers
sufficient to feed the up-tubcs?
The Yarrow boiler has no downcomer,the inventor of this type
ﬁnding that the cooler tubes on the outside acted as down-tubes,
and that the heat they receivedonly acceleratedthis action. Mr.
Yarrow's classic experiment is shown in the sketch herewith.
A bent water tube of U-shapeW T was ﬁtted to a steamdrum S D.
Measurin devicesalso were ﬁtted in the arm B of the water tube
to show e flow of water. Flame No. 1 playing on the up-tube A
being lighted, the circulation commencedupward in the direction
of the arrow, and this increasedin velocity when ﬂame N0. 2 was
lighted. When the burners—Nos. 3 and 4 on the down-tube—
were lighted. the circulation was still further increased,and in the
trials under pressurethe circulation continued in the same direc,
tion when the ﬂamesNos. 1 and 2 on the up-tube A were extin
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1- n (Cht‘shirf') Writes:
[22.9301_Model Yarrow Boiler.
1 am making a model water'tube boiler (steam drum, 5 ins. by
:6 ins.) ; tubes, 3~16ths
in. outside by bl ins. long ; water drums,
ii ins. diameter,fed by three i-in. (inside)downcomers. The tubes
are upright and at right anglesto the hot gases. The furnacewill
be very ﬁerce. Is there any danger of the tubes getting too hot

I 7, 1910.

J.

arrangement will, no doubt, suggest themselves. (zl A non
would be lighter than a
tremblercoil, with plain make-and~break,
tremblercoil of the samecapacity,and is also better for high speed.
The latter part of the questioninvolves someeXperimenting. We
haveheardof {-in. spark coilsweighinglessthan { lb., but we under
stand the are specially wound with naked wire, which is simply
insulated om the next layerby a ﬁlm of wax. (3) An accumulator
would not be so suitable to your purposeas a couple of small dry
cells we should be inclined to use two or threeof the small cells
supplied for electric pocket lamps, though these would not last
very long. You would have great difficulty in getting a satis
factory accumulator light enough for your purpose. (4) } h.-p.
is a very optimistic estimateof output for a single~cylinderrl-in.
by il-in. engine. You will be lucky if you obtain much OVer
h.-p. As to the 2,400revs. you mention, we have never heard
of a two-cycle engine which would run at that speed. in any
case, it is unlikely that so small a plant would give its greatest
powerat such a numberof revolutions; 1,200is a morereasonable
ﬁgure. You and your friend are both wrong, as neither of your
formula takesanyaccountof Weightto be carried,which is, perhaps,
the most important factor. Authorities differ on the subject of
the ratio betwu-n powersand velocity in a ﬂying machine,but it
is safestto say that HP. variesdirectly with V. As regardsweight.
it is obvious that HP. also varies directly as W. Therefore HP.
varies as W.V. Your expressionV'A sin. a (,8is usually used to
indicate the angle of incidence) refers to the head resistanceof
a lane, not to the pom-r required to drive it. The expression
H. . and W.V. is correct only for conditions of least resistance—
that is to say. when lift is greatestand drift is least, since HP.
would certainly not vary as W.V. if the angle of incidencewere
excessive,say 60 de ., in which case there would be practically
no lifting effectat al , and nearly the whole of the poww would be
absorbedin overcomingthe.head resistance.
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Lighting
Charging
and
Switchboard.
4112.946]
A. H. C. (Brecon) writes: I am setting up a small lighting
installation. I am going to drive a ao-volt 5-amp. dynamo by
meansof a water motor. Iwant a chargingand
board
lighting
combined, so that I ma —(i) light lamps by cel
; (2) light
lampsby dynamo; (3) charge cells by dynamo. But I am not
surehow I should connectup switches,etc., on it. I want switch D

r67

Fig. :0 would sufﬁce. (3) Yes, you could muchincreasethe heating
surface by so doing. Tubes can conveniently be larger than the
flue tubes. They should preferably be on the slant, to allow of
circulation. (4.) One cubic inch of water makes 406 cub. ins.
of steam at 40 lbs. pressure.
[11.9741Novel Electra-motor for Locomotive.
R. H- A.
(Catford) writes:
am building
I-in. scale model of the LT.
and 5. Railway 4—4—2 tank locomotive.
have reached the
stage when have to decide whether shall be working model
or only a_dummy, and my decisionrests upon the workability of
the electric motor suggestedbelow, and of which enclose dia
gram. The boiler
made from wrought-iron gas pipe, and
can use a r} in. diameter three-polearmature.
propose ﬁeld
magnctsmade from two l-in. Whitworth iron bolts, which have
by me. These would ﬁt in wood diaphragms,as shown, and be
hind these_diaphragms, ﬁlling the space between them and the
plugs (closing end of barrel) with iron ﬁlings, to make
etic
connection throu barrel from pole to hole. What shoul like
to ask you is:
ill the arrangementof magnetsand ﬁlings work
efficiently, or at all? The reason want to use this method
that the inside of the barrel very rough, and would be bigger
job than my.tools Will manage to ﬁt solid ﬁeld-magnets. Also,
the model Will be rather heavy, and the motor already made,
although too large for the frames,does not appear to give nearly
sufﬁcient power.
No, the use of the
would not be satisfactory. The tube
ﬁlings
could be used as part 0 the magnetic circuit by screwing the
ends internally and ﬁtting in couple of plugs (wrought iron), the
poles screwing direct into the plugs. But even so it would not
be an efﬁcient motor. Also, we understandyou cannot undertake
the machining this would involve.

I

bareto 3 ins. will not solvethe difﬁculty, as you could not then get
out oi it nearly the r h.-p. which is required to drive a soc-watt
dynamo at its full output.
Chargln . I- w- 5- (TMWdﬁn)
$1.063. Accumulator
writes: I have a small dynamo, whi
gives about 3 amps. at
:7 volts. I wish to charge an accumulator (4-volt) requiring a
chargingcurrent of 2 amps. Should I be right in 0011ng it in
serieswith two (in parallel) iz-volt Osram lamps giving is c.-p.
hrhicb, I suppose,would pass about 2 amps.)? A friend informs
methat the number of volts does not matter,
there are
enoughto overcomeaccumulator. If so. can Frovidin
put ce in series
with my ro-volt lamps when lighting up?
Yes, the arrangement which on suggest ﬁrst is correct. In
order to ensure that the aocumuator gets no more than 2 amps.
at any time, you must either have a small adjustable resistance
in series,or arrange to lower the dynamo’s speed slightly when
reqm'red,because,of course, the back E.M.F. of the accumulator
is not constant. If you connected16-volt lamps in serieswith a
4-voltaccumulator, the lamps would pas less than three~quarters
of their normal current, because the voltage at their terminals
would be cut down about one-quarter.

,
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An Extension of Business.
Bassett-Lowke
We‘ are asked to announce that Messrs. W.
and Lonhave removed their London branch, to new and more
in,
premisesat
High
Holborn
(oppositethe
Holborn
ccinmodious
Tube Station). In
saleof shop-soiled and obsolete
conseguenoe,
be
goodswill
hel
includin
much
of
that
which
was ex
_at_tern
ibited by them at the last Moon. woman Exhibition. Readers
should take this opportunity of obtaining many desirable articles
at greatly reducedprices.
The Stoneham Bench.
A new form of work bench, which
worthy of considerable
notice, has recently been placed on the market by David Stone
ham, 5, Portsmouth Road, Guildford, Surrey.
designed
view to meeting the requirementsof workers who like a
with
thoroughly rigid bench, and one which has many convenient
features. In point of handiness, and storage capacity for work
on hand as well as
tools in use, would ,bedifﬁcult to conceive
a better type of design. And as regards construction, we under
stand the Very best workmanship
put into every bench that
sent out. For a fuller description than we can give here. we
recommend any interested reader to make application for par
ticulars at the addressgiven above.
Aluminium,
Brass. and Cop er Tubes and
0d
Mr. T. A. Waters, Horns, Ilford,
carrying
gc-mIRstogkof
material in the way of brass, copper, and aluminium tubing, wire,
and rod. Bye-pass tubing, from 14 to 12 S.W.G., may he had,
also brass-casedtubes. Mr. Waters can, in fact, supply any
thing in the metal line in sheetsor smallerquantities,at the lowest
ble prices. Readers in doubt as to where to get just the
of material and attention they want, would be well advised
to send
board asking for a quotation to meet their require
ments. We_bclieve they would be satisﬁed in every respect.
Pattern-making is also undertaken,and castingscan be supplied
in any metal,either from customers'own patterns,or from patterns
made to specialorder.
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to control lamp L, so that will light, whether char
cells or
true that it would be
lighting from cells or from dynamo. Is
betterto have a resistanceon the switchboard
The above diagram shows how to connect up your apparatus
to obtain the desired results. Yes, variable resistancewould be
usefuladdition. It should be put into the accumulator-charging
circuit to enable you to vary the charging current.
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Messrs. W. J. Bassett-Lowke 6‘: 60.. Kingswell Street,
Northampton, haveissuedtheir completelist, which now before
us. It includes, in one volumeof some 342 pa es, the fullest par
ticularsof thevery largestockand varietyof
for which theﬁrm
so well-known to our readers. Of locomotives,there are clock
work, steam, and electric; of rolling-stock, there
an equally
largestock to selectfrom. Rails, permanentway, points, stations,
bridges, and signals—itemswhich, at one time, were onlv obtain
able in crude form and of doubtful
design—arehere listed in com
plete detail, and representthe “ real thing," so far as
prac
tically possible. Although model railway stock is, perhaps, the
chief feature of the catalogue, considerablespace
also given
good selection of stationary engines and boilers and their
to
accessories. Following this, the pages devoted to other types
of working models, tools, and materials, will be of real interest
to model engineers,to whose notice we can thoroughly commend
the cataloguebeforeus.
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[12,980] Steam Engine and Bollera A.
(Tyldesley)
writes: (i)
slide-valve
am making a horizontal engine With
ins., and stroke
cylinder; the bore
ins. What would be
am also thinking of making a boiler
suitable cut-off? (a)
similar to the. one on page 34 of your Handbook (No. 6). To
Whatscale shall
make to suit above engine,which want to
Also, what must be
work at a pressure of 50 lbs. at 60 r.p.m.
improve the boiler
the outside diameter of tubes? (3) Would
so, must they
put few water tubes across the ﬁrebox?
be the same diameter as the others? Could you give me the
approximate cost? (4) How many cubic inches of steam will
cub. in. of water give 08
cut-oil at three-quarter stroke would suit. (2) Sixty
(i)
revolutions an absurd speed. It would probably be impossible
low speed under ordinary
to get the engine to work at such
conditions. Taking a reasonablespeed,say 300r.p.m., we reckon
that the boiler shown in Fig. ii would just suit. If you prefer
to work at a lower speed,you might get the engineto work pretty
satisfactorilyat about 200 revs., when boiler just as shown in
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The Building of Induction Coils‘
.
Model Aeroplane Notes'
. .
Motor Cycle Notes“
Locomotive Notes'
Designing Model Speed Boats"
..
Simple Model Steam Engine Construction'
THE MODEL ENGINEER Dynamo“
..
Model Yacht Designing and Building‘
Practical Letters from our Readers'
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Clapham Steam and Sailing Club
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The Society of Model Engineers
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Answersito Corresponden
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"
Enthusiast
(Norwich) asks us to publish a
letter in which he advocates that in our Annual
Speed-Boat Competitions we should give separate
"
"
"
records and for
cir
straight run
prizes for
"
records.
We hardly see the necessity
cular course
for this as experience goes to show that the boat
running on a circular course suﬁers in speed, and
in spite of that, she can win, she deserves to
do so.
There
nothing to prevent a man who
can get his boat to run straight, and who has
access to a suitable piece of water, from corn
his boat
fast enough.
peting, and from winning
"

if
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How To Annrnss Lmzns.
All correspondencerelating to the literary portion of the paper,
and all newapparatusand ricelisis, &c., for review,to be addressed
to Tax EDXTOR," The
0ch Engineer," 26-:9, Poppin’s Court
Fleet Street, London, EC.
All correspondencerelating to advertisementsand deposits to be
addressedto Tin: Anvznrisruskr
Manon, “ The Model Engi
neer," 26-29, Poppin‘s Court, Fleet Street, London, E.C.
All subscriptions and correspondencerelating to sales of the
paper and books to be addressed to Percival Marshall
60.,
26-19, Poppin‘s Court, Fleet Street, London, E.C.
Sole Agean for United States, Canada, and Mexico: Spon and
Chamberlain,
Liberty Street, New York, U.S.A., to whom
12?,
all subscriptions
rom thesecountriesshould be addressed.
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Notices.

.

#

power.

.

One or two instances of Postal Orders going
astray between advertisers and their customers
have recently been brought to our notice, and we
have been asked to point out the desirability of
readers who may send remittances to trade ﬁrms
retaining the counterfoil which is attached to
In this way the actual destination at
every P.O.
which the money arrives‘can readily be traced,
and the trader relieved from the suspicion of having
appropriated a. remittance which never reached
him. It is rather a curious point in human nature,
that many people simply will not avail themselves
of a means of protection which they have in their
own hands, yet cry out vigorously when through
their own neglect they are made to suﬂer a pecuni
ary loss.

V. (Totnee).—(r) About
h.-p.
(2) Metallic
ﬁlament lamps totalling 150 c.-p.
Yes, boiler
would drive engine pretty well but not at full

. .
.

.

i

S.

to Correspondents.

I

I

Answers

.

I

Those who follow the contents of our pages regu
larly will note that some of the models which we
illustrate mark the progress in the art of some
particular reader, and
is rather interesting to ob
serve the various turns which a model maker‘s
In our last issue we published a
fancy takes.
model tank locomotive by Mr. Walter
Russell,
which was quite a nice piece of work, as those who
remember seeing it at our recent Exhibition will
Mr. Russell's previous efforts, which have
agree.
appeared in our pages, have included a model iron
model passenger
foundry,
lift, a model steam
plant, and a model L.
S.W. locomotive.
These
are varying but all interesting subjects, and the
improvement in design and workmanship which
they have indicated has, Mr. Russell writes us,
been due solely to the knowledge derived from the
perusal of our journal.
it

in this issue we make a further
announcement on the subject of our new
laboratory and workshop scheme; and it
will be noted that in addition to the use we propose
to make of the equipment for our Editorial pur
poses, wc intend to undertake testing work for
both trade and private readers, and also to give
practical instruction in workshop operations. We
might, perhaps, point out that the fact that we
have our own workshop available for the prepara
tion of workshop articles for publication in our
pages will not prevent our accepting useful con
tributions from our general readers, and we shall
still be pleased to receive ofiers of practical work
\Ve may
shop articles and wrinkles as before.
the fact that this new department
also emphasise
is being run purely for experimental and instruc
tional purposes, and we do not intend to undertake
any constructional or repair work which properly
comes within the scope of the regular trade ﬁrms.
Our scheme is, therefore, in no sense in competition
with any of the ﬁrms who are advertising in our
pages, but, on the contrary, is likely to lead to
for them by reason of the
business
increased
stimulus it will undoubtedly give to the practical
side of model building.

&
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The "circular course" question has been very
fully threshed out in these columns some months
ago, and we see no present reason for making any
change in our regulations on this point.
8
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A Well-made Triple Marine Engine.
By H. C. Cocxmc.

"--"~>_

Monar TRIPLE EXPANSION MARle ENGINE.

I

By H. C. Cocxmc.

I

herewith
a
photograph of a
giving
model
1
which
engine,
triple-expansion
have made in my spare time as a ship's
I was a reader of THE MODEL ENG:
carpenter,
NEER when working ashore; but now that I am

AM

going to sea
rare intervals.

I

do

I

not get the chance, except at
the result of my efforts will

hope
readers.

interest some
The chief dimensions of the engine are as follows :
r-iothiim
n_p., i-in. bore; 1.9., ri-in. bore; L.-P., 2
bow

by r-in.

stroke.

Height of engine

from top

I

of covers to bedplate, 5% ins. ; length of bedplate,
8 ins. by 3Q ins.;
length of engine-from L.-P.
cylinder to H.-P. steam chest door, 8} ins.
The connecting-rods are made of steel, and have
turned brasses for bottom ends.
The eccentric
rods are made of steel turned, and the straps are
The crankshaft is of cast steel, and the
of brass.
I made the
stop valve is made of scrap brass.
L.-P. cylinder out of a. 2-in. nut, and connecting
rods out of i-in. steel bolts. All the other parts I
made for myself, using. chieﬂy, scrap brass and steel.
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Model Aeroplane

Notes.

By " Asnormn."
More about the Balanced Elastic Motor.
Last week I discussed the merits, and demerits,

the practice of balancing the pull of one elastic
by the pull of an equal lot of elastic on the other
side of the propeller, and promised to show, this
week,away of getting over the difﬁculties without
eliminating all the advantages.
Fig. I is the
method in question, from which it will be seen that
it is, at best, by no means a perfect form of motor;
for there is a good deal of added weight in the long
shaft upon which the propeller itself is mounted;
and then, again, there is a loss of power in the

of

,Zim.
F1c.i.

On the other hand,
which has to be used.
there is no end-thrust imposed upon the propeller
by the clashes, nor is there any twisting of the
frame in which the motor is mounted; nor, also,
has this frame to be a wide one in order to allow
As regards the extra weight,
the propeller to pass.
this may be reduced to a very low minimum by
using aluminium for the shaft and having the gear
I have used, however,
wheels as light as possible.
in motors of this type, a steel shaft no thicker than
an ordinary sewing needle, and have found it
I made my shaft of
answer its purpose excellently.
quite thin piano wire, which I had previously
straightened very carefuly by hand, afterwards
hammering it on a smooth true surface—I used an
inverted ﬂat-iron with its handle in the vice~with
This particular elastic
a hard billet of wood.
motor was used in quite half‘a-dozen different
experimental machines, and never gave any trouble
I was
at all, except with regard to the gears.
ﬂying my model in a garden, and now and again
the machine would alight on a vegetable bed, with
the result that occasionally grit got into the gears
and caused them to work rather harshly.
There are some model aeroplane builders, how
ever, who do not very much mind a slightly in
creased weight; they quite rightly realise that a
heavy model will ﬂy all right if it goes at a suffi
A heavy model must ﬂy
ciently high speed.
preportionately faster than a light one of the same
That is to say, if you double
supporting area.
the weight you must double the power you install,
but——and this is a very important pomt to remem
ber—4n doubling the power, you are adding still
more to the weight, and you must so make your
calculations that this factor is allowed for.
Those who do not wish to use gearing in the
motor above described can use a belt-drive, though
the latter transmission is not productive of such
There is no saving of
good results as the gearing.
weight to speak of, but, on the other hand, there is
as
sure to be a small increase in head resistance,
one can hardly hope to make efficient pulleys as
small in diameter as the gears employed. Further,
slipping belts are prone to make their presence felt
gearing

Electrician.

and
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when used on such a small scale to transmit such
a relatively large amount of power.
To guard
against this trouble the pulleys should be made
with a. proper V-groove and the belt dressed with
rosin, so as to get a good grip on the pulley.
Even
so, however, slipping is sure to occur in the winding
up process, though it shows itself to a much smaller
degree when the elastic is doing the driving.

Lift

and Drift.

A

in failure
good many models have resulted
because
the "planes"
with which they
have been ﬁtted have been inclined at too sharp
“
an
angle of incidence
or, if you prefer it.
“
When an inclined plane passes
angle of attack."
through the air it meets with a certain resistance,
which resistance increases with increase in the angle
of incidence. The resistance is, however, of two
parts: the first being that force which tends to
lift the plane vertically ; and the second that force
which tends to stop the plane travelling horizon~
tally. The former is called the "lift," and the
latter the "drift." Now, while the “ drift " part
of the resistance goes on increasing with the angle,
the
portion does not behave in anything
like so accommodating a manner.
If it did, we
simply

";

"lift"

should incline the wings of our machines to an
angle of 60 degs., or thereabouts, with thezhorizontal,
and our aeroplanes would then rise straight off the
ground and soon rise to a great height. As matters
are unalterably arranged, however, as soon as a
certain angle of incidence is exceeded the drift
becomes so great that it demands a tremendous
amount of power to overcome it ; at the same time
the lift is very far from proportionate, so that if
an excessive angle be chosen one runs the risk of
obtaining an aeroplane which will refuse to ﬂy.
The best angle to use is one somewhere
between
r in 7 and r in 20, which angles represent
prac
tically the limits likely to give satisfactory results.
Taken all round, I in ID will be found to be the
happiest medium, and I counsel my readers to bear
this ﬁgure in mind. It will often be found that
tail planes do not'lift as much as they ought to,
owing to the inefﬁciency which small planes always
suffer from, and there is consequently a big temp~
tation to largely increase the angle of incidence at
which they are set. When this is done, in nine
cases out of ten the drift of the tail becomes so
inordinately great that the propeller thrust is too
taxed, and the speed
severely
of the machine
The moment this happens,
begins to drop.
the
lift of the planes suﬁers badly, and the result
manifests itself most in the tail, which begins to
drop, thus upsetting the equilibrium of the machine
and bringing the ﬂight to an untimely end.
This
sort of thing is especially noticeable in elastic
driven aeroplanes; for they will often fly quite
well at ﬁrst when the elastic is giving out its
maximum power and the propeller thrust is, in
also at its maximum, and sufﬁcient to
consequence,
overcome
the drift of the planes.
As the power
falls off the drift begins to get the better of the
thrust and down comes the machine.
The whole
state of affairs is exactly like a motor-car
mounting a hill ; if the latter be too steep for the
power of the engine, the car cannot climb, though
it may be able to “rush " half-way up. A car,
of course, can take advantage of a. lower gear when
the load becomes too great, and in this respect
the aeroplane
is under a disadvantage, for it has

February
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only one gear, or, in other words, one thrust; and
it is not possible in a heavier-than-air machine to
exchange time for distance, as is done when the gear
Viewed in this light, it is not
of a car is altered.
difﬁcult to See that a machine in which the planes
are at a small angle will frequently rise quicker
than one with a much greater angle of incidence.
The less inclined planes spell a smaller drift in
relation to lift, and the aeroplane is thus enabled
to travel at a speed which creates a lift sufﬁcient
‘
On the
to cause it to rise comparatively quickly.
other hand, if the planes are set to too great an _
angle the power of the machine is inadequate for
the load it has to bear, and there is, therefore, no
I have made models
reserve of power for ascent.
which have risen close upon 100 ft. high in a calm
atmosphere, and much more when directed into a
brisk wind, but my highest ﬂying models have
never had more than the ordinary inclination of
In certain circumstances it is
1 in 10 on the planes.
"
“
advisable to ﬂy a machine high, but in going for
long distance it is better to arrange the planes so
that the machine never gets much more than 30 ft.
In this way power is economised
from the ground.
is able to use a long elastic motor
—i'.¢-., one
with a great number of turns rather than a shorter
and more powerful one with a reduced number of
“
"
is a
turns in it. If
length of time in the air
desideratum and there is a breeze blowing, I advise
an arrangement of the planes which will produce
a quicker and greater ascent than usual, so that
when the elastic is spent the aeroplane will still
Given a wind of just the right
be up in the air.
velocity, the model will be able to quietly glide
down to earth. On one occasion I ﬂew a model of
mine into the wind and it did not return to earth
for more than half a minute after the propellers
In actual distance measured
had stopped working.
on the earth it covered a bare 40 yds., whereas on
It, how
a calm day it was easily capable of 250.
ever, rose to an unusual height and spent quite a
long time coming down. This was, in my opinion,
have
a case of real "soaring," and although
since had models behave in the same manner, they
have never remained so long in the air after their
propellers have stopped, from which I conclude I

I

was exceptionally lucky in choosing the wind.

Woods and their Strengths.
A correspondent

has written me asking which
is the better for making the main frame members
of model aeroplanes—lancewood 0r birch. It may
be that his is not an isolated case; at any rate, I
surmise it is not, for it seems to me that very little
is known about the various kinds of wood com
mercially in use, and the relative virtues which they
In the hope that it may prove of value,
possess.
or, at least, of interest, to other readers, I now
give a short table, which shows in the ﬁrst column
the name of the wood; in the second its breaking
strain (in lbs.) per cubic foot; and in the third its
weight per cubic foot. The fourth column-is the
quotient of the second divided by the third, and is,
therefore, its ﬁgure of merit or relative value.
The kinds of wood with which the table deals are
all easily procurable, and, for the most part,
From this it will be seen
in price.
reasonable
mahogany and lancewood leave
that Honduras
I have,
all the other woods a long way behind.
advised my correspondent to use lance
of course,

wood, which he is fortunate
stock.

x7;
enough to haVe

Breaking strain Weight in
Wood.
in lbs. I
lbs. per
cub. t.
cub. it.
..
. .
Ash
16,000
52~8
. .
..
Bamboo
6,300
25
..
Beech
.. 11,500
53-25
. .
Birch
..
15,000
45
..
..
11,000
Hickory
49-5
Lance
..
..
23,000
45
Mahogany (Honduras) 21,000
35
'
..
..
Oak
7,571
53-6
'
..
I 1,800
White pine
34-6
. .
. .
7,000
Poplar
33-9
..
..
Spruce
12,400
31-25
..
..
\Villow
13,000
36-562

in

Rahﬂve
value'
302-9
252
215.9
333.3
222.2

5th,
500
1411
340.8
292.4
396.8
355.5

Motor Cycle Notes.
“

"
Paomrx."
By
Running on Paraffin."

It will be remembered that or page 55 of Janu
ary 20th issue I gave an illustrated description of a
little arrangement which I had rigged up on a
motor cycle for the purpose of carrying a small
supply of parafﬁn for use when starting the engine
from cold, and at the same time I recorded an inci
dent which befel me when the petrol ran out and I
was able to cover a short distance
by injecting
parafﬁn into the cylinder through the compression
It
that
at
tap.
appears
least one of my readers
doubts the authenticity of the statement, for he
writes to the Editor as follows :—
notice a. statement in ‘Motor Cycle Notes '
‘
by Phrnnix' in your issue of January 20th that
would be very hard to believe.
We are told thata
motor cycle was kept running for 2% miles on paraﬁin
which was admitted through the compression
tap,
‘
as the article states
both taps being opened and
closed again as required.’
The two taps mentioned
are the compression
tap and the paralﬁn tank tap
and these would have to be manipulated by hand:
Now, if the cycle was running at 20 miles per
hour, the back wheel would make 240 r.p.rn. and
if a 16-in. belt rim and a 3} in. pulley was ,ﬁtted
(I am quoting the letter verbatim), the engine
would make—

"I

240 x 16
~=I,097 r.p.m.
3”,
This means that there would be no less than
548
per minute, so the rider (according to
explosions
'
would
have
to
')
and
open
close
two
Phremx
taps
As well as this, the taps
548 times per minute.
would have to be opened on the suction stroke or
the parafﬁn would blow out.
As both the hands of
the 1ider would be very much occupied in carrying
out the above-mentioned operation, how is the
"
bicycle steered ?

How Is it Done?

Now, although I cannot altogether blame my
correspondent for putting such a question, for the
reason that, in my description of the queried incident
I did not labour what I thought to be an obvious
point, I think that he might have saved himself
the trouble of working out his calculations, and me
the necessity of returning to the subject, if he
had
stopped for a moment to read between the lines
of what I said, when he surely could not have
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"
failed to " tumble to
the fact that the machine
had to be brought to a standstill for a few seconds
during each injection of parafﬁn. The moment I
found I had run out of petrol, and knowing quite
well that there was no possibility of obtaining any
within a distance of about 2) miles, I opened the
compression tap, let a supply of parafﬁn into the
cylinder, jumped on, and was able to do a spurt of
half a mile or so, repeating the operation some four
of ﬁve times in all while covering the total distance
mentioned. The engine had, of course, to be kept
hot, or the thing would have been impossible.
Of course, what my correspondent (or rather the
Editor's correspondent)
assumes, is that I sat on
the machine twiddling the taps incessantly, and per
forming the function of an inlet valve with my
ﬁngers as I rode along, taking care to open the
tap on the suction stroke and keep it
compression
closed at other times, so no wonder he asks, " what
"
becomes of the steering P
I thought it would be
obvious to every one that the doses of paraffin to
which I referred had to be injected periodically,
while the engine was not working, and the fact
that several other readers have written stating their
intention of ﬁtting their machines with the device,
while not one has even remotely hinted at any
scepticism regarding my narrative, shows that
they have appreciated the point which would
appear to have been beyond the powers of obServance
of the correspondent who wrote to the Editor,
and who evidently thought I was out trying to
" of
“
pull the leg
my readers.

The

New "Rex"
Engine.

Valveless

Motor

Cycle

One result of having published a brief description
of the working of a two-stroke motor cycle engine

Flo. L—PART SECTlONAL ELEVATION.
(see jan. 6th issue of THE Mover. ENGINEER) has
been the receipt of several requests for the publica
tion of drawings of such an engine as actually ﬁtted

February 24, 1910.

I am able to
to a motor bicycle of modern design.
satisfy the demand in this issue by means of the
appended drawings, which show, in sectional eleva~
tion and end view, the construction of the valveless
or two-stroke single cylinder engine ﬁtted option
ally by the Rex ﬁrm to their 1910 pattern motor
cycles.

_

.

the mode of operation 15 as
Brieﬂy described,
foll0ws: The up-stroke of the piston (C) induces
a charge of gas from the carburettor (not shown),
which communicates with a port in the cylinder
walls through the inlet pipe (N). When the piston
in the
descends, this charge of gas is compressed
crank case, and at the moment the piston arrives in
the position shown, viz., with the gas inlet ports
from the crank case (I) in register with the transfer
port into the cylinder above the piston, the next
upward stroke of the piston compresses the charge
ready for ﬁring, and at the same time mduces a
The
of gas into the crank case.
fresh
charge
exhaust gas escapes at the same time as the fresh
The exhaust port (E)
the cylinder.
gas enters
is on the right-hand or front side of the cylinder,
and it will be noticed that the piston head is spe
cially shaped to deﬂect the incoming gas towards
the top of the cylinder, also to prevent, as far as
possible, the mingling of the fresh with the waste
the transfer
The pipe (H) which connects
gas.
port with the top of the cylinder has at the top a.
compression release valve (F), operated by a Bowden
wire and cable (G) which is connected to a lever
When this valve is opened, the
on the handle-bar.
gas compressed in the top of the cylinder is released
and returned to the crank case via the transfer
Examination of the drawings will show
ports.
that when the piston is at the top of the stroke,
i.e., in the act of compressing the gas in the cylinder,
and the release valve is
open, the base of the piston
has uncovered the ports
of the transfer passage,
and there is a free path
from the top of the cylin—
der into the crank case via
the return pipe (H).
The release valve is used
exactly in the same man
ner as an ordinary valve
lifter, ﬁtted to the ex
haust valve of a four-cycle
This renders
engine.
starting quite easy.
The
release valve is also used
for controlling the speed
of the
machine.
The
engine is of 3} h.-p., with
main shaft
ball-bearing
and heavy ﬂywheels.
Its
use, of course,
obviates
any need for employing
either admission or ex
haust valves with their
timing gears and attend
ant troubles. The “ Rex "
a,
company also makes
5 h.-p. twin-engine similar
in general design to that
FlG. 2.-Esn View.
described above.

Motor Cycle Engines for Stationary Work.
Yet another correspondent writes me on this

subject, and, what is better

still, sends

me

some

February

24,

1910.
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interesting photographs of a pumping plant which
he has devised, using an old pattern motor cycle
as the power unit.
engine
This correspondent,
Mr. R. B. Verney, of Warwick, describes what he
is doing as follows : " I enclose photographs of an
engine which I have been using for some years for
pumping water. This engine is of unknown make,
and somewhat indifferent design, but it serves its
I mounted it on a wooden
purpose, nevertheless.
base, and ﬁtted a long shaft running in an outside
bearing, and carrying a heavy ﬂywheel, as the
engine has only small crank discs.
The base also
carries the fan, petrol tank, coil, etc., and is self
contained, so that the whole engine can be removed
on a wheelbarrow by merely taking oﬂ four nuts
and disconnecting the exhaust pipe.
The centri
fugal fan is driven by a belt at about 2} times
engine speed, and is quite effective.

qt“,

_ , .-;
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something of the cost incurred in assembling and
running the plant, as this, of course, must be con
sidered in arriving at the eﬂiciency.

Always Carry Copper

Wire.

How many motor cyclists one meets on the road
could, if asked to do so, produce a bit of copper
wire from among their kit of tools and spares?
One in twenty or thirty might be able to oblige,
and yet a moment's consideration will sufﬁce to
show what a useful commodity the one in question
is.
I object very much to see a motor cycle running
about with any of its parts secured by wire, and
in advocating strongly the carrying of such material,
I do so in the sense of making provision for any one
of the many emergencies which may arise on the
road, and which may be adequately overcome
by
the use of a piece of pliable wire.

u pur

,. .
.\lR.

R. B. VERNEY's

STATIONARY PETROL SET.

"

Governing is very important, as you remarked
The engine has an ordinary centrifugal
recently.
governor acting as a throttle in the inlet pipe, and
this also is very eﬂective, and the adjustment of the
governor spring enables the speed to be controlled
The engine runs at about 650 r.p.m.,
very exactly.
and drives the ﬂywheel of the pump by belt, the
crankshaft of the pump being gear-driven from the
ﬂywheel shaft. The pump makes about 80 strokes
per _minute, and delivers 400 gallons of water per
hour from a well 4 5 ft. deep, supplying two large

houses.

“A

sight-feed lubricator is ﬁtted to the crank
is left to run without attention
about 300 yards away from the house. Parafﬁn can
be used, but it is not satisfactory, as it fouls the
sparking plug. I tested this engine on a dynamo
and found that it gives less than Ll h.-p. The
I cannot get
cylinder is 76 bore by 70 mm. stroke.
it to run over 1,000 r.p.m. I have an idea that a
do not develop
good many motor cycle engines
anything like their rated horse—power."
Mr. Verney appears to have evolved a very satis
factory plant from a somewhat odd assortment of
material and parts, and the results he obtains are
It would be interesting to know
encouraging.
case as the engine

A SIMPLE AND EFFECTIVE MEANs or
TRANSPORTAHON.
Copper wire possesses this characteristic in a
remarkable degree, and if of suitable gauge and
best manufacture, will stand an amazing lot of
At various
twisting and bending before it fractures.
times in my rather lengthy motor cycling career,
I have known a piece of copper wire to be my salva
tion, having, on one occasion, or another, made
very efﬁcient temporary substitutes, repairs for valve
brake connections, handle-bar
lifting mechanism,
ﬁtments, etc., and substitutes for pulley shaft and
other nuts (lost or ill-ﬁtting), valve cotters and lamp
beside other uses which, for the
lens fasteners,
moment, I cannot call to mind. The stuff is so
cheap, and may, at any time, come to the rider's
assistance, saving him vexatious delay and annoy
ance, that I would counsel all my readers never
a to go out without a length of it in their tool bags.

The
I

v.5." in l9l0.

“
received
from the
V.S." Cycle and
Motor Company, Ltd., a copy of their new list for
“
The list
V.S." motor ycles.
1910 of the famous
is attractively prepared, and shows all the models
marketed by the company, in addition to various
have
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“
VS." two
The well-kn0wn
types of side cars.
speed gear is now listed separately, and can be ﬁtted
to any standard pattern machine at present single
A handsome calendar for the current year
geared.
is sent out with each list, and any reader desirous
of obtaining copies may do so on application to
"
the
V.S." Company, mentioning THE MODEL
ENGINEER when applying.

and
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I had a small gas stove. which melted parafﬁn wax
for insulation. and heated a soldering bit.
For the
turntable I took a heavy beam almost 5 ft. long.
2; ins. thick, and 6! ins. broad. I arranged four
little wheels on the under part of this, so that when
it was screwed down by a pivot to the bench. it
would run round quite easily.
At each end of the
beam I fastened an upright of wood 1 in. square.
This was to receive the wire.
On this upright was
fastened a bar (A A) at right angles to it to hold up the
wire which was wound on, and a small stoplever (B B)
at the end of this bar prevented the wire from slipping
off.
It will be seen from the measurements that
each turn of wire round the turntable represented
10 ft., and so it was easy to ﬁnd out the length of
wire wound, at least quite near enough for my
\\'hile winding the wire I used wooden
purpose.
wedges to hold the table steady.
The wire was all
in separate coils. just as I had taken it down. and
each of these coils I wound round the two uprights
on the table till it was ﬁnished, and then jointed
up one end to the preceding coil. I soldered each
"
Fluxite”—and then insulated with
joint—using
rubber or cotton and parafﬁn wax, according to the
class of wire.
When the quantity came to l 10 yards,
or when the particular class of wire was ﬁnished,
then I took out the wedges, lowered the stop levers
at each end, and wound oil the wire on to my arm.
just as one coils a rope.
The whole (say) i 10 yards
were thus wound Up into one coil—the actual un
winding from the table took less than one minute—
without any danger of kinks or tangles of any kind.
Further, the wire was always in a good position for
working—about the level of the elbows—and one
could work a long time without having a sore back.

Replies in Brief.

M. A. C. (Hereford).—Yours is, indeed, a puzzling
case.
We will take the opinion of the magneto
looks
makers, and let you know what they say.
like a Serious leakage.
L. R. C. P. (London, \\'.).
—We have in course of preparation some illustrated
particulars of a small car such as you inquire about,
H. F. M. (Box
and these will shortly appear.
the con—
the pulley and examine
xnoor).—-Remove
If this is in good
dition of the feather in the shaft.
order and the thread on end of shaft is such that
the nut grips, the only explanation is that the shaft
"
“
has come loose in the ﬂywheel.
INTERESTED

It

for appreciative remarks.
(Leominster).—Thanks
The compression may be raised by ﬁtting a slightly
longer piston or connecting-rod, thus allowing the
piston to rise a little higher in the cylinder heads
and reducing the amount of space in which the gases
Do nothing of this sort, however,
are compressed.
F. F. G.
without taking the advice of the makers. .
(Tokio).—Glad to hear from you at sucha distance.
All the subjects you mention are suitable, and shall
'
" Noted " in due course.
be

Workshop Notes and Notions.
[Readers an invited to rantn'but! short frmrlical items [or this
column, based on their own morkshopexperience. Accepted
round-Idiom will be paid [or on publication,if desired,'accord
ing to mail.
All "mun intendedfor this column should 6:
markzd“ Wonxsnor " on [he mveloth

A Simple Method of Jolnting and
Measuring Large Quantities of Wire.
By WM. M. GRAHAM.

Some time ago, owing to a removal, I had to take '
down the wires of my electric bell system. which
included eleven bells and thirty—six pushes These
wires came to about half a mile in length. and repre
sented too much money just to throw away, so I
determined to joint them up into continuous coils.
As I had only the spare time in one week to do this
(about 200 joints) I made use of the following device
.for speedy working.

A Special Screwdriver.
By FRED HORNER.
The illustration
shows
a special
screwdriver
which the writer has made for his own use in situa

tions where an ordinary driver cannot be employed.
It is prepared from l-in. square tool steel, bent

["11

8 ea.

In 2&"x éa'x so"

SIMPLE DEVICE FOR \ViNnrNo

I had a heavy bench used (or a toot-driven dynamo,
and on this bench 1 rigged up a sort of turntable
On e shelf on the bench
on which to wind the wire.

AND

MEASURING \Vma

1N QUANTITY.

round at each end, and ﬁled flat in the usual shape
It will be noticed
to ﬁt the slots of the screws.
that the ﬂats stand at right angles to each other.
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Each end is hardened and tempered to a dark
straw colour or a purple. This tool will be found
of much value for getting at screws in awkward
places, where it is impossible to use an ordinary
screwdriver
end-on to the screw.
This often
happens in gas stoves, where the taps are placed
awkwardly, and other work which need hardly—
be speciﬁed.

How to Make a Gas By-pass.
By FRED HORNER.
The drawings show a simple by-pass for applica
tion to a gas burner when an incandescent ﬁtting

L—

..

N

,W

I

L
L_

FIG. I.
not used, but a bat‘s-wing burner only. In
such cases a by-pass is not supplied, but there is
not much difﬁculty in making one, and the handi
ness of such a ﬁtting cannot be over-estimated.
A good deal of gas is saved, because the light is
turned down directly it is ﬁnished with, whereas,

is
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But with a by-pass a simple touch
extinguished.
on the chain sufﬁces to reduce the ﬂame to a glimmer,
and the tap can even be moved when the hands
in carrying a dish or other
are both occupied
object, by touching with the latter. The writer
has ﬁtted several of these bypasses in his own house,
and they are very suitable for sculleries, pantries,
bathrooms, etc.
The by-pass is situated along the tube of the
gas bracket at any convenient point, the tube
being out there, and screwed for a short distance.
For the ﬁtting an ordinary gas tap is purchased,
which costs 6d. or 8d., and the flat handle portion
of the plug' is cut of! and ﬁled ﬂat. A couple of
holes are drilled and tapped for 3-32nds-in. screws,
In order
as seen in the lower ﬁgure (Fig. 1).
to stop the plug in the position of full opening,
and nearly closed ditto, it is necessary to insert
a couple of small screws I-roth in. diameter in the
face adjacent to the plug hole in the body seen in
the upper view (Fig. 1). When the plug is inserted,
its rotation is stopped in each direction by the
screws, against which the small pin in the plug
touches.
Next, a strip of brass about 2i ins. long is cut
to the shape seen in Fig. 2, with holes drilled to
the same centres as those in the plug, and others
at the ends for the attachment of the chain. The
strip is screwed to the plug, and pieces of chain
about
ins. long are attached, with a ring at the
The reason {or having rings of diﬁerent
end.
shapes is that it is more easy to distinguish which
one should he pulled for turning on and which one
for turning oﬁ.
In the illustration the tap is
shown with the gas turned on full. It will probably
be found necessary to make a slight modiﬁcation
in the position of the plug, so that a very small
ﬂame is produced, and this is easily done by ﬁling
Then, by turning the
a ﬂat on the upper screw.
screw in one or the other direction, the correct
contact can be obtained, and it will be necessary,
after a little use, to again adjust the screw, because
the wear on the plug and screw has the effect of
turning off the gas too much, and, in tact, putting

3

it out.

For the Bookshelf.
[A ny book reviewedunder this headingmay be obtainedfrom Tu:
Menu. ENGINEER Book DePamMnt, 26~29,Poppln's (burl,
Flat 51nd, London, £.(."., by remittingthe publishedP711?and
thecost0/ postage]

ENGINEER ELECTRICAL Pocxer‘
DIARY FOR 1910. London: The
Price
Technical Publishing Company, Ltd.
Is. Postage 2d.
Amongst the new matter that appears in this
"
The Practical Engineer Electrical
year’s issue of
may be mentioned:
Pocket-Book
and Diary,"
Storage batteries; design of motor-starting resist
for testing purposes;
water resistances
ances;
the transformation of
the International
Candle;
currents for power purposes ; types of underground
including the
modern wiring systems,
boxes;
Kalkos and 0.5. ; metallic ﬁlament lamps and arc
Besides other new matter, there are many
lamps.
The contents
etc.
revisions and useful
tables.
otherwise remain as before, and its general excel
lence as a source of reference
is, no doubt, well
known to all our readers.
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FIG. 2.
when there is no by-pass, one does not trouble
to turn the tap because of the difﬁculty of stopping
it just short of the point where the light becomes
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the areas of sections of a boat actually built by the
It will be seen that
rule of thumb, or rather eye.
the run aft was slightly longer than the entrance,
this being 3) per cent. 6! the length of the curves,
the base line of curves being the same length.
As mentioned before, the areas of sections should
follow a. deﬁnite curve, the closer in conformity to
It
a. curve of versed sine and trochoid the better.
therefore follows that any sharp deviations from
the wave-making
this will onl tend to increase
n the above instances the boat was
resistance.
a conﬁrmed wave maker; but when slightly altered
to the more deﬁnite and theoretical curves. the wave
making was much less and the speed much improved.
In employing these curves as a. basis to design a
speed boat it has to be somewhat modiﬁed at the
two extremities—that is, a certain percentage iscut
off and the curves slightly blunted, as shown at
Fig. 30. The generating circle is also sometimes
The
placed slightly aft to give a longer entrance.
above
figure giVes what should be approximate
suitable values for this cut off, and placing aft of
alone
the
mid-section. Experience
can. teach
what should be done in this regard.
A simple method of drawing a curve of areas
for a hull already built. is by the use of small pieces
of lead wire, or strips about i in. square inscction,
and long enough to girth half the mid-section.
Divide the load water line into, say, eight equal
parts or sections. now press the strip of lead at these
sections against the outside of the hull, as if making
a
which in
they are—from keel to
template,
reality
inc, marking the
sheer
kee , the load water line. and
the sheer line on them; do this for all the sections.
and draw a body plan with them, taking care to have
the beam at L.\V.L. and at sheer line the same
\Vhen this is done we have a body
as in the hull.
plan from which we can ﬁnd the area of each section
Now draw
by one of the methods explained before.
a theoretical curve of areas to scale, taking the
length on L.W.L. as the length of both curves,
and knowing the area of the mid-Section we can
as explained previously.
On a piece of
proceed
tracing paper, and to the same scale, plot a curve
with the areas found from the actual boat, as ordin
ates ; place the tracing on the drawing of theoretical

Designing Model Speed Boats.
By

J.

S. YACUA, G..\I.S.C.

[rom page I55.)
method of construction for describing these
For the fore
curves of areas is very simple.
body the curve of versed sines can be got as
follows (see Fig. 23). Draw a base line, AB, equal to
the length of the forebody on the water line, and
divide this into eight equal parts, and draw verticals,
number these I, 2, 3 . . . . . .9, with centre C on ordi
nate 9, and radius CA, to any convenient scale, repre
senting the area of mid-section of an imaginary hull
(the area in square inches is taken as a. linear mea
surement,
thus 9 sq. ins. is taken as 9 ins. linear).
AED; divide this into eight
Describe the semicircle,
equal parts and draw horizontals from the inter
sections
of the radii and circumference, parallel
to AB. The points at which the verticals and
horizontals intersect are points on a curve of versed
sines.
The curve can now be drawn in with splines.
It will be noticed that ordinate 5 is half the length
of ordinate 9.
A curve of trochoid is a little more difﬁcult
to draw.
The method of procedure is as follows,
On a base line equal in length to the after-body
erect verticals as in curve of versed sines, also des
cribe semicircle of same radius as before ; divide the
half circumference into eight parts, but instead of
drawing horizontals, we draw chords from A to
these points on circumference.
We now transfer
these chords to their respective positions on the base
line AB, keeping the same angle of inclination
and the exact length;
that is,chord AB is placed
at A'E', etc. The end of each chord so placed
is a point on a curve of trochoid.
A study of Fig.
If the
24 will give a clear idea of what is meant.
base lines are the same length in both cases, a
tracing could be made of one curve and. by reversing
the tracing, and placing on the other curve the
If we take the length of the
difference will be seen.
ninth ordinate as 100 the length for the others
could be got, for a curve of versed sines. by the
following multipliers :—

HE

(Continued

CURVE or Vnnsnn
No. of
Ordinate.
Multiplier

.

r
-ooo

2
-o38

3

-r46
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SINK.
5
-500

4
~308

For a curve of trochoid the multipliers are approximately

as

6
-691

8

7
-853

-96:

-930

~985

9
1-00

follows :——

Cunvn or TRocnow.
No. of
Ordinate.
Multiplier

I
.

2
~095

3
~275

For example, if area. of mid-section is 18 sq. ins.,
the length of the sixth ordinate in a curve of versed
sines will be 18x-691=12-438 ins.
For a curve
of trochoid, taking the sixth ordinate it would be
18 x-85i =15-318 ins.
Figs. 25, 26, 27 give a. good idea of the meaning of these curves when applied to the under-water
body of a boat. In Fig. 28 will be seen how the
curves are placed relatively to the Sheer plan or
proﬁle ofaboat. In Fig. 29 we have the theoretical
curves dotted, and a curve of areas plotted from

4
-500'

5
‘67s

8

6
~85I

9

r-oo

Curve and any deviation from this will at once be
seen, and could be corrected in the hull.
Let us now come back to our subject of finding
the displacement when the areas of the sections are
known.
Referring to Fig. 31, we have a curve
giving the areas of the sections for a. boat 4 ft. long
on water line. The curve at the entrance or fore-body
is a curve of versed sines, that of the after-body
a. trochoid, a curve of
may be, as an example,
these which we may
versed sines, or one between
call optional. To get the displacement we arrange

February
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our work in tabular form, and proceed exactly
in the same way as we did when ﬁnding the area.
of the mid-section.

_,

No. i.

__ i

Versed Sines Fore and Aft.
Ord.
No.

Area.

I

o-oo

2

1-20

3
4
5
6
7
8
9

‘

7-05

7-05
‘
4-125
1-20
0-00

9}common

W

Simp.

;

Mult.

~

4-125‘

I 8-25

t

*

1

.

Product.

1

000

4
2

4-80
8-25
28-20

4
2
4
2
4
1

interval

i

Versed
. ﬂ

Ltnd.
No.
I
\

l
2

3
4
5
6
1
7
‘ 8
‘1
‘

16-50
28-20
8-25
4-80
0-00

9

9900

6 to 1 for a beamy. easy-going hull. to 8 to I for
a good all-round running boat.
This latter pro
portion is very often met with in modern racing
,
WA_
I
2.
No. 3.
1

..*_

No.
.

Sines Fore ; Trochoid Aft.

Area.

Simp..
Mult.

. 0-00
1-20
‘ 4-125
7-05
'
8-25 \
7-64
5-56
2-30 ,
0-00
|

1

Product.

1

0-00

4
2

4-80
8-25
28-20

‘
4
1
2_
\
4
2
4
1

‘

1}common interval

2

177

198-00
~036

16-50
30-56
11-12
9-20
0-00
108-63
2

I

No.

l
1

I
2

\

3
4
5
6

Y Simp.’

1Area.
o-oo
1-20

lMult.

‘

l
l

l
'‘

4125‘7-05
8-25
7-25
4-78
1-85
0-00

7
8

'

9

1
|

r
4
2
4
2

The displacement, it will beseen, varies as the-curve
In a
aft is a trochoid, verScd sines, or "optional"
model this difference is only a matter of ounces. but
in a large boat it may mean hundreds of pounds.
The length of the above boat is 4 ft., the beam
The block co7 in5_, and the draught 1} ins.
is, therefore,='43;
the prismatic,=--54;
efﬁcient
The ratio of beamto length
and the midship,='78.
in this class of boat under consideration, may be

I

'

103-71
2

'7-46712 lbs.

The average ratio of draught to length is
from 20 to 25 for a deep medium speed boat, to
In models the
25 to 30 to 1 for most racing boats.
draught may have to be increased over the given
ratio to accommodate the machinery, so that
the luxury of a shallow draught can seldom
be
indulged in in models.
The greatest diﬁiculty in
shallow draught models is the inclination of the
propeller shaft.
FIG. 33.

0.0

ea

/

c.

\\

ca

Fro. 35.
suowmo

740

0-00

207-42
-036

boats.

Fro. 32.

FIG. 34.
Dmorums

4'80
8-25
28-20

4
1

7-82136 lbs.

7-128 lbs.

0-00

l6-5o
‘ 29-00
>
9-56

common interval

217-26
-036

i

Product.

4
2

'

l

__

Sines Fore ; Optional Aft.

Versed
‘
I On]. I
\

Smmurv

or HULL.

.

-
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The weight of the machinery should be kept as
low as possibleathat is, all heavy parts should, it
be placed
low down in the hull. If
possible,
these weights are placed high, the stability of the
boat is seriously affected.
“’0 will deal very brieﬂy
here
with the stability of the boat: a detailed
consideration would be too cumbersome, and would
I fear tire out the patience of the reader, if this has
not already been done.
Referring to Figs. 32, 33.
34, 35, a few words will help to explain the conditions
aﬂecting the stability.
Fig. 32 shows a stable
condition of things—that is, the centre of gravity
of the hull and all its contents is not too high;
and the centre of buoyancy—that is, the geometrical
centre of the under-water body—is also about right.
Now suppose some outside force were to heel over
the boat, and it took the position shown in Fig. 33:
in this case the centre of gravity will remain in the
same relative position to the hull, but the centre of
If we
buoyancy will have moved out of centre.
drop a perpendicular irom the centre oi gravity,
and erect one from the centre of buoyancy, as in
the ﬁgure, we have what is called a righting couple
-—that is, the boat would have a tendency to right
itself as indicated by the arrows. If, instead
of the centre of gravity being low as shown, it were
as high as in Fig. 34, we then have an upsetting

February 24, 1910.

theory. In Figs. 39, 4o, 4! three forms of rudders
are shown.
From some experiments, the writer
is inclined to think the one shown at Fig. 39 to be
:1
‘3
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9
as good as any, although the one shown at Fig.
40
has given very good results.
Fig. 41 shows a
of rudder used greatly in torpedo boats.
In mode 5,

t)

Another point is the trim—1'.c., the ﬂoating of
of the boat on its designed water line.
In a model
it is nearly always possible to move the weights 3.
little one way or the other, and so fair the trim.
In a large boat, a tremendous lot of calculation
is required to effect this.
Figs, 36, 37, 38 show the
diﬂerent eilects produced by
lacing the weights
at various positions in the hul, Fig. 36 being the
normal condition of things.
Before showing the method of designing and laying
off a hull, we will consider brieﬂy the rudder. This,
in a model, is more a matter of experiment than

‘0

l
|

the better.

Lu
O

_

\a

couple—that is, the tendency would be to heel further
over, as shown by the arrows.
In Fig. 35, acondition
of things occurs in which there is no righting couple
or upsetting couple: in that case the boat would
remain in the position shown. it has happened,
no doubt, to many model boat builders, when trying
their boat before being dug out, in the domestic
bath. to see it heel over and remain in that position,
this is the reason—just explained. Therefore, the
centre of gravity always presses downwards and the
centre of buoyancy upwards, and the lower the
centre of gravity of the hull and all its contents

'
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there is not much necessity to have a balanced rudder
as the preSSurc acting against it is very small.
We can leave this matter in the hands of the builder,
as fancy plays a great part in the choice of a rudder,
besides, it is a simple matter to carry out some
The method of steering or keeping
experiments.
to its desired angle is also a matter
the rudder

inf

‘

Tam:

Tm»: EFFECT

Electrician.
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An interesting Watch-Clock.
INCE reading

By

F.

paper on “Originality in
Model Making."
given
by Mr.
Percival
Marshall in October 15th. 1908, issue, I made
the

6%

OF VARIOUSLY

of many having their own pet notions on the
subject.
\Vith regard to the propeller, the writer will not
deal with it in this article, hoping at a future date,

February

FIG. 36.

PLACED WEicnrs.

up my mind in future to follow the good advice
I have always tried to
that paper contained.
improve on the models I have seen, and in some
cases may havesucceeded; but it is rather annoying
to the model maker when he has made something
he thinks quite original, to ﬁnd perhaps in some
old book, probably printed long before he came
I have just been
into existence, a similar idea.
placed in that position, with my curious watch
which will no doubt be of
clock here described,
interest to many readers of Tue Moon]. ENGINEER.
It is a. one—ﬁngered watcheclock, and should be
perfectly balanced when resting on the wheels,
from its centre needle, which is ﬁrmly ﬁxed into
the ﬁnger.

FIG. 41.
THREE Forms

or RUDDERS.

all things being well, to give the result of a few
experiments. which are, as yet, in a preliminary
stage.

_

(To be continued.)

The watch used by the writer was an old Ingersoll.
Amateurs can handle these with much more
than the more expensive kinds. The
freedom
ﬁnger is made out of f—in. brass tubing. At 1} ins.
from one end drill a I-I6th hole through, then saw
down its length to the hole drilled and open it out
and trim up to ﬁt the watch case as shown in
Braze a short piece of i-in. tube to
photograph.
strengthen the arms, which will also hold the brass
stud and washer nut, which gives a better ﬁnish
It will be noticed from side
to the split tube.
view of photograph No. 2 that the ﬁnger tube is
ﬁled rather more than half~way through its diameter
2- in. from the needle on each side, and a piece of
ﬂat thin brass brazed to it for strength.
The
reason of this method is to bring the full weight
of the ﬁnger, which is considerable, over the outer
wheel on which the needle works, the other end of
needle resting on another wheel of the same size,
Both wheels are ﬁxed to a small shaft, and must
run dead true, free, and without shake.
The front
bracket in which these wheels work is ﬁxed to the
top plate, the one behind is held in position by a
nut, which also holds the top plate to the
in.
brass standard, and another small screw is near
the end of the bracket.
This bracket is taller than
the front one, in order to carry the top check
wheel, which can be raised up or down in a slot,

l
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screwed into position; this wheel must press
lightly on the needle.
Both brackets are slotted a little, above and
below the centre of the needle, and pieces of hard
brass thin wire bent and pushed
tightly in the
slots, and carefully soldered
so that the needle
will freely run between
without play.
Little
friction is noticed by this method, and a full view
of the ﬁnger is seen when at work.
When ﬁxing the
split tube to the watch case, be careful to solder
the case the right way.
The back of the watch is
in front on the ﬁnished ﬁnger, otherwise it would
be a left hand timekeeper.
The watch glass is taken out and the rim, which
has no hinge in this make, must he ﬁled out until
the bottom portion of a metal polish tin cut down
can be pushed through and soldered,
to project
and

FRONT \liewzoFEWAi-cn
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balance weight, and is made in the following
manner :—A piece of i-in. gas pipe (brass), 2:} ins.
in. deep into a block
long is cut and then sunk
Place over this a tube I in. diameter,
of wood.
1} ins. long, central with the pipe, and ﬁll the
When cold the tube
space with lead or type metal.
solder two brass washers
is easily removed,
in.
thick with kin. hole in ends of pipe, and rimer
make
a
on
the
to
good
ﬁt
sliding
out
ﬁnger.
The
lead must now be turned down to ﬁt a piece of tube
diameter,
taken
from
a
cheap telescope 1:} ins.
1}in.
A washer is brazed into one end with a
long.
to
over
the ig-in. pipe and ﬁt against
slip
Q-in. hole
the lead, and held in position by. the rim screw of
If the weight is too heavy, take oﬁ‘
the telescope.

i

i

CLOCK.

ins. out, which leaves ample room for a
3 i-roth
small weight to be soldered near to the end of the
hour hand of the watch, which is, when at work,
continually altering the balance of the ﬁnger, and
thus moves it round to the time of the watch.
The curious part of the clock is that it has no
working part in connection with its centre, and if
set to time, it may he spun round, but will grad~
ually settle down again to the time. whatever the
hour may be. The needle must be perfectly true
and round, but do not use needles cut off near the
eye or you will have ﬂat sides, which will impede its
The winder is at the extreme end of
movement.
the ﬁnger, so that the spring box of the watch is
To rectify this,
on one side and is the heaviest.
drill a hole through the centre of the tin cover,
and solder a I-Ioth in. screw inside, the head having
Strike out a circle the size
been ﬁled almost flat.
of the tin cover on a piece of fin. ﬂat brass, drill
the centre hole to ﬁt the stud on the cover, cut a
piece out of this circle;about a quarter will be
enough—and, when placed on the stud, must be
held by a nut.
By turning this weight round the
side balance is soon found.
The other end of ﬁnger carries the regulating

SIDE VIEW or WATcH CLOCK.
the tube and turn a groove out of the middle of the
weight; or, if the. needle is not in a dead line with
centre of watch and tube, by cutting a piece out on
one side of the lead weight its true balance can
easily be found by turning the weight round, and
then ﬁxed by the r-iﬁth in. screw in the pipe.
.The clock face is made from cardboard with a
backing of metal, or can be made from brass
entirely.
Each hour is divided into half, quarter,
and ﬁve minutes. The ﬁnger is kept in position
by a small bush and screw.
MESSRS.
SiEMENs BRos., Caxton House, “est
minster, recently sent us a list of lantern slides
showing a great variety of their manufactures,
ranging from small supplies to complete installa
tions.
Since the list was ﬁrst issued in February
last some interesting additions have been made to it.
The slides are primarily intended for use by lec
turers, to whom they would be lent free of charge
on application.
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describ
the conclusion of Mr. Powell's article
"
“
Electric
ing how to make a Synchronome
in our
Time Transmitter, which appeared
issues of October 2ist and 28th, 1909, a promise was
made to give some notes upon its proper adjustment
and to describe the con
and battery requirements,
A
struction of the dial movement.
having
large number of our readers
"
made
the
Masterpiece," will
now
adjust
desire to get it into perfect
ment so that the most effective im—
pulse is given to the pendulum with
disturbance to its
the least possible
free vibration, and so that the gravity
arm may be lifted by the electro-mag
net with the least possible expenditure
of electrical energy.
I
One typographical error, and one
The length
only, has to be regretted.
of the pendulum rod on page 417 of
our issue of October 28th was quoted
whereas
it should have
as 34 ins.,
been 4! ins.
When the pendulum is swinging with
,
a considerable arc, the upper surface of
the pallet P (page 401) should just not
the gravity arm
touch the roller M.
s...
'
B is off its catch, the roller M should
rest upon the centre or steepest part
of the curved end of the impulse pallet
P, and—the battery being disconnected
—the swinging pendulum should be
just unable to replace the steel peg C
on the top of the wedge-shaped
agate
“'hen the pendulum is at zero
catch.
and the roller M is resting on the pallet
in its central position, as above des
that the
cribed, it will be observed
gravity arm B cannot reach the contact-screw in
the armature, thus the switch is held open and
the battery saved if a stoppage from any cause
,
occurs.

T

he will not mind giving them the necessary
The duration of the contact is exactly
attention.
what the dials require, and is actually dictated
It varies
by the self-induction of their magnets.
from a twentieth to a. thirtieth part of a second,
whereas in other systems a whole second is fre
quently allowed, consequently the consumption of
current is very small, the total period of closed cir
cuit being about [0 hours per annum. At a current
rate of '3 amp. this means that each dial requires
only 3 amp-hours per annum. As a good dry cell
is capable of yielding from 200 to 300 amp-hours
and

System
The “Synchronome”
of Electric Clocks.
r

i

2

Hill."

H!
m

FIG. I.

it

is

it

obvious that the life of the battery depends
will keep fresh rather than upon
upon how long
the amount of electrical energy consumed
by the
clocks.
It kept in a cool place, dry cells will last
from one to four years, according to their size and

is

is

is

:

quality.
Two wet Leclanché cells in fair condition should
be ample for the transmitter itself, and two cells
should be added for every three dials.
On this
subject we are enabled to quote. from the instruc
tions of the Synchronome Company, which, how
with time-circuits
embracing
ever, are framed
"
not less than half~a_dozen dials in view
Having
joined up the instruments in series circuit with
the whole of the available battery and started the
installation, reduce the battery one cell at a time
until the switch magnet
incapable of re-setting
the gravity arm B without the assistance
of the
pendulum pushing roller M in its return excursion
to the left.
This, of course,
battery warning.
Note the number of cells in circuit when this occurs,
and replace, say, 10 or 15 per cent. of that number.
After some hours' running it '\will probably be
noticed that the arc of the pendulum
more than
degs. on each side of zero.‘ The reason of this
that the gravity lever B
intentionally heavier
than

is

l

H

is 2

The travel in company of the two moving parts
of the switch (the gravity arm and the armature)
should be about three-fourths of one. Thus, if
in., the armature will
the normal switch gap is
travel in company with the gravity arm for 3»i(iths
in. before it is stopped
by the left-hand limiting
screw P (page 400), and the gravity arm will have
to travel the last i-loth in. or more by its own
momentum in order to hook up catch C on the
agate pallet.
wedge-shaped
See that the anchoring position of the wheel
with respect to the gathering jewel is such that
when the jewel comes into the periphery of the
wheel, as the pendulum moves from right to left,
it only just clears the point of the tooth in front of
Having hopped
the one it is going to operate upon.
over the latter, it will be observed that there is
clearance between it and the back of
considerable
the tooth behind it.
Any form of good primary cell is suitable for
Wet Leclanché bat
operating the time-circuit.
teries are more likely to ﬁnd favour with the amateur
than
dry cells, because the former are cheap,

,g

II

necessary."
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The amount of impulse and the amount of current
required may then be reduced by screwing in (for
wards) the armature field limiting screw 1" (page
But
400), and the battery still further reduced.
do not go too far; in other words, see that the
resulting arc is nearly 2 (legs. on each side of zero.
Theoretically, this adjustment should so be made
and ﬁxed that the amount of impulse given after
zero is exactly equal to the amount given before it,
but practically it is of no consequence.
It is only
when the pendulum is at or about zero and travel
ling (at its greatest
speed) through a very small
part of its excursion that it is engaged in (I) turn
ing the wheel, (2) releasing the gravity arm, and
Its entire freedom at all
(3) receiving fts impulse.
other times (particularly at the beginning and the
end of each swing, when it is moving at its slowest)
is the feature of overwhelming importance, and
in this respect it realises the ideal which horologists
have been striving after for centuries.

_
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ming the click E, the latter being always free
to slide out along the flat surface of its tooth.
The back-stop click being adjacent to the driving
eccentricity of the
click E, quite considerable
wheel A or other imperfections in manufacture,
though, of course, undesirable, are nevertheless
permissible, because a group of only three or four
teeth are involved at one time.
\Vhen first devised in 1897, and until a few months
on
ago, this movement and all others designed
similar lines locked the hands against forward mo
tion only in their position of rest—that is to say,
when spring F had propelled them by driving click E

FIG. 3.
home between
the periphery of the
wheel A and the stop H.
Now 'comes
the recent improvement illustrated in
Fig. 2. The back-stop lever G is

FIG. 2.
Those of our readers who desire to reap the full
of their handiwork, by using the con
advantage
trolling pendulum to operate dials all through the
house. should not be content with ordinary cheap
electric bell wire.
It is true that such wire, if not
less than 18 S.W.G., is electrically sufﬁcient; but
it is not mechanically strong enough to reduce the
risk of breakdowns to a minimum.
On this ac
count any cheap
class of electric
light wire of
3/22 S.VV.G. is preferable.
by Mr. Hope
The dial movement, as described
]ones in his paper before the Institution of Elec
trical Engineers, in 1899, and now very generally
used for the purpose. is illustrated in Fig. i.
The 120 teeth of wheel A are rectangular in shape.
The driving click E enters the wheel at an angle of
135 degs. to the radius, 50 that its point rises just
as far as its forward motion.
This enables the mo
mentum stop H to be used without fear of jam

Fro.

4.

to the right and carries a steel stud I.
Just opposite this the armature lever D has a semi
circular recess scolloped out of it. The effect of
this is to convert the action of the movement into
that of an escapement irr which it is absolutely im
possible to pass more than one tooth at a time for
each to and-fro movement of the armature C and
lever D. To satisfy one's self as to.how perfectly
the movement is locked at every point in the cycle
of operations. it is only necessary to look at the
enlarged
drawings of the escapcment
itself, and
to imagine the extraneous forces trying to turn the
wheel A backwards or forwards.
Fig. 3 shows the normal position of rest, Fig. 4
half withdrawn, Fig. 5 fully withdrawn (end of
stroke), and 'Fig. 6 halfway forward in the act of
propulsion.

extended
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may
The principle underlying the escapement
That when the back-stop
be brieﬂy stated thus:
is not held between the points of two teeth by
the stud l, the space between stop H and the tooth
it is less than the dimension of driving
opposite

J

click li.
It will be observed that both clicks can be dis
from the wheel A instantly by merely
engaged

Fin.

5.

raising the back-stop lever G, because the back
stop J itself bears upon the sloped under side of
click E and backs it out, whilst the stud I further
assists
by dealing with spring F. Though this
perfection of lock does not appear to be necessary
in the case of dials whose hands are protected by
glass. thanks to its simplicity, it is as easv to make
as the older form, has been standardised in five
sizes, and is used for all purpose; operating dials
from 3 ins. to 10 ft. diameter.

Fic.._ 6.

The Synchronome Company, of 32 and 34, Clerken
Road, inform us that they have a few of the
earlier type available, and are willing to supply
them at a nominal price to those of our readers
who have made the Electric Time Transmitter.
It need hardly be pointed out that this earlier pat
tern is quite as good for small dials for domestic
use, and it lends itself equally well to silencing
by the judicious use of leather pads or buffers 0n
the stop H and the other points of mechanical
contact.
well
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A New Electro-piating Process.
N a lecture recently delivered before the Royal
Society of Arts, Mr. Augustus Rosenberg
method of electro-plating
a new
described
whereby the deposit is produced by merely mbbing
"
“
Galvanit
on to the surface to
a powder called
be plate-.1.
We give below some extracts from the
lecture which we think will prove of interest to
our readers.
The paper which I have the pleasure of sub
mitting to you this evening, deals with a novel
whereby metals of all kinds may, with
process
the greatest ease, and without the chrcise of any
skill, be coated with any other metal with strongly
adherent deposits of substantial thickness, in a
negligible period of time, and at a minimum ex
pense, thus affording any unskilled person means
whereby he (or she) may coat, for example, with
nickel, silver, tin, and other metals, with no more
exertion than that expended in the use of polishing
It, therefore, may not inappropriately
powders.
be termed a domestic electro-plating process.
~ The new method consists in the use of a mixture
to which I have given
of pulverulent materials,
" Galvanit," and the
the trade name of
deposition
process involves in each case but a single operation,
consisting in the application of a powder by means
of a rag or brush and rubbing the object to be
N0 prelimi
coated in the presence of moisture.
nary chemical treatment is required such as dip
ping in caustic alkalis or pickling in strong acids.
Provided the objects are reasonably clean and
bright, they can be plated without such preliminary
treatment.
For in the rubbing with a rag or
brush, concurrently with the deposition process
there is brought about a cleansing
and polishing
of the surface of the newly produced metallic
deposit.
For deposition of each particular metal, there
is required a corresponding powder containing the
7inc, cadmium, nickel,
appropriate ingredients.
cobalt, tin, silver, antimony, bismuth, gold, plati
num, in fact all metals generally deposited by the
"
"
battery
process, can be deposited from powders
Further than this, alloys
by the Galvanit process.
such as brass, gun-metal, German silver, cadmium
silver, and a number of others can be similarly
deposited.
Speaking generally, a powder containing
any given metal can be used to deposit that metal
on objects of any metal whatever, even if the metal
to be plated is identical with that contained in the
mixture~e.g., zinc upon zinc, silver upon silver,
etc.
This was impossible under the old contact
The mixtures employed invariably corn.
process.
ﬁrst, some form (whether elementary or
prise,
of the metal to be deposited; Secondly,
combined)
an
electro-positive metal, in the uncombined
form; and, thirdly, a substance which is capable
of producing an aqueous electrolyte when brought
into contact with moisture.
With regard to the electro-positive metal to be
is the most electro-positive
employed, magnesium
metal which it is practicable to use; and it is of
in some cases, however, a less
general application.
electro-positive metal such as aluminium, zinc, or
cadmium works well enough.
The choice of the
electro-positive metal which is to serve as the.
anode depends both upon the metal to be deposited,
and also upon the ﬁature of the receiving surface
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or cathode to be coated.
Thus, zinc can be used
for depositing nickel on iron or steel, but not for
nickel on copper or brass; whereas,
depositing
on the other hand, magnesium
will work well in
both cases.
If the metal to be deposited is present
in the form of a salt, this salt, in conjunction with
the moisture, serves as the electrolyte. Therefore,
two ingredients will theoretically be required—the
salt and the elcctro-positive metal ; but in practice
we ﬁnd that by mixing a salt, say tin chloride,
with an electro-positive element, such as zinc or
magnesium,
a violent reaction takes
place, evol
ving great heat, and the mixture is spoiled for
practical purposes.
Even if this reaction did not
take place the deposition would be too rapid, and
the coating would be uneven and of a bad colour,
"
or, as they say in the trade,
burnt on." There
fore, I ﬁnd it advantageous to add to the mixture
certain substances which are relatively inert, such
& chalk, soapstone (Iaicum). kieselguhr, boracic
acid, dextrin, etc.
These substances act ﬁrst as a
diluent, and secondly as a polishing medium; and
as the materials employed possess an inherent
to react upon one another, these sub
tendency
stances act as a coating and prevent premature

action.
It was

whilst experimenting to overcome this
difﬁculty of premature action, that I found that it
is not necessary to use a salt of the metal to be
but that the metal itself can be used
deposited,
instead.
The reaction involved is, that if the
metal be originally
present as a. salt, then the
electro-positive metal simply displaces it, so that
it becomes deposited upon the object forming the
cathode.
If, on the other hand. the metal be
originally present in the elementary form, then it
ﬁrst becomes transformed into a salt of the metal,
and is thereafter displaced and deposited on the
cathode.
In this case it is only theoretically neces
sary to make a mixture of the following ingre
The metal to be deposited
in its
dientsz—(i)
elementary
state; (2) a salt, preferably a salt of
ammonia; and (3) the electro-positive metal. But
here again we meet the same difﬁculty as in the
mixture
It is essential to
previously mentioned.
keep the mixture dry, and to prevent the salt
acting on the electro-positive metal.
I will now give an example of a practical mixture
containing the metal to be deposited in a metallic
state instead of a salt, say, for example,
such a
highly electro-positive metal as zinc :—

ch

FORMULA.
..
.. 15 parts by weight.
Zinc
. .
Ammonium sulphate . . 5 ,,
,,
1 part
Magnesium
to parts
Chalk
,,
2- 5 ,,
,,
Soapstone
The ordinary zinc dust of commerce is quite good
enough for our purpose, notwithstanding the con
Siderable proportion of oxide and other impurities
If we wish to deposit some
which it contains.
other metal instead of zinc, say cadmium, we
simply substitute in the mixture metallic cadmium
in place of the zinc.
The talc serves the purpose of
the mixture from absorbing moisture,
preventing
either when stored or when exposed to the action
of the atmosphere for very long periods of time.
The chalk in the above formula is useful as a
diluent or ﬁlling, and as a. polishing agent.
It is,
I have
moreover, useful as a source of alkalinity.
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found that the same considerations which, in wet
render acid baths preferable for some
processes,
cases, and alkaline baths for other cases, are to
some extent applicable to the Galvanit process;
and, accordingly, I sometimes ﬁnd it desirable to
add acid or alkaline ingredients, as the case may
be, so that the compositions may have either an
acid or alkaline reaction in the presence of moisture.
A point which should be mentioned here is that the
nature of the electrolyte modiﬁes the colour of the
metal coating deposited; for the colour of the
deposit may be caused to vary from a dull blackish
tinge to a bright white lustre, according as the
electrolyte employed varies from alkaline to acidic.
As acid ingredients I would instance powdered
organic acids or boracic acid, and as an alkaline
The
ingredient dehydrated sodium carbonate:
ingredients which are to be intimately mixed
gether form the constituents which are essential
so far as the actual deposition process is concerned,
"
essential
and which may, therefore, be termed
active ingredients."
Brieﬂy stated, the new deposition process de
self~
upon a principle which I may
pends
excitation—410.,
upon the reaction which imme
diately ensues between one ingredient (the electro
and the other ingredient‘ (the
positive metal)
metallic salt) so soon as the addition of moisture
to the mixture converts the latter into an electro
lyte. In this reaction the electro-positive metal
constitutes the anode, and the object treated the
cathode; and as Galvanit contains a quantity of
ﬁnely-pOwdered electro-positive metal, it makes
innumerable contacts with the cathode surface,
These innu
and acts as so many minute anodes.
merable minute anodes gradually dissolve, and in
dissolving set up in the liquid little local Circulations
of electric currents. The circuits are so excesswely
small, so exceedingly near together, and so numerous
that they cannot be separately observedh and the
surface of the metal becomes the seat of innumer
able concomitant voltaic and electrolytic actions.
Thus the potential or stored-up energy of the
elementary substances in the powder 15 converted
into electric current, and as these currents, leave
the liquid they throw down from the metallic salt
in solution a thick ﬁlm on the cathode, and it be
comes plated over with a deposit.
‘
A probable explanation of the formation of the
metallic deposit is that the water is decomposed,
the salts in contact with the cathode are reduced to
the metallic state by the nascent hydrogen, and the
acid thus formed is prevented from corroding the
deposited metal, both by the motion apphed and
by being immediately removed into the mass of
the liquid by ditiusion.
Although a rise in temperature is not necessary
to the successful use of Galvanit, in some cases a
quicker and thicker deposit of metal can be ob
To accomplish this
tained with the aid of heat.
we have three methods at our disposal 1)
1. To heat the article before applying Galvanit.
2. To select the ingredients of our mixture so
that while they are decomposing they evolve
sensible
3. To

heat.
use

as the electro-positive
magnesium
ingredient.
To illustrate these last two methods, I will
instance a powder for deposition of nickel, con~
sisting of the two ingredients theoretically neces
sary, viz., the electro-positive metal and a salt of
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nickel. The formula is: Nickel ammonium sul
phate, 20 parts by weight; magnesium
powder,
2 parts by weight.
When a moist rag is dipped
in this powder and rubbed upon a cathode, say a
copper penny, simultaneously with the deposition,
considerable heat is evolved, so that the cathode
becomes quite warm.
Incidentally, I may draw
your attention to the way in which this very pretty
experiment, although so simple and performed
without the aid of any apparatus, illustrates a
whole series of chemical changes; changes which
can easily be demonstrated by the exercise of every
one of our five senses, viz. :—
(a) Ammonia is liberated by the decomposition
of the salt—detected by the smell.
(b) Heat is generated—detected by touch.
causing bubbles of
(r) Hydrogen is generated,
hydrogen to fizz—detected by hearing.
colour owing to the
(d) The cathode changes
deposition of nickel, and the gas bubbles
generated
can be also seen—detected
by
sight.
sul
(e) The residual liquid contains magnesium
phate—Epsom salts; as may be detected by
taste.
(I would suggest that you get some
one else to exercise this last sense.)
The experiment, in addition to being an inter
esting one generally, is specially useful in practically
demonstrating many properties claimed for Gal
vanit. As previously mentioned, a cleansing takes
place concurrently with the deposition of metal, and
this cleansing is not only mechanical but chemical.
In this experiment, the ammonia liberated, being
in a nascent state and in conjunction with the
moisture present, immediately acts upon the sur
face treated.
Similarly the radical sulphion (50;)
performs the same ofﬁce in the case of other impuri
ties such as oxides.
Thus these mixtures exercise
a strong detergent action, which goes on concur
rently with the deposition of the metal.
Among the many applications of nickel Galvanit,
its use to coat the soft copper or type metal printing
surfaces is of special value.
A thin ﬁlm of nickel,
so thin that the quality of the printing surface is
not aﬂected, will increase the hardness, and, con
sequently, the life of the plate enormously; a
nickel-coated copper-plate will give about four
times as many impressions as one coated even in
the usual way with iron. The printer is enabled,
by the use of the Galvanit nickel powder, to nickel
face electrotype printing blocks (both line blocks
and half-tone) in a very few minutes, with a ﬁlm
of nickel; special advantage also attaches to its
use as it enables copper blocks to be used with a
red pigment (vermilion), which cannot be done
without such protection because the unprotected
the mercury sulphide, which
copper decomposes
is the basis of the pigment, and thus destroys its
colour, while at the same time the copper tends to
become brittle by the absorption of the reduced
mercury.
The Galvanit tin powder is of special use to re
tin cooking utensils, as any domestic servant can
accomplish this without any more exertion than
is required to scour the vessel in the usual way.
By the Galvanit process, several metals can be
deposited one on top of the other—ma, silver on
nickel, tin on top of the nickel, copper on top of
the tin, etc., without stripping the object of the
previously deposited metal.
Hitherto Galvanit has been considered solely as
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electro-plating medium. I would now like to
draw attention to its value as a polishing agent.
Since the usual method of polishing plated surfaces
is by the use of abrasive or corrosive preparations,
the plating on the articles polished inevitably be
comes thinner with each application, ﬁnally wearing
On the contrary, by the use of
oﬂ'altogether
Galvanit, simultaneously with the polishing of the
plated surface the new metal is deposited, which
theoretically and actually increases its thickness
and,' greatly prolongs its life.
an
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Practical Notes on Workshop Methods.
To THE EDITOR or The Model Engineer.
DEAR SIR,—The
following table proves that
"
Brass
is a very varied alloy, and as it Is the
one from which I quoted it will be taken for granted
that my remarks were of a general character.
“
“
MOLsswon-rn's
Pocxn-r Boon or ENGINEERING
"

Formuue.

Brass
Page 17"
“

Moles<

H
n
n
,,
,,

.

worth."
\

I)
n

Gim-melal
Page 17-—
_[
"
Molesworth." [

,,
,,
,,
,,

_

"

{Copperi Zinc
' ‘‘
I
5
I
4
l
3
2
I
I
r
2
I

..

I

4

Io

—

I

—
—

r

.
.
.
.

Page 75—“ Brass.”
Soft for hammering
Yellow brass
Brass for soldering
Tough for engine work

7
2
‘
. .
8
l
. . 100

Red sheet brass
Common brass

..
. .

..
..

.
.
.
.

-—

16
8

—
—

4

IO

II
1

_
_—
'—

I

'—
I

_’
'—

I
'

I

-—

I

Prof. H. Adams, M.I.C.E.-Page 74 :
. .
Soft gun-metal
. .
Hard gun-metal
Hydraulic valve faces
Small toothed wheels

Tin.

‘
I

7
F
l
,
i

-—

i,
I
l

3

I

l

3
l'
I

‘i

I5
I

9
8

1
‘
I
‘
l

I
I
I

I

_—
-—
15
-—~
-—

Quoting from my article— "Any variation of
these quantities gives variable results, and a know
"
ledge of what is required is therefore necessary
trust
(THE MODEL ENGINEER,N0.450, page 59).
that the table is conclusive to our fn'end, Mr.
I have to thank him, however, for drawing
Sturla.
my attention to what on the face of it appeared

I

very erroneous—i.e., copper, 8; zinc, 2; zinc, 8;
copper 2. Finally, with reference to my remarks
concerning the behaviour of phosphor tin, it would
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have been more correct to have said
the phos
phorus vanishes up the ﬁnes," etc.———Yours truly,

ALFRED PARR.

Overhead Gear for Lathe.

To THE EDITOR or The Model Engineer.
Sm,—I by no means resent Mr. Goidsworthy
I have learned
Crump's criticism of my article.
many good things from him in your columns and
hope to proﬁt still more
by his contributions.
And, further, it is only by criticism and discussion
that we can hope to improve.
I do not, however,
agree with all his criticisms—that is another story.
I. I think it will be admitted generally that the
use of wire has an unworkmanlike appearance.
I
ﬁnd also that by sliding the pulleys along the
overhead
bar and letting them project at the
proper angle they adjust themselves
perfectly to
the cord, both 05 and on the ﬂywheel.
2. By wedging the carriage as your correspondent
suggests, does he not discount one of the merits
of the Pittler type of overhead?
The main idea
of the type is ﬁrst that by leaving the carriage free
to move it automatically tightens the belt so that
it does not slip on the pulley of the drilling spindle.
etc. And, second,
the carriage is supposed
to
travel
backwards
and forwards following
the
motion of the slide-rest as it is traversed.
Wedging
As to the trouble that would
prevents this motion.
arise if the driving belt parted, well, the weight
would fall to the ﬂoor, that is all, andas it need not
be hung far from the ﬂoor, no great damage would
follow.

3. I think your correspondent has some right on
his side in this connection.
The metal carrying
the movable jockey pulley might easily be thinner
and save the hacksaw cut.
Still, it must have
sufﬁcient substance to carry the pivot on which
the wheel runs.
Finally, I would point out that one of the things
l claim for my arrangement is that every pulley
is open at the side so that the driving belt may be
put in place without having to undo it at the joint.

—Yours truly,

F.

J.

NANCE.

X-Ray Apparatus.
To THE EDITOR or The Model Engineer.
DEAR Sin,—-Re Query 22,636 and reply in
No. 456, X-ray Apparatus, I am constantly work
ing with a powerful X-ray plant and would, in
view of my own experience,
like to make the

following suggestions :—
(1) I do not think it would be well to try plati—
num break with 100 watts in primary—only
the
very highest eﬂiciency one would give anything
like a full return, and that only while the contacts
were in perfect order, and they would not last
I certainly should use a
long owing to burning.
I use a turbine jet myself
mercury break of sorts.
“ith every satisfaction up to 10 amps, beyond
which one has to have special arrangements at
high voltages to get a perfect break.
"
S. L." to try
(2) 1 should certainly not advise
with X-ray tubes as in
high frequency discharges
all probability he will puncture them ; I have done
so more than once, besides which they are alter
nating and so will quickly destroy the tubes by
raising the vacuum to probably absolute.
A good plain tube, such as a Cox record,
‘(3)
Will, I ﬁnd, stand up to about 1 milliamp, when
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well-seasoned, for a continued run without softening,
but he cannot count on more than '5 m.a..
"
S. L." must bear in mind that all these points
must vary within wide limits, owing to idiosyn
crasies of coil and tubes: 4 m.a. in a 3-in. equi
valent spark gap tube will give a good radiograph
of the hand in 5 seconds, if the tube is otherwise
suitable; but for more he must use a heavy anode
tube or a water‘cooled one, until he reaches currents
that will give momentary exposures
(no use for
screen work) ; but this is another story.
If your correspondent cares to call and chat over
things. we might be able to give each other a few
tips. Kindly let him have my card—I am, dear
S. P.
Sir, yours faithfully,
" J.
“
[\Ve are much obliged for
J. S. P.’s communi
cation and would be glad to have his name and
Eu,
address, which he has omitted to give.

M.E.

6
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The Society of Model Engineers.
[Reﬁorts 0/ medings should be ten! to the oﬂices 0/ The Moon.
ENGINEER It‘llhOlU delay, and will b: msrrled in any par
lirular USMCI! arrived a dtar mu days below its usual daft
0/ Publication]
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London.

eleventh annual Conversazione of the
Society will be held at the Caxton Hall,
Victoria Street, S.W., on Saturday, Feb
Exhibits of models
ruary 26th, from 4 to II p.m.
and mechanical apparatus and tools for amateur
engineers, popular lantern lectures, demonstrations
of
and other mechanical processes;
turning,
dancing in the large Hall from 7 to II ; instrumental
Refreshments, cloak-room, and
concerts,
etc.
programme free.
Tickets, price 25. 6d. each, may
be obtained beforehand from the Secretary as at
Every reader
foot or at the doors on the evening.
of this journal should make a point of attending
this gathering.
FUTURE MEErmos, to be held at the Caxton Hall,
Demonstration
at 7 p.m.—Friday,
March 4th:
Ordinary
Wednesday, March 16th:
meeting.
"
discussion
On the most useful Acces
meetings,
sories for the Lathe and their Construction."—
Full particulars of the Society, and forms of appli
cation may be obtained from the Secretary, HERBERT
G. RIDDLE, 37, Minard Road, Hither Green, S.E.

Provincial

Societies.

ordinary monthly meet
Blrmingham.——The
ing of this Society took place on \Vednesday
evening, February 2nd, at the White Horse,
Mr. T. Powell again
Congreve Street, at 7.30 p.m.
took the chair.
Arrangements for the stand at
Bingley Hall Exhibition in March are practically
complete and a ﬁne show is promised. Among the
exhibits shown at this meeting, and which will be
on view at the exhibition, may be mentioned Mr.
Perks' model electric launch, and Mr. Tranter's
The electric launch is
model traction engine.
2 ft. 8} ins. long and is a very fine piece of work.
The traction engine was made of a few castings and
some sheet brass, copper, etc., and is about 18 ins.
Both of these models will be well worth
long.
Other members' work on view included a
seeing.
of a model locomotive, brought by Mr.
bogie
Biddle, a model water-tube boiler brought by Mr.
J. E. Smith, and a cylinder and steam chest with
metallic packing brought by Mr. Prentice.
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Replies.

[Attention 1: especially di'nctrd lo the ﬁrst condition given belo
nnd no notice It” 5! taken of Queries not complyingwith thl
dunh'ons iheum slated. lrttnt containingQueries nus! bl
marked on the top left-hand roma o) the rm'tlopr " Query
Depanvunl." No othermattersbutthan relatingto the 01401::
shouldbemloud in thesomeenvelopa
Queries on sublzds iruhm the “op; of this journal an upli'rd to
by par! imdrr Ihz following rond:!i0ns:-—(Il Ournrs dzm’nig
with diSliﬂCl subjrds should be mum on dilrrrcnl slips, on
mv side 0/ the pup" only, and thesmda’s mm iiusr be m
srribrd on the back. (2) Quart: should be a
turd,
u-han-n possiblz, nih lully dimensionalshdches,an co":
spondmtsan recommended
to keepa mp)- of "Mir Qum'es for
"former.
addrrssrd mvrlop: (not Posturd)
(3) A
shouldInvariany be
simrdid, and also a " (loans and RPPliCS
(‘oupon" rid out {mm the advertisement
page: of the currau
issuz. (4) Quart: will be unturnedas mrly a: pasnblr after
receipt,but an lulu-mil o/ a few days my usually claps: below
the Reply can be lmardai.
(5) Cornster who nquin
rm aniu'rv msmm' in HM columnshouldllﬂleSldlld that some
n-rrks mus! clap“ brlorr the Reply can br publxshzd. The
insertion of Replies in this column comm! b: guaranteed.
‘6) All Quarks shouldbe addrrssrdto The Edilor, Tn: Moon.
ENGINEER, 2H9, Poppin'i C0101,Flea Stud, London, E.C.]
Th: lollowm an sdrcled from (he Qum'es whuh hare bun replid
40yr: y :—
A. B. (Basingsiohc)
Engine.
[139231Model Trlctlon
writis: i am wanting to make a scale model oi a traction engine
or agrirultural locomotive. Could you kindly tell me the easiest
typo, also Wherecan I obtain plans for same?
Designsfor model traction engines,including working drawings.
Weregin-n in our issuesoi February lﬁth and December15!. mm .
Probably one of thesewould suit you. The issuesare still on sale,
price 3d. each post iree.
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Reversing Series Motor by Simple Switch.
[II-1213]
S.
(Crewc)writes: How can lwire up a seriesmotor so that
it will reversefrom a simple two-way parallel switch
It 15im
portant that then-should be only iour contactsin all.
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The abovediagramshowsswitch, armature,Seriescoil, and supply
'
connectedin such way as to allow oi the coil current
in
one direction only, but the armature tuneni. reversing wil
movementoi the sWiich. This will give the required reversal oi
motor.
[22,999] Small (Ins Dynamo Plant. W- T- B- (Blackburn)
you would kindly tell
would be very much obliged
writes
me what power gas engine would be required to driveaoo-watt
amo (io~vol\ tramp.) at 1,000r.p.m. The machine has pre
viously been driven by
water motor, but _through removing
into new house, find that there not sufﬁcientwater pressure
to drive the motor, so shall have to tail back_on gas engine
have, and that
h.-p., tube ignition; but this is slightly out of
sumcient, shall have
repaired,
order. It you think this
will sell the onel
but
you think should have larger one
have and buy a larger, accordingto your views on the matter.
Ii your gas engine by a good maker it is probable that you
considerablyover h.~p.Without harm.
you can get
could
h.-p. irom n, the engine suitable.
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Nexr MEETING.-—The next meeting will take
place on Wednesday evening, March 2nd, at the
White Horse Hotel, (‘ongreve Street, Birmingham,
and will commence at 7.30 p.m.
Full particulars
regarding the getting of models to the exhibition
will be announced—All information concerning the
Society can be obtained from the Secretary, C. H.
HAWKESFORD, 3, Boscombe Road, Greet Hill,
Birmingham.
Bristol.—\Ve have now formed in Bristol this
Society and the ﬁrst general meeting was held on
the 8th inst. By the kindness of Messrs. Milsom
and Son a demonstration was given in their show
room of the movements, etc., of the Pianola piano
player. Two of these instruments were used for
the demonstration-one
having the outer case
removed whilst still allowing it to be played. the
other being entirely stripped and the various parts
passed round during the evening.
Members were
delighted with the beauty and make of the many
"
"
various parts, and the
steam men
made the
most of the (act that the valves in the driving air
motor were copied from the slide-valve of an
Altogether the evening formed a novel
engine.
and interesting entertainment and a hearty vote of
thanks was proposed by the Chairman and carried
unanimously. The announcement by the Chairman
that Prof. Ferrier, M.I.C.E., M.I.M.E., of the Mer
chant Venturers' Technical College had accepted
the presidency of the Society caused much satis
faction.
The next meeting has been ﬁxed for
March 8th, when a demonstration on " Telegraphy “
will be given.-—— J. M. VAUGHAN, 9, Triangle South,
Bristol.
Mnnchester.—The usual weekly meeting of
this Society was held at headquarters, 40, Bedford
Street, on Thursday, February 3rd, with a good
attendance of members.
The Hon. Secretary, Mr.
B. H. Reynolds, delivered a most interesting and
instructive lantern lecture, entitled “ From the
Thames to the Waveney,“ which was profusely illus
trated by numerous original slides taken by Mr.
Reynolds himself. The lecture proved a pleasant
change from the usual topic of model engineering,
and we were completely carried away with Mr.
Reynolds on a most enjoyable yachting cruise,
from London, round the East Coast, and up to
the river Waveney.
Several halts were made en
route, and short tours inland taken;
while several
historical towns and villages were visited, which
the lecturer described in a delightful manner.
The
evening closed with a hearty vote of thanks to Mr.
Reynolds, and everyone declared his having spent
a very pleasant evening—j. DITCHFXELD,
Assistant
Secretary, 17, Derwent Road. Stretford.
Reading—The next ordinary meeting of this
Society will be held at the Palmer Hall, West
Street, Reading, at 8 p.m., on the 25th.
The
business of the evening will be to receive subscrip~
tions and issue membership cards.
Some members”
work will be exhibited and a discussion will follow. A
committee meeting will be held at head-quarters
at 7.30 p.m., February 25th.
TRADE Norms—Will
the trade kindly send
catalogues and price lists and also state it they
will allow a discount off list to members of this
These catalogues will be kept in the
Society.
Library at head-quarters for use of members only.
——Full particulars of this Society may be obtained
from the hon. secretary, Mr. W. F. DORMER,
Kentwood Hill, Tilehurst.
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E. C. (Bradfordllvl'riteﬂ
[22.924] Model Railway Plan.
The enclosed is a lan of an attic in which I wish to lay down
a modelrailway.
proposeusing 11-in. gaugetinplate rails, large
radii curves, and clockwork and steam locomotives. I should be.
greatly obliged if you could help me with the following questions,
and make any suggestions:—(rl Is the gauge suitable? Could
I get a larger one in P (2) Could you give me a sketch of a track
utilising the spam: to the best advantage,and which need not all
be built at once ? (3) Are tinplate rails suitable?
The problem you have set us is an interestingone and the plan
should be of service to many other readers, as the dimensions
of the room are quite normal. If you are interestedin the mani
pulation of the railway as much as in the working of the loco
motive, we should get a locomotivewhich the makerswill guarantee
will run for a long time, say 20 to 30 minutes without attention.
We think that the simpler the ﬁring arrangementsthe better,
and a well-made and designed model locomotive will work well
with a plain spirit lamp. For manipulating trains on such a plan
as we propose, the more easily the locomotivessteam the better.
With regard to raib, we_do not recommendtinplate rails for a
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a good pacehere and be ableto passover it easily. Point C should
be as low as possible to lessen the gradient to the goods roads.
The distributing of the trucks may be done by gravity as in real
practice. The plan would be more interestingin No. 0 gauge.
[21,014] Dynamo Typeg, W. D. G. (Shaw) Writes: What
kinds of dynamo are the best tO use to get a current as soon as
the armature begins to revolve? Also, what are drum armatures
best for, and what are shuttle armaturesbest for ?
If it is only a miniature dynamo you are thinking of, one of
the permanentmagnet type would be the most suitable, as with
machines of this type, you have not to wait for the ﬁeld to be
built up, but the armature runs in a ﬁeld of maximum density
as soon as it is started. Among the electro-magnettypes, we
think there '5 nothing to choose as regards this point. If, how
ever, you care to use an electrO-magnetdynamo with separately
excited ﬁeld, this would be best of all. Drum armatures are
best for everything except sparking dynamos (for engine ignition,
etc.), and very tiny machines.where the simplicity of the H arma
ture makesit advisable.
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C. A. B. (Newport)
[23.021] Electric Motor Breakdown..
writes:
have 24-in. exhaust fan ﬁxed on my premises. After
being ﬁxed for about twelve months and running practically
fourteenhours day, had fuse blow somesix weeksago. On
examiningthe fan fOtmdthat the two ﬁeld coils and the armature
were burnt out. It
a two-pole series-woundmotor working at
sent the armatureand coils
230 volts and takesabout 2} amps.
to the makersto berewound. On receivingsameagain, connected
the motor up and started the fan. There was a verv bad are
on the one coil and same appeared to be burning.
took the
motor apart and found the joint of the leading 05 wire from coil
rcwound
had given out.
again sent the coil back and had
afresh.
started motor up again, but by the evening the ﬁelds
then sent fan complete
and armature were ag
burnt out.
back to makers and ha
rewoundand, they said, thoroughly
up and
tested.
bolted
seemed to be working well, but
within twenty-four hours the coils and armaturewere again burnt
was
out. The makers say
for want of lubrication. But
ﬁlled the cups with
most careful to keep same well lubricated.
Vaseline.
should esteem a great favour you could offer me
someexplanation.
We think the fault will be found to be due to
mechanical
trouble, something hindering the armature's rotating. Examine
carefully for this. Do the bearingsneedrenewing
I

I

a

4

MODEL RAILWAY.

I

e

permanent track. You can now Obtain loose brass or tin rails,
and pressed brass or tin chairs, and can lay this direct on the
boards forming the substructure,or on sleepersin the more usual
manner. The ﬁn rails and chairs are cheap and good. You
can, however, employ standard tin 'late points for the marshalling
and other sidings. For the main
we should use points made
out of the loose rail describedabove, all main-line points being
to an angle of at least in 4. As we have found in experimenting
wnh model railways that where a semi-circleenters the straight
there is always bad jerk given to the locomotiveon enteringand
leaving the curved portion, we recommend that the curves in
the main line of your proposedrailway should be laid out in the
form of an ellipse. The ellipsemay be a true ellipseor an approxi
mate one as shown on our plan. The minimum radius should be
ft.
ft. on the main line and
ins. on all goods and engine.
trouble,
certainly
sidings. With regard to' the door, this
and as you cannot make it open outside the room we should take
it oﬁ altogether and ﬁt up curtain over the opening. As you
will see,the goods marshalliug sidings and station are under the
pass-11g“station. At pomt A, therefore,the goods line must be
lowerthan the under side of the main line by about ins. (just
moughfor an engine to clear). The main line.may be arrangedso
the summit. There will be a
,S the lowest pomt and
"m
iharllﬂsqibetween thesepomts,but thelocomotiveshouldbegoingat
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[23,005] Rewinding Lundell
G. H. B. (Wallscnd)
writes: I would be glad it you
could hel me in the following
have a { h.-p. Lun
matter.
dell motor,serieswound,200volts
2'57 amps, 1,400r.p.m. I wish
to change to a shunt-wound
machine to generateat 50 volts.
The ﬁeld coil consistsof 19}lbs.
of s.c.c. wire, 16 S.\V.G. The
armature is a 4-iu. diameter
slotted drum, 3} ins. long, with
twentyeight slots 3-x6ths in. by
i in. Could I use the samecoil
and rewind the armature? It so,
please give me the gauge and
quantity of wire required, with
the number of turns in each slot,
the speed at which it would re
quire to run, and the probable
output.
The winding, to use machine
as a shunt-wound motor, with 50
volts, will be as follows: Arma
ture, Noam-gauge n.c.c. copper
Wire; Wind on as many turns
as Will go comfortably into the
Field - magnet winding,
slots.
No. za-gaiige s.c.c. copperwire ;
to
make up a 001]of same
wind
size as the presentone—probably
about :8 lbs. or so will be as
much as you will be able to get
on, owmgto the larger amountof
space taken up' by the cotton
covering. The presentfield wind.
ing is not suitable for 50 volts.
Speed should be about the same
-—perhapssomewhat less than at
present, but the motor will settle
that automatically. Allow the
armature to run light without
any load on at all ; testthe speed.
The iull~loadspeedwill be some
what less, perhaps about 200
revolutions less than the no-load
speed. A‘shunt-wound motor is
sell-regulating as regards speed.
Power, l h.-p., as be ore.

Motor.

'0
"D

leis—j

Locomotive.
A. K. (Yorkshire) writes: Having
been a reader of your valuable
paper for two years, I thoughtl
would Write up and ask you it
you could supply me with scale
drawings of the G.E.R. 2~—4‘—o
type locomotive,ClassTn), built,
1 think, by Mr. Holden. Would
this engine take an B-tt. 6-111.
diameter curve at lull speed? It
not, what type would you sug
gest for this curve? I have .de
cided to drive it by electricity,
having a centre rail. The gauge
is 2 ins. scale, 7-16thsto the toot.
What would you advise tor sup
plying the pmver, not using a
dynamo (voltage required from
8 to 12)?
We append a drawing of the
G.E.R. Tu) class as originally
designed by Mr. Jas. Holden in
the late 'eightics. The engines
have beenrebuilt with larger and
higher-pitchedboiler and someol
them with bogics. The salespeed
on a curve is solely a question
of super-elevation. The engine,
it ﬁtted with a radial wheel in
front (the axle-box on the out
side being ﬁxed and the leading
wheelﬁtted to a pony truck hav
in inside bearings),will take a
pit. 3-in. curve Well. An accu
mulator of the largestsizepossible
is advised. it you have electric
light (continuous current) in the
house, then use six open cells
of about 50 amp-hour capacity
each.

inc/7e: {or Iguana/e moo/e/

[22I635]

Class Express

February 44. igio.
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[21.8481 Transformer
and Motor _lor Three-phase
Supply.
F. J. M. (Belvedere)writes: (1) Will
the alternatingcur
rent transformer, asdescribed in Ta: Monti. ENGINEER(Aug. 19th,
1909,No. 434), do for three-phasecurrent? If not, can you tell
me What alterations I shall have to
I have Handbook
No. 33. (2) I also want to make anmake? _
motor (} h.-p.,
zoo-volt, three-phase, 60 periods). Caninduction
you give me instructions
to do this ? I should like if
'ble, to cut the laminations from
sheetcharcoal iron myself. i have about
r2 lbs. zo-gaugen.c.c.
Wire,which I should like to work in if possible.
(i) No, the transformer mentionedwill not do for a‘three-phase
circuit. A three-phase transformer is
comphcated, and
requires three iron cores, upon each of more
which the coils for the
respectivephases are wound. You can, however,use threesingle

'
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nected magnetsin shunt with the brushes. There is no leaking,
but the dynamo will not work. I have got one or two of your
handbooks,but cannot seeexactly what I want to know. I have
testedit in every approvedway which you describein your hand
book. I cannot get it to excite at all. Now, it I excite the ﬁeld
coils with a 4-volt battery, and rotate
2,800r.p.m.,
I can light an 8-volt Osram lamp; butarmatureabout
on_switchingbattery out of
circuit, the lamp goesout as well. Now, if my armatureis
wmmd
wrong, would it have lit that lamp?
. Whit number volts and
amps. ought a machineof this size to give,
roughly speaking? In
closing, I should like to say that the air-gap lS
in.
This dvnamo should give you an output of3-32nds
about I00 watts,
and the ﬁeld winding is suitable (it connectedin
tor a voltage
shunt)
of 40. No. 20 is not a suitable wire for the drum : we should
haveex cted this to be usedfor the shuttle arma
ture.
e recommend re-Winding the armature
with No. 22 S.W.G. wire. It
O
easy to under
stand the lampdighting eﬁeCtwhich has mystiﬁed
you. The wire on armature being too large, you
cannot get up a sufﬁcient voltage to perceptibly
Secondary
magnetise the ﬁelds until you bring battery to
your assistance. “you were to connecteach
ﬁeld
coil separately across the brushes—that is, have
them two in parallelinsteadofin series—youwould
ﬁnd that much better results would be obtained.
In fact, the machineshould give its full out ut
with this ﬁeld arrangement, without rewinding
the armature. The output, however,would be at
20 instead of 40 volts. Perhaps this would suit
O
0
you. Wind over the armature core closely with
N" 2284-8
soft iron wire, so as to reducethe air gap to about
half its presentsize. This should greatly improve
the machine'setﬁciency.
formers, such as that described, each QOIlllfiCde to
52:5; ttfl‘iepsphases.The
[13.0w] Lamp for Vertical Boller.
N. D. (Woburu Sands)
total output Will be.three times
writes:
have
vertical copper boiler, with three water-tubes
one of the transformm.
tha'trtof
e
This arrangementis often used.
in. diameter. The boiler
ins. diameter, ins. high, and the
windingsshould be connectedlin the form oi_a'triangle, as sketch.
ﬁrebox
ins. high, 3! ins. diameter. Can you send me
Each winding will only require to be of suﬁicicnt gauge to carr
sketch
of
vaporiser burner for petrol or parafﬁn? Pleaselet
about three- uarters of the current ﬂowmg in the hues of eac
be
as
simple
and inexpensiveas possible,as beingonly the design
phase. (2) he only design of three-phasemotor to which we
schoolboy
my money and tools are very limited.
can refer you is in The MODEL Eucmsen for January ist, i903.
It is somewhat under the power_you mention, but may serve.
" We advise you to bu a good burner, such as the large-sire
Primus" (to be bought quite cheaply from our
For 200 volts you must use ﬁnenwu-eand get in tWicethe number
which would be very suitable,and makethecontainer, advertisers).
of turns of wire for the stator Winding.
See the article on A Stationary Brazing Lamp," etc., yourself.
W. R. (Lower Edmonton) writes:
n slzeg,
Februiry rSth, 1004,which you would, probably, in our issue of
ﬁnd very helpful.
sizes of drills to use, so that when holes are
I
ta ped they will be \Vhitworth standard threads. I have several
ﬁnd
cannot
anything
deﬁnitewhich
I
hagdbooks, but I
want.
'of November 4th last, we ublished in the .Query
colliiingrabtszillfle of sizes of tapping
holes or taps rangm in size
from i-roth in. to 1»in., sizes increasmg by r-32nds in. _ Ve give
[The Editor will 'u pleasedto receive[or rem'ewunder
belowanother similar table of sizesfor taps from 5-16thsin. up to
samplesand Particulars of new tools, apparams, this heading
l in sizes increasing by sixteenths. The Size of tapping hole is
an! maknals
for amateur use. II "in! be understoodthe!
giver;to the nearest 1-64th in. :—
therera'icws are
Tap
ing
Standard
Ta
ping
In: expressions0/ Editorial opinion, no payment
rd
0! any kind
, Hog.
bring required or accepted. The Editor
8%:(1?
Tap;
reservestheright to
ole.
'
..
mmm 0r commendaccordingto the merits
..
}'
5-1
of
21-16
3.7-64
the
good: sub
mitted,or )0 abstain from insertinga
..
..
1
19—64'
|
}'
'
thegoodsare no! a! sedimentinterest reviewin any casewhen
..
rr-r 6'
.11'32'
' 7-16'
to his readers.)
I}-16
'
'
'
Reviews distinguishedby an asterisk have
-..
I
15-64'
I
been basedon actual
I
47-64.
..
Editorial Incl)ch of the goodsnoliad.
..
16'
29-64'
r5-r6
51-64.
1'
.
..
a;
33-64'
27-32
Gyroscopes.
_
R
C.
Our recent articles on gyroscopeshas nodoubt
In (3.0. of Model Aeroplane.
started number
am thinking of building
(“gifeiiiu
of_readerson experimentswith this fascinating pieceof apparatus.
ft. long and havmg about sq.mode}Automate
ft. 0
With characteristicenterpriseMr. Alfred H. Avery,
aeroplaneabout
suppocg
h.-p. engine weighing about 31}lbs.
u
Tunbridge Wells, has enteredthe new ﬁeld, and hasFulmen Works,
surface and ﬁtting
market a line of well-made gyroscopessuitable for placedon the
You
tell me how to ﬁnd the centreof gravity
i
_
model mono
rails and experimentalWork. The disc cast
be vour intention to calculate the position of the C.G.
solid on the spindle,
the latter being of silver steel,carefull pointed,
the machine from the drawings, you have taken an extremey
hardened,
and
tempered. The spindle runs in brass
tiresomelittle job in hand. for to _doit correctly you need
ariiustable cups held in an
outer hollow brassring. Other types,with
.tohlcnoiivl
the exact weight of every porth of the machine,
modiﬁcationsin
design,
are also beingmade. He will be pleasedto
l'r’VtIlIPa considerable amount of ﬁgure work. The QC. winem331‘
supply either of these
standard articles, or to quote for special types
triltoin'etteshould be about the middle of the depth of the main
madeto readers'
own requirements.
'our
machine
Tile best plan to pursue is
ﬁrst,
make
centreof graVity
adl‘ihenalter the position of the engineuntil
Small
Gas and OH Engines.
Elmade to coincide with the centre of pressure. You
The small power Power
internal combustion engines in which Mr.“
ShOéllg
Wt
. . havﬁ
G.
no djﬂiculty in guessing somewhereabout where the
Bathe specialisesshould alreadybe well known
modelengineers.
come.
In hisillustrated r910 list particulars of both to
I
oil,
driven enginesare g'ven. Complete small power petrol and gas
F. T. (Leicester) writes:
le.
charging plants
{23'0le dgxfipglggnggilgih
and small plants or lighting are
shuttle armature, and it worked;
i
bum
illustrated. Spare parts and
accessoriesare also fully listed; and the reader
then thought should like to charge accumulators
y.
beam
Mr. Bathe undertakesall kinds of repair work, and reminded that
50 scrappedall the old parts but the ﬁeld-magnets.
from
open to com
plete partly-ﬁnished sets of castingswhen professional
machine afresh.
dtmgml);
the“
constructeda new armature
re' m the
assistance
becomesnecessary. The attentionof rospective
laminated core of stamping ins. diameter, eight
and
buyers should be
drawn to the statement in this cata ogue to
n ' Now, the old windings were lbs. No. 22 n.c.c.
the
90gde
effect
that all
en es and dynamus are fully tested,
ets and 025.of the same Wll'eou armature._
and can be seenworkin
SWIG" oniglf‘igme, ﬁeld-magnetsas before, and the
be orebeingpacked; but if, after delivery,they
same Wire.
am
are
wrongly
erected
have wound with about 12 025.of No. 20
no responsibilitycan be taken by the makers. For further par
The “5m?
ticulars enquiries should be addressed to G. Bathe,
an;ac“S. warmbature
(;
in eight sections to eight-part commutator.
The
Small
Power En ne Works, 205. Goldhawk Road,
one side of diameter,so that the Wlildlllg is sym
Shepherd’s Bush,
hve'woun nnecting
London,
up so that the end of the last coil connects
The cataloguewill be sent on receipt of
id.
to
cover
postage.
ggghmsgng of the ﬁrst,insulations are all perfect. have con
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The Editor’s

Page.

announcement of the further details of
our laboratory and workshop scheme has
already brought us several letters of approval
from our readers, and it is evident from the tone
of these that our method of improving the practical
side of our paper is going to be very widely appre
ciated. The ﬁtting up of the room we have devoted
to this department is very nearly completed, and
by March rst we expect to be quite ready for work.
We may say that we are endeavouring to make
this a model workshop in more senses than one,
and we shall be pleased to see any of our readers
We
who may care to pay us a visit of inspection.
fully
prospectus
illustrated
an
are
preparing
describing our plan of operations, and this will be
ready in the course of another week or ten days.
If those of our readers who would like one of these
pamphlets will send us their name and address
on a post-card, we shall be pleased to forward a

HE

copy as soon as it is ready.

I

$

i

interested in matters relating to
in
the mechanical side of railway working, i.e.,
locomotives, rolling stock, and general equipment,
will be interested to learn of the formation of a new
society for the purpose of promoting intercourse
and the spread of knowledge amongst railway
enthusiasts. This new organisation is known as
the Stephenson Society, partly in memory of one
of the most honoured names in railway history,
and partly because the name ﬁttingly expresses
the character of the Society. The Hon. Secretary
is Mr. G. F. Burtt, Ringmer, Sussex, who will be
to send full particulars of membership
pleased
We may
to any of our readers who are interested.
add that the entrance fee is 2s. 6d., and the annual
subscription is 5s, the latter including monthly
channel
copies of Railway l\'otes,_ the recognised

All who

are

of the Society's news.

‘

‘

l

On the subject of steering fast model boats,
Mr. \Nilfrid Heanly, of the Maidstone M.Y.C.,
"
There appears to be great
writes us as follows:
May I
difﬁculty in the steering of speedboats.
be allowed to suggest that this is due to the ﬂat
or smooth bottoms of the bulls, and that if a keel
were ﬁtted, that the steering difﬁculty would be
I may be wrong, but this is only a
remedied?
I have not experimented with speed
suggestion.
boats, and it is quite possible, of course, that keels
I
not of.
possess a disadvantage that I know
notice that model aeroplanisis deplore the fact that
dependable motive power
there is no convenient
other than rubber. May I suggest compressed air ?
not in a limited space, such as a metal tank, but
inian expanding space, such as a small football
bladder. It seems to me that this could be con

and Electrician.
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Anyway,
nected in some way to a small engine.
perhaps some of your more ingenious readers will
think out a way of utilising it, and the weight
would be far less than an accumulator and motor.
Or, of course, it could be geared, if necessary,
or lighter bladder used.
Perhaps, in your newly
constructed experimental workshop, my suggestion
can be dealt with, it important enough."

i

8

i

We believe the concluding article on the subject
of electric clocks, which will be found on another
page in this issue, has been eagerly looked for by
many readers; for more than a few have alraidy
of the information contained
availed themselves
in the two previous articles, which appeared in
To these
issues for October 21st and 28th last.
the announcement that an important paper, entitled
"
Modern Electric Time Service," was to be read
before
the Institute of Electrical Engineers on
Mr. F.
Friday last, will have a special interest.
who delivered this lecture, is the
Hope-Jones,
”
“
system de
Synchronome
originator of the
It is worthy of
scribed in the article referred to.
note that the only other lecture on this subject
given under the auspices of an important scientiﬁc
society, was read by Mr. Hope-Jones before the
He was then alone
same Institution ten years ago.
in the ﬁeld, but healthy competition has since
resulted, and, no doubt, before these lines are pub
lished, the lecture will have been followed by an
discussion.
interesh'ng
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or MR. BLANKBNBURG'S

HE

Society of Model Engineers
London
iUlISlistened to an inStfuctive discourse,
trated by lantern slides, on February r7th
last. on the above SUbjeCtS, delivered by Mf' P'

—~—————' *
'

~——————-—-

delivered before the London
Society of Model Engineers, London, by Mr- P.
Blankenburg, February 17th.

Report

of Lecture

WORKSHOP.

The lecturer, who is an enthusiastic
Blankenburg.
model maker, possesses a. ﬁne touch of humour,
which was greatly appreciated by the audience
on this as on other occasions, when they have had
the pleasure of listening to Mr. Blankenburg.
he had
Previous to commencing his discourse,
his model compound undertype engine running
under steam and driving a small Manchester type

In

course,
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as to the low state of the temperature at the time,
he went one morning to drain the cylinder water
jacket, but was too late, and then discovered a crack
in the cylinder large enough for a hand to be in
serted.
This necessitated
buying a new cylinder,
costing about 155. Since the photograph showing

dynamo made by another member (Mr. Welsman),
which lit up brilliantly six 4 c.-p. lamps.
The
engine, however, is capable of driving a dynamo
lighting double this number of lamps, the working
pressure of the boiler being 90 lbs., at which pres
sure the engine
will develop ﬂ h.-p. A sketch
showing the general arrange
ment of the engine, etc., on
is given in
the baseboard
Fig. I, while Fig. 2 shows
a
novel and eﬁicient form
of gas burner used for ﬁring
boiler.
The T-pieces,
the
with small holes drilled in
the top parts as shown, are
brazed into a common supply
the end of which is
pipe,
arranged for the admission
of air and {or connecting up
to
the
These
gas supply.
T-pieces are arranged cross
so
ﬁrebox,
wise in the
that
no ﬂames impinge on their
sides.
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commencing his dis
Mr. Blankenburg said

that it was some years since
FIG. 5.—Vir-:w SHOWING SOLDERING
ETC.
HEART“. GRINDSTONE.
gave a lecture before the
Society, and after mentioning
the workshop was taken, another 3 it. has been
that he ﬁrst started model making on a kitchen table,
added, making it 11 it. long.
went on to brieﬂy explain the construction of his
A view of the interior of the workshop was
A slide was projected on the screen
workshop.
projected on the screen (see Fig. 4), showing a
showing the exterior of the workshop, as shown by
single-geared bench lathe, and the gas engine
Fig. 3, and he mentioned that it was built chieﬂy
as seen through the glass door, which permits of
of ordinary matchboarding, the length being 8 it.
easy access for starting up, etc., and allows the
and the width about 6 ft., with a small extension
The lecturer
engine to be visible when running.
in which is placed the gas engine.
The reason for
having the latter kept clear of the shop was to
mentioned that his ﬁrst engine for supplying power
minimise
the noise and smell as much as possible.
to the workshop was driven by steam, having a
he
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cylinder 2i—in. bore by 3-in. stroke, but this was
replaced later by a k h.-p. Hardy_ & Padmore
gas engine, with a cylinder of 21>ins. bore and
The lecturer went on to say
stroke of 4} ins.
that this engine had been running for a num
giving any trouble, and
ber of years without
nearly
found that when at its best it developed
h.-p., instead of the speciﬁed i h.-p. Tube igni
tion is used.
He then mentioned a slight mishap which occurred
during a spell of frosty weather. Having qualms

i

fare

‘
)

’

Burner

‘

For gas rennet/ion
Flu'

2'

Whilst speaking about the various tools seen
hanging up in the workshop, someone
in the
audience asked:
"What’s the telephone?"
"
That's a nuisance,” replied Mr. Blankenburg,
"
it answers all right for calling me to dinner. but
sometimes
I get messages of which I don't ap~
He then went on to say that
prove."
(Laughter.)
the singlegeared lathe did all the turning on THE
MODEL ENGINEER locomotive which he had built,
but was subsequently replaced by a Drummond
“
"
Precision
lathe.
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and another one through
length of brass tube being
up to the gas tubing. The
bled on top of the bellows

the side to meet it, a
inserted for connecting
parts were then assem
over the outlet valve—

\<._-}\

= _
-_;-;>—

Another slide of the interiorof the workshop
was here shown (see Fig. 5), from which could be
seen the soldering hearth and blowpipe, emery
The soldering irons are
wheel and grindstone.

and

_.

VIEW or WORKSHOP, suowmc ENGINE House
\NATER TANK.

is

heated by means of a small heating stove, while all
silver soldering
done on the hearth, which is
Composed of ﬁrebrick and small asbestos bricks,
such as used for gas stOVes.
The casing and tray
are of sheet iron.
Coming to the construction of the bellows, he
described an easy and cheap method which he had
First of all an oilshop was visited and
adopted.

AND

ﬁrst the india-rubber sheet, then the string bag
covering, and lastly the ring, which was ﬁxed
down in position by a number of screws, as indi
cated in Fig.
The bellows are placed below the
hearth, as shown in sketch (Fig. 8), being supported
on pieces of wood to allow of access of air to the
7.

FIG. 3.—EXTERIOR

Lea

vaz/ve
6.

Fin.

I

p

a.

domestic bellows were pur
pair of ordinary
chased, a sketch of these being made on the black
The nozzle was then sawn off,
board, as in Fig. 6.
while in the top a
as shown, and a cap ﬁtted on
new leather outlet valve was arranged.
ring of
was next cut out, and a sheet of
{-in. iretwood
obtained a little larger
fairly thin india-rubber
the diameter of the iretwood ring
across than
Next, another domestic article
(see Fig.
7).
known as a. string bag was bought, and a piece cut
out to ﬁt loosely over the inclia-rubber sheet.
A
l-in. hole was then drilled, as indicated, about
the top part of the bellows,
hall-way through
;
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inlet valve, while to the top
attached one end
of a spring as depicted. The lecturer explained
that with this simple arrangement he could get
blast equal to that given by a 25s. pair of bellows
for an outlay of about 55. (Applause)
(To be concluded.)
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Model Aeroplane

Notes.

By " AEROPHILE."
Bearings and Thrust Blocks.

During the last two or three contributions I
have dealt a good deal with various designs and
arrangements of elastic motors. There is a lot
more“ that I should like to say on this question;
but, lest I exhaust the patience of my readers,
I propose to defer a continuance of this particular
However, I am not
matter until another time.
altogether leaving the subject, but will now devote
a little space to the consideration of certain motor
details, principal amongst which, of course, come
bearings.

FIG. 1.

In the ordinary plain elastic motor—of

which
the arrangement is generally something like that
shown in Fig. r—the propeller spindle is formed
into a hole at one end to carry the elastic, whilst
the propeller itself is ﬁxed by some kind of
driving dog at the other. The shaft is usually
carried in a double bracket, bent out of a piece of
sheet brass, steel, or aluminium, as shown; the
thrust of the elastic being taken by a couple of
glass beads interposed between the front bracket
Such is ~so I ﬁnd
and the propeller driving dog.
in my own experience—the commonest type of
arrangement, and in the main it is both a simple
makers
and a satisfactory one. Many model
content themselves with only a single bearing for
the propeller shaft—410., they do away with the
rear half of the double bracket shown in Fig. 1,
and rely upon the elastic to keep the propeller
This, in my opinion, is a allpshod
shaft straight.
and altogether unsatisfactory method, for the follow
If the skein of
ing reason, if for no other cause.
elastic be much more than a few inches long, it
will be found that although it is in considerable
tension, the elastic, in unwinding, will soon begin

/

FIG. 2.
to vibrate, and will bow out in the middle—asindi
cated in the dotted lines in Fig. 2—to an alarming
extent. This phenomenon obeys certain laws of
vibration which apply to all rotating shafts, and
is largely dependent for its production upon the
speed at which the elastic revolves.
Now, since
the hook end of the propeller shaft is, as it were,
part and parcel of the elastic, the result of this
bowing of the rubber is that the glass beads, or
other thrust blocks, never seat themselves
upon
one another properly.
At one point in the revolu
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tion they are in the position of Fig. 3, whilst hall
later they are in a reverse position.
I have purposely exaggerated the effect for the
sake of clearness.
The consequence
is, of course,
considerable loss of power, due, in the ﬁrst place,
to the increased friction in the thrust bearings,
and in the second to the comparative inefﬁciency
of the propeller, caused by its blades having to
travel in an erratic path, the constantly changing
angle of the propeller shaft being magniﬁed con
Of course,
siderably by the length of the blades.
the longer the blades are the worse the effect.
The remedy is the obvious one of arranging a
plain radial bearing behind the front thrust bearing.
1 make no apology for introducing
this point,
which no doubt has not escaped the attention
of the majority of my readers; because there is
a certain minority who may not have considered
the matter in this light, but have sacriﬁced the
rear bearing as so much unnecessary weight.
I myself have come across a good many models
with the single type of bearing, and have been
able to note in many cases the general improvement
which has been effected by the simple means of
In some cases the addiﬁon of
adding a bearing.
a slight amount of extra weight brings with it
the addition of a good deal of efﬁciency to a machine,
and this is undoubtedly one of those cases.
a revolution

Glass Beads.
A great many model makers pin their faith to
beads for the thrust bearings of small elastic
motors on account of their comparatively friction
less working.
I am free to confess that there was
glass

/

//

/ Beads

Frc.

3.

a time when I did the same, and I continued to
use them in my models until I found something
better. This was by no means a difﬁcult matter;
for glass beads are open to a good deal of improve
ment, from more than one aspect.
The ﬁrst and
foremost objection to their use, as far as I was
was the fact that out of a box contain
concerned,
ing, I suppose, several thousands, I was only able
to ﬁnd, after a very diligent search, a very few—
not more than -1 per cent, I fancy—likely to be
of any use for the purpose for which I intended
them. Nearly all were clumsily shaped,
being
irregular both in section and in plan. They were
fat on one side and thin on the other, and if the
hole in them came anywhere near being circular,
it was a million chances to one it was a good deal
out of centre or else not at right angles to either
of the faces of the bead.
Then, when I had selected
one with a central hole, I would ﬁnd that this hole
would be elliptical, or, possibly, so small that even
the hairpin wire I was using for my propeller
shaft was unable to get through it. I must have
big boxes of beads in my
gone through several
search
for suitable ones, but I never found one
that was what it ought to have been—for my
purpose—4e, ﬂat, with parallel sides and a nice
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round hole in the middle.
was therefore com
pelled to effect a compromise, and I simply used
the best I had picked, with moderately good results.
This, however, is one of the drawbacks to using
a thing for a purpose totally diﬂerent to that for
which it is intendedl
Later on, when I came to use propellers of such
a size that bent hairpins for propeller shafts were
out of the question, I discarded beads altogether,
because I found it impossible to obtain them of
a suitable size with a sufﬁciently large hole to admit
a cycle spoke, which, for propeller shafts in a
reasonable sized machine, I consider is beaten by
One can, I know, get beads with a fair
nothing.
sized hole in them, but they are generally fat
things, with nasty, sharp, rough edges round the
holes, and if one remove these edges by grinding
them away, one simply grinds away the glaze,
which, as a friction reducer, is their sole recommenda
uon.

Brass

Thrusts.

been very satisﬁed with the results I
obtained through using small brass rings
instwd of beads for my thrust blocks. These
rings can be made in several ways:
they may be
turned on a small lathe from the solid bar or thick
walled tube, or by a piece of suitable gauge brass
“ire round a mandrel slightly bigger than the shaft
on which they are to run.
Or—this is the easiest
and perhaps most inexpensive way—they may be
made by cutting the screwed end oﬂ small screw
eyes, such as are to be bought at the rate of six
a penny from most ironmongers'.
Of the three
methods, I prefer the ﬁrst; but the last is the best
for those who have no lathe.
I generally use three,
or sometimes four, of these small blocks, and in
this way manage to spread
the friction of the
thrust over a good deal of surface without causing
the ropeller to stick out much beyond the bearing
brac et.
The point of having a large surface
for friction
is that it can be easily lubricated.
If the thrust blocks present a minimum of surface
to one another, they are liable to squeeze the
oil from between, and in consequence
soon grind
one another
down. The action of these little
thrust blocks is progressive: if we use, say, four
of them, and call the one close against the propeller
No. i, and so on ; then No. 1 will revolve at practic
ally the same rate as the propeller, No. 2 will go
slower, No. 3 slower still, and No. 4 will be practic
ally motionless.

I

have

have

Ball Bearings.
In a future contribution I propose to deal at
some length with ball-bearing thrusts for model
but in the meanwhile I will content
aeroplanes;
myself with the observation that there are reasons
to believe that, as thrust bearings in elastic motors,
their very freedom from friction actually proves
a disadvantage.
I have used them a good deal
In several types of models,
but in no case with
results showing any improvement upon those which
I Obtained
with brass thrust rings on the same
machines.
In some cases I found that the ball
bearings, far from being better, were an undoubted
and this fact I explain as follows:
disadvantage,
When ball bearings are used, the friction from
the thrust of the elastic, when it is twisted up to
Its maximum, is
ractically negligible, so that the
with what might be called " a
propeller goes 0
great ﬂourish of trumpets "—that is to say, it
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away and rapidly slackens in speed as the
tension falls off.
With brass thrust blocks, on
the other hand, the friction is by no means negligible,
but is a very considerable factor when the tension
of the elastic is high. When the elastic commences
to unwind, therefore, its racing tendency is checked
by the thrust friction, which acts as a brake upon
it and reduces its speed. At the same time, as
the elastic runs down, the tension, and consequently
the friction, is considerably diminished; with the
result that the elastic
is able to maintain a, com
'
paratively
By choos
, constant speed.
ing thrust blocks of the right material, I believe
it would be possible to obtain a constant speed of
unwinding from the ﬁrst twist until almost the
last. The importance of running the propeller
at a constant 5 eed cannot be over-estimated,
but the explanation of this fact is too long to go
into at present, and will therefore be left for future
consideration.
races

Motor Cycle Notes.
By " Primmx.“
A Powerful Machine for Side Car Work.
The motor bicycle illustrated on this page is one
that is much sought after by riders who require
a powerful machine for use with a side car, and for
such it may be relied upon to meet the most exact

THE “BAT” Moron CYCLE, 7—8 n.-r>.
”
"
ing needs. It is made by the Bat Motor Manufac~
turing Co., of Penge, and is ﬁtted with a 7—8 h.-p.
].A.P. engine and the P. & M. two-speed gear,
the latter in modiﬁed form.
As seen, the gear is carried forward of the engine
shaft, and the ﬁnal drive is by means of a Whittle
belt, the pulley being located behind the gear
sprockets. I do not know how the arrangement
works in practice from the point of view of eﬁiciency,
but have heard some good opinions of it and also
"
"
some criticisms.
The frame, as in all
Bat
motor cycles, is sprung both back and front, and
by this means the vibration is practically absorbed
before it reaches the rider.
The gear ratios are
4 to r for the high, and 7 to I for the low gear.
The magneto is ﬁtted in the tank, away from grit
and wet, and driven by bevel gearing.
Automatic
lubrication of the engine is provided.

A Handy Tool for Valve Grinding.
A Cambridge correspondent writes saying that
was very glad to notice the suggestion

spring lifting

he

for a valve
device which appeared on page 124
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the February roth issue, and that he intends
“
but," he
on,
having one made forthwith,
" what I 'l‘hink is equally needed is some goes
arrange
ment for mking the actual grinding in process a
more convenient one.
I generally use a screw
driver, but it is a haphazard method; the valve
cannot be kept squarely on its seat, and one's wrists
are cramped, while the knuckles are all the while
scraping against the side of the tank. I believe
some use a carpenter's brace for the job, but in
the casa of my machine this is impossible, as there
is no room in which to work such an appliance.
I should be very glad it you would make a sugges
tion in your Notes for overcoming this difﬁculty.“
Like my correspondent, I have sometimes
found it an awkward matter to get at the valves
for the purpose of grinding them in, and I long ago
discarded the screwdriver method in favour of
of

and Electrician.
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have not had occasion to use the little appliance
yet; but when I next have to grind in a valve, I
shall do so, and am hoping that it will be of con
siderable assistance to me.

A New Type of

I

M0.

Valve.

have received from Messrs. J. C. Lyell & (10.,
“
Clair"
of Victoria Street, S.W., makers of the
silencer,
particulars and an illustration of a new
type of mechanically-operated valve for motor
cars and cycles, which they are shortly placing
As yet I have had no opportunity
on the market.
of trying one of the valves, but later I shall hope
to do so, and will then let readers know what I
think of it.
It is called by the makers the Concentric Pilot
Valve, and in reality combines two valves with one
“
"
The inner or pilot
valve, owing to
main stem.

THE CONCENTRIC

AN EASILY-MADE

VALVE GRINDER.

a twist drill brace of the kind used for small metal
work, but even this is not satisfactory, unless
the grinding is to be done with cylinder removed.
I recently devised a special tool of simple construc
tion for use as a valve grinder, and this I think
should meet the case very well.
It is made, as
the sketches show, of round bar iron for the most
part, having upturned hand-grips and a central
portion shaped at the lower extremity as a screw
driver for engaging with the slot in the head of the
valve. It could be made all in one piece, but
think the better plan is to have the handle portion
arranged to slip on over a square at the top of the
central “ bit,“ so as to be detachable and there
fore more easily carried. The length of the tool
over all would, of course, vary to meet different
requirements, but it will suﬁice if made so that

I

the handle just nicely clears the top of the valve
A good even pressure can
pocket of the cylinder.
be obtained, and if an old automatic inlet valve
spring is slipped underneath the head of the valve,
it will assist matters by causing the latter to lift
automatically whenever the pressure is taken off.

PILOT VALVE.

the very small area of its head, is opened against
the pressure of the expanding gases without, it
is claimed, loss of power to the engine.
When the
Pilot valve is open, the gas ﬂows down the slots
cut in its stem, and through the main valve to
the outlet pipe in the case of an exhaust valve,
causing the pressure above and below the main
valve to be equ'al, so that when the main valve
starts to open, there is no resistance to it, and engine
In the case of an ordinary
power is thereby saved.
poppet valve, opening takes place against a total
pressure of anything from 40 to 120 lbs., according
to the area of its head, as, for example, a valve
with an area of I sq. in. opening against a pressure
of 40 lbs. at a rate of ten times per second (r,2oo
r.p.m.), has to overcome a resistance equivalent to
It will be seen that this
240,000 lbs. per minute.
causes a very great loss of power, and in the case
of single-cylinder engines it may become a serious
matter, especially when the engine is a little out
of tune generally.
The Concentric Pilot valves
are made considerably lighter than the ordinary
type for the reason, say the makers, that there is
practically no resistance to the tappet when opening,
and therefore very little chance of breaking as
the result of hammering.
at
Half-compression
starting, longer life to the valve, less noise, and more
power are other claims put forward on behalf of the
arrangement, and upon which I shall have something
more to say when I have been able to see for myself.‘
Maintaining the Speed of the Engine.
In order that the power of a motor cycle or other
petrol engine may be developed it is highly im
portant that both the compression and the revolu
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A Tip for Removing the Pulley.
I have several times been asked which is the
best method of removing obstinate engine pulleys,
and I know from personal experience
that the
is one requiring, in many instances.
operation
If the pulley is a reason
much care and patience.
to fetch it off
ably easy ﬁt, all that is necessary
the shaft is to place one or two wooden wedges
between it and the crank case, and then tap lightly
on the end of the shaft.
Instead of the wedges,
a long screwdriver may be used, and it helps to
get the pulley free if leverage is employed at the
back of the pulley by means of the screwdriver.
I have, however, known both of these methods
fail in many cases, and unscrupulous
utterly
"repairers," as well as the owners of the machine
have been seen belabouring the end
themselves,
of the pulley shaft with a full sized hammer in a
vain endeavour to “get a start" on the pulley.

'1

ll

Crank

ca

6
O

DEVICE FOR DRAWlNG OFF ENGINE

PULLEY.

it

light taps with a small hammer being delivered
at the same time,
will be found
necessary,
that the pulley gradually loosens and slides along
the shaft, when it can be easily removed.

if

attainment of maximum revolutions when
we are tuning up the engine.
A suitable
gear ratio must be employed, the valve
lift precisely correct, magneto timing and
The
ditto.
carburettor
adjustments
silencer and exhaust pipe free from sooty
valve
correct
accumulations,
springs
strength, and, generally speaking, every
part of the engine in good condition and
The lift of automatic
properly adjusted.
inlet valves should be slightly reduced
when extra engine speed is required, and
the magneto timing set as early as possible without
The only really cor—
causing the engine to knock.
rect method of ascertaining the horse-power in
various engines is to treat the matter on the basis
of cylinder cubic capacity.

in the ﬂywheel being among the possibilities
The thing is
which such treatment engenders.
to draw the pulley off its shaft as gradually as
possible, and this, I think, may be done by the aid
of the simple appliance shown below.
It consists of a clamp, embracing the sides and
ends of the pulley, having at the shaft end a
threaded hole, through which is passed a square
or hexagon~headed
bolt, pointed at the opposite
end to engage with a centre-punch indentation
in the end of the shaft. If this clamp is laid over
the pulley and the bolt continuously screwed up,

Replies in Brief.
G. H. H. (E. Grinstead).—(1)

Of the three
pulleys mentioned in your list, the
second is the most likely to give you satisfaction.
from what
L. G. T. (Banbury).—Evidently,
"
“
shorting
you say, the wiring is defective, and
on.
You
new
ﬁtting
cables,
might
try
going
and even
this does not cure the trouble—we
think
will—you will have lost nothing. There
seems no reason from what you say to anticipate
“
"
PERPLEXED
trouble in the magneto itself.
to
trouble
would
seem
be
only
(Brixton).—Your
that the piston and cylinder require clearing of
carbon deposits, and we wonder that it has not
occurred to you to see to this before writing.
You claim to have done 4,000 miles without dis
most engines
the
cylinder, whereas
mantling
require to have the piston and cylinder head
cleaned about every 1,000 to 1,500 miles, to say
nothing of grinding in the valves.
adjustable

if

3

varying cylinder proportions, and at first sight
it seems impossible to reconcile
the statements
The latter, however,
made by different makers.
while seemingly not averse to publishing ﬁgures
respecting the bore and stroke, say no
thing, as a rule, as to the revolutions per
minute required to reach the horse-power
claimed.
If the 31; h.-p. is reached at,
say, 1,800 revolutions, then, if the engine
is allowed to drop to 1,500 or 1,000 revo
lutions, it is not to be expected that the
A
full horse-power will be given oﬁ.
reduction in the number of revolutions
must necessarily occur when the engine
is being used on the road and traffic con
ditions demand alterations in the speed
of the machine as a whole, and no one
needs reminding that, as the revolutions
per minute fall, especially on hills, the
We also have
engine power decreases.
to consider what steps are required to
ensure the conditions which lead to the
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In this way it is an easy matter to do considerable
injury
in a very short space of time;
damage
to the crank case, burring over of the threads on
the shaft, and even the loosening of the shaft itself

it

I
tions per minute should be well maintained.
have on former occasions
had something to say
about compression
and the part it plays in relation
and now I propose to devote
to engine efﬁciency,
a few lines to the question of speed, which has
almost as important a bearing on the matter.
Every reader knows, no doubt, that the horsq
power of the engine is rated, not only on the basis
of bore and stroke, but also on the number of revo
luh'ons per minute of the ﬂywheels, and in this
connection the gear ratio also exercises a direct
inﬂuence. Thus, we have
h.-p. engines of widely

Electrician.
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Designing Model Speed Boats
By

J.

S. YACUA, G.;\I.S.C.

(Continued from page 180.)
E will now proceed to design a hull for a
speed boat of, say, 5 ft. on water line, a
beam of 8 ins., and, say, a draught of
2 ins. at midship section.
Let us make a list of
the machinery weights as follows 2
lbs. 01.5.
Actual weights of propelling plant, etc.
6
Hull and ﬁttings, including rudder, etc.
3
. .
Boiler and ﬁttings, with water, etc.
7
8}
Engine, piping, propeller shaft, propeller,
etc.

..

. .

Burner, oil tank, etc.

..

..

..

Lbs.

3
2
16

4

and scale their heights;
these
set in tabular form as follows :—

No. of
ordinate.
1
2
3
4
5
6
‘7
8
9

§of

Length.

Simpson’s
multipliers.

o

1

2-5
6-62

4
2

10-89
13-21
12-81

4
2

9-80
5-1
'75

7-5=2-5>-<}common

4
2
4
1

interval

should

now

be

Products.
0-00
10—00
13-24
43-56
26-42
51-24
19-60
20-4
'75
185-21

2‘5
463-025 cub. ins.
-o36

10}

We will take this total weight as it stands—Le,
16 lbs. 10’; 025.;
this is approximately 16-66 lbs.
The volume of rectoid having length, beam. and
draught as dimensions, is 60 x8 X 2 =960 cubic ins.
The displacement 16-66 lbs. is equal to 461-81 cubic
ins. The block coefﬁcient is therefore
461-81+
Let us assume a pris
960=-48, or 48 per cent.
matic coefﬁcient of -58: then the area of the mid
section will be 461-81 +6o=7-7 and 7-7+~58=
r3-27, or say 13} sq. ins. as the area of mid-section.
The midship coefﬁcient will be 13-25 + 16 = -82.
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16-66890 lbs.

displacement is then correct; were it not,
we would have to alter the area of mid-section
and so the curve until a close approximation could
be got.
The next step is to draw two horizontal
lines, parallel to the base line of the curve of areas,
room between
care being taken to leave enough
each.
One of these lines will be the load water line;
the other, the centre line of the half-breadth plan.

The
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We can now proceed to drawa curve of areas, and
work out the displacement to see if this in any
Stretch a piece
way tallies with the required one.
of paper by pinning well down to drawing board.
with T-square draw a line at top. for a base line.
mark 08 a length of 15 ins. on this line, and draw
two short verticals; next, divide this in two, and
draw a vertical.
We will assume the midship sec
tion to be 3} per cent. aft of this middle vertical—
is,
that
in. in drawing; we will also add 33 per cent.
at the stem and 5 per cent. at the stern—that is,
i in. at stern. Erect verticals at these three points.
On the middle vertical (that is, the midship section)
describe a circle to any convenient scale—a decimal
scale preferably, say one-tenth to an inch.
With
this circle and the points at stem and stern, draw
in a curve of versed sines for the fore-body, and one
of trochoid for the after-body.
Put in the ordinates
lightly, as we do not need these once the curve
is drawn.
Now divide the L.\V.L. (that is, 15ins.)
into eight parts—this will give a scaled dimension
for each part of 7-5 ins.—and erect verticals. 'l hese
are the ordinates we need : number them 1 to 9,

i

The ordinates could now be brought down asfar
to draw
\Ve can now proceed
as these lines.
in a proﬁle or sheer plan. The amount of free
board, in models, is more a matter of appearance
A straight line being drawn
than obligation.
for the sheer, erect perpendiculars at either end
of the L.W.L. for the stern and the stern, ii the
latter is to be vertical; if not, draw in the desired
proﬁle. The line of keel can next be put in. There
is already a point ﬁxing this—that is, the depth
With one of the
of the midship section, viz., 2 ins.
long curves described previously, sweep a line of
keel that will take in the point at mid-section.
The keel rises slightly towards the forefoot, and
is rounded by a quarter circle to meet the vertical
line of stern.
The proﬁle being sketched, the sheer
line and water line could be drawn on the half
Mark oﬁ at the mid-section line
breadth plan.
a distance, say 4 1-i6th ins., and with one of the
long curves sketch in the sheer line in plan—note
the way this line turns at the stern—draw a line
at right angles to the length of boat on half-breadth
plan to represent the transom, marking oﬂ acertain

20!
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hand
a half-section, taking in as many of the
Now
advantages of those previously considered.
with the squared paper determine the area, and
this multiplied by 2, as it is only a half section. gives
the correct area of the full section. and, all other

1

\17

amount on either side of centre line to show the
breadth of this. Before proceeding to put in any
water lines on the half-breadth plan, we must ﬁrst
full size, and
sketch an approximate mid~section.
try its area until it corresponds to that given by
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Fro. 42.—DBSIGN FOR A 5-er. SPEED BOAT.
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for it. \\'e can ﬁx three points for the
mid-section, namely-the point at keel, the point
ins.
on sheer line; we can also ﬁx one at, say,
out of centre line: with these points draw in free
4

the ordinate

5-FT.

SPEED

BOAT.

things being favourable. we can draw it in more
If one
accurately by means of the body curves.
does not suit right round—as likely
won't—do it
by using two or even three, always taking care

it
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that there are no sharp breaks in the curve. Thus,
far we have the half of the mid-section. Let us next
got the half of section 3, this is practically half
the area of the mid-section.
Three points could
also be had for drawing a preliminary section;
these are the point at keel, at shccr plan, and one
we can choose on the half-breadth plan ; with these
three points, Sketch a half-section freehand
on the
body plan. and try with squared paper if this is
half the area of the half mid-section. If this is so,
is,
the half-section possesses good qualities—that
it should not be too pointed at keel, like the shape
of a V. but rather a combination of this and a
U. This being all right, we can turn to section
7, aft, and by proceeding in a. similar manner.
obtain three points. In this case we have the point
at sheer line, one at water line—which may be taken
as 4 1-16th ins. out from centre—and one at the keel.
Sketch a rough section, remembering that at this
point the ﬂoor is pretty ﬂat, the rise being very

Fm.

So far, we have on the body plan three sections:
half the midship, half of number 3 ; and on the left
hand side, half of number 7. We can ﬁll in one more,
that is the transom. The same method as before
is followed—that is, having three points. we sketch
an approximate section.
In this case we are not
so much bound down by water lines.
In the body plan, Fig. 43. a form of transom
much uSed in high s ed modern motor boats is
shown, and may be
opted. _ The other sections—
that is 2, 4, 6. 8—could now be sketched in the body
plan. The various oﬂscts being got from the half'
breadth plan, and brought to full size, are placed on
the body plan ; the sections are next drawn in lightly
and tried for the correct area. and, if found correct,
retained. All this is really more a matter of a little
practice, for no amount of " do this" or " do that"
will be of much help if the reader does not keep
his eyes and mind open to grasp things quickly.
\‘l'e can then assume that. so far. we have done the

46.—VAR10us Foams 0F ABOVE WATER, SUITABLE FOR SMALL SPEED Boars.

small. We thus ﬁnd three points, and two we
already have, making ﬁve on the half-breadth plan
—by which “e can draw in a curve for the load
water line. The entrance should be pretty ﬁne;
on the run aft it is almost straight.
Water line
number I, can also be put in (this is l in. below
the L.W.L. on the sheer plan, and a line should be
drawn to show this—the same way as the L.W.L.);
in this case we have ﬁve deﬁnite points to work
from. If when the curve is drawn it does not
show fair to the eye. the sections may have to be
altered in shape. but not in area, until a fair curve
It will be noticed that at the stern
is obtained.
this curve does not run right to the transom : this is
because water line number 1 cuts the keel line
at a‘ point before the transom, or more accurately,
A little thought will
between sections
7 and 8.
show why the line tumbles to the centre line as it
does.
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drawn a curve of area, found the dis
drawn a proﬁle of the proposed boat.
placement,
and drawn on it the load water line and water line
number I. \Ve have also drawn a half—breadth
plan, drawing the sheer line in plan and the two
water lines also.
On a body plan we have drawn
the various sections as given by the water lines,
keel, and sheer line. in the proﬁle and half-breadth
plan; we have also drawn the water lines on the body
following:

plan in their proper position.
\Ve-can ncxt proceed to draw a buttock line,
to see if our water lines and sections are fair cnough.
This is a simple matter. A line is drawn. say, 2 ins.
out of the vertical centre line on the body plan
and transferred to scale to the half-breadth plan.
It will be seen that this line cuts the water lines
at the b0“ , also two other section lines found by the
same method
as the water lines; but these are
above the L.\\’.L., as shown on the sheer plan.

The Model Engineer
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.\t the stern it also cuts one of the section lines—
that is, number 2—and the sheer line or line of deck.
To get the points to draw in a buttock, proceed
as follows I mark off from stern.or section 9, a dis
tance on section line number 2 on the sheer plan
equal to that on the half-breadth plan. where the
section line is cut by the buttock line; also set off
the point on the deck line to the sheer line on proﬁle.
These two points form part of the buttock; but
owing to the peculiar shape of the stem, the curve
at this point is as shown in the sheer plan.
The
on the 8th, 7th, and 6th sections can be
points
ound by scaling the distance in the body plan—
and setting to scale on the sheer plan—from the load
water line down to the point of intersection of the
buttock line and each section.
The same could be
done for sections 5 and 4.
Where the buttock
line on half~breadth plan cuts water line number 1,
set off the same distance from section
3 on the

Fm.
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snowmo

Sheer plan; do this for the load water line, section
lines I and 2,also at the sheer line on proﬁle. With
these points so found, draw a curve from stern
to'stem, and if this is fair the water lines and sections
should also be fair. The greater the number of sections
and water lines, the more accurate will the drawing
be; but for model purposes. eight sections and two or
Sometimes.
three water lines are quite sufﬁcient.
also. diagonals are used; but these are a reﬁnement
we can do without, as they only complicate the draw
It will
ing, though theycertainly tend to fairing up.
be noticed the way the buttock line on sheer plan
terminates at the sheer line at bow; this is because
of the ﬂare or tumble out, as shown by section 2
in the body plan.
Our drawing being new correct, we can either
proceed to ink it in, or, better. make a tracing of it,
If on cloth, the reader
either on cloth or paper.
is advised
to well chalk the surface with some
chalk and a light duster; this makes
powdered

and Electrician.
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a big difference when tracing. asthe ink ﬂows better.
The advantage gained by making a tracing is that
a print may be given to a. friend for him to build
from, and after all it is ample recompense for the
extra work of tracing. to think of the pleasure
of having more than one boat built to our design,
without taking into account the value of a friendly
contest, either of speed or workmanship.
Fig. 45 shows three half-models of speed boats.
the upper one being pretty ﬂat in the bottom and
square at the bilges; the sides, at stem, to past
The stern
midsection, being practically ﬂareless.
runs to a triangular transom.
The middle model
has a better stem, but the stern may be somewhat
the transom is rounded in a plan view.
hard;
The lower model has good qualities for a speed
boat, and may be taken as the best of the three
types

shown.

Fig. 44 shows

DIFFERENT

a larger hull, the

general

design

Foams or HULLS

being similar

to

the

lashmentioned

of-the half

models.

Finally, I may add that the photographs were
taken by my friend, Mr. Alex. Blackadder, 13,
West Nile Street, Glasgow, who took every care
to make a good job, and to him my thanks are
due.

“
naval
is
The
model
architect"
strongly
advised not to copy designs too much, but to try
and design for himself—0f course past designs. or
future ones, for a matter of that, will somewhat help
the amateur to make a fair estimate of many things—
but it is only by delving into the work of designing
a boat that'one understands why this is so or so,
and not so.
In conclusion. four sketches (Fig. 46) of above
water form and shape are given. Suitable for model
The ﬁrst and third may be for a
speed boats.
steamer,
and the second and fourth for a. petrol
driven boat. The decks and ﬁttings could be of
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by the detail drawing. This mica may be
obtained in small pieces, approximately of the size
required—that is, I Q ins. by in.—-from mica dealers
or electrical ﬁrms.
Do not order it as one large

The portion of deck above machinery
aluminium.
could be made to hinge on a central bar, the same
as the bonnets of motor cars. and ﬁx down in the same
manner as these.
The writer will here conclude, hoping these few
notes will be of service to his fellow model makers,
“ model naval architects."
and

cated

i

sheet.

Mica increaSes enormously in price as the area
is increased.
Small pieces are cheap, being usually
waste cuttings.
It should be free from red or yellow
It is
spots, and of the kind known as soft mica.
sold by weight, and the thickness is adjusted
Mica consists of thin layers, which
by splitting.
may be divided by your ﬁngers to almost any

“ The Model Engineer ”
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extent.
Make a gauge of sheet metal having a. slot 1-25th
in. wide, or use a bar caliper to gauge the thickness
for each piece.
Pieces which are too thin may
be built up to the required thickness;
the layers
varnish.
can be stuck together with thin shellac
When assembling the sections, as a ﬁrst operation

By ALFRED \V_ MARSHALL, M.I.Mech.E., A.M.I.E.E.
(Continued from page 160.)
HE commutator is to be made with twenty
ﬁve sections,
preferably of hard drawn or
rolled copper. Sets of sections rolled to the
required depth, thickness, and taper, may be

6/0," for d/‘md/ur'g
wire ’0 be cu/ In
each sec/[on

DIAGRAM on ARRANGEMEST or
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S/eeve

vIEvv

Pal-f sec/Ion
stick one piece of mica on to a side, each one with
shellac varnish.
Then assemble‘them together,so
that a sheet of mica is interposed between every
Make a clamping
section and the one next to it.
ring, and assemble the Sections inside it, standing
them up on end.
The ring will keep them in place,

obtained from dealers in electrical supplies.
They
would be in the form of rectangular pieces cut from
a bar, as indicated by the dotted lines in the detail
drawing, the shape indicated by the full lines being
produced as the result of turning to dimensions
in the lathe.
A convenient way of obtaining the

Kc
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#1,.

pin IICl/

Side
End

view

I

is to make a pattern, and have them cast
in copper or gun-metal. Copper is preferable on
account of its toughness, and because it has a high
melting point; but gun-metal serves very well,
especially if made with a large proportion of c0pper
A gauge for the taper section
in its composition.
should be made from a piece of sheet metal, so that
the sections may be ﬁled accurately to size and taper.
If drawn-copper sections are obtained, the maker
will supply them accurately drawn or rolled to the
Sheet mica
gauge, so that no ﬁling is required.
must be interposed between the sections, as indi
sections

view
I!

"I

2—~>%r'—

(‘onmun'ron
Bus".
£11 a’

vie w

and is ﬁnally tightened to clamp them all together.
A useful guide to keep them in a circle when put
ting in place is a. wood cylinder, turned to ﬁt the
centre hole.
When the sections are tightly clamped
together, mount them in a chuck, and bore the
interior hole true;
then mount them upon a
mandrel or in a chuck, and turn the ends to size
and shape, leaving the outer circumference to be
turned after they are clamped in place upon the
bush.
Clear away all burrs and fragments of metal
which may be touching from one section to another,
or you may ﬁnd trouble with short circuits when
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the commutator andLbush are together and corn
plete.
The bush and clamping-nut should be screwed
with a ﬁne thread—say, about 20 threads per inch.
This should be cut true, so that the nut is square
The hole in the bush should be made
to the bush.
a tight ﬁt upon the shaft, so that the bush requires
to be driven into place with a moderate amount
A mica sleeve and three mica end
of force.
rings of conical shape, as shown by the detail
drawings, are required to complete the insulation.

for

fun spanner

Coned

1

I

nometer for short circuits before connecting the
Some
armature winding.
useful
information on
making commutators is given in the writer's book,
“
Practical
Dynamo and Motor Construction."
It is important to have tough metal for the Sections.
The proper principle is to wear out the brushes
and not the commutator.
Cast iron is sometimes
used for the sections, and even advocated by some
It is liable to rust, however. For this
makers.
reason also the bush and'clamping-nut and washer
are preferably made of gun-metal, though cast
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The

conical

washers should be over the sleeve, and the ring
put in place after the commutator is in position
Allow
and the clamping nut screwed up tight.
the mica to'project out of the joints between the
commutator and the bush parts—the insulation will

l

The
much used in commercial machines.
iron
thickness of the mica sleeve and washers may be
about 3-64ths in. The sections should bear upon
the sleeve, to prevent any chance of dropping in
The outside diameter of the sleeve or bore
use.
of the commutator should, therefore, be adjusted
4
accordingly.

Japanese Models at Shepherd’s
Bush.
MONG

the many interesting exhibits at the
at Shepherd's
Exhibition
Anglo<_]apanese
Bush, which opens in May next, will be some
of Oriental skill in modeLmaking,
ﬁne examples
as the following particulars from The journal
Arts will show.
the Royal Society

0/

it

l
ll
l

of

These may be made of strips of mica built up to the
forms and thicknesses
respective
piece by piece,
shellac
varnish being used to stick the pieces
The conical washers can be built upon
together.
The sleeve
a wood former turned to correct shape.
can be built on the bush.
A preparation of mica,
called “ Micanite," is good for commutator insula
tion.
may be obtained cut to shape or as shells;
the question is whether ﬁrms will supply so small a
quantity as required for one commutator only.
Hard vulcanized ﬁbre may be used for the sleeve
and end cores, but mica is the only material which
should be placed between the sections.
The arrangement of the insulation is shown by

diagram

MICA Rrxo.
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be improved ; this apparent excess of size is inten
A slot is to be cut in each section, as indi
tionaL
cated, to take the ends of the armature winding.
test the
When the commutator is complete,
sections, before taking a ﬁnishing cut over the
circumference, with a battery and galvanometer,
to ascertain if there are any short circuits between
Then
them or between any section and the bush.
bake it to drive out any moisture, thoroughly
tighten up the clamping nut, and ﬁnish the circum
ference, making a ﬁnal test with battery and galva

MICA SLEEVE.
The very entrance itself will present
striking
and characteristic appearance,
and amongst other
things will be shown an enormous and lifelike model
at Miyajima on the inland Sea, which, as every
visitor to Japan will remember,
one of the three
places in Japan most renowned for their scenic
beauty. The history of Japan's Navy will be repre
sented by means of various models, including—as
well as their more picturesque forerunners—those
of the newest Japanese Dreadnoughts, our own
creations in material as well as in labour. Japanese
a

2 OFF.

is

MICA WASHER:
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methods of farming in the four seasons of the year
will also be fully illustrated by means of models.
The authorities of the japanese metropolis will
endeavour to illustrate the capital city both under
the old and new conditions. and their exhibits will
include, for example, a great model of the beautiful
temple dedicated to the memory of the second of
the Tokugawa Shoguns, which still adorns Shiba
This model has been specially
Park, in Tokyo.
constructed for this purpose by experts in the
Fine Art School of Tokyo, and is in itself a unique
work of art.
Another immense model of the entire city of
Osaka. to be sent by that manufacturing centre
of Japan, will be a work of minute care, and on the
base, measuring some II by 13 ft., will be the tiny
which
300,000
houses,
reproductions of some
can be classiﬁed into nearly forty different styles,
of
hundreds
for
which
this Venice
bridges,
as well as
of Japan is famous.
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advantage pertaining to hydraulic models
that they may be worked by a simple hand
pump, it not being necessary to get up steam each
time the modeller wishes to work his models.
Water is practically
an incompressible ﬂuid;
pressure applied to it is transmitted in every direc
tion. and a great feature of the use of hydraulic power
is the simplicity and ease with which it can be trans
mitted from the generating station to machinery long
distances away with very little loss.
The high pres
sures render it necessary to use very strong pipes.
ordinary
valvrs. etc.; to carry the high-pressures.
In a num
pipes and ﬁttings are not strong enough.
ber of towns and cities the. municipal corporations pro
vide a high~pressure service. The pressures range from
700 lbs. per sq. in. at Hull, to 1,120 lbs. per sq. in.
at Glasgow and Manchester. By means of in
tensiﬁers
pressures amounting to several thousand
pounds per square inch are attainable for use in
To illus
iorging presses and riveting machines.
trate the method in use for storing hydraulic power.
we may suppose
a closed vessel to be ﬁlled with
water, out of which project two rams. as Fig. i.
It the smaller ram has a sectional area of 1 sq. in..
and the larger one 10 sq. ins., on loading the smaller
ram with a weight of 10 lbs., every square inch of
water in the vessel will be under a pressure of
10 lbs.; the larger ram will, therefore. support a
weight of ten times 10 lbs=ioo lbs.
The novice.
at the ﬁrst glance, may think this a very simple
One

is

Hyd raull'c Models.
By W. E. GRAINGER.
hydraulic branch of engineering having
been dealt with only very slightly in THE
MODEL ENGINEER, probably the description
of a few models of hydraulic machinery will be
of interest. The models to be described will not be

llE
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PARTS
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is

it

is

difficult to make, and,if ordinary care be exercised.
no trouble will be experienced
in getting them to
work.
in extensive use at docks
Hydraulic power
for working capstans, cranes, coal tips. and other
appliances for loading and unloading ships. and for
also used
handling trafﬁc at railway depots;
to work lifts, presses. riveting machines, punching
machines, and many other purposes.
describing a model of a hydraulic
purpose
accumulator for storing hydraulic power, a simple
form of press. a crane, a lift. and a set of engines
with pumps for raising the necessary pressure.

or HYDRAULIC ACCUMULATOR.
method of gaining power; but on looking at the
matter a little closer we shall ﬁnd the apparent
gain must be paid for in some way. and on putting
the apparatus to do work it would be necessary
to press down the small ram with a force of 10 lbs.
through a space of in ins. in order to displace
sutﬁcient water to raise the larger ram with its
load of 100 lbs. through
This is in accord
in.
with the well-known axiom in mechanics,
i.r..
what
gained in power is lost in speed.
It will not be difﬁcult to perceive that we have
a closed vessel into which projects a ram loaded
with a weight of, say, 700 lbs. per sq. in. area of

if

or

.
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ram. with an inlet from pumps at A, Fig. 2. and an
outlet at B to the hydraulic appliances to be worked.
so long as the pumps can keep up the supply of water

to the closed vessel against the pressure of the
loaded ram. the hydraulic power will be available
to which it is conveyed
to work the appliances.
through the pipes from the outlet at B.

207

to the machinery in a continuous stream at a pre—
determined pressure: the intermediate vessel is,
therefore, called an accumulator.
A design for a model accumulator is shown in
section by Fig. 3. It consists principally of a.
cylinder A. a ram B. a weighted cylinder C, and
timber suppo'rts D. The design is {or a model of

/

m
FIG.

4.——SIDE

VIEW or FRAMING ROUND ACCUMULATOR.

The pump could. of course. be connected direct
to the hydraulic machinery; but in that case the
power would be supplied in jerlts. and if a number
of machines were in use at the same time the pumps
would not supply sufﬁcient power unless abnormally
By pumping into an intermediate loaded
large.
vessel 3 quantity of water under pressure can be
stored or accumulated, and from thence supplied

F10. 3.~—SECTION

THROUGH

Accunutarou.

an accumulator having a ram 15 ins. in diameter
and a stroke of :3 ft_. to a scale of in. to the foot ;
the stroke and diameter of the ram. of course.
The
determine the capacity of an accumulator.
in. mild steel. 8 ins. in
ram is simply a piece of
length. Steel of this size, straight and truly round,
it would. therefore,
can be purchased
cheaply;
be a waste 01 time and labour to turn a ram in the

l

i
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lathe. The cylinder is an iron casting, 1* ins. in
diameter outside the body; I o-loths in. diameter
at the top where gland is; the internal diameter of
in. A full-size plan of the cylinder
cylinder is
base is given in Fig. 5.
Thereare two strengthening

i
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The section of ring shows a shape similar to that
down, as sketch, Fig. 3:
of a teacup
upside
The ring being open underneath to the pressure.
it iollows that the higher the pressure in the cylinder
the inner
the greater will be the force pressing
lip of the packing ring against the ram to prevent
If any diiﬁculty beexperienced in making
leakage.
a packing ring, some other kind may be used, though
the friction against the rod will probably be greater.

Male

flange

FIG. 6.

Fema/e f/a age

Rio. 2.
ribs, 0 and b, which are shown in elevation also in
Fig. 4. Two ﬂanges c and d are required to connect
to those on the hydraulic pipes; a full-size view
'
of the face of ﬂanges is given in Fig. 6.
run
A ﬁ-in. drill or rosebit should be
through the
cylinder; it may then be driven on to a mandrel,
and the outside cleaned up in the lathe. The base
must also be trued up on the edge, and the bottom
and the t0p machined and the recess for the gland
bored. The gland should then be drilled and turned
all over to Fig. 7 ; it can then be secured in its place
in the cylinder. and three holes 5-32nds in., tapping
size, drilled through the ﬂange of the gland into the

The water passages at the base of the cylinder
may next be drilled 3-16ths in., also the holes [or
It will be worth while to make a template
the bolts.
or jig, like Fig. 9, to ﬁt on all ﬂanges whilst being
drilled; this will save the time otherwise needed
for marking off, and the holes should come opposite
when the ﬂanges come to be bolted together, making
a workmanlike job, and a saving will be effected oi
the time and temper often expended in ﬁling holes
to make them come in when doing jobs of this
kind. These remarks do not refer to experienced
workers; they are intended {or the guidance of the
inexperienced. A circular piece of iron sheet,
about {- in. thick, must be ﬁtted to the base of
cylinder to act as a cover; it may be fastened to
from
the cylinder base by countersunk screws
underneath, or the joint may be tightened up by the
four holding-down bolts; the joint must be a good
one.
Oiled brown paper will serve for jointing
material if the faces are true.

{Tiff—31s"

FlG. 8.

Guides

g'angle
bra s:

r'

Frc. 7.

cylinder, as shown in Figs. 3 and 7. The holes in
cylinder can then be tapped for studs, and those
in the gland enlarged for the studs to pass through ;
The
three studs with nuts can then be ﬁtted.
packing usually used for accumulator rams is one
or more leather washers pressed into the shape oi
an annular ring, commonly termed cup leathers,

Eu"— :—

l

if}:_

,i '

'

The weighted cylinder C may be made in various
ways: it may be cast in iron, but in that case the
outside should be turned. and the inner recess
bored out to clear the gland of the pressure cylinder,
as the weighted one moves up and down.
A simple
alternative method would be to make inner and outer
shells of tin or thin sheet iron, and after ﬁxing the
shells in their relative positions with packing, the
space between could be ﬁlled by running in molten
lead; it will be necessary to have projections on
two opposite sides of the cylinder to ﬁt and slide
in the guides of angle brass, as shown in Figs. 3
and 8.
The weight of this cylinder determines the work
The outside dia~
ing pressure in the installation.
meter of the model cylinder is 4 ins., length 8* ins.

March
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the diameter of the inner recess is 1} ins.
On making
the calculation
the weight works out to about
The area of the end of ram is -3o68 sq. in.,
25 lbs.
therefore, the pressure per square inch on ram is
= about 8: lbs.
_302g—8

This is a long way short of the pressures in actual
use, but is sufﬁcient for the purpose of working
However,
models.
by adding more weight the
pressure can be correspondingly
increased.
The
general arrangement of the timber supports and
is
4;
guides
shown in Figs. 3 and
the method of
making the joints will depend
upon the skill of
the modeller.
A simple method is to lay one piece
ovcr the other in their correct positions. mark off,

and

Electrician.
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a release valve is ﬁxed to the outlet pipe; Fig. io‘
shows a simple form of valve.
The weighted lever
must be connected by a chain to an arm fastened
to the weight cylinder, so that on the weight cylinder
rising to its highest safe position the chain will
become taut and lift the weighted lever and valve,
allowing the water to escape, thus preventing the
ram and cylinder from being forced any higher.
A similar arrangement is usually connected to a
throttle valve in the steam pipe supplying the
On the accumulator .
pumping engine with steam.
rising to the top of its stroke steam is shut off and
the pumps cease work, thus avoiding a waste of
steam.
When the pressure water is drawn on for
use in the hydraulic machines the accumulator
cylinder descends, allowing the release valve to
close, the steam valve to open, and the pumps to
resume
the accumulator is, therefore,
pumping;

self-governing.
Valves, bolts. nuts, and other small ﬁttings can

P ,rmﬂa
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is
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up and down.
Water
used in hydraulic machinery, because
it can be obtained cheaply, by large quantities
being required. In our models small quantities
only are wanted, and the question of expense does
not apply.
We can, therefore, use oil water is not
suitable for use in models only worked occasionally
—the moving parts would rust and become fast
unless made of brass, which
more expensive than
iron, and less like the real machines.
Photo
shows the parts of the model accumulator
r

and cut away equal portions from each piece—the
jointing may be made with glue and brads. Timber
stops are required at E E for the weighted cylinder
to rest upon when the accumulator is not in use.
They must be high enough to prevent the weighted
cylinder resting upon the gland studs, or the ram
on the bottom of cylinder.
When the pumps are not at work forcing water
into the pressure
cylinder, the ram and weight
will rest in their lowest positions.
On the pumps
being started to work the ram and weight will rise,
and if the pressure water is not being used as quickly
as it is being pumped into the accumulator the ram
would
be forced out of the cylinder altogether,
To prevent this
and cause a general smash up.

be purchmed cheaply from the ﬁrms who cater
for the model maker's requirements, and although
low in price, are better ﬁnished and more accurate
than the ordinary model maker can turn them out.
if a valve like Fig. 10 not obtainable, one of the
standard wheel valves could be made to suit by
taking off the wheel, ﬁtting a lever and weight, and
ﬁling the thread off the spindle to allow it to move

The Model Engineer and Electrician.

into the cylinder.
Here
often to be found the
of complete mis-ﬁring,
cause
through foreign
substances
becoming inserted between these mica
In the gas engines
mentioned, to ensure
washers.
as easy starting as possible, duplicate sparking
plugs were kept, the duplicates always hanging
over a furnace door.
The engines were stopped
once a week, and, after being cleaned out and given
rough overhaul, were again started. The dupli
cate sparking plugs, being hot and dry, were now
inserted and the engines started up.
Of course, as you remark to your various inquirers,
to ensure easy starting the valves also must be
in good condition, which
have no doubt your
correspondent attends to.—Yours faithfully,
“

in No. 2 the parts are in their
relative positions, with the exception of the weighted
cylinder, which is not ﬁxed in its place on account
of it covering the other parts when in position.
Instead of a Weighted cylinder, I have made a
square body of solid cast iron. I ﬁnd this method as
cheap as any other. The pattern is simply a block of
wood of square section, 9 ins. long, 4 ins. thick,
having a print r£ ins. diameter at each end for the

a

I

is

as constructed;

I

core.

Roar."

DEAR SIR,—The photograph and short descrip
tion herewith
of a small vertical steam engine
that
have recently completed.
It built on lines
similar to the one described in THE MODEL ENG!
NEER Handbook No.
("Simple Mechanical \Vork
ing Models "), only slightly larger, and with a few

l

I

is

is

1

I

A Model Vertical Steam Engine.
To THE EDITOR or The Model Engineer.

i

I have bored the casting and faced the ends,
but this is not absolutely necessary.
The hole
in the casting could be made large enough to clear
the cylinder when moving up and down, and thus
avoid any necessity for machining.
By making
the body square, more weight is got in the 4-in.
framing, thereby increasing the pressure.
The
weight of the body and cap-piece is 30 lbs.
As
this weight acts on the ram of Q-in. diameter,
the pressure per square inch in the accumulator
is as much more than 36 lbs. as the area of a square
inch is more than that of the ﬁ~in. ram.
The area
of ram is 0-3068 in. ; then 0-3008: I 1: 36 pressure
This will be ample for work
registered = 117 lbs.
ing models.
On testing the model accumulator, the cup leather
gland packing and the pipe connections were
perfectly tight under the pressure of 117 lbs. per
sq. in.

March 3, rgro.
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Practical Letters from Our
Readers.

[The Editor Invites readersto make use 0/ “HS column [or the full
discussiona] matter: of pramcal and mutual interest. Letters
may be signed with n nom-dc-plume I] desired,but the full
name and address 0/ the sender nusr invariably Le attached,
thoughno! necessarily[or publimtioml

Running Gas Engine on Producer Gas.
To THE. EDITOR or The Model Engineer.

,..

4w

VERTICAL STEAM

ENGINE.

By W. TALBOT.

4

;

;

it

I

alterations to suit my own needs.
It will be seen
in the accompanying photograph that the exhaust
is
omitted.
had taken
out for some reason
pipe
previous to the photograph being taken, and had
to
it. The dimensions are as
neglected
replace
follows:
Cylinder, i-in. bore by r-in. stroke
from
base to top of cylinders, of ins.
height
bed
ins. diameter;
plate, 4} ins. by 4* ins.; ﬂywheel,
in.
crankshaft,
silver steel.
The guide-bars

i

is

is

is,

SlR,-—In supplement to your remarks to the above
correspondent (Query No. 22,700, January 13th)
might I add these few ?
I take it that the correspondent's gas engine
is ignited by means of a low—tension
magneto.
From experience with'two suction gas engines (one
of 40 h.-p., and the other of 12 h.-p.) the difﬁculty
in starting complained of was found to be a real
one.
The main reason of the difﬁculty is this:
As your correspondent is doubtless aware, water
is formed by the combustion of the gases, which
is, of course,
into steam.
immediately ﬂashed
Now, so long as the engine is working, the exces
sive heat produced keeps the moisture as steam,
and this steam
by the exhaust stroke, forced
out of the cylinder.
When the engine
stopped,
however, the steam condenses,
depositing itself
as a thin ﬁlm on the whole interior surface of the
Hence it
cylinder.
deposited on the surface
of the low-tension sparking plug, and forms a short
circuit for the current. Again, your correspondent
must look to the sparking plug for this reason:
There may be a small deposit of tar between the
two contacts inside the cylinder.
This may be
very thin indeed, but it is quite sufﬁcient to stop
the current. Your correspondent must also care
fully examine periodically
his mica insulation
washers, which he will ﬁnd surrounding the move
able part of the breaker shaft which passes through

March 3, rgro.
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are two Q—in. steel nails screwed into a piece of
brass bent at right angles and bolted on to the main
The only castings used are the bearings,
standard.
main standard, and ﬂywheel.
I have tested the
engine under steam with a small horizontal boiler
.I have built (9 ins. by 3§ ins.), and ﬁnd it runs very
The boiler is ﬁred by a methylated
satisfactorily.
spirit burner, as described in your Handbook,
No. 6 (" Model Boiler Making ").
In conclusion,

I may say I have derived much beneﬁt from your

valuable paper, and also from your Handbooks,
in my estimation are a valuable asset to every
maker.—Yours truly,
\\'. TALBOT.

which
model

[Secrdan'zsand numbers 0/ Model Yarhting Clubs an invited to
communicatereports0/ Club doingsand othernotesof interest[or
a"! column. Such notesshouldbesentin as early as possibll in
Ilu month, but in any caseat leasllll‘tll'l day: be/orzdalr 0! issue
in which[heyan to appren]

Belfast Model Steamer Club.
The ﬁrst

season’s
of above was held
meeting
evening, February zrst, at the Secre
tary's address, at 8 o'clock.
It was proposed to
open the season
with an Exhibition
of Model
Steam
and Sail Yachts on Monday evening,
March 21st, at the Irish Temperance League Rooms,
Bridge Street, Belfast, at 8 o'clock, when any ex
hibit: will be cordially received.
It is probable
that during the coming season a combined meet
of representatives of the Aberdeen, Glasgow, Dublin,'
and Belfast Clubs may be held at a suitable place.
Mr. S. jones has an electric boat on the stocks, Mr.
A. Potts a steamer,
Mr. T. Mulholland a steam
yacht,
Mr. A. Walker (of Lisburn) an electric
yacht, and the Hon. Secretary a metre sailing
model; and we are looking forward to a good turn
out at the annual review of our ﬂeet on Ormeau
Park Lake on Easter Monday—A. C. GAFFIKIN,
Hon. Secretary, 3, Park Parade, Ravenhill Road,
on Monday

Belfast.

London Corinthian Model Yacht Club
The(ll.3::)¢:S).

We much regret to learn that the above Club
has closed down, chieﬂy owing to lack of sufﬁcient
ﬁnancial support, which has been the late of many
a Club before.
The late Secretary, Mr. W. H
Bauer, is, however, now a. private member of the
M.Y.S.A. of Kensington, and has thus made a very
"
good change, as the article in last month's
Model
“
would show.
Yachting Notes

Portsmouth Model Steamboat Club.

The Annual General Meeting of the above-named
Club was held at the Portsmouth Camera Club, 5,
Pembroke
Road, Portsmouth, on Saturday, 19th
“It, at 7.30 pm. Business: Election of ofﬁcers;
to receive accounts ; report of Sailing Committee ;
President's Challenge Trophy.—H. V. STEELE, Hon.
Secretary, 30, Henley Road, Southsea.
The Committee have decided that a pair of wad

ing trousers be purchased for the Club. The ex
treme need of these in the case of sunken or stranded
boats will be apparent. These have been pur
chased at the very low ﬁgure of 15s. 6d., and to
meet the cost of same it was agreed that a levy of
6d. be made on each of the twenty-two members,
the balance to be paid out of funds—F. W. Roar-:Rs,
Hon. Treasurer, 4o, \Vhitwell Road, Southsea.

The Victoria

Model Steamboat Club.

A General Meeting of the above Club was held
on Saturday evening, January 22nd, at the Crown
Hotel, Victoria Park, thirty members being present.
In accordance with a resolution passed at the last
Annual Meeting, the late executive were only
elected for six months, so that the Club could com
mence its ﬁnancial year on january Ist, and also
avoid having a General Meeting in the middle of
The Secretary and Treasurer's'
the racing season.
reports, which showed a substantial increase in
the number of members and funds respectively,
having been unanimously adopted, the President
(Mr. ]as. C. Crebbin) then took the chair, and the
re-election of ofﬁcers was proceeded with, and after
wards an interesting discussion on the merits of
steam versus petrol motors for racing craft, and other
little items for the future welfare of the Club took
were elected as
The following gentlemen
place.
Hon. Secretary, W.
ofﬁcers for the present year:
Poole, Esq; Hon. Treasurer, G. F. Crowe, Esq.;
Chairman, Mr. \N. L. Blaney ; Vice-Chairman, Mr.
Brown ; Committee—Mr. A. Davis, Mr. H. Cousins,
Mr. E. Vanner, Mr. \V. J. Smith, and Mr. Buckle.—
Hon. Secretary, W. POOLE, 396, Old Ford Road,
Victoria Park, E.

Southampton Model Yacht Club.

The Annual General Meeting of the Southampton
Club took place at the end of the year, and a repre
sentative gathering of members took place at Mr.
Ponun's Studio, Southampton, when the ofﬁcers
of the Club were re-elected and the prizes dis
tributed to the winners. The ofﬁcers were all re
Tankerville Chamber
elected
as previous years,
layne, Esq., being Commodore, Mr. W. C. Wyllie,
R.A., President; Mr. 1. Rogers, Captain; Mr. Sexton,
Hon. Treasurer;
and Mr. J. Pontin, Hon. Secre
tary. The principal prize-taker was Mr. Syvret,
who had the President's, Secretary's, Martells
also won the Secretary’s
and Tilling's
prizes,
Challenge Cup from Mr. Bartlett, who held it last
Mr. Bartlett took the Club prize, also
year.
Mr. F. Batchelor won the
third in Cup race.
Mayor's Cup, and medal for second in Secretary's
Mr. Pontin won Mr. Syvret's prize,
Cup race.
Other winners of
and Mr. Sexton Mr. VVood’s.
cash prizes were Messrs. Rogers, Mitchell, Batchelor,
The Secretary's Cup is now in
and Crickmore.
its third year, having to be won three timﬁ;
the holders each year are presented with a hand
some certiﬁcate giving particulars of the race.
A satisfactory increased balance sheet was pro
duced,and the Club was shown to be in a ﬂourish
New boats are building for the new
ing state.
year—G. Pourm, Hon. Secretary, 55, Millbrook
Road, Southampton.

Swansea Model Yachting
A meeting of members of

Club.
the

above Club took

on January 14th, to present the prizes won
during season 1909. The chief prize, the Club
Championship, was won by the Eastern Star (owner,
G. Edwards) , the second and third positions being
place

The Model Engineer and

THE NATIONAL PETITION.——The
Petition which
has now been signed by the representatives of a large
proportion of the Clubs, recently passed through our
hands. and was sent on to Mr. E. W. Wynne, Sec.
of the Wirral M.Y.C., on Feb. 24th.
May we again
urge those Clubs into whose hands the Petition
comes to deal with the matter smartly, and send it
on its course without delay.
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of Wings should be seal to ﬂu emu: of Ta: Moon.
[RM
ENGINEER without delay, and will b: unwed in any pu
ticular issue recde a dear nine days below its
0/ Mmumi

and

(do

London.

N ordinary meeting of the Society was

held

on Thursday, February 17th, at the Caxton
Hall, Mr. John Wills taking the chair, and

;

about seventy-ﬁv_e members being present.
The minutes of the last meeting having been
and announce
read, two new members
elected,
ments
of future meetings and visits made, the
Chairman drew the attention of the members
to the models, etc., entered in the Exhibit Com
etition, requesting them to record their votes.
he entries comprised in Class A:
Crankshaft
and connecting-rods, by Mr. C. S. Barrett; gas
engine governor, by Mr. Riddle; and a clockwork
tank locomotive, by Mr. Denvil
and in Class B:
A single-throw crankshaft, by Mr. Kennion, and an
electrically-driven steam type locomotive, by Mr.
Perrier.
The subsequent ballot resulted in
Mr. Barrett taking the award in Class A, and Mr.
Perrier in Class B.
The Chairman reminded members of the photo
graph album which had been started, and appealed
for photographs of mechanical work of all kinds
to be inserted therein, requesting that they be
sent to the Secretary.
The Chairman then called upon Mr. H. Hildersley
for his paper on the construction of miniature
The paper—of
working steam pressure gauges.
a very practical nature—was illustrated by black
board sketches, parts of pressure gauges, and an
ingenious model in cardboard to a large scale,
showing more clearly the action of the bent tube.
At the close several questions were put by members
and answered by Mr. Hildersley.
The Chairman then called upon Mr. Blanken
burg for his lecture on "Workshop Construction,
and the Building of his Compound Undertype
and a very practical and enjoyable
Engine,"
discourse
resulted, delivered in the lecturer's
usual breezy manner. After describing the con
struction of his workshop and the tools and power
plant
contained, illustrating his remarks by
means of slides, the lecturer brieﬂy described several
Of the special features of his compound undertype
engine, which was shown under steam driving a
dynamo lighting six lamps, closing his lecture by
an appeal to the members to depart from the beaten
track of model construction and build a model
embodying the principles of Woolf's compound
which used highly superheated steam.
engines,
Different types of these engines were shown on
the screen, and their construction explained by
Mr. Blankenburg.
At the call of the Chairman, 3. very hearty vote
of thanks was accorded to Mr. Hildersley and Mr.
Blankenburg for their respective valuable papers.
(Both these papers will be fully reported in the
present and subsequent issues.)
The meeting adjourned Git-10.15 p.m.
FUTURE MEETINGS.—-Fl’iday, March 4th: De
monstration meeting.
Wednesday, March 16th:
A discussion will be opened
Ordinary meeting.
"
on
Fittings and Attachments for the 3{-in. and
Lathes."
Several members
have
£5 Drummond
already promised to take part in this discussion,

it

l

A

taken by the Dodo (owner, G. C. Vaux), and the
Mary (owner, G. C. Vaux, jun.). A series of twenty
races had been arranged to decide the champion
boat, eighteen of which were brought oil, the com
etition proving both interesting and exciting.
erhaps an account of the method of scoring may
be of interest:
The Club provided 5s. as ﬁrst
prize in each race sailed, the second boat taking
two-thirds, and the third boat one-third of the
entrance-fees of each race—and {or the sake of
as 60 points,
comparison the 55. was considered
and each rd. received as entrance-fees as 1 point,
the entrance-fee
for each race being 3d.
Thus, if
ten boats entered at 3d. each, which equals 30d.
or 30 points, the ﬁrst boat would take 60 points;
second, 20 points;
third, 10 points; and at the
end of the season the number of points scored were
added up, and a prize to the value of the amount
won by each boat was presented
to owner.
This
was entirely satisfactory, as right up to the last
race there was still the chance of winning 55. per
race.
After the presentationof prizes above-men
tioned, ofﬁcers were elected for the ensuing year:
Mr. James Marshall, 56, Malvern Terrace, Swansea,
being re-elected Secretary, and Mr. G. C. Vaux,
Thornhill, Uplands Terrace, Swansea, Commodore.
A series of races were then arranged to decide the
championship of the coming year, the races to take
place ﬁrst and third Saturday of each month,
commencing February 5th, and ending Decem
ber 17th.
This Club has races every week (Saturday),
and sails all the year round. We have no of! season,
as we ﬁnd we get better winds during the winter,
our pond being entirely surrounded by high trees,
some of which actually overhang the water, and it
is only when the trees are bare of leaves that the
wind can get through. We sail on a water-line
rule only, with no restrictions whatever as to beam
or sail area, the only restricted measurement being
the water-line must not exceed 4 it. The draft is
governed by the depth of the pond at edge, which
is only :3 ins., and this, of course, cannot be
exceeded ; ten seconds are allowed per inch water
line. We have a membership of nearly thirty.
all of whom are very enthusiastic, and we usually
start about twelve boats and sail four rounds of
pond (eight lengths), which means about one
actual (not yacht) mile ; the time allowed is ninety
minutes, the record for the course being 29}
minutes, and is held by the yacht Mary, and has
stood for three years.
Some of our boats are very
vﬁne examples
of model building, being over 6 it.
along deck, the shell weighing only 3} lbs.; of
course, that is without paint, just the actual wood
shell as lifted off the moulds. The ﬁnished boat
has a displacement of about 30 lbs.
During the
past two years most of the members have launched
new boats, some as many as three.
We have built
a new brick boathouse, which will accommodate
about forty boats.

Electrician.
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and to bring with them to the meeting the attach
The Secre
ments, etc., they propose to describe.
tary will be pleased to hear from any member
who has made appliances or special ﬁttings for
the above-named or any other type of lathe,
who will take part in the discussion.

Vrsl'rs.—A small party will visit the printing
ofﬁce of The Times newspaper, Queen Victoria
This
Street, E.C., on March 22nd, at 12.40 noon.
party is limited to six only, and the ﬁrst six names
received
by the Secretary will constitute it. If
more than six apply, a further visit or visits will
be arranged ion—Full particulars of the Society
and forms of application may be obtained from
the Secretary. HERBERT G. RIDDLE, 37, Minard
Road, Hither Green, S.E.

The
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Queries and Replies.

an
to lousy :—

M

[mm llu Querieswhich havebeen"plied

M. M. (Plymouth)
[z3,04$l Model Yacht Measurement.
writes: Some little time ago I wrote you requestinginformation
as to the working of the New International Metre Rule for Model
Yachts, and you referred me to an article by“ C. S. Pollit in TM!
Monti. Bucmaxn of July 4th, 1907, and The Model Yacht
Clubs' Guide,” by Coleman Green. On measuringa yacht I de
signed under the old Y.R.A. Rule, I get a diﬁerent result from
each. (1) Please tell me whether Pollit’s or Green’s directions
underboth :
arecorrect. The following 6 resshowmeasurements
I think the diﬁerence lies wi
Green’sﬁfth operation,to measure
half girth only, and he omits deductingfreeboard:—
Yacnr's Mmunauznr.
..
Chain girth
..
. . arm
..
..
..
. . 22-9
At -550! the L.W.L. Skin
..
..
..
{
2-45
gireehboard
..
..
..
..
rt
9-5
30' end 0‘ L'W'L'
..
..
..
3-45
{greeboard
irth
..
..
10-56
Sternend of L.W.L. 1
'.
0_
._
‘ Fretboard
T5
10-875
Greatestbeam . .
Sail area
1764sq.ins.
wa Marx: Run as GIVEN 1n " Moon. Yxcn'r Cruns’ GU10: "
av G. Commas GRIEN.
Operation.
of
..
1. Length
L.W.L.
..
..
. . 40
2. Diﬂerence betweengirth and twice the free
board at bow end of I..W.L.
..
..
2-6
3. Diﬁerence betweengirth and twice the free
board at stem endof LWJ...
1-112
..
..
..
. . 10-875
4. Greatest breadth
5. Chain girth at '55 of LW.L., on one side
..
only
..
..
..
.. 11-05
6. Three timesthediﬂerencebetweenchain and
skin girths at -55 ..
..
..
..
2'4
..
..
7.}\,/ofsailarea
..
.. 14
82-037
2'71:

9. Mean freeboard
.

7 - 2

79'325

New Marne Rum: accoamno 1'0 C. S. P01.1.1r1n " Tm: Moon.
" or
Encrsnza
JULY 41'11,1907.
Length of L.\‘V.L. plus (a) the diﬂerencebetween
the girth at the bow end of L.W.I.. and twice
treeboard at that point; and (b) one ﬁfth
difference betweengirth and twice ireeboard
at stern end of L.W.L.—
4371:
..
..
..
..
Greatestbreadth
. . 10'875
Half chain girth at '55 of L.W.L. less twice free
..
..
..
board at the samepoint
8'6
Three times the diﬂerenoebetweenskin and chain
..
..
girths at '55 of L.W.L.
..
2'4
..
..
..
..
.. 14
{s/sailarea
Meanireeboard

..

..

..

..

7938?

:71:

WW:

76'875
2 —38'437

and Electrician.
(2) In designing under new rule, should I be correct in dividing
L.W.L. into ten sections, and measuringat section 7,
providing
point
the girth was no greaterforward of section 7 than at this
(3) 1 take it that you can drop the keel line aft of section 7 by
P
correct
cent.,
more.
Is
this
per
but
not
3
(r) The International Rule of Measurement is as follows :

L+Bf§G+gd+j_\/§—F.

2
,To get L for the formula. add to the water-linelengththe difference
girth
and the fretboard measuredon
between the overhanging
both sides forward, and one-ﬁfth of the difference between the
overhan girth and the freeboard measuredon both sides aft.
To get , the beam is to be taken from outside to outside of the
planking at the broadest place. To get G, deduct from chain
girth (to get chain girth, the measurerhas ﬁrst to ascertainif the
mark G is ﬁxed at or aft 0-55from fore end of L.W.L.; if so, he next
has to ascertain if the keel under side line aft that station is
straight, except for a reasonableround up at the extreme after
end; in this case the greatestgirth aft G may exceedthe girth
at G by no more than 3 per cent.) the freeboardmeasuredon both
sides at the girth station. Should the chain girth be the same
at several stations, that which is nearest to the greatest beam
shall be adopted for subsequentmeasurements But if the under
side of keel line aft the girth station is straight, exceptfor a reason
ableround at theextremeafterend,thestationfor thegirth measure
ment may be ﬁxed by the desisneranywhere aft 0-55 of L.W.L.
length from its fore end, provided that the maximum chain girth
covering board to covering board does not exceed that at the
station so ﬁxed anywhereforward of that station, or by more than
3 per cent. anywhere aft of that station. To get d, subtract the
chain girth from the skin girth, which is measuredalong precisely
the sametrack as the chain girth, only following the surfaceof the
skin. \/5 is thesquareroot of the sail areaasmeasuredby Y.R.A.
To get F, take the two freeboardsat the girth station G, and the
mean betweenthe two freeboardsat the overhang girth forward,
and the mean betweenthe two freeboardsat the overhang girth
aft. Add these together,and divide by four. Or to explain this
in another way F—twice the freeboard at the girth station plus
once the irceboard measuredat the bow water-line ending, plus
once the freeboard measuredat the stern water-line ending, the
sumto te dividedby four. From the rule you will see‘hat the chain
girth is the measurementfrom the upper sideof the coveringboard
side of covering board again at that
round the keel to the
upper
the measurementis eatest,less twice
part of the yacht at whic
the freeboardat thesamestation. (2) In designingunder this rule,
you can divide the L.W.L. into as many sectionsas you like, but
the girth measurementmust comewhereit will begreatest—thatis
to say, supposeyour boat to be 40 ins. on L.\V.L., divide this into
ten parts of 4 ins. You could ﬁx the girth measurementon see
that the chain girth is not greateranywheref0r~
tiOn 7.
more an 3 per cent. greateranywhereaft of section 7.
ward orprovidingl
bedroppedaft
as much as you like as long as the
The
keelcan
(3)
chain girth anywhere aft of girth measurement (in this case
section 7) is not greaterthan 3 per cent.
[23.058] Dynamo Failure. P. C. (Liverpool) “Tiwsr I
have a dynamo, shunt wound, and rated to ve at 2,000 revs.
6 volts 3'75 amps. It refuses to build up Without a resistance
being put in series with ﬁeld winding. The ﬁeld completely
“
shorts " the armature, no current being perceptible on outer
circuit. The ﬁeld wire is 10} 02s. as per gauge enclosed,which
I think is No. 20. On testing ﬁeld with ampercmeterand 6-volt
accumulator I ﬁnd it passes3'5 amps, the armature being out of
circuit. I have experimentedwith two indicator bobbins of wire
as resistance,and can now get ﬁvolts 3 amps.easily; but I thought
it would be an improvement.to get sufﬁcient resistancein ﬁeld
winding itself and dispensewith the outside one, and should be
obliged if you would decide amount of wire and gauge
greatly
or a new ﬁeld winding. The armature wire is to all appearance
same as ﬁeld. I give below results of experimentwith resistance.
The results were got with a 6-volt accumulator fully charged.
Two bobbins of wire passed 1'8 amps. at 6 volts: ditto in series
with ﬁeld 1'25 amps. at 6 volts. The armatureis 1} ins.'diameter
by 1} ins. by 8~polewound 8 sections. I have communicated
with the makers,but got no satisfaction. They put it down to
engine not being powerful enough,which is ridiculous, as it drives
a ro-volt 4-a1np.dynamo I have easily. It is 2-in. bore, 3-in.
stroke, oil engine, two flywheels. I have taken ﬁeld winding 08
and ﬁnd that the two beginningwires of coils are connected,which,
I understand,is putting the coils in parallel. Should they be con
nectedin series (start of one to ﬁnish of the other) ?
The machine must be a very efﬁcient one to give an output of
18watts with only 1'25amps. ﬁowin in ﬁeld coils. The amperage
(3'5) which you say the ﬁeld takesWithout any resistancein series
with it seems more reasonable. But it appears there is some
error here. The ﬁeld must have a resistanceof about 1'7 ohms
to pass this current at 6 volts, whereas 10$ozs. of No. 20 wire has
a resistance of only about 1'3 ohms, which would pass quite
4’ amps. Your ﬁgures here are not consistent with those you
give as the results of the tests with the indicator bobbins, from
which the ﬁeld resistanceworks out as 1'47 ohms. One thing
seemsevident—the ﬁeld coils are not connectedin parallel with
each 0ther,as your postscript would lead us to suppose; had that
been the case we should have expected that putting the coils in
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FIG. 2.
the arc embracedby eachbrush on the surfaceof the commutator,
as sparking may be incurablewithout properattention to this often
neglectedpoint. The full output of to volts :00 amps. may be
expectedat a speedof 950 to 1.000r.p.m., but owing to the better
spacefactor with conductorsof theselargesections, will be found
quite possible to increase the output to 250 amps. for long runs
without undueheating. The writer has evenobtained 1,000amps.
at about volts from a similar machine for
considerable time,
sufﬁcientto heat up l-in. steelbar fa ft. long to bright red heat_
K.
H.
tor loo-watt Dynamo.
[23.073]
(Plymouth) Windlng
writes:
shall be greatly obliged you will give me
your advice on the following.
have
loo-watt Manchester
dynamo constructed to the design given in your handbook, and
was ori ally wound for an output of 20 volts amps. This
machine did hard work for some two years, running at full load
most of the time, but
was found necessaryto rewind for an
output of 16 volts 6} amps, for which you were kind enough to
give me particulars of wire required. Now, with the new winding
it absolutely refusesto generateat all. The old commutator was
discarded and
new one made (ia-section) and carbon brushes
motor from io-volt
ﬁtted. On trial the machine ran well as
accumulator,taking about amps. and without sparking, but when
driven at i,7oo r.p.m. (measuredby indicator)' would not generate
armature,
at all. Particulars: Air-gap, i-ibth bare;
ins.
diameta'; commutator, iz-scction, gun-meta
armature, :2
section, each containing three layers of wire; dynamo, shunt
wound. Dynamo testedin following ways in order to ﬁnd faults:
Armature run in opposite direction; ﬁeld connections reversed;
rocker moved to various positions dynamo started with accumu
lator on; dynamo started with one lamp in circuit; dynamo
started in open circuit; dynamo started with ﬁeld separately
excited by accumulators,10 volts; armature taken out and baked
in oven core of armature tested for leaks; core of ﬁeld tested for
leaks magnet testedby compassfor polarity. (N.B.—Magnetism
powerful.) The results showed that the machine refused to
generateeven volt, two voltmeters being placed in circuit.
know the armature
wound correctly, although mulm would
tend to show that the fault lies therein.
have wound or helped
to wind four or ﬁve armatures, but this
the only one that has
given an trouble. Trusting you may be able to give me the
beneﬁt0 your help.
As the machineworks as motor there probably no fault in
windings or connections—in fact, no electrical fault. It surely
current when the ﬁeld winding was so aratelv excited
generated
on may bemistaken you meanthat did not
so. it bound
to work with separateexcitation. We advise you to try co per
brushes. The trouble may be due to the higher resistance0 the
carbon.
the machine fails to excite with copper brushes, we
adviseyou to rewind the armaturewith No. 20 gaugen.c.c. copper
wire
on as many turns as you can and rewind the ﬁeld coils
with . 0. 2! or No. 20 gauge s.c.c. copper wire; get on lbs.
possible. You could try the machineWith the rewound ﬁeld coiLs
beforerewinding the armature. Diﬂiculty of self-excitation not
unusual in the small machinesat low voltages. It may be worth
while to try the new ﬁeld winding with the carbon brushes. The
ﬁeld coils should be shunt connected.
H- H
[13.067] Solenold Motor: Small Oaa Englne.
(Brockley) writes: (X) My friend and have just completed the
little solenoidenginedescribedin one of your recentissues,but can
not make goat all. We havehadsome'dit'ﬁculty
overtheplunger
think the fault lies here. The stated size
i-64th in. smaller
than the brass tube; ours
not quite i-ioth in. smaller. Do
requires to be larger, would
you think this
the cause? If
ﬁxing a piece of brass round the plunger answer the purpose?
you have a handbook. or per
(2) Will you kindly let me know
haps an issueof Tm: MODEL Enctnnan, that contains instructions
for making a small gas engine?
(1) We do not think the loosencssof your plunger in its tube
might make the
would be suﬁicient to cause failure, though
engine little less efficient. If on should wish to increase the
secve to
the sleeveshould be
plunger's diameter by ﬁtting
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would be used for high voltage machinesare not feasible, partly
owing to the necessarilyheavy gaugefor the heavy current making
it impossible to lay the wire on by hand. and partly owing to the
'
fact that an sohd couductor of “considerable sectional area is
liable to be e seat of very heavy eddy currents," which circu.
late in the body of the material causing great wasteof power and
rise in temperature. Stranded conductors, or ﬂexibles, should be
invariably employed in such cases as the resent. The data
required for a machineof 2 kw. capacity are as Ollowsz—Armature
of the tunnel type with 32 holes l in. diameter, stampedclose to
the circumferenceof the discs, which are 6} ins. diameter running
in a tunnel of 7 ins. lengthand 7 ins. diameter. A tunnel armature.
it may be remarked,is a further precautionagainst the production
stray eddy currentsin the conductors. The armatureconductors
Will consist of ﬂexible stranded copper wires of about 30 S.W.G.
made up into strand of 7-16ths-in.diameterwhen double cotton
covcred and braided suitable wire can be obtained of the London
Electric Wile Company, and Smiths, Ltd., Golden Lane, London,
B.C. There will be only one conductor in each of thesearmziture
holes, each section comprising two holes in the discs, the con
cut to the same length and formed up to make
ductors being
symmetrical armature with
.tn‘voluteend Windings resulting in
mnumum end room. At the commutator end the conductors are
into
a
double
cable
socket
with
projecting ﬂange (see
ﬁtted
Fig._2) and boltedsecurely to the commutator bars, also sweated.
diagram of the armature winding given in Fig. i, from which
it is seen that there are 16 commutator bars and 32 armature
holes. The commutator of hard-drawn copper
ins. length of
brush surface, ins. diameter, and two pairs of brusheseither of
copper gauze or Boudreaux foliated metal are required,
ins.
'wide by in. thick. Carbon brushesare, of course, useless,owing
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[12.835lLow Voltage Dynamo. 2.000 watts.
(Manchester) "writes: I have an ironclad dynamo built as per
particularsin The A.B.C. of Dynamo [)rslgn," 100volts 20 amps.
7-in. armature tunnel, and I now want to make a new pair 0!
ﬁeld bobbins and another armature to give about 200 amps. at
10volts. 1cannot makesure of the sizewire required,but as near
as I can get it will be o-gaugefor the armature and B-gaugefor
the ﬁeld bobbins. Will you pleasebe so good as to say if this is
correct, and, if not, would you tell me the amounts and gauges
required? I should like to use a stranded cable if possible for
the armature.
Certain precautions are necessaryin constructing low voltage
heavy current dynanios for plating or depositing that are of less
consequencein higher voltage machines,as “ contact resistances"
hear such a very large proportion to the total circuit resistance,
and all joints in the conductors must be of ample section and
carefully soldered. What are known as “ dry joints,“ in., plain
clamped contacts, must always be avoided if possible. Again, in
the matter of the windings, the ordinary round solid wires that

to their high contactresistancesand to their relatively low carrying
capacity. The ﬁeld-magnetsarewound as simple shunt machine,
but here again solid conductors will be uselessas they are too
stiﬂ to handle properly. For the ﬁeld winding use 7-3ands-in.
stranded copper made of 3o-gaugewires, as with the armature,
single cotton-covered and braided to {-in. over-all diameter.
Seventy-two turns pcr bobbin are required, all junctions between
ends and brush-holdersbeing sweatcd securely into proper cable
sockets. In fact,
better to attach the sockets direct to the
ends of the brushes themselvesrather than to the brush pins ca
holders,as makesmoredirect contact. Somelittle experimenting
must be done to arrive at the best width of brush contact—41.,
it
is

series with each other and, preferably, adding a few ounces more
of wire, would have given you 00d results from the machine.
Seeing that you get an output 0 18 watts with only 1'5 amps.
in your ﬁeld, and considering also that you have unwound the
magnets,we suggestthat you now rewind them with } lb. of N0. 2:
wire Whichshould give you somethinglike the rated output.
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Apparatus.
B. W. B.
[23.019] Wireless Telegraphy
(Stow Bardolph) writes : I want to constructa pair of wirelesstele
graph instrumentsto work over a distance of three miles. What
size spark coil should I require? My aerial; I could erect to a
height of about 50 ft. or more, using copper wires for my network
on top, and a good earth connection, as describedin your " Notes
on Wireless Telegraphy" in Tm: Moon. Escmeea. Would the
network of the one station be
to be set at the sameeleva
required
tion as that of the other station
. What would be the best ﬁlings
glass tube kind, fitted with metal
the coherer (it
u us)er
suggest coil of
ins. sparking length as most likely to
suit, but this
very uncertain factor in any installation, as so
much depends upon sensitivenessof receiving apparatus, the
country over which the signalling
done, etc. (see Howgrave
Graham's “ Wireless Telegraphy for Amateurs," 2s. 3d. post
not necessarythat the network be at the same
free). No,
height at both stations. Nickel ﬁlings (preferablywith an admix
ture of
per cent. silver) are used. The book mentioned above
deals fully with such coherers.
is a
a

[21.982I Electro-magnet to Lift 500 lbs. R. P- (liver
1)writes: I have a pieceof iron of the size and shape shown
to sketch, which I want to use for an electro-magnet. Would
you kindly tell me of what sire to make the bobbins. Will card
Also, what gauge wire, and how much
board do for these?
Will two bichromate cells do for the power?
will it take?
And, lastly, could you tell me what weight this magnetwill hold
whenﬁnished .7
We take it that the core is of wrought iron. The shapeis alto
getherunsuitable. With a wrought‘iron coreof this cross-sectional
area you could not, however much"wire you wound on, make the

215

electricalwork. Do you think I should have any chanceof being
taken on at a lighting station ? I am quite willing to go for only
pocket money at ﬁrst, in order to gain experience,and I should
attend classesin electrical theory. Also, how would you advise
me to make application? In person or by letter? Any details
you can give me will be grateftu accepted. I might mention
that my ageis eighteen.
We strongly recommend,rather than try to obtain a position
in a power station (which on would ﬁnd very difﬁcult of accom
plishrnent,and, if accomplished,not of much worth to you until
an obtain more technical knowledge),that you spend three or
our years in the shops of some electrical engineeringﬁrm manu
facturing dynamos, motors, etc. After this experience,accom
panied by study of technical theory, you should have no difficult
in getting a position in a power station, and would be then wit
prospectsof using the experienceto best advantage, and with
a basic engineeringtraining which would be found of great value
to
in all your after career. We think you would not ﬁnd it
di ﬂyou
cult to get taken on by a good ﬁrm as a kind of apprentice,
starting at awage of a few shillings a week. Your bestplan,prob
ably, is to get a copy of a good trade journal (say The Elec
trical Review) and, selecting the names of the most suitable
ﬁrms, write them the best letter you can, saying all you can
for your education and experience,and letting it be seen that
you_intend to make a successof yourself in the line of electrical
engineering.

p
ttl)

of iron not brass, as the. use of an iron sleevewould slightly in
creasethe engine’s power. You should be able to tell by turning
the ﬂywheelround whether the plunger is sticking or in any way
causingtoo much friction, and if this is the case,it should at once
be remedied. But a far more likely cause of tailurc lies in the
accuratesetting of the cam. (2) The best thing we know of on
the subject of the making of a small gas engine is the series of
articles on “ Tn: Mom-:1.Encmsnn } h.-p. Gas Engine." The
seriesbegan in our issueof January 4th, 1906,which was accom
panied by a coloured plate supplement showing the complete
engine. Other articles in the series appeared in the following
issues of the same year:——January18th, February rst, i5th,
Marchrst, 15th, 29th, May 3rd, 17th, 3ist, June ztst. and Novem
ber 15th. See also our handboo , “ Gas and Oil Engines Simply
Explained." 76. post free,which, though it doesnot give a design,
will be found very useful as it explains the principles upon which
thesemachines work and describestheir construction and control.

e
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magnetlift very much more than 500 lbs., while this lifting power
can be got from a very small amount of wire if you Will cut .06
the greater part of the magnet’s limbs. We recommendcutting
themdown to leave them only a triﬂe over { in. long, with nicely
planedfaces. Wind this with 245 turns of No. 20 S.W.G. s.c.c.
wire (50 yds. will be the right amount to get). The sharp corners
of the iron should be taken 06 at the yoke, and the Wire wound
round it in a single coil, insulated from the metal by a couple ot
layersof thin, good quality paper. We reckon that about 2'4.amps.
will berequired, and this current can be obtainedby the application
of a pressure of about 2} volts at the magnet terrmnals. Yes, a
coupleof bichromate cells would do very well to work with.
M. R. (Dublin) writes: _I have been
[23,or7] Ma
' nnllum.
ormation from some of your advertisersre Magtrying to get
nalium,but have failed—somedid not even reply when a stamped
envelopewas enclosed. Can you tell me whethersheetmagnalium
can be soldered, and by what means? Any further information
uponits physical and mechanicalpropertieswould be esteemed.
Magnalium can be easily soldered so as to make a water-tight
joint, but riveting must be resorted to if a strong joint is required
Young’saluminium solder is as good as any. A heavy soldering
iron should be used. Considerablepractice will probably be re
quiredbefore you acquire the knack of getting the solder to ﬂow
well. Magnalium is an alloy composedof aluminium and
nesiumin the proportion of about too to so. It has a spec' c
gravity of 2'4 to 2-57 (that of aluminium is 2'67); it melts at
from ir84 ° ‘1'.to 1248"F. ; its tensile strengthis :0 tons per sq. in.,
that of aluminium is i4 tons. It can be machinedeasily; also
cast,soldered, forged, and welded.
B. M. J.
(13,020] Electrical Englneerlng Profession.
(Hampstead) writes: I am very anxious to becomean electrical
engineerin a power or lighting station. I have been employed
up to now in a motor works (petrol), but I know a little about
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[22,990] Reducing Shock
R. W.
from Medical Coll.
have been making a medical shocking coil,
(Preston) writes:
which too strong for anyone to hold.
Will you pleasegive me
a diagram of how to Connectwires to reduce the current? The
ﬁrst wire started winding with—the primary coil—
to the
contact-breaker; the_end of the same to battery.
ends of
the secondary wire go to handles.
should like three or four
terminals for the handles.
have your book on Induction Coils
for Amateurs.
have also Tm: MODELENGINEER,but doesnot
show in them.
There areseveralmethodsof varying the shock from an induction
coil. One of the simplest to arrange for the core to be slid in
and out of the coil the shock decreasesas the core pulled out.
Or you can insert resistancewire in the primary circuit, and by
increasingthe amount of resistancein, cut down the shock. An
other wav, which we judge you have in mind when you speak of
several terminals for the handles. to divide up the secondary
winding into sections, bringing the ends of the diﬁerent sections
out to terminals. Then, to get the smallestshock, you connectthe
handlesto just one section or, to get the largestshock, connect
to all the sectionsin series.
[23,069] Chargan
Reslstance:
Tattooln
Ma
.
G. R. (Glasgow)writes: (i)
have four small 2-voltgaccumfila'tggs
which shall want to chargefrom 25-volt main, and to do this
ins. by
shall require resistance. The size of the plates
ins. and there are three plates in each cell (one positive and
two negatives).
intend copying the switchboard described in
Ta: Moor-:1.ENGINEER of November 25th, and shall be able to
regulate this switch so as to chargeone or two accumulatorsat
time, as ma desire. Would you pleasetell me what wire and
how much of it would require for this resistance? shall want
have
tattoo'
about '5 amp. to be allowed to pass. (2)
machinewhich worked by electricity, and enclosedin
do not understand the use of those
varnished box. But as
machines shouldbe very pleased you could give me therequired
information.
_(1) For resistance, No._32 S.W.G. German silver wire will be
right; about :3 yds. being the length required. (2) We have
not had personalexperienceof one of these instruments, but we
understand that its action
the same as that of the electric en
graver. The Vibrating armature gives a vertical reciprocating
motion to the steel rod carrying the needle, so that
the point
of the holder be placedupon the skin the needlemakes seriesof
small punctures. The apparatus must be set so that the punc
tures are of the required depth, then the design to be tattooed
prickod out and the colouring medium applied to the pricks.
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The Editor’s

Page.

or two details remain to be
regard our new work
shop and laboratory as fully equipped, we are
now quite ready for active work, and, judging by
we have received, there will be
the correspondence
We have already booked up
plenty for us to do.
students for lessons in various branches
several
of mechanical and electrical work, and by the
time this issue is published additional entries
will no doubt have been made. While our work
shop is not a large one, we have equipped it in a
ﬁrst-class style, and those who avail themselves of
its resources will have the best possible tools to
work with and the best possible instruction to
Our illustrated prospectus will be
guide them.
ready in a few days, and we repeat our offer to
send a copy as soon as ready to anyone who will
send us his name and address on a post-card.
O
t
C

LTHOUGl-I

q

added

one

before we can

We publish in this issue the ﬁrst part of a report
of a very interesting paper on Model Making
recently read before the Society of Model Engi
Although we
neers by Mr. Paul Blankenburg.
have on several occasions published some of the
practical papers read by members of this Society,
we have not been able to reproduce their lectures
as fully as we should have liked, owing to the
informal manner in which the information has
From several
to the meetings.
been presented
points of view, this informal character of the
various papers given to the Society is much to be
"
"
chat
A lecture in the form of a
encouraged.
to the audience is much more interesting to those
present and much easier to follow than a paper
read from a carefully prepared manuscript, and
it also lends itself more readily to the exchange
of information on the various points raised which
It has
is so valuable a feature of these meetings.
the disadvantage, however, that the useful hints
and experiences which are given by the lecturer,
or by the members during the discussion, are not
placed on record for the purpose of future refer
ence, or for the beneﬁt of those who were unable
At the request of the Committee
to be present.
of the Society we are endeavouring to overcome
this drawback by sending a repreSentative to
specially report these workshop chats, and we
have no doubt that the recording in our columns
of the many instructive wrinkles which are given
will be as acceptable to our readers generally as
it will be to the members of the Society itself.
Incidentally, they will serve to show our readers
the helpful nature of the meetings of the Society,
and will, we hope, prompt many who have not yet
thought of becoming members to make a point of
joining the Society's ranks at an early date.
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Although the articles on " Designing Model Speed
are concluded in the present issue, many
readers will be pleased to know that in all prob
ability Mr. Yacua will deal with or enlarge upon
one or two matters in a supplementary arh‘cle on
In another week
the same subject very shortly.
or so we shall be commencing another serial article
for Model Speed Boats,“ by the
on “Propellers
same author, for which readers should look ou tv

Boats"

I

l

U

An important section for model aeroplanes is
being arranged at the forthcoming Aero Exhibi
tion, to be held at Olympia, from March 11th to
Gold, silver, and bronze medals, and also
19th.
a special silver cup, are being oﬂered for com
Full particulars and entry forms may be
petition.
obtained from the Secretary, Aviation Section,
The Motor Union, Caxton House, Westminster,
London, SW.

Answers

to Correspondents.

S. (London).—Thank
you for your letter, which
we appreciate.
Some of the articles you refer
to may not appeal to your own tastes, but they
are very popular with other readers,
and we
endeavour to give something of interest to all.
W. A. R. (Glagsow).—You will see that we are now
dealing regularly with the subject of model
aeroplanes.
H.
our issue of October rst,
B.8(Streatham).—See
.
190
W. M. H. (Wanington).—No; we think you had
best get them made to order.

].

Notices.
How ro ADDIISS errns.
All correspondencerelating to the literary portion of the paper,
pricelists, &c., for review,to be addressed
and all newapparatusand
“
to Tax Eon-on,
The Model Engineer," 26—29,Poppin's Court
Fleet Street, London, E.C.
and deposits to be
All correspondencerelating to advertisements
“ The Model Engi
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LOCOMOTIVE,

MR. PAUL BLANKENBURG.

slide shown on the screen was a
HE next
T111; MODEL Encmnnn locomotive

of

page

from

view

garden

(see

Fig, 9), built by Mr. Blankenburg, and
in an
a
which was successful in winning outprize
the advan
After pornting
S M.E_ competition.
the small
such
as
5 es of this particular model,
boiler capacity, etc., he
coupled wheelbase, large
that it was eventually sold, and
went on to say
under srde view of this
realised - a good price.
1g. 10.
is ven in FAn
locﬁt-gogzit piece of work was a model "_Cale
" express engine, the frames and motion of
donian
re completed and were now waiting for
g?c£°;;_ Mentioning that he did not possess a

1

I

l
l
l

a Compound

large

BUILT BY

enough

to

test

his

locomotive:er

perly, the lecturer stated that a short straight track
was no good.
What was wanted, he said, was a
good size circular track, and as this was out of the
question in his case, he decided to turn his attention
to stationary engines.
Happening to call on another member of the
Society (Mr. Ferreira), and noticing a ﬁne model
undertype engine made by him (from a design by
Mr. H. Greenly in THE MODEL ENGINEER), the
lecturer said he was so favourably impressed by
this model that he decided that his next effort
should be the construction of a similar engine.
This partiCular model, however, was a little too
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small for his purpose, so he proceeded to get out
The ﬁnished
drawings on a little larger scale.
model, which was shown running, as previously
mentioned, was an excellent piece of work, and
created considerable interest amongst the members
The patterns, which were made by Mr.
present.

FIG. 11.

F10.

were also on view, and he kindly
them to any member who thought
of constructing a similar engine.
In continuing, he stated that in his opinion mem
bers of the Society were not keeping
up to date
with regard to their work, but were modelling the
same sort of thing over and over again, such as
vertical and horizontal engines, etc., using steam
What he wanted to
insuﬁiciently superheated.
steam was most
point out was that superheated
desirable, and it did not appear to have claimed
the attention it deserved from model makers in
general.
A slide was now shown representing a tandem
compound overtype engine invented by a German
engineer, R. \Volf, who, according to the lecturer,
has given his complete attention for some years
to lend

March to, 1910.

the cylinders were of gun-metal, with brass rings,
which at ﬁrst squeaked when the engine was run
ning. Another set of rings Was then ﬁtted which
were turned an easy ﬁt, but they still jarred.
Inefﬁcient lubrication appeared to be the trouble,
however, so he went in search of a thick internal
lubricating oil, and eventually obtained some of
the right sort at the generating sub-station in St.
Martin's Lane. The question now was: how to

IO.—UNDERSIDE

Blankenburg,
oﬁ'ered

and Electrician.

View

OF " MODEL
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get it into the cylinder in an etﬁcient manner_ and
a small displacement lubricator
was
tried and
ultimately
proved very successful,
the engine

running quite smoothly.
Speaking further with reference
to the \Voll
engine (another slide was here shown on the screen),
he explained how easy it would be to adapt the
Smithies type of boiler to this engine.
This type
of boiler was, he said, preferable for fairly small
model
work, on account of its effective heating
surface, and its comparative easy method of con
struction.
A sketch was then made on the black
board (as in Fig. 11) showing a section of the outer
casing of the boiler used on a “’oll engine, with a

5hcel‘ asbesro: //n1r)9
1

l

Casf'

down comer

L/‘l>

Our/Inc

I

of Ordinary loco
Pro.

Type

bm/er

12.

to the superheating of steam, and had produced a
He then
type of engine which stands quite alone.
stated thatas hot gases ascend, the best place for the
cylinders was on the top of a boiler. In the Wolf
'engine, the cylinders are placed in such a position
'that they are surrounded by the hot gases from
the ﬁre, being thereby efﬁciently jacketed without
The steam is superheated in
the use of live steam.
this engine to a very high degree, and after leaving
again before
the H.-P. cylinder it is superheated
Speaking ot the
cylinder.
entering the L.-P.
arrangement of this engine, he said he
general
thought it a good prototype for the members'
consideration.
As to the question of lubrication, be reverted to
his model undertype engine, and mentioned that

FIG.

13.

Fro.

r4.

Smithies boiler arranged inside. It will be seen
that the shape of the outer barrel allows a larger
number of tubes to be used than in an ordinary
locomotive type boiler (see also Fig. 12).
With regard to the downcomer used with a
Smithies boiler, the lecturer advocated the use of
the type shown in Fig. 13 as having an advantage
over the cast pattern indicated in Fig. 14.
“’ith
the latter type he stated that steam raising took
longer, owing to excessive radiation, as the boiler
would not start making steam until the large
surface exposed
to the ﬂames became quite hot.
“'ith this type of boiler he also strongly recom
mended lining the ﬁrebox on the inside with sheet
asbestos, as indicated in the accompanying sketch.
In a discussion which followed with regard to
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the appearance of the Wolf engine, Mr. Riddle
said he thought it looked ugly, and that it followed
Continental practice in having so much outside
work. Mr. Blankenburg replied that he thought
that rather a desirable feature, and mentioned that
in connection with his undertype engine, after
spending a deal of time on one or two parts, they
were now buried in the smokebox.
(Laughter.)
He then recommended this type of engine as being
well worth the members' consideration—disregarding
appearance—as being a step towards the elimina
tion of condensation troubles. A slide was here
shown representing one of the ﬁne overtype engines
built by Messrs. Marshall & Sons, of Gainsboro',
which was also recommended as well worth the
model maker's notice. Another slide was shown
of a Mississippi stern wheel steamer with a loco
motive type boiler, and Mr. Blankenburg, after say
ing a. few words with regard to these, concluded his
entertaining and instructive discourse.
Mr. Welsrnan, in moving a hearty vote of thanks,
said he also believed that members had been going
along on old lines too long, and that in modelling
an engine similar to the Wolf type a member would
achieve some advance, and at the same time be
following Mr. P. Marshall's suggestion of originality
in model making. (Applause)

Model Aeroplane
By

Ball-bearings.
In last week's

“

Notes.

AEROPHILE."

contribution

I

I

personally have not yet obtained results with ball
bearings such as would convince me that they were
in every way superior to the simpler form of plain
thrust block, though I still preserve an open mind
on the question. Other people, however, may
hold different views on the matter, and a few notes
on the making of ball-bearings may, therefore, I
trust, be not unwelcome in helping somebody or
other out of a difﬁculty.
Since the hearing has not only to act as a thrust
bearing, but also as a radial bearing, the best plan
is to make it on the “cup-and-cone" principle,
such as is to be found in many parts of the ordinary
It must be borne in mind, however, that,
bicycle.
as pointed out last week, a single bearing is not
everything that is to be desired ; a
altogether
second radial bearing must
In mo
also be provided.
dels, there is no necessity
I
to make—in fact, nothing
at all would be gained by
I
latter bear
making—the
a plain
FIG, L
ing a ball one;
hole in a strip of sheet
metal is all that is neces
sary, and it may be a very easy ﬁt on the shaft,
is to keep the shaft in line;
as its sole function
" bowing" or "whipping," it
unless the elastic be
has practically no work to do.
_
.
Fig. I is the section of a ball-bearing suitable
as
can
be
but,
size,
any
almost
of
seen,
for models
it is a job that requires the use of a lathe, and it
to
liable
made,
carefully
extremely
is 5150 unless
on the heavy side. It can be made out

9

§

rather
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of mild steel, cast brass, or gun-metal, and it is
to case-harden the races, as the
quite unnecessary
strain they are called upon to bear is quite a small
one.
The male cone may be sweated on the shaft.
The ﬁrst ball-bearings I made were of the type
shown above, and were designed for a twin-screw
model of 3-111.span, the propellers being 9 ins. in
diameter. The races were just over 11-16ths in.
diameter and I used i-in. balls. Taken " by and
"
the job, although so apparently simple,
large
was a rather troublesome little piece of work, as
such innocent'looking little jobs are inclined to be;
and accordingly I set myself to discover an easier
way of achieving the same end, and one, if possible,
which would result in the bearings being lighter
than I had been able to make them.

=6)
Frc.

2.

After some little experimenting, I hit on a
method that, although very rough-and-ready, was
nevertheless
very effective in results; at the same
time it was a quick one, and lent itself to the making
of a large number of bearings in a minimum of
time.
The best point about my method is, in my
opinion, the fact that ball-bearings which work
very smoothly or eﬁiciently, and generally leave
little to be desired, can be made without the use of
a lathe.
In view of the fact that the model aero

dealt brieﬂy with

the subject of ball-bearings for propeller thrusts,
and outlined what I consider to be the disadvan
As I said,
tages which ensue from their use.

be

and

FIG. 3.
plane makers who possess a lathe must be in the
minority, I am giving a full account of this method.
All that is required are (r) a lump of lead with
one face approximately flat, and the smoother the
better; (2) a piece of thin brass plate; (3) a piece
of steel tube,
as thin as possible,
and 5-r6ths
internal diameter; (4) two short pieces of 5-16ths
mild steel round bar.
With regard to the ﬁrst
named, nothing is better than a block formed by
casting lead into a tin lid, the surface being after
wards ﬁled and scraped smooth and moderately ﬂat.

The ﬁrst thing to do is to ﬁle the edge of one end
of the steel tube to the shape shown in Fig. 2,
taking care to keep the edge square with the length
The end of the tube should then be
of the tube.
case-hardened
(this operation may be dispensed
with if only one or two ball races are to be made)
and rubbed on the oilstone until it is nice and sharp
all round and the internal edge free from burr.
\Vith this simple tool circular blanks are easily
cut out of the brass plate, using the cast lead as a
block for driving on.
The pieces of steel bar are next taken in hand
and formed into punches of the shape shown in
Figs. 3 and 4. This is a ﬁling job which requires
a little skill and patience, but the punches can be
made fairly true without much diﬂiculty.
As the
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“
" the rod between the
spin
{proceeds
ﬁnger
and thumb and watch for the places which show
" out of truth."
themselves
These punches need
not be hardened, but they should be made quite
smooth at their working heads with emery paper.
With the aid of the lead block and the punches,
the brass blanks are now formed, as shown sec
tionally in Figs. 5 and 6. In performing this
operation, it is advisable to use a small hammer
and plenty of patience.
A great many light taps
are far more effective than a few heavy blows.
Before punching the blank, soften it thoroughly

work

Frc. 5

(
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This motor\ will, of course, give'a power equal
to ten strands of rubber, but will admit of a great
many more turns than if the ten strands were all
used in one skein.
I estimate the number of turn:
as 200-250.
The gears need not be more than
in. in diameter. An alternate method would
be to uSe the arrangement shown in the second

i

Fro. 6.
<

by making it red hot in a gas ﬂame, which softening
if necessary during the
process may be repeated
To guard against the heads of the
punching.
punches being slightly out of truth, twist them
round slightly after each hammer stroke, taking
care to keep them vertical.
The next operation‘that of drilling the cones
which have been made according to the above
directions—is the most difﬁcult of all, as, unless
the hole be exactly in the centre of the cone, the
latter will not run true. In view of this difﬁculty,
-it is advisable to punch out more cones than are
actually needed and throw out those that come to
Bear in mind that practice
grief in the drilling.
makes perfect—don’t be disheartened
at the ﬁrst
It can be done with a little care.
attempt!
When the cones are drilled, all that remains to
be done is to sweat the male cone on to the propeller
shaft, which should be not more than i-ioth in.
in diameter for so small a bearing, and solder the
female, or concave, cone on to the bearing bracket;
the ﬁnal arrangement being depicted in Fig. 7.
The shaft is ﬁtted with a small collar abutting on

ca,
FIG. 7.

a

\

the rear radial bearing for the purpose of preventing
the balls, which are r-ioth in. in diameter, from
falling out ‘of their races when the elastic is un
wound.
The above type of hearing, which, in my opinion,
cannot be improved as regards lightness, can be
made, of course, in larger sizes than the one dis
The largest I have made has i in. balls
cussed.
and is 7-r6ths in. across the cones.

Answers to Correspondents.
" RUBBER"
(Preston) is constructing

a model
Blériot monoplane one-eighth full size, with a Io-in.
propeller. He wants a compact form of elastic
motor, as, running a long stretch of elastic will
necessitate
leaving some parts out—I append a
sketch (A) showing the arrangement of a motor
suitable for your purpose. It is composed
of
ﬁve skeins of rubber geared together, the one in
the middle carrying the propeller. The elastic
skeins are to be 9 ins. long—less or more, according
to circumstances—and should be composed
each
of two lengths of ﬂat strip rubber, such as that
sold by Warburton & Allen, Ltd., of Leicester.

.Inlll

a

B

sketch (B), which explains itself. Use in this case
two skeins of twelve or more strands each, or gear
The gears for this motor
the propeller up 3 to I.
can be obtained from an old clock.
J. H. R. (Lurline Gardens).—“ If I build a mono
plane with front wings measuring 5 ft. from tip
to tip, should the body be 1} times this from end
to end, or should I have to experiment until I
Is there any data as
ﬁnd the correct balance?
to the weight of a monoplane compared to its
lifting capacity, or should this be found by experi
I propose for propulsion an electric
ment also?
should these be high voltage and low
motor;
current, or vice versa, and what is a good speed in
revolutions per minute P Of course, I should like
to keep to the theoretical ideal as near as possible
with relation to this part of the machine, as I
am not running off accumulators or battery, but
length fore and aft
propose using a dynamo."~—The
of the machine may be anything you choose to
make it; 5 ft. would be, I think, a suitable length,
but this largely depends upon the size of the tail
plane you intend using, and the amount of lift
you propose to get out of it. Taking the main
plane by itself, you must so arrange the machine
that the centre of gravity is coincident with the
centre of pressure of the plane; the latter point
may be taken as being one-third of the distance
from the front edge to the back. If your tail is
to be a lifting one of the Blériot type, place the
imaginary centre of gravity slightly in the rear
of the centre of pressure, and by adjusting the tall
The heavier
you will then get them coincident.
you make a machine, the faster it must ﬂy, and the
more power it will require to sustain the weight.
If you double the speed, you will be able to carry
four times the weight, but you must use four times
the power. A plane 5 ft. wide will support about
I do not
Q lb. per sq. ft. of surface at 20 rn.p.h.
see how you intend to arrange your electric motor,
Use
unless the machine is to be a non-ﬂying one.
a. 4- or 6-volt motor and gear the propeller down
to a speed of about 400 r.p.m.
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A. V. HUGHES failed to enclose
his address.
“
Will he kindly forward it to
Aerophile,“ when
his interesting letter will be dealt with.
"
1“Aer0phile
begs to remind his readers that he
will be glad to answer, as far as possible, any
questions Put to him on the subject 0/ model
Those
aeroplanes.
general
interest
will
0/
be dealt with

in

these columns,

others direct.]

Motor Cycle Notes.
By “ Pnazmx."
A Handy

Little "Runabout" Car.

Several
readers, including among them two
medi
practitioners residing in country districts,
have as ed me to include, in an early issue, some

and
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strength combined with lightness, two ignitions,
magneto and accumulator, with separate wiring
lubrication, and
and plugs, mechanical engine
thermo-syphon cooling. Gate change, with three
forward speeds and reverse, is provided, and with
the engine running at 1,000 r.p.m., the gears propel
the car at 7, i4, and 22 m.p.h. respectively.
These
be considerably increased
speeds can, of course,
The transmission of
by accelerating the engine.
engine power is by cardan shaft, having enclosed
universal joints, and the live rear axle, with road
wheels running on load ball bearings, is carried
on extensions of the axle casing.
The makers
point out that this is a small car only as regards
its size, as in all other respecis it resembles a large
car.
I have examined closely both the engine
and gears, and consider both to be as well designed
and accurately made as it is possible to have them.
The car, as a whole, looks
very natty, is controlled with
the greatest ease and conveni
every bit
ence, and develops
of the power claimed for it,
with, I fancy, a good bit to
Space prevents my
spare.
describing in detail the various
points of the construction, but
the illustrations on this page
will sufﬁce to give an idea of
the general design, while in a
later issue I shall illustrate
both the engine and gears.

Cylinders Wearing Oval.

THE

New

7 H.—P.

“SWIFT” RUNABOUT.

I believe certain makers
and others will tell you that
motor~cycle cylinders never
after
wear oval in shape
long usage, but a very care
fully made
template, made
with the aid of the most
exact gauges, which I have
just received, shows me that

illustrated
particu
lars of any
small
car of
four-wheeled

the

" runabout "

I feel
type which
1 can recommend.
are
Such vehicles
of very great utility
to those who, such
as doctors
prac
tising in scattered
rural districts, have
to cover
consider
able distances every
day,
and
along
twisty
and
narrow lanes,
of
make a number
stops and re-starts.
Of all
small
the
Cars with which I
have more than a
acquaint
passing
I like
ance, the one

sometimes

Snowmc
best
me

is
as

GENERAL ARRANGEMENT or rm:

the new 7h.-p.
"Swilt," which strikes
the most
being
for the money asked.
excellent
value
The
Speciﬁcation includes a pressed-steel
frame of great

"warr"

RUNABOUT.

at least one cylinder has, in the course of a long
time, assumed
a cross-sectional
which
shape
approximates very nearly to that commonly known
as oval.
It is not altogether easy to account for
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this phenomenon, and it appears especially strange

in view of the fact that the piston rings themselves
have retained in greater measure their original form.
Cylinders of motor-cycle engines which have been
in use a considerable time frequently wear taper,
which is, of course," another matter altogether,
and when this stage has been reached, all the new
piston rings in the world will not restore the lost
compression. There is nothing for it then but
to have the cylinder re-bored. if it will stand it,
and have a new piston and rings properly ﬁtted
to the larger bore thus created.
Those who con
tend that new rings alone sufﬁce are either speaking
without knowledge of the matter or else seeking
wilfully to mislead, and I would strongly counsel
any reader who ﬁnds it necessary to re-bore his
cylinder not to hesitate a moment, but have a
new piston as well as new rings.
In this way the
compression, even in a very old engine, may be
completely restored, and as the cylinder bore will
have been increased, so will it be found that the
wer has also increased,
partly because of the
improved compression and partly because virtually
a new cylinder has been ﬁtted.
Anyone deciding to re-bore his cylinder must
ﬁrst make sure that the walls are sufficiently thick
to stand the reduction.
It is customary to make
these walls as thin as possible for lightness' sake,
and also to allow of more rapid cooling; butin very
few cases is it found impracticable to carry out the
re-boring safely, because, as a rule, all that is
required is a light skim oil the inside to secure a
true parallel bore.
The rings may have to be
specially made, as the cylinder will, more likely
than not, have become an "out" size; but when
the work is ﬁnished, and the owner ﬁnds that a new
lease of life has been given his engine, he will not
grudge the time and money spent upon it.

A

Dealer ’s Methods.
A correspondent residing in the West of London

writes indignantly of the methods of a certain City
ﬁrm who are listing motor cycle goods at prices
at which, it seems, they cannot supply them.'
In his particular case a certain make of tyre was
required, and the ﬁrm in question had sent him a
price-list which purported to show that tyres of
this make could be supplied at a ﬁgure much less,
as it turned out afterwards, than the makers'
own prices; but, on calling at the shop to make
the purchase, my correspondent says he found
it impossible to obtain this particular tyre, and
was pressed to take one of another make, which,
however, he resolutely declined to do.
The letter addressed to me on the subject runs
“
as follows:
Having read in the ‘Motor Cycle
Notes' of the favourable results, obtained with
the new Dunlop 26-in. by zi-in. tyre used on the
rear wheel of a heavy twin motor cycle, with side
car, I decided to ﬁt one of these tyres on my own
Street one day last
machine, and being in
week, I called at
's with the object of purchasing
it.
The reply was that they had not got one in
stock, but they could get it if I would leave a.
deposit, and they tried very hard to persuade
me to have something else which they happened
to have in stock. I, however, was determined to
have the Dunlop, so I left 55. as a deposit, and,
after waiting a fortnight, during which time I heard
nothing from them, I called again, and was
then informed they had still not got it, and a
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second attempt was made to get me to purchase
a tyre of another make.
A fortnight later, or one
month after leaving the deposit, I called once
more, and was then informed that they regretted
they could not supply the tyre, the deposit being
returned, and yet a third attempt made to induce
me to take an inferior one.
Having since lea ed
that the agreement under which the Dunlop
o.
supplies vendors with tyres precludes the latter from
selling below a minimum ﬁxed price, I can only
think that the ﬁrm I have mentioned list the goods
at a lower ﬁgure than the makers with the idea
of decoying people into their shop, well knowing
that they cannot supply at the prices they quote,
but hoping they will be able to foist something
inferior (but which, perhaps, carries a higher
middleman's proﬁt) on to the customer. I sup
pose it would not be wise to publish the name of
the ﬁrm, but if you can give the particulars in your
Notes, it may be of service to other readers."
I am, of course, unable, as my correspondent
suggests, to publish the name of the ﬁrm—a thing
which, to tell the truth, I much regret—but I have
done the next best thing in sending them a marked
copy of this issue, and they doubtless will remember
the incident very well.
In the meantime, any
reader desiring to purchase
Dunlop or other par
ticular make of motor cycle tyre, may, unless
they know a reliable factor, ﬁnd it a saving of
time and trouble to deal direct with the makers of
the tyres themselves.

Protecting the Magneto Terminals.
Mr. H. A. Webster, of Ealing, writes enthusiastic
ally of the rubber ﬁtments now being sold for the
purpose of covering the high~tension temiinals on
the magneto and also the ends of the cables engaging
with same.
He says that prior to ﬁtting these
he had been troubled on more than one occasion
with short-circuiting, due to wet and mud collecting
on the terminals.
He thinks the price—eighteen
pence a pair—rather high for the small pipe-shaped
always intends
pieces of rubber, but, nevertheless,
in future to use them. I can give both him and
other readers a tip which will save their pockets
in this direction. Let them purchase a couple of
the rubber extension pieces sold at most oilshops
for a penny or twopence, and intended for ﬁtting
on the spouts of teapots—I suppose to facilitate the
pouring operation. These ﬁt splendidly on the ter
minals and form an eﬁective protection against
the ingress of wet.

A Fine

Example

Design.

of

The motor-cycle engine

Motor

Cycle

Engine

illustrated on the next

as ﬁne an example of modern design
It
and construction as could be found anywhere.
is one of several standard patterns manufactured
by Messrs. J. A. Prestwich & Co., of Tottenham,
a British ﬁrm which specialises
in cycle motors,
and whose list of successes on road and path is a
long one.
The engine is made in two sizes, developing either
In the larger size, as shown, the twin
5 or 8 h.-p.
cylinders are 85 by 85 mm., and set at an angle of
They are machined all over, and the
50 degrees.
valve box or head of each is cast separately and
secured by two studs.
The valves are placed in
the cylinder head, and are operated mechanically
by separate rods, such valves being commonly
page is, perhaps,
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Replies in Brief.
F. A. H. (Cardiﬂ‘).—The advantage of handle-bar

control for the carburettor
that the adjustment of
the mixture can be eﬁected without letting go of the
the piston
steering.——G. K. L. (Hampstead).—If
rings show black marks or other discolourations,
means that the gases are leaking past them, destroy
ing the compression, and with it, of course, the em
The crank case being so hot is
ciency of the engine.
also attributable to the same cause.
New properly
F. G. G. (Grantham).
ﬁtting rings are required.
-—Various reasons are given for the noticeable
increase in speed when the exhaust valve
slightly
raised.
It is undoubtedly because of the greater
freedom of exhaust thus eﬂected, but persistence
in the practice will lead to more rapid deterioration
of the valve.
L.M.P. (Shanklin).—Yes, a light
weight of
h.-p. would suit your requirements.
"
Have the
V" belt and no jockey pulley.
L. S. D. (Birmingham).—We have at present no
arrangements for inspecting second-hand motor
bicycles on behalf of readers, but the Editor has
the plan under consideration—(2) The best gudgeon
pin arrangement is the tapered driving ﬁt without
setscrews
or other additional means of fastening.
-——L. M. H. (Perth).-—The discolourations on the
piston rings are due to the gas leaking past. You
will have to ﬁt new rings; then the compression
will improve.
A. O. V. (Preston).—(I)
Thinner
oil. (2) Inject paraﬁin at starting.
engine
(3)
Make sure brakes are off and exhaust valve lifts
properly.
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1908, Mr. C. R. Collier created a record by covering
a distance of 70 miles 105 yards in one hour.

it

referred to as overhead tappet valves.
The valves
are of nickel steel, I§ ins. diameter.
The absence
of the usual pockets at the sides of the cylinders
simpliﬁes the casting, and the exhaust gases are
allowed to escape with greater freedom.
The engine
is primarily intended for speed work, and how far
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SECTION or CYLINDER HEAD OF ].A.P.
5—8 n.-P. Moron.

For the Bookshelf.
0/

[A ny book reviewedand” this headingmay be oblaiMd [10mTn!
Mousr. ENGINEER Book Dlpﬂftﬂll'ﬂl, 26—29,Poppin's Cowl,
Flee! Shed, London, ELK, by "milling the publist price and
thecos! PosingtJ
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Moron.
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this purpose has been reached may be gauged by
the fact that it was with this same pattern, ﬁtted
"
"
to
Matchless motor cycle, that, on October 8th,

;
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Pocxn'r Boon AND
Edited by H. T. Crewe,
Cor, Ltd.
London: Rentell
postage réd.
_Price IS.
In this year's edition of this popular and useful
pocket book the reader will ﬁnd that thorough
revision on the most complete lines has been
effected.
Some new sections have been written
dealing with matters right to the fore at the present
time, and of the utmost value to all practical
They include gas, oil, and petrol
engineers.
engines; cotton rope driving; polyphase ma—
“
"
"
"
Osram
and
Tantalum
chinery
lamps
time switches; the Silvertown Testing Set; treat
ment for electric shock; electric clocks; Siemens
O.S. wiring system
auto-transformers and instruc
tions to chargemen.
Hitherto telegraphy in its
many branches has been dealt with, but it has now
been deemed advisable to accord this subject the
fuller treatment its ever-growing importance de
mands, and accordingly 2. special Note Book has
been issued which readers interested in telegraphy
will be well advised to obtain.
For the rest the little work before us
well up
and,'as its
to its usual standard of usefulness,
title implies, contains a diary, and also memo
randum pages, and squared paper for plotting curves,
besides useful requisition and estimating forms for
wiremen and others.
THE PRACTICAL
DIARY FOR
M.I.Mech.E.
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Locomotive
By
POWER

CHAS.

S. LAKE,

vaensmc

cylinders are carried by a pedestal, which, in turn
The steam
to the frame of the engine.
cylinder is 7 ins. diameter, and the water cylinder
5 ins. diameter, each having a stroke of 9} ins,
The gear is controlled by means of two small
handles located in the cab, one of these handles
being used for operating the slide-valve oi the
steam cylinder and also for regulating the supply
of water to the cataract cylinder
through the
water valve, whilst the other is for reversing the
gear by means of a small slide-valve on the steam
The resulting movement of the reversing
cylinder.
shaft arm, and consequently the position of the
expansion link, is indicated by a pointer and index
The drawing is perhaps self
plate in the cab.
is secured

A.M.l.Mech.E.

GEAR 0N S.E.
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MOTIVES.

Readers will remember that on page 150 of
THE MODEL ENGINEER for February 17th the
writer referred to the suggestion made by a corre
spondent that the publication in these Notes of
detailed descriptions and drawings of various
special appliances and parts ﬁtted to modern loco
A promise
motives would be a welcome feature.

A",

~./u-

grid

"I":

OPERATING HANDLES l.\‘ CAB.

Ind/elf” r-oa _
__—£~_,

:Q

explanatory,

as

showing the general
5’ <.~l
. J ‘0.\
arrangement of the
gear ; but if any
'
reader requires fur
Jru». 1nd
"1."
ther information, or
would like to have
the loan of work
ing blue-prints
the de
showing
tailed construction,
he may do so on
PLAN or OPERATING Lavzns IN CAB.
applying to the
writer, care of the
was then made that the suggestion
referred
to
Editor, such applications being, of course, dealt with
would be acted upon as loccasion
and
arose,
it
in rotation and in the order received, only one set
was stated that the ﬁrst subject selected for treat
of prints being available.
ment under this plan would be the power reversing
gear ﬁtted to modern locomotives in use on the
IMPROVING THE “,No. 50“ CLASS ENGINES on
S.E. 8: OR.
By the courtesy of Mr' Harry Wain
THE CALEDONIAN.
wright, chief mechanical engineer of the line in
question, drawings and particulars of the gear are
The accompanying illustration of the Caledonian
presented
herewith, and these will be followed
Railway 4—6—0 type locomotive (No. 917), for
which the writer is indebted to Mr. J. F. M'Intosh,
at intervals by others dealing with special features
incorporated in the design construction 0! other
locomotive engineer of that line, shows the new
engines on various railways.
type of cab now being ﬁtted to these ﬁne engines.
Mr. Wainwright's reversing gear consists of a
Some there may be who think the appearance of
steam cylinder and a water, vor cataract, cylinder
the engines is spoiled by the ﬁtting of this enclosed
arranged vertically at the side of the engine.
These
cab
in place of the neatly proportioned >and

"I"
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one previously used, but utility comes
symmetrical
before
appearance, and' especially so on Scottish
have to face a
railways, where the engine-men
good deal of adverse weather,
and a comfortable
cab is not only a COHl-‘Cliit'ﬂfé, but amounts almost
to a necessity.
It is remarkable to what extent the substitution

:25

jure up in our minds what the
"
“
like with the
old
type of cab.
ARE

SMALL-WHEELED

engines

LOCOMOTIVES
?

some“.

looked

Uuecov

A rorrespondeut, writing from Gloucester, asks
whether it must not be the case that when loco
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of one tvpe of cab for another alters the appear
locomotive, and even the most highly
ance of
"
"
enthusiasts
might
among locomotive
versed
Caledonian
be pardoned for not recognising this for
However, the change will
engine at ﬁrst glance.
soon have become accepted as though it had always
then it 4113)" become difﬁcult to con
been, and

CYLXNDERS

AND REVERSING

GEAR.

moiives ﬁtted with small diameter driving wheels
are employed for working trains timed to run
fast, there must be a good deal of waste going on,
“
for," he says, " as there are four steam exhausts
for every revolution of the driving wheel,
goes
without saying that the greater number of revolu
tions the wheel makes, the more steam must be
it

.ARRANGEMENT
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TENDER.

used." He has been led to make this inquiry
by noting the work of some G.\V.R. engines in
his district, and thinks the matter might be dealt
with in these columns.
It is, of course, the fact that locomotives ﬁtted
with driving wheels of small diameter are less
economical when run at the higher s]'>eeds than
those having large wheels,
and, as is generally
known, this is why the single driver with 7-ft. o-in.
or 8-ft. drivers is amongst the cheapest engines
to work.
Such engines will haul express trains
of no mean weight on a coal consumption of between
30 and 40 lbs. per mile, and when once their large
wheels have been got fairly humming, the ﬁreman
At
has an easier task than on any other type.
the same time, this economy is not by any means
It
due to the size of the driving wheels alone.
follows on the freedom for fast-running of the
engine generally, which is unhampered by side
rods and rigid wheelbase,
with the attendant fric
tion at the rails, but, at the same time, the undoubted
economy associated with the class would largely
disappear if the driving wheel, instead of being
6 ft. in diameter, were reduced to, say, 5 ft.
Heavy
with eight small wheels coupled.
goods engines,
consume as much as 110 lbs. per mile when hauling
long, fully-loaded mineral trains, and there again
the excess over express
consumption is
engine
not entirely due to the difference in load, but in
part to the fact that steam from the boiler is used
more rapidly, the cylinders being more frequently
swept out and the demand for a continuous supply
more exacting.
The degree of cut-off in the cylinder
plays an important part in the matter where
the aggregate
steam consumption is in Question,
although it does not, of course, affect the frequency,
but only the volume, of the exhaust. A small
wheeled
engine, with an early cut-off, might be
quite as economical, if not more so, than a larger—
wheeled engine using a late cut-oft in the cylinder,
and so on, according to the circumstances which
apply in particular and individual cases.
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RAIL Morons ON THE G.N.R.
is reported that the rail motor>cars employed
on some of the branch lines of the Great Northern
Railway are to be withdrawn and short trains of
three coaches, drawn by a tank engine, substituted.
The rail motors have worked up a trafﬁc, so it is
can no longer
said, with which they themselves
cope, and as the locomotive portion is not surfi
ciently powerful to deal with trailer coaches as
well as the ﬁxed saloon to which it is attached,
the cars are to be displaced by the short trains
mentioned above.
Whatever truth there may be
in the foregoing statement where other branches
are concerned,
it cannot be said that the traffic
for which the rail motor-car working on the Finchley
It
—~Edgware branch has outgrown its capacity.
was never intended that the motor-car should deal
with any but the lighter work on this line, through
trains being always of the standard suburban type,
while at holiday times and on Sundays 2. short train
of three coaches, with tank engine, takes its place.

bxvm-tss
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CALEDoNiAs

RAILWAY

.‘

‘

A DISAPPOINTING RUN

ON THE L. & N.\V.R.
Having had occasion recently to make a ﬂying
visit to Crewe, the writer selected the 2.40 p.m.
train at Euston by which to travel. This train
runs non-stop to Crewe, and is allowed 2 hrs.
The average
53 mins. for the distance of 158 miles.

‘
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loaded weight of the train is 320 tons behind the
tender, and on the occasion referred
to it tell, if
anything, rather below than up to that standard.
The engine was “ John Penn," of the 4—6—0 type,
built at Crewe “'orks in 1907. At no period of
the journey
was the usual life and dash asso
ciated
with the engines of this class exhibited,
and although
what grade climbing there is was
tackled in a fairly satisfactory manner, the work
on the ﬂat and down hill was distinctly disappoint
The ﬁrst stretch of forty-seven miles to
ing.
passing Bletcbley occupied or minutes, and by the
time Rugby was left behind a full 5 minutes had
before
been
lost.
This was increased
passing
Stafiord to 7 minutes, while between there and
minute
was
or
8
minutes
Crewe yet another
dropped,
or other check
in all, without a. single service
the
the whole way.
Obviously
engine was out of
tune for the time being, as much harder work than
that entailed on this run is being done satisfactorily
every day by the same class.
On the return journev by the 6.20 p.m. from
Crewe,
which is the Liverpool express due into

"
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The Manufacture of Liquid Air.
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By WALTER A. Scoeuz.
ago the writer described a small
threecylinder engine in Tim MODEL Enor
It wasdesigned for use
NEER(Allg. 19, 1909).
on a model aeroplane,
because at that time it was
not possible to obtain a light, low-power petrol
The great difﬁculty in this work was that
engine.
there was an additional weight to the engine, which
became
very considerable when it was intended
to run for only a few minutes.
liven with man
the petrol supply limits the
carrying aeroplanes,
of
For
his
ﬂight.
work in this
length
pioneer
direction Langley employed a small steam engine;
but the water required for a ﬁve minutes' run ex
ceeded the weight of the engine, and, in addition,

FE\V months

LOCOMOTIVES.
It is said that the next new type of locomotive
designed for express passenger service on a leading
British railway will be one having four cylinders
the writer has
indeed,
using superheated steam;

5

their boilers to generate
steam
suﬁiciently
rapidly, and for no other reason whatsoever. Now,
in the case of a superheated
locomotive, there is
of steam
little probability
shortage occurring,
even with a rather smaller boiler than otherwise,
because a principal advantage of highly saturated
steam is that a given weight of it goes much farther
than the same weight of wet steam in actuating the
Thus, if a very
pistons and driving the engine.
large cylinder volume is to be employed; there must
be an adequate steam generating capacity, and in
present circumstances this ideal is, it seems, best
through the medium of superheating.
reached
Lower initial pressures, carrying with them reduced
strain on the ﬁrebox plates, and stays are also
then made possible;
and although the weight
and cost of a superheater boiler are greater, there
is little doubt but that the plan has advantages
which more than annul these drawbacks.
of

London at 9.15 p.m., without intermediate stop,
“
another 4—6—0,
ran so well,
Berengaria,"
that nothing higher than 40 miles per hour was
needed from W'atford onwards to ensureapunctual
As a matter of fact, the train came to
arrival.
rest in Euston Station at 9.13 p.m., or 2 minutes
time,
before
representing 173 minutes for 158 miles,
or practically
speed.
55 miles per hour average
The load behind the tender amounted to about
250 or 260 tons.
FOUR-CYLINDER

$0006.15
[D

-

\—-’

es.

express locomotive, using ordi
“
“
saturated steam,
nary, or, as it is usually called,
needs a very large boiler to keep up the supply,
types have
and many otherwise highly successful
failed to give maximum satisfaction when running
conditions are hardest because of the inability

A four-cylinder

\

l

1
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DIAGRAM OF CALEDONIAN RAILWAY LOCOMOTIVE,
it on the best authority that this course has been
deﬁnitely decided upon, although nothing is known
as yet as to the exact form the design will take, nor
Locomotives
what dimensions will be employed.
are being
successfully used
Of this description
abroad and also on our own Great Western Rail
way, and they possess certain very marked advan
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No. 917.

Har
there was a steam generator and the fuel.
grave used a small engine on one of his models which
air,
was worked by compressed
stored
in a long
reservoir supported along the backbone of the model.
The energy stored must have been very small,
or the weight of the container would have been too»
great, since it had to be strong enough to withstand
the pressure of the contained air.
The writer wished to store as much energy as
possible, and to keep down the weight of the con
tainer ; since liquid air was available, it was decided
to run the engine on air, and to store it in its liquid
The great advantages of this course are—
state.
that a given weight of air occupies only I-8ooth

The Model Engineer and Electrician.

2:8

part of its ordinary volume when it is in the liquid
state, and because it was only necessary
to keep
the reservoir at the working pressure. and there
fore it could be kept comparatively light. One
reservoir was built of tinplate, with dished ends
and as it was well made, it was
sweated together.
frequently worked at 150 lbs. per sq. in. pressure.
The liquid air was poured in an opening, which was
afterwards closed by a piston safety valve. The
heat,
which passed in through the container,
caused the liquid to boil. and the air passed through
an aluminium tube. which was coiled twice round
The air was able
the reservoir to the engine.
to get away through the engine, so the pressure
was kept low—indeed. it was only about 30 lbs.
per sq. in. The reservoir was then ﬁtted with a
very thin aluminium casing. which carried two or
three sponges. soaked in methylated spirits, at one
The spirit was lit, and as the boiler was placed
end.
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these two there is a deﬁnite pressure which will
liquefy the air. In practice the air is compressed
to about 180 atmospheres
pressure. and is cooled
to a temperature near that of liquid air._ When
in this condition it is allowed to expand through
a small oriﬁce, and the sudden expansion cools the
air still further, so that part of it is liqueﬁed.
In
order to properly understand the arrangement
and working of the apparatus, it must be remem<
bered that, in general, when a gas is compressed.
its temperature is raised, a familiar example of which
is the case of a bicycle pump. and. vice versa, when
a gas expands, its temperature falls.
The apparatus described is known as the Hampson
litres of
type air-liqueﬁer, and produces about
A diagram of the general arrange
liquid per hour.
ment of the apparatus is given in Fig. I. it is
to free the air from moisture and car
necessary
bonic acid. because at the low temperatures attained,
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FIG. l.——GENERAL

ARRANGEMENT OF PLANT FOR MAKING

in the draught irom the propeller, a blast ﬂame
played along the boiler and on the coils through
which the air passed to the engine.
As regards
the engine only, it would have u orked equally well
on compressed
air or steam.
Having dealt with the objects for using liquid air,
it is now intended to describe a small plant for its
manufacture. But it should be clearly understood
that the proposal to use liqueﬁed gases for generating
power is ridiculous, except in a special case like
that described above, in which the cost was a second
ary consideration.
Air must be reduced to a deﬁnite low temperature
in order to liquefy it. because above this point no
If it be re—
however large, will sufﬁce.
pressure.
duced
to
another—lower—(leﬁnite
temperature,
it becomes liquid at the ordinary atmospheric
ressure..
It is then in the state in which it is kept
in storage,
At any given temperature between

LlQL'ID Am.

become solid, and. if present. choke the ap—
paratus. especially the small oriﬁce which has been
which is a needle valve, and the valve
mentioned.
The air is drawn through
spindles and screws.
a low-pressure puriﬁer, which contains slaked lime,
From the
by which carbonic acid is absorbed.
puriﬁer the air passes through a large tube to the
from which it is delivered at from
compressor,
The compressor
150 to 200 atmospheres pressure.
cylinders are lubricated with water. and conse~
quently some moisture is carried over in the com
air.
A separator is therefore provided,
pressed
after the compressor,
to collect most of the water
mixed with the air.
As a ﬁnal precaution the gas
passes through a steel bottle charged with caustic
in which all remaining traces of moisture
potash,
The air next
and carbonic acid
are absorbed.
passes through the liqueﬁer, in which it is ﬁrst
cooled, and then allowed to expand through a small
these
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oriﬁce.
A part of the air is liqueﬁed. and the
remainder, which is at a temperature almost as low
as that of the liquid air, passes around the coils
which convey the compressed
air to the oriﬁce.
The exhaust is connected
to the
low-pressure
puriﬁer. because this air has been puriﬁed. and by
using it'again. with fresh air only as the make-up,
the charges in the puriﬁers are found to last for a
considerable time.
It is now necessary to describe the apparatus
in greater detail. The low-pressure puriﬁer is

229i

hp. to drive it. The compression takes ‘place
The cylinders
in two cylinders. arranged in series.
are placed opposite to each other, and the pistons
are driven from one crank.
The connecting-rods
from a
and crossheads
are lubricated by drips
central oil-box.
The gun-metal cylinders are very
They are recessed
plain. and are readily replaced.
into the main casting at the line of the joints ] ;
caps lit over them, and are held in place by long
Red ﬁbre
gun-metal studs in the main casting.
is the material employed
for the piston cups corre
sponding to the more common cup leathers, and
The cylinders are sur
also for the valve washers.
rounded with water contained in troughs bolted
to the main casting.
The air is compressed in the
low-pressure cylinder, and then passes through a
coil of tube which encloses the cylinder, and is
in the water jacket.
The air is thus
immersed
brought down to the water temperature, and enters
it
the high-pressure cylinder.
After compression
passes through another cooling coil in the outlet
6

mew-.

,

SEPARATOR

AND

PURll-‘IER.

The release valve on the high-pressure
a very important feature. because the
cylinder
valves occasionally stick, usually.through the ﬁbre
breaking. and warning
washers
then given by
this safety valve blowing otf with sounds like those
of pistol shots.
The compressed air passes through
the separator and puriﬁer. which are of the simplest
construction. to the liqueﬁer.
This
illustrated in the photograph (Fig.
and
the sectional drawng (Fig. 4). The air passes down
allowed to escape through
through the coils B. and
the valve C, Which
regulated by a hollow spindle D,
to which a. hand-wheel
attached on the top of
the ap aratus. The compressor
started to work
with
valves open, including the expansion valve
and the discharge valve for liquid air P.
The air
pipe.

is

3)

is

C

is

is

E

iron cylinder, with an outside through
connection to allo“ the exhaust air from the liqueﬁer
There is a cock
to pass direct to the compressor.
at the bottom of the cylinder to regulate the supple
nientary air. which replaces the air which is liqueﬁed.
This make-up air passes over the lime, which is
supported on trays, and joins the liqueher exhaust
The
at the tee<piece at the top of the puriticr.
through a. large
mixed air passes to the compressor
rubber tube.
The compressor illustrated in Pig. 2 is of the
Whitehead type; it is shown belt-driven. but it is
It
also made direct-coupled to an electro-motor.
ble of compressing 550 cub. ft. of gas per
is ca
hour 0 a pressure of 200 atmospheres when running
It then requires about
at a speed of 400 r.p.m.

a galvanised

Fic. 3—THE

COMPRESSOR.
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is allowed to blow through for a short time to dry
the coils.
The valve P is then closed, and the
expansion valve C is closed. or nearly so, to allow
the compressor
to raise the pressure to about 18o
The moisture which collects in the
atmospheres.
water separator is blown off at intervals of ﬁve
minutes whilst the compressor is working. a valve
being!. provided for this purpose.
When the re
quired pressure is attained. the valve C is slowly
opened until from 6 to 8 cub. ft.
per minute pass through the
This is adjusted by
liquefier.
reference
to a glycerine gauge
L, which records the
ressure
at the outlet. The efﬁciency of
the plant appears
to be very
nearly constant over a fairly
wide range of inlet pressure, and

i
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valves (I and P when the apparatus is crolingdown,
because, even it the air be pure, so that the valves
do not freeze up, the unequal contraction might
lastcn them.
The liquid air is drawn off at intervals of ﬁve
minutes, or when about 100 cc. have collected.
This is indicated by the coloured
water in the
This gauge is in communication with the
gauge H.
receiver through the pipe J, and the hollow spiiidleD

PART SECTIONAL
View or TOP.

Flo.

5b.

FIG. 5a.
of ﬂow, as indicated by the
The air eit
glycerine gau'ge.
pands to nearly atmospheric
the valve
on passing
pressure
C, and
its temperature falls.
The cold air passes back over
the regenerator coils B. and the
air approaching the
compressed
expansion valve becomes steadily
comer tor about ten mm'Jtes’
View
FIG. 4.—Fuu_ LENGTH SECTIONAL
when part of the air commences
or Am LIQUEFIER.
to liquely and collect in the re
The apparatus has
ceiver G.
of the expansion valve C.
then almost reached its steady working state, and
“then liquid air collects
in the receiver G it compresses the air in the pipe J.
liquid air may be collected at the rate of a bottle
and so displaces the coloured water in the gauge H.
_
(1} litres) per hour.
it to rise in the vertical indicating tube.
causing
When the expansion valve is closed. and the
Liquid air is drawn oil through the hollow spindle R
is working to raise the pressure,
compressor
the
air
by turning the wheel 'I. and thus opening thevalve P.
thermometer plug at K is taken out to prevent
Before closing down. when there is still some
being sucked through the glycerine gauge L, because
pressure in the apparatus. a valve at the bottom
no exhaust air is then passing over to the compres
of the high-pressure puriﬁer is slightly opened to
It is also necessary to irequently move the
sor.
rate

K.)
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blow out the collected
water with its dissolved
caustic potash.
The liquid air is collected and stored in a glass
vessel illustrated in Fig. 5a.
It consists of a double
walled ﬂask,
and the air is extracted from the
a little cocoa
space between the walls.
Sometimes
nut charcoal is placed in this space, because it
absorbs the residual
air when it is cooled by the
liquid air. The vacuum prevents heat passing in to
the liquid, which would cause it to boil away,
auzl the walls of the vessel are silvered with a similar
Demonstration vessels are also made of
object.
the shape shown in Fig. 5b, and these are supplied
either silvered or not.
It takes about seven days
for a full litre bottle of liquid air to completely
.
vaporise away.
Liquid air may be bought, as from the British
Company, in many of the large towns,
Oxygen
but the price is high, being about 10s. per litre.
The railway companies carry liquid air at parcel
rates per passenger train at the owner‘s risk.

projection is fastened, in a small hole made for the
The other
a small crystal of galena G.
purpose,
and longer end of the lever is held tightly against
the end of a very ﬁne micrometer screw S by means
of a spring U. H is a small piece of iron sulphide
ﬁled to a blunt point, and fastened to the end of a
short ﬂat steel spring P. Q is a screw by means of

which the iron sulphide can be adjusted so as to
press more or less lightly on the galena, while the
ﬁnal ﬁne adjustment is made by means of the
The surfaces of the iron sul
micrometer screw.
phide and galena can easily be got at for cleaning
thumb-screw R, when the
by loosening
purposes
steel spring holding the iron sulphide can be turned
round. as shown by the dotted lines in Fig. 2.
Fig. 3 is a photograph of the detector. Fig. 4
shows how it is used for short distances
and for
Two short aerial
simple demonstration purposes.
wires A and B are connected to the galena and iron
sulphide, respectively. C is a small condenser
consisting of ﬁve sheets of tinfoil, 3 ins. square. on
each side, separated
by waxed paper; this is con
nected across the detector, and a low resistance
telephone D (about 60 ohms).
This detector, as before mentioned,
acts on an
entirely ditierent principle to the old form, probably

A New Form of Iron Sulphide
Detector for Wireless Tele

graphy.

By G. G. BLAKE.
the November zoih, rooS, number of THE
MODEL ENGINEER, I described a new form of
wireless telegraph receiver, invented by myself,
which consisted of a ﬁne iron point lightly resting
The detector
on a small piece of'iron sulphide.
also included a small copper oxide battery, which
supplied the current that operated the telephoies;
N

F,c,.2
this detector
coherer.

Fin.

being really a form of sell-restoring

Since then, I have discovered a new form of iron
sulphide detector, which works on an entirely
diﬂerent principle ; it requires no battery and let'S
than the
much louder and more reliable signals
old form, and is capable of much ﬁner adjustment.
Fig. 1 shows how this new detector is ﬁtted up.
L is a brass lever arm pivoted at X so that only
about * in. projects over the side of the pivot on
On the short
One side and 3 ins. on the other.

23r

3.—.-\

NEW Form or IRON

SULPHIDE DETECTOR.

the correct theory is that it acts as a thermo-couple,
and that heat is generated
by the high frequency
alternating currents as they pass from the aerial
across the detector, and that this heat generates in
its turn a small direct current which is sufﬁcient to
operate the telephone.
For long distance receiving and where tuning is
required, there are several ways of connecting up
this detector. Fig. 5 shows the simplest method,
which answers very well where only rough tuning
is required. An inductance of No. r6 bare copper

The Model Engineer
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wire
box

wound round a square wooden
its respective turns do not touch
each other, after which it is coated with wax or
shellac varnish, which keeps the turns from slipping.
At one of the corners of the box is fastened a
brass rod M, which acts as a runner for a slider S.
The lower end of the inductance is connected
to
earth at E. The iron sulphide detector D is con
nected to the slider S, which is also attached to the
tightly

is

L

so that

To

M

atria.

F/q. 5.
C

Ear-l."

T

and the other terminal of the detector is
connected to a small waxed-paper condenser C,
and thence to earth. A low-resistance ’phone, or
'phones T connected across the two terminals of
the condenser completes the arrangement.
By moving the slider 5 up and down and so
altering the amount of inductance in the circuit,
the desired transmitting station can be brought into

"aerial,

Ear/77

This method answers perfectly well, pro
viding no other station of nearly the same wave
length is sending at the same time: then, unless the
second sending station has a wave that diﬁers in
length by several hundred feet, it will interfere
with the ﬁrst station’s signals, as tuning by this
is not sufﬁciently sharp to enable
method
the
Operator to cut it out.
tune.

and Electrician.
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This difﬁculty can easily be overcome in the
following manner (see Fig. 6) :—Having tuned the
inductance as nearly as possible to the transmitting
station whose signals it is desired to read. the
slider S is left in that position, and the iron sulphide
detector, condenser, and telephones are disconnected.
A second adjustable inductance. similar to the
other, is ﬁtted above. it (see Fig. 6). This is con
nected to the detector 1), and a variable condenser
X, across which the ‘phonc. or 'phones, T are
connected.
This new inductive circuit is now
brought into tune with the aerial by moving the
slider Q, and also by varying the capacity of the
X, till it has the same rate of electrical
condenser
\\’hen the upper inductance is ﬂat
oscillation.
against the other, there is a good deal of margin
allowable in the tuning; but by raising the upper
inductance as shown by dotted lines (thus only
coupling it very loosely to the lower one) the tuning
can be made as sharp as desired, and any station
can be read at will even if three or four stations of
different wave length are signalling at once.
Fig. 7 shows a very simple method of making a
A and B are two wooden
variable condenser.
handles,
by means of which two double sheets of
stout zinc C (.l‘ and D D‘ are pushed in and out
so as to more or less overlap each other; the zinc
with waxed paper so
sheets are entirely covered
as to insulate the two sides oi the condenser.
Sheets {0 ins. by {2 ins., when made up in this
manner, to fit closely into one another, have a good
for all small Wave
large capacity, quite enough
length stations.

My Experimental Work in Con
nection with Model Flying
Machines.
W. Twmmo.
By
(Continued from page 440, Vol. XXI.)
HAVE been reminder] by the Editor that it
is now high time that I gave readers a further
instalment of my articles on the above sub
ject; but before continuing the results of my ex
periments I must complete the description of the
model
Wright type biplane commenced
in the
last contribution.
"This model was not made exactly as shown
in the drawings until some time after, but it came
in the order in which I am giving it, though slightly
different, and was not quite so successful as it was
after alteration.
The commencement of the description and a
portion of the drawings of this model was pub
lished in the issue of THE MODEL ENGINEER for
November 4th last year, when a side elevation of
the complete machine,
of the
a front_eleva.t:ion
elevator, and details of the pivoting of the radial
arm, were shown. These drawings were not given
a ﬁgure number—I will now call them Fig. 26.
In the accompanying drawings the model is
shown in plan (Fig. 27) and rear elevation (Fig. 28),
whilst Fig. 29 is a photograph of the ﬁnished
machine.
The planes, or more correctly aerofoils, are 20 ins.
and 3 ins.
span (the width across the machine)
chord. They are cambered to a. curve, of which
the maximum versed sane is about 3-wths in.,
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The Model Engineering Exhi
bltion in Cape Town.
a

measuring from the top side to the chord, and this
maximum curvature occurs at rather less than
one-third of the width of the foil from the leading
or entering edge.
The angle of incidence will be
about 5 degrees, or r in 12; that is to say, the
sine of the angle will be one-twelfth the chord, or
perhaps less when the model is in ﬂight. The cross
section (Fig. 30) will explain these expressions,
which. to some of my readers who have not yet

and

‘
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7E now have pleasure in presenting to our
readers

some photographs and particulars

and accessories,

;

tools.

I

is
a

2

No.
50-watt Manchester type dynamo,
The castings were
also by Mr. S. E. Anderson.
made from his own patterns.
No.
shows the Challenge Shield known as the
Ashenden Trophy, which the President of the
Society, Mr. Percy Ashenden, has put up for com
petition among model speed-boat builders.
In No.
photograph are shown Mr. Harry
Gibson's exhibits, which comprise a dividing plate
for milling in the lathe with self-counting index
a. milling and drilling spindle ﬁtted
(10 years old)
to take worm drive of
in r6, for use in the slide
rest or vertical slide (:0 years old)
a set of boring
;

r

;

4

3

l

MR. G. A. Saxon, the well-known writer on
railway matters, and editor of the Railuay blaga
zine and Railway Year Book, who inaugurated those
publications nearly thirteen years ago, and has
conducted them up to the present time, has severed
his connection with them.
Mr. Sekon is producing
on popular lines a new illustrated sixpenny maga
as
zine—-The
Railway and Travel M0nlhly~which,
its title indicates, covers the whole ﬁeld of loco
by all
motion, and will doubtless be welcomed
interested in railways and railway engineering and
operation, as well as by tourists and travellers
generally.

8
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exhibition of engineering models
which was held under the auspices
of the Cape Town Society of
Model Engineers on Tuesday and
Wednesday, December aist and
22nd last. From the various re
ports which have reached us,
this Exhibition has been a great
m!“ vrvsed sine fa
success from all points of view.
A splendid show of work was
THEUbT
arranged by the members of the
Town Society, and by
Cape
various trade ﬁrms interested
in
the want: .05
supplying
l’
The attend
model engineers.
FIG. 30.
ance more than fulﬁlled the ex
pectations of the promoters, and
the ﬁnancial balance came out on the right sidev
The
taken up theory, may be somewhat obscure.
We cordially congratulate the members of the Cape
arrows indicate the direction of forces.
Town Society of Model Engineers in general, and.
This model being intended to be rather more
the President, Secretary, and Committee in particu—
was provided
complete than its predecessors,
lar, on this excellent success, and we are sure that
with bracing wires between the stanchions. This
the members
makes the whole structure much stiffer, and renders
of the various model engineering
societies in this country will be pleased to hear of
it less liable to damage.
the enterprise of their colleagues
at the Cape.
The Exhibition was held at
the Drill Hall, Cape Town, and
by the
was formally opened
Prime Minister of Cape Colony,
the Right Hon. John X. Merri
man, who was supported by a.
gathering.
very distinguished
Mr. Merriman
a
most'
made
interesting speech, in which be
the engineering
pre
emphasised
eminence
ot
the English race
and the importance of giving
encouragement to the develop
ment of mechanical ideas.
Of the many exhibits, we are
only able to reproduce here
photographs of some few, but
Fro. 29.——THE FINISHED MACHINE.
these few rank with the best.
It will be noticed that the model in the photo
Dealing ﬁrst with those shown on page 235, No.
ﬁtted with
seat on the front of the lower
shows Mr. S. E. Anderson's exhibit, comprising a
graph
main aerofoil and
rudder in the centre between
a vertical slide-rest made from pur
galvanometer
the planes.
These are reﬁnements which are not
chased castings;
a governor for a petrol engine
at all necessary on a ﬂying model, yet at the same
made from scrap material;
division plate for
time they render
more attractive and complete.
and several other small.
the lathe,
ins. diameter
of the
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by Mr. S. E. Ar.dus(n;
(2) r5o-wall Manthesier
(3) The
[:1 Group of insirurnenls and tools, by Mr. S. B Anderson;
dgarno.
~lietool appﬁancrs, by Mr. Harry Gibsgu:
( ) Mat
“Ashanden Troihy" : Prescnlz-d lo lhe Society by Mr. Percy Asheudrn;
exhibits;
tools;
Hope;
Gibson‘scollectionoi
Barry
gm.
Percy
Milnes'
Ashenden's5.5.6004
(7
{8)High
(6) Some trade
(5) Mr.
smd d.a. marine engine and boiler. bv Mr. Purrv Ashc-ndrn.

‘5
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tools (three with quills) to ﬁt holder of drilling
spindle, also boring bar and cutter ; stand of home
made milling cutters and tools ; a turret for slide
rest of 5~in. lathe with tools set up for turning,
and a turret of slide-rest
screwing, and knurling;
of 5-in. lathe with tools set up for facing, boring,
and tapping.
In No. 5 we have a group of tools by Mr. Henry
Milnes. The exhibit was erected by Mr. Harry
Gibson, who has had the appliances there shown
in use for many years.
Photograph No. 6 shows a number of trade ex
hibits, and in No. 7 is the President's coasting
steamer Good Hope.
This model is 6 ft. 2 ins.
on the water line; is driven by a set of direct
acting slide-valve engines; compound water-tube
.and ﬁre-tube boiler working at a pressure of 75 lbs.,

island.
This poor fellow has lost both his arms
to the elbows, yet notwithstanding this, he has
succeeded in turning out a most creditable piece
of work, all from scrap selected from the wreck
of the Dunotlar Castle,
which went ashore on
Robben Island a few years ago.
Of the many other exhibits which are worthy
of notice, it is only possible to mention compara
Mr. Harry Gibson's lathe turrets
tively few here.
and other tools are admirable pieces of work, and
readers will be glad to know that they may look
forward to a descriptive article on his turret tools
Mr.
appearing in these pages before very long.
Gibson's name will not be completely unknown
to our older readers
in this country, although
some thousands of miles separate the scenes of his
activities from ours, for a most instructive and

A GENERAL VIEW or PART or
ﬁred by two petrol blowlamps; she is twin screw.
the back of the steamer will be seen the two
acetylene generators by Mr. Ashenden, one of which
is patented in the Colony.
No. 8 shows Mr. Percy Ashenden's high-speed
double-action marine engine with copper boiler,
solid-drawn ﬁrebox, and 16 internal cross tubes.
This exhibit was running for many hours without
adjustment on both days during which the Ex
hibition was open.
_
The small illustration shown on page 237 is,
perhaps, the one to which attaches the greatest
interest of all, not so much on account of what it
is, but on account of the conditions under which
it was produced. It is a complete horizontal
engine made by one of the white lepers on Robben

At
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nteresting article on his work and workshop was
published in our September issue in loco—indeed,
if our information is correct, there were few people
in the Colony previous to this Exhibition who
suspected Mr. Harry Gibson, “that man of books
and accounts," of being guilty of the practice of
model

engineering.

The good work shown by Messrs. Barry, Streeter,
Anderson, Nance, Dutton, Chambers, Olive, Castle
nian, must also be mentioned as commanding
much attention.
Amongst the unﬁnished work Mr. D. \Varman's
compound surface condensing engine was deemed
far and away the best in its class ; and had it been
completed in time, there was no other in the
Exhibition which could have compared with it.

March 10, 19 to.
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The various Classes in the Competition openbo
of the Society were: Class I—Steam and
Class 11—
Petrol Engines and similar models;
Class III—Ex
Electrical Models and Apparatus;
hibits other than those in Classes I and II ; Class IV
-—Unfmished exhibits.
In each class there was keen competition for the
following handsome list of prizes :—
1. A 4-in. screw-cutting and milling lathe, value
Drummond Bros.,
{7 105., presented by Messrs.
Ltd., the well-known lathe makers, of Guildford,
Surrey.
(This prize arrived too late to be
competed for last year, but the Committee hope to
for a competition during this
make arrangements
members

.
year.)
_
2. A set of machined castings of a hand-planing
and shaping machine, presented by Messrs. Leyland,
Barlow & Co., of Manchester; value about £4.
by Mr.
3. Tools to the value of {1, presented
George Adams, Holborn, London; to be selected

by winner.

_

by the Um
4. Electrical apparatus, presented
versal Electric Company, Manchester.

and Electrician.
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awarded ﬁrst prize, was the high-speed
double
action marine engine, with copper boiler, already
referred to. Mr. Streeter‘s winning exhibit was a
gas engine, the carburettor and governor of which
were
by the exhibitor;
designed
Mr. Olive's
was a horizontal petrol engine.
Class II : Mr. ]. S. Streeter, r ; Mr. S. E. Ander
son, 2; Mr. S. J. Castleman, 3.
The ﬁrst prize
was for an electric locomotive;
the second for a
dynamo, Manchester type.
Class III : Mr. R. H. Barry, I ; Mr. S. E. Ander
son, 2; Mr. H. Simms, 3; Mr. F. J. Nance, 4.
Class IV: Mr. H. Dutton, bronze medal;
Mr.
A. Spencer, 2.
It is one of the rules of the Society that an exhib
itor can only take one prize.
Mr. Dutton was
originally awarded the bronze medal for the second
best exhibit, but in accordance
with this rule he
took the bronze medal in Class 4 in preference.
For the same reason Mr. Anderson, who took
two prizes, elected to forgo the second prize in
Class III, and Mr. Streeter forgoes the ﬁrst prize
in Class II.
Although we cannot, in the space of this com
paratively brief account, treat of each individual
member's work which well deserves notice, we
are pleased to be able to promise a fuller descrip
tion of many of the items already mentioned.
In conclusion, we have to thank Messrs. Ashenden,
Anderson, Gibson, Chambers, and Nance for their
much appreciated kindness in keeping
us well
posted in regard to the progress of model engineer
ing at the Cape;
for, without their collaboration,
few of us here at home would have had any true
idea of the extent to which our craft is practised
and the earnestness with which it is followed by
our friends across the seas.

The Society of Model Engineers.
HORIZONTAL

ENGIXE MADE BY A LEPER ON
ROBBEN ISLAND.

5. One silver and two bronze medals, presented
by Mr. Percival Marshall, of THE MODEL ENGINEER.
6. A Starrett's surface gauge, kindly presented
by the African Tool Company, Cape Town._ _
combination dividers,
7. A set of Starrett's
calipers, etc., presented by R. M. Ross & Co.
8. An electro-plated biscuit barrel, presented by
.
Mr. John Garlick, Cape Town.
by the
9. A hand drilling machine, presented
Imperial Tool Company, Cape Town.
by Messrs.
10. A 4—volt accumulator, presented
Geo. Findlay & Co., Cape Town.
by Messrs.
11. A pyrographic outﬁt, presented
“'yllie & Sons, Cape Town.
The results of the Competitions were as follows :—
THE MODEL ENGINEER Silver Medal for the best
exhibit was awarded to Mr. Harry Gibson for the
various tools and appliances referred to previously
THE MODEL ENGINEER Bronze
in these notes.
Medal for the second best exhibit in the Exhibition
went to Mr. G. W. Chambers for his group of
of
consisting
models,
torpedo-boat_ destroyer,
high~speed vertical steam engine, and a high-pressure
marine boiler of original design.
In Class I Mr. Percy Ashenden came out on
top; Mr. J. S. Streeter second, and Mr. Ijlugh S.
Mr. Ashenden's exhibit, which was
Olive third.

[Reports 0/ nudings should be sad to the ofﬁceso/Tm: MoDEL
ENGINEER mlhaul dzlny, and will be inserted in any par
“CHI!!! issue i/ receiveda clear mne day: lie/oreits usual date
0/ Publication]

HE

London.

Eleventh Annual Conversazione was held
on Saturday, February 26th, at Caxton Hall,
Westminster.
A full report will be pub
lished in next week's issue.
FUTURE MEETING.—\\‘ednesday, March 16th:
A discussion will be opened
Ordinary meeting.
on “Fittings and Attachments for the 35-in. and
Several members have
£5 Drummond Lathes."
already promised to take part in this discussion,
and to bring with them to the meeting the attach
ments, etc., they propose to describe.
The Secre~
tary will be pleased to hear from any member
who has made appliances or special ﬁttings for
the above-named or any other type of lathe,
who will take part in the discussion.
VlSITS.—A small party will visit the printing
ofﬁce of The Times newspaper,
Queen Victoria
Street, 13.0, on March 22nd. at 12.40 noon.
This
party is limited to six only, and the ﬁrst six names
received
by the Secretary will constitute it.
If
more than six apply, a further visit or visits will
be arranged for.—Further particulars of the Society
and forms of application may be obtained from
the Secretary, HERBERT G. RIDDLE, 37, Minard
Road, Hither Green, S.E.
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Provincial

Societies.

Blrllllllghﬂm.—EXHIBITlONS.—The

exhibit of
models made by members of this Society will take
place at the National Trades' Exhibition, Bingley
March zist to May 28th.
Birmingham,
Hall,
The number of stand is 176—177, and members
will be required to bring their models to the Hall
on Friday evening or Saturday atternoon, March
Should any members be unable
18th and 19th.
to bring their models, they must be addressed
to the Secretary of the Society and state number
of stand. The Secretary will take all possible
care of these, and arrange for them being ﬁxed
information
on stand to the best advantage—Full
and particulars of the Society can be obtained
from the Hon. Secretary, C. H. HAWKEsi-‘ORD,
3, Boscombe Road, Greet Hill, Birmingham.
Bradford.-—A meeting of this Society was held
on Monday evening, February ﬁst, in the Smoke
Mr. J. T.
room, Bradford Cafe, Foster Square.
Moore occupied the chair. After the minutes of
the previous meeting had been approved of, Mr.
C. Rhodes exhibited a very well made horizontal
engine of the Tangye type (i-in. stroke, l-in. bore),
ﬁtted with a very small Pickering governor. Mr.
\Vhite showed a spindle for a drilling machine.
It has been decided to hold a Model Engineering
Exhibition from April 6th to April 9th, in the base
ment of the Baptist School. Legrams Lane. A few
suggestions were offered for making a simple rail
Mr. A. Wood promised to make the
way track.
\Ve shall be
rails, and Mr. J. T. Moore the sleepers.
pleased to hear from anyone who will be willing
every care will be
to lend anything of interest;
taken of it. The meeting closed about 10 p.m.—Fur
ther particulars may be obtained from the Secre
Terrace,
tary, Amos BARBER, 15, Hartington
Lidget Green, Bradford.
Reading—The next meeting of this Society
will be held at the Palmer Hall, \Vest Street,
At
Reading, on Friday, March 11th, at 8 p.m.
the request of a number of members the Committee
has arranged that a Rummage Sale by auction
shall take lace alter the business of the meeting
Any member having any
has been
isposed of.
tools, or sundries and wishing to
odd castings,
of same, had better bring these articles
dispose
Members are reminded that the
to this sale.
notice-board is now fixed'in the lobby at head
quarters, and it is advisable to keep in touch with
the notices posted on the board from time to time.
A paper will be read and discussed at the next
General Meeting—Full particulars may be ob
tained from the Hon. Secretary, W. F. Donmm,
Kentwood Hill, Tilehurst.

A dodge which will be found very useful in ﬁling
out sheet metal is to put small centre-pops along
the lines after the required shape has been scribed
out. \Vhen getting near size these will give
warning by appearing as breaks in the edge, and
if ﬁling be continued until these gaps appear
As I have dis
the job is then done.
greatest,
it is very difﬁcult to see a scribed line
covered,
when nearly down to it owing to the ﬁling burr.
As some readers will know, this practice is
adopted in all big shops, and I have found it very
useful for small work like the arms of built-up
>
cranks. -
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and

Replies.

[Adenlmn u (specially dirtdrd Io {hr ﬁrst amdili'on given belo
imd no noticewill be taken of (Janus not complyingwith the
directions than» slatrd. Lrttrrs ton/tamingQunirs mus! be
marked on "ll lop It’l‘hdﬂd (army of the (halo?! "Quay
Deparlmrnl." No olhn mailersbut than rddli'ngto ﬂu Queries
shouldbemloscd m thesum erii'doPr.
Queries on subjrcls wi'lhm {hescopeof this journal are rrplz'zd to
by post under th: following conditions:—li) (Mails dealing
with distinct siibi'rrls shouldbe uwlm on dsﬁnml slips, on
on! side or lh: pap" only, and thesmdrr's new nus-r be II
srrxbrd on the back. (2) Quinn should be nrcompasaied,
whrrcrcr POSSIblf,n'ilh fully dimamorud skrlchzs, and corre
spondmtsare "commendedto her a copyof Ihrir Queries for
(no! post-card)
nlrrma.
(3) A stampedaddrcssrd mrrlofw
"
should invariably be enclosed.and also a Quart: and Replies
(oupori" rid out from Ihz ndizriisrmml {mm of the current
ISSIII. (4) Queriesin” be arim‘rrrd as larly as Possiblearia
rrrripl, but an intervalof a [m days mustusually claps: br/or:
llll Rrply can be lorvardtd. (5) (iorrrsiiondmls who regain
an answerinwrtzd "I this columnshouldundaslarid that some
weeks must claps: lie/on 1hr Rrply can be published. The
insertion of Replies in this column cormol b: guaranteed.
(6) All Qunm shouldbe dddrrssrdto The Editor, Tu! Moon.
Euoiuerii, 26-29, People's Court, Flea Shed, Landon, 5.6.]
The [allowing an ulrdzd from the Quni'es which havebran replied
to recently:—
N. W. N.
[amﬂsl “Electrical Water" Experiment.
(Tonhridgc) writes Will you kindly tell me how to perform the
A coin is
following experiment, using a small induction coil?
put into a basin of water, and anyone attempting to remove it
recrivr-s a severe shock. Is there any way of performing this
experimentwhich does not necessitateactually holding one wire ?
The usual method01conductingthe experimentis for the victim
to be given one handle from the shocking coil, and for the other
handle to be put into the water—or better. for its wire to be con
nected to the bowl (if of metal), or to a metal plate in the water.
If you understand the principle involved—1.0.,that the current
is taken from the coil in the usual manner, except that the was
is usrd insteadof Oneof the handles—youshouldhave no diﬁculty
in thinkin of ways of dispensing with handles altogether. One
way woul be to have the bowl (on insulating mat if necessary)
upon a table with metal or metal coveredtop. and take care that
the victim, " to steady hinBelf," holds the table-top with one
hand while putting his other hand into the water. One wire from
the coil would, of course,be connectedto the metal of the table
top.
C. P.
[23.084] Electric Motor for Sewing’ Machine.
(Southampton)writes: 1 wish to drive mv wife’s sewingmachine
by an electricmotor. 1should be obligedif you would let me know
what sort of motor you would recommend,and also what power
would be needed. Could I have a switch with threeor [our speeds
to it ? Also, what voltagewould I need?
An ordinary hand sewin machinecan be driven by a motor of
about r-iotb h.-p. The choroe0] typeis a matterthat may besettled
chieﬂy from personal preference. Probably an enclosedor semi
enclosedmotor would be most suitable, requiring least attention.
Yes ; you could have a switch permitting01threeor four diﬁcrent
speedsbeingused. This should be speciallymentionedin ordering
the motor. As you do not mention supply mains irom which the
motor could be driven, we presumeaccumulatorswill be used,
in which casea voltageof 20would be a convenientone.

Plant ior Clneniltogrnph. H.A. W.
[23.0881
vmtes:
wish to advertise through your paper-im
(Dunstnble) Lighting
a small electric plant, petrol engine,and dynamo, to supply the
light for a cincmatograph. As I am totally ignorant of electricity,
will you pleaseinform mewhat powu-dynamo and engine 1 should
require for the purpose. The light would be reqtured (or two
or threehours at a stretch. l have had the alter of an engineand
dynamo said to be verv reliable, and capableof giving an output
-—on occasion—of 15 amps. Would this set answer my purpose?
Your question cannot be answered definitely until two things
are known, neither at which you mention, \'iz.. what current the
cinruiatograph arc lamp requires, and what the sale output (in
volts and aniycri-sl oi the dynamo is: 10 to 15 amps. is a sum
rivnt currrnl for a small lantern, but thrri- is a greatvariety among
cilii-iiiatiigiaph lanterns with regard to the current required, and
n ilvfmitv ﬁglll'i’ cannot be assigiiid without knowing your lantern
and lamp. A voltage of upwards of 40 is necessary. A dynamo
of about 500watts, driven by a x h.-p. engine, would suit for a
lamp taking about 10 amps.
[:i,uo5| [)yn-mo Fallure, T. G. P. (Newcastlr'omTy-ne)
writes: 1 limit a dynamo which gives the output of :0 volts,
3 amps, in walls. and it ran vi-rv satislactm'ily[or three months
“hen I tried it as a motor it run very slowly, the current driving
lit-ingabout6 volts. I had themotorrunning for about sevenhours;
but when I tried to run it as a dynamo again, it refused to work.
1 tested the holds and rcwound the armature,but itwill not work.

The Model Engineer and Electrician.
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[23,081] (195 Engine,
P. R. (Radcliffe) writes:
have
gas engine “on. bore, BQ-in.stroke, Otto cycle, mushroomvalves,
and porcelain ignition, water-cooledcylinder. What
wish to
know is, what power shall be able to get,running at 350 r.p.m.
have 500-wattdynamo, and wish to drive as economicallyas
can. Would you say this engine too lar
for the work‘? If
is, would purchasesmaller. as think
.h.-p. would be sulﬁ
cicnt. What consumptionof gas might expect,runningdynamo
fully loaded
"5'
Your as engine should develop about 2} to 2! b.h.-p., at 350
r.p.m.
is hardly worth your while obtaining new and smaller
engine merely for the purposeof driving, your 5oo-watt dynamo.
The savingdue to running the smallerengineat full load would not
compensatefor the extra initial cost of the new engine. The gas
consumptionmay be reckonedat about 20 to 24 cub. ft. per b.h.-p.
per hour. If you adjust the mixture of the largerengine,so that
cutsout about in cycles,you will get very goodresultsand fairly
'
even turning.
I

I

a

is

is

a

;
if

if

[23,076]EIectro-Motors on Different Su plies. “ALTIP'
"
NA‘l'lNO Count-r
(Blackburn) writes:
carr on elec.
trical treatmentsfor health, and use three motors, h.-p, each
am about goingto one of two towns
and no alternatin current.
—-onetown has ternating current of 200 volts, but my motors
are only no volts 60 cycles. How, and in what wav (on the very
cheapest)can this be overcome? The other town has 22o-volt
continuous current. Whatdo you suggest?
am quite unable
to purchaseother motors thesehard times.
For use on zoo-volt supply your motors would require to be
rewound. It
doubtful whether they can be used at all on the
continuous current supply—and even the are of suitable type
for this, they would have to be rewound.
ou had better enquire
of makersas to what requiredand cost.
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When get engine working at about 200 revs. appears to have
no power as one good back-ﬁre completely stops ll.. You can
also distinctly seeevery ﬁring stroke by the lamp Jumping up and
down. The dynamo and engine run quite smoothly, so it is not
the fault of bearings. The gas supply both of engine and tube
aregood, as have separatepipe for each and can get the tube
white hot in any place. There are two rings on piston and very
hope you will excuse sketch which have
good compression.
thou ht it mi ht give you an idea as to_the arrange
done, but
ment of tube an gas an air valve. The exhaust is worked _by
a to shaft being pulledby cam longitudinally and not reyolvmg
as usual. Hoping you can give me some helpful suggestion.
In reply to your enquiry, the trouble seem mainly due not so
much to any particular defect in the engine as to the fact that
owing to speed being an important factor in the development'of
power the sudden drop to 200 r.p.m. will account for its inability
to cope with the load put upon it. Internal combustionengines
are more subject to this defect than any other type of engine.
The ﬂuctuation in speedtakes place more rapidly than the adjust
ment of the firing devicecan be made,hencethe tendencyto ﬁre
back—that is, early fire, becomes very great when the speed
no governor on the engine,
suddenly drops. Evidently there
and the course you should take to devisesomemeansof governing
and endeavour to run the engine at an uniform speed of about
600or 700 r.p.m., which quite fast enoughfor this class of engine.
Adjust the supply of gas and air so that you get maximumpower
at this speed It is, of course, impossible Without an efficient
small one such as
governor to expect any engine, much less
vours, to cope with varying loa'dsuccessfully. We think, perhaps,
you work on the foregoing lines you will overcomethe trouble
not, we can only suggestthat you send the engine
eventually
alon to us when we shall be pleasedto examine under running
conditions and See we can attribute any cause.of the trouble to
defective design or workmanship.
ﬂ
A. L. (Lheadle) writes:
[23,072] Water Motor Design.
am about to make water motor and should be glad of your
they
ass'mtance. Those are the measurements,etc.; pleasesay
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are right, as I have never seena water motor and do not know:
Wheel, to ins.; buckets,sixteen, at i in. diameter, made of an .
water nozzle, } in., ﬁxed at bottom ; pulley, 4 ins. diameter. Thé
motor is on ball-bearings. Please say what mwer it ought to
develop from ordinary house or cellar tap. What size dynamo
would it drive ?
The power given by the motor will depend noon the.pressure
and capacity of your water supply. The pressure of domestic
supplies varies considerably. If we assumeyour pressure to be
40 lbs.—a very common ﬁgures-you could get over i h.-p, from
the motor if your pipes are such as to pass sufﬁcient water. In
that casea dynamo of about 300 watts output would be suitable
But you must test the pressureand capacity of your supplv beforé
becomeof much value. See Mr. Solis'
such estimatesas these
“
series of articles on
Water Mnors and
Hydraulic Ma
" in our Vol. XV, particularly the other
data on designof Pelton
chiner
wheelsin issueof July 5th, 1905. See also the designof a 1»h -p
wheelin our issueof Decembert5th, root, and " Practical Letter ’;
in issue of January i5th,‘)i902.
[23,066] Spark Coil Failure. T- A- T. (Stratford) writes:
I have constructedrecently a il~in. spark coil taking the m~~asure~
ments from your handbook. I wound the secondary wire ﬁrst
in four sections but found that I could not get 2 lbs. O'l so I
wound it again in 40 sections,but when I’connectedall up I iound
that I could not get l-in. spark. Will you kindly state the most
likely places where I could have made a mistake?
There _areso many_things that might cause failure, and vou
give so little information regarding the coil, that in a brief reply
we can but mention a few of the
commonest causes of trouble. As
suming that the coil has been care
fully wound and insulated, the first
thing
consider
the method of
connecting, a mistakein which might
665
easily prove fatal. Are the two wind
ings, make-aud-brcak, battery, etc.,
correctly connected up? And the
sectionsof the secondary winding—
make the
are they connectedso as
continuous in one direction
Windingrough all the sections? This
right
is essential. Then what about the
“
a most vital part of
break ”? It
cod and
coil of otherwise irre
proachablc construction may be
complete failure with an inefficient
break. The contacts should be per—
fectly clean and the break carefully
adeStC‘OZit may be advisableto try
different springs
find one of such
a strength as to give the best results.
We presume you are giving the coil
the current supply recommendedin
handbook. Of course,no coil can give
full output therequisiteinput not
supplied to it. Have you ﬁtted a
'
suitable condenser? It might be well to try variations here.
Alteration of condenseroften makes very considerabledifference
to the length of spark obtained.

I

I‘
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I then testedeachfield coil separately. When I connectedonecoil
up to the two dry cells and bell, which I have got for testing,
the bell rang very loudly, but when I connected the other cod
the bell had a very weak sound. There are no leakagesin any of
the coils. I want to know if the coil is burnt out with low voltage?
It seems
unlikely that the coil has been burnt at all,
very that the fault is in the coil. So i‘ vou are sure
yet verv probabe
its connectionsare good, and cannot seeany other fault in it, we
recommend stripping the faulty coil.
. 13,071] i h.-p. Gas Engine Failure. F. B. (Earlsﬁcld)
writes: Can you pleasehelp me over the diﬂ‘iculties I am experi
encing with my gas engine? I have a } h.-p. engine (I presumeit
is i, being 1pin. bore,by 3-in. stroke). Whenengineis running free
it runs 750to 800r.p.m., and when I put the dynamo on it slowsto
about 600, and when I put a loadon thedynamo,say, one io-volt
lamp, it slowsconsiderablyto about 250 revs.,and commencesback
t'iring once in about 20 revs. I have tried heating thetubefrom
the bottom and adually heatingit until I got to the top and back
again; also tri
different mixturm and also shifting the exhaust
valve opening early, also late—in fact, I have tried almost ever
dodge that a gas engine might want to get good working.
might say that the gas and air is a suction valve, it is also water
cooled as per sketch enclosed,which I hope may be of some ser
vice to you. The dynamo is one I made from our handbook,
" Small Dynamos and Motors," and is a 20-watt Divanchester
type,
and the pulley is ii ins. with the engine ﬂywheel 9} ins.; so, of
course,
u will seethe engineis not overloaded. The dynamo is
veryle cient becauseit generatesits full output at about 2,200.
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Mr. John Hayes, Phoebe Villa, Halsall Lane,
Formby, near Southport, writes that he will be
pleased to hear from any readers in his district
who would join in forming a local society devoted
to model engineering, model yachting, and kindred
matters.

Notices.
This journal will be sent post free to any address for r35. per
annum, payable in advance. Remittances should be made by
Postal Order.
Advertisementratesmay be had on application to the Advertise~
ment Manager.
Sole Agents for United States, Canada, and Mexico: Spon and
Chamberlain, r23, Liberty Street, New York, U.S.A., to whom
all subscriptionstrom thesecountriesshould be addressed.
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The following letter from a very old reader
an interesting expression of opinion on the place
of the motor cycle in the ﬁeld of model engineering
" have been very interested lately in reading your
notes in as Moner. ENGINEER relating to the motor
A great many things have taken place
cycle.
since the time when you were interested enough
to publish in your paper a description of my model
railway track, not the least of which is the
revolution that has taken place in the method of
road travel. The model railway track was very
fascinating, but not to be compared to the pleasure
derived from actually driving one's own loco
can't help
motive on the public highway, and

.
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The testing facilities possessed by our laboratory
should be very useful to readers in all parts of the
country, not only on account of the value of a
MODEL ENGINEER Laboratory Certiﬁcate in buying
or selling a tool, engine, or electrical machine,
but for the purpose of ﬁnding out faults and
vising as to the best method of putting them right.
Incidentally, we may say that we propose to use
our Laboratory for giving a practical trial to any
apparatus, models, or materials which may be
sent us for review, and we shall report the exact
results of our trials in our “ News of the Trade"
columns. Those ﬁrms who send us in really good
things will therefore have the advantage of a
conﬁrmation of their claims, while our readers
may rely absolutely on the merits or demerits of
the particular goods being exactly as we state.
0

I

passed

we may safely predict that by the
time these lines appear our laboratory
and workshop will be in full swing. Little
delays have occurred, as they always will do, in the
delivery of some of the equipment; but these have
been overcome, and;everything is now in good going
order. Some of our students have already started
work, and others are making arrangements to
do so at an early date.
The keynote of our in
struction side is that, while the work which is
taught is really useful, it is undertaken as a recrea
tion and not as a task.
The student who works
is doing something
in our laboratory, therefore,
which is a labour of love—he can choose his own
_ pet piece of work, he can come at his own time,
and take just so much or so little of any particular
It is rather interesting
subject as he requires.
to note that the enquiries for instruction have
reached
us from a very varied range of people,
in workshop practice
some being quite beginners
of any kind, while others are already skilled me
chanics who wish for special instruction in some
subject in which they have not yet had oppor
tunities of perfecting themselves.

t

that very many of your readers have
for one welcome
through this phase, so
very much your practical notes on the internal
combustion engine.
Model making is a good
school for accurate work, and to that extent
but to my mind
lacks one thing—
excellent;
that of utility.
run a motor tricycle and a car,
and
ﬁnd it takes most of my spare time to keep
them in running order; but at the same time
am able to do a certain amount of experimental
work relating to motors, which has lead to inventions
that have been not without ﬁnancial gain.
Perhaps,
after all, the motor bicycle engine
not much more
than a model, but suppose no invention of modern
times has been so useful.
give the suggestion
for what it
think there are 'many
worth, but
of your young engineers who would like to see a
good working description of how to make
high
tension magneto, with reasonable wearing parts, and
Accumulators are such
simple in construction.
messy
things. And a good magneto is an expen
sive item to purchase, and it ought to be possible
for most enthusiastic amateurs with a lathe to
manufacture one that would be’reliable, by care‘
fully following a good description, at the cost of
a few shillings."
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Making a Small Steam 'or Air Pressure Gauge.*
By H. HILDERSLE Y.
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manner.
prOpose
show you how it can be
done, and very easily—
and it can be done without
do not say
a lathe.
make one as small as Qin
at ﬁrst—try one a bit
larger; the principle is the
The action of the
same.
gauge is due to the pres
sure inside a bent tube
with one end stopped up
(of oval or ﬂat section),
to make more
tending
room for itself by making
into a
the flat section
and thereby
round,

found that 20 lbs. per sq. in. would put
menting
the brake on fairly hard, so
decided to make the
gauge to read up to 40 lbs., the outside diameter
in., as
not to exceed
wanted
to go in the
cab of locomotive, and not look too much out of
proportion.
As a small thing like this does not cost much for
material
did not care
spoilt a few, as it would
only be experience in mo
del making.
gota piece
Q

commence by saying a few words on
the principle on which the pressure
gauge
I generally ﬁnd that most amateurs
works.
the
as
out
of
the
something
way
look upon
gauge
of model making, and which must be bought and
not made, and I cannot see why this should be so,
as anyone who can make an engine could make a
pressure gauge if he goes
it in the right
about

I
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of

brass

tube,

7-16ths

in

a

I

f

inside diameter and
in.
I
deep, and silver soldered
a flat piece on for the back
with a small block in cen
tre about
in. deep, as
shown in Fig. I;
then
soldered
piece of screw
about 3-16ths in. diam
eter and 7-16ths in. long
on the outside of case,
bored right through to the
inside of gauge with a
fairly large hole, tapering
as shown at Fig. i.
w
To make the tube got
out the
straightening
a piece of very thin sheet
tube, as this
curve of
GAUGE.
é-IN. PRESSURE
brass,-oor5 in. thick,r§ ins.
paper tube does, and by
By MR. H. lennnsuw.
long, and 7-32nds in. wide,
a. connecting link moving
and bent up each edge
the hand.
lengthways, making a channel with a ﬂat bottom
In the ﬁrst place, notknowing very much about
about I-roth in. wide.
then got a piece of watch
pressure gauges, I borrowed one from a fellow
The
spring, which annealed and laid in the channel, and
member of the Society of Model Engineers.
bent the edges down on one another but before quite
front I took oﬁ by removing two screws, and by
closing them down
brushed them with wet borax,
raising the dial I was just able to see the works—
rather thin, and then put some squares of silver
which consisted of a bent tube, a centre spindle,
solder along the join.
As it seemed so simple,
pulled out the piece of
and a connecting piece.
steel, laid the tube (not the steel) on charcoal,
1 determined to try and make one to go in my
which
and
soldered
on
the
air
it
with rather
an open
compressor
carefully
electric locomotive
ﬂame, taking care not to make
too hot, as it
the brakes. The compressor not being
works
what
I
would
will
Now
not
know
melt.
ﬁt
a
of
brass
in
easily
pressure
piece
ﬁnished, I did
end of tube shaped
like Fig. 2, and solder it
be able to pump up to, so after a bit of experi
so as to stop up one end of tube;
then drill
a small hole
the two projecting pieces
across
Paper read before the Society of Model Engineers.
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to put a pin through to make a hinge for the con
necting bar.
The piece of steel spring should have the corners
taken oﬁ,a little bee‘s-wax melted on it, and care
fully push it inside the tube right up to the stop at
end.
If it will not go in, ﬁle it a bit narrower;
but do not forget the wax, as this is wanted to
help get the steel out when the tube is bent.
Now carefully bend the tube with steel inside
round a. piece of wood (I used an ordinary pencil),
with the seam on the outside, as this will give a
lower reading than when the seam is inside, and
make to the shape of Fig. 3, carefully rubbing out
any wrinkles with a piece of wood or your thumb
nail.
will be better to anneal it once or twice

It

during the bending to prevent it cracking. To
do this you must warm it over a ﬂame and pull
out the steel spring, holding the bent part of tube
between
your thumb and ﬁnger to prevent it
straightening out again; then make to a dull red
Recess {or
did /

both discs as close to the centre pillar as you can,
and then ﬁle the pillar between the discs halfway
so as to give clearance to the connecting bar, which
is about 3-16ths in. long from centre to centre,
and should be pinned between the two discs and
in the end of the bent tube, so that when the tube
moves outward with the pressure
inside, it will
pull the spindle round about one-third of a revolu
tion. Fit a small plate on block in case, and put
two steady pins and screw in middle to prevent it
moving about; then drill hole to ﬁt spindle easily
through plate and back of case for the spindle to
work in, which should ﬁt freely without shake.
Put the case in lathe and turn a small recess
inside the top edge to rest the dial on (see Fig. 1),
which can now be made from a piece of brass with
a clearing hole where the spindle comes through
and can either be engraved or have a piece of paper
stuck on and written in ink. The hand can be
ﬁled up from a piece of wire as thin as possible,
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DETAILS SHOWING CONSTRUCTION OF SMALL STEAM OR
AIR PRESSURE GAUGES. (Scale .' Twice full size.)
heat,_ not hot enough
to melt the solder; then
before it is quite cold, push in the steel spring with
some more wax on it, and go on with the bending
until it is the proper shape (see Fig. 3). Now pull
the piece of steel carefully out, warming over a
ﬂame to melt the wax; now push a round steel
point into the end of tube to make it round, then
soft solder it into a piece of tube, which you can
connect to a bicycle pump. If on working the

pump the tube opens out about i-roth in., it may
be taken off and soldered in its place in the case;
if it does not move as much as I-Ioth in. it will
read to a higher pressure, or if it moves a bit more
the pointer will go right over with a lower pressure.
Now turn the spindle out of a piece of brass or
German silver wire about 5—32nds in. diameter to
shape shown at Fig. 4, and drill a small hole through

and a hole drilled a tight ﬁt for the spindle
Now
get a piece of thin brass tube to ﬁt outside the
case, and turn the front edge in or solder a ring of
thin wire in to prevent the glass falling out; then
have another ring loose to ﬁt inside after the glass
is put in, deep enough to prevent the hand touching
the glass, cut a piece out of this thin tube from the
back so that it can ﬁt over the screw, and go right
down to the back of the case, making it as shallow
as possible (see Fig. 5).
To calibrate the dial it should be connected to
one arm of a T-pipe ‘with a standard gauge on the
other, and the bottom screwed into a boiler, which
can either be ﬁlled with water and made hot, or
pumped up with a bicycle pum , and the divisions
marked oﬂ, as they correspon with those on the
standard gauge.
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Model Aeroplane
By

“

Notes.

AEROPHILE."

Correspondence.

“
Aerophile,“ in
Dear Sir,—Your contributor,
his very interesting article published in your issue of
10th, raises some points in connection
February
Some of the remarks,
with model aer0plane design.
applied generally, really seem to be
although
applicable only to the models of my designvdraw
ings of which you published in packet form, and
Now, I quite
are still publishing in these pages.
“
"
says regarding the
Aerophile
agree with what
action and reaction of the motor on single pro
peller machines, but I think that much of the fault
is due either to bad design or bad workmanship; to
get over the trouble the revolution speed of the
propeller must be high, and the thrust consequently
great, resulting in a high velocity of the machine
as a whole; to obtain this speed the rubber must
be under practically
no tension before winding,
Of course,
and the spindle must be well lubricated.
the design of the propeller in proportion to the
spread of the planes is an important point, the
diameter must either be small or the blades must
That the thrust of the screw
be long and narrow.
has much to do with the straightness of ﬂight there
can be no doubt, for my models often ﬂy as straight
three-fourths of their
as an arrow for, perhaps,
travel, and then take a curve to the right—that is,
I have
of course, with a left-hand pitch screw.
many times got straight flights all the way and
occasional
curves to the left, showing that the
torque does not always cant the machine.
_
I quite agree with " Aerophile" that placing
effect
the centre of gravity low does have the same
as the dihedral angle, and I think corrects the
tendency to assume a cant or list to a more marked
degree; but I do not agree with his objection to
My models are, so
this pendulum arrangement.
far as
am aware, the only ones which have the
centre of gravity low down, and certainly the only
I, therefore,
ones with the propeller placed so low.
"
remarks refer to my
take it that
Aerophile’s"
machines, which, by the way, have ﬂown in very
When he refers to
high winds as well as in calm.
the resistance of the machine, he only considers the
Now, I estimate that the
resistance of the planes.
head resistance of the framework of, say, my model
X0. 3, is nearly as great as the drift of the aero

I

foils; the difference of resistance allows the thrust
of the propeller to assist the elevator, smce, as
“
"
points out, the thrust must tend to
Aerophile
make the machine rotate longitudinally about the
In this way a smaller elevator can be
planes.

used, and the effect of the high initial thrust is to
make the machine mount upwards in starting a.
ﬂight, then as the thrust drops, to ﬂy more hori
have never seen any one of my many
zontally.
models designed on these lines dive after oscillating
“
The models never
as described by
Aerophile.“
ﬂy in such an undulating way as stated; some of
them have, of course, natural phugoids, both when
I have ﬂown my machines
ﬂying and gliding.
against a head wind and seen them advance in an
upward direction, but without making much head
way, and as the thrust drops, slowly come down
on an even keel into my hand again.
backwards
Occasionally, against a strong headwind they have

I
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turned completely over longitudinally—that
is,
turned a somersault high in the air and ﬁnished
the ﬂight just above the ground. Now, I know of
two different makes of monoplane which will do
this—models which have their propeller thrusting
on the line of plane resistance, showing that the
position of the propeller is not responsible for the
acrobatic performance.
With regard to clockwork, I recently gave a
design in a well-known boys' paper for a mono
plane driven by a portion of the movement of an
alarum clock; one of these models was a prize
winner at Edinburgh, having ﬂown 70 yards. Of
course, the model had very large surfaces,
and,
apart from the motor, was extremely light for its
size.
Please accept my apologies for the length of
this—Yours faithfully,
E. \V. TWINING.
As I stated in my ﬁrst contribution, I welcome
criticism, and I am more than pleased to have
received Mr. Twining's letter, because, apart from
his criticism, the points he deals with are of excep
tional interest. First of all, I should like to make
clear that I wrote what I did of my own experience
in model aeroplane building, and of that of such of
"
model aviators."
my friends who are also
Secondly, the remarks I made referred more par
were
and
based
ticularly to,
on, the behaviour of
certain machines of my own design, which I had
constructed and ﬂown a considerable time before
I had the pleasure of inspecting Mr. Twining's
Now, I have no wish to detract from the
designs.
merit of Mr. Twining's model aeroplanes, as their
popularity is suﬁicient proof of their capabilities;
but I must, in self—defence, point out that these
when ﬂown on a calm day do not—I
machines,
write from my own observation of their behaviour—
rise to a very great height; in fact, I have never
seen them rise, in a calm, higher than 5 or 6 ft.
from the altitude at which they were initially
launched.
From this 1 have concluded, and I
think justiﬁably—for
my own models have often
soared 50 or 00 ft. up on a calm day, and much
more
when ﬂown against the wind—that
Mr.
models
were
Twining's
slightly under—powered.
By increasing the power of the elastic motor and
the size of the screw these models of Mr. Twining's
design will rise much higher, but they then exhibit
the symptoms of acentricity which I was dealing
with in the contribution in question. My' point,
put brieﬂy, was that by having the centre of
gravity beneath the centre of pressure, the phugoid,
or ﬂight path, of the machine was rendered pro
nouncedly irregular, and I am bound to confess
that I still adhere to this opinion, for my own
has gone to show that if a
personal experience
model is not only to ﬂy but to rise to any extent,
it must not be made acentric. Mr. Twining's words :
“ I have
ﬂown my machines against a head wind
and seen them advance in an upward direction,
but without making much headway, and as the
thrust drops, slowly come down backwards on an
even keel into my hand again. Occasionally against
a strong head wind they have . . . . turned
a
"
somersault
high in the air
(the italics are mine)
constitute, in my opinion, a direct proof that what
I said was right. I contend that a properly de
signed machine will betray very little tendency to
turn a somersault in the air if it be launched so
that it travels at the proper speed relative to the
wind.
Many of my own models will ﬂy straight
into a strong head wind, and although they will
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often rise to a great height, they do not turn a
somersault in mid-air, but glide down forwards on
an even keel when the power of the elastic gives
out. On one occasion a monoplane of mine ﬂew
about 20 yds. into the wind and then, continuing
" on its own track " and passed
the rise, came back
When it was about 30 yds. behind
over my head.
me the wind momentarily dropped and my little
machine then returned to my hand.
I it had been
acentric, I maintain it could not have done this.
With regard to Mr. Twining's remark about
clockwork, all I can say is that 70 yds. is scarcely
a particularly remarkable ﬂight for a model which
1b., when it is
must have weighed close upon
that a 4402. model (elastic driven)
remembered
can be got to ﬂy 400 yds. on a calm day.

I

i

A Model Aeroplane Design Competition.
In order to stimulate the interest of readers of

aeroplane design
THE MODEL ENGINEER in model
“
“
will offer a prize
Aerophile
and construction,
of om: GUINEA for the best model aeroplane design
sent in by May 1st, 1910. The conditions of the
Competition are as follows :—
(1) The machine must be of the aeroplane type.
(2) Length of machine not to exceed 4 ft. nor be
less than 1 ft.
(3) Breadth of machine not to exceed 4 ft. nor
be less than 1 ft.
(4) Machine to be elastic-driven.
weight to be given, also
(5) Approximate
materials to be used in the construction of various
parts.
(6) Approximate cost to be given.
(7) The entire machine must be capable of being
made without the use of a lathe.
Tm; Monm. ENGINEER re
(8) The Editor of
serves the right to publish any or all of the designs
submitted.
of the Editor of THE MODEL
(9) The decision
" to be ﬁnal.
“
Aerophile
ENGINEER and
There is no entrance-fee.

Answers to Correspondents.
"
"
intends

to make
a
ALPHA
(Edgbaston)
machine for the model aero competitions which
are being arranged for this summer in the Midlands,
and is in doubt as to whether a monoplane or a
biplane would be the best, from the prize-winning
interesting
point of view.-—This is an extremely
“
"
will
Aerophile
problem, and is one to which
devote some space in the course of a week or two.
It largely depends upon what particular form the
In a height competition in
competitions will take.
which the altitude attained is the criterion, and
in competitions for length of time that the machine
remains in the air, the biplane is the better machine,
For speed, and actual
and a triplane better still.
distance flown, the monoplane is to be preferred.
If the competitions comprise all these events, the
question of monoplane or biplane may be left to
It is a case of making up on the
individual taste.
The
swings what one loses on the roundabouts.
best plan would be to make both types of machine
and carry out tests with them, to ﬁnd out which
"
"
rformer.
all-round
is the best
H. L. G. (Streatham Hi )writes: I have recently
constructed a monoplane on modiﬁed Antoinette
lines, the dimensions being—spread of wings, 4 ft.
8ins.; length fore and aft, 5ft. I built up my planes
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double surface, and covered them with parchment
paper, but I have found it impossible to make them
keep their shape if the paper is tightly stretched.
Can you suggest a covering that would not strain
How about
the frames of the planes so badly?
It is, in
tracing linen P—Tracing linen is useless.
the ﬁrst place, much too heavy, and in the second
it is incapable of resisting damp. Once the linen
gets even slightly wet~a spot or two of rain are
“
"
sufﬁcient—it
cockles
badly and the result
would then be worse than with the parchment
paper. Try ordinary Japanese silk which can be
got at any drapers at IS. a yard, 21 ins. wide. A
" silk, made by Hart
"
better material is
Radium
and Co., of City Road, London, E.C., which is
A square
quite waterproof and extremely light.
a
yard of it weighs less than I oz. It is, however,
"
"
silk.
Jap
good deal more expensive than the
"
would like to r'mjrress upon his
[" Aerophile
readers that he is very much at their service and
is only too glad to help them out of any difﬁculty.
All questions sent to him will be answered by
post ,'

those

replied to

in

will also he
general interest
"
“
Aerophile
these columns.
to receive Particulars of models

of

would be glad
made by his readers]

Motor Cycle Notes.
By “ PHOENIX.“
A Correspondent's Difficulty with the Mabon
Clutch.
A Brighton correspondent writes me that,

having read my favourable remarks on the subject
of the Mabon free engine clutch, be invested in
one for his
h.-p. "Triumph" motor bicycle,
and his experience with it has. so far, not been alto
“
He says:
Being rather a
gether satisfactory.
heavy rider, 1 am averse to the running alongside
and jumping on style of mounting, and I purchased
the clutch more for the assistance I thought it would
give me at starting than for any other reason.
I now, however, ﬁnd to my disappointment that
the engine will not take up the drive when I let
the clutch in, and it comes to a standstill every
time I attempt to start in this manner; although,
according to your statements and those of the
makers, the machine, with me on it, ought to move
slowly away. So far I have not been able to
'
‘
of the
manage the gliding away like a car
did just
business,
although on one occasion part
to keep the engine running, but had to
manage
edal hard to make it take the machine forward.
have written the makers, but as yet have had no
reply, and shall be greatly obliged if you will be
so good as to say what you think is the cause of
the failure."
Well, to be perfectly candid, I think the rider
himself is the cause, and nothing else. Provided
the clutch and its operating mechanism are pro
perly adjusted, there should be no difﬁculty what<
ever in starting easily from a standstill by its aid
without having to push, pedal, or otherwise assist
the engine.
What I fully anticipate to be the
cause of my correspondent's discomﬁture is that he
lets the clutch in too rapidly, thus throwing
upon the engine the almost impossible task 01
taking up the drive without allowing it time to

3
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overcome
the inertia of starting;
or, in other
words, he increases the load put upon it suddenly,
and by practically 100 per cent.
The beauty of the clutch is that by slowly dis
and re-engaging it, you can vary the
engaging
speed of the engine
by
small degrees, and employ
just the requisite amount
of slip required to allow
of its gradually
taking
up its work and accom

modating itself

245

The l9l0 “ Arno " Motor Bicycle.
A machine which impressed me very favourably
"
“

at the last Stanley Show was the
Arno
3Q h.-p.
single-cylinder Modéle de Luxe, of which illustra
tions appear on this page.
Although not as yet

to what

is demanded of it.
If
my
and
correspondent,
others who ﬁnd themselves
in a like difﬁculty,
will
always take care to mani
pulate the operating lever
on the handle-bar slowly
and gradually,
they will
have no further trouble
in effecting a clean start
every time—on the level,
at all events.
have on

_

I

innumerable occasions
started
a 5 h.-p. twin,
Tm:
with side car and passen
ger, from a dead stand
by means of the Mabon clutch, and have seldom
failed to get away with ease and certainty, even on
moderate up grades;
while I frequently take the
combination out of the coachhouse in which it is

I910

“ ARNO " Moron BICYCLE.

so prominently before the motor cycling public as
some of the older ﬁrms, this one will,
feel sure,
achieve a reputation which will keep it where it
has begun, namely, in the front rank of those en
gaged in the motor cycle

I

industry.

It has for its manager a
gentleman whose knowledge
and skill in connection with
motor cycle (and
engine)
is
of
the highest
design
description, and who was
responsible, some few years
of
ago, for the production
one of the best single-cylin
der machines ever made—
“
to wit, the
Clarendon."
I commenced my motor cy
cling career on a 3 h.-p. of
this make, and never had a
moment’s real trouble with it.
P/a l'form
The design incorporated seve
brac/ref
ral noteworthy features, and
P/a f/ern
the construction throughout
braclvcf
was of the very best.
After
several
years'
experience of
other models, I still hold that
machine in the greatest re
spect, and would gladly invest
in another were they still on
the market.
"
“
The Arno
3} h.-p. motor
illustrated
is, I be
bicycle
THE "Anne" Moron Cvcua ENGINE. '
lieve, just such another ﬁrst
of
rate production,
with,
kept, round two sharp and short right-angled bends
the advantage of more modern ideas in
course,
on to the main road, gently slipping the clutch
its design.
It is exceptionally strong, without
until .",fairly out in the open, and then gradually
The engine, as seen in the draw
being weighty.
ing, is a simple and well-thought-out job, and
hitting it go right home, when the machine gathers
If this can be done with the extra
the arrangements made
Speed at once.
for the comfort and
convenience of the rider are all that can be
weight entailed by a side car and passenger,
it
"
“
wished. The engine may be readily detached from
surely be a very easy matter for any solus
n
alaould
er.
the frame by removing four bolts, but there is no
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to interfere with the ﬁxing of the crank
necessity
case when removal of the cylinder is alone desired.
The magneto is stowed comfortably and neatly
away at the rear of the cylinder, where it is fully
A specially
protected from wet and damage.
neat form of spring fork is provided, the springs
Readers will be able
being concealed in a tube.
to judge of other points for themsalves from the

1
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formed as shown at A, of a piece of ﬂat bar material
passed round the exhaust pipe, and secured by a
small bolt and nut where shown, the lower ring

Ho/e cur our
in exhausr
Io/pe

illustrations.
The Arno Motor Company, Ltd., wish me to state
that, contrary to a rumour which has been current,
they are able to give prompt delivery of their
motor bicycles, having enlarged the capacity of
their works to deal with the large volume of busi
ness reaching them.

The Motor Cycle Engine in the Workshop.
On page 148 of the February 17th issue there
appeared a description of a workshop plant driven
the par
by means of a motor-cycle engine,
ticulars of which were sent me by Dr. Perceval
Adamson, of Birmingham, who ﬁtted up, and is
using, the plant. The engine, a 3i h.-p. water
cooled one, drives a 6-in. by 6-ft. lathe, a carborun
dum grinding wheel, and a drilling machine, and
Dr.
has
every satisfaction in working.
given
Adamson has since kindly sent me a drawing of
the arrangement, which is reproduced below,
and from this readers will be enabled to gather
how the various units of the plant are arranged.
I shall be glad to deal in a similar manner with
any drawings of the same kind forwarded to me
by other correspondents.

A Cut-out for Single-Cylinder

Pers/ec/i've

0/0/0an

"formed from

Machines.

she/,0
me/‘a /.

one

A reader sends me—from Maidstone—some
sketches of a cut-out arrangement which he has
ﬁtted to his single-cylinder motor bicycle, and
which, although at the time of writing not yet
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fan/r
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/./j...
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Wood
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APPLICATION OF CYCLE Moron TO STATIONARY “'oRK.

to the test, will, he hopes, give good results.
cuts an opening in the straight portion of the
exhaust pipe, and just above and below this sweats
on a collar or ring to act as guides for a sleeve

being presumably ﬁxed after the sleeve has been
placed in position. This sleeve he has made a
very tight ﬁt on the pipe, and one of its ends pro
jects to form a foot pedal, while a hole is cut in

it

\

u
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and
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DESIGN FOR SINGLE-CYLINDER
Cur-our DEVICE.
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front of the pedal, and the latter pulled back into
the normal position.
My opinion of the device having been asked,
I am bound to say that I object on principle, to the
use of any sliding parts on a pipe which is subjected
to widely varying degrees of heat.
If such ﬁt
ments are made to rub tightly on their mountings
when the pipe is cold they will, as the latter heats
up to maximum pitch, be found a'lmost immov
able; and if adjusted so as to be just right when
the pipe is very hot, then at other times they are
slack and play about, and will not remain long
in any required position.
They bind in one place
and ﬁt loosely in another.
A spring might remedy
this to some extent, but not entirely.
Otherwise
the device has something to commend
i think
it.
it would be an improvement if the sleeve were made
in two halves, so as to be readily attached and
detached
without interfering with the lower guide

for
from

is

i

is

is

tighter, but
faces trued
frame could
to whom you

a little
may have to have the pulley
the
C. B. (Mentone).——Yes;
up.
be altered and made lower. Be careful
give the work, however.

you

A Simple Device for Setting
Out Small Boilers without
a Lathe.

By LAKE OAKES.
may be of use to those readers not so
fortunately situated as to possess a lathe,
as without one, or a key seat rule, some difﬁ
in setting out cylin
culty may be experienced
based on the principle
drical work. The method
that
any truly rectangular sheet of material
be bent so as to form a cylinder, the corners of the
sheet being brought into line, the two sides of the
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but Effective Silencer.

a

1

is

ni

'H
.i:
‘r'

Sheet which form the ends of the cylinder will be
in a plane at right angles to the longitudinal plane
First, scribe a mark on the
of the cylinder.
work at the length required, then take a rectangular
piece of paper, in length about three-and-a-half
times the diameter of the work in hand, and in
width a little less than the distance between the
proposed to true up—any
two ends which it
etc., with cut edges from a
sheet of note~paper,
good printer, may be taken as rectangular, but
paper which has been folded should be avorded—
and place it on the work with one edge to the
mark scribed for the length of material required.
Next, wrap the paper around the work so as to
The paper
overlap the circumference a little.
must then be adjusted so that the edges AB
They must not diverge, as
on sketch coincide.
Now, fasten the paper
indicated by dotted lines.
in position with a few pieces of adhesive paper,
such as stamp edging, and carefully scribe the
work around the edge of the paper, taking care
not to damage the latter.
Any longitudinal lines required may be set out
mark on the paper at both ends the
as follows:
complete,
point at which the circumference
as CC, on sketch, and produce those marks a short
is

g 25

is

z,"

of
,Continuing my experiments with silencers
different kinds,
have lately been obtaining satis
factory results from
silencer consisting of
plain
a

,A

_|
O
>
o
G

is

is

Simple

IN THE ROUGH———->'l
BAND -————H

’5.

about

I

is

the “slickest
our American
thing"
(as
cousins say)
have seen for
dealing with nuts of varying
sizes within a fairly wide
The action is simple
range.
and very certain, and the
it im
construction makes
possible for the jaws to slip,
no matter what amount of
force
used to turn the nut.
By opening the two operating
levers to their full
gripping
extent
movable
the
jaw
instantly set in any re
quired position, by means of
an ingenious
sliding rack
according to
arrangement,
the size of the nut; and the
grip of the hands on the levers
sufficient, without throwmg any strain on the wrists,
to turn the most obstinate
nuts.
am very glad to have
been able to add such a useful
appliance to my kit.

WORK
[-1——
H———"' PAPER

\ i \ \ \B

Braintree, Essex, a sample{
of a new
type of spanneri,
which
they have recently
the market for
placed on
motor
cyclists and others,
and which is called by them
the
Millennium Autogrip.”

53
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Replies in Brief.
M. A. P. (Kew).—Try running the belt
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Tool
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Motor Cyclists.
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exhaust box, pierced with a number of small holes,
and containing no internal parts. Attached to this
in.
a long pipe of about
simple exhaust box
bore, which leads aft and terminates in a narrowed
outlet formed by squeezing the end of the pipe into
effec
The noise of the exhaust
an oblong shape.
runs very cool.
and the engine
tively silenced,
The arrangement
cheaply made and easily ﬁtted.

'

of approximately
the same area as that in the
By pushing with the foot against the pedal,
pipe.
the sleeve or band is caused to slide around the
pipe, and the two openings made to register with
one another, and so form a cut-o it; while. when
it is desired to close the opening and allow the
exhaust gases to pass as usual straight through
into the silencer, the toe is placed against the

and

I
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distance on to the work.
Now, remove the paper
and connect the last-named mark on the work by
scribing a line with the aid of a. straightedge the
whole length of the work.
Again, take the paper,
on which you now have marked oﬁ a length equal
to the circumference of the work, and mark the
centre of this length by means of dividers. Place
the paper again on the work with this centre
mark on the longitudinal line previously scribed,
wrap the paper around the work, and proceed as
before, when you will have two lines in such a posi
tion that a line drawn over the end of the work
and connecting them, will pass through the axis
of the cylinder-work.
Any further lines required,
either longitudinal or circumferential,
may be
set out in a manner similar to those described above.
On paper the method may appear somewhat com
plicated, but in reality it is quite simple.
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wheels have been described
in these pages cast in
one piece, complete with boss, spokes, and double
rim. While this method has its merits
angled
and may be adopted, the writer has no thoughts

" model.
“
of appropriating the idea for the Fowler
The accompanying drawing shows another way,
in which the pattern necessary for a single pair of
wheels is not very difﬁcult to make, and if a casting
in mild steel (the well-known and much used steel
alloy, of course) is procured therefrom, a very suc

Model Fowler Type Traction

Engine.

By H. GREENLY.
(Continued/10m page 81, Vol. XX.)
ROAD WHEELS.
chief difﬁculties in the making of
a proper scale model traction engine is the
By employ
building up of the road wheels.
patterns and core-boxes of ingenious design,
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cessful and yet comparativer
inexpensive wheel
will be obtained.
to cast
In actual practice the method adopted
the arms or spokes, which are of wrought iron or
mild-steel plate, into a cast-iron bOss; and to rivet
the arms after they have been set to the proper
rake to a cast-iron or cast-steel rim, which may
have one or two central ribs, according to whether
it is a driving or carrying wheel.
The drawing reproduced herewith
the carrying
wheel for the {-in. scale model, and shows the
method the writer recommends.
The wheel boss
in two parts, and the spokes are cast in steel
is

Nor: .--
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the wood, as indicated on the hand sketch
This arranged satisfactorily and the
herewith.
spokes being bent correctly so that they all just touch
the wood face, the central rivet hole in the spoke
may be used for a small wood screw driven into
The outer ends of each spoke
’the wooden plate.
may then be trued up, slowly and with a keen tool,
The other half may be treaied
to ﬁt inside the rim.
in a similar manner, and when ﬁnished the sleeve
or bush which may be of gun-metal, may be forced
into the bosses and the wheel ﬁtted to the rim, the

to the respective portions, the rim being a Separate
in steel, with the central band around
casting
The spokes may
its periphery solid with the rim.
be attached with screws or copper rivets, three to
each spoke.
The spokes are alternate—those from
the back half of the wheel boss being marked B,
and those from the front, F.
To ensure the alignment and rigid connection
of the three parts of the wheel, it is suggested
that the bosses be bored and machined in the
Then the spokes can
working and ﬁtting faces.
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FIG. 1.—FRON'r WHEELS FOR MODEL FOWLER TRACTION ENGINE.

/'
Hall

size for model.)

been turned up
latter having, in the meantime,
to the dimensions shown on the drawing. The
better
employed to give
central band, which
lateral grip on the ground and to assist the steer~
in the drawings of the prototype shown as
ing,
a separate strip of iron in two pieces (circumferen
tially), the continuity of the tyre, as it may be
in. wide.
called, being broken by spaces quite
The pedantic model maker will ﬁle slots in the
raised portion of the rim to represent these divid
The wheels are secured by a lynch
ing spaces.
pin, which, of course, should be backed by
This
washer, as shown_on the sectional drawing.
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be

drilled for the rivets or screws attachinz the
rims, perhaps only the central hole of three being
done at this juncture.
Following this, the por
tion being dealt with may be ﬁtted up on a lathe
mandrel the exact size of the ﬁnal bearing sleeve
01' bush, against a piece of wood ﬁxed to the face
plate. The bosses being machined so that the two
Portions are exactly alike (note the parting line,
50 to speak, is exactly central, with the completed
boss and spokes), the piece of wood must allow the
Spokes just to face on to it when set to the correct
angle, the inside or joint face of the boss being
half the thickness of the spoke away from the face
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By C. F. BRIERLEY.
accompanying drawings represent a model
two-cycle motor of I} in. bore by 2-in.
stroke, suitable for driving model launches,
The whole design has been
dynamos, pumps, etc.

it

it
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a

is

will
be seen the
motor
of the two
port
variety —- 112.,
drawing in the charge
of gas from the car
burettor
through
check valve on the
side of the crankcase.
FFICC 0"
In the event of a
vaporiser being used.
this check valve would
form'- part of it; but the adjustment of a vapor
iser being so ﬁne, to obtain satisfactory results
a wick carburettor
preferred with a check valve.
The cycle of operations
as follows (assuming
the piston being at the bottom of its stroke): By
turning the ﬂywheel the iston ascends, draws into
- the- crankcase a charge 0 gas
on the down stroke
.

HE

arrangement.

It

is

Model Two-EﬁglMotor.

general

;

cut away afterwards.
This idea of building up tractirn engine wheels
may be also adopted for quite small models, the
necessary patterns being made out of brass rod and
plate, and the castings obtained in gunmetal. The
two halves of the boss may be soldered together on
a piece of tube forming the liner shown in the draw
ings herewith.
(To be continued.)

is not claimed
cycle motor, but at the same time
that this two-cycle motor has the efﬁciency or high
will be
speed of a four-cycle, but at normal speed
a slight increase of power, and
found that there
easier—a great advan
also the facility of starting
The vibration from this motor
tage for boat work.
will hardly be perceptible when compared with a
four-cycle machine.
After these few re
marks, we will tum
our attention to the
is

is capped by a brass cap shown in section, which
may be turned out as thinly as possible from
a brass casting, and attached with three screws.
As an additional reﬁnement, the face of the boss
may be recessed quite a triﬂe to allow this cap
to be readily placed centrally and true to the
bore, independently of the ﬁxing screws.
The spokes will, of course, be cast in the flat
and set to the proper angle afterwards. To keep
them in reasonable shape during the annealing pro
to a strip which
cess, the ends may be connected
in the casting forms a sort of tyre. This may be
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VIEWS OF THE CYLINDER.
this charge
and the piston'opening
compressed,
up the port cast in the cylinder, the compressed gas
passes through the port in the piston, up the gas
level with
passage, through another port (which
the top of the piston). On coming into the cylinder
is

got out with an idea of sim licity, and any extra
reﬁnements,
eed, lubrication, etc.,
such as forced
have been omitted. The readers will see at once
that the machining
of the simplest, and the whole
machine has very few parts compared with a four
is
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the gas strikes the deﬂator and rushes upwards.
On the up stroke again the piston draws another
charge into the crankcase, and at the same time
highly compresses the charge in the cylinder, which

March :7, rgrot

boss for sparking plug passes through the jacket,
made watertight by screwing a brass ring on the
boss and sweating the jacket to it.
The idea of a

cal”

Pee.
at the preper time is ﬁred by the spark at the plug
On the down stroke the gas is again com
points.
pressed in the crankcase, and on the piston arriving
at the bottom of the stroke, the exhaust port is
the force of the explosion carrying the
opened,
\Vhile the exhaust gas is being carried
gases out.
out, the new charge is rushing in, the deﬂator pre
venting the two gases mixing, causinga foul mixture.
The cooling of the motor is by water, the jacket
being either a thin brass tube or sheet brass, which,
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in either case, is made a good ﬁt round the ring cast
on the cylinder, the jacket being screwed down by
ﬁne setscrews backed by some thick red lead.
The
top is sweated to the sides, and the joint, whererthe

‘
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brass jacket is to reduce the weight of the motor
and also simplify the patterns.
is direct-feed
Lubrication.—This
and splash.
The main bearings should be lubricated by motor

grease from a screwdown greaser, tubes conveying
the grease to each bearing (this arrangement is not
shown, but will be easily understood).
The con
necting-rod big-end is also lubricated direct. The
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GENERAL INSTRUC—

rions

FOR MACHIN—

mo. arc.
(flinchined Part5
Marked F.)

The ﬁrst piece
_
to take in hand Will
be the cylinder, the:
m 0
important
the
part of which
This should.
bore.
is

if

possible,

is

it?

Eploed

and

This ring is also drilled at the extreme corner so as

be

lapped or ground
to gauge. After this
com
operation
plete, the cylinder
should be turned
round and secured:
to the faceplate, and
the plug hole tapped
out. either to stan
dard size or smaller,
The outside of the
boss should be chased with a. ﬁne pitch tool, say 30,
If suﬂicient.
so as to ensure a water-tight jomt.
metal
left the whole of the outside of the cylinder
should be turned where practicable, but in any case
is

drilled (as shown) at an angle

On the crankshaft
through the crank-pin.
either soldered or setscrewed.
an oil ring
is

also
webb

is

Screwed

crank webb

with
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to register with the hole drilled at an angle in crank:
webb. Through the end of crankcase a small brass
tube is screwed, which projects into the crankcase
far enough to just clear the crank webb, the tube
being connected to
The
a lubricator.
a
oil drips into the
and is
oil
ring
thrown by centri—
fugal force into the
outer ring
ﬂanged
the
and through
small hole in the»
\I
ring into the crank
pin, thence to the.
connecting-rod big
3
The cylinder.
end.
_N '
etc.,
lubricated
.\
by splash thrown'
off the crank webbS»
Ignition
by
high‘speed trembler
coil. and accumu
lator and wipe cone
IE;
tact. The negative
3:;
wire from the cci!
secured to or un
der contact spring
this spring is held
in position on the:
washer
insulating
advance—
by the
lever,
the contact
being made through
the contact spring
and brass contact
plate on the com
mutator. Both the
and
commutator
plate are secured to
the crankshaft by a.
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the ring to carry the water-jacket should be turned
up true.
The Piston is the next operation, and is held in
the chuck by the boss on the top, which is after
wards cut otf and the top ﬁled up smoothly.
It will
be as well to mention here that the piston should be
as light as possible.
Piston Rings—Turn up and part six, as they are
very easily broken. These should be ground to
make a good ﬁt with the cylinder.
No sizes are
given {or these, being so small; the ratio of thickness
to diameter, etc., usual in large rings is not reliable.
Perhaps about 3-32nds in. thick would be about
correct, but a. trial will soon determine the size.
Flywheel.——N0
comments are needed on this
piece of work, only care should be taken to bore the
taper out correctly and also to cut the keyway
whilst it is in the chuck. This will enable the key
way to be cut correctly to taper.
Crankcase
and End Coven—Great care must
be exercised in machining this piece, for the follow
ing reasons: It must be absolutely gas-tight. and
the crankshaft must be just a ﬁt between the main
bearings, so care must be taken when turning the
spigot on the end cover and facing up the inside
ends of the bosses on this and the crankcase.
is immaterial whether this is
Cranksha/L—It
turned from a forging or built up, but in either

March 17, 1910.

these two bearings must
suction and compression,
be of very accurate ﬁt, otherwise there is sure
to be a bad leak along them.
On the back side of

Pipe from carbure/fiw
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VALVE
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SEATING.
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each. from the oil hole 7-16ths
from the inside
end to 7-16ths
from the outside end a. small
score is cut. the object of this being to convey the
grease to a position well inside the bearing.

1/5

CRHNK
/ aFF.

CHSE

.qu/muu

Tm: CRANK Case AND END Coven.
case it must be dead true and the taper a very good
ﬁt with the ﬂywheel.
Main Bearings—As perhaps the greatest percent
age of the success of the engine depends upon the
the crankcase.
both as regards
,gas-tightnesl"ol

Connecting-rod.—The

only peculiarity oi‘this is
bottom half being
one side is hinged
The only
a stud.
erecting, it will be

the big-end.
Instead of the
held in position by two studs,
and the other side ﬁxed by
reasen for adopting this is, in

March 17, 1910.
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be satisfactory for stationary work, perhaps. for
marine work judicious cutting down of weight
could be carried out on some pieces.
_
Running the Motor.-—A wick carburettor lS recom
i
mended,
the adjustment of which should be by
varying the amount of air to the Wicks and not
by having a ﬁxed air inlet, and adjusting the mix
i
ture by an extra air inlet.
_ _
After ﬁlling up the lubricator, giving the meter
a good oiling all round, including the
cylinder, through the plug hole, open the
air supply to the amount' judged to be
|
Italt/gpf; IIOH Noztzr,
H
c.2ntrl
correct for a fairly strong mixture, retard
the spark and rock the ﬂywheel a few
v
as
I
times to get a charge into the crankcase
"
3/
"l'.
'
—— _'_
1l'
and cylinder (assuming the motor 15 re
r—
quired to run clockwise), give the ﬂywheel
a sharp twitch from right to_left (anti
If the motor fails to ﬁre
clockwise).
/3 U s H
adjust the air, and as soon as it starts
2 on: 4‘ /*7_
advance the spark. If the ﬁring 1sjnot
CUDqtorv PIN
stroke, the
_regular——-i.¢., say every other
mixture ls too strong. If, on the other hand, there
TIP/’10
a series of violent explosions in the crank case and
3/4"
too weak.
carburettor. the mixture
In many cases a two-cycle motor requires to have
a brake put on
to ensure regular ﬁring—4.2., when
running light. The revolutions should be regulated
by the advance lever, no throttle being provrded.
The motor may be run in either direction and can be
reversed like a steam engine, but a specral switch
The whole
must be attached to the advance lever.
success and power of the machine rests entirely With
good workmanship and a correct mixture.
LIST or BOLTS, Nurs, arc.
(r‘jorr; FIBRE.)
INSULATING Wasnsn.
No. Diam. Length.
611917 O/‘ITHC PAHI‘A’
Cylinder holding down studs.
cover set
12
Crankcase end

found a rather difﬁcult matter to get the bottom
half in position owing to the small amount of space
in the crank chamber.
Nola—'l‘he‘width given on
‘drawing for small end of connecting-rod is i-in. to
facilitate erecting; it would be as well if this were
made ri-xoths in.
Oil Ring is made from 18-gauge brass. This is
a simple plain circular piece of brass with a {-in.
hple cut in the centre and the outer edge ﬂanged
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Connecting-rod big-end.
Gudgeon pin, set setscrew.
{'3 Plug for crankcase drain.
T}; Setscrew for commutator.
Setscrews for ﬁxing water
'
jacket.
-—
Nuts for cylinder studs.
—Connecting-rod stud.
-—- Flywheel.
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Instruments for
Wireless Telegraphy and How
to Make Them.

Some
Jul” 77/11; lf/nwm
/

OFF ﬂu H"
INSULATION
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is

it

is
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it
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over so as to retain the oil. In the extreme corner
a fin. hole is drilled. This
secured to crank
webbs by small setscrews or soldered to same; at
the same time making sure the hole in the ring
registers with the hole in the crank webb.
Inlet Value and Scab—The valve,
will be seen,
is of the ﬂat-faced variety and
ground down on
to the seat with ﬁne emery and crocus powder.
The strength of the spring should only be sufﬁcient
to hold the valve on its seat.
Nola—The inlet
from carburettor
at right angles to the valve
The valve should be as light as possible.
stem.
General. —-Although
the dimensions given will
is

By G. G. BLAKE.
impossible to do any practical work in
wireless telegraphy unless one has some means
of measuring the amount of current which
being radiated by the aerial.
There are several means of doing this. Fig.
shows a simple method, which, although
gives
no scale reading, gives one
very good idea as
to whether the aerial
radiating properly or not.
The ﬁgure shows the usual tuning arrangement:
where A
the aerial, H the inductance, the spark
condenser, and
the secondary of an induc
gap,
tion coil.
\\'hen actually transmitting messages a wire, F,
leads direct from the end of the inductance to earth.
broken,
but for purposes of measurement this wire
T

AND

is

AND Busn
Fn'rmcs.
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and a 16 c.-p. no-volt lamp is inserted at E. Now
when the sliders, X and Y, and the spark gap are
adjusted the lamp will glow, and when it lights up
most brightly it indicates that the aerial is radiat
ing its greatest amount of energy.
Fig. 2 shows a very simple instru
ment for giving an approximate mea
surement of the amount of current in
the aerial. One end of a 12-in. length
of ﬁne glass tube is sealed by means of
a blowpipe ; after this two small holes
are blown in the side of it at A and
B. I will explain how this is done for
the beneﬁt of those readers who may
not have had much experience at glass
blowing.
An india-rubber squeeze ball—shown
in Fig. 3—is connected on to the open
end of the tube, which is squeezed in
one hand, while the ﬂame from a blow
pipe is directed against the side of the
tube;
as the glass softens with the
heat, a small bubble is blown on the
tube, which ﬁnally bursts, leaving a
small hole.
While blowing the second
hole
the ﬁrst must be temporarily
A piece
stopped with sealing-wax.
of ﬁne platinum wire is now put through
the two holes, as shown in Fig. 2 (AB).
Thegtube is next bent in half in a gas
ﬂame till it is the shape of a U, and then.

and Eloctrlclnn.
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X

round the platinum wire by means of the blowpipe,
so as to make the tube air—tight.
The ends of the ﬁne
platinum wire—which now project from the side of
the tube—are bent over and bound round with fairly
stout copper wires, which are afterwards connected

5

it

W

L

p

Fiq.4.

Fig-‘5"

fastened
to two terminals
and M. The U-tube
to a wooden baseboard, Z, by means of a stout strip
screw,
R.
small paper scale marked
of brass and a
to read tenths of an inch
glued by the side of the
U-tube, so as to indicate the amount of movement
of the liquid taking place in the tube.
inserted in place of
To use this instrument it
the lamp between the bottom of the inductance and
the earth by means oi terminals L and M.
When
the transmitter
put into action the platinum
wire A
is heated;
this expands the air in the
end of the tube, and so causes the liquid to move
down the scale.
an enlarged drawing of the end, 0, of the
Fig. 2A
tube, showing how the stout wire is wound round

L
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A

H

the tube.
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is

F/q. 3.
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T
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it

when
has had time to cool, a little water coloured
with permanganate of potash is poured into the
hen the two holes are sealed
end, T, of the tube.
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Either of the above methods are quite satis
factory, but in order to get exact measurements,
Although
necessary to use a hot-wire ammeter.
this instrument
rather more diﬂicult to construct
well worth the extra trouble.
than the U-tube,
and
show how this instrument is con
Figs.
structed. A 3-in. length of No. 44 Eureka wire
(made by the London Electric Wire Company) is
fastened at one end to a screw, A, and at the other
is a small metal eye fastened
to a stiﬁ spring, B.
at the centre of the wire, to which
attached a
length of black cotton thread, which passes once
round a small grooved pulley wheel, W, and is
then fastened at its other end to a short spring, P,
the tension of which is regulated
by a screw, L,
which presses against a ﬂat spring, M. N is an
adjustable screw to regulate the tension on the
Eureka wire.
The spindle,
supporting the pulley wheel, W,
passes through the backboard on which the instru
ment is mounted, as shown in Fig.
and a long
attached to it, behind which is fastened
pointer, X,
a scale, F. The terminals,
and T', are connected
to A and B respectively.

The Model Engineer and Electrician.
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the
The only thing now remaining to complete
instrument is to calibrate the scale. and this is
done by connecting the instrument in series with
an ordinary moving coil ammeter (which itself would
be of no use for measuring high-frequency current,
as used for wireless telegraphy) and an adjustable
resistance and battery.
\\'hen ﬁnished, this'iustrument is used in a similar
manner to the others —by connecting it between the
inductance and the earth; but when the apparatus
ha been tuned up and the highest reading obtained
on the ammeter, it must either be short-circuited
with good stout wire or else disconnected
altogether,

MR. BLAKE's TRANSMITTING

APPARATUS.

and the inductance connected
straight to earth,
as the high resistance
of the Eureka wire would
damp the current, and so weaken the signals.
Fig. 6 is a photograph of my own transmitting

apparatus,

a homemade

ammeter of this

type

can be seen in the case under the inductance, and
on the right-hand side of it is a U-tube for rough
made as described
in this article.
measurements.

A Momu. ENGINE EXHIBITION is to be held in
Darlington on Tuesday, March I 5th, and three
following days. A large and most magniﬁcent
collection of models has been secured, including
engines
of almost every leading type. Several
models will be running by compressed
air from a
steam-driven compressor. Rev. J. Shores,
the
and a well-known modeller, promises
promoter,
model enthusiasts a real treat.
There will also be
some good trade exhibits.
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Brennan Mono Rail.

HROUGH

the

the courtesy of Mr. Louis Brennan,
C.B., we recently had the opportunity of
witnessing—at the Brennan Torpedo Fac
tory, Gillingham—a demonstration of the running
of his full-sized experimental mono-rail car, a
photograph of which was published in our issue
for November 25th last.
The car was shown run
ning both on straight and circular tracks, at varying
speeds up to 20 miles per hour, and proved in the
most convincing manner that the wonderful per
formances of the original model can be fully realised
in actual practice. Mr. Brennan has kindly fur
nished us with the following notes on the latest
features of his invention, which, we think, our
readers will peruse with much interest :—
The vehicle is the ﬁrst of its kind, and has been
designed not only to prove the possibility of im
parting stability to railway carriages of practical
size by means of gyroscopic mechanism, but in
such a manner that experiments can be carried
out on it whilst running which will supply data for
future use.
The car has been made in the form of a military
vehicle in the ﬁrst instance, as this is a purpose
for which it is peculiarly valuable, owing to the
rapidity with which the track can be laid over rough
country, and its extraordinary capability of taking
sharp curves in both a horizontal and vertical
direction.
It is intended shortly to put in hand one or more
trailers to be coupled to this vehicle, in order
to show the practicability of running such vehicles
on trains.
Steam,
petrol, or electricity, generated on the
vehicle itself or collected from an overhead wire
may be used for the purpose of propulsion.
In the present instance petrol has been chosen,
as it was desired—for military reasons—to avoid
the visibility of steam, and because it is a very
concentrated form of fuel.
Two petrol engines, each directly coupled to an
The smaller set
electric generator, are provided.
of 20 h.-p. supplies current for rotating the gyro
lighting the
wheels, operating an air compressor,
car or cars, and propelling the vehicle at low speeds.
The larger generating set
as when shunting, etc.
of 80 h.-p. is provided for prOpelling the vehicle
when speed and power beyond the scope of the
smaller set are required.
The vehicle is carried on a pair of two-wheeled
bogies, each provided with a traction motor of
40 h.-p., driving one wheel by means of cranks
If desired, however, all the
and coupling-rods.
wheels may be coupled by additional rods; or, to
double the power of the vehicle, two similar motors
may be coupled to the remaining wheels—in which
case the power of the large generating set would
need to be proportionately increased.
The stability mechanism consists of two gyro
scopic wheels, which rotate at 3,000 r.p.m. in oppo
site directions. The wheels are enclosed in air
exhausted cases, their axes of rotation being hori~
zontal, whilst their axes of precession are vertical.
The shafts of the wheels are carried at their outer
so constructed that
end in white metal bearings,
a copious supply of oil (which is visible as a small
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fountain under a glass dome) is forced by means
of the rotation of the shafts— without any pump
to get out of orderAthroughout
the length of the
bearing. and upwards through cooling coils to a
reservoir containing a supply of lubricant for'
several months.
This question of lubrication, which is of vital
importance to the success of the scheme, was the
main reason for placing the axes of the wheels hori»
zontal instead of vertical, as by doing so footstep
bearings were unnecessary.
In order to avoid lengthy experiments, it was
considered
advisable to use bearings of this type
rather than those of the ball or roller description.
The cases carrying the gyro wheels are trun
nioned at the top and bottom, so as to be free to
swing about vertical axes on either side of their
central position, this position being such that the
shafts of the wheels are across the car.
Now, suppose the vehicle is standing perfectly
balanced on the rail with the wheels revolving
in their central position, as described.
In this
condition no angular or, as it is called, precessional
movement of the cases containing the wheels
about their vertical axes takes place; but if any
force, such as the wind, movement of the passengers
to one side, or centrifugal action in going round
curves, is brought to bear, tending to upset the car,
instead of its doing so—as one would naturally
expect—it merely causes the cases containing the
wheels to precess about their vertical axes at a
rate depending upon the magnitude of the disturb
ing force; and it is by applying force to them in
the same direction that they are moving that the
car is caused to lean over so as to oppose and
balance the disturbing force, whatever it may be.
In the existing car the forces controlling preces
sion are applied by means of compressed air acting
on pistons suitably geared to the gyro cases—the
supply of air being obtained from an electrically
driven compressor,
which also furnishes the air
required for the pneumatic brakes of the car itself,
and such trailers as may be connected to it.
The air supplied to control the precession
is
regulated by mechanism which is altogether auto
matic; whilst, at the same time, it is so simple
in construction that there is no risk of failure
in its action.
The foregoing description gives only a general
idea of the principle upon which the stability
mechanism acts, but it is not complete, inasmuch
as it does not say how the gyroscopes
are brought
back to their central position in readiness to deal
with other disturbing forces from either side—this
is a matter on which, however, it is regretted that
information must be withheld until certain patents
\Vlll( h have been applied for are fully granted.
\N'ith regard to safety, which, of course, is all
important, several facts combine to render the
system for ordinary speeds as safe as the dual
railway ; whilst for high speeds it is not only safer,
but is the only system in existence which permits
of present speed limits being materially increased.
One of these facts is that the stored up energy of
the gyro wheels is so great that they continue to
revolve at sufﬁcient speed to give stability for a
considerable time, even though the supply of current
for driving them may fail; whilst another is that
the resultant of all forces acting on the vehicle is
situated in the plane of both the road wheels and the
rail, hence doing away_with any tendency to derail.
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With

regard to the permanent way, little need
as it simply consists of a single rail of ﬂat
bottomed section, weighing 70 lbs. to the yard,
spiked down to 3 ft. 6 in. by ro-in. by 5-in. ﬁr
sleepers laid without ballast, at about 2-ft. pitch
on the natural soil.
The rails are practically of
ordinary section, save that the crown is slightly
more convex than is usual.
A short portion of the line—where it is straight
—is laid on longitudinal sleepers, which shows
that this method of construction may be used if
desired.
At the entrance of factory a short part of the
line is ﬂush with the surface of the macadam.
Where the rail crosses the road leading to the
factory the top of the rail is ﬂush with the road
illustrating the value of the system for
surface,
be said,

tramway work.
The sharpest curves on the line are of 35 ft.
radius, and serve to illustrate the extreme ﬂexi
bility of the under-carriage, which is also designed
to give great ﬂexibility on vertical curves.
The switches
connecting these curves to the
circle of 105 ft. radius and the straight portion
of the line are of a novel type, and have proved
very satisfactory in practice.
It will be noticed that although the sleepers
on the circle are super-elevated at their outer
This, of course,
ends, the rail itself is vertical.
is not quite correct, but the necessary
appliance
for giving the rail vertical curvature was not avail
able.

The following are a few additional particulars
relating to the vehicle :—
Length, 40 ft.
Width, ro ft.
Height, 13 ft.
“’eight (empty), 22 tons.
‘
Load, 10 tons.
Clear platform space, 225 sq. ft.
Rigid wheelbase, 5 ft. 4 ins.
Bogie centres, 20 ft.
'
Gyro wheel diameter, 3 ft. 6 ins.
Gyro wheel weight, each Q ton.
Brakes—manual, pneumatic, and electric.
Speed of vehicle on level, 22 miles per hour.
Maximum gradient, 1 in 13.
It must be remembered that the vehicle has been
and not for
designed for rough military purposes,
high speed.

Manipulating
Screws.
By H. Tln§
J. .

The very small screws
found in spectacles,
watches, and other delicate structures, are often
very difficult to handle and get properly ﬁxed,
because
being so small they defy such clumsy
tools as ﬁngers to hold them.
Holding with a
strip of paper having a small hole in one end, so
that the thread, but not the head, of the screw
can pass through, will get over the difﬁculty.
After a few turns of the screwdriver the paper can
be torn off and the operation of screwing home
completed. It is also useful to remember that a
polished table is not a suitable surface from which
to pick up these little screws, and the same applies
to needles and to small pins. By pressing the ball
of a ﬁnger of the left hand upon the screw as it
lies upon the table it will be made to adhere to the
skin, and can be easily picked off with the lingers'
of the other hand.
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The Eleventh Annual Conver
sazione of the London Society
of Model Engineers.
HE

eleventh Annual (“onversazione and Dance,
held on Saturday, February 26th, added
another to the already long list of enjoyable
gatherings organised by the London Society of
Model Engineers, and the capacity of the ﬁne range
of balls and rooms at the Caxton Hall was taxed
to contain the ﬁne display of amateur engineering
work on show, as well as the many hundreds of
people who attended.
In order to give those who desired to take part in
the Dance an opportunity of ﬁrst inspecting the
exhibits and attending one, at least, of the lectures,
the doors were opened at four o'clock.
The ex
hibits were so numerous that only those of special
interest can be enumerated here.
A centre of
attraction was the Society's power-driven work
bench and the collection of tools loaned to members.
The lathe and other machine tools were kept
and frequent demon~
going during the evening,
strations given by members of the Technical Com
mittee.
The Society's steam and electric railway
tracks were in full work, Messrs. Barrett, Crebbin,
Steer, Hildersley, and other members running their
locomotives, Mr. Blankenburg and Mr. Barrett
ran steam electric generating plants, and a number
of other models were at work by means of motors.
The stationary
exhibits were displayed to ad
vantage in the Council Chamber, and comprised,
as usual, many specimens
of ﬁrst-class model
tools
engineering work. The trade supplying
and other necessaries
for amateur engineers were
well represented, Messrs. Burton Grifﬁths having
a ﬁne display of lathes, drills, planers, and other
machine tools and a large assortment of ﬁne tools
of all kinds.
Messrs. H. Milnes and L. S. Starrett
and Co. also exhibited tools, and Mr. D. Stoneham's
new pattern model-maker's bench attracted much
favourable comment, the one on exhibition being
purchased by the Society as an addition to their
Richford
workshop equipment. Messrs.
& Co.
and
the Chloride Electrical
Storage Company
showed samples of their well-known accumulators,
Clark & Co. and the Twining Aeroplane
Messrs.
Company and Messrs. Langer, Malin & Co. exhibit
and material for same.
ing model aeroplanes
Messrs. Carson & Co. were well to the front with
a large L. & N.\V.R. locomotive
(" Precursor "),
shown under steam, and sets of machined parts;
the Synchronome Company showed several of their
very interesting electrical impulse clocks and dials
at work.
The Middlesex Electrical Works, Messrs.
Heckman & Co., and Mr. A. E. R. Bottone were
well represented in their respective lines, the latter
also showing some of the ﬁnest specimens of orna
mental hammered iron work ever
produced.
Interesting demonstrations of a new process for
case-hardening iron and mild steel were given by
Mr. Rothman.
Amongst the private exhibits, a ﬁne model
§~in. scale Caledonian express locomotive, by Mr.
H. Dearden, created considerable interest on account
of the excellent ﬁnish displayed;
while a small
ri-in. gauge electrically-driven tank engine, built
by Mr. J. Perrier, gave an excellent account of
itself when hauling a young man seated on a trolley
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up and down the track. Another interesting ex~
hibit was a model three-cylinder “ Brotherhood "
engine, by Mr. H. Rice, which was shown coupled
to a small dynamo.
Three very ﬁne i-in. scale locomotives of different
types were shown by Mr. R. L. Robinson.
One
was a model of the L.N.W.R. single locomotive,
"
Unomia,“ and the others consisted of a Webb
compound and a L.B.- 8: S.C.R. express passenger
locomotive.
A special exhibit of screwing sets was shown
(40 threads to the inch), which are specially manu
factured for members of the Society, these sets
being suggested and recommended by Mr. L. M. G.
Ferreira, A.M.I.C.E.
Some well-ﬁnished microscopes,
together with
patterns and castings, were shown by Mr. C. E.
Heath, F.R.M.S. ()ne of these ﬁne instruments
was constructed of aluminium and arranged to fold
up in a compact form for carrying ; while a number
of objects were on view under the lens, the subjects
being changed at intervals during the evening.
Another exhibit worthy of special mention was
a set of three half models
of power-boat hulls,
by Mr. W. L. Blaney, which were neatly ﬁnished
in wood and were cut up into sections to show
clearly the buttock lines and the various cross
sections and water lines.
A special item of the programme was the two
lectures given by Mr. W. Bickerton, F.Z.S., M.B.C.U.,
" Wild Birds and Their
on
Ways," illustrated by
120 of the very ﬁnest slides depicting wild bird
life ever thrown on a screen.
Both lectures were
listened to by interested audiences,
Mr. Bicker
ton's lucid explanations of the means employed
to obtain the unique photographs being greeted
with much applause.
Dancing in the Large Hall started at seven, and
to the strains of an excellent band, provided by
the Tuinell Orchestra, continued with great anima
tion until ir p.m.
Instrumental music was pro
vided in the Council Chamber at intervals from
four to ten by the Rouge et Noir Instrumental Quar
tette, and the refreshment department discharged
its onerous duties with complete success.

The Manchester Society of
Model Engineers.
FTER

the announcement of this Society's
plans for the establishment of their own
head-quarters and workshop, given in Tim
MODEL ENGINEER of November 18th, 1909, it will
Possibly be of interest to similar provincial bodies
to learn some further details, now that we have
settled down into fair working order. The premises
taken consist of an entire private house,‘ viz., No.
40, Bediord Street, Brook Street, C.-on-M., Man
chester, situated in town, in a fairly central position.
This we were enabled to obtain at a low rent (by
pleading extreme poverty), the district being not
exactly aristocratic, and alter a lengthy argument
with the landlord, obtained as a further concession
the privilege (?) of paying a lump sum, including all
of the importunities
rates, thus freeing ourselves
of the wily tax-gatherer. Having obtained posses
sion, the Committee held a meeting on the premises,
and having ﬁxed up sundry gas brackets, and
deputed one of their number to order the timber
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required for ﬁtting up, descended in a body on a
neighbouring furniture emporium, and selected
sufﬁcient chairs to provide seating accommodation
for an ordinary meeting.
A good afternoon's work
thus being accomplished, the Committee adjourned
for tea, and wound up the evening at the Hippo
drome.
It is a strange thing that the Committee
meetings of this Society so often seem to end up in a
music hall—not, of course, at the Society's expense,
be it understood.
Three nights later the Committee
again met, to v ork this time, and work they did,
to such eﬁect that before the evening was spent we
were possessed of as ﬁne a work bench as ever stood
in a mechanic’s shop.
we are justly proud of that
bench.
It is 12 ft. long by 2 ft. 6 ins. wide, and is
as solid and rigid as could be desired, and yet it
was made in the short space of one hour and a
quarter, including the time taken in sawing and
most of the wood used in the construction.
aligning
ere it stands, a monument to the industry of the
Committee of 1910— a testimony to the future
generations that once they did some work !
We had the partition wall, between the front and
back rooms on the ﬁrst ﬂoor, removed, thus making
a general club room 24 ft by 12 ft., containing two
The walls, papered with plain white
ﬁreplaces.
paper, were speedily covered with plates from
engineering
publications, and these we hope to
supplement later on by photographs of various
members models.
There was some delay in getting
gas laid on, and our earlier meetings
were illu~
minated by the dazzling glare of three oil lamps;
but this is a thing of the past, and we now rejoice
in incandescent gaslight. Sundry tools, books, and
other necessary articles incidental to setting up
housekeeping were presented by various members,
and we have now quite a good collection. A couple
of heavy 3-in. vices have been screwed in position
on the bench, and a 3-in. back-geared lathe, kindly
loaned by one of the Committee, is now in course
of erection, so that the Society will shortly oﬂer
every convenience to those of its members who are
unable to carry out their work at home.
We made one mistake. Under the old conditions
we met once a fortnight, but in the ﬁrst flush of
pride of ownership went to the other extreme and
held meetings every Tuesday and Thursday evening.
Attendances fell off, and we blamed the weather,
the Christmas and New Year holidays, and the
Electioniall in turn. Doubtless these all helped
'
to keep members away, but we quickly realised
that we were trying to do too much. The arrange
ment has now been altered, and the Society's
are opened at 8 pm. every Wednesday
premises
evening for regular meetings.
Members can make
arrangements for any extra nights they desire, all
the ofﬁcers of the Society being provided with keys.
To sum up our experience so far, I think we are
all satisﬁed with the change.
It has meant a good
deal of hard work, not unmixed with humorous
episodes; but above all, it has cemented urany
friendships, and by bringing us all more closely
into contact with one another has made the Man
chester S.M.E. a real Society of Friends.
My advice to other Local Secretaries is—don't
follow our example unless you can see your way
clear right to the end before you make astart; or
unless you have really enthusiastic men behind you
who are not afraid of soiling their hands.
Remem
there are such
ber, that as well as the pleasure
mundane things as lighting ﬁres, and sweeping
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the ﬂoor, as well as other worries incidental to
We cannot afford the luxury of a
housekeeping.
caretaker, so have to attend to these things our
selves; but nobody minds, and such incidents are
quickly forgotten in the pleasure of smoking and
chatting round our own ﬁreside.
The second annual Conversazione of this Society
has been pr0visionally ﬁxed for April 23rd next-—
a month later than last year.
It is hoped that this
extension of time will allow of a good deal of new
work being ﬁnished. All members are requested
to bear this date in mind, and to have as much of
their work ready for exhibition as possible, as the
Committee are anxious to make an even greater
success than last year.
Any gentleman in the
district willing to lend models for exhibition or
any trade ﬁrms desiring to display their goods
(no charge for space) should call or write to the
Hon. Secretary, BASIL H. REYNOLDS, 35, Torbay
Road, Chorlton-cum-Hardy,
or Hon. Assistant
Secretary
J. DlranIELD, 17, Derwent Road,
Stretford.

The Society of Model Engineers.
MEETING

London.

of the Society was held at the
Caxton Hall, on Friday, March 4th, when
demonstrations of turning, grinding, silver
soldering, and other processes were given to a
large number of members
by the Technical Com
mittee. Many members brought up specimens of
their work for helpful criticism, and much inter
change of ideas and methods of overcoming difﬁ
culties in model work resulted.
The Committee
are pleased to note that an increasing number of
members
make a point of bringing to these in
formal meetings unﬁnished work on which they
require practical guidance by the more experienced
members, this being the main object for which these
demonstrations meetings were organised.
FUTURE MEETrisos.—Wednesday,
March 16th:
Ordinary
meeting—discussion on lathe attach
Tuesday, April 5th:
ments, Exhibit Competition.
Demonstration meeting.
Thursday,
April 21st:
Ordinary meeting—special railway track and model
night.
Visr'r.—Tuesday, March 22nd: To the printing
at 12.40 noon.
ofﬁce of The Times newspaper,
Names should be sent at once to the Secretary
HERBERT G. RrDDLE, 37, Minard Road, Hither
Green, S.E.

Swansea Model Yacht Club.
The second race for the Club championship was
Park
sailed on Saturday, 5th inst., at Brynmill
Lake.
There was a fresh easterly breeze blowing,
which is the most favourable wind for the above
water.
Eleven boats lined up for the start, and a
good race resulted, the ﬁrst boat to arrive home
being the Mac, G. C. Vaux ; second, Eastern Star,
third, Haydn, O. Luff; and fourth,
G. Edwards;
Stanley, A. T horogood.
A meeting of members was held at the Goza Cafe
on the rst inst., and a series of races arranged for the
very handsome rose bowl presented to the Club by
David Dill, Esq.
The ﬁrst race was arranged to
take place on March 12th (last Saturday), and will
be continued on the second Saturday of each month
until end of December.
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Queries and Replies.
[Attentionis especially directedto the first condition givenbelow,
and no noticewill be taken of Queriesnot complyingwith the
be
dirrrtions therein stated. Letters containing Queries must
"
markrd on the top left-hand corner of the envelope Qucry
DcPartmcnl." No othermattersbut thoserdating to thc Qumcs
shouldbecnclosedin thesamecnvelopc.
_
Querieson subjcds within the strainof this journal are replicdlo
by Post under the following conditions:-—(r) Queries dealing
with distind subjectsshould be written on different slips, on
one side of the Paper only, and thescndcr'sname uusr be m
scribcd on the back. (2) Queries should be
acconmfanicd,
a _corrc
whcrcvcrpossible,with fully dimensionedsketchrs,
to leap a copy of “ill! Quericsfor
spondcntsare recommended
post-card)
reference. (3) A stampedaddressedenvelope(not
"
shouldinvariably be enclosed,and also a Queriesand Replies
pagcs of thc current
Coupon" cut out from the advertisement
issue. (4) Queries will bc answeredas early as possiblc after
receipt,but an interval of a few days must usually claps: before
the Reply can be forwarded. (5) Correspondentswho require
an answer insertedin this columnshouldunderstandthat some
weeks must elapse brforc the Rrply can be publishzd. The
insertion of chlics in this column cannot be guaranlccd.
(6) All Queries shouldbe addresscdto The Editor, THE Moon.
Encmzan, 26—20,Poppin's Court, Flcd Strcd, London, E.C._]
Thc following are srlcctcdfrom the Querieswhich havebeenItPlit'd
to recently:—
[23.015] Boiler for 5 ed Beat. A. C- (Soutlisca) writes:
I shall be ad of our \ uable advice on the followmg 2—1have
-boat, 4 ft. 6 ins. long, oi ins. beam,and
built a m el 5
draught
he
of water with 14 lbs. displacement(exclusiveof bull), 1} ins.
is designedon the lines of a racing motor launch, the Widestbeam
being at the transom or stem. Her water lme lS wedge-shape.
I proposeto engine her with one of the Liverpool Castingsﬂom
pany'sthree-cylindersingle (Q in. by} in.) actionimproved Ricardo
engines and for boiler, to make one to Mr. Scott s prize
Ype
esign,with steam drum to ins. long by 3 ins. diameter and 24
tubes } in. I wish to work at about 150 lbs. pressure,and, if
ble, to do without a feed-waterdevice. I should want the
i only to do a tri of 220yardsat a run. I have a very powerful
blowlampafter Mr. ysart’sdesign, ri-in. ﬂametube, and powerful
mough to melt 20- auge sheetbrass. I shall be glad thereforeif
you will give me in ormation as follows: (i) Would the aforesaid
enginebe werful enoughfor speeds,say to to 12milesper hour ?
(2) Would)0the boiler have sufﬁcient heating surface and enough
waterfor a run of 220 ards without feed, and to maintain :50 lbs.
e above laut be not suitable, can you
gauge pressure? If
advisea good lant? Our lake iS salt water, so any water used
in boat.
mustbe carri
.
In answer to your enquiry, which is rather difﬁcult, as there
areso many unknown quantities,we give you the followmg informa
engine, I in. diameterby i in
tion: If a 3—cyliudersingle—acting
stroke is used, and run at 3,000 r.p.m., the steam consumption
will be—
'3 area of piston.
'75 stroke.
-225
3 number of cylinders.
-675 cubic inchesdisplacedby cylindersper revolutio .
-169 loss of steam25 per cent.
'844
-422 cubic inchesof steamusedwith -5 cut-08.
3,000revolutions per minute
1'266cubic inchesof steamper minute.
—
cubic feet of steamper minute.
hour.
-x4-99 cubic feet of steam
An engineof this class will use a ut 25 lbs. of steam to develop
1 h.-p. per hour, so the independenthorse-power_shouldwork out
at about ~58,and taking the losses of transmission to the screw
is 50 per cent., the pro ller horse-powerwould work out at about
19 horsepower. We oubt this being suﬂicient to dnve the boat
at the required speed, and should not expect more than 6 or 8
m.p.h.,so the only thing to be done would be to increasethe boder
preaure if the engineis to be retained,but we do not know if the
engineis built to stand any great pressure. If it is decidedto use
theplant as described,somethingin the way of a condenserwould
be requiredas well as a feed-pump, as the steam drum contents,
3 ins. by 10 ins., would be 70 cub. ins., and only half this would
beavailable for water (35 cub. ins.), which would be just sufficient
to run the engine for ﬁve minutes, leaving the boiler dry at the
endof that time. We do not think that that t pe of boiler would
be a success,and should prefer one of Mr. Cre bin’s type of ﬂash
boiler. The boiler (water-tube) should have an eﬂective heating
surfaceof about 1-5 sq. ft. at least, and we are afraid the blowlamp
is much too small and feeble. It would have to burn at the rate
of about three plum of petrol per hour, and melt Q in._copper rod
fairly quickly. it seems altogether too risky running a boat
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I
without a feed-watersupply of some sort, as, should the boiler
run dry, the lamp would ruin all the brazedjoints, if it did nothing
worse. If, however, a boiler of Mr. Crchbiu’s type were used,
the only part exposed to the ﬂame consists of solid drawn steel
tube, which is practically indestructible by any heat from a blow
lamp. For a ﬂash boiler, 16 ft. of 3-r6ths in. solid drawn steel
tube would supply all the necessarysteam for the above engineat
whateverpressureit could be worked at. To run the lengthof this
at 6 m.p.h., would only take about 1} minutes, but boats
pond
ave a way of sticking in the middle,and it might takeconsiderably
longer than ﬁve minutes to rescueit, hence the necessityof pro
viding for an amplewater supply or making the boiler indestruct
ible. \Vhy not try one of Mr. Crcbbin's plants complctc, as made
by Messrs. Carson, of Birmingham? We believe it would come
in at the weight.
[13.117] Convertlnz (las Enwine to Run on Petrol.
E. H. C. (Woolwich) writr-s: I have the castingsfor a water-cooled
gas or oil engine,borv 21411.,stroke 4-in. I now wish to convert
this to a petrol engim-, by the addition of carburettor, i-tc. Do
the valves need to be large-rfor a petrol engine than for a gas
engine? The valves supplied seemto be rather small. If you
think I could make this conversionsatisfactorily. could you recom
mend me a book on petrol cu incs? What horse-powcrdo you
consider this pctrol cngine won (1dcvc-lop?
It is quite possiblc to convert to petrol without much trouble.
The valves may remain the same provided they are large cnou h
to begin with. They should be as nearl as possible half
e
diameter of the piston. If you refer to ‘ Petrol Motors Simply
Explained,” by Hawloy, price is. ad. post frcc, you will get some
useful information on the subjcct. Your engine,given gooddesign
and workmanship, should give about { b.h.-p.
[23.103] Running Model Electric Motor from Mains.
A. B. (Bath) writcs: I am in doubt as to the correct way of con-7
meetinga small motor, wound for apparently 4 volts, to the i'lcCIIIC
supply mains, and also as to what resistance 1 should rcquire.
The motor would take 2 amps., and the ﬁgures of the supply
circuit are 220 volts 5 amps. Now, what resistancemust I use
to get this motor to work sufﬁciently to drive a tramcar and also
to leavesufﬁcientfor lighting, say, ﬁve lamps taking about '8 amp.
each? l have connoctcdan adapterto the lampholderfrom which.
I intend to take the current, and have passedthe current through
an 8 c.-p. zzo-volt lamp, and also through a small 4-volt lamp,
the two being connectedin series. The large lamp lit full , but
the ﬁlament of the smaller one only turncd slightly rod.
y is
this? What I really want to know is whether there is a way of:
connectingthe motor to the mains without muchwasteof current ?
Pleasegive mp instruction as to how to connect the lamps for the
purpose I havc statvd.
You would ﬁnd that ihc motor would run very well if you conncctc-din serieswith it lamps of sufﬁcientcandle-powerto )as the
2 amps. which the motor rcquirr-s. For this you woud need.
zzo-volt lamps totalling :20 c.-p., if carbon ﬁlament lamps were
used. Since, as you say, you want somelamps alight at the same
time as the motor is working, this would seem to be the bcst
method of running the motor from the mains. It is impossible
to run it from the supply mains without absorbingabout 432 watts
in a resistancr-,and unless this power is made to do useful work,
as in lamps, it will be wasted. The lamps used as resistance
would be connectedin paralleland the motor would be put in series
with the bunch. The question you ask regarding the two lamps
connectcdin series,one of which was lighted to its full brilliancy,
While the other was only slightly lit, is easily explained. The
two lamps were designedfor different current values. The 8 c.-p.
lamp requires its energy supply of about
watts to be given
golamp supplied with
it as 220 volts by '136 amp. But the 4-vot
a current of 136 amp. only consumes'544 watt—enough for not
much more than { c.-p.—whereasit is very likely a 4 c.-p.
requiring about 15 watts 3! amps. at 4 volts to light it fully.
“
M.E." Dynamo as High Voltage Motor. L- 9.
[13.07 ]
(Clapton writes: Please let me know if wiring only will want
alterin to use Ta: Mom-1r. Enema" dynamo as a motor on.
:40 vo ts? I have started making the patterns and building the
armature.
The number of coils and commutator segmentsshould prcfcr
ably be increasedfor so high a voltage. With the numberdesigned.
sent you may ﬁnd occasionalﬂashing from brush to brush,
at
whiz: would causethe fusesto blow. The prcscnt numberof seg
ments is so near the limit that there is practically no margin.
You may not experienceany trouble if you care to make the
machineas it is and seewhat happens. A small amount of resist
ance in serieswith the machinemay effect a cure if ﬂashing does
occur, and you could try the cfiect of someseriescoils on the ﬁeld
windin . A more suitable number of
cuts for this voltage
39, but we have not yet gone into the details of such.
would
an alteration. If you arenot inclined to wait or have alreadymade
the greater part of the machine, we should say complete as dc»
signed and make a trial. The insulation of the commutator and
other parts must be well carried out for this voltage.
[13,116] Oil Engine for Pumping.
R- H. A- (Tonbridgel
writes: I have a garden hand force pump which is used to food
a fairly large tank and from tank to feed four small pits in garden.
I want to employ some meansof working pump by power, and l.
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lengthy run, generally proves rather tophcavy, whereaswith the
double-tube type almost as much water can be carried as in the
old square-typemarineboiler, and all necessity staying avoided.
We cannot advise in absolutely deﬁnite terms without
full-size
sectionof the boat, but we should think you could get in two 2-in.
water drums. The. water tubes should be in. diameter, and all
joints should be brazedor silver soldered. To facilitate the making
of the boiler theconnectingtubesmay be separate,and ﬁtted either
by means of unions or of flange joints. Boiler stays are always
screwedinto both platesor cLselock-nutted both sides,as in actual
long stay " plus threads” on each end of the
practice. With
difficult to insert
stay are necessary,as Fig. r—-even then
the sta as the free end wobbles about. A method the writer
hasu
with success to screwboth endsof thestay in theordinary
way, and at one end to ﬁt a special bush or ferrule, which screws
into a larger hole in the plate, and the ﬂange of which forms a
joint. The sketch (Fig.
explains. The lock-nuts are necessary
to make the stay steamtight. The engine may be
in.Xi in.,
4)!‘ in. X in.
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Swltchboerd
with Rheostat.
[23."51 Chargin
W. (London) writes:
want to construct a charging switchboard
and shall be obliged you will answer few questionsregarding
theinstruments,etc. The dynamo to be one of :0 volts :0 amps.
output. (I) What amount of current will ordinary low tension
motor ﬂexible carry? Also what size of copper wire shall
to carry 10 amps. at :0 volts? (2) want to use a pole
regiuire
in
'cator to be always in circuit to use as little current as possible,
but
do not want to put same in series with amperemcter,etc.
Which would be the best way: (a) wind same with small wine
and put in shunt across dynamo leads,or, (1:)put in serieswith
shunt coil of auto cut-out? Will you please state auge and
quantity of wire in each case? (3) Is
possible to m
a regu
lating resistance to get the following:
or
amps. at volts:
4,
or
amps. at
volts? What quantity and
uge of wire
shal require, and how shall connect up on switch ard
Per
haps you could send me small sketch of connections? (4) Can
you give me an idea how to construct liquid rheostatfor 4-volt
motor usin
or
amps.?
“
”
“
"
(r) The iﬁerencebetween high tension and low tension
wire
that the former has much more eﬂective insulation than
‘
the latter. The difference does not affect the current
capacity, which the samefor wire of given size, whether the
“ high
”
“
"
tension or low tension variety. For carrying 10amps.
the wire should have an effectivecross-sectionalarea of at least
about '006 sq. in.—No. 35/40 S.W.G. would suit.’
(2) We
cannot say without details of the cut-out and pole-indicator which
you proposeto make,what sizesand amounts of wire you should
use. The cut-out itself could be made to serve you for
pole
indicator.
Yes. About 6} yds. of No. 18 S.W.G. platinoid
wire will sufiice for the whole resistance. The respectivelengths
of this wire required in circuit for the ﬁve steps will be—i yd.,
yds.,
yds.,
yds., and 6* yds. So you can make your
rheostat with six contacts, and lot there be betweenthe ﬁrst and
second contacts
yd. of wire; between the second and third
betweenthe third and fourth
yds.; betweenthe fourth
“(ydsq
ﬁfth
an
yd.; and between the ﬁfth and sixth 2} yds. The
construction of theseadjustableresistances
very simple matter.
Severalillustrative sketcheshave appearedin our columns recently,
and theseshould make the matter clear to you you do not quite
follow the above. You might refer to Que No. 22,384in our
issueof November 5th last.
photographo
primitive rheostat
of this type
reproduced in our issue of November 18th. The
I

a

a

I

I

a

if

-at a reasonable
should be glad
you will suggest
suitable type 0speed—I
boiler for 3-ft. tugboat.
want something
-embodying the good points of my previous attempt, but to carry
.a somewhat higher pressure,combined with case of construction
do not want to run
(in the other were :60 rivets and 25 stays).
boat " getting home with
puncture " style—all pump work.
have thought of trying locomotivewater-tube type with spirit
lamp.
shall be again indebted to you
you can give me
suggestion with suitable dimensions,and advise me as to size
of engine.
should like to know also how boiler stay can be
screwedinto both platesof boiler. Are they threadedthroughout
their length
0f the simple types of boiler (which types, say, do not involve
the use of
blowlamp) we prefer the design, sketch of which
appeared in these columns in our issue of January 9, 1908. It
[consists oi two drums connected together to preserve an equal
steam pressureand water level, and with water tubes under each
dnun, after the fashion of those used for model locomotives. A
single drum water-tube boiler,
be of sufﬁcient capacity for
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Light
epher’s
Electric
Plant.
“ [13.1301 Phot"
Pnoroonnncn
have opened a small
Carmarthen) writes:
branch studio and am using gaslight for operating, but ﬁnd
unsatisfactory, and as there
no electricity here, thought of
having small engine to generatepower for, say, one are lamp.
Will you kindly advise me, ﬁrstly, what
the smallest power
engine could use
Would, say, h.-p. be suﬁicient, and whether
gas or petrol engine would be most satisfactory?
have had
fair experiencein wiring, etc., and am keen amateur, but will
be very grateful for any advice.
We are not quite sure what sized lamps you will be using.
Msuming that two are lamps of 300 c.-p. each are used, this will
mean dynamo capable of generating or 10 amps. at 100 volts,
or 16 or 20 amps. at 50 volts. An engine (gas preferably) of
b.h.-p. would drive this comfortably. Of course,
you find
lesslight needed,the size of dynamo and enginemay be reduced
to correspond. We advise you to select your lamps, etc., ﬁrst;
then ask the makersexactly what current re uired, and then see
about the dynamo and engine. But be care ul in selecting the
gas engine—thereare so many unsatisfactory ones on the market.
F- C- 5- (Le ton) writes:
[21.031] Wireless Telegra by.
have made wireless telegrap receiver as descri
by G. G.
Blake in Tue Moon. ENGINEERof November26th, 1908.page 515.
so sensitivethat the noise of
use in an upstair room, but
closing door, or the poking of the ﬁre can be heard in the tele
phone (telephoneused, one from house set as suggestedin the
article. (1) Can
remed this?
have
small aerial erected
and have also made tuning coil (which use with the receiver).
and can at times receivewhat appearto be messages,but do not
feel
certain that they are.
understand the Morse Code
slightquite
and occasionally get letters. (2) Can you inform me
how can be certain of above? (3) Would the wind moving the
aerial cause sounds to be heard in the telephone? (4) How can
tune for diﬂerent stations and know that get them? (5) Are
licencesfor private wirelessbeingissuedby the Postmaster-General
this year?
(I) The only way which we can suggest for remedying the
trouble
to increase the pressurebetween the graphite and the
sulphide of iron. (2) We tear that there no way of making sure
that these are messageswithout becoming thoroughly acquainted
with the Morse Code. (3) If sounds about the room disturb the
apparatus, wind in the aerial just as likely to do so. (4) Only
by knowing the wave-lengthused by them and knowing the corre
sponding adjustments on your own tuning
paratus, or by the
tedious processof learning to distinguish th
diﬂerent qualities
or idiosyncracies of spark frequency, etc. Some stations use
cipher, which is, of course, unreadableby those who do not know
it. (5) We have not heard of any cessation of licence grants,
but on have only to apply to the Postmaster-Generalto obtain
all
information you require.

I

can hardly see which is the cheapestand easiestway out of the
difﬁculty. I thought of employing a small second-hand petrol
motor and rigging up a walking beam, but I supposethat would
mean a lot of trouble in reduction gear, but it you could advise
me in any way I should be very grateful.
_
It is quite a common practice to use small-power engines of
various typos for umping purposes such as this. We should
.rccommcnda small oil engine running at a fairly slow speed in
preferenceto the high-speed petrol engine. As regards gearing,
this is a matter which can only be dccidcd by yourself when you
have every factor in the case before you—that is, capacity of
pump, and speedof engine,and quantity of water to be delivered
per minute. As a rule, a simple train or pair of toothed wheels
anchr the purpose.
S- R
[22.350] Model Marlne Boilers: Boiler Stays.
.(Wallington) writes: I take this opportunity of thanking on for
which—ﬁr
boiler,
by an
21,240
n
in
launch
to
stays
Query
reply
"
'“
improved spirit lamp—is ﬁtted in the ﬁrst steamboatto make
Club.
formed
M.Y.
the
lately
under
the
auspicesof
a trip
Croydon
Having beensuccessfulwith the above,I amnow buildinga tug-boat
Tm;
12,
iooq—but
reducedto
Eucmsen,
Aug.
—-as
Moon.
5 apd
As you were “_not
3 ft. over all, for purposesof easy carriage.
"
altogether enamoured of my choice of above type of borler,
although it has its advanta res—cg, holds enoughwater for over
an hour's run, lamp burns or half-an-hour with one ﬁll, and will
maintain 20 to 25 lbs. of steamall the time under load, boat running
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The noise heard in the receiver indicates the existence of a
fault in the circuit. The fault is sometimesfound to consist in
loose connections,sometimesin leakageof current to earth. The
latter kind of fault may be suspectedif the trouble is found to
occur only, or more noticeably, in wet weather. 0! course, the
buzzing noise affects the satisfactory working of the telephone
to just the extent to which it interfereswith the distinct hearing
of messages. If the noiseis only intermittent and not very notice
able, it is perhapsnot worth while to make a test; but if incon
venienceis causedby the buzzing, a test should certainly be made,
as a very little work may sufﬁceto remove the trouble.

The News of the Trade.

MONOPLANE

THE

“

Nonnac

“

Model Flying Machines.
Messrs.Norman & McKnight, 14$. Argyle Street, Glasgow, in

,

a

issuing their annual catalogue,emphasisethat they are in
tion to
not only the most recent types of model machist
supply
but that
in
way of materials and ﬁttings theycan supply those
embodyingthe latest improvementsat the lowest possible prices
In the list before us
good variety of machines are illustrated,
and we are given to understand each model
guaranteed
ﬂier of British make—made, in fact, in Messrs. Norman and
art
of each model
McKni ht'a own Worksat Glasgow. Bach
hey have exceptional
renewa le, and may be had separately.
facilities for carrying out ex
‘mentalwork to their clients’ own
score
so desired. The illustra
designs,and under bond
tion on this page
of their " ormac" monoplane, which is
capable of being folded up to
convenient size very easily for
carrying. The list
well worth consulting, for contains much
of interest to aviation enthusiasts.
a

is
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it
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coilscan conveniently be ﬁxed behind the board, only the switch
arm and contacts appearingon the front. (4) See article on “ A
Water Regulating Resistance" in our November 1st (1902)issue.
But, of course,it is not necessaryto make such an elaboratepiece
of apparatusas that describedin this article. A tumbler of water
ﬁttedwith a cardboard lid, through a hole in which a brass wire
can be pusheda tight ﬁt, would serve the purpose of cutting the
currentdown just as effectively, though it would not be so con.
venient.
l. P. (Ringwood)
[13.133] Petrol En lne ignition Coil.
writes: (1) On coils sol for petrol enginesthereareonly three ter
minals; therefore,one of them must have the high tension wire
aswell as the low tension wire attached to it. How can I distin
guishthe right one? (2) How is thecondenserconnectedin a non
trembierc011?
(r) The best way to ﬁnd out will be to test the relative resist
ancesbetweendifferent pairs of terminals. Out of three terminals
threediﬂerent pairs can be chosen. The resistancebetween the
pair acrosswhich the primary winding is connectedwill be low;
that between the pair across which the secondary winding is
connectedwill be much higher; and that betweenthe third pair,
acrosswhich are connected primary and secondary windings in
series,will be the highest. By testing the relative re istances,
on will be able to tell at once which is the terminal common to
th primary and secondarywindings: it is the one which is out
of usewhen the highest resistanceis in circuit. This test can be
easil made by the use of ammeter and battery only. (2) The
con enserand primary winding are connected between the same
pair of terminals.
R- E- B
[13-119l Petrol Engine for Flying Machine.
(Zurich)writes: I want to make a small petrol enginefor a model
ﬂyingmachine, and to reduce the weight of the machine I want
to usetube ignition and inject the petrol at the right instant under
high compression. 1 should also like to use but one large valve
forinletand exhaust. (1) Are thereany objectionsto this method?
(2) Could high-speed be obtained? (3) How high (about) would
thelimit of the compressionof the air be for best results ? (4) In
what proportion should the area of the exhaust valve be to the
cylinder area so as to obtain highest speed? (5) Could I use an
aluminium alloy for piston?
We believe the system you proposeusing, viz., to inject petrol
into theworking cylinder underhigh compression,would offermany
diﬁicultieswhich cannot easily be overcome. An auxiliary pump,
somewhatafter the style of the Diesel engine, would be needed,
and this would add to the weight very considerably. The com
pressimon the ordinary four-cycle (" Otto ") engine
cango up to about 120 lbs., but a little less is better
to work at.
We do not know how you intend to
useone large valve for inlet and exhaust. Two valves
will be more satisfactory, and each should be as
nearlyas possible half the diameter of the engine
cylinder. A light cast-iron piston would be best. We
cannotsay whether an aluminium alloy would answer
the purpose very well.
for Boat.
Petrol Engine
[23.115] Cycle
R. A. C. (Ealing) writes: (1) Could an old motor
bicycle en he be conveniently adapted to drive
a small peasure boat?
(2) Most bicycle engines
areair-cooled, but in a boat it is doubtful whether
therewould be sufﬁcient circulation of air to keep the
enginecool. Would it be easy to arrangea water-cool
ing device?
(3) Second-hand motor bicycles of
various makes are constantly advertised for sale.
which make or t pe would be the best for use in a
boatas above ? 4) Does the soledifferencebetween
a petroland an oil engine consist in the carburettor?
(5) Could a petrol bicycle engineused to drive a boat
beconvenientlyaltered to consumeparaﬁin ?
The question of the application of motor cycle
enginesto other purposes than those for which they
wereoriginally designed has recently been dealt with
in several issues of our " Motor Cycle Notes.” For
usinga cycle engine in a boat the principal difﬁculty
to overcome is encountered in the water-cooling
arrangements. It can, however,be done and only in
volvesschemingout somemeansfor ﬁtting a separate
water container round the cylinder. This can be
easily sketched out when you have the actual engine
to be dealt with before you. We do not know that there is very
muchto choose betweenthe various types on the market as they
all possessthe same disadvantage with regard to water-cooling.
We should advise the selection of one which lends itself most
readily to the required alteration. Many petrol engineswill run
on parafﬁn if a suitable vaporiser is em loyed, but we do not
advisethe conversion if it can be avoide . See Septemberatst
{1905)issue for illustrated method of doing this job.
Buzzln in Tele hone. A- G- 5- (WallhamleW')
writes:
[13.1211
should fee obliged i you could kindly answer me this
question which has puzzled me for some time. By taking the
receiveroﬂ hook of telephoneand placing it to one's ear, Why is
a Whirling,whistling noise heard? I have asked this question of
some electriciansand telephoneﬁtters but cannot get any answer.
Also does this aﬂect the telephone?
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The Editor’s

Page.

NE

of our readers writesthat he recently
an opportunity of securing a bargain
" Private Sales " column,
advertised in our
owing to his letter going astray on account of the
insufﬁciency of the address given by the advertiser.
There is, of "Course, always a temptation—when
drafting an advertisement—to reduce the number
of words used to a minimum to save expense ; but
sometimes
the advertiser defeats his own object
by making his announcement so brief as to be in
effective.
We have no desire to urge unnecessary
expenditure on the part of those who make use of
our prepaid advertisement columns, but perhaps
this hint not to cut things too ﬁne may be of service.
So far as the description of the article advertised
is concerned
there is just this point to be also
remembered—that if the description is adequate,
it may obviate a lot of unnecessary correspondence
from people who cannot tell from a very briefly
worded advertisement whether the goods
are
really what they are wanting or not.
missed

O

Q

0

With reference to the request of the newly
formed Reading Society of Model Engineers, that
trade ﬁrms should send their lists and state if they
are prepared to offer any discount to the members
“
A Working
—a correspondent, who signs himself
Englishman," writes to suggest that such discount
should be reserved for those who are bona ﬁde
trade people, who have a living to get by the sale
of model engineering
tools and materials. The
giving of discount to Society members is, we know,
a vexed question in the trade, and there is more
than one ﬁrm who hold that they should not be
expected to give part of their legitimate proﬁts
away in this fashion. There is a very clear under
standing existing in most trades as to the giving
of discounts, and we do not think there should be
any great difﬁculty in dealing with the matter,
so far as model engineering
is concerned.

I

I

0

Mr. Denbigh Collett, roo, Faraday Road, South
Wimbledon, writes :—" I should be much obliged
if you would, as soon as you can spare the space,
insert a note in your columns asking if there are any
other sailing or model power-boat owners in Wimble
don and district, and if they would like to attach
their names to a petition to the Conservators of
Wimbledon Common, requesting them to consider
making the Rushmere Pond suitable for sailing
such craft.
The pond is a nice open piece of water,
and only requires boarding round the edge to make
it one of the best pieces of water near London for
this purpose."

i

i

Many readers will be pleased to see that our
contributor, Mr. Henry Greenly, is now resuming the

and Electrician.
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"

A Model Fowler Type Traction Engine,"
which he commenced
some time ago.
His notes
were followed with the keenest interest by many
and it was unfortunate that he was
modellers,
we understand,
to excessive
compelled—owing,
pressure on his time—t0 leave the matter in abey
However, there is every promise
ance till now.
of the articles now being brought to a satisfactory
conclusion in due course.
series on

Answers

to Correspondents.

H. L. W. (Enghein-les-Bains).—Many
thanks for
Also
your letter and geographical correction.
“
"
for the new
locomotive.
largest
R. L. (Mansfield).—The ﬁeld winding should be
used in series.
We should judge that an output
of about } amp. at, say, 50 volts would be ob
tainable. Try it running up to about 3,000 revs.
T. C. P. (Reading).—See article in our issue of
August 27th, 1908, which gives just what you

J.

require.

\NA'rsoN (Glasgow).—Electric
motors for this
purpose are not practicable, as no success has
“
yet been attained by their use. See
Aeroplane
"
Notes
in recent and forthcoming issues.
WM. THOMAS (Aberdeen).—Your
enquiry is too
to
deal
with satisfactorily.
vague
Speaking
means of
generally, castings are the cheapest
producing anything in metal to any desired
With regard to the cylinders,
shape or form.
piston, valves, and wheels, any of our adver—
tisers could supply all of these, provided you
let them know what is wanted;
but you will,
we are afraid, have to be more explicit in writing
them for quotations than you are in the letter
we have before us.
MR. TQM HARDY (Manchester).-—Would you let us
have your present address? A letter is here
awaiting you.

Notices.
Sole Agents for United States, Canada, and Mexico: Spon and
Chamberlain, 113, Liberty Street, New York. U.S.A., to whom
all subscriptionsfrom their countriesshould be addressed
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A Model of "Long Cecil.”
By

J.

H. POLLARD.

MR. ]. H. POLLARD'S SIEGE GUN, “LONG

photograph

herewith shows a scale model

of “ Long Cecil,"
4‘1-in.
THEstnicted
in
workshops of
the

siege gun

con

the De Beers
the
Company in Kimberley during the siege in the late
The gun and carriage are exact to
Boer War.
of the prototype), and are
scale (one-twentieth
The wheels
copied from the original drawings.
differ slightly, as those of the real gun were simply
traction engine wheels adapted to suit require
The wheels of the model are the correct
ments.
size, but have solid spokes instead of the built»up
traction type. The smaller details, such as brac
kets, handles, etc., are necessarily slightly larger
The gun is a
than scale, to allow for strength.
solid gun-metal casting, bored through from end
to end with a fin. twist drill, the breech end being
bored out and tapped for breech screw, which is
is bored through and
i in. diameter. The latter
bolt, as in the original.
ﬁtted with obturator

Ceca."

This bolt has 3<64ths-in. vent hole drilled right
through, and is provided with copper and asbestos
The breech block is an exact copy of the
washers.
original, which was a plain screw without inter
rupted thread, the omission of which detail was
intentional, owing to urgency of time, and did not
in the least detract from the gun's usefulness in
action.
The carriage frames are built up of 1~16tli-in.
sheet brass plate; these were cut out roughly to
size, then ﬂattened with a mallet on wooden block,
afterwards being soldered together here and there
at edges and ﬁled up to shape.
All the required
holes for rivets, etc., were then marked off from
a tin template and all four plates were drilled at
once,
Each side
thus ensuring absolute alignment.
frame is made up of two plates, held
5 in. apart
by turned brass distance washers on the rivets.
The front end where trunnions and axles go through

q
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is ﬁlled in by fin. brass plate, a small portion at
the trail ends being similarly treated. The plates
the filling-in plates cut to
were now unsoldered,
shape, and all holes drilled, using one of the side
The whole set was then pinned
frames as template.
together temporarily, and axle and trunnion holes
The plates were then again separated
drilled.
and ﬁled up on the ﬂats, then polished, burnished,
and ﬁnally riveted up, the rivets being 1-!6th-in.
After riveting,
copper with polished snap heads.
the outside edges were ﬁled up to shape and
burnished and the frames were then lacquered and
It was imperative to do the lacquering
laid aside.
as soon as possible after the riveting was done, as the
burnished brass will not stand handling and soon
tarnishes, especially round the rivet heads.
A
sheet brass trail plate is secured to rear end of
frames by four screws; it has a slotted end for
attaching to gun limber shackle pin. The carriage
frames are held apart by four stretcher bolts,
3-32nds in. diameter, each ﬁtted with brass tube
distance-piece and secured by turned collar nuts.
A chequered brass footplate for gunner is arranged

and
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to rest on two of these bolts, as shewn. The gun
is ﬁtted with sliding backsight, carried by bracket
with adjusting screw, attached to right-hand side
of breech, a knife-edged trunnion sight being
screwed into top of carriage on same side.
>i The elevating gear consists of a screw 3-!6ths in.
diameter, working through a tapped hole in rocking~
bar, the turned ends of which pivot in holes in
A handle with four grips is
carriage frames.
pinned on to top end of screw, which has a universal
joint ﬁtting into bracket screwed to under side of
gun. The wheels are polished all over, including
spokes
(the front and back edges of the latter
being turned) and are secured to axles by screwed
gun-metal cap nuts. With the exception of car
the whole is made of gun-metal, and is
riage,
polished and lacquered throughout. The gun is, of
course, not riﬂed, but is otherwise a fairly accurate
The model is ﬁxed
representative of the original.
in a glass case (upper part removed in photograph),
the woodwork of which is enamelled black and the
ground part covered with dark blue velvet.

Model Aeroplane

Notes.

By “ Annorniua."

What is the Ideal Model?

Model aeroplane enthusiasts would seem to be
divided. primarily, into two great classes—ﬁrst,
those who go in for a model which is, first and fore
most. a machine that will ﬂy; secondly, those who
regard ﬂying capabilities as of less importance
than a close resemblance to the prototype on the
In other words, one
lines of which it is designed.
class makes machines which are suitable for flying
by real human beings, whilst the other class caters
for the requirements of an imaginary race of
I think it advisable
diminutive “model-men.”
to make my position in this matter clear, so as to
avoid any possibility of getting into trouble in the
Therefore, I should like to state that
future.
there is no greater admirer of a scale-model ﬂying
machine than I. To me such machines are things
0t beauty and joys for ever, and I lully appreciate
the excellent workmanship which is often put
On the other hand, I believe the ﬁrst
into them.
requirement of a model ﬂying machine is that it
should ﬂy, just as the model yacht must justify
its existence by sailing and the model locomotive
for the model
by being motive. Unfortunately
aeroist, the model engine and the model yacht
claim certain special advantages for themselves.
Thus, in the ﬁrst case, a steam locomotive—made,
to scale—will still
to all intents and purposes,
work,
even
though it be an extremely small
model; and in a similar manner a scale model
of Shamrock X, however tiny it be, will still sail,
though it requires no bigger ocean than a puddle.
On the other hand, if y0u make a scale model
of an "Antoinette" monoplane, you cannot pos
sibly make it ﬂy, unless you make it on a. scale
approaching full size. Suppose, for instance, you
were making a r-ioth scale model of this par
ticular machine, you would have to install a petrol
engine with eight cylinders, each just over Q-in.
bore, and your magneto would have to be of such

a. size as to pass easily through a ﬁnger ring.
No
one, of course, would pretend that such an engine

could possibly work.
That constitutes my sole and only objection
to the scale model; for, in my opinion, when you
install an elastic motor to make the model ﬂy,
bang goes all idea of scale; so you would save
yourself trouble by ﬁrst modifying the prototype
to meet the conditions under which the model is
to work.
Then again, there are numerous details
of the machine which might well be thrown over
board as being useless cargo in the model.
For
instance, in regard to the wings of an " Antoinette,"
the internal economy of these is a miniature of the
~ Forth Bridge—-a veritable spider's web of trusses,
cantilevers, and tension and compression stays,
to reproduce which in miniature at anything
approaching scale weight is not humanly possible
at any scale much less than 2% ins. to the foot,
which would be a model 8 ft. across the planes,
-—and this is, I suppose, a good deal larger than
anything the average model maker contemplates.
So much for the strictly scale model.
\Ve now come to the model which does nothing
but ﬂy. To this class belong the machines with
plain stick frames, powerful elastic motors, large
This type of machine,
screws, and wooden planes.
being a rigid and not easily broken construction,
is naturally on the heavy side, and is, therefore,
a fast and powerful ﬂier.
I confess that I rather
favour this sort of machine, possibly because of
its steady businesslike aspect, and the way in which
it not only performs but goes on performing; but
principally for the fact that it does not get broken.
One little ﬂier of mine—a 3 it. 6-in. twin-screw
model—has made over 1,000 ﬂights, the average
length of which cannot have been less than 200
yards. It has ﬂown in rain and shine, gale and
calm—day in, day out—without
requiring any
repairs worth mentioning, and rarely behaved in
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any but the most satisfactory way. Its only dis
advantage is that it looks nothing at all like a ﬂying

machine.
One extreme, then, is the glass-case model, which
“ill not ﬂy ; and the other extreme is the ill-looking
makeshift aﬂair, which will.
seems to me that
somewhere
between these two lies the ideal model
Thus, while I stick to my contention
aeroplane.
that a model aeroplane is not worthy the name

It

if it will not ﬂy, I think that to qualify for the title
“
"
ideal
it should certainly approximate in appear
ance to the real thing.
As I have said, detail
should be made of secondary importance, as this
is not of much consequence
so long as the general
appearance fulﬁls requirements.
Good ﬂying capa
bilities, coupled with a nice taut ensemble, should be
the goal to aim at ; and my own experience teaches
me‘that simplicity is the line along which that
desirable
The last
goal is most easily reached.
“
thing a model aeroplane should be is
ﬁnnicking,“
"
"
for these little
that are so troublesome
gudgets
to make are even more troublesome to repair—
and they are always the ﬁrst to go under when the
bump comes;
and, to make matters worse, they
absorb an alarming amount of power in the head
resistance theyset up.
No model of any kind ever
looked the worse for being simple.
Simplicity in
aeronautics is almost synonymous with efﬁciency.
have made all sorts of built-up
Although
fabric-covered planes, it is a fact that none of the
machines so fitted have ﬂown as far as otherwise
similar machines with wooden planes.
The former
have gained in lightness, but they have lost in re
Sistance more than they have gained.
Hence I
conclude that appearance, i.e., approximation
to
the prototype, means some slight loss in efﬁciency.
One must, therefore, aim to make this loss as little

I

as possible.
Now, there is a second

disadvantage of the all
“earlier wooden machine which may carry a good
deal of weight with some model makers, i.e., it
cannot easily be made light enough to lift itself
irom the ground, because the speed at which it
must ﬂy to sustain itself is so high that a phe
nomenal amount of power would have to be installed
One very satis
in order to enable it to lift itself.
factory wooden machine of mine I ﬁtted with a
Very light and easy-running set of wheels, but it
only just managed to lift itself from an ideally
smooth ﬂoor after a run of nearly 50 ft., and by that
Kline the elastic was almost completely run down.
\\
hen launched from hand this machine could
eaSily ﬂy its 250 yards, and was as light as I could
make it, commensurate with suﬁicient strength to
resist a knock or two.
It is in this respect that the machine with built
up fabric planes scores heavily, because, if carefully
made and adjusted, it can be got to rise from the
21’0qu quite readily, thanks to its lightness.
On
the other hand, it must not be forgotten that the
""1 along the ground is grossly wasteful of power—
SO much so, that I think it can almost be laid
down as an axiom, that an elastic-driven model
Wlll absorb—in the distance it requires to rise—
lmm
ten to twelve times the power it would require
PH ﬂying that distance.
This troublesome fact,
Should be noted, is not the fault of the machine,
it
.or if it had a. diminutive
aviator on board in
Control of the elevator 01' tail, he could make it
Almost any model will rise
Use much quicker.
"0111 the ground if the elevator be sufﬁciently

_
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inclined, but once up in the air it will not go on
ﬂying; it will simply turn a somersault and land,
It amounts to this,
as likely as not, on its back.
that the best position of the elevator for ﬂying
In the
is not the best position for a rapid rise.
full-sized machine the aviator can make the neces
sary adjustments, and swing himself up into the
air after quite a short run ; but once there, he must
make a fresh adjustment of the elevator, unless he
He can, of course, rise
wants to come to grief.
from the ground with the elevator in its normal
ﬂying position, but it will take him longer to do so.
In connection with models which are required
to lift themselves off the ground, it may well be
that the acentric design—machines, that is, with the
screw low down, as in the Twining models—may
As their de
possess advantages in this respect.
signer (Mr. Twining) pointed out in his interesting
letter published last week—when the propelling force
is applied below the centre of resistance of the
it augments the effect of the elevator,
planes,
the result being that the model tends to rise whilst
then,
the thrust of the screw is at its maximum;
as the power of the elastic motor falls away, the
machine is no longer forced upwards, but tends to
ﬂy more horizontally.
I hope shortly to be able to introduce to my
readers a simple little device for maintaining the
elevator at a comparatively large angle whilst the
machine is running along the ground, and reducing
this inclination directly the model is in the air.

The Angle of Incidence.
Many people would, on the face of it, hazard
the suggestion that the fact that a machine will
not speedily rise from the ground is a sure sign
that the planes are not placed at a sufﬁciently
Instead of the planes
large angle of incidence.
being at an angle of r in 10, it might be argued
that they ought to be set at an angle of I in 6.
This conclusion is, of course, a totally erroneous
the largely in
one cannot neglect
one, because
which would ensue from an
creased
resistance
of angle, and this increase of resistance
increase
would require a. disproportionate increase of power,
which, in turn, would spell an increase in weight,
which again would result in the machine ﬁnding
a difﬁculty in leaving the ground.
Every machine has its most eﬂicient angle of
incidence, which depends chieﬂy upon the weight
In
of the machine and the power installed.
this angle may be anything between
general,
Of course, if the angle of
1 in 20 and I in 10.
incidence—or angle of attack, as it is sometimes
called—were as small as 1 in 30, there would be
considerable difﬁculty in getting it to rise from the
ground, because that angle is insufﬁcient for the
requirements of the machine; hence, in this case,
better results would be obtained if the angle were
The great point to remember, however,
increased.
is that you cannot go on increasing the angle;
if you do, you will pass through the point of greatest
efﬁciency and ﬁnd yourself in ineﬂiciency again.
When a plane is perfectly horizontal, it has no lift;
when it is vertical, it has no lift and the maximum
amount of drift; and somewhere between I in 10
and r in 20 it may be regarded as having maximum
lift with minimum drift.

Answers to Correspondents.
L. C. (Malvern Link) has made several good

ﬂying models,

both with wooden and fabric planes,
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but has experienced trouble with both kinds. owing
to the wet warping the wooden planes ; and in the
case of the cloth covered planes, either making the
material g0 baggy or stretch to such an extent that
the wooden framework has given way. He proposes
to make a machine entirely out of metal, except
of course, the motor, which is to be elastic.
Is
this possible, and if so, is the all-metal machine
likely to be a good ﬂier P—VVe know of several
all-metal model aeroplanes which ﬂy well, though
not, perhaps, as well as those with wooden or
fabric planes.
For one reason, metal has not half
"
"
the same
That
power of recuperation as wood.
is to say, when an obstacle is struck—and all
model aeroplanes seem to strike obstacles with un
machine will get
ern'ng
precision—the wooden
06 scot free, while the metal one will more than
likely be comparatively badly damaged.
Espe
cially does this apply to thin aluminium planes,
such as you would have to use ; the slightest shock
causes them to dent or buckle, and when ﬂattened
out again they will be found to have lost a good
deal of rigidity.
You will ﬁnd instructions as to
the making of metal planes in Mr. W. G. Aston’s
"
Model Flying Machines: their Design and
book,
Construction,“ obtainable from these ofﬁces at 15.,
or post free, 15. 2d. The metal used should be alu—
minium sheet r-xooth in. thick, which can be got
from the British Helsby Cables, Ltd., Liverpool.
These aluminium planes possess one great advan
tage over any other, 112., the edges can be bent

Tm: GEARS

OF THE

New

7 H.-P.

“Swu-‘r"

CAR.

so as to have the same effect as wing-warping for
You do not state what size of
steering purposes.
model you project, but in any case we should
advise magnalium tube or steel umbrella ribbing
for the framework.
Either can be obtained from

the Central Novelty Company, Newhall Street,
As regards the propeller, this can
Birmingham.
be made out of sheet aluminium in several ways.
Mr. Aston‘s book deals with this question very fully.
"
"
BEECHWOOD
(Sutton).—-Is there any reason
why steam engines should not be used for model
Surely they can be made lighter
aeroplanes?
than small petrol motors of, say,} h.-p., as the
weight of the engine itself would be a good deal
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if made of thin steel tubing, etc.; whilst the
boiler ought not to be much heavier than the accu
mulator and spark coil required by the petrol
engine—So far as we are aware there is no reason
why steam should not be used.
Professor Lang
ley's successful ﬂying model, which made one of the
earliest recorded
free ﬂights, was ﬁtted with a
steam engine which gave about I); b.b.-p., and
weighed,
complete with fuel and water, just over
The boiler was simply a coil of steel tube,
7 lbs.
through which water was pumped by the engine,
and enough fuel was carried for a run of about
We intend giving a design for a steam
1} minutes.
engine suitable for model aeroplanes
in an early
issue of THE MODEL ENGINEER.
less

Motor Cycle Notes.
The
In

By “ Pnosmx."
h.-p. "Swift" Car.

7
a previous issue I gave a. few illustrated par
ticulars of the new 7 h.-p. runabout car recently
introduced by the Swift Motor Company, Ltd., of
Coventry, and mentioned that later I should be

saying something further about the engine and
One or two enquiries for these added par
gears.

THE 7 H.-P.

ENGINE.

ticulars have reached me since the matter was
ﬁrst broached, so I am taking this (the earliest)
of
completing the description as
opportunity
promised. The engine has a single cylinder, the
bore and stroke of which are 105 mm. and 125 mm.
respectively, and the normal speed of the engine is
At 1,300 rp.m., 9 b.h.-p. is given.
1,200 r.p.m.
The valves are of large diameter and interchange~
able.
Cooling is by thermo-syphon circulation,
and a draught through the radiator is set up by
vaned arms on the ﬂywheel and aluminium cone
clutch.
Two ignitions are provided, 115., accumulator
and coil, and magneto—the latter being driven

March
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by a train of enclosed gear wheels in front of the
The illustration gives a good idea of the
engine.
general arrangement and design of the power unit
and the separate illustration showing the three
speed gearbox will assist to further explain the
construction.
The direct drive is on the top gear,
and is obtained by a sliding spur, meshing with
an internally-cut toothed wheel.
The whole of the
gears are cut from the solid, and the parts are
in an oil-retaining casing.
Alto
totally enclosed
gether a very sound and well-designed piece of
work.

Running

I
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description, and
new features of a noteworthy
they have been good enough to send me (for repro
duction in these pages) a drawing showing the
internal construction of the cylinder, and also a
collective view of the machine to which it is ﬁtted.
The feature of the engine is the auxiliary exhaust

Paraffin.

on

referred in a recent issue to the remarks of
a correspondent,
who threw doubt upon my state
ment that I had run a motor bicycle a distance
of 2} miles by means of parafﬁn injected through
the compression tap, the supply of petrol having
given out.
The Editor has handed me a further communica
tion from the same correspondent, who now writes
“
over the signature of
Unconvinced," and says,
among other things, that he has been a motor
cyclist for eight years, and has in that time ridden
200 machines,
so ought to know something about
them. He persists in charging me with making
inaccurate—I had almost said untrue—statements,
and advances
further calculations to show how
many times the exhaust valve would open during
a half-mile run in the case of a hypothetical engine
having no resemblance to the one I used, and wants
to know how the parafﬁn, or its vapour, was re
tained in the cylinder long enough to carry the
machine forward half-a-mile.
He further charges
“
"
me with
from my original state
climbing down
ment, and challenges me to repeat the alleged per
lormance in his presence.
I suppose the “retort obvious " to such un
friendly criticisms would be to say that I do not
believe he has been motor cycling for eight years,
or has ridden 200 motor cycles during that period ;
but although
might be pardoned for my supposed
scepticism, it would not, in my view, be either
tan or mannerly to throw doubt upon the express
assertions of one whom I do not know, and have
no reason to disbelieve.
I have neither the time nor the inclination to
give demonstrations in support of my published
Statements in connection with this matter, and
surely, with all the facilities at his disposal, it should
be an easy matter for my critic to put the matter
to the test himself on the road, and then, if he
I repeat,
fails, I may be able to tell him why.
mth emphasis,
that I covered 2% miles on a main
road on a motor bicycle by injecting parafﬁn
through the compression tap oi the engine
in
Periodical doses, and I may also add that I con
tributed particulars of the occurrence
at the time
to The Motor Cycle, with the result that other
readers of that journal wrote giving particulars
°l Similar happenings coming within their own
experiences.
It would seem that " Unconvinced "
has something to learn even yet about motor cycles,
“1 Spite of his very large acquaintance with them.
He certainly has a good deal to learn about what
ls due to others in controversy.

I

A New Type of Motor Cycle Engine.
The Premier Cycle -Company, of Coventry, are
mung their 3* h.-p. single-cylinder motor cycle
k” 19“) with a type of engine incorporating some

SECTIONAL

VIEW or THE PREMIER 31; H.-P.

Enema.

port at the bottom of the stroke, which releases
the exhaust gases before the main valve is opened,
and by so doing lengthens the life of the valve,
and, as the makers claim (with reason), entirely
eliminates pitting and over-heating. With this addi
tional means of escape for the exhaust gases, the en
gine should run very cool ; and even with a partially
stopped-up silencer, back pressure must be largely
avoided. The three exhaust (auxiliary) apertures
are uncovered just before the piston reaches the

THE PREMIER 35 H.-P. Moron CYCLE.
lowest point of its travel, and the gases pass up
wards along a passage formed in the cylinder to
The radiators on
the exhaust pipe and silencer.
the cylinder casting are parallel, with vertical ﬁns
on the combustion head to assist cooling.
The engine has a cylinder bore of 85 mm., and
stroke of 88 mm., representing a total cubic capa
city of 499 cc. The magneto is placed at the
rear of the cylinder and driven by a train of gears.
The makers are already experiencing a large de
mand for this machine.
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Queries for

a

Correspondent to Answer.

Writing from Preston, Lancs, Mr. William Rigby
asks for further information respecting the pumping
set driven by a motor cycle engine
which Mr.
Verney, of Warwick, is using, and of which an illus
trated description appeared
in February 24th
issue.
My correspondent remarks that he is
interested in this class of plant, and goes on as
follows :-——"Mr. Verney states that out of his engine
of 76-min. stroke by 7o-mm. bore, he gets less than
} h.-p. ; and if that is the actual brake horse-power
available at the pulley, I would suggest a thorough
overhaul of the piston rings, valves, etc.
On the
other hand, does your correspondent forget that a
centrifugal fan geared 2} to 1 up will absorb as
much (if not more) power than the pump itself?
I assume that his engine is one of the early motor
cycle types made in the days of low compression,
and the actual brake horse-power of which is from
if 'to 1* when in good tune, and such are the engines
to go.’
have seen one of similar design, with the
radiating ﬁns chipped off the cylinder and an im
provised water jacket ﬁtted, run 18 hours on end
in conjunction with a charging dynamo. I should
be not a little pleased to have a detailed descrip
tion of the pump, and also the method adopted
in its construction, providing it is Mr. Verney's
own work. Of what use," concludes the letter,
“is the bent bib cock standing up in the centre
of the plant ? "
If my previous correspondent—Mr. Verney—
will kindly oblige with the information asked for,
I shall have much pleasure in placing it before
the readers of these Notes.

“I

A Theory Respecting
I have received from

a Smash.
"
G.H.VV.," of Highbury,
a parcel containing a shattered piston and gudgeon
pin, also a bent connecting~rod; and the letter
accompanying these evidences of a smash tells me
that the parts belong to a 3i h.-p. motor cycle
engine, which only a week or two since was re
turned to its owner after being overhauled by the
makers.
On replacing the engine in the frame,
my correspondent says he found that in one posi
tion of the ﬂywheels it was dreadfully hard to
get them to move, and he experienced
the ut
most trouble in starting the engine at all. Even
tually he succeeded in getting it to ﬁre, and every
thing then seemed in ﬁrst-rateorder;
but the
same difﬁculty arose when he again had to start
the engine from cold, and then, one ﬁne afternoon
when he had planned a long ride into the country
the usual obstinacy of the engine in starting was
followed by a. most alarming clatter within the
cylinder, which, on being dismounted, revealed a
smashed
piston, the gudgeon-pin broken in half,
and the connecting-rod bent at top and bottom.
My correspondent is at a loss to understand how
all this has happened, and, as mentioned above,
has sent the broken parts to me, with a request
for my opinion.
I have thought over the matter very carefully,
and have closely
examined the parts.
The
gudgeon-pin is not, as I expected to ﬁnd it, too
greatly hardened, and there is no indication of any
inherent ﬂaw in it. The piston is broken all to
bits below the lowermost ring, and, the sleeves for
carrying the gudgeon-pin bearings are torn com
pletely out. The connecting-rod is slightly bent

and
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at the bottom, and it has a compound bend at the
top. The wonder to me is that all this should have
happened without any injury whatever to the
cylinde rensuing; but such is, fortunately, the case.
I have come to the conclusion that what pro
bably happened is this: When the new gudgeon
pin was driven into place, the workman who did
it used unnecessary force, and cracked the piston
in the operation. Then, in assembling the fly
wheels, sufﬁcient care was not taken to see that they
were absolutely true, and consequently one or both
of them touched the crankcase in one position
during every revolution, thus accounting for the
extreme difﬁculty in getting the engine to revolve by
Additional strain was thrown on
using the pedals.
the. gudgeon-pin by the engine suddenly ﬁring
after many attempts to get it to do so, just as the
ﬂywheels touched the crankcase and the combined
faults proved too much for the cracked piston,
which consequently smashed, as described. The
gudgeon-pin may have snapped ﬁrst or not—it is
difﬁcult to say; but I think it more than likely
that the pin was canted a triﬂe by the untrue fly
wheels from the start.
Can any reader supply an
alternative solution P

Replies in Brief

A. M. B. (Cardiff).——You can have an automatic
inlet valve, but the exhaust valve must of necessity
C. E. F. (Dulwich).
be'mechanically operated.
—Send further particulars, and we will then en
deavour to help you.
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Simple

Boiler Feed Device.
By C. L. BROWN.
Being in want of a boiler feed arrangement for
a small plant, the following occurred to me and I

A
TANK

B

“H‘i

thought it might prove useful to_other readers who
are unable to obtain a. pump.
The tank can be any reasonable size; if com
paratively small it will require ﬁlling more often.
The whole thing up to water cock B should be
proportioned to withstand full boiler pressure.
A is a vent-cock to discharge steam or air from
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tank while ﬁlling; C is a cock letting steam from
boiler to tank ; D a cock to let water ﬂow from tank
to boiler; and B is a cock to ﬁll tank from mains.
To feed, close C and D, open A and B until tank
is nearly full, then close A and B and open C and

round the sides
“
I
adverts."
to the readers
of the railway

As it will be seen from the drawing, the outer
spirit—is closed, while the inner—the
tank—Le"
water—is open to the air. The gauge is put in to
tell level of spirits in spirit tank. The capacity of
the spirit tank is about i 1. times that of the water
tank.

at this point the water in tank is at boiler
pressure and will ﬂow to boiler by the action of
gravity.
I ﬁnd this a very efﬁcient arrangement. and it
will be seen that any steam condensed in the tank
gives up its latent heat to the water which is led
to the boiler and only a little heat is lost by radia
tion and conduction if the tank be mounted on a
timber bracket.
and

Burning Steel Wire.
B H
R.

Spirit Tank for

Model Railways.
By E. B. HANDLEY.

Herewith I give a drawing of a combined Water
and spirit tank I had made last year for my model
The tank is placed at one of the stations,
railway.
and when the steam engine wants fresh water and

9:7
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of the tank there are placed miniature
hope this will be of some interest
“
of
ours."
I have no photographs
yet, but hope to give one at a later

date.
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A Combined Water
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Possibly all readers of this journal are not aware
how easily steel wire may be ignited; all that is
necessary is a supply of oxygen gas unmixed with
nitrogen, as it is in the air. The gas is very easily
prepared by putting a little powdered chlorate of
potash into the bottom of a hard glass test tube
and heating it over a Spirit lamp. The oxygen
iormed drives out the air and ﬁlls the tube.
It
soon escapes, however, and the experiment should
be made without delay as soon
as the gas has formed in sulﬁ
3&2”
/'e
ﬁne-k
This may be
cient quantity.
known by introducing a glowing
chip of wood—a match that has
been
ignited and blown out,
'
If the
leaving the end still red.
tube contains nearly pure oxy
xv
gen the wood will again burst
into ﬂame.
In order to get the
iron or steel wire to take ﬁre
“a
it must be tipped with sulphur
'
by warming the end and hold
ing it in some powdered sul
A small
phur for a moment.
and
quantity will be melted
adhere to the end of the wire,
s
and if this is ignited and then
‘\V‘
quickly lowered into the tube
in
of oxygen the metal will burn
with brilliant scintillations re
sembling a miniature ﬁrework
50 great is the heat
display.
produced that globules of melted
oxide of iron will frequently
melt their way through the

r

ii

Spl'r'i/ ou//€/'

i

glass.
I -'

'

To Avoid Breaking Drills.
By E. B. HANDLEY.

I

spirit, I run up to the tank, couple up with india
rubber tube. and ﬁll up. It is an idea ofiiny own,
and looks and works well.
The tank is tin. and the stand is made of wood;

have

been drilling

holes

Rounded
COPUZFJ

when it is going through.

in set hoops and iron
piping, and expe
rienced great dilﬁ
in
culty
drilling
right
the hole
without
through
smashing the drill.
In the end one of
the men told me
to round the cor
ners
(see sketch).
I can
now drill
holes beautifully,
and the drill does
not catch at all
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if

are necessary.
Every feature can be seen at a
less likely to occur, and
it does,
glance, error
it is more easily detected and remedied.
In a
to within r-rooth in. may easily
large gear accuracy
'
be obtained.
The method of setting out is as follows:
Let
ab be the length of the piston stroke, am the
These dimensions
length of the connecting-rod.
Bi
are marked off on the line an (Fig. r06).
make
sect ab at
equal a m; with centre
and radius om, describe
a circle to represent
the crank path
divide
into three equal parts,
let
and d] each equal
equal one part, make
to m.
In the example given, the links
and
are
each of equal length onlthe dimension a (see details,
Fig. 108), in this case approximately four-ﬁfths
of the stroke. This will, of course,‘ depend on

a

d

b

d
a

a
0

work.
pecially in locomotive
\Ve therefore give an illustration
showing this gear in a form
suitable for an inside-cylinder
r
locomotive ﬁtted with ordinary
Vd/re
slide-valves.
Referring to Figs. 104 and
105, the valve rod a is con
nected
to a lever b, which is
operated by the connecting-rod,
and is guided at the fulcrum p
by a. die I working in a groove
The angle of the groove can
g.
TOvssde
be varied between
the limits
shown by the lines 1s and t to,
which show the path of the
l
)7} - painf
fulcrum p at the extreme posi
tions for forward and backward
gear, respectively.
The lever b is not attached
directly to the connecting-rod,
but through another lever d.
The latter is introduced to cor—
rect the error due to the angu
lar movement of b.
This error
is equal to the versed sine of
the radius pl over an are equal
to twice I m.
The grooved guide is turned
to a radius equal to the length
of the valve rod a, and is ﬁxed
to a yoke h, which is made to
swivel on pivots. The paths 1 s
and tu intersect in the axis of
the pivot.
“’hen the piston is at either end of
the stroke, the centre of p will also exactly coincide
with the centre of the pivot.
It will be seen that no motion would be given
to the lever b when in the position shown by
turning the grooved guide g on the pivot, there
fore the lead then given to the valve will be con
stant for any notch in the reversing quadrant.
The amount of lead given is determined by the
relative lengths of [k and II. In the sketch the
point 12 has moved away from the centre line xy
a distance equal to the lap and lead of the valve.
Suppose the crank be now moved downwards,
together with the connecting-rod, the links pulling
down the die, so that p is moved towards g. The
valve is thus opened for the admission of steam.
If the crank-pin moved up from the position
shown, the motion of p towards r would have the

FIG. 10;.

'6

THERE

c
0

A.M.I.M.E.

were

0,

MUNCASTER,

of closing the valve; but if the groove
moved so that the centre coincided with #14,
'
the valve would open.
If the point I were connected directly to the
connecting-rod at w, the point p could easily be
arranged to be on the axis of the pivot of the yoke
at each end of the stroke; but when the rod was
at half-stroke, the die would be too high in the
groove for the top position of the crank, and also
too high for the bottom position. This is the
reason for the use of the lever d and the link a,
which is attached to a ﬁxed pivot in such a way
that the point v is guided in an arc coinciding
nearly with the line x y.
The most satisfactory way of setting out the
gear is by the graphic method, as no calculations
eﬁect

;

By H.

fruml'page
574, Vol.’XXI.)
(Continued
are a number of arrangements for
operating the slide-valve by making use
of the motion of the connectingrod, and
which can be so adjusted that the engine may be
driven in either direction, as desired.
Some of
these, however, are too complicated in their me
chanism to be of practical use, and have not been
greatly adopted. The gear patented in England
by Mr. Joy about a quarter of a century ago has,
by reason of its efﬁciency and
comparative simplicity, had a
very extensive application, es
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s'

stroke
being to the stroke of the piston as v!
to vw.
This will have practically the same
eﬂect as the anchor link acting on the point v.

a

and make

equal

if

‘

3

h,

__

{l3

(a
g)

(k
g)

g,

if

“1
ikq

-7..+_.__

".2;

I:
1',

I

1'

@3533

k

a.

e

e

k

g

Returning to Fig.

g'

7'
g

e
;

will be the dimension required.
and
as centres,
106, from
describe
arcs' radius 01', cutting each other at k';
then
will be the centre of the curved groove.
The distance dh
join jk, draw the arc ghg'.
will be equal to the distance g, very nearly.
If we could move the end of the lower lever
were guided
to while the point
along the line
in
line
the path ghg’ would
perpendicular
be part of a true ellipse, of which gf would be
to the semi-major: axis, and dh the semi
equal
minor axis, and the arc of the circle ghg' drawn
from
as centre, will not quite coincide with it,
so that
the links were connected up, there would
the
However,
be some slight movement at h.
and g', the result
two curves cross each other at
will be
accurate. The proportions
sufﬁciently
= (g1')‘, or,
x
be
taken so that
may
still, may be determined by the graphic
better
methods shown in'vFigs. no and 111.
to a

then

toléa, join

e
g

equal

a,

make

7'
e

1',

the distance apart of the centres of the valve
The gear may be
spindle and the piston-rod.
designed to suit any given distance. From a
and f as centres, with radius equal to length of
lower links, describe an arc crossing at i, join
sf, [1' where the links are of equal length, set
oﬂ jg and jg', so that (e 7) x (a g) = (g 1)”. (See
Euclid II.)
This may be worked out graphicallyas
follows : Set oﬂ (Fig. 109) a 7' equal to the length of
the links, draw a g at perpendicular passing through

and Electrlclln.

is
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FIG. 108.
There may be, in designing,
a certain amount of trial-and

a

b

it

12

a

g

k
;

is

d

is

Sometimes in outside cylinder engines the lower
omitted, and
(see’Fig. 104)
part of the lever
in place of the rod e, a rod
connected to a return
crank from the main crank-pin, the proportionate

b, h

h

Fxc. :07.

a
7'

1'

I

e

k
g

g

g,

7';

g
;

0

e,

a

I.

h

I:

k

h
1',

I

a

is

k

is

error method employed to ad
vantage where no suitable exam
available to copy from.
ple
to be the
Suppose (Fig. 110)
most suitable point for the centre
of the groove, and e/ (as in
Fig. 104) the points in the con
necting-rod to which the gear
to be attached,
being 0!
course
equal to the stroke.
Draw through
the vertical
describe the are
g, with radius
equal to the suggested link, the
being below the line
point
with radius equal to
From
dh, describe an are cutting gh
at
draw from a line through
then
cutting the vertical at
sf will give the length of the
lower lever, and
the point Lo!
attachment.
If the angle di/
be too acute, the radius
may
be shortened.
A few trials will
enable the most suitable lengths
of :1" to be determined.
Again, let the position of
and the vertical passing through
be as in the last ﬁgure (III).
Set of!
to the desired angle,
take a likely point g, and make
dh equal tocg; join
g, take
any convenient radius, and with
and
as centres, draw arcs intersecting at
and
draw a line through
and
cutting the vertica‘
will
be
at
then
the centre of the curved link.
If this be found too high,
can be rectiﬁed by

Fm.

m

112.

l

0*

past the centre of the stroke (the piston assumed
to be moving outwards).
This will be seen on
referring to Fig. 107, where c is the centre of the
slides and d the
sition of the crosshead pin when
the crank is vertical, m’ d n' being the greatest angle
through which the connecting-rod will oscillate.
As shown on the sketch, the point e will be at the
extreme highest position and slightly to the right
of a vertical line passing through k. This will
result in the point w (representing
the centre of
the pin in the die, in backward gear) being further
from 12 than u (which is the same in forward

I

\ZJ

109.

if

KL/

e
Flc.

j
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may be seen from the following three diagrams.
Fig. 1 12 shows the position of the rod at the moment
when the piston is travelling at its greatest velocity,
which occurs at the point where the connecting-rod
and the crank are at right angles.
This is the
case whether the crank-pin e is moving towards
n or towards m. If we assume it to move towards
the middle of its
n, the piston has not reached
stroke—represented by the point c—by an amount
equal to the distance d e. The line xy represents
the vertical centre-line of the gear, and the point I
the centre of the pin connecting the gear to the
rod, which has not reached
the centre—line of
x y by an amount greater than c d.

1?;

It is
taking the point g further away from I.
evident thatacircle having k as centre, and cutting
8, will also cut )1.
It should be noticed that the connecting-rod
assumes
its extreme angular position when the
crank is at right angles to the centre-line of the
At this moment, however, the piston is
engine.‘

Electrician.

and

1'
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Fro. 113.

\J

C
'

t\a7
FIG. 114.

0
b o
e

is

Fig. 113 shows the position when the piston
The crank will then make equal
at mid-stroke.
angles with the centre of the rod and the centre
= the
line of the engine; this is: the angle
on the
angle ceo, shown by the letters a and
diagram. These angles depend on the length of
Notice that the point
the
connecting-rod.
has not yet reached the centre-line x y.
the rod at the moment
Fig. 114 represents
has attained its extreme angular position, which
occurs when the crank is at right angles to the centre
then at its farthest
The point
line of the engine.
from the centre-line, the piston is beyond the half
has passed the line xy.
stroke, and the point
It will be seen that the point will move in an
not a true ellipSe, as the major
oval path, which
axis is not bisected by the minor axis.

F10. 11o.

'

of the angularity of the connecting-rod

This fact has sometimes
the italics.

hence

been wrongly stated,

is

I

I

:

I

the valve.
The effect

is

For the like reason 14 is further from 1:
than 5. In the top position this error is partly
rectiﬁed by the angularity of the lever; in the
lower position it is accentuated by the same cause.
The diagram shows the valve rod in the extreme
the travel
positions
for forward gear; xy
0/
gear).

it

/

FIG. 111.

(To be continued.)
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Notes on Wireless Tele

graphy_ll.

By “ GREGAX.”
in this article to take a general
survey of aerials and their peculiar charac
teristics. To begin with, one may say that
every wire carrying an alternating current of elec
50 long as the alternations
tricity radiates energy.
are comparatively slow, the effects of this energy
are mostly local—going jout and returning in
accordance with the current throbs.
As the
alternations become quicker the movement becomes
ﬁercer, and there is a kind of inertia which
tends to cause
part of the energy to break
away in the form of isolated circles of power.
These ripples, which have been ﬂung oﬁ the con
ductor, move outward with ever-increasing circum
ferences, until they become so attenuated as to be
As the alternations in the wire
insigniﬁcant.
become more rapid, the proportion of energy which
is ﬂung off becomes so great that the wire is recog
nised as a. “good radiator."
Now, the original
wire may consist of a closed circuit, or it may con
sist of what is known as an open circuit.
The ordinary aerial, consisting of a vertical wire,
is an open circuit.
The electricity forced into this
has no means of returning to its source, except by
the way it came, hence at a comparatively early
stage it gets sick of itself, so to speak, and begins
to fling oﬁ energy in great quantiﬁes; whereas the
closed oscillator— as the other form is called- can
deal with much more rapid oscillations before it
Once conquered,
begins to throw up the sponge.
however, the closed oscillator is ready enough to
acknowledge defeat, and mathematicians express
this in different words by saying that closed and
according to the
open oscillators radiate energy
fourth and second powers of the frequency, respec
Between these two forms of radiator
tively.
there are a host of variations approximating to
wards one or the other, more or less. The simplest
form of aerial is, of course, the vertical earthed
wire or sky-rod.
Such a wire has a relatively small capacity,
which means that the energy capable of being
stored up in it before bursting away in radiation
is not much.
When, however, it does burst, the
amount of energy which actually escapes in radia
tion is concentrated, and in this respect such an
aerial is very efﬁcient indeed.
to a great extent
The actual capacity depends
upon the length of the wire, and in a lesser degree
upon its thickness. For the amateur the length
of such an aerial will generally be very limited,
because it is difﬁcult to obtain any great height.
The capacity, however, can be considerably aug
mented by multiplying the number of such aerials.
They would be spread out in the shape of a fan,
being joined together at the bottom. A few wires,
spaced far apart, are better than many wires close
together, because the wires have an effect upon
one another, lessening the joint capacity.
Another variation of this form of aerial is the
In this case the capacity is increased
1' form.
by suspending a convenient length of wire hori
zontally at the maximum height from the ground
obtainable, and then taking a vertical lead from
the centre, or one side, down to earth.
This latter
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is one of the most convenient forms to be suspended
from the top of a house, and is, in many ways,
It has certain peculiarities which
satisfactory.
will be dwelt upon later. The primary object of
the horizontal portion at the top is to increase
the total capacity ; sometimes it takes the form of
a roof of network.
The natural wave length of a plain single, vertical
aerial is about ﬁve times the length of the wire.
“
“
it with a coil of
This can be altered by
loading
a few turns of extra wire (Fig. 2), in which case

.

l

qu

l

Fiq 2

I,

T

l

l

F9.

Fl'q.4.

3.

the wave emitted is considerably longer, in conse
On the
of the inductance introduced.
"
“
relieved
by plac
other hand, the aerial may be
ing a condenser in it (Fig. 3), in which case the
wave length emitted is shorter. In loading an
aerial, the coils should be few in number, and" the
it,
In " relieving
diameter of the coils large.
the form of condenser generally used is that of
the Leyden jar. One or more of such jars joined
in parallel may be used as required, or a suitable
condenser may be built up out of tinfoil and glass
quence

,

plates.

Long waves are, generally speaking, better able
than short ones, but the
to negotiate obstacles
very fact of loading an aerial is apt to reduce its
radiating power.
The amateur, in order to ob
‘tain good results, must have
his two stations approximately
in tune with one another, and
can erect two
since he seldom
aerials exactly similar in all
F,'9_ 5 respects, he will have to resort
He
to some kind of tuning.
will generally take his most
favourably constructed aerial,
and tune the other up to it.
This is a matter of experiment,
and he will probably load his
shorter aerial gradually until the best results are
obtained. Sometimes, however, it is useful to have
a small condenser
in both aerials to bind the elec
tricity more or less while the aerial is being charged.
This expedient may be resorted to when you are
not very sure of your insulation.
Now, a word of caution as to loading the aerial
with inductance. A single turn or coil may make
all the difference,
and therefore you may want
to use less than a single turn. This may be done
by pulling the coil out more and more in the spiral
form, which makes the inductive value of a turn
The amateur is not recommended to pursue
less.
the subject of tuning any further than is indicated
above, because he will require expensive instru
ments to make it effective, and the gear will become
very much more complicated.

5—)
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The experimenter who commences
to load his
aerial will probably begin by telling his distant friend
to send continuous signals for a couple of hours.
He will notice the strength, and this is best done by
Now, he will coil
receiving them on a telephone.
uptthe slack portion (of course, he must provide
that there shall be a slack portion) at the base of his
aerial round a waste-paper basket or large square
\Vith the
box, or perhaps
something smaller.
aerial thus loaded, signals will at length grow
When this happens
fainter as the coil increases.
heyknows he is o'verloaded, and must commenceto
unwind and straighten out the wire, cutting of}
what is superﬂuous until, at length, he is satisﬁed
He must then
with the strength of the signals.
begin to ﬁx up his connections permanently, leav
ing room for ﬁnal slight adjustments before he
makes
a lasting job of it; in its ﬁnal state of
adjustment it must be left exactly in the position
the most satisfactory signals were received.
And now a word as to directive signalling. Some
forms of aerial receive and transmit best along
certain directions. The most marked case is that
in Fig. 4. The arrow shows the direc
represented
tion in which it will radiate best, and it will receive
best from the same direction.
In Fig. 5 we have the T-shaped aerial, which is
only a modiﬁed form of Fig. 4, and acts equally
well in two directions, as indicated by the double
arrowhead.
And now as to frequency—every aerial has a cer
tain frequency of discharge and reception which suits
it best. This frequency depends upon its capacity
and inductance. The shorter the wave length the
quicker will be the frequency. But a frequency
may be natural or forced—that is to say, we can
force an aerial to give out a frequency not well
g 600

d:
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which one ﬂy could not even look at! " Rather
unscientiﬁc language, perhaps, but the idea is all
right.
To be able to cram more horses into your aerial,
it must havc the capacity to hold them, and, if
necessary, more wire in bulk must be added to it;
but empty stalls are no use at all, so the rule is—
suit the capacity of your aerial to the quantity of
power you can put in, and then ﬁll it as often as
If your aerial has much self-induction—
possible.
i.e., if it is very long or much coiled, it will not be
of receiving power at a. very rapid rate,
capable
and the secret then is to make use of larger horses;
but the amateur is not likely to be much troubled
He will generally have only a com
on this score.
paratively low voltage to work with. He mustI
therefore, obtain as fat a spark as possible, and trust
to quantity rather than quality.

A Complete Model Station for
an Indoor Railway System.
By H. GREENLY.
E. W. Twining—the
ago, Mr.
valued contributor
MODEL EN
to THE
GINEBR, who has done so great a work for
the artistic side of model railway engineering—
" Pic
made a statement in an excellent article,
in Model Railways," that he failed
turesqueness
to see the utility of introducing stations into a
model (system at all. I have been lying wait for
him a long while, and the opportunity having
arrived, I submit that the model illustrated here
with exempliﬁes the opposite view—which I have
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years
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PLAN or MODEL RAILWAY
and by this means we
adapted to its dimensions,
may produce an unnatural wave.
It will be sufﬁ
cient for practical purposes if we say that the
natural frequency, to some extent, governs the
character of the spark. The novice must not be
surprised, therefore, if he gets better results from
a small but brilliantgspark than from one somewhat
longer and more formidable looking. Let the
novice say to himself : " I am pumping one horse
power into the aerial my end every second, of which
my distant friend‘s aerial can only collect
one
ﬂy-power.
If, then, I pump twenty horses into
my aerial in the same time, my distant friend will
catch the accumulated power of twenty ﬂies during
that drne, and twenty flies can work an instrument

STATION.

By H. GREENLY.

Although by no means as perfect
always held.
or elaborate as it might be, the scheme for the
model station shown in the photographs is typical
of English practice, and is sufﬁciently limited in
size to be practicable in either a No. 0 or No. r
gauge indoor system.
The scale of the model is the standard 3 in.
The lay
(full) for No. I (11- ins.) gauge railways.
out measures 8 ft. 8 ins. long and 2 ft. 10 ins.
wide, and the back portion has a strip of scenery-—
painted by Mr. Howard, a very expert theatrical
The pas~
scene-painter—r8 ins. high ‘ﬁxed to it.
senger station buildings are backed by a public
roadway which leads up an incline to an over»
As the latter cannot be complete—the
bridge.

The Model Engineer and Electrician.
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limits of space do not allow—only the face of the
over-bridge is ﬁtted. However, the.end board is
arranged to be readily removable, to allow of an
extension of the line and the complete bridge.
The other end ﬁnishes with a tunnel face, similarly
arranged on a suitable backboard.
The buildings comprise —main station buildings,
over-bridge, signal-box, island platform with awn
ing (the latter. has a glass panelled roof), coal
ofﬁce (with two stacks of real coal) duly white
washed along the top edge, goods shed, cattle pen,
buffer stops (old style), platelayers' huts, and an
The
locomotive.
shed for one express
engine
station palings are made of aluminium castings
in standard lengths, with or without name-boards ;
the station staff are by Messrs. W. H. Hull & Son,
and water‘tower were
the signals
Birmingham;
not ﬁxed when the photographs were taken, but
they add considerably to the appearance of the
model.
The set-piece is one of the many interest
ing features of Messrs. Bassett-Lowke’s new show
rooms in High Holborn, for which it was designed
and made.

Model Aeroplanes in New York.
ODEL aeroplane building in America

seems

to be making very rapid progress, judging
by the report of a recent competition held
by the Aeronautical Class of the Y.M.C.A. at the
According to
Twenty-second Regiment Armoury.
the particulars which have reached us, Dr. Carleton
Dederer, with his odd daming-needle tandem
monoplane, set a new record at 200 ft. for a straight
away ﬂight, and his aeroplane raised itself from
the ﬂoor, and did not have to be tossed into the air
to get its start.
W. Merrill Sage ran a consistent second with a
remarkable miniature model of the Wright bi
plane. With all the graceful lines of the Wright
model, and less than 2 ft. across the planes, the
tiny thing got off the ﬂoor under its own power
and ﬂew 98 ft.
Dr. Dederer and Mr. Sage were the chief com
None of the ﬂying
petitors in the class for men.
machines brought out by the other grown members
of the Aeronautic Class were able to make any sort
of a showing.
The boys’ class did better.
Master \Vilson
Marshall, who has won two of these meets with
his French ﬂying machines, found himself strictly
up against it on this occasion, ﬁnishing far out
side the money.
Master Fred M. Watkins, with a machine of his
own model and his own make, sailed away with
the ﬁrst prize. Watkins had one of the largest
models in the contest, and it has been observed
that the large models do not often ﬂy well ; but,
driven by two strong ropes of rubber bands, the
big Watkins monoplane, which is like and yet
unlike the Blériot model, ﬂew 126 ft. before it
came to the ﬂoor.
Percy \V. Pierce took second place with a mon0>
plane which went 87 ft.
There were more than thirty ﬂying machines
on the ﬂoor when the tests began.
One boy had
a monoplane less than 10 ins. long, which would
have won had the boy been able to ﬂy it in a
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It persisted in circling the middle
straight line.
of the armoury.
By far the best toy model yet seen is the one
handled by Dr. Dederer. It is a modiﬁcation on the Langley idea.
We give some photographs of this gathering
on the opposite page.

The

Kearney H lgh-Speed
Railway.

the most interesting propositions for
locomotion at present before the
public is that put forward some two years
Many of our readers
ago by Mr. E. W. C. Kearney.
will remember that we published—in our issue for
July 2nd, i908—an account of a working model
Since that
railway built on the Kearney system.
date not only have improvements been effected
in the details of the design, but plans have been
projected for construction and equipment of a.
tube railway from Cricklewood to the Oval and from
the Strand to the Crystal Palace, the two lines
In the course of a
joining at the Oval Station.
public demonstration of his system at the Crystal
Palace early this month, Mr. Kearney stated that
he proposed
to reduce the time of the journey
from the Strand to the Palace to 12 minutes.
For details of the system we would refer our
readers to our previously published article on this
subject; though we may here brieﬂy explain that
the main feature of novelty is in the track arrange
ment.
The car travels on a single rail, but is
kept in position by means of a central overhead
guide rail, on which run guide wheels attached to
the car roof.
This enables the car to be run at
very high speeds without any danger of derail
ment.
Although the system is readily applicable
to surface railways, Mr. Kearney is just now advo—
cating its claims as a solution to the tube problem.
As applied to tube railways, he proposes to have
the stations immediately below the ordinary street
level, so that the passengers have only to descend
a few steps to reach the platform, all lifts being
with.
From the station the
entirely dispensed
track runs down a gradient of r in 7 till a depth
of 90 ft. is reached, when the track runs hori
zontally until, by a similar gradient, it rises into
the
next station. Thus, immediately a train
leaves the platform its speed is rapidly accelerated
by the falling gradient assisting the motive power
carried by the train itself. A speed of 50 miles
per hour will be maintained on the level, and this
will be gradually reduced to zero as the train rises
up into the next station. A single tube only will
be used, the trains passing each other on loops
in the stations. Mr. Kearney claims that by using
only one tube, and by dispensing with the shafts
and lifts at the stations, he will be able to reduce
the cost of construction per mile by at least one
half ; and as additional advantages in higher speeds
and lower running costs are also claimed, it is antici
pated that very handsome proﬁts can be earned
by such a tube system at considerably lower fares
than are at present in operation.
At the demonstration above referred to, an
elaborate working model was shown in successful
under the supervision of Mr. Alfred H.
Operation
of

ONEhigh-speed

March
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cock, No. 1113/1, at rs. 2d. (spirit supply); two
2-in. boiler end castings, at 5d. each; 1 sq. ft. of
r-32nd sheet brass, 2s.; copper tube for boiler,
25. 5d. per ft.
The axles I made from 3-16ths
mild steel rod; the slip eccentrics I also made.
The price of ordinary pattern eccentrics to suit
above cylinders is rs. 8d. each.
With regard to making the boiler, procure a
piece of 2-in. diameter solid-drawn copper tube,
not more than r-32nd thick (rB-gauge is much too
heavy), scribe two lines along the tube dividing it
exactly in half; these lines give the centre line for
ﬁttings on the top and to measure the slot from,
which has now to be cut in the bottom of tube to
allow the ﬁrebox to go into the boiler. First cut
Readers.
across the end lines of slot with a ﬁne hacksaw,
then cut along the other lines with a. sharp chisel—
[The Editor invite: readersto make use 0/ this mlumn [or ﬂu full
discussion of malt”: o/ fmulical and mutual mlnrst. Lrﬂcrs
mind and keep well within the lines—and ﬁnish off
may in signed u-ilh n nom-de-plume if desired.but [he lull
with a ﬁle to the lines so as to leave a smooth edge.
name and addusr of flu smder nusr invariably be Mlarhrd,
thoughno! mussanly [or publication]
Of course, the tube must be placed on a mandrel
(a piece of old r-in. steam pipe was what I used)
li-in. (lauge Tank Locomotive.
to enable the builder to use a chisel on the tube.
To THE EDITOR or The Model Engineer.
If
The holes can now be drilled for chimney, etc.
DEAR SiR,—Having read with great interest Mr.
no drill large enough is at hand, centre pop in the
Averill's description of his I}-in. gauge tank loco
correct place, then set dividers to size and scribe
motive, I have determined to try my hand at making
a circle the outside diameter of tubes used for
one.
\Vould you kindly let me know, through
Drill a hole large enough to allow
chimney, etc.
THE MODEL ENGINEER, the following points? The
a small round ﬁle to go through, then carefully
number
and
of
the
of
price
pair
cylinders
catalogue
ﬁle out to the lines scribed.
in Messrs. Bassett-Lowke's catalogue; the cata
To make the ﬁrebox, get a piece of r-32nd copper
logue number and price of the {our driving wheels
(about 22-gauge), and bend to shape round a 1-in.
and axles; the price of suitable eccentrics (or the
bar; mark oil how far it should project into the
above cylinders; and of what metal he made the
boiler—do not go higher than necessary as the
lamp ?—-Thanking you in anticipation, I remain,
higher the ﬁrebox the shorter time the engine will
yours very truly,
run on one charge of water—carefully set out and
EDGAR H. C. HART.
drill holes for water tubes, also holes for chimney
The ends are made from
tube and centre ﬁue.
1-16th sheet brass and come below the boiler to
To THE EDITOR or The Model Engineer.
the level of the footplate, as shown in Fig. 3. The
DEAR SIR,—Being interested in Mr. Averill‘s
tubes should be silver-soldered into ﬁrebox, but if
account in your issue of February 3rd of his model
they are made a good ﬁt in the holes and carefully
locomotive, I would be glad if you would let me
tinned before putting in they will stand alright if
have, through the medium of your paper, a more
soft-soldered; but if soft-solder is used, the ends
detailed account of the construction of the boiler,
should be made of l-in. brass and small screw pins
and also roughly the cost of making the model.
put through (see sketch). The ﬁrebox can now be
——Thanking you in anticipation, yours truly,
"
into the boiler leaving about 3-16ths
soldered
AMATEUR.“
projecting outside the shell (as sketch). This part
of the ﬁrebox should be well tinned, and also well
To rm: Emron or The Model Engineer.
tin the boiler shell all round the slot cut in same
DEAR SlR,—-IIJ reply to Mr. Hart and "Amateur,"
to boiler; then the
before the ﬁrebox is soldered
I here give a list of the parts bought from Messrs.
projecting part of ﬁrebox can be hammered back
Bassett-Lowke and the prices paid for same.
One
over the boiler (see sketch) and screwed in place by
about every i) in.
pair of No. I short-stroke 10comotive cylinders,
brass screws
spaced
3-32nds
These should bescrewed through
ﬁrebox ﬂange and boiler shell;
Boi/cr' -ba
the heads can then be cut oﬁ and
the screws ﬁled ﬂush and the
whole well sweated up.
The end castings must now be
turned to a good push-in ﬁt for
tube, and screw
pinned and
Wafer Doe:
sweated in place.
Care should
be taken to get the holes
for
chimney tube exactly under hole in top of boiler,
7-r6ths in. bore, {-in. stroke, at 105.; one pair of
as if this is not done the chimney will not be up
light ﬁnished locomotive wheels, No. 0, at 4d.;
In reply to Mr. Hart's query re material
right.
two pairs of drivingwheels, No. 3A, at 3Qd. each
for lamp—my lamp is made from sheet copper
(note the diameter of these wheels given in the
with copper tube 3-16ths diameter, and brass wick
catalogue is r1 ins., but the diameter of the wheels
holders; but stout tin will do equally as well as
I received was r}_ins. on tread); steam gauge,
copper, and it will be easier to work and cheaper.
} in. diameter, 45. 6d. ; one Q-in. union cock,
T. W. AVERILL.
-—Yours truly,
No. 114/1, at is. 4d. (for regulator) ; one bent nose

Avery, at whose works it was constructed for' Mr.
The model cars are built to the scale
Kearney.
of
in. to the foot, and measure 44 ins. over all.
There is about 180 ft. of track, and a speed of
25 miles per hour is attained by the cars over each
section of 90 ft., there being three stations—one
at each end, and one in the centre.
The system
is completely explained in a little book issued by
the Kearney High-Speed Railway Company, Ltd.,
100, Victoria Street, Westminster, S.W.

i
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A Good Model Horizontal Engine.
To THE EDITOR or The Model Engineer.
DEAR S1R,—I am sending you the photo

graph of my model horizontal engine,
have just ﬁnished, hoping you will
consider it good enough for publi
cation in your MODEL ENGINEER.
Model
making in this
country
has many drawbacks.
Most things
are not obtainable, and the price of
those that are is very great, so that
anyone who cares for model making
has, as a rule, to settle down to make
small things.
My greatest drawback
has
been
They are as
castings.
hard as ﬂint, and I could only get
one good one out of three or four;
but, still, it has been experience.
The crosshead
I had to ﬁle from
a piece of steel 2 ins. by 1% ins.
The cylinder I got cast
by g in.
in the railway shops after having
two spoilt, and the ﬁling up of all
the nuts and working on a non-screw
lathe have made it a pretty test of
but I am quite proud
perseverance;
of it, as the engine works beauti
fully, and I am thinking of exhibiting
it at the Centenary Exhibition to be
held in Buenos Aires, May, 1910.
The engine has a cylinder of 1}-in.
The ﬂywheel is
bore, 3-in. stroke.
10 ins. diameter,
I-in. square rim;

which

I
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spiral current of water, which is supplied by a ram
pump (l-in. by g-in. stroke), with suction from
tank, and is ﬁtted with relief valve until the vacuum
forms after about eight revolutions
it also has
a gauge glass to indicate water in tank, and all

ANOTHER VIEw or HORIZONTAL ENGINE!
As you
wearing surface is adjustable.
can see by the photographs, it is engi‘
neer made.
Hoping I am not asking too much
in your excellent
valuable
space
MODEL ENGINEER, which
has
my

strongest recommendation and best
wishes for continued success, I am,
yours faithfully,
JOSEPH E. Nasn.
Buenos Aires.

Modelling Power Boats, Screw
Propellers, 8m.
To THE EDITOR 01-"The Model

Engineer.
DEAR SIR,—It is with the very
that I have read
greatest pleasure
Mr. J. S. Yacua's able and masterly
"
articles on
Designing Model Power
Boats."
To one who is, and always
has
been, keenly interested in this
particular and all allied subjects, they
"
touched the spot.”
We
have fairly
can do with more of the same sort,
ENGINE.
SIDE VIEW or MODEL HORIZONTAL
and one of your readers, at any rate,
ha py
a thoroughly
is anticipating
time when the articles on “Screw Propellers,’ by
governor with double-beat valve; water sepa
I only hope
the same author, are given to us.
rator; ram pump, g-iu. by 3—in. stroke, for boiler
it will rake up the discussions rampant a couple
feed, or return to tank in the foundation, suction
of years ago, and that the gentleman who was
from tank or a. bucket, as it is ﬁtted with
"
an obscure develop
condenser
working along the lines of
two three-way cocks;
spirojector
will
induced
to throw a little
The
ment
of
the
be
exhaust
cone,"
steam, entering
(Knowles’ patent).
light on the subject from his point of view. I
at the top of the condenser,
passes through the
think it was Mr. Garscadden who introduced us to
centre of cone and meets the rapidly descending
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the building-up method of making model screw
Since that series of articles I have spent
patterns.
much time and timber in pursuit of the truth,
and have a very fair collection of propellers of various
forms, built after his method.
As to whether
any of them are of any utility or not remains to be
proved, as I have been unable to do any practical
work for more years than I care to think about,
but I hope to return to the fold again before long.
May I suggest that Mr. Yacua's articles on design
ing would prove a welcome addition to THE Monnr.
ENGINEER handbooks ; also the articles on " Ships'
and do you think it
Fittings,“ by “X.Y.Z.";
would be possible to get " X.Y.Z." to give us a.
series of articles on ﬁttings suitable for the ﬁghting
branch of the Marine ? Details of guns, barbettes,
secondary and third armament guns,
torpedo
tubes, naval ventilators, searchliglits, etc., would
be most welcome.
It is practically impossible for
the layman to get hold of these details;
and al
though one man stands by his speed boat, and
one by his scale model, still some of us can ﬁnd
room in our hearts for both. And it is the insig
niﬁcant looking details that make the scale model
a wonder to the lay mind.
A few pinheads stuck
here and there, and a few eyelets scattered
about,
certainly of; no practical use, but giving the be
holder an idea that things are as they should be—
you know the feeling.
There is one point in Mr. Yacua's articles that
it would be a good thing to have light on. In de
signing a boat on the wave-line theory, the areas
of the various sections are ﬁxed ; but we have two
boundary lines to take in conjunction with those
areas, viz., the water line and under-water sheer
line. \Nhich is to be the master ? Unless we tuck
the forefoot up very much we shall get a very
Hollow lines
hollow entrance at the water-line.
forward are a dead letter in sailing-boat design.
Are they advisable in power-boat design ? Would
it be advisable to have the water-line of one's lore
body, a curve of versed sines, or is it the old tale of
forebody
compromise ? What is the accepted
I am
water-line of a present time speed boat?
afraid that unless the water-line or the underwater
that a beginner
sheer are more or less deﬁned,
might get some startling results, in the shape of a
iorebody, even if he did have his areas perfectly
kindly give us a hint,
correct. Will someone
also say something re hollow versus full lines for the
entrance.
Do not for a moment think that I
I only want to hear
am attempting to criticise;
someone else's ideas on the subject—one gets tired
of one's own.
I trust that there will be a revival of speed boat
Where have all the
correspondence again soon.
various speed boat magnates got to ? Are we about
I
to be inundated with a ﬂeet of "incubi"?
"
"
ﬁnds a
and I hope the
type ship
hope so;
resting place in South Kensington Museum. She
is worthy of it, and more so than many exhibits
there.
“'hen shall we know something about
her ?
I expect it will be some considerable period
before you care to see my handwriting again, but
I hope you will forgive an enthusiast, for I am
that. Meanwhile, success to THE MODEL ENGINEER.
I expect Thursday is as much a red>letter day to
thousands of others as it is to yours faithfully,
ALFRED 8. Tyson.

March 24, igro.

“’ireless Telegraphy Apparatus.

To

THE EDITOR or‘The Model Engineer.
DEAR SlR,—Referring
to the particulars asked
"
E. W. B."
for in March 3rd issue, page 215, by
"
B."
E.
W.
can
transmit
Bardolph).
ﬁve
(Stow
miles by adopting the following apparatus :—r-in.
coil (lat spark), special zinc spark gap, six dry cells
or equivalent in accumulators, tuning helix, aerial
I will be pleased to give particulars of
35 ft. high.
wiring, apparatus, and adjustments upon request.
The receiving station should have an aerial of
exactly same height containing the same length of
wire to obtain best results, but as the transmitting
station has a tuning helix, any slight variation in
An electrolytic
length can be easily compensated.
detector should be used for receiving—Yours
very
G. FREEMAN LEE.
sincerely,

The Society of Model Engineers.
[RtPorl-r a] "ruling: should be sml [0 1h: ofﬁcesol'l'nz Mont;
ENGINEER without dday, and in” b: msnled in any par
ticular arm: 1/ receiveda dear nine days bill”! its usual dau
of publicalr'anJ

London.

FUTURE MEErinos.~—Tuesday, April 5th: De
April zrst:
monstration
Thursday,
meeting.
Ordinary
meeting.
Special railway track and
model night. Full particulars of the Society and
forms of application for membership may be
obtained from the Secretary. NewImembers elected
between this date and April 30th next only pay half
year's subscription to October 31st next—HER
BERT
G. RIDDLE, Secretary, 37, Minard Road,
Hither Green, S.E.

Provincial

Societies.

ordinary monthly meeting
Blrmlngham.—~The
took place at' head-quarters (" \Vhite Horse,"
Congreve Street), on \Vednesday evening, March
2nd, Mr. E. Fearn (chairman) taking the chair.
Mr. H. S. Phillips, our late chairman, was enabled
to pay us a visit for this evening, and gave us a
"
Aeronautics," and his experi
very ﬁne lecture on
After the minutes
ences in connection with-same.
of the previous meeting had been read, three new
members were elected—Messrs. R. A. Gray, H. R.
Hart, and L. M. James. The Chairman then made
a few remarks on the progress of the Stand at the
and afterwards called
forthcoming
exhibition,
This Mr.
upon Mr. Phillips to give his lecture.
Phillips acceded to, and very soon everyone in
The lecture dealt
the room was deeply interested.
at‘Blackpool and
with Mr. Phillips' experiences
Juvisy, and gave us a ﬁne idea of what was done
He also remarked upon the
at these meetings.
ﬁne way the French meeting was conducted, and
the way the general
body of spectators were
apprised of what was to be attempted in the way
of ﬂights, etc., by the aid of various coloured
The signals were duplicated on the pro
signals.
grammes, and it was very easy to follow the various
aviators. Mr. Phillips said the French system at
aviation meetings was far in advance of the English.
During the lecture he also explained the various
styles of machines at present in use, and dealt with
the general construction of same with the view
of helping model makers to build model machines.
He also pointed out various improvements which

The Model Engineer and Electrician.

than the. boiler could comfortably evaporate at that pressure
the pressurewould fall, and at the same time the water in the
boiler would be violently disturbed, and primin would occur.
The whole proces would not last many seconds. gIhc only thing
that would prevent failure would be to highly superheat the
steam, throttle down to the engine,and, the engine
com
pound, to ﬁt condenserto preventthe L.-P. cylinderdoin negative
work. An ejectorcondenserworked from the water supp
to be
preferred. The generaldimensionsof the boiler are reasonable—
mm. thick suﬁicivnt for the end castings only one central stay
required. The prcssurcof 225 lbs. not necessary. The boiler
will not run r} by
engineat very high pressureor speed.
_Yarrow boiler would be no better for the proposedpurpose.
[23,108] Failure of Wimshurst Experiment.
M. O. S.
recently tried to produce high} frequency
(London) writes:
currents by means of
Wimshurst machine, as directed in your
handbook on “ Static Experiments.”
connectedup as shown
in the accompanyingdiagram,but got absolutely no sparks across
the terminals balls b. The jars were both insulated from earth.
Coil consistedof ten turns of insulated copperwire, about
mm..
diameter. The jars were l-pt. and there were no jars on the
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varied the length of gap9»n with no rcsultl
machine.
should.
you could point out my error. The machine inves
be obliged
5-in. spark.
We regret to say that we ﬁnd ourselvesunable to explain the
difficulty without examining the apparatus,as there apparently
nothing wrong with your arrangements. The results suggests
serious leakagesomewhere. Are your jars of good glass, and do
they hold their chargesatisfactorilywhen usedseparately
F. G. L. (Horbury) writes
[12.823] Hot Wire Voitmeter.
have a hot wire voltmeter. rough sketchof the inside of case
enclosed(not reproduced). The endof thesteelspringwire broken
from somewhere. Can you tell me where the end should be joined
to, and how to repair it?
was adjusting the grub screw,which
appearsto me to correct the instrument, when the pointerdropped
limp; but
cannot see how turning the screw has aﬁectcd and
broken the end of wire spring.
'
We cannot seefrom your rough sketch just how the parts of this
particular instrumentare arranged but we explain the princnple
constructive
of the thing, you will probably be able to infer the
"
details for yourself. The wire you have marked very ﬁne’:—
the one stretched acrossthe instrument and ﬁtted with adjustmg
" hot " wire. The movement of tho
gear—is the operative or
due to the saggingof this wire when current asses
nccdle
(due to heal expansion). This saggingmovement communcated
to the pointer by the steel wire spring, which holds taut against
pulley on the
the tensionof the hot wire, thread going round
pointer indie, and connectedby meansof wire to the hot Wire
you follow this description you will see that when the
itself.
hot wire sags the spring taking up the slacknesspulls the thread,
and, as the thread goesround the pointerpulley,movesthepomter,
The grub screwis, as you suppose,an adjusting device. By screw
in to press upon the spring which tcnscs the hot wire, the
ing
tension decreased; or by unscrewing the tension increased.
This allowsof the correctionof the instrument. You will probably
require new spring beforeyou can get the instrument into work»
Lange of St. Thomas Street,.
ing order again. Messrs. Geipel
E.C., deal in such instruments,we believe,and~theycould, perhaps
mpply anything required,or would do the repairing for you.
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[22,840] Model Boilers and Maintained
Pressures.
H. L. W. (Franco) writes: I wish to construct a boiler for use in
testing modelenginesin the workshop—tohave,if possible,capacity
for the following work :—To run continuously at 75-80 lbs. twin
cylinder engine, x in. by i-in. stroke; to turn over for, say, 15
minutes a larger engine of the Corliss type.say a cylinder 2i ins.
by 5 ins. ; boiler pressure,225 lbs. per sq. in. ; to be ﬁred, if pos
sible, by gas-ring. I should prefer to use copperrather than steel.
vertical multi
1 have in mind a boiler planned as follows: Ty
tubular, as Fig. 06 in “ Model Boiler Making ' ; shell—seamless
drawn copper tube, 208 mm. in diameter, and 4 mm. thick;
ends—bronre castings, 6 mm. thick; 28 tubes, :8 mm. diameter
1 mm. thick; length of tubes betweenendplates,250 mm.; to be
ﬁred by a gas-ring having two rings, with auxiliary blast in gas
admission jct ; ends to be riveted to shell, with 5 mm. rivets spaced
:5 mm. and braced ; tubes to be expandedin and brazed; super
heater in smokebox; German silver or brass centre stay bolt,
8 mm. diameter; six outside stay bolts. 8 mm. diameter between
lugs cast on smokeboxcover, and ﬁrebox top plate ; boiler to be
If boiler is well
with 10 mm. asbestosand sheet iron.
lag
e and all joints brazed, would it stand 225 lbs.? Could this
pressurebemaintainedby gas-ringasabovementionedwhile running
en 'ne 1} ins. by 1} ins. stroke, say a Stuart Turner, assuming
and connections? Would the Yarrow type
suitable steampipes
boiler, like Fi . 16, " Model Boiler Making," better suit my needs?
If so, what cfimensionswould you suggest andwhat method of
ﬁring?
The smaller engine could be run quitc successfully from the
boiler in question, but the larger Corliss engine is an impossible
“ mate " for the proposedboiler.
Just considerwhat would happen
if you opened the throttle to the zl-in. bore engine at the high
pressureof 225 lbs. The engine would either run away at high
speed and empty the boiler in a few secondsof all the watcr and
steam; or, if govarned, the pressuredelivered to the steamchest
would be extremely small, and the steamdeliveredwould bccome
condensed,owing to the large radiation surfaces present in com
parison with the heat of the steam delivered. And if the engine
were a compoundone, the L.-P. cylinder would be doing negative
work, unlessa condenseris ﬁtted. The pressureof 225lbs. is, there
fore, not necessary. As cou led to the boilcr direct, the maintained
pressure must fall propor onatcly to the amount of steam the
enginerequiresand thespeedto which it is governed. If theengine
were loaded to its normal power,then what we referred to at the
outset would occur. The steam pressurewould rise in the steam
chest until the load was overcome,and the boiler would, on the
movementof the engine, be depleted of steam at a faster rate

I

[.4“cation is esPecially directedto tho ﬁrst condition given below
and no noticewill be taken 0/ Queries not complyingwith the
directions therein slated. Letters containingQueries must be
marked on the lop left-hand corner 0/ the cm'elope“ Query
Dwartmenl." No othermattersbul thoserelatingto the Queries
shouldbeenclosedin thesomeenvelope.
The following are selectedfrom the Queries which havebeenreplied
to recently:—

_-wﬁ.’

and

;:

were to be made before aviation could be made
The lecture was made more
perfectly successful.
interesting by the various diagrams Mr. Phillips
made on the blackboard.
The evening was voted
a huge success, and a hearty vote of thanks was
passed to Mr. Phillips for his kindness in giving the
The
lecture. This was carried unanimously.
attendance was very good, and had there been
time to advise the members of this lecture there
would have been a far greater number present.
There were several models on view during the
evening, all of which excited great interest. Mr.
Perks again brought his model electric launch, and
Mr. Pennington a very ﬁne model G.W. locomotive,
“
Mr. Prentice brought the chassis
North Star."
of a model locomotive he is making, and Mr. Grigg
the ﬁeld-magnet of a 60-watt Manchester type
dynamo.
The next meeting will be held on \Vednesday,
“
White Horse," Congreve Street,
April 6th, at the
at 7. 3o p.m.—All
information
concerning the
Society can be obtained from the Hon. Secretary,
C. H. HAWKESFORD, 3, Boscombe Road, Greet Hill,
Birmingham.

Queries
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for this purpose. The motor should be rigidly connected to the
inside frames. The bogie may be of the "Adams" type, to save
Work; but if the extra amount of labour is not consideredout of
the uestion, the swing link type of bogieused in the prototype
may adoptedwith advantage. The wheels(measurrd on tread)
are a triﬂe smaller than the scale equivalent, but this is almost
imperative. as the diameter over the flangescannot very well be
exceeded.We have incl ude the notes about the steam model,as
it may not only be useful to yourself, but to other readers.

for
Model
Loco.
0.W.R. Single
“13.0471 Frames
H. WeéB.
writes: Would you please send me a
size, if possible) of the inside frames of the G.W.R.
sketch (fulSWarwicl-rshire)
locomotive, “Worcester,” as shown in THE MODEL ENGINEER,
June 25,1908,for a zl-in. gaugemodel. ldonot wish you to follow
the original in absolutedetail, so kindly design me framesto suit
my model. The engineis to be.driven by electricity .
\Ve beg to submit a (ira\\1'ugshowing how weWouldrecommend
makingthe inside frames for a model 2i~in. gauge G.W.R. loco
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l-ln. Spark Coil. . A- E[21.925] Tesla Coil:
(Chelmsford) writes: (1) Would Tesla coil (as described by Mr.
Pike, in No. 109,Vol. VIII) showan increaseof spark when worked
with ordinarv sparkcoil giving from §-in.~—i-in.spark
(2) Would
spark from Tesla coil be of an use for ordinary sparking ex
ments except X-rays? (3)
001d Tesla coil work direct rorn
so, what spark would Mr. Pike's, for example,
primary cells?
(4) If working from primary cells, pleasegive sketch and
give?
'agram of connections, and condenser working with mercury
use No. 38 B.U.C., silk-coveredwire instead
break. (5) Could
of No. 36 for secondary? (6) Must the secondary tube‘be
either of ebonite or glass? Would not some other good in
sulating material answer just as well?
(7) Must sparking
pillars of ebonite be as thick as Mr. Pike‘s?
have
Spark coil which
Constructed according to your Handbook,
except that secondary wound from end to end with waxed
paper and wound carefully to prevent the end turns from
slipping down to under layers. The weight of secondary about
if
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motive of the "Worcester" class. In the caseof steam model
the inside frames would only extend as far back as the driving
wheels,outside bearings being provided for those wheels. This
arrangementgives largeramount of lateral space for the crank
the best valve motion that
and eccentric. Slip eccentric gear
can be usedfor such model.as cylinderswith valves on top can
be.employed,and the eccentricrods connected to the valve spin
dles by meansof
rocking shaft arrangedin similar manner to
that of Tn: Moon. Enamel: locomotiveof 1904. Where the
model to be driven electrically, inside frames may be ﬁtted
from end to end, and the driving wheelsmay have bearingsonly
in the inside frames. In any case, the inside frames must be
slotted as shown in the drawing (Fig.
to allow of the wheels
and axle beingreadin put into position and the bottom of the
slot closedby the usual horn stay. For the arrangementof gear
ing, referencemay be madeto the articles in the early issues of
1908. The two pairs of frames should be rigidly connected
together" blocks of rectangular brass rod will be found suitable

SINGLE EXPRESS LOCOMOTIVE.
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Apply to the makers of the motor. It
quite usual for makers
to give a'diagram of connections; no doubt the peoplein question
will be glad to give you the required information. You should
also consult the regulationsof the supply companyfrom whom the
current to be obtained. The arrangementsat wiring varyLWith
the particular design of winding of the. motor and method of
starting adopted by the makers. We cannot give you a diagram
without knowing thesedetails.
[23.172] Choosing Prime Mover. R. B. (Hudderﬁeld)
writes: (x) have a 6-in. centre, 6.“. screw-cuttinglathe, back
geared(treadlc). am living in housewith neighbourson either
side, and wish to work my lathe with power in kitchen adjoining
house.
cannot have electric motor as am too far trom mains
gasmeter in kitchen:
have
decide on gas
(87 yards).
engine,samewill have to be.3-in. bore, 5-in. stroke.
could not
expect
smaller to run lathe satisiactory, could I?
anything
run an oil engine with electric ignition on araﬂin,
(2) Could
or would
have to employ
blowlamp [or tube ignition and
vaporiser? (3) If a petrol motor water-cooled, what power?
steamenginecan
hardly
beentertained,onaccountof
weight
(4)
and room of boiler, and loss of time on steam being raised.
want
prime mover to give best results as follows: Suﬂicient
power, cheapest to run, with least trouble; and, above all, it
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I
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if lbs. The coil is ﬁtted with hammerbreak, which did not work
satisfactorily, so I constructed a mercury break, which worlcs
comparatively well. \Vhen working coil with three bichromate
cells, consistingof three r-lb. jars, threezinc rods, and threecarbon
plates giving an E.M.F. of about 5-6 volts, I can get a spark about
'
5-:6ths in.—} in. b usingmercurybreak. But when thecondenser
is shunted acrosst e brake, I can obtain no increaseof spark what~
ever, although, when tried with small shocking coil, I obtained
about i-in. spark, thus showing that while it affects one coil, it
has no effect on the other. Although exact dimensions are not
quite the same as in Handbook, I think capacity is about the
same. In a recent number of a journal called Work it gave an
account of condenserfor }-in. spark coil, amounting to roo strips
of toil about 7 ins. by 3 ins., which is about (our times the amount
given in Tax Mom-:1.ENGINEER Handbook. (r) Should I expect
an increase of spark with condenserwhen using mercury break?
enough; if not, what size should
(a) Do vou think condenser
is est for mercury break to cover
I make":~ (3) What liquid largJe
mercury with? I have tried methylated spirit, parafﬁn, and
turbid after working few minutes.
machine oil, but all of them
(4) Can increase length 0 spark by using Leyden jars? If so,
how?
(5) Please give roughly voltage of r-in. spark. (6) Would
platinum-tipped needleimprove mercury break .
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must be very quiet and have as little smell as possible, so that
does not annoy anyone narrow-minded.
Any petrol, gas or oil engine will make noise at the exhaust.
you are
It may be.minimised by niul‘liing arrangements; but
between sensitive.neighbours, we ZldViSt'you to try and see a
small engineat work beforecommencingto make one, so that you
can judge whether
likely to cause annoyance. Such engines
as explosion engines are liable to occdsionalnoisy exhaust, even
the normal discharge moderately quiet. Steam appears to
be the thing least likely to cause annoyance in your case. A
b.h.-p. engineshould be sufﬁcientlypowerful to drive your lathe.
It you apply to one of our advertisersmaking small steamengines,
such as Messrs;Stuart Turner, they will no doubt quote you for
castings and materials and give all particulars. Electric ignition
not general.
can be used for an oil engine, but
C- H[23.094] Calculating Wire tor Rheostat.
wish to make small resistanceboard to charge
(London) writes
from Company's electric light mains, voltage 240 D.C. \‘Vhich
gaugeof German silver wire and what weight would be required
to obtain amps.at 5, and 20volts?
_
_
You could use No. 22 S.W.G. German silver Wire for carrying
a current not exceeding amps. The voltage dropped in the
rheostat in the caseof the threeoutputs you specify will be 240-5,
240-5. and 240-20, in. 235,232,and 220volts respectively.Then,
since the resistance(in ohms) of any conductor equal to the (19"?
in volts, divided by the number oi amperesﬂowing in it, the resist
.
'
ohms oi the three stepsof your rheostatwill be
ance 111
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total length
and 139':‘.e.,581, 58, and 55 ohms, respectively.
of abo4ut1x3 yards (say 1} lbs.) will be required ior output at
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Re Tesla Coil
(1) “fr: do not quite understand your question
as Tesla coils are nearly always worked from spark coils. (2) Yes,
certainly, for some. We could say you namedsomeexperiments
on want to make. (3) No; the elementary principles oi the
eslacoil are obviously such as to make this impossible. (4) See 3.
(5) Yes. (6) If you can find another matenal more convenient
or cheaper which will insulate as well, but we think one of these
two would certainly be best. (7) They need not be very thick.
handling
As long as they have sufﬁcient strength to stand
which they may get, theywill be all right—Re Spark Cot
(r) The
condenser should certainly increasethe spark,and we ﬁnd dithcult
to account for the results obtained. Perhaps you could borrow
one or two similar coils and try their condensersacrossyour break,
break,
Are you sure you are connectingyour condenseracross
hammer
or are you leaving the condenserconnected across tyour
break and putting mercury break in serieswith coil terminalsand
battery?
(2) We cannot sav, as thickness of insulating paper,
etc., makes great deal of ditierence (3) The turbidity cannot be
avoided, and happens with all liquids. The mud
easiest to
only necessaryto put it
clean methylated spirit is used, as
in an iron dish in the gardenand set ﬁre to it, and the methylated
will burn away, leaving the mercury globules tree to coalesce.
It you can arrange your break to take place in coal gas without
the
tear of obtaining conditions conducive to explosion, that
best wa ' of all. (4) No, this not possible. (5) Roughly, 75,000.
ably
not.
Pro
(6)
“ ASSISTANT"
[23,163] Installing Two-Phase Motor.
am about putting down 25 h.-p. electricmotor,
(Bilston) writes
should estcem
two~phase,on alternating current, 200 volts.
you could give me sketch of the connectionsirom
a favour
have looked up a large
mains to switch, starter and motor.
number of your back numbers,but cannot seewhat require.
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. le
‘5 volts; for output at 8 volts about 1} yards less; and for output
at 20 volts, just under 106yardswill be right. With four contacts
on your switch, then, you must coil up betweentwo of them about
106 yards of wire; then betweenone of these two and the third
-contact, about 5} yards; and lastly, betweenthe third and fourth
contacts, about 1} yards.
[23,130] Design of Dynamos.
H. H. M. (Chagford)writes:
Some few months ago I wrote to“ you about some things 1 did not
understandin the 2nd edition of The A.B.C. of Dynamo Design,”
by Mr. A. H. Avery, and you very kindly answeredall my qtiestions,
and I seeyou have put themin Tm: Mom-:1.Exomean, on page65,
-of December30th issuelast year, No. 22,703. You advised me to
get the new edition of the “ A.B.C.” which I did, and am now
trying to design a 4-pole dynamo having an armature 1} ins.
diameter by
ins. long, with its aid. I think I can understand
everything asifar as the bottom of page 7o, last paragraph,which
begins " Let us assume.. . . that the pole-piecesare 1 ft. long,"
etc. In a 4-pole machine do I take one pair of adjacent poles
or one pair of opposite poles,or all four ? If you couldgive me a
'rough sketch showing by a dotted line where the length of circuit
is to be measured it would greatly help. (a) In the table on

age 82 I cannot see how '0625 under the column I for air-gaps
“
asgot. (3) On page81,line :4, it says, as two teethareembraced
by the span of the pole-piecesthe total areaequals,” etc. Doesthis
mean the teeth opposite the curved polar face ? If in my design
there is only one tooth and a part of another embracedby the
pole-piece,do I multiply by i and the fraction of the other ? (4) In
your reply to my question No. 5, in Query 22,703,where I asked
the meaningof the passage,“ And that the averagelength from
one pole-pieceto the other acrossthe core—4.6.,the average
height
"
of a semicircle— '7854 of the diameter," you said, This section
is quite rewritten in the third edition of the book. The insertion
'
'
'
of the word twice before the words the averageheight' will
obably make clear to on the meaning of the assage.” Now,
cannot ﬁnd this anyw ere in the new book. 8am you explain
this, or is it possible I have got an incomplete copy, though the
pagesseemto be numberedcorrectly?
(1) The dotted line in the above diagram shows one of the four
magneticcurrentsin the ﬁeld of a 4- le machine. Its length is the
mean length of the circuit. Winding must be supplied on each
pole sufﬁcient for sending the re uisite flux round such a circuit
as this. (2) The number 00625 is equivalent to i-i6th in., and
is the sum of the length of two i-32nd in. air-gaps. (3) Yes, the
teeth directly opposite to the curved pole-face. Yes, reckon
teeth and fraction of a tooth. (4) Of course, you cannot ﬁnd in
the 3rd edition of Mr. Avery's book the passagecontaining the
words " the averageheight," etc. This part is, as we have already
said, completely rewritten in the third edition. No, you have
not happened upon an incomplete copy. You may safely d'Ls
pensewith your copy of the old edition and follow only the new,
which gives the same information in better form.
A. M.
of Metallic Filaments.
[23.169] Manufacture
(Glasgow) writes: I should feel extremely obliged if you would
reply to the following query. In the manufacture of metallic
ﬁlament incandescentlamps of the high voltage type, is it possible
to make the ﬁlaments(apart from the considerationof the difficulty
in handling during manufacture)in one continuouslength ?

of
We have no information on the details of the manufacture
“ Tantalum ”
metallic ﬁlaments for incandescent lamps. The
“
"
ﬁlament is made by a drawing processand the Osram ﬁlament
is squirted under great pressurefrom a metallic paste of tungsten
particles. We should conclude from this that both are produced
ill considerablelengths at a time. You may obtain some infor
mation from Siemens & Halske's British Patent No. 20,277 of
{904.
T. C
[23.098] Electric Motors: Calculations, etc.
(Runcorn) writes: (1) How can I get to know the number of poles
a three-phaseinduction motor has working off a 225-volt circuit,
power of motor 7 h.-p., running at i,2oo r.p.m., frequency 40 per
second? (2) How can I locate a short circuit in a three-phase
induction motor in stator windings or a burnt-out coil, or coils
only P Instruments I have at my disposalare a portable ammeter
and voltmeter, and a voltage of 110 volts from a direct-current
machine for lighting purposes. (3) In calculating the brake
horse-powerof an electric motor, do I include input of same?
Say a motor takes about 20 amps. running light, do I include
those 20 amps. in the actual horse-powerthe motor '5 giving 06
fully loaded?
(i) In any alternating-current motor the machine gives one
completeperiod (or alternation) per revolution for eachpair of poles,
independentof the numberof phases. Your motor runs at 20revs.
per second; therefore,asthe frequencyof the supply is 40 periods
per second,the motor must have two pairs of poles—that is, it is
a four-pole machine. (2) A short circuit in any coil will result
in heav induced current ﬂowing continually through the short
circui . turns. That will be developedand will char the insula
tion. Such a faulty coil can usually be detected by the loose
condition which it assumes. When you touch the coil you can
feel that the turns are loose, also the insulation cracks and peels
away, and there is a peculiar smell of burnt fabric. To test with
your instruments,disconnectthe various coils and send continuous
current through each one in turn, applying the same voltage to
each. The short-circuited coils will allow a heavier current to
ﬂow than that which will be taken by the sound coils. As the
coils may be of low resistance,you may ﬁnd it advisableto connect
some extra resistance in circuit to prevent too heavy a ﬂow of
current; say a resistanceof 5 ohms or so. If you disconnect the
winding at one place you can apply your current at the junctions
of the various coils instead of disconnectingthem all. A simple
way is to apply the alternating current to the stator winding
and examine the coils; any short-circuited turns will soon give
evidenceof heating. (3) There is no other way of calculating
the power given out by a motor than to take the electrical poWer
put into it and subtract from that a certain amount, the value
of which dependsupon the machine’sefﬁciency. For tiny models
as much as 60 per cent. of the input may have to be.subtracted
to give you the output, but in large efﬁcient machines 5 per cent.
or less is all one need subtract.
H- P- ll. (West
[23,151] Current Transformation.
Kensington) writes: My house is supplied with electric current
at 200 volts alternating. I have had a transformer put in to
reducesame to 25 volts, and have beeninformed that this 25-volt
current is direct, not alternating. Would you kindly inform me
if this is possible; also in the event of its being possiblefor same
to be either one or the other, whether there is any simple test I
could apply myself to ﬁnd out which it is, as I wish to use the
current for accumulators,motor, etc.? I do not know what style
of transformerhas been used.
Yes, it is possibleto transform high-voltage alternating current
to low-voltagedirect current. This is usually done by meansof _a
rotary converter or motor-dynamo. If this method were used in
your case, you would probably know it, as the machinewould be
in full view and a switch would have to be used for starting up
when the low voltage current was required. Another method of
making thesame transformation,but obtaining a direct current un
dulating in strength, is to employ an ordinary stationary alter
nating current transformer in conjunction With a set of rectiﬁer
cells. But far more common than these transformations is the
transforming simply from high-voltage to low-voltage alternating
current by meansof the ordinary stationary inductor transformer.
and unless you speciﬁeddirect current when you had your trans
former put in, it is this type of transformerthat would be installed.
There are very many ways in which one can test to ﬁnd out whether
a current in a wire is alternating or continuous. Perhaps the
simplest is to bring near the current-carrying wire a magnetic
needleand ﬁnd out whether the wires' magnetic ﬁeld is constant
or alternating in direction.
[22.976] Amateur Wireless Telegraohy.
_R-B- (Brussels)
writes: I am going to have a wireless transmitting aided re
ceivingstation at my house and I would be able to communicate
at a distance of at least 1 mile. 1 have a spark COll givmg 2§-_in.
spark in the open air. This coil will be connected to the_aerial,
consisting of a net of about 40 yds. copper Wire at a height of
60 ft. I would like to know : (1) Whether this coil would be strong
enough to communicate at the distance mentioned at receiving
station. I employ a simple nickel ﬁlings coherer,_with a 5oo-ohrn
relay. I have also a Morse printing machine. With thesesimple
instruments,I havehad good resultsat a distanceof about 100yds.
(2) Would this samereceivingset be sensibleenough for the longer
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distances—for instance, a mile or two? (3) Are the aerials-high
andbigenough? (4) What is thebestearth-connectionin a town ?
(5) is it necessaryand better to have at the transmitting station
an Oudin resonator,as they have in Paris (tour Right), and at the
receiving station one or two self~inductioncoils in the aerial's
circuit ?
(i and 2) You might succeed,but it is very difﬁcult to say, as
thereare so man ' uncertain variable factors that the only way is
to experiment. if possible,you should rewind your relay with a
much larger number of turns of very fine wire. The resistance
shouldbeseveralthousandsof ohms for the bestworking. (3) You
do not make it quite clear whether the total amount of wire used
in your network is 40 yds., and, if so, how it is disposed. The over
all dimensionsof the network would be more useful information.
The heightis fairly good. (4) The employmentof insulated lower
network is best, but this cannot usually be managed. Next best
is a wire network lying on the ground, and if that is not attainable,
a set of iron railings may be used,or the water mains. (5) Much
better to have receivingtransformersor resonators,but a trans
mitting resonator is scarcelynecessary,and we would not advise
you to useone in a small installation.
etc.
[23.901] Calculations '6 Electrical Capacity.
W. G. S. (Edinburgh) writes: Have the lengths of the waves
emittedfrom a wirelesstelegraphstation any direct relation (mathe
maticalor otherwise)with the capacity of the induction circuit or
circuits? \Vould you kindly describe the precise method of
measuring,computing, or in any way ascertaining the capacity
of any circuit, induced or otherwise? Also, would you kindly
describeprecisely the manner of measuring,computing, or other
wise ascertaining the wave-lengthwhich a given transmitter will
emit and a given receiverrespond to.
I R
n —-

__ ._

KL 4L?

where n is the
,,
,, K
,,
,, R
,,
,, L
Wave-length

-

2 1r
frequency complete oscillations per second.
capacity in farads.
resistancein ohms.
co-efhcientof self-inductionin henries.

frequency
Velocityif 3 X 10‘0cms.per second ; or, about 186,300milesper sec.
The computation of the capaCityof aerials,etc., is a matterof great
diﬂiculty, and we must ask for more preciseinformation as to the
natureof that thecapacity of which you wish to compute.as, for in
stancewhether it is a long vertical wire. aLe denjar,etc. Even
thenwe may not be able to helpyou. Mosta strusemathematics
is involvedin many cases,and,wherepossible,thevalues areusually
taken from tables. The same argumentsapply to the computa
tion of wave-lengths, which cannot be made accurately without
You will ﬁnd these
ﬁrst obtaining capacity and self-induction.
" A Handbook of Wireless
matters treated mathematically in
Telegraphy," by I. Erskine Murray, and in Dr. 1. A. Fleming's
big book on that subject.
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by friction, and the ease with which the machine can be driven
eonducesgreatly to the certainty with which small and delicate
grinding jobs canbesuccessfullyexecuted. Itislisted ata moder
ate price, and we think will be widely appreciated wherever it
is known.
' Model Electrical Motors for Cars and Boats.
The new catalogueissued by Wm. Bond, 245 and 247, Euston
Road, London, N.W., contains a lot of matter of interest to our
electrical and mechanicalreaders. Of coils, cells, motors, measur

AN ELECTRIC MOTOR

FOR MOTOR

BOATS.

ing instruments, lamps, bells, lighting and charging sets, there
is a wide range,for selection,and a stock which can sunplv without
delay. Amongst the electric motors, may be mentioned the
“
Bond ” motor boat electric motor and the electric loco chassis.
Thesewe have had subjectedto a practicaltrial, and our laboratorv
report is as follows :—Trial of Mr. Bond's Electric Loco Chassis
and one Bond's Motor Boat Electric Motor: Chassis with hori
zontal magnet; starts with 2 volts 1 amp., and runs well; at
4 volts takesr amp. and runs well. Chassiswith vertical magnet—
starts with 2 volts t amp., and runs well ; at 4 volts takes i amp.
and runs well; takes slightly less current than the horizontal

The News of theiTrade.
AN ELECTRIC Loco CHASSIS.
magnet chassis, and seems to be rather more efﬁcient.
Both
motors started and reversedsatisfactorilyge-there
was no appreci.
able sparking. Further trials were made with 6 volts 1 amp motors
appeared quite able to take this pressure the.results:
the
being equally satisfactory. Motor Boat l'llectric
Motor—starts
and runs well with 2 volts { amp. When loaded to take
if an;
the armature stops, showing that f)!’ this amount of curreni’s'zi
higher'voltage is necessarywith this particular winding There
is no difficulty at all in stoppingit with thumb and ﬁngerpressnm
.
A further trial was made with 4 volts 2 amps; the motor
w
satisfactory. In general this motor gave satisfactory
results”
no
there was
appreciablesparking, though occasionaldead p0int,
werefoundwhenworkingwith 2volts.
'A New Soldering Set.
_
A Self-containedportable soldering outfit, known as
"
press" Soldering Set, has recently been put on the (he Ex
market by
the Essex AccumulatorCompany,490, Grove Green ROad,
Ijjyton
stone,_l.ondon,XE. It is a really useful tool for every worka op.
SomeideaOfwhat it is capableof may be gatheredfrom the
foil
ing report from our Laboratory 2—" Trial of ‘ Express ’ Sold
.Qw
Set._—Theblowlampconunenredto work in aboutone minutelinns
application of heat by spirit lamp, and in three minutes fir-gm
m
starting the copper bit was hot enough to solder joints of
A test on an insulated wire joint was successfullvmade wi
“'ithrest
damage to the insulation at the sidesof the joint: The wire
an ordinary electric light, No. 15gauge,coveredwith com
braid and rubber. This soldering-setworkedsatisfactorilvponude:
()(11
tests were made on brass rod and tinned iron:
should
useful tool in situationswhereusual heatingfacilities are not beetable, for electric wiring and outdoor use in awkward places av
'
as
filling
Of the blowlamp with benzoline sufiiccs for about
v
'
minutes' continuous use. There was no difficult m ﬁfteen
surth
the lamp.
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[The Editor will be pleasedto rccrive [or reviewunder this hmding
samplesand Particulars of newtools, apparatus,and materials
for amateur use. It rnust be understoodthat theseretiews are
free expressions0/ Editorial opinion, no payment0/ any kind
being rcquircd or accepted. The Editor reservesthe right to
criticise or commendaccordingto the merits of the goodssub
mitted,or to abstain from insertinga reviewin any casewhere
thegoodsare not of suﬁicicntinterestto his 75011878.]
‘ Reviaus distinguishedby
an asterisk have beenbasedon actual
Editorial Inspection0/ thegoodsnoticed.
Change of Address.
Messrs.Jas. Carson 5cCo., Ltd., inform us that they areremoving
their offices and works to London. Their new address—aftcr
March '{XSt—Wiiibe—Oaklands Road, Cricklcwood,London, N.W_,
wherethey will be pleasedto seeand hear from both old and new
customers.
Cycles for Easter.
Messrs. Edward O’Brien, Ltd., of Coventrv, ask us to notify
our readers that they are making a special feature of “ prompt
delivery " Of the variouscyclesthey supply.
'A High-Speed Tool-grindln Machine.
of emery grin er has recently been
A somewhat novel
unters, Ltd., of 26-29, Poppin's Court,
introduced by Messrs.type
Fleet Street,London, E.C. It possesses
many noteworthyfeatures.
In the ﬁrst place, the grinding disc spindle is mounted vertically,
and is driven direct from a large diameterspur wheel. The latter
constitutes the flywheel and crank in one, and can be rotated
by hand or by foot-power, as desired. The disc spindle has a
slightly taper end, on to which the various emery discs ﬁt. The
whole machine can be secured to any ordinary table, bench, or
shelf by meansof thumbserews, and in this respect lends itself
to many domestic requirements, as well as those which come
purely within the scope of the workshop. We inspectedone of
thesegrinders recently, and were favourably impressedwith its
undoubted usefulness. The ball bearings eliminate undue loss
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The Editor’s Page.
is now in full
swing, and has already attracted a consider
able number of visitors to our ofﬁces in
We think we may say, without
Poppin’s Court.
being accused of self commendation, that our
arrangements have given general approval, and
that our equipment has been much admired. We
have, in fact, carried out our promise of installing
" mode " workshop. Our number of
a really
students is steadily increasing, and they have
all been very happy in their work—Jor whether
they are attending to improve their knowledge
for business purposes, or merely for the purpose
of furthering their skill in their pet hobby, the
work is done under such conditions as make it
This, coupled with the
a pleasure and not a task.
fact that we give our students just the instruction
they require, and at times which suit their own
will be the secret of whatever success
convenience,
Our illustrated prospectus is
we may achieve.
now ready, and if any reader—who is interested
in the work of our laboratory and has not yet
received a copy—will send us his name and address,

”

folio
is published at 15., or post free,
and may be had through our usual agents.

UR laboratory and workshop

it will

be duly forwarded.

i
t
.
We deeply regret to announce the death of the
well-known model yachtsman, Mr. W. J. Richards,
who succuinbed to a severe attack of pneumonia
on the 2nd inst., almost immediately upon his
return from Liverpool, where he had been on a
visit to the Wirral Model Yacht Club. The sym
pathies of model yachtsmen in general, and those
of the Metropolis in particular, will go out to the
Model Yacht Sailing Association in the loss of a
Among those who mourn him
valuable member.
none will miss him more than his partner, Mr.
W. ]. Daniels, with whom he has carried on busi
ness as model yacht specialists, in Hatton Garden,
Mr. Richards never failed
during the past year.
to make friends of all with whom he became ac
quainted, and was generally hailed as the best
of good fellows. As a model yacht designer he was
responsible for the ro-rater X.P.D.N.C. and the
rz-metre model Ostra, two of the best all-round
A photo
boats in their respective classes to date.
graph of the former appeared in our issue for
May 6th, r909.
i

1

Those of our readers who are interested in avia
tion will probably be glad to have a copy of the
" which we
“
have just
new
Aer0plane Portfolio
published. This contains nine plates of scale
drawings of the following celebrated aeroplanes :—
Farman, \Vright, Blériot, Curtiss, Cody, Antoinette,
Santos Dumont, Voisin, and Rep. There is also
a 16~page book, describing the principal features
“
The
Port
and performances of each machine.

March 24, r910.
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Answers to Correspondents.
L. LE Cop-mun (Guernsey).——Many
thanks for
your appreciative letter.
W. V. G. (Hove).—(I) See " Electric Gas Light
ing," is. 7ld. post free; (2) enquire of local gas
ﬁtter, ironmonger, or electrician.
Lay
L. M. (Dinas Powis).—Try quenching in oil.
a sheet of brown paper upon the surface of the
oil, and let the metal laid on the paper sink
gradually.
article on “Parafﬁn
J. C. A. (Edinburgh).—See
“
in our issue of May 21st, 1903.
Brazing Lamp
A. M. (Walworth).—The cause of back-ﬁring may
be one amongst many.
The matter is fully ex
"
Gas and Oil Engines,"
plained in our handbook,
by Runciman, 7d. post free, which you should
Read also the recent query
carefully peruse.
replies on this subject.
F. West—You will probably have to have the
Any of
races made to order to your own sizes.
our advertisers undertaking special work would
do it for you.
A. WILLAN
(York).-—The matter is a large one,
and largely experimental. No doubt, however,
it will be dealt with in our pages in the near
future.
“
G. A. Roman, AND omens (Holland).—" Galvanit
can be obtained from most ironmongers and
The
hardwaremen, in tins, price IS. each.
address of the makers is George Street, Hanover
London,
W.
Square,
A. H. (Walsall).—Flour
of emery and oil should
do.
See Problem No. 102 in June, 1909, issue
of The Engineer-in-Charge for some interesting
information on this matter.

Notices.
This journal will be sent post free to any addressfor 135. per
annum, payable in advance. Remittaan should‘be made by
Postal Order.
Advertisementratesmay be had on application to the Advertise
ment Manager.
Sole Agents for United States, Canada, and Mexico: Spon and
Chamberlain, 12 , Liberty Street, New York, U.S.A., to whom
all subscriptionsiron: thesecountriesshould be addressed.
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A Model Traction Engine.
By F. G. BETTLBS.
'

MR. F. G. Brzrruzs'

ERHAPS

a description of my engine
may
interest
some MODEL
ENGINEER
readers.
The model is after the design of Messrs.
Wallis & Stevens, of Basingstoke, and took me
over a‘Tyear to construct in my spare time.
I ﬁrst got out a set of drawings to a. scale of
This size makes a. ﬁne model,
IQ ins. to the foot.
From
weighing about 80 lbs. in running order.
I proceeded to make my patterns
the drawings
for all the cast parts; then when these castings
arrived from a local foundry the trouble started,
for I had neither a gear-cutting machine nor an

MODEL TRACTION

“1

ENGINE.

attachment—a case of trying to run before I could
walk !—so I set to work and made an attachment,
and with it cut the four 36-t00thed wheels wanted.
These include the differential and outside of wind
ing drum, the intermediate gears and change speed :
the bevel gears of differential were cut 20 diameter
pitch; also the intermediate and change speed.
The pinion on intermediate shaft which engages
the outside of differential and winding drum is
cut 12 diameter pitch, and, of course, outside of
winding as well.
The intermediate cogs on large end are butted,
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had been machined up, I ﬁtted a case the correct
but were made in two parts and ﬁtted together
In top of case is ﬁtted the
after being machined up and cogs cut.
Then I
shape over the top.
steam dome with regulator valve, safety valves,
started the back wheels.
I do not think I shall
and passage to steam chest.
ever forget these.
It cost me something in tobacco
Steam is taken
direct from boiler to dome by a i-in. copper pipe.
to keep from laying the hammer into them.
The
Chief measurements are—Cylinder: I in. b0.'e, ii-in.
rims were cast in a ring 9} ins. diameter, 2 ins.
stroke: ports—steam, k1,-in. by ﬂ-in.;
wide, and 1 in. thick.
This was mounted in lathe
exhaust,
I am sorry that photographs
chuck, and angle irons bored out from the solid,
3-loths-in. by ﬂ-in.
were taken before
the governors were ﬁxed on,
the outside being turned at same time for cleats
as these improve the model;
but these are the
or strakes.
The rims were chilled in places, so I
will not mention tool making and grinding.
only parts of engine that are dummy. I could not
The
get in the valve for these to work right.
The motion
spokes are cut from fin. mild<steel
plate, there
The slide-valve
plate is best seen in photograph.
being sixteen in each wheel, and after ﬁling up
rod goes right through and into a guide at back
were drilled and tapped g in. for two steel round
of steam chest; to this is ﬁtted the lubricator.
headed screws per spoke.
The hubs were cast in
three pieces of brass, the middle piece being drilled
Correct type of Stephenson's link motion is
ﬁtted, being controlled from tender as usual.
out 3 in., then driven on a mandrel, and faced up
The eccentrics were made out of scrap brass and
each side, and to this the spokes were ﬁrst screwed
crankshaft out of Q-iu. mild steel.
and then soldered
In one end
After this the two outside
of crankshaft I had to mill out four keyways for
pieces were screwed on, and the lot well soldered
I may mention
together.
that in erecting
I
wheels
struck out a circle 9 ins.
diameter, and ﬁxed a kin.
rod for hub to slide on.
This kept me true all the
time.
After wheels were
ﬁnished I mounted in chuck
again, and bored out hubs
for axle, this being §_in. mild
steel.
Cleats or strakes were
then put on, being A in. wide,
and twenty-eight in number
per wheel, the front wheels‘
and built up as back ones—
being 5Q ins. diameter.
The
boiler is correct locomotive
type, and made
of
t‘rin.
copper plates, with 12 Q-in.
tubes; ﬁrebox is 3} ins. by
4} ins., and 5% ins. high.
The crown of this is bridge
The side of it is
slayed.
'
._
_
also well stayed
to boiler
\V
_
shell. The shell of boiler is
ENGINE.
ANOTHER VIEW or MR. Barrms’ TRACTION
carried back 2 ins. at ﬁrebox
end.
To this is ﬁxed the axle
and other gear bearings, also pump and tender. The
These are controlled by two
gear to slide on.
front tube-plate is gun-metal, and turned a driving
ﬂat levers, grooves being cut in wheels to admit
ﬁt for front of boiler. Extending from this is a flange
There is a locking bar
a half-round collar on each.
for ﬁxing “the smokebox on.
on change speed-plate to stop the two gears being
Tube-plate is ﬁxed in
boiler end with i-in. screws, then soldered up water
Engine is ﬁred with one of Messrs.
put in at once.
Smokebox is made of iron, with door,
Oil is carried in a.
tight.
James Carson's blowlamps.
lamp brackets, bottom of chimney casting, and
tank in coal bunker. On test the engine ran at
standard for front wheel to turn on.
The pump
300 r.p.m. for three-quarters of an hour, keeping
was made entirely from scrap brass, and the tender
On the road she
good steam and her own water.
ﬁttings from odds and ends.
travels at a good speed, and I have not the slightest
This has a water
tank under and a coal bunker on top ;' also a steam
doubt that this model will pull a good load ; but,
water lift and suction hose, brake, tank pocket,
owing to other important work, I have not had
I know that
toolbox, drawbar, two strips, and two rollers for
time to make a truck to test her.
guiding wire rope.
with only 15 lbs. of steam she mounted a large
not
mat and smashed both her steering chains;
Steering is the usual worm and wheel, with chains
to front axle.
Erecting cylinder and top gear
stopping at this, she drove into me with good form
was not the simplest job of engine.
Her working pressure
I could not
before I could shut off steam.
get the cylinder dome casting made under a high
is 40 lbs.
I painted and lined engine myself, but
It was done
price; in fact, two or three ﬁrms would not have
this does not show in photographs.
anything to do with it; another wanted {4. I
in proper coach style, being dark green, then lined
constructed mine, including screws, for 7s. 6d.,
red and yellow;
after this, varnished two coats.
with quite as good results.
I ﬁrst had a saddle
The only parts not my own make are steam and
cast with ribs on it. To a cross rib I ﬁtted and
water gauges, also taps and blowlamp; all the rest
bolted my cylinder, steam chest, etc. ; then, after all
I made myself.
I ﬁnish by saying that since a boy

-l
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" A2 ROPHILE.”

Built-up Plapes.

In my last contribution I dealt with the " ideal "
model aeroplane, and gave it as my opinion that
this should be a machine with the best possible
ﬂying capabilities, coupled to a general appearance
closely approximating to the prototype, the design
of which was followed. This question very natur
ally brings us to a consideration of the best means
of making fabric-covered planes for models.
As I
said last week, I have more than a sneaking regard
for the wooden plane, on account of its steadiness
and efﬁciency, but I would not pretend for a moment
that it could be called nice-looking, because it is
so far removed from the "real thing."
In my
own mind there is not the slightest doubt that the
majority of makers favour the built-up type of
fabric plane, so I will now proceed to detail some
of the methods I have successfully tried in making
these, in the hope that I shall be helping some
of my readers out of a possible difﬁculty.

designers.

A very great advantage of
plane made on the
above lines
that, with a little alteration, it can
and this
a con
be made to take to pieces easily
sideration with those who favour the larger type
is

Model Aeroplane

it,

f

is

I

the fabric.
Fig. 1 shows the arrangement in plan
and enlarged section, and needs no explanation.
The great point to observe in making this sort of
plane is that the fabric should be stretched from
The fabric
end to end, and not from front to back.
is cut out sufﬁciently large to allow a lap joint
to be made, and this can be done either by sewing
or using some adhesive or other. In making this
"
pockets” around the main frame
lap joint the
"
members—or
spars," as they are called—should
be as long as possible, as shown in the section in
Fig. 1, otherwise the spar is likely to draw a quan
“
and so impede
dead water" behind
tity of
This
a. point which
the ﬂight of the machine.
will easily be appreciated by model power-boat
a

l
l
l

;

age I always'loved an old trac
tion engine.
are
Railway
engines
very nice
indeed, but somehow, when I stood and wondered
at those old snorting machines going up a steep
hill with heavy loads, I thoughtwwell, our traction
engines want a bit of beating yet; so it proved in
London at our October exhibition.

is

of twelve years of

29!

FIG. I.

'Poclrsr'

The Simplest

FIG. 2.

I

I

I

is

is

is

is

I

I

of model, and ﬁnd, in consequence,
difﬁculty in
Al
housing and transport from place to place.
though, no doubt, readers will devise their own
will
methods of accomplishing this useful end,
describe an arrangement which
have found both
shown in plan in
It
simple and satisfactory.
Fig. 2, from which it will be seen that the spars are
divided in the middle, and a joint effected by means
of a. round (or oval) piece of light tube—oval tube
The
made from the ordinary variety.
easily
fabric
also divided across the middle, each half
terminating in a hem, in which are small eyelet
holes, through which string or tape
passed to
lace the two halves together.
As regards these
eyelet holes, they may be made with little metal
eyelets, but the ordinary sewn affair is quite good
for the purpose, and
anticipate that
enough
readers will have no difﬁculty in imposing upon
some well disposed lady relative (or friend!) to do
this portion of the work.
\Vhen planes of the above sort are ﬁxed to the
framework of the machine, the ﬁxing should be
so arranged that the middle portion of the spars
are pulled apart so as to prevent the fabric from
The spars may be made of either round or
sagging.
ﬂat strip wood—ash being the best for this pur
have not myself used it,
pose; but,_although
should imagine that the special umbrella rib
steel which can now be obtained would be almost
ideal. Another point about this sort of plane is
that the fabric can be easily made to lie along a
curved section
by curving the end crosspicces
shows this detail.
to the desired degree.
Fig.
3

Form.
.
_
would appear, to judge from the correspondence
in some of the aero-technical papers, that there
are ten thousand-and-one explanations—all
the
right ones, of course—to account for the curved
" plane " being a more
efﬁcientlifting surface than,
the truly ﬂat plane.
However, there is no real
doubt that the former is the better form of sus
tainer for full-sized machines.
Hence it may be
argued, with good reason, the curved is the correct
and most efﬁcient form of model.
In certain
circumstances I am not altogether sure that this
conclusion is entirely true. There is no doubt, of
course, that the properly designed and constructed
curved plane of any size is better than a plane sur
face of equal dimensions, but I would place great
"
emphasis on the word
properly," for, on the other
hand, I believe that a badly designed aero-curve is
not so efﬁcient as the far more easily made plane.
Many of my earliestﬁyingtmodels were made with
perfectly ﬂat surfaces, and very well, indeed, they
ﬂew—better, I go so far as to say, than many
models I have seen—otherwise much the same,
but with curved planes.
From this I conclude that
there is not very much in it between the two types
as regards models.
Fabric-covered planes are of two sorts—ﬁrst,
the single surface;
second,
the double surface.
As regards the latter, it is quite obvious, I think,
that the curved type of plane is the better, other
wise there would be no sense at all in employing
a double surface covering:
as to the former, there
is possibly an element of doubt.
Starting with the simplest possible form of single
surface plane, this simply consists of a wooden
or other suitable framework, over which is stretched

It
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When this is done, I advocate the use of one or
more ribs in the middle of the frame to maintain
the curved section all along.
Fig. 4 shows the way
in which these mid-ribs can be made so that the
plane may still be taken to pieces.
To accom
modate the small metal forks, a hole is cut out

éé'Qg

3_

oflthe pocket of the fabric, and the rib sprung into
position.
In the above I have considered the purely rect
angular plane, but with slight modiﬁcations the
arrangements shown can be made to apply to planes
tapered or round-ended in plan, after the fashion
of those on the “ Antoinette " and Blén'ot machines,
respectively. The former can be made so ob
viously that no explanation is needed ;
while,

March 31. r910.

and consequently fairly thick; but in the method
under discussion the large number of ribs employed
makes it possible to use spars of great lightness.
Nothing is better for this purpose, in my opinion,
than strips of bamboo carefully cut from poles
which can be obtained anywhere at id. or 2d.
each.
In these poles, which are generally from
Q in. t0 1 in. in diameter, knots or joints occur
about every foot along, but these can easily be
smoothed
down with a rasp so that they do not
show at all.
With a little care good straight strips
up to six or more feet long'can easily be cut from
these bamboo poles by splitting them with a knife,
or better still, sawing them down. The method
of making the end pieces is shown in Fig. 7, which

F
FIG. 7.

FIG. 4.

Frc. 8.
in the case of the latter, end pieces are made of
bamboo strip, cane, or aluminium wire, as indi
cated in Fig. 4.

Another

Method.

Planes, as made on the lines described above,
will, I think, be found satisfactory in many ways;
but they fail in appearance,
and possibly are,
unless very carefully made indeed, of well-chosen
material, on the heavy side.
Where lightness
and looks are especially desired, the arrangement
about to be described may very well be used ; but
a glance will show that it is by no means such an
easy and short job as the ﬁrst.
On the other hand,

.9

(LL
FIG. 5.
ALUMINIUM

STRIP

FIG. 6.

it

provides a thoroughly rigid, light, and well-nigh
unbreakable supporting surface, which also looks
very like the real thing. Fig. 5 illustrates the
framework over which the fabric is stretched
from end to end, and also the cross-section
of the
complete plane, the manner in which the transverse
ribs are joined on to the spars being shown in Fig. 6.
It is clear that the thinner the spars are the
better, as it is by their thickness that head-resist
ance is principally caused.
In the simple arrange
ment described above these spars have to be strong

I think, self-explanatory. Those who desire
an easily packed up plane can make it in twO
halves, with tubular joints to the spars, the fabric
being laced up tight in the middle as before.
'
_
For ribs l‘also advocate split bamboo, as it is
so easilv worked to the required surface, and can
be bent-to the desired curve with such little trouble.
Heat can be used in bending these ribs if the curve
but if a moderate
is to be a fairly sharp one;
curve be used—about that shown in Fig. 8, which
I always adhere to—they can be bent between
the ﬁngers and thumb, and will be found to keep
Of course, when
their shape for a very long time.
the fabric is on the framework they cannot do
anything else but keep their shape, and no diﬁi
culties will, therefore, arise on this account.
is,

Woods and their Strengths.
In a recent contribution I published

a short
table of various woods, together with their weight
per cubic foot, and their breaking strain in pounds.
The second column divided by the ﬁrst gave a
ﬁgure of merit whereby the various kinds of wood
In this table I gave ash as
could be compared.
having a breaking strain of 16,000 lbs. per cubic
On this matter a
foot, and a weight of 52-8 lbs.
correspondent—a timber merchant—has written
rne, pointing out that I am in error, and enclosing
two equal sized pieces of wood—one ash and the
other lance (the weight of the latter being given
I have weighed these
in my table as 45 lbs.).
billets, and there is no doubt that the piece of
My table
lance is heavier than the piece of ash.
would, therefore, appear to be wrong in this par
ticular case. My authorities for the ﬁgure I pub
lished were Sir Hiram Maxim and a list supplied
me by a timber dealer, the ﬁgures in each case
being the same for ash, and very nearly identical
for numerous other kinds of wood.
Against this,
however, Molesworth gives the weight of ash per
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cubic foot as 45 lbs., as also does Alexander in his
aeronautical tables.
I am informed that there are
two kinds of ash, the ﬁgures for English ash being
16,000 and 52-8 lbs., and for white ash—a less
common variety, I am told—14,000 and 43-12 5 lbs.
respectively.
Again, my correspondent informs
me that there are also two kinds of lancewood,
one being much lighter, but by no means so strong
as the other. I confess to being rather at a loss
for comment on the matter, except to say that my
particular authorities would seem to be probably
wrong—Molesworth,
Alexander, and my corre
spondent being right.
I hope the correction will come in time to pre
Vent this item of my table leading any reader into
serious error, and I apologise for my mistake. At
the same time I thank my correspondent—and I
cannot have too many—for calling attention to it.
Will other readers please note that I am anxious
to help them out of any difﬁculties they may
encounter as far as lies in my power, and that
if they will mention any matters they would par
ticularly like dealt with, I shall do my best to meet
heir requirements.

and
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high gear it is obligatory to pass through the free
position—a. wise. provision, which saves
engine
the engine many a “ shaking up “ in the hands of
unscrupulous or careless users.
The method of
starting and controlling the gear is very simple.
The engine is ﬁrst of all started by a push ‘down
of the pedal, and the lever then placed in free

Motor Cycle Notes.
By “

PHQENIX.”

The “ V.S." Two-speed Gear for Motor Cycles.
What many, including myself, consider to be

the best two-speed
gear for belt-driven
motor
cycles at present on the market is that ﬁtted by
the V5. Company to their own and to other makes
of machines. It consists of a tree engine clutch
and two—speed gear.
The latter consists of planet
pinions operated in such a. manner that when one
of each of the two sets of pinion wheels is held
back by the brake designed for the purpose. the

Tm; “V.S." TWO-SPEED

The rider having taken
engine or central position;
his seat, next pulls the lever slowly backwards until
the brake engaging the pinion gears begins to grip.
The machine will then start off slowly, but will
pick up speed if the lever is pulled still further
rearwards. The top speed is put into operation
by slowly pushing the lever into extreme forward
position, and it is advisable when doing this to
lift the exhaust valve so as to reduce the power
of the engine.
Immediately, however, the clutch
is engaged,
the exhaust lever can be dropped,
and the machine will then run on top speed the
same as the ordinary direct drive motor cycle.
The reduction on the low speed is 50 per cent.

Converting from
Ignition.

pair of wheels which carry the hub shell rotate
around the pinion-wheels. When running upon
the high gear the hub shell is connected with the
driving-wheel of the bicycle by a toothed clutch,
and at such times—which, of course, greatly pre
dominate-—all gears are entirely out of operation.
The gear is actuated by means of a lever placed
on the left-hand side of the tank, with a. quadrant
to guide it. The central position gives free engine
—forward of that is for the high, and rearward for
the low gear—so that in changing from low to

Accumulator

to Magneto

from an address in Birmingham, a
Writing
in the person of Mr. A. W. Walker, asks for
information respecting the conversion of a motor
from accumulator to magneto
bicycle engine
He says: “I shall be glad if you will
ignition.
tell me how to set about ﬁtting a magneto to a
I have a 3} h.-p. ‘Rex,’ with
motor cycle.
accumulator ignition, and I want, if possible, to
ﬁt a magneto.
Does it matter which way a mag
neto runs~rle., to right or left, and how it is
connected ? Is it insulated Irorn the frame of the
machine itself, or could I bolt it to the crankcase
bolts ? \Nould it be best to have ﬁbre gear wheels
or a chain, and should I require the coil as at
I may say that I am not well up in
present?
electricity, so any information concerning this will
I am a ﬁtter and have
be greatly appreciated.
plenty of tools."
to my mind in
The ﬁrst thing which occurs
connection with this matter is to ask Mr. \Valker
—of course, with all due respect—whether he is
certain that his machine is worth the rather ex
which he contemplates making
pensive alterau'on
reader,

SHOWING me “ V.S.“ TWO-SPEED GEAR FITTED.

GEAR.
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to it However looked at, the cost must be at
least {6, to include the purchase of the magneto——
and that is rather a heavy outlay for an old and
out—of-date machine;
but my correspondent may
. be able, in his capacity as a ﬁtter, to do a good deal
of work which otherwise he would have to pay
somewhat highly for.
It does not matter which
shaft with its attachments
way the magneto
revolves, and the cheapest method is to employ
a chain for driving purposes.

and Electrician.
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connecting the high-tension terminal ﬁtted on the
with the sparking plug by the usual in
magneto
sulated cable.
Although not, perhaps, one of the
easiest jobs imaginable, there is nothing in the pro
be beyond the
posed operations which should
ability of anyone possessed of average mechanical
skill and reasonable workshop facilities.

A Capital Little "Lightweight."
At the invitation of a friend, I recently called

at No. 28, Gray's Inn Road, the home of the
"
"
Grandex
cycles and motor cycles, for the pur
inspecting the new model lightweight
pose of
motor bicycle introduced by the ﬁrm Uading
I went with a perfectly open
under this name.
mind, determined to be perfectly candid in my

Other Points to be Considered.

If gear wheels are used in place of a chain, the
magneto can be made to run the same way as the
by using three toothed wheels in all—
engine,
6.0., the pinion on engine, that on the armature
7

p...

"1...";
i;It

THE New “GRANDEX

"

shaft of magneto,
and the connecting-wheel in
between; but if to run oppositely to the engine,
then two intermediate gear wheels must be employed.
The gears should, in any case, be cut for preference
from solid steel blanks, and, of course, have gun
metal bushings. Motion is best taken from the
“
half-time ” shaft of the engine timing-gear—
and here a slight difﬁculty may arise (I cannot say
to what extent, not knowing the particular engine),
it may be found necessary to fit a longer half
as
time shaft, and mount the magneto driving pinion
the end of it, so as to bring the drive in line
on
With the pinion on the magneto itself.
If circum
stances permit, the magneto should be placed at
the rear of the engine high up under the tank
in a well-protected position, instead of down
in front and at the rear of the front wheel.
suitable platform to carry the magneto is
easin made, and this can be bolted either to the
The
frame of the crankcase or partly to both.
If a high
question of insulation does not arise.
tenSion magneto is to be used, such as the Bosch,
there Will be no need for a coil ; the double winding
of the armature performs the function of the coil
in raising the tension, and the wiring is of the
Simplest possible description, consisting in merely

int-V~45)“
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LIGHTWEIGHT MOTOR

BICYCLE.

of opinion, and it is, therefore,
with
expressions
all the greater pleasure that I ﬁnd I can strongly
recommend
any of my readers, who contemplate
the purchase
of a machine of moderate power,

“
Gran
weight, and price, to look carefully at the
"
dex
before they make up their minds what they
will buy. The illustration appended does scanty
justice to the really very neat and taking appear
but that, after all, is by no
ance of the machine,
means as important as that those readers, who may
should realise that they
be prospective purchasers,
"
“
are getting in the
Grandex
lightweight the best
Palmer
of
tyres,
everything—LAP.
engine,
Brookes saddle, Druid spring forks, Bosch magneto
B. & B. handle-bar controlled carburettor, and Stan
ley Dermatine belt—a speciﬁcation which may, per
I found
haps, be equalled, but surely never beaten.
the control to be well and conveniently arranged,
Later I
and the riding position a very low one.
shall have something to say about the working
qualities and general efﬁciency of this natty little
It has all the essentials for making a
lightweight.
wholly successful model, and I should, indeed, be sur
prised if the combination of the whole results in aﬂord
ing anything but the fullest satisfaction to its users.
The weight is 100 lbs., and the colour French-grey.

The Model Engineer and Electrician.

l

is

C. M. G. (Carlisle),

H. G. (\Vandsworth), and L. M. H. (Stafford).—
“Hints and Tips for Motor Cyclists," obtainable

from this ofﬁce, will exactly meet your wants.

Lathe Division Indicator.
By WALTER GIULIANO.
BOUT

me
a year ago a friend of mine asked
to make a two-speed
gear for his phono

graph, and not having the dividing-plate
or indicator to hand which would be necessary
to cut the gearwheels, I made the following simple
appliance, and used my lathe change wheels as
division-plates.
The body C (Fig. I) is of i-in. square cast steel
and 3 ins. long, turned down one end for IQ ins.
in., and screwed to take ﬁ-in.
of its length to
The square
Whitworth nut, as shown in Fig.
now drilled"} in. right through, 9-16ths-in.
part
3.

two previous occasions referred to a new variable
speed gear, constructed on the expanding pulley prin
ciple, for application to motor cycle engines, and
have lately been carrying out some experiments with
this gear which, as a matter of courtesy, has been
ﬁtted to my machine in a dvance of the market by
the inventor, who is not as yet quite ready to accept
orders for
supply. The pulley is not mounted
upon the engine shaft as usual, but occupies a
position between the shaft and the bottom bracket
of the frame, and is driven by means of a short
Hans Renold chain from a sprocket ﬁxed on the
end of the engine shaft.
Suitable toggle mech
anism operating two sleeves having a cam action
provides for the expanding movement of the pulley
and there is a conveniently arranged
ﬂanges,
lever ﬁtted with a spring catch handle, which engages
with a rack at the side of the tank for actuating
the whole device.
Later, I shall be placing before my readers—
several of whom have written

A slow, or the engine will knock.

i,-

Experimenting with a New Variable (lear
It will be remembered that I have on one or
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asking for further information
respecting the gear—some de
tailed particulars and illustra
tions, but for a short while
longer I am under agreement
with the inventor not to divulge
any but the most general fea
tures.
I recently made a tour of
part of the Quarterly Trials
course.
taking with me an in
terested passenger in the sidecar,
and we found that the gear en~
abled us to climb both Dash
wood and Rectory Hills without
bother. \‘Ve started on the last
named in the highest gear—3Q
to r—and went over the top at
about 15 m.p.h. in 6 to I, with
a further drop to 7 to I before

free engine was reached.
There is no tendency for the
belt to slip, as the gear drops,
DETAILS or LATHE DIVISION INDICATOR.
for reasons which I shall explain
when at liberty to do so. At ﬁrst I had a little trou
from the screw end, to take clamping bolt (also
ble with the gradual engagement of the gear when
shown in Fig. 3). This bolt should be a comfort
Next comes the eccentric
able driving ﬁt in its hole.
starting away from a state of rest with the free
disc.
of i-in. mild steel, turned all over,
engine, but this has now been overcome by aslight
This
modiﬁcation in the rack portion, with which the
the edge being turned to an angle, as at B (Fig. I).
Mark off 19-32nds in. from the centre and drill
operating lever engages.
This also
a i—in. hole to slip over clamping bolt.
Replies in Brief.
H. L. (Havant). Your query is answered in the
should be a nice ﬁt. The last part is the clamping
second and third of the above paragraphs. Magneto
handle A. This is machined all over and made
After the
from B-in. by 7-16ths—in. mild steel.
enquiries are getting very numerous, and some of
them will probably be dealt with in future by
handle has been turned, the nut end should be
THE MODEL ENGINEER Laboratory Department,
gripped in the vice and bent up, as shown, the
the manager of which will most likely be installing
hole being
drilled and tapped fin. \Vhitworth
afterwards; the object of bending up the handle
a magneto for testing and examination purposes.—
T. (Camberwell).—The holes in the tank
G.
being so that it will not foul the eccentric-plate.
underneath, which are puzzling you so much,
To use the apparatus, ﬁrst place the plate in
the position shown in Fig. 2, and tighten up.
merely show that there is a partition between the
Next slip the body in the slot of headstock arm, as
petrol and engine-oil compartments, and the makers
form the openings so that the fact may be beyond
in Fig.
letting the indicator ﬁnd its own angle,
It may also have something to do with
and screw up the nut tight. The mandrel will
dispute.
now be locked tight without any trace of back
aiding and construction processes._“ THANK
”
FUL
When you wish to ﬁx the mandrel in a
are very glad to hear
lash.
(Maidstone).—We
that we have been of service to _you, and still more
fresh position, give the handle A a smart tap
towards you and swing back the eccentric B at
glad to know that the defect after all is not serious.
Never switch in the magneto when running very
the same time.
Repeat ad inﬁnitum.
is

Fig,3.

i,

j.

The Model Engineer and
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A Scale Model Tank Engine.—ll.
By JACK A. SHORE.
from page 53.)
(Continued
HE next phase of the work is boiler making.
The boiler is of the water-tube type, and Figs.
12 to 14 show the method of manufacture.
In models it is very desirable that the boiler is

By JOHN Haves.
N turning tapers there is a difﬁculty in ﬁnding

the exact amounttoadj ust the head or tail stock
To overcome this difﬁculty the tool
sideways.
described
below has been designed.
It is made
to hold in the slide-rest tool-post.
To a length of Q in. by
in. ﬂat mild steel a
rivet at the four corners two ill-in. by i-in. squares
of flat steel; centre and tap the front end of the
top piece b to take a {-in. length of silver steel 1:.
This is pointed, and projects 1% ins.
The side of
the. bottom piece is similarly centred,
drilled, and
tapped to take a gl-in. length of fin. round silver
steel e. Screw the rod up tight, and solder a. i-i6th
in. knitting needle I on the top. The sliding part g
is made of a I 5-16ths-in.
length of i-in. square
steel;
in. from one end a i-in. hole is drilled to
ﬁt a, a. groove )1 being ﬁled to ﬁt on knitting needle.
This prevents the sliding part from turning. It
is afterwards split as shown at i, and a 3-16ths'in.
tightening screw 7' ﬁtted at right angles to the slot.
Five-eighths of an inch from the centre of the
silding hole, and at right angles to it, a hole is drilled
and tapped in. to take a silver steel pointed screw 24,;
ins. long, with a. milled head It. This screw should
be a fairly tight ﬁt, and as l-in. pitch is 20 threads
per in., one complete turn of the milled head ad
vances or pulls back the point by I-2oth in. ; there
fore, a ready means of measuring is available without
the use of gauges or measuring instruments.
To use the appliance, secure by a in the tool
advance
loosely;
the whole towards the
post,
work, which must have been previously turned
parallel, or else have a parallel—piece between the
centres, until the two points just touch evenly, then
The position of screw I: does not matter
tighten up.
so long as there is sufficient length for measuring
the taper about to be produced.
After tightening
or unscrew k
up. screw
the
amount
required ;
for example, if fin. taper
is required, turn k 2%
times.
Now turn the tail
stock. at the same time

Electrician.

constructed that it will not develop leaks if
the water runs out and the lamp remains burning.
This entails the exclusion of soft-solder in its
construction, and means silver solder or brazing
The plant which we have
spelter in the joints.
started with will not permit us to do the brazing
unfortunately, as a powerful blowlamp
ourselves,
but, having carefully cleaned the
is necessary;
so

Safe/Z,

viz/ye4‘.

l

i

advancing or re
versing the indica
tor until ithc two
points just touch
the work.
A sheet
of white paper held
underneath the points will aid the eye in this ticklish
job. The head or tail stock can now be clamped in
position. To ﬁnd the taper of any piece of work,
level the points by aparallcl length of metal between
the centres, as before ; then advance or reverse the
screw 12until the points just touch the taper work,
which must replace the parallel length of metal. The
amount of taper is indicated by the turns of h. It
will be evident that this amount refers only to that
portion of the work between the points of indicator.

Sfeam

l‘o

cy/inders

/2_

of the metal at the joints, and ﬁtted the
boiler together, it is not: an expensive job to have
the brazing done at the nearest
bicycle shop.
Three or four shillings should amply pay for the
work, and do not accept it as ﬁnished until you have
tested it under pressure (with your feed-pump).
In case any of my readers wish to do the
I will give a few hints
brazing for themselves,
as to the operation
before
on with the
going
description of the boiler.
"
“
A furnace
is necessary,
and a very efﬁcient
one may be made by lining a 2-lb. biscuit tin with
in. to
in. thick, or with {-in.
ﬁreclay about
sheet asbestos.
The latter is the easiest, but it
surface

i

l

costs

more.
The lowest—powered lamp which can be considered
A smaller one
satisfactory is a NO. 3 Tarantella.
will not give heat enough.
Silver-solder, which may be obtained from a
jeweller or a bicycle shop, is easier to use than
spelter, as it melts at a lower temperature, and it
is quite as satisfactory.
Moreover, with the lower
temperature, there is not the same danger of burn

ing the work.
"
The “ ﬂux
A pennyworth will last
is borax.
It
best prepared for use by rubbing
is
years.
a lump on a wet, smooth slate until a white liquid
mud is produced. This should be painted over
the joints and places where it is desired that the
solder should ﬂow, using a camel's-hair brush.
Cut the sheet of silver-solder into strips and
place these in position by the joints, etc., and heat
the whole thing up together in the furnace. When
the work gets to a bright red heat, the solder will
begin to ﬂow where the ﬂux has been applied,
and may be coaxed into the joints by means of a
bit of stout brass wire, which must be clean, or
dirt from it will be transferred to the work and cause
trouble.

The Model Engineer

Consult the directions which are obtained with
and get the lamp properly going
it on to the work. If unburnt
parafﬁn or black paraﬁin smoke gets on to the
joints, it is necessary to clean them all over again,
which is irritating and a waste of time.
The necessary
materials for the boiler are:
lo ins. of zi-in. (external) drawn copper tube for
the boiler barrel;
IIQ ins. of 3-in. (external)
drawn copper tube for the outer casing; 2 ins.
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of the ﬁnished joint, with the ﬁllet of solder shown
black, and the end of the barrel (or lip) turned
hammer.
neatly over with
For ease in brazing, the edge of the boiler ends
should be slightly chamfered with a ﬁle, so that
when in position there.is a narrow groove all round,
into which the silver-solder will readily ﬂow.
Unless the boiler end is a tight ﬁt in the barrel,
the silver-solder will leak through during the brazing
and be lost in the interior—another most irritating
circumstance, particularly when one
stewing in
front of the furnace.
Fig.
shows the rear end of the boiler and
the
positions of the boiler mountings. A—A
the water gauge, B the regulator,
the blower
cock, D the check valve for water feed,
the pres
sure gauge ﬁtting.
Fig. 125 shows the front end of the boiler,
being the hole through which the steam pipe
is led. and
that for the blower tube.
The adapters, or screwed collars, for the water
gauge, the check valve, and pressure
gauge will
require brazing into place, as also will the adapter
for the safety valve, and this should be done after
the ends and tubes have been brazed in. It means
“
a second
heat," but it
well worth it.
When ﬁnally screwing the boiler mountings on
to their seatings,
necessary to use something
with which to make the joints tight under pres
sure.
Bassett-Lowke
Co. sell a jointing material,
but
have not found this very satisfactory for
the small mountings necessary
to a l-in. scale
model, and prefer to use red lead and tow. Equally
a hair or two of hemp, obtained
good with tow
by unlaying a yarn from common brown string.
This should be smothered in red lead and two or
three turns of it wound left-handed round the
thread of the ﬁtting close up to the ﬂanges.
The
is

the blowlamp,
before
turning

and Electrician.
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box:
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(external) drawn copper tube for the smoke
all i-iéth in. thick.
(N.B.—This may be
bought at about 15. 2d. a 1b., and comes to 45. 6d.
at that price.)
Two boiler ends to ﬁt zl-in. tube;
one boiler end to ﬁt 3-in. tube;
one smokebox
door and front, to ﬁt the 3l-in. tube; 2 ft. of l-in.
drawn copper tube, for the water tubes.
(These
may be obtained from several advertisers in THE
MODEL ENGINEER—for
see
their cata
prices

of 3Q-in.

is

G

F

E

C

is

in

having drilled the f-in. holes in the boiler
barrel for the water tubes, insert in them alter
nately a bit of {-in. rod, and bear down on the end
of it in line with the axis of the barrel, so that the
Chirp/76y

l

r

‘l’

(4——

40___ _____)

Fig/3.",

it

is

a

if

is

is

is

towards the end of the barrel
Having
raised and the opposite one depressed.
done this, it will be found necessary to only slightly
bend the {-in. water tubes to get them to ﬁt into
at once
This is of more beneﬁt than
place.
bit
you doubt it, try bending
apparent, but
of 1-in. copper tube to a right angle Without ﬂatten
It can be done by ﬁlling the tube with lead
ing it.
or resin, but this is a nuisance.
7
well to bell the mouth of the boiler barrel,
It
The ﬁling away
as shown on the left of Fig. 12.
of the metal thus renders the entry of the boiler
should be a good tight ﬁt.
end more simple, as
The right~hand end of Fig. 12 shows the section
edge of the hole which

“lira—J

F"’9 ./4.

threads also should be coated thickly with red lead.
be allowed to elapse between
screwing in the mountings and testing under
pressure, in order to give time for the red lead to set.
The regulator and blower cock must both be
attached to their respective steam tubes by means
of silver-solder before they are put in, and here
a difﬁculty.
Both these ﬁttings are threaded
“
with their own
particular," and are unlike one
another. This means buying a tap for each,
with which to cut the threads in the holes on the
boiler end, which entails expense out of all propor
" came to
"
tion.
the rescue, and
My
bicycle-man
trust yours will be able to give you similar heln.

A clear day should
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The Model Engineer and Electrician.

ﬁnished engine, all of which will be found in
various model makers' catalogues.
Four coupled wheels, 2Q ins. diameter;
two
pony truck wheels, 1} ins. diameter; four buﬂ‘ers,
i-in. scale; one funnel, i-in scale; one safety
valve, {-inv scale; one dome, l_~in. scale;
one
water gauge (5-32nds-in.
glass); one spirit needle
valve; one blower cock; one regulator; sixteen
hand-rail knobs, §-in. scale; two eccentrics and rods,
No. i, i-in. shaft, 3-16ths-in. travel;
two axles,
{\ in. diameter, zﬁ-in. gauge, for coupled and pony
truck wheels; one pressure gauge syphon;
one
check feed-valve;
one pair cylinders, 7-16ths-in.
bore, i-in. stroke, 7-16ths-in. scale;
one crank
axle for same, but long enough for zg-in. gauge;
two unions, ﬁ-in. tube, one for steam pipe—one
for feed-water pipe; one union, 3-16ths-in. tube,
'
or spirit pipe; one feed-pump.
(To be rantinued.)
the
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By FRED HORNER.
When a tool or cutter has to be heated in the
Bunsen burner it takes some
minutes to get it to a good
white heat, if the stock is
more than about 5 in. diam
eter.
Holding the tool in the
ﬂame is tiring and tedious,
and also wastes time.
The
illustration shows a little rig
up which obviates the neces
sity for holding the object
with pincers or pliers, so that
the worker may proceed with
other operations while the
$
heating up is going on.
The arrangement consists
of a brass loop, bent to em
brace the burner tube, and
provided with a bolt and
wing~nut.
A socket is formed
with the back of the loop, to
‘ l ml],
receive the tapered end of a
piece of wire about 3-16ths
in. diameter, bent into the
k!,,,|,,ll
outline shown.
The top of
the wire forms platform. on
which the object to be heated
rests, and little serrations are
ﬁled across to prevent round
tools from rolling oﬁ. It will
be seen that the clamp on the
tube allows of adjustment for
height, to get the tool in the
hottest part of the ﬂame, and
to enable the rig-up to be re
moved when not required, as
“
the socket ﬁtting of the wire
provides for slewing the latter
around to bring the required
part of the tool into the mid—
'
the of the ﬂame and balancing
pro erl
on the
latf rm.
This holder
better than
yindependéiit siand
on the bench,
because
always keeps the tool
correctly in the ﬂame, whereas a separate stand
liable to move through vibration or accidental
knocks, and, moreover, the heat which
conducted
through the, bent wire is not all lost, because
simply ﬂows into the burner tube again.
;

it

is

Having arrived at a good tight thread for these
two ﬁttings and attached their respective
tubes,
screw them into position with red lead, with their
tubes protruding through the opposite end of the
boiler, and see that the tubes are slightly bent
inside the boiler. This last, is important, or you
will ﬁnd perhaps, when the boiler has cooled down,
after brazing the tubes at the front end that they
have parted inside the boiler, due to contraction
and the fact that they are rigidly held at each end.
For the steam pipe you will require 30 ins. of
Q-in. drawn copper tube, and for the blower another
The steam pipe and blower pipe
14 ins. or so.
are led, as shown by the dotted lines in Figs. 12A
and 123, and before bending them into position
they should be annealed by raising them to a dull
red heat and plunging them into cold water.
Fig. 13 shows the boiler casing, with the inner
boiler in position, as well as the smokebox front,
and the use of the yin. boiler end.
In preparing
the boiler casing, ﬁrst see that the ends are true,
and then scribe a line down its length, taking care
that it is parallel with the axis. About } in. from
one end put a punch-mark on this line, and another
one 4 ins. from it.
Drill a §-in. hole at each mark
and join them with a sawcut. Through these two
holes scribe lines at right angles
to the longi
tudinal one, measure
up the correct distance
along these on each side, and put a punch dab
where
Drill
you wish to stop the crosscuts.
I-Ioth-in. holes at each of the four punch dabs,
and join them, through the i-in. holes, with a.
sawcut. Before trying to bend the pieces thus
freed to form the sides of the ﬁrebox, as in Fig. I3A,
anneal the tube.
It is better to do this after having
done the sawing, for when the metal is soft it
the saw.
The 3-in. boiler-end must be
clogs
in its place and secured with the four screws, as
shown, before the bending is done, or the tube
In the 3-in. boiler-end cut a
will be distorted.
2f-in. hole, as shown in Fig. 13A, through which
the inner boiler will protrude, as in Fig. r 3.
The lagging bands for the boiler casing may now
be ﬁtted.
They are made from strip brass or
The shops which
copper about r-roth in. wide.
will be able
to
furnish
keep Hobbics' goods
you with this. It is usually sold for the orna<
mentation of bent metal work. It may also be
obtained, but more expensively, from our friends
" model makers.’ Cut off the
the
necessary
lengths and drill a hole (the smaller the better)
about I-Ioth in. from either end, and having put
the bands in position on the boiler, pull them
tight and secure them with a short length of steel
pinion or copper wire. The bands over the ﬁre
box will have to be secured differently, and perhaps
the easiest method is a r-Ioth~in. bolt and nut
or a rivet through the ends and the sides of the
ﬁrebox.
Figs. 13 and 13A also show the lead of the feed
water pipe, which is of ﬁ-in. drawn copper, with the
male end of a union at its outer end.
Fig. 14 is the throatplate, and the dotted lines
represent pieces of L-brass, riveted in place for
It is made from
securing it to the boiler casing.
r-rGth-in. brass sheet, and you will probably ﬁnd
you have a scrap bit from which you can cut it.
It is long enough to slip in between the frames,
and thus form a screen for the lamp at the front
end of the ﬁrebox.
l' append a list of parts which are necessary for
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is doing very good service on the South Australian
The type is 4*6—0, with outside cylin
railways.
ders 18 ins. diameter by 26—in. stroke, and driving
wheels 5 ft. diameter.
The total heating surface
is 1,408 sq. ft., and the grate area 22-5 sq. ft.
The
total wheelbase is 24 ft. 3} ’ms., and that of the
driving wheels 13 ft. The tender runs upon two
four-wheeled bogies, and carries 4,000 gallons of
water and 5 tons of coal.
It will be noticed that
many of the foregoing dimensions resemble those
employed on English railways, and the compara
'
tively large grate area is accounted for by the fact
that the gauge of the railway is 5 ft. 3 ins.
Mr. Ross kindly volunteers to send at a future
date some particulars of a new class of engine
at present building for passenger trafﬁc. It will,
he says, be very much larger than the present class,
and will be known as the A2 class.
The particu
lars will be welcomed, and if a photograph can be
procured to accompany them it will add to their
interest. Both the 4—6—0 type referred to above
and the new one now building are " home-made "
productions—that is to say, they are built in the
Newport (Victoria) \Vorks of the railway company.

Notes.

LAKE, A.M.I.Mech.E.

A WELL-KNOWN LOCOMOTIVE

ENGINEER.

the time of preparing these Notes the
writer has received news of the regrettable death
of Mr. George Whale, who only a few months ago
resigned the position which he had held for six
years previously, viz., as Chief Mechanical En
Mr. Whale
gineer of the L. & N.W.
Railway.
adopted a bold policy from the moment he assumed
the Chiefship at Crewe, striking out in what, for
that line, was a new direction, by designing large
4—4—0 simple express locomotives, where pre
viously all the modern engines had been com
The "Precursor" type locomotives of
pounds.
Mr. \Nhale's design have been among the most
talked-of of any railway engines in this country
during the past few years, and they have achieved
a reputation for hauling capacity and general efﬁ
ciency which none need be ashamed of, and many

might envy. The 4—6—0 type locomotives, both
passenger and goods, are hardly less well-known,
and some wonderful work is to be credited to both
patterns. Mr. 'Whale's large 4—4—2 tank engines
and the eight-wheeled simple goods engines rank

4—6—0 TYPE

AUSTRALIAN

the largest and most powerful of their
among
kinds in the kingdom, and altogether
respective
the present standards of the L. & NNV. Railway
are such, that it may be difﬁcult to improve upon
them, taking everything into consideration.
with
The late Mr. \Vhale had been connected
the locomotive department of the North-Western
for many years prior to his appointment as Chief
Mechanical Engineer. He stepped into the highest

place in I903 from the important post of Running
Department Chief. His name will ﬁgure largely
in the history of Crewe Works, despite the short
ness of the time during which he held the reins of
government there.

A COMMUNICATION

FROM AN AUSTRALIAN READER.

Mr. W. Ross writes from Victoria, Australia,
saying that he has not yet seen any illustrated
references made to Australian locomotive practice
in these columns, and would like to call the atten
tion of other readers to a class of locomotive which

HEAVY TANK ENGINEs ON THE MIDLAND.
times readers
have asked for the
appearance in these columns of drawings of the

At various

LOCOMOTIVEZ
l

SFT.

3IN. GAUGE.

tank locomotives designed
heavy 0—6—4
by
Mr. R. M. Deeley during his tenure of ofﬁce as
Locomotive Superintendent of the Midland Rail
way at Derby; the intention, in at least one in
stance,
being to produce a model of the class,
resembling as nearly as possible in outward appear
ance the prototype design.
The only drawings
at the writer's disposal are a sectional elevation
and plan—reproduced herewith—and it is hoped
that these may be of assistance to those interested.
The engine, it will be seen, has two inside cylinders,
driving the middle pair of coupled wheels.
The
Slide—valves work between
the cylinders, and are
actuated by means of Stephenson link-motion
valve gear.
The inclination of the piston-rods
and cylinders is I in Si, and the connecting-rods
are 6 ft. 3} ins. long between centres.
The weigh
bar shaft is located above the link motion, and the
gears are reversed by handwheel and screw.
The
angle of the eccentrics is 1055, and each eccentric
rod is 4
The crank webs are rect
3% ins. long.
angular In shape, with straps shrunk on around
ft.

Locomotive
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the right-hand crank leads.
The ﬁxed
of the engine is 16 ft. 6 ins., and the
29 ft, that of the trailing four-wheeled
being 6 ft.
The boiler barrel measures IO ft. 105 ins. long,
with an outside diameter of 4 ft. 8 ins. at the front
ring. lts centre line is 8 ft. above rail level, and
it contains 24,2 tubes, each 1} ins. diameter. The
tubular heating surface is 1,206 sq. ft., and that
of the ﬁrebox 125 sq. ft., giving a total heating
surface
of 1,331 sq. ft. The grate area is 21-1
sq. ft., and the working pressure 175 lbs.
A com~
bined tank capacity of 2,250 gallons of water is
provided, and the bunker when full, accommodates
31}tons of coal.
The foregoing particulars show that the engine
is of very powerful design and proportions, and those
who have seen it in actual being will agree that it
a very ﬁne outward appearance.
presents
Sec
tional drawings of other locomotives will appear
in the Notes from time to time in future.
them, and
wheelbase
total base
bogie truck

WHAT Govnrms THE DESIGN or A LOCOMOTIVE.
A Monmouth correspondent has written asking
for information on the subject of designing express
locomotives, and in the course of his
passenger
letter asks :—" What are the main principles
which govern the selection of the type, dimensions,
and general characteristics of an express loco
motive intended for heavy fast passenger work
on a'main line ? Of course, I know that the loads
to be hauled and the road to be worked over must
form the basis of the designer‘s calculations; but
I should like to become better acquainted with
the methods by which such matters are decided,
and shall be very glad if you will make this the
subject of a future Note."
The correspondent who writes as above is quite
right when he suggests that the " road and the
"
load
provide the basis for the designer's calcula
tions, but there are, of course, many other points
which have to be taken into account as well.
Principal among them is the question of what the
permanent way—and particularly the bridges and
other structures—will stand in the way of concen
trated and total load, and it may be that the
matter of type is sometimes settled by these con
If the train loads are heavy
siderations alone.
and the speed high, it may generally be taken that
the main line will also be of such a character that
almost any weight of engine may be safely used
that will conform to the loading gauge restric
tions ; but then, again, there are sections which,
for one reason or another, are not capable of stand
ing so much wear and tear, and these facts the
designer has to keep before him whengetting out
his plans. The tractive power of the engine must
reach a certain ﬁgure, and have a margin' over
and above what is ever likely to be required. The
size of the cylinders and coupled wheels, amount
of heating surface, adhesion weight, and working
steam pressure, must be proportioned, to allow of
the required traciive power being assured; and
if a high adhesion is necessary, it may sometimes be
the number of coupled
imperative to increase
wheels so as to spread the weight over a larger
number of axles, instead of concentrating it on a
smaller number. There is always a maximum
load per axle, which must in no circumstances be
exceeded.
To obtain great power, large cylinders

March 31, igro.

must be used; they, in turn, entail the use of an
ample adhesion, and plenty of steam generating
capacity on the part of the boiler. All these things
are governed by known principles, and, as will be
seen, they depend
almost entirely the one upon
the other, once the object to be aimed at has been
ascertained.

The étegami Engine for

Beginners—XIII.

By H. MUNCASTER,

A.M.I.Mech.E.

(Continued from page 274.)
NE of the most interesting types of the early
steam engine is the table engine shown in
Figs. :15 and 116, of which many examples
are still to be found at work, after doing service
for ﬁfty years or more.
Some months back the
writer came across one within a stone's throw from
the Tangye gas engine works at Smethwick.
A very ﬁne model is included amongst the South
Kensington collection, and is, perhaps, one of the
most attractive of the exhibits.
As it may serve
as a guide to any reader of THE MODEL ENGINEER
who may care to take it as a prototype, these two
views are given of an engine designed by the
writer.
The cylinder, which is 9 ins. diameter
and iSins. stroke, is placed on a table standing
on four short columns; these are 4i ins. diameter
and r 5 ins. long over-all. and have a ﬂange 6} ins.
square at each end, the heading shown being
turned and polished.
The table is about g in. thick and has a rib
To secure
(shown by shading) across the middle.
it to the bed, a bolt 1} ins. diameter is passed
down the centre of each column. The top ﬂange
of the cylinder is square, as also the cylinder cover,
on the top of which is ﬁxed two slides to guide the
crosshead.
There are two slides and two cranks
cut out of a solid shaft. The eccentric is placed
between the cranks, and works a rock shaft on which
two levers give motion to the side rods connecting
the crosshead
of the slide-valve spindle.
The
various parts are conveniently got at and the
working is very satisfactory.
The reason for the disappearance of this type
from among the modern engines is probably due
to its excessive ﬁrst cost, as well as to the fact that
it does not lend itself to an economical method of
manufacture. It marks, however, an interesting
The
stage in the history of the steam engine.
engravings are to a scale of 1-16th full size.
The horizontal engine has long been a favourite
and is generally a convenient form, the various
for oiling, cleaning, and
parts being accessible
We illustrate (Figs. :17, 118, 119) a
repairs.
made
compound horizontal engine
by Messrs.
Hayward, Tyler & C0., by whose courtesy the
writer is able to use the drawing made by him over
a quarter of a century ago, from which the en
graving has been made.
The engines are of the bored guide type with a
comparatively long stroke, as was usual at that
The cylinders are bolted direct to the
period.
Both beds are identical, except
ﬂange on the bed.
that they are right- and left-hand.
The steam is
admitted ﬁrst to the smaller (the high-pressure)
cylinder, then exhausts into the steam chest of the
larger (the low-pressure) cylinder.
After passing
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through the low-pressure cylinder it passes into
a condenserv which is combined with an air pump
worked from the tail end of the piston-rod, as
shown.
The admission of steam to the high~pressure
cylinder is controlled by a slide-valve, at the back
of which is a cylindrical valve with helical ends
" Porter "
governor, which
under the control of a
cuts of! the steam before the end of the stroke;
the cut-off occurring earlier as the governor rises,
thus automatically giving the correct amount of
steam in the manner calculated to effect the most
“
Ryder"
economical result. The arrangement is the
patent, which will be more fully dealt with later.
The low-pressure cylinder is ﬁtted with an ordinary
slide-valve giving a moderate amount of cut-off.
The cranks are cast-iron discs. the metal being
arranged to balance the pin and partly the con
necting-rod. The cylinders are lagged and covered
The engines are
with thin ﬂuted cast-iron plates.
and at the period
of most handsome appearance,
mentioned well up to the best practice.
( To be continued.)

A Note on Batteries.
By

J.

PIKE.

of primary batteriesﬂ
accumulators
bichromate in particular—and
or secondary batteries, convinces me that
The old bottle
many improvements are possible.
bichromate retains some of its former populanty_;
a
ﬁfty years ago, no doubt, it was conSidered
Let any serious worker try
miracle of ingenuity.
X-ray operations on a practicable scale, With bi
chromate cells for his source of supply, and he Will
As a
have his eyes opened very considerably.
rule, the contacts and connections were bad from
A piece _of brass tube screwed into
the start.
a block of zinc to the depth of f in. is a very poor
business after a short period of use—that is to say,
if you want current. Anyone can make more
efﬁcient bichromate cells by simply couphng or
pairing zinc and carbon plates of equal Size—one
zinc and two carbons, or two zincs and three car
in THE MODEL
bons, and so on, as described
ENGINEER handbook.
Time after time I have bought accumulators,
and met with disappointment by reason of poor
and incomplete contacts. One would infer that
who make and ﬁt these batteries never
people
As an instance of this,
make personal use of them.
I may say that when bringing out the positive
and negative terminals it is a mistake to ﬁt on
and seal a celluloid cover until one is certain that
contact between the lead grid and the brass screw
true
the
user
gets
is perfect.
Frequently
no
he is continually
value out of his accumulator;
and he ﬁnds it run down
having it recharged,
As a
long before that stage should be reached.
fact, it is not run down—the contact is loose, pro
This may be proved;
bably, from the ﬁrst stage.
“
on charge,
because on putting such a battery
"
"
almost at once.
milk
to
the acid commences
Of course, a defective joint is detected sooner or
later by reason of the deposit of sulphate crystals—
no consolation this to the amateur who cannot

S

OME

years'

experience

and

Electrician.
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repair the fault himself, but, on the contrary. a
frequent expense.
For my own part I get on with less annoyance
when I build my own batteries.
The advertise
ment pages of THE MODEL ENGINEER aﬁord evi
dence of the fact that all the parts necessary are
to be purchased.
The mere ﬁtting of parts is an
important but not a difficult matter. Personally,
I ﬁnd it a wise plan always to arrange that the
contacts may be easily brought into view for occa
sional inspection. A battery may be entirely
covered or closed in, but it is wise to arrange that
the case can be opened out easily if required.
There is another point with regard to the grids.
It is, probably, not generally known that the
positive grid becomes harder and more brittle
with use, while the negative plate appears to
retain its toughness—the characteristic of new sheet
lead.
This being so, in making and moulding
"
"
of the positive plate should be
grids the
lug
wider, and take a larger grip, as it were, of the lead
frame than is necessary
in the negative plate.
In short, the positive plate in a set which has had
some use, may be easily broken off at the part
where it joins the lug; and it is very likely to be
the case that this part is very weak in certain plates
in one’s battery, even when the latter remains
undisturbed for a length of time.
Quite naturally,
if in cleaning out the cells the sets of grids are
removed by lifting by their lugs, the danger is aggra
vated, because the lugs have not, in the positive
plate, so strong a hold on the frame as to bear the
full weight without risk of fracture.
I have now for several years built and repaired
and reﬁtted my own accumulators, always with a
good deal of pleasure and satisfaction;
but with
regard to the making of the grids, I, with the rest
of the public, am at the mercy of the manufac
turers.
I am sure that an improvement would be
possible from the use or provision of larger lugs to
the positive plate; or, what would do as well,
never to bring the perforations of the positive plate
right into the corner, but to leave a ﬁrmer and
larger grip on the framework—something like the
sketch, the black line enclosing ten perforations,
which would be better solid.

The connections between the plates—that is to
positive lug to negative lug, and so on—
should always be lead-burnt.
I must qualify this
by saying that I use ordinary soft solder and resin
as a flux, when, if the iron is at the right heat, a
One has to be some
very effective joint is made.
thing of an expert to do lead burning properly;
but my observation is that it practically depends
upon the temperature at which the parts are
To put it plainly—if I have
brought together.
half-a-dozen joints to make, the ﬁfth and sixth
say,

F10.

n8.

iJ

[For

A.M,I.Mech.E.

see Pages 302—304.]
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and I then go back and brin the other
up to the same level.
Practice is essegitial.
As 2
to these soldered
protective-covering
I ﬁnd ordinary black and red enamel connections
as good as
need be.
There should be, and is. no offensive
smell about a well-built accumulator.
As to ter
minals, the more simple the better : bring out
from
the covering
case the two terminating and ex
tended lugs—p051tive
and negative—paint red and
black_respectively, and use binding screws which
grip tightly.
It is to be noted that these have a
tendency to work loose, but as thev are always in
sight, that is a matter easily remedied.

are good,

A Model

Flip-Flap.

By L. B. \VHITAKER.
HIS model took me about one month to

con~

struct. The base is in the form of a wooden
bo_x,_ holding the motor and train of wheels,
and prowding a space for the counterbalances.
I
use a small H armature motor, running at about
2.000 r.p.m.
The driving wheels. which are made of
wood, are connected with the rubber belts of
The uprights of the arms are
circular section.
pieces of cedar 18 ins. long, and
The
}-in. square.
transverse pieces are of sheet tin, which are secured
the uprights by small nails in. long.
I originally
to
}
intended putting in brass screws, but I found the
nails answered
the purpose just as well, so I only
The arms are balanced
have screws at the ends.
With 4 lbs. of lead each, and take
25 seconds to
cross

over.

The'shaft on which the arms are placed is a steel
in.
rod } in. diameter. The axles of the cars are
diameter. The cars are balanced by lead weights
weighing 1 02. each, and are illuminated with pea

i

lamps.

The Use of Wood in Mechanical
Engineering.

A

By H. MAPLETHORPE.
THOROUGH knowledge of the characteristics

and qualities of the various kinds of wood is,
no doubt, a great help to the engineer de
signing certain classes of machinery and other
structures—such as bridges, wood pulleys, auto
mobiles, and ﬂying machines, etc., or the shaping
of a machine part. The following notes are given
with the hope that they will be of interest and value
to many of our young engineers who are now—0r
may some day be—so engaged.
Pallem-making.—-Yellow
pine is suitable and
much used for large patterns, on account of it
being free from knots, and its annular rings are
it is easy working, and shrinkage is
regular;
Mahogany is used for small patterns,
uniform.
is
knots, and shakes,
shrinks
.free from acids,
uniformly, and is very good working in the lathe.
The Teeth of Wheels—For
mill gearing,
etc..
the following are the chief woods used—on account
of their great strength, hardness,
and wearing
capabilities—hombeam,
holly, apple, thorn, box
wood, oak, beech, and tewart.
Oak is used if
the gearing is in a damp place.
Beech must be
cut up into small pieces to prevent it getting the
dry rot. Tewart is one of the strongest known
‘

_
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woods, and the weather has little effect, as it seems
almost imperisliable, and can be exposed to high
temperatures or damp, where many other woods
would be destroyed.
For Sluices and Paddles— oak, greenheart, tewart,
and elm; all are very little affected by water.
Buﬂer Beams (for railway carriage construction).
—Oak is used.
( ak is very strong and contains
acids, which corrode iron, therefore the use of
nails and bolts must be avoided.
Brake Blocks—Willow and poplar are very
They are
tough woods, and do not splinter.
prized for brake blocks, as they do not ﬁre so readily
as other woods by the friction on the wheels.
'l’hey grip the wheels well.
vitae is very hard, heavy,
Brari'ngs.—Lignum
strong, and close and wiry in the grain, and will
stand any weather. It is better than any other
material for stern tube shaft bearings, owing to
its self-lubricating and corrosion-resisting nature.
Floats and Paddle ll"hee1s.-—\Nillow,
English and
elm
The best way to preserve
American elm.
is to keep it under water or bury it in sludge.
They
Tools.—Beech
and boxwood.
joiners'
are hard, heavy, close, and even in texture, with
a ﬁne silky grain.
Beech is also used for piles,
and makes excellent wedges.
Ordinary Franimg and Piling, eta—Yellow deal.
Piles, for supporting heavy weights, such as
bridges or buildingstak, elm, greenheart, and
tewart. Greenlieart is clean and straight in the
grain, very hard, and heavy; tough, strong, and
elastic.
It is very largely used for piles for large
structures, as it can be obtained from 24 to 50 ft.
in length and 12 to 24 ins. in the square, and is
better without any preservation compounds being
applied.
Fenders and Rubbing-pieces.—American elm.
Carriage Building—Teak is moderately hard
and strong, even and straight in the grain.
It
shrinks very little, and is very durable.
It is
of an oily nature, and is preferred to all other
known woods for the backing of the armour-plates
of ironclad ships of war, as it does not rust the
plates, and it is not affected by worms.
hickory, and lance
Shafts and Springs—Ash,
wood.
Ash is used for the hangers which carry
the riddles in threshing machines, making about
100 vibrations per minute, and stands longer than
It is of moderate weight, is
any other material.
very strong, tough, elastic, and pliable, and when
heated by steam can be bent to any desired curve
without injury to ﬁbre.
Weight for weight, it
is stronger than best wrought iron.
Hickory and
lancewood are used for the spring bow in fretwood
saws, making 3,000 vibrations per minute, and
stand better than anything else.
A pulley
Wood
Pulleys are made of maple.
made of maple 46% ins. diameter by iO-in. face
withstood an actual speed of 2,400 revolutions per
minute— which is equivalent to 5} miles a minute-—
in the periphery and a tensile strain of 2,000 lbs.
per sq. in.
Automobile Wheels
and
Framing—Ash and
jarrah, owing to their great strength and shock
absorbing properties. They are far superior to steel,
and no doubt will be more extensively used in
the future.
Flying Machines—Ash has been used, owing to
its great strength, combined with lightness.
\‘l'ood is stronger than steel.
Australian native
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per cub. ft., has
per sq. in., and

shearing strength of 1,900 lbs.
requiring 6,800 lbs. to produce
an indentation 0-05 in. on.
This
sq. in.
an area of
wood has a tensile strength
of 19,200 lbs. per sq. in., or, on.
a weight-for-weight basis, 20‘
per cent. stronger than steel.
Red Gum, at 47 lbs. per"
cub. it, has a tensile strength.
of 20,200 lbs. per sq. in.
Swamp Gum, at 37 lbs. per'
cub. it, has an ultimate ten
sile strength of 19,400 lbs. per'
sq. in. or, in comparison with.
to in favour
the best steel,
of wood.
Blue Gum, of Tasmania,
shows the enormous tensile
strength of 29,800 per sq. in.
upon a dry, seasoned weight
of 49 lbs. per cub. It. This,
compared with nickel steel,
when judged on a weight-for
weight basis, chrome nickel
steel, with a tensile strength
of 125,000 lbs. per sq. in., is
in favour of wood.
23 to
is
The shearing strength
1,350 lbs. per sq. in., and the
is
of
elasticity
modulas

In)”.

1

We are given to understand
that there is to be a magniﬁ
cent reproduction of the great
Daibutsu 0f Kamakura at the
Exhibition.
Japan - British
This, of course, will be on a
reduced scale, for the original
model of the god Amida,which
dates from an. 1252,
491ft.
ins. high, 97 ft. in circum
is

MODEL
OF

Thus, it will be seen from
the foregoing that by the
employment of wood as an
article of manufacture and
lightness
with
commerce,
combined with strength, and
stitIness as a factor to a.
hitherto undreamed
degree
of in a multitude of various
lines of mechanical endea
vour, it should considerably
in solving
assist engineers
most difﬁcult problems in
construction where strength,
weight, stability, and dura
bility are most essential
points.

ference,

it

.ll_

material for heavy motor construction in the near
future.
The Salmon Gumwood, with a weight of 00 lbs.

has a face

6ft.

5

By L.

ELEVATION
AND
PLAN
description]

L
.i) Mi-

<3

3,500,000.

ins.

long, and a central golden eye
ft. 11 ins. across. Presuma
was ﬁrst made in sec
bly,
tions and then placed toge
ther, a most remarkable thing
about this part of the work
being thata great British‘en
gineer recently declared modern science to be unable
to get the wonderful welding results which the
Japanese of those far-oft days obtained.
For

-

B. \Vnirraxea.

T

7

1

3

1

FLIP-FLAP.

sun

0/

1

2

[see opposite

page.

1

woods, taking weight for weight, are the strongest
known woods, and will no doubt be found valuable

a
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The Society of Model Engineers.
London.

Mimi-mos—Thursday,
April zistz
Ordinary meeting. Special railway track and model
night.
_Full particulars of the Society and forms
of [application for membership may be obtained
from the Secretary. New members elected between
this
dateand April 30th next only pay half-year's
subscription to October 3rst next—HERBERT
G.
RIDDLE,
Secretary, 37, Minard
Road, Hither

Fpruni:

Green,

SE.

Provincial

Societies.

Birmingham.—The next meeting will be held
on Wednesday, April 6th, at the " White Horse,"
Congreve Street, at 7.30 p.m.—All information

concerning the Society can be obtained from the
Hon. Secretary, C. H. HAWKESFORD, 3, Boscombe
Road, Greet Hill, Birmingham.
Reading—The general meeting of this Society
was held at head-quarters on the 11th inst, at
which the business of the past month was attended
to.
A part of this business was to elect four new
After the business of the evening had
members.
been ,CllspOSCd of, a Rummage Sale took place.
Mr. Morley kindly undertook the duties of auc
tioneer, and these, from his "high position," he
“
" could have
clerks
most ably carried out. His
carried out their duties better, but allowances
must be made for their being "new" to the
A visit to the Reading Electric Supply
position.
Co.s \Vorks took place on March zrst, when
members
met outside the works in Vastern
Road
The next meeting will be
at 8 pm. sharp.
on April rst, 8 p.m., when Mr. Harley-Gill will
“
a
on
paper
Workshop Practice.“——Full par
read
ticulars of this Society may be obtained from the
Hon. Secretary, W. F. DORMER, Tilehurst.

Summer

Hill Society of Model

Engineers,

Sydney, N. 5. W.
‘
The ordinary monthly meeting of this“Society
was held on Friday, January 14th, at theISociety's
room, 31, Edward Street, Summer Hill.
Mr. ]. T.
After the pre—
Ruben, ]un., occupied the chair.
liminary business had been disposed of, and four
new members elected, a discussion took place as
to the
versus Heavier
_merits of Lighter-than-Air
than-Air Flying Machines. On a vote being taken,
the Lighter-thaneAir
won the day.
Perhaps
readers of THE MODEL ENGINEER may have thought
that this Society had sunk into oblivion, but not
so, mainly due to the efforts of Mr. and Mrs. Purnell,
Sen., who have shown in a practical way their
sympathy with the Society by granting it the use
of a
room in their residence for a very modest sum
per night for gas
consumed.
About
every
alternate month after the preliminary business is
disposed
of,
members
retire to Mr. Purnell’s
workshop, where
practical demonstrations and
are
made.
At the next meeting a member
tests
"
“
Atlantic
type locomotive
wrll put his §-in. scale
boiler under steam.
Another member has just
a
I»in. scale tank locomotive, while another
started
is constructing a model aeroplane.
At present we
have 17 members, the subscription being is. per
The Secretary will be pleased to supply
quarter.
any information—FREDK.
R. STEVVARD, Secretary,
123, Denison Road, Lewisham, Sydney, N.S.W.
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Queries and Replies.
[Attention is especially direcled to tho ﬁrst condition giom brlow,
and no none: will b: taken of Queriesnot complyingwith lhe
be
directions therein slated. Lrtlers containing Queries must
“
marked on the top left-hand corner of the rnvclopz Ourry
Departmenl.” No olhermattersbul thoserelatingto the ()unirs
shouldbeendoscdin thesomeenvelope.
Oucrirs on subjectswithin the smpr of this journal or: replird lo
by post under the following conditions:—(i) Queries dialing
erh distinct subjectsshould be written on diﬂrrenl slips, on
on: side of the pup" only, and thesnidlr‘s now MUSTbe m
scribed on the back. (2) Quartz: should be accompanslrd,
whereverpossible,with fully dlmenslonrd shelrhrs, and £0"!
to harp 0 LOW of their Queries for
sPondenlsare recommended
addrrsszd envdopr (not post-card)
refrrrncr. (3) A
Std, and also a “ ()uzrr‘rsand Replies
e
shouldinzariably b:stdxtd
pagrs of flu current
Coupon" cut out from lhe advertisement
issue (4) Queries will b: answerrdas rarly as possiblr offer
mus!
usually rlaPse before
days
rccr'ipf,but an interval of a few
the Reply can be forwarded. (5) Contsf’ondcnls who rcquir:
an answerinsnlrd in this columnshouldunderslaridlhal some
wrcks mus! claps! brforc lh¢ Reply tan b: published. The
frisnlion of Replies in this column amino! [:2 guaranlctd.
(6) All Queriesshouldbe addressedto The Editor, THE Moon.
Escmzrzn, 26-20, Poppin’s Court, Fleet Strrrl, London, 5.01
The follormngare srlecledfrom flu Querieswhich have ban replied
to recently:—
[13006] N.E.R. Three-Cylinder Tank Loco, G. H. B.
(Walls-end) writes: Have any drawings been published of the
three-cylinder4—8—0 tank engineof the N.E.R. F
Yes; you can ﬁnd working drawings of the locomotive in
question in The Enginur of January 28th, 1910,price 6d. nett;
post free, old.
8- E.
Launch.
[13.196] Electric Drive for Model
(llford) writes : l have madea modellaunch of sheetiron, measur
deep.
i
am
wanting
ing 3 ft. long, 5} ins. wide, and about 6 ins.
to have sameﬁtted with an electricmotor to be driven oﬂ accumu
lators, which will drive same at about 8 to 10 miles per hour (if
for an electric launch to attain this speed at 4 volts).
possible
have been looking through the Economic Electric Company’s
catalogue,and they advertisethat on page 7 a powerful motor,
which is supplied in tripolar and drum armature type. Could
you please answer me the following questions? What type of
motor is best—iripolar or drum? Do they both consume same
quantity amps., size for size? Is this motor in your opinion
about the most powerful type for its size running at 4 volts P As
I want launch to run at good speed,would their one suitable for
3-ft. launch do this at 4 volts (say, 8 to 10 miles per hour) ? Or,
would it be better to get their one suitable for a 5-ft. launch?
Would 3-ft. launch motor driven off 6 volts, instead of 4 volts,
be better for my purpose than 5~ft.launch driven 08 4 volts?
Is it best for boat to be shunt- or series-wound? Slate which
will give best speed and power. What size screw would you
suggest as being suitable? Would one of three blades, il-in.
radius, be too big? What is the difference between boat and
ignition accumulators? as l have heard it said that boat accumu
lators do not drive motors so well as the ignition type. Does
ignition type give of! its chargeeasierthan boat type; if so, why?
i may mention that launch is of a good type for speed.
The motor you refer to is a very good machine, and should
very well. Drum armature is advisable,
answer your pur
as it is more e cient. You cannot hope, howevu', to obtain
anythin near the speed you mention, namely—8 or :0 miles an
hour.
he speed-governingfactor in all electrimlly-driven boat;
is, not s’omuch the sizeof the motor, as the battery power available
for driving it. The best plan is to ﬁnd by actual trial exactly
what weight your boat will carry and theninstall a battery of the
largest possible size. For other points raised in your enquirv
we must refer you to various articles on model powa- boats which
have appeared at diﬂerent times in THE Moon. ENGINEER. A
scrim-wound motor is, perhaps, preferablefor your requirements.
There is no diﬁrxence between boat accumulators and ignition
accumulators, except that the shape varies, and that ignition
accumulatorsare perhapsmore strongly constructedto withstand
the vibration to which most of them are subjected.
(13.1581 ll’Onclld Dynamo. 30 watts. L- 1'. (St. Blazey)
writes: 1 am building a small dynamo of the Avery~Lalimeyer
type to give an output of 30 watts (r0 volts 3 amps). The ﬁeld_
magnet pole-piecesare 2 ins. by 1} ins., each wound with about
52 yrds. of N0. 22 wire, and connectedin shunt. The armature
is of drum type and 2 ins. long, 1} ins. diameter.with eight slots,
each i in. deep and 5-16thswide. Would you give me a diagram
of the best way to wind armature, and would wire like i have
enclosed be the right gauge? If so, how much should I want?
Would 3.000 r.p.m. be the right speed?
Yes, wire as sample (No. 24) will be right for armature. Wind
on as much as you can—about 3 ozs. Wind armaturefrom slot 1
to slot 5, then slot 2 to slot 6, the end of each coil going to the
beginningof the next. If you want winding diagram and other
information about small dynamos, see our handbook " Small
Dynamosand Motors," price 7d. post free Yes, about 3,000r.p.m.
will be found the best speed.
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M. (Ross) writes:
[13175] Windmill: (ilass Cutting.
Please will you send me
design for the sails of a windmill?
want
to be on the American l‘l'lllt‘lliltL—wflqa goodnumber of
small sails. Please say size of sails, number of them, and angle
to the wind. The whole sail wheel
ft. diameter.
to be
have Tm; MODEL ENGINEER design, but would prefer a larger
way of cutting
numberof sails.) Pleasecan you tell me there
glass, you have not got diamond?
(1) An article entitled "A Novel \K’indinill," in our issue of
September7th, 1905,would probably siipply you with sufficient
information (in conjunctionwith Tm: Moon. ENGINEER design)
has a on.
to enable you to make such a mill as you desire.
wheel, with twenty-four blades. Details not given in the article
rough, sharp, hard
may be judged from the photograph. (2)
steel edgewill do it. A tile, for instance, broken with a sharp
edge, will serve. Bear heavily with the sharp edge along the
line where cut
required; then break the glass, and a clean
division can be obtained.
t

I

J.

[23,107] Cylinder for ll-ln.
Tank Locomotive.
Gauge
am inking of constructing a
N. P. (Eastbourne) writes:
ii-in. gauge tank engine, somewhaton the lines of Mr. Averi1l's,

I

if

I

it
is

I

a

proposeto use plain boiler (zl-in.
but considerablySlnll‘liilt'd.
by 6'in.) and an oscillating cylinder placed between thefraines.
my first attempt at model making and wish it to be
As
success, should be very much obliged you could recommend
me suitable size for this cylinder.
I
_
Use a 7-ioths-in. by {-in. cylinder (double-acting),With spring
contact. These are obtainable in via. stroke, and can be readily
altered by ﬁtting a thicker piston.
W- S. (Willesdeu) writesr
[23.109] The Vacuum Brake.
”
Y. “ Atlantic locomotive,and would
am building model L.
be glad
you could tell me: (1) Whether the vacuumbrake
use
cylindersand chambers are of the same pattern as those
0" Passe“??? vehideS? (2) In some types of vacuum cylinders
piston,
the
in
valve,
secondvalve
there is, besidesthe ordinary
of which would like to know the purpose.
Yes, as a rule the cylinders used are of the standard pattern
employed by the particular railway company referred_to, but
the amount of brake power is, of course, increasedby usmglarge
cylinders or several cylinders. On the G.V_V.R. At
diameter
”
lantics three brake cylinders are employedfor theenginealone—
two side by side for the coupled wheels,and one under the foot
plate for the trailing wheels. As re ards the arrangement of
Kn' ht's little book _on
valves, we would refer you to Mr. S.
" The Vacuum Brake," price 15.
3d. post free om our publishing
department.
(Leeds) Writ“?
[13.171] Model Dynamo Failure. E.
In October last you were good enough to adVise_me"_dynamo
having been
completedit,
just
have only
(Query No. 22,458).
kept waiting tive weeks for materials after sending cheque with
stampings
slotted
use
sixteen
order. You recommendedme to
along with the 8-segmentcommutator which
had. From'the
stamriiigs
not
get
could
3-in.
price lists which had,I found that
with sixteen slots, but could get them with twelve slots, so
decided to use thoseand get new iz-segmentcommutator. Then,
usedNo. 18
as did not want so high a voltageas 50, thought
for armature and No. 20 for flt'ltiS, should get lower voltage.
put twenty wires in eachslot (ten in each coil), four layersof two
each, winding as directed in handbook, and testing each cOil
found could
separately for insulation before connecting up.
have got little more wire in, but wanted to be sure
roorii for
binding, and tin-re. plenty of insulation under binding wtres.
limb,
and “con
The ﬁelds are quite full with lbs. No. 20 on each
from 2,500 to 3,000 revolutions,
have run
nected in shunt.
resistance,
no
and only developsabout amps. at volts with
and
and
add resistance the voltage increases to about
put ammcter in serieswith ﬁt‘ld coils and
amperesdrop to 2.
then addedresistanceuntil amp. went
found amp. passing.
round ﬁelds, but did not find any improvement. After running
short time armature begins to warm up, which am unable to
likely to be found?
account for. Can you say where the fault
am interestedin the articles now appearingin Tut-2MODELEncl
seen Dynamo, and may try to make one later.
You should have renewed the particulars of your dynamo, as
we are unable to refer to past information. The fault appears to
be an insuﬁicient number of turns on the armature. Rewuid it.
with N0. zo-gaugewire and try again. Perhaps you have some
short-circuitcd turns in the armature coils this would accountfor
the heating and low voltage. A certain amount of heating
unavoidable. If you can bear your hand upon the winding,it is
not too hot.
[23,1931 Oil En ine Trouble. G. P. (Matlock) Writes!
h.-p. oil enginedischarging
cause of
(I) What would be
proper
paraffin out through the exhaust pipe, and not giving
exhaust, as
new engine. (2) When tixmg
should do? It
an engine which requires two, three, or more tanks. are tanks
With pockets or sleevesin to be preferred to the ordinary plain
tanks? And should the tanks be coupled only at the top, as
in rough sketch (not reproduced).
(1) Something radically wrong you get liquid parafﬁnelected
not sutliciently hot
from the exhaust. Either the vaporiser
or the engine being ﬂoodedby too plentiful supply of paraffin.
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[23,:80] Chargin
Small Accumulators from Mains.
have a boat accumulator (4—volt
P. P. (\Vestcliff-on-Sej writes
amp., and wish to charge same
amp-hours), charging rate
gather
lighting main. (1) From what
from
23o-volt direct
"
out of your book, Small Accumulators," one 225-volt to c.-p.
carbon filament lamp connectedin serieswith accumulatorwould
be right. Is this so? If not, what would be the correct candle
the voltage
(2)
powerand voltage of the lamp or lamps to use
pass the required '3 amp.?
right, does
of the above lam
take to charge? (4) What amrcres mayl
(3) How long wil
safely take from the battery in question continuously
16 c.-p. carbon ﬁlament lamp for 225 volts would
(1) Yes,
amp. The exact amount
would pass about
suit. (2) Yes,
new lamp
of current taken must be measuredto be known.
of best make might take not more than amp., but alter little
consumption
had risen
current
found
that
the
would be
use
to muchnearerthe it amp. (3)About twenty-fourhoursprobably.
deal
good
permissiblevaries
of
discharge
(4) The highest rate
with different accumulators. Yours might be capable of safe
If
amp.
to
about
the
up
from
amp.
dischargeat anything
'3
that
accumulator shows signs of getting warm, you may take
the current ﬂowing too great.

I

2.3/68
abovediagram shows suitable arrangementof your instruments.
(2) It appears that you have not much electrical knowledge.
you attempt accumulator charging,
We recommend that before
you read our Handbook, “ Small Accumulators" (7d. post free),
which would put you into the way of doing the Work properly.
good elementary text-book explaining Ohm's
Also the study of
law would be found of great assistanceto you. It by no means
follows, because your dynamo rated at 25 amps. that at normal
speed will give out that current whatever you have in circuit.
With the dynamo speed constant, the current may have. any
value from 25 amps. to nothing. Its value depends upon the
amount of resistance and back E.M.F. of accumulators in the
there are not sufﬁcient accumulatorson
circuit at any time.
charge to cut down the current to a safe value, resistanceshould
best done by using regulating resistance
be introduced. This
—a set of wire coils of high resistance,more or fewer of which
can be inserted in the circuit, as required. You could get good
deal of information regarding such apparatus by reading recent
replies to queries in thesecolumns. (3) Yes, unless you are sure
that dangerously high current will not pass. (4) Yes. (5) Yes,
specially wound coil be employed. Yes; yes. (6) We cannot
say without knowing internal resistanceof dynamo or other source
of supply and particulars of the accumulators.
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[23,168] _Lightlng and Charging Switchboards.
T- P
(Leeds) writes: Please ﬁnd enclosed sketch (not reproduced)
of switchboard I intend to make, to be used as follows: First,
lighting direct; second,charging; third, lighting from batteries;
fourth, lighing and charging. (i) I am in doubt about connec
tions to voltmeter and ammeter,as I want to make the most use
of them. If my arrangementis not correct, please give me a
sketch of the proper one. (2) What shall I do to reduce current
of my dynamo when charging, as my dynamo gives 25 amps.
and batteries requireonly i2 amps“.? If I reducespeedof engine,
voltage drops, which, of course,will not do. What is a regulating
resistance? (3) Is it necessaryto usea resistancebeforeswitching
dynamo on to batteries? (4) Will wood do for switchboard for
use my 25-volt installation to work coil
volts? (5) Could
If so,would the consumptionof currentbe
' ition on engine
neg 'ble? Would the spark be better able to withstand deposit
on points of plug than with ordinary 4-volt accumulators? (6)
Would
be harmful to charge thirteen cells with 35 volts?
(1) You have not connectedup the instruments rightly. Your
sketch shows the ammetcr and voltmeter arranged in parallel
correct to
with each other, both in series with the lamps. It
have an amperemeterin series with the apparatus whose current
is desired to measure,but a voltmeter should never be
supply
so connected, but should be joined as a shunt across the part
of the circuit at which
desired to know the pressure. The

a
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‘( 2) With regard to the tanks, they should be connectedup top
and bottom, as we have marked on your sketch enclosedherewith
-.(notreproduced).
T- C- P
[23.1671 Connections for Simple Telephones.
(Reading) writes: (i) Can I, by using two wires only (no earth),
end,
ring
of
telephonesup
to
each
as the
connect a pair
and bells
case may be? (2) It so, would you kindly let me have a sketch
am
to
use
are
a pair
of the connections. (The telephonesI
going
of the E.E.Co.‘s " Premier-.")
Yes,
it
be
done.
See
the
with suitable instruments
can
(1)
article, “ How Shall I join Up My Telephone? " in our issue of
27th,
particular
instruments
.August
1908. (2) Ilut with the

L
K

s
X

l

,

'

23/67

l

Th

0‘

iiiientioned this cannot be done with less than three line wires.
There are on the market two sets of theseinstruments. 0! these
vtwo sets, one is suitable for ringing one.way only. In this set
one instrument has three terminals, which should be connected
'respectivelyto battery, bell, and line, while the other instrument
-is connectedup by simply joining its two wires to the contacts
of an ordinary electric bell push. But the other set can be used
.ior
up either way. In it, each instrument has four ter
ringinghe above diagram shows the correct connectionsfor the
minals.
tour-terminal act.
J- C- (\Valsall)
[13.200] Failure of Small Dynamo.
writes : l have made a Manchestertype dynamo from your Hand
book, and I cannot get it to work. It is we watts; the ﬁeld
magnetsare from my own patterns in good grey cast iron ; arma
ture is of laminations I made myself from good sheet iron (about
ﬁfty of them), and is wound in twelve sections: twelve-segment
-commutat0r,wound with 12025.No. :2 n.c.c. wire; magnetwire
.as enclosed—2}lbs. It works well as a motor from tour large
bichromate cells. It will work with one. As a dynamo, driven
by a gas engine, it sparks at the brusheswhen connectedacross
outer circuit by a piece of wire. I have tried a small motor in
the outer circuit, but it will not work. Will you tell me what
.lamps to get to help it to excite? It is supposedto be 50 volts
2 amps. I have a 32 c.-p. Tantalum lamp that has been used on
a too-volt circuit, but this has no eiiect on it. I have tried it
connecting the magnets in parallel, as described in THE MonEi.
ENGINEER (Feb. 24th, 1910),but the etiect seemsthe same. The
armature air-gap is as small as it can be. The brushesarea good
i in. wide. The machine is thoroughly insulated.
You are probably using too low a resistancein your outer circuit
to start with, thus dbabling the machine from building up its
ﬁeld. Use, say, two io-volt 5 or 8 c.-p. lamps connectedin series
.acrossthe brushes,and run up to speed (seeingthat your belt is
not slipping). If the lamps glow a dull red, you can try the eﬁect
of connecting the two in parallel. A better, and less risky, way
is to test what voltage you are getting by meansof a voltmeter,
and also what current is being generatedby an ammeter. By
careful handling you should get the machine to build-up properly
by working on the above lines. The sampleof wire you enclosed
as No. 25 S.W.(l. The machine is suitably wound.
Dynamo.
E- S- H. (Wal
[23.197] Model Manchester
lington) writes: I have an armature completed, the dimensions
of which are as follows: Length betweenbearings, 7 5-i6ths in. ;
diameter of shalt, ‘ in.; diameterof commutator,2 ins. ; number
of segments,twenty-nine; external diameter of winding 3} ins. ;
external length of winding, 3} ins. ; diameter of wire (as near as
I can ascertain)with which armature is wound equals i-3znd in.
—-it is drum-wound. Can you give me any idea as to the.size
of the magnetsnecessaryto get the best result, also the number
of turns of winding for magnets? Would you pleasesend tully
dimensionedsketches? I want to make it up as a Manchester
type dynamo.
From your descriptionwe are in doubt as to whether your arma
ture is wound tor a two-pole or a tour-pole field-magnet, as it
has an odd number of sections. Examine the top coil, and see
it it is wound into slots which are on a diameter or almost on a
diameter; it so, the field-magnetshould have. two poles, and a
Manchester type is suitable. You can use the design given in
our Handbook, No. 10 (Fig. 12, page 20); work to the i5o-watt
scale given on page 23 ior sizes, making the core and depth of
pole portion to suit your armature, and the cores to the scale
dimensions. The 5o-volt winding given on page 50 will suit your
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armature, but you may be able to get 4-amp. output from your
winding. If the top coil is. however,wound into slots across one
tourth or nearly one-fourth of the circumference,the armature
is not suitable for a Manchester type ﬁeld unlessre-wound. It
would require a tour-pole ﬁeld. If shaft is l in. diameter at bear
ings, make them each 1} ins. length. Speed about 2,500 r.p.m.
as a trial.
[23.051] Fitting Tubes in Model Boiler. D. N- 3
(Greenwich) writes: I have been designing a small water-tube
drum 3 ins. diameter, lower
boiler of the Yarrow type——upper
drum 1* ins. I want to use {-in. tubing for the water tubes of the
thin kind that is found on the cheap German-madeengine one
can get. I ﬁnd that the designedthickness of tube necessaryis
rather lessthan r-iooth in., with a factor oi safety of about 9 (test
pressure150 lbs. per sq. in.). (1) Can you tell me if this tubing
is dangerous? It so, why is therethis discrepancybetweentheory
and practice? (2) Can you tell me where this tubin may be
obtained? I propose makin the drums of steel tubing (cycle
and boiler) and closing the en 5 with screwedcaps. ( ) Would it
be a good plan to put a leatherwasher in the caps or the tube
to screwup on to—i'.¢.,would it be watertight and lasting ? It not
(4) what is the bestjointing to use? I want to have theendsport
able for cleaning,etc. (5) Do you know of any other solder but
silver solder which would melt about the same temperature for
fastening in the tubes? I should want rather a lot of solder,
and it is so expensive. \Vould ordinary solder—2 tin, I lead—
stand steamat 75 lbs.,it I ﬁtted fusible plugs to givewarning of any
overheating.
(i) How do you proposeto ﬁt the tubes to the respectivesteam
and waterdrums P It brazedor silversolderedi-iooth in. thickness
of metal is useless. We seeno other way of ﬁtting the tubes. (2)
You can get tubing of all sorts from Messrs.Bassett-Lowke 8: Co..
Northampton. (3) Use Cop r tube throughout. Union joints
[or the tubesmay beemploy , but they shouldbe a metal-to-metal
ﬁt. (4) There are many forms of jointing—patent preparations
and otherwise. (5) No ; soft solder (pewtersolder)is of no use at
all for a model boiler oi the t_
you propose to build. The
" dodge” you describe is, we think, known to most
model en
gineers. However, we shall probably find room for your note in
our columns shortly.
A- R- (Bows
[23.170] Small Electrical Transformer.
Park) writes: I am constructinga small transformeron the cylin
drical principle (similar to an induction coil). 1 purpose making
it about 8 ins. in lengthto transform 240 volts alternating to about
10volts with about 20amps.for cautcry work. and 15volts 2 amps.
for lightingsmall lamps. By usingone primary and two secondaries
(one secondaryat either end) I think this might be done. What
I want to know is the quantity and thicknesswire to useon primary
and both the secondarycoils, and it a bundle of iron wire will do
for the.core in a ﬁbre tube. Also, am I right in connecting the
secondary—onewire direct to the terminal, and the other through
the rheostat, as in other apparams?
We do not advise you to make such a transformer, unless you

.
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23170
particularly desire to use a straight core. We advise you to use
a closed ring core made of sheet-iron stampings. Also you
need not use two secondaries. One secondary, with terminals
connected to a proportionate number of turns, will give you
the two voltages trom the one winding. However, we give
you the information desired. A bundle oi thin iron wires
can be used ior core; they should be individually dipped in, or
painted with, shellacvarnish or Brunswick or similar black enamel,
to insulate them beforeassembling. Core, 1* ins. diameter, 8 ins.
in length; primary winding, 1,500 turns No. 24 gauge n.c.c.
copper wire, wound about 3 ms. in length by about i in. in depth
(about 1 lb. will probably be required); zo-amp. secondary,sixty
turns No. 12 n.c.c., wound to 2 ins. length, weight 1 lb. approxi
mately; z-amp. secondary, ninety turns N0. 20 n.c.c., wound
about il-in. in length, weight about 3 ozs. There is no need to
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usea ﬁbre tube: wrap the core with tape, and shellac varnish it
with severalcoats. The connectionsare to be as shownon p. 310.
The disadvantage of a transformer made with a straight open
-endedcore is that it takes a large amount of current to magnetisc
Now that Messrs. Bassett-Lowke Co. are comfortably settled
may, however, serve your purpose.
'it.
in their new London showrooms,at 112, High Holborn, we think
H. 3- (Strat
[11.0521 Automatic Polarised Switches.
"
few notes gathered on a
the accompanying illustration and
ford) writes: In referenceto the article, Chats on Model Loco
recent visit of inspection will be of interest. In the ﬁrst place,
motives,"
Mr. Greenly, in your issue of February 13th, 1908,
may be mentioned that the new premisesare much more con
do not no erstand quite the automatic reversingdevice olarised
veniently situatedthan the previousshop,for they areright opposite
relay).and
you would be so kind as to answer me the ollowing
the Holborn Tube Station. They are also very much larger,
questions, would be greatly obliged :——(l)The PermanentField
which gives double advantagein accommodatingand displaying
the" twa sets of three-bar magnetsconnected by the so-called
"Are
more stock, and in ensuring greaterconvenienceto the customers
What sizeare thesemagnets,and how are theyarranged
yoke
divided into two portions—
at busy times. The ground floor
according to polarity? (2) Armature: What would be the best
front shop for generalcounter sales,and showroomat the rear,
diameter? Would 1* ins. do? How many laminations are re
where spectalorders can be discussedin comfort. Both are very
quired,and what gaugeand quantity of wire to wind for 10volts
handsomelyfitted up, and ii a range of well-planned show~cases
in. by 3-16ths in. steel.
(1) These magnets are made out of
samplesof the ﬁrm’s leadingtypesof locomotivesand other models
the size not really important, so long as they can be got within
are well displayed. Several running tracks are installed, so that
the limits of space. The yoke must, of course, be of iron. The
horse
trial tries of various trains may be run, while testing tank, enabling
the
sameeﬁect
as
plain
have
arrangedto
must
be
polarity
modelboats up to ft. in length to beshownin the water, another
shoe magnet ﬁtted with similar pole pieces—onepole N, and the
The
noteworth
feature. A compressedair service laid on to various
will
be
satisfactory.
armature
or
other S. A ti-in.
rl-in.
points in the shop for running any of the models,the supply being
armature must ﬁt the tunnel as accurately as possible. About
are
from
an electrically-drivencompressorin the basement.
should
There
obtained
pass.
many
that
current
maximum
amp. the
also available for demonstrating the working
Electric current
improvementspossiblein the reverserin uestion,but most of them
locomotives and boats, and for lighting
advise,
of
electrically-propelled
woul
for
simplicity's
We
work.
involve experimental
the sectims of model railways which are on view. It will be
sake,the use of a plain permanentmagnetinsteadof the compound
that
the model-lovingpublic beingcatered
thesefacts
seenfrom
sufﬁcientlypowerful.
magnet, you can get
for on very thorough lines in the new premises. Most of Messrs.
[13,105] Making Medical
Cell. C- W- (Leicestcrshirc)
so well known that the actual
Will
manufacturesare
shocking
medical
Bassett-Lowke's
a
make
(or
coil).
writes: am anxious to
you pleasehelp me by giving
the
me as far as possible
want
properdimensions
to take to bazaars,etc. (for
thelgood of the cause),and
to be
thereforewould like
of ﬁrst-class style, both in
workmanship,pattern,power,
might just say that
etc.
am capable of carrying out
the practical part, but am
somewhatlost when it comes
to theory,such as dimensions,
quantity of wire, etc. don't
wish to give you too much
trouble for this my ﬁrst ap
you will just
plication, but
give me as brieﬂy as you can
shall be all
the sizes,etc.,
right and shall be glad.
to shut {up box
want!
pre
fashion, and
think
fer the drop-down front.
want
to be all home-made
want every
possible.
knick-knack on switch indi
cator (showing how much
do
each can stand.‘ "Can
away with tube andlhave a
switch to regulate current,
or tube best
Can make
so as to be adaptable for
juvenileand then for ﬁve or
six adults {at another time
mean. If
You know what
50,how
What are the best
cells for the purpose (home
condenser ad
made)? Is
medical coil?
visable for
Has platinum for contacts
any other advantage besides
burn
savingthe contactsfrom
have “ Induction
ing?
Coils for Amateurs," and
Messas. Basser'r-Lowxn's New PREMISES IN HIGH HOLBORN.
sevenor eight morebooks,but
don’t like the style—I mean the drawing off of secondarycoil.
goods on view do not require description, but special mention
coil made as large as the shocking coil describedin our hand
must be made of a very neat little single-cylinder twin-screw
you refer to our
engine, which has just been brought out for " Class D" motor
Pook NO- It would servelyonr purpose. Or,
issue of October 3tst, 19o7. you will ﬁnd in
description of
boats—that is, the smallest class in our annual SpeedBoat Com
anothervery_suitable, rather larger coil, without the removable
water-tube boiler, with new spirit blowlamp, has
petitions.
been producedto run this engine,and very smart-looking typical
58°0an Wlnding- Certainly you can dispense with the draw
tube. A resistanceof the ,type illustrated in the article referred
motor-boathull also supplied. Mr. Hobbs, the London manager,
to above (water) could be used for doing the regulating: or, you
devoting specialattention to the modelboat side of the business,
can have a few ‘coilsof resistance wire with
regulating switch.
and showed us an evcellentrange of high-class model ship ﬁttings
The wire would be connectedin series with the primary winding.
of every kind, including deck-winches, quick-ﬁring guns, boats,
No, is not necessaryto use a condenser. Bichromate cells are
oars, boathooks, propellers, and, indeed, everything the model
way commonly used for working shocking coils and are suitable.
well-lighted
shipbuilder likely to require. In the basement
The _sole_ad_vantage
of platinum over other metals for the contacts
large storeroom holding an
packing-room, private office, and
extensive variety of stock. We can strongly. recommend our
€0nsistsin its highly refractory nature. The wires, of which you
sendsamples, are Nos. 28 and t4 S.W.G., and are not suitable
readers to pay visit to :12, High Holborn, and see the excellent
the
your.purpose. You should ﬁnd the designingof box. indicator,
display for themselves. Not the least interesting feature
etc., simple matter.
can
be
to
suit
own
your
made
taste.
excellent
series of enlargementsof photographs of models built
These
ijou encounterany difﬁculty
in making them, search through
by the ﬁrm which decorate the walls, and the attractive coloured
Our back volumeswould supply many suggestions.
railway drawings which surmount some of the showcases.
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The Editor’s
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Page.

two further letters from
who are interesting themselves in
the formation of local model societies.
The ﬁrst is from Mr. P. J. Belemore, 22!, Kingston
Road, Ilford, Essex, who wishes to start a Society
which shall combine both model engineering
and
model motor boating. There is at present
in
existence
a successful
Model Sailing Club in that
neighbourhood, but we are given to understand
that they are not favourably inclined to the forma
tion of a motor boat section.
If there are any
model steamer and motor boat owners who would
support a separate organisation, or one with which
model engineering was combined, Mr.
general
Belemore would be glad to hear from them.
If
both sailing and motor models are to use the same
piece of water, some mutual understanding as to
the hours of sailing will be necessary; but there is
no reason why this should not be amicably arranged,
as is already done on other waters.
Our second
letter comes from Mr. H. Hamilton, of Old Strat
ford, Stony Stratford, Bucks, who wishes to form
a local model engineering
society, and will be
pleased to hear from those in his district who are
interested.
received

readers

n

l

I

Amongst the several matters of special interest
to our younger readers which we have promised
ourselves to deal with as time goes on, may be
mentioned the present series on " Simple Steam
Engine Construction."
As far as these articles
have gone, they have fulﬁlled their purpose effec
tively; for not only do they deal with the class of
model which can be built to a very small scale
(adopted by a large number of modellers on the
score of convenience
of building and running), but
they show the quite inexperienced worker exactly
how to go about his work. So much, then, for
what has already appeared.
In our next issue our
younger friends will ﬁnd that the treatment of
“Simple Steam Engine Construction " has been
still further simpliﬁed in this direction;
that
whereas
ordinary forms of mechanical drawing
comprising plans, elevations, and sections are
quite intelligible to many of our readers, there are
some, who, having had no experience
in reading
drawings, are greatly hampered in their work as a
result of this disability.
We propose, therefore, to
help them over this stile by giving such perspective
sketches of whatever is in course of construction,
as seem necessary,
to be used, or " read," in con
junction with the orthodox line drawings. Although
there is nothing radically new in this method of
treatment, and although it may appear to some
to have mentioned the matter here,
unnecessary
we do refer to it because we believe much beneﬁt
"
ﬁrst year" model makers by the
may accrue to

March 31, 1910.

which they can thus familiarise them-7
with ordinary forms of mechanical drawing,
and consequently grasp what these drawings repre
sent in actuality.
ease with
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Answers

to Correspondents.

boiler
12-in.
by 24-in.
a
(Chiswick).—Yes,
would do, and would drive the engine at about
h.-p., with which a loo-watt dynamo would
suit. The engine, if well-made, would be capable
of much greater output than this. up to, say,
three times the amount.
N. M. (Wandsworth).-—(1) Yes, it' would be called
"
"
a
Sack
battery. (2) The cylindrical sack, to
which you refer, can be made with contents
arranged just as in the ordinary Leclanché porous
pot. (3) At least three.
L. A. L. (Piumstead).—A very suitable complete
design is to be found in our issue of January 14th,

C.

i

1909.

of
See our issues
September 13th and October 4th, 1906. (2) See
issues of October 11th, 1906, and March 10th,

H. H. (Stony Stratford).-—(1)

A.

1910.

E.

B.

discs would suit
is best wire to try

(Bath).—Sixteen-slot

For armature, No. 2r S.W.G.
Put on as much as you can.

_

_

E. M. (Hackney).—Use emery cloth and 011, With a
plentiful supply of elbow grease.
_
C. H. H. (Newcastle).—We expect every correspon
to
in
dent to comply with our rules
respect
giving
their name and address, though not necessarily
is
to
them
for publication, if that
objectionable
—aud your case cannot be made an exception
to this rule.

Notices.
This journal will be sent post iree to any address(or 13s. per
annum, payable in advance. Remittances should be made by
Postal Order.
I
Advertisementrates may be had on applicationto the Advertise
ment Manager.
‘
Sole Agents for United States, Canada, and Menco: Spon and
Chamberlain, 123, Liberty Street, New York. U.S.A., to whom
all subscriptionsfrom thae countries should be addressed.
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A Model Torpedo Boat Destroyer.
By C. ], HARNETT.

MR. C. ]. HARNETT's

HE

MODEL TORPEDo BOAT DESTROYER.

aCcompanying photo represents a model
“
Tribe "
torpedo boat destroyer, one of the
class (33-knot boats), which I have made
It is
in about eighteen months of my spare time.
The hull is
my ﬁrst attempt at model making.
dug out of a solid piece of red deal, and measures
4 ft. 6 ins. in length, 6 ins. wide at middle, and
depth‘ Altogether there are
4% ins. maximum
almost 150 ﬁttings on deck, which comprise:
4 funnels made of tin, 6 steam pipes, 6 large cowls,
1 12
2 12-pounders
on bridge,
15 small cowls,
2 torpedo
pounder and gun-stand over stern,
boxes,
1
tubes, 2 torpedo davits. 6 safety-valve
engine-room skylight, 15 hatchways, 2 companion
ways and wind screens in front ; on steering bridge
there is 1 steering wheel, 1 binnacle, 2 engineroom
telegraphs, port and starboard lights, 1 semaphore
signalling apparatus and electric searchlight, 3

l

i
l
I

i

ladders leading to bridge, I steering wheel, 1 binnacle
and 2 engine-room telegraphs aft the last companion:
way, 2 boats and 4 davits and tackle, 1 anchor,
chain and Windlass on turtle deck, 3 stove chimneys,
14 lifebelts (with name of vessel painted on them),
1 mast with masthead light, 1 night signalling
The railings are
apparatus by aft gun-stand.
made of large pins with strong thread twisted
The deck opens from the second
round them.
funnel to the ﬁrst companion way; there are two
This boat is propelled by elec
ﬂags and ﬂagstaﬂs.
tricity; the 3-in. propeller is driven by an electric
motor made from castings ; the motor is driven by
The total weight of boat with all‘
dry batteries.
ﬁttings, batteries. and motor is just over 12 lbs.
I may mention I have gained one ﬁrst prize at
a Trades' and Industrial Exhibition
recently held
at Southampton.

By " AEROPHILB.“
The Olympia Aero Show.
For some considerable time the technical Press

has been urging upon the British public how neces
sary it‘is for Great Britain to take aviation more
seriously than it appears to be doing. This con
tinual exhortation has certainly borne good fruit,
for—to judge from the Olympia Show, which
lasted from March 11th to March r8th—the English,
instead of lagging behind France, Germany, and
America in aeronautic matters, would now seem
to have obtained ﬁrst place, and even to have
established, if not a commanding, at least a sen
Beyond possibility of doubt the Show
sible lead.
in question is the greatest—in every sense of the
word—ever held in the Eastern Hemisphere, being
far in advance of the last Paris Salon. There were
exhibited over thirty complete aeroplanes,
nearly
all of which are of home manufacture, and of which
it is safe to predict that at least 75 per cent. will
ﬂy, if by the time this is in print they have not
already done so. It has been said that Germany
invents a thing, France improves it, England
makes it a commercial proposition, and America
collars the market with it. This, however, is not
It is France and America
true as regards aviation.
which have given us the lead, and it is England
Generally speaking,
which is doing the improving.
every ﬂying machine in the Show was a modiﬁca
tion or elaboration of either the Wright and Voisin
biplanes, or the Blériot and Antoinette mono
The home manufacturer has learnt a
planes.
lesson from his experience in the early days of the
motor-car industry, and instead of launching out
into original experiments, he has been wise enough
to copy or adapt to his own ends the successful
Continental or American machines, which he has
It must not be inferred from
taken as his models.
this that there were no original features at Olympia,
for, on the contrary, the exhibits fairly bristled
with original points ; but it was a case of originality
and improvement in detail rather than any fresh~
A very critical and
ness in broad conception.
showed
also
careful inspection of the machines
that in 99 per cent. of cases real improvement had
followed in the wake of alteration
Space does not permit of dealing with the ex
hibits one by one, so I shall be able only to deal
with those full-sized aeroplanes which struck me
as the most interesting, and then pass on to certain
of the other exhibits which, I believe, will be of
I
interest to readers of Tim MODEL ENGINEER.
would, however, point out in passing, that I have
taken very careful particulars of practically all the
aeroplanes shown, and I shall be only too pleased
to give them to any reader who is contemplating
a. model of some particular make of machine, or
otherwise has need of them.
I think pride of place, as the most novel and at
practical design, must be
the same time equally
“
"
Le-Blon
Humber Mono
given to the new
by the famous French aviator.
designed
plane,
It follows Blériot lines in plan; but instead of
having a built-up fusellage of the usual trussed type,
the main framework is composed of a single large
diameter taper tube made of wood, and wrapped
tough fabric. Tubular
spirally with Ya special

Electrician.
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fusellages have been used in a number of models,
so that in this case it may well be said that the
model has pointed the way for the full-sized
machine.
This particular method of construction,
besides being strong and light, has lent itself easily
to the elimination of the numerous wires which,
on other aeroplanes,
oppose such a heavy resist
ance to ﬂight, the control wires being housed in
The wings are trussed
light aluminium tubes.
with steel ribbon instead of wires, and the whole
aﬂair is most beautifully designed and carried out.
The last 18 ins. of the main plane is hinged to the
forward part of the plane so as to form controllable
but when those on both
stabilising ailerons;
wings are worked together, and a greater angle
thereby given to' the trailing edge, the planes have
a slightly greater lifting effect, which should be
useful in starting.
The Plumber-Lovelace
type
biplane is on somewhat novel lines, being
prac
tically a. Blériot monoplane with an additional
This aero
super-imposed main plane in front.
plane has a spread of 41 ft., and is designed to carry
three persons, including the pilot.
The Hon. C. S. Rolls' Short-Wright, and Mr.
Moore Brabazon's Short biplane (winner of The
Daily Illail £1,000 prize)
have
been the fore
runners of an improved type of Short machine.
This is a. biplane on Wright lines, but ﬁtted with
a cruciform tail, something like that of an arrow.
The engine is placed above and behind the aviator,
and drives a single propeller. Long skids and
wheels
are ﬁtted, the latter being
lifted above
the skids (for landing purposes) when desired, by
a ratchet arrangement controlled by the pilot.

The planes in this Short biplane—which, by the
way, is a strong and capable-looking piece of work
—are somewhat closer together than is usual in
machines of this type; but, on the other hand, the
planes are not so wide as those in the Wright.
Quite one of the most beautiful pieces of work
I have ever seen is the Santos-Dumont "De
moiselle," shown by Clement Talbot, Ltd. With
a spread of r8 ft. and length of 20 ft., it looks
little more than a model.
The planes are made
of the ﬁnest silk. A 30 h.-p. two-cylinder (hori
zontal-opposed) engine is ﬁtted, and drives a
6 ft. 6-in. Chauviere propeller.
To resist the
tremendous torque the wings are set at a con
siderable dihedral angle, and the aviator sits
low down underneath the main plane.
The tail,
comprising elevator and rudder, is all in one, and
is pivoted on a double joint.
The disadvantage
of so small a machine is the high speed at which
it must go over the ground before it will rise—
not more).
something like 50 mph.
The
running wheels are quite innocent of springs and
have path-racing tyres, so that when bouncing
over rough ground the aviator can hardly be com~
fortable; especially as the whirling propeller is
within
yard of his nose, and he is seated on a
small piece of American cloth stretched between
There
two frame members.
practically no wood
at all in the construction of this machine, the frame
work being composed of elliptical steel tube.
Besides the aeroplanes
described
above, there
were shown several
Blériot monoplanes, a big
Farman biplane, a Zodiac biplane
cross between
the Farman and the Voisin), and a Sommer bi
plane similar to the Farman, but with a monoplane
tail. Several ﬁrms showed what may be described
as English-built Blériots, such as the Lane, Holland
(a
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and Holland, Avis, Ornis, and Howard-Wright,
though, in most cases, some departures had been
made from the detail design of the prototype.

of

monoplane

was

that

A ﬁne

-

large Wright-type
biplane of his own
patented type, i.e., having a curved lower plane,
was shown by Mr. G. P. B. Smith, winner of The
Ana Gold Medal at Wernbley Park last autumn.
This was a one-sixth scale model of a full-sized
machine, and measured 7 ft. each way. The single
propeller is driven by 75 strands of g-in. square
elastic.
Turning now to the c'proiessional" models—
T. W. K. Clarke & Co., of Kingston-on-Thames,
on a stand which comprised also full
exhibited
sized propellers, plane-framework, etc., their latest
model. This is a more lifelike machine than the
original Clarke ﬂiers, having built-up fabric-covered

I

8 lbs.

3

I must confess to a feeling of disappointment
with regard to the amateurs’ work shown in the
Model Section, which had been arranged by the
Royal Aero Club in conjunction with the Motor
Union.
There were a good many original types
of machines, but there were also a rather large
proportion of "freaks." At the same time, in
the majority of amateur exhibits the workmanship
The proportion of ﬂying models
was rather poor.
was, to my mind, a disappointingly low one, al
though, of course, I had no right to expect more
than there was.
There were a good many petrol-motor driven
models, all of which were of the Blériot type, and
at least one of these—that of Mr. J. Urlwin—looked
like proving itself a ﬂier. This had a single cylinder
air-cooled motor of } h.-p., which was coupled
up to a wooden propeller rg ins. in diameter.
The spread of the main plane was between 7 and
8 ft., and l judge the model to have weighed about

is

1

future articles.

The Model Section.

r}

type

planes and a rectangular trussed fusellage similar
to that on the Blériot monoplane. The over-all
length of this machine—which. by the way, is
guaranteed to ﬂy 500 ft.—is 5 ft. The main plane,
in the rear, is 5 ft. spread, with a depth of IO ins.,
the front plane being 2 ft. 6 ins. by 7 ins.
A
skeleton framework of the wing was exhibited,
showing the beautiful work put into it, the ribs,
spars, etc., being made in exactly the same manner
There were also
as those on a full-sized machine.
shown several parts of a scale model Blériot XI
monoplane, which Messrs. Clarke are making for
South Kensington Museum. The delicate work
manship of the tiny Anzani engine, Chauviere
propellers, engine bearers, etc., indicate what a
high standard of workmanship Messrs. Clarke put
into their goods.
As might have been expected, this pioneer ﬁrm
have lost no time in catering for the demand which
has arisen for model aero-petrol motors, and now
market a neat little engine, rQ-in. bore and Tit-in.
stroke, the weight of .which, without ignition and
The price,
carburettor, is the low one of 4% lbs.
I may say, is equally low. Messrs. Clarke also
showed a quantity of wood in various sections,
eminently suitable for model aeroplane work,
and having tried these goods I can personally
Mention should also be made
recommend
them.
of Clarke's model aeroplane wheels,
propellers,
turn-buckles (these can be had as small as
ins.
long, with right- and left-handed threads), and,
last of all, ball-bearings no larger than 5-16ths in.
greatest diameter. The balls in these tiny little
mm. diameter, and
races are not much more than
the weight of the whole is inappreciable.
Mr. E. W. Twining's aeronautic work
already
well-known to readers of THE MODEL ENGINEER.
The principal exhibit on his stand was an extremely
full-sized biplane on the Wright pattern.
neat,
in which he intends to install a. 20 h.-p. rotary
Phoenix engine, the price of the complete machine
being the lowest of any in the Show, yet both
and workmanship are beyond reproach.
design
Mr. Twining uses on this biplane a novel type of
stabilising arrangement. consisting of small ﬂat
planes hinged on their inner sides. and placed be
tween the tops of the main planes, the control for
these stabilisers and the front elevator and vertical
rudders being carried out in a simple and ingenious
manner. There was also shown on this stand a
including
large range of model aero accessories,
propellers of several sizes, and the tiny ball-bearings
sold also by T. W. K. Clarke. Mr. Twining has
introduced, in addition to his well-known models,
materials for making his models, which sold at
“
two new models,
like hot cakes";
the Show
made principally of wire; a Wright biplane and
a tail-ﬁrst monoplane, which ﬂy very well; and
also a tail-ﬁrst Antoinette, with fabric planes.
There was not, unfortunately, enough room for
Mr. Twining to show one of his man-carrying
gliders, of which, however, a scale model was
exhibited.
0n the stand of the Belvedere Model Manufac
turing Company, of 441, Hornsey Road, Holloway,
N ., were shown some extremely neat petrol motors.
The air-cooled type for model aeroplanes has a. bore
and stroke of
ins., the weight of which, complete
lbs, and
with ﬂywheel,
believe Mr.
only
Smith intends to get this down still further. This
little engine, of which castings and materials can
is

An interesting

This was on
shown by the Star Motor Company.
the lines of an Antoinette, and had a tail similar
to that on the well-known French
in appearance
machine, consisting of four diamond-shaped planes
—two forming the elevator and two forming the
When these are worked together in pairs
tail.
they act exactly like those of the Antoinette; but,
in addition, a means is provided whereby they can
be all worked together, and inclined all in the same
relative
direction.
That is to say, the upper
vertical
plane is twisted to the right, the left
elevator plane turned upwards, the lower vertical
plane twisted to the left, and the right-hand ele
so together they
vator plane turned downwards;
form, as it were, a windmill with the sails set at
a very acute angle
to the wind.
By suitably
this tail arrangement the aviator is,
operating
enabled to restore lateral stability by
therefore,
effect to twist the machine
using the windmill
bodily into the desired position. All three con
trolling movements are actuated by an ordinary
By
steering wheel on a pivoted horizontal shaft.
moving the wheel bodily up and down the elevator
is worked, and the vertical rudder by a side-to-side
motion.
Twisting the wheel on its axis produces
the windmill effect.
The above four machines were, to my mind, the
most interesting in the Show.
Some of the others
I shall very likely have occasion to refer to in
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obtained, is most beautifully made, and is
ﬁtted with a miniature mica sparking plug, screwed
26 threads, which is one of this ﬁrm’s specialities.
A feature of the motor is its accessibility, the un
doing of six nuts laying everything open to in
A water-cooled type of similar dimen
s ection.
sions, with a gun-metal jacket, suitable for boat
work, was also shown, together with the speed boat
Bah/nine, which won in Class A of THE MODEL
In addition
ENGINEER Speed Boat Competition.
to a range of small aero propellers, this ﬁrm ex
hibited some tiny working accumulators—2 volts,
2 amp-hour
capacity—and a neat little ignition
I
coil weighing 5 025., for boat and aero work.
understand that this enterprising ﬁrm will shortly
place upon the market a petrol aero motor outﬁt,
weighing only 7 025.1 I saw the partially com
leted engine, which is of the 2-stroke type, bore
gin, stroke 1 in.
Messrs. Richard Melhuish showed a ﬁne range
of machine and small tools, including several
examples of Drummond lathes in all types, for
which they are agents,
They also showed some
Stuart~Turner, of
recent specialities of Messrs.
be

For

descn'ph'on]

Tue "CLYNO"

TWIN—CYLINDER

Henley-on-Thames, whose name is already familiar
This
of THE MODEL ENGINEER.
to all readers
ﬁrm have produced a range of beautifully made
small petrol engines, viz., single and double opposed
cylinder air— and water-cooled, the bore and stroke
of all models being 38 mm. (1’ ins).
weighs
The double-opposed air-cooled engine
7 lbs., and gives an easy Q h.-p., whilst I am informed
that it will run up to the phenomenal speed of
The cranks are set at 180 degrees,
5,000 rpm.
so that a high degree of balance is obtained, and
All the steel
there is a minimum of vibration.
so that the engine can be
parts are case-hardened,
without any liability
dismantled and re-erected

April

7, IQIO.

The cylinder is
of small parts suffering damage.
a steel tube, having in the air-cooled model radiat
ing ﬁns shrunk upon it, and in the water-cooled
boat model aluminium water jackets. The engines
use ordinary sparking plugs, and a special ﬂoat
feed wick carburettor of extreme lightness is em
ployed. Castings, materials, and working drawings
of these engines are obtainable, and I have no
doubt some of my readers will take the opportunity
of making up this excellent engine themselves.
On the same stand there were also shown two
Stuart-Tumer's
types of Messrs.
petrol-driven
These are not only
charging and lighting sets.
The 300
well-designed, but beautifully made.
watt type has a shunt wound Stuart-Kapp genes
rator direct coupled to a water-cooled 2-in. by
zl-in. two-stroke engine, which consumes a gallon
of petrol in IQ hours running.
The ignition is by
Ruthardt H.T. magneto.
The cheaper type, 120 watts, has the same
engine, with accumulator ignition; but the dynamo
(an enclosed one) is belt-driven oﬁ the engine ﬂy
wheel, the crankshait having also a small pulley
for driving a lathe or other machine.
Both sets are

Moron BICYCLE son rgro.

[see page 317.

complete with water and petrol tanks, silencers
and connections.
In the motor-boat section of the Show I was
struck most of all by a new type of boat engine,
which has been designed by Mr. Drummond, whose
name, in connection with his lathes, is almost
a [household
word, and this was fitted to a 3o-ft.
shallow draught river launch by James Taylor,
of Cherisey; the hull being also of Mr. Drummond's
"
" is the
design.
expediency
keynote of
Just as
the Drummond lathe, so is it also the keynote of
the Drummond engine.
This is a three-cylinder
ro h.-p. motor, 3—in. bore, 3i-in. stroke, giving its
stated power at 1,000 revolutions.
The design
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is full of original points, which show how closely
Mr. Drummond has studied the question, and how
practical a "motor-boatist" he is. The water
are of ample volume, and can easily be
jackets
cleared
out. They are provided with bafﬂes,
which ensure a thorough circulation taking place
—a most important feature, as heat means smell.
All the bearings of the crankshaft, which has
circular crank webs and large bearing surfaces,
are carried by the upper half of the exceptionally
stout crank chamber.
The valves are all mechanic
ally operated, an ingenious bell-crank arrangement
between the cam and the tappet permitting the
exhaust valve to be opened and closed extremely
All parts of the engine are readily
abruptly.
accessible.
Its high revolutions permitted by its
good balance enable a small propeller to be used;
and this is also a special design of Mr. Drummond’s.
The hull of the elegant vessel on which this motor
is installed has its stern under-water portion in the
form of a double canoe, with easy lines, the pro
" canoes," whose smooth
peller running between the
run creates a minimum of disturbance.
This is
an idea which I would recommend to speed-boat
enthusiasts. The engine is arranged car fashion
in the boat, being under a housing well forward, the
sitting close up to it in such a position
steersman
that he can attend to the engine and to the
manoeuvring of the boat in the lock, etc., without
getting out of his seat.
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greatest wear takes place on the wall of the cylinder
at right angles to the shaft. I think there is some
thing in my correspondent's theory, and confess
that I had not before given much thought to this
particular aspect of the matter. What he asserts
seems reasonable
In engines of this de
enough.
scription there must always be a certain amount
of side thrust, because of the angularity of the
connecting~rod
during the greater portion of the
stroke, and the absence of a piston-rod with its
steadying vertical motion directly in line with the
centre line of travel at all times.
It may be that
in the new two-stroke engines there will be a lesser
tendency towards the creation of oval cylinders;
but, in any case, it is not a thing which anyone need
feel at all alarmed about.
Indeed, I know many
seasoned motorists who refuse to believe that the
thing ever happens.

Removing the Rear Wheel of 3 Motor Car.
A correspondent sends me from Corstorphine,
N.B., the sketch reproduced herewith, which shows

Motor Cycle Notes.
Cylinders

By “ Pnosmx."
Wearing Oval.

D/rech'on of
power- exer/‘ed

V

510%
//7ru\s[

Dirac/[on

07" power-Ii

was/ed

Bra/v:

,

Apropos of this subject, which I recently touched
upon in the Notes, I have received from Mr. R. M.
of Clapham Park Road, S.W., a letter,
Cleaver,
accompanied by a sketch illustrating a suggestion
which may account for the phenomenon of motor
cycle cylinders assuming an oval shape after long
usage.
Mr. Cleaver thinks that the side thrust
exerted by the connecting-rod when transmitting
power to or from the crankshaft, is sufﬁcient to

_

DII/‘CC/Yon

Of pbwgr

Far/1.1m/f/‘gd
cause it, and the sketch he sends (which is repro
duced herewith) is intended to show that the

a device for removing the obstinate rear wheel of
a motor car.
It consists of a piece of cord tied
round a piece of wood at each end, and round two
spokes of the wheel exactly opposite one another.
A jack is placed between the wood and the axle,
and by screwing up the jack the wheel will gradually
slide off.
A soft kind of cord is best, as it does
'not scratch the paint.

The “Clyno”

Twin

for l9l0.

Another of the motor cycles which attracted
my more than passing attention at the last Stanley
Show was the twin-cylinder one, of 5—6 h.-p., ex
hibited by the Clyno Engineering Company, of
I made a close inspection
Thrapston, Northants.
of this machine, and have since seen it put up a
highly creditable performance in the Quarterly
Trials, and I am not going out of my way in the
least when I say that I like the design and the
style in which it is carried out very much indeed.
The engine is a "Stevens," with two 76 mm. by
The
82 mm. cylinders, ﬁtted with M.O.I. valves.
main shaft runs on Hoffman ball-bearings, and the
pistons are lubricated by an oilwell at the bottom
of their travel. The engine throughout has the
appearance of a good, sound, and well-designed
piece of work, and it is strongly set in a very sub
frame, with plenty
stantial
and racy-looking
of rake aft to extend the wheelbase in the right
The magneto is stowed away behind the
direction.
downtube of the frame, and is driven by a chain.
“
The
B. 8: B.“ carburettor is placed between the
cylinders, and is controlled by handle-bar me
chanism. A special type of adjustable pulley,
patented by the makers, is ﬁtted, a feature of this

gear.

The belt rim-brake in these machines is actuated
by a foot pedal as usual, but a. point of novelty is
the employment of a strong twisted wire cable in
place of the more customary rigid rod connection.
A special type of stand is ﬁtted, composed of one
tube sliding in another, which can be locked at
different heights, consequently the machine can
be set up at the side of the road or on uneven
ground with perfect safety, and it remains perfectly
upright.
The price of these Clyno machines, both twin and
and it is
single-cylinder, is extremely reasonable,
evident to my mind that much thought and care
has been exercised in their production.
-

Combination Brakes and Magneto Cut-Outs.
A correspondent, writing from Lancaster, asks

whether it would not be a good plan to arrange in
some way for the cutting out of the magneto at
the same time as putting on the brakes, for, he says,
“
No doubt many others besides myself often apply
the brake in an emergency against the power of the
engine, forgetting in haste to take any measures
for the stopping of the engine ﬁrst, and then brine
If some means of performing
ing in the brakes.
the two operations simultaneously could be devised,
I think it would be splendid, for whenever one
desires to put the brakes on, he always should have
the power shut off, so no inconvenienceland a much
greater margin of safety would result."
The idea of combining the application of one of the
brakes with a device for cutting out the magneto
is by no means a new one.
It has been ﬁtted to
"
V.S.” motor cycles for some few years. The
screw over the contact-breaker of the magneto
takes one end of the low tension cable, and the other
end of the latter is attached to a small‘ﬁtting
operated by the brake lever, the arrangement
being such that immediately prior to this particular
brake going on a metal-to-metal contact is made,
and the current from the magneto interrupted.
I used the arrangement for some few weeks
"
vs." and then discarded it for the
myself on a
reason that I found it irksome to have to hold the
brake lever up against spring tension when coast
ing down long hills with the exhaust valves raised,
and at which times I also desired to switch off the
I much prefer one of the ordinary
ignition.
handle-bar switches, which can be pushed into the
"
”
off
position in a second, and left there without
any attention until it is desired to switch on the
ignition again. Even those who have not so far
mastered
the control of a motor cycle as to almost
instinctively cut the magneto out before applying
the brakes, could hardly fail to ﬁnd satisfaction in
the handle-bar switch.
In a very short time it
"
“
second nature
to switch
must come to them as
off before touching the brakes.

A Really Efficient

I

Saddle.

have lately been using one of Messrs. ]. B.
Brooke 8c C0.'s saddles on a 6 h.-p. twin-motor
cycle, and have obtained the highest satisfaction
from it. The machine in question is very well
sprung at the front, but, as delivered to me, the
1, therefore,
rear springing left much to be desired.
obtained a Brooke’s B105 saddle, with compound
coil springs, and now I think there is little, if any
“
Truﬂault Suspen
thing, to choose between the

April
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sion," by means of which I am insulated from road
shocks forward, and the excellent arrangement of
saddle springing provided by the well-known ﬁrm
of specialists whose name I have mentioned. The
particular saddle I have is the new pattern for
Heavier
1910, and designed for a rider 0f 11 stone.
or lighter riders can have their saddles sprung
according to their particular weight—that is the
beauty of Messrs. Brooke’s system—and delivery
is made at once, all styles‘being
kept in stock.
The whole product is splendidly made, and appa—
rently intended to last for ever.

Motor Cycle Engines for Driving Lathes.
A letter is to hand from a Durham correspondent,

which runs as follows :—“ On page 246 of THE
MODEL ENGINEER for March 11th you have illus
trated the application of a cycle motor to stationary
I do not believe in disheartening anyone by
work.
criticising them too harshly, so would ask for a little
information as to how Dr. Adamson manages to get
the water to circulate if the pipes are ﬁtted as shown,
I should be glad if
unless he has a pump ﬁtted.
someone will enlighten me on how it is done in this
case, as there are huge possibilities looming before
to rise above its
me if the water can be persuaded
own level a few inches ; and if inches, why not feet,
so as to become a useful source of power if only for
perpetual motion.
I will refrain myself from going into the'above
matter in the hope that Dr. Adamson mayZbe dis
posed to come forward with the required informa
tion.

Replies in Brief.
H. O. F. W. (Aylesbury).-—All

in good time.
The subject will be dealt with in due course.
--—C. A. V. (Ealing) and M. P. (Lewes).——Thanks
it is not intended to take any further notice of the
Your kind remarks are
criticisms you refer to.
P. F. (Birmingham).-You must
appreciated.
adjust the pulley to give the particular gear you
You cannot alter it while
require before starting.
riding; of course, you can vary it as much as you
like within its limits" by specially stopping for the
a
(Uxbridge).-—Try
urpose.-—-—" MAX
i-in.
gelt, 5-in. engine pulley, and 20-in. belt rim.-—-—
is
reliable.
tyre you name
5. D. G. (Dunbar).——The
but not so good as the other we referred to. See
the
valve
stems
by about the
that theltappet clears
thickness of a visiting card, not more.

A Powerful (irip Screwdriver.
By Joan Haves.
common type of screwdriver sometimes
fails to extract a. screw, owing to insufﬁcient
The screwdriver shown here not
leverage.
only has a far greater leverage. but to ease a fast
scrt w the top a of the blade can be tapped vnth a
hammer, whilst the end of the blade is in the
slot. This rarely fails to start the most
screw
stubborn screw.
The handle h is made of mild steel, a i-in. hole
being drilled for the blade. which is secured by
The blade is turned from tool
a cast-steel
pin
steel, and the end ﬁled to go into the screw slots-—
It must ﬁnally be hardened
about I-32nd in. thick.
and tempered—from blue at the top end a. down
to deep brown at the slot end.
_
To make the grip attachment, turn a piece of
diameter
in.
11-16ths
to
in.
long
tool steel
3-16ths

THE
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being that there are no loose parts, nor are tools
required when carrying out adjustments to the

and Electrician.
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in., and to 9-16ths in. for 1 11-16ths ins.
Carefully drill a i-in. hole for 2 ins. through the
centre from the thick end, leaving a 3-I6ths in.
piece, which, later, must be ﬁled to form jaws,
as shown in end view e. The gv-in. hole must be
0.

O’ﬁ

p/b

l

i

in. for
in. in length, to ﬁt tightly
enlarged to
on the part of the blade b. A setscrew s and a corre
sponding hole in the blade must be provided. The
part I is screwed with a ﬁne thread, and a suitable
hexagon nut u made to ﬁt. The part I is then split
in two by using two hacksaw blades in the frame to
gether ; section shown at d. The nut is then screwed

on as far as possible, and whilst in this position the
grip is made bright red hot, and whilst red hot
rod is driven in the jaw end
a pointed 5-16ths-in.
to force them apart, after which the whole is immedi
ately quenched in cold water. Whilst the rod is
fast, grip it in a drill chuck in the lathe and polish
all over, afterwards tempering blue all over, except
A small ring
the jaws, which must be left brown.
small articles
gas stove is very useful to temper
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over. Care must be taken when ﬁxing the position
of the setscrew s to have the slit in the jaws of the
grip in line with the end of the screwdriver.

The “ Model Engine‘er ” Speed
Boat Competition, 1910.
HE

General Conditions.

entries for this Competition will be divided
into four classes.
Class A will include all
boats over 5 ft. 6 ins. and up to 7 ft. in
length ; Class B will include all boats over 3 it. 4 ins.
in length and under 5 ft. 6 ins. ; Class C will include
all boats over 2 ft. in length, and underi'3 ft. 4 ins. ;
while Class D will include all boats of 2 ft. in length
and under. The length is to be taken as length
on the water line in running order.
Each boatImust
be timed over a total distance of not less than
300 yards, which may be divided into separate trips
of not less than 100 yards each, or thelboatlmay be
tethered by a light line to a ﬁxed post;andjrun on a
circular course.
At starting each trip, power must
be turned on, and the engines started and kept
running for at least ﬁfteen seconds before the boat
is released.
The interval between each of the
“successive trips must be as short as possible, and
must be stated in the particulars given. The exact
length of the course must be measured, and the
exact time, to a second, recorded for each trip,
These particulars must be written down and certi
ﬁed by the signature of two members
of the
executive of either any recognised Society of Model
Engineers or Model Yacht Club, who must have
been present at the trials.
In addition to the fore
going particulars, the prize-winners must furnish
photographs and descriptions of their boats for pub
lication in THE MODEL ENGINEER.
The awarding
of the prizes may be summarised as follows :—
SILVER lllEDAIS to the fastest boats in Classes
A, B, and C, beating previous records.
BRONZE MEDALS in Classes A, B, and C, to all
other boats beating previous records.
SILVER MEDAL in Class D to the fastest boat,
provided speed is not less than 3 miles per
hour.
BRONZE
MEDAL in Class D to the second
fastest boat doing not less than 3 miles
per hour.
If in Classes A, B, and C, the performance of
the ﬁrst boat'does not surpass
that attained in
previous competitions, then the highest awards
will be Bronze Medals and Certiﬁcates respectively.
The number of competitors interested in any one
boat, either as designers or builders, will be limited
to two.
A signed declaration is required, giving
particulars as to the building of the model, in
addition to the usual certiﬁcate of performance.
Certiﬁcates will be given all Class A boats which
have an average speed record of not less than nine
miles per hour; to Class B boats with an average
to
speed of not less than seven miles per hour;
Class C boats with an average speed of not less
than ﬁve miles per hour; and to Class D boats
with an average speed of not less than three miles
per hour.
The following are the previous best records :—
Class A, 12-94 miles per hour.
Class B, 19-76 miles per hour.
Class C, 13'9 miles per hour.
The last date of entry is December 3Ist, Igro.
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Simple Model Steam Engine
Construction.—Vl.
By

"

,

AJAX."

(Continued from page 159).
HE perspective sketch (Fig. 34) gives a good
idea of the appearance
of the main frames,
with the buffer planks, ﬂame guard, etc.,
assembled.
The guard irons, which are also shown
in position, can be cut out of a piece of stout tin
plate 1-32nd in. thick and, after being bent to shape
It
(see Fig. 28), can be sweated to the frames.
will be noticed that the front pair of guard irons

F10.

34.—PERSPECTIVE Sxarcn 0F MAIN FRAMES,
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After drilling the various holes, bend up the
parts marked a and b at right angles, so as to just
allow the main frames to slip between, and then
mark out and drill three holes in parts a and b
to coincide with those already made in the frames,
and rivet together with copper-wire rivets,as indi
cated in Figs. 27 and 28 (February 17th issue).
The footplate can now be riveted to the supporting
brackets in the same way, and attached to the
buffer planks by means of solder applied on the
inside of the joints.
Having got so far, we can now turn our atten
tion to the wheels and cylinders. These are stock
but if
patterns, and can be bought ready-made;
cannot be obtained in the
the driving‘wheels

snowmc

ﬂea r‘

BUFFER PLANKS, are, ASSEMBLED.
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Ina/n frames
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or

FOOTPLATE,

wrrn SMOKsBox SADDLE AND BOILER

are placed on the inside, and the rear ones on the
outside of the frames.
The next part to claim attention is the foot
plating, which should be of sheet brass No. 20
This is arranged in one piece, as will be
gauge.
seen with reference
to Fig. 35, and should be
marked out to the dimensions given, and the
part in the middle cut and ﬂied out to the shape
indicated.

BACKPLATE m POSITIGN.

diameter required with a crank boss and; pin, a
crank-piece can easily be ﬁtted to a pair of ordinary
running wheels, as depicted in Fig. 36. Make the
axle sufﬁciently long, so that about § in. of the
screwed ends projects past the boss of the wheel,
as shown, on to which a brass crank-piece can be
screwed and sweated after the axle is placed in
and the wheels screwed in place,
the bearings,
so that the crank-pins are arranged at an angle
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holes in the frames
A touch
(see Fig. 29).
of solder should also be applied where the tubing
that
the
passes through the frames, after seeing
other member of the T-piece is set at the angle
shown in Fig. 27, for the purpose of easily connect
ing up to the main steampipe. The cylinders can
-now be assembled together with the springs and
nuts, and the steam blocks should be correctly
adjusted, so as to obtain the correct distribution
of steam.
Special care should be taken with
regard to this adjusting, as the successful working
of the engine depends on the correct setting of the
steam blocks in relation to the centres of the driv
ing axle and crank-pins (see centre lines in Fig. 27).
The support of the front end of the boiler,
"
the smokebox saddle," can be
usually termed
cut out of stout tinplate to the dimensions given
in Fig. 37. After carefully ﬁling the curved part,
which should be a good ﬁt to the boiler barrel,
the four holes for the ﬁxing screws can be drilled
“
as indicated, and the
saddle" bent to shape
Now place it in position on the
(see Fig. 39).
footplate, so that the front is ii-roths in. from the
edge of the latter, and mark the position of the ,
four holes, which can afterwards be drilled and
tapped, or the holes can be left plain, and small
bolts and nuts can be used for ﬁxing instead of
The lug a can be bent over at right angles
screws.
after the slot is drilled and ﬁled out in the middle
to receive the end of the boiler-ﬁxing screw (see
Fig. 27).
The next part to be made is the boilerback

is

WHEEL.

is

Fro. 36.—DRivmc
the

By D. B. BREARLEY, A.M.E.A.
is single-acting, and
is
engine
made with two or three cranks, each crank
being driven by a complete engine.
The
sectional ﬁgure shows a “ two-crank"
compound
The down-stroke
engine with cranks at 90 degs.
is the working stroke, and on the up-stroke provision
is made to prevent any knocking as the various
The arrangement will be des
parts accelerate.
it will be easily seen on looking at
cribed later.
Fig. 4 that the steam is governed by a number
of ports and piston valves, which valves work in
a hollow piston-rod
and are connected
to an
eccentric fier on the crank-pin, as shown in
Fig. 3. One must not get confused by the number
of valves.
Really, there is only one valve to each
cylinder, and this acts like one half of any ordinary
D slide-valve, and is termed the distribution valve.
All the other valves are called separation valves,
and do not control the steam inlet or exhaust
of any cylinder.
On looking at Fig. 4 again,
steam is entering the piston-rod from the steam
chest through the ports a.
The piston valve A
does not control the steam at all.
Therefore we
will take no notice of this valve at present, but
will describe its purpose later.
After the steam has passed through the ports a,
as indicated by arrow, it comes on the top side of
—
the piston valve 13.
This valve is shown just opening the port
therefore in communication with
and the steam
The steam does
the H.-P. piston on the top side‘.
the work required of it, and, of course, must be
Therefore
exhausted
into the receiver.
must
entered,
return through the same ports by which
namely,
By this time, however, the piston valve B has
from its under side, and the
opened the ports
steam can therefore exhaust into the receiver through
and
are- in
the ports 0, seeing that the ports
communication with each other. The steam which
is now in the receiver does not do any more work
just about to com
until the next stroke, which
mence. It now continues its downward career through
the ports
and into the L.-P. cylinder. The ports
and
are similar in action to the ports a and
which control the H.-P. cylinder, and the distribution
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plate, shown in Fig. 38, which can also be cut out
tinplate. Drill the four holes in the positions
indicated, and then cut out the slots b and c, and
the semi-circular piece d, afterwards ﬁling away
the corners e, I, to allow the boiler.to be easily put
The slots b and c are provided to enable
in place.
the foot of backplate to clear the ﬂanges of the
wheels, while the hole g is for the steampipe to
Three 1-16th'in. bolts and nuts
pass through.
can be used for ﬁxing the backplate, which is shown
'in position on the footplate in Fig. 39.
For the beneﬁt of readers who happen to possess
a lathe, it may be as well to mention here that
castings of the wheels, cylinders, chimney, dome,
Baker Bros.,
etc., can be obtained from Messrs.
287, Sandall Street, Hulme Hall Lane, Manchester,
and the writer understands that this ﬁrm also
supply the various parts ﬁnished.

d

BPJSS

April

of

c

of 180 degrees to each other.
This crank-piece can
easily be cut out and ﬁled to shape from sheet brass
3-32nds in. thick, and the holes drilled and tapped
out for the axle and crank-pin,
For the latter
screw in a short length of silver-steel rod, which
can be sweated in place previous to screwing the
See that the wheels
crank-piece on to the axle.
revolve easily, and that the distance between the
outer faces of the ﬂanges does not exceed 1 5- 32nds
in. Coupling rods are dispensed with for the pur
pose of minimising friction as much as possible,
which is an important consideration in a model
of this description;
but should the builder, how
ever, desire to add to the realistic appearance
of his engine, coupling-rods may be ﬁtted, provided
that special care is taken with this part of the work.
Having obtained a pair of cylinders of the right
bore and stroke, screw a short length of 3-32nds in.
braSS tubing into each of the steam blocks, so that
the ends project about 7-16ths in.
A small brass
T-piece will now be required, into the opposite
ends of which the short pieces of tubing are in
after being pushed through
serted and soldered,

d
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valve D similar in action to the distribution valve B
Therefore, if you see how the steam enters and ex
haust from the H.—P. cylinder, }0u will see how the
steam enters and exhausts from the L.-P. cylinder.
The action is the same. The exhaust is shown at I,
and E is a piston crosshead for eccentric rod.
Now, as regards the cut-off, I refer you to the
ports a, which, on travelling downwards, come in
contact with the gland, as shown at I, Fig. 3. It
is quite easy to see that no steam from the steam
chest can enter the n.-i>. cylinder after the gland
once c0vers_the ports.
The cut-0ft is very rapid.

l

l

32.3

at H in Fig. 4. The inside ring is ﬁrst turned to ﬁt
over the piston-rod. and then an outer ring is sprung
over it. and this keeps the inner ring in compression
round the piston-rod.
Another use of the separation valve A is to pre
vent knocking taking place on the eccentric sheaf, or
This
straps, or the crosshead pin, ﬁxed in E, Fig. 3.
is accounted for by the steam in the steam chest
always bearing down on the separation valve A.
To prevent knocking taking place on the main
crank-pin, brasses, etc., this is done
bearings.
A cylindrical crosshead
by means of an air-cushion.
piston works in a cylindrical guide, as
shown at J in Fig. 3. On the up~stroke
there is compression in the space R.
This
the same downward strain on the
keeps
brasses as on the down-stroke.
Therefore
The small
’ no knocking can take place.
holes K are uncovered when the piston
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PISTON VALVES

is

is

is

it

a

Now we come to one of the uses of the separation
valves A and C. It is quite evident on studying the
drawing that if there was no separation valve A, the
n.-1>. gland could not cut off the steam to the
H.-P. cylinder, and the cut~ofl would be controlled
by the distribution valve B. and this is not desir
able, as the cut-oil would then be constant, and
could not be altered without altering the lap of the
valve B or the eccentric sheaf, which is, of course, a
ﬁxture. The only practicable way, therefore, to alter
the cut-off is by means oi the gland, and this can be
under the rings and
done by putting distance-pieces
the gland boxes. The rings for the glands are shown

S,

FIG. I.—A MODEL WILLANS ENGINE.
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at the bottom of the stroke, and lets in
"
make-up air which may have been lost. due
to leakage, on the previous stroke.
In other words, the space R must be at at
mospheric pressure at the beginning of every
It not necessary to ﬁt piston
up-stroke.
One or two grooves
rings round piston
are all that
considered
These
necessary.
ﬁll up with oil from the crank chamber, and
the friction which we get from rings
avoided.
The governor gear
of the centrifugal type,
and acts direct on the throttle valve. The sleeve L
which
ﬁxed to the shaft carries the governor
These weights are held together by means
weights.
of springs, and open outwards as the speed of the
As the weights open outwards,
engine increases.
the sleeve
moves along the shaft, and also moves
which,
M,
the bell crank
in turn, moves the throttle
valve spindle
and therefore the throttle valve P.
The wheel N and springs attached thereto are for
making the engine govern at a lower or a higher
When the wheel N is screwed up,
speed.
helps
the action of the governor, thereby giving
smaller
"

and Electrlclan.
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or full load.
The throttle valve P is a. double
ported one, and is shown shut. It is cylindrical,
and must bea perfect ﬁt,without any undue friction

port area at the throttle, and therefore a slower
The opposite result is obtained by taking
the tension off the springs.
The sleeve Q does not

speed.
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ANOTHER VIEW

Compress?
cock or
- air cushion
6' _ r'e/easel

OF Mona]. WILLANS

.

ENGINE.
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ban

ﬂip/c?

Governor
box.

revolve with the shaft. The nuts 0 are for adjusting
the length of the governor valve spindle S. The
middle nut contains a right- and left-handed thread,
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The Willans engine is used very largely for
the generation of electrical energy.
It will
run for hours with practically no attention, and
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\\'hen the
and the other two are locking-nuts.
spindle S is lengthened
or shortened it alters the
Therefore, within certain
of the engine.
speed
limits, any set speed can be obtained at no load

\_

_. .. .J

__

1

the wear is considered as nothing after years of con
I heard of one engine running con
stant usage.
tinually, night and day, for eighteen months with
The engine is mostly cast iron,
out stopping.
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with the exception of the crankshaft, connecting
rods, brasses, and a few other small things.
The
piston-rods, pistons, rings, are all cast iron. The
photographs are of a. small model which I have
I made all the patterns, and got the cast
made.
Of course, a good lathe is absolutely
ings locally.
I do not wish for anything better than a
necessary.
3l-in. Drummond.

325

Now look at the photographs, and you will
notice that the engine is built up of ﬁve different
bolted together,
namely—the crank case
parts.
in which the crankshaft works; the distance-piece
which carries the door and the compression cylinder
the L.-P. cylinder;
as shown at J in the drawing;
the H.-P. cylinder; and, lastly, the steam top or chest.
Then, internally, the H.-P. piston and rod, the
P

F10.

3.—Sl-ICTION

THROUGH

MODEL \VILLANS ENGINE.

In making the Willans engine I found that a cer
tain amount of accurate drilling was necessary.
Most cheap drilling machines are, no doubt, all
right on certain classes of work, but 1 preferred to
Fig. 5 shows a
have one which would be reliable.
drilling table of cast iron ﬁtted to the tailstock of
in
No din.culty should be experienced
the lathe.
making the table. It is a simple matter to turn
one, and really it is a very useful accessory for the
Small holes can be drilled in the table for
lathe.
holding-down purposes, if required.
_
Accuracy had to be maintained throughout in
it
would
have
jammed.
otherwise
model,
my

(Scale :

Half full

size.)

L.-P. piston and rod, and the crosshead guide-piston
Then, inside the
and rod are all bolted together.
Now, if any parts
piston—rod there are the valves.
are the least out of line, what would be the result ?
I think the model speaks well for the Drummond
lathe, and I leave you to draw your own conclusions
The crankshaft was actually turned
on the matter.
out of a solid piece of mild-steel shafting 2} ins.
diameter. Where could one get such
a small
forging with the eccentric sheaf forged on the crank
All machining has been done in my lathe.
pin?
The engine runs well. and has had a trial run of
I
2’; hours under a. pressure of 160 lbs. of steam.
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think that should test any small model. Any other
particulars can be obtained from THE Mover.
ENGINEER.
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Model Marine Screw Propellers.
By I. S. YACUA, G.M.S.C.
problem of the marine screw propeller is
one that has taxed the minds of many, but
with all that, still remains an unsolved—
if not unsolvable—proposition to the present day.
Experiments have been carried out at great cost
by Governments and private individuals, which
certainly have done a great deal towards paving
the way for a ﬁnal solution of the problem.
To the model engineer, there still remains a'lot
that he could do to help towards this muchio-be
desired solution.
It would be a rather expensive
and long process experimenting on large ships
with
full-size
as
in
propellers,
particularly
almost every case conditions vary so much.
When experimenting with models the cost is
The propellers are easy to make, and can
triﬂing.
be altered quite conveniently, and results can be
got of suﬂicient accuracy for the purpose of com
parison. It is, of course. apparent that the wider
the range of dimensions or scale between
the
experimental model and the actual propeller, the
biggerjmay be the error in comparison.
The subject of propeller design is too complex
and perplexing to be grasped by a few notes like
these, and no attempt will be inade to enter into
any abstruse matter; particularly as a great deal
of the information we have on the subject can only
be taken, in most cases, as opinions expressed.
True, these opinions have originated from men
that have given the matter much thought; but the
very fact that no ﬁnality has been arrived at by
"
them may give us the
nerve," as our cousins
across
the way say, not to take all they say as
absolute.

HE

A

is

dimension corresponding to the said diameter.
Now, on a piece of paper construct the right
angle triangle as shown.
Having two sides and
the angle 90 degrees, the rest
simple. Cut the
paper to the diagonal or third side as shown—the
irregular lines show the edges of the paper on the
other two sides.
Now wrap the paper round the
cylinder, as in Fig. 2, and ﬁx in place by three or
four ordinary household pins; then the curve
traced by the diagonal on the cylinder will be an
helix, or commonly, a screw.
pencil line could
be put on the cylinder, using the wrapper paper

_

FIG. I.—GENERATION

or

_i

Scar-2w.

It will thus be seen at the outset that a screw
or helix is a wedge under disguise, so to speak.
Let us refer again to Fig.
and it will be seen that
the length of the cylinder
the pitch of the screw,
and the angle
(the Greek letter Theta. commonly
used to denote an angle) the angle of the screw
to the axis.
So far we have taken a line to repre'
sent the thread of the screw.
shows
Fig.
further development, consisting of a cylinder
whose diameter
a fraction of the screw diameter.
Around this
wrapped uniformly a thin plate,
a

3

us, in the ﬁrst place, understand what a
propeller really is. To begin with, we will
What is
take it from its infancy, as it were.
meant will be made clear by referring to Fig. I.
There we have a plain cylinder of wood ; say the
diameter and length are immaterial to our purpose
at present, but let us suppose the ratio or relation
between these two to be about what is shown in
the ﬁgure.
Knowing the diameter. we can easily
ﬁnd the circumference by multiplying the former
by 3-1416 ; this gives the expanded or straightened

Let
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0F SINGLE THREAD.
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'

is

is
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two turns, the advance will be two-ﬁfths of an inch
and so on.
This condition of affairs is, of course, seldom
met with in marine propellers, there always being
a smaller or greater boss
in advance,
"
called
slip,” as we will see later on.
The expanded blade, that is, the blade
attended without any curvature, is shown
in Fig. 7.
The same ﬁgure also shows
the Projected blades—that
blade
is, the
having the correct curvature and angle
drawn in projection to the various planes.
section of the blade taken radially, the
boss of the propeller, and a section taken
at a certain radius on the expanded blade,
also shown.
The leading edge or forward edge of
the blade
the one that enters the water
ﬁrst, and the trailing edge or aft edge the
falling one, as shown.
The front of the blade, or working
the one that pushes the water
face,
A

l._______
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is

The length taken to complete one
convolution of this plate is the pitch, as we have
A section of this
seen with the paper example.
single-thread screw is shown to the right of the
edgewise.

I
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The thickness of the section called
“
shown at L.
fraction of pitch
the
show a. two- and three
and
Figs.
threaded screw respectively, the portion
in each case showing the length
marked
of the section shown.
Before proceeding further, let us under
stand the nomenclature of the various
parts of a propeller, and some of the terms
used in the same connection.
the
The diameter of a screw propeller
diameter of the circle swcpt by the tips
of the blades; similarly, the diameter of
the boss is its largest diameter.
Fig.
shows the diameter of a propeller.
the area contained in
The disc area
a circle having the tips of blades for
usual to deduct
diameter—as above: it
it is then
the area of the boss from this
called the eﬂectiue disc area.
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ﬁgure.
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THREAD.

is

the distance travelled by the pro
The pitch
The ordinary engineer’s
peller in one revolution.
bolt and nut is a good example of what is meant.
Take, for example, a large bolt having ﬁve threads
per inch: for every turn in the nut, the bolt wil
make a lineal advance of one-ﬁfth of an inch; to

Fro. 6.—DIAMETER

OF PROPELLER.

aft, and the back of the blade the reverse side, or
side nearest the hull of the boat;
the propeller
working, of course, at the stern of the latter.
The projected blade area
the area of all the
blades, minus the boss, from a projection of the
propeller, looking from aft.
is

Flo. 5.—GBNERAT10N 0F
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The up“de blade am: is the area of all the
blades when ﬂattened, minus the boss.
Fig. 8 shows the hand of the propeller, that is,
The propeller
whether right—hand or left-hand.
shown to the right of the ﬁgure is right-handed,
and that to the left, left-handed; or, when viewed
from aft, if the propeller rotates for a forward
movement of the boat, in a clockwise direction,
if anti-clockwise,
left
it is right-handed;
handed.

and

April

Electrician.

7, 1910.

The angle sustained by the shaft line and the
normal water level, as shown in the ﬁgure, is, say,
10 degrees; the angle of the blades in relation to
the shaft is, say, 45 degrees.
It will thus be seen
that the blades strike. the water at different angles
relative to the load water line of the boat. This
causes a reamering action on the propeller strut
bearing, also excessive vibrations, and is account
able for the bad list noticeable in many high
The greater the angle of in~
speed model boats.

/0°

6+/0°
6—/o°

Fro. 12.——INCLINATION

is

as shown, the stream lines would ﬂow differently.
Fig. 11 shows a better form of boss.
It will be
seen that the water
gradually brought back to

its normal condition without any sharp or abrupt
corners.

Fig.
ciency
peller
by the

12 shows another source of waste of effi
in a propeller, though, in this case, the pro—
may be all right, the waste being caused
excessive inclination of the propeller shaft.

is

pf

I3.—INCLINATION

or SHAFT.

of time is fraction of the product of pitch by revolu
tions.
As an example, suppose a model boat has
a propeller of 3* ins. diameter,
ins. pitch, the
revolutions at which it is driven being 1,000 per
minute; then the speed of the boat in feet per
minute-and miles per hour, respectively—if the
propeller had no slip, would be: r,ooo><'5 ft.=
500 ft. per minute, or 568 miles per hour.
(To be continued.)
6

he.

clination, and the coarser the pitch, the more acute
will these bad defects be. Fig. 13 shows a better
inclination
shaft. In model work it
often
a difﬁcult matter to get the shaft line easy, that is,
as horizontal as possible, but a little thought in the
design of the engine—the ﬂywheel, in particular—
would help considerably.
Let us fall back again and consider the meaning
There are three kinds of
of slip at greater length.
apparent
slip—positive, neutral or nil, and nega
tive. Apparent positive slip occurs when the
loss in lineal advance of the propeller—due to the
yielding nature of the element it works in— is a frac
tion of the pitch; or when the total loss in a unit

a

if

9

a few forms of screw propellers
shows
Fig.
projected on an athwartship plane, or viewed
from aft. A considerable amount of modiﬁcation
could be made by altering the width of blades,
of efﬁcient
etc.
These are not given as examples
types, but merely as illustrations of a few forms.
deﬁnitions, we will
these
Having considered
Fig. 10 shows
proceed with the design of the boss.
It will be seen from the
a boss as commonly used.
stream lines that an eddy is caused at the front
of the boss, this eddy causing a pretty considerable
With reference to
suction, and so loss offspeed.
the ﬁgure as drawn, the section of the blade should
the blade were
not be taken into account, for,

0F SHAFT.
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occupied to-day as champion Club in the Northern
Model Yachting Association, and holders for ﬁve
years of the handsome silver challenge cup of that
Association.
Mr. Willmer
had given practical
proof of his ability in designing boats by carrying
He had
off all the prizes he could for the season.
built two 12-metre models, and with his latest
had secured the highest honour open in the district
by carrying off the rz-metre Silver Challenge Cup
He
to the Club by the Commodore.
presented
hoped the \Virral Model Yacht Club would con
tinue to ﬂourish.
The awards were then distributed by Mrs.
Oldershaw.
The ﬁrst recipient was Mr. G. H. \Villmer, winner
of the Commodore prize and a second and third in
Au ivory ﬁgure on an ebony
the Club races.
Vice
plinth was the gift of the Commodore.
Commodore Livingston, winner of two second and
two third prizes in the Club races received a hand
some-little clock. As winner of the President's
and Vice~Commodore’s
prizes and a ﬁrst in the
Club races, Mr. Wynne, the secretary, received a
silver-plated biscuit barrel and the Commodore’s
silver challenge cup offered for the ra-metre class,
which he retains for twelve months. Mr. Cooke,
winner of the Rear Commodore's prize, three
second and two third prizes in the Club races, was
Other recipients
awarded a silver cruet stand.
were as follows :—-\V. Jones (winner of Vice and
a gold
R.
Rear Commodore’s prizes),
watch;

annual distribution of awards and social
with the
gathering of members connected
\Virral Model Yacht Club is an event which
affords much interest to all concerned in the pas
time of model yachting in \Nallasey;
and the
eleventh of these annual occasions
celebrated
recently at St. John’s Hall, Egremont, attracted
a gathering of several hundred people.
An ex
hibition of various designs in model yachts and
steamers
added
to the in
terest attached to the event,
and the proceedings
were
enlivened by the contribu
tion of several
vocal and
musical items during
the
eveni g.
Dr. ]. Oldershaw, ].P.,
C.C., presided, and the suc
cessful
competitors for the
season received their awards
at the hands of Mrs. Older
shaw.
Others present were :
Mr. G. H. Willmer, president
of the Northern Model Yacht
ing Association, and a vice
president of the Club; Coun
cillor Garagthy, of Bootle,
vice - president of the
a
Model
Northern
Yachting
Mr. C. Living
Association;
vice-commodore; and
ston,
Mr. E. W. Wynne, secretary.
l
The Chairman said that
SOME or rue WIRRAL IZ-METRE MODELS
EXHIBITED IN THE HALL
the
year now ended‘had
DURING
THE EVI NING.
been the most successful in
‘
the experience of the Club
Edwards (winner of Mr. Evans' prize and two
It was the
during its eleven years' existence.
seconds in the Club races), a pair of gold glasses;
most up-to-date institution of its kind in the
Mr. Gregg (steam division), winner of three ﬁrst
country and claimed the honour of being the ﬁrst
and three second prizes, a pair of bronze horses.
model yacht club in England to adopt the Linear
Rating Rule, and later on the new International
J. Kirkpatrick (winner of three ﬁrst and two
second class prizes in' the steam division) also re
Rule of measurement {or building model yachts to.
ceived a suitable award.
Much of this success was due to their vice-president
The exhibition of boats included a torpedo
This gentleman's active
(Mr. G. H. \Villmer).
destroyer, capable of doing nine miles an hour, by
endeavours on behalf of the Club and the fact that
Mr. J. Kirkpatrick.
The boat, which is said to be
he had placed at the disposal of his fellow yachts
worth i6100, attracted many admirers. 1n the
of the Club,
the members
men, and particularly
the great experience he had attained in yachting,
junior section the crack was undoubtedly Master
5. A. Drummond's Alba, winner of the 3o—rater
had helped the Club to the .proud position it
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challenge cup and a ﬁrst prize in the Club races.
gave him great pleasure to accept the cup on behalf
Master A. Worth's Silver Spray, the winner of a
of the Wirral Club, especially as he understood
ﬁrst and second Club prize, was also very credit
that this was the ﬁfth time the \Virral Club had
ably prepared for the
event, and the young
yachtsman received a
bound
handsomely
volume of the Boy's
Own Paper.
Master
Murray Keay was pre
sented
with a case ‘of
drawing instruments.
Mr. “’illmer moved
a vote of thanks to
Mrs.
Oldershaw
for
the
having presented
awards, and Mr. Chas.
seconded.
Livingston
Dr. Oldershaw suitably
acknowledged the vote
on behalf of his wife. I
At this stage of the
proceedings a very in
teresting ceremony
took place in the pre
sentation of the hand‘
some silver challenge
cup of the Northern
DURING THE ASSOCIATION
RACE FOR THE PRESIDENT'S CUP.
Model Yachting Asso
.
ciation
by Councillor
had the honour of winning the cup out of a possible
J. Garaghty, of Bootle, the vice~president of the
SIX.
Association, to Mr. Charles Livingston, vice-commo
the hand
Councillor Garaghty then presented
dore of the VVirral Club, to hold same for them
some
MODEL ENGINEER silver medal and cer
during the present season.
tiﬁcate to Mr. George Baron
for the highest
individual score in the N.M.Y. Association during
the season 1909, and also the Association's cer
tiﬁcate; to Mr. R. Edwards the bronze medal
and certiﬁcate of THE MODEL ENGINEER and the
Association's certiﬁcate for second
highest in
dividual score in the Inter-club matches during the
season I909; and to Mr. H. Allan, of the Bootle
Club, the Association's certiﬁcate for third highest
individual score in the Inter-club matches during
the season

A hearty

1909.
vote

to the
of thanks was accorded
chairman, Councillor Oldershaw, ].P.
The interesting photographs which accompany
this article were specially taken by Mr. Holland,
Cheshire.
of 2, Liscard Road, Seacombe.

Club Doings.
Glasgow Model Steamer Club.

ANOTHER VIEW TAKEN DURING THE ASSOCIATION
RACE FOR THE PRESIDENT’S PRIZE.
Vice-Commodore Livingston, in suitably acknow
ledging the honour conferred upon him, said it

The second
of the Glasgow Model
meeting
Steamer Club was held on Friday, March 4th, 1910,
at White's Hotel, Candleriggs. The chair was
taken by Mr. J. Solis.
Several very ﬁne models
of engines were on new by Mr. W. Cattell and
Mr. J. Cattell.
It was agreed that the Club should
have four classes, viz.——I metre, 1} metres, I} metres,
and 1% metres; also that it should hold a gala
on Saturday,
March 19th, at Alexandra Park
Pond, at 3 p.m., where it is expected to run at
least eighteen
boats.
Anyone interested in the
building of models will have full particulars from
JAMES H. MACDOWALL, Hon. Secretary, 727,
Cumbernauld Road, Glasgow.
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Swansea Model Yacht Club.
The ﬁrst race of a series for the Club Champion
on Saturday,
19th,
ship was sailed
February
on the
Park Lake.
There'Twas half
Brynmill
a gale
blowing, but as this water is almost en
tirely bordered by heavy trees, the full force was
not felt. The course, which is four rounds of the
Lake, measures i mile, and was covered in very
A good race resulted in a win for
quick time.
the Mac (G. C. Vaux) ; second, Stanley (A. Thoro
fourth,
good);
third, Rose;:(W. Goldsworthy);
Iiaslcm Star (G. Edwards).
This series of races
is to be continued every ﬁrst and third Saturday
of each month until December.
The Club has been presented with a very hand
some solid silver rose bowl by a local gentleman,
and is to he raced for during the coming summer,
and we hope this will further the interest taken
in model yachting locally.
On a recent Saturday we measured thirteen of
our boats, which form part of our ﬂeet, the new
measuring trough being used for the ﬁrst time
on this occasion.
Fortune again favoured the members
of the
above Club on Saturday, March 12th, as the
weather was quite summer-like when the ﬁrst
race for Mr. David Dill's rose bowl was sailed.
There was a spanking easterly breeze blowing,
when nine boats lined up for the start, and an
excellent race resulted in a win for the Mac (G. C.
Vaux) ; second, Gwyneth (G. Luff) ; third, Stanley
(A. Thorogood) ; fourth, Dodo (G. C. Vaux, jun.).
This race is to be continued monthly.
The third race for the Club Championship was
sailed
on Saturday,
March 19th, at Brynmill
Park Lake. There was a fresh north-easterly
breeze blowing, and a good race resulted in a win
for the Stanley (A. Thorogood);
Gladys
second,
(T..Fox) ; third, Mary (G. C. Vaux, jun.) ; fourth,
The course was sailed in
Niagara (T. Phelps).
good

time.

Presentation to the Secretary
port M.Y.C.

of the New

The third annual dinner of the Newport Model
was held on Wednesday, March 16th,
at the Shaftesbury Café, Newport, and was well
attended.
The Mayor
presided, and he was
supported by the ex-Mayor (Councillor Graham
G. W. Elliott (commodore),
White),
Captain
Captain W. White (sailing captain), Mr. R. H.
Warboys
(vice-commodore), Mr.
]. Hammett
(measurer), Mr. G. H. Dunn (secretary),
Captain
J. H. Scott, Councillor E. Davies, Messrs. Caleb
Grifﬁths, L. Smart (Cardiff), and B. Powell (Barry).
" The Town and
Councillor \Vhite proposed
Trade of Newport,” and said Newport ought to
be the best town in the world for them.
Glasgow,
"
where he was born, had a motto,
Let Glasgow
ﬂourish.”
They should apply that to Newport.
They had many things in Newport to be proud
of, and among them was the best model yacht
club.
Perhaps they would like him to say they
had the best sailing pond. He would not say
that, but would remind them of an appropriate
mott0—“ Keep pegging away."
In proposing the health of "The Club," the
Mayor said since it was started three years ago
it had had a successful time, and it was now the
He
largest model yacht club in the country.
promised to do what he could to get the sailing

Yacht Club
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He also spoke of the interest
pond enlarged.
their President, Viscount Tredegar, took in all
branches of sport.
Captain Elliott, Commodore, in reply, referred
to the Club membership, its many trophies, and
work of their Secretary,
the much-appreciated
Mr. Dunn.
,
and said they were
Mr. Dunn also responded,
proud of the Club, which was one of the ﬁrst
in the kingdom.
They had upwards of eighty
and last year only one failed to pay
members,
racing
his subscription.
They would commence
on Saturday, March 26th, and were looking forward
to another successful
season.
" The Visitors," and Messrs.
Mr. Warboys gave
Smart and B. Pewell, of the Cardiff and Barry
Clubs, respectively responded.
The Mayor, on behalf of the Club, presented
the Secretary with a roll-top desk, and said he
It
hoped Mr. Dunn would live long to use it.
showed
that the Club members
thought a lot
of their Secretary, and he must think a lot of
them.

"

This
The desk bore the following inscription:
desk is presented to Mr. G. H. Dunn by members
of the Newport Model Yacht Club for his services
Viscount
as Secretary for a period of three years.

Lewis Haslam, M.P., Vice
Tredegar, President;
G. “7. Elliott, Commodore, R. H.
president;
Warboys, Vice-commodore;
]. Hammett, Mea
C. Carruthers, W. White, Secretaries to
surer;
Testimonial Fund.
March 15th, 1910."
In reply, Mr. Dunn said whatever position he
took, he endeavoured to ﬁll to the best of his
The members,
ability.
by their gift, showed
He
that they knew he did his best for them.
felt proud of the Club, and hoped to continue
his work for it for many years.
"The Chairman" was submitted by Mr. Ham
mett and accorded musical honours, and the
artistes and Press were also toasted, on the propo
sition of Captain J. H. Scott.
During the evening a musical programme was
provided by Messrs. T. and B. Powell (Barry),
1. E. Dunn, Bert Lewis, Burrows, and Lionel
Poole (accompanist).

Model Yachting at Gravesend.
In the ﬁrst years of its existence,

rapid strides
have been made in the progress of the Gravesend
and District Model Yacht Club. Beginning in a
very humble way—-in fact, with only ﬁve mem
bers—numbers of peeple have since been enticed
by the fascination of model yachting, and at
the present time the membership roll has assumed
unduly large proportions, as many as 120 being
new members of the Club. Improvements have
kept pace with the rapid influx of members, and
besides
inducing the S.E. & C.R. Company to
effect repairs to both the north and south banks
of the Canal, which has been found to be a distinct
a large boathouse, the dimensions
convenience,
of which are 60 ft. by 12 ft., has been erected
at the rear of the Club premises, capable of storing
With this important
as many as 200 boats.
acquisition to the facilities afforded by the Club,
it must be rapidly nearing the highest state of
During the year various races have
efﬁciency.
and the keen interest manifested
been
sailed,
future.
The
promises an even more successful
Regatta, held in August, turned out such a great
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A New Pond at Broomﬂeld Park.

One of the most interesting items of news that
has reached us for some time is the fact that the
local authorities are making a new pond for model
Not
Park.
at Broomﬁeld
yachting
purposes
long since we referred in these Notes to_ the difﬁ
of the North
culties with which the members
Middlesex Model Navigation Society met, when they
were forbidden to use the only available lake in their
district for sailing purposes, owing to that lake
being reserved exclusively for the use of bathers (in
However,
cluding one water-hen, which we saw).
things appear to have altered and hopes revived
since then, as the sketch plan of the situation,
read
in conjunction with the following letter,
“I
He says:
will show.
from Mr. Gaggero,
which I
am relating a few of my discoveries,
should like you to insert in THE MODEL ENGINEER.
A little while ago, when visiting Broomﬁeld Park,
I found all three lakes drained (see plan) and a.
great many preparations for the laying down of
tipping wagon railway tracks. I again visited
the scene recently on a week-day to see what
O
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found horse traction on
was being done, and
the lines in full swing, conveying gravel from
one part of the Park to the centre lake, and the
other lake being dredged of vast quantities of black
slush, which was being dumped at one side.
The
small lake was an ornamental pond—generally stag
with
leaves—of
nant
ﬂoating
apparently great depth
for its size, and the long one was shallower, but a
mass of weeds and a quantity of reed grass at one end.
thought at ﬁrst they were making the smallest lake
a safe one for our use (though it was rather small),
in spite of the fact that the surrounding grass
forbidden ground.
overheard someone
plot
say that they wanted the lakes full again by May
that
there
were
men
on the job.)
and
ﬁfty
went to the Park again this afternoon, when my
attention was drawn to a large coloured diagram
on the wall of the refreshment house.
The site
one
chosen for the yacht pond
have long had
mind
as
most
and
suitable,
in my own
is where
the tennis courts used to be until they started
Of course,
hunted up
dumping mud there.
the keeper and spoke to him about it. (The ofﬁcial
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I
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classes, and won by the boat making the highest
number of points in three races—Messrs. A. W.
Hill and P.
Raine’s We Two I. These two
members
have expressed their intention of offering
this Cup for competition in the ensuing year.
Pair of Pictures of Model Yachts (presented
by Mr. A. W. Hill), for 5- and ro-raters.»—Mr.
E. Ellett's Maud.
Tobacco Pouch (presented
by Mr.
Letten),
for 15- and 20-raters.—Mr. A. W. Hill and P.
Raine's We Two II.
Knife (presented by Mr. Shuﬂery), for 5-raters.
—Mr. E. Cryer’s Sappho.
memento
Club Challenge Cup
cup to be
retained by the winner, decided in a series of
twelve races, to the boat “making the highest
aggregate score) .—Mr. E. Warner's Lime M mad, with
Second, Mr. W.
43 points out of a possible 48.;
Simmons's Peggy, with 38 points; and third, Mr.
W. C. Sargeant's Marjory, with 36 points out of a
possible 48.
The remainder of the evening was devoted to
an enjoyable musical programme.
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that it has deﬁnitely been agreed upon
In order
that this should be an annual event.
to have a committee proportionate to the member
ship, the numbers have necessarily been extended,
and the ofﬁcers of the Club are at present as follows :
President, Sir Gilbert Parker, M.P.;
Vice-presi
dent, Mr. John Russell; Commodore, Mr. \V. H.
Vice—commodore,
Simmonsj
Mr. W. Matthews;
Ofﬁcial Mea
Rear Commodore, Mr. E. Warner;
surers, Messrs. H. R. Jewiss, S. H. Wade, A. W.
Hill, and \V. D. Inglis; Committee4Messrs.
H. R. Jewiss, J. R. Shuffery, J. Stevens, P. J. C.
Raine (Hon. Secretary), H. Raine (Hon. Treasurer),
C. Schultz (Assistant Hon. Secretary), W. \Varner,
J. Gravells, C. Hogg, A. C. Clarke, H. A. Sandford,
F. Doust, F. H. J. Bunt, W. A. Miall. G. Miller,
C. Bowen, and W. D. Inglis.
At the recent annual distribution of prizes Mr.
John Russell was unavoidably prevented from
taking the chair. and the Commodore, Mr. \V. H,
The prize- _
Simmons, occupied that position.
list was as follows :—
Silver Cup (presented by Mrs. Raine), open to
success

Electrician.
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who turned us away from the lake last summer:
He said that he had
and he recognised
me.)
reported our affair at the lake, and that the Council
were making this lake for us, and that the smallest
lake is being made a safe depth and the long one a
ﬁsh~pond. I am afraid this is somewhat long-winded,
but [ thought I would give you full details, that
you may know exactly how matters appear to
stand. The time is certainly ripe now for putting
our Club on a. ﬁrm footing, and should all come
to pass, our water will be one of the most pic
There are a good
turesquer situated in London.
many model yachtsmen in the district if only
they could be got at; and that we must have
To this, all
enthusiastic support is certain."
we can say is that the Club is to be heartily con
gratulated on its very promising future. We
trust that local yachtsmen will come forward at
once and join hands with Mr. Gaggero
and help
all they can to make its existence known and its
But one more
continuance a practical success.
comment: Why are the local authorities not making
the lake to the regulation size—the model mile?
We trust they will.

Portsmouth

7, 19:0.

that the Jracing of wind
sailing clubs suggest
and power-driven boats will be very popular
This being so, the pro
during the coming summer.
"
the improvement of mechanically
moters‘ wish for
"
propelled model racing boats will be realised, and
the future welfare of the Club without hesitation
assured.

The Society of Model Engineers.
[Reports 0/ meeting;should be 5:»! to flu oﬂius o/TMI Moon.
ENGINEPR irllhoul dzlay, and will bl l'nsrrird in any par
h'culnr issue if retaineda dun mm days lie/on its usual data
of Publication.]

London.

PARTY

of the members recently paid a visit
to the works at Croydon of Messrs. Gillett
and Johnston, the well-known makers of
A report of
large turret clocks and church bells.
this visit will be given in next week’s issue.
An
ordinary meeting of the Society was held on Wed
Hall,
March 16th. at the Caxton
Mr.
'nesday,
John Wills taking the chair, and about seventy
members

Model Steamboat Club.

The annual general meeting of the above-named
was held at the Portsmouth Camera
Club,
on Saturday, February 19th, a large number of
A letter was read from
members being present.
Mr. Fred. T. Jane, regretting that he was unable
to occupy the chair for the evening, and Mr. G. C.
The minutes of
Paine acted in his absence.
the previous meeting having been read and signed,
the Treasurer
elected,
and four new members
The balance in hand,
presented his balance-sheet.
although small, is satisfactory, as the only income
of the newly-formed Club during the winter has
the members'
subscrip
been the entrance‘fees,
tions not becoming due until the commencement
of the sailing season.
A letter was read from the President, Com
R.N., wherein he
mander J. F. Grant-Dalton,
expressed his intention of presenting the Club
“
The Grant-Dalton
with a trophy, to be known as
His generous offer was re
Challenge Shield."
ceived with applause by the members
present.
Tanner, Wilson, Paine, and Rogers also
Messrs.
intimated their willingness to contribute prizes.
The Ofﬁcers and Committee were re-elected en
masse.
Captain, Mr. A. C. Coxen ; Vice-captain,
Mr. A. T. Short; Judge and Timekeeper, Mr.
Sailing Committee—Dr. C. Toulmin,
T. Cotton.
Mendez, Paine, Pike, and Sidey. Hon.
Messrs.
Hon. Secretary,
Treasurer, Mr. F. W. Rogers;
Mr. H. V. STEELE, 3o, Henley Road, Southsea.
The Sailing Rules were adopted without further
amendment.
The success of the Portsmouth Model Steam
boat Club has been instantaneous. On the after
noon in September last when the Club was form
en
thirteen members
were
ally inaugurated,
rolled, but at the present date the membership
numbers thirty, and considering that the item
of expenditure for advertising is very small indeed,
it is extremely gratifying to see that the movement
has met with so immediate a response from the local
model steamer enthusiasts. The very generous oﬁer
of a ls-gulnea trophy from the President, the further
and the amicable
prizes promised by members,
relations existing between this Club and the local

April
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being

present.

FUTURE
zrst:
MEETiuos.—Thursday,
April
Ordinary meeting.
Special track and model night
Every member
having steam or electric loco
motives is requested
to bring and run them.
Drawbar pull experiments will be conducted and
running competitions between steam and electric
The usual Exhibit Competition
engines organised.
will also be held.
Vlsn'.—On Saturday, April 23rd, at 3 p.m.:
The motor works and repair shops of the London
General Omnibus Company, Ltd., will be inspected.
Members wishing to attend are requested to com
municate at once with the Secretary, HERBERT G.
RIDDLE, 37, Minard Road, Hither Green, 5.13.

Provincial

Bradford. — This

Societies.

to
Society has arranged
hold an Exhibition of Electrical and Mechanical
Models, on \Vednesday, Thursday, Friday, and
Saturday, April 6th, 7th, 8th, and 9th, 1910, on
the basement ﬂoor of the Baptist Sunday School,
steam
Legrams Lane, Bradford.
Gas engines,
engines and boilers, steam and electric locomotives,
dynamos and electric motors, and all kinds of tools
and small engineering work will be shown. There
will be a working model railway, 50 ft. long, with
Q-in. scale locomotive. under steam, working at
intervals.
Practical demonstrations will be given
with a complete station of wireless
telegraphy
Admission is free, but children are not
apparatus.
admitted without their parents. Doors open at
7 p.m., close at 9.30 p.m.; and on Saturday at
the Society
2.30 pm. to 9.30 p.m.—Particulars:of
may be obtained from the Secretary, Amos BARBER,
I 5, Hartington Terrace, Lidget Green, Bradford.
ﬁrst visit of this Society took
Rending.—-The
on the 21st, and about nineteen members
availed themselves 01 the opportunity of visiting
the Reading Electric LightZCompany's Generating
Station.
The visitors were imetfat the Works
by the two Vicepresidents of the Society, and
were most ably conducted round the Works by
These
Engineers Messrs. Phillips and Edwards.
answered
gentlemen
innumerable questions and
At the close
explained matters most minutely.
of the visit, which lasted nearly two hours, Mr.
place
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current to be taken from the mains at 23o-volt pressure, and
transformer to volts at amps.?
(1) Yes, continuous current trarisformerhaving single ﬁeld
magnet and two independentwindings on the armature a Well
known type of machine. The ratio betweenthe two voltages
proportional to the relative number of turns in the two
Some niccty of calculation required to obtain accurate results,
as you have to allow for the lost voltagein each winding. Owing
to the spam: required, it is necessaryto have
comparatively
large diameterfor the armature. (2) As you are going to use the
machinefor so high voltage as 230 volts,
advisableto make
machine of larger dimensions than the usual 15 watts output
size. Take the designshownin Fig. 12of our Handbooit (No. 10),
and work to the 60 watts output scale (page 23). For the ﬁeld
magnet use lbs. No. 30 gauge s.c.c. copper wire, connectedin
shunt to themotor brushes; for the armaturewindings, useNo. 36
5.5.0.copper wire; for the.generatingwinding, use No. 24 gauge
n.c.c. copper wire. You may use
twelve-sectioncommutator
and twelve slcts in the core for the motor part, and six-section
commutator for the generatorpart, winding six coils, oneinto each
slot, over the motor winding. But you may use twelve sections
for the generatorpart you care to do so. It
merely a matter
of simplicity. Make trial winding of one slot ﬁrst. \Vind, ﬁrst,
the motor part up to about three-quartersof the depth, and count
the number of turns; then wind the generator coil on the top
of it, and count the number of turns. A proportion of about
in the rcspc-Ctiveturns will probably give you the ﬁve
40 to
volts at the generator brushes. The weight of wire for these
machines given on page 60 of the Handbook referred to. If
you do not obtain sufﬁcientvoltage,you must rewind the generator
winding with more turns of wire. In order that such adjustment
can be readily made,
the best plan to wind the motor coils
under the generatorcoils.
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[The Editor will be pleasedto receivefor reviewunder this heading
samplesand particulars
new tools, apparatus,and materials
for amateuruse. It must be understoodthat theseretiews are
free expressions Editorial opinion. no payment0/ any kind
being required or accepted. The Editor reservesthe right to
criticise or commendaccordingto the merits
the goodssub
mitted,or to abstain from inserting reviewin any casewhere
thegoodsare not suﬂicientinterestto his readers.]
Reviewsdistinguishedby an asterisk have__been
basedon actual
Editorial nsﬂection0/ thegoodsnoticed.
Motor Cycles and Accessories.
Those who are thinking of investing in a motor cycle may be
interestedto know that very largestock of both new and second
hand machines held by Hitchcn’s Lancashire Motor Exchange,
Euston Road, Morecambe. Most of theseare ready for immediate
use, but Mr. Hitchcn also has some which require little over
hauling, thus giving a mechanicwho can do the necessarywork
himself the. o portunity of acquiring
good machine at a low
ﬁgure. Mr.
itchcn informs us that his goods are always sent
on approval, and,if not satisfactory, are exchanged. While his
prices are very moderate,he points out that he not in business
to give.things away-a fact which
occasionallyoverlooked by
some would-be customers,who expect goods at impossibleﬁgures.
Carburettors and motor sundriesin great variety are also stocked,
and Mr. Hitchen's new spring list, which
now ready. will be
sent post free to any reader who applies.
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[zi,x94] li'in. Scale Caledonlan 4—4—0 Type Loco
C. V. (Courtrai) writes: What would be thefollowing
motive,
dimensions of a C.R. locomotive built to gaugeof ins.
Dia
meter of drivers. diameter of bogie wheels, stroke and bore of
cylinder, port dimensions, extreme length of locomotive only,
extreme length of locomotiveano tender,extreme lengthof tender
only, extreme width of locomotive; height of locomotive, rail
to chimney top; diameter of boiler, without lagging. What
would be the scaleof this locomotive What the width of gauge
ins., and in. scales?
ins., 1} ins.,
ins.,
in
We presumeyou refer to the 4—4—0 type, and not the 4—6—0.
ins.,
We should stick to ri-in. scale, and extend the gauge to
increasing, perhaps,theoutsidesize of boilerslightl and thewidth
The
following
would
the
lea
lates.
be
'ng
the
foot
dimensions
of
of the m el: Driving wheels, 9} ins. on tread; bogie wheels,
ins. by 3} ins.
5} ins. on tread; stroke and bore of cylinders,
in., exhaust 7-r6ths in. by} in;
rts—steam 3-! 6ths in. by
ggight to top of footplatc, 6} ins. distancebetwaentyres, 7} ins.
width of tyres, r} ins. or 9-16thsins. coupledwheelbase,:4! ins.
bogie wheelbase, 9} ins; total wheelbase, it. it} ins.; boiler
barrel (diameter),8-in. copper tube tubes, in. diameter; height
of boiler from rail, r2} ins.; height to top of chimney, r9} ins.
The various standards are: 2-in. scale, 9} ins.; ti-in. scale, not
ﬁxed ri-in. scale, 7} ins.; ri-in. scale, 6i ins. (not ﬁxed) r-in.
scale, 13-16ths in.; l-in. scale, i7-32nds in.
[22-901] Rotary Transformer. W. B. 5. (Edinburgh)
practicableto step-downcontinuous high voltage
writes (I) Is
motor-dynamo? This
current to a lower voltage by means of
motor-dynamo would have an annature with two windings and
two cominutators. Our-winding and commutatorwould belong to
the driving portion, and theother winding and commutath to the
(2) such machineis feasible,couldyou please
generatingpart.
tell me the ﬁeld and armaturewindingsof thedriving sectionand
machine of 15 watts output,
generating armature winding for

[23.230] Home Electric Lighting. H- N-(Stirchlcy) writes:
am laying down
plant to light my house by electricity.
have dynamo (t5-volt 5-amp.), and am thinking of lighting
thought cight 2-volt storagejars would
from storage batteries.
do. Could you tell me this correct, and
am to connect up
in parallel or series? Should get any more amps. than dynamo
would give, say jars 20 amp-hours?
Could get more lights on
at a time than using direct from dynamo
And how long should
have to charge storagejars at time?
To charge accumulators voltage of 2~5per cell
required,
so that for charging in series 15-voltdynamo is capableof charg
ing only six cells. We recommendusing rz-volt metallic ﬁlament
lamps. With six 20 amp-hour cells in series, about ﬁve 12 c.-p.
lamps might be used—the exact number will depend upon the
discharge rate which the makers of the accumulators advise.
amps. ﬂowing, as would be the case when ﬁve 12 c.-p.
With
lampswerein circuit, your lampscould beusedfor aboutfour hours.
you wish more than this time, cells of correspondinglygreater
capacity must be employed. If you use charging current of
arnps., would take about ﬁve to six hours for a completecharge
of 20 amp.-hour cells. By using accumulators as we have sug
gested, on would not get quite as many czmdle-powerof light
as could be got from the dynamo dircCt. The lighting would,
however, be more steady, and less attention need be given. It
could be arrangedfor the accumulatorsto give more candle-power
than the dynamo would be capableof direct; this would be done
by using cells of greater capacity and taking
longer time to
charge.
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The [altering are selectedfrom the Queries which havebeenreplied
to recently:—
(South
etc. I. B.
.'23.050] Wireless Telegraphy.
intend to construct
2-in. spark cml from the
port) writes:
Would
dimensions given in your Handbook on the subject.
it be possible to wind so that could work from the electric
used the coil for
lighting supply (which
230 volts)? (2)
using the ordinary
wirelesstelegraphy,what distanceCould signal,
"
"
form of ﬁlings coherer, etc.
(3) Would the Hysteresis form
of receiverbe suitableto usewith thecoil
(4) If so, what number
wire and how many turns of must use to make the coil, which
is connectedto the telephonereceiver? (5) If softened watch
spring. would it do for the iron band which movesin front of the
magneto? (6) suppose the iron band
connected to the air
wire by meansof a brush. Am correct
(7) When theoscillator
the but oil to use? (8) suppose
is immersed in oil, what
correct? (9)
the oil must be quite free “from "water. Am
to allow sodium to
understand the best way to dry the oil
correct? (to)
ozone
bubbled through
act on it. Am
methyl-alcohol (liquid), would formaldehyde or formic acid be
formed
(x) You might be able to do so you used mercury break and
resistanceof very high value in series,but we think you would ﬁnd
it far more satisfactory to charge set of accumulators in series
with lamps on your mains, and then to supply the coil from the
accumulators. You certainly could not work the coil from such
a voltage satisfactorily with an ordinary platinum break. You
do not say whether your supply is alternating or continuous, pre
the latter. (2) Impossibleto say, as dependson too
sumably
many entime uncertainfactors. Perhaps mileor so your appa
ratus very good. (3) Yes. (4) Depends on conditions, perhaps
the telephoneresistance
three or four layers of No. 36, but
high, then so must be the coil resistance. (5) No. The hand
insulated,
wires, and must be of
of
ﬁne
preferablyiron,
be
must
iron. (6) No. The band passesthrough
softest possible kind,
coils—one
connectedbetweenaerial
and earth, the
two concentric
other to the telephone. You will do well to read up some text
this
described.
We
receiver
believevaseline
book in which
(7)
oil; but oil oscillators are practically never used now. (8-9) No
need to dry ordinarv good oil. (10) Ozone would ﬁrst produce
formaldehyde, portion of which would slowly changeinto formic
very difﬁcult to bring about completechange of
acid, but
the whole to formic acid.
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Pole Routh thanked Messrs. Phillips and Edwards
on behalf of the visitors for the excellent manner
in which they conducted so interesting a visit——
members
Intending
may obtain particulars of
this Society from the Hon. Secretary, W. F. DORMER,
Tilchurst.
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to Correspondents.

Answers

S. M. (Cradock).—The
Secretary, Gresham
Board
College, Basinghall Street, London, EC.
of Education, \Nhitehall, London, S.\N.
_
;

R.
M.

" The Testing
M. (Chapelhall).—See article,
of Model Steam Engines,“ in our issue of July
21st,

1904.

M. B. (Ilford).-——Thank
you for your letter. “’8
will deal with the matter at the earliest oppor
tunity.
McK. (Glasgow).—She
a smart boat, but will
probably ﬁnd her equal in some which are to be
launched this year.
A. T. C. (London).-—Yes.
Put an ammeter in the
being
circuit and see exactly what current
taken.
“‘e
C. N}:FF.—Please
send
your full address.
cannot reply to your letter 10 2-in. scale loco—
motive until we hear from you.
is

Notices.

icyr

The Editor invites correspondenceand original cor iributions on
all amateur mechanical and electrical subjects. Mailer intended
for publication should be clearly written on one side oi the paper
only, and should invariably bear the sender'snameand address. It
should be distinctly stated, when sending contributions, whether
remuneration is expectedor not, and all MSS. should be accom
panied by a stampedaddressedenvelopefor return in the event of
rejection. Readersdesiring to see the Editor personally can only
do so by making an appointmentin advance.
This journal will be sent post free to any addressfor [35.
annum, payable in advance. Remittances should be made
.
Postal Order.
Advertisementrates may be had on applicationto the Advertise—
ment Manager.
Sole Agenm for United States, Canada, and Mexico: Spor. and
Chamberlain, :23, Liberty Street, New York, U.S.A., to whom
all subscription: from thesecountriesshould be addressed.
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The promised articles on Model Marine Screw
Propellers commence in the present issue, and will
be continued as far as possible
in consecutive
issues until they are completed.
Our power-boat

Contents.

.
.

i

i

issue.

.

.

Those of our readers in Dundee who would
like to help in forming a local Society of Model
Engineers are asked to communicate with Mr.
John Chalmers, 4, Park Street, Dundee.
U

atten
tion to the conditions of our 1910 Speed-Boat Com
petition, which are given on page 3r9 of the present

.

i

if

'

I

C

we may also call the reader’s

.

seems likely that some
the foregoing
decided measures will be taken by the authorities
to limit the operations of amateur workers, a
step which does not seem to be altogether need
We do not think that the amateur wireless
less.
stations of this country have given much trouble,
they are likely to do so under
and we doubt
the system of ofﬁcial licensing to which they are
subjected.

From

By the way,

=0!

i

it \il

activities of amateur wireless telegraphy
to be
installations in the U.S.A.
seem
giving considerable annoyance to some of
the Government and commercial wireless stations
by reason of the interference of messages.
The
following extract from a recent article in the
Boston
Herald shows that local feeling in the
matter is running high: “ Representative Ernest
W. Roberts, who has pending a Bill to regulate
wireless telegraphy, has received some correspond
ence passing between ofﬁcers of the United Wire
less Telegraph Company of Boston, bitterly com
plaining oi the activities of amateurs in and around
that city. Some of these amateurs, it seems,
‘absolutely refuse to give way to the commercial
'
stations.‘
Amateur station R,’ owned by Ralph A.
Wood, on Brentford Hall, Cambridge, is cited as
continually calling ships, commercial and navy
stations. Some of his language,
it is claimed,
is displeasing, and it is hinted that some of the
to
commercial operators may ﬁnd it necessary
settle the matter with Mr. Wood personally.
Navy yard ofﬁcials declared at least four amateurs
within a radius of 12 miles of Boston were deliber
ately preventing the sending of an urgent message
to the Gresham, making for Acushnct, with the
The Gresham
derelict Henry B. Fiske bottom up.
was taking the vessel out of the path of Trans
atlantic travel, and it was intended to send to
Acushnet for aid, but the interference prevented.
The station at the Herald was called by the navy
'
yard and assistance was asked to clear the line,’
but the most urgent appeals from the Herald
wireless failed to bring about the desired result.
For a few minutes the amateurs would drop oﬁ,
and just when it seemed as if the Gresham would
be picked up, an amateur would break in, asking :
' ”
‘
'
Have you ﬁnished yet P

is

HE
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readers will, no doubt, appreciate them, especially
coming as they do just when many of us are getting
ready for this year's events.
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High-speed

Steam Engine.

By I. Nasn.

MR. NASH'S BALANCED HIGH-SPEED STEAM

EREWITH

I give some sketches, photographs,
and a description of a“ balanced engine"

which I

made

in

my spare

time.

The

principle upon which it works eliminates vibration.
The prototype was made by a ﬁrm in Leeds, and
run at the Paris Exhibition, at a. speed of
50° r_p,m,, without using any ioundation bolts.

I

ENGINE.

have run my model just placed on the ﬂoor, with
when she made about 300 or
30 lbs. pressure,
400 r.p.m. without a move.
A glance at the sketch of the cylinder will show
that it is ﬁtted with three pistons receiving steam
on one side only, and, providing the rings are a tight
ﬁt, there is no necessity {or cylinder covers.
Piston

April I4, IgIo
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B is ﬁtted with two steam-tight glands to allow the
rods of A to pass, as is also piston A fitted with one
The
gland to allow the rod of top piston to pass.
steam ports are § in. wide, and the exhaust } in.
I
The ﬁrst attempt
made with the crankshaft
did not prove a success, as the webs closed when
I tried to turn it; so I set to and cut one Out of a
in., and just left enough for
piece of steel 2 ins. by

By

“

Pimzvix."

Observations at Easter—
—Leaky Induction Fittings—
One of the things which struck me most forcibly
made at Easter, was the
during a little tour
number of motor cycles to be seen on the road in
which both economy and efﬁciency —and more par
ticularly the latter—were being sacriﬁced by the
mal-adjustment Of the induction
pipe
connections and other parts Of the engine,
which should, by rights, offer resistance
to the ingress of air. Ipointed out to
one rider, whose machine
was asked to
examine after lunch at an Old inn on the
Great North Road, that both of the domes
covering the automatic inlet valves were
‘
loose, and that the union nut, by means
l

I

I

i

Motor Cycle Notes.

THREE-THROW CRANKSHAFT FOR HIGH-SPEED
STEAM ENGINE
ﬁnishing OH in the lathe.
Reference to the sketch
will give some idea of the work I had.

Mr

G/and

SEcTION

_

-

F7

THROUGH

@iﬁ
GLANDS.

ENGINE.

which the induction pipe
secured
to the
carburettor, was in a similar condition.
few
moments
with an adjustable spanner put
spent
things to rights in the case of the inlet pipe
nut and one of the domes; but closer inspection
showed that a new bolt would be required before
the other dome could be made a proper ﬁt.

of

A

PLAN OF PISTON, SHOWING

FRONT VIEW OF BALANCED HIGH-SPEED
is

(=2

CYLINDER.

is

I

All ﬁttings, such as stop valve, lubricator, nuts,
etc.,
had to make myself, because in this country
(Argentine) one cannot buy small things for model
polished all over, and
making. The engine
presents a ﬁne appearance.
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It happened that I had in my possession a small
bolt which suited the purpose, and when this had
been screwed in position, and all was tightened up,
it was found that the engine started up more
readily than the owner said it had been doing pre
viously, and the. reason for this was, of course,
that the supply of "ﬁxed" air had been reduced.
Other machines I came across at various places
showed evidences of the riders' lack of apprecia
tion or ignorance of the importance of excluding
air except through the openings specially arranged

!

facility as will be the case if all the connections are
maintained in a proper condition.
——Belts Out of Alignment.
Another point which forced itself upon my atten
tion during the same tour was that many motor
cyclists seem content to ride their machines with the
belt out of alignment—in some cases sadly so ; and
a motor cyclist with whom I rode for a few miles
said that a. new rubber belt he had invested in
shortly before had gone to pieces very quickly,
and he was unable to account for it.
When we
stopped, however, I took the opportunity of exa
mining the alignment of lllS pulley and belt rim,
and found, as I quite expected, that it left a good
He admitted that things were
deal to be desired.
not as they should be, but confessed that he had
- not attriubted the rapid wearing of the belt to this
cause.
I do not say that it was the cause entirely,
but it stands to reason that unless the belt runs in
a true, straight line, it cannot be expected either
It has to withstand fric~
to wear or pull properly.
tion where there should be none, and a wholly un
and wasteful inﬂuence is adversely
necessary
exerted against it.
Several other machines which
I subsequently glanced at showed the same defect.
in varying degrees, of course; but there it was all
the same.
One rider had experienced
a narrow
escape from what might have been a nasty accident
through his belt coming off half-way down a steep
hill, locking the foot brake in the “ off " position,
and, of course, robbing him of the stopping powers
He was riding with side car
of the compression.
attached, and managed to slow down by grazing
the side ear wheel against the grass bank, and on
dismounting at the bottom found a large stone
ﬁrmly wedged in the belt rim. This had un
doubtedly caused the belt to leave the rim, but,
in any case, the belt was being used in a state of
bad alignment, and we found, by experimenting,
that the slightest pressure of the hand was Sllﬂl
cient to run the belt off; and there is no doubt—
in my mind, at least—that the faulty alignment
acted as a preponderating, contributory, reason for
what had happened.
Every motor cyclist should
A simple
make sure that the belt is running true.
of
the
back
wheel in the forks is all
adjustment
that should be necessary to restore proper con
ditions if the alignment has got out of order.

Faults In the Manufacture.

ANOTHER

VXEW or BALANCED HIGH-SPEED
STEAM ENGINE.

and one motor
for the purpose in the carburettor;
cyclist told me that he knew the connections on
his machine were not in proper order, and he could
not get them to keep tight, but thought that he
could adjust matters by cutting down the supply
of air admitted by means of the extra air lever.
This, however. is not a practical solution of the difﬁ»
culty, and unless one makes sure that the mixture
is not being permanently weakened by the auto
maﬁc leaking of air through the carburettor and
induction-pipe connections, they must not expect
to obtain either the full amount of power which
the engine is capable of. nor to start with such
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I was recently shown the countershaft of a prac
motor bicycle made by a
tically new two-speed
ﬁrm for whom I have the greatest respect, and
whom I know would never willingly allow any in
to leave
their factory.
different workmanship
Nevertheless, here was a part of one of their
which had worn very badly before
machines
it had hardly run itself in, and the purchaser
appeared, not unnaturally, to feel much aggrieved at
He forwarded the shaft to the Tech
the occurrence.
nical Director of T HE MODEL Eur-man: Workshop
and Laboratory Department—an engineer of wide
and an acknowledged expert in such
experience,
matters—and that gentleman, after making a close
examination of it, came to the unhesitating conclu
sion that the fault lay with the manufacturers,
and not, as they alleged, with the owner because of
The
his neglect to properly lubricate the shaft.
ball-race was badly grooved on one side, and
showed greater signs of wear than it should do after
as many thousands of miles had been covered,

The Model Engineer and
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the case in hundreds.
It had the
appearance of a bearing which had failed because
of a defect in the material, and not on account of
insufﬁcient or improper lubrication.
My opinion
on this point is in entire concurrence with that of
the expert to whose judgment the matter was sub
mitted, and who was prepared to act justly as an
'
arbitrator in the matter.
It could hardly be expected that the manufac
turers would accept
the adverse
verdict with
equanimity; but in view of their high and well
deserved reputation, I hoped they would have seen
their way to replace the shaft, under the terms of
their guarantee, without making any charge.
By so
doing they would have made a friend in the owner,
and would have obtained much gratuitous adver
tisement ; but instead, they have refused to replace
the part unless full payment is made.
This seems
to me rather a pity, seeing that the machine had
only run a few hundred miles; and even though
the lubrication had been neglected—a thing which
the owner does not admit—the grease in which the
shaft would be assembled ought surely to sufﬁce
for,
at least, 400 to 500 miles.
In any case,
such abnormal wear could not possibly take place
in the time had the shaft been absolutely sound
throughout.
The system of inspection is, I believe,
very
thorough in these particular makers' works, but
it is impossible to guard against hidden defects,
no matter how carefully we try to do it, and every
allowance would be made for any ﬁrm whose cus
tomers were caused inconvenience through such
defects
much
occasionally
arising. If these
vaunted guarantees mean nothing, it seems idle to
as was actually

issue

them.

Tanks and their Fittings.
I often receive enquiries as

to where those who
are assembling motor bicycles for themselves
can
tank;
best obtain that necessary
adjunct—the
and again, those who wish to renew this portion

April
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Other designs ,are standardised or special
made.
petrol and oilzgauges
The§Davison
enjoy a high reputation, and are now being ﬁtted
to many ﬁrst-class machines.
tive.

ones

Replies in Brief.
H. P. P. (Kensal Rise), G. B. M. (Harrow).
and ]. L. (Dartmouth), each send me samples of
a rubber belt of foreign manufacture which have
worn very badly in early use, and ask me to com
ment upon the matter for the guidance of others.
I have ﬁrst written the makers, and will await
their reply before going any further into it.
C. M. F. (Stafford).——Try
slightly enlarging the
The
jet, or, better still, ﬁt a slightly larger one.
makers (B. it B.) stock a small case containing one
or two different sizes.
BH 2423 (Buckingham).
—Glad you appreciate Notes. To tighten Truﬂault
forks, remove hexagon cap at top of handle-bar
stem, insert hexagon piece supplied with machine.
and give several right-hand turns, testing amount
of tension by pressing on handles,
and noting
difference in lift of head.
V. S. (Westminster).
—You had better dismantle the engine, and make
an examination of the bearings before again riding.

Model Aeroplane Notes.
By " Aenornun.“
More about the Fabric Plane.
In my own mind there is not the slightest doubt

that, for model purposes, the single surface fabric
covered aeroplane—or, more
strictly
speaking.
" aerofoil "—is
quite as efﬁcient—if not more so—
than the double-surfaced type.
In the'ﬁrst place,
the latter is, of course, considerably heavier, since

not only does it require double the amount of cover
ing material, but it also necessitates double ribs
and a third spar.
This last must be of considerable
PETROL TANKS FOR Moron CYCLES.
of their machines or go in for a larger oil and petrol
capacity put the same question to me. The only

ﬁrm with which I have any acquaintance, and
which specialises in the kind of work referred to,
is that of A. C. Davison, of 13A, Pleasant Row,
Camden Town, London, N.W. ; and speaking from
actual experience,
and from that of some of my
friends, I can heartily recommend them to anyone
of purchasing, or having specially made
desirous
for them, a motor cycle tank or any of its appur
A standard pattern tank, made by
tenances.
Davison’s, is illustrated herewrth.
It is for a large
capacity of both commodities—petrol and engine
oil—and is made in two separate torpedo-shaped
and material are
portions. The workmanship
both of the best, and the style of ﬁnish attrac

‘muu ’ I
W’-

The
section, if a good, sound job is to be made.
arrangement of the framework for such
general
a plane is shown in Fig. 1, from which the mode
of construction is, I think, sufﬁciently obvious
to dispense with any explanation.
The detail of
the front joint (the rear one being precisely similar)
is shown enlarged in Fig. 2. It should be noted
that a small notch is made inthe spars where the
aluminium flitch plate asses over them,°so that
the latter lies nice and
ush, and the entering and
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trailing edges are thus unbroken.
If? it be desir
able, for instance, in following the Blériot machine
as a prototype, to have rounded ends to the plane,
these can be made as shown in Fig. 3, from which

FIG. 3.
it will be seen that a piece of bamboo strip, prefer
ably of triangular section, is bent round, apex
outwards, and joined to the front and rear spars
by a short splice and a serving of thin cotton or
silk ; whilst it also ﬁts into a groove cut in the end
of the middle or main spar, where it is secured
by a small aluminium plate. I have made a number
of planes of this type, and very strong and services
able they have pr0ved.
Of course, the principal
point about them is that they are made on exactly
—or almost exactly—the same principle as the
real thing, and consequently are, in appearance,
I ﬁnd that the best
everything they should be
material to use for the spars is ash, but ordinary
American whitewood, or even deal, may be used
at a small sacriﬁce of strength. For the ribs, I
advise thin strips of bamboo, steamed or other
wise bent to shape, and kept as thin and light as
A point to be noted—and it is of such
possible.
importance that too much stress cannot be laid
upon it—is that neither in the design for a single
surface plane (March 3rst issue), nor in that under
consideration, is it ever necessary to pierce holes
in any spar or rib.
To do so I have found is fatal,
however carefully it be done, unless the spars
be made of unnecessary
strength and heaviness.
These planes have to withstand some nasty shocks
when obstacles are encountered. If the spars be
weakened by drilling at any point, that is the
point at which the breakage
(if any) will cer
take place.
The gospel of " maximum
tainly
"
be
cannot
strength
preached too loud or too often.
Minimum weight is of great importance, it is true;
but unless disappointment is to result, maximum
strength must be the ﬁrst consideration of all.

Covering the Planes.

As I have already pointed out, it is highly im
portant, in attaching the fabric to the framework
of the plane, to stretch it from end to end.
In this
way the material lies along a curve the whole length
of the plane. If it be stretched from front edge
to the back, it will obviously tend to assume a
straight line in position, and, consequently, will
have no curve on it, except immediately over or
under the transverse ribs. The material should,
of course, be stuck to the front and rear spars
and ends of the framework with some adhesive.
Gold size recommends itself strongly for this purpose,
on account of its being waterproof;
but it has
this disadvantage, that it must be laid on—two
coats, if possible-some little time before the cover
ing is to be applied, so as to allow it to become
It is useless as a powerful
thoroughly "tacky."

and
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adhesive unless in this state, but even so it alone
should not be relied upon to hold the fabric in
tension whilst it dries.
The best way to manage
the job is to cut the fabric about a foot too long,
and to allow the excess to overlap the framework
about 6 ins. at either end.
The framework can now
be laid on a ﬂat bench, and the fabric stretched
over it and nailed down at each end to the bench,
so that it remains in tension whilst the adhesive
is drying.
In this connection 'I may mention
a useful tip, which is illustrated in Fig q.
A por
tion of the overlap of the material should be
wrapped once or twice round a ﬂat strip of wood
and secured to. the bench by short nails passing
right through the strip and its layers of fabric.
This does away with certain portions of the
material, those lying between the holding-down
nails being in greater tension than other parts.
Seccotine
or any similar compound may be used
for sticking the fabric.
As regards the ribs, it is a question whether it
is advisable to stick the fabric to them as well as
to the spars.
Of course, there is no question
but that it makes a much stronger and more rigid
job to do so, but there is this disadvantage, that
with practically all the materials suitable for model
work, the adhesive shows through—or, in fact,
comes through—and
this, as far as the ribs are
in my opinion, rather detracts from the
concerned,

FIG. 4.
Others, how
appearance of the complete‘plane.
may think differently on this particular
ever,
in any case, it rather depends on the
matter;
sort of material used.

Covering Materials.
In fabric for models

there is, perhaps,
a larger
choice
than in material for full-sized surfaces,
as there are several stuffs designed for other work
I would now,
which can be used for this purpose.
before going any further, counsel my readers to
avoid the use of any forms of paper or tracing
cloth. .Unless the model be intended for indoor
use only, to do so is to court disappointment and
failure. The ﬁrst has to be stretched as tight as a
"
“
cockles
drum to keep the
out, and in this con
dition it bursts and tears apart at the slightest
It is also rendered hors dz combat by damp.
shock.
The latter remark also applies with great force to
tracing linen, which I have seen advocated from
This material is not only entirely
time to time.

and irreparably spoilt by damp—a drop of rain
produces cookies—but is much too heavy to be of
in any but large machines, if it has no
service
other disadvantages. In addition, it has practic
ally no elasticity at all. Thus, it is not possible to
stretch it properly over the framework of the plane.
Far and away the best material for all models is
one of the special aero fabrics manufactured by
Hart 8: Co., of City Road, London, BC. Their
“ Radium ” silk is a ﬁne grade of silk rendered
waterproof and nearly gastight by a special treat
ment, which at the same time imbues it with
The lightness
toughness.
considerably increased
no more
of this fabric is extraordinary,
being
than 3 oz. per square yard ! The same firm make
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other kinds, of varying qualities and
strengths. This particular stuﬁ is not cheap to buy,
but its excellence
makes it by no means dear;
and I consider it to be quite the best material
for the purpose that I have personally come across.
Those who prefer a cheaper article I would recom
mend to use ordinary Jap silk, which can be
got
at any draper's at rs. per yard, 21 ins. wide.
It
will stand endless knocking about, and is extremely
suitable for small models; though I have used it
with success in machines up to 5 ft. across the planes.
For larger-sized models, which have pretensions
to looking as nearly as possible like the full-grown
machine, nothing could be better than ordinary
aer0~c10th, which is now made by most of the lead
ing tyre manufacturers, such as the Dunlop, Con—
tinental, and Hutchinson.
The lightest types of
these fabrics are "proofed"
on only one side,
which, for a model, is all that is necessary.
The
"
manufacturers of
Pegamoid,“ New Pegamoid,
Ltd., 144, Queen Victoria Street, E.C., have also
laid themselves out to cater for model work by pro
ducing a specially light material, which, however,
I have not yet had an opportunity of personally
testing, although, from a sample which I have seen
I should judge it to leave very little to be desired.
several

Some Useful Lathe Attach
ments.*
T

a meeting of the London Society of Mcdel
Engineers, held on March 16th last, a very
interesting discussion on lathe attachments
took place, in which several members took part.
Most of£the accessories described
were arranged
to be ﬁtted to either the Drummond
3i-in. or 4-in.
lathes, but could be adapted to lathes of other
makes.

In opening ,the discussion, which was divided
into three secﬁons--viz., (I) Attachments relating
to the headstock and tailstock,
(2) the slide-rest,
and (3) the driving gear—Mr. Welsman made a
few preliminary remarks concerning his ﬁrst ac
quaintance with the lathe, and stated that his ﬁrst
one was a 4-in. centre Drummondllathe,
which he
Removable
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was overcome by an extended arm, which is now
supplied with this lathe when sent out by the
makers, and by adding three extra gear wheels a
FIG. I.
C/ufch

lever

ban

FIG. 2.
ﬁne cut of 580 to the inch was obtained, which took
about a quarter-of-an-hour to travel 2} ins
\Vith
regard to the clutch handle, he mentioned that
when on the low speed the belt gets in the way of
the handle, and to remedy this an 'extension was
ﬁtted, as shown in Fig. i. This consisted of a
suitable length of mild>steel bar, bent as indicated,
and bolted to the end of the clutch handle proper,
so as to clear the belt.
Coming to the tailstock, Mr. Welsman stated
that he had a thread cut on the nose of the lattr r,
similar to the one on the headstock mandrel.
This, he explained, greatly increases the capacity
of the lathe, as all the chucks which can be used on
the mandrel can also be placed on the tailstock.
Another tailstock ﬁtting passed round for inspection
was an ingenious arrangement in the form of a
turret tool-holder, with a tailpiece turned taper for
ﬁtting in the tailstock nose.
This attachment
was capable of holding six diﬁerent tools for repeti<
tion work, etc., and created considerable interest
A device for preventing
among the members.
cutters chattering when ﬁxed in chucks held in the
tapered part of mandrel nose was next described,
and is shown in Fig. 2.
A mild-steel rod, long
to pass through the hollow mandrel, is
enough
into the tail end of the chuck, the other
screwed

pl; /'e

S’ee / was/ver'
|
l/Vh

Spindle

r'rve/‘led over
FIG. 3.

purchased about fourteen years ago, and which
he still considers to be one of the best this particular
ﬁrm have produced. Referring to the new ,55 lathe
made by the above-mentioned ﬁrm, he remarked
that, with the short arm provided for the gear
wheels originally sent out with this lathe, it was
only possible to get a’_train of wheels giving 342
to the inch, which proved unsatisfactory for boring
out the rough core of a cylinder casting, as the edge
of the cutters got ground away. This difﬁculty

‘

Fla.

FIG. 5.

Before the London Society of Model Engineers.

end being also screwed

4.

and provided with a sleeve
and milled nut for tightening up.
With reference to tailstock handles, Mr. \Vels
man said he thought that a plain wheel was too
slow for some work, and described an easily-made
handle to remedy this, which is shown in Fig. 3.
The body consists of a wooden handle off an old
rubber stamp, with a hole made through it to take
a suitable length of i-in. steel rod, threaded at one
end for screwing into the tailstock wheel, while
the other end is riveted over a small steel washer,
as indicated.
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Mr. Riddle here raised an objection to this form of
handle being applied to the Drummond lathe, on the
ground that the screwe 1end of the tailstock would
be in the way when it was fed out, and be apt to
hurt the ﬁngers of the operator. Continuing, he
mentioned the subject of division plates, and pro
ceeded to describe
a neatly-made ﬁtment which
he had made to act as a substitute.
The device
is shown in position on the headstock in Fig. 4,
and consists of a length of §~in. square mild steel
rod turned down to } in. at one end, which part

tioned a handy ﬁtment for adapting a g-in. nose of
a lathe mandrel to ﬁt chucks provided with thread
of Q in. This simple device consists of an extended
nose provided with a male and female thread, and
with a taper hole to take the ceitre, as in Fig. 8.
FIG. 9.

17,0. 10

Pic.

FIG. 6.

7.

is screwed and provided with a nut and washer,
and at the other end a i—in. hole is drilled and
This rod has a pin,
tapped to take a screwed rod.
arranged as shown, to act as a handle. the other
end being turned down to just ﬁt between the teeth
of the gear wheel.
This arrangement was very
handy, he said, when only a comparatively small
number of divisions was required.
Mr. Riddle
then went on to describe
a useful form of chuck
for turning up small work which could not be held
in an ordinary chuck. A backplate arranged to
screw on to the mandrel nose was provided with
a removable plate, as depicted in Fig. 5, which
was ﬁxed to the backplate by means of four screws.
The work to be turned is soldered to this remov
able plate, and taken off afterwards by the applica

iitrittitt,

,

\
Ql/l/fl/l/l/ln
/
i\l\\\\\\\\\\\l\\\\i

-

Screwed I? su/f
/a fhe maridre/

This chuck also proved useful for
tion of heat.
turning up the edge of a bell gong, which was rigged
up as in Fig. 6. Another member—Mr. Hilderslcy,
doing this particular piece of work by
suggested
the aid of a boxwood chuck, as shown in Fig. 7.
The concave part of the chuck, should, he said,
he turned a good ﬁt to the back of the gong, which
could be held tightly in place by the back centre
of the lathe, while a little chalk could be applied
to prevent slipping.
He also described, amongst other things, a
simple form of self-centring chuck for small
work, the body of which was of boxwood, split, as
in Fig. 12. The backplate of the chuck into which
the boxwood was driven was of brass, screwed to
ﬁt the lathe mandrel, while the ring for tightening
up on the nose of the chuck can be either of
wood or metal. It will be noticed that the outside
threaded part of the chuck is turned slightly taper.
Mr. Norman Gilbert, in taking part in the dis
cussion, proceeded to describe a number of useful
contrivances, and amongst other things he men
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fai/s/ocﬁ

mend/~e/

Another handy accessory was composed of an ordi
nary cycle spoke brush soldered into a length of
brass tubing, as in Fig. 9. for the purpose of clean
ing out the hollow mandrel when it became clogged
Fig. IO shows a simple ﬁtment for the tailstock
mandrel, screwed to take a chuck oh 3. breast drill.
In following up the discussion,
Mr. Ballard
Washer

F/a/

///gd

011 Eat/9

side

FIG. 11.

M/l/gd
nu,

Mild

sf'ee/

/€v¢r

described a simple dividing attachment for working
from the lathe quadrant.
The lever was cut out
of mild-steel plate, and ﬁled up to the shape shown
in Fig. 11, with a simple projecting piece arranged
to ﬁt between the teeth of the gear wheel.
Mr. Ferreira here mentioned that by using a_ 63
tooth wheel metric threads could be cut,
asl‘used

Screwed

ar-

dr/ven

I-fl

ﬁébf

on sparking plugs, etc.
For clearing out the threads
in the faceplate and chuck, it was suggested that
a dummy brass tap should be made with two or
three slots along its length.
This would, he said,
effectively remove any dirt when threaded into a
chuck without injuring the threads in the latter.

(To be continued.)
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Model Marine Screw Propellers.
By J.

S. YACUA, G.M.S.C.

(Continued from page 328.)
OW, the actual speed attained by the model
boat may be 4-83 miles per hour; then the
apparent slip is :—
s -* v
5-68 _ 4-83
—
XIOO=
Xroo=15 percent;
S
$68
where S =lineal speed of screw propeller in miles per
hour, V=speed of boat in miles per hour.
The difference between the speed of the
propeller and that of the boat represents,
.
therefore, 15 per cent. of a loss on the
that is to say, for every 100 ft.
former;
the propeller travels the boat only tra
vels 85

14, 1910.

Negative slip, though rarely occurring, is met
with more often than nil slip. It is practically
the reverse of positive slip, that is—the lineal ad
vance of the boat is greater than that of the pro—
Further on we will again deal with negative
peller.
slip.

\Ve have already considered
the propeller as
having a regular or uniform pitch; let us now turn
to an increasing pitch propeller.
The object of giving a propeller this shape is
that the water may be gradually accelerated from
a comparatively slow speed at entering the blade
to a high velocity at leaving.
In model work the

g?

it

Now, suppose the required speed of the
boat to be 5-68 miles per hour, instead
of 4-83:
then, if we keep the pitch of
propeller as before, and the slip as r 5 per
cent, the revolutions of the propeller
would have to be increased by 15 per
cent—that is, to 1,150 r.p.m.
The
lineal speed of the propeller would then
'
'
become :—

April

FIG. 15.
Sscr1or<s

I

or BLADES wrrn INCREASING

Fro. 16.
P1rc11.

advantages gained by this may be very marked.
Theoretically the idea is good, and excellent results
miles per hour.
have been obtained in practice. Fig. r4 will
ItSoszggxqo=653
We have here one
better explain what is meant.
\Vhere 60=minutes in hour;
thread of considerable depth wound around a
each
528o=feet in mile.
cylinder for two complete convolutions,
being in itself of constant pitch, but the ﬁrst being
Similarly, if the slip per cent. and the revolu
If we
a fraction in length of pitch of the other.
tions are respectively 15 and 1,000, then, to get
take a portion from the ﬁrst, we would have a
the increased
speed the pitch would need to be
screw of uniform pitch; the same would happen
made 15 per cent. more—that is, -575 ft., or 6} ins.
if we took a portion from
the second.
But suppose a
slice were cut off at the junc
tion of the two—110.,
at
L—the result would be a
blade having two different
is, the enter
pitches—that
ing portion would have a
ﬁne pitch, and the trailing
a comparatively coarser one.
Fig. 15 shows what a cross
section of the blade would
be like in plan. it can readily
be conceived that
such a
shape would cause the water
F10. I4.—GENERATION or INCREASING PiTCH SCREW.
to change its course rather
For this reason
suddenly.
The calculation
would be as
approximately.
the;face and back of the blade are made to a
follows :—
curve, an arc of a circle, or otherwise, as in
Fig. 16. A section taken as above of a uniformly
roopx-575x60
a
miles
per hour.
=6-53
pitched blade of a screw would be a straight
5588
line for the face
and a slight curve for the
Positive slip occurs, therefore,
when the lineal
back. To ﬁnd the pitch of such a screw a mean
speed of the propeller is greater than the speed
must be -taken of the two different pitches.
of _the driven boat. It will be noticed that the
Here we have a
Fig. 17 shows what is meant.
l
slip, as just considered, has been called the appa
section of a blade, the front or driving face of
rent slip.
Later on we will see what the real slip
which is, to simplify matters, the arc of a circle.
iS.
Tangents should be drawn at the two extremities
Nest to positive apparent slip we have neutral
respectively; these will form two different angles
or nil apparent slip—that
the speed
to the horizontal or axis.
is, where
If we now draw a
of the boat and that of the propeller are the same.
parallel to the axis at a distance from it corre
This condition of things is not often met with
sponding to the expanded circumference of a circle
in practice, as a slight difference one way or another
at whose radius the section was taken, it would
would produce positive or negative slip.
bisect the two tangents.
Perpendiculars can now

__

April

be dropped from? these two points of intersection
\Ve have then two pitches, a and b,
to the axis.
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practically useless, unless altered. The greater
the number of sections the more accurate will be
the result; but overcrowding should be avoided.
To facilitate calculations, a table
given, based
on
the formula diameter x 3-1416 X tangent of
angle:pitch.1ln the table the diameter has been
taken as
in., so that a ﬁnal
calculation
of
value—~as in
table—by diameter, has to be
made to get
the
proper an—
swer.
The table has
been
worked out to 80 degrees and
half degrees.
This
will
be
found ample for all the re
quirements of the model en
An example of its
gineer.
use would make things clearer.
Suppose the angle at a given
radius to be 40 degrees, we
are taking the angle to a plane
at right angles
to
the axis;
the radius is, say,
ins. or
ins.
the
From
diameter.
=
table 40 degrees
2-637, and
2-637 X4=10-548 ins. pitch.

a + 1)

shown
vz- ,as

is

therefore the mean pitch would be
the ﬁgure.

if

6

is

if

5

6.

:

13
14
15
16

I7

18

19
20v
21
22
23
24
25
26
_27
28
19
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40

'275
'330
'386
'440

498
.

10
11
12

~554
-611
4568
'726

783
'841
‘901
~96I
1-021
1-082
1-142
1-195
1-269
1-334
1-399
1-405
1-532
1-001
1-670
1-741
1-814
1-888
1-963
2-038
2-120
2-200
2-282

2367
1-450
2-544
2-037

| ,
-

-164
‘220

~081

-135
-190
'14s
'302
'358
'414
'468

,

-o55
-110

1-570
'582
-640
-696
'755
'813

,

o’

Degs.

'87!
'931
~991
1-051
1-113
1-175
1-237
1-301
1-360
1-432
1-498
1-566
1-635
1-706

I777

1-851
1-923
2-ooo
2-077
2-161
2-241
2-324
2-410
2"198
2-588
2-684

l

is,

Let us now consider the method of ﬁnding the
pitch of a given propeller, diameter and angles of
blade being known.
Referring to Fig. 18, which
is pretty similar to Fig. 1, we have a blade in sec
tional plan taken at, say, half the radius of the
The boss and part of the shaft have been
screw.
drawn, to make things more explicit.
The construction of the diagram has already been
explained, the difference being that the expanded
circumference, instead of being taken at the tips,
is taken at half the radius—that is, if the propeller
is 4 ins. diameter, the section would be taken
at 1~in. radius. The angle 0, as shown, is the
angle sustained by the angle line and the axis.
The more common method of notation is to take
the angle from the angle line to a plane at right
angles to the axis, called the plane of rotation.
Knowing the angle 0, as in the ﬁgure, if we deduct
it from 90 degrees. we get the angle as required
by the usual notation or method of measurement.
As an example, let us take the angle 0 in ﬁgure
to be 44 degrees, then 90— 44:46 degrees will
be the angle to a plane perpendicular to the axis.
\Ve will suppose, further, the circumference at a
certain radius to be 4-80 ins.~that is, a diameter
of approximately 1% ins. The rule to ﬁnd the pitch
is simple:
Multiply the circumference in inches
by the tangent of the angle : then 4-80 x tangent 40
ins. pitch, say 5 ins.
=4~80 x 1-0355=4-97
The pitch at g-in. radius
ins.
therefore,
This by itself would be useless. We must take the
the diameter
pitch at various radii—that is to say,
ins., the radius could be
of the propeller
divided into four parts; that would give four sec
tion lines, including one at tips, but, of course,
The pitch should be found
excluding the axis.
The results added and divided
for each section.
by, in this case, four, would give the mean pitch of
the blade, and therefore of the complete propeller;
for the other blades must of a necessity conform,
not, the propeller has been badly made and is

TABLE 0r VALUES CALCULATED
FROM FORMULA
Diameter X 31416 tangent
in.
Diameter taken as
0’
Degs.
30'
30'
1 x

INCREASING PITCH.

9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1

F10. 17.—-MEAsuR1xo

4.\

4

illi—

I

2

1
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41
42
43
44
45
46
47
48
49
50
51
52
53
54
55
5o
57
58
59
60
61
62
63
64
65
66
07
()8
69
70
71
72
73
74
75
76
77
78
79
80

2-731
2-828
2-930

3034

2-778
2-877
2-981

3'142

3037
3197

3153

3-310

3-365
3-487
3-614
3-744
3-878
4-020
4-169
4-324
4-487
4‘655
4-337
5-027
5-228
5-441
5-667
5-908
6-166
6-440
6-737
7-057
7-401
7-77

8183
8-631
9-125
9-667
10-27
10-95
11-72
12-60
13-60
14-78
16-16
17-82

3424
3-546
3-677
3-810
3-946
4-093
4-245
4-404
4-568

4743
4-930
5-125
5-333
5-552
5.786
6-035
6-301
6-583
6-896
7-222
7-586

7980
8-395
8-860
9-388
9-965
10-60
11-33
12-15
13-08
14-17
15-44
16-95

-
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A quicker way of ﬁnding the pitch for a given
diameter and angle of blade is by the graphical
method (see page 371, April 2!). Here, at a glance,
the required pitch can be seen.
For example,
let the angle be 42 degrees, and the circumference
of the diameter 10} ins.
Then under the inter
section of the angle line and horizontal line corre
sponding to the circumference, the pitch will be
found in this case 9k ins.
It will be noticed that
when the angle of the blade is 45 degrees the pitch
equals the circumference in every case, and vice
versa.

The angle lines have been drawn to one degree,
and the pitch has been limited to 12 ins., also the
diameter to about 5 ins.
These dimensions will
be within the scope of model work.
For greater
accuracy the degrees could be subdivided into half
and quarter; this has not been done, to avoid
confusion.
The same method of calculating and
ﬁnding the pitch by the graphical method
—
could be employed for air propellers for
model aeroplanes.
When using the grapli~
ical method the circumference and pitch
could be divided by 2, 4, and 8, respec
tively, so as to get them within the
The angle will
compass of the graph.
not vary for an 8-in. diameter rz-in. pitch,
and a r6~in. diameter 24-in. pitch pro
In other words, the scale of the
peller.
to suit the
squares could be reduced
requirements.
We can now proceed to consider the
method commonly employed in draught
ing a screw propeller. There is nothing
very difficult about this, though a certain
amount of patience and accurate work
is necessary
to success.
As an example
we will take a right-handed model screw
of, say, 3Q-in. diameter 7-in. pitch; this
gives a pitch ratio of 2-0.
Draw
a
horizontal centre line (see
Fig. 19), and to this erect a vertical on
_
the left-hand side of paper, and prolong
At the intersection of these,
downwards.
describe a circle of 1} ins. radius, also one
of ﬁ—in. diameter to represent the boss.
Divide the radius of 1} ins. into an
equal number of parts: seven of f in.,
say, and draw the horizontal section lines, and
number I to 8, as shown.
At the lower end
of the vertical centre line draw another hori
zontal, allowing sufﬁcient room between this and
the underside of the circle already described.
The distance in this case will be a little over
half the circumference of a 3Q-in. circle—say,
5} ins.--hali the circumference of a 3Q-in. circle
Let this distance be 5} ins. from the
being 5% ins.
lower horizontal on the vertical and divide into
seven parts;
number these I to 8. On the lower
horizontal mark oﬁ a distance of 3% ins., equal to
half the pitch.
It is immaterial as far as the angles
of the blades are concerned, whether we take half
the circumference and half the pitch, or the whole
circumference and the whole pitch, respectively;
but the former'method saves a considerable amount
of paper, or, what is more valuable, space.
To
resume: from this point erect a vertical up and
Next proceed
to draw in the
down, as shown.
various angle lines from the divisions on the left
hand vertical, passing through the point of inter
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section of vertical and horizontal on right-hand
of paper, as shown, and number the ends from r
to 8, to avoid confusion. Now, on the upper hori
zontal, ata distance of 3Q ins. from the centre of
circle, draw a vertical up and down.
We have now three positions:
the circle for
an athwartship projection or view from aft; the
intersection of angle lines and lower horizontal
for a plan;
and the right-hand upper vertical
for an elevation. Further, to the right of this last,
draw another vertical for the centre line of the
This last is really our starting
expanded blade.
point. On this centre line we can now proceed
to sketch the expanded blade;
this may be of a
.variety of shapes, but, for our purpose, let us take
an ellipse, taking the major axis as 1} ins., and the
minor as r} ins. Draw in the ellipse.
It need not
be geometrically correct, but could be described
by four arcs of circles, taking care to do this accu

P/kd
FIG. 18.—Mc.asumso

UNIFORM PITCH.

; that is, the arcs must run into one another
smoothly.
The more difﬁcult part of the business now begins.
With dividers measure the distance on either side
of the vertical on section line 2 on the expanded
these should correspond, if the drawing
blade;
on section line 7.
is accurate, with the distances
These having been found to agree, transfer the
dimension to angle line 2 and 7 on the plan view.
Do the same with sections 3 and 6, and 4 and 5;
always taking care to mark off the dimension on
We have now a series
the right place in plan.
of points showing the curve of the edge of the blade
in plan. A curve may now be drawn through
This curve should be the same on
these points.
either side of centre, only reversed.
To get the points on the elevation of the blade,
take off the distances from the intersection of
curve and angle line on plan to the vertical centre
line, and set it of? on the corresponding section
line on the elevation, taking care to set it on either
When this has been done for
side of the vertical.

rater
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2, 3, 4, etc., a series of points will be got on each
side of the vertical.
Through these a curve should
be drawn ; the curves will be similar, but reversed.
To get the projection athwartship the procedure
is the same, but the distances are taken from the
horizontal centre line in plan and set off to their
If the
corresponding section on the projection.
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tion and a cross section on the expanded“
blade,
showing the distribution of metal, could be ﬁlled
in. This is practically all that is ,required_in
to draught—for
eluding dimensions, of course,
making the propeller; but a little further projec
tion may be indulged in. The dotted projection
lines on the elevation and athwartship projection

g:

i,
FIG. 19.—DRAuci-irmc

LMM
0F THREE-BLADED

screw is a two-bladed one, the other blade will be,
on the aft projection, on the same vertical as the
ﬁrst ; but if the propeller is three-bladed, they are
then set at 120 degrees to one another. If this is
the case, the other two blades of this view could
The boss could now be com
next be projected.
plete’l, care beng taken to give the correct repre
sentation where the boss and blades meet for a
fight.handed propeller, or a left-handed propeller it
A radial section on the eleva
this is being drawn.

SCREW

OF

3% ms. DIAMETER, 7 ms. Prrcn.

show how this is done; a few only are given, to
avoid confusion.
This description of the draughting process may
appear rather long and tedious; but, once under
stood, it is really a. very simple, it somewhat
mechanical, business.
Fig. 20 shows the drawing of a. 3§-in. diameter
In this
iii-in. pitch propeller, with raking blades.
case the angle lines, instead of being drawn to the
intersection of vertical and horizontal centre lines
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on plan, are drawn to points corresponding to the
respective distances the face of the blade is from
the vertical 'centre line on elevation. It will also
be noticed that the expanded circumference line
is
drawn inclined.
This is necessary,
so
as to have the cor
rect respective angles
to
the horizontal—
the distance off the
vertical at angle line
1 being

the

same

April :4, 19:0.

lugs for ﬁxing to the hull are not shown, but a
good idea of this type of propeller may be got from
the ﬁgure.
Referring again to Fig. 21, it will be noticed that

as

in the elevation and
plan.
By comparing
with Fig. 19 it will
be seen that as the
pitch ratio decreases
the projected area of
the blades in the aft
view increases,
and
vice versa.
Before proceeding to
describe a small appa
ratus that could be
employed for testing
model screws, a few
points of importance will

/
be con

sidered.

Referring to Fig. 21, the theo
retical and more or less practical
action of the screw on the mass of
water it throws aft is shown.
The
water is caught up by the blades
and driven astern, not in astraight,
solid column, as sometimes
sup
but in a whirling manner.
posed,
It is apparent that this whirling
action is a source of waste, as, the
more solid and larger volume forced
aft, the greater will the thrust of
the screw be;
and as this is an
all- important factor, due regard
should be given to it. To do away
with this wasteful condition of
things, the turbine propeller was
invented, as shown more or less in
diagram by Fig. 22. Brieﬂy de
scribed, it consists of an ordinary
propeller working close to the vanes
of a turbine wheel with straight
vanes, this wheel being ﬁxed to the
hull of the boat, and the vanes
are shrouded by a ring, the central
boss on the turbine wheel acting
as a bearing for the propeller shaft.
The arrows in the ﬁgure indicate
the ﬂow of the water—that is, it is
thrown by the propeller blades
against the vanes ofithe ﬁxed tur
FIG. 20.—DRAUGHTING or ScREW wrrn RAKlNG BLADE
bine wheel, and travels aft in a
3% ms. DIAMETER, 4% INS. PITCH.
straight line. Itis doubtful whether
a model could be made of this
arrangement to give good results,
the main drawback being the great resistance due
.the water level is shown slightly depressed
{just
to friction and eddies.
above the propeller. This is a fact the writer has
Nevertheless, there is no
harm in giving it a trial, and if good results (in
noticed once or twice, at ﬁrst paying no'attention,
but latterly, in a very acute case, being set to
comparison to an ordinary model screw) are ob
wonder what the cause could be. As far as he
tained, the writer would be pleased to hear of it,
and would apologise to—it.
can see it seems to be a pretty natural condition of
things, and can be accounted for by the suction of
Fig. 23 shows a photograph of a model turbine
When this—the depression—is very
the screw.
propeller of 3; ins. diameter, 41; ins. pitch. The
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acute, it shows that a considerable amount of air
It
is being drawn from the surface of the water.
also points to another conclusion —that is, that
the propeller, a well'designed one, does not throw
out any water radially, but on the contrary creates
a reverse action, perhaps not very pronounced,

will enlarge on the previous remarks on the
subject of negative slip.
Negative slip may appear
to be as good as perpetual motion, but practically
it is not, and shows that there is something very far
wrong with the size of the propeller. Negative
slip occurs more often when the pitchrratio is very
we

/

MfgLO"!

FIG. Zl.—~:\CTION
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oi» SCREW

FIG. 23.—TURBINE

Lora}

ox \VATER.

Paoi ELLER.

ll

ll

Flu. 22.——TURBINE

PROPELLER.
is

less than_ J'simple
small, probably _when this
proportion, that is, diameter=pitch.' Aleeverthe
less, it has happened in cases where .the ratio was
Propellers having comparatively thick blades
1-3.
and small pitch ratio are also liable to show nega
tive slip.
Several authorities have tried to explain
the main cause 0t negative slip, but as far as the
writer
aware no satisfactory solution' has‘ been
then, one of the problems that the
This
given.
experimenting model engineer may ﬁnd an answer

l

is,

l

is

so to dispel the theory of
the particles of water travelling outwards
by centrifugal force.
Nevertheless, the
writer is inclined to think that with very
coarse pitch propellers some sort of centri
fugal action takes place,
When considering the slip of a screw at
the commencement of these notes, we
dealt with the apparent slip; let us now
see what the real slip really is.
A boat, when travelling at, say, 10 miles
per hour—we will not take knots, for fear
of confusion ; besides, this seems to be the
accepted-expression in model boat design,
etc., relative to still water—may have a
propeller giving 10 per cent. apparent slip.
Now, the propeller may be working in disturbed
water, having a forward velocity of, say, 2 miles
per hour, caused by friction of hull and other
causes.
This means
that the screw advances
at 2 miles per hour less than the boat, or 8 miles.
If there were no slip in the propeller, then the real
slip would be 2 miles per hour, or 20 per cent;
but the apparent slip is already 10 per cent. or
1 mile in 10; the total slip is, therefore,
3 miles,
or 30 per cent.
This forward velocity of the wake
is somewhat difﬁcult to ascertain, and may vary
within wide limits. While on" the question of slip,

illllllllll

but sufﬁciently

i

for.

To be continued.)
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A Small

Self-inking Printing
Machine.

By Tnonas anwsnaw.
N THE

ENGINEER of December 13th
under the
20th,
1906, there appeared,
name of Mr. ]. R. Brown, an article—admir

and

Mount.

ably written and clearly illustrated with photo
graphs and working drawingsvon a small printing
machine.
I have made a machine from these designs,
and the results, with a few minor improvements,
have more than justiﬁed any expenditure of time,
labour, and cost.
For the beneﬁt of those who have already made,
or contemplate the making of one of these handy
and instructive machines, and with
the kind permission of the editor
and author, I offer the following
suggested improvements.
In his article the author expresses
the opinion that in the designs he
erred
has
on
the side of over
I beg to differ from him
strength.
there, as, owing to the enormous
pressure on the type, there could
not very well be too much strength
and rigidity, especially in the bind
ing of the bed between the two side
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The chase is simply placed in the bed and pushed
when the latch snaps into place.
Levers—The improvement of most importance
is the double lever (Fig. 5).
This arrangement,
with properly proportioned parts, is known as
"
the
toggle lever,“ and is largely used on printing
machines
of this type.
The efﬁciency, however,
depends on the principle that the short links must
come up to their highest point at each printing
impression. Figs. 1 and 2 herewith will show my
In Fig. I the amount of pres
clearly.
meaning
sure on the type is dependent on the amount of
force
downward on the boxwood handle.
This,
1 of course, could not be a constant quantity, hence
want of uniformity in the printed impressions.
In
Fig. i, let it be noticed that the lever system
comes into line, and the necessary
is
pressure
obtained—paradoxical as it may seemwby com
two sides of a triangle into the third.
pressing
home,

frames.

With his recommendation to in<
the size of the chase I most

crease

heartily agree, and suggest that one
of 5-in. by 3-in. inside measurement
would extend the range of usefulness
of the machine.
All references to the drawings in
the original article are placed in
parentheses.

To take the alterations seriatim.
Chase.—-Increase
size from 4 ins.
by 3 ins. to 5 ins. by 3 ins. inside
measure.
This means, of course,
an increase of I in. in width of bed
(Fig. 2), inking table (Fig. 9), back
bracket (Fig. 6), platen (Fig. 4), and
rollers (Fig. 11). The other parts,
remain the same.
I ﬁnd the depth of chase—i in.
—too great, as there is a tendency
for the top edges to be inked by
the rollers, thus fouling the margin of the printed
sheets.
In a similar small chase in my possession, made
by a ﬁrm of printers’ engineers, the depth is only
This gives ample support to the type in
Q in.
locking up, and is well out of the way of the rollers.

Another improvement—slight,
but adding to
the speed and comfort of working—is a spring catch
to secure the chase in machine, instead of the screw.
The top of bed has a slot. iin. wide and deep,
ﬁled in it. The latch is a piece of }»in. by i-in
mild steel, shaped according to L in the drawing,
and is secured to the hack of the bed by the
slotted piece A seen in Fig. 6.
A strong piece of clock spring bears on end of
latch and keeps it up to its work.
The latch
moves on a pin through the slotted piece.

The pressure on the type is adjustable from nothing
to a force sufﬁcient to batter the type by means
of the screws at the back of the platen.
In the
original machine pressure is only roughly adjusted
by the amount of force downwards on the boxwood
handle by the operator at each print.
The new
system of levers ensures an absolutely uniform pres
“
sure for each
pull."
The exact size of the levers is seen in Fig. 3.
The curved portion of the long lever is to allow
the parts to come into line without fouling the
Notice the increased
part a, Fig. 5, of side frame.
length of lever and increased ratio of its parts——in
stead of 31} ins. to 4} ins., now 3 ins. to 9 ins.
This increase of power renders the working of the
machine much smoother, and obviates any neces
sity whatever for alteration in the angles 01 the
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The levers are made
frames, as suggested.
from i-in. by }-in. mild steel ﬂats.
wing nuts, instead of ordinary
Platen.—Two
in., instead of
square nuts, and back screws of
decided
3-16ths in., for adjustment of platen are a
advantage.

side

i
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of moving the ratchet
Ratchet.——The
system
wheel under the inking table I found somewhat
inconvenient, and so substituted the following
A, Fig. 4,
arrangement, which works perfectly.

A

Boxwood

/She/I

Hondlt'

/

Paw]

L- Ill—q

i

F19!
There appears to be no provision in the original
article for packing the platen according to thickness
This is easily arranged by
of material printed.
means of two pieces of i-in. by i-r6th-in. brass
strip 8* ins. long. Bend each piece twice at right
angles, so as to ﬁt tightly over the top and bottom
edges of the platen, and overlapping at each side
about I in. These should be a good ﬁt. They are

a brass fin. T-piece, as used by gas-ﬁtters.
The through hole is hushed and bored to ﬁt the
shaft of the ink table. A piece of brass rod of dimen

is

Bra-wood

Hun.

Fly?
by round-headed screws to the edges of
the platen. These screws allow the pieces to be
turned over for the insertion of packing, and when
shut down again the packing is held tightly stretched
on the platen.
(See Fig. 4.)
Bat—The bed is tightly clamped to the side
frames by means of four tie-rods of i-in. round
mild steel, in addition to the four countersunk
secured

sions given is screwed into the right angle of the
A washer and split
T—piece and bears the pawl.
A piece of steel
pin keeps the latter in place.
in. by
in. is fastened in a downward
1i ins. by

i

i
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This makes a very rigid frame, able to
stand the stress of the enormous pressure required
in printing.
The tie-rods are 7i ins. long, shouldered in the
lathe to 31 in., and screwed {-in. Whitworth for
nuts at each end.
The length between shoulders
is a shade under 6 ins., so as to bind hard the bed,
which is 6 ins. between
the side frames.
The
position of these tie-rods is seen at A, B, C, and D
in Fig. 5.
screws.

‘

direction by means of a small nut. This catches
the pin in roller arm (Fig. 7), and so actuates the
pawl and ratchet wheel. A i-in. rod, at right angles
to the one bearing pawl, carries at its outer end a
spiral spring, which is secured at the other end to
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a'stud screwed in the back of the bed.
The pawl
arm is thus always brought back to its work during
an impression, and the necessary
turn given to
the ink table when the rollers are clear 0/ the table.
The details in the drawing will give full PJY
ticulars.
Rollers—I did not ﬁnd it necessary to make
the roller composition after the ﬁrst trial.
It is
"
messy," and I doubt if the results are satis
The "composition" can be purchased
factory.
more
A
cheaply at a printers’ supply stores.
good quality can be got from 6d. per lb.
The machine yet lacks gripper ﬁngers to hold
theraper on the platen on its way to and from
I am trying to devise a suitable arrange
the type.
ment for this, when, with the Editor's permission,
I may describe it in the pages of THE Mom-:1.
ENGINEER.
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Chucks and Chuck Making.
I
|

l

i

By T.

GOLDSWORTHY-CRUMP.

“Continued Irom page 396, Vol. XX.)
proceeding further with a description
of the various chucks and similar instru
ments, perhaps it would be as well to further
consider the subject of screw chasing, as there
must be a great number of lathe users who are
only blessed with a plain lathe, and who are conse
quently dependent on hand chasing for their
The process of chasing a screw,
screwed ﬁttings.
when executed by an adept, seems to the onlooker
as easy as shelling the proverbial pea. and as is
often the case, to describe the procedure—although
apparently so simple when an actual demonstra
tion can be given—is not by any means so
easy in black and white.
As an example and for practice it is de
sired to chase a screw of, say, 16 teeth per
inch on a boxwood cylinder, say, 1 in. in
diameter. The piece of wood can either be
ﬁtted on a taper screw chuck or\held in a
self-centreing or grip chuck, and should be
turned to the required diameter andzthe end

B

EFORE

//
.

Q

a

'&

Z///////////////A-.
F198
true.
The angle formed by the end
with the cylinder should now be rounded off
to a radius of, say, a
or g in. (see_Fig. 6),
and ﬁnished quite smooth, with the chisel
held horizontally or with a ﬂat tool.
The
hand rest should now be adjusted parallel
with the lathe bed and of such height that
'L' '
»
.
the top of the chaser, when held level, is at
centre height and with a clearance of about
POSITION
SELF-ACTING, SELF-INKING PRiNrmo chnmez
A somewhat important, but
3-16ths in.
BEFORE IMPRESSION.
often neglected, matter when screw chasing,
is the position of the arms and body, especially
The machine works admirably, has a workman—
The chaser (16 teeth per inch)
with the beginner.
and produces results
like and good appearance,
at the commencement has to be held in the posi
as good as any professionally rnade press.
tion shown in Fig. 6 and out of contact with the
I-am personally under great obligations to Mr.
hand rest, so that the correct posture of the user
Brown for his skilfully written article, and also
is most essential.
for his permission to take such liberties with his
The tool has to be held between the left thumb
in
the suggested
improvements given
designs
and right foreﬁnger, the ﬁnger and thumb being
herewith.
on the rest and the tool just clear, the ﬁngers of
the left hand being around the stem of the rest and
the handle being ﬁrmly held in the right and the
elbows brought in tightly to the sides of the body.
Com. mining in the northern part of Formosa is
The ﬁrst stroke is the secret of good chasing, and
a growing industry.
During the year 1907 there
on this the correctness of the resulting screw depends.
were 210 mines in operation, an increase of u over
The aim of the ﬁrst contact of the chaser with the
the previous year, and 42 cver 1905. Of these
work is to produce a correct spiral of 1-r6th-in.
mines (lily 13 were operated with machinery, the
pitch, as shown in Fig. 7 on the curved edge of,
others being worked in a very primitive manner by
The lathe should be run at a fair
the cylinder.
hand—U5. Consular Report.
faced

i
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and even speed, and the ﬁrst attempt at striking
a thread should be made as the treadle descends.
The action of striking is somewhat difﬁcult to
and can only properly be acquired by
describe,
actual practice, as it is a combination of movements
of hands, eyes, and leg.
It is required that the edge of the chaser should
. follow the curved line y z, and this action is controlled
entirely by the wrists, the right advancing the tool
and the left retiring, so that the tool turns upon
The ﬁrst contact should
an imaginary centre x.
be very slight, and, of course, is deeper in the centre
If this ﬁrst
than at the commencement or ﬁnish.
traverse does not produce a true spiral, the whole
of the defecﬁve cut must be removed with the
ﬂat tool before trying again. Provided, however,
a true spiral has been struck, the next thing to do
is to deepen it and gradually continue the cut in
the direction of the cylinder, as shown by dotted
The chaser can now be laid ﬂat
lines v wturs.
on the hand rest, and the thread extended and
deepened as desired, care being taken to keep the
screw quite parallel.
A defective thread is instantly detected, as there
is a waver or jump in each revolution, which is
term of " drunken,"
known by the expressive
\Vhen using
and, of course, such a screw is useless.
a chaser, it is always advisable to leave the work
full large in every way, and, when a true thread
has been struck, to gradually reduce to required
size, leaving sufﬁcient thread line to guide the
chaser between each reduction.
This cannot be
done with the chaser alone;
the reducing should
be done with a ﬂat tool.
It will be noticed that in tlis case the object of
the ﬁrst contact of chaser and work is to produce

if
Fig.

6.

a perfect spiral of r-I6th-in. pitch, and the training
of eyes, hands, and leg is to steadily move the tool
r-roth in. horizontally while the work makes one
There is no royal road to chasing.
revolution.
Practice alone is the only way of getting there.
Having gained some proﬁciency in the use of
the outside chaser on external screws, the manner
of producing the internal thread may be further
considered without the use of an entering tap, as
previously described.
The chasing of an internal thread, perhaps, is
somewhat easier than the external, although the
method of doing so is practically the same.
The
hole should be bored and the angle carefully turned
with a radius of about { in., and a recess made at
the bottom with an internal parting tool, as pre
is
viously described. (See Fig. 8.) The chaser
applied in striking, as shown by line ab, and the
action is a curved push with both hands.
When
the spiral is considered
perfect, the thread is
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and gradually continued inwards, and
deepened
completed as shown by lines a d and e f.
In making male and female threads to ﬁt one
another, the female should always be out ﬁrst,
as it is much easier to reduce an external thread
to ﬁt than vice versa.
In early attempts at chasing it is no uncommon
thing to strike a double thread. This is caused by
the traverse of the chaser being only half of its
pitch for each revolution, and allowing a second
thread to form. Care must always be taken
when catching ‘a thread that the tool starts its
traverse instantly, and is withdrawn before reach
ing the bottom of a hole or against a shoulder on
outside work, as otherwise the thread for the length
of the chaser will be damaged.
In chasing screws with a traversing mandrel
lathe, the chaser is held rigid, the guide giving the
necessary thread rate.
(To be continued.)
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Letters from Our

Readers.
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Model Power Boat Design, etc.
To THE EDITOR or The Model Engineer.
DEAR Sin,—Like your correspondent, Mr. A. S.
“
Model
Tysoe, I also appreciate the article on
is
I
that
it
agreat
Boat
but
Design,"
may
say
Speed

pity the author did not see his way to
While
include the various formulaa.
the actual drafting oi the hull lines is
important, the ﬁgures are more im
portant still, and no article on design
can be complete that does not include
them.

Your correspondent asks a question
re the waveline
theory. It does not
follow that because a model is de
under this system that the
signed
water-lines must be hollow. They can,
7.
£79.
of, course, be of any desired shape,
depending, to a large extent, on the
type of boat. In the extreme double
wedge type the forward lower water-lines have a
certain amount of hollow ; in the skimming sharpie
type they have none at all. If a boat is designed
to cut through the water, a slight hollow in the
forward water-lines is useful; but where the boat
is designed to skim over the surface, then there is
no need for any hollow.
To a certain extent the
sheer plan and the half-breadth plan must be worked
together; but if it is impossible to get the sections
to the desired areas with the water-line and sheer
outline as drawn, then one or the other must be

I should alter the under
altered. Personally
water sheer line, but it is a matter of compromise.
My own opinion as to the best type of iorebody
for a model power boat is that the full water-line
liih'ng bow is the best, and that the best type of
boat for extreme speed is the skimming sharpie.
Given equal displacement, length, and power, the
skimming sharpie will hold its own, and more,
against any other type. Of the other advantages
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of the sharpie hull this is not the place
have already dealt with them before.

I

to speak;
While on

this subject I notice that Mr. Yacua condemns
overhanging stems, and gives as his reason the extra
weight involved. Now, I believe in a certain amount
of overhang in the after end of a model power boat,
the amount depending on the type and the classiﬁ
cation rule.
“’ith a load-waterline classiﬁcation,
the stern overhang may be from 2 to 12 ins.; de
pending, as beiore-mentioned, on the type of boat,
on the power of the plant, and the purpose of the
boat.
In a mode] power boat one requires, if one
wants speed, ﬁrst, stability, second, steering capa
The problem is how to get the stability
bility.
One does not want to increase the breadth of hull
too much, or the boat will be too tubby.
A ﬂat
ﬂoor forms part of the solution, and with medium
well.
“'ith the extreme power
power answers
one wants even more stability, and on a limited
If
length and breadth how can it be obtained?
the after end of the boat be carried out above
water, to a certain extent it is p05sible to obtain
extra length and width, and consequently extra
This is, of course, only possible under a
stability.
water-line measurement; with the detestable over
all measurement system it is not, nor is it possible
under certain restrictions—supposedly designed—
to favour a certain type of hull. The overhanging
stern gives extra stability, extra length and breadth,
and prevents the distressing habit of getting up
on their hind legs, that some power boats seem to

and
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the speed merchants are quiet is that they are busy
on new record breakers, and that all their energies
are devoted to the designing,
building, and testing
of new ﬂiers—boats, not aeroplanes—and such
being the case, they cannot ﬁnd time to write.
But as I intend to trouble you again on this sub
ject and more at length, I must conclude with a
hope that details of the winners will soon be out.—

\VILLIAM

Yours truly,

J.

E. PIKE.

A New Model Yacht Pond.
accompanying
T HEhand
just

photograph

(which came to

too late for insertion in our last
the site of the new pond which is being

issue) shows
made for model yachting

purposes at Broomﬁeld
The temporary wagon
Park, in North Londonv
tracks are clearly 10 be seen, and also the railings of
the settling tank on the left; whilst the village gates
are just visible in the distance.

The Society of Model Engineers.
London.
further reference to the visit to the works of
Gillett & Johnson, the well-known
Messrs.
makers of large turret clocks and church bells, of
Croydon, upwards of two hours was spent in inspects
ing the machine shops where the works 0!: the large
clocks are made, and particular attention was paid
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.
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PART OF SlTE OF New Monet Yacur Poxn, BROOMFIELD PARK:
'Photo by]

Further advantages of this type
he afflicted with.
of stern are the clean wake left by this type, and the
fact that this sort of stem acts as a good propeller
and
guard, keeping the propeller well immersed,
at the same time enables the rudder to be carried
well aft of the propeller. I also hope to see a re
on this
newal of the interesting correspondence
subject, and I write this in the hope of stirring up
I take it that the reason
an interesting discussion.

,.

‘._..

[I

r (

VlEW LOOKING

\Vssr.

[Claude H. Gaggcro.
to the foundry, where facilities for casting ,bells
from those weighing a few pounds up to many i'ODS
were inspected.
Another interesting item was the
special machine used by the ﬁrm for tuning bells
by cutting away some of the metal irom the inside
“her; it is borne in mind that a
of the bell.
properly tuned bell should produce; ﬁve tones
uniting into an harmonious chord, it will be seen
that' this operation requires great skill and experi

April :4, rgro.

The Model Engineer

Before leaving the party inspected the peal
of bells belonging to Peterborough Parish Church,
which had been rehung in a new steel frame.
After the minutes of the ordinary meeting on
March 16th had been read, ﬁve new members
elected, and other announcements made, etc., the
Chairman called upon Mr. Welsman to open the
ﬁrst section of the discussion on lathe attachments.
Mr. Gilbert and Mr. Riddle opening the second and
third sections.
These and other speakers
had
brought to the meeting a large assortment of home
made and other ﬁtments for the 3i-in. and ,{5
Drummond lathes, and fully described
the con
struction and purpose of each, illustrating their
remarks by blackboard sketches.
A fuller report
of the discussion appears in another portion of this
journal.
The usual exhibit competition was held during
the evening, the number of entries being consider
ably in excess of the last occasion,
the ballot
resulting in Mr. Hildersley's collection of orna
mental turning apparatus and specimens taking the
award in Class A, and Mr. S. George's overhead
apparatus that in Class B.
FUTURE
Licenses—Thursday,
April zlst:
Ordinary meeting. Special track and model night.
Every member having steam or electric locomo
tives is requested to bring and run them. Drawbar
pull experiments will be conducted and running
competitions between steam and electric engines
The usual Exhibit Competition will
organised.
also be held.
Visn.—On Saturday, April 23rd, at 3 pm.:
The motor works and repair shops of the London
General Omnibus Company, Ltd., will be inspected.
Members wishing to attend are requested to com
municate at once with the Secretary, HERBERT G.
RIDDLE, 37, Minard Road, Hither Green, S.E.
ence.

Provincial

Manchester.—The

Societies.

second annual exhibition of
models will take place at the Roby Schools, Aytoun
Street, Portland Street (1 minute from Piccadilly),
on Saturday, April 23rd, from 6 p.m. to 10 p.m.
An excellent collection of models is assured, many
of which will be shown working.
Several trade
exhibits have been arranged, and the Alexandra
Model Yacht Club will show some of their best
boats.
The services of the Mendelssohn Orchestra
have_been secured, and there is every prospect
that last year's exhibition, good as it was, will be
a long way behind the forthcoming event.
All
Manchester readers should make a point of attend
ing, to see for themselves the standard of workman
Tickets (which are is.
ship now being attained.
each) may be obtained from the Hon. Secretary
and Treasurer, MR. BASIL H. REYNOLDS, 35, Torbay
or the Hon. Assistant
Road, Chorlton-cum-Hardy;
Secretary, MR. ]. DITCHFIELD, 17, Derwent Road,

Stretford.

held on the ist inst.
the evening was spent in discussion on various
matters of interest to the model engineer.
Owing
to unforeseen
circumstances, Mr. Gill was unable
to be present and read his paper on " Workshop
Practice." The handsome bookcase, presented to
the Society by the President, has now been de
livered; and any member having any books which
he would care to present to the Society—will
he
put himself
into communication with the Lib
rarian? The next meeting will be on April I 5th,

Reading—At

a meeting

and

Electrician.
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8 p.m.—Full particulars from the
“7. F. DORMER, Tilehurst, Berks.

Hon. Secretary,

Tyneside.——On Saturday, March 19th, a party
journeyed to Darlington to visit the
Model Engine Exhibition organised by the Rev.
J. Shores, in aid of the Building Fund of the New
The event has been in anticipa
Temperance Hall.
tion for about two years, and when word was re
ceived that the Exhibition
would be open on the
Saturday afternoon, it was at once decided to pay
the long projected visit. Like true enthusiasts,
it was a case of Exhibition ﬁrst and other sight
Arrived at the Hall, we found
seeing afterwards.
a nice collection gathered, and many models work
ing by compressed air supplied by an 8-in. Westing
house compressor.
This was capable of supplying
the large volume of air required at about 20 lbs.
and so the models were all kept in
pressure,
Mr. Shore's
constant—not intermittent—motion.
models were duly admired, their high ﬁnish being
The locomotives were a splen
specially noticeable.
did show, and included a large 6-coupled goods
engine belonging to Wilson Worsdell, Esq.; but
the most admired was an unﬁnished N.E.R.
“
Atlantic," by Mr. 0. Foster, a description of
whose
4-coupled express has appeared in these
The trade stands of Messrs. Stuart Turner
pages.
and Bassett-Lowke had a due share of attention,
and then we adjourned to a café in the town for
tea.
This was enjoyed, with some good-humoured
banter; and after a short spell of window-gazing,
we returned to the Exhibition for a few purchases
and a ﬁnal look round, and all agreed on arriving
home that we had had a most enjoyable and in
teresting outing. The next meeting will be held at
Lockhart's Cathedral Café, Wednesday, April 20th,
at 7.30 p.m., prospective members
invited to
attend—Hon. Secretary, Tnos. BovD, 128, Dilston
Road, Newcastle.
of members

Queries and Replies.
5- P- (Ellhlmi
[237"3] Small Auto-Transformer.
writes: i wish to make a very small transformer to fulﬁl the
following requirements: To work on go-volt, ﬁfty-period mains;
to light two pvolt, 4-watt Osram lamps; to be wound on the
auto principle, as shown in sketch. 1 would be much obliged
if you will let meknow thenumberof turns in A and B respectively,
also the gaugesof wire. I propose to use ﬁne iron wire for the
core, and if this will be satisfactory, what diameter should the
ﬁnished core be P Also, will it be satisfactory to form the closed
iron circuit by bending the core wires back upon the coil?

FAAP

.

:— L~l

F

a

2 5 l 26

_

so Volra

9,
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Core can be 1 in. in diameter,and the winding 600 tums in all,
consisting of 550 tums of No. 30 gauge n.c.c. copper'wire, inth
ﬁfty turns of No. 10 gauge n.c.c. copper wire joined to it. The
lamps arr to be connectedacrossthe endsof the No. 20gaugeWire.
A convenientlength to nlilkﬂ the coil would be about 1}ins. Wind
the No. :0 gaugewin- over the No. 30 gauge. If you do not obtain
a high enough voltage, you should increase the turns of No. 20
gauge,and decreasethe turnsof Ne. 30 gaugein proportion.) About
2 025.of each will probably be.sufﬁcient. \'(I| an iron circuit of
the " hedgehog" type is suitable. Length of cure (about 6 ins.)
would suit the xQ length of winding. The. iron wires should be
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[23.133] Boiler for Model Triple-expansion
model
am building
\V. H. H. (Leyton) writes:
Engine,
marine-tripleexpansioncondensingengine,with cylinders 5-ioths
9-16ths, 2) bore, which intend, when completed,coupling to
dynamo which would require to be driven at 1,000 r.p..'n.
ntend purchasing boiler, and think may possibly ﬁnd some
should
thing suitable in your Sale and Exchange column, but
you could assist me in the.matter. What
be'greatly obliged
the dimensions, steaming capacity,
chieﬂy want to know
and pressurerequired, and also the most suitable type for the
engine for which
intended.

annaiorivis,
or? N.E.R.
Dnawmr;
Ou‘rmnr:
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coated with shellacor other insulating \arnish before being made
up into a bundle.
[23.140] Chain Drivln : Wood for Patterns-_ 3(Burnley) writes: (i) \Vhic
the best form of driving chain
(combined with cheapness)? (2) Can you recommend manu
facturing ﬁrm of chains? (3) Can a driving chain be set so that
there
no lay (back-lash), and at the same time not to bind.
so that the bearings will have free play? (4) “'hich
the best
kind of wood for pattern making (for castings),cheapness,Where
511
obtainable
to be
question of the use to which the chain
(i) Entirely
Ii for cycle work, roller chain i-in. or l-in. pitch is now
put.
avoured. (2) Hans Renold 8: 0)., Manchester. (3) No; _you
might get very near to eliminating back-lash the chain is chain
uP "gm. but homeplay would soon ap )ear, owing to wear and
Strﬁtfh- (4) Depends upon the kind
patterns. Yellow pine
is very suitable for general work; mahogany also used. Any
timber merchant.
p'
8'
N0. "238.
NoEQR|
shall be obliged
vou will let me know
(Plumstead) writes:
locomotive,
bogie
dimensionsOf the new 4—4—0 N_E_R_
express
NO- I.238,asfollows: Width acrossfootplate,width acrosssplashers,
width acrosscab,width acrossbutler beams.
The following are the leading transverse dimensions of this
locomotive: Width betweenframes, ft.; width betweenbogie
frames, ft. ms. width over footplates, ft.'6 ins. width over
splashers, ft. ins. width over cab sides, ft. ins. width of
buffer plank, ft. ins.
A- 5- (Sfitlth K60
[23.093] Tinnlng Copper Saucepans.
sington) writes: Being a constant readerof THE Monizi. ILNGINEBR
some years' standing, want you to give me information on
tinuiug.
desire to tin
have some copper saucepanswhich
myself.
have got throughone successfully,on which the tin took
very nicel and this one is in use; but the second a failure,
although performedthe sameoperationsas on the first—that is,
first used killed
thoroughly cleaned with raw spirits of salts.
spirits as ﬂux, but as that did not answer then boiled the pan
in 'strongsodawater, and used tallow fat as flux, but of no avail.
The saucepan very old.
should be glad
you could advise
me what to do. There arenot many things fail in
We are inclined to think that your trouble due to the copper
pansnot beingsufﬁcientlyclean. You do not mention any rubbing
process to ensure the requisite cleanliness, and this process it
IS l£~*i‘er.illy
necessaryto apply very vigorously, especiallywith
Old pans. The surfaceto be tinnedmust be scoureduntil no vestige
of blacknessremains. " Scale " from the blacksmith commonly
employed for this scouring process,it being applied with a piece
sacking or rag and hot water. The scouringcan be finishedoff
with siIVer sand instead of scale. We think you cannot do better
than usesal-ammoniacas ﬂux, sprinkling in the pan and letting
it melt with the heat.
[23.192] Rd “The Model Engineer" Dynamo as 240
volt Motor. L. O. (Clapton)writes: In referenceto your answerto
QUQ‘I'YNO- 23.079,although have practically finished the com
mutator, and have ordered the stamping: as per TiiE Monet.Excr
NEER design, yet do not.want to risk having bother With fuses
blowing. Will you advise me which will make the best job?
(i) Split each commutator segment,so as to make.ﬁfty segments,
and wind fifty coils on to the twimty-tive-slotarmature instead
of 25 coils: or (2) scrap presentcommutator and stampings,and
use stainp'ingswith thirty-nine or other number of slots. The
ﬁrst altemative saves me price of stampings (a fairly big item)
and time spent up to now on commutator. But would
be an
etﬁcient job, and have the desired efiect of halving the pressure
betweenthe brushes?
As you have gone so far, we think you may as Well continue,
and take your chance. Occasionalblowingof fuse not serious
matter. You are always liable to
whatever you do: that
what the fuse for—to act asa protectionin unusualcircumstances.
If you double the number of commutator sections, you must use
a lap-connected winding and four brushes. Opposite brushes
must be connected together. As this method of connecting the
winding reducesthe armature voltage to one half, the coils should
be wound with double as many turns of wire.as wave-connected,
for which the armature
onginally designed. This means that
more spacewill be occupiedby insulation, and thereforethe arma
ture will run at higherspeed,as you will not be able to get in double
the number of tums~pr0babl three—quarters
of the number or
somethinglike that amount.
you are going to the trouble of
an alteration. we are inclined to say—use new core and com
mutator. Perhaps the makerswould exchangethe stampings.
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231.99.
a

in both ﬂywheelsequally. Can you ropose meansof balancing
0 not want to drill same for
crank (which should prefer)?
studs or bolts, as am afraid of weakening too much. The
in. diameter, and as sketch. What horse-power
crankshaft is
am running on petrol, electric
should this engine develop?
ignition, automatic inlet valve. A petrol motor about 2-in. bore
(cycle motor) would develop over h.-p. Wherein lies the great
gas engine and cycle‘.petrol
difference between the power of
motor? Is it any use trying to govern so small an engine, and
is it necessary? The engine will be used to drive
dynamo,
and at times a small lathe.
The water inlet and outlet could be enlarged,with advantage,
to about {-in. gas size, the metal round about will stand this.
The water tank should be about ft. high by 18 ins. diameter.
The exhaust valves are smaller than in accordancewith the best
The nearer they are to halt the cylinder diameter the
pgactice.It does not follow, however, from this that the engine
_tter.
will not run fairly satisfactorilyas is. With regardto theexhaust
ping and silencer, the fewer right-angle bends there are the
ttcr, especially in view of the fact that the exhaust valves and
it
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B. A.
(Ipswich)
[22,738] Model “Cloud Hamilton."
writes: (1) Would you kindly send me or publish dimensioned
and end
Hamilton,"
side
Claud
for
G.E.R.“
tender
sketch of
in. (2) Would you advise locomotive type
views,
in. to
driving
ins.
bylrl
engine
for
cylinders,
boiler
iin.
or water-tube
wheels, 5} ins.
standard
(x) You will ﬁnd drawing of a Great Eastern Railway
ist, 1902. We “have not been able to
tender in our issue of June
“
now,
ﬁnd out what tender the Claud Hamilton has ﬁtted to
square oil fuel
tender, with
round-topped
had
ﬁrst
but at
our
issue
tank. (2) Use locomotive type boiler, as illustrated in
of September, 1900. The cylinders proposed are quite wrthin
reason.
Model Fowler Traction En no. M-I-C. (Aston)
[23,"?n the July and (r908) number of m: Moon. ENGINEER
writes:
you started the designs for model Fowler traction engine. Will
you please let me know the other numbers in which the article
smaller,model was also promised. Will you
was continued?
have not seenanyone
pleaselet me know that has appeared
advertisin castings. If you know of any, will you please let
me know
The other issues containing instalments of the design referred
to are: August 13th, 20th, September roth (1908), January 28th
smaller
(1909), and March 17th (r910). No, the design for
model has not been published. It will appear on the completion
of the current design. We do not know of anyone having as yet
being con
put castings upon the market, but we know this
templated.
lm rovln SmallOos Engine. F-W-C-B-(Olford)
writgs
have0 gasgengine(bought second-hand through Tm:
have taken
Monzi. ENGINEER), ai-in. bore by 3-in. stroke.
sameto 'ecesto thoroughly do
The water inlet and outlet
this large enough? What
in cylindelr are screwed {-in. gas.
size water tank should be used? The exhaust and inlet valves
in. diameter, and the passagesthereto are tapped
are about
in. gas. Is this sutficient? Both valves are in the head. It
want the engine to be
would be difﬁcult to make theselarger.
as silent as possible in every way, as it is close to. the house.‘
propose ﬁtting up the exhaust as sketch. Pipe A is about ms.

long, and extendsup out of workshop. about ft. long. Box B
about ins. diameter and 12 ins. long (empty). Can ou sug
the best means of In ricating
gest any im rovement? What
the bigeend When running. the engine vibrates badly, as
by countersinking holes
propose balancing
unbalanced.

I

The speed which you stipulate (1,000r.p.m.) is, rhaps, some
what low, but we are aware that it is extremelydi cult to obtain
a higher spied from a standard model triple-expansion (or com
pound) cngine unless special care is taken in the balancing of
the reciprocating parts. With regard to the boiler, everything
depends on the output of the dynamo, as with a non-condensing
engine, 150 to 200lbs. pressure,would be required to obtain the
sions and prevent the L.-P. cylinder doing negative
three ex
e exact ressure we cannot determine, as we do not
work.
know the points 0 cut-oti in the respectivecylinders. To save
the expenseof such a high-pressureboiler—by the way, you are
not likely to get one secondhand—wewould strongly recommend
the ﬁtting of an ejector condenser. See our issue of December
17th, r908. By this means you will get rid of the exhaust and
obtain a fair vacuum in the L.-P. cylinder. Probably 70 lbs.
pressure would be ample with the above-mentionedejector con
denser. The amount of steam used by the engine at 1,000revo
lutions and 70 lbs. pressurewould be equivalent to to cub. ins.
of water per minute. This would need 800 to 1,000 sq. ins. of
heating surface at 150 lbs. pressure,and at the same‘speed'at
least 15 to 16 cub. ins. of water per minute would be required to
be evaporatgd, so, of course, proportionately more heating sur
face must be provided. A water-tube boiler is the best if you
must get the generatorinto a small compass, but, of course, this
type meansa constant feed and also continuous ﬁring. A vertical
boiler, say a “in. by 24-in. steel multitubular, would require
less attention, but would be bulky. For the higher pressure a
16-in. by 3o'in. boiler would be necessary.
[23.257] Model Electric Motors on Town Supply.
A. G. D. (Balham) writes: I would be much obhgedif 'ou would
kindly tell me the way to construct a small motor t at would
run on current supplied by the Company's mains (zoo-volt). I
do not require any power, as the Work it has to do is to turn a
model roundabout. There would have to be some gearing to
reduce the revolutions. I want it to be absolutely self-starting.
It will be ﬁtted under the platform, and for this reason I should
like it to be as small as possible. Do you think it would be best
With one too-volt lamp in seriesand the motor to take 100volts ?
Should be glad if you could favour me with a small sketch and
also state the quantity of wire on ﬁeldsand armature,and whether
series or shunt?
Any model electric motor could be used on supplies of either
r00 or 200volts by inserting in the circuit lampsor other resistanCe,
such as to pass the amount of current that the motor needs. It
is possible to wind very small machines for working direct oil
the mains, but for machines of less than about i-3oth h.-p.
size satisfactory winding is, both in design and practical execu
tion, a very diﬁcult matter, and “we cannot su ply instructions.
"
But if you refer to our handbook, Small Elec c Motors (price
making motors
7d. post free), you will find in it instructions for
of powers from } h.-p. down to i-3oth h--p., expressly designed
for direct running on mains at we or 200volts.
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passagesare already on the small side. The big end will get all
wants by meansof drip-feed through the top
the lubrication
ﬁxed
linder and a hole in the top of piston, into which
of
sma pieceof brasstubing leadingdirectly over thebigoendbrasses.
on to the crank webs,
Unless you actually ﬁx a counter—balance
to balance the ﬂywheel as near as
can do
the best thing
orse-powerwill depend upon the speed, and as
possible. The you
you do not mention what speedyou can get, we can only say that
the probablehorse-powerwill be anything from 1-3rd up to about
Petrol motors are usually designed to run at very high
or
speeds. This accounts for the great diﬁerence in the power dc
veloped, when we consider only the relative stroke and bore.
fairly constant, there no need to attempt
Provided the load
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to ﬁx a governor, but for variable loads a governor is naturally
almost essential.
LoBoSoCeRo
H. T. A. (Norwood) writes: (r) Could you publish an outlinedraw
ing of LB. & S.C.R. 4—4—2 tank locomotive,N0. 595? I wish
to make a l-in. scalemodelof this engine. The type I am referring
to was illustrated in THE Moon. ENGINEERof January 10th, 1907.
There is a later type, with extended smokebox. l do not want
a drawing of this, but of the one illustrated in the above issue.
l am sure theremust be a good few modelmakerswho would make
this engine if an outline drawing were published. (2) Would a
water-tube or fin-tube boiler be best for a {-in. scale model?
(1) Size of cylinders-borc and stroke ; would any of the standard
cylinder castings on the market do? If so, where can they be
of? (4) is Joy’s valve gear easier to make than link gear?
ich would be best for abow model? (5) Could i use standard
wheel casting in above model? (6) About what would it pull
on the level—good track?
(i) We appendan outlinedrawing of the N0. 59s Classof 4—4—2
tank locomotives designed for the L.B.S.C.R. by Mr. 1). Earle
Marsh. The ﬁgures underlined on the drawing are ofﬁcial; the
others are approximately COTTGC!—-SUlﬁClHllll}'
so for the purpose
of a i-in. scale model. (2) A water-tube boiler is the more con
venient type, and requireslessattention in Working. to say nothing
of skilliin building. The brazing of the boiler and tubes needs

April

14, r910.

boiler pressurea condenserof somesort must be employed,eLsethe
L.-r. cylinder will do no useful work. We do not fancy piston
valves for a real working model. If used, the sineof thesevalves
should be as large, within reason, as circumstancesallow. The
port lengthshould be at least ﬁve-eighthsthat of the diameter of
the cylinder, and the ruling dimension for the width of all the
steamports shouldbe 3-32ndsin., and for the exhaust orts 3-16ths
in. Piston valves in small sizescannot be madeabso utely steam
tight, and therefore, if ﬁtted with the same, your engine will be
lessof a quadrupleexpansionenginethan you may think on seeing
it at work. if your main idea is to produce a scale model which
at the same time will work, then proceedwith designs for piston
valves for both the n.-P. and ﬁrst IL-P. cylinders, and study cut
ward appearanceﬁrst and good small-powersteam engine design
next
Dynamo
[13.2581 Trouble
with Model
Brushes.
C. T. W. (London) writes: Thanks for your previous advice.
which helped me to get the below-mentioneddynamo to work.
although not yet satisfactorily. I have a 6~volt5-amp. Monet.
ENGINEER dynamo. It has eight-slotted drum armature and
eight'scction commutator, and is of Simplex undertype. All
works well excel with regard to brushes, which aPe r-roth-in.
copper strip, wi
a slit halfway up the lrngth; they were su plied with castings, etc., and are ﬁxed (1'42,there is no brusli
rocker). Now I can only get a current when I pressthem against
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if this is not forthcoming, the work
considerableexperience,and,
”
can be " put out to be done. (3) l-in. or i3-i6ths in. by 1} ins.
Yes, there are two patterns available—valvesbetween,and valves
on top. The former is that used on the " Caledonian" model.
Try our advertisers who advertise model locomotive castings.
(4) You must choosefor yourself. Both must be well made, but
Joy's is, perhaps, the less difﬁcult. See issues of February 13th
and July 30th (1908)for cylinder and Joy’s valve gear. (5) You
can get pin. and 4i-in. wheelcastings,we know. Use the 4} ins.,
and turn down the tyres to 4} ins.,if possible. (6) It should pull
the owner easily, but, of course, a l-in. scale locomotive is not
really a suitable model for passengerhauling. if you require
a good track model, then 3l-in. gauge,rr-roths-in. scale,is amply
large enough.
[2.311] Model Multiple-expansion Marine
Engine.
C. M. P. (Dumbarton) writes: I am going to build a moch quad
ruple-expansion engine. Will these cylinder sizes do? L.-P.,
:1 ins._; n.r.’s, 1} ins. and 1} ins.; n.-r., r in. by xl-in. stroke?
\Vhat size piston valves would I need for the i-in. by rl-in. cylin'
ders, the other two c linders having slide-valves? l propose
sup lying the engine rom a water-tube boiler at between 150
an 200 lbs. pressure.
it is difﬁcult to say deﬁnitely (without going into the designof
the engine yery fully) what would be the best proportions for
the respective cylinders. In full gear the total expansionspro
vrdedis as i to 5 or r to 6, which meansthat at only 150to 200lbs.
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the commutator, which so doing causes them to act as a
powerful brake, and the machine slows up (being driven by a
water motor). The. lamp then only gives about half its proper
candle-power(voltage is about 2-2} then). Could you fell mcb—
(1) How to get over this difﬁcult .' (2) What material is best
for brushes? (3) \Vhether it woud make very much difference
to ﬁt a brush-rocker? (Dynamo is driven at about 3,000r.p.m.)
(4) is this speed correct? Would a gas engine cylinder (bore
1} ins., stroke 2} ins.) develop i h.-p. to drive 3o-watt dynamo,
as in other que .
(i) We think your whole troublevis due to the kind of brushes
you are using and the manner of their ﬁxing. The brushes are
much too stiff. And as there will be very little spring in them,
it will be a difﬁcult matter to ﬁx them so as to bear properly upon
the commutator. A very slight slipping of the brush will mean
its failing to makecontact. This is probablyoccurring and causing
your trouble. The brush is not making contact, and when you
pressdown on the stiff brush you bear too heavily upon the com
mutator and slow up the machine. (2) We recommendthat you
build up a brush for yourself. Get some copper wire as ﬁne as
possible,cut to lengthof brush,and soldertogetherinto therequin d
shape. A brushmadethus would be found to give you the requisite
springiness,providing excellentcontact combinedwith light touch
upon the commutator. Or brushes 0f stencil c0
might be
made to serve your purpose. (3) You should be able to get the
desired touch on the commutator without a brush-rocker. The
chief advantage of a brush-rocker is that it greatly facilitates
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of least sparking. If you
the moving of the brush to the point
"
want to ﬁt one, seeour handbook, Small Dynamos and Motors,"
Chapter VI, in which you will ﬁnd a designfor just such a machine
as yours ﬁtted with rocker. (4) You should get decent results
at this speed, but you must experiment to ﬁnd out just what
number of revolutionswill give you the bestresults. ReGas Engine.
—-Yes, such an enginecould be madeto give i h.-p. if well designed,
mark your
well made, and accurately adjusted. Nora—You
“
, addressedenvelope. Can
query Urgent,” yet omit a stain
the
it be a very urgent matter which or-snot warrant
outlay of
one penny? You would have had no cause for complaint had
basket,
as
your query found a resting-placein our waste-paper
some occasionally do.
J- W.
Off and Making Hexagons.
[23.150]
Marking, ill you pleaseinform me the most accurate
(Aldershot) writes:
hexagon?
I do
male
and
female
up
a
and
ﬁle
to
line
out
way
not know the formula for ﬁnding the width across corners.
Describea circle having a diameterequal to the distancerequired
across the corners of tho hexagon. With lelOI‘i'S, mark it off
in six equal parts. join the points. and you have the required

/\
\/

B

23/50

hexagon A.
Make a templategauge'of sheet metal to the lines
of your drawing, as B, the inside and outside edges being made
parallel. File the inside of the gauge ﬁrst, and then ﬁle the
outside parallel to it, using a pair of callipers to test the parallelism
of the edges. Apply this gauge to your work, and you can ﬁle up
the surfaces of the hexagonto ﬁt together. The distance across
the corners of any hexagonis alwaystwice thewidth of one of the
flats.
[23.2931 Chemical Rectifiers. E- P- (Coventrvl writes:
May I ask you in which numbers of Tm; Moor-:i.ENGINEER the
aluminium rectiﬁer has been described? Or has a book been
published by your paper upon aluminium rectiﬁcationof alternat
in current to direct current for chargingaccumulators?
chapter
i“: havenot publisheda Handbook on rectiﬁers,thougha
"
is devoted to the subject in our Handbook, Alternating Cur
rents" (7d. post free), in which just “the principles of action are
A Chemical Rectiﬁer for
explained. But see the article on
for September 27th, 1906.
Alternating Current," in our issue
"
We have also published a few Practical Letters" and Query
Replies on the subject.

The News of the Trade.
[The Editor will be phasedto receive[or reviewunder this heading
sample:and particulars 0/ newtools, apparatus, and matcrtat:
for amateuruse. It must be understoodthat theseraiews on
free expression:0] Editorial opinion, no payment0/ any kind
being rcqutrrd or accepted. The Editor reservesthe right to
criticise or commendaccordingto the merits 0/ tin goodssub
mitted,or to abstain lrorn insertinga reviewin any casewhen
thegoodsare not 0/ suﬁ'ictent
fntcrcstto his readers.)
Reviews distinguishedby an asterisk have beenbasedon actual
Editorial Inspection0/ thegoodsnoticed.
“
New
Tantalum ” Focusslng Lamp.
It has often been remarked that the end-on candle~powerof
the new metallic ﬁlament lamps is decidedly weak. whilst a good
horizontal candle-power is always maintained. Messrs. Siemens
Brothers, Tyssen Street, Dalston, London, N.E., who are the
“
"
makers of the Tantalum metal ﬁlament lamps are now placing
the market a new type of lam , which will be known as the
"upon
"
Tantalum Focussing Lamp, whic has an entirely new arrange
ment of ﬁlament, by which a maximum end-on candle-poweris
obtained. The spideron which theﬁlamentis woundis constructed
in a conical shape, the cone pointing downwards. The special
feature of this lamp is that it distributes the light very evenly,
except towards the cap of the lamp, where the light is not required.
These lamps are now being supplied for TOO-I30-V0lt circuit in
2; c.-p. sizes in spherical bulbs measuringapproximately 75 mm.
diameter. They are cspeciall suited for placeswhereit is desired
to obtain a strong and evenlight without theaid of specialreﬂectors,
and should prove useful for stage lighting, ceiling lightin , and
decorativepurposes. They are listed at the price of 3s. eac , and
are of the sameefﬁciencyand
durability as the ordinary standard
"
type of “ Tantalum lamps. In every particular the new lamps

'
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are rrccisely similar to the present “ Tantalum " lamps, which
ossesssuch an excellent reputation, the only difference being
in the arrangementof the ﬁlament.
The “ Alvaston" Aeronautical Motor.
In this engine, which is manufacturedby the Alvaston Motor
Company, Derby, there is simplicity and strength combinedwith
scientiﬁcreductionof weight to the lowest possiblelimit. Readers
who visited the recentAero Exhibition would have an opportunity
of inspecting this ﬁrm's productions, whilst those who did not
may be interested to know of some of the chief features of the
design. The two cylinders are opposed, and the motor can be
arrangedto run in either direction. An entire absenceof vibration
is claimed; therearea minimum numberof parts ; positivelubrica
tion: interchangeablevalves, all mechanicallyoperated; adjust
able valve mcchanism of exceptional strength; no explosion
joints, water joints, or packingsin its entire construction. Further,
there are no explosion stresses (tensile) on cylinders and crank
case, permitting a great reduction of material, coupled with an
ample safety factor. Chrome Vanadium Steel forgings are em
ployed whereverstrain is imposed; balancedcrankshaftof tubular
construction, machined from a single Vanadium steel forging;
auxiliary exhausting and scavenging; ample bearing surfaces of
phosphor-bronze; cylinders uniformly water-cooled; gear
driven Simms magneto, variable ignition; handle starting (op
tional). A specialillustrated list will be sentto any readermaking
application to the.addressgiven above.
Battery Lam s.
orks, Ltd., Tysse'i Street,
Messrs. Siemens Bros. Dynamo
Dalston, London, N.E., will shortly be placing a range of “ One
" battery lamps on the market. These lamps, which will be
watt
obtainable for voltages of 2 volts upwards. will have ﬁlaments
of drawn tungsten,and an cﬁiciency, the makersclaim, of I Watt
per candle-power.
Gas Engines.
Mr. H. G. Kingston, of Tokenhousc Yard, High Street, Putney,
S.W., is now building gas enginesup to i h.-p. We understand
that all his engines are ﬁtted with mechanically-operatedinlet
valves; the side or cam shafts are driven by screw gears, and
governors are ﬁtted (operating on the gas valve) without extra
charge when so desired. Mr. Kingston often has one or two
second-hand engines on hand to be disposed of at favourable
prices, due to his having replaced these with enginesof greater
power. Prices and particulars will be willingly sent upon receipt
of inquiry stating what is wanted.
Apparatus and Accessories.
Photographic
The Photographic Supply Co., Shepherd'sLane, Leeds, recently
issuedan illustrated price list of photographicapparatus,including
a great variety of camera ﬁttings, etc. The latest improvements
in their double-dark slides have made these goodsof still greater
value than hitherto. Repairs to all kinds of photographic gear
are also undertaken by this ﬁrm. who promise the best work
manship togetherwith the most reasonablecharges.
Model Aeroplane Materials and Accessories.
Practically everything required for building model aeroplanes
will be found in the new list to hand recently from Mr. A. Mel
combe,of CastleRoad, Bedford. Readersin the vicinity of Bedford
would do well to consult Mr. Melcombe with reference to any
goods of this description they may require. The list will be sent
on receipt of one penny stamp to cover cost of postage.
Air Compressor Governors.
A new, and what is claimed to be a reliable, method for auto
matically governing electrically driven air compressors,is the
subject of a leaﬂet to hand from Mr. A. Campbell Adams.
A.M.I.E.E., 52, St. Enoch Square, Glasgow. The device is such
that it will automatically maintain a pressure in the receiver
betweenany predeterminedlimits, without stopping thecompressor
or absorng energy when supplying a minimum volume to the
receiver. The advantages of the device are stated to be that
there is a proportionate volume given to energy consumed; at
smaller compressorand receiver may be used; simple, compact,
and accurate mechanical operation is obtained. The device is
convertible to hand-operated when necessary. Enquiries will
be givenevery attention,and the fullest particularssent on applica
tion to those to whom the device would be of use.
Wireless Apparatus.
To our many readerswho are practically interestedin wireless
telegraphywe can introduce the little booklet which has recently
been issued by the British Wireless Communication Company,
of Stanford, Rugby, with a knowledge that its contents will be
read with zeal. Although this ﬁrm can supply every require
ment for largestations,and thoseengagedin wirelessprofessionally,
it also caters for the amateur, as will be seen on reference to
pages5 and 6, on which particular referenceis made to the wishes
and needsof those practising wireless in an experimentalway.

Bassett-Lowke. Ltd.

We are asked to notify our readersthat the well~knownbusiness
of Messrs. W. J. Bassett-Lowke & Co., of London and North
ampton, has beenconvertedinto a private limited company under
the style of Bassett-Lowke, Limited. The capital is [20,000, in
it shares,and the ﬁrst directors are Mr. 1. G. Sears (chairman),
Mr. H. F. R. Franklin and Mr. W. ]. Bassett-Lowke (managing
director).
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The Editor’s Page.
E

very much regret to have to record the
death of Mr. A. G. Thornton, the founder
and managing director of the business of
Mr.
Messrs. A. G. Thornton, Ltd., of Manchester.
Thornton had many friends in engineering circles,
and the productions of his ﬁrm are known pro
bably all Over the world. He passed away on
the 22nd of last month at St. Anne's-on-Sea, after
The
a prolonged illness extending over two years.
business will be carried on as usual by the remain
ing directors.
O

0

We are asked to inform our readers that an
and
important exhibition of model aeroplanes
flying machine accessories is to be held towards
the end of May under the auspices of the Birming
ham Aero Club. The exhibition will include light
motors of all kinds, and probably one or two full
It is to be held at the Botanical
sized machines.
Gardens, Birmingham, and a number of prizes
If any of our
will be offered for competition.
would like to exhibit their models, or
readers
desire further information, they are asked to com
municate with Mr. F. A. Thompson, r12, Lady
wood Road, Birmingham.
t
O
Q
The Sixth Biennial Model-Making Competition,
organised by the London Society of Model En
gineers, is to be held at the Caxton Hall, West
Gold, silver,
minster, on Thursday, May 26th.
and bronze medals, and other prizes, are oﬂered
for competition, and it is anticipated that an
The com
excellent show of work will be made.
petition is limited to those who have been members
of the Society for, at least, three months prior
to the closing date for entries, which is May 9th.
The prize list includes a special offer of £2 25.
from the Editor of THE MODEL ENGINEER for
the model showing the greatest originality.

Answers

1910.

A. S. (Port Talbot).—You might try The Crypto
Electrical Company, Bermondsey, London, S.E.
A three-phase motor design is contained in our
“
issue of January 1st, 1903.
Induction
See also
Motors and How They “’ork,“ in issues of
December 17th, 24th, and gist, 1908.
D. B. S. (Dumbarton).——By
the time you see this,
you will have noticed the continuation of the
article referred to. Second instalment appears in
our issue of March 3ist.
CAMizLFoRn.—We have received a private adver
tisement from this town, but no name or address
is given. We shall be glad to hear from the sender,
so that we may insert the advertisement in proper
form.
Li-zsur. (Fulham).—Yes;
you can bring your own
castings and fit them up in our workshop. Even»
ing lessons can be arranged. Call and see us.
J. B. (Lee).—We can test your electric motor for
you, or you can do it yourself under supervision
of our instructor.
We do not execute repairs,
but can tell you what is required.
F. K. (Wimbledon).—“ The Beginner's Guide to the
Lathe," post free 7d. from our ofﬁce, will give
you just the information you require.

Notices.
The Editor invites corrcs ndencc and original contributions on
all amateur mechanical an electrical subjects. Matter intended
for publication should be clearly written on one side of the paper
only, and should invariably bear the sender'snameand address. It
should be distinctly stated, when sending contributions, whether
remuneration is expectedor not, and all MSS. should be accern»
panicd by a stampedaddressrxienvelopefor return in the event at
rejection. Readers desiring to see the Editor personally can only
do so by making an appointmentin advance.
This journal will be sent post free to any addressfor 135. per
annum, payable in advance. Remittances should be made by
Postal Order.
Advertisementratesmay be had on applicationto the Advertise
ment Manager.
How ro Annnzss Lnrns.
All correspondencerelating to the literary portion of the paper.
and all newapparatusand price lists, die, for review,to be addrest
"
to Tm: Barron,
The Moch Engineer,“ 26-29, Poppin's Court,
Fleet Street, London, EC.
All correspondencerelating to advertkementsand dc osits to be
addressedto Tn: Anvenrissnzs'r MANAGER," The ode] Engi
neer," 26—29,Poppin's Court, Fleet Street, London, E.C.
All subscriptions and correspondencerelating to sales of the
paper ann books to be addressedto Percival Marshall 6: Co.
2529, Poppin's Court, Fleet Street. London, E.C.
Sole Agents for United States, Canada, and Mexico: Spcn and
Chamberlain, 123, Liberty Stru-t, New York, U.SA., to whom
all subscriptionsfrom thesecountriesshouldbe addressed.

Contents.

to Correspondents.

We
P. B. (Ilford).—Thank
you for your letter.
shall be interested to hear how- your scheme

‘The asterisk (') denoles that the subject is illustrated.‘

A Balanced High-Speed

progresses.

W. V. G. (Hove).-—We have a book in actual pre
As the
paration on the subject you mention.
author is abroad, however, it will be some few
months before it is ready for publication.
H. WARD (Chiswick).—Thank
you for your letter
We are pleased to note the
and photograph.
success of your ﬁrst attempt, but regret that
pressure on our space prevents our inserting.
“

“
article
Simple Lathes
(Millhouse).-—See
in our issue of April 1st, 1909; also article,
" Another Home-Made Lathe," in issue of
August 5th last.

R. L.
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Some Useful Lath e Attachments.
(Continued from

ITH

regard to the slide-rest and its attach
ments, a good dodge for preventing the

tool moving out of position when the
was
clamping nut of the toolpost is slackened,
next described by Mr. Riddle.
This consisted
of a brass plate r‘roth in. thick, screwed to the
underside of the toolpost (see Fig. 13), which was

-,_,r.

Page 343.)
drel with teeth that will divide up into the required
number. Of course, the cross traverse of the saddle
must not be altered when withdrawing the drill
after each hole is made.
A neat milling spindle to be held in the tool‘
post of the slide-rest was next handed round, the
construction of which is shown in Fig. 15, the pulley

.v.

FIG. 18.-—OVERHEAD

GEAR ATTACHMENT.

sufficient to keep the tool from shifting when
He also described an
the toolpost was turned.
improvised drilling spindle, which had been used
An ordinary polishing head was
with success.
obtained, and the ornamental part in the middle
of the standard cut away to allow of it being bolted
With this arrange
to the slide-rest, as in Fig. 14.
ment holes in cylinder ﬂanges, covers, etc., can
easily be drilled, by using a gear wheel on the man

By MR. H. A. Sr.

GEORGE.

being made of box or other hard wood.
A
cutter is shown in position in the spindle for milling
the teeth of a gear wheel.
The subject of overhead gear being touched upon ,
Mr. Welsman proceeded to sketch on the black
board a gear he made some years ago, and which
worked very satisfactorily, the chief members con
sisting of a length of iI-in. gas barrel (which was
picked up on some waste land) and a. r-in. square
wheels

The Model Engineer and Bloetrlclln.

Fig. 16 shows the general arrangement
iron bar.
clearly, and the details of the various ﬁttings.
The chief advantage of this arrangement was, he
said, that the driving cord was always in tension,
and that no jockey pulleys were required.
Mr. Blankenburg next described a simple over
head he had ﬁtted in his workshop, the power for

pu/leys
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The gear is
the driving pulleys being 17 ins. long.
arranged to be either attached to the ceiling or to
A neat oiling
the wall at the back of the lathe.
attachment, to be ﬁxed to the slide-rest, also made
by Mr. St. George, is shown in Fig. 20, the arm
carrying the oil-container being clamped to the
vertical supporting spindle, in a similar manner
to the needle of a scribing block.
Referring to the treadle arrangment of his lathe,
Mr. Riddle explained that, as supplied by the
makers, it was much too heavy, and retarded the
working of the lathe. He then described a. simple
and light treadle (Fig. 21), which was made and
ﬁtted in position, making the treadling much easier.
Mr. Ferreira had, he said, the same trouble with
his treadle, and for a remedy he obtained a strong
spring and attached one end to the under side of the
lathe~bed, and the other to the treadle, so as to
This
just about balance the weight of the latter.
method was also found to work very satisfactorily.
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Weiq/r/L

Fro. 16.

A hinged
which was supplied by a gas engine.
bracket carrying the spindle and pulley wheels was
to the ceiling of the workshop imme
screwed
diately over the lathe, as depicted in Fig. 17, the
tension being obtained by a cord and
necessary
pulley arrangement. At the end of the cord a
ring is provided, and three or tour pegs are arranged

FIG. 2!.
The meeting was brought to a close by a hearty
of thanks being accorded to all the members
who took part in what proved to be a verv' in_
teresting and instructive discussion.
vote

Motor Cycle Notes.
By

,1

Bane-)9

motor

bicycles, and my invariable

after being subjected to the conversion process,
and have not been enamoured of the result, neither
think that the owners,
do
they will admit the
truth, are particularly
satisﬁed
or enthusiastic
about it.
On paper the proposal appears to have reat possi
“
bilities.
The rigidly constructed framegof
full
“
roadster pedal machine has a strength far and away
in excess of what
ever required of it for manual
propulsion, and the owner sees no reason why
the wheels and other parts should not be suitable
for continued service under the new conditions.
low horse-power engine can surely be easily
ﬁtted and the pedalling gear retained so that he
may be able to assist the engine on severe u
belt rim will have to be ﬁtted on the
grades.
a

is

A

;

on a board at varying distances from the pulley,
He also described and
as indicated in the sketch.
handed round a neatly ﬁnished milling attachment
for the slide-rest, which be constructed from his
own patterns.
A very compact and well-made overhead gear,
constructed by another member, Mr. H. A. St.
illustrated in Fig. 18 while Fig. 19 shows
George,
Although the sketches
the details of construction.
are not to scale, a good idea of the general dimen
sions can be got from Fig. 18,1the spindle carrying

rule in

such cases is to advise my consultants to abandon
the idea.
have seen one or two machines

I

FIG. 17.

is

into

if

/:;4M/

ll]

mi

I

bed/‘4’;

Pnozmx."

am not infrequently consulted by readers as
to the possibility of ﬁtting up pedal bicycles with
engines, petrol tanks, etc., and so converting them

A

La/‘lre

,,

“

Pedal Cycles into Motor Cycles.
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Converting
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rear wheel, a petrol tank clipped to the upper part
of the frame, and number plates at front and rear—
and there we have it; a motor bicycle at half the
price it would cost to buy one of recognised make.
It certainly sounds feasible enough, and can, of
course, be done without incurring any very great
difficulty so far as the mechanical aspect of the
matter is concerned; but when we turn to the
ﬁnancial aspect and also that of expediency, I
fancy we shall take rather a different view.

Some Outstanding Objections re the above.
In going on to point out what has to be con

when the conversion of a pedal into a
motor bicycle is desired, I must not be taken
to mean that all the objections I raise may not be
\Vhat I wish to establish is that to
overcome.
my mind the game is not worth the candle, and
that the man who wants to become possessed of a
motor bicycle had far better take the bull by the
horns and purchase one outright, even though it is
I do not believe that
a second- or third-hand one.
the strongest ordinary bicycle frame is adapted to
withstand the particular strain and vibration of a
motor, even though the latter be a low horse
power one, such as 1% or 2 h.-p., unless it be heavily
At all events, it cannot
reinforced at the joints.
be relied upon to stand up to the new and un
accustomed conditions, foreign as they are to the
purpose for which it was designed, for very long,
and the time will come sooner or later when it will
be subjected to some shock which will set up just
that bit too much for its stability, and then there
If reinforced throughout, the
may be a collapse.
frame will have to come to pieces, and by the time the
brazing and reassembling operations are completed
the cost will approximate at least to that of
motor cycle
one specially constructed to meet
Then, it is futile, in my opinion, to
conditions.
attempt to make the rear wheel do by simply
It ought to have larger
attaching a belt rim to it.
gauge spokes, a rim capable of taking a 2-in. tyre,
A new wheel, in other words,
and a stronger axle.
The higher speeds at which
becomes necessary.
the machine will run, and the extra vibration and
other road shocks, would soon weaken the old wheel
and render it unsuitable for further use; and, for
the same reason, spring forks of the girder type
ought certainly to be ﬁtted for the front wheel to run
in. To obtain a low riding position a bent saddle pillar
will be necessary, and longer and stouter handle
The petrol
bars will follow as a matter of course.
and oil tanks and carburettor attachments need
create no particular difﬁculties, but the magneto
done
and its driving gear may, and when all is
the owner will have spent more than would have
second-hand light
been needed to buy a good
weight motor cycle, and have something on his
hands of a nondescript nature—experimental,
almost certainly unsatisfactory, and practically
sidered

unsaleable.

Criticism of a Foreign Motor Cycle Belt.
I have had submitted to me by three readers

residing in different parts of the country, samples
of a well»known motor cycle belt of the rubber and
canvas variety, and made by a well»known ﬁrm of
foreign origin. The belts show signs of rapid
deterioration in places, while other portions have
the appearance of being almost new, and so con

and Electrician.
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ﬁrming the senders' contention that the belts have
The complaints are that the
had very little wear.
belts have gone to pieces before any sort of a fair
mileage has been covered, and in one of the cases
in the ﬁrst hundred miles or so. The outer cover
ing of rubber has peeled off in long patches, exposing
and injuring the canvas core and rendering the belt
unsuitable for further use. Trouble has been expe
" pulling through " at the
rienced
from the belts
fastener and, generally speaking, the behaviour has
been of the most unsatisfactory description.
I should not have given this matter any special
attention, but for the fact that the makers enjoy a
high reputation both for the belts and tyres they
manufacture, and it seems extraordinary that these
three of my readers should have met with such
poor results at about the same time with this par
I have ascertained that in
ticular make of belt.
neither case has the belt been run under improper
conditions.
I have also approached the makers
and have been favoured with their views on the
matter. They affirm that it is absolutely impossible
to verify statements made by riders about the belts
they use; that no guarantee whatever is given
with the belts, and that although under no obliga
tion to do so, they made an offer to replace them.
My reader-correspondents, on the other hand, say
that the makers attributed the unsatisfactory be
haviour of the belts to the fact that they had been
kept in stock for some time, and that the oﬂers
made were, in view of the very short mileage
compared to what is considered the average, very
There we must leave
unfavourable to the users.
it, but I might add that personally I always use
British-made belts, and I have generally experi
enced satisfactory service
from them as well as
the greatest courtesy and fairness on the part of
the makers.

A Few Further

Hints for the Road.
Judging from queries I receive at various times,
in difﬁ
some of my readers often ﬁnd themselves
culties on the road for reasons which in reality
need cause nothing but quite a momentary incon
venience; and there are also others who have
confessed to being stranded in positions from which
they might, with a little more intuition, have very
A punctured car
soon extricated themselves.
burettor float is not an insuperable difﬁculty.
A.
very good substitute may be produced from cork,
which, doubtless, one would be able to procure
along the road, even though no opportunity pre
sentel itself for having the ﬂoat repaired which
in most cases would occur. When the oil pump
developes a tendency to throw oil all over the out
side of the engine instead of the inside, the liquid
through the air vent at the top end of
escaping
the barrel, and new leathers are unprocurable, it
will probably be found that by tightly winding a
piece of string between the leather cups the latter
will expand and be caused to temporarily ﬁt the
the placing of a leather
glass barrel; or sometimes
or cardboard disc between the cups will do for a.
time.
Had the reader who pushed his twin
cylinder machine two miles because of having no
the
matches, and being therefore unable to light
lamp thought of it, he might have obtained a light
by exposing one of the sparking plugs and running
the engine on the stand, when, with a. piece of paper,
he could have obtained from the plug paints a
ﬂame by which to light the lamp.
A slipping belt
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will sometimes

behave better if run in the opposite
direction, other remedies being unavailable, while
if the petrol has run very low and a mile or so must
be coveerd, absolutely the last drop may be used
up by pushing the machine up a bank or otherwise
elevating the front portion so that the spirit will
ﬂow rearwards towards the carburettor.
Take
the cap oﬂ the tank at the same time.

A

New Two-speed Hub for Motor

355

is

and when this clutch
in action the hub
driven solid like an ordinary hub, on the bearings
of the sleeve.
To bring the low gear into action
the gear box
held by the handbrake, then the
primary sun wheel (ioa) drives the large planet
and the small planet drives the secondary (X!)
which drives the hub. This gives a reduction in
The free-wheel screwed into
gear of 55 per cent.
on the sleeve allows the engine to be pedalled when
in the free engine and the pedals can be used in
both gears.
gear,

is

is

21, 1910.

Cycles

have reached
Enquiries
me for my opinion
respecting the new two-speed hub gear for motor
cycles introduced by Messrs. Lake 8: Elliott, of
Braintree.
I have not yet had an opportunity of
examining either the construction or the working
of the gear, so am unable to give anything in the
nature of a deﬁnite personal opinion;
but I am
enabled, by the makers' courtesy, to place before
my readers a. brief illustrated reference to it, from
which they will be able to judge in some measure
of its possibilities for themselves.
The hub is an
improvement on that known as Powell's gear, and
is absolutely standardised in all its details. The
complete arrangement weighs 20 lbs., and is,
therefore, probably the lightest two-speed
hub
on the market.
The gears are always in mesh,
and friction clutches are used for both speeds.
I
need not, I think, enter into any detailed explana
tion of the gear as the sectional reproduction shows

Replies in Brief.
A. S. H. (Stepney).—Such

machine as you
may be obtained second-hand for from
£25 to£35, according to make, age, and condition.
S. G. R. (Balham).—-Take the inlet valve out
and completely rid it of carbon deposit, stem in
cluded. It will then work freely again.
a

April
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Model Aeroplane Notes.
By " AEROPHXLE."
A Simple Model Monoplane.
is

it

not improbable that several of my readers
As
contemplating the building of a small model
am going to devote
aeroplane as a maiden effort,
a little space to the design and con
struction of a simple little ﬂier, which
so easily made and such a success
ful machine that it may tempt some
of the more ambitious model aviators
to give it a trial.
There is one point
a
about this little machine which
strong recommendation — that is, it
almost unbreakable, and, with a
little patching up, will last a tre
mendously long time—compared with
A friend
the life of most ﬂying models.
of mine has had one of these little
machines for nearly three years, and
when acquaintances ask him to make
one of his models
ﬂy, this is the
machine that he always uses, because
it always does ﬂy.
Another point,
.
that by means of
too, in its favour
'
the special manner in which the wings
.
are made, the angle of incidence and
the warping of the planes, when neces
In a
sary, can easily be adjusted.
small model this is a very great advan
tage, as these little ﬂiers are extremely
sensitive, and sometimes, for want of
some triﬂing alteration, can scarcely
be made to ﬂy at all.
a plan view of the complete
Fig.
machine, the arrangement of which, in
Masses. LAKE
ELLIOTT
TWO-SPEED Hus FOR Moron BICYCLES.
thelight of the subsequent detail draw_
think, sufﬁciently obvious
ings, is,
in all clearness how
constructed.
without the aid of a front or side elevation, except
may,
mounted on
as regards the vertical rudder at the tail, which is
however, state brieﬂy thatjhe hub
a solid axle which braces the frame and prevents
shown in detail later on.
the fork ends and bearings from twisting.
The
Starting with the framework, or, shall we say,
drive is taken by
This
a plain stick of ash or white
fusellage.
keyed shaft on to the high gear
It should be
and through the cogs on the low. The gear is
wood 3-16ths in. or
in. square.
The expanding
operated entirely by one pedal.
planed down so as to taper towards the tail end,
bronze clutch (21) mounted on the solid keys of
the last
or
ins. being quite light in section.
the sleeve drives the hub shell (18) for the high
The frame
15 ins long.
i

is

is

is

is

I
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is

is
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The Planes.

These are 15 ins. long by 2} ins. wide, and are
set at a dihedral angle to resist the torque of the
single propeller, which is used for the sake of sim
Steel
piano wire, easily procurable at
plicity.
any piano shop, if you can satisfy the tradesman
that you don't want to string your own piano,
is used for the spars or longitudinal members,
and the ribs of the plane, which are made as shown
in Fig. 2, which illustrates the plane with one
The front edge, the end rib, and
half covered.
the rear edge are all the same piece of wire, bent
to the form shown, the four other ribs being care
fully cut to the same length and bent all to the

I

The attachment of the plate
a ring of elastic.
to the wire is clearly indicated in Fig. 3. the strip
in position,
being just bent over and soldered

I

I

FIG. 3.
taking care to give the plane a suitable angle of
incidence—say z in 8, or r in 10. The framework
in Fig. 1 is represented by dotted lines.
When the building-up is ﬁnished, the plane
with the lightest paper
framework is covered
procurable, in exactly the same way as the built-up
in these Notes
planes I have recently described
with fabric. The paper should be
are covered
stretched from end to end, not from side to side,
and will thus retain its proper curvature all along.
Fig. 2 will show that the paper stretches behind
This
the rear spar 'of the wings for about g in.
portion is double thickness, being stuck together
with gum, and forms a. ﬂexible trailing edge.

The Tall and Fin.

Fig. 4 shows how the framework of the tail
and the ﬁn is made all in one piece, being also
attached to a thin slipper, which allows it to be
attached and detached from the frame
easily
It will
in a similar manner to the main plane.
be seen that this model is an extremely portable
The
one, as it comes so completely to pieces.
The
tail is quite ﬂat and of the non-lifting type

Fin.

1.

curve, which can be gauged from Fig. 2
Each rib terminates in an elbow, for attachment
to the spar.
The ribs are then soldered into position, using
The joints should
as little solder as possible.
afterwards be wound round and bound with
very thin brass or copper wire. which can be made
practically solid by a light touch with the soldering
I counsel all who attempt this model not
iron.
to leave out the binding, as the solder by itself
the shocks it
is hardly strong enough to stand
is bound to meet with.

same

FIG. 4.
rudder can be bent to the desired extent for steering
The tail is 4 ins. by if ins., and the
purposes.
vertical rudder 1} ins. by 1} ins., both being
covered in the same way as the wings, with double
forming the trailing
edge
paper, the gummed
edge.

The Motor.
A single skein of rubber, consisting
strands of r-roth square-section elastic,
For the purpose of providing the wings an easy
method of attachment to the main frame, and
also to allow it to be adjusted when attached,
the front spar is formed as shown in Fig. 2. To
that portion of it which looks like a miniature
cranktlirow is attached a small plate of thin brass
and steel, the edges of which are turned down
so as to form a sort of box-piece to slide along
the frame, the whole being secured thereto with

of two
is used
is of a

to drive the 5-in. propeller. The latter
simple, not to say crude, type; but can be elaborated
if desired.
It consists of a circular wooden boss,
into which are stuck oblique blades of sheet cellu
The mode
loid, thin aluminium, or thin wood.
of construction is shown in Fig. 5, which also
illustrates the simple form of bearing whichlis
used.
The hook for the dead-end of the elastic
is made by lashing a bent bit of steel wire, similar
to that used for the wing, ribs, etc., to the main
frame some 3 ins. or so from the tail-end.
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One of these little machines can easily be made
in a couple of hours, provided, of course, that
the requisite materials are to hand. They ﬂy

can be obtained from Spencer's address
as
above, comparatively cheap, in small quantities.
W. J. STARTIN;
Thanks for letter and sam—
ple bearing. For a r~in. scale model “ Antoi
"
nette
monoplanc a single 9-in. propeller is not
sufﬁcient. Use one 1 ft. diameter, r-ft. pitch.
Eighteen strands of r-roth rubber, 24 ins. long,
ought to give you 300 turns easily.
The thrust
bearing is excellent, but it might be lightened a
little, and a thin steel washer between the bearing
surfaces would, in my opinion, improve it.
H. SHERWOOD: The frame members may be
made of bamboo, but a better plan would be to
ﬁx a stud of soft cane to each side member.
gen

Centreing

Jig

for-“Rods.

By D. GUILIANO.
recently to centre a number of silver
steel rods, I hit upon the following idea of
drilling the holes straight away without the
trouble of centre-punching them. Any odd piece of
iron sufﬁciently long to be gripped in the toolholder
of the slide-rest should be procured. As the rods were
1 in. a piece of material Qx}><4 ins. was used,
as shown at A, Figs. 1 and 2.
This was drilled
clean through
in. and afterwards opened out to
as
at
C
and
in.,
D, for half its depth. Clear out
}
any chips that may be left from the drills. The
rods to be centred should now be chucked, a little
oil put on the end to prevent seizing in the hole.
The slide-rest should now be moved along the
lathe bed so that the rod B enters the hole C, the

I

particularly well, and, as I said before, are well
The whole thing should not
nigh unbreakable.
weigh more than an ounce—in fact, it can easily
be made less.
Flights of 100—200 ft. should be
easily obtained, as I know of little machines of
this type which have more than once achieved
distances of over 100 yds.
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Answers to Correspondents.

T. THIRLWALL : For the quadruple-geared elastic
motor for your 4-ft. 8-in. monoplane you will
require four strands of l-in. elastic to each skein.
The propeller should be 15 ins. in diameter, 1 ft.
6-in. pitch. Make it yourself if possible,
as it
is an interesting and by no means diﬁicult job.
“
Model Flying Machines,"
See W. G. Aston‘s
rs. 2d. post free from these ofﬁces.
Don't use alu~
minium for propeller blades—it buckles and gives
endless trouble.
Roar MARTIN: The dimensions given appear
all right.
The machine should not weigh more
than 10 025. If you ﬁx the front planes of your
\Vright-type biplane, you will have to use a. tail
in the manner of
elevator for vertical steering,
This should be equal in size
the Curtiss machine.
to one of the front planes. and should be ﬁxed
The vertical rudder
on an outrigger arrangement.
Make it 6 ins.
should be as light as possible.
high and 4 ins. wide.
A. V. HUGHES: Thanks for interesting letter. \
The size of the balloon
LESLlE J. RICHARDS:
you project depends upon what weight it has to
carry besides the weight of the anchoring string;
8 ft. to ro ft. long and 2 ft. in diameter would be
a suitable size.
Hydrogen lifts twice as much as
coal gas, viz., 60 lbs. per 1,000 cub. ft. Spencer
and Sons, 56A, Highbury Grove, N., will quote
you for the envelope and for compressed hydrogen.
Coux BRoorrs: Balloons 1 ft. diameter ﬁlled
with hydrogen will lift r-2oth 02. minus their
own weight. For the preparation of hydrogen
see any school text-book of inorganic chemistry.
Don't prepare it without help, unless you have
hydro
Compressed
done_t.he experiment before.

\
>§<
E

F/q./.

D

®

rod, of course, being revolved at the same time.
The centreing drill should now be run through the
The job can be done
hole D by the back centre.
quicker than you can read the description and
quite pays for the trouble if only two or three are
As I wanted an eyehole l-in. from
to be done.
the end of each rod, I used the same jig. The
slide—rest was swung round 90 degs. and the eye
hole guide E drilled. This part pleased me not a
little. as l have used much bad language when
Needless
to
trying to drill rods diametrically.
add, all the holes were drilled without removing
holes
the body A from the rest, thus ensuring all
being dead on the lathe centre line.
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A Design for a Small Work=

is

it

if

is

is

it

I

it

is

is

(I

it

(if

is

is

therefore,
be of assistance
to those who are con
fronted with the problem of providing themselves
with a small outdoor workshop.
shop.
The whole of the
constructed of wood, as being the
building
cheapest and easiest worked material which can be
By C. BLAZDELL.
The ﬁrst considera
employed for the purpose.
ANY model engineers ﬁnd that, in order to
tion with most amateurs will probably be the cost.
and after that the size of the proposed building.
conveniently carry on their work, they need
a small workshop.
Those who are for
The two items of size and cost are, of course, inti
tunate enough to be able to have a room in the
a small workshop
mately connected,
naturally
family mansion set apart specially for their use,
The
costing less for materials than a larger one.
will get on well enough;
not
cost, however, does
but. those who have to
increase
proportionately
work in
the
with the size—that is to
ordinary
living~rooms
have
many
say, a building double the
difﬁculties
to
contend
size will
not cost twice
with. The absence of a
as ‘much, but very con
well-found and properly
siderably more. Supposing
ﬁtted-up workshop, how
our shop
in the shape of
should not deter
ever,
a square box or cube, the
anyone who wishes
to
superﬁcial area of a cube
take up model engineer
_which, in this case,
ing as a hobby.
would correspond
with
Using
the kitchen table as a work
the amount of timber we
bench
and stowing the
should require for
the
lathe
you have one) in
walls, floor, and roof—
a corner of the scullery or
varies as the square of the
under the stairs, one can
length of its side, so that
on
get
very well;
by doubling all the dimen
merely a question of con
of
our proposed
sions
more especially
venience,
building we should require,
of the other members of
approximately, four times
the household than of the .
as much timber to con
model engineer
himself.
struct it; for a building
- For some
years the writer
three times the size in all
used a vice clamped to the
we
should
dimensions,
corner of the kitchen table.
need nine times as much,
Some of the ﬁlings used
and so on.
to get into the food at
con
Another point to
supper time
never used
sidered in the same con
to stop for supper), some
the heating of
nection
of the things were shaken
the shop when completed.
off the table by the vibra
As the greater part of the
"
tion, and the
horrid
model engineering would
"
MODEL ENGINEER'S \Vonxsnor.
A
scraping noise
set the
probably be done during
feminine teeth on edge;
the winter months, it is
but, on the whole, the work proceeded very well.
very necessary to have some means of cheaply and
rapidly warming up, as even the ardour of a model
There is, however, a great deal of time wasted
in packing up the tools after each night's work,
engineer would fail to keep him warm on a winter's
and unless everything is carefully collected
and
night, with the temperature outside much below
put away,
Some
very liable to be lost.
freezing
point. Taking the case of the cubical
of the difﬁculties may be avoided by making one's
contains
shop again, we ﬁnd the quantity of air
bedroom the workshop, but then,
——and which would require to be heated in order
you are enthu
siastic and keep going much after midnight, you are
to raise the temperature within it—will, by doubling
sure to disturb the slumbers of the rest of the house
the size of the building, be increased eight times,
hold in one way or another. While working under
and for a shop three times the size no less than
these conditions about
o'clock one morning,
Whatever means we adopt
twenty-seven times.
the writer received a visit from the nervous occu
'for heating, therefore,
the amount of fuel used
pant of a neighbouring bedroom, anxiously en
un'l its cost will be considerably more for even a
"
quiring as to what
that dreadful smell of burn
small increase in the size of the building, besides
"
ing
was, after an hour's eﬁort had been made
having to wait longer when warming up on a cold
“
"
in the
works
to raise steam in a small boiler
night before the shop assumes a reasonable tem
on a mixture of charcoal and candle-grease.
perature for working in.
The ultimate result of the many little troubles
From the foregoing considerations we see that
with which the model-maker meets in his work,
advisable to
for cheapness and convenience
coupled with the pressure of his friends, generally
keep the size of the proposed
shop down to the
decides him to migrate to the garden,
smallest limits which will accommodate the tools,
as being
the best place to carry on his labours with the
bench. etc., and allow suﬁicient room for working
maximum of comfort to himself and the minimum
As regards the shape of the building
about in.
of annoyance to the rest of the family.
the ordinary square black shed which is often em
The
accompanying drawings and description may,
ployed
very unsightly, and has been avoided
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least 3 ins. must be left between
in the prﬁent design, as, with only a little extra
the underside
of the ﬂoor and the ground.
trouble the workshop can be given a pleasing
In the writer’s case
the shop was built over the soft clay soil of a garden,
appearance externally, and be made more or less
and, after levelling the ground. stakes or piles of
of an ornament to the garden or ground in which
2-in. by 3-in. wood were driven in, in two rows
it stands. The shop about to be described is 6 ft.
of four in each row, so spaced that the bottom
long, 4 ft. wide, and 6 ft. to the eaves—the height
It contains a
member of the front frame would rest on one row,
to the ridge of the 1001' being 8 it.
Drummond
3§-in. lathe,
a bench
carrying vice,
machine
small
drilling
and
and grindstone,
shelves
and
racks, in
the
which
are stowed
usual collection of small
tools as used by model
together with
engineers,
“
raw mate
a supply of
The writer ﬁnds
rial.”
that a workshop of this
size is suﬁ‘icient to nicely
accommodate these tools,
etc., and allow the requi
site amount of freedom
in.
for working
Only
simple carpentry is needed
in the construction, no
in wood
special skill
working being necessary,
other than that possessed
by most amateur me
chanics.
The cost will,
of course,
on
depend
the
timber
is
where
bought, but the following
table gives the quantities
required, together with
an
price.
approximate
If the outlay is of pri
the
mary
importance,
material might be pur
chased in small quantities
as the work proceeds: the
expenditure when spread
out in this way does not
The
appear so heavy.
list includes all the prin
cipal timber required, but
F10. I.—PERSPECTIVE
VIEW or SMALL \Noizxsnor.
short lengths of various
odd sizes are omitted.
s.
d.
and the bottom of the back frame on the other.
6
.. 12'X2'X2"
Previous to driving in they were charred and
o
5
r
soaked in a mixture of boiling pitch and tar, as a
15'X2’X2'
..
2 o
2
protection against rotting, and were driven so as
12’><2"><3"
2
to leave about 3 ins. of their tops above ground.
I
3
g’xri'xri'}
The tops of the whole eight must be on the same
1
13'X1f'xrl"
2
level, so as to ensure that each one will carry its
14’X2’X1f' >_ "
2 O
.. 16’X2'X1§’>
fair share of the weight—a piece of straight board
1
.. 2 o
.. 6’x%" ﬂoor boards
laid across them and a spirit level will enable this
45’
100'
.. {'x 'xo” weather boards 3 6
to be done.
10 o
.. 6"X 'matchingboards
250'
(To be continued.)

"

"

26

3

Before starting work on the actual building it
will be well to consider the foundation it will
This will vary according to circum
require.
stances, depending on the nature of the ground
If on a paved
on which the building is to stand.
or asphalted surface, logs of wood or bricks—upon
which the frame of the building may rest—will be
but, in any case, an air-space of at
suﬁicient;

THE total mileage of electric railways in Canada
in 1908 was 989, says the Engineer. The gross
earnings for the year were {2,965,787, and the net
income was £943,261.
The return of accidents on
electric railways shows 68 persons killed and 2,139
Of tlze fatalities 11 were passengers,
injured.
7
and 50 other persons.
Of the injured,
employees,
and 618
133 were lpassengers, 213 were employees,
were other persons.
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Model Marine Screw Propellers.
By

S. YACUA, G.M.S.C.

(Continued from page 349.)
PEAKING of authorities reminds the writer of
one of Mr. Froude's dicta. This is of great im
portance, considering the amount of time and
thought Mr. Froude has given to the subject of
"
The calculations
He says:
screw propulsion.
point to the conclusion that a very much longer
pitch than has commonly been adopted is favour
and that instead of it being
able to efﬁciency,
correct to regard a large amount of slip as proof
of waste of power, the opposite conclusion is the
true one.
To assert that a screw works with
unusually little slip is to prove that it works with
a large waste of power.“
It would, therefore, appear that a propeller
giving a fair amount of positive slip with a com
paratively coarse pitch, would have a high efﬁ
ciency. Another conclusion, but not from the

S

same

source,

is

that:

"A

and

Electrician.
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of the screw, and, if the area is made abnormal,
is also an advan
the results may be reversed.
tage in wide-bladed propellers to make the pitch
increasing, as described previously, but leaving
the angle at the tips normal; this has been found
to give good results.
\Vith regard to the question of two or three blades,
from personal observation the writer is inclined
to think that a three~bladed screw will give better
It reduces vibra
results than a two-bladed one.
tion, and has the advantage that for a give 1 blade
The pitch
area a smaller diameter is required.
could also be made slightly coarser than in a cone
spondinglv large two—blade propeller, having the
It seems to have been taken for
same blade area.
granted that a two-bladed propeller is the one
for model boats.
It is not intended to condemn
this, for a well-designed two-bladed screw will give
but, as said before, a well-designed
good results;
and finished three-bladed screw will give better
results, area for area.
is, of course, more difﬁ
cult to construct or casta three-bladed screw ; but
this should not be a drawback in these days when

It

It

com

paratively large propeller having
a large blade area and Inormal
pitch working at high speed, was
replaced by one of smaller diameter
and blade area, but of longer pitch,
with a marked increase in efﬁci
ency.“ There is, of course, a limit
to the coarseness of the pitch, over
which limit very bad results will be
got.
It has been advanced that for an
all<round efﬁciency a-blade angle of
The writer
40 degrees is the best.
is inclined to think that a wide range
on either side of this would give as
In fact, the angle of
good results.
blade alone cannot solve the problem
FIG. 25.-——BLOCK FOR SHAPING
FIG. 24.—BUILT-UP TWO-BLADED
of the screw propeller without taking
BLADES.
SCREW.
into account other conditions.
\Vith regard to cavitation, here is a. new-born
such ﬁne work is being turned out by model en~
It has been the writer’s lot to see a
are concerned,
gineers.
bogey ! As far as model engineers
The peri
they need not be frightened by it.
splendid speed launch: the time taken to build the
hull, engine, boiler, lamp, etc., must have been
pheral speed necessary to cause cavitation being
so high ii; well-designed propellers, that the ordin
in the aggregate, something like eighty or ninety
days, yet the propeller was made in a little over
ary speeds at the command of the model engineer
the
blades
hour-and-a-half,
being twisted
an
are, comparatively speaking, low, ﬁne pitch pro
to what looked about right. \Nhen the boat was
pellers are less liable to cause cavitation at high
Now,
tried, the inevitable result was disastrous.
speeds than coarse pitch screws at the same speeds.
With regard to the actual speed at which cavita~
why this disparity in the time taken to build the
tion occurs, this varies with the pitch of the pro
boat and machinery, and that taken to make the
peller for a given diameter; but fora range of model
propeller ? Is the propeller of so little consequence?
screws to 5 ins. diameter, it may be taken as from
If so, why not run the boat without a propeller at
all, and see if all the ingenuity in design and work
Cavitation occurs when the
3,000 to 4,000 r.p.m.
manship in the machinery would drive the hull
speed is so high that the water has no time to
close on the back of the blade, leaving a space
one inch in the water?
full of vacuum—to use an Irish bull—tending
A plea must here be put for the better design
to destroy some of the useful work of the propeller.
of propellers. More thought should be given to
it in proportion to the rest of the complete outﬁt.
Propellers having large blade areas and small
There is no harm, of course, in trying a few pro
diameters are less liable to cause cavitation than
pellers made by rule of thumb, or rather, eye;
large, narrow-bladed ones; but in the former case
the loss by friction may be great, though the slip
but when good results are obtained from one,
turn back and consider if the same results could
In model work,
may he comparatively small.
not be got, as near as possible, by a proper considera
where the screw works comparatively near to the
If so, then why the
tion of conditions and design.
surface of the water, a large blade area is a neces
roundabout way P
sity, as the density of the water at the surface is
\Vhether a propeller is built or cast, it should
but it must be kept in mind that
very small;
If
care possible.
be ﬁnished with the greatest
friction plays a big part in the general efﬁciency
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built, there should be no kinks or abrasions in the
metal, and the blades and boss as well should
be very highly polished;
all ﬁle marks must be
The edges-both leading and trailing
obliterated.
_must be brought to a keen edge. The back of the
blade should get as much consideration as the
front, as a. considerable loss may be incurred by a
There should be a nice ﬁllet
rough back of blade.
-of solder in built-up screws, between the boss and
the root of the blades, both at front and back.
Cast propellers are somewhat more diﬁicult and
tedious to ﬁnish, and the ultimate weight is slightly
more than a built-up one, yet may only be about
*-oz. in a 4 ins. diameter screw.
In making a pattern for a two- or three-bladed
propeller, the pattern of one blade alone need be
This should be
made, and, of course, the boss.
made complete at ﬁrst, and then cut in half for
a two-bladed screw, and in three—that is, at 120
From this
degrees—for a three-bladed screw.
pattern two or three castings can be taken in some
soft but stiﬁ alloy, after which they are ﬁnished
up and soft soldered together at the boss, care being
taken that the pitch has not been altered, other
From this solcleredeup screw,
things being right.
used as a pattern, the ﬁnal casting in gun-metal,
bronze, or aluminium, should be got and ﬁnished
The advantage of this method is that the
up.
blades of the pattern could be twisted to a new
pitch, either uniform or increasing, and another
propeller cast from it. There is, of course, a limit
The casting alloy for the pattern
to this twisting.
may be composed of three parts lead and two parts
this alloy has ten times the hardness
bismuth;
and about twenty times the tenacity of lead, melts
at a low temperature, and takes a pretty fair
polish. Propellers cast from it could be used also
for experimental purposes.
The method of building up a screw has already
been dealt with in these pages, so need not be
entered
into here; nevertheless,
one point must
be emphasised
strongly—that is, the ﬁnish must
be of the best, and a very high polish must be
aimed at.
Fig. 24 shows a two—bladed built up propeller,
3} ins. diameter, 5-in. pitch.
Fig. 25 shows a small block that could be used
in shaping the blades of built-up propellers.
It
is simple to make, and saves a lot of trouble in get
The face is cut to the various
ting accurate blades.
pitch angles, and on this the sheet metal blade is
lightly hammered until it takes the proper shape.
Let us now consider a few points about the power
required to drive the Screw.
Unfortunately, the
efﬁciency of small engines and boilers is compara
tively low—that is tosay,

Tiﬂ'ﬁ'

is a small value,

and, in most cases, could not be taken above
50 per cent.
Let us suppose we want to drive a model at a
certain speed.
We must ﬁrst estimate or ﬁnd
out by trial what resistance in pounds the hull
ofiers at the speed.
This could be done by towing
at the speed, and the pull registered on a spring
balance.
Suppose the required pull to be 10 lbs.;
therefore, if we can produce a propeller giving a
total thrust of 10 lbs., it would drive the model
theoretically at the required speed.
But, as we
have seen, there is slip to account for and one or
two minor losses, which would increase the total
thrust required to, let us say, 11 lbs.

and

Electrtclan.
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The rule to ﬁnd the thrust of a propeller is as
follows:
Multiply the area of the stream driven
aft in square feet by the speed of the propeller
in miles per hour, by the slip in miles per hour,
'
and by 5- 5—a constant for fresh water.
the
diameter
of
the
the
stream to be
Suppose
same as that of the propeller—though it could be
taken as 10 per cent. more—and the diameter to
be 3} ins—that is, ~066 sq. ft. of area—the speed of
the boat being 10 miles, and the speed of the screw,
say, 12),, miles per hour respectively, we have then—
.066 X 12-5 x 2-5 x 5~5=1r-34 lbs. total thrust of
propeller.
If we take the pitch as 65 ins., and the revolutions
as 2,000, then the horse-power required to drive
the model would be as follows :—
~55x2000XXI'34
—33y000

=_

3/_8 or_ 3 8

hr P _

Where ~55=equivalent decimal of 6i ins. to 1 ft._
The diameter of a screw for model work could be

BACK VIE“!

or
Monar.

Douauz- POWERED

annauuc
CRANE.

(For description sea
opposite

page.)

fixed empirically from -75 to ‘80 of the length of the
boat in feet—that is, fora 5-ft. boat; the diameter
may be from 3-75 to 4ins.
We have already seen
how the pitch for a given speed and estimated slip
is determined, or how the speed for a given pitch
and slip could be found.
It will be apparent that all through these notes
no ﬁxed rule for a complete relation of conditions
The writer would be only too pleased to
is given.
give this, were it in his power, but, as mentioned
before, this has yet to be discovered; yet let us
hope the time is not far distant when this will be
an accomplished fact.
( To be continued.)
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accumulator is about 117 lbs. per sq. in. Allow
ing 17 lbs. for loss in travelling through pipes and
valves, we get a pressure of IOO'le. per sq. in.
By W. E. GRAINGER.
in the crane cylinders. We can now calculate the
crane power available.
YDRAULIC power is extensively used to work
The pres
cranes.
In hydraulic cranes, as in most
The {-in. ram is -049 sq. in. in area.
The
the power is applied
sure on ram is, therefore, ~049 x 100:4-9 lbs.
hydraulic machines,
by forcing rams out of cylinders, and unless the
power available at the crane hook is one-sixth of
The i-in. ram is
load is constant and approaches the full capacity_
4-9 lbs.=-816 lb., or 13 ozs.
of the machine the power is used in a wasteful
on ram2-19635X
pressure
19635 in. in area;
roo lbs.=19-635 lbs.
The power available at the
manner.
For instance, in the case of a 5-ton crane
The
the cylinder must be ﬁlled each time the crane is
crane hook works out to a little over 3* lbs.
model is designed to travel on rails, and sufﬁcient
worked, whether the load be 5 cwts. or 5 tons.
If the crane he often used for lifting light loads,
space is allowed under the arched part of the body
the cost would work out to a high ﬁgure.
for loaded wagons to pass through. The photograph
To over
on this page is a view of the crane taken at the
come this disadvantage, cranes intended to be used
for lifting varying loads are specially designed;
the other is a back view from behind the
side;
craneman's cabin ; the third photograph shows the
they are made double-powered, with a small ram
for light loads and a larger one suitable for weights
parts of the crane before they were assembled and
ﬁtted together.
One of the turning cylinders is
up to the full capacity of the crane.
shown in position inside the crane
body—the pillar is upside' down;
the turning drum around which
the turning
chains or ropes are
wound is at the top. The valves,
pipes, and other internal parts are
also shown.
Fig. I is a drawing of lifting
cylinders and rams (partly in sec
the construction).
tion to show
The larger ram is bored out to act
as the cylinder for the smaller one.
A stop is ﬁxed to hold down the
large ram, when the power of the
smaller one is sufﬁcient to raise the
load being hoisted, thereby econo
mising power.
Hydraulic
cylinders are usually
In the case
cast in iron or steel.
of a small model there is a risk of
castings so small being unsound,
and of breakage whilst being mach
ined.
I have, therefore, made them
from mild-steel bar, with the ex
ception of the two turning cylin
This
which
are
castings.
ders,
labour in
reduces
method also
'
pattern-making.
from
made
is
The larger cylinder
a piece of I-in. square steel rod. It
was ﬁrst bored through an easy
SIDE VIEW or MODEL DOUBLE-POWERED HYDRAULIC CRANE.
ﬁt for the Q-in. ram, and the recess
bored out to form a packing box.
I purpose giving a description of a model hy
Then a mandrel was driven in, and the body of
draulic double—powered
crane I have built, to be
the cylinder turned circular, as shown in draw
worked from the accumulator described in THE
ing, the two ends being left square for attach~
MODEL ENGINEER for March 3rd last. Ihope, with
The round part clears
ment to the pillar, etc.
the aid of the accompanying photographs and
the angle
brasses
binding the pillar plates to
to
make
the
drawings,
Two sides of the squares are reduced
gether.
description clear and
of THE MODEL ENGX
1-16th in., to provide clearance for the wire ropes.
interesting to readers
NEER. The model is made to a scale of g-in.
A piece of the r-in. rod ww slotted out to form
to I ft. The extreme length of stroke is 5 ins.,
a bracket to hold three rope pulleys.
It was then
and as there are six rope pulleys—three on the
cut off the bar, drilled to receive four countersunk
ram crosshead and three on the end of the cylinder,
After ﬁling up, polishing, and drilling
§-in. screws.
the crane will have a lift of 6 ins. x 5 ins. =30 ins.,
holes to receive the 3-16ths-in. spindle for the rope
the scale being ﬂ in., that is, as 1 is to 32, the actual
pulleys, it was placed in position on the bottom
crane would have a lift of 32 ins. x 30 ins. =960 ins.,
end of the cylinder, and the four §-in. tapping
holes marked off.
or 80 ft.
These were drilled and tapped,
Two rams are provided—one } in. in diameter,
and the bracket attached to the cylinder by four
in. The smaller ram works inside the
the other
screws.
The bracket acts as bottom cover to the
The working pressure available at the
large one.
cylinder.

i
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The packing gland was made from a piece of the
1-in. square bar.
A l-in. hole was drilled through.
and it was then turned to shape on a mandrel in
the lathe.
A ﬁ-in. hole was afterwards marked
off and drilled in each corner of the square top.
Corresponding tapping holes were drilled in the face
of the cylinder top. the holes then tapped and studs

April
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The {-in. ram was cut off a bright steel rod
The top end is reduced to 3-16ths in. to receive the
boss of the top pulley bracket.
This bracket was
machined in a similar way to the bottom one;
the boss is, of course, additional.
The rope pulleys, seven in all—one for the jib
head, and three each for the two brackets already
described -— were
made
from a piece of r-in. round
rod.
A 3-16ths in. hole
7..
was drilled up the centre.
5
urn/r19 c /r'.
.err—~
Then the wheels
_
were
_
turned to shape one by one
and cut off, the reverse
sides being ﬁnished on a
mandrel. The guide pul
ley at the foot of the
jib was made from a piece
of {-in. steel rod.
The
shaft and pulley are one
the ends of the
piece;
shaft run in brass plate
bearings riveted to the
cheeks on the pillar.
Y I’”////”"’;"‘
-;\s\-:
The pillar is built up
g,
a
of four plates r-rﬁth in.
thick, fastened
together
by {-in. angle brass and
r-rGth-in.
rivets.
The
two side plates are r in.
wide ; the front and back
plates are 1} ins. wide.
A number of i-in. holes
were drilled in these two
as shown;
and
plates,
hand-holes cut in at the
bottom and middle to at
ford access to the packing
glands and wire ropes,
etc.
The two balance
weight stays and cheek
piece are in one piece, and
are riveted to the frame
as shown—a set on each
side of the pillar.
Stops
are ﬁxed at the top of
pillar to prevent the rams
from being run too far
out.
The jib is built
up
of l9,-in. x r-roth-in.
brass
for
the
sides
con
strip
nected
a
together by
Pi/la r~ foo/J/‘ep
Ro’oe pu//e</
r-32nd-in. steel sheet cut
Cannes/7.179
to shape, and i-in. angle
P’Pe
brass.
The steel central
sheet
is drilled
with a
series of holes tapering in
size to follow the lines of
DETAXLS or DOUBLE-POWERED HYDRAULlC CRANE.
The
the sides of the jib.
ﬁtted. Both this gland and that for the smaller
top stays for the jib were made from 3‘32nds-in.
ram are ﬁtted with cup leathers or annular rings.
The stay ends are forged from fin. square
wire.
The ram is a piece of Q—in. round mild steel rod.
The inside ends of the forgings were
steel rod.
Tire top end was turned down to 7-roths in. to
drilled up to receive the ends of the wires; the
receive the cap, which forms the packing box for
joints were then firmly made with silver solder.
the fin. ram.
This cap was made from a piece
The vertical stays were made from the 3-32nds
of the square steel rod.
It was drilled out and
in. wire.‘
One end of each stay was ﬂattened
turned to shape in the lathe.
The round boss is
out andE-drilled to take a broth-in. rivet, the
intended to keep the cap off the studs below to
other end turned over to take the top stay.
avoid damage to them.
A gland with four studs
The handrails along the jib are made from r-roth-in.
is ﬁtted to this stufﬁng-box also.
wrre.
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The bearing ring on the pillar to revolve in the
plate on the top of the body and take the side
thrust, is made in two sections in cast brass.
The
two sections clip the pillar, and are fastened together
In order to be able to
by, four screws, as shown.
swing the pillar in any horizontal direction it is
necessary to have two turning cylinders ﬁtted with
rams, crossheads, rope pulleys, etc.,—one set serves
to pull the jib round to the right, the other to the
left. The cylinders are fastened
down to the
floor inside the crane body one on each side of the
pillar.
The wire rope from one of the cylinders is
wound round the top groove of the turning drum,
the wire from the other cylinder being wound round
the bottom groove.
The bottom of the turning drum forms the
bearing for the crane pillar. The underside is
grooved to ﬁt kin. steel balls; a corresponding
groove is turned in the footstep bearing, in which
the crane pillar rests.
Fig. 2 is a drawing of the
turning cylinders—the cylinder is partly in section.
The crosshead guides are made from §~in. round

PARTS OF DOUBLE—POWERED

21, 1910.

but are left loose in the slots in the crossheads.
This is due to the fact that the crosshead moves in
a straight line, whilst the end of the lever describes
It is,
an arc of a circle when moved to and fro.
therefore, evident that the attachment must not
be a rigid one.
Owing to the crane pillar being free to revolve
with the jib, it is necessary to lead the pipe from
valve to lifting cylinder to the centre of the foot
The arrangement must allow the
step of pillar.
piece of pipe attached to the crane pillar to revolve,
the pipe from valve remaining stationary.
This
I have done by using a simple union, the nut being
prevented by a stud from turning round; ordi
narily a stuffing-box and packing is used.
The ﬂuid under pressure travels from the valve
It is led up the
to the base of pillar through pipes.
centre of turning drum, through the side into the
short branch pipe; from thence into the bottom
of lifting cylinder.
After the ﬂuid has done its
work it travels back through the same route to the
valve where it is diverted into the exhaust or return

MODEL HYDRAULIC

silver-steel rod.
One end of each rail is screwed
into the head of cylinder, the other end is a tight
ﬁt in the bracket casting.
Two valves are required—one to work the lifting
The valve
gear, the other one the turning gear.
for the lifting arrangement is the simplest of the
two. It controls one cylinder only, the turning
valve controls two.
The valves were designed to
Nearly
require as little ﬁling and ﬁtting as possible.
all the work can be done on the drilling machine.
Fig. 3 is a drawing of the lifting valve in sections
The drawing will, I think,
and cross-section.
explain how the valve is made and worked. The
movable valve is a kind of piston valve. The joints
are made by the leather washers at each end of the
piston. I may point out that the higher the pres
sure in the valve chamber between the two washers,
the greater will be the force pressing
the cup
leather washers against the body of the valve,
thus tending to prevent leakage past at all pres
sures.
It will also be noticed that the ends of the
levers are not bolted to the valve rod crossheads,

April

and Electrician.

CRANE BEFORE

BEING

ASSEMBLED.

pipe, and returned to the tank from which it was
originally pumped.
The turning valve (Fig. 4) controls the two turn~
ing cylinders. A slide-valve similar to the old
fashioned steam engine type is here used, and is
worked in a similar manner, but by a hand lever.
The crane body is built up of 1-32nd>in. plate
bound together by {»in. angle brass and 1-ioth-in.
rivets. It is a lengthy and tedious job. The work
must be carefully set out, and the plates neatly
cut to ensure neat joints. etc. The plate forming
the inside of the arch is a peculiarly shaped one.
It can best be got out after the rest of the body is
put together by laying in a sheet of paper, and
marking off the shape on that. Wheels are ﬁtted
in brass brackets ; the wheels are of standard type
to suit ordinary rails. The craneman's cabin and
platform are made from three-ply wood, 3-32nds in.
thick; the spars inside are 3-16ths in. square;
the windows are in one piece each, the divisions
being Seccotined to the glass.
The stop for holding down the large ram when

April
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using the small one only is worked from a treadle
The treadle pulls down
an angle-iron ring suspended
round the pillar,
and free to revolve with it in the crane body. The
rods attached to the ring, on being pulled down,
draw the stop into position.
For wire rope I ﬁrst obtained some bicycle
brake cable, but found it wanting in ﬂexibility.
Some rigging wire I obtained from Messrs. Stevens,
of Aldgate, answers admirably, being strong and
very ﬂexible. The handrails round cabin were
not ﬁxed when the photograph was taken.

or plunger in the cabin.

Practical

Letters

Readers.

from

Our

Three Interesting Loco-natives.
To THE EDITOR OF The Model Engineer.
DEAR SIR,—The following particulars relate to
some models which were made throughout e from

Foun-couruzn

THREE—CYLINDER

THE “LADY or rm; LAKE.”
the painting —by my late father,
the drawing
William Knight.
They were Spare-time work, but
as you will see, must have
occupied a con
siderable amount of his time to make.
These are
to

and Electrician.
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not all he has made.
Of the compound he made
one; of G.N. two; of L. & N.W. two; also one
N.E. compound (two-cylinder) ; and one M.R.
express passenger, No. 2,601 (“ Princess of Wales ”)
All these were made to ig-in. scale.
single driver.
Modc‘. making was his sole study for a number of
years.

Referring to the illustrations herewith—the ﬁrst
a four-coupled, three-cylinder compound;
the
boiler is made of copper, with Belpaire ﬁrebox, and
water spacel down the sides.
Steam is taken to
the cylinders from the dome.
The other two have
round topped ordinary ﬁreboxes.
They are also
wood lagged, and clothed over with sheet brass.
from
rail
to
Compound—Height
top of chimney,
I It. 9 ins. ; over-all length over buffers, 6 it. 4} ins.;
width between rails, 7§ ins.; diameter of driving
wheels
(four-coupled), 1! ins. ; of bogie wheels,
Diameter of
5} ins.; of tender wheels,
5} ins.
cylinders: H.-P. (two outside), 1} ins.; of L.—P. (one
inside), 37;!ins. ; stroke, 3 ins. Reversed bstcrew.
Joy’s motion to all three cylinders.
is

COMPOUND.

By WiLuAM

By \VILLIAM

chi-ir.

KNIGHT.

G.N.R. Single—Height
from rail to top of chim
I ft. 8} ins. ; length over buffers, 6 it. 44}ins. ;
width between rails, 7} ins., diameter of driving
1 it. g in.; of trailing wheels, 7 ins; of
wheels,
ney,

4
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wheels, 5} ins.; of tender wheels, 5} ins.;
diameter of cylinders (two outside), 2} ins. ; stroke
This engine is reversed
of cylinder, 3 ins.
by
lever on to link motion.
I am very sorry I cannot give you any further
particulars of the L. & N.\\'.R. as it has been out
of the family for some years, and no particulars

April
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of expensive plant.
Even for distances less than
100 miles, small transformers are now considered
much more preferable to the induction coil and

bogie

accumulators.

Mr. Daubney should note that the

cost of transmitting plant for any given distance
is much greater than the plant for receiving over the
same distance.
For instance, a station to receive

I

A G.N.R.
have

" Lady

Sman

been
retained. This engine
is
of the Lake."——Yours faithfully,

No.

WHEELER.
531,

W. KNIGHT.

1

By \VIL'LIAM KNIGHT.
100 miles can be ﬁtted up for £4; but a plant to
transmit this distance would cost £30, to be efﬁcient
A good tuner for amateur use may be made by

Wireless Apparatus.
or The Model Engineer.
DEAR SiR,—I have seen in your issue for Feb
To

ruary 17th, 1910, reference to electrolytic molyb
denite silicon and carborundum for wireless
re‘
ceiving. Could you give particulars of their use
and the length of spark required for distances over
3,000 miles?
Could you also show the construc
tion of a tuner and a potentiometer, with diagrams ?
E. D.\LlB.\EY.
-—Yours truly,

To

DEAR

I may

THE EniTOR

SiR,—In

0

1.

DIAGRAM or CRYSTAL
'

DETEcToR.
A
H

s

c

o

Q

or

The Model Engineer.
reply to your correspondent,

say that a detector for taking any crystal
The essential feature
can be made very simply.
being a good metallic contact and a ﬁnely adjust
able pressure
upon the crystal, as per diagram
a detector can
be bought
Fig. 1. Of course,
cheaper and of better ﬁnish than making one.
A piece of ebonite
in. thick, and of a size large
enough to form a base B will be required, and a good
size for the principle shown in diagram will be 4 ins.
An upright standard S of ebonite, a
by 2} ins.
brass arm A, with thumbscrew to regulate pressure
of brass spring M on crystal C. The crystal C may
be laid loose on a copper plate P, or ﬁxed per
It would
manently with soft solder into a cup.
be more
then
suitable for carrying about. A
spark coil is not of use for such distances as 3,000
miles.
The furthest distance which can be trans
mitted with anything like economy and efficiency
with an ordinary induction coil would be about
100 miles with a io-in. to 14-in. spark.
For dis
tances over 100 miles, transformers to work direct
from the electric supply mains become necessary,
and this is out of reach of the ordinary amateur
for distances above 100-200
on account
miles,

Pic.

:
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wood, 12 ins. by
wrapping a. drum of well-seasoned
3 ins., with No. 24 copper wire D,’ silk, well_in
sulated with parafﬁn wax ; a strip Q in. wide along
the length of coil must be bared of insulation for
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lilo. 2.-SKETcH or TUNING

COIL.

a slider to be ﬁtted, so that it may be moved from
one end of coil to the other, so as to make contact
with any of the coils of wire of tuner, as per sketch
Fig. 2. The best form of potentiometer for use in
wireless
telegraphy is of the non-inductive type,
and this type cannot be constructed by the amateur
successfully, owing to the fact that hydraulic
machinery is necessary in forming the graphite rods.
Trusting that this information will be helpful.—

Yours truly,

P. FRsEuAN

LEE.

April
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To

The Model Engineer

The Control of Gyroscopes.‘
THE EDITOR or The Model Engineer.

DEAR Sm,—~I submit the enclosed solution of the
automatic electrical control of a gyroscope to the
As will be noted from
criticism of Mr. Johnson.
the sketch, a light pendulum completes the circuit
of either one of the solenoids which accelerate the
according to the side to which the
precession,
apparatus is tilted. The sketch is in no way in
tended as a working drawing, but only as an ex
I would suggest coiled ﬂexible wires
planation.
for those parts of the circuits which must be
allowed movement—Yours
truly,
W. G. STEWART.

To THE EDITOR OF The Model Engineer.
In reply to Mr. Stewart's very interesting

solu

tion of automatic electrical gyroscopic control,
there are certain defects in it as stated which would,
I am afraid, render it unworkable in practice. In
the ﬁrst place, a. light pendulum does not give
proper or sufﬁcient electrical contact, unless
mercury be made use of. The best way to do this
is to have a pendulum like an inverted T, with small
vertical pieces terminating in points which just dip
into two little mercury cups, kept horizontal by
being mounted in gimbals like a compass card on
board ship—metal cups can be used, if they have
previously been dipped into melted parafﬁn wax to
insulate them.
The controlling action oi the sole
noids is not constant, but increases with immersion
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made the armature, and ﬁtted with magnetic coils
on the ring armature or some similar principle:
8 to 24 such coils should be used, according to the
size of the disc, and the commutator
made, of
Sufﬁcient power can only
course, to correspond.
be gained in this way.
I have been experimenting

/-

rr-‘_.\ .

Mo/o r"

c0//:\

for some time to construct a very light and yet
very efﬁcient form of electrically driven gyroscope ;
but my experiments are not yet concluded : when
they are, I hope to have something further to say
With the improvements I have
on the subject.
suggested I shall be much interested to know how
Mr. Stewart's model works—Yours truly,
P. E. JOHNSON

P.S.—To deaden out oscillations of pendulum,
let a little plate with a. sharp point in its centre
touch the mercury—one plate on each arm of
ahaped pendulum.

J

The Society of Model Engineers.
[Reports a! melting: should be sent to the 00505 o/‘IHE MonlL
Esman withoul delay, and will be mum-d in any par
nculnr issue i/ receiveda dear mm days lit/ore its usual date
of publication]
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of armature.
Probably this would have to be
compensated for by a tapered form of armature.
In the ”case of a mono~rail kept up by " contact
the righting action ceases before the appa
planes
ratus is quite upright, and a. compensatory effect
takes place which deadens out oscillations.
This
{act I have only recently observed, and it explains
what I could not before quite understand, viz.,
the manner in which the oscillations were deadened
In the case of a pendulum this would not be
out.
the case. ‘I have during the past three months
myself made many experiments with pendulums,
and ﬁnally given it up as absolutely useless in auto
matic stability.
Flexible wire must be used, but
not coiled; anything coiled has the nature of a
spring, and this must be carefully avoided. The
connections must be made as near the centre of the
axis of rotation as possible—light contact springs
The gyroscopic disc should
or brushes may be used.
be of wrought iron well annealed, and'_this should be

London.

number of members
attended a
demonstration meeting held at the Caxton
Hall on Tuesday, April 5th, when instructions
in boring steam cylinders and in brazing, etc., were
given by Mr. Blankenburg and others of the Tech
nical Committee. Many of the members brought
up parts of models and tools for demonstration
purposes, and altogether a very pleasant and in
The next demon
structive evening was spent.
stration meeting will be held at the Caxton Hall
on Friday, May 6th, at 7 p.m.
The next ordinary meeting will be held on
Thursday, April 2ISt, and will be a special track
and model night.
Visir.—Saturday, April 23rd, at 3 p.m.: The
motor repair shops and works of the London
General Omnibus Co. will be visited—Full particu
lars of the Society and forms of application for
membership may be obtained from the Secretary,
HERBERT G. RIDDLE, 37, Minard Road, Hither
Green, S.E.

Provincial

Societies.

Society's stand at the
Blrmingham.——The
National Trades Exhibition, Bingley Hall, Birming
ham, has proved a great success, and is well worth a
A full report of the models, etc., on view will
visit.
be published in THE MODEL ENGINEER, also photo
As
graphs of the stand, at the ﬁrst opportunity.
the Exhibition is open until May 28th, there is
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ample time. for anyone interested to pay it a visit.
The stand number is 199, and is situate on the
Balcony, over the Machinery Section.
ll'i'll mem
bers fvlcasc note changc of Secrctary's
addrcss.
All
information concerning the Society, also entry
forms, can be obtained from the Hon. Secretary,
C. H. HAWKESFORD, 132, Boscombe Road, Greet

Hill, Birmingham.
High Wycombe.——.-\

meeting was held at the
\R'orking Men's Club on 'l‘hursday, April 7th, when
it was proposed to start a Society in this town,
and name it the High \Vycombe and District
Model Engineering Society. The proposition was
carried, and a Society formed.
The next meeting
will be held on Thursday, April Zist, and all wishing
to join should communicate with Mr. Osmonn ]
HIGHLEY, Desborough Road; or Mr. ]. R. ALD
RIDGE, 28, Jubilee Road, High Wycombe.

Queries

and

Replies.

{Attention is especiallydireclcd to the ﬁrs! condition gn'cnbelow.
and no noticewill be taken of Qucri'esnot complying with the
directions therein stalcd. Ldlcrs containing Queries ""48! (M
marked on the mp left-hand corncr 0/ the eniclopr " 0tu
Department." No othermatterslet thoserelatingto the Queries
shouldbeenclosedin thesameenvelope.
Queries on subjectswithin the scopeof this journal are rcplz'cdto
by post undcr the [allowing condm'ons:—(i) ()ueri'csdarling
will: distinct subrcclsshould be written on diﬂcrcnt SllPS, on
one side of the papcr only, and the scnder'sname now be in
scribcd 0n thc back. (2) 014(ﬂr’5should bc accomfvanicd,
whereverpossible,with fully dimensional skclchcs.and corre
to keepa copy 0/ lhcir Queriesfor
sbondmlsare rccommcnded
rc/crcncc. (2) .4 slampcd addresscdcnvclopc(not post-card)
should invariably be enclosed,and also a " Qucrics and Replies
"
("ox/run (ul out from the ad 'crti'scmcnlpages0/ the currcnl
issm'. (i) Qwrs'cs will be answeredas truly as possibleall"
rccciﬁt,bul an interval 0/ a few days mus! usually clafvscbelow
the Reply can be lorwardcd. (5) Correspondentswho require
an amt-er inscrlcd in lhi's columnshouldunderstandthat some
u'ccks nus"! elapse bcfor! thc Rch can bc p:ibli'.\hcd. The
inscrli'on 0/ chlics in this column cannot be grmranlccd.
(6) All ()ucn'rsshouldbe addresscdto The Editor, THE MODEL
ENGINEER,26-20, Poppin's (.‘ourt,Flu! Street,London, Ii.C.]
The following are sclcclcdfrom the Queries which havebeenreplied
to reccnlly:—

" Synchronome " Time Transmitter.
[23.278l The
W. R. A. (Leigh) writes: I am making the " SvnchronomeSwitch "
describedl'l your issuesof October zrst and 28th (1000),and desire
to make the follmvingmodiﬁcation. Help.I in possessionof a clock
case some 30 ins. long, I am desirous oi ﬁtting the switch into
this; but the sixty-beat pendulum is too long, and I understand
that the SynchrrmomeCompany supplya twenty-tooth whc-eiand
an eighty-beat[)endulunuwhichis about 22 iris. long and \‘Jysuit
able for the above case. I am sure that many amateurswill
have similar clock cases, and they can also be purchased very
cheaply from second~hand
dealers,while a caseto take the seconds
beat pendulumwould haveto bespeciallymade,and would berather
ex nsive. Now, will you kindly inform me what modiﬁcations
v1) be necessaryto adopt this? (1) Will the same weight and
size of pendulumbob be suitable 7 (2) Will the pallet be ﬁxedon
the pendulum rod the same distance from the centre of suspen
sion spring, viz., about 1:} ins., or will this have to be altered?
(3) Any other modiﬁcations necessary.
We understand that the SYJChl'Oflnnit’Company, of 32 and 34,
Clerkenwr-llRoad, London, li.C., will supply a special set of cast
ings suitable lot a controlling pendulum including the necessary
twenty-tooth wheel. In re ily to your questims—-—(i)
Pendulum
bob of halt the site and weight will be ample. (2) The pallet on
the pendulum rod is much higher up the pendulum though rdd
in the same place. (3) The cast-iron plate is equivalently
lilvcly
s orter.
[23.13vl Amateur Wireless Telegra hy. E- H- L-(Bexley)
writes: As the result of “ (ire-gun's" articgl on \Virvle‘s, a friend
and myself are Contempluti1;:setting up a coupleof stations. The
distance is 1} miles oVer fairly opt-n level ('UUHUY. Uur acrials,
single wire, it povible, could not be more than 30 ft. from ground.
(1) Can we manage with this? (2) (Touldwe use less than r-in.
spark? (3) (null instruments be on second floor. about 10 ft.
up? (4) Would it make any difierelue if one aerial was ﬁxed
on the side _ol,the house away from the other station? (5) la
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there any danger'lilrom lightnln ? (6) Are any precautions
necessaryagainstthe above? (7) e want to do away, if possible,
with tuning. Can we do so? I have your book on " Induction
Coils," and also Howgrave-Graham'sbook. The latter seems to
make it rather more complicated than "Gregan" would have
usbclieve it necessarilyis. My pocket isvery limited so I want to
do the above at as small an expenseas possible. l hope to see
somemore articles from " Gregan."
You ought not to ﬁnd any greatdifficulty in communicatingover
a distanceof i} miles throu h fairly open and level country. The
should be of the g‘ or “ directive” type described in
"acrials
Grcgan’s" article, and the earth should, of course, be as good
as possible. The serials having both been made as efﬁcient as
a limited pocket will allow, the distance at which signals are
audible depends upon, ﬁrst, the sensitivenessof the receiving
instruments, and secondly, upon the amount of power available
for transmission. (1) Yes, aerials 30 ft. from the ground will do,
but WeWouldrecommendthat they should be of double this height.
(2) Yes, less than a r-in. s ark ought to charge the aerial suﬁ'
cieutly. A {-in. spark co ought to suit ver well. (3) Y5
the instruments could be worked on the secon ﬂoor. (4) The
serials should not be ﬁxed on the revcrscside of the house as that
will impedesignals. (5 and 6) No danger from lightning need be
anticipated except to instruments, which must be short~circuited
during thunderstorms. (7) Yes; tuning is hardly suitable for
amateurs.
P- P- 5- (“'lrnbledw)
[23.267] Model C.R. Locomotlve.
Writes: l have been constructing the Caledonian express loco
motive as describedin your journal for 1901.but insteadof
it {-in. scale I have increasedit to ii-in. scale. I propose
the boiler as follows, and should be glad if you would give me
your opinion on it. A reply to the questionsbelow will greatly
Oblige. Boiler: Barrel, drawn copper tube 3-3znds in. thick,
6 ins. outside diameter, x3 ins. betweentube plates. Tube plates
and back rlate of boiler to be cast in gun-metal 3-r6ths in. thick.
Wrapper plates: Copper, 3-3znds in. thick. Firebox . Height,
7 in$~;depth, 6} ins.' width, 3Q ins. Ten tubes Q in. outside
diameter screwed into ﬁrebox and expanded in smokebox, the
whole to be silver-soldered. (1) Will the gun~metal castings
make a good job? (2) What would be the highest safe
for f
Pressure? (3) Where would be the best place to ﬁt valve workir‘ig
Water? (4) What should be the internal diameter of feed water
Pipe? (5) What should be the throw and diameter of purn
Plurlgel'? (6) What should be the diameter of rivets and stays
It .you increaseall the main dimensionsof the model locomotive
describedin our monthly issuesof February to November, 100‘,
by one-half (in., make the model 1} times the size of the {-in.
scale engine), you will obtain a quite proportionate model. The
dimensionsof the boiler and ﬁrebox, and the coupled wheelbase
may. however,be brought into line with the moderndevelopments
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of the 4—4—0 type Caledonianlocomotive,as exempliﬁed in the
sketch in our February ist, 1906 issue, page 117. The barrel
of the boiler may be o-in. copper tube if the tube plate and throat
plates are arrangedso that the diameterover the ﬁrebox wrapper
is not more than 0 ins. (i.c., ﬂush with the barrel) and the smoke
box not more than oi ins. You will have to employ cast gun
iuetal for the above plates to do this. The diameter over the
laggingshould be e 5-i6ths ins. maximum. We could not check
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point of the blade moves, or tries to move, through distance
which variesdirectly as the distanceof that point from the centre
of the. screw. Thus, the tips of the blades may be tending to
move forward at 20 m.p.h., while the middle portions, owing to
their relatively smaller velocity, only tend to move forward at
10 m.p.h. Thus,
the forward velocity of the whole proprller
be 15 m.p.h., then the outer portions of the bladeshave “ slip "
of
m.p.h., whilst the inner portions are beingdraggedforwards
through the air
m.p.h. faster than they are able to drive them
selves. Thus, in the cylinder of air which a ﬂat-bladed ropeller
drives backward, the inner portion travelling very slole' whilst
the outer
travelling very fast. and the cylinder becomes,as
were, nest of tubesof air each travelling faster than the ones
inside it. The result
considerableloss of power or inefficiency
through internal atmospheric friction. if you will send us the
diameter, pitch, and other dimensionsof your propeller, we will
calculate the thrust per brake horse-power. There
no way of
doing so on generallines, as speed,size, and pitch are the deter
mining factors. The following results of experiments may be
of interest. The figures refer to the thrust in pounds obtained
per brake horse-powerunder test. \Ve'iham (1866),
33} Renard
(1888—screw 23
diameter, 17 r.p.m.), 48-4; Maxim (1800—
screw 17 ft. to ins. diameter, i7 r.p.m.), 57; Walker and Alex
ander (moo—screw30 ft. diameter,20 r.p.m.), 74-7. in themodern
aeroplane the screw thrust
about 5-7 lbs. per h.h.-p., and you
would, thercf‘me,be safe in working on basisof lbs. thrust per
b.h.-p., though the smaller the propeller, the less the thrust.
H- G- (Shefﬁeld)
[23.148l Making Patterns for Lathe.
writes:
am constructing model lathe, i-ft. 5-in. centre, and
about ins. betweencentres. Enclosed
sketch of bed (not to
scale),Fig i. Is the metal thick enough The webs H will be '125
thick.
make the pattern as Fig. 3, and the core-boxas Fig. 4,
will
be quite all right
The piecemarked (Fig.
to form
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without making full-sizedrawings,
the other dimensions on pro
which is beyond the Zoopeoi this reply,but we shall be pleasedto
correct any designsyou may send us. We would prefer to employ
Q in. diameter tubes. \Ve reply to your other questionsseriatim.
(1) Yes, but be careful to provide a caulking strip on the pattern
for the throat plate (as sketch). (2) The highest pressurerequired
with cylinders if by 2} would be 80 lbs. to 90 lbs. per sq. in.
gauge or even ho. 12
The wrapper plate might be No. 13
gauge for this pressure. (a) The position of the check valve
mav be the most convenient. There is no great advantage in
putting it at the cold end of the boiler in a_small niodel. The
best position is, we think, on the back plate With an internal pipe
leading the feed to the middle of the boder. (4) 'Ihis_depends
on whether you are using an injector or a pump ; about i» in. diam.
for a pump. (5) The hand pump in tender may be c-ioths in.
diameter by {'in. to i-in. stroke. (6) The stays should be i in.
diameter screwed26 threads per inch. The rivets may be 5-32nds
diameter throughout. The ﬂangesof the throat plate and front
tube plates should be turned a driving fit for the. barrel tube.
The joints should be tinned and sweatedup after riveting. The
gauge of the locomotive should be 5 5-16ths ins., but could be
increased to 5} ins. with advantage. This particular type of
locomotive does not show a small increasein gauge.
2 1
-Pole
name.
I. G. K. (Newcastle-on-Tync)
fng‘hrbeginngyin model work, and have taken in Tint
months,
for
six
and would like your advice
Moon. ENGINEER
bought the castingsof
four
about dynamo am making.
Tnit
Moon.
Encmean
pole machine like
slow-speeddvnamo;
ins. (outside),_4§ ins. (inside), and
the diameter of the ring
ins. wide. The polesof the ring are madein mild magnetsteel.
Is this the right sort of thing to use The size the armatureis
ins. diameter, and it has an eight-coggcddrum.
ins. long by
(1) \Vould the dynamo give too watts? (2) “hat speed would
have to bedriven at
(3) If couldget 100watts, and required
the machine to be wound for 100volts at amp., how much Wire
would have to useon field and armature,and what size (4) What
size wire would have to be usedfor 20 volts at amps.
(5) How
many brusheswould have to use
make gap clearance very small between
(1) Very doubtful
armatureand polesof field-magnet. You may expect70 or 80watts.
(a) Run at about 2,800r.p.m., and seewhat voltage you
matter for trial. can)g€‘tl;
to decide jmt what speed best
cannot advise you to wind for so high voltage, as the wire will
have to be very fine and you will not obtain so good an output.
much more useful output._ Wind armature with
(4) This
No. 25 gaugesingle silk-covered copper Wire; get on as much as
025.will be enough). The principle
you can (probably about
given in Fig. 49 of our Handbook (No, to). Wind
of winding
the ﬁeld-ma et with No. 22 gauge n.c.c. copper wire. As you
do not givedimensionsof the poles,we cannotstateweight(possibly
about lb. will go on each pole) put on as much as will conveni
go into place; connect in shunt to brushes. Mild magnet
ently should be satisfactory you are sure
magnet steel. (5)
stee
If you connect the commutator as in the diagram referredto, two
brushes(placedat right angles)Will be sufﬁcient, but you can use
four brushesand cross-connectthe opposite ones instead of crossconnecting the commutator.
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the web X (Fig. i), and the strips
in core-box are to form the
bed as at
(Fig. 2). ln pattern-making,should the core prints
be painted red and the pattern black? Any advice or instruc
tions in pattern-making would be very welcome.
am
very
enthusisaticreader of THE Mom-:i.ENGINEER and
would be
of interest to other readers will send description and drawing
of the lathe, when ﬁnished, for publication in same.
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Wei ht of Electric Motors: Power of Aero
P. S. B. (Louth) writes: (i) \i’hat is the
pltarie l’liopellegs.
maximum brake horse-powerper pound weight obtainable from
well-designedelectrometor
(2) Supposingthat have motor
to drive an aeroplanepropeller,
(electric or otherwise) arranged
"
the greatest—(a) lift "—i.e., force tending to lift motor,
what
etc., vertically;
(b) horizontal thrust, that
should be able
well-designedpropeller; (2) Simple pro
to obtain with—(i)
suitable angle per brake horse.
peller with ﬂat blades, set at
power of “motor? You will see that what want to find is the
can expect from a propeller under
greatest lift" or thrust
certain conditions.
motors madeby Messrs.lmmisch
unableto
say.
The
We
are
(i)
and Co. some twenty years ago were considered be very light
which
they
gave,
and
is doubtful any advance
power
for the
h.-p. motor
has been made in this respect since that time. A
lbs.,
weighedabout
make
of this
42
and the turn reckoned70_lbs.
weight to the horse-powerfor other sizes. To obtain light weight,
run at high speed and use wrought-iron for the field-magnet.
The difficulty of reducing weight of electric motors due to the
comparatively large amount of iron in the field
necessity of
its present form
magnet and armature. (2) Your question
unanswerable,
as givesinsufﬁcientdata for calcula
practically
the greater, the horizontal or
tions to be made. As to which
the vertical thrust, these are obviously exactly the sa_tne,_th_e
is
thrust of the propeller being constant in whatever position
placed provided, of course, that the revolutionsper minute are
truly helical propeller 5 far and away
the same all the time.
better than one with blades flat all along. In the former kind
every point along the blade 'B,.theor'eticall_v,
movmg through the
Samedistance in unit time, which distance given by the angle
at which the blade set at any particular point taken in conjunc
that helical
tion with its diameter at that point. The result
ropeller drives backward cylindrical body of air all of which
In
velocity.
propeller
any
ﬂat-bladed
moving at the same
is
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The metal
thick enough, cast by
founder used to small
work. We do not notice anything wrong with your pattern<.
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FIG. 3.-—PATTERN.
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tree. chapter on Testing. (2) The two plugs can be used. but
they must ﬁre before the dead centre by at least 20 degs.. accord
ing to speed, whnh will be somewherein the neighbourhoodoi
500r.p.m.
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A. K.
[23.134] Model Electric (LER. Locomotive.
thank you for the rerly to my Query of De
(Iawds) writes:
cember last, N0. 22,6;s, re G.E.R. locomotive. Would you let
me know the best material ior making, as have
in my mind
to construct the same?
intend to buy ready madeall parts that
require turning.
The best material
planished mild steel for the frames, cast
iron for wheels,mild-steelrod ior 3Xll’5,and sheetbrassand tinned
plate for the superstructuresand also such castings, etc., as are
illustrated in the article on model electric lm‘omotivesin our issue
of February 13th (1906). The same gears, motor, revere-er,etc.,
may be used.
[23,297] Model Two-stroke-cycle Gas Engine.
H. E. S.
writes: (Preston) have built
gas engine from castings by the
British Engineeringand Electrical Company bore. i3-32nds in.
27~in.ﬂywheels, two bevel wheels, twenty-two teeth each, but
'I cannot get it to fire. It
supposedto tire at every revolution,
but should
not tire at every second?
want to light up my
place, and am only Waiting for the engine to work. “'th hom
be, and what onght to get out of
power would
And can
put a governorin
In repl to your enquiry re British Engineering and Electrical
appears to be one of a type which
Companys gas engine,
arranged to tire at every stroke, and does not work on the inur
cycle principle. The charge drawn in during the first hall oi
the suction stroke, at which point of the stroke the piston uncovers
small port communicating with the ignition ﬂame outside the
cylinder. The latter drawn in and ﬁres chargeat few pounds
below the atmospheric pressure. With proper adjustment these
enginescan be made to run at
Very high speed,but the power
developed,even at high speed, extremely small, and does not
comparewith the power ot similar Sl't‘tl engineworkin on the
Otto principle. The actual horse-powercan only be ound by
actual trial, and we do not think
worth your while to attempt
ﬁtting
governor. You will find further particulars relating
to this type of enginein the Query columnsof back numbers.
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Pattern-makers frequently paint the ends of core prints 3 distin
guishing u-l uir, su'h as red. It the pattern is painted black,
"
you can mark them " (ore to make sure oi the moulder under
standing. \\'r- are always pleasedto consider iiterrsting matter
With a View to publitati'in in our pages,and shall be glad to hear
from you in due (nurse.
G- R- misﬁt")
[23.71‘11 Amount of Wire required.
writes '. I started to make two ln'Kli'lstlI‘Jril't‘rl in your ivy-ligand
“'nlllrl like to know what weight uI wire Would be rel uircd for
each. The first is illustratedand dt-srrifled in ( hapter Vii of No. 8
(Tm: Monet I;.\'¢.iviir< series‘. 'lhe second is illustratcd and
describedin (‘hapter III of No. ii (an-iMom-r. Esms‘nan series).
Pleasestate amountof primary and secondarywindian separately.
Re Motor describedin Handbook tin—A total of about 20 yds.
of the No. :8 Wire will be the right amount. Re Coil described
in Handbook ll. ~'l'he amount oI wire for the primary winding
is stated, viz.. about 4 or 5 02s. I-‘or secondarywinding, fill the
bobbin with No. 30 S.\\'.(i. Wire, OI which about { lb. will be re
quired.
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Speed andl nltion of Gas Engine.
"Quan
[23.325]
"
DARY (Grange-ovcr-Sandswrites (i) have 2-cylindervertical
gas engine, t-ihths in. bore by 4l-in. stroke, with two 12-in.
intend driving
ﬂywheels.
zso-watt dynamo at i,$_sor.p.m.,
ins. dianmtcr. What number of revolutions
dynamo pulley
h.-p.? (2) am ﬁtting
Would engine require to (lt'Vt'lup to
electric ignition to aboveengineto fire when piston has just crossed
dead tentre at end oi compressionstroke. Is there any serious
Olljt'tiltlll to having both plugs count-cud to one tremble: coil—‘
both plugs sparking every revolution
(1) This depends upon the mean effective pressure (Ml-LP.)
obtained when running. Probably 30 or 35 lbs. Would be safe
estimate. The formula H
P.l...-\.N.
“.000
“
See handbook, Gas and Oil Engines," by Runciman, 7d. post
I 2
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C. (Milton)
[23.287] Trouble with Daniell Battery.
writes:
have been makin up Danie-llcells out of one of your
books which got from you ately, and cannot get them to work
right.
used the following: Six glass jam pots (z-lb. ones), six
coppch (7-in. by z-in. by r-roth-iu. thick), six zines
ins. long,
in. thick, round ones), and six porous pots (Leclanché type).
put in glass pot part 0! sul
did all the book told me to do.
phuric to 15 of water, and put in porous pot strip of copper,
with copper sulphate mixed with water, and
and quarter filled
put
in glass pot, and all that could get from
was lot of
bubblesfrom the.zinc and white iumes like steam,and got hot.
mean
on page
The Daniel] cell
0i " Electric Batteries."
You might look up and tell we what have not done that could
be done.
All that you say you did correct. But we think you have done
somethingyou do not say you did. It looks as though there has
been short-circuit—i'.e.,the zinc and copper have been directly
connected. This must never be done. There must always be
considerableresistance between the two poles of the battery,
otherwise results such as you describe may be expected. It you
make sure your materials are pure, your ztncs are properly amal
gamated,and the connectionsright, thereshould be no trouble.
E. 'I‘.
Permanent Ma
ets.
[23.302] Remagnetlsing
(Ashton-under-Lynel writes: We have several orseshoc pcrrna~
nent steel magnetswhich have gone very weak. Will you please
tell us the best method 0t recharging these, and how to obtain
the best results by so doing?
Intormation on this subject has beengiven severaltimesrecently
it 1
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[23,290] Entering Profession
of Naval
Architect.
E. W. B. (Harlesden) writes: Could you give me particulars as
to prospects, pay, methods of starting profession, etc., of ship
designingand (‘4‘iilSIi'llt2il0li have not yet left school (ml years),
but find have.an idea should like to go into aboveprofession,
am consideredto begood at mathematicsandof practical turn
oi mind (about to enter for London Matric.). Moderatepremium.
should like to know where to apply, duties, yards near London.
In reply to your enquiry n prospectsof shin designing and
constructionas an occupation,we believe
usualfor ship-building
hrms to take their draughtsmenfrom their own works, after the
parties Concernedhave served their apprenticeship. We do not
know oi any cases where designers (as distinguished from mere
tracers) have reachedthat stage in the professionwithout having
served a practical apprenticeshipin the shipbuilding yards. Of
course,in addition to the practical experiencenecessary,
also
required that you should have a thoroughly good working know
ledgeof mathematics. We can only advise you to make applica
tion to few shipbuilding ﬁrms and ask them to put you on their
list, to be called upon as vacanciesOccur. You should state fully
your previoustraining, and what premium, any, you are prepared
to pay.

I

'I'. E. (Bo'ncss) writes:
[23,331] Electric Bartel-leg,
re the Fuller type
d you pleaseinform me on some
hat quantity of bichro
battery Ior accumulator charging? (i) Wints
mate of potash is required to be added to each pint of water for
charging cells? (2) ls sulphate oi copper material used [or
making commercialsulphuric acid for above? It so, pleasestate
how sulphate of copper is dissolved to make acii? I have a
4-volt accumulator for pocket, and also cycle lamp, and to get
it charged from the main electric supply here cost 6d. and some
times 8d. for charging.
(r) About 3 Ms. (2) Sulphate of copper is sometimesused in
cells, as in the Daniell, but it is used to make a suitable solution
by dissolving in sulphuric acid ; the acid does not come from the
copper sulphate. Sec Chemicaltext-booksfor a descriptionof the
processoi manufactureof sulphuric acid.
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Siemens' “Onewntt " High Candle-power
Lamps.
Full particularsare now to hand regardingthe new " ()ncwatt ”
which
Messrs.SiemensBros.
Dynamo
Works,
Ltd.,
lamps
Tvssen
Street, Dalston, _London, N.E., are placing upon the market.
The.“ Onewatt ” is a " Tungsten " lamp which has ﬁlament of
“
”
drawn
Tungsten wire. The efficiency of the new lamp
the sameas the averagelamp of that type, namely, 1-! watts per
c.-p., and, owmg to the Very low ratesat which
beingplaced
upon the market, should find
ready sale. The present “ ()ne~
watt_" lamps are 100 c.-p. for ioo—i3o-voit and 200-:50-volt
circuits respectively,and are listed at the.price of 4s. 6d. each
subject to. the.usual trade and cash discounts. For street and
shop lighting they are especiallysuitable, and highly satisfactory
results are conﬁdently expected. These.lamps provide munici
palitics, contractors,_and consumers with a lamp of very high
efﬁciencyat low initial cost, thus reducingthe maintenanceand
installation costs, which up to now have considerablyhampered
the adoptionof electriclighting in many cases.
Geographical
Relief Models.
ht the recent private view at the Hotel Cecil, some most inter
esting examplesof the application of models for the use of goo
graphers were.exhibited. The most noteworthy amongst these
was model of the earth to scale of to Io,ooo,ooo of nature
to 500,000. It
built up
with physical relief to scale of
boss attached to each end of the axis number of
inserting in
meridians. The latter are notched at their centres to receive
the equator, which
in three pieces. The skeleton of the globe
thus constructed the various surface sectionscan then be placed
in position. By meansof
suitable stand such inclinations and
movementscan begivcii to the globeas may be desired. Although
the_modelis sufﬁciently large to admit of close.detail, can con—
be packed into a comparatively small cabinet when
venieutly The idea of the whole thing
detachc
novel, and we under
stand that severalgeographershave said that the ciicct obtained
by the relief covering as they would imaginethe.earth to appear
position in space. \Ve believe Mr. George R.
if'vu-wed from
Gill, F.R.(,..S., of Worcester Park, Surrey, would be pleased to
hear from anyone who is seriously interestedin the result of his
upwardsof thirteen years'experimentand work.
is
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Helical Tubing for Cycle Construction.
A very interestingbooklet to hand from the Premier Cycle Com
any, Ltd., of Coventry, deals with the manufacture of Premier
helical tubing and its application to cycle construction. illus
trations are given showing the tube in processof formation, and
machinesin which it is used.
also several types of the complete
“
Another usefullist is oneentitled Winter Cycling," which descrich
the Premier All-weather Cycle, :1 machine built to stand hard
and continuous service under all conditions of climate. These
lists may be had post freeon application to the above address.

i
accessory,not only for generalsu ortin' UK')OSCS
but ‘ '
the bit to be used as fixed soldgiing ir‘bnlfldaving the
35:21:25
free to useboth handsin manipulatinghis work. Incidentally the
burner part forms handy aprliance for heating purposesother
than $Oltiti'i'll'1g,
such as temperingsmall tools, softening a screw
tap broken in
hole, and so on. \Ve suggestthat second bit
should be.supplied having its nose tunied across the shank and
the-body inclined backwarsz to approximate to the ordinary
straight solderingiron.
collar for regulatingthe air supply may
be an improvement.

is

(The Editor will be pleasedto receivefor reviewunder this heading
samplesand particular: of new tools, apparatus, and materials
for amateuruse. It must be understoodthat than review: an
free expression:0/ Editorial opinion, no paymentof any kind
being required or accepted. The Editor reserve:ﬂu right to
criticise or commendaccordingto the merits of the goodssub
mitted,or to abstain from insertinga reviewin any casewhen
Ilic goodsare notof suﬁ‘icicnlinterestto his readers]
‘ Reviews distinguishedby an asterisk have beenbasedon actual
Editorial I nsﬂcdion0/ thegoodsnoticed.

aqPArAPEwR. ._

a

The News of the Trade.

' A Neat Gas Soldering Iron.
We have receivedfrom the Standard Tool Company, i3n, \Vood
house Square, Leeds, a sampleof a new solderingiron which they
are placing on the market. In accordancewith our new rule, we
handed this to our Laboratory for a practical trial, and append
their report. Tuiz Moan Excisiarin LuzomroRY—Rc/wrt on
New SolderingIron : This Soldering Iron is well made and works
quite SdlisiJCiﬁi’ily; the copper bit becomeshot enough to melt
solder in 2! minutes from starting cold, and maintains a soldering
temperaturewith a consumptionof about cub. ft. of gasper hour.
a very useful tool. The.stand also useful
\Ve considerthat

;

[23,3071 Resistance
for Lighting Circuit: l-in. Scale
j. M. (Forest Hill) writes: (i) As I wish to light
taking Q amp. each, from a dynamo
in
parallel,
lamps
five S-volt
giving 12 volts 6 amps, or (mm a iz-volt accumulator,what
put in main wire to carry 2! amps?
I
to
want
resistancewire shall
I obtain a i-in. detailed scale r.lr.'iwingof a L.B.
(2) “here can
" tvpe locomotive or their new tank, or
“
Atlantic
and S.C.R.
other good Working model of any English railway, as I am not
particular which it is as long as it is a good working model.
it) Your resistancemust be such as to causea drop of 4 volts
With 2; amps. ﬂowing; therefore,
I
R—Eldmpl—J —t‘6 ohms.
C
2'5
Use bare German silver wire No. 24 S.W.G.; a couple of yards
will be all that will be required. You will find it best to arrange
the wire as a variable resistance by having a movable contact
of some kind. (2) See our issuesof january ist, 15th, and Feb
ruary ist, i902, which contain a design for a i-in. scale model
L.T. & S.R. locomotive which probably will meet your require
ments.
F- E- H. (Bedford)
[23,155] Winding Six-Pole Armature.
writes: I am making a 6-pole 80-watt dynamo, and I want_ to
in
the pitch to wmd
be
must
degreesthere
know just how many
“
on Small Dynamos
twenty coils in twenty slots. I haveyour
it
shows
adiagram for Winding a
and Motors," and on page 36
4-polo machine, and I notice that No. x cm] is wound on armature
through 90 dogs, or, in other words, } round. Now, should my
armature be wound through slots describing (>0degs, of a circle?
I hope I have sutliciently describedmy meaning, as_l am conver
sant with winding 2-pole drum armatures, but this is my first
attempt at a multipolar continuous current drum armature.
A pitch of 60 dogs.would be right, but is impossibleof adoption
with a zo-slot armature, as 6 is not a factor of the number of
slots. It could be used, however, with a 24-slot armature, as
degs. But
winding from slot 1 to slot 4 would give a pitch of
we take it that vou have alreadyobtained the corediscs and must
use a zo-slot armature. In that case, we strongly advise the
adoption of a 4-pole magnet,with the armature wound according
to the diagram to which you refer in handbook bio. xo. l‘iilllllg
this, wind your presentarmature (slot 1 to slot 4) Without making
commutator crosswonnections,and use six brushes. It is certain,
though, that the machine will not run very well so; there will
be troublesome sparking at the brushes.
F- w- R- (Smithseil)
[23,318] Steam Plant for Dynamo.
writes: I wish to drive direct-coupled a small dynamo With an
output of 25 to 30 volts and 10amps.at 800 to_i,ooo r.p.m. What
size cylinder should I require (ii-in. stroke) with a steam pressure
of 100-150lbs. per sq. in.? I intend making the engine com
pound, so should require sire of ll.P. cylinder. Would a pair
similar to Stewart's No. 3 be suitable ? Also, what type of boiler
should I require for it—a Babcock Wilcox or a ﬂash type?
An engine with cylinders 1§-in. and ail-in. by iQ-in. would be
verv suitable. It would be absurd to tackle the installing of a
ﬂash boiler, with consequent difﬁculties, for a stationary plant.
A Babcock Wilcox boiler would be much more advisable.
~.

Locomotive,

“ Hobart " Cycles.
The “ Hobart " cycles which are listed in a well-illustrated
catalogueto hand from Hobart, Bird & Co., Ltd., Coventry, should
meet the most exacting requirements of every keen rider. A
perusalof the specificationrelating to each dim-rent model shows
"
clearly enough what “ Hobart cycles are made of. The terms
of purchase.can be arranged to suit the buyers' convenience. It
is also interesting to note that this make of machine is a very
popular mount in the Army, and is regularly usedboth for military
work and pleasurepurposes. Finall . .1tenyears’guaranteeis given
with every machine, irrespective0 its pt'iCo,which signiﬁes that
even the lowest-priced machine is a reliable worker. The same
makers have also put on the nmrkf-t a lightweight motor cycle,
known as the “ Handy," which is illustrated in a Separate.list.
This machinecan, we understand,be suppliedat speciallyreduced
prices by arrangementwith reader-zof THE MODEL ENGINEER.
The London ofﬁces and showrooms of the Company are at 7!,
Queen Street, Cheapside,EC.

a

Also very full instructions are to be found
in our Query columns.
“ Magnetos for Automobilists." :5.
in Bottone's
3d. post free.
Unless you have accessto a very powerful magnetwhich could be
made use ot to remagnetiseyour horseshoesby contact. you had
better use a coil of wire containing at least about i,ooo amp.
turns". Pass current through it from battery or mains, and move
the coil round the horseshoe to be reinagnetised, tapping the
magnet sharply the while with a hammer. Take.care that the coil
is such as to niagnetise the horseshoesin the same direction as
that of their residual magnetism.
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The Editor’s

Page.

E have now received some further particu
lars of the Aviation Meeting arranged by
the Birmingham Aero Club, to which we
This function will be
referred
in a recent issue.
held on May 20th and 2151, and there are no less
for competition.
classes
than twelve separate
These include both open 3.an restricted classes for
model aeroplane flying. and classes for scale models,
for light petrol and other motors, for direct lift
A num
and for aeroplane accessories.
machines,
and it
ber of valuable prizes are being offered,
is anticipated that the event will be very widely
A prospectus giving full particulars
supported.
of all the competitions may be had post free from
Road,
Mr. F. A. Thompson, 112, Ladywood
Edgbaston.
#

i

0

We frequently receive letters from readers who
have invented something, but who through lack of
knowledge of the proper procedure, or who through
want of sufﬁcient means or inﬂuence, are unable
to introduce their ideas to manufacturing ﬁrms
who might be disposed to take them up.
To people
in this position the Manufacturers and Inventors‘
Co-operative Association seems likely to be of
since one of their special
objects is to
service,
bring together inventors and owners of patents,
The Hon.
and manufacturers and capitalists.
Secretary of this newly-formed Association is Mr.
E. J. Crosier, A.M.I.Mech.li., 2, Collingwood Street,
and, as we gather from a
Newcastle-on-Tyne,
prospectus recently forwarded to us, that it is
to be run on really mutually helpful lines, and
not as a purely proﬁt-earning venture for the pro
moters, we can recommend those of our readers
who are interested in furthering any invention they
may be engaged upon, to write for particulars of
membership.
in

n

_

From information recently published in the
daily Press, we learn that quite a number of ladies
are now preparing to enter the engineering
pro
fession in Russia, and that one, at least, has already
been employed on some responsible civil engineering
work. Lady tracers are, of course, very largely
works
employed in drawing ofﬁces in engineering
in our own country; but we do not,know of any
cases of ladies undertaking any important technical
work, and until the other day we did not know of
An electrical friend,
any lady model engineers.
however, in course of conversation, conﬁded to us
that his wife was quite an enthusiastic model
maker, far more skilful at the work, in fact, than
\Ve have heard of model engineers
he was himself.
who have enlisted the services of their lady rela
tives in details of their work, but we should be
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interested to know of any complete engineering
models which have been built without the mere
man being allowed to interfere. It
is quite
possible
that, unknown to ourselves, we number
more than one lady model engineer amongst our
readers.

Answers

to Correspondents.

T. (W. Kensington).~—-Yes;
you can use the
No. 22 wire on the armature, putting on as much
as possible.
Use No. 18 S.W.G. wire for ﬁeld,
about {i lb. in all. Correct as series machine.
I. B. (Letchworth).—See “ The Model Locomotive "
(6s. 4d. post free) for instructions on the design
of the valve gear.
Re oil engine—you evidently
do not understand the principles of working.
“
See
Gas and Oil Engines," 7d. post free.
“ BATTERY "
trouble may be
(W. Ealing).—~The
due to too great strength of solution.
Use 3 025.
salammoniac to r pint of water. If good results
are not obtained with this solution, renew the
carbons.
W. D. S. (Quetta).—Design for a small hot-air
is given in our 6d. handbook, “ Simple
engine
Mechanical \Vorking Models."
S.

Notices.
The Editor invites correspondenceand original contributions on
all amatrur mr‘ChaniCaland electrical subjects. Matter intended
for publication should be clearly written on one side of the paper
only, and should invariably bear the sender'sname.and address. It
should be distinctly stated, when sending contributions, whether
remunerationis expectedor not, and all MSS. should be accom
panied by a stampedaddressedenvelopefor return in the event of
rejection. Readersdesiring to see thr Editor personally can only
do so by making an appointmentin advance.
This journal will be sent post free to any addres for r3s. per
annum, payable in advance. Rrrnittances should be made by
Postal Order.
Advertisementratesmay be had on application to the Advertise
ment Manager.
How ro Annuss LETTERS.
All correspondencerelating to the literary portion of the paper,
and all newapparatusand prior lists, &c., for review,to be addressed
to Tn! Enrron, " The Model Engineer," 26—29,Foppui's Court,
Fleet Street, London, E.C.
All correspondencerelating to advertisemeanand deposits to he
"
addressedto Tu! AnvakrisEIENr MANAGER, The Model Engi
neer." 26—19,Poppin's Court. Fleet Street, London, EC.
All subscriptions and Correspondencerelating to sales of the
paper and books to be addressed to Percival Marshall 8; Co.,
2&29, Poppin's Court, Fleet Street, London, E.C.
Sole Agents for United Stair-s. Canada, and Mexico: Spon and
Chamberlain,
Liberty Street, New York, U.S.A., to whom
12?,
all subscriptions
rom thesecountriesshould be addrescd.
A
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Two Curious Steam Engine Valves.
By “PRIOR LIEN.”

F IG. 1.
B, Steam generator; C, Check valve; D, Pump; E, Valve rod; '
F, Trigger; 6, Valve lever; H, Thrust rod; 1, Spring.
N.B.—In top and bottom position of crossheadF is pulled to the left and releasesE,
which can then move down or up. In position shown it has just _beenpulled down by
spring ]. Pump, plunger is shown too high; spring should be resting on bottom guide.

A, Water Tank:

to_

The problem was to design a steam engine
with a 11-in. by I-in. cylinder that would work
without a flywheel. I began with tappet piston
valves, anticipating no troubles, but soon ran up
The ﬁrst was that the
against two big snags.
stroke was never constant and never full. With
such
short piston traVel there was practically
no room to get such valves to work properly, and
they cut-off very irregularly, the tappet sometimes
a

before
the screw - driven
ago,
years
I
had proved its superiority,
aeroplane
resolved to make a model ﬂying machine
with ﬂapping wings. The ﬁrst step was to get a
do
satisfactory engine, and it is to my efforts
Two successful engines
this that these notes refer.
were made, but they were never ﬁtted to planes,
mainly on account of the difﬁculties of experiment
ing in London.

OME

Fig

A

.
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or PART or FIG.

2.

its seat. 'Steam entered and drove down the
piston. At the end of its stroke
trip gear came
into operation, and left
free.
The steam pres
sure behind
clapped it on to its seat and opened
B, and exhaust took place.
It appears very crude to have both valves open
but little valves like these move almost
together,
as fast as the steam, and
doubt
there was
any measurable loss due to that cause.
The valves
gave absolutely no trouble.
Of the gear that
worked it,
may,
anyone
interested, give
a further description some other day,
necessary.
off

if

if

the engine.
The cylinder was inverted and open
It was made of solid-drawn brass
at one end.
The piston was a trunk I in. long, also
tube.
made of brass tube, and absolutely without packing
I never found it
of any kind, not even grooves.
blow steam, though when starting up water passed
it freely. The end of the cylinder was closed by
a brass plate, with a ii-in. brass gas hole tapped
The valve box screwed into this
in the centre.
silver steel,
The piston-rod was 3-16ths-in.
hole.
which went straight down to a guideplate held to
which
the cylinder by tie-rods. The crosshead,
worked the connecting-rods tied to the wings, was
pinned to the middle of it. The wings were de
pressed by the steam pressure with great sudden
again by springs. The engine
ness, and raised
was made single-acting to save steam and boiler
weight
The boiler was made of solid-drawn copper tube——
The tube
a bare 3-16ths in. outside and §»in. bore.
was 7 ft. long, and was coiled round a mandrel
I} ins. diameter. It was fed by a pump and ﬁred
It
by a very simple methylated spirit blow-lamp.
made lots of steam for the engine, and as on several
occasions the wing arms, which were of oak 5-16ths
by g in., broke right across, I have no doubt there
The great tip about all boilers
was lots of pressure.
of this kind is to use a check valve some inches
away from the pump. I tried many times to de
pend on the pump valve only, but never got satis
factory working until a check valve was used.
Then there was no trouble at all. The pump, by
the way, was a brass tube {‘in. bore and about
the plunger ﬁtted the whole way
1% ins. long;
It
up, but its stroke was never more than } in.
was raised by a spring and struck by the crosshead
The plunger was made of a magniﬁv
in its descent.
cent material, and gave no _trouble whatever.
This
It may be new to some model makers.
material is a mixture of graphite and rubber. It
and can be turned
is about as hard as ebonite,
and worked readily, and takes a high polish. I
got it from the makers of the Schonheyder water
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they very kindly cast two little sticks of
It is splendid stuff for the job, and a
pump working like this without a stufﬁng-box
is practically frictionless.
Now, let us go back to the valve. I give you a
sketch of it, and you will at once see that anyone
with a simple lathe can make it with his eyes shut.
A brass block was screwed into the hole in the
cylinder. cover, and the valve chest H was forced
into it. This valve chest was simply i-in. round
brass rod, reduced where shown to
in. Through
the centre a 3-32nds-in. hole was ﬁrst drilled,
and was then counter-bored at each end, leaving
the valve seats.
A hole C at right angles led the
steam straight into the cylinder.
A is the steam
valve, B the exhaust valve.
They were exactly
similar, simply little blocks of brass pressed tight
on to short pieces of r-ioth—in.
silver steel.
The
front ends were carefully coned to suit the valve
seats and ground in with pumice-powder.
The
bodies ﬁtted the counter-bores, and grooves were
ﬁled to allow the steam to pass freely around.
A light brass spring kept the steam valve on its
seat.
Behind the exhaust valve was the plunger D,
and a short, stiff spring was placed between them.
F was a 3-16ths-in. hole for the exhaust. The
valves had to lift one—quarter of 3-32nds, but I
gave them 1-32nd.
The valve stems were carefully
adjusted for length, so that when one valve was
on its seat, the other was z-32nd in. off.
Now you
see the whole thing.
The lever E was pulled down
by a spring at the moment of admission and
closed the exhaust valve with a snap, at the same
time pushing
the
admission valve backwards
meter;

.it for
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A

throwing the valve quickly and sometimes missing
altogether. It was only when a very small per
of
the stroke, say half, was used that
centage
That did not suit me.
the engine ran at all well.
I wanted full stroke, and I wanted full pressure
up to the very end, and then a quick exhaust. The
other snag was that the valves always leaked.
They were solid brass pistons, 5-16ths in. diameter
by 1» in. long, and were tapped into solid-drawn
I was using highly superheated
brass
tubes.
steam and a high pressure, and the valves would
not hold it at all.
So I gave up piston valves and made a very
simple p ppet valve, which worked perfectly.
Before describing it I must say a few words about
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The other valve was for a double-acting engine.
did not want to make castings, and so resolved
But I still
to do without a valve chest at all.
wanted a sudden opening, a full length admission,
This time I
and a quick exhaust at each end.
decided to try a ﬂat slide-valve, and I made it
thus.
The cylinder was a brass tube, as before, and
it had a ﬂange riveted on to each end.\ These
turned on
ﬂanges were shaped to receive spigots
the ends of a piece of §vin. square brass rod, in

I
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ment, the problem was to move the valve suddenly
at each end of the stroke. Here the lever B comes
in. B is hinged to the keep-plate behind the valve,
and a stiff helical spring pulls it down so that
its toe forces the valve on to its seat with a load
A simple link
greater than the steam pressure.
arrangement, fitted to the crosshead,
pulled the
B
arm
of
to
the
left
at
each end of the
long
slightly
this
relieved
the
on the valve
stroke;
pressure
and left it free to move, which it did with a snap,
under the inﬂuence of one or other of the springs
already mentioned, on the valve spindle. It will
be noticed that the valve is held fast by friction
only, but it will also be seen that there is no load
on it during movement, so that there was practically
no wear, and,
by carefully adjusting the keep
This
plate, there was no appreciable loss of steam.
gear worked also without the slightest trouble, but
the engine, as a whole, was too heavy.
The photo
graph (Fig. 2) shows the general arrangement of the
I
will
be
clear
which,
think,
to most
perfectly
gear,
These few notes have already run
of my readers.
to much greater length than I expected,
and I
apologise.

Motor Cycle Notes.
By

“

Pnazmx."

The Theory of a Smash, Exhaust Whistles,
and a Simple Foot-rest.
From Mr. R. ]. Bickmore, of Kensal Rise, N.W.,
I have received an interesting letter respecting

FIG. 2.
B, Steam generator; C, Check valve; F, Tension rod;
K, Valve lever; 5, Slide valve. _
Nil—In top and bottom position of crossheadT is pulled to left. re
leasingpressureon back of valve, and allowing it to move under inﬂuence
of thesprings on the valve spindle. Girer is curved so that cylinder may
beplacedat various angles.
A, Water tank;

which the ports shown in the sketch (Fig. 2) were
The ports were drilled holes 5-32nds in.
made.
diameter. Channels carved in the cylinder covers
connected the ends of the ports with their respective
The slide-valve was a short piece
cylinder ends.
of the same gin. brass rod, with a suitable recess
cut in it. A 3-32nds-in. steel valve rod was ﬁxed
This rod slid freely through a
to it by a bridle.
and
hole drilled in a projection on the crosshead,
on either side of this projection was a helical spring
Steam
bearing against a nut screwed on the rod.
through A and passed via the valve to
entered
either end of the cylinder; as shown, it is going to
Exhaust took place freely to the
the top end.
atmosphere. Having this simple valve arrange

the above points, two of which have been previously
dealt with in these columns. My correspondent
read the remarks I' made a few issues back on
the subject of a smashed piston and bent connecting
rod in a motor cycle engine belonging to a Highgate
reader who, it will be remembered,
sent me the
broken parts and asked for my opinion as to the
cause of the mishap.
At the time of giving the
same I asked
for altemative theories from my
readers, and that which I have received from Mr.
Bickmore certainly appears to be a reasonable
His idea is that the piston was rather a
one.
tight ﬁt- at the top of the stroke—perhaps an
other piston had been put in by mistake, as it
was stated that the engine had been dealt with
by the makers at the works—and that it was not
the ﬂywheels touching the crank case which caused
The piston eventually
the stiffness in one place.
seized at the top of the stroke, and the momentum
of the ﬂywheels tore the gudgeon-pin out of the
and on
piston, breaking the latter as described,
the next revolution of the ﬂywheels the connecting
rod, with the gudgeon-pin still through the top
bearing, struck against the broken piston, further
smashing it and bending the rod.
This is a likely enough explanation, although
I do not think it seems very probable that another
piston would be put in by mistake, as my corre
It also leaves the rubbing
spondent suggests.
marks in the crank case unaccounted for.
Mr. Bickmore goes on to say that, regarding
the question raised some time ago in these Notes
re exhaust ‘whistles sounding louder when the
valve is lifted, he notices no one has raised what
seems to him to be the most obvious theory, viz.,
that raising the exhaust valve causes a weak,
diluted mixture to be taken into the cylinder,
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which would take much longer than a strong mixture
to complete its combustion, and the process would
therefore not be quite completed when the exhaust
valve was raised by the cam, consequently the
pressure will be much higher and longer sustained
in the exhaust pipe than when the combustion
the exhaust valve begins
is complete
before
to
I see no objection to this view, provided
rise.
that
it
be
what
always
clearly understood that
is meant
by raising the exhaust valve is that
the valve be only just lifted ofi'its seat by the
lifter, the cam doing the rest.

%
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valve movement. This certainly was working
freely enough, and the spring appeared to return
the valve to its seating satisfactorily, but I found
that by slightly twisting the stem and then trying
again, there was one position in which the valves
did slightly “ stick "; so we removed it, along
with its seating, and, without dissembling the
parts, scraped off a fairly copious deposit of car~
bonised
matter, which was found adhering to
the seating and to the rim of the valve itself.
This done, and having cleansed the parts with
a little petrol, we replaced the valve, screwed down
the suction dome,
and tried the engine again.
It went off directly on both cylinders, showing,
of course, that all that was needed was the removal
of the obstructing matter, particles of which were,
I should imagine, getting between the valve and
its seating, and thus preventing the former from
functioning as intended. I enquired of the rider
some blowing
whether he had not experienced
back of the charge prior to stopping, but he ap
parently did not understand the term, and could
not say, even when it had been explained, whether
such a thing had occurred. I think, however,
it must have done, and I also think, judging by
all appearances,
that he had been running the
engine very hard and letting it get very hot.

Engine.

Motor Cycle

by a

The further information respecting the pumping
set actuated by a motor cycle engine, illustrated
in the February 24th issue, asked for by Mr. \V.
Rigby, of Preston, has now come to hand from
the maker—Mr.
R. B. Verney, of Lighthorne,
Mr. Verney says that the engine
\Narwickshire.
is in perfect order—in fact, the compression was
too high, and better results were obtained after

\SC/ Screw;
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s/ee/
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CYCLEs.

My correspondent also sends me some sketches
of a pair of foot-rests which he has made and
ﬁtted to a motor cycle.
They are, he says, both
light and cheap to make, the total cost being
He is also making a silencer,
about one shilling.
and offers to forward sketches showing its con
struction.
These I shall be glad to receive in
due course.
Automatic Inlet Valves Sticking.
I was recently motor cycling on the Aylesbury

Road when I fell in, near Amersham, with the
rider of an A.O.I.V. twin, one of whose cylinders
had ceased to ﬁre, and the reason for which he
was unable to make out. The ignition appeared
to be in perfect order, the tank was nearly
full of petrol, and every part of the engine,
so far as he could ﬁnd, was as it should be.
Having been asked my opinion on the matter,
I turned my attention, ﬁrst of all, to the auto
matic inlet valves, accepting for the time being
the owner's assurances that he had tried the igni
tion and found it in order.
Both A.O.I. valves,
on being depressed by the plungers, seemed to
be quite free, and the spring action also appeared
correct. I then asked to have the engine run
on the stand, and it started up at once in the rear
cylinder, but no explosion took place in the front
one.
Having thus located the direction in which
we must look for the fault, I removed the suction
dome of the front cylinder and tested the inlet

i

in. The fan
packing the cylinder up about
probably absorbs about } h.-p., but taking the
The alleged
belt ofi makes very little diﬂerence.
horse-power of motor cycle engines is obtained
(if at all) by running at high speed—1,500 revolu
" As
tions or more; and, goes on the letter:
I pointed out, engines of indifferent design with
will
etc.,
heavy, unbalanced connecting-rods,
I run at about 650
not run at these speeds.
revolutions, and ﬁnd that my horizontal type oil
engine (} h.-p., cylinder 2§ ins. by 5 ins.), running
at 480 r.p.m., gives considerably more power ; thus :
Oil engine
40 volts 5 amps.
Petrol engine . .
.. 4o
,,
,,
3Q
This represents the result of an actual test, using
As I have plenty
the same dynamo in each case.
of pcwer for the pump, this does not matter; but
I think it shows that makers' statements of horse
The
with reserve.
power should be accepted
tap mentioned by Mr. Rigby is for air regulation,
but I have since ﬁtted a smaller one.
“ There is nothing special about the pump. I made
it up from parts of an old hand force-pump and
The pump
some gearing from an old bean mill.
barrel is ﬁxed 30 it. down the well, and operated by
The engine
a long rod, zé-in. bore by 9-in. stroke.
drives by belt on to a cast-iron wheel about 30 ins.
diameter, a gear wheel on the same shaft driving
Start
the pump countershaft with 2 to I reduction.
ing is effected by turning the large wheel by hand,
a foot exhaust lever lifter being arranged to facili
The cost of the whole plant, less time,
tate this.
amounted to about {2 105."
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“Clair”

Silencer Improvements and a New
Free Engine Device.

Happening to be in Victoria Street, Westminster,
recently, I called on Messrs. J. C. Lyell & Co.,
Ltd., whom I found busy with some large orders
for their well-known "Clair" silencers for motor
cars and cycles.
Some ﬁnished samples intended
for use with the 7—9 h.-p. engines of a prominent
make of motor cycle were shown me, and I noticed
that the silencers, together with the exhaust pipes,
etc., are now being dull-plated, which gives them
a very pleasing and ﬁnished appearance.
The
cut-out has been improved, and is now worked
by means of a ratchet lever attached to the side
of the petrol tank, varying degrees of free exhaust
being obtained with every convenience
by this
means.
The same ﬁrm is shortly introducing a free
engine device designed on new lines.
It will be
supplied at a lower ﬁgure than any at present on
the market, and will be‘ more specially adaptable
to lightweight motor cycles than existing patterns
are. I shall hope soon to illustrate and describe
this device, as I know that several of my readers
are on the look-out for something of the kind.
The Lyell Concentric Pilot valve, which I referred
to a while back, is, I understand, giving successful
results, and this is another matter upon which
I shall have something further to say in a succeeding
issue.

“Having the Cylinder

Off."

The task of removing the cylinder of a motor
cycle engine is one which, in the majority of cases,
need create very little bother; but, if this is to
be so, it is necessary to employ a systematised
plan of operation, based on the circumstances
to the particular
applying
To remove
engine.
the cylinder, it is usually the best plan to get the
piston at the bottom of its stroke, and, having
removed the holding-down nuts and lifted the
cylinder clear of the studs, pull it with an even
pressure upwards, at the same time twisting it
slightly backwards and forwards to free the piston.
\Vhere it is found impossible to remove the cylinder
vertically, it should be canted to right or left
above the studs, and the easiest position for getting
it off will soon be ascertained, and, of course,
noted for future purposes.
The injection of a
little parafﬁn or petrol prior to removing the
cylinder will make the operation an easier one.
I believe some motor cyclists go to considerable
trouble in cutting out with a pair of scissors the
paper joint between
cylinder and crank case.
The best and quickest method is to get a piece
of brown paper, place it over the base of the
cylinder, and form the joint by tapping all round
the projecting sleeve with a light hammer.
The
disc of paper so formed having been removed,
the jointing will slip on over the sleeve, and further
light tapping around the base and where the stud
holes are will have the joint ready in a few moments,
and, what is more, it will be certain to ﬁt exactly,
it being in fact a true template of the base of the
cylinder.
When chipping carbon deposits off the top of
the piston, always stuff plenty of rag around the
opening in the crank case, and when replacing
the cylinder, do not neglect to give the walls and
also the piston a coating of engine oil.
Be careful
to see that the piston ring slots are correctly pro
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portioned out, and a slight smearing of graphite
on the top of the piston will make it easier to
While
get the carbonised deposits off next time.
access is being had to the piston, examine the
gudgeon-pin bearing, and try the connecting<rod
for wear at the lower end.
All nuts, etc., removed
should be entered on their proper positions or placed
_in a box, so that, when re-assembling, no time
will be lost hunting for missing parts. Worn
and ill-ﬁtting nuts should be replaced by properly
ﬁtting ones, and the opportunity taken for examin
ing every part handled.

Replies in Brief.
H. M. G. (Cape Town).-—Yes, you could have
a Whittle belt for your IQ h.-p. lightweight, but
it seems a little out of place on such a machine,
these belts being specially strong and powerful.
The size would be § in., presumably.—C. H. L.
(Barking).—-There is nothing difﬁcult to understand
" Motor
about the valve and cam action.
Cycles,
and How to Manage .Them," obtainable at this
No, you could not alter
ofﬁce, would assist you.
the frame without incurring the other alterations
F. F. H. (Sutton).-—The float method
as well.
of showing the petrol height in tank is now out
of date.
Gauge glasses are now employed, and are
in every way more satisfactory.
Yes, you could
device
ﬁt the free engine
to your engine.
P. M. G. (Birmingham).—You
can lower (but not
necessarily
improve) the compression by putting
in a thick jointing between cylinder and crank
case.
You will have to lengthen the valve stems
if you do this.

Model
Feathering
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Aeroplane

Notes.

By “ AERoPi-irns.”
Propellers.

any ordinary model be stripped of its pro
and used as a glider, pure and simple ; and
then, if tests be made of the same machine gliding
with its propellers on-results will be obtained which
will prove to. anyone beyond dispute that the
screws of a machine, when stationary, offer a con
siderable amount of resistance.
Some of my own
models will start rewinding the propeller in the
opposite direction to that in which the elastic is
Then, as the machine slows up and the
_wound up.
windmill efiect on the propeller becomes less, the
elastic starts driving it backwards, and so tends
to stop the machine still more.
The result in most
cases is that, instead of gliding gently to earth,
the model stops quite suddenly directly the elastic
is exhausted, and ﬁnishes its ﬂight in an abrupt
dive. This tame ending often spoils what would
otherwise be a graceful and satisfactory ﬂight;
hence it behoves us to look about for a means of
eliminating the trouble, and, if possible, without
introducing another trouble by increased diﬁiculty
in construction.
\Vhen ﬁrst I was confronted with the problem,
it struck me that the only way would be to ﬁx
the propeller on a free wheel, through which it
could be driven, but which, at the same time,
would let it revolve—windmill
fashion—quite
easily, without winding up the elastic. With a
I
tackled the construction of a. really
light heart
tiny free wheel of the usual bicycle type, but soon
pellers
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ceases to drive they lie back with their edges end
on to the wind, and so set up a minimum of resist
ance.
Some little time ago, when experimenting
with metal propellers, I made a trial one of this
type, which I found answered very well. Of course
F-q

_——-)

Re.

3b.

FIG. 3a.

FIG. 2.

the blade of a pr0pellcr
be obvious that
truly helical—as it should be—it can never
truly edge on into the wind, because no two
lines drawn from edge to edge of a helical propeller
blade can ever lie in the same plane, hence it is
ﬂat blade, if the
to use a screw with
necessary
freewheeling results are to be obtained.
best
Although
personally am no advocate of the ﬂat
have seen
must confess that
bladed screw,
propellers of this type give results which were
decidedly good, and it will generally be found that
they answer all right when made of reasonable
diameter, and when the blades are Cut away for a
good radius around the boss.
shows the construction of a feathering pro
Fig.
will be seen that making
peller blade, from which
it is quite an easy job; in fact. the work of only
blade,
The half-moon shaped
minutes.
few
think, the most satis
as shown in the ﬁgure, is,
gives rise to the minimum of air
factory, as
disturbance or leakage around the tips of the

it must

if

be
go

Fro.

it

I

a

it
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I
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I had not got a lathe at
gave it up as a bad job.
the time, and so was rather heavily handicapped
in this particular job, at least.
I then rigged up
"
”
a click
out of the works of a small clock, which,
whilst being simple, nevertheless worked quite well,
but it was a triﬂe on the heavy side, and is not suit
able for quite small propellers, as, if a spring of sufﬁ
cient strength be used to ensure the pawl falling
into the tooth, the propeller will have some difﬁ
culty in overcoming the resistance of this spring.
This arrangement is shown in Fig. I, which gives
an end view and a side elevation. A great dis
advantage of this idea is, in my opinion, the fact
that the pawl~pin has to be driven into the pro
peller, and if this is a thin wooden one, a good deal
of difﬁculty is likely to be met with in getting it
there, in addition to the fact that the introduction
of this pin is liable to weaken the propeller blade
3 good deal.
If a larger propeller with a fair sized
boss—the latter of sufﬁcient diameter to allow
the pawl-pin to go into the boss and not into the
blade-—this trouble would be avoided; but, on the
other hand, a single pawl of the type shown is
scarcely strong enough for a propeller much above
a foot in diameter, as under load the pawl-pin soon
works loose, or else the propeller blade splits. I
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or two models, and
this contrivance
although, as I say, it proved satisfactory in the
main, yet there were times when it has caused me
to use the most awful language.
Just as I would
be giving the last turn or two to a long elastic~
has taken considerable time and
skein—which
temper to wind up—the pawl would slide sideways
two minutes' hard winding
out of the tooth;
would disappear in one whizzing, shrieking second,
and very likely the small circular-saw would plough
a neat little channel in the back of my thumb.
Of course, I am only too ready to admit that this
sort of thing could be easily rectiﬁed without much
trouble. My readers will, no doubt, see a thousand
different ways of overcoming the trouble, many of
which are obvious enough; but they must not forget
that every complication introduced spells added
weight and, very likely, added trouble.

Propeller

Blades.

method of gaining the desired free
wheel effect is that of so pivoting the blades of the
propeller that when they are rotated by the motor
they are forced into the position in which they
give a forward thrust; whilst, when the motor
Another

I

I

I

FIG. 4.

i

v
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The latter are made of thin metal, the
blades.
rear edge being bent round into the form of tube
from which a small portion is cut away in the
middle. The blades are carried on arms of steel
wire or thin tube, to which are soldered small
“
stops," which protrude through the holes cut
The stops are, it
the blade for their reception.
need hardly be said, soldered to the arms after the
blades have been put in position, and they are set
In
so as to give an equal angle to both blades.

in

Featherlng

A

(l

_

used

on one
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As far as my own experience goes, the arrange
ment I am about to describe is far and away the
At the same time
best, as it is also the simplest.
it allows any propeller to be used, and there is a
minimum of added weight. Further,
it requires
no extra labour in the making, as it is simply a
"
modiﬁcation of the ordinary driving
dog.“ I
show this in perspective in Fig. 4, the propeller
It can be con
being indicated by dotted lines.
structed of thin sheet metal, as shown, or else of
wire. It is soldered to the screw shaft, which
extends beyond it rather more than twice the
thickness of the propeller to be used, and ter
minates in a small screwed or sweated collar, which
prevents the propeller slipping off the shaft. It is
important that the hole in the screw boss be made
an extremely easy ﬁt on the screw shaft, otherwise
Its action is extremely
the device will not work.
simple: as soon as the motor stops driving the pro
peller comes from behind the bent dogs, which
have been holding its blades longitudinally, and the
wind resistance at once throws it back along the
extended shaft clear of the driving dogs.
It is
now free to rotate, and consequently offers quite
a small resistance to the travel of the machine.
There is, in connection with this particular
contrivance, a point which is too small, perhaps,‘
to bring up, but it is, I think, worthy of note.
When the propellers slide back they slightly shift
rearwards the centre of gravity of the whole
machine, and thus, in effect, the elevator or tail
have more or less lift, as the case may be. Now
for gliding, as contrasted with ﬂying, this is just
what is wanted, and by choosing propellers of suit
able weight the maximum possible glide might be
obtained in this way.

Hints on Making some Difficult
Ship Fittings.
HAVE

By

C.

].

tube, the back of which must be ﬂush with the
back of the head.
The seam should be neatly
caulked with white lead, and when the whole is
painted a very presentable cowl is the result.
Since I made these I have made
them
with the aid of a lathe by
turning out the head,
making, of
course, a neater job.
Fig. 2 shows the way I made some
ladders for the same tug.
I found it
a very simple way out of the diffi
I used 3-16ths-in. satin walnut
culty.
for ladders about 2 ins. long.
The
illustration explains itself, the slots
Fig!
being cut with a carving chisel.
Fig. 3 shows a ladder of the type
- used on a torpedo-boat destroyer.
I
Mr. Willomes will notice it,
hope
as he expresses
difﬁculty in this line in his
article of December 3rst, 1908, issue.
A piece
of thin sheet zinc is cut to the length required
and about 3-3znds in. wide; at equal distances
along this a hole is drilled for every rung and

I:

F192
then gripped
The strip
slightly countersunk.
in the vice horizontally, and a pin dropped into
each hole and soldered vertically into place, using
as little solder as possible.
The pins are then
thrust into their respective holes in another strip
exactly the same as the ﬁrst, except that the holes
are not countersunk;
into place,
this
soldered

J

"

JACOBS.

times lately noticed that con
to THE MODEL ENGINEER have ex
pressed difticulty in making some ﬁttings for
their model steamers, and therefore I hope that
the following hints may prove useful to them and
to other readers.
Fig. I illustrates a ventilating cowl I ﬁtted
to a tug some time ago, and which allowed a free
I had no lathe at the time, and so
passage of air.
made it in the following way :—Take the top of
a blind acorn, and with a rasp carefully take off
all the ribs except the one near the edge which
serves as a rim.
Now, with a rasp and sandpaper
ﬁnish it off to the shape shown at a. It must
now be hollowed out neatly and fairly thin, using
a sharp penknife.
The stem is made of compo
tubing about two~thirds as thick as the head is
A slot must be
deep, and shaped as shown at b.
cut in the back of the head to ﬁt this end of the

.—

several

5.

Fig

i

Y

tributors

I

The ends
making the ladder the required width.
of the pins are then cut OH and ﬁled smooth, as
are the pinheads on the other side, taking away
any surplus solder, and the ﬁtting is complete.
A shows a section of one rung. This hint should
when making model railway signals.
be useful
Should there be anything not clear in my descrip
will be very pleased to further explain,
tion,
necessary.

if

Another

l
l
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passing, it should be noted that the blades, in
making the hinge, should be bent round a steel rod
or other mandrel slightly thicker than the actual
propeller arms, as it is highly necessary that the
blades should pivot easily.
Fig. 3a shows a blade
in driving position, and 3b in feathering position.
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Model Marine Screw Propellers.
By ].

S. YACUA, G.M.S.C.
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(Continued from page 372.)
will now proceed to give a brief descrip
tion of a small apparatus that could
It is
be used to test model screws.
not claimed for it to possess any striking inno
in fact, it is in many ways deﬁcient.
vations;
For instance, the screws tested can only be
so Ifor purposes
of comparison in themselves,
and not relative to the form of hull. This seems
tolbe the main want in all propeller experi
ments
so far; even Mr. Froude's and Professor
Flamm's experiments in Germany lack in this re
spect, for no set of experiments could be con
the inﬂuence of the
sidered
as complete where
hull on the wake is not taken into account.
Nevertheless, to design an apparatus embodying
all these requirements would, if not tax the in<

WE

28, 1910.

thus giving the screw a certain velocity relative
But though this would certainly
to still water.
For
be an advantage, the drawbacks are many.
instance, 40 ft. is an inconvenient length to lay
down in most households; then, as a few photos
of the working propeller would be an acquisition,
it means that the sides, or at least the bottom,
would have to be made of glass, which would be
If it can be managed so much
rather expensive.
the better, and more accurate results will be ob
tained; it not, the shorter length and stationary
carriage makes a good foundah'on for better things
to come.

Two glass panels of, say, fin. plate, are ﬁxed
on each side of the trough, so that the propeller
could be seen working from either side, and by
placing a strong light on one side a photo of the
screw could be taken from the other.
The photo
graph resulting would be more like a silhouette;
the exposure must be very quick, otherwise a
blurred print will be the result.
The platform is held by four pins to {our battens

FIG. 27.—PROPELLER
of its
genuity
designer,
altogether
produce
too large and cumbersome
an affair for a model
to construct and use, considering his
engineer
limited conveniences
and resources.
For this
reason we will content ourselves with a less preten
tious arrangement, and one that will give all the
results required for comparing the efﬁciency of a
set of propellers relative to one another.
Fig. 26 shows such an apparatus in sections.
The trough containing the water could be made,
say, to ft. long, 2 ft. wide inside, and 185 ins. deep.
It will be noticed that the carriage is held in place
by four pins, but adjustable vertically.
A better
arrangement would be to make the trough, say,
40 it. long, and by setting the carriage on wheels
and running on rails set on the edge of the trough,
it could be pulled along at a pre-determined rate,

April

BLADES.

on the trough sides.
Upon this is mounted a small
electric motor, working preferably from a socket
At the commutator end of the
on the supply main.
spindle a speed indicator is held by a small brass
clip ﬁxed to the platform, so that it could be
pushed on to the motor spindle when taking the
revolutions.
At the other end of the motor spindle
is a small bevel wheel working on another ﬁxed to
This spindle passes
the horizontal fulcrum spindle.
through bearings ﬁxed to the large arm carrying
the propeller, the bearings in turn working in other
ﬁxed to the platform.
Inside 01' the
bearings
arm is another couple of bevel wheels driving a
vertical spindle having bearings ﬁxed to the arm
At the lower end of this spindle, and
inside.
inside of the cigar-shaped underbody, is another
couple of bevel wheels driving a horizontal spindle,

i
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Englneer

and ﬁnally the propeller. It will be apparent
that all these bevel wheels will cause a good deal
of friction, but this can be corrected in the readings
The forward end of the underbody
during test.
screws off, so that the last pair of wheels and their
bearings could be got at ; also, a_thrust block placed
so as to receive the thrust of the screw.
The large
arm consists of a piece of solid drawn brass tube of,
say, 16 gauge or more, kept circular in section at
the
fulcrum and gradually ﬂattened till it joins
the underbody, and is ﬁxed to it by rivets and
solder.
At the other end it is also ﬂattened; but
two pieces are cut off at the sides, and a small steel
From a small hole in
plate riveted, as shown.
this plate a spring balance is hooked.
At the other
end of the balance a steel rod is attached by a hook,
part of this rod being square in section and sliding
in a square bush ﬁxed to the wooden cross beam
of the standard, the other half being screwed ;
and adjustments are made by turning the small
handwheel at the bearing end of bracket, as shown.
A pointer is ﬁxed to the upper end of the large
tube, working close to a graduated scale of degrees,

and

April

Electrician.

shot of

the

propeller

through

one

of

28, 1910.

the glass

panels.

All this

done at the same time would naturally
require the assistance of a friend, but what friend
would not be glad to " do the handy " under the
The duration of test should be,
circumstances?
in all cases, of unit time-say one minute.
The readings being all correctly taken, we then
have the thrust (total) of the propeller, being the
readings on the balance divided by two.
This is
done because the leverage,as will be seen, is 2 to 1.
The speed, if there is no reduction by gearing,
will be that of the motor. The power used in driv
ing will be the product of amps. X volts = 100 watts.
Thus, if the amps. are 4 and the volts I [0, then the
total power used will be 440 watts. From this we
must deduct I00 watts for friction, etc.
That
leaves 340 watts, and as i h.-p. equals 746 watts,
then

2—36
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-445 h.-p., as the power driving the screw

alone.

Six tests or so may be made with each propeller

Fro. 28.—MR. CATTELL’S “VIKING.”

a

if

a

a

is

is

if

;

}

if

at various speeds, and the results tabulated, from
which a curve may be drawn.
Fig. 27 shows ﬁve types of propeller blades
It
that may be used to experiment in the tank.
will be noticed that the boss in each case is cut
to solder up as a three
to 120 degrees.
This
bladed screw as previously described.
The photo
The
graph was taken from the metal patterns.
a small matter com
actual shape of the blade
pared to the proper relation of pitch to revolutions,
to diameter, and to power.
The depth of water ever the propeller may be
varied to see what effect this has.
The speed could
until cavitation begins.
In fact,
be increased
variety of ways and means of getting information
will be found as experiments proceed.
There
are a few the writer could mention, but will refrain
from doing so, for fear of spoiling the full enjoy
ment of the experimenter in ﬁnding these things
out for himself.
Fig. 28 shows the speed-boat Viking, belonging
to Mr. W. Cattell.
This boat was built from the
design of Mr. Dysart, and much as the writer would
like to give a complete description of it here, he
will refrain from doing so, as he
more concerned
about the propeller than the boat just now.
It seems that the propeller given in the design
is

The spring balance, as drawn,
in the ﬁgure.
only reads to 20 lbs., but a more powerful one
would be advisable.
To commence a test, run the motor withjno pro
peller on and keep the pointer at zero by the
small handwheel a reading will be got on the spring
balance corresponding in value to the friction and
Several readings
torque of the motor and wheels.
In this way
should be taken at various speeds.
these readings, or their mean, could be deducted
Thus,
driving the
from readings during tests.
apparatus with no propeller, the spring balance
from subse
1b.; this must be deducted
registers
Simi
quent readings at corresponding speeds.
the readings on the amp-meter and volt
larly,
meter of motor are taken, and thme multiplied
give, say,
by the other—that is, amperesxvolts
100 watts, this will have to be deducted from the
watts obtained by readings at corresponding speeds.
To make a test, put on the propeller to be experi
mented
upon, and measure the height of water
Now start the
above the tips to the water level.
motor and run up to the required speed, at the
same time keeping pointer at zero, or as near as
reading of the speed by the
Next, take
possible.
indicator, readings on the spring balance, amp.
snap
meter and voltmeter, and also,
possible,
as
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This may be accounted for
was never a success.
by the fact that the engine, as ﬁtted, was consider
ably more powerful, and the propeller may have
With this point in view the
been over-powered.
ins.
writer suggested making a new propeller of 3,’*,1
diameter, the blade area being at the same time
The pitch was also in
considerably increased.
creased from 9 ins. in the design, to 103 ins., the
increase taking place at the middle of the blade~
that is, the pitch at root and tip of blade was kept
to 9 ins., but the rest of the blade made to an in
creasing pitch, the mean of which is, as stated,
The blades were also raked sternwards
10% ins.
to an angle of 9 degrees, and on an athwartship
The
view the blades were made nearly elliptical.
result of these alterations was a considerable in
crease in the speed—so much in fact, that a rubbing
strake Q in. wide had to be put along the stem to
break the bow wave, which rose to a considerable
The best speed so far on a measured dis
height.
tance is, the writer believes, about 9% miles, without
straining the boiler, and considering the displace
ment is over 3 lbs. in excess of the designed weight,
it reﬂects great credit on the builder. The photo—
graph of the boat was taken for the writer by Mr.
Tom Cattell, those of the propellers by Mr. Alex.
Glasgow, to'
Blackadder,
13, \Vest Nile Street,
whom my thanks are due.
In conclusion, let us hope that these few notes
will give more incentive to some model engineer
or engineers to proceed a little further, and then give
us the results, for which we will be very thankful.
The writer would also call for some criticisms—
instructive criticisms, not mere "pull the thing
sort of rhetoric ‘for this we have
to pieces"
criticism, no matter
no use; but good wholesome
how hard it hits and how many pet theories it
shatters, is very often a blessing in disguise.

A Useful Battery Switchboard.
By H. C. DRUCKER.
'
four 4-volt 60 amp-hour cells, and
connections
to
it
change
inconvenient
ﬁnding
when using them for different purposes,
I constructed a handy switchboard to which the
By closing the
batteries
are always connected.
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apart of the pieces B is a little less than the thick
ness of knife blade C.
Pieces B and C are about
i-i6th in. thick.
The board is 8 ins. by 8 ins. by l in., and of hard
wood.
After drilling holes for binding posts and
switch bolts, the board was soaked in a thin solution

FIG. 2.
of asphaltum.
\-\-"hen dry, it was given several
coats of shellac varnish.
Fig. 2 is a photograph of ﬁnished board.
The
handles on knife blades are hard rubber.
Fig. 3
shows some of the combinations and the wiring;
the binding posts are omitted for the sake of clear
ness.
A set of these drawings is mounted in a
frame over the switchboard for reference.
The knives are fastened
on the posts in the
(3 in

"lll'

4

Series

In Series

ifL

~—n

2
2

1/1 Series
I"? Mil/[Ip/e

C

.v

FIG. I.

I

diﬂerent switches
can get one, two, three, or four
cells in series; two, three, or four cells in parallel;
and two in series, two in parallel.
The only parts purchased were binding posts and
bolts.
The switches are made from odds and ends of
brass and copper. The blanks are cut as in Fig. I, A,
in. thick, has two slits cut in, and
which is about
Pleﬁes B, driven in and soldered.
The distance

i

FIG. 3.
row from the top, and on the bottom row.
Those on the second row are double-throw.
The large switch on the left is used when dis
charging, and switch on the right is connected with
dynamo switchboard, and used when charging cells.
second
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The diagonal bracing pieces under the window are
ﬁtted after the frame has been put together. Their
length should be taken from place so as to be a
They are
tight push-ﬁt in the four corners.
halved together in the middle similarly to those for
the sides and back, to be referred to later. They
are ﬁxed by one or two nails driven into the frame
The other joints are best
at the end of each piece.
secured
by two wooden plugs through each, or
The mortise in the
screws may be used if desired.
middle of the top horizontal member to take the
piece supporting roof should be made before ﬁtting
the frame together; a similar hole must also be
cut in the back frame for the same purpose.
Strips
of r-in. by 5-16ths in. stuff, with the outer edge
planed half-round and mitred at the corners, are
nailed round the inside of the window frames,

A Design for a Small Work=
shop.

By C. BLAZDELL.
(Continued

and

Irom page 369.)

OMING now to the construction of the shop
itself, it will be seen from the drawings to

consist of a framing of 2-in. by 2-in. quar
tering braced across diagonally, the sides of match
Details of
boarding being nailed to the frames.
the frames are shown in Fig. 2, the dimensions
being arranged so that they may be cut from the
standard lengths of timber, as ordinarily procur
Details of the joints are given
able, without waste.
Figs. 3 and 4.
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leaving a ledge in which the glass may afterwards
be puttied (see section co, Fig. 4).
A strip of
ins. by
in.
also nailed to the two sides and
top of the door frame to form the jamb (section an).
This completes the front of the house, so far as the
and the isometric view in
framing
concerned,
will make
Fig.
quite clear as to how each piece
ﬁts into the adjoining pieces to make the complete

it

frame.

.

Proceeding with the rest of the framing: lengths
of
ins. by
ins. for the sides and back are next
cut and jointed together, as shown in Fig.
The
joints, etc., in this ﬁgure are lettered, and the same
letter is given to the corresponding joint in the
general
arrangement drawing (Fig. 2), to assist
3.

is

The frame for the front of the house should be
Provision has to be made in
put together ﬁrst.
this frame for both the window and door.
The
upright at side of door, the horizontal piece at
bottom of window, and the division-piece in same,
are all mortised and tenoned into each other.
The
amateur will ﬁnd little difﬁculty in making this
form of joint.
A little care is required in marking
out, but for this work it
not necessary that the
should
ﬁt with mathematical accuracy,
parts
though the closer the ﬁt, of course, the stronger
and neater the job. The other joints—those at the
four corners of the frame~are simpler, and though
not so secure as the ordinary mortise and tenon
joint, will be found quite suitable for the purpose.

FOR SMALL WORKSHOP.
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in identifying them.
A view of the back of the
house is not given, but it is, of course, similar to
the front, except that the door and window are
omitted, the back frame being merely a rectangle
These
braced
across
from corner to corner.
diagonal bracing pieces across the sides and back
will be found to stiffen the frame up very com
pletely, and convert a somewhat ﬂimsy affair into
The length of each piece
quite a rigid structure.
should be carefully marked off by trial in position,
taking care that the uprights are quite plumb and
the corners square.
After marking off, the ends
are reduced to i in. thick (Fig. 3, B), forming a
shoulder at each end, which should ﬁt tightly
\Vhere the
between
the corners
of the frame.
"
"
halved
diagonals cross they must, of course, be
into each other. The position of the halving is
best found by placing the two diagonals tem
porarily in position, and running a pencil mark
A
across the face of each where the other crosses.
groove equal in depth to half the thickness of the
wood is then cut in each diagonal, after which they
are secured to the frame by a screw through each end.
The next to be ﬁtted are the two vertical struts
“
or
in the centre of the front and
king-posts"
back frames supporting the ridge of the roof, and
Dimensions for all these
also the sloping rafters.
pieces are given on the arrangement drawing, and
details of the joints between king-post and ridgel
etc., in Fig. 3 (A).
So as to enable work to be continued during
wet weather, it will be as well to get the roof on
at this stage, leaving the matchboarding and the
ﬂoor, etc., till later. There are several ways of
rooﬁng the shop, but whichever is adopted, it is,
of course, essential that it should be quite water
tight when completed, and remain so for some
considerable time afterwards without attention,
otherwise the lathe and any other machinery in the
In the present
shop may suﬁer very severely.
case a felt-covered wooden roof is proposed, con
structed of weather-boards, as shown in Fig. 3.
Lengths of weather-boarding, cut to the sizes given
in the drawing, are nailed at each side to the sloping
rafters, and also to each other; commencing at
the bottom, and working towards the ridge, allowing
each board to overlap the preceding one by about
The boards should be about 6 ins. wide
Q in.
in. The method of ﬁnishing oﬁ’ at
by i in. by
the ridge is fairly clearly shown at the top left
hand corner of Fig. 3. A piece of 4-in. by akin,
board, standing on its edge on the ridge rafter.
forms a comb.
The two top weather-boards butt
against this, and a strip of thin sheet zinc bent to
the shape shown drops over, and is attached by
zinc clouts to the boards after the felt has been put
in position. Various qualities of rooﬁng-felt may
be procured, and for this job fairly good stuff
should be employed.
Before ﬁxing the felt it is as well to give the
roof a coat of hot tar, to which a little pitch has
been added, and another on top of the felt when in
position makes a sound, water-tight job. The
felt is laid on, starting from the top, and tacked
closely to the weather-boarding with large-headed
zinc clouts, being pressed down tightly over the
edge of each board, so showing a series of ridges
—the edges of the weather-boards—across each
side of the roof.
The ridges give a more pleasing
appearance to the roof than would be presented
by a plain, that surface.

i

April
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The saw-toothed boards hanging over the slop
ing sides of the roof at both the front and back of
the house prevent the rain driving in under the
ends of the weather-boards.
Another board nailed
to the top edge of these at right angles rests on top
their ends.
of the weather-boards, and covers
The saw-tooth shape is obtained by cutting pieces
in the shape of a right-angled triangle from the
The ornamental
edge of a 6-in. by ﬁ-in. board.
turned ﬁnial on the front of the house gives an
opportunity for an interesting bit of lathe work.
It will be found too long to go between the centres
of most amateurs' lathes—the wn'ter made his in
two halves, afterwards joining up the two pieces
with a dowel-pin, and ﬁxing to the front of the
roof with a bent iron clip arranged so as to cover
the joint.
The back of the house has a. square
ﬁnial with pointed ends.
The walls of the shop are of 6-in. by ﬁ-in. match
The boards are cut so
ing nailed to the frames.
as to overlap on to the frame at both ends, and are
attached on the inside of the frames, and nailed
to the latter and also to the diagonal bracing.
The boards up under the sloping sides of the roof
must, of course, have their ends cut at an angle
to suit.
One board at the back is omitted, being
by a ventilator, to be described
replaced
later
(see Fig. 5).
It will probably be found that, owing to imper
fections in the matchboarding, small openings
and cracks wiil show here and there in the walls.
This may be partly avoided by using thicker
boards, say i- in., which are not so likely to be im
perfect, though the best way is to make a double
wall of matchboarding with a sheet of felt between ;
but as this adds materially to the cost, it will be
sufﬁcient for most purposes to use a single thick
ness, ﬁtting the boards as closely as possible, and
lining the inside with felt or similar material.
A
drawing of the door is given in Fig. 4. It is made
of matchboarding, as employed for the rest of the
house.
The shelter piece over the top and the
drip board nailed to the bottom -will be noted.
A similar board to this latter is also ﬁxed to the
front of the house under the window, the ends of
the joists carrying the ﬂoor being cut off at about
The ﬂoor joists are of
45 degrees to receive it.
2-in. by 3-in. stuﬁ, a step being cut” at each end
where they join the frame of the building (see iso
metric view, Fig. 4). The frame rests on the piles
previously driven into the ground, the weight
on the ﬂoor being thus transmitted direct from
the joists to the piles.
Before laying the ﬂoor it is necessary to arrange
for the work bench.
As this will take a vice, and
comparatively heavy ﬁling and hammering will
be done on it, it is not fair to carry it on the floor
or ﬁxed to the walls of the shop, as the hammering
and vibration may do some damage ; besides which
it would not be possible to get a properly rigid
The bench legs, therefore,
bench.
are of stout
3-in. by 2-in. stuff driven deeply into the ground,
quite independent of the rest of the building. For
driving them in the writer used an iron “ rammer,"
such as is used for ramming down garden paths.
The bottom ends entering the ground should be
pointed and tarred, and several inches should be
allowed on the top ends, so that the part which
is sure to be damaged by the blows of the rammer
can be sewn 06, and the tops of all four legs got
level when they have been driven in sufﬁciently
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When all are in position they areZbraced
the back and two sides with 1§-in. by r-in.
stuff, leaving the front open, so that the operator
can get his legs under whenzworking at the bench.
The height of bench—2 ft. 5 ins. from ﬂoor to top—
is intended for working at while sitting down. The
deep.
across

April
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It
the box lid, with a i-in. hole in the centre.
must be possible to pass two ordinary-microscope
the ledge and the box lid.
slides easily between
It only remains to procure a few such slides— which
ins. by
in., with their
are merely strips of glass
edges ground evenly—and also a strip of selenitc

is

is,

writer ﬁnds this the most convenient for small
model work ; but if it is intended to stand, the bench
will require to be some 10 ins. higher, depending
on the height of the operator. The top
of bin.
board, the corner next the door being cut off, as
indicated in the plan (Fig. 5), to give more room
when entering. 6-in. by Q-in. boards are used for
the ﬂoor nailed to the joists, the boards being cut
away where the bench legs pass through to clear
them, and allow about l-in. space round them, so
that vibration shall not be transmitted from the
bench to the building.
This practically completes the workshop so far
as actual building
with the exception
concerned,
of the rain-water guttering.

and
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(To be continued.)

Cheap Polarlscope.
].

R.
By H.
N instrument capable of exhibiting

I

is

This latter may be
mounted upon a similar slide.
purchased from an optician for about 2s.
Place a crystal of tartaric acid, sugar, etc., upon
one of the slides, lay this on the selenite, and place
Rotate the mirror till it
the two on the stage.
reﬂects a beam of light upward through the crystal,
and apply the eye to the plain glass end, slowly
most fascinat
rotating the long box. The result
ing, both crystal and background ﬂashing with
beautiful changing colours. Experiments may be
tried with a variety of crystals, also glass that has
been heated to redness and cooled suddenly on a
cold iron slab.

Securing Wheels on Axles.
By C. Wooncocx.

I

r

is

A

The following is a good method of securing model
locomotive and other wheels on their axles.
drilled down the
hole
out
axle,
and reamered
with a ta
pin reamer;
is then ﬁxed
the whee
or [held in place. and a
taper pin driven in. This
"expands" the end of
'7’
the axle. and consequently
makes the wheel secure.
If desired, the wheel can
think
then be keyed.
the drawing will explain.
not quite.
Wheels ﬁxed in this way are almost.
The taper
as secure as when they are forced on.
must, of course, be extremely slight.
if

G

5

2

is

is

C,
1

1

6

it

4

a great
many of the beauties of polarised light can
be easily made by the amateur by following
the directions given below.
It would be out of
here the nature of
place to attempt to describe
polarised light, for the theory of which the reader
is referred to any advanced work on optics.
Let the stand be made from a piece of hard
wood A, about
with two pillars
ins. square,
BB secured ﬁrmly upon
in a perfectly up
ins. long
Each pillar may be
right position.
and
in. square.
They may be ﬁxed 1} ins. apart.
Between these pillars, and as near as possible to
the lower end, a small mirror
in. in diameter,
is mounted on a piece of thin wood or in the lid
of a small pillbox, and pivoted by means of two
screws between
the ends of a strip of brass D,
which
soldered
in the middle to the end of a
short thick wire passing through one of the pillars,
and bent into a handle at the other end.
The
mirror thus moves in two directions. A bundle
of eight strips of glass E, each an inch wide, must
be wiped quite clean, and fastened
between
the
pillars as near as convenient to the mirror, so that
one end forms an angle of 26 degrees with the side
to which it
nearest.
They may be kept in posi
tion by means of four little ledges of wood. A
round wooden or cardboard box must nowbefound,
about
ins. long, with a
ins. in diameter and
well-ﬁtting licl,. which rotates stiﬂiy but without
The lid, which must have a i-in.
any jerking.
hole in the middle, must be ﬁxed upside down
on the top of the pillars, as shown at F in the
the box. Another eight
illustration,
being
pieces of glass must be ﬁxed inside the box to form
an angle of 26 degrees with one side, in the same
manner as the bundle between the pillars. This
box has a {-in. hole in the centre of the bottom,
closed with a piece of plain glass, to keep out the
dust. Finally, a little shelf or miniature stage
must be ﬁxed near the top of the pillars just below
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A Home-made Drilling Machine.
By FRANK BUCK.

home-made
I made in
drilling machine
my spare time from an old milk separator,
and cost me (practically speaking) nothing.
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Next I got an old steam valve spindle
the handle.
and top with thread in, and ﬁxed it on to the separa
tor frame with four bolts. The spindle is made
in three parts. The bottom part is a piece of ordi
nary g-in. gas piping I; ins. long; the middle part
is a piece of i-in. iron 15 ins. long; the top part
is the old steam valve spindle (before mentioned)
The i-in. iron piece I tapped into
13 ins. long.
the i-in. gas piping and threaded the other end
“'hitworth), then bored 9. g-in. clearance hole
right through the valve spindle, so that the i5-in.
iron piece comes through the valve spindle, and
ﬁxed with nut on threaded end.
The holes in the
frame were too large for the spinele, so
put in
spindle, then ﬁlled up with white-metal, which
found made very good bearings.
On the. i-in.
ins. long) with three small
piping
put key on
studs, and cut keyway in small wheel to ﬁt.
Next
got an old chuck that came off an old hand—
drilling machine. and tapped on with an old socket
and put peg through to prevent
unscrewing.
may say that the wheels. being 100 to I8 teeth,
make it a very high-speed
machine and a very
suitable one for twist drills. To ﬁx
got two
and
pieces of iron 24 ins. long.
1} ins. square,
ins. apart in both pieces,
tapped two i-in. holes
and inserted them in ,two holes in the wall.
then
cement
in holes
in wall to make
poured
thoroughly secure and fastened on machine with
four §<in. studs through bottom of frame.
(7

I

8

I
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I
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Prize Model at the Edinburgh
industrial Exhibition, I909.
By L. G. GILAN.
EPRODUCEI)
herewith

is

is

A USEFUL DRILLING MACHINE.
A friend

a

photograph
of the model which gained
THE MODEL
ENGINEER Silver Medal at the Edinburgh
Industrial Exhibition of October, 1909. for best
model in the Exhibition.
It
a Midland
type locomotive, 3-in. scale,
the same as designed
by Mr. H.
gauge,
3}-in.
Greenly, except that the boiler is not of the Bel
paire type and it has not a slip eccentric gear, but
a Stephenson link motion.

me the old separator, and the rest
consists of odds and ends 1 had by me. First, I
cleared out everything. leaving only the frame with
gave

new

V
.

4
‘
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MR. L. G. GILAN'S SILVER MEDAL MIDLAND Loconorrva.
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The iootplates of engine and tender are of
German silver, as are all the parts where steel
is generally used, so that the model can be worked
without fear of rust.
The boiler is of the Smithies type and has seven
water tubes, a superheater, and a downcomer.
It is ﬁred with a Primus No. 4 burner, squeezed
in at each side to ﬁt ﬁrebox, which has a double
casing to protect paint. I tried a methylated
spirit lamp, but found it would not keep a constant
working pressure of 60 lbs.
The cab has the usual ﬁttings~water
gauge,
pressure gauge, blower, and blow-oft cock.
The tender is on a double bogie, and contains
two tanks (one for parafﬁn oil, the other for water)
and a hand-pump.
The model is painted in the proper Midland
colour, and is lined with strips of copper.
The ﬁttings and the paint were supplied by the
well-known ﬁrm of Bassett-Lowke & Co., of North
ampton.
I am a medical student, and have spent one
year of my spare time in making this model.

l

28, r910.

that I could not gather from the picture I used to
The scale of the
sketch from the actual engine.
model was 1; in. to I it.

Practical

Letters from Our

Readers.

[The Editor invites readersto mkr us: of Uns column [or Ill: [1411
discussion of mallns 0! plasma! and mutual interest. Letters
may he sigrmi milk a nom~dv~plume
(I drsrrcd, but ﬂu full
mm! and ndzlnxn .2] the smdn musr invariably I)! checked.
"coughnot nerrssan'ly[or publrralimi.)

A Small Motor Boat.
To run EDITOR OF The Model Engineer.
DEAR SIR,—Enclosed you will ﬁnd two photo-.
graphs of my small motor boat, which may be of

F-;--—.—

A Cardboard
semer ”

of “Bes

Model

(L.B.

By V. W.

6:

S.C.R.).

EDWARDS.

model was made by myself about nine years
ago when this engine was at the height of
its popularity, it being at that time a great
favourite amongst locomotive enthusiasts in the
The tunnel, dome. buﬁers, and
South of London.

THIS

A

CARDBOARD

MR. Moun-r AND ms Moron BOAT.

MODEL or run L.B. & S.C.R. “BessEMER_._"

axles for wheels are made of wood ; all other parts,
boiler, wheels,
wheel
including frames,
guards,
The
springs, grease boxes, etc., are of cardboard.
model was painted and lined throughout in correct
I had no proper drawings to work to, but
colOurs.
simply a coloured plate of the engine that was
with the Locomotive
insued
iVagazine, all detail

I made the boat
interest to your readers.
It is 12 it. 6 ins. longaby
during last winter.
3 ft. 2 ins. beam, and is built on the lines of a semi
racer.
The framework is of wood—chieﬂy oak——
I may say
and is covered with very stout canvas.
that the canvas is very strong, and looks just like
It is ﬁtted with a. 3 h.-p. "Universal"
wood.
some
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water-cooled petrol engine,
which drives it at
8 miles per hour, carrying two people with ease.
I have used it a great deal upon a local canal during
the summer, and the canvas is just as tight and
The boat was made to my own
good as ever.
design, and the engine is in the bow under the
turtle deck. The propeller, shaft, and universal
joints were made by a local blacksmith.
The water
circulation is effected by a small rotary pump
driven off the engine crankshaft.
The water is
taken out of the canal, pumped through the water
jacket, and goes out with the exhaust gas. The
boat was only built to carry two people, but I have
taken three, and also towed another boat carrying
six, at the same time.
For anyone wishing to make
a small boat cheap, I am certain that they cannot do
better than make one of canvas, provided they
use plenty of white-lead paint, and put sufficient
ribs in the framework.
I hope you can ﬁnd room
in your valuable little paper for one of the enclosed
E. MOUNT.
etc.,
photographs—Yours,

Engine

and Boiler for Model Steamer.
TO THE EDITOR or The Model Engineer.
DEAR SIR,—Having
these photographs on hand
I send you them just now, and will send photographs

and
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casing and bottom
have added
a force pump since the
photograph was taken. The boiler is made from
a design that appeared in THE MODEL ENGINEER,
by Mr. Scott. I have had a lot of trouble with
leakages and otherwise, but will get it all right
The boiler barrel is
ins. by 2} ins.
eventually.
The ﬁttings have been altered since the photograph
was taken.
Hoping these, too, will be of interest
to your readers, yours truly,
ROBERT DICKlE.

castings being the slide~valve

covers.

I

II

Construction of Model Yacht Ponds.
To THE EDITOR or The Model Engineer.
SIR,—I would like to suggest that when

these
being constructed the possibility of making
them more convenient for model sailing should be
considered.
I suggest that instead of having the
waterline below the surface of the surrounding
ground it should be above it to the extent of some
18 ins., and that the water should be kept in by
a dwarf wall.
Probably many lakes have to be
lined with puddled clay in any case, in which case
the cost would be less than an ordinary lake with
retaining wall all round Owing to reduced quantity
or total absence Of excavation.
In-other cases, where the nature Of the soil
for the usual
would render puddling unnecessary
style of lake, the cost of puddling could be set
off against saving in excavation.
It is evident that in the style of lake I sug
in order to
gest. puddling would be essential
prevent water coming up outside the wall due
to head of water inside it.
The convenience
of being able to sit down
on the wall to make adjustments must be ob
vious and inﬁnitely preferable to the present_
method of doing what is necessary to the models
are

g;

whilst kneeling in the mud—Yours faithfully,
L. Pl-llLlPS.

The Society of Model
neers.

Engl

London.

of the steamers some time
have tried them in the open

later on, when I
water. The engine

FUTURE MEETINGS, to be held at the Caxton
Hall, Vl'estminster, at 7 p.m.-Friday, May 6th?
instruction on mach'
_ Demonstration meeting;
ining steam cylinders, etc. Thursday, May 26th:
Biennial Model Making Competition Exhibition of
competing models and presentation of medals and
awards by the judges. Tea and
coffee will be provided.
Closing
date for entries, May 9th.-—Full
particulars of the Society and
forms of application may be ob_
tained from the Secretary, HER
BERT
G. RIDDLE, 37, Minard
Road, Hither Green, S.E.

Provincial

TnE BOILER

built-up principle—ﬁ-in. bore, ﬁ—in. stroke,
over the slide-valve covers, and 33 ins.
It is 4} ins. over all over the shaft, the only

is on the
3} ins.

high.

FOR MODEL STEAMER.

Society.

Reading. —A meeting was
held at headquarters en the 15th
Mr. Dormer read a paper
inst.
"
on
at the con
Lubrication,"
clusion of which a discussion
The next meeting
took place.
All members
will be held on May 6th, at 8 p.m.
to attend this meeting as probably
are requested
At this meeting
this will be the last for the session.
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some of
the visits for the coming summer
months will be ﬁxed.
The Society's library has
now been supplemented by nearly 200 volumes,
kindly presented by Mr. Pole Routh, all of which
are of interest to the model engineer.—Particulars
of this Society may be obtained from the Secretary,
\‘V. FRED DORMER, Kentwood Hill, Tilehurst.

Queries and Replies.
{Attention is especiallydirectedto the ﬁrst condition given below.
and no noticewill be taken of Queries not complyingwith the
directionstherein stated. Letters containing Queries must be
marked on the top left-hand comer 0/ the envelope " Query
Department." No othermattersbutthoserelatingto the Queries
shouldbeenclosedin thesameenvelope.
Queries on subjectswithin the scopeof this journal are replied to
by post under the following conditions:—-(r) Queries dealing
with distinct subjectsshould be written on diﬁerent slips, on
one side 0/ the paper only, and the sender'sname MUSTbe in
scribed on the back. (2) Queries should be accompanied,
whereverpossible,with fully dimensionedsketches,and corre
spondentsare recommended
to keepa copy 0/ their Queriesfor
re/erence. (3) .4 stampedaddressedenvelope(not post-card)
should invariably be enclosed,and also a “ Queriesand Replies
"
Coupon cut out from the advertisement
pages 0/ the current
issue. (4) Queries will be answeredas early as possibleafter
receipt,but an interval0/ a lew days mustusually elapsebefore
the Reply can be forwarded. (5) Correspondentswho require
an answerinsertedin this columnshouldunderstandthat some
weeksmust elapse be/ore the Reply can be published. The
insertion 0/ Replies in this column cannot be guaranteed.
(6) All Queriesshouldbe addressedto The Editor, Tue MODEL
ENGINEER, 26-29, Poppin's Court, Fleet Street,London, E.(.‘.]
The following are selectedfrom the Queries which havebeenreplied
to recently:—
“ Build
R- 5
[13.305] Dynamo's Failure to
(Bishops Waltham) writes : I have a 25-volt 4-amp.Ug."
app dynamo
made from castings. I followed instructions sent with same
implicitly. I have run it all ways, but can get no current what
'ever.
How long ought the dynamo to take to " build up ”?
I have an electric motor driving it ; the motor is stated to drive a
6-ft. boat. Do you think it will be strongenoughto drive dynamo
when same is running under load ?
The dynamo should be driven by a motor of about 1»h.-p. to
enable it to give its rated output. A motor must have at least
this power if it is to drive a 6-ft. boat at a moderatespeed,so we
should say the motor is powerful enough for your purpose. But
the dynamo should " build up " even though the driving motor
has much too little power for doing the necessarywork. There
are many things which may be causing the trouble. You will
ﬁnd much practical adviceintended for just such casesas yours
if you will refer to the last chapter of our handbook “ Small
Dynamos and Motors," price 7d. post free.
[23,304] Varnish for Model Yachts.
W. E. T. (Charlton)
writes: Could you kindly inform me what varnish the model
yacht makers use for their spars? What 1 get either darkens
them or washesoff.
The best copal varnish should be used. it may darken the
wood slightly, but will not wash oil. It should be put on thin,
and well rubbed into the wood. When varnishing small spars,
a pieceof cotton wool may be found to be better than a brush for
applying the varnish. Three coats should be given. Price of
varnish (best) is about 25. 6d. per pint.
A- R- (Bowes
[13.306] Small Electrical Transformer.
Park) writes: Will you accept my sincere thanks for your reply
to Query No. 23,170. It is explained so fully and so clearly that
.anyonecan easily grasp the subject. May 1 still further trespass
upon your kindness by asking you what diﬁerence in the gauge
and amount of wire would be necessaryif the main voltage was
we instead of 240 ?
It is necessaryto alter only the primary winding. '1he secondary
windings remain as before. The number of turns in the
primary wmding should be reduced preciselyin proportion to the
reduction in the voltage, and increasedin gaugeof wire to allow
for an increaseof current suﬁicient to make the numberof watts
absorbedthe sameas before. The new primary winding will be
625 turns of No. 20 gauge D.C.C.copper wire.
[13,272] Electrical Time Transmission. N. M- (Harrtr
gate) writes: Would it be possible at some future date to give
the measurements,etc., of springs and levers in connection with
dials, worked from time transmitter ?
”
“
_ The drawing of the Synchronome dial movementreproduced
in Fig. 2, on page 183of our issueof February 24th, may be taken

and
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as full site, and all dimensionsof consequencecan be ascertained
from it. Note the offer of the Synchronome Company, at the
conclusionof the article on page 184. The old type of movement
which they are offering to readers of Tut-zMoon. Excuse: re
quires but trivial alteration to bring it up to date.
[23.2951 Water Consumption of Motor. W- H. (Birming
ham) writes: Will you kindly inform me how much water would
be consumedper hour by a blbth h.-p. water motor, ﬁxed on
tap, assuming the pressureof water is 25 lbs. per
Corporgtion
sq. m. .
The amount of water consumedwould be about 280 galls. per
hour, if the motor has an efﬁciencyof about '75 per cent.
[23.101] Troubles of a Gas Engine Attendant. W- l. "
(Nottingham) writes: I am now in chargeof a 20 h.- . gas engine
which is driving twelve Lever's lace machines. \h' en 1 went
on this job I was night enginedriver, but last week the day driver
was dismissed for neglecting his work, and previous to going be
altered one or two things on the engine, thinking that
purposely
should not be able to manageand that my employerwould have

to take him on again. I do not Want the engine to stop at all
if it can be avoided, so if you would please answer me a few
questions you will be doing me a very great service. (i) The
engineis a 20h.-p. Tangyegasengine,14-in.boreby bit. 8-in. stroke,
running at 146 r.p.m. It should, when in proper running .ordcr,
tire once and miss three times, but now it fires once and misses
only once. What is the cause? ('2) I think the ignition valve
is out of time, it seemsto tire right on dead centre. It is a mm

C)
a
._

Frql

N "2 3 2 0|

pound valve, I think, becauseit has a double-lift cam. Could
you tell me where it ought to open and close, and why it has two
lifts on the cam? I must retard it somehow. (3) The engine
should run with full gas on, but will run only with just over two
thirds and will sometimesbang off with a terrible report. Could
you pleasetell me the reasonof this ? And the combustioncham
ber fairly drops down, about Q in. or more, just as if it was going
to break off. (4) Th'n enginecost to run in gas alone {3 175. per
week. It runs from 4 a.m. to r: p.m., 20 hours per day. Could
it not be a little moreeconomical,and could you pleaserecommend
me any good books on gas engines?
We cannot say exactly from your description what is causing
the trouble with your engine,but if you grasp the following hints
you should soonget her into properworking order. Most probably
the late engine-driverhas either slackenedout or screwed up the
set pins in the valve levers. thus altering the settingsof the valves.
To check this proceed as follows z—First pull the engine round
backwardson to the compressionstroke as when starting up. The
crank will then be in the position as diagramA. Now pull forward
till it is as diagram B. At th'm point the exhaust valve lever
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should just be on the point of lifting the exhaust valve on its seat.
It you ﬁnd it is opening too soon, screw back the set pin in valve
lever a little till the valve spindle end and set pin are just touching,
as at T, Fig. I. Then pull round againtill crank is at theend oi its
exhaust stroke, as diagram C. The valve should then be just
about shut, and a little further movementof the crank, to above

the back centre, will result in the exhaust valve lever leaving the
valve spindle. and you will be able to feel this by trying to shake
the lever, and notice a little play here. At the latter point the
gas valve should be on the point of opening, and about to or
15 dogs. below the back dead centre the air valve should begin
to open as diagram D. So you will see that there is what we
call "overlap." i.e., the air valve opens before the exhaust is
quite shut, and the gas should open a little bit after the air. Still
pulli ig round in the samedirection, we.next cometo where the air
and gas valves should close, viz., about on the from dead centre,
asdiagram E, but provided the valves open about i'lght,dh€ closing
Will be right, too. We trust the above information Will put you
on the right track, and for full information which would be of the
greatest use to you, we advise you to get “ Small Gas and Oil
Engines," by Runciman, 7d. post free. The chapter on \alves
and Valve Settings would be a. great help to you, and once you
have fully mastered that chapter, you will be able to reason out
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your cells than is desirable. If it lies about in the cells, this shows
that the liquid has taken up as much as it can sustain. This
over-supply of the bichromateis probably what has given you the
impression that the bichromate is diﬁicult of dissolving, which
is not the case,especiallyif hot water is usedas the solvent.
[23,347] No. l Gouge“ Atlantic" Express Locomotive.
B. S. (Twickenham) writes: Could you give me drawings of a.
No. i-gaUgeexpresslocomotiveof " Atlantic " type ? Also, what
sizeoutsidecylinders and boiler would you advise?
If you refer to our issueof June 18th, 1908,you will ﬁnd there
scale drawings,
side and end elevation of a G.W.R. express “ At
"
lantic locomotive. We recommendcylindersI in. by i in. The size
of boiler can be taken from the drawing. Perhaps it might be
worth your while to refer also to the drawingsin our issueof March
14th, 1907, which show a model " Atlantic” locomotive of the
size you specify. ﬁtted with oscillatingcylinders.
[23.346] Multiple Control of Lamp.
J. B. (Cheadlel‘
writes: Can you give me a diagram of wiring to enable me to
control an electric lamp from three different switches? I have
been told that this is done on the P. 8:0. boats in thecabins. The
lamp is in the middle of the cabin, and is switchedon or oft from
the bunk. inside the door, and outside the door. The latter for
the steward to switch off if the lamp is left on by the occupant.
A diagram and details of wiring will be found iii our handbook,
“ Electric
Lighting for Amateurs." See also Query Reply on
this subject in our issuefor July 22nd, i909, page93.
[23.263] Increasing Draught of Cornish Boller.‘ H- R
(Croydon) writes: I have a small Cornish boiler, 17 ft. by 5 ft.
It is desired to increasethe draught without increasingthe height
of chimney. The central tube is 2 ft. 6 ins. diameter. and the
chimney 40 ft. high, 22 ins. internal diameter. (i) Which would
be easiest and cheapestmethod? (2) Could draught be intro
duced at base of shaft by means of a fan driven from engine or
countershaft?
This is hardly a Monti. ENGINEER Query. However,there are
severalmethodsavailable,whichis thebestbeinga matterof circum
staiices,experieiiceand opinion. The simplestdevicewe have seen
is an injector steam jet in a hollow column placed beside the
boiler, thus conductin the induced air to the ashpan,which
mustr
of course,be closed. g'hc diagramexplains the idea, but we do
not
know whether it has been, or is, still covered by a patent. To
prevent accidents, it should not be possible to open the
ﬁrehole
door until the ashpan has been opened and the pressuretherein

Sfeam ’4

hr yourself most of the troubles met with in practice. We shall
beglad to know it this reply is of service to you, and to hear
how you get over the trouble.
[23.290] Reduction
F. Y. (Southampton)
of Voltage.
writes: Could you tell me how many lamps (electric) of 8 or 16
c.-p. I should require to pass a current through so as to reduce it
from 100 volts to a voltage suitable for silver-plating?
If you will refer to Query Reply in March 5th (i903) issue,on
“
Reduction of Voltage," you will ﬁnd a clear explanation of the
matter. As theresistanceof your plating bath is an almostnegligible
quantity, you may take it that what current the lamps pass will
alsobe the current sent through the bath. Carbon ﬁlament lamps
take about 3 to 4 watts per c.-p., and metal ﬁlament ones about
i to 2 watts per c.~p. Thus, a 16 c.-p. carbon lamp at 4 watts on
.
.
6
too-volt circuit consumes 64 watts, equal to
amps, or '64
To‘?
amp.

‘

dissipated. Otherwise the pressurein the ashpan created h
the
steam jet would force the flamesout of the fireholeand probably
damagethe stoker. You may use a fan instead of the steam je't
ap aratus, the sole merit of which latter is its simplicity.
a an delivering the air below the grate, the interlocking ofWith
the
ﬁredoor and ashpan door is, of course, necessary. We think that
introducing air in the form of a jet projecting upwards in the
baseof the chimney is not an economicaldevice. The
Wlll be cold and reduceto a certain extent the natural enteringair
part of the
draught, as it will lower the temperatureof the chimney
and thereforereact unfavourably. You do not say what the gases,
chim
ney is madeof; but if of iron, the jacketingoutside of the
half or third with another larger tube would keep it warmer,lower
ands
preventing radiation, increase the natural draught to some
ex ent.
‘
byt

Battery. A- R- V- (Stonehouse)
[13.357] Blchroinnte
writes: I made a three-cellbichromatebattery (eachcell capable
of holdin 1} pints of solution) which I thought would be suitable
for working a model railway, etc. Now, surely such a battery
oughtto be able to yield 4 amps. per cell for someminutes; but,
sincethe ﬁrst day, I have beenunable to obtain more than 2 amps.
and that for not more than one minute. I made the solution from
a formula you kindly sent me. I used bichromate of potash in
small lumps, which I crimhed to powder before dissolving. I,
however,had considerabledifficulty in dissolving same, and now
there is an inch of concrete-like substance in the bottom of
(“nthcell. Evidently the fault lies there. I should be much
obligedit you will tell me how to correct this disappointingfailure.
Two amperesstrikes us as a satisfactory current to get from
a cell suchas yours. It certainly doesnot indicate " disappointing
lailure." Apparently, though, you have more bichromate in
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[21.9351 'Detllls for N.B.R. "Atlantic" Locomotive.
writes: I am building a bin. scale model
H. K. C. (Gatcshead)
" locomotive, Class V
N.E.R. “ Atlantic
(No. 649). 1 Would be
obliged if you could give me a sketch of frames and details of
bogie for same.
size for a {-in. scale
We append to a scale of one-fourth full
“ Atlantic " locomotive,
model the main framesof a model N.E.R.
Class V (No. 649). All the wheels are standard castings, and
we have dimensionedthe axle-box openings of the Coupled and
for the same
b0gie wheels to suit the horns and
"
“ axle-boxesused
wheels of the {-in. scale model Dunalastair locomotive illus
tratcd in our Lssueof February (root) and subsequentmonthly
numbers to November (tqox), Vols. IV and V. The bogie frames
should be placed 2 ins. apart to suit the bogic frame stretcher
and sliding pad of the abovemodel locomotive. The main frames
may be placed3 1-32ndins. apart at the firebox,and 2 r s-rbths ins.
apart at the hogie. The front butler beam is of wood with a steel
backing. The positionsof the cab front plate and theﬁreboxback
plate are shown in the diagram. The length of the ﬁrebox will
depend on the design of the eccentricsand straps. The outside
trailing frames may be placed 4} ins. apart.
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C- K-J~ B-(NewcastleArc Lamp for Lantern.
possible to fit up
small carbon are
on-[213.361]
_vne)writes: ls
slide-projecting optical lantern to be used direct
lamp for
from 24o-volt continuous current and main? if so, have you
issuedany instructionsin THE MODEL Bxcmznn for making one
Is thereany danger
Would carbonsof in. diameter be suitable
of the fuse going on the ordinary lamp circuit,if such an arc lamp
were placed in it?
A descriptionof an arc lamp for me in projectinglantern, with
working drawings, given in THE Moon. ENGINEER for May 14th
and 28th, 1903. Carbonsof in. diametercan be usedfor a small
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[23,360] Making “ The Modellinglneer" Dynamo.
G.
(New Cross) writes Do you think it possiblefor me to build your
size,
to
as
stated
in
Tm:
MODEL
ENGI
ENGINEERdynamo
Moon.
NEER, on 4-in. Drummond Precision lathe, power driven
Also
the best firm to obtain castingsfrom, and about cost of same
matter which you can decide for yourself. Measure
This
the drawing and your lathe; this will show you the parts which
are too large. A great deal dependsupon your ingenuity. The
too long to go betweenthe centres,but you may be able
shaft
to dodge this difﬁculty or get this turning done by someoneelse.
The greaterpart of the work can be done by yourself possiblythe
firm supplying the castingswill do the machiningwhich beyond
Davis, 2:, St. Mary's
the capacity of your tools. Messrs.Grifﬁn
Square, Gloucester,advertisecastingsfor this dynamo.
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W. M.
for
Lathe.
[23.3301 Machlnlng Castings
(Bailey) writes We wish to know the bestway to boreout pair
of back-gearedheadstock castings, 3-in. centre. The lathe we
have a 3i-in. screw-cuttinglathe, and we wish to bore them in
this lathe. Would you advise us to bolt same to saddle of lathe
and bore them betweencentres, or chuck to faceplate?
This
an operation requiring much care to obtain accurate
results. The poppethead can be boredon the faceplate,using an
use ﬁt drill held in the slide-restto rough
angle-plateto carry
out the hole, and ﬁnish with rose'bit or flat bit, with pieceof
to obtain smoothhole. Bore the mandrel
clampedeachside
wood
head on the saddle, using boring-bar betweencentres. You will
necessaryto
pack up the headstocksof your lathe
ﬁnd
probably
to obtain sufﬁcientheightof centre. Examples of work which will
by
Figs.
and X79and 17.,of our Handbook,
are
given
assist you
“ Practical Lessonson Metall5!
Turning,” by Percival Marshall.
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Charging: Anemometry.
C-J~T
[13.394]Accumulator
(Ross) writes (i) We have at our works dynamo charging ﬁfteen
accumulators for lighting purposes. Each cell has seven plates.
They are chargedat the rate of 30 volts L8 to 20amps. The lamps
want to chargeone volt
in circuit are 25-volt metal filament.
charging
20 amp-hour motor accumulator while the dvnamo
you
the other c;-.lls, possible,and should be much obliged
would inform me how to connect up. (2) Where can get some
information, with instructions, for making wind gauges?
have
this subject
taken Tue MODEL Excmren for years but forget
has been dealt with.
(1) Put the single accumulator in parallel with the others;
connect
direct across the 3o—voltterini-ials with two or three
25-volt 25 c.-p. metallic ﬁlament lamps in serieswith it, the lamps,
of course, in parallel with each other. You do not mention its
amp. will pass for every
charging rate. Reckon that about
lamp in its bunch. (2) There “ published by the Unith States
Weather Bureau pamphleton Anemometry,"which just what
you require, we should sav. It describesvery fully, with illustra
tions, many instruments for indicating and measuringWl'ld pres
sures, etc. lts published price
:5 cents. so you bid better
send an International Coupon for ts. Address, The Supt. of
Publications, Washington, U.S.A. Ask for the latestedition, which
“
the third. The pamphlet ofﬁcially referredto as Instrument
Room, Circular D."
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In the article of this seriespublishedin issueof january i8th, 1906,
a multipolar armature of the same type as yours
treated of.
If you considerthematter,you will seethat thewrongly connecting
up of two adjacent poleswill meanthat at leastone pole,sometimes
two poles,will always be acting against the armature effort. The
hindering action of the wrongly-wound pole will be of the same
strength as the helpful action of the pole opposite to it. So that
to wron
wind one pole equivalent to cutti 1gout the magnetic
eﬂ‘ect itself and also of the pole opposite to it. Now,
two
adjacent polesbe wrongly wound, therewill, i'l a six-pole machine,
be two positions per revolution in which the armature would exert
no effort at all —i.t., the positions in which a pole next to the
short-circuited by the brush. In such
wrongly-Wound pair
case the poles on each Slxleof the wrongly-wound pair will be
out of action, and there will be in action only the pair wrongly
wound and the pair oppositeto them, but thesetwo pairs counter
ml, and the
act each other, and, therefore,the turning effort
machine fails to start. An alteration of connectionsto the faulty
all that
required to put things right. We think this
coils
probably what necessaryin your case. It does seem,from your
sketch, that the pole-tips of the two poles approach each other
rather too closely, but we do not see What this can have to do
with your trouble. And the reversingby shifting of the brushes
quite normal. The only other suggestim we can make as to
not sufficient pressureto start
causeof failure
that volts
the motor, though once gets a start, the low voltage sufficesto
keep going. lint, apparently. your motor does start with arma
mrc in some positions,so canth be the voltagethat
at fault.
\\'e are, therefore,driven to think that our first suggestionmust
be the correct one. (2) This could be done, but the simplestway
to introduce a little resistanceinto the ﬁeld-circuit. (3) The
current will be the same as that passedwhen machine
used
as dynamo. The voltage will have to be increasedabove that
which the dynamo gives. (4) Yes.
H- T. (Forest Gate)
and Ammeter.
[23.3961 Voltmeter
writes
am making up volt andammeter of th._-repulsion type,
sh-le be greatly
and am not quite sure on several points.
you would kindly give me the necessaryl'l$[fuc1juns_
obliged
wire,
quantity,
requiredto carry
and
what
what
gauge
About
(l)
volts safely
(2) Also gaugeand quantity of wire.to take amps.
other
magnetised,or
which
repel
each
the
two
parts
Are
only
(3)
the moving part magnetised? (4) Are they both steel, or one
steel and the other soft iron
We presumeyou mean to ask Whatwould be suitable winding
volts. -This question cannot be
voltmeter reading up to
for
answeredwithout knowing just how your Voltmeter to be con.
matter for exjx-rimentto
structed, and then the best winding
exactly determine. (2) This we take to be question similar to
The samereply must be
but referring to an amperemeter.
No.
"
Our Handbook. Small Electrical Measuring
ivcn.
and
"
nstruments (7d. post free),describeshow to make instruments
which would suit you. All details required are supplied. You
could use the same winding for the voltmeter as that speciﬁedin
the Handbook. For ammeter, No. 12 might be substituted for
N0. :4. (3) Neither need be permanentlyinaguetised. Both, 0‘
course, become.magnetisedwhen a current circulates in the coi]_
suitable for both.
(4) Soft iron
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lantern. Usually, however,the sire of the positivecarbon is made
somewhat larger in diameter than that of the negative carbon;
this is not absolutely necessary. An arc lamp of this kind does not
requiremore than about 4-5 volts. If you work with highervoltage,
you must use a resistancein series with it to absorb the.excess
voltage. The lamp referredto takesabout 5 amps. 2 to work with
240 volts, you must use a resistanceto absorb nearly 200 volts
That meansa resistancewith a value of about 39 ohms, say, 6} lbs
No. 16 gauge bare Eureka resistance wire, wound in coils and
stretchedon a metal frameon insulator. Adjust the lengthof wire
by experiment until you obtain a satisfactory arc. You will be
quite likely to blow the ordinary lamp-circuit fuses. It may be
necessaryto fuse specially. The moreconvenientway is usually to
connect a length of flexiblewire to one of the distributing boards,
use separatefuse. But this dependsupon the wiring of your
ouse.
L. 8. (East
[23.330] Dynamo's Failure to Start. etc.
have made an electro-motor.Manchester
Grinstead) writes: (i)
type. The armature a six-pole. It
in. wide and
wound
with N0. 20 S.W.G., as also the ﬁeld coils, connectedin shunt.
It was built for volts and runs at high speed, and is powerful
on that voltage. The only difﬁculty wish to overcome that
not self-starting, and am at a loss to account for this.
naturally thought, when making it, that
would be self-starting,
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The directorsof John Oakey Sons, Ltd., recommendthe pay
ment of ﬁnal dividend at per cent. to theordinary shareholders.
making total of r0 per cent. for the year, and in addition bonus
of per cent.treeof income-tax,leaving balanceof £6,20215s.3d.
to be carried forward to next year.
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[The Editor will be pleasedto receive[or reviewunder this head
samplesand particulars 0/ new tools, apparaius, and malcr'
for amateuruse. It must be understoodthat thesereviewsare
Ira expressions0/ Editorial opinion. no payment0/ any kind
being required or accepted. The Editor reservesthe right to
the goodssub
criticise or commendaccordingto the merits
mitted,or to abstainfrom insertinga revim in any casewhen
thegoodsare not0/ suﬁirienl interestto his readers]
' Reviewsdistinguishedby an asfcrisk have beenbasedon actual
Editorial Inspectionof thegoodsnoticed.
name Fittings.
Model
_
_
With referenceto our“ rep to Query No. 23,258,to our issue
of April 14th, wherein C. T. W." (London) writes complaining
of trouble with The Moon. ENGINEER dynamo brushes,the Uni
versal Electric Supply Companyask us to point out that the refer
ence to Tmt MODEL ENGINEERdynamo therein does not apply to
their machine, although they call their machine made from our
Handbook on Small Dynamos and Motors Tn! MODEL Eucrnnzn
dynamo. Their modeldynamo engineeringfittings are all arranged
with movable brush rockers, so as to get the desired adjustment.
The bttthS are gauzeand ﬂexible,and the troublereferredto could
not haveoccurred their modelengineerdynamo fittings had been
ill use.
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thesameas tripolar armature. The commutator in six sections.
No matterat what position the brushesare placed,there always
someneutral point at which the motor refusesto start itself, but
makes slight trembling movement. Perhaps the tips of the
pole-piecesare too close together, the dbtance being only half
the length of face of the armature poles?
should like to make
could increase the db
this armature self-starting, possible.
tancebetweenthe tips of magnet that would remedythe fault.
might mention that the motor will reverseitself whilst running
the brushes are shifted round the commutator far enough.
have not had this experience with other motors.
have Tux Mover. Eucrueen Handbooks on Dynamos, and also
Motors, but cannot solve the above points. (2) also want to
know the following. The abovemotor geareddown to certain
Speed(about to 1), and ﬁnd that the speed not quite high
enoughby few revolutions per minute, Can increasethe speed
of the armature by reducing the amount of wire
so as
slightly. Your
to allow more current to pass
Is the. the best plan
(3)
Handbookstates that to run shunt-wound dynamo as a motor
thecurrentrequiredwill be theoutput as a dynamo plustheamount
requiredto energisethe’iield-magnet. What want to know is—
What current seriesdynamo will take when run as
motor?
the worm-and-wheelgearingalmost perfectly silent?
(4)
likely that your windings or connectionsare
(I) We think
not quite correct.
couple of adjacent poles were wrongly
Found, this would cause the failure to start, with the armature
certainposition. The abovediagramshowsone way of wind
ing and connectingto get a perfectlyself-startingarmature. For
in explanationof the principles involved in the working of such
an armatureas this, see the series of articles in our Vol. XIV,
°l1 “ An Electric Motor,” under the heading, “ How It Works.’
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The Editor’s Page.

to hear of new Model Engi
Societies in the making, in spite
of the fact that the present season, in
this country, at any rate, is drawing to a close.
Mr. A. Snowden, 7, Egypt Road, B/asford, Notting
ham, is one of those who are anxious to promote
a local Society, and as he has already got a number
of friends willing to support the movement, he
will be glad to hear from others in Nottingham
We also have
and district who are in sympathy.
a letter from far across the seas on a similar sub
West
ject, Mr. T. Gillett, of Osbourne Park,
Australia, wishing to form a Society in Perth,
W.A. Mr. Gillett, by the way, makes a suggestion
which is well worth adoption not only by those
interested in the formation of new Societies, but
of existing organisations. He
by the executives
to place a well-made engineering
model
proposes
in some prominent shop window with a card by
its side giving information in regard to his Society.
A good model is always an attractive item for a
shop gwindow, and should prove an excellent
means of drawing the attention of model engineers
in the locality to the existence of the Society.
We do not think it would be a difﬁcult matter to
who would be enterprising
ﬁnd a shopkeeper
co-operate in this idea.
enoughgto
neering

i

i

l

to the recent letter in these
the formation of a Model
columns suggesting
Engineering Society at llford, we are asked by
the writer, Mr. Belemore, to say that he was
wrongly informed as to the views of the Ilford
Model Yacht Club on the subject of model steamers.
“7e are glad to be able to correct the impression
conveyed by the previous paragraph, as if the
existing Club are prepared to cater for model
power boat enthusiasts, there is no need for a
the
Moreoveg»
body for this purpose.
separate
additional membership which this should produce,
would materially strengthen the present Club,
and it should be quite possible to run both power
and sailing sections in perfect harmony, as is done
reference

in other cases.

I

i

A series of ﬂying competitions for model aero
planes is to be held on Wimbledon Common on
May 7th, at 2 o‘clock, under the auspices of the
Kite and Model Aeroplane Association. Full par
ticulars of this event, and of other forthcoming
competitions, may be had from Mr. W. H. Ake
hurst, 27, Victory Road, Wimbledon, S.\V.

Answers to Corruponlenu.
Editorial note on
last issue, page 384.

K. K.—See

Inventions
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G.
(\Vood Green).—(1) Results are good.
(2) Best voltage must be settled by trial. (3) Try
the result of varying the condenser's capacity.
“
X-Rays Simply
(4 and 5) See our“ handbooks

Explained," and
Simple Experiments in Static
Electricity," price 7d. each, post free.
H. M. (Portlaw).—We cannot design you a boiler
specially to suit. See particulars of speed boats
in back issues.
No; do not attempt a “ ﬂash "
generator.

W. H. H. (East Grinstead).——(r)
These
(2) and (4).
dimensions can all be taken from the drawings,
which are strictly to scale.
(3) Not at all.
Cylinder is screwed through packing~piece to the
footplate.
C. Nara—You do not give your full address.
If
you will send this, as requested in our “ Answers
to Correspondents" column in April 7th issue. a
"
reply to your letter re “ 2-in. Scale Locomotive
will be forwarded to you.

Notices.
The Editor invites corres ndenceand original contributions on
all amateur mechanical an electrical subjects. Matter intended
for publication should be clearly written on one side of the paper
only, and should invariably bear the srudcr'snameand address. It
should be distinctly stated, when sending contributions, whether
remunerationis expectedor not, and all MSS. should be accom
panied by a stampedaddressedenvelopefor return in the event of
rejection. Readersdesiring to see the Editor personally can only
do so by making an appointmentin advance.
This journal will be sent post free to any addresslbr 135. per
annum, payable in advance. Remittances should be made by
Postal Order.
Advertisementratesmay be had on applicationto the Advertise
ment Manager.
How ro Anonrss Ler'rns.
All correspondencerelating to the literary portion of the paper,
and all newapparatusand price lists. &c., for review,to be addressed
to Tn! Enrron, " The Moch Engineer," 26—29,Poppin's Court,
Fleet Street, London, E.C.
relating to advertisementsand deposib to be
All correspondence.
“
addressedto THE ADVERTISEMENTMANAGER, The Model Engi
neer." 26—29,Poppin's Court. Fleet Street, London, E.C.
All subscriptions and correspondencerelating to sales of the
paper and books to be addressedto Percival Marshall [2 Co.,
26—20,Poppin's Court. Fleet Street. London, B.C.
Sole Agents for United States, Canada, and Mexico: Spon and
Chamberlain, r23, Liberty Street, New York, U.S.A., to whom '
all subscriptionsfrom thesecountriesshould be addressed.
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HIS

interrupter

ERXEsT P. F-\RROw.
quite black with precipitated mercury, and large
quantities of sludge used to settle down. I tried
to make
the ﬁnely divided particles cohere by
washing them with nitric acid, but it was a very
messy and unsa tisfac
tory job.
Thirdly, it required
at least 5 or 6 lbs. 0i
mercury to work well.
Fourthly, the small
tin vessel would not
revolve truly, and the
thinness of its walls
prevented the form
ation of a good mer
from the
cury
jet

made for working with
coil to be described
in an

was

the large spark
early issue of THE MODEL ENGINEER.

l have constructed
mercury breaks of the
dipping wire pattern,
and though they were
i
satisfactory,
fairly
wanted something bet
ter to work off an
ample supply of cur
rent at 25-volt pres

innumerable

PUBLISHED
WEEKLYv

1910.

Turbine interrupter.

A Direct-Coupled
By

5,

variations

of

sure.

I happened to have
a small motor by me,
wound for about 15
volts, which is just

right for working 05
25 volts with the re
for
sistance shown;
between
speed
any
about 500 and 4,000
may be ob
r.p.m.
tained.
break
A turbine
after the pattern of
the one described by
Mr. Pike nearly two
years ago. was also
It gave much
tried.
better results than the
dipping wire patterns,
but it had several dis
advantages.
In the ﬁrst place,
it was belt-driven.
This drive was a great
nuisance, as the belt
was continually slack‘
slipping,
ening and
besides taking power,
and thus reducing _the
MR. E. P. FARRow‘s
available speed.
absolute
Secondly,
the mercury used
alcohol was used asadielectric;
to divide up into small globules separated by alcohol
the alcohol became
ﬁlms, making had contact;

hole.

TURBINE
l

INTERRUT‘TER.

Fifthly, it was not
substantial enough for
continued use.
All these disadvan
tages are entirely over
come
in the pattern
of break illustrated.
I believe
breaks of
this kind are
very
largely used by X-ray
workers and others.
I have seen illustra
tions of them, but had‘
only very hazy ideas
ol their interior con
struction, so I pro>
ceeded to design
one
for myself.
The adoption of a
direct method of driv
ing is a very great
improvement, for the
reasons
stated above.
I
wonder
why the
makers of the earlier
forms did not adopt
it in the ﬁrst instance,

instead of belt driving.
Coal gas is used instead of a liquid dielectric.
such as absolute alcohol or petroleum oil. The

410

advantages of using a reducing gaseous dielectric
in place of a liquid one are enormous.
etc.,
(i) The formation of globules, sludge,
with resulting bad Contact, waste of mercury, and
trouble of cleaning is entirely obviated.
(2) It enables the break to be run at a higher
speed.
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Against these advantages must be set the fact
that—
(I) A supply of coal gas may not be readily
available.
the
(2) Unless the apparatus be well made,
gas will leak.
With regard to the first point, a supply of coal
portable by
gas could be stored and rendered
rubber bags, or hydrogen Could be prepared on
zinc
an
acid.
and
Probably
the spot in a ﬂask by
Perhaps, however,
acetylene might also answer.
to
or com
it might have a tendency
decompose
bine with the mercury at the high temperature
I have not had
of the spark at breaking contact.
time to try it.
As shown by illustration, the gas enters by one
tap and air escapes at another. The break must
or
not be started until all the air is expelled,
\Vith no coal gas in
there will be an explosion.
the break the coil will only give thin 2-in. sparks;
“
con
with break full of gas, it gives very fat and
"
tinuous
rz-in. sparks.
I suppose this great difference is due to the
fact that though the dielectric strength of hydro
gen or coal gas is much less than that of air, the
absence of oxygen or the presence of a reducing
agent like hydrogen prevents the formation of a
trail of heated partly-conducting metallic oxides in
If a small quantity of mercuric
the breaking spark.
oxide is introduced in the break, and the latter
is worked for some time, all the oxide disappears,
evidently being reduced to metallic mercury and
water. This break only requires about I or 2 lbs.
of mercury.
A wood pattern for the main casting was turned
up and cast in iron. Four holes were made in ridge
round the bottom. The casting was then bolted
The upper ridge was turned
to the faceplate.
perfectly ﬂat and a conical bearing hole drilled
in bottom of well.
A piece of steel shafting about 6 ins. long, 1} ins.
diameter, was next procured. Two 3-rotlis-in.
holes were very carefully drilled from two points
i in. apart at one end of the shaft on the taper,
so that they emerged from the shaft at two points
These two holes,
about 3} ms. from one end.
having an outward taper towards the
besides
top, so that the mercury tends to rise in them by
centrifugal force, also have a rake of about 15 (it gs.
downwards in the direction of rotation, so that
the inertia of the mercury tends to raise it in
the tubes-~in other words, the holes alsi act as
By taking advantage, both of centri~
scoops,
fugal force and inertia, the pump is made very
efficient.
It will work well at as low a speed as
300 r.p.m.
The remainder of the shaft, Q in. beyond where
the holes emerge, was turned down to g in.' exactly ;
towards the first eml it was turned down parallel
to the holes, as shown.
The rotating parts should be turned down as
to reduce
the weight, making
much as possible
a lighter load for the motor, enabling increased
l)8 obtained.
to
The bottom end was
speed

turned to fit the conical hole

in the bottom

of

well.
drilled
were
holes
Seven~thirty-seconds_in.
directly into the pump just where the long holes
Short pieces of 7-32nds-in. rod were
emerge.
Fine holes about
hammered
tightly into these.
r»2oth in.- were drilled down the middle of each
The ends were nicely rounded
short piece of rod.
with a ﬁle, and the bottom of the 3-rotlis-in.
holes were drilled out afresh to meet the r~2oth~in.
Could some reader tell us if it is possible
holes.
If so,
in. deep?
to make small square holes
They would surely
they would be worth trying.
leave contact with the lugs qui;ker.
A steel hearing was turned, as shown. out of
in.
1}-in. shalting and reamered out to exactly g
Three holes were drilled for screws around the edges.
in. thick was turned out of oak,
A top about
and four holes drilled in it to bolt it down tight

i

i
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Holes were also drilled
to the casting top.
the gas taps and bolts to hold the copper lugs.
It will be seen that the two jets balance

lor
the

with fairly large
pump and work in parallel;
mercury jets very large currents may be passed
through the primary of the coil, as the hydrogen
of the coal gas prevents any harm to the mercury.
and also conducts away the heat very quickly.
Either two or four lugs, all connected, may be
The lugs should be near the jet holes,
used.
as heavy mercury jets are rather unstable in form.
Experiments should be made with lugs of various
widths to find the best combination for the Special
conditions of working.
The stand shown was ﬁtted up out of }»iii.
From
The connections are simple.
pitchpine.
two entry terminals of break wires run to the
motor through small switch and resistance.
A thick wire goes to the break casting, and a
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thick wire to one pole of large tumbler switch.
From the two other terminals, which are for
connection with the two main terminals of coil, a
thick wire runs to the copper lugs and one to other
The condenser is connected
pole of large switch.
directly across the main terminals of the 0011
through the arrangement for varying the number
of sheets in use.
‘
_ .
\Vith regard to the coupling, I ﬁrst tried a rigid
This was unsatisfactory, so a coded steel
one.
spring one was made and worked excellently, but as
Iain thinking of ﬁtting an arrangement on the motor
spindle for rectifying the secondary spark, I_have
made a sort of Cardan joint, as, for a rectifying
arrangement to work the coupling must be rigid
in the direction of rotation under varying torques.
It mav be interesting to note that the coil will
entirely dis
give a 61in. spark with the condenser
connected and the break running fairly fast, owing
Very little
being so quick.
to the interruption
improvement in the spark is noticeable by em
ploying more than 15 of the condenser sheets.
This pattern of break is by far the best that I have
had anvthing to do with, and I made a good many
I was satisﬁed: I
on various principles before
would advise any reader who contemplates build
ing a fairly large coil to make a break of this pattern
To
in preference to one of any other kind:
avail
oneself, however, of the rapid interruptions obtain
of
able with this break, a supply at a pressure
on
12 volts, at the very least, seems necessary,
account of the self-induction of the primary of a
fairly large coil—~25 volts or more is adv1sable.
The amount of current taken can be altered by
‘
I
v
the s eed of the motor.
a‘llgliirlgbreakpis
most excellent for X-rays, as the
controlled;
speed is so easily
also for “11151055
telegraphy and the production of high-frequency
currents, as a coil worked all it \\'lll charge Leyden
jars very quickly.

Holding Fretsaws in the Hacksaw Frame.
By FRED HORNER.

Fretsaws for metal are very useful for sawmg
for slotting screwheads,
out awkward
shapes,
and similar work, which the ordinary hacksaw
A handy little
blade is too wide and thick for.
arrangement, which enables fretsaw blades to be
hacksaw frame is shown in the draw
in the
gripped
'
‘
Two pieces of o ld hacksaw blade are taken,
ing.

the

teeth

ﬁled out, and
one piece cut
short and
r i v e t e d to
t h e 0 t h e r,
with a little
p a c k i n g piece equal in thickness to the fretsaws.
A hole is
driiled with the two, and a small square-necked
bolt, with a wing-nut, inserted. A pair of these
grips is made—one for each end of the blade,
and the latter is secured by screwing up the wing
nuts, thus clamping the blade ﬁrmly.
The hole
in the end of the grip receives the pin of the hack—
in
the
saw frame
usual manner. The length of
the grip depends on the size of frame in use.
This
the
for keeping a separate
dodge saves
necessity
frame, and a hacksaw frame is, moreover, more
convenient to use for the class of work mentioned
above, where this is no need of a bow-shaped frame.
/
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Model Aeroplane
By

“

Notes.

AEROPHILE.“

[Readers0/ THE Mover. ENGINEER who are making, or unarm
platzng ﬂu construe/ion0/, modd arroplam's, and find them
srli'rs in (mydiﬁi'ully, are requested
to commum'mrc
will»“ .1um
philc." n'lwsrrxpnz'enu is Indy 0! their StVl'Kl‘, “ Arm/Ilillr "
would also In glad to have Par/killers and photographsof
any mudmws his rmdrrs have made, with a new to drilling
With them in "MS! columns. All qzmri'rsimll be answeredby
postdirect,and[hose0/ generalinterns!in THE MODELExcise“
also.)

A New Way of Making Screw Propellers.
A friend of mine, who has been doing a lot

of

experimenting with small model aeroplanes, recently
sought my advice in getting over a trouble which
had cost him a considerable amount of incon
venience.
He had made some extremely good little
monoplanes, but, unfortunately, the only place he
could ﬂy them over, without going some distance
away from home, was an as
phalte play-ground laid down
for tennis courts. He had been
making his propellers of wood,
but found that the harsh treat
ment they received
from the
asphalte on landing upon it—
which it was almost impossible
to avoid—cracked his screws up
very badly, and when made of
moderate
lightness they only
lasted, at the best, quite a few
ﬂights before breaking to pieces.
Those who ﬂy their machines
in a garden with gravel or ash
walks have probably met with
the same
trouble—even when
flown over
machines,
grass
especially monoplanes, are apt
to break their propellers—so I
will describe
the
propeller I
made for him some three weeks
ago and which has been usel
hundreds of times since with
out suffering any noticeable
damage.

\Vhen ﬁrst I took the matter in
hand. I turned my thoughts to
a screw made out of vulcanite
steamed to shape.
However, although I met with
“
"
no difficulty in
working
the vulcanite after it
had been allowed to soak in hot water for a few
minutes, I gave this material up as being much too
FIG. I.

heavy. The screw was to be 10 ins. in diameter
with a pitch of :5 ins., and to get reasonable
stiffness it was necessary to use vulcanite nearly
i-iotli in. thick. I next made him a wooden
propeller built up in laminations and exceedingly
strong and light. This was purposely made
stubby and fat in the blade so as to be particularly
strong, and was, when ﬁnished, covered with jap
silk laid on with gold size.
This screw took some
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little time to make, and I felt conﬁdent would
stand up well even under the harshest treatment.
I took it round to my friend and we put it on the
It so happened that the latter was rather
machine.
out of adjustment, and the ﬁrst two or three ﬂights
it made were somewhat erratic. The result of
every one was the same, viz., that the propeller
After that we had
came down on the asphalte.
several good ﬂights, but always the machine glided
down on the asphalte dragging the protesting
propeller behind it, and very soon I began to see
that a little more would put an end to my elaborate

Fro. 3.
The trouble commenced at the tips, from
which the silk covering was soon scratched oﬁ ;
then the quickly revolving blade would catch the
I left the
asphalte and start splitting at the end.
propeller with my friend and the next day he
brought it round with one blade split right down.
I then saw that if his unfortunate monoplane
was to remain permanently out of the repair shops
I should have to make something very extra special
in the way of screw propellers for it. At the same
time the machine was rather an elaborate one, with
which left no possibility of
a built-up fusellage
throwing a little extra weight into the propeller.
I happened to be making some built-up planes
with steel wire spars and ribs at the time when
this propeller problem cropped up, and it occurred
to me that a screw made in a similar way- would
I accordingly made
be practically unbreakable.
one by way of experiment in the form shown in
Fig. I shows the steel
the accompanying sketches.
It will be seen that it is
piano-wire framework.
not mounted strictly centrally on the shaft. I had
intended it to be purely an experiment, and to
make a better one if it proved likely to be success
ful; but, as a matter of fact, I could trace no ill
effect from the above haphazard arrangement, and,
as it is the easiest way of doing the job, have no
hesitation in recommending it. The remedy in any
case is quite a simple one, but this steel wire is
rather difﬁcult to work in short bends.
The frame
work was strengthened with two cross ribs—one to
each blade—soldered on and the joint wrapped with
thin wire and then all soldered up together.
The covering of the wire framework with ﬁne silk
is rather a tricky operation, and I found I had to
do it twice before I made a satisfactory job of it.
Before doing this, the joints A and B, in Fig. I,
were soldered up.
A single silk surface was used,
the edges being lapped over the wire and stuck
down with thin glue, the silk being drawn as tight
When both blades had been done,
as possible.
the joint A was unsoldered and the silk further
stretched away from B, being then again soldered
down. The silk was then gold~sized all over to
make it stiﬁ and waterproof.
I would not suggest that this sort of propeller
screw.
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is all it should be on the score of appearance, for
in that respect it leaves something to be desired.
Further, if the blades be made truly helical, as I
made mine, it is almost, if not quite, impossible to
avoid wrinkles in the fabric; but as these wrinkles
are tangential to the circle of revolution, they do
not matter. The great point about the screw is
that it is quite unbreakable and remarkably light.
As to its efficiency—well, I have my doubts, but
at least it works extremely well under conditions
'
which are far from being ideal.

Another Way of Making Boll-bearings.
I have received from a correspondent—Mr. A. V.

Hughes, of Canterburyﬁa
beautifully-made pair of
thrust bearings—one with plain thrust collars, and
the other ﬁtted with a ball race.
The latter, .Mr.
Hughes points out, can be easily made without a
lathe. In a recent contribution I dealt with the
construction of small and light ball-bearings for
model aeroplanes,
and though there is no doubt
the method then described
makes a lighter job, I
think that in some respects Mr. Hughes' construc
tion is decidedly better, and I, therefore, give a
sketch of it in Fig. 2, the three parts comprising
the race being there shown extended along the
shaft for the sake of clearness.
The materials required are a couple of thin steel
or brass discs, and another one of the same diameter
but rather thicker.
The latter is bored centrally
so as to run easily upon the propeller shaft, and is
also drilled with four or more other holes slightly
larger than the balls which are to be used.
These
four holes should preferably lie in the circumference

'

l "as

Fdl

“out

Fro. 4.
of a circle described about the centre of the disc,
but they need not necessarily do so. This being
the case, the drilling operation is an extremely
simple one; but care should be taken to see that
the central hole in the ball-race is true, so that
this race runs true on the shaft. After the bearing
has been mounted, a small collar is soldered on to
the shaft on the inner side of the bracket to prevent
the discs coming apart sufficiently -to let the balls
drop out. The hearing I described previously in
these columns was a combined radial and thrust
bearing, whereas, of course, the present one is
purely for thrust purposes.

A Fine Fller.
The same correspondent sends me particulars
and sketches of a ﬂying model which he has made.

\
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He writes: “ Sent from the hand withdpropeller
a standstill until released, it ﬂew in a. straight
line for about 50 yards and then began to rise.
It attained quite 40 feet in the air, still ﬂying
straight, and ﬁnished its ﬂight at the end of a
beautiful glide about 6 yards. The total length of
ﬂight was 170 yards, which, for a dead calm, is
the best ﬂight I have ever had."
The adjoining sketches show the construction
of the machine. Referring to Fig. 3, which is an
elevation of the model, A is a bent wooden skid
lashed with elastic to the bottom member of the
frame.
The latter also forms a skid at its rear
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The plan shows the peculiar arrangement of the
which are of Jap silk, at rs. per yard,
stretched over a framework made of l in. by
I-Ioth in. birch sticks. The shaded part in the
with silk.
sketch represents
the portions covered
The planes, as a whole, are perfectly ﬂat and level,
and have no angle of incidence with the horizontal
until they are in the air, when they automatically
set themselves
to the required angle of attack.
planes,

at

Model Aeroplanes in Parks.

I

learn that the \Villesden Council have passed
forbidding the ﬂying of model aero

a regulation
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APPLICATION or ADDITIONAL Am VALVES TO PETROL ENGINE.

For description]

[see page

This
planes in the public parks in their borough.
a lead which will undoubtedly be followed,by

is

2

is

l

is

is

is
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other Councils, and, in my opinion, very rightly_so.
have,
Anyone who has been hit in the neck, as
with a high-speed model aeroplane, will appreciate
that a public park
no place for them, unless it
be such a place as Wimbledon Common, Richmond
Park, etc., where there
room to have a quiet
corner pretty well to oneself.
It
surprising
what a blow a
or 3~oz. model can deliver when
it
travelling at about 15 m.p.h., the most usual

I

is

a

B

i»

is

is

made
end, and, together with the upper member,
in. by I-i6th in. The three distance
of birch
are also of birch, and make
sort
pieces marked
of lattice girder construction which
strong
enough to withstand the highest pull of the rubber.
For joints, small brass nails, clinched over, are
The rubber motor
on the top
used throughout.
of the frame; Mr. Hughes ﬁnds that it works best
in this position and renders the model quite un
capsizable even in the strongest winds. The silk
planes go just under the upper frame member.
in. square.
The upright frame trusses are walnut

U4.
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Motor Cycle Notes.
By

Additional

“

PurENix.”

Air Valves.

A Salford correspondent writes me on a some
what interesting point, and asks for my opinion
same.
He says he has often thought
respecting
that motor cycle engine efliciency might be en
hanced
if some means of injecting air into the
cylinder, to mix with the exhaust products and cool
the same and to scavenge the cylinder during every
His suggestion is,
explosion stroke, were devised.
that a third mechanically operated valve, or some
similar arrangement, should be employed to permit
of the ingress of the additional air and, of course,
so timed as to only open at the proper periods in

dent will doubtless be interested in the foregoing
brief description which, in principle at all events,
anticipates his own idea.

The Clair Cut-Out.

Two of my readers wish to have the new cut
out operating arrangement now ﬁtted to the Clair
illus
and to which I recentlyIreferred,
silencer,
trated, as from the brief mention previously made
they do not quite know whether it would be suit

the stroke.
He does not go into any details as to how he
would ﬁt and control the device, nor how it is pro
posed to get the air actually into the cylinder, but
says that if I think there is anything in the idea he
might, perhaps, go further into it and work out
some drawings with a view to taking out a patent.
Of course, the notion of admitting air for scaveng
ing and cooling the cylinders of motors, apart from
any driving purpose, is a fairly old one, and it
would depend very largely upon the details of the
contrivance as to whether any novelty arose.
The drawings on page 413 show one arrangement
in which air is employed for the purpose in view,
and in this case a mechanically—operated
inlet valve,
worked in the ordinary manner by means of a cam,
is used for effecting its movement.
'

How it Works.

inventor of the arrangement illustrated
crank-case compression for the purpose of
delivering fresh air from the crank-case to the
cylinder, and arranges for the delivery of such air
to take place at the end of each working stroke to
blow out the products of combustion, and means
are provided whereby air can also be admitted at
the end of the induction stroke to assist, as the
speciﬁcation has it, "or help to make up any
deﬁciency in the air volume in the intake stroke
of the main piston or the auxiliary supply of air
To effect these pur~
may be cut oﬂ altogether."
poses, a valve case 12 is secured to the side of the
The
cylinder and provided with a valve seat.
valve is adapted to control this by-pass, it being
in position to normally seat itself on the seat
when not otherwise prevented.
The camshaft is
driven from the engine shaft by means of a small
pinion which engages with a larger one on the
main shaft, the arrangement allowing of a two-to '
one drive.
The air after being compressed in the crank-case,
passes upwards through the channel seen at the
right hand of the cylinder, through the valve
opening, and into the combustion head of the
Port 9 is for the ingress of the air, this
cylinder.
port being opened and closed by the piston itself.
The tappet of the auxiliary air valve is ﬁtted
with a wedge, which latter also passes through
the casing in which the tappet moves.
By means
of this wedge the amount of lift of the tappet, and
In
consequently that of the valve, is adjusted.
this way the amount of valve lift may be controlled
'
so as to be anything between a very slight opening
and the maximum possible.
My Salford correspon

EXHAUST Cur-our DEVICE.

The

utilises
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I have pleasure in
able for their machines or not.
agreeing to their request, and the appended sketch
will, I think, make clear the details of the device.
The ratchet control of the operating handle prevents
any automatic and involuntary opening or closing
of the cut-out, but I have found in my brief experi
ence of the appliance that it is necessary to adjust
the movable disc on the end of the silencer which
opens and closes the apertures, rather on the slack
side, otherwise when the parts get hot there may
be a tendency for the disc to bind and an undue
strain is then thrown on the rod and other mechan
This done, there appears to be no difﬁculty
ism.
in getting the degree of cut-out required without
any fear of the disc slipping.
The New Expanding Pulley Gear.
I have been rather chided by some of my

I

readers

will not divulge the name and full par
ticulars of the expanding pulley gear which I am
using experimentally and to which I have made
mention previously in the Notes. I would gladly
do so if the inventor would agree and, as a matter
of fact, I have on my ﬁle three distinct enquiries
the
Until, however,
from would-be purchasers.
parts have been standardised and a good supply of
castings got in hand, it would be useless to attempt
Readers of 'luE
to set up a market for the gear.
MODEL ENGINEER will be among the ﬁrst to have
drawings and detailed particulars of the appliance
placed before them, and those who are looking out
for a good reliable and cheap change~speed gear,
will then be able to give the matter their attention
I may say, however, that on a recent Sunday l
because

j
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twice drove a 5 h.-p. twin-cylinder machine to
which was attached a side car containing a passenger
11} stones in weight up the Rectory (test) Hill at
Amersham, the total weight of
riders being
To do this, I started at the bottom
zzi stones.
at a gear of about 4 to i, linking up the gear as
the hill was climbed until at the worst part the
ratio had reached 62 to 1, at which the engine
easily propelled the combination to the summit.
The hill was taken under ordinary touring con
ditions, as I only decided on the way home from
Aylesbury to deviate from the main road so as to
include the (hoped for) ascent of Rectory.
Several
riders of solo machines were practising on the hill
in preparedness
for the Quarterly Trial, and these
were
astonished at the comparative ease with
which the side car and its passenger were propelled
to the top, their own machines having been geared
down by means of adjustable pulleys to 5% to I or
thereabouts to ensure a clean ascent.
I ought,
perhaps, to say. so that there may be no miscon
ception on the point, that I have no pecuniary
interest whatever in the new gear, neither have I
any intention of becoming ﬁnancially identiﬁed
with it.

The Motor-Assisted

Pedal Bicycle.

A. M. H. of \Vorcester says he read my remarks
anent converting pedal bicycles into motor bicycles
which appeared on pages 363 and 364 of the April
zist issue with interest, and, as one who has tried
the plan and found it unsatisfactory, he agrees
with most of my contentions. He ﬁtted a small
l§ h.-p. single cylinder motor to his pedal machine
and drove the rear wheel by means of a round belt
and jockey pulley. The petrol and oil tanks were
kept as small and light as possible, and the whole of
the additions only increased the weight of the machine
from about 33 lbs. to 70 lbs., or only slightly more
than double what it was when used as a push cycle.
The ﬁrst trouble manifested itself after about two
months of almost daily use on roads none too good
as regards
surface.
The top tube of the frame
broke just behind the head lug, and a. new one
had to be inserted, the opportunity being taken to
reinforce the tube with a liner 9 ins. in length.
After a while, trouble was experienced
with the
ﬁxing of the engine in the frame and several of the
in the back wheel broke off up by the
spokes
nipples.
The belt rim got out of truth and the petrol pipe
from the tank to the carburettor twice fractured
as the result of vibration on rough stretches of road.
The correspondent admits that some of the work
manship put into the conversion was not of the
highest class; indeed, it had to be done under
disadvantageous circumstances and by the aid of
some rather primitive tools.
But then, again, as
he says in his letter——" I still suffered from spoke
breakages after heavier ones had been put in, and
even the most careful brazing up of the petrol piye
connections would not prevent them constantly
shaking loose." A. M. H. agrees with my view,
viz., that if one seeks to become a motor cyclist,
it is better by far to purchase a recognised pattern,
and one which was built (however light it may be)
to stand up to the increased
speed and greater
vibration which the latter entails.
Lightweight
motor cycles weighing between $0 and [00 lbs. are
now procurable second-hand for a modest outlay,
and they are certain to bring their owners greater
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satisfaction than any converted pedal cycle
possibly do.

can

Replies in Brief.
H. P. L. (Kingstown).—3i
h.-p. with an adjust
pulley will do all you require.
J. D.
are
really
very kind.
The
(Sheffield).~You
sketches
and particulars will doubtless interest
our fellow readers, and we shall be glad to receive
them.
K. (1. (Weston).—If
you write the
Technical Director of the \Vorkshop department,
he will doubtless be able to assist you.
Yes, you
can send the broken parts as you suggest.
M. 15. P. (I)atchet).-—-Bore
XstrokeXnumber
of
revolutions per minute. The cubic capacity of the
Yes, you can obtain the
engine you name is 643.
H. L. M.
books you refer to at this ofﬁce.
the cam which operates
the valve
(Bideford).—If
tappet is much worn, it will have to be renewed.
A new tappet alone will not sufﬁce.
As regards
the other point, if you write to the Editor he will
doubtless let you have his views on the subject.
able

Broken Hacksaw Blades used
as Parting Tools.
“

WAGDEN."
By
WAS much interested in Mr. Lee's parting tools
described in No. 432, page 128, of THE MODEL
ENGINEER. It was, however, not quite suitable
for my lathe, as there is only abrut 7-16ths in.
After
between bed of tool post and lathe centre.
two
making a few rough drawings, I designed
which were suitable for my lathe. I will describe
the simplest :—
Fig. I shows the clip; Fig. 2 elevation, with a
piece of broken hacksaw in position; Fig. 3 a plan. A
slot r-ioth in. deep, i in. (full) wide, and about 3} ins.
long, was milled out of a piece of i-in. square
mild steel; it was then cut off 3} ins., and the
ends

squared

up.

i.

l
Hacksaw L/aa’e

qu’z'

Fig. 5.
n.

4\mI‘IIII.P-l"'

- -——-—- ——-

"'

The clip shown in Fig. 1 (which also shows
section of holder) was made from a piece of mild
m. by
in. by 29-32rds in. ; a hole
steel, } in. by
r7-32nds in. was then Cut out, and at the centre
of widest end a hole. was drilled and tapped to
receive a No. 2 BA. set-screw, with hardened point.
All rough edges were ﬁled off, and the ends shaped
as in Fig. I.
When hacksaws are made for cutters, a piece of
packing will be required between clip and saw.
\\’hen cutters over I‘lbih in. thick are used, pack
ing is not required. I also use small worn out
ﬁles for cutters for growing, and screw-cutting for
small V and square threads.

i

i
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v
of circular section whilst becoming tapered, and
Towards the end of the
growing slightly longer.
operation it will be found of assistance if an ordinary
This acts as
small pin is inserted down the tube.
and when
a mandrel, and keeps the hole circular;
the tube is closed down on to the pin all round,
in. or so, it may be withdrawn,
for a length of
and the end of the tube ﬁnished oﬁ neatly with
The alternative method—that of
a smooth ﬁle.
ﬁtting a nipple with a suitable-sized hole drilled
in it, on to the end of the tube—is open to the
that the nipple, being necessarily
objections—(1)
of larger diameter than the tube, takes up a con
siderable part of the very limited area immediately
below the funnel, and thus pushes the oriﬁce of
the exhaust pipe from the cylinders further from
and (2) that there
the centre line of the funnel;
is the business of making the joint between the
An exhaust
nipple and the tube steamtight.
common to the cylinders and the blower may be
ﬁtted, but this increases
the difﬁculties, and I

A Scale Model Tank Engine—ill.
By JACK A. SHORE.
(Continued from page 298.)
EFORE passing on to another part of the
construction, a few remarks on the ﬁtting of
the blower are necessary.
It will be found
that the bore of the
in. tube, in its original con
dition, is too large for the blower to function
properly without using a great quantity of steam.
It is, therefore, necessary to close in the end of
the tube, either by drawing it down with a hammer
or by ﬁtting a nipple on to it, so that the steam
will issue in a thin jet at a high velocity.
The nozzle must be so placed that the issuing
jet is vertical, and as nearly as possible on the axis
of the funnel, the distance below the funnel being
such that the edge of the cone of steam impinges
on some section of its interior (preferably low down),
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ﬁlling it with moving vapour.
low, part of the cone of steam
will strike the top of the smokebox, and tend to
cause a back draft; if too high, part of the area
of the funnel will not be ﬁlled, and there will be
a consequent loss of efficiency.
Fig. 26 shows the approximate position of the
nozzles of the blower and the exhaust pipes.
The
distance of these below the has: of the funnel must
be found by experiment, as each hole has its own
cone
of dispersion.
The distances
may vary
within considerable limits, which are governed
principally by the length of the funnel, and these
limits may be increased by adding a " petticoat "
to the funnel; this is not neces~ary, and in small
models is more trouble than it is worth.
Drawing down the end of the tube is quite a
simple operation, but care is necessary against
splitting the tube by continuing to work on it after
it has become hard, due to the hammering. It
must, therefore, be annealed frequently.
Having softened the end of the tube, lay it on the
anvil and tap it with the hammer, working towards
the end from about
in. up.
Keep it constantly
turning, and so avoid hammering it ﬂat or oval.
By taking due time and care, the tube will remain
thus
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personally prefer the simpler methods of keeping
them separate
and drawing down the end of the
tube for the blower.
As regards the smokebox, the position of the
holes in the bottom of it, through which the steam
and exhaust pipes to the cylinders pass, must be
determined after the cylinders are in place, and
they must be only just sufﬁciently large to accom
modate the respective tubes. It is most important
to avoid passages for air through any part of- the
smokcbox or boiler casing, other than through
the ﬁrebox, and many an engine
fails to keep
steam because the draft which should draw the
ﬂame from the ﬁrebox among the tubes is spoilt
by such leaks.
Fig. 23 shows the ﬁlling pieces which ﬁt between
the frames under the front and rear ends of the
smokebox. They are made from 3-16ths in. brass,
and are secured with screws through the frames

in Fig. I).
The putting together of the frames and the foot
The
plate should require no detailed directions.
angle-bars, etc., are provided for the purpose,
and the intelligence of the operator will direct him
in the distribution of the necessary bolts or rivets
tint are not already indicated on the drawings.
(shown
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This also applies to the fastening of the boiler

and tanks on to the footplate, but I would draw
attention to the two holes indicated in Fig. 13a
for the bolts which hold the rear end of the boiler
casing to the front of the cab.
" in
"
motion
Figs. r5 and :6 show the
plan and
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coil unﬁl the turns are spaced I-roth in. or so
apart. Cut the coil into the lengths required,
and bend the end turns so that they lie at right
Thread them on to a. straight
angles to the axis.
piece of wire, with a turn at the end so that they
will not slip off; and taking one at a time, heat
them up in the spirit-lamp ﬂame until they are
a. bright red all over, and plunge them into oil.
This cools them rapidly, and when cold they will
“
In this condition
be found to be
dead hard.“
they are too brittle for use, and it is necessary to

Fig /
elevation respectively, and the parts which require
further detail are extracted, and are shown indi
vidually.
The axle blocks and straps for the driving and
coupled wheels (Fig. 24) must ﬁrst be made, and
When ordering
the driving axle got into its place.
the axle, do not forget to specify that it is to be
gauge, and
shouldered to take wheels for 25-in.
to the wheels.
fit"
the ends made a "driving
" is not always satisfactorily
“
driving ﬁt
The term
interpreted by the workman, and in any case it is
necessary to ensure that the wheels will not move
It is, therefore, advisable
relatively to the axle.
to pin them into position, and there is a correct
r<——
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" let them down,“ which is done by
ﬂaring them
013’." Thus: Dip them in the oil and shake them
so that only a little oil remains on them, and pass
them through the ﬂame of the lamp until the oil
catches fire; then allow the oil to burn itself out
away from the lamp ﬂame; provided that, in doing
If
so, it does not bring the springs to a red heat.
it should happen to do so, plunge them into oil
Possibly once will do,
at once, and start again.
but it will probably be found necessary to ﬂare
them off several times before the desired temper
This must be found by experiment,
is obtained.

the wheels
sition for the balance weights on
relatively to the cranks, which position gives _the
and vibration,
best distribution to reduce oscillation
In a word,
due to the weight of the moving parts.
pin of the right wheel should
the coupling-rod
and that of the
be in line with the left crank-pin,
left wheel in a line with the right crank-pin.
the wheels
Fig. 2 5 shows the method of securing
driving and coupled wheels;
to be used, both for
their axle reason
but, provided the pony wheels ﬁt
to apply it to
ably tightly, there is no necessxty
them also.
are made
The spiral springs for the axle blocks
Take a
wrre.
from No. 22 S.W.G. steel pinion
than that over
rod of a diameter a triﬂe larger
it wmd_the
which the springs are to ﬁt, and round
to its neigh
wire so that each coil is close down
Having wound enough, slip out the rod
bour.
and—holding the ends of the coil only—pull out the

FIG. 26.

and, no doubt, a few springs will be broken, and
failures made before the correct hardness is arrived
at.
With the driving axle in place, ﬁt the cylinders
between the frames (havng due regard to the
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from the horizontal at which they will lie),
and determine the position of the holes in the
smokebox for the steam and exhaust pipes; arrang
ing so that the oriﬁce of the exhaust is directly
below the centre line of the funnel. Drill these
two holes and those for holding the smokebox
to the frames, and secure it into its place.
Having
ascertained that everything is in its correct posi
tion, scribe lines on the frames round the cylinder
casting, so that its position once found is not
We can then remove the smokebox
again lost.
and secure the cylinders to the frames with 3~32nds
in. screws, two on each side.
When drilling the
holes for these screws be careful not to take them
too deep (3-161hs in. will be ample), or they may
run into the vitals of the cylinders and ruin them.
We now have two ﬁxed points (the cylinders and
the driving axle), between which the rest of the
motion must ﬁt, and on the accuracy of the ﬁt will
depend the running of the engine.
Having got thus far, we may proceed to make
and ﬁt the slide-bars, crossheads, and connecting
rods.
The slide-bars are made from a piece of
1-1 6th-in. sheet steel to the form shown in Fig. 17.
Having ﬁnished the outside edges and the slot
down the middle, reduce the front end to 1-32nd in.,
as shown.
Put a saw-cut horizontally across the
solid portion of the rear cylinder covers, widening
it to 1- 32nd in., so that the reduced part of the slide
bar ﬁts the sawcut. When making this cut, be
careful that its direction is accurately parallel
with the piston-rod, or the slide-bar will not lie
correctly when in place.
Fit the slide-bar into
position, and drill and tap a 3-32nds-in. hole
through the metal of the cylinder cover and bar
while it is in place.
The slide‘bars must be sur
faced—on both Sides—~perfectly smooth, and they
must be of even thickness throughout their length.
This is best achieved with a smooth ﬁle, taking the
scratches out with ﬁne emery, and polishing with
knife-powder and oil.
The crossheads are made to Fig. 18 from brass
5-r6ths in. by Q in. by i in., and the dimension
between the piston-rod and the slide-bar must be
such that the end of the rod is supported, without
undue friction, for the whole length of its stroke.
The crossheads are secured to the pistons by tapered
The
pins tapped lightly but ﬁrmly into place.
supporting screw which passes through the slot
in the slide-bar must be a tight fit in the thread
of its hole in the crosshead, so that it will not slack
back after having been adjusted.
The connecting-rods-(Fig.
20) are made from
brass 3-16ths in. by 1} in., by about 3} ins. long;
the straps being made separately from the rods
When ﬁnished, ﬁtted together, and secured with
the bolt as shown, the hole for the crankpin may
be drilled.
Do not drill the hole in the small
ends of the connecting rods until ﬁtting
them
into place in the motion, and leave them a triﬂe
longer than it is anticipated will be necessary.
By
this means the length of the rod may be adapted
to take up small inaccuracies in the distance be
tween the axle and the cylinders.
Having ﬁtted the slide—bars and crossheads to
the cylinders, and secured the cylinders in position
between the frames, we can now ﬁt the bar which
is to support the rear ends of the slides.
This is
made of brass 5-32nds in. by 3-16ths in.
It should
be held in place against the ends of the slide-bars,
so that the positions for the screws which secure
angle
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them together-may be marked on it with a scriber.
This should be done with the piston-rods in the
“
extreme “ out position, which will ensure that the
slide-bars are in line with'the pistons. Drill and
tap holes in the positions thus marked, and replace
the bar, securing it with the countersunk screws,
as shown.
Having done this, move the piston
rods in and out to ascertain that the crosshads
are quite free, moving the bar in a vertical plane
\Nhen satisﬁed that
as necessary, to obtain this.
everything is in adjustment, scribe round the ends
of the bar and remove it. Drill a 3-32nds-in. hole
in the centre of the rectangle thus scribed on each
frame, and countersink them from the outside.
Replace the bar in the position previously found,
and mark the ends of the bar where the holes come ;
take out the bar, drill and tap the holes in the
position thus marked, and ﬁnally replace and
secure it.
The rockers are made to Fig. 19 from brass 1 in.
by 3-16ths in. by 1) in. They are more easily
made by cutting them from the solid than by
building them of tube with pieces of sheet brass,
though this method may be employed successfully.
The through-hole must be a good ﬁt on the rod,
as any lost motion here seriously affects the valve
travel.
The sleeves on the rocker shaft are merely dis
tance pieces which keep the rockers in place, so that
the arms are in line with the rods to which they are
joined. They are easily cut from a length of tube
of suitable bore.
_
The valve connecting-rods, seen in Figs. 15 and
16, are made from a strip cut from 1-16th in.
brass sheet, with the fork at the end formed by two
short pieces pinned and soldered into position.
The eccentric rods, as a rule, have a fork screwed
If the forks are not
on to them by the makers.
provided, they can be made like those on the end
of the valve rods, or the eccentric straps may be
ﬁtted with ﬂat rods and forked ends, as described
for the valve connecting-rods above.
The rods
are then ﬁxed to the eccentric straps in a sawcut,
across the projecting part of the strap with a pin
and solder, as Fig. 27.

Sawr ul'

The lengths of the eccentric and valve connecti ng
rods must be determined as accurately as possible
before drilling the holes at their ends, so that
when the rocker is vertical the valve and eccentric
are in the middle of their travel.
Final, but very small, adjustments may be made
by screwing up or unscrewing (by half turns) the
fork on the end of the valve rod.
The operations on the eccentric sheave necessary
to adapt it for slip reversing are shown in Fig. 22.
The sheave must move freely on the shaft, but there
must be no play, or there will be loss of motion,
which, as I have previously indicated, can be ill
aﬂorded.
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The position of the 3-32nds-in. pin screwed into
the centre line of the crank arm is found by ex
periment, after the eccentric sheave has been pre
This pin drives the eccentric,
pared as above.
and should be cut off (leaving about 1-16th in.
projecting), so that it ﬁts into the cut-away part
of the driving collar, with its end just clear of the

also
wheels;
light from the
gets a good
windows.
As is well-known to most model engineers, a
piece of work while being turned will occasionally
In this case it would very
ﬂy out of the centres.
likely go through the window, as the glass is only
a few inches from the lathe.
T o avoid this a wooden
frame, with galvanised wire netting tightly stretched
over it, is hung up inside the windows. The wire
netting stands an inch or so away from the glass
so that it will absorb quite a heavy blow without
The frame being loosely
any danger to the glass.
hung on a nail may easily be removed for cleaning
the windows.
A disadvantage of a small workshop
built out in the open such as this is the great varia
tions of temperature within it. On a hot summer's
afternoon a thermometer inside will sometimes
reach
120 degrees, and work is, of course,
im
By the evening it may have fallen to
possible.
Pedalling a heavy cut with.
90 degrees perhaps.
the shop at this latter temperature will be found
distinctly warm work. On the other hand, on a
winter's night many degrees of frost may be regis

sheave.

(To be continued.)

A Design for a Smallrvvork=
shop.
By

C.

BLAZDELL.

(Continued [ram page 400.)
AIN-WATER guttering is not essential, but
when the shop is built over a soft soil it will
be found that the rain dripping from the roof
washes up the soil and spatters the sides of the
This may be prevented by ﬁtting
house with mud.
a simple rain-water gutter, formed of two boards
nailed together at right angles
to form a trough, equal in
length to the side of the house
The front end
(see Fig. 3).
is closed with a triangular
shaped
piece of wood, the
back end being left open.
Before ﬁxing they must be
inside
covered
thoroughly
and out with boiling pitch
and tar. They are ﬁxed with
a slight slope towards the
back of the house, where
they drain into a similar but
longer trough running across
the back, also on a slight
The lower end of this
slope.
trough projects a few feet
from the side of the house,
so that the water from both
III II III
sides of the roof is carried
the
house.
from
some distance
It may be collected if desired,
as rain-water makes excellent
feed for model boilers, espe
cially when the tap water is
hard and likely to deposit
The
scale in the tubes, etc.
gutters at the 'side are ﬁxed
to the projecting ends of the
sloping rafters by iron brac
These are right-angle
kets.
“ knee " brackets, purchased
Win do
at the ironmonger's, made
hot, and the angle partly
I
straightened out to the more obtuse one shown in
the ﬁgure.
_ _
The arrangement of the tools, etc., inside the
suit
house will, of course, be made to
individual
that adopted by the writer '15
requirements;
vice
the
opposite
shown in Fig. 5. The position of
the door is very convenient, as it allows long pieces
—such as lengths of bar iron, etc., which, owing
to their length, would not go into the shop—to be
gripped in the vice by passing them through the
doorway, allowing the free end to project outside.
The lathe is placed so as to obtain plenty of room
at the head stock end for getting at the change
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Door
tered, and, as mentioned at the beginning of this
article, some means of warming up becomes essen
tial. Next to gas, an oil stove is the most con
venient method of heating.
The one used in the
present instance is a “Beatrice,” which may be
It should have some
purchased for about 35. 6d.
sort of a ﬁne, as, unless kept clean, it is liable to
smell, and, in any case, it is unwise to work in so
small a shop unless Some means are adopted for
The ﬂue consists of a large
carrying off the fumes.
ﬂowerpot, two 2~ft. lengths of 2Q-in. stove pipe,
The drain hole in the bottom of the
and an elbow.
ﬂowerpot is chipped out large enough for the elbow
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The pot is inverted, and stands on the
to slip in.
The pipe is connected to the
top of the stove.
elbow, and so taken from the top of the ﬂower‘pot
horizontally under the bench and out through
a hole in a metal plate ﬁxed to the back of the
A ventilator will also be found necessary,
house.
and is made by hingeing the topmost board at the
back of the house—the triangular one up in the apex
of the roof (Fig. 5)—so that it may be let down
like a ﬂap or closed at will.
\Vith regard to the painting of the ﬁnished shop,
the exterior should be given at least two coats
The ﬂoor joists and
in addition to the priming.
the parts of the frame next the ground may be
tarred. The matchboarding will, of course, be
If the rest of the timber
planed when purchased.
is unplaned it should be roughly planed over
before use, otherwise when the painting stage is
reached it will require a great deal more paint to
cover it. The colours, of course, may be anything
The house in the photograph is painted
desired.
dark stone, with the framing, etc., Indian red,
somewhat similar to the signal boxes on some of the
The back of the house, if
Southern railways.
hidden from view, may be tarred to save the cost
and trouble of painting.

[Sfffdllll($ and members0/ Illodzl Yachting Ctubs are invited to
communtmt:"ports 0/ Club doingsand othernotts0/ i'nlcrest[or
thiscolumn. Such notesshouldbesentin as rarly as possiblein
themonth,but in any caseat leasttwelvedays be/on datea! run:
fn whichtheyarr to appear.]

Designing

under the lnter

national Rule.

By R. P. KITCHINGMAN.
question is often asked, why don't all the
Model Yacht Clubs adopt the International
Rule of measurement for their boats instead
of sticking to old rules like the 1730, or, worse
still, build to rules that are not, never have been,
nor ever will be, used for full-sized racers P There
The
is surely a good deal to say in favour of this.
model should be as far as possible a copy of the
full-sized boat, so if it is possible for the model
to be built under the same rule as used for her big
sister, why not do so and let her be a model of the
present—day up-to'date racer P
On the other hand, it is said that a boat designed
under the International Rule will not be of a type
that will give the highest speed.
Quite so. The
rule was framed with the idea that it should produce
a wholesome
type of boat and stop the building of
freaks.
The man who can formulate a measure
sea
ment rule that will produce a wholesome,
worthy boat, and at the same time one of the
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lastest possible type, is not yet born ; neither is the
designer who could design one even if unfettered
by any rule of measurement.
That is to say, these
two qualities are not synonymous.
No rule ever
yet formulated will give us seaworthiness with
the extreme speed which is sometimes
possible of
attainment when seaworthiness is wholly sacriﬁced.
As it is agreed that freaks serve no useful purpose,
that argument seems somewhat weak.
It is also
held that the International Rule is complicated.
Certainly, the beginner who has only just started
to design his own boats will ﬁnd that this rule
presents some difﬁculties, but they can be overcome
by anybody who wants to overcome
them.
would, however, seem as well to also have an easy
rule that would produce a ﬁn-keel type of boat so
as to please everybody.
Both the I730 and L. and
S.A. rules produce a ﬁn»kecler; but when it comes
to a choice of the two, the latter is much the better.
Under the 1730 Rule, which reads— -

It

(Length + breadth)
sail
that
that
keel

‘

X breadth

1730
area is not taxed at all.
I know
used to sail under this rule, and
were built were brutes.
They were
family, the keel fore and aft had

of a Club
the boats
of the ﬁn
a reverse

turn at the water-line, thus getting outrageously
Some
were sharpies (i.z.,
long overhangs.
had
angle bilges).
As, of course, sail area was un
limited, they could be given a large sail area, and
it paid to build these monstrosities. Afterwards
the rule was restricted, so it is now not the 1730
or any other rule.
Surely, this old rule has had
its day, and ought to be abandoned altogether.
Clubs that want an easy rule for the beginner, and
those
who prefer ﬁn-keelers,
might adopt the
L. and S.A., and for the experienced members, the
International, which should be encouraged
most
of all.
To measure models by rules that have never
been used for full-sized craft at all, seems worse
than using an out-of-date rule.
As the International Rule is somewhat compli
cated, I am going to try in these notes to explain
it in as simple a manner as possible, in the hope
that some more metre boats will be built.
If any
thing is not clear, I hope readers will write to me
through Tue MODEL ENGINEER, as I shall be
pleased to help them all I can. To make things as
clear and interesting as possible, I am going to
give one or two designs for rz-metre models under
the International Rule, and one for a ﬁn-keel boat,
together with photographs of a 12-metre
boat
and a ﬁn-keel boat in the different stages of build
I have been asked to say something about
ing.
the different shapes of ﬁns for models, and hope
to be able to give the results of some actual experi
ments concerning this.
The International Rule for yacht measurement
and rating is to be in force for ten years, from
January ist, 1908 to December 3rst, 1917. The
formula is—

L+B+§G+3d+l\/S-F
To get

L

2

add to the water-line length the diﬂerence
between
the overhang girth and the freeboard
measured
on both sides (t'.e., twice the freeboard)
forward (this is called the O bow) and one-ﬁfth
of the difference
between the overhang girth and
the freeboard measured
on both sides' aft (this is
called the O stern).
Freeboard is the vertical

0 5]-er ,,
bow

0 Bo”
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boat on a scale of r in. to the foot.
The boat will, therefore, have to measure 39-4 ins.
The 12-metre
models
designed
under this rule
somewhere
average
about 40 ins. 0n the water
line, beam not less than about 12 ins.
Ratio of
ballast to displacement should not be less than
is the 12»metre

70 per cent.

This rule, although looking very awesome on
ﬁrst sight, is not really so difﬁcult when it comes
to actual practice.
A model is much easier to
measure when built than a full-size boat, as she
can be handled in a way that would be impossible
with the larger craft. It is not, however, the
‘measuring after the boat is built that is likely to
give trouble. The chief difﬁculty is to make the
drawing of the yacht the right size, so that when
the formula for the rule is worked out from the
design it will be found to come out the right size.
It should be remembered that both extra draught
and beam increase the G measurement,
also that
a hollow section gives more 11 than one with less
hollow. Extra beam not only increases the G,
but also adds up under B. The length on water
line is also added.
If these dimensions are too
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L

distance from the water level to top edge of deck.
The overhang girth at each end must be measured
as the shortest chain girth from the upper edge of
deck on one side round the stem to upper edge of
deck on the other side perpendicular to the water
line (see Fig. 2). To get B the beam (width) is to
be taken from outside to outside of planking at
the broadest place (see Fig. 2). G is the chain
girth measured from upper side of deck round the
keel to the upper side of deck again at that part
of the yacht at which the measurement is greatest,
less twice the freeboard at the same station (see
Fig. 2). Should this chain girth be the same at
several stations, that -which is nearest
to the
greatest beam shall be adopted for the measure
ment.
But if the keel underside line abaft
(behind) the girth station is straight, except for a
reasonable round up at the extreme after end, the
station for this girth measurement may be ﬁxed
by the designer anywhere abaft 0-55 of the water
line length from its fore end, provided that the
maximum chain girth top edge of deck to top edge
of deck does not exceed that at the station so ﬁxed
anywhere forward of that station, or by more than

and

’02;
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SKETCHES ro EXPLAIN MEASUREMENT RULE.

sail.

The most popular size of model under this rule

if
is

I

I

I

is

is

I

is

I

if

it

I

I

enough

much, the boat will not be able to carry enough
too small, she would be able to have
sail; and
more sail than she could stand, thus showing that
some other dimension should have been increased.
Another very important thing that must not be
the displacement, so as to know about
forgotten
what sail area the boat will be able to carry, as,
of course, the lighter the displacement the less sail
will be given, and vice versa.
will help to make things easier
Perhaps
besides giving the design
explain the method of
being prepared.
checking the drawing as it
will take it that the reader knows the way to draw
the lines of a boat on paper. If he does not, he
should refer to THE MODEL ENGINEER of December
2nd, 1909, December 9th, 1909, and January 6th,
fully explained.
1910, where the matter
the length on
The ﬁrst thing to decide upon
As men
water-line, the beam, and the draught.
am going to give two designs for
tioned before,
want them to be as
12-metre
models,
and as
have given the ﬁrst boat—
different as possible,
which will call Iris—a somewhat different ’midship
section to that generally found. It was suggested
to me by Mr. Wynne, the Hon. Secretary of the
\‘Virral Model Yacht Club, that a boat of about
45 ins. on L.\V.L., rz-in. beam, and a light draught
of about
ins., would prove a very fast boat.
have kept very near these dimensions, namely,
6

is

is

if

is

F,

is

is

d,

3

The
per cent. anywhere abaft of that station.
in the formula,
girth diﬁerence,
the difference
between
the chain girth measured as above de
scribed to top edge of deck to top edge of deck,
and the skin girth between the same points mea
sured along precisely the same track as the chain
girth, only following the surface of the skin.
\/’S
the square root of the sail area as measured by
the Y.R.A.
To get
take twice the freeboard at
the girth station plus once the freeboard measured
at the bow water-line ending, plus once the free
board measured at the stern water~linc ending, the
sum to be divided by 4.
The above
an explanation of the formula.
There are also some clauses to put a stop to any
attempt to cheat the rule. For instance,
the
length of the yacht below the water-line
longer
than on the line of measurement,
the longest length
to be taken for measurement.
If there are any
notches or hollows intended to reduce the measure
ment, these have to be bridged over when mea
A ﬁn'keel boat would not pay under this
suring.
rule because of the 3d measurement.
She would
have such a hollow section that when the chain girth
was subtracted from the skin girth and the answer
multiplied by 3, it would add up so much in the
rating that the boat would not be able to carry
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43-7 ins.
(extreme)

L.W.L.,
6 ins.

beam

12}

ins.,

and

draught

The \Virral Model Yacht Club have a. very neat
certiﬁcate form which I have been given leave to
This is ﬁlled up with the dimensions of
publish.
Iris. The sail area of this boat is very moderate,
This boat is suitable for
namely, 1,700 sq. ins.
open water, where she would get a good breeze;
for enclosed ponds she would not be much use.
There is one very important thing which the be
ginner should not overlook when starting to design
his own boat, viz., what sort of a pond he is going
If the pond is open the
to sail her on when built.
boat can be given less sail with a longer water-line
or a little more beam than if the pond is sheltered.
There is no doubt that partly why some boats
turned out are failures is because enough attention
has not been paid to where the boat has to sail,
nor enough thought been given to the measurement
\Vhen
rule under which the boat will be classed.
preparing the design, the ﬁrst thing to draw is the
If the keel is
sheer plan and midship section.
going to rake—Ln, be deeper at the stem end
than at the bow—the draught at the midship section
will, of course, be less than the extreme draught.
If the keel is made to rake, it saves a little G; at
the same time, it must not be dropped too much
or the chain girth will be brought too far aft. The
sections of a yacht usually get more hollow towards
the stern, and if the chain girth is thus brought
aft the 3d measurement will be too high. The
keel can have a certain amount of take however,
as the rule allows an increase of 3 per cent. in the
chain girth aft. After drawing the sheer plan
lightly in pencil, draw a midship section (see Fig. 3)
It is better to draw the body
on the design of Iris.
will be more
plan full size, as the measurements
correct; and if the boat is going to be built up with
planks, it will save time and be more accurate.
Having drawn a trial midship section, measure up
from it to see if
the girth and 3d measurements
they will come out right. The skin girth can be
measured by setting the dividers to an Q in. or l» in.
and stepping round the section drawn. To get
the chain girth, measure up from the keel with a
scale until the bilge is reached, and then on with
Of course, if only
the dividers as explained above.
half the section is drawn, the result will want
multiplying by 2. If the girth and 3d measure
ments do not come out as required, the shape of
the section, draught, or beam must be altered until
it is satisfactory. Now, calculate the area of the
section and ﬁnd the approximate displacement by
the rule length L.W.L. xarea of M5. x-55+27-65.
If this comes out about right, a deck line can be
drawn on the half breadth plan and from it and the
sheer plan the sections at O bow and O stern can
be fairly accurately drawn on the body plan which
will now present the appearance of Fig. 3. The
can now be made,
calculation for measurement
and if it comes out right allowing for a proper sail
area, the design can be ﬁnished, the further calcu
lations for displacement and centre of buoyancy
and the building of the boat proceeded
made,
with. There is one thing that may prove a little
dilﬁcult, and that is to lay off the shape of the
lead keel so as to be able to calculate its weight
and make the wood pattern, especially if the keel
After the
does not run parallel to the waterline.
design is ﬁnished, add up what you think will be
the weight of bull, sails, spare, and ﬁttings; sub
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tract'this from the displacement, and the answer
Now
will give the weight that the keel must be.
draw in pencil on the sheer plan the size and shape
you think the keel will have to be (see Fig. 4). A
little below the sheer plan draw a base line (L.M.,
Fig. 5) and mark 06 on this line the length of the
top of the keel K (Fig. 4). From the top of keel,
where each section cuts, draw the lines B, C, D,
E, F, G, at right angles to the top of the keel
(Fig. 4). Measure with the dividers the distance
H, G (Fig. 4), and set this off on the base line at
MG (Fig. 5). In the same way measure off the
distance G, F, on the to of the keel (Fig. 4), and
set off on the base line
M (Fig. 5) the perpendi
culars G, F, E, D, C, B. Now, to get the shape of
the top of the keel measure down with the dividers
at section 4 from L.W.L. to where it cuts the top
of the keel at B (Fig. 4), transfer this distance to
the centre line of the body plan (Fig. 6)——orily a
portion of the body plan is shown in the sketch,
as at R, S—and with the T-square draw a line
parallel to L.\V.L. from 5 until it cuts section 4,
as shown by the dotted line ST.
Measure the
distance S T and set this off on perpendicular B
(Fig. 5), as shown at B T. Do the same with the
other sections 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, ﬁrst measuring down on
the sheer plan from L.W.L. to where each section
cuts the top of keel and transferring these measure
ments to the body plan, as shown by the dotted
lines (Fig. 6) and measuring the widths at the
diﬁerent sections on body plan and then setting
them off on the perpendiculars C, D, E, F, G
(Fig. 5). If the end of the fore part of the keel
does not come on a section as at A (Fig. 4), part of
another section should be drawn on the body plan
so as the width LA (Fig. 5) may be obtained.
This extra section is not shown on sketch. Now,
with the batten draw in the shape of the top of the
keel by cutting all the points just set off on the
This will, of course, give the shape
perpendiculars.
of half the keel; but as both sides are alike, the other
side need not be shown.
Before putting in the
bottom line of the keel, it will be better, for greater
accuracy, to put in a line midway between top
and bottom NO (Fig. 4). To get the shape of
this line ﬁrst measure the distance as shown at
U (Fig. 4) and draw perpendiculars on the base
line LM this distance aft of the ones ﬁrst drawn,
these are shown dotted.
Now, as before, measure
down on each section of the sheer plan from L.W.L.
to where it cuts the line N 0, transfer this to the
body plan, get the widths, and set them off on the
dotted perpendicular lines (Fig. 5), and with a
batten draw in the line.
The bottom of the keel
is drawn in just the same way. More perpendiculars
are drawn on the base line (Fig. 5) the same distance
aft of the ﬁrst ones as the lines B, C, D, E, F, G
(Fig. 4) are forward of the section lines 4, 5, 6, 7,
These are alsoishown in dotted
8, 9 (see V, Fig. 4).
lines in Fig. 5.
On these set off the width of the
bottom of the keel as shown by the body plan
(Fig. 6), and with a batten draw in the line. So
as to be able to calculate the weight and centre of
gravity, it is better to produce an end view of the
sections, as shown in Fig. 7, which shows section C.
This is easily done.
First draw the perpendicular
line QP, and at right angles to it the line RS.
From the sheer plan (Fig. 4) measure with the
dividers the depth of the keel at C and set this off
as shown in Fig. 7 at RT.
Draw in the inter
mediate line N O, as shown at Y 2 (Fig. 7). Then
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from the\half

breadth plan of the keel (Fig. 5)
width for the top of the keel at
section C and set this off TU (Fig. 7). In the
same way measure the width at the intermediate
line N O and set this off at YZ (Fig. 7); in the
same way set off the bottom of the keel as shown
by RS (Fig. 7), then with a curve draw in the
line U 25. The same can be done with all the
sections.
The calculations can then be made in
just the same way as the displacement and centre
of buoyancy are made from the lines of a yacht.
Remember that there are 244 cub. ins. in 1 lb.
off
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Club Doings.
Model Yacht Club.

Swansea Model; Yacht Club.
The second race for the rose bowl. presentediby
David Dill, Iisq., was sailed on April 9th at Bryn
mill Park.
Eight boats started.
There was a.
favourable northerly breeze blowing, and the
course was covered in record time of 28 minutes
by the Gwyneth (G. Lull), second, Stanley
(A.
Thorogood), third, Jllari' ((i. C. Vaux, junr.), fourth,
Ross (\V. Goldsworthy).
The old record for the
course was qu minutes and has stood for three
years.

The fourth race for the Club Championship was

V

11:; (ORRECT
snowtm.

now

In

SKETCHES

N

LWJ.

Class—The
Fixtures,
April
1910.
2nd—3-ft.
Secretary's Prize; 16th—3o-in. Class; 30th—4-ft.
Mr. Tilling's Sails;
Class.
May 7th—3-ft. Class
june 4th 3-ft. Class; 18th—
21st—3o-in. Class.
30-in. Class—The Secretary’s Cup. ~Iuly 2nd~~3-ft.
Class; 16th—3o-in. Class; 3oth——4-ft. Class—Mr.
August oth—3-ft. Class; 20th—
Martell's Prize.
Sept. 3rd—3-ft.
3o~in. Class—Mr. Syvret's Prizc.
Octo
Class—The Club Prize; 17th—3o-in. Class.
Racing—3.15 to 6.30 p.m.
ber 1st—4-ft. Class.
All yachts sail against each other in pairs—Tour
First arriving between the marks
nament system.
Red numbers on mainsails refer
scoring 1 point.
to scores which can be seen on notice boards at the
flagstaﬂs.—-For full information apply the Hon.
Secretary, Mr. G. PONTIN, 55, Millbr00k Road,
Southampton.
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Bel/om 0/ ﬁrgl

2
=39-4o = 12 metres.
Girth at bow less twice freeboard at bow =
10
One-ﬁfth of difference
girth at
between
stern and twice freeboard at stern. . := 1-04
= 20-9
Chain girth..
.
~- 20-2
Skin girth ..
. .
=
Twice freeboard at G
..
5-4
=
Mean freeboard at bow ..
395
== 2-85
Mean freeboard at stern . .
..

Q
~c

Lma N

PARTICULARS 01-" THE Mom-:1. Yxcnr, " has."
Length over-all, 557 ins.
Length on water-line, 43-7 ins.
Overhang fore, 5 ins.
Overhang aft, 7 ins.
Beam extreme, 12-5 ins.
Beam at water-line, 12g ins.
Draught extreme, 6 ins.
Displacement, approximately, 23 lbs.
Sail area, 1,700 sq. ins.
Ruling L¢5‘74+B rrs+§G 7'7s+3dz‘1+§\/S 13'76
~25

SHAPE.
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on Saturday, March 26th, at Brynmill Park
There was little or no wind blowing, a
slow race being the result.
Eight boats came to
the mark for the start and, fortunately, managed
to get away in good style.
The usual course was
sailed, the ﬁrst boat to reach home being the Mac
Stanley
second,
(G. C. Vaux);
(A. Thorogood);
third, Gwyneth (G. Luff); fourth failed to ﬁnish in

sailed

Lake.

time allowed.
The fifth race for the Club Championship took
Park
place on Saturday, April 2nd, at Brynmill
Lake.
The wind was light and unsteady, but im~
proved towards the ﬁnish. Nine boats lined up
for the st irt, an'l all carried large sails.
The best
race of the you (so far) to place for the ﬁrst
position, and it was only decided in the last five
yards, the third and fourth boats being consizler<
ably behind. The ﬁnal placings were—first,
Eastern Star (G. Edwards); second, Mac (G. C.
Vaux) ; third, Outleata (\V. Coombs) ; fourth, Stanley
\(A; Thorogood).
The sixth race for the Club Championship was
:sailed on Saturday, the 16th inst., at Brynmill
Park Lake.
There was a fresh northerly breeze
blowing when seven boats lined up for the start
:and continued steady during the race.
The record
.time for the course made last week end was again
broken by the Mac (G. C. Vaux), the time being
.27} minutes, and was followed home by the Sianlry
(A. Thorogood); third,Gladys
(T. Fox); fourth,
Eastern Star (G. Edwards).
Portsmouth Model Steamboat Club.
A copy of the Rule Book of this Club has been
sent to us from the Secretary, which we are pleased
to acknowledge. The Club is in the fortunate
position of being able to supply this gratuitously,
owing to one of the members having generously
defrayed the cost of printing.
South-Eastern
Model Yacht Club.
The head-quarters of this Club are at the Princess
of \Vales Hotel, Blackheath, and we understand it
can muster seine sixty members.
It was inaugu
rated in September, 1908, due chieﬂy to the efforts
of the Rev. C. E. Few, Mr. .DEE (the present Secre
tary, whose address is 41, Dilston Grove, South
wark Park Road, Bermondsey), and Mr. Stapleton.
The committee is about to petition the L.C.C. to
,provide a proper yacht pond, as their present
sailing water is unduly sheltered.
The photographs
on page 427 show that no little interest is sometimes
taken in the sport at Blackheath.

II

The Ulster Model Yacht Club.

The Ulster Club is sustaining its entliushstic
spirit in sport as well as the most ardent amongst
us could wish.
The prize-list for the coming se ison
.is to be rich in special awards, incluthng suit ible
gifts from Messrs. _lohn Doran, Samuel R01, ].P.,
\Vill “'liite, and Samuel Ferris.
Most of the oilicers of last season have been re
elected.
Mr. JAMES BAIRD continues as Secret try,
Mr. \Vm. Bowman is appointed Assistant Secretary,
.and Mr. _Iames Heald has been appointed Vice<
Commodore.
Easter Monday saw their opening regatta at the
Waterworks, the following successes being achieved :
Weight Class (9 eniries).—i, Ida (Uger) ; 2, Seal
(Graham) ; 3, Lizzie (Oger).
Ten-Ton Class (12 entries).»~i, li’ar'ln'l (Murphy) ;
2, Shamrock (M‘Larty) ; 3, Gui/mg Star (Burs int).
Five—ton
Class
l"0rget-mr-.\MI
(10 entries).—i,

l
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(Baird) ; z, Indomimar (Master M‘Cormick) ; 3, Pearl
(C. M. Berry, junr.).
TwentyTon Class (8 entries).—l, Nita (“’hitla) ;
2, Minnie (Berry) ; 3, Neptune (Ferguson).

Belfast Model Yacht and Steamer Club.
The season opened with an exhibition of steam and
sail craft at the Irish Temperance League Rooms,
Bridge Street. The following are the new executive:
—Presi'lent,
Mr. Samuel Jones;
Mr. William Grego; Hon. Secretary
Mr. A. C. GAFFIKIN, 3, Park Parade,
miitee, Messrs. T: Mullholland, A.

Vice-president,
and Treasurer,

Belfast;
Potts.

Com

and C.

Grego.

Mr. G. \V. W'olﬁ, M.P., has presented the Club
with a tine silver cup for competition by power
boats (steam, electric, or petrol), to be won three
times before becoming the property of the winner,
and also two prizes for competition by sail models.
The Club had arranged to hold competitions for
these prizes on Easter Monday, and so had their
the
yachts in ﬁghting trim, but, unfortunately,
edges of the Ormeau Park Lake were being re
paired, and as the lake was run almost dry it was
found impossible to have any racing, much to the
However,
disappointment of the Belfast men.
they hope for better luck next time.
\Ve hope, too, that the Parks ofﬁcials will show
a little more common foresight in the future, than
to defer work which should have been carried out
weeks ago, to the very time when the lake should
have been ready for the use of any section of the
public who could use it for a legitimate purpose.

The Society of Model Engineers.
[Reports 0/ Midll“! should 6! rm! to flu oﬂien OITH! Moon
lisr-is'ezu without ritlny. and mill hr mauled in any Pdr~
liculnr issue i! rtnivad n clrar nine days be/avzits usual in“
0/ publicalionJ

N ordinary

London.

of the Society was held at
Caxton Hall, on Thuisday, April aist,
Mr. John Wills taking the chair and upwards
of ninety members being present.
The minutes of
the last meeting having been read, ﬁve applicants
for membership elected, and announcements of
to
future meetings made, the meeting proceeded
elect the Committee to adjust the handicap to be
placed upon each member entering the Biennial
Competition, when Messrs. \V. B. Hart, H. A
Bennett, F. R. \\'elsman, C. C. Day, H. H. G.
Denvil, and
Payton were duly nominated and
The question of the annual
unanimously elected.
social excursion was discussed at length, and the
question of its abandonment this year considered,
but the meeting by a large majority voted it be
held, and the Chairman requested that every mem
ber would do his utmost by disposing of tickets
to make the ﬁnancial aspect of the outing as great
a success as the social side of it has always been
The formal business concluded with the announce
ment of the winners in the evening's exhibit
competition, Mr. A. C. Ballard taking the award
in Class A, and Mr. L. B. Humphreys that in
Class B.
The remainder of the meeting was occu
pied in watching the running of a large number of
and electric locomotives brought up by
steam
members,
drawbar pull tests being taken, and
and
several
between
steam
races
impromptu
electric locomotives on adjoining tracks created
the

meeting
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[Aurnlion is especially dual“ to lhc ﬁrst condilion givenbrim!»x
and no noticewill be taken 0/ Querim no! complying with the
directions 1h!!th sloitd. Letlzrs containing Querin mus! bl
marked on th: mp lz/Hland corner 0/ the cnulof»: " Query
Deparlmnl." No olhe! mallrrs [:41than relaling lo Ike Ounia
Shouldbelnclnsrdin 1h:samemvrlopr.
Queries on .ru/Ijtclswithin the scvpr 0/ this journal are replud to
posl under the lollmving renditions:—(rl Querirs dealing
with dislina szrhyrdsshould b: written on different sliPs, on
one_side 0/ the Paper only, and Ike sender'sname musr be in
scribed on the back. (:) Our-yin should be accompanied,
wlzrrrnrr Possible, with fully dimmiontd rkrlrhes, and con:
[0 kn!) a copy 0/ lheir Queries for
!Ponderlisan rarommcnded
(q)
n/trrncr.
stampedaddresrrdgnu-clap:(not past-card)
shouldinvariably b! enclosed,and also " Qunirs and Replia
ca! 0er from the advertisth page: 0/ line currml
(_.‘011Pon"
issue. (4) Outries will be answeredas rarly as Imssibloalter
receipt,but an inlm'al of few days mus!usually claps: below
the Reply can be Innmrdrd. (5) Corrcspondenlswho requirl
an answerinsertedin this columnshouldundrrsland thal some
Il'dl-ki‘ﬁlusl :lame br/on the Reply can br publiihal. Th;
msrmon
Replies in this column cannot be gunranlud.
(6) All Qurrirs shouldbe addressrdto The Erlilor, THE Monar.
ENGINEER, 26—20,Poppin's Court, Fleet Slrrrt, London,
EC]
The following are selalrd [rain the Queries which havebeenreplied
to recently:—
a

a

A

0/

[13311] _Electrlc Bells Trouble. C- H- C- (Earl's Courtl
writes:
wish to ask your advice about an electric bell. The
accompanying sketch shows the arrangement of circuit. The
hrs! bellng in the servant's room and push in
bedroom; the
push is m the bedroom underneath, and rings the same bell.
The pear-push
connected to ring the bell in the servant's
room and also the strand bell, which
in the hall. What can
not make out is—»Whythe bell in the hall will not ring when ihe
one
have
had
on
and
tested it, and it rings all
other
does.
nght,_but il_l reversethem, the same thing happens; but
will
sometimesring
the hammer shaken.
a

A
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ACCORDING to South Alrira, preparations are being
telegraph
made for getting the Durban wireless
station to work, and there is every prospect of the
service being available within two or three months.
The site of the station is at the top of the Bluff, a
The station will have
height of 260 ft. above sea-level.
It is expected that
practically a range of 300 miles.
within a year or two all the important towns round
the South African coast will be similarly equipped.

[23.3761 Ste -up Transformer. T. B. S. (Burton-om
ndly let me have full particularsof windings and
Trent) writes
dimensionsof laminationsfor plain ring “ step-up " double-wound
transformersuitable for primary voltageof mo volts and current
lo amps periodicity of circuit, 75, single-phase; secondaryto
give up to amps.at 200-205volts. In theeventof this transformer
beingreversed—LA, 100volts connectedto secondary(latel—could
50 volts and up to 10 amps. be taken lrom primary (previously)
Should both‘coi'ls be wound in the same direction or otherwise
_Core: plain ring stampings ins. outside diameter, ins. inside
diameter, depth 2‘ ins. Primary winding for 100volts to be
200
gaugen.c.c. copperwire probablyabout to
turns of No.
lbs.
Will be required. Secondary: 420 turns of No. :6 auge3}
n.c.c.
copperWire; probably about lbs. will berequired.
he direction
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We take
that ﬁrst hell rings only from pushesA and B, or
that second hell,
substituted for ﬁrst, rings from same pushes
but that neither can ordinarily be rung from push C. If this.
probably due to the two bells being in
the case, the trouble
seriesand not breakingand making circuit simultaneously. Bell
should have its circuit-breaker short-circuited—iL, bell should
be allowed to do \he make-and-breakfor both. It may be aka
that little more battery power required. If difﬁculty
found
after you have altered hell 2, as advised above, try' the effect of
adding to the battery.
a

A vote of thanks
Shop and Laboratory in London.
to Messrs.
Pendock and Vaughan for their able
papers and demonstrations brought a successful
Secretary and Treasurer,
meeting to a close—Hon.
]. M. VAUGHAN, 9, Triangle South, Bristol.

/“51//

ul
l

Bristol.-—At the fortnightly meeting of this
Society, held at the Dolphin Café, Dolphin Street,
on Tuesday, April
19th, Mr. Sharp was in the
chair.
A most interesting paper, together with
“
Bronzing and
demonstrations on
exhaustive
"
was given by Mr. A. E. Pendock.
Lacquer-ing
The different tints in bronzing and the best methods
of producing them were ably demonstrated, optical
The
black and steel grey being most favoured.
subject of lacquering showed to what extent work
could be ﬁnished, the process being demonstrated
from start to ﬁnish.
Pale gold and pea green were
of great beauty and attracted much attention.
Mr. J. M. Vaughan also handled the subject of
"
"
with marked
Painting and ﬁnishing of models
of
the
transfer process
ability, demonstrating
After a short discussion, the Secretary
ﬁnishing.
gave a report of his interview with the editor of
THE MonEi'. ENGINEER, and his visit to our Work

is

Provincial

Replies.

and

Queries

C
is

On Saturday, April 23rd, at party of the mem
bers visited the motor works of the London General
Omnibus Company at Walthamstow, and, under
the instructive guidance of Messrs.
Wratten and
Cleaver, spent nearly three hours going the round
of the machine shop, drawingr ofﬁce, foundry, body
ﬁtting and erecting shops, and the stores, where a
large number of the many hundreds of parts used
in the construction and upkeep of the large and
diverse
ﬂeet of motor 'buses belonging to the
Company were found in such exact order that the
smallest ﬁtting required by any of the many types
of motor ’bus could be at once found.
FUTURE Licenses—Friday,
May 6th: Demon
stration meeting.
Thursday May 26th, ordinary
Exhibit of models entered in Biennial
meeting.
Model
Making Competition and distribution of
medals and awards by the judges.
Members who
intend competing are reminded that entry forms
must be obtained from the Secretary and that the
closing date for entries is May 9th.
Vrsrr.— —On \Vednesday, May 18th, a small party
will visit the Royal Mint, Tower Hill, E.C., at
As thefnumber is limited to six, imme
3.30 p.m.
diate notiﬁcation should be given to the Secretary,
and the ﬁrst six applications received will constitute
the party.
A further visit will probably be
arranged—Full
particulars of_ the Society and
forms of applicatiom may be obtained from the
HERBERT G. Rmnuz, 37, Minard Road,
Secretary,
Hither Green, S.E.

1

adjourned

if

meeting

by_
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of winding does not matter for either coil. Either coil may be
used as primary or secondary. If reversed,as you suggest,you
can obtain 50 volts from zoo volts by uinkiig l‘liiiiit‘i‘iiiil ii) a poi it
midway in the winding, say at about no turns. to ".ilhwa margin
for drop of voltage. The same value of current namely, up to
10 amps. maxinnun—cau be obtained. If the late secondary is
connectedto 100 Volts, you will obtain about 4h volts from the
late primary and up to 10 amps. If you require 50 volts, make
connectionto a somewhatlessnumberof turns. say 400 of the now
primary winding.
F- H. (Stilyhriduci
[23,1951 Model Water-tube Boiler.
writes: l have just ﬁnished constructing a model boiler from a
design givenin" Model Boiler Making," but slightly altered to
suit my steamer,which is 48) ins. long. 7 ins. wiic, 7 ins. deep;
heating surface, 220 sq. ins. The drawing enclosed will show
what the boiler is like. The boiler is intended to drive a single
cylinder slide-valve engine, f-in. bore. i-in. stroke, driving twin
screws 2} ins. diameter and about 3-in. or 4-in. pitch. During
a run with the engineand boiler under a storm pressureof 25 lbs.,
the engine ran about two or three minutes and then stopped.
\Vhen I came to look for the Water level in the boil 'r it had gone
down out of sight in the gauge. The result is that therewas very
little water left in the boiler. The evaporationseemsto me to be
more than I could overcome without putting in a large pump,
which would take power off the engine. I might mention the

.
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want to keep expensedown as much as possible. (2) I do not
understandhow ﬁres occur through wires fusing. How is it that
the fuses do not blow before the current reaches a dangerous
strength? (3) What usually happens when electric light causes
a fire? (4) Cannot fusesbe trusted? (5) Is it possible for two
wires to touch so as to get dangerouslyhot at the point of contact
and yet the current bc below the safety limit in the wires them
Si‘les? (0) Also. might not some strands in a piece of ﬂexible
get broken and thus overload the remaining strands just round
that poi it ? (7) Is a double-polemail fuse needed for r5 volts?
(h') “'hni is the smallestgaugeli'ie wire you recommendwhenusing
()sram lamps, current 075 or 1 amp., so as to avoid a big voltage
drop P
(1) Yes, indin-rubber insulated bell wire would do. (2) It is
very seldom iirlecd that a distribution wire fuses. The phrase
“ due to
the fusi 1;;of an electric wire " in the newspaperaccount
of a tire is one undcr which somereporters try to hide their ignor
anceof mattersel'rclriiinl. If sucha thing doeshap penas thefusing
of the wire, it must be due to faulty wiring or to inefﬁcient circuit
breaki'ig apparatus. (3) A fire may be caused by arcing due to
breakageof circuit somewhere,or by arciig due to injury to
izisul.iii)ii permitting a leaking current to flow where it is not
wanted, the resultant spark setting ﬁre to some combustible
material. Or it may be possibleto break the glassbulb of a metallic
filament lamp and touch the still glowing ﬁlament against some
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boiler is fired by an 8-wicked methylated spirit lamp. Will you
please answer me the following questions:—~(i)Could you tell
me whether the engine is too large for the boiler? (2) Do you
think the. boiler is suitable for use in the steamer mcniioncd?
(3) In using Priinus burners, how many should I want—one or
two? (4) Should i get better results if I ust Primus burners in
place of a methylated spirit lamp? (5) What bore and stroke
of feed pump would you advise, to be worked from the main shaft
by an eccentric?
The type of boiler is one about which we have warned readers
many times. A very efficient pump is essential to its sliccess.
The pump should be geared down and should be fitted with a
by-passcock on the deliVer pipe, betweenthe delivery
regulating
clack an the check valve. (r) The engine is too large for the
boiler if it is intended to run it from one charge of water only.
From the pointof viewof heatingsurface,it is sufficientlypowerful.
(2) The boiler has many advantaci-s and the disadvantagesare
those you have experienced,vi2., small water capacity, and liability
to prime if the engine is on the large size. (3) You cannot very
well use a Primus burner in this type of boiler. There is not
sufﬁcient head-roomin the furnace. A No. 0 or No. i 0.15.Now
lamp should make all the steam you require. (4) You will obtain
plenty of steam from a petrol blowlamp. (5) Feed pump: i-in.
plunger, l-iu. stroke, geared 3 to 1.
R. A. \V. (Sutton)
[2340?] Fire Risk of Electricity.
Writes: 1 have. been running a 4-volt lighting system for some
time from batteries, and now wish to raise the voltage to about
15,as l have an engineand dynamo. (1) At 4 volts I have used
ordinary electric bell “ire. Will the insulation of this be good
enoughif run i'i wood (asng ? I see by a recent numer of Tm:
Moor-n.ENGIN'hi-fkthat you do not rec-unincndit for 20 volts. I
doLnot want to run any risk of leakage, but at the some time I
n

TO

slur MODEL

STEAMER.

iliilig which will ignite. Such thiigs do happen, no doubt. But
in a good quality installation, with reasonable care, risk of fire
is very small iidccd. (4) Yes, right fuses rightly fitted can be
trusted. (5) Yes. This fact is taken advantage of for electric
welding by the Thomson process. (6) They might. (7) Yes,
you should have an efficient main fuse. (8) Single No. 24, or
stranded wire of correspondingcarrying capacity, is the smallest
wire usedfor sucha currenton accountof risk of heating. Whether
this wire would give too great a voltage drop to suit your instal
latim must be calculatedfrom a full knowledgeof the apparatus
emoloyed.
[23-395) The Firing and Exploding of Sheila. R- N
(Egremoni) writes: By what means are shells discharged from a
gun ?
And supposinga shell on being fired alighted on its side,
instead of on its sharp end, whcre the trigger and cap are fixed.
would it explode? Are thereany shellsin existenceto your know'
ledge that. on whateverside they strike, will effect an explosion?
Shells are ordinarily ejected by the firing of an explosivecharge
behind the shell. There are many kinds of shell, either with time
fuse or percussionfuse, which do not depend upon impact at the
nose for their explosion. Those with time-fusesdo not, of course.
require impact at any part of their surfacefor explosion,and some
percussionshells are made to explode when, during ﬂight. their
sides graze some hard object.
[23.387] Copper Finish on Model Sailing Yacht.
H. A. C. (Dublin) writes : I want to get a copperﬁnish on theunder
water body of a modelsailing yacht, and should be glad to know—
(1) Where the necessarycopper aint, or powder,can be obtained.
and at about what price. (2) f powder is used, is the method
as follows :
with goldsize, and when nearly dry, dust on the
so, what does one use for the dusting? (3) DOCS
powder? I paint
he powder,when applied,needvarnishingafterwards? l presnt

The Model Engineer and Electrlclang

If not, what '6 correct formula for this. please? (3) I have 3
amps." Is this the
4-Volt accumulator marked
"Capacity——2o
Satll‘:as 20 amp-hours, because
do not believe the capacity of
the accumulator more than abznit amp-hours (judging by the
length of time 4-volt c.-p. Osrarnlamp burns from it)
There
are three plates in each cell—11¢,one sitive and two negative,
each being nearly ins. by
ins.
hat
the real capacity of
the accumulator in ampere hours? (i)
have seen latelv in
shops acoumulators having large capacity, but with only 'two
plates in each cell. The plates do not seem to have
very
large surface,but they are.fairly thick-11a, about i1. Reckon
ing 20 an'ip.-honrs capacity for every square foot of positive
plate surface,
does not seem to me that the capacity
coull be nearly so great as
stated on them.
should be
glad
explaii
this.
supposethe rule ab>ut20amp.
_wniwoull
hours' capacity for each square hot of >sitiveplate surfacedoes
not hold good for plates above certain thickness. Is this so?
too great.
(i) If too great current ﬂows, this shows voltage
It always advisable to have some variable resistancein circuit,
dynan'n, as voltageof cells
or else to be.able to vary output of
“
Small Electric Motors," for
not. constant. See. Handbook,
particulars of resistance wire. (2) Yes, this
correct. (3) We
Cannot say what the iiscripti-m means. Your estimate—6amp.
hours—is a reasonableone. (4) The rule allawiig only 20 amp.
hours' capacity per sq. ft. of positive plate surfaceshould be taken
as applyingonly to tiny home-madeaccumulators. In dealingwith
con'unercially-made
plates, 40 or 60 may be. mareaccurateﬁgure.
There much variation in this respectbetweenplatesof different
makes.
M- (Kil
[23.333] Manganln ere: Reststance.Box.
wish to construct standard low resistance
maruock) writes (I)
to measurecurrents by the fall of potential betweenthe ends of
the low resistance. What gauge of miiigania wire will carry
50 amps. without heatiig to an exteat to maasurably alter its
resistance? What
approximate length and weight of this wire
for centiahm
(2) In using Post Ofﬁcebox containing Wheat
storic brilgc of the ordinary type furnishedby scientificinstrument
makers, and which they say
intended to dissipate one deciwatt
per coil. simply as resistancebox or rhcostat, not as bridge, can
you indicate the maximum fall of potential which will be safe to
coils
haVeacrossthe termiaaLsof the box, whatevercombinationof
"
may happento be.unplugged (3) What do the letters, N. C. S.
pattern," on an instrument mean?
(I) No. to gaugemanganin wire will carry about 25 amps. for
resistancepurposes,so that two such wires in parallel should suit
the com
your purpose. The resistance about '04! ohm per yd.
bined resistanceof two wires in parallel one-half that of one of
you
them. From thesedata
can calculateyour resistance. We are
unableto state the Weight. Increaseof resistancewith temperature
1g,
may
almost nothi
and
be disregarded. (.2)This will vary
for every alteration of resistance. The smallest resistancewhich
you
you Canemploy
ohm
may not dissipatemorethan deci
watt in the coil, the potential must not exceedi-Ioth yolt. You
will be perfectlysafe, therefore, you do not exceedthis underany
circumstances. As this pattern of brilgc will probably have
13,330ohms aggregateresistance,otwi:jmsly
an absurdity to
work to such limitation. (3) " N. C.
meansNalzler,Crawley,
Soames—namesof the inventors of the instrument. It
trade—
mark.
2
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6
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average io-rater model?
(I) This can be obtaiied ii is. packetsfrom R. P. Kitchi'igrnan,
Midel Yacht Specialist, 109. tiarlton Road. Lowestoft. (2) Yes.
Dust on the powderwith a very soft brushor hare'sfont. (3) Yes,
it should havea coat of the bestcopal varnish afterwards. (4) Two
packetswould be enough.
Lahmeyer Type Dynamo, 400 watts. A- H- S
l:_t.u6l
(“Tllenhaln writes1 I have a dynamo ﬁnished ready for winding,
sketch,in
size as
which I think I have given the nearestdimeflSi)[lS.
I would be very glad if you would kindly oblige by iving me the
size of wire and uantity for the armature and £121-magnetsfor
an output of 4,0“its, and also for an output of 100volts—.unperes
as many as possiblefor eachvoltage,so that I can wind it for which
of the two voltagesI think proper. Armature, tWenty-foursection,
cog drum, with twenty-four coils, 24 s.c.c. commutator arma
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it does. (4) About how much powder would be required for the
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you sent me some time ago about
the manager of
approachinﬁ
our ﬁrm as to my not learning anything, and am glad to say
things have turned out lot better since.
_The diagram above will serve to show the wiring. Only three
Wiresto the clectroher are required.
[23,137] Boudreaux
T- E- W
Polluted
Brushes.
(Sevenoaks)writes: In the March 3rd issue of THE Moon. Enor
Nl-ZER(Query No. 22,835) re LOOO-WQII low-voltage dynamo,
mention
made of Bondrcaux foliatcd metal brushes.
shall
be muchobliged you will let me know where to obtain them.
The agents for the Iioudreaux foliated dynamo brushes are
Messrs. Le Larbone
(,0., 17 Water Lane, Great Tower Street,
London, E.C.
I
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L- K- (Grays)
[23.207]_erlng Three-light Pendant.
writes: Will you kindly show me the best way to wire three
light pendant? There are two switches—one for one light, and
one for the other two.
should be glad you could give me the
thank you very much for the letter of advice
illustration.
I
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may say have
ture. Machine to run at about 2,400r.p.m.
your book—“ A
of Dynamo Design "—-but this machineruns
at different size to the one in Mr. Avery's book. Please state
they“are placed in opposite
coils are to be former-wound, and
have your book, Small Dynamos and
slots on arn‘iature.
Motors." Pleasestate the twenty-four slot armature (as Fig. 48.
illustrated in this book) suitable for this machine. Machine to
be shunt-wound.
For 100volts, wind armature with No. :2 S.\\'.G. o.c.c. copper
wire, and field-magnetwith No. 24 gauges.c.c. copper wire, con
nectedin shunt to brushes: output, about amps. For 40 volts,
wind armature with No. :9 gauge o.c.c. copper wire, and ﬁcltl'
magnetwith No. :1 gauge s.c.c. copper wire, connectedin shunt
to the brushes: output, about 10 amps. Get on as much wire
15 you can: possibly about lb. for the armature, and lbs. on
each of the magnetpoles. Coils had better be wound on by hand
you will find
more awkward to use former winding; but
you care to try, refer to the article in THE Moon. ENGINEER I-JI'
two-pole machine.
May 26th, 1904,WhiChshows a method for
The diagram (48 of our Handbook, No. to) will be correct for
your machine. Speed must be found by trial; try about 2,500
revs. per mm., and seewhat voltage you obtain.
E. A. (Leytonstone)writes
[23,359] Small Accumulator-s.
"
(I) From your Handbook. Small Accumulators," understand
that, when chargingaccumulators,n0 lamps or other resistanceare
used,exceptwhen thevoltage too high, but that theaccumulator's
terminalsareconnectedstraighton to thoseof thechargingdynamo.
HOW, then, the current regulatedsupposingthat the number of
ampercsgeneratedby dynamo be too great for the particular cells
If resistanceWere
you wish to charge(but the voltage right)
inserted in the circuit, would not this reduce the volts (even
If
amperesas
resistanceought
to be used,
reduced the
well)
must the wire for it—Le. German silver or platinoii——bccompara
On
of
thi'i.
\Vhat
(2)
the same
gauge?
page
tively thick or
40
says “ The current required for charging small
Handbook
as
amps.
per
sq. ft.
accumulators. taking basis of calculations
of positive plate surface, :—
W
X No. of positive plates in single compartment,
when, Land \V are length and width of plates. Taking tie basis
of calculationsas amps. persq. ft. of positiveplatesurface(insteai
would the formula be"
of
X W X
X *
XNO- of positive plates, etc.
Current required
I44
Y W
X No. of positive plates in single compartment?
15
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that M. Paulhan
Just as we go to prtss we hear
will
live in the
which
success
a.
achieved
has
history of aviatitn so lcng as aeroplanes con
tinue to be built, and which may not be entirely
forgotten even after the conquest of the air has
From the accounts of
become a common-place.
of the recent trials
some
in
with
met
difﬁculties
one cannot but be impressed with the very evident
facility with which such constructional matters are
dealt with nowadays.
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private instruction in both mechanical and elec
trical work. Our electrical installation for testing
and demonstration purposes is now completed, and
we shall shortly publish an illustrated description
of the very complete and interesting plant we have
installed.

Notices.
Sole Agents for United States, Canada, and Mexico:
vnand
Chamberlain, r23, Liberty Strrct, New York, U.S.A., tgcwhcm
irtm therecountriesshouldbe addressed.
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Our Laboratory and School of Mechanics has
been making excellent progress during the past few
weeks, and quite a number of students have been
taking advantage of the facilities it aﬁords for

is

u

tion indicated.
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Al
included.
chapter on the nature of light
though this subject is, perhaps, not strictly speaking
we think the little
a branch of model engineering,
by those who wish
handbook will be welcomed
to extend their scientiﬁc knowledge in the direc

to Correspondents.

.
.

such as
pieces of optical apparatus in popular use,
photographic
ﬁeld-glasses,
telescopes, microscopes,
etc., while a very interesting
lenses, spectacles,

Answers

T. H. (Derby).—No, but bars of various materials
and forms can be obtained from our metalv
dealing advertisers.
H.
(Liverpool).—See our back issues which Will
give you all the information required as we
'
cannot here.
A. K. (Aberdeen).—Thank you for your letter. We
hope to include this point in our notes in an
early issue.
— (New
Sputhgate).—Your post-card to hand, but
you omit ycur name and addrr ss. You should
communicate with Mr. Claude Gaggero, 57,
Arcadian Gardens, Bow
Park, N.
H.
a known device
(Thornﬁeld).—The valve
and not of great merit. Its wearing qualities are
not very good.
It would not be steam-tight
unless some spring arrangement were employed.
TheIgear would be used only where the valves
special position was advantageous.
E.
L. (Worksop).—You
must consult technical
literature for this.
“’0 cannot supply design.

J.

A

is

t

because he receives no reply, the blame is on the
ﬁrm to whom he has written, and he feels annoyed
at being treated, as he thinks, discourteously.
This will, no doubt, reach the eyes of some readers
who have written to the firm just mentioned, or
to others of our advertisers, and have received no
reply. we suggest that they write again, this
time enclosing their name and address.
'
t
\Ve have just added another book to our MODEL
"
Optical
called
It
ENGINEER sixpenny series.
Instruments Simply Explained," and is written by
The
Professor H. T. Davidge, B.Sc.,
purpose of the book is to explain in simple but
accurate style the principles underlying the various

L'

quiries or orders to our advertisers, they
their full name and address so that their
letter from the
requests may be attended to.
Ltd., just received,
Northern Machine Screws,
shows, however, that there are still some careless
people in the world, for our correspondents inform
us'that they are regularly receiving applications for
The
given.
being
lists without any address
applicant, as a rule, jumps to the conclusion that
give

an equal facility
in
Amongst model makers
repairs of all kinds and the replacement of damaged
parts has long been a. necessary accompaniment to
the pastime of experimenting.
In this connection
we might mention that the current
notes bv
"
contain a most interesting account
Aerophile
of a very prevalent propeller difﬁculty, and its
practical solution, which should not be overlooked
“'e need not excuse ourselves
by model aviators.
for eulogising this phase of model making, for
few characteristics
undoubtedly
possesses not
to many people.
which commend
Not the least
important amongst these are the comparatively
short time in which a complete workable machine
small
may be built, and also the comparatively
cost of the materials necessary for its production.
It, in fact, constitutes an ideal ﬁne weather occupa
tion, and there are signs that the coming summer
will find it many new supporters.

al

have on more than one occasion urged our
readers to see that when they send en
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A 12-in. Spark Coil with Variable Primary and Condenser.
By ERNEsr

MR. ERNEST P. FARRow’s

12-111. Con.

HILST
"

Mr. Howgrave-Graham's articles on
Electrical Oscillations and Waves " were
appearing in THE MODEL ENGINEER, I
longed to possess a. large spark coil, and after seeing
his splendid demonstration at T1112 M00121. EN
in 1907, the desire became
GINEER Exhibition
I ﬁrst thought of a 4'in. coil, but my
irresistible.
ambitions grew, and I decided to make one to give
a. 12-in. spark, so that the experiments could be
Much valuable in
performed" on a larger scale.
formation was obtained trom Mr. John Pike’s
“
Coil Construction," and from
excellent book on
his articles in T1112M0051. ENGINEER.
SPECIFICATION OF (3011..
Com—~14;

ins. by 1§ ins., 24 S.W.G. iron wire.

P. FARROW.

turns No. 14 S.W.G. n.c.c. wire
Primary—280
in two layers, which may be connected in series
or parallel.

AND TURBINE

INTERRUPTER.‘

Secondary—10 lbs. No. 36 S.W.G. s.s.c. wire 5'50
double sections ; four discs, dried and waxed,
Ford's medium blotting between adjacent sec

tions.
sheets leadfoil, 8 ins. by 22 ins.,
Condenser.—75
with 2 sheets selected dried and waxed demy
separating them ; whole ironed and pressed
solid, and connected so that 5, 10, 20, and 40
etc., sheets can be used, rising by ﬁves to 95 by
manipulating the smaller sliding rods.
Primary tube.—Best quality ebonite, 22 ins. by
I1) ins. internal diameter, {- in. thick.
The base was made of pitchpine, about 1} in.
thick and polished—it is about 3 ins. deep ; mould
ings were ﬁxed round the edges to ﬁnish them 06.
The ends of each of the primary layers were soldered
to thick ﬂexibles, and brought out through ebonite

'

See last week's issue.

The Model Engineer and Electrician.
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IZ—lN. SPARK Con. “7111—!
VARIABLE

It is necessary to have a sharp taper on the inner
discs, for I found that the inner turns very easily
came out with them, thus spoiling the entire section.
Another diﬂiculty was that the annular space
between discs easily became choked with fragments
of wax carried by the soaked wire, thus tending to
I was surprised
upset the evenness of the layers.
at the large potential diﬂerence between quite a
of the secondary. It is absolutely
few turns
necessary that the turns of wire be fairly even, or
The wire should
the section is worse than useless.
also be very hot and saturated on entering the
winder discs so as to set into a solid cake when

1}

{_-

cold.
Perhaps it is not necessary to have four layers
of paper between each section, but I thought I
would be on the safe side.
in. between
There is a clear wax space of
inner turns and primary tube in middle of secondary,
in. towards the ends; at the extreme
and over
ends it is greater still.

PRIMARY

AND CONDENSER.

FARROW.

It will now give 15-in. sparks under
on afresh.
think
test, without runningr warm anywhere, so
A shower
the secondary must be about perfect
of thick sparks can always be obtained between
the two discharging pillars, which are ﬁxed 12.} ins.

I

By ERNEST P.

apart.
The coil ends were turned and polished on the
ins. out of fin. sheet
faceplate to a diameter of
ebonite, and bored to ﬁt the primary tube tightly.
The coil standards are temporarily of dried and
waxed pitch pine, but this does not answer well,
for large brush discharges may be seen to pass to
them in the dark.
shall remake them out of thick
The two layers of the primary may
sheet ebonite.
be connected either in series or in parallel by means
of the three thick brass rods passing through the
six large terminals near the commutator.
If any reader would like further particulars,
should be pleased to supply them.
The coil
usually worked off our private 25-volt
lighting circuit, in conjunction with a home-made

I

|
l

6

|

A ilin. wax layer

was cast round the secondary
the ﬁnished diameter is about
completion;
5} ins., and it is surrounded by a layer of polished
ebonite sheet laced at the bottom.
On completion the coil was tried, and gave a
full and continuous I2-in. spark, but four double
sections near the middle ran very hot, and melted
their outer wax layer.
The secondary was divided
near them, and it was found that they sparked
along their inner turns from one to the other.
These bad sections
were rewound, and then, by
taking the leading out wircs through glass tubes
melted into the outer layer, I5-in. sparks could be
obtained, with break running fairly slowly.
This
soon dropped to about 13 ins., and several sections
distributed along the secondary ran warm.
These
were taken out and rewound, and outer layer cast
on

I
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l
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The core was carefully re-an'
tubes, as shown.
nealed after being made up, and was wound very
tightly with waxed silk ribbon, and the primary
wound very carefully and close over this. The
core and primary were then soaked in a trough oi
wax in a tinplate tube, the same size as inside of
The secondary is wound in 50 double
primary tube.
sections, each 1»in. thick over the discs.
I could not get brass sheet sufﬁciently rigid
to make the winder discs; they would not run
true, so I had to use ribbed cast brass plates with
inner faces turned. These ﬁtted on a spindle,
which revolved in slot bearings, so as to be readily
removable. The discs were driven by belt by
electric motor. When the ﬁrst half of a. double
section was wound the direction was reversed by
crossing belt.

May :2, row.
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direct-coupled turbine interrupter, which gives an
extremely rapid sequence of interruptions.
With
the primary layers in parallel the break can be run
very fast, producing a ﬂame-like spark. It is,
however, usually worked with the layers connected
in series, as it takes much less current.
If I were making another coil about this size
spark-length, I should modify the speciﬁcation as
follows :—
Core—r} ins. diameter, 17 in. long, re-annealed
iron wire.
Primary—2 layers No. 14 S.W.G., about 380 turns.
Primary Tube—26 ins. long, g in. or § in. thick.
10 lbs. s.c.c. No. 36 S.W.G.
Secondary—About
(or, perhaps, 10 lbs of No. 34) spread out over
a length of 15 ins. In 80 double sections;
2 or 3 discs Ford's medium between each section,
and plenty of wax between inside turns and
primary tube.
I should like to see a discussion in Tm; MODEL
ENGINEER re the best relative dimensions of the
It would be very interest
secondary to the primary.
Mr. Pike seems to think that
ing and instructive.
the dimension of the core should be kept down, but
surely it is advisable to have the primary and core
large relative to the secondary, so as to bring the
secondary turns well inside the inﬂuence of the
core.
I think that a fairly large and powerful
primary and core is more efﬁcient than a small
one.
It may take slightly more power, but it gives
a much heavier discharge, which is about as im
portant for many purposes as spark length.
A primary tube fin. thick seems insufﬁcient for a
coil of this size, for, as Mr. Pike mentions, large
"
“static
discharges passing from primary to tube
may be seen on looking into end of the tube.
these
static,
they must
Though
sparks are
take power from somewhere,
and a thicker tube
would diminish their intensity.
The thickness of
the inside wax layer might be slightly increased,
I
think, with advantage. The necessary amount of
wire should be got on, not by increasing the ﬁnished
diameter, but by increasing the length ; for although
increase
in length increases the area of leakage
between primary and secondary, the fact that the
secondary turns lie in a stronger ﬁeld more than
for this.
compensates
I do not think that silk-covered secondary wire
is worth the extra expense
over cotton-covered
wire.

In conclusion, I would say that an induction coil
is about the best piece of electrical apparatus that
an amateur can construct, as, although the winding
of the secondary requires care and patience, the
end amply justiﬁes the means, on account of the
beautiful experiments which may be performed
with the completed apparatus and the help of a
few accessories.
l'r seems highly probable, says the Engineer, that
Elswick will be in the remarkable position of having
110 less than three ﬁrst-class battle—ships building
side by side at the same time for different Powers.
The third Brazilian ship is already laid down; the
Monarch for the Royal Navy was an accomplished
fact in the shipyard for some time, but was not
9 hcially laid down till the ﬁrst of April, and there
15a 17,000-t0n Turkish battle-ship to go down soon.
What the design of this will be like is not yet known ;
{he is reported to be somewhat after the style of the
Spanish battle-ships designed by the same ﬁrm.
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Model Aeroplane Notes.
By

"

AEROPHILE.“

Flexible Tails.
A friend of mine

showed
me the other day a
little machine he had built on rather novel lines.
The principal feature was the arrangement of the
tail, which, instead of being rigidly secured to the
main framework, was of simple cruciform shape,
and carried on the end of a long boom of thin steel
piano wire extending backwards from the main
body of the machine. The spread of the main
planes was under 20 ins., yet the distance between
the main planes and the tail was close upon a yard,
of which the wooden fusellage made up about I 5 ins.
In Fig. 1 I give a prospective view of the general

FIG. 1.
arrangement.
The construction of the tail was
quite simple, and consisted
of two rectangular
frames made of thin piano wire, and covered with
waterproof paper.
When the machine was carried
in the hand the tail swung and ﬂopped about any
how, but in the air it was a different matter alto
gether, for the tail remained as stiff and rigid as
if the wire had been § in. in diameter. And I may
say that that model flew more steadily than any
other I have ever seen.
It was impossible to
detect even the slightest wave motion, all oscilla
tions being damped out by the tail, which was
perfectly free to move in any direction, and so
acted like the tip of a " writing brush," and tra—
velled along the line of least resistance—namely, a
straight line.
On theoretical considerations alone a ﬂexible
tail is decidedly an advantage in preserving the
longitudinal stability of the machine, and is exactly
analogous in action to the tail of a kite; but I
must confess I was surprised at the excellent
behaviour of a mode] with a ﬂexible tail carried
to such an extreme.
It must be remarked, however,
that there was one little disadvantage to the
machine in question, and that was that when it
fell on its tail the wire boom was apt to get rather
crumpled up; but I think this might be cured by
ﬁtting a long light skid extending backwards from
the fusellage and running an inch or two under the
boom.
It was rather prone to fall in this way,
too, because when it lost its speed the long tail at
once commenced to droop, and, in doing so, dragged
the fusellage
down with it, and, in consequence,
both the main plane and the tail suddenly developed
a very large angle of incidence which soon stopped
the machine altogether.
I may say that I hold no particular brief for a
ﬂexible tailed model, as I consider that its inability
to glide
at a low speed and the way in which it
usually sits on its tail, constitute grave disadvan‘
tages; but I would recommend my readers to try
one Just by way of seeing for themselves
what
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a. model ﬂying machine can
perfect steadiness
attain to. And I do not doubt some of them will
see a way of modifying the principle so that the
disadvantages are non-existent.

An Interesting

Form of Competition.

About the middle of May there will be held a
model competition on somewhat novel lines, which,
to judge from the number of model makers who
have expressed a desire to join in, will be the fore
runner of a great many more on similar lines.
The
idea was started by Mr. W. G. Aston, who was
discussing the question of r-oz. models with a
friend at Olympia Show. This friend had brought
with him a r-oz. machine which he ﬂew in the
It so happened that Mr. Aston had a
annexe.
ﬂier which scaled about an ounce, and he accordingly
"
“
con
challenged his friend to a
longest~ﬂight
test for this particular size of model for 105. aside.
Before the day was out there were six more en
hants in what looks like being a most interesting
competition, and forms the ﬁrst model aeroplane
There are no rules at all, except
sweepstakes.
that the aeroplane must weigh not more than
i 02., and that the machine which ﬂies the furthest
is the winner.
Three of the competitors have, I
understand, got their trial models to ﬂy over
100 yards, so some big ﬁgures may be set up.
As the 1-02. machine is practically certain to be
"
“
a
standard class
in future model aero racing,
I would suggest that readers turn their attention
to it.
Handicapping by weight only as a criterion
seems to me to be at once the fairest and simplest
plan. I should be grateful if readers who have
built r-oz. machines would let me have some
particulars of them.

Answers to a Correspondent.
C. \V. E. (Leicester) writes me as follows

:—" My

ﬁrst attempt at model aeroplane building was a
Blériot—rnore or less—scale model, which doubtless
aﬁorded rne constructional experience and practice.
Then I made a small G. P. B. Smith biplane which
ﬂies and with which I am experimenting; at the
same time, a friend and myself have built an all
frame (umbrella ribbing steel)
Fleming
steel
Williams type, which we hope to launch in the
Now for my queries.
course of a few days.
(1) I
want a good-sized ﬂier, 3 to 4 ft. span, with good
lifting powers and reliable ﬂying qualiﬁes (appear
ance no object) in order to experiment with a
air motor. What would you advise?
compressed
model ﬂiers seem agreed in opinion
(2) Successful
that a geared-up
elastic motor is unsatisfactory.

FIG. 2.

g?

Now, if a model will take a motor weighing 3 or
the equivalent weight_in
4 lbs., surely it will take
elastic, which, for a limited distance, would give

equal torque with the advantage of being unbreak
Surely, the frictional losses in a light geared
able.
(3) What do
up elastic motor are not excesswe.
you think of ﬂat cane for built-up, carved out pro
say,
and what about ﬂat cane, with,
pellers,
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piano wire pressed and fastened into it
r4-gauge
(as Fig. 2) for framework P (4) Details of your old
wooden model which has ﬂown so successfully
would be most interesting."
With regard to query (1) I strongly advise a
biplane with a spread of about 4 ft., though if your
motor is to weigh 3 or 4, lbs. you will certainly
need a larger supporting surface.
I recommend a
biplane for experimenting with a compressed air
motor because this type of machine lifts more for
its power than a monoplane, and the latter, for the
weight given, would need to be some 7 ft. spread
if the speed were to be kept down to a reasonable
I should think a modiﬁed Farman type
ﬁgure.
would be the best for the purpose; you could use
a large monoplaue tail and put the propeller in
front of the main planes just behind the elevator,
which would serve as a protection both to the
screw and to the motor.
As the weight of the
motor would all be in a small space, the outriggers
for the tail could be made extremely light.
I
should also smother the machine with cane skids
and shock absorbers.
(2) The question of gearing
up elastic is still a somewhat vexed one.
The
point really amounts to this: suppose‘you have a
skein which will drive a rz-in. propeller at 500
r.p.m., then if you gear the screw up 2 to 1 to
the elastic you will only get 250 r.p.m.
To get
500 r.p.m. you must use a smaller propeller (9-in.
or thereabouts) which will be less efﬁcient, or for
1,000 revolutions you must use a 6-in. propeller,
which will be more inefﬁcient still, apart from the
fact that in the last two cases the friction of the
gearing comes in, and this, unless the pinions are
very well made, is rather excessive, as they must
be made small to offer a minimum of head resist
ance.
Far and away the best arrangement of
elastic I have ever tried is the “ gearing in parallel "

method, invented by Mr. Aston, and described in
his book, “ Model Flying Machines " (rs. 2d. post
free from this ofﬁce).
(3) The reinforced cane idea
is certainly worth trying, though I should think a
stiﬂer wood than cane would be better for the
Thus, the wood would provide the
purpose.
stiffness and the piano wire the strength.
I doubt
if cane and wire would be very stiﬁ. As regards
ﬂat cane for propellers, I have never tried it, so
cannot recommend it.
I question whether it
would answer so well, as say, mahogany. (4) The
are
some
the
of
details of my old ma
following
chine :—Weight, 4 ozs. ; spread of monoplane,
ft.
of
incidence, r in 12; average
3
3 ins; angle
width of plane, 4i ins.
Plane was cut to correct
section out of l-in. plank of American whitede
and had a hardwood leading edge (dipping) ﬁtted
in. It is a tail-ﬁrst machine, the elevator being
10 ins. by 2 ins. and quite ﬂat.
Frame, single stick
of birch, 5-r6ths-in. by g-in. and 2 it. 10 ins. long.
Two propellers, right- and left-hand, in rear of
main plane.
Diameter, 10 ins; pitch, 27 ins.
Each screw is driven by twelve strands of ﬂat strip
rubber, the skeins being 2 ft. 8 ins. long.
Maxi~
mum number of turns, 400 ; revolutions per minute.
Bearings, for bicycle-spoke screw shafts
1,000.
plain double aluminium ones hushed with brass
at thrust end.
Longest ﬂight, 410 yards, in a ﬂat
calm on level ground.

Sous particulars relating to the
opposite will be found on page 438.

illustrations
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details of the remarkable feat performed
by M. Louis Paulhan in ﬂying from London
to Manchester on a Farman aeroplane have
doubtless already been perused by our readers all
over the world, and it is hardly within our scope
to attempt any description of that historic ﬂight.
There is, however, a special interest attaching to
the hero of this achievement from the model
maker's point of view, for M. Paulhan owes his
introduction to the world of aviation to his success
as a builder of models.
A year or two ago an open
competition for model aeroplanes was held in France,
the winner of which was to be entitled to have a
full'size reproduction of his machine by the cele
brated ﬁrm of Voisin

Fréres.

M. Louis

Paulhan

designed and built the model which won the prize,
and we give a photograph of the victor in the act
his miniature
machine.
of
Messrs.
launching
Voisin Fréres happened to be too busy at the time
to fulﬁl their promise to the letter, but, instead,
offered M. Paulhan a ready-made machine of their
own design.
This he accepted, and with the aeros
plane thus acquired he went to various aviation
meetings and won considerable sums in prizes.
Hellater changed over to one of Farman’s latest
biplanes, and it was with a. machine of this pattern
that he succeeded in winning the £10,000 offered
by the Dain Mail. An excellent photograph of
Paulhan on this machine in full ﬂight is also pre
The full-size copy of
sented on the previous page.
his original model was, we believe, never built; but
the case of Louis Paulhan is a striking example of
the success to which intelligent model making may
sometimes lead.
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still further increase the speed with a more suitable
The ventilators
screw—I have three at present.
were made out of i-in. cast-brass gas~ﬁre elbows,
with a bit cut oil at each end and a beading of copper
wire round the rim, then soldered to a disc of sheet
tin. They are a little heavy, but anyone with
drilling tackle could make
I
a lot
lighter.
them
added
two light:
have
since the photograph was
taken, one on the mast
and one (a searchlight)
between the rudder han
The
dle and the switch.
searchlight was made out
one
of a burner-holder;
end is tapped 7—16ths in.,
and the other end to take
burner
the
ordinary
thread;
ins. of
then
i-in. brass tube was slipped
and soldered. Two
over
dccumu/d/Br‘
wires were then soldered
to
4-volt lamp, then threaded through the tube
and held with sealing-wax, as will be seen in sketch
—-which is, perhaps, the best way to explain the
to
fork was then made for
construction.
swivel on.
The masthead light
a short piece of {-in.

8

I

3

a

(a

accumulators, which do
of their 4-volt 3-amp.
their work very well. The hull was cut out by
Mr. G. Howard
friend of mine), as
did not feel
ft.
ins. in
task. It measui'is
equal to such

DRIVEN Mover. T.B.D.
copper pipe, and two short lengths ol.wire soldered
Into this fork
to it and twisted round the mast.
The wireSﬂOl“
was ﬁtted for the lamp to swing in.
lamp go down each side of the mast.
a

AN ELECTRICALLY

is

to some of your readers.
It is electrically
driven by one of Thompson's 2B motors. and two

A

By M. HIRsr.
AM giving these few particulars of my model
T.B.D. Ampere, which may be of interest

it

a

A Model Electric T.B.D.

'ength, 5 ins. in beam, 4} ins. in depth, and weighs
It goes at
about 16 lbs. when in running order.
a fast pace on 8 volts; but, as regards the actual
speed, I have not found it yet, as I do not know
I have a two-way switch
the length of the lake.
ﬁtted, so as to give two speeds, but I hope to

11}

Louis Paulhan as a Model
Maker.
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Motor Cycle Notes.
"
PHOENIX.”
By
a Free Engine Clutch Do?
Judging by the number of questions which are
put to me respecting free engine clutches for motor
cycles and how far they will assist the rider to
climb hills and start away from a standstill without
his having either to push or pedal, there is a growing
I am afraid, however,
interest in such devices.
that many of those who write me on the subject
will, unless they curtail their expectations some
what, be rather disappointed when they come to
realise what the limitations to the uses of a clutch
are. They seem to think that an appliance which
will permit of the engine being run independently
of the machine as a whole, is practically the
equivalent of a variable speed gear, otherwise they
would surely not address such enquiries to me as
the following :--\Vill a free engine clutch enable
me to start away without pedalling or pushing on
a stiff up grade P Should I, with my 3; h.-p.
machine, be able to tackle all but the worst hills
with a side car attached?
Does a free engine
enable one to go with safety and convenience into
the thickest trafﬁc ? \Vould a clutch allow of the
machine being frequently run with the engine at
rest instead of lifting the exhaust valve for coasting.
As I have said before, a free engine clutch while
being an extremely useful accessory, is not in any
way to be regarded as the equivalent of a variable
For starting on up grades of average
speed gear.
steepness it may come in useful at times, but can~
not be relied on to ensure getting away without
pedalling or pushing, while on a really bad hill it
is of very little use as a starting medium, and if a
side car is attached, it is practically of no assist
It often comes in very useful when
ance at all.
climbing hills on which a ﬂying start has been made,
as it allows of the engine speed being temporarily
restored when it has fallen below what is necessary
for the climb, and I have known a clutch approxi
mate on such occasions very nearly to a speed gear,
provided the bill is not of any great length and the
slipping does not therefore have to be kept up very
long. In trafﬁc one has to be very careful indeed
if they would keep their engine running by the aid
of a clutch, for unless skill is exhibited the engine
will almost certainly stop when re~engaging to go
As regards running the
ahead after being held up.
machine with the engine at rest, this can, of course,
be done on long down grades, but it is not good
practice because the cooling eﬂects produced by
switching off and allowing cold mixture to circulate
through the cylinder, with.the engine running, is
far superior.
For negotiating sharp corners, riding in grease,
starting away on the level or on moderate grades,
and in ordinary trafﬁc, a clutch is a very handy,
not to say indispensable, device, and any motor
bicycle is vastly improved by its presence; but,
for really serious work, taking all the bills as they
come,
starting away practically anywhere and
riding through city trafﬁc, there is only one thing
possible, 110., a variable speed gear.

What Will

Building a Motor Bicycle.

Among my readers there are, I ﬁnd, several who
contemplate the building of motor cycles rather
than purchasing them in the ordinary way. Far
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be it from me

to throw discouragement on their
praiseworthy endeavours; but having been asked
my views on the matter, I cannot do otherwise
than say what I think to be the truth regarding it.
I can well imagine that a skilled model engineer or
other amateur mechanic with time and the neces
sary facilities at his disposal and a penchant for
motor cycling into the bargain, must feel a strong
inducement to make for himself, and in accordance
with his own ideas, what the great majority of
those who desire to take up the same kind of
pastime are perforce compelled to buy ; but, what
,I fear must be the drawback to such a plan, is that
it will cost much more to produce something which,
although for a time satisfying its builder-owner,
will be very difficult to dispose of at a fair price
when the inevitable time for selling arrives. Then,
in addition to this, I am given to understand that
ﬁrms who manufacture parts which the amateur
cannot possibly himself produce, will not sell them
to any but those in the trade, and if anything
"
"
is required it will be a long and costly
special
One manufacturer of steel
business to procure it.
stampings and other parts used in motor cycle
" dead set "
construction told me that his ﬁrm were
against the amateur builder, and would not on any
consideration supply him with a farthing's-worth
of material, either raw or ﬁnished, if they knew it,
and he accompanied this statement withanother
to the effect that he did not believe any other
manufacturer would either. All the same, I can
well imagine that the private builder would be able
to get what he wanted in some way or other, either
through a local agent or by paying a little more
pro rata for them through some other trade channel.

A Case in Point.
The letter which follows is a fair sample of what
It
am accustomed to receive on this subject.
comes from a reader in West Hartlepool and con

I

tains most of the enquiries usually voiced in such
“
I should like to try
The writer says:
letters.
to build a 5—6 h.-p. twin-cylinder motor bicycle
for side car and touring work with two-speed gear
and chain drive. Could you please advise me as
to the best size of cylinders (bore and stroke) for
mechanically Operated valve engine, most suitable
wheelbase, and size of wheels, say 26-in. or 28>in.,
and does this apply to the diameter of rims or that
Would you
of wheel with tyre fully inﬂated?
also please inform me as to correct gauge of tubes
for the various parts of the framework, and also
advise me where I could purchase shells, stampings,
and such parts which do not come within the
ordinary builder’s resources, and as I might wish
to introduce certain ideas of my own, would you
please supply me with "names of ﬁrms who would
do small work for me ?
I think if my correspondent adopted 76 mm.
bore by 80 mm. stroke for his engine cylinders,
and employed gear ratios of 4 or 4} to i gearing
down to, say, 8—9 to I, he would get all the engine
power he would require for any class of touring in
Gauge 16 would be suitable for the
this country.
framework throughout, and I would suggest that
he reinforce the tube which runs from the lower
part of the head to the bottom bracket with a steel
liner, say 10 ins. long at the upper end where the
The wheelbase
is
joint with the head occurs.
largely a matter of individual taste, and from
As
4 ft. 6 ins. to 5 ft. would be about right.
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obtaining steel stampings and having small
parts specially made, I cannot, for the reasons
given in the preceding note, supply the names of
any ﬁrms; but if this should meet the eye of anyone
willing to undertake the work I shall be glad if
they will correspond with me, so that I can pass on
their names to my correspondent. The diameter of
the wheels, measured
over the fully inﬂated tyre,
should be 26 ins., and a 2§~in. tyre should be ﬁtted
to the rear wheel.
regards

A Very Handy Lightweight.
Among the lightweight motor bicycles which
appear to enjoy the greatest amount of popularity
is the very handy and well-made machine of Messrs.
Hobart Bird & Co., Ltd., of Coventry, which has
"
appropriately been named the
Handy Hobart."
I carefully examined this machine at the last
Stanley Show, and was favourably impressed with
it, not only as regards the many good points in
the design, but also because of the excellent work
manship and ﬁnish which characterised it through
out. The engine is rated at 2Q h.-p., but develops

valves

being

changeable.

mechanically

operated

and

inter

A specially designed carburettor is ﬁtted and
controlled entirely from the handlebar. Ignition
behind the
is by Bosch D.A.I. magneto,
placed
cylinder, gear-driven, and provided with a thumb
The front forks are equipped
manipulated cut-out.
with the Druid spring arrangement, combined
with girder stays, and a Brook's B120 pattern
with compound springs, is provided, so
saddle,
that the rider is insulated from practically all road
I am told also by users that the engine
shocks.
is as nearly as possible
vibrationless, and that
the utmost ﬂexibility is secured from it, speeds of
from 5 to 30 miles per hour being obtained at will.
The pulley is of the adjustable type, a \Vatawata
belt is ﬁtted, and the wheels are 24 ins. by 2 ins.,
shod with either Michelin or Dunlop tyres, 26 ins.
The
diameter wheels being supplied if desired.

12, 1910.

machine weighs approximately 98 lbs., and is
out complete, with rear stand carrier, a full
complement of tools, etc., and is, I have reason to
know, one of the best bargains on the market as
a lightweight but powerful little motor bicycle.
sent

The Breaking of Valves.
A reader who says he is disgusted with the
manner in which his new rgro two-speeded motor
bicycle is behaving in more than one respect, asks
what he can do to prevent the constant breaking
of his mechanically operated valves, \Vthl] he says
is almost a weekly occurrence.
The valves break
through the cotter opening in the stem, and on
three occasions lately he has been put to consider
able trouble and expense in getting repairs done
on the road.
I recently took an opportunity which
itself of examining the engine of a
presented
similar machine, and I have come _to the conclusion
that the builders are using too strong a spring,
and also that the operating cams have too steep
an incline for the work they have to do and the
conditions under which it has to be done.
The

THE “HANDY” LIGHTWEIGHT Moron
The cylinder is inclined at 45 degs.,
more than this.
and has a bore of 70 mm. and stroke of 78 mm., the

May
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hammering which goes on in the circumstances is
enough to break any valve, and I would advise
my correspondent to write the makers and see
whether they will go into the matter on these lines.
If not—and some makers will hardly
condescend
"
to discuss any point of design with
outsiders "—
the best plan would be to go to a really good local
man and let him ﬁt some slightly modiﬁed cams
and perhaps a slightly weaker spring, or else new
I shall be glad if
valves having stronger stems.
my correspondent will write again, stating his
subsequent experiences in the matter.

Replies in Brief.
H. D. G. (Lincoln).—N0, the matter never went
any further.
(2) Take the two automatic valves.
one in each hand, and press the stems together.
If correct, both valves will open an equal amount
M. L. (Brentwood).~
It should be about t in.
Your idea is not a new one. It is already being
put into practical use on several machines.

May
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Lessons from the Laboratory.
[[‘h: items appmring under this headingare band on workadually
M. and npm'mmfs carried 0:4!in Tue MODEL ENGINIIR
Lahammry and Schoolof .ilerhanicsj
INTRODUCTORY

NOTE.

We have already notiﬁed our readers of our
intention of utilising our newly equipped labora
tory and experimental workshop for the purpose
of extending the instructional scope of our columns.
\Ve are now putting that intention into practical
"
Lessons from the
shape by starting this page of
Laboratory"—-a feature which, if sufficiently popular
with our readers, we hope to continue indeﬁnitely.
Our idea is to illustrate and describe such workshop
operations and experimental methods as are likely
to prove of service to our readers; the information
varying from the merest two-line hint to a full
description of making some specific model, tool,
We have, accordingly,
or piece of apparatus.
arranged to have a camera and a drawing-board
available, so that any interesting piece of work
which happens to be in progress may be photo
graphed or sketched on the spot, and the result,
with an appropriate explanation of the points of
to our rea
interest, presented
While the very nature of
ders.
the operations carried on in our
laboratory and workshop will
provide us with a continual sup
ply of such practical contribu
tions for this section of our jour
nal, we shall welcome sugges
tions from our readers as to
they
process
any
particular
would like to have described.
Thus, one reader may wish to
know how to mount an engine
on
a
faceplate for
cylinder
another may wish to
boring;
have the method of marking
out the centres of a ci'ankshaft
explained ; while a third would
like to know how to forge a
lathe tool, or how to test the
efficiency of a dynamo he has
\Ve cannot guarantee
built.
for
to satisfy every enquirer
information, but if any reader
—who is really in need of en
lightenment on some practical
workshop or laboratory matter
—-will explain his wants, we will,
so far as our resources permit,
It will, of
him.
try and hel
to fur
course, not
possible
nish replies to such requests by post; but the
will be noted for attention, and the
requests
be duly
desired information will, where possible,
persented in these pages.
\Vhile every reader of THE MODEL ENGINEER
will be able to beneﬁt by the instruction which
appears in print, there will be some who will want
a personal explanation or demonstration on some
The services of our laboratory and
special point.
workshop staff are available for this purpose;
but obviously we cannot be expected to give such
however,
We have,
facilities free of charge.
the fees for personal consultation and
arranged
instruction on a very moderate basis ; and with the
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excellent equipment and expert staff with which
we are provided, we feel conﬁdent that those who
come to us for such assistance
will not be disap
pointed. An illustrated prospectus, giving a good
idea of the equipment and method of working of
this department, is now ready, and will be sent
post free to any reader on application.

Vice Bench and Vices.

The accompanying photograph (Fig. 1) shows
the general arrangement of vices on bench, and
also the design and disposition of the bench, which
is well worth the consideration of any reader
who may be contemplating ﬁtting up a workshop
Fig. 2 gives a detail in end elevation of one of
the bearers and section of the top.
It should be
noted that the vices are ﬁxed to, and the general
hard wear and tear of the bench is taken by, a

g-in. by 3-in. plank running the whole length of
the front, the top rail of the bearers being notched
out to allow its top to lie ﬂush with the Il-in.
planking forming the back portion of the covering.
The bottom rail carries a I~in. shelf running the
whole length, for taking larger portions of work
not immediately in hand, which would otherwise
block up the bench space.

FIG. 1.

In the front elevation (Fig. 3) the relative posi
tions of the vices are shown. Here it will be
seen that vices are better mounted over a bearer,
as the leg of same forms a solid foundation for
chipping or other heavy work. If it is intended
to mount a small bench anvil, it is better to reserve
one of such bearers to place it over, and in addition
one the leg of which is immediately supported
by or near a ﬂoor joist. In the case of the labora
tory bench illustrated there is a separate anvil
over against the forge, hence one on the bench is
not necessary.
Referring to Figs. 2 and 3, the bearers are con
structed with top rails 2} ins. wide by 3} ins,

m
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tenoned
throughout their depth at either
deep,
end and mortised into the back and front legs.
These latter are cut from the same size wood as
the top rails, the front one being shortened to
lie even
with the notched-out top rail.
The
covering, in 9-in. widths, is screwed to the top
rail with two screws to each width, including the
3-in. plank, and the tenons are locked by being
nailed right through from the outside of the legs.
The bottom rail, 3} ins. deep and 2 ins. wide, is
tenoned
throughout its depth at either end, and
wedged top and bottom in the mortise of the leg,
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As to mounting the parallel vices, this should
be done as shown in Fig. 2, so that the face of
the back jaw stands vertically clear of the front
of the bench, to allow of holding long objects down
ward. If it is necessary to pack up parallel \ices
to attain the dimension H, use one blockjir' pos
sible, failing which, see that alternate blocks are
placed with grain at right angles, as shown under
the small vice in Fig. 3.
The vices are screwed
with coach screws right into the packing, which
should be previously screwed securely down to
the bench.

/{2

u__~——2'.2%f
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width, to the lower rail.
is a photograph showing the arrangement
Fig.
of the drawer, one of which lies midway between
They are 2r ins. long
each adjacent pair of legs.
ins. deep, inside measurement,
by 18 ins. wide by
ins. deep sliding from back to
having a tray
half the width of drawer, viz.,
front, which
to accommodate small tools,
This latter
ins.
and the main body of the drawer takes the heavier
bench tools, such as hammers,
chisels, ﬁles, etc.
The drawers, with the exception of those at either
two bearers and
end, which ﬁt exactly between
bearers
are mounted on ordinary
attached to
these, are slung from bearers immediately under
the covering, having runners screwed to either
side of the top at the outside.
shows these
Fig.
plainly, also the projecting bracket under the
centre of the front with which to draw out. The
referred to on the next page,
height H of the vice
and, generally speaking, the height of a bench
arranged so that
staple or leg vice stands at
the right height for the operator when the ﬂange
screwed directly to the bench without having
to pack up.
In most cases, with these vices it
necessary to mount the leg on a block, as can
be seen in Fig. r.
This
preferable to stapling
the leg of the vice to the bench leg, which
some
times done.

The method of ﬁxing the bench by iron brackets
to the four end legs, and also to the ﬂoor.
If the wall has suitable wood, some brackets on
the top connecting the covering to the wall will
help to steady the bench, but do not endeavour
to effect this by screwing to lath and plaster or'
to plugging, as in this case the fastening
almost
sure to work loose and damage the wall.
screwed

The Choice of a Vice.

If the work contemplated involves plenty of
hammer work, such as chipping, also pipe bending,
hot iron bending, or the continual use of heavy
screw stocks and dies, there
nothing in the world
This form derives
to compare with a staple vice.
its name from the fact that the main portion of
screwed down
it is connected to the ﬂange, which
to the bench by a staple-shaped strap ﬁtted to
a block on the ﬂange and secured to same by a
gib and cotter. Staples have also been used to
secure the leg to the front of the bench, but this
The disadvantage of this
is not good practice.
the lack of paral
type for accurate work
lelism in the jaws, which shows very decidedly
when the jaws are well open; hence, for regular
bench ﬁtting and ﬁling, use some form of parallel
vice.
The best form by far
wrought-iron or steel
“
Peter Wright" parallel pat
forged vice of the
tern, with screw and box similar to the staple vice,
The form of parallel
but these are very expensive.
is

per

is

like

is

screwed,

two screws

is
a

The shelf
no nails being used.
the covering, in two widths with

is

FIG. 3.
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vice shown in the illustrations is that known as
" Perfect," which is ﬁtted with a
the
quick adjust
ment release, allowing of the rapid movement of
the jaws.
Fig. 5 is a section showing the method
of unlocking the nut to allow of moving the jaw.
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with steel jaws. Vices should generally be ﬁtted
with pairs of brass, lead, and wooden clamps.
Cut the clamps
Tinplate clamps are also useful.
exactly equal to the width of the jaw one way
and about equal to four times the face depth the
other; then, gripping them
between
the jaws with the
bottom edges ﬂush with bot
tom of face, bend them apart
and hammer well to the shape
Wood clamps
of the jaws.
be
may
cheaply
bought
rather than made; and in
the near future we shall give
some notes describing how
to cast clamps in lead.

Height to Fix a Vice.

i

6)

A

glance at the illustra
tion (Fig.
will show the
method of determining the
right height for the jaws.
Holding the ﬁngers at right
to the palm of the
angles
right hand, and placing them
under the chin, the elbow
should be just level with the
vice jaws.
Another method,
and rather more safe to
allow for disproportion, is
to put between the jaws a
ﬂat-topped piece of wood or
metal, with the upper sur
face about
in. above the
Then
edges of the jaws.
standing in the regulation
position, on the left of the
vice, with the left foot forward, hold a Iz-in. hand
ﬁle at mid-stroke lying on the material in the vice.
The handle of the ﬁle should be in the right hand
_ palm upward, and the point of the ﬁle between the

a is the base of the vice, which is in one with the
back jaw; it carries two lugs b and 0, between
which the half nut d is free to rise and fall with
its stalk e. These lugs are further_holed
with
clearance holes taking the main
screw /, which is cut with a.

‘l

FIG. 4.

is

1',

buttress thread to match the
half nut; g is the front jaw
and box all in one piece, at
tached
to which is the main
screw and hh' the lever con<
trivance to release the half nut,
h' being a strip of steel which
articulates with a slot in the
Nor
stalk e of the half nut.
mally, the lever h stands away
from the screw, being kept out
—:-———‘
‘
by the torsion of the spring
ah
of
the
tilts
the
edge
which also
strip h', and thus keeps the half
nut up into gear with the screw.
When the operator grips the
knob and pulls over the lever
he pulls
the tspring,
against
down the half nut, and thus
r(“leases the screw to enable him
to pull the front jaw in and out
to any position required.
On
ﬁngers and thumb of the left hand palm downward.
releasing the lever, the half nut locks in, and the
If the vice
the right height, the ﬁle and forearm
Of
vice may be tightened in the ordinary way.
should be in the same straight line and horizontal.
course, the nut cannot be unlocked with any tension
We have plenty of other hints in hand respecting
on the screw.
These vices can also be obtained
the best form of bench and relative position of vices
without the quick adjustment, and form a very
to follow.
goodspecimen of a plain cast-iron parallel vice
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Leclanché Cells.
These may be obtained usually in three sizes,
Nos. 1', 2, and 3, the jars for which are, respectively,
about 5} ins., 6i ins., and 7* ins. high.
They
should have open
tops—not
sealed—for con
venience in replacing the elements.
In some re
spects, such as testing, these are useful in labora
tory work, but should not be used for running small
motors, or for such as plating, unless the worker
is engaged on, say, very ﬁne electro-gilding opera
tions, requiring perhaps not more than a few
milliamperes (Le, i milliampere=1,oooth
of an
ampere) of current.
This latter is due to the fact

May :2, 1910.

It is principally made in the No. 4 size,
ceptacle.
5 ins. high, and is used largely for electro-medical
constant-current batteries—another use to which
Leclanché cells are adapted, on account of the
extremely small currents used.
The voltage, when
new, should be 1-42, nearly.
Polarisation.

It

should be remembered that in all electrolytic
the external positive pole (in the case of a
Leclanché cell the carbon pole), to which is attached
the positive wire, is really the internal negative;
known as the cathode—and that the external
negative (the zinc) is the internal positive, known
as the anode.
In electrolytic action the elements
are dissociated, some of which may
pass to either
pole or electrode.
Those which are electro-posi
tive pass to the internal negative and vice versa.
Now, in some cases hydrogen and oxygen may be
liberated. The former, being positive to the latter,
passes to the negative, and covers it with bubbles,
thus introducing a resistance; and the oxygen,
doing the same by the positive, has the same result,
but in a lesser degree.
This accounts for a. rise
in internal resistance.
In addition to this, the
gases being positive and negative to each other,
set up a back E.M.F. on their own, but, of
course,
in an opposite direction to the normal polarity of
the cell.
This accounts for a drop in the normal
E.M.F. of the cell. These troubles arise in primary
cells and in depositing cells, both of
which are
electrolytic in action.
It should be noted that
hydrogen, which is the greatest oﬁender in the case
of a Leclanché cell, will, at a certain rate, reduce
some of the manganese
oxide, robbing it of its
oxygen, and going into solution as water;
but if
the cell is worked too quickly it has not
time, and
polarises,
as above described.
Being left to itself
it, of course, achieves its end, and allows the cell
to come up to full strength again.
cells

To Amalgamate Zinc.

[see page 44 3.

that if anything like a constant current of 1}
to! am
pere be taken from, say, a No. 2 Leclanché, it Will

rapidly polarise, which will result in both
‘a drop
in voltage and an increase in
internal reSistance,
although they have the remarkable ability of
self
depolarisation, if left alone for some
little_t:_ime
(an hour or so), and will return to their original
strength. Hence these cells are
most used for
electric-bell work, which requires a fair current,
The variety of above cell
only used at intervals.
"
"
known as the
Carsak
is sealed, and carries the
external positive pole of granulated carbon and
oxide in a porous sack or canvas re
manganese

Cutting Heavy Sheet Zinc without Tools.
A simple method of cutting a zinc sheet or

which may be as much as
in. thick
(in the absence of a hacksaw), is to ﬁle a V-nick
across the sheet where
intended to part it,
strip,

1‘1

HEIGHT 'ro

stopping up either end, say, with the ﬁrst
ﬁnger
and thumb, and pouring in a few
drops of
mercury, together with a little acid, and running
the same from end to end of the
groove.
After
this has sunk in, the plate
rendered
so brittle
and rotten at its weakest point—the
bottom of the
groove—that
will easily snap.
is

description]

CORRECT
A VICE.

it

Fix

is

For

(in—FINDING THE

it

Fro.

Make dilute hydrochloric acid, I of acid to IQ
of water, by measure, put in a saucer with a
button
of mercury about the size of a
halfpenny.
Tie a
piece of linen on the end of a stick, and
having
previously scraped or rough ﬁled the zinc fairly
clean, rub ﬁrst the acid and after the mercury over
the surface, holding the zinc meanwhile in the
acid.
This, if done properly, will result in a beautifully
bright coating of mercury. Still holding the zinc
over the acid, rub oﬁ the superﬂuous mercury with
a dry clean rag back into the acid,
after which it
may be washed in clean water and put aside to
allow the mercury to sink in. A dulling of
the
surface will ultimately take place due to
this, and
the zinc will become very brittle, neither of
which
features affect its working.
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Notes.

WITH SPECIAL FEATURES.
LOCOMOTIVES
Several readers of these Notes have been good
enough to express their satisfaction at the announce
ment recently made to the effect that, in future,
sectional drawings and particulars of locomotives

RAILWAY
AND WEerRN

FAsr WORK ON THE MIDLAND.
As a rule, the Midland is not the line in particu
lar which the writer would select to enthuse about,
having in the course of some few years experienced
locomotive
many
disappointing
performances
At one period signal checks were a
thereon.
common source of delay to the express trains,
especially during the approach to London; but
the heavy widening works taken in hand, and
completed, with commendable despatch a year or
so ago, have altered all this, and now the Midland
has one of the best approaches to its London
terminal station of any of the railways running into
On the occasion
to which the
the Metropolis.
writer is now referring, the train due into St. Pancras
at 8.5 pm. (the 11.30 a.m. from Glasgow St. Enoch),
late with 99 miles
left Leicester 8 minutes
The load represented about 340
still to be done.
was
tons behind the tender and the engine
The acceleration
compound.
a three-cylinder
after leaving Leicester Station platform was ex
cellent, and some very rapid running north of
Bedford resulted in half the lost minutes being
regained with ﬁfty miles still to be covered.
Bedford and St. Albans,
in
between
Speed
cluding the Ampthill bank, was very well main
tained, and south of the last-named place some
It
very smart travelling indeed was indulged in.
was obvious when passing Hendon that given a
clear road the driver would be punctual at St.
Pancras, and so indeed it proved, for the hands of
the big station clock were exactly at 8.5 p.m. as
the train came to a standstill at No. 7 platform.

SOUTHERN

NEW “Moour.” Goons ENGINES, GREAT
SOUTHERN
AND WESTERN RAILWAY.
Mr. Robert Coey, the locomotive superintendent
of the Great Southern & \Vestern Railway (Ireland),
“
"
has recently built some
or 2—6—0 type
Mogul
goods engines at the Inchichore \Vorks, and has
employed as a departure from his standard prac
tice the Belpaire ﬁrebox. The peculiarity of these
locomotives lies, however, in the fact that despite
their inside cylinders, the second pair of coupled
wheels
are employed as drivers.
The leading
coupled axle being placed so near the cylinders,
passes easily underneath the slide-bars, and the
arrangement of driving on the crank axle of the
second pair of coupled wheels therefore creates no
difﬁculty and no necessity for placing the cylinders
at a steep pitch of inclination arises.
The leading dimensions are: Cylinders, 19 ins.
by 26 ins.; coupled wheels, 5 ft. I} ins.; radial
wheels, 3 ft.; total heating surface,
1,585 sq. ft.;
grate area, 24-8 sq. ft.; working boiler pressure,
100 lbs.
In working order the engine weighs
53 tons 7 cwts., and the tender 35 tons, the latter
with 6 tons of coal and 3,435 gallons of water.

(IRELAND).

.

GREAT

A.M.I.Mcch.E.

ENGINE.

5. LAKE,
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having special features incorporated in their design
would receive attention in these Notes; a typical
letter on this subject being one tO hand from a
Warrington correspondent who says that he has
for years,
been reading THE MODEL ENGINEER
is a keen follower of all that happens in the loco
motive world, and at the present time has in view
the construction of a large scale model locomotive
He says : “ I
for which he is seeking a prototype.
would like, if possible, to reproduce an engine of a
type used on an English railway and one which
not ordinarily
possesses some feature of design
met with on the majority of British railways, and
I therefore welcome with pleasurable anticipation
the appearance Of the sectional drawings and other
I should be much obliged if
matter promised.
you, or any of the readers of THE MODEL ENGI
NEER, would say whether it would be possible to
model a superheater Of the Schmidt type and ﬁt it
to a locomotive, and if you could make it con
venient to issue drawings Of such an engine, as
used on one of the railways in this country, it
would be very useful to me in the work."
The writer is unable to say personally how far
the work of modelling lends itself to the construc
locomotive on Schmidt's
tion of a superheated
principle, but hopes that the appended drawing of
a Lancashire and Yorkshire Railway goods engine
will assist to elucidate some of the points which
must of necessity arise.

Tin: L. & Y.R. SUPERHEATED Goons ENGINES.
The six-coupled goods engines designed by Mr.
were
George Hughes, and ﬁtted with superheaters,
built at the Horwich Works, and are substantially
the same in general design as the same class, with
ordinary boilers, which have been used for some
The dimensions,
years on the L. & Y. Railway.
as far as they relate to the cylinders,
however,
are widely diﬂerent, being 20 ins. by 26 ins. for
the superheated, as compared with 18* ins. by
Other dimensions
26 ins. for the ordinary engine.
Of the new class are as follows :—
I80 lbs.
..
..
Boiler pressure
.. 7625 sq. ft.
Heating surface: Tubes
Superheater . . 191 sq. ft.
..
108 sq. ft.
Firebox
.. 10615 sq. ft.
Total
..
..
. .
Grate area
18-75 sq. ft.
Diameter of coupled wheels
5 ft. 1 in.
Weight of engine in working order 40 tons 19 cwts.
Ten of these engines are in service on the railway,
and ten further ones are under construction at
They are ﬁtted with mechanical
Horwich Works.
lubricators, the automatic vacuum brake, and
other modern equipments.
THE CONSTRUCTION

AND WORKING OF THE SUPER
HEATER.

The Schmidt superheating apparatus is, or was,
in two forms for locomotive use-—i'.e., the
The former
smokebox and the smoke tube types.
has now almost gone out of fashion and the latter
It will be remembered
is coming into general use.
that a special article was devoted to the subject
in THE MODEL ENGINEER some time ago, so that
it will not be necessary to enter into close details
here.
One or two bn'ef particulars may, however,
The smoke tube
be usefully repeated,
perhaps.
made

May 12, 1910.

superheater comprises a series of large ﬂues placed
in the upper part of the boiler and extending from
the rear to the front tube plates.
_ These ﬂues each contain smaller tubes which
pass out through the front tube plate and are bent
upwards within the smokebox, terminating in a
At their rear
ﬂange common to each set of tubes.
ward ends these small internal tubes are connected
by U bends, and the ﬂanges before mentioned in
the smokebox all communicate with a header,
which in turn communicates with the regulator
pipe and with the steam supply pipe to the cylin
Before the steam reaches the valve chests
ders.
it has to traverse the superheater tubes which are
heated by the passage, through the large ﬂues in
which they are contained, of a portion of the fur
nace gases, the other portions going in the ordinary
In this way the
way through the usual ﬁre tubes.
temperature of the steam is considerably raised
and great dryness imparted to it. A given weight
of such steam is much more valuable for "working
“
wet
steam.
the engine than the equivalent in
and lower boiler pressures may be used, while at
the same time it is possible to employ much larger
cylinders without enlarging the boiler because
It becomes a
the demand on the latter is less.
matter of quality rather than quantity.

IA

Model

Lodge Coherer.

By " GREGAN."
MONG all the many devices that have

been

brought forward for the purpose of detect
the Lodge coherer
ing wireless
signals,
still holds its own in many respects, and is, perhaps,
the most useful form of coherer that can be made
by the amateur. Below is described in detail the
construction of a really ﬁrst-class instrument.
For the base we shall require a piece of ebonite
21} ins. by 2 ins; and since the rest of the instru
ment, where it consists of ebonite sheet, will be
cut from {-in. stuff, it will be as well to make
it of this thickness, and drill four holes for a holding
down screw in each corner.
An upright is now cut from the same sheet,
and should measure 2Q ins. by 2* ins., and its
position will be Q in. from one of the larger sides
of the base, where it can be ﬁxed in an upright
Having
position by means of a couple of screws.
got it neatly ﬁxed in its position, take the two
work—ﬁrst, upon the
pieces apart and commence
upright.
Mark a centre-line, and measuring along it
an inch
1} ins. from the top, drill a {-in. hole;
lower drill a. similar hole, and then take out the
intermediate stuff, so as to form a slot of the exact
width of the holes.
Next drill a {-in. hole on the
centre-line 7-16ths in. from the top. We shall
call this the bearing hole.
Now take a small piece
of the same ebonite sheet and cut it to i} in. by
f in.; secure this with two small screws spaced
as far apart as possible in' a line with the bearing
It is the spring contact block, and a strip
hole.
of thin springy brass (Ii-in. length) must be cut
to ﬁt it and leave a rojech'ng tongue 3-16ths in.
in width and about
in. long—that is to say,
a full i-IOth in. strip must be cut 06 either side
of its original width to form the rejecting tongue
Secure this spring to the bloch by two screws,
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the shanks of which pass between the
the securing screws, which have been
One of
apart in order to allow room.
screws will form one of the terminals of

shanks of
placed far
these two
the instru‘

ment.

We now take a piece of l-in. steel 1} ins. in
length, and turn it down to I-réth in. diameter
for a length of 15-16ths in., having ﬁrst puta screw
thread on the original thickness to a distance of
3-Ioths in.
Reamer out the bearing hole so that this thick
screwed
portion takes it in, heavily cutting its
own thread through the ebonite, and put a. little
nut on the projecting portion at the back.
Now take a piece of l-in. brass rod and drill a
hole right through it 146th in. in diameter, so
as to ﬁt nicely on the steel spindle just made, yet
revolve easily ; cut it off to a length of
in., and
turn down to 3-16ths in. for a length of 7-16ths in.
from one end.
From the last } in. of this turn

i

FRONT VIEW.

'

and

Electrician.

ment may now be mounted on the steel spindle,
with the contact spring pressing fairly hard in its
The brass runner is kept from
appointed groove.
coming off the spindle by a nut screwed on to
the end of the steel spindle.
We now take a piece of ﬁ-in. rod ebonite, with
which to form the mercury cup.
This will be
I in. long, turned down to 7e16ths in. at one end
for 5 in. In this a sin. hole must be bored to
a depth of, say, 5 in.
The lip should be bevelled
with a countersinking tool.
A terminal should now 'be screwed through the
bottom of this cup until it just shows the shank
- on the inside, when it will be taken out and will
have a small length of platinum wire, say from
an incandescent light bulb, soldered
on to its
tip, so as to form contact with the mercury held
in the cup.
Screw the terminal home again,
and see that it does not project more than i in.
from the bottom of the whole.

SIDE VIEW.
A

MODEL

LODGE

off a further I-i6th in., and put a screw thread
on it for a small nut. Starting at the other end,
or, rather, I-I6th in. from it, turn down a groove
In this the spring will
full 3-16ths in. in width.
ride. and it may be turned down to 3-16ths in.
thickness.
Now make an ebonite pulley wheel Q in. thick
by §~in. diameter, say, and force it on to the thin
end until it butts up against the inner collar of
the spring groove.
This pulley wheel must be
sufficiently tight to carry the brass round on the
steel spindle with it, remembering that it will have
to overcome the break action of the spring contact.
Next prepare a steel wheel about 1-16th in.
thick and i5-i6ths in. diameter. Drill it to ﬁt
(or it may be screwed) on to the threaded end of
the brass, and secure it by a nut screwed hard up
against it.
Next put the whole arrangement in the lathe,
and carefully grind a sharp edge on to the steel
wheel mounted as it is.
The edge need not be
so very sharp as smooth, and it must be ascer
tained that the wheel runs true. The whole atrange
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BACK VIEW.

COHERER.

\Ve now want to make a holder for the cup out
l-in. ebonite sheet. The holder will measure
Q in. by 1 in., and have the corners rounded off
one end.
Drill a hole 7-16ths in. diameter or
slightly less in the rounded end on a centre-line
at a distance of ir-ioths in. from the square
end, and make a saw-cut so Eas to give it a spring
grip. This will be for the ebonite cup to sit in.
and will be capable of movement up and down in
the slot, for purposes of adjustment.
We next take a rod of {-in. square-section
brass I in. in length.
Turn it down to
in. for
a distance of 7-I6ths in. from one end, } in. from
the other.
The square portion left must now
be made to slide in the slot easily, but without
play. Screw the smaller portion into the squared
end of the cup-holder right home by putting a
thread on it, and making it cut its way into a
slightly smaller hole in the ebonite.
\Ve shall next require a thin disc of springy brass.
It should be § in. diameter and dished. It should
then be cut into the form of a three-bladed screw
with the blades ﬂat. Two washers must now be
of

l
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The Manchester Society‘s Exhibition.

HE second

annual Exhibition of the Manchester
Society of Model Engineers, held on Satur
day, April 23rd last, was an even greater
success than those responsible
for its organisation
had dared to hope.
Emboldened by the success
of the ﬁrst Conversazione in 1909, the members,
we understand, on this occasion decided to organise
the display on a much larger scale, and, dispensing
with all social functions, to arrange an Exhibition
A room,
pure and simple on commercial lines.
several times larger than that used last year, was
at the Roby Schools, Aytoun Street,
engaged
Manchester, and proved very suitable for the pur

HORIZONTAL

and threaded for about i in., to screw into the
ebonite of the upright.
The lever is, of course,
for adjusting the height of the mercury cup.
Clockwork is generally used to drive the steel
wheel, and for this purpose it must not be con
trolled by an escapement.
There are some cheap
phonographs upon the market, costing about 45.
new, and obtainable secondhand in various stages
These do admir
of decay almost for the asking'
ably, and have a simple and ingenious method
of brake control, capable of adjustment within
wide limits.
Such a-cohercr is more reliable and in general
more sensitive than the ﬁlings coherer, and though
it does not work well with a telephone, is excellent
where it is desired that signals should be recorded.
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prepared from g-in. brass.
They will be drilled
with a -in. hole, and so can be made together.
One will be plain,
in. long, and the other will
be only ‘5 in. in length, with one half turned down
to 1» in. diameter.
This latter washer is to bear
with its larger end against the spring screw-shaped
disc, and having threaded both of these on to
the projecting end of the cupholder, cut a screw
thread on to what is left, and make a small nut
of l-inv brass to ﬁt it.
The next job will be the lever, which is made
from a strip of {-in. brass
ins. in length by
One end of the lever is rounded, and has
§ in.
a 3-16ths-in. hole drilled at that distance from
the end.
Drill a hole I in. from the aforesaid
end Q in. in diameter, and enlarge this to form
a slot to the extent of l in. on either side.
Finish
the lever by making a little thumb-piece, according
to taste, as shown in the photograph.
The lever
may now be ﬁxed in position—as shown in the
photograph of the back of the instrument—with
a 3-roths-in. cheese-headed screw g-roths in. long,

A £41m BY rl-rN.
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Arrangements were made for the display
pose.
of large bills in prominent shop windows all over
the city, several
thousand handbills were dis
tributed, and the whole Exhibition generally or
ganised in a thoroughly systematic andibusiness
like manner.
The results amply justiﬁed all the
trouble taken, for, on the night in question, the large
room was packed with several hundreds of people,
in spite of the miserable condition of the weather
outside. The trade exhibits were much larger
than on the previous occasion, and the services of
the Mendelssohn Orchestra—a very ﬁne body of
twenty-four performers—under the able conductor
ship of Mr. W. Brockbank, added greatly to the
success of the evening with a selection of ﬁrst-class
music.
Refreshments were provided at popular
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der high-speed engine, kindly lent by Mr. F. 0.
prices, the catering being admirably carried out
The Grotto Cafes, Ltd.
The only
by Messrs.
Mitchell.
matter for regret is that the Exhibition was not
It is encouraging to note that model locomotives
arranged to be open for several days, for the magni
show signs of coming more into favour withrmembers
ﬁcent display of work brought together was, as the
of the Manchester Society than hitherto.
Mr. A.
Harrison exhibited his l-in. scale electric locomotive,
advertising matter truly stated, "without doubt
the ﬁnest collection of models ever seen in Man
and also the chassis of a l_,-in. scale G.C.R. “ At
"
chester."
lantic
in course of construction.
A i-in. scale
"
"
To describe
the whole of the exhibits is, of
G.C.R.
Atlantic
was also shown by Mr. M. R.
course, impossible, but the photographs will give
Christian, a 2-in. gauge shunting locomotive by
some idea of the class of work diSpiayed, while
Mr. L. Redfern, a 7-i(>ths-in. scale L. & Y. tank
l
the accompanying plan must sufﬁce to show the
engine by Mr. A. J. Birch, and a neatly ﬁnished
general arrangement, as, unfortunately, a photo
G.N.R. express locomotive, kindly lent by Mr.
graph of the whole Exhibition was not taken.
Medley. Mr. S. L. Thompstone (well known to
The centre of interest was undoubtedly
the electric light plant (Fig. 3) exhibited
by Messrs. L. and D. Stant. The Q h.-p. gas
engine and dynamo—both beautifully ﬁnished
models—worked
without a hitch, and ran
sweetly all the evening, without requiring
any attention on the part of the Owner.
Another attraction, a r-in. scale locomotive
of the G.;\'.R. type, exhibited under steam
on a large testing stand, by Dr. ]. Craig,
caused such a dense throng to collect that
many had considerable difﬁculty in getting
a sight of the model at all.
Among the
other working models was a Lil-in. gauge
electric track, 24 ft. long, shown by Mr. Basil
H. Reynolds, with a smart little founcoupled
shunting engine, built specially for the Ex
hibition, in less than a month, which was
shown in operation whenever the Secretary,
who was kept running about as usual, had
time to attend to it.
Of the stationary exhibits, the three models
shown in Figs. 1 and 2 must be awarded
pride of place. The I h.-p. 3-in. by z-in. high
speed engine (Fig. i), built by Mr. F. \Nest
moreland after the designs of Messrs. Hamp
son Bros, Ltd., excited the greatest admira
tion. the workmanship being
beyond all
At a later date we hope to publish
praise.
full details of this ﬁne model.
It is only
fair to add that the builder is an engineer
of some experience, having superintended the
erection of the plant at several electrical
Mr.
generating stations in the locality.
Westmoreland's well-known gas engine (fully
described
in our issues of September 16th
and December 23rd, 1909) was also shown,
together with a zj-in. by 3i-in. horizontal
Mr.
engine made by him several years ago.
A. Mitchells' Babcock & \Nilcox boiler and
(Fig. 2)
Q h.-p. compound launch engine
FIG. i._-i H.-P. 3-114. BY 2-IN. HIGH-SPEED STEAM ENGINE.
attracted great attention on account of their
Both models are excellent
superb ﬁnish.
By F. VVESTMORELAND.
examples of what can be done by careful and
conscientious workmanship.
\\'e understand
that a very high price was offered for these two
older readers of THE MODEL ENGINEER) also kindly
exhibits, but the builder wisely enough declines to
exhibited a locomotive in course of construction,
Mr. Mitchell also exhibited a
which displayed his usual high-class workmanship.
part with them.
The Model Aeroplane Section was well represented
beautifully ﬁnished hydraulic press.
Other engines exhibited were—a i-in. by kin.
Mr. J.
by three large and well-ﬁnished models.
Ditchfield exhibited a. modiﬁed Farinan type oi
twin-cylinder marine engine, by Mr. A. Dean;
a 1-in. by I-in. Stuart Turner higlrspeed engine,
biplane (5-H. span, 6 ft. long), ﬁtted with two corru
aluminium
by Mr. ]. Graham ; three nicely ﬁnished horizontal
propellers, which were
gated
kept
shown by Mr. Chas. Austin, Mr. Ed.
revolving at a tremendous speed the whole evening
engines,
means
of
an
electric
and Mr. Medley, respectively;
a
motor. The appearance
McMellon,
by
marine engine, by
of these whirling helices of light reminded one
ﬁ-in. by i-in. twin-cylinder
of
the
wonderful
irresistibly
airships described by
Lin-J. Saville; and a i-in. by ij-in. twin-cylin
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late George Grifﬁths in many of his books.
W. OSBORNE ANDREWS, 27, New BaileyZStxeet,
Mr. T. E. Kane's monoplane—an original design,
Salford, exhibited a‘ large selection of new and
with curved planes of about 7-ft. span, similar in
second-hand electrical, mechanical, and scientiﬁc
shape to a bird’s wing—was of particularly neat and
apparatus, which called forth many enquiries. On
careful construction.
The third machine, built
this stand also
MESSRS.
PERCIVAL MARSHALL & Co., London,
by Mr. W. Leigh, while not so large as the above
mentioned, was more than their equal in complete
displayed a quantity of their well-known publica
ness of detail.
It was a scale model of Latham’s
tions, which were in good demand throughout
"
"
Antoinette
the evening.
monoplane, 4 ft. 6 ins. by 4 ft,
and was fitted with a
practical working petrol
‘55:.
Eﬁm
motor of very small di'Mn-i...
-f_
mensions.
The aeroplane
n was.
“'31
exhibits were completed
I
I
by a small but very neat
model
of a Wright bit
.
uh.
plane, made byMr. Ernes‘
U‘Ig‘
Brookes.
up...
,
5,,
5
B
A nicely made model of
one of the \Nallasey Ferry
steamers
was
exhibited
,t _
'
a
'
by Mr. J. Graham, and a
torpedo boat destroyer
Mm
R“!
by Mr. Arnold
Barnes,
“a [ MSM‘ ]
| I
who also showed a pair
of
well -ﬁnished crank
[—
shafts, of large size, cut
from the solid.
A model
PLAN or ~T1~IEMANCHEsTER S.M.E. EXHIBITION.
racing hull, partly ﬁnish
ed, was exhibited by Mr. J.
,
The Exhibition terminated at 10 p.m.
Ditchﬁeld, and a splendid model barque fully rigged,
of
to Mr. R. C. Reynolds,
We are\indebted
Other
by Mr. T. Hardy, excited great admiration.
for the photographs repro
Chorlton-cum-Hardy,
interesting exhibits were a } h.-p. water motor and
duced herewith. “’0 think that for an amateur
_a large exhibition shocking coil, by Mr. J. Saville;
the results obtained are excellent, considering the
an electric " Early Morning Waiter," which found
difﬁcult conditions of lighting under which the
great favour in the eyes of the lady visitors, by
photographs were taken.
Mr. Ed. McMellon ; a model de Laval steam turbine,
in course of construction, by Mr. Basil H. Reynolds ;
a well-ﬁnished dynamo and shocking coil, by Mr.
London.
H. Hathaway; a scale model L. & N.W.R. signal,
May 26th: The
FUTURE MEETINcs.—Thursday,
2 ft. 6 ins. high, by Mr. W. Leigh; and some small
Biennial Model Making Competition at the Caxfon
engines and motors of excellent workmanship, by
Hall, at 7 o'clock. Presentation of medals and
Messrs. L. and D. Stant.
awards.
A special exhibit of model yachts was made by
SPECIAL Nouns—Members are reminded that
the Alexandra Model Yacht Club, which, it is hoped,
entry forms should have been returned completed
will assist in popularising the sport in Manchester.
to the Secretary on May 9th. Those who have
Some excellent trade displays were made, the
not yet returned them should do so at once.
following ﬁrms exhibiting selections of their goods :
V15IT.—On Wednesday, May 18th, a small party
BASSETT-LOWKE, LTD., Northampton—A very
will visit the Royal Mint, Tower Hill, 13.0., at
selection of their well-known small scale
good
As the number is limited to six, those
3.30 p.m.
rolling-stock, a 12-in. gauge G.N.R. "Atlantic"
wishing to be present must immediately notify
steam locomotive, and 12-in. gauge Midland loco
the SeCretary.-—Full particulars of the Society and
motive, both ﬁnished in excellent style.
forms of application may be obtained from the
H. WILEs, 124, Market Street, Manchester.—
Secretary, HERBERT G. RIDDLE, 37, Minard Road.
A large selection of model engines, boiler mountings,
Hither Green, S.E.
and model engineering
materials, which were
carefully examined by model engineers present.
CHAS. CHURCHILL & Co., LTD., 7, Lower Mosley
Provincial Societies.
‘Street, Manchester, exhibited £5 and 3l-in. Drum
mond lathes, together with a large variety of ﬁrst
Bredford.—This Society held its ﬁrst exhibi~
class tools, in which keen interest was taken by
tion of electrical and mechanical models in the
'the visitors.
Messrs.
Churchill also very kindly
Baptist Schools, Legram's Lane, on April 6th,
lent a 3J-in. centre Drummond lathe to the mem
About eighty models of various
7th, 8th, and 9th.
bers of the Society for demonstration purposes
kinds were on view, including traction engine and
locomotive under steam; gas engines, horizontal,
during the evening.
A. V. ROE & Co., Brownsﬁeld Mills, Manchester,
.vertical, Corliss, and beam engines; various models
showed a selection of aeroplane ﬁttings, together
were shown under construction.
A complete gas
with photographs and lantern slides.
Mr. A. V.
diiven charging and lighting plant was at work.
Roe is very well known in aviation circles as the
Considerable interest was centred round the wire
ﬁrst Englishman to ﬂy in England on an English
less telegraphy apparatus which was shown working
machine.
most of the time.
Another very attractive feature
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was a 6§~in. lathe head for geometric, elliptic,
A number of model
eccentric, and scroll turning.
ships of various types were shown. There was a
very large attendance each night and the receipts
Five
for the week show a very substantial balance.
new members have also been enrolled—Further
particulars of the Society may be obtained from
the Secretary, Amos BARBER, 15, Hartington
Terrace, Lidget Green, Bradford.

Dublin.—This Society has just' completed its
ﬁrst half-year, and during this short period it
the member
has been favourably progressing,
On January
ship numbering close on ﬁfty.
28th a very successful
exhibition of all classes
included
of models was held.
The
exhibits
model yachts, hydroplanes, locomotives, three
phase converter, etc.', ﬁve-minute lectures being
During
also given describing the diflerent exhibits.
the session papers were read on various subjects
of interest, and were followed by a short discussion.
Among the most interesting papers, I may mention
"
was one treating on
Plating and Electro-plating
"
Construc
for Amateurs."
Another paper, on the
tion of Incubators," was also very instructive and
At our last meeting, on Friday last
interesting.
a very interesting lantern demonstra- _
(I 5th ult.),
“
The History of the Locomotive from 1830
tion on
" was given. The slides were
to Present Time
kindly lent by the London & North-Western Rail
of
way Company, through the instrumentality
their genial Dublin manager, Mr. H. G. Burgess.
"
The Mann
On May 6th a lecture was given on
facture of Steel and Iron," illustrated with lantern
slides.
Arrangements are being made for holding
model yacht and power boat matches during the
Meet
coming summer season, as well as a regatta.
ings are held on the ﬁrst and third Fridays of each
month at the address given below, at 8 p.m., and
are open to visitors interested. I will always be
glad to give any information regarding the Society
to any enquirers resident' in Dublin and district.
—H. B. STEPHENSON, Hon. Sec. D.S.M.E., 9, Lower
Sackville Street, Dublin.
the evening of the 26th ult. a
Reading.-—0n
party of members visited the Reading Tramway
Generating Station and Reading Corporation Fire
The Tramway Station was ﬁrst visited,
Station.
and the party were met and shown round by Mr.
Glife, engineer, who was most lucid in his explana
tions of the various machines and instruments. One
highspeed vertical steam engine had its crankcase
open for inspection, showing the arrangement of
After visiting the boiler and
forced-feed lubrication.
engine room, the switchboard was visited, and owing
to the way in which Mr. Glife explained and answered
questions, this proved to be most interesting and
instructive.
It would be hard to ﬁnd another
generating station of this size so compact and up
At the close of the visit Mr. Herbert
to date.
proposed a hearty vote of thanks to Mr. Glife for
the excellent way he had conducted the party and
The visitors then
made it such an interesting visit.
adjourned to the Corporation Fire Station, and
there, under the guidance of Supt. Pontin, were
shown the ﬁre-ﬁghting appliances. Much interest
was shown in inspection and wearing of a new'
air at
pattern smoke helmet, ied by compressed
At the close of this interesting
100 lbs. pressure.
visit Mr. Gill thanked Supt. Pontin on behalf of
the members for the able way he had explained
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the various appliances—Full
particulars of this
Society can be obtained from the Hon. Secretary,
W. F. DORMER, Kentwood Hill, Tilehurst, Berks.

Society held their second
Wycombe.-—This
at the Working Men’s Club, Frogmore
Gardens, High Wycombe, on Friday
evening,
were
About a score of members
April 22nd.
many of whom brought models, castings,
present,
or machinery. A very enjoyable evening was
The next meeting was at the same place
spent.
Everyone interested
on Friday, May oth, at 8 p.m.
in model engineering is heartily welcomed at these
meetings—All
particulars of the Society can be
obtained from G. F. \Vll.Ll.-\MS. Hon. Sec., "The
Laurels," Booker, High Wycombe.
meeting

Queries and Replies.
“Hadron is especiallydiredrd to the ﬁrst conduion given brlow,
and no none: mll b: taken of Quni'os not complyingwith the
diredi'om"therein staltd. Ldltrs containing Queries musl be
markzd on the to!) left-hand rorner 0/ III: envzloPe “Qua-y
Department." .\'0 othermailersbul lhoserelatinglo the Queries
shouldbeenclosed"I Ilu someenvelopz.
Queries on subials wilhin lhe soup: of this journal are replied to
by pm: under the [allowing conditions:—(l) Queries dealing
Illh drstind subyeasshould I): written on drﬁrrrnl slip:, on
one suit of the Paper only, and the sender'sname uvsr be in~
scribz'd on the bath. (2) Queries should be orcompanird,
whereverpasublr, mﬂh fully dimensionedskzlrhes,and corre
sPondmls are "cornde to keepa cop)!of their Queriesfor
(not past-card)
reference. (3) A stompedaddressedenvelop:
"
shouldinvariably be enclosed,and also a Outrlrs and Reﬁll):
" cut out
Coupon
from [he ddi'rrlisemrnl Pages of the current
issuc. (4) Qwri'rs will be answeredas early as possibleafter
receiPl,but an irum'al of a few days mustusually elapsebrfora
tho Reply run be forwarded. (5) Coruspiindcruswho require
an answerlﬂS(f:l'd in this columnshould understandlhol some
weeks musl clupw brfore the Rrply can be Publish“. The
imerlion of “(fl/Its in this column mnnol be guaranteed.
Mount,
(6) All Queriesshouldbr uddrrssrdto The Elinor, Tue
ENGINEER, 26—29,Poppin‘s Court, Flu! Strut, London, E.C.]
The following or: selectedfrom lhe Querieswhich haw beenreplied
lo recently:—
[13'4331 Slmplex Dynllllo l00 Watts. F. S_ (Middlrsbro')
writes: I have built a dynamo ol the Simplex type, rz-slot drum
armature, 1} ins. long, 2} ins. diameter. l have wound it with
zr-gauge wire and have 20 ‘turns in each layer. _There are two
layers in each slot (as per diagram in book), making 40 turns in
each slot. It has a built-up commutator made 0! copper insu
lated with mica. l have wound the ﬁeld coil with the same size
wire as the armature, viz., zr-gauge, and l have put as much as
I can possibly gel. 1 have had the machine running as a motor
from the mains (which is :20 volts) with a resistancein series
with it. It took a current of 5 amps, but the resislnnce got
rather hot. What l want to know is: (1) What result can I get
from this machine running as a dynamo for lighting purposes?
(2) \tht power would it take to drive it, and what speed would
it have to travel? (3) What size pulley would I want on to get
the speedrequired ? l have an enginewhich is driven by steam
from a horizontal boiler, which is re ins. long by 8 ins. Wldt'_. The
engine is 1§-in. bore, zl-in. stroke. The ﬂywheel is 9 ins. m
diameter and is grooved lor a belt. Do you think I could get
enough wer and enough speed from this engine to drive the
dynamo?0
h.-p. Speed
(1) Say 4 amps. at about“ volts. (2) At least }
about 2,450 r.p.m. (3) This Wlu depend wholly upon, the speed
Insufﬁcient
quite
No;
the
engine.
driving
the
(4)
of
boiler is
made, would
to give the requisite power,though the engine,it well
course.
If
of
be
connectedin
shunt,
should
dynamo
The
do.
you cannot get it to build up well, we suggesttrying a tem
l
current
on
sendmore
so
as
to
in
thearmaturecircuit
resistance
the ﬁeld.
Installntlonjor Long-Distance
[23,265] "Wireless"
ork,
. L. A. (Bowdou) writes: I Wish_to erect a receivmg
station for wirelesstelegraphy. I propose using a wire framework
suspendedfrom a pole about 50 it. high and secured to another
pole 20 it. high, les 45 it. apart for the armed,and an electro
wish to receive signals 1mm 35 to 100 nilles.
lvtic detector.
Will the aerial be high enough.and how shall I find the capacity 7
Also what pattern of simple condenseris bestand what size tuning
coil must I use?
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The height oi masts named should be sufficient to enable you
to receive'long-distance signals, provided the >itnation is iairly
clear and not surroundedby hirh treesor huil.ling~. A Comlt-iiser
oi ti-ii ll, 4 ins. square, separatedby
made up oi a dozen blit‘t'e‘ls
parafﬁn-waxedpaper should do “ill. or a small Leiden jar may
with the detector and earth. To iiiid the wave
he used in ~series
length the length oi aerial in ieet is taken, to which is added
double the length oi the inductance, then the result multiplied
by 4. Thus, ii you use about 1,000it. oi No. 20 tinned copper
wire.spaced hy winding twine in betweenthe turns, you will be
able to tune in the majority oi stations. The available Variations
oi wave-length would be irom tho it. to about 5,000.
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And the magnet being oi sufﬁcientstrength to hold the armature
down against the pull oi the spring, these eiiects will continue
until the magnet circuit is automatically opened. The automatic
circuit-breaker is shown at E. The one represented is quite a
rudinu-ntary specimen. A strip 0i sheet metal, say, zinc, is ﬁxed,
slightly bulgi lg, betweentwo supports. The strip carries on its
Concaveside a plitinum contact-pieceand this normally makes
contactwith a contaCtorrew. lint theclosingof the electro-magnet
circuit has put into action an incandescentlamp placed close to

Sprino

1- A
[23.3561 Penn '-ln-1he-Slot Electric Mechanism.
(Durham) writes : have a Very pretty irctwork moch of a loco
motive and tenderwhich l have titted up with (‘lt't‘iritjhead-lights
and tail-lights ior which I use an accumulator. lint as I am
going to eithihit it in an exhibition l Would like to have a penny
in-the-slot arrangementfor lizlililig it up; that is. when a person
placesa penny in the slot the lamps would li4ht onlv f..»ra certain
time. The twohead-lightsare two 4-volt ()sram lamps and the two
tail-lamps are ordinary pea lamps. i should be much obliged
ii you could send me a rough sketch of somethingthat will accom
plish this. I 113:6been a reader oi this paper St'i(.¢ 1903. I

y?

\\

\\

\\\\

23.550

N‘23350

1

have the model under a glasscase, 4 it. long, on a table specially
built ior it, and the accumulator,wires, and switchesare all out oi
sight. There is nothing to he seen in the model but the lamps,
can easily be hiddenaway under
so that anything you may SidVlM,‘
neath.
We offer the suggestionoi an arrangementas shown in the
diagram, which, we think, should serve your purposeand also be
of use to other readers, smut:oi whom have to our knowledge
been puzzled by a similar problem to that which you have put
beioreus. A in thediagram(Fig. i) is a suit-iron armaturepivoted
at B and normally held clear oi the poles oi an t-lectro-magnet
by a spiral spring as shown. A penny put into the machine is
guided to drop tthewise upon the armature A, and then owing to
the armature’sSllqlil inclination. to roll oft into the till. But at
the moment oi dropping, the penny pressesdown the armature
a ainst the pull oi the spring, and contact is made betweenthe
tinum contact-pieceC on the armatureand the contact screw1).
glow, as will be seen irom the diagram, it is arranged that this
contact-makingclosesthe.electro-magnetcircuit. 50 ii the lamps
to bellit, or say, a motor to be actuated, be connectedin series
with the magnet, or operated by a relay in the magnet circuit,
then this one movementoi the armature will start the Work ior
which the penny was paid as well as exciting the electromagnet.

I
1//
E'

Fh,3

the zinc strip, and this lamp gradually heats the zinc until the
strip has expanded and bulged enough to break contact between
its coi'itact-pieccand screw. The time elapsing between the
closing of the circuit, by the dropping penny, and the automatic
opening oi it can be regulatedby varying the thicknessof the zinc
strip and the position and heat oi the lamp. But this circuit‘
breaker B, as we have said, a rudimentary one, and it might 'vc
trouble on account oi the slownessof the circuit breaking.
he
diagram above shows a simple. iorm oi break which would
obviate lhl) troulle. The zinc is herein the iorm oi a small piece
oi bar and carries at its end an eye.which encircles the pivoted
lever. lhe levercarriesa dipper, as shownin thediagram, dipping
into a tiny cup oi mercury. At the levcr's end there is. as shown,
a small spring which is such that once the lever gets past the
spring's central point it is thrown into one or other of the positions
shown in Figs. 2 and 3, so that the motion, either upward or
downward, given by the expandingor Contractingzinc rod, need
only carry the lever tip just beyond that central point. Adjust
ment must he made so that normally the eye.is in such position
relatively to the lever that the lever, ii placedwith its tip only just
below the spriug's central point, would touch the inner suriace
oi the eve at the top. And things must be so arrangedthat when
the heating lamp (or, sav, a wire coil round the zinc rod) has been
in action ior the spetihed time, the expansion of the zinc shall
have causedthe pushingoi the leVerupwardsuntil its tip is above
the spring's central point, when, of course,it will ﬂy iull over and
break contact with the mercury. Evidently great accuracy must
be mercisud in making such a piece oi apparatus, but the break
is simple, and, granted the accuracy, promisesto be most satis
factory in all ways. A certain time must be.allowed betweenthe
hnish of one pennv's Work and the insertion oi the next coin. A
notice of this should appear on the maChinc.
"150*"
Details.
[23.445] Wireless
(Hich
Telegraphy
get (in London, preierably)
writes: it) “here
can
\-\'_vcomhe)
small quantities oi iron sulphide and galena for requirements
mentionmiin Mr. G. G. Blake's and other interesting articles in
your journal and what would it cost? (2) What is the object
oi using buzzers with, say. restoring coherers,and how are they
connectedwith other parts oi the apparatus? (3) As a matter
oi economy,would it be possible to use new wire netting (such
as is used in gardens) for the aerial? Would it have sufficient
conductivity ?
(1) You can get the minerals named from most large
tiaturalists' or
eological s cimcn dealer's shops, or from
Mr. lsenthai, oi 85, Mortmer Street, London, W.C.
The
minimum quantity he supplies is, we believe. 7;. 6d.
We
n-touum-ndcarborundurncrystals as superior, however; these are
obtainableat variousplaces,but thebehaviouroi diﬁerentspecimens
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New “ Lowko" Point Lever.
_
BlT-Iﬂgedso that
This of ettremrly ingenious design, and
the points are lockcdhwheu pulled over fully ill either direction.
The lever sufficientlysmall
to char locoluotiws and car
riages, in all gauges except
No.0,
placed transversely
in the O-ft. way of the new
standarddimensions. In No.
0 gauge, required between
two sets of rails,
can be
ﬁxed longitudinally, and a
bell crank employed to pro
,
duce the necessarytransverse
motion to the point rod. The price sufﬁcientlylow to bring
within the reach of all, and enablethe user to employ severalof
This
them without adding largely to the total cost of the line.
point lever designedto suit both permanentway and “ Lowko"
track. The throw of the rod
5-16thsin.
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1}
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5}

is
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New “Star” Screw-cuttlnl Lathe.
The SenecaFalls ManufacturingCo., 560,Water Street, Seneca
Falls, N.Y., have added
new sire—6} in.—to their line of
“ Star" lathes. The
accompanyingcut shows No. 658 “ Star"
lathe, 6} in. swing by
ft. bed, with plain and compoundrests,
actual height of centres over bed
r-toth ins., and
of the
same design and construction as the already well - known
in.
and
in.
sizes
which
recently
have
bxn
remxlelled
and
4}
reﬁned. The head spindle
mlde of 60—65 carbon crucible
steel,and revolves in large ring-oiling bearings; spindle has large
hole,
ins. diameter,and may be ﬁtted with draw-in chuck with
split collets. r-thh in. to fin. diameter.
The tailstock has
side adjustment for turning ta ers. The carriage provided with
T-slots; the cross-feedscrew is supplied with micrometercollar.
graduated to read in thousandths of an inch, securedby friction
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(A New SIZE.)
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spring and readily set to any pnsition. All carriagesare arrang.-d
for taper attachment,which can be supplied at any time. Plain
and cornpaundrestseasily iatorch luze, 11-11a new bindilg device
facilitate; quick changes and rigidly binds rest to cross-slide,
which graduated rSo (l-grces for settin; cnnpouud rest. The
automatic crossand lingltudinal feeds are actuated by friction
Clutch and phosphor-bronzeworm. receivingpm':r frombrad spill
dle throughspur gearsand id screw,which is splincd. The range
for cutting extremelywide.cuttiuz all standard threads.right and
left, from to 72 per ilch. including it} a id 27. They may be
equipped with
st-t of transposin; gears which will cut inter.
national standard metric threadsfrom 0'5 to mm., in addition to
standard U.S. threads. Changegearshave roundededgesto avoid
injuring the hands. All adjusting screwshave a uniform size head
to ﬁt tool post wnench. Split spring washershold change gearsin
place, are convenient to operate and facilitate quick shifting.
Screws, nuts and smlll parts liable to beconv bruisedare case
1rdened,cylindrical surfaces are ground, sliding surfaces hand
scrapedto perfect bearing, and ample facilities are provided to
compensatefor wear. In addition to attachmentsmentionedabove,
set of blocking ins. high to raise head and tail stock, plain,
compound and centrerests to increase swing of lathe to 20} ms.
may be ﬁtted to the lathe.
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V- B- L- (Huddersﬁeldl
[13.34I]_ Wireless Tclegrnphy.
writes;
I lntend purchasingan Induction coil for use in a small
wireless telegraphy station, and should be very glad if you will
answer me the following. (I) As the supply at my house is
50 volts A1). at 100 periods. Would it be practicable to work
coil direct off the A.C. mains ill conjunction with a transformer
to reduce the volta e somewhat? (2i What voltage would be
most suitable? (3) Vhat is the best form of “ break " for the
purpose—would an ordinary hammer-break do? Also would
you be good enough to say (4) what size and length of resistance
wire would be necessaryfor a shunt across the relay terminals
and how is same wound? (5) In making a " jigger," what are
the proportions of the length and sizes (S.W.G.) of the primary
and secondary? I have constructed an iron sulphide detector,
as described recently in THE: MODEL ENGINEER, but same will
not work at all even at a distance of only 1 yard or so from a
fin. spark. Can you suggesta reason for this?
(I) If you connect a large coil, say ro-in. spark, to alternating
mains at 50 volts and too cycles, you will ﬁnd that the secondary
discharge is not capableof jumping acrossa bigger gap than i in.
or so. The exact length it can jump will depend upon the way
in which the primary is constructed and the whole proportions
and sizes of wire of the coil. By the way, the interrupter should
be permanently short-circuited for this experiment unless special
terminaLsare provided for use with A.C. Now, though this dis
charge cannot jump a great distance, it establishesan are when
it has jumped, and this are can be drawn out to a greatlength in
comparison with the jumping distance, and the averagecurrent
ﬂowing through this are is very great comparedwith that of an
ordinary spark coil usedwith a hammer break. So much greater
is the current that the following precautions must be strictly
observed. Never allow any part of your body or any conductor
near your body to come into contact with either of the secondary
ternlinab of the coil or with any wire in a circuit connected to
them. This dischargeis very dangerousand the results of getting
even a small fraction of the dischargethrough the body might be
very serious. Never allow the arc to continue for long unless
the secondaryterminalsare drawn apart to a considerabledistance.
If the discharge is used for wireless, means must be adopted for
preventingarcmgof a non-oscillatorytype. (g) Alarge coilshould
work all right on 50 volts. It might want small additional resist
ance or a choking coil, but that would depend on the primary
winding. A transformer or choking coil would be needed for
smaller coils according to their size. The dischargeis of no use
except for electric oscillations or wireless telegraphy. It could
not be used for X-ray work, for instance. (3) The dischargeis
Obtainedwithout any kind of interrupter. If you wanted to get
the ordinary spark efiect you would probably do best to get a
rotatory or (cheaper)an electrolytic rectiﬁer and charge accumu
lators suitable for coil. (4) Depends on resistanceof relay. We
S"Pposeyou mean acrossrelay contact terminals. If so, probably
a few yards of N0. 42 Eureka wound back on itself would suit.
YOU will find this “ non-inductive" method of winding in text
books. Also we recommendour publication “ WirelessTell-graphy
fur Amateurs." (5) \Ve cannot say why the iron sulphide de
tector does not work, especially as we cannot examine it. Car
burllndum crystals are better and easier to manage than iron
sulphide. Carborundum can be bought at various places, but it
yarns Very greatly ill electrical prolerties. We recommendyou
I? apply to Mr. H. W. Scott, of the London Telegraph Training
tollege, Morse House, 20, Penvwern Road, Earl's t‘ourt, London,
S-w- There you can obtain testedcrystals at a reasonablecost.
'
]- 13-5- A
113.363] Fitting Condenser to Model Engine.
Stoke-on-Trent)writes : l am making a model tandemcompound
horlwntal engine, r-in. and xiv-in. bore, 2-ill. stroke. I wish to
makea condenserfor it. anddo not know what sort. I shouldlike to
makea jet condenser,but have no idea of the size. Can you please
me know
If surface condenser used supposethat six
i‘m- tubes. ins. betweentube plates, in a ills. diameter cou
misﬁtwould be about right air-pump to be sillglt.--acting(r-in.
re, r‘in. stroke).
should prefer the jet type, as would take
9“ power from the engine. Pressure,60 lbs. per sq. in.
shall
‘ very
muchobliged you will let me know which best.
"
. Read the articles on Model Steam Engines," by H. Greenly,
"1 our issuesof Decemberroth and 17th. 1908,and ﬁt an ejector
mlldenserof the size illustrated. If you have the necessarymains
Pressurewater supply, no air-pump or other apparatus necessary.

4 UlUi

The News of the Trade.

l

varies very greatly. If you apply to Mr. H. \V. Scott of the
London Telegraph Training College, Morse House, 20, l’enywern
Road, Earl's Court, London, S.W.. you will get tested crystals
at a reasonable cost. (2) A buzzer is simtly a small electric bell
with the hammer and gong removed (or a vibratory electro
magnetic device equivalent to it). It is connectedup through a
cell or a press-key, and when it vibrates the small spark at the
contact sets up feeble electric.waves. and these act on the co
herer and enable the operator to test his apparatus without
attempting to tune to the incoming waves which he wants to
receive. Apart from its own battery and press-key, the buzzer
neednot be connectedto any'apparatus. (3) \Vedo not recommend
wire netting such as you describe. Copper should be used,as it
has far higher conductivity and does not give trouble with " skill
eﬂect."
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The Editor’s Page.

fellow model enthusiasts.
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The work thrown upon our Query Department
to such an extent during the past
has developed
twelve months, that we are seriously considering
a decided alteration in the present rules governing
While this extra
that section of our journal.
work is in a way a great compliment, indicating,
of our readers in our
as it does, the conﬁdence
advice, it has been very difﬁcult for us to cope
at all adequately with the exceptional number of
Those to which we publish replies
queries sent in.
only represent a portion of the questions answered,
and in many cases we are not able to answer them
as fully as we should like owing to the great demands
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Mr. P. T. Belemore, 221, Kingston Road, Ilford,
reports that the proposed Model Engineering
Society is beginning to make headway, and already
prospective members are meeting in' his
several
workshop, at his invitation, and are making use
With a local population of 50,000,
of his tools.
there ought to be room for a ﬂourishing organisa
tion of model engineering enthusiasts, and we hope
that accessions to the ranks of the proposed Society
will rapidly be made, especially when the pioneer
is showing so practical an interest in helping his
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This journal will be sent post free to any addressfor 135. per
annum, payable in advance. Remittances should be made by
Postal Order.
Advertisementratesmay be had on applicationto the Advertise
ment Manager.
How ro Apnnlss Lsr-rns.
All correspondencerelating to the literary portion of the paper,
and all newapparatusand pricelists, &c., for review,to be addressed
to Tn: Eon-on, “ The Model Engineer," 26—29,Poppin’s Court,
Fleet Street, London, E.C.
All correspondencerelating to advertisementsand deposits to be
addressedto Tax ADVIRTISEIENT MANAGIR, " The Model Engi
neer," 26-29, Poppin’s Court, Fleet Street, London, EC.
All subscriptions and correspondencerelating to sales of the
paper and books to be addressed to Percival Marshall
Co.,
26—29,Poppin's Court, Fleet Street, London, EC.
Sole Agents for United States, Canada, and Mexico: Spon and
Chamberlain, 123, Liberty Street, New York, LLS.A., to whom
all subscriptionsfrom thesecountriesshould be addressed.
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Notices.
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I may state that your late
future speed boats.
articles upon speed boats and propellers have been
Further
by our members.
eargerly discussed
particulars of our Club may be obtained from Mr.
John Burdis, 88, Mowbray Street, I-Ieaton, New
With marine engineering inter
castle-on-Tyne."
in the Newcastle
represented
ests so strongly
district, there should be no difﬁculty in forming
quite a large Club, and we shall hope to see some
thing no_vel-either in the way of speed records or
of interesting designs—emanating from the mem<
bers of the newly-formed Club, to which we wish

is

I

.

boilers.

(3

ﬂash—tube

‘

ment.

H. L. D. (Dorchester).—We should try asbestos
yarn.
]. vC. H.-L. (Bootle).—See recent Query replies.
H. (Kilbowie).—(r)
A safety valve on the boiler
usual, and is generally advisable.
(2) Copper
would be better, but get an engineer to inspect
and report on safety.
and
Enquire of the
manufacturers of the range. “
W. S. F. (Blyth).—Sec article,
How to Build a
Three-Phase Alternating
Current Motor," in
our issue of January rst, 1903, also the three
“
articles,
Induction Motors-—and How They
Work," in issues of December 17th, 24th, and
3rst, r908.
C. (Ballyhenry).—Yes,
you should get
h.-p.
A pump
in. by
in. would suit: do not have
one smaller than this.

.

on

F. W. (Oswaldtwistle).—-There is no need to rewind
the ﬁeld unless you want output at lower voltage
than about no.
Amperage would probably be
something over one at that voltage.
E. T. (Hampton-in-Arden).~—(r) Yes, it is suitable
for the work. (2) Yes, two would be an improve

,8

articles

the day is not far distant when we shall see
them, as I think that they are the boilers of the
hope

Answers to Correspondents.

].

promised

the

A

your

note

4)

should be of interest to
" I
Newcastle district:
am pleased to state that a Model Steamer
Club has been started in Newcastle, under the title
of the Heaton and District Model Power Boat Club.
At present we have seven members, who each own
\Ve have. the use of a decent
one or more boats.
lake in Jesmond Dene, and take full advantage
of it (much to the disgust of the ducks). We would
feel greatly obliged to you if you would mention
the Club in your paper, stating that we desire all
who are interested to join us, so as to make the Club
We are all of us anxiously awaiting
a strong one.
following
in

readers

of our staff who deal with this work.
\Ve hope shortly to publish an important announce
ment dealing with this question.
on the members

A
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My Model Steam and Sailing Craft.
By E.'W. HAGGARD.

I

AVING

the two models,
sold
photographs
and descriptions of which appeared in Tm:
MODEL ENGINEER for February 23rd, 1905,
I have built two others, and I herewith give photo
graphs and particulars
of these, thinking they
might be of slight in
terest to other readers
of THE MODEL Exor
The one is a
NEER.
model speed boat, and
the other is a model
schooner yacht.
Hull.-—The hull of
the model speed boat is
6-in. beam,
5 it. long,
4} ins. deep, of yellow
pine, dug out, on tor
pedo-boat lines, similar
"
Model
to the design in
Steamer Building," and
is partly decked over, as
will be seen by the
photographs.
Baden—This is of the
pinnace type, similar to
that in "Model Boiler
Making." The shell is
made from a. piece of
solid-drawn copper tube,
11 ins. long, 4* ins. in
diameter, and r-16th in.
The ﬁrebox is
thick.
the same thickness,
together, and
riveted
with solder.
sweated
The ten ﬁre tubes, of
§-in. drawn brass, are
driven into the end plates
MR. E. \V. HAGGARD'S
The ends,
and sweated.
of 3-32nds in. copper, are
The extended
riveted, and sweated in.
ﬂanged,
smokebox and funnel are of r-32nd in. copper,
ﬁtted with hinged smokebox door and two brass
bands round funnel, and screwed to a brass ring
made from i-in. square brass rod, riveted inside

i

The dome is of gun-metal, cast from
boiler shell.
my own pattern. The boiler has the usual ﬁt
tings and was tested to 100 lbs. per sq. in. with
cold water,'>75 lbs. per sq. in. steam, and the
working pressure is 50
lbs. per sq. in.
HIOZi'lamp.-—Thls
con
sists of a slightly conical

container of i-32nd in.
copper, riveted and
sweated together, ﬁtted
with ﬁlling plug, cycle
valve, and one of the
"
“.~"Etna patent burners
which burns parafﬁn.
is one
Engine.—This
of Whitney's
double
cylinder i-in. by il-in.
launch engines.

Propeller.—\Vhen

photograph was taken
this was a 5-in. built-up
three-bladed one; but I
now use a 4§~in. four
bladed cast one, as I
ﬁnd it gives better re
sults.
The stem tube
is a piece of gm. brass
tube, ﬁtted with a bush
at each end and ﬁlled
with vaseline.
This
makes a perfectly water
tight gland, and also
the shaft
well
keeps
lubricated.
The boat is painted
red
below water-line,
black above, with deck
enamelled white, and all
Monaifﬁcuoonan YACHT.
the metal
are
parts
The highest
polished.
speed the boat has yet attained is about four miles
per hour, as we are rather handicapped here in
Bridlington, the only lake we have being about
80 yards long, by I 5 yards broad, this being rather
small for testing boats at high speed.
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The model , yacht, as will be seen by the photo
graph, is schooner rigged, this being my favourite
type. The hull is 4 it. long, Skin. beam, and
Bi» ins. deep, built of redwood by the dug-out
method. The deck is of sycamore,
3-ioths in.

May :9, 1910.

Motor Cycle Notes.
By

"

Pnozmx."

An Original Carbon Remover.
motor cyclist of experience
knows how
it is to periodically rid the piston and
cylinder of his engine of burnt oil and other matter,
generally referred to as “carbon deposits," and
the orthodox manner of doing this is to scrape or
A writer
chip the matter off the affected parts.
in an American motor journal, however, suggests
a plan whereby the deposits may be automatically
of dismantling the
dispelled and the necessity
He advises
cylinder for the purpose obviated.
the placing of a small steel ball about 3-16ths in.
diameter within the cylinder on top of the piston,
"
bombarding" action of the
and claims that the
ball would serve continuously and effectively to
keep the combustion chamber and piston head
completely free from carbonised aceumulations,
without further attention.
'. I should be inclined to think there might be a
risk of damage arising through the ball getting
between the valve and its seating, and so breaking
or injuring the former; but the aforesaid writer
says this is not likely to happen, as the movements
of the ball would be too lively to allow of its getting
Another point is—
lodged in any one position.
\Vhat does become of the excess of oil and other
matter, such as road dust, which, as we know, it
is impossible to prevent accumulating in the cylin
If it is dispersed, where does it
der at present.
If broken up into minute particles while
go to?
the engine is running, by the action of the ball,
surely it must settle down and adhere to the parts
Every

necessary

Tm: BOILER FOR SPEED BOAT.
thick, and the bulwarks are of oak with a mahogany
The masts and spars are of pitchpine.
rail on top.
The boat is painted green below water-line, white
bulwarks, etc., are clear
above,
and the deck,
varnished.
THE output Of the Clyde shipbuilding yards, says
the Engineer, during April totalled 20 vessels and
60,000 tons, which is the largest recorded since July,

Two Views or MODEL SPEED
The
1907, when the output totalled 67,000 tons.
aggregate for the four months amounts to i54,000
tons, as compared with 98,000 tons in the corre
sponding period of last year.

BOAT.

By E. \V. HAooARn.

the engine is stationary, only to be broken
up again when movement takes place perhaps;
but, unless the cylinder is dismounted immediately
at the end of a run, it would, so far as I could see,
when
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settle down again, and in the end have to be
removed by hand in the ordinary way. The matter
in the correspondence
attention
is attracting
columns of the journal in question, and doubtless
an elucidation of these points will soon be forth
coming.
Converting a Side Car into a Fore Car.
A correspondent writes from Stafford asking
whether I think it would be a very big job for him
to convert his side car, which is of the rigid pattern,
as possible of
into a fore car, bringing in as much
“
It seems to me
the existing parts. He says:
that the side car is putting a considerable strain
on the frame of the bicycle, and it is difﬁcult to
The engine is of 3* h.-p.,
steer it round corners.
with free engine clutch, and on steepish hills I
often have a job to get along with a passenger,
even though I use the pedals freely. I thought
that by removing the front wheel of the bicycle
and using it on the right hand of the side car, I
could convert the latter into a fore carriage, and
the drive being then in a direct line, the engine
would do better, while the steering would be easier,
the strain on the machine less, and accessibility
to the engine much improved. The extra frame
work for connecting the car to the bicycle could be
done locally, and need not, I think, cost very much,
but I would like to know from an impartial source
what the objections to the fore car amount to, as
we see fewer of them than side cars on the roads
now'a-days.”
The alterations suggested by my correspondent,
of course, present no difﬁculties which cannot be
easily overcome by any motor engineer or repairer
The front wheel of the bicycle,
worthy of the name.
with its mudguard, w0uld doubtless come in very
well for the purpose of converting the side car
from a one‘wheeled into a two-wheeled vehicle,
and, as regards the attachments of the car to the
machine, these could be effected in various ways.
My correspondent must remember, however, that
it will be necessary to have the basket seat re
mounted on its framework, so that the wheels and
to move independently of it,
axle are enabled
and not, as at present, with the whole rigidly con
This will require the introduction
nected together.
of link work and swivelling arrangements, and, of
course, the front forks of the bicycle will have to
To make
be modiﬁed, if not entirely renewed.
a satisfactory job of it, the side members of the
car framework must extend rearwards, and, curving
in at the after end, join issue there with the chain
stays of the bicycle frame, while diagonal struts
should connect the head of the bicycle with the
outside members—to ensure lateral stability of
the steering portion.
I do not know that my correspondent will gain
much in the way of improved steering, as fore
cars require careful handling at corners, and they
are more prone to sideslip in grease than are rigid
He will certainly have greater access
side cars.
to the engine, and the latter will, I should think,
Some
be able to get along better on lip-grades.
times a little difﬁculty arises owing to the cylinders
being shielded from the cooling effects of the air
by the presence of the car body in front, but it
is generally found that no danger of overheating
Of course, the machine
arises on this ground.
will have to be classed permanently as a passenger
adaptable for either
one, and not, as at" present,
" solo
work at will.
passenger or
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Repairing a Cracked Cylinder.
Mr. H. A. Spencer, of Gloucester, writes me in
" I have
long noticed a
distress as follows:
falling-off in power in the engine of my motor
cycle, which is a 3 h.-p. of rather old pattern.
Grinding in the valves, and even renewing the
piston rings, have availed little, and I have been
carefully looking through back numbers of THE
MODEL ENGINEER to see if at any time you had
suggested a reason for engines failing as mine is
I came across some remarks of yours
doing.
that when valves, piston rings, and
suggesting
compression joints were sound, and yet the com
was faulty, it might be that a ﬂaw or
pression
crack in the cylinder is the cause, and having
made a careful scrutiny of my own cylinder, there
-—sure enough—I have found a crack in it—just
It is more like a tiny
below the radiating ﬁns.
pinhole, with slight cracks extending vertically
from it. I am advised that it means a new cylinder,
and this to me is a serious matter, as I am only a
working-man, and can only just manage to keep
the machine going for occasional rides, without
If you can suggest
laying out much on repairs.
any method of making the cylinder good, I shall
be very greatly obliged."
If the fault in the cylinder is no worse than
by my correspondent, he can possibly
represented
have it repaired by a. motor engineer at a com
A preparation known
paratively small outlay.
"
"
iron cement
is used with success in such
as
cases, and I have also known instances in which
cracked cylinders have been satisfactorily repaired
and the compression restored by drilling a hole
and tapping it, then inserting a tightly ﬁtting
screw coated with the cement or with red lead,
I am advising
and cutting it off ﬂush afterwards.
my correspondent through the post of a ﬁrm in
London which carries out work of this kind, and
that he should send the cylinder to
suggesting
them for examination and repair.
some

Some Collated Enquiries.

MIS-FIRING 0N Huts—H. G. F.
that he recently acquired a

(Highgate)

1908 pattern
" Vindec-Special ” motor bicycle, with twin cylin

says

ders, and ﬁnds that when ascending up-grades the
front cylinder often mis-ﬁres, and sometimes cuts
out altogether. The carburettor is a B. 8: B.
the same trouble with a similar
experienced
it by turning the ﬂoat
machine, and overcame
chamber of the carburettor to the side of the jet
chamber, instead of at the rear, as when the machine
was delivered to me. This allowed of the petrol
constant and uninﬂuenced by any
feed
being
of the machine,
ques ion of grade and
and I would advise H. G. F. to try this plan.
m SILENCER.—M. C. B. (Stamford)
EXPLOSIONS
"
"
in the silencer
popping
complains of excessive
of a Minerva motor bicycle, and says he would
The popping
like to know the cause and remedy.
is caused either by the admission into the silencer
of only partly exploded mixture, sometimes induced
by attempting to run on a faulty mixture, such as
cannot be properly exploded by the electric spark
in the cylinder head, and often points to a dirty
In some
state of the silencer and exhaust pipes.
engines it is very difﬁcult to avoid, but may be
by ﬁtting a magneto cut-out and using
overcome
the same at the same time as raising the exhaust

I

“tilt”

valve.
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L. R. C. P. (Hampstead).—The plug points should
be -4 mm. apart for magneto ignition.
T). G. H. (Lichﬁeld).—No,
four'pointed sparking
plugs are no better than single-pointed ones of
equally good make.

"
"
BENEi-‘i'rno
glad to hear
(Kingston).--Very
the advice proved useful. If you ﬁt new piston rings
do so some time before the day of the competition,
as it takes from 200 to 300 miles to properly work
the rings in and secure a really good compression.
HANDLE STARTING wrrn FREE ENGINE Ccurcn.
—]. L. G. (Maidstone) says he has had a free engine
clutch ﬁtted to his machine, and ﬁnds that the
handle supplied with it is useless for starting
Unless this correspondent uses a geared
purposes.
up handle, engaging with a countershaft, he will
ﬁnd it very difﬁcult to start a magneto
indeed
ﬁred engine by handle on the engine shaft.

Electrician.

May 19, 19:0.

they may be difﬁcult to arrange without inter
fering with the winding up of the propeller, or
something or other. On the vast majority of
models, however, they are an undoubted advantage,
and if the model is to last any time, there should,
in my opinion, be always ﬁtted some form of them.

FIG. I.

I will now show how I should propose to ﬁt skids

to a Blériot

Model Aeroplane Notes.
By

"

AERQPHILE."

The Making of Skids.
The need of eﬁicient skids on a full»sized machine
is sufficiently proved by the fact that with very
few exceptions all types are so ﬁtted. 'Now, if a
full-sized machine, which can be guided to earth

gently and safely by the aviator, requires landing
skids, surely the model machine, which descends
at its own sweet will—or more frequently that of
in most cases lands in a heap,
the wind—and
As, then, propeller or
requires them even more.
propellers, when the elastic has completely run
down, oﬁer a good deal of resistance to forward
motion, the gliding angle which a machine exhibits
at the end of its ﬂight is generally a tolerably bad
one, and the result is that the model dips rather
-suddenly, so that it ﬁnishes its ﬂight fairly fre
In this case it
quently on its nose or its screw.
is quite possible that the end of the framework,
especially if it be a single stick, will stick into the
ground, and the motion of the machine is arrested
so suddenly that every part is subjected to a very
the frame itself may
severe strain, and sometimes
Then, again, if a machine
be broken in this way.
is not properly adjusted, it may develop an exces
sive phugoid—that is, its ﬂight-path is a series of
sweeps, which become worse and worse instead of
The inevitable result is that the machine
better.
will terminate one of its increasing sweeps by failing
to mountto the top of the hill,asit were,and it will
come down backwards, ﬁnally landing on its pro
pellers or its tail.
Even when a model reaches the ground on a level
keel, unless the propellers are protected in some
way, they are likely to be badly damaged, if they
are revolving at all fast, when they, being the
lowest part of the machine, touch the ground.
I daresay I have seen as many molels broken as
anyone, and I think that, had ski is been used, quite
90 per cent. would have been able to survive the
disaster which damaged them.
Whilst it is clear enough that skids are a distinct
advantage to a machine in one way, it is equally
clear that in another way they are not, for they must
weigh something, and they must offer some resist
ance to ﬂight; also, in the case of some models,

model—110., one without any spring
loaded running wheels.
First of all, we have to
protect the propeller and the nose of the machine.
Fig. 1 shows how to do this.
The skid is formed of
a long, ﬁat piece of split bamboo, as light a section
as possible,
but sufﬁciently strong to prevent the
propeller coming to the ground, even when dropped
from some little height. Those who have had
FRAME

invent:

WI 7.

FIG. 2.
with Blériot type models, and know
how difﬁcult they are to make successfully, will
especially appreciate their value in a secondary
as a means of helping to bring
connection—11¢,
the centre of gravity of the machine sufﬁciently
forward.
Some little time ago a friend experienced
trouble with a Blériot model until he ﬁtted such a
skid—as a matter of fact, he ﬁtted one considerably
larger and placed a small ball of lead at the further
most end, by this means getting his centre of gravity
just under the centre of pressure.
experience

Fro. 3.

It may be found that ﬁtting a long skid, as
in Fig. I, interferes with the winding-up of the pro
peller, or at least makes it necessary to hold the
model in an inconvenient position, in which one's
coat sleeve catches in the skid, etc.
To overcome
this difﬁculty the skid may easily be made detach
able, so as to be readily slipped in and out of posi
tion.
Fig. 2 shows one way of doing this, the illus
tration being a sort of plan of the joint.
The square
socket is made of an inch of light brass, aluminium
or magnalium tube, pinched to shape, and is per
manently lashed to the framework.
Fig. 3 shows a double skid, which is very suit
able for machines
with built-up fusellages.
The
single skid is, of course, the simplest and lightest

May
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form; but it

has the disadvantage that the machine
cannot stand upright upon it, but rests upon it and
one tip of the main plane.
For this reason a double
skid is an improvement, and not only so, but it
looks better, and, if desired. can be ﬁtted with
running wheels, if the model is intended to rise
from the ground under its own power.
The method
of ﬁxing the double skid, either permanently or
detachany from the main frame, is exactly similar
to that used for the single skid. A light cross
piece of bamboo to connect the two skids, as shown,
is also an advantage, as it prevents them Splaying
out.

FIG. 4.

I

advocate strip bamboo for skids on all sizes
of models, as I have found it answer much better
than any other wood or material. Thin cane,
however, can be used at a pinch, if bamboo be
not to hand; but this, although very springy, is
very weak, and has a nasty habit of breaking oﬁ
short if submitted to a severe shock.
It is also
not so easily bent as bamboo, nor does it retain
its shape when bent with such pertinacity.
For
very light models I have used piano wire success
fully, and ﬁnd it answers very well indeed; but,
still, not so well as bamboo.
For the tail of a monoplane, a similar but smaller
skid (Fig. 3) should be used, and should be lashed
to the frame in a similar manner to the main skid.
I need hardly say that in the case of the single skids
fore and aft, they must be slightly bent outwards,
so as to avoid touching the elastic.
4]
Small skids of a similar sort attached to the ends

of the main plane are extremely useful in saving
a machine from damage on rough or hard ground.
In Farman or Voisin biplane models the skid on
the former machine may well be copied, but in
\V right type models it is, in my opinion, advisable
to ﬁt the skid shown in Fig. 4. In the full-sized
machine the frame itself is designed to act as a
skid, but in elastic-driven models the framework
is in a state of stress, and it should not, therefore,
be used to serve the secondary purpose of a skid.
Instead a proper and separate arrangement should
be built and attached directly underneath the main
as shown in the illustration.
Even so,
frames,
it will be found that the elevator in this type of
machine is apt to get rather badly knocked about,
This,
unless some form of shock-absorber be ﬁtted.
however, is of more use when the model is to be ﬂown
indoors than (or ordinary use.
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Fig. 5 is an illustration of a simple little con
trivance which is far and away the best to use as
The front crosspiece,
an end-on shock-absorber.
or other suitable member, is drilled with a r~16th-in.
hole, and also provided with a bored bracket, as
Through the bearing
shown, directly behind it.
thus formed passes a thin knitting-needle, having
The rear
its front end furnished with a cork cap.
end has soldered to it a thin wire loop, through which
passes a piece of elastic anchored down to each end
If the knitting-needle
of the frame erosspiece.
"
"
of about 3 ins., and the elastic
stroke
be given a
be suitably chosen, this little buﬂer, which is quite
light, will absolutely absorb almost any shock.
I ﬁtted
For a delicately made model it is ideal.
such a buffer to a small Voisin biplane which I made
some time ago, and which I used to ﬂy about a
It
large room, allowing it to rise from a table.
used to hit all manner of obstacles without doing
itself the slightest damage, until it eventually dived
into the ﬁre and was utterly destroyed.

Lessons from the Laboratory.
band on workadually
[The ﬁrms appmn'ngunder this funding an!Tm;
(hint, and uprnmmls rarrmi out m
MODEL ENGINEER
Laboratoryand 56h”! 0/ Muham'ch

Drip Can for Grindstone.
Fig. I is an illustration of the method

a small drip can to a grindstone.

of attaching
The size of stone

FIG. 1.
in this case is r8 ins. by 3 ins., and it is treadle
driven. The can used was a 5 ins. diameter by 4 ms.
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high galvanised iron paintpot, with handle, such as
can be purchased from any oil chandler for about old.
The extra ﬁttings comprise a short length of 7-16ths
in. (outside diameter) drawn brass tube about 4% ins.
long ; a l—in. brass gas ﬂange or ceiling-rose, which
is about 2 ins. in diameter ;
a g-in.
gas cock,

and Electrician.
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best done by mounting the piece in a machine
vice, so that the ﬁled surface stands level, and
drilling in a drilling machine, the vice standing
on the table.
Drill this hole about § in. deep, and
The gas
tap out same with Q-in. brass gas taps.
cock should screw nicely into this, and bed its face
evenly on the ﬁled surface.
Mount the piece of brass in a self-centreing chuck
with the ﬁled end outwards, and turn down a
shoulder to 4}in. diameter 3-16ths in. from the top
of taper, and part oﬂ the collar thus made L in.
from the shoulder. This should be ﬁtted to a hole
drilled in the bottom of side of can. tinned round
the shoulder, and soldered on the outside, taking
care to place the tapered surface so that the cock
looks downward.
Make the screwed joint with
red or white lead, test again for leakage.
To complete the job, screw one end of the 9~32nds
in. round iron with 5-16ths-in. \Vhitworth
stocks
and dies for about I in. down, and put two square
nuts on; then bend it into the form shown in
Fig. 1, so that when standing over the ﬂange of
the grindstone trough the can mounted on the over
hanging part will stand over the centre of stone,
'and deliver on top of same.
Drill a 5-16ths-in.
hole
through ﬂange of grindstone trough, and

screwed
Q in. brass gas (26 threads per in.), with
a nose formed as a nipple for attachment of india

rubber tube;
24 ins. of 9-32nds-in. round mild
steel or iron rod, and about 3 ins. of Q-in. round
brass rod.
The internal diameter of the drawn
brass tube —brass tube is always designated
by its
external diameter—should be such that it will
pass over the 9-32nds-in. round iron freely—that is,
it should be about 5-16ths-in. bore.
The ﬁrst job is to mount the brass ﬂange in a self
centreing chuck, with the boss outward and face
boss down, so that the total depth through/is about
5-16ths in (see Fig. 2, which is a detail of the tube
mounting in centre of can), and at the same time
face up the front of ﬂange, removing any beading
or moulding round the outside of boss, which
should stand out from the ﬂange with -no radius
in the angle.
Now tap out the centre hole, which will be
screwed either Q in. or § in. brass gas thread to
7-16ths-in. brass gas, and cut a thread on one end
of the 7-I6ths-in. drawn brass tube about in. down,
If the stock
using the brass gas stocks and dies.
is not ﬁtted with 7-16ths-in. dies, use the 84n—
the pitch is the same in all cases.
This latter
should be a nice tight ﬁt in the tapped hole. Re
move the ﬂange from chuck, and tin the whole of
the faced surface of the same with the soldering bit.
To complete this part, it is only necessary to mark
out the centre of the bottom of can, drill a ﬁ-in.
hole through (using a straight ﬂuted drill), ﬁle out
with a half-round ﬁle to ﬁt the boss on ﬂange,
and solder the ﬂange to the bottom, boss upward,
as shown.
When the tube is screwed home with
red or white lead in the threads, the joint should
be tested by ﬁlling can with water, and allowing
to stand to note that there is no leak.
The cock is ﬁtted as follows (see Fig. 3) :-—-Take
the i-in. round brass, and ﬁle one end to a slight
angle, about 1 in IQ or 1-16th~in.
taper across
the diameter. This latter is to set the cock down,
as shown. Mark out the centre with the hermaphro
dite calipers, and drill a hole at right angles to the
ﬁled surface,
a 2i-(i4thsdn.
drill.
This is
using

i

mount the apparatus with a nut above and below,
so as to be in the position indicated, and the job
Such a drip can as this would be suit
is ﬁnished.
ably adapted for use on a lathe.

To Charge a Bichromate Cell.

Make a. saturated solution of potassium bichro
100
mate, which may be bought of any chemist.
parts, by weight, of water will take up 10 parts of
Dissolve
the salt at 60° F. (115., 2 ozs. to I pint).
in hot water, and, when cool, add about 2 to 3 025.
——by weight—to the pint, of commercial sulphuric
acid. This latter should be carried out in a strong
earthenware jug or bowl, and noting always to add
Considerable heat is
the acid to the solution.
evolved by the union, likely to break an ordinary
When again cool pour the regulation
glass vessel.
quantity, by measure, into the jars, putting in the
electrodes, which are in one with the cover, after.

Maintenance of Cells.

Leclanché cells in use frequently form an insoluble
double salt, which should be removed before it
the electrodes to the jar; but prior to
cements
doing so, be sure that no water has evaporated,
It
leaving crystals of the original sal-ammoniac.
is best to ﬁll up with clean water to take these up,
If any
and then pour oﬂ and clean out the jar.
quantity of dirty brown turbidity shows itself in the
solution, this indicates an excess of zinc chloride,
which can only be remedied by putting in a new
charge.

May 19,
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With bichromate cells, so soon as the solution
shows a decided green tinge, it may be taken as
spent, although the rapidity with which it will
then polarise may be temporarily obviated by
agitating the electrodes.
Always amalgamate zincs
{or these cells.

Testing Springs.
L.
By A.
properties of springs afford a wide scope
for a most interesting study, although the
calculations in connection with the behaviour
of springs are mostly rather advanced, and imply
a knowledge
of the calculus. We can offer, how
ever, quite simple explanations of their action,
and indications of how their results are arrived at.
In most cases we can use a. suitable arrangement
of weights instead of springs.
In that case, when
we perform the operations analogous to straining
the springs, we do work against gravity by lilting
the weights; in their new position they have
potential energy of position which can be used for
the purpose required. In the case of springs,
straining them produces strain energy which can
be used subsequently for the purpose required:
The different methods of straining materials can
be classed as follows :—Pure tension, e.g., stretch
ing a. piece of elastic thread in the direction of its
length;
compression, the reverse action to the
previous ; bending of rods, a combination of these
two, the convex side being in tension, and the con
commonly utilised
shear,
cave in compression;
in torsion, the planes perpendicular to the axis of
twist being sheared with respect to one another;
change of shape, exempliﬁed in the action of a
rubber buffer.
Materials can also be strained by
alteration of volume. In solids and liquids this

THE
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in inch-pound units. This constant for asubstance
)5 called Young's modulus, and is often denoted by
E. If a load of E lbs. be applied to a specimen of
unit cross section,
the length of the specimen
would—theoretically—be
doubled. Actually such
a load is much outside the elastic limit for all
known substances.
At any stage of loading represented by a point
between 0 and A on the curve (Fig. i), a removal
of the load ensures a complete contraction to the
original length.
At A the curve bends towards
the extension axis, i.e., the exten
sion is more in proportion to the
load than it was formerly.
The
point A is the representation of
the elastic limit.
Continuing, at
B the curve turns round, i.e., even
if a portion of the load be removed,
the extension goes on.
B is called
the yield-point.
If we now remove
the load, the wire has a permanent
set, represented
by OX on the
A ‘renewal of the load
drawing.
more or less continues the curve
on similar lines.
Finally, the speci
men breaks.
Such curves as the
ﬁgure shows
may be obtained
F193
q
Sheen-m

Lon

Slice:an

in a testing machine, shown diagrammatically

Fi

qul
0

X

action is negligible, but it is used in dashpots,
and similar pieces of apparatus containing gas,
generally air.
_Oi these strains, the ﬁrst two are actions of a
similar nature; the law which governs the exten‘
$101]due to a given load, was formulated by Hooke.
1} States that the extension of a body is propor
tional to the tension.
To this we have to apply
the restriction that the tension or load must be
This limit is best ex
Within the elastic limit.
plained by considering the curve obtained in a
testing machine.
For some distance the extension bears a constant
relation to the load.
For instance, for steel the
l'(ilation between load and extension is 30,000,000

. 2.
%t is possible

in

for the curve to be drawn auto
matically with the progress of the test by means
The load is sometimes
of an "extensometer."
applied hydraulically, instead of with a sliding
weight.
Fig. 3 shows an experiment which may be prac
tically performed by anyone. Two pieces of the
same wire—as long as conveniently possible—are
hung from the same support. One of them has
a ring-weight attached to it, as shown, to keep it
straight, and to the other we apply the known and
by a
The extension is measured
varied load.
vernier scale attached to the wires, as shown;
quantitative results may be obtained without know
ing the dimensions of the wire, but to ﬁnd E we
require dimensions. A large range of weights is
required.
For practical purposes we are only concerned
with the behaviour of the specimen between 0
and A in Fig. 1. This action is not much used for
springs, except in its development in the theory
of bending of rods, or such springs as laminated
or other ﬂat springs. For calculations in connec
tion with these, a knowledge of E, as obtained by
The convex side is
this machine, is necessary.
in
stretched, and the concave side compressed,
accordance with Hooke's law, referred to above.
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The above-indicated data are required, for instance,
structure including steel beams or girders.
Factors of safety must be used to ensure that the
loading is within the elastic limit.
Fig. 4 shows
a method of testing rods directly.

in:a
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Heat has a very marked etiect on the action of
If we hang a weight on to a piece of
rubber tube, and pass hot water down the tube,
the weight ascends, showing the rubber to be stiffer
when hot. This can also be done with a spiral
spring; if a long spring closely wound from thin

springs.

S/iecimen

F/q4
Load

If

Slice/men

are using material in a pesition where
rigidity is required, we put as much material as
into the top and bottom of the section.
possible
This is because, if the top is in tension and the
bottom in compression, there must be an unstrained
plane between; the less material we have near
this, the more economical, hence the use of section
we

I

girders.

The action of most spiral springs is due almost
entirely to torsion of the wire of which the spring
This is when the wire is closely wound
is made.
on a rod of a diameter large compared with its own.
This makes the angle of the helix small, a condition
applying to most spiral springs; if the condition
does not apply, bending, as well as torsion, takes
place.

Most spiral springs are made of circular solid
drawn wire. In torsion, the surface is sheared
more than a portion of the plane nearer the axis.
In Fig. 5 AB is greater than CD, the angle 0 being
the same for each arc.

F196
Load
wire be mounted on a board with a weight and
scale, and the board placed near the ﬁre, the weight
ascends.
This action is, of course, distinct from
softening action, whose etiect is in the reverse direc
tion. The effect is due to the fact that when a
body is subject to elastic strain, work is done
against the mutual attractions of the molecules.
If we suddenly stretch a thin piece of rubber and
then place it on a thermophile, we obtain evidence

5
n95

3

Hence it is theoretically interesting to note,
springs might be made by coiling tube instead of
In that manner it would be possible to store
wire.
the greatest amount of energy in a given volume
of material. Such springs are, however, only used
in a few scientiﬁc instruments.
Fig. 6 shows a piece of apparatus for testing
in pure torsion. The second lever en
specimens
sures that there is no bending of the specimen.
The twist is read in angular measure on a. scale.
In some instruments springs of unusual shape
are used to give other indications than those directly
of weight.
We have mentioned above that ii a
spring is in the form of a helix 0! large angle, the
load not only twists, but bends the wire.
The
result of this bending is a rotation of the free end,
which can be noted.
Springs of this nature. made
from ﬂat strip, are shown in Fig. 7.

(a)

F! 9 7

Provided no crack has appeared in a
harmful effects of stretching can be re
moved by annealing—an operation nearly always
In time,
performed on metals strained in shaping.
ordinary use of a spring causes it to deteriorate.
Molecular differences
can be seen in specimens
subjected to different degrees and durations of
strain. Most of these can for several times be
removed by annealing, but all springs ﬁnally either
break or acquire a hopeless set.
of heating.
specimen,

May 19, 1910.
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By F. A. PUCKNELL.
following account of the construction of
a motor bicycle engine
may be, I hope,
of interest to many readers.
The engine
was started in April, 1909, and took nine months
to complete.
All the machining was done at home
on a 34k—lll.Drummond lathe, excepting the ﬂywheels.
the ﬂange at cylinder end of crank-chamber, and
the keyways in the shafts.
The ﬂywheels and
the ﬂange were turned in an 8-in. centre lathe,
the keyways being cut in a vertical milling machine.
The castings were obtained from \Volverhampton,

the'bar in the chuck. The chamfer at month of
cylinder, the ﬂange and extreme end of cylinder
were also machined at this setting.
The valve
chamber next called for attention.
This was turned
by bolting cylinder casting to boring carriage,
with the valve chamber underneath, using a
cutter bar between centres.
Fig. 2 shows dimen
sions, etc.
The four holding~down
bolt holes are
drilled {in clearing in cylinder, and fin. tapping
in crank case ﬂange.
The piston was chucked by
projection left on casting. The inside being tumed,
the outside was made 82 mm., so that it just went
in with a fairly hard push all the way. When
cylinder was lapped it was an easy ﬁt, so that
there
was
just the slightest perceptible shake.

FRONT ViEw or FINISHED ENGINE, PULLEY
REMOVED.
SIDE, HALF CRANK-CASE

END ViEw or Human) ENGINE, WITH
HALF CRANK-CASE
REMOVED.

31}
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and were some of the ﬁnest examples of founding
I have seen. The combustion head is cast solid
with the cylinder, the bore and stroke of which
Boring the cylinder was the ﬁrst
is 82 by 82 mm.
job tackled. This took, including time for setting
The sketch Fig. i will explain the
up, three weeks.
method employed for boring. 0n the last two cuts
double-ended cutters were used, 81 and 82 mm. re
spectively. Six cuts were taken in all, 5-16ths in.
having to be taken out. The combustion head
being cast with the cylinder, compelled me to have

Three

ring grooves were cut, all at the top——
in. apart—the
3-16ths in. wide, } in. deep, and
ﬁrst one starting
in. from the head.
The centres
for gudgeorbpin were also marked off at this setting.
It will be noticed in Fig. 3 that most of the surface
between
gudgeon-pin hole and open end of piston
is turned down a shade smaller than diameter of
piston, to decrease the amount of frictional surface

i

i

in contact with cylinder walls, to lighten piston,
and to help lubrication.
The holes are drilled for
the two latter reasons.
Gudgeon-pin hole was

Model

Engineer

drilled a bare Q in., and reamered out with taper
reamer to full
in. the large end.
The gudgeon-pin
is made of tool steel, 3 5-32nds ins. by 9-16ths ins.,
tapered either end, and made parallel in the middle.
It is made a light driving ﬁt, large end being covered
with a brass washer.
This method of ﬁxing does
which are liable to come
away with setscrews,
The valves, their
loose, caused by the vibration.
The engine
guides and bodies, were then made.
has an A.O.I.V.
The valves were solidi'orgings,
which are better than having a head of iron and
body of steel.

i

and
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halves were bolted together on an angle-plate.
which was attached to the faceplate; the ﬂange
was machined with the knowledge that it was true
with the main shaft holes, as the spindle holding
the case to the angle-plate was made to ﬁt the
This
main bearings.
important, as the cylinder
must be square with shafts, else there will be twist
ing in the connecting-rod and binding in the piston.
The various odd jobs connected
with the case
Oil holes are provided for
need no explanation.
bearing, shallow V-shaped grooves being
each
cut in the side of case leading to them to provide
'
(or ﬂow of oil.
is

The
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82 mm.
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Wooden
V- b/ocﬁ

The gear cover is a phosphor-bronze casting.
a section of which is shown (Fig. 6).
It is ﬁrst
chucked with half-time shaft bearing as centre.
turned out
in. deep, at the same
7-I6ths ins. by
time facing it as far as possible.
The casting
then Set up on faceplate
I7-32nds ins. out of
centre, turned out
I7-32nds ins. to same depth,
and faced to the ﬁrst facing. The ﬁve }-in. holes
for attaching to crank-case are then drilled, tapped,
and countersunk.
The corresponding holes can
then be drilled in the case, using the cover as
For the contact-breaker bearing, use
template.
the half>ﬁme shaft bush in the casejas a guide, and

a

I

r

2

The crank-case was now taken in hand.
This
necessitated
ins.
packing up the lathe
The
halves were chucked by the boss, the edge trued
male portion on
up, and the joint turned—the

on.
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FIG. 2.—VERTICAL SECTION AND PLAN or
ENGINE CYLINDER, 82 MM. BORE.
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The gear
pulley side half, female on gear side.
side half was then marked oil and drilled for half
time shaft bush, centre
I7-32nds ins. from centre
of main shaft. This
a very important job, as
it
drilled at all
gear will not mesh properly
out. The cylinder end of crank-case was turned
in a large lathe in the following manner:
The

Exhausl'

/\'¢

vcz/ve'

FIG. 4.——\"ALVES, GUIDES, AND Bonn-:5
drill out }-in. reamer.
Both bushes can then be
All
reamered
out, knowing they will be in line.
the bushes used on this motor are of phosphor
bronze.
This metal was used in preference to
less liable to seize up
lubrication
steel, as
fails at any time.
Alsol to make a success of steel
bearings, they need careful hardening and grinding
The main shaft bushes were bored 1-64th in. under
in., and when in place the halves of the case were

if
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chucked by deep recess on a 4-jaw independent,
The centre
turned over top, and faced one side.
is recessed, as shown in sketch ; i-in. hole is bored
and tapered to 3 degrees for shaft end, which will
bring large end to i in. Two tapered reamers
were made for the ﬂywheels—one for the crank
In
pin holes, the other for the main shaft holes.
boring holes they were left a triﬂe small. In reamer

Zwm
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COVER-

walla/e2

Fro. 7.—TAPPET
R00 Busn.

reamer
held in a carrier and back-centre
ing,
brought up, no difﬁculty will be found in reamer
ing square with rim face.
The other face of ﬂy
wheels will have to be machined, and crank-pin
hole marked off.
This
41 mm. out of centre.
is

is

is bored } in. and bushed Q in. to suit gudgeon-pin.
It is absolutely essential that the holes at either
end be parallel with one another. This is best done
by slipping a piece of §-in. and fin. shaft through
the ends, and bending or twisting as required.
5/0" for
9r/ndln9

or GEAR

SECTlON OF

if

AND VERTICAL
CRANK—CASE.

ELEVATION

s ec/‘fon

%

Var/Tea

is

Fro. 5.—SIDE

.L

FIG. G.~SECTION

val/on

/

l
:2/e

s.

I

ii

Side

-

I

bolted together, and a ﬂ-in. reamer passed through
If long bush is reamered ﬁrst, the
the bushes.
reamer will have enough bearing surface to ensure
both bushes coming in line.
The tappet-rod bush
The connect
(Fig. 7) is also of phosphor-bronze.
The
ing~rod (see Fig. 8) is a mild steel forging.
big end is bored I in., bushed
in.; the small
end—centre 7 5-16ths ins. from big end centre——
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It may be mentioned here all bushes in the engine
To make a good job of this, the
are shrunk in.
casting should be heated to about soldering-iron
heat, bush driven in, and both plunged into cold
\Vhilst working on brass the union nut for
water.
induction pipe was turned up, and screwed (Fig. 9).
:The ﬂywheels (Fig. 10) were turned on an 8-in.
too
lathe, as faceplate on Drummond
centre
They were
small.
They weigh about 12 lbs. each.

1/7.

FIG. 9.—UNION NUT FOR
INDUCTION PIPE.

To bore this hole turn a stud to ﬁt taper of main
shaft hole, and also to ﬁt slot in faceplate.
Set
this 41 mm. out of centre.
This part requires
The rims may be turned
very careful setting up.
up ﬁnally when the ﬂywheels are balanced.
Next, all the shafts were turned. They Were made
of cast steel and left soft. Machining was to a
micrometer; for the taper the poppet head was
The ends are screwed
set over to required angle.

The Model Engineer
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threads on 21~32nds in). The
{-in. gas (nineteen
tappet-rod, gudgeon-pin, and cam were also turned
at the same time.
To temper the cam, ﬁrst harden
right out, polish, and let down to a brown on the
wearing surface, at the same time get the inside

and

Electrician.

driving a pin in, which is r-32nd in. shorter than
For
depth of hole, and burring edge of hole over.
the other end of crank-pin a safety lock is required.
It is made of sheet steel plate, No. 16 gauge, as shown
in sketch (Fig. 12). It is attached to face of ﬂy

M

'

Bonmc rm; CYLINDER.
This may be done by putting
as low as possible.
wet clay to within about in. of the bore; then put
a very hot iron rod in the hole, letting it bear mostly
The keyways were cut on a
on the thick side.
in.
vertical milling machine, and are } in. by
The
The internal keyways were chipped and ﬁled.
keys are of cast steel, and require very careful

l

i
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wheel

w

by

a screw

locknut.
As time was

after having been slipped

over

a consideration towards the end,
the gearwheels were put out to be cut.
They were
ﬁxed to their shafts in a like manner to the lock
T0 balance the ﬂywheels,
nuts for the shafts.
the lathe centres
they should be held between
on their shafts, and a weight
equal to combined weight of

connecting-rod and half piston
should be suspended from the
holes should
crank-pin;
ﬁ-in.
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PLATE.

drilled in ﬂywheel rims on
the crank-pin side until balance
The piston rings
is obtained.
'
were
the last job before as
FIG. 1L—SacrioN OF
FIG. IO,-—FLYWHEEI..
engine.
ENGINE BELT PULLEY.
sembling and timing
They were cut from a casting
of cast
of close-grained cast iron,
The engine belt pulley (Fig. II)
ﬁtting.
11-32nds ins. outside
i-roth ins. \Vhen parting 05,
diameter, and bored
iron, recessed inside for waste oil, with a waste oil
28 degrees—i in. wide at
outlet. The groove
make them a fairly tight ﬁt in the grooves, making
loose, just touching—
It
best to turn this groove to a piece
them the required fit—which
the top.
The
of V-bclt, as it is necessary to get it exact.
with a ﬁle and emery cloth afterwards. They were
When
in. wide.
locknuts, which secure main shaft ends to ﬂywheels
split with a plain diagonal cut,
and one end of crank-pin, are ﬁxed by drilling
split they are sprung together with a slip knot,
held in a special chuck, and turned over the tap
{-in. hole half in the nut and half in the shaft, and
be

}
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is

is

3

3

is
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to ﬁnished size.

with
reached,
highest point of compression
A make-and
in mid-position.
contact-breaker
break with non-trembler coil is used in this case.
Finish the assembling, and the engine
complete.
The silencer is shown in Fig. 13. The outside
of sheet-iron, 10 ins. by
ins.
cylinder
The ends are
outside, of No. 18 gauge.
Two Lin. Not 16
turned of cast iron.

T\\

The exhaust pipe
of
{-in. bolts.
ins. by 16 gauge, screwed
weldless tube,
twenty-six to the inch.

by

1*

13.—-Sru;nczn.

is

divided with regard to the cuts when ﬁtting to piston.
To time the engine, pass a wire through the
compression tap hole in head of cylinder, and
mark a level with top of cylinder when piston
at the top of its stroke; also at bottom of stroke.
Now arrange large gearwheel
on the half-time
shaft, so that the cam will cause exhaust valve to
start opening when piston has descended about

Model-Making

for Beginners.

A Simple Motor-Driven

Elevator.

By T. W. Connm.
OSSESSORS of
model
steam
electric motor are often at a
machine for
to drive.
To
recommend an automatic incline as
make,
inexpensive, and interesting
a

to say, oil everything that needs oiling well when
putting in place, and see that the rings are equally

it

F10.

steel :tubes, 9Q ins. long,
gauge weldless
are stopped at one end by brazing in
and seven rows of x-16th-in.
washers,
holes are drilled, eighteen
to the- row.
The whole
held together by two roi-in.
is

i
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ho/ea.
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is
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is obtained by
of truth when
the boring is to be done; this does away with re
The assembling is now taken in hand
chucking.
which, I think, it is unnecessary to describe. Sufﬁce
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The eccentricity

putting the casting 1-3znd in. out
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FIG. 2.
of its working stroke, and valve shuts
dead on its seating at completion of exhaust stroke,
or better still, a trifle before.
To time the ignition,
the ignition cam must be ﬁxed to end of half-time
shaft, so that the spark will pass just before the

9-roths

FIG. I.

It consists primarily of a small truck A (see accom
panying drawings), which runs up and down an
inclined way B, consisting of two wooden rails.
The two front wheels run on the inside edges
of the rails, while the back wheel.r rur on the
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outside edges.
Near the top is a place C, where
inside half of each rail is cut away—and the
front wheels, instead of continuing their upward
course, when they reach this point pass between
the rails and along the horizontal rails I).
The
back wheels still go an up the incline, with the
result that the truck assumes the position shown
by the dotted lines, and shoots its contents into
the‘, bunker E.
At the bottom of the bunker is
a small hole covered by a sliding door F, which
can be raised by a lever G to empty the bunker.
the

w—C

5

:l:l:1@
Pro. 4.

w.

Fin.

5.

Fro. 3.
The truck is pulled up by a cord which passes
over a pulley H and round a drum J. This drum
is so arranged that in its normal position its rim
is pressed against the block K; but, by a contriv
later, on the lever L being
ance to be described
pressed down the drum is_raised so that it is pressed
against the shaft M. This shaft is kept continually
revolving by means of a cord or band round the
'
driving pulley N.
_
It will be apparent that to raise the truck it is
only necessary .to depress the lever L, when the
shaft M will turn the drum and wind in the cord.
If the lever is let go, the drum presses upon the
block K, which acts as a brake, and the truck is
then held in whatever position it may be. A slight
pressure on the lever will cause the drum to slip
against the block, and the truck will then run down
by its own weight. Thus the whole operation can
be controlled to a nicety by the movement of the
lever L.
The frame, with bunker, etc., should stand upon
a table, and the inclined rails reach down to the
floor. For convenience it is well to have a detach
So much for
able joint in the rails, as shown at 0.
the idea, now for the construction.
The base P is a piece of wood. The frame is

FIG. 6.

FIG. 7.

up of wood strips, and the rails are of the
The sides and ﬂoor of the bunker
same material.
should be of thin wood, such as cigar-boxes are
Finish each part as far as
made of, for instance.
For ex
before putting them together.
possible
ample, the left-hand upright (Fig. 1)—shape the
top end, make the hole for the pulley spindle,
and cut the grooves for the shaft M and for the
drum axle—all before you attach it _to the bunker
side.
Complete the frame and bunker before you

built
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ﬁx itgto the base.
The best way to attach the up
right to the base is by blocks of wood glued to the
base, and to thezupright as shown at the foot of
the right-hand upright (Fig. 1).
Be very particular
to see that the rails are perfectly parallel, and the
notch C (through which the front wheels pass on
to the horizontal
must be carefully and
rails)
accurately cut.
Make the sliding door F of a piece of thin metal
and the lever of thin wood. The pulley at the top
can be a small iron axle pulley, which can be got
'
at an ironmonger‘s for 1d., and the spindle for it
can be a wire nail.
Fit two little pieces of tube
or blocks of wood on this to keep the pulley in
the middle.
The shaft M should be a piece of smooth wire
with a pulley ﬁxed at one end.
Just where the
flange of the drum will touch it, it should be roughed
with a coarse ﬁle.
The middle bearing may be
quite loose; the outer ones should be a nice ﬁt,
and one-half of every bearing should be formed
by a separate piece (Q) screwed on to the other
half.
The drum is a piece of tube with two round discs
of wood fixed on, or even a cotton reel can be made
to answer the purpose.
liach flange should have
an elastic band stretched upon it.
This should be
rubbed with fine sandpaper to remove the skin,
and expose the soft india-rubber;
it will then grip
the shaft better.
The drum shaft should be made of hardwood,
very carefully and accurately cut {with a very
sharp knife. The two ends, as will be seen from
Figs. 4 and 5, are eccentric, so that by turning
it round the drum can be raised or lowered. The
lever L is to be ﬁxed to the longer end.
The drum
turns freely on the axle, and both it and the inside
of the drum must be made quite smooth and well
rubbed with dry blacklead.
The back end of the
lever must be pulled down with an elastic band.
The truck does not need much comment.
The
back is a piece of wood ; the sides and bottom are
The wheels can be cut with a sharp
of tinplate.
knife out of bits of hard fretwood, and turn on
screws driven in the ends of two strips of wood
nailed to the bottom of the truck.
If this apparatus is well made it will last for
years, and will provide its owner with many an
hour's fun.
Just one word of advice in conclusion. Carefully
study the drawings and explanation, and make
quite sure that you understand the purpose of
you begin to make anything.
each part before
This will save many false steps.

A Motor=car Fitted for Wireless
Telegraphy.
NE

of the latest and most interesting addi
tions to the motor-car is a portable wireless
telegraphy set, which enables the owner to
keep in constant communication either with his
home or with any station he may wish.
Promi
nent American car owners are now having their
cars thus ﬁtted up.
In addition to the usefulness
of such an installation in the time of peace,
its
value in time of war can hardly be over-estimated.
The speed at which a wireless station can now be
transferred from one locality to another is but an

May I9, 1910.
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MOTOR-CAR

FITTED \VITH W'IRIZLESS TELEGRAPH APPARATUS.
[see pages 470 - 1472.

A Mod:l

Two-Gyrostat

rail Car.

Electrlclnn.

and
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They must be brought back, ready
mid-position.
to act again.
The impulse given to the car invariably throws
The car falls
past its position of equilibrium.
until
restoring plane comes up to one of the
a

\

example of one of the many new uses to which the
motor-car can be put. One of our photographs
shows a car thus ﬁtted, and the other shows the
outﬁt detached from the car with an aerial rigged
up between two temporary posts.

i
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Mono

By A. L. FRANKLIN.

“
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will
readers
that
interested to hear
probably
two-gyrostat mono-rails are not—as Mr.
beyond the
suggests—entirely
V. E. Johnson
reach of amateurs, the writer having successfully
constructed one.
The photographs show it—(I) on its stand,
The gyrostats, which
(2) balancing on a slack wire.
weigh 4% ozs. each, are ordinary toys, carefully
trued up.
The car measures (over all) Io ins. long by IO ins.
lbs.
It weighs about
,broad by 7% ins. high.
The gyrostats are pivoted with the axes horizontal
by a rod, 50
in an :: framework, and connected
that precession
approximately equal in each, and
side of the
mid-position—i.e.,
on the same
where the axes of the two gyrostats lie in the same
the gyro
frame
carrying
The whole
straight line.
stats
pivoted parallel to the rail about its centre
The gyro
of gravity, and very carefully balanced.
stats act on the car through four controlling planes.
the top right-hand plane' (the plane
In Fig.
just below the axle) and the bottom left-hand plane
“
hurrying planes," while the top
may be called
left-hand plane (just below the projecting knob
on gyrostat ring) and the bottom right-hand plane
“
may be called restoring planes." About r-3znd4in.
‘. .l.
-.
~‘- _-_‘ ‘,'
Gil-r!»

I

is

is

knobs seen projecting from each gyrostat ring
(Fig. 1). This plane, by its pressure on the knob,
causes precession towards the mid-position.
When the mid-position
reached, the other hurry~
ing plane comes into action, and the car is again
If the friction on the
thrown into equilibrium.
pivots of the gyrostat frame and on the restoring
small, the car
plane
only slightly out of equi
librium, and much less force is required to restore it.
This arrangement clamps down upsetting forces
in about three oscillations, leaving the gryostats
in their mid>position,
ready to act again equally
on either side.
have run the car about Ioo ft.
on a rope (no longer track being available) and
round curves in both directions, with considerable
1

5
a 1‘ <
)
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FIG. L—TWO'GYROSTAT
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be

success.
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It
found that
the gyrostats are started at
a nearly equal rate, their rates of diminution
of
This enables curves
velocity are practically equal.
to be taken without disaster.
Its longest timed balance is
minute I7 seconds,
8

I

I

think
though
have had much longer balancing.
The greatest speed attained is about
miles per
hour, down a steeply inclined rope.
ON A

is

is

Steamer “Norman.”

By \\'. H. SIDEY.
photographs herewith are of my model
Norman, which took about two
steamer
The hull
years of my spare time to- build.
built up of forty strips of tin plate. The shaping
and soldering together was a very tedious job.
The deck over
requiring a great deal of patience.
beaded by 3~16ths in. split
laps by
in.. and
brass tubing, which saves the hull from getting
the paint.
dented by collision, and also preserves
The deck. eoamings, and upper deck are of tin plate,
The upper fittings con
the hatches are mahogany.
sist of four boats slung on davits and blocks, four
ventilators, made to turn in any direction;
one

HE

is

is

is

allowed before a gyrostat comes into con
play
tact with a controlling plane.
The gyrostats are revolved in opposite directions.
such that, on coming
The direction of rotation
into contact with a hurrying plane, the axle will
tend to roll along that plane away from the mid
position. The rolling contact of an axle with a
hurrying plane made by the car falling out of
equilibrium supplies a force accelerating the pre
the
This reacts on the car, pressing
cession.
raised to a posi
plane downwards until the car
made
tion of equilibrium, when no contact
between axle and hurrying plane: hence there is
The gyrostats are now out of their
no precession.

Model
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MODEL BALANCING
SLACK WIRE.

2.——TWO-GYROSTAT
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FIG.
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bladed,
results.

have several, are all built up. two- and thrce
but the last one (two blades),givis the best

Practical

Letters from Our

Readers.

Timlng of Speed Boats.
To THE EDITOR OF The Model Engineer.
DEAR SIR,—Iinclosed
with this you will ﬁnd
graph for ﬁnding the speed in miles per hour of
power boats, etc., the various distances being each
The method
curve.
by
represented
of using this and similar curves is,
have no doubt, pretty widely known:
but for the beneﬁt of those not in
"
the
will explain.
swim,"
The boat". beingi'laccurately'timed
over the course
has run. in"seconds
-. and ﬁfths,
possible—the latter more
short and the speed
the distance
so.
comparatively high — get the exact
value on the leithand axis of graph
horizontal line—whether
and follow
it fails on one drawn on graph or
not—until
it cuts the curve corre
sponding to the length of course run.
From this point of intersection, a per
pendicular dropper to bottom axis
will give the speed in miles and frac
tions of a mile per hour.
Taking an example, say the course
Io yds. and the time taken 25 secs.
If we follow the 25-second
exactly.
line until
cuts the IIo-yd. curve,
we read below the speed
miles per
houn
Now, suppose the distance was 220 yds. and the
time 50 secs., the speed would still be
miles per
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a

large hatch over boiler; steps up to bridge and'
wheelhouse (only wheel shown in photograph);
the railings round upper deck are made from three
different gauges of brass wire. sweated together.
There are six small boats and ﬁve ventilators alto
The fore ventilator gives draught to the
gether.
lamp. The rope ladders are properly knotted
The model is ﬁtted
and took a long time to make.
light,
with electric light throughout (masthead
starboard, port, saloons, engine-room,
and stoke
Those give a very pretty effect on the water
hold).
at night. There are ten lights in all, which are sup
plied by an accumulator situath under the fore
The engine is built up of scrap on the slot
hatch.
The cylinder is I-in. bore by
in.
link principal.

I
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stroke ; cast- iron piston ﬁtted with rings ; the
standards act as guides for the crossbrad running
4,000
revolutions per
does
light. This engine
minute; the propeller shaft is
in line with engines : no rake
whatever. The engine is sup
plied bya brass boiler Iol ins.
by 5% ins., with 2-in. ﬁne and
\\'0rk
nine l-in. cross tubes.
ing pressure 70 lbs. to sq. in.
The boiler has the usual ﬁt
tings--water gauge. test cocks,
two clacks. large steam dome.
and steam gauge. The boiler
is ﬁred by a blow-lamp of my
own make, which will give a.
ﬂame from 4 ins. to 2 ft. long.
and 4 ins. in diameter.
Un
fortunately it is a terror for
scorching the funnil if opened
too full.
The container is
in the stern, which
PROFILE or MODEL 55. "NORMAN."
placed
carries sufﬁcient petrol to last
boat
also
hours. The
ﬁtted with bilge pump and
the distance were 220 yds. and
hour: or, again,
two Iced pumps, one hand and the other driven oii
the time 100 secs, the speed would then drop to
engine. The model looks well on the water, on which
4-5 miles per hour.
causes quite a stir.
Her speed, although
secs.
have
In the graph each minor division equals
test,
not had a chance properly to
between
on the one hand, and '2 mile on the other: so that
and
think,
This,
miles per hour.
For the
care should be taken not to confuse.
very good, consider
ing the weight when in running order, which
intermediate speeds the graph will be found pretty
36 lbs.
She
ft.
ins. over all,
correct.
The amount of error
at most to
per
(without accumulator).
to ins. beam, and
ins. deep.
The propellers, of
cent., but at extreme speeds
high or low—where
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the curves run almost parallel to the base and side
of graph, the error may be as high as 5 to 6 per
cent.

In taking
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In conclusion, I must warn readers not to use
the graph where very accurate timings are wanted,
for, as pointed out before, some error may creep
in. It will, nevertheless, be found handy as a check on speed calculations, or taking speeds where the
fractional parts of a second are of no conse

the time of a run a few things should
If possible, a ﬂy-back stop
carefully noted.
watch should be used ; this enables the eyes being
kept on the boat all the time—at any rate, at the
quence.
start and ﬁnish. The course should be accurately
Trusting these few remarks will be of some use
measured and poles placed on the banks of pond,
to my fellow-readers of THE Mom-:1. ENGINEER,
and apologising for taking up so much space,—
etc., to mark the starting and ﬁnishing points.
Also care should be taken when starting to allow
Yours truly,
JOSEPH G. Sous,
for the length of the boat, or the distance the bow
Commodore, Glasgow Model Steamer Club.
is from the startingline.
An example will make
this clearer.
A boat of 5 ft.
3 ins. over all was timed
across
a
measuring
pond
Mele
the time
exactly 44 yds.;
Brlﬁg
be: ring:
_
taken was exactly 10 secs:
Wood
this apparently gave a speed
I
of 9 miles per hour. On the
Col/gr;
(09%.!
next run I deducted the
length of the boat plus 9 ins.
L.
For'
of clearance
between
stern
’If/Iﬂq Pope - /B;el of
and side of pond—a total of
oclr
6 ft.——making
P""’
the course
"'w-Iv "okr
0
The time was prac
42 yds.
,M
____ ___
1
%:_—:____
tically the same—that is,
’93:”
10 secs, but in this case the
Bras:
speed was only 8-59 miles
quid.
PIICI
A pretty con
per hour.
Fly
_
siderable difference!
Had
1
|
the distance been longer, the
\Luf/in 4-! 9c;r7'
If,
difference
in speeds would
all;
\
CO/unln/
rlclungqsp'l-Ifgleg
\Inaide
not have been so marked.
/
{no dr'um)
Personally, I should like
4', I‘ll/an
to see boats timed on a ﬂy
Wood
ing start, instead of from
_/Me/'gl
rest, and I am inclined to
think that this has been a
CO/umn In sec/Ion
point in favour of the circular
(Plan)
Pm solder-ed -nfs
course method of running, as
Place In acf as
a foal/1|» key
the timing could be taken up
when the boat is running
at its best speed, and the
waste of time in getting up
got rid of. This
speed
not so in the straight course
runs, as far as
know, at‘
_
Not long ago
any rate.
timed a boat on a zoo-yd.
course.
She took 38 secs.
to do the ﬁrst 100 yds., and
the total time for the 200 yds.
was 71 2-5ths secs, so that
FITTING ELECTRIC DRIVE TO Mona]. HYDRAULIC CRANE.
the second 100 yds. were done
in 33 2-5ths secs, making a
in the speed per unit of time for
big difference
Electric Gear for Model Hydraulic Crane.
To rm; EDITOR OF The Model Engineer.
the two portions of the course.
should very
much like to see at least four runs of equal distance
DEAR SiR,—In reply to your correspondent,
run when taking the mean speed in competitions.
re the electric gear
for the hydraulic crane,
If a motor, geared
Two of these runs to be made against the wind,
suggest the above arrangement.
volts for light loads, were
to and working off
and two with the wind.
From these four timings
a more accurate mean could be got.
employed, and the lifting and lufﬁng ropes taken
As an example,
off spindle with no drum,
do not think the speed
give four runs actually run and timed under these
of lift would be excessive.
conditions :—
suggest the following improvements as neces
Runs. Speed.
ist Mean. 2nd-Mean.
sary:
(1) Increased size of. (a) crane-house and
Wind aft ..
10-58
(b) column; (2) strengthen above as shown in Figs.
1°40
Lifting
fore
,,
2, and
by using the arrangement sh0wn.
10-34
1039
aft ..
and luiﬁng could go on simultaneously or separately,
,,
1043
10‘“
fore . .
10-21
,,
turning, of course, being independent of either.
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I further suggest a. brake for lowering loads
without using power.
This may be in principle
as shown, arranged so that a spring tends to always
keep it on, but it can be hooked off by some suit
The builder's own
able arrangement, as shown.
ingenuity will be able to ﬁll in gaps and make the
workable.
suggestion
r
"
red (or grey, if
Paint the entire crane ‘rust
The
former
is
used everywhere.
most
preferred).
The ﬁgures referred to in letter are—(r) just
the end of rope, showing splicing and binding;
(2) was, I believe, a transverse section of girder,
but as I have not got the number of drawings here,
cannot be certain. I shall be pleased to give
any other assistance I cam—Yours faithfully,
C. A. \VILLOMES.

I

The Society of Model Engineers.
[RtPorfx 0/ matings should be rm! to the ofﬁcer of THE Menu.
ENGINEER wi/hout delay, and will b: inserted in any par
ticular ixiw 1] "(2|er :1 (Ira! m’ru'days br/an ils usual dale
0/ PMbIlﬂl/lO'l.]

London.

HE

last demonstration meeting prior to the
summer recess was held at the Caxton
Hall on Friday, May 6th, a large number
of members being present to witness demonstra—
tions in various mechanical processes given by the
Technical Committee.
FUTURE MEETINGs.—Thursday,
May 26th, at
the Caxton Hall, at seven o'clock.
Display of
models entered in Biennial Model Making Competi
tion and presentation of awards.
Launcn Trim—The
Annual
Social
River
Excursion will be held on Saturday, June 25th.
Train will be taken to Reading for Caversham,
"
"
and the launch
will proceed
Empress of India
thirty miles down stream to \Vindsor, whence the
return to London will be made by rail.
Inclusive
tickets, 7s. 6d. each.
The Members' Annual All-day Excursion will
take place towards the end of July, when a visit
will be made to the Great \Vestern Railway Con1~
pany's Locomotive and Carriage \Vorks at Swindon.
—Full particulars of the Society and forms of
application may he obtained from the Secretary,
HERBERT G. RIDDLE, 37, Minard Road, Hither
Green, $.13.

Provincial

Societies.

The
Birmingham. —- MEETING:
ordinary
monthly meeting was held at the “ White Horse,"
Congreve Street, on \Vednesday evening, May 4th.
In the absence of the Chairman and Vice-Chairman,
Mr. E. Grigg took the chair.
After the minutes
of last meeting had been read, two new members
were elected—Messrs. W. Perkins and C. P. Butson.
The Chairman then made a few remarks on the
Stand, and mentioned the expense of printing, etc.,
in connection with same.
It was unanimously
decided
to open a special fund to endeavour to
meet this item, and any member who would like
to contribute to same would oblige by sendingit
to the Hon. Sec.
Arrangements are now being
made
for a series of visits during the coming
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summer.—All information concerning the Society,
also entry forms, may be obtained from the Hon.
Secretary, C. H. HAWKESFORD, r32, Boscomlce
Road, Greet Hill, Birmingham.
of this Society was
Bradford—A
meeting
held on Monday evening, May 2nd, in the smoke
"
room,
Bradford
Caié," Foster Square, about
thirty members being present, Mr. ]. T. Moore in
the chair.
A lecture on Wireless Telegraphy was
delivered by Mr. C. A. Oates, of Halifax.
The
lecturer also demonstrated the working of some
ﬁnely made apparatus, which he had constructed
himself. Several messages were sent during the
course
of the lecture.
A very hearty vote of
thanks was accorded to Mr. Oates for the instructive
lecture he had delivered.
We are very pleased
to announce that Mr. Randall Thornton, of Cleck
heaton, has consented to become the ﬁrst President
of our Society.
Four new members were enrolled,
and a pleasant evening terminated about 10.15.—
Amos BARBER, Secretary, 15, Hartington Terrace,
Lidget Green, Bradford.
this
Bristol.—The
fortnightly
meeting of
Society was held on May 3rd, at Headquarters,
the chair being taken by Mr. H. Colson.
A series
of short demonstrations of Wrinkles had been
arranged, and _the ﬁrst two were giver! by one
of the members.

In No. I showed how to make small rings,
either round or flat section, by ﬁrst winding the
wire in the form of a close spiral, and then cutting
a slot with a ﬁne saw or hacksaw through the
coiled spring in the same way as a longitudinal
cut would be put in a piece of tube.
The result
is a number of rings which may be made up into
chain, or used as rings to ﬁx to various tools for
convenience
of hanging up.
In No. 2 showed how by using a. straight
fluted drill the drill could be made to cut a larger
hole by packing the one flute with a small piece
of round bar, thus throwing the centre of the drill
Out.

The winter Session will terminate on May 24th,
with a Social and Supper at Headquarters, and
during the evening a display of models will be made
by some of the members, most of the models being
at work, under both steam and electricity.
The
next Session will commence
in September next,
and the Secretary will be pleased to get in touch
with any prospective members
who would like
particulars of the Society—Hon
Secretary and
Treasurer, ]. M. VAUGHAN, 9, Triangle South,
Bristol.

Portsmouth

HE

Model Steamboat Club.

attention of Members is called to the new
method of timing, and also to the way in which
the courses have been re-arranged.
Full particulars
will be found posted on the boathouse. It is
that members
availed themselves of the
hoped
opportunity of sailing under the altered conditions,
at the ordinary race on Saturday last, in order
that there may be no confusion on the day of the
race for the President's Challenge Trophy, which
is
ﬁxed for the 21st.
inst.-——Hon
Secretary,
H. V. STEELE. 3o, Henley Road, Southsea.
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and

alteration in the diameter of the oriﬁce for varying it, but
the
effect of the blast
too great. place the nozzle higher up in the
smokebox. The locomotive will not traverse the radius
scale
lllglt' wheelsare employed. \Ve should recmumcudtheir reduction
to 3} ins., and the cutting away of the framesto allow of the leading
wheel swinging well under. The trailing wheels should have
3-roths-in. (total) side~playin the axle-boxes.
G- V- T(018580")
[13.4w] Electric "Night-Light.
writes
have 4-volt ()sram " lamp, and ﬁve No. Lcclanché
cells which wish to use in the construction of night—lightand
reading lamp.
shall be pleased
you will answer me the
following questions:—*-(1)“'ill the Leclanchecells charge 4-volt
satisfactorily?
W'ould
6-VQlt accumulator
(2)
accumulator
better light than
4-volt acrumulator, using the 4-volt
give
()sram " lamp? (3) Would
be bc-ttcrto Work the lamp from
primary cell, such as the single fluid bichromate? (4) As the
apparatus abovemy bed, would the fumesfrom the accumulator
or primary cells be injurious?
the simplest and
(5) \Nhich
cheapestmethod of testing the specific gravity of diluted sulphuric
acid for accumulatorwork
desired to charge from
(1) No. they are not suitable.
primary batteries. some othcr battery. c.g., the Darnell, should
be used. But an accumulator seems uuadvisable in your case.
(2) You would )‘vl'nlmlilyburn out a 4-volt lamp by connecting
to
o-volt accumulator. (3) Yes. (4) The. bichromatecell does
not give off injurious fumes, and
you do not wish to use the
lamp for longerthan about an hour at a time, two or threeof these
cells would be sufficient. (5) Use.one of the little hydrometers
now so easily and cheaply obtainable.
[23.3041 Model Electric Locomotives,
etc. W- G- S(Mauor Park) writes: (I) Would you kindly send rriezclirrierisions,
etc., for a model {-in. scale, ri'in. gauge L.T.
S.R. locomotive
wish to drive
by electricity .indiusc
(the new grey type)?
permanent magnet motor.
would like
to pull about ten or
twelve eight-wheelercarriages. (2)
lift for my
have made
railway to lift the trucks to higherlevel from the level of railway.
if
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[23.3(>$lFirebox for l-ln. scale Model (LNR. “Atlantic”
Lo¢omoﬂy¢,
J. j. N. (Cape Colony) “Tires: lam forwarding
herewith a sketch (not reprmluced) of the ﬁreth arrangement
for a modelof an “ Atlantic " type locomotive,which I am lillllrllllg
to a scale of r in. to r it. In outward appearancethe enginewill
represent L.B. 8: S.C.R. and (LN. 25: “ Atlantic‘s," but I intend
'

a

[Attention is especially dl'nclcd to the firs! condition givenbelow,
and no notice will be taken of Queriesnot complying with the
directions lhcrn'n slated. Ldlcrs containing Queries must be
marked on the la? left-hand corner of the cnrclope “ Query
Department." No olhcr mattersbut thoserelatinglo the Queries
shouldbeenclosedin thesomeenvelope.
Queries on subjectswithin the scam of lhis journal are replied to
by Post under the following conditions:—(r) Queries dealing
with dislincl subjectsshould be written on different slips, on
one side 0/ the paper only, and the sender'sname nusr b: in
scribed on the back. (2) Queries should be accompanied,
whereverpossible,with fully dimensionedshell-hes,and corre
lo kup a copy of their Queriesfor
sPondenlsan rcoornrncndcd
pest-card)
reference. (1) A stampedaddressedenvelope(not
should invariably be enclosed,and also a " Queriesand Replin
Coupon" andout from the advertisement
pages of the current
issue. (4) Queries will be answeredas early as Possibleafter
receipt,but an interval 0/ a few days rnusl usually claps: before
the RcPIy can be forwarded. (5) Correspondentswho require
an answerinsertedin this columnshould understandthal some
oaks rnusl clap“ before the Reply can be published. The
insertion of Replies in this column cannol be guaranlud.
(6) All Queriesshouldbe addressedto The Editor, Tns MODEL
ENGINEER, 26.20, Poppln's Court, Flat Slrccl, London, £26.]
The
are related from the Queries which havebeenreplied
following
y :—
to
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jns/de frame:
Ouﬂndc frame;

SKETCH OF Moorrrao Frnznox ARRANGEMENT.
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Wouldlike to know how to operatethe lift.
thought an electric
motor geared to wmding drum would do. (3) My friend has a
cheapsteamengine, rl-in. gauge,for his railway. When he starts
to steamup, water comesout of the cylinders—theyseemto prime.
The steam pipe
taken from top of boiler (under dome), and
led (one each side of boiler) to the oscillating cylinders. What is
the cause of water coming out of cylinder. Before We start the
engine, the wheels seem stiff, and cylinders are very stiff. Has
the pipe got choked or clogged It has been thoroughlyoiled.
You will ﬁnd drawing of the L.T.S.R. locomotivein our issue
of December 30th last. The standard scale for all No.
gauge
vehicles 10 mm. to the foot. You will hardly be able to pull
ten to twelve eight-wheelerswith the permanentmagnet motors
now obtainable. “'e would advise you to employ Wound motor
and an automatic polarised relay switch. (2) The [Wet method
of working the lift
by an electro-nmtorand winding drum:
gear by worm-.md-wheel. (3) Of course, cylinder condensation
is present at the start. This cannot be altogether avoided in a
{200 model. We cannot diagnosethe causeof the stiffnessin the
wheelsand cylinderswithout personalinspcrtion. Show the model
to SOmeouewho has had someexperiencein thcse matters. “’ith
should, of cmirse, be difficult to move the
the regulator shut,
wheels. The cylinders act as air-pumps.
it
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making
water-tube boiler, as arranged in sketch.
desire to
get the greatest amount of heating surface obtainable without
curtailing the draught. Do you consider the arrangementgood?
If not, will you kindly point out the defectsand make somesug
gestions? Further, the rigid wheelbasefor this model
15 ins.,
but my garden space
rather limited, and the greatest radius
obtainable 23 ft. Is curve of this radius safe with the engine
running at full speed
We have carefully considered your scheme,and think that
modiﬁedto agreewith thedimensionsshownin the accompany
ingdrawing, the boilerwill provean unqualifiedsuccess. We should
not use{-in. tube for themud drums, but in. diameter.and 5-16ths
in. water tubesinsteadof in. You will ﬁnd the smalleronesmuch
easierto silver-solder together. The top row of longitudinal tubes
may, with advantage,be six in number, and you find on making
“
the full size setting out (seerecorumcmlatiousas to this in The
that
difficult to get nine tubes in the
Model Locomotive
bottom row, do not hesitate to employ eight or even seven tubes,
insteadof nine. You will not be able to use four I‘rimus burners
with two there will be no room to spare. Pinch them in so that
ake care that the flat surfaces
they are smaller longitudinally.
of the downcomer are properly stayed. Do not make the induced
fierce,but
same,
all
the
not advisableto make any
draught too
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other swing of the pendulum. Could you give me a rough sketch
of the shape the loops want to be?
“
"
The Synchronome Company have favoured is with a reply
to your query as follows:-—When the N.R.A. lever is depressed
to A the wire click carrying the gathering jewel then rides at a
higherlevel and runs into a wire trap. Another right-angledpiece
of steel like the catch ﬁtting is attached to the catch ﬁtting in
such a mannerthat anotherreleasingedgeis provided immediately
over the count wheel. A piece
of fairly substantial wire is now
wound helically round the arbor
|._,
56
1%
of the catch ﬁtting, led down
wards and to the right, then
sharply bent to the left our the
top of the additional piece to the
loop
catch ﬁtting, and run in
to the bottom of it. “’hen the
pendulumswings to the left the
rounded side of the gathering
jewel should come against the
rounded end of the wire trap and
run into it.
On the pcndulum's
return excursion the gravity arm
2'
will be releasedby the gathering
LeadKrrl
jewel withdrawing the catCh
ﬁtting by meansof the additional
F10. I.—SKETCH OF OLD-FASHIONED MODEL HULL.
roleasingpiece.
[23.457]Charging Accumu
F. G. W. (St. Austell)
latore.
H- P- (Bristol) “Tiles:
writes:
have several accumulatorswhich char myself from
[23.324] Model 5.E.& CR. Conch.
I wish to procureworking drawings of the b0 ie truck, such as
the mains (220volts) and am not sure whether charge them
properly or not. (1) How long would
take to charge (So-amp.
used on the S.E.R. composite brake van, details of which were
published in the Railway Engineer, April, 1895, plate No. 505.
hour accumulatorusinga 32 c.-p. lamp (carbon ﬁlament) as resist
The drawings are to show brake action. I want detaileddrawings
ance
(2) Would take half the time of 60 amp.-hour accumu
and dimensionsof the bogie truck of this coach, and I am writing
lator to charge 3o-amp.-houraccumulator,and so on
(3) What
possible to
amperagedoesa 32 c.-p. carbon lamp take? (4)
to you in the hope that you can tell me where to get them, or that
you can supply them. I really want to make a
model as near prototypeas possible,and thereare
no detailsof bogieson the plate. The roofof coach
in drawings is plain. Is this really so on the
coach itself P If not,what attachmentsare there?
Further, I can seeno connectionof brake pi with
con
cylinders to operate brake. Should they
nected,and how P
We could not do more than copy from the
published designs, and this would be beyond the
scopeof the department. We have no copy of the
1906,Engi
plate mentioned, but in August
a S.E. 8: C.R.
neering published a drawing 0gist,
bogie composite,which gives particulars of the
brake rigging. A brake third was also illustrated
in the same journal for February 20th, 1903.
full information as to the
This drawing
the guard’s hand-brake. With
arrangement 0gives
roof,
see the drawings referred to
regard to the
above. The connectionis made by“ a ﬂexible pipe.
see S. Y. Knight's little book, Notes on the
Vacuum Brake," post free 15.2d. from this oﬁice :
.ll.

F. F. (Manor Park)
[23,383] Rigging Modgl sghoongr,
writes; I have an old-fashionedmodel hull and should like to rig
her as a fore and aft schooner. Would you kindly assist me with
a sketch of a suitable rig ? l think encloseddrawing (Fig. 1) will
ive you an idea of her appearance. The rincipal dimensionsare:
i.O.A. 56 ins., beam,9} ins., draught, 9 ins., and L.W.L. 45 ins.
(exclusiveof rudder).
.
_
We reproduceherewitha drawing showing what 5 required.
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chargetwoor moreaccumulatorsat the sametime
(5) If so, are
theyconnectedin series or parallel to the mains? (6) Can you
charge two different amperageaccumulators togethu'? (7) Does
does one
take just as long to chargetwo accumulatorsas
?

a

it
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" Time Transmitter. N- M
[23.420] “Synchronome
(Harrogate)writes: am in fog re time transmitter(Tm; Moon.
ENGINEER,October zrst and 28th, 1909)in regard to the working
of
have not beenable to get to releaseat'every
(N.R.A.).
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(1) About 160hours. (2) Yes. (3) About {amp.‘(at :20 volts).
(4, 5, and 6) Certainly. If they are connectedin seriesthe current
passed must not exceed the charging rate of the smallest in the
set. Accumulators should not be joined in parallel tor charging
unless you can put a meter in each circuit and ensure correct
distribution of the current among the parallel branches. (7) Yes,
it both are of same capacity.

The News of the Trade.
[Th/Editor will be pleasedto receive[or review under this heading

samples and particulars of new tools,apparatus, and materials
for amateur use. It must be understoodthat thesefﬂ'lﬂiASare
Iree expressions0/ Editorial opinion, no paymentof any kind
being required or accepted. The Editor reservesthe right to
criticise or commendaccordingto the merits of thc goodssub
mitted, or to abstain from insertan a reviewin any casewhere
the goodsare notof suﬂmentinterestto his readers]
‘ Reviews
distinguished by an asterisk have beenbasedon actual
Editorial Inspection0/ thegoodsnoticed.
“
Remodelled
Ricardo" Type Steam Engine.
TheILiverpool Castings and Tool Supply Co., Cathedral Works,
5, ChUICh Lane. Liverpool, who have long held an enviable repti
tation tor the quality oi their productions,have recently placedon
the market. amongstother things of use to model engineers,some
new and improved typesof " Ricardo " high-speedsteam engines.
The “,Ricardo" engine is introduced in various styles to suit all

THE

REMODELLED

are all describedin N0. 9 of the “Amateur Mechanic," issuedby
this concern.
A Drummond Lathe at the Antarctic.
Messrs.Drummond Bros, Ltd., of Guildiord, will soon be able
to claim that one of their tools will be the first to reach the Ant
arctic regions,as they have just supplied Captain Scott's South
Polar Expedition with one.of their well-known 3i-in. screw-cutting
motor repairing lathes, fitted, at the request of the expedition,
with the sameaccessoriesas one recentlysupplied to H.M.S. Swift.
We believethat this is the very ﬁrst time that a Polar expedition
has taken a lathe as part of their equipment. As the Scott expe
dition have taken motors with them, the tool will probably be of
great use, and ought also to relieve.the tedium oi the long waits at
the baseas tlu other occupation could. Many of the membersof
such an expeditionare good practicalmechanics.andin such hands
a lathe should prove om-oi the most welcome parts of the equip
ment. The absorbingand never-pallimi,Iinterest of lathe work to
ingeniousextwrinu-ntersand amateurmechanicsiswell known, and
in relieving the monotonyof existenceat a Polar expeditionbase a
lathe should be worth its Weightin gold.

The “M.E." Slow-speed Dynamo Castings.
Messrs. H. Smith 8: Co., iron and brass founders, of Melling’s
Mill. Ecclcston Street. St. Helen’s, send us a full-site set of brass
and iron castingsand pole (orgings for making Tn: MODELENGI
dynamo, and a set of brass and iron castings for
NEERSlow—spevd
making the same machine one-third full size. We. may remark
that the small set makesa remarkably pretty little model. We
have submittedboth sets to our laboratorytor examinationand re
ceive the following report: “ The makers of these castingshave
evidently given careful attention to the question of machiningand
fitting up, and have reducedtheamountof surplusmetal in general

“RICARDO” TYPE THREE-CYLINDER

where high power is required, combinedwith exceptional
{imposes
1Siltness. These enginesare single-acting,with poppet valves and
enclosedcrankcase. The various setsof castingsare supplied with
cylinder oi iron, crankcase in aluminium bronze,and the crank,
connecting-rods.and timing gear in malleablecast-iron. The.sizes
0! cyl.nders range from | in. to 1} in. diameter. Amongst the
“P”? other ﬁne selection of modelsand model engineeringmate
rials illustrated in the list before us, particular attention should
Even to the pretty model horizontal Tangve type steam
which several improvementshave beeneffected. These
¢"8111€._in

\
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to a minimum. This involves care in making the machine, but
lessensditiiculty for the ordinary amateuror mechanicwith limited
means. The castings are correct to drawings, with some Very
slight exceptions,which will give no trouble and are immaterial.
The metal appeals to be of good quality, and the castingsareclean
and straight. The pole iorgingsshow goodmagneticquality. The
commutatorsare supplied as solid castings; it would, perhapsljbe
better it they had beensuppliedas setsof separatelycast sections.
We are able to very favourably recommendthesesets.and to com
pliment the makerson the way they have producedthem."
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The Editor’s Page.
LTHOUGH our Laboratory was not started
till the winter season was nearly through,
the number of] enquiries we have received
and the number of students who have actually
enrolled have shown conclusively that there is a
How far
demand for facilities such as we oﬂer.
we have actually satisﬁed that demand it is, per
diﬁicult for us to say without seeming
haps,
egotistical; but we may, perhaps, mention that
no less than seven of the students who entered for
a course of lessons in one or other of the subjects
we teach, have, on the completion of the series,
immediately started upon a second course, while
three of these students are now going through a
This in itself is, perhaps, the best
third course.
possible testimony of the suitability of the instruc
Another student, who originally
tion we give.
came for a trial lesson, has since been coming for
a couple of hours every day and has already put
We attribute this
in over twenty attendances.
satisfaction on the part of our students very
largely to the fact that there is none of the irk
some red-tape which is so frequently to be found
by public
controlled
in technical institutions
There is no‘ prescribed course of work
bodies.
which must be gone through, whether it meets the
student’s personal requirements or not ; there are no
hard-and-fast regulations as to attendance, and
there is no compulsion as to the number of lessons
which must be taken. On the contrary, students
can come at the time most convenient to them;
they can, if they like, bring their own work; and

they can have just as many or just as few lessons
Above all, a personal interest is
as they require.
taken in the needs and progress of each student,
and the work is presented in the form of a pleasant
Some
recreation rather than in the light of a task.

of the visitors who have enquired about instruc
tion have evidently been a little afraid to admit
their lack of knowledge, and perhapwme hesita
tion in disclosing one's personal deﬁciencies is only
We may say, however, that we are just
natural.
as pleased to instruct the absolute beginner as we
are the student who is more advanced ; and, indeed,
those who wish to start at the very commencement
of mechanical or electrical work will find our work
Our students, in
shop just the place for them.
fact, range from those who have never made any
serious attempt at tool using, up to those who are
by training and occupation, who want
engineers
instruction in some special class of work in which
they have not previously had an opportunity of
\Ve also have another
gaining practical experience.
class of visitor, who, while not desiring instruction,
wishes the use of a well'equipped workshop to carry
out some work which he cannot execute at home.
We have a ﬁrst-class outﬁt of machine and hand

and Electrician.
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tools available for this purpose,
and can arrange
for anything in this way being done from a simple
piece of turning or shaping up to the building of
a complete model or machine.

i

I

B

We have now remodelled the conditions of our
Queries and Replies column, and in our next issue
shall publish a full explanation of the new rules.
We earnestly advise all readers wishing to use this
department to carefully note the changes we are
making.

‘

i

Q

Mr. G. Colman Green, of r5, Southwell Road,
Norwich, who compiled that useful book, “ The
British Model Yacht Clubs' Guide," writes that
he is still considerably out of pocket over that
venture.
Since this book was brought out not
as a money-making undertaking, but for the beneﬁt
of the sport, it is rather hard lines that Mr. Colman
Green should suffer a pecuniary loss in the good
cause, and he suggests that the Model Yachting
Clubs of the country might do something in the
"
beneﬁt" race to take place on a given
way of a
date.
As model yacht races take place on public
waters, we do not quite see how they could produce
any revenue for this purpose; but we think that
possibly some of the Clubs might, with a little
enterprise,
manage to sell a fair number of copies
of the book among the crowd who invariably collect
on a race day. An effort of this kind would have
the double advantage of helping to relieve Mr.
Colman Green from any loss, and of extending the
knowledge of the principles of model yachting
amongst the members of the general public.
\Ve
commend the suggestion
to the consideration of
those in authority in the various Clubs.

Notices.
Sole Agents for United States, Canada and Mexico: S
Chamberlain, :23, Liberty Street, New'York, U.S.A., tying:
all subscriptions from thesecountriesshould be addressed.
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A Three-cylinder Compound Condensing Marine Engine.
By

S. LOWE.

FRONT

CONDENSING

VIEW

MARINE

OF

ENGINE.

THREE
CYLINDER

By

COMPOUND

a.

two photographs herewith are of
three
surface
compound
cylinder
condensing
said
to be the exact model
marine engine,
The castings were
of the engines of s.s. Seruia.
bought from the Ardwick Engineering Company,
Manchester, and the principal dimensions are as

Lown

follows:
Bore of cyliiiders—H_-P.,
IQ-in. bore,
L.-Pi,
in.; stroke, xi ins. The H.-P. cylinder is
worked by a piston valve, and L.-P. cylinders have
slide-valves.
ordinary
The pistons have steel
rings ﬁtted, and the piston-rods and valve spindles,
connecting-rods, eccentric-rods, and crankshaft are
2:1,

HE

S.
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All the bearings have split brasses.
all cast steel.
The eccentrics are made of brass, ﬁtted with steel
There are twelve steel studs,
studs and nuts.
l in. diameter, ﬁtted in each end of all cylinders.
The condensers
contain sixty-eight brass tubes,
in. diameter. The air-pumps have brass
3-16ths
The
buckets and rods, and have rubber valves.
H.-‘P. exhaust is delivered into each L.-P. cylinder
by means of copper pipes, and the L.~P. cylinder
exhaust is taken to the condenser by brass pipes,
and the water from the condenser is carried through
The cylinders are lagged with
brass pipes also.
asbestos
and planished steel, with brass bands.
The whole engine—from castings—was completed

May 26, 19m.
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Motor Cycle Notes.
By

i
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l

Removing Piston

“

Pnusmx."

Rings.

it plainly
shows
Although my correspondence
enough, I do not need to turn in that direction to
realise that many a motor cyclist who is a cap
able enough driver of his machine, and thoroughly
knows all its peculiarities, as they present them
selves on the road, is not by any means so much
at home when it comes to dissembling and re
its mechanism. How
of
assembling portions
many really clever drivers of motor cycles are
there who cannot for the life of them take a piston
ring off or put one on without breaking it, to
mention only one example among many; and
although the operation is simple enough—~like
everything else when you know how to do it--there
is little doubt that it is beyond the powers not
only of some of my readers, but of many others
who though motor cyclists do not as yet read
THE MODEL ENGINEER.

BACK VIEW OF THREE-CYLlNDER
hiARiXi—Z ENGINE.

COMPOUND

by me in my spare time on a 4-in. centre treadle
The engine
lathe, and occupied about ﬁve years.
will stand in 1 ft. square, and will develop at 80 lbs.
per sq. in pressure 1-75 h.-p., and at 160 will develop
2-75 h.-p. at 900 revs.

THE work of constructing an electric railway
Tokyo and Yokohama is shortly to be
The line is to
undertaken, says the Engineer.
have a length of about 15 miles, and a branch to
be built to Kamata on the State Railway will be
nearly 4 miles long. The railway will be constructed
with overhead conductors, and with a double track
on a 3ft. 6in. gauge.
The cost is estimated at
about £357,300.
The name of the promoters of
this scheme may be obtained from the Commercial
Intelligence Branch of the Board of Trade.
between

I propose, therefore, to deal in succeeding issues,
by means of sketches and brief descriptions, with
simple operations connected with the adjustment,
assembling and manipulation Of motor-cycle engine
parts, commencing in the present issue with a
description of the methods employed for removing
and replacing piston rings without fear of breaking
them.
The best method is to cut three or four
pieces of tin about one inch in width, and slip
them through between the piston and its rings as
shown in the sketch.
To do this it is only necessary
to slightly ease the ring out of its groove as each
Then when all is ready,
piece of tin is inserted.
each ring can be easily made to slide oil the piston,
as it were, on guide rails formed by the pieces of
tin, the latter being distributed around the cylinder
as shown.
By this simple method it is possible
to run the rings on or oﬁ the piston ad inﬁnitum,
if needs be, without ever breaking a single one
and as each ring costs on the averageeighteenpence,
to replace it is worth while going to a little trouble
in the matter. The grooves in which the piston
rings rest when in position should be well cleaned
of burnt matter while the rings are off, so that a
proper smooth surface is obtained for the latter
to bed upon.
With care piston rings can be removed by the
aid of a pen-knife, as for instance when a piece of
tin is not available. The blade of the knife is
inserted between
ring and piston, and pushed
round with the ﬂat always close up to the piston,
when it will be found that the ring tends to make
a spiral movement in an upwards direction, and
with a little assistance
from the ﬁngers it will
There is,
generally come 05 without damage.
more risk of breakage with this method,
however,
and it should only be resorted to when the one
previously described is not practicable of execution.
An Improvised Petrol Feed Connection.
of the M.C.C. hill climbing
On the occasion
competition held at Kop-Hill, Princes-Risborough,
recently, it was discovered after tea, and when
some of the competitors and others—the latter
the
including myself—were ready to commence
journey home, that the petrol tank on;the machine
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of one very well-known rider who had been com
peting was leaking badly around the union with
the petrol feed pipe.
Attempts to stop the leak
age with seccotine
and insulating tape and such
like methods proved wholly abortive, and to quote
the words of a rustic bystander, “it were gettin'
wusser all the time."
Eventually a very eﬁective
repair was made by disconnecting the petrol pipe
altogether, and stopping up the opening from
the tank with a tightly~ﬁtting cork. The pipe
was then pulled over to the opposite side of the
tank where there was a screw plug intended for
emptying it of petrol, this plug being unprovided
with a tap, and having a different thread alto
gether to that of the petrol union, thus rendering
the union nut useless for the purpose of connecting
The plug was, however, removed, and a
up.
piece of rubber tubing slipped over the screwed
portion attached to the tank, the other end of
the tubing—which
measured
about three inches
in length—being
on to the nipple end
pushed
of the petrol pipe, and secured by means of some
ﬁne string, the string also forming a stay or support
for the whole arrangement by being tied to the
tank, thus taking the weight of the pipe, and
protecting the rubber tubing from the pull, which
would otherwise have come upon it.

and

Electrician.
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and at the end of the journey
as well as ever.

The Cost of Motor

I

was

still running

Cycling.

am frequently receiving letters from would-be
motor cycling readers who are under the impression
that the pastime is likely to entail an expense
beyond
their means, a typical letter being that
recently to hand from a Bridgwater correspondent
who writes as follows :—"I have been a reader

AN IMPROVISED PETROL FEED CONNECTION.

,.

{w,,

V‘

If

“r

\|.:uTT

MErnon or SAFELY

glamovixc.

PISTON Rmcs.

The improvisation was examined after a twenty—
mile non-stop run, and was found to be
perfectly sound and petrol tight, the only inconveni
ence met with being a little irregularity of feed every
now and then, caused no doubt by the rubber
tubing being subjected to road shocks when it
partially folded up, and for a second or so would
the passage of the spirit. The machine
obstruct
completed another twenty miles after examination,

seven

of THE MODEL ENGINEER for many years, and
have lately been perusing the Motor Cycle Notes
with considerable interest, so much so indeed that
I am now possessed with a desire to become a
motor cyclist myself.
I have for a long time
been using an ordinary cycle, and derive a lot of
pleasure therefrom; but as a model engineer, and
one who has always been keenly interested in
mechanical propulsion, I believe I should make a
success of motor cycling, and, in addition should
in
obtain a great deal of instructive experience
the up-keep oi the engine, repairs to which I should
The only thing
endeavour to carry out myself.
which makes me hesitate, being a man of small
means, is the attendant expense which I under
stand is rather great.
I would like to have replies
to the following questions, and, if you will please
in quoting ﬁgures give outside ones, even though
they do look more formidable and less encouraging
In the ﬁrst place for
to my hopes, I shall be glad.
a really
what sum could I obtain (second-hand)
reliable and trustworthy motor cycle capable
of climbing all reasonable hills, and ﬁtted with a
What
modern equipment?
fairly
horse-power
would you advise as a minimum, my weight being
What
about eleven stones in ordinary clothing?
licences should I have to take out, and what would
they cost P What are the running expenses likely
to amount to, say per 100 miles, and how much
should I with average luck have to write off for
If I could
maintenance?
repairs and general
know these things I should then be able to make
up my mind whether motor cycling is possible
for me, or not, and I feel sure there must be many
other readers of THE MODEL ENGINEER to whom
the information would be of value."

Plain

Answers

to Plain Questions.

My correspondent by his enquiries covers the
ground pretty well, and in answering them I will
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endeavour to do as he suggests, and give maximum
ﬁgures instead of minimum ones, and if then he
ultimately makes up his mind to enter the ranks
of motor cyclists he will possibly be agreeably
surprised instead of being disappointed in the
results of a year‘s riding.
In selecting a second-hand machine, it is best
to begin by deciding upon the class of motor cycle
which is most likely to meet the needs of a given
rider living in a
case, and for an eleven-stone
district where a fair amount of hill climbing is
inevitable, I should advise a single cylinder
machine of 3l_.~ h.p.
It should have magneto
ignition, and be not more than three years old
at the outside. Motor cycles of leading makes
coming within this category can be obtained
for sums varying from ,{15 to £20, and with care
and a little overhauling they may give satisfactory
service for two or three additional seasons.
The
lightweight models of 2} or 2?- h.p. are also good
investments sometimes but for a beginner I should
in any case advocate one with a single instead of
twin cyclinders.
Of course good accumulator igni
tion motor bicycles are to be had for almost
any sum ranging from £10, or even less, to £15;
but it is much better to secure a magneto machine,
even though it does mean a pound or two more.
As regards the licences, there is the driver's licence,
obtainable from the County Council, which costs
"
carriage,“
55. per annum; the licence to keep a
which used to be 15s., but now the Budget is through
at last goes up to £I per annum; and ﬁnally, the
registration fee of 5s. entitling the licensee to the
use of special identiﬁcation numbers for his machine.
The cycle must not be driven on the road even
a single yard until the driver’s licence and registra
tion fees have been paid.
As regards the running expenses per 100 miles,
It
this is a more difﬁcult question to answer.
depends very largely upon the ability of the user,
the condition of the machine, and the nature of the
road traversed. Speaking generally, a good 3% h.-p.
carburettor
motor,
properly driven and with
correctly adjusted, will cover from 100 to 120 miles
on average roads, with an eleven-stone
rider, on a
gallon of petrol, which latter now costs from is. id.
to 15. 3d. according to where it is purchased.
Engine oil at from 1s. 4d. to IS. 6d. per quart can
be made with care to last twice the distance when
running conditions are favourable, some machines
only requiring a pumpful about every ﬁfteen to
General
twenty miles, but others much oftener.
depreciation of engine, tyres, etc., entails an ex
pense which it is very difﬁcult to estimate, and the
repair bill may of course be anything from practically
nil to a substantial amount, according to how the
machine is treated, and whether it is subjected
to any collision or other form of accident. Taken
all the year round and including everything, it
is possible to run 05 a considerable mileage at an
cost of about 'ood. per mile, although
average
I know many riders who, if they only knew it, are
spending at least id. per mile, through wastefulness
and negligence in the management of their machines.
Of course, the outlay is so gradual that one does
not feel it to anything like the extent which the.
ﬁgures suggest, the most constant source of out‘
lay being petrol and engine oil, bought for a IS.
or so at a time.
Anyone who can put down, say,
{i 5 to £20 for the purchase of a machine, and can
afterwards allocate a matter of {7 or £8 per annum
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to cover total cost of running and up-keep may
enter with conﬁdence
into the ranks of motor
cyclists. At least, that is the experience which I
and many of my friends have met with.

Some

More Collated Enquiries.

asks whether it is detri
(Gateshead)
mental to motor cycles to move the carburettor
further away from the cylinder, lengthening the
induction pipe by say 3 ins.
As a. rule, it is
considered good practice to keep the induction
as
short
and
pipe
straight as possible; but if a
good object is to be served thereby, it will not hurt
to increase the length of the pipe by a few inches,
Re
provided no bends are introduced in it.
moving the carburettor away from the cylinder
make
the
a
more
may
difﬁcult starter in
engine
cold weather, but this can be overcome if necessary
by ﬁtting a bell-mouthed pipe arrangement leading
from cylinder radiating ﬁns to carburettor to warm
the latter.
C. M. S. (Northampton)
says he has recently
purchased a new leather driving belt, and cannot
it
to grip the pulley, although he has adjusted
get
it so tightly that it is a difﬁcult matter to start
the engine when cold.
The pulley is probably worn
to an incorrect angle.
Unless true to a degree the
belt is likely to slip, and an easy remedy is to
have the ﬂanges trued up in a lathe.
Some belts,
however, slip when new and grip well when they
have had a little running; but that is only when
the pulley is correct, and the belt has perhaps been
a little over-dressed.
H. L. M. (Waterford) is having constant trouble
with his magneto, and cannot get anything like
He is not well acquainted with
regular sparking.
this type of ignition, and asks what steps he should
take to rectify the fault.
He should examine
the platinum points of the contact-breaker, and
see if they are in good condition and clean.
The
whole of the contact-breaker mechanism should
be free of oil and grit, the high tension cables
ditto, and the brass connections sound. The
carbon brush to which the cable is secured at one
end must be clean at its inner extremity,
and
working freely, and last, but not least, the sparking
plug must be in proper condition, and the points
adjusted with a gap of ﬁve millimetres.
G. T. W.

Some

Useful

Lathe Attachments:
Correction.

A

report on this subject in
last, we regret a mis
statement occurred in Lconnection with Mr.
F. R. Welsman's opening remarks. Mr. \Velsman
now writes us as follows :~—" In my remarks
dealing with the Drummond £5 lathe, I said that
with the short arm, which carries the wheel to gear
with the 20 on mandrel, the slowest feed was no}
to inch, and this proved too fast for cast iron;
but that with the extended arm I had ﬁtted, and
which had since been adopted by makers from
my drawings, by the addition of two extra wheels
a feed of 342 to inch was possible, and I had recently
been using with same attachment a train taking
three extra wheels which gave a feed of 580 to
he inchYour report stating ‘34: to the inch
proved unsatisfactory,’ etc., is not correct, as 342
gives an excellent result on cast iron."
reference
to the
issue of April

1N our

14th

May
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Model Aeroplane
By

A

“

Notes.

AnRomuLE.”

Model Farman Biplane.

I

have been asked by several correspondents
there be any way of adapting the design of the
Farman biplane to the needs of model work. This
machine holds so many records, and ﬂies so well
that it now undoubtedly holds the premier place
amongst the world's aeroplanes, and it well deserves
to do so, for it is quite the safest and most efﬁcient
machine which has yet ﬂown. It is not surprising,
therefore, to ﬁnd that it appeals to the model
maker as a possible
prototype.
Unfortunately
it is not possible to build a very close copy of this

if

\

ii

4

Sm!

I

iLl‘var-mn

tion?

Ilenan
FIG. I.
which will ﬂy well, principally owing to
machine
the arrangement of the supporting surfaces, unless
modiﬁcations are made in the design.
certain
I have recently been giving my attention to this
matter, and have built a couple of Farman type
models
which are quite good ﬂiers, and
shall
now describe them for the beneﬁt of those who are
contemplating the construction of such a machine.

I

The ﬁrst model, shown in elevation and plan in

Fig. i, has a single screw placed in front of the
main planes.
The elastic motor for this is carried
in a paper tube, slung independent of the main
frame so as to be easily detachable for the pur
is held in guides, which
poses of winding-up.
allow it to be bodily moved forwards and back
wards, so that the balance oi the machine can be

It
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altered by varying the position of the centre of
the
gravity, instead of increasing or decreasing
of incidence of the front elevator. This
angle
is a great advantage, as it allows of all the support
ing surfaces being rigidly ﬁxed, thus avoiding any
In
trouble from hinged joints and adjustments.
most machines the C. G. is made to coincide with
the centre of pressure by moving the latter; in this
it is effected by moving the former.
The making of a paper tube is the easiest possible
matter, and if properly done will result in an
excellent framework and housing combined for
It is quite light and need not
the elastic motor.
be made very thick as its position in the machine
and it
frees it from the likelihood of damage,
has only to stand the end strain, and the torque
of the rubber, which it does very easily.
To make a paper tube, take a piece
of tubing or wood (tubing is the best
because it can be got dead round and
true), and simply roll paper round,
glueing it with boiling hot glue, as
thin as possible, as you go. I ﬁnd
that six layers of very thin tough
paper make a tube which is practically
\Vhen ﬁnished give it
unbreakable.
a coat of varnish or celluloid solution
to make it waterproof. The plugs for
the ends are shown in Fig. 2, and
They are sim
require no explanation.
ply bits of soft wood. The front plug
carrying the bearing may be glued
into position; but there is no necessity
to do so, as, if it be made in a slow
taper, as shown in the illustration, it
will stick quite stifﬁy by itself.
The skein of rubber is ﬁrst attached
to the propeller hook, and then pulled
through the tube with a piece of string,
and hooked over the ﬁxed hook, the
plug holding, which is then pushed
A tube Qin. in internal
into place.
diameter will take eight strands of
A»in. square elastic, or ﬂat strip, with
out it fouling the sides_
T o avoid as far as possible the effects of a single
propeller, the propeller and rubber motor are
placed not exactly central in the plan form of the
This I have
machine, but slightly to one side.
found to be the easiest way of neutralising the
torque when the planes cannot be set at a dihedral
and the
The amount of eccentricity,
angle.
motor depends upon the diameter and pitch of
Ex
the propeller, and the power of the elastic.
periments can easily be made to get at the best
If the propeller revolves clockwise, the
position.
elastic motor must be put towards the right-hand
side of the machine, as indicated in Fig. 3, which
shows how the side of the machine that is being
thrust down by the torque of the propeller is given
a greater lift than the other side.
Fig. 4 shows how the carriers for the paper
tube are made and also how they are ﬁxed, so
as to be adjustable in eccentricity to the rest of
the machine.
Two of these ﬁttings are required—
one for the middle two-front
uprights between
the planes, and one for the middle two rear struts,
The carrier consists of light pieces of tube split
so as to form a spring clip, and soldered to a piece
This
wire.
of 2o-gauge piano, or hard brass,
When
passes through holes bored in the uprights.

J
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the best position for the elastic motor has been
feund, the wire can be bent over permanently
To alter the centre of gravity of the
at the ends.
machine the motor-tube is slid backwards or
forwards as the case may be, and a pencil mark
made on the tube to show the best possible position.
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FIG. 2.
The two middle planes are made, as I have
in previous articles, of built-up bamboo
described
with light fabric. The
spars and ribs covered
elevator plane, two tail planes, and rear vertical
rudders may be made, if the machine is to be
not more than 3 ft. 6 ins. spread, with piano wire
The tail arrangement is shown in
framework.
rear verticals can
the
of
The angle
Fig. 5.

I

model in my next

shall describe the second
contribution.
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FIG. 6.
to Correspondents.
" I
am contemplating
LEONARD MEEK, writes:
building a single surface fabric plane, and would
like to know the best method of ﬁxing same to a
bolster which is lashed to the frame with elastic as ad
'
vised in Mr. Aston's book Model Flying Machines.’
Is there any better method of ﬁxing a fabric plane
Could you tell me the approximate
to the frame?
weight of a plane, as above, 2 ft. 9 ins. across, and
5 or 6 ins. in widest part, covered with Jap silk?
I should like to know the correct method of ﬁnding
the pitch of a propeller, and am looking forward
on propellers in THE Mover.
notes
to
some
ENGINEER.”
I have found a wire framework made as shown

Answers

I

FIG. 3.
altered simply by bending the planes to the
required degree, care being taken to see that they
are both equally bent.
Fig. 6, which shows the attachment of the
front elevator requires no explanation.

be

Sﬂluf
STRVF

'

Sizef'fof tail planes,
5 ins. by 4 ins. ; angle
'of tail planes, 1 in 12 ; camber of tail planes,
1 "I 12.
Size of rudders, 3Q ins. by 3% ins.
Distance between planes, 4 ins.
Distance between tail planes, 3 ins.
Skids, 12 ins. long.
Length over-all, 2 ft. 8 ins.
Length of elastic, 1 ft. 6 ins.
Diameter of propeller, '8 in.
Pitch, 1 ft.
‘
Distance of elevator to main plane (centre),
IO ins.

week's

A
/
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sour nus;
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—

Fro. 4.

I should mention that the above drawings are
not to scale, as no doubt individual model makers
Those
will prefer to choose their own dimensions.
of my own machine are as follows :—
CATYONLISXU It
'IAN. wag;
l l

F10. 7.

‘

MO “mt
5710!‘

FIG. 5.
Size of main planes, 2 ft. by 4 ins. ; angle of
planes, I in 12; camber of planes, 1 in 12.
Size of elevator, 10 ins. by 2 ins.; angle of
elevator 1 in 8.

in

the accompanying sketch (Fig. 7) excellent
as a bolster for fabric planes.
It has the advan
of
tage
extremely light and quite easy
being
to make.
It is made of piano wire, 24-gauge or
thereabouts, and is lashed to the framework with
elastic in the ordinary way. It holds the plane
very rigidly, and at the same time allows it to give
The plane
if the machine strikes any obstacle.
have described in
in question, it built up as
previous articles, should weigh about 1 ounce,
though I fancy it could be got a triﬂe lighter with
it weighed 2 ounces, it would not
great care.
be outrageously heavy.
The pitch of a screw
propeller is the theoretical distance it should
travel forward when rotated through one revolu

I

If
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tion. Take any point on the propeller, and measure
the inclination of the blade at that point with the
Then if the angle so formed
plane of rotation.
is at an inclination of I in 2, the propeller will
travel forward
theoretically half the distance
through which the point taken travels round in
If the point is 4 ins. from the
one revolution.
centre it will travel a distance of 2 by 4 by 1:
=25 inches (approximately) in one revolution, so
that the pitch of the propeller is 12) ins. If the
angle of the blade were 1 in 3, the pitch would
be 25 +3 :8) ins. If the propeller has ﬂat blades the
pitch may be calculated at a point about one
third of the length of the blade from the blade tip.
C. \V. E. (Leicester), in an
interesting and
appreciative letter puts the following queries :—~
“ Elastic motors .' Given that a skein of certain length
and thickness will drive a n-in. propeller at its
most efficient speed, which we will aSsume to be
Now we cannot,
500 r.p.m., giving 300 revs.
obviously, increase the length of the skein in order
to obtain more revolutions (to do so would in
crease the weight), but we can either—(i) reduce
the size of the skeins to a quarter plus an additional
for friction, and have
to compensate
quantity
four of them connected by gears of equal ratio, and
so obtain theoretically 1200 revs. (actually I don't
know how many, but I suppose approximately
that number); or (2) we can halve the size of the
original skein plus an amount
for frictional loss, and gear
in the ratio of 2 to I, and
)
still obtain 1200 revs. with
l
In each
two skeins only.
case surely we should have
equal power, but in the
latter case three gear wheels
as against four in the for
mer.“
I will assume that the
skein in question is 1 ft.
long, and has twelve strands.
Then, if it be divided into
four skeins each I it. long
and with three strands, and
then smaller skeins be geared
together in series, we shall
get certainly four times the
revolutions, and almost ex
so
actly the same power:
that this is a most advan'
tageous way of using rubber.
In the second case we only
get hall the power, because
the propeller is being driven
gear with
through a 2-to-1
a double skein of six strands
each, thus the torque of the propeller is equal to
that of one skein with six strands.
“'12 hear that the Danish Government, as the
outcome of a severe competition, have placed orders
for the two submarine boats which they have
decided to add to the navy, with the \Vhitehead
One of the boats will be built
Company of Fiumc.
at Fiume, and the other at the Arsenal at (open
hagen, under the supervision of the Whitehead
This company is the licensee of the
Company.
Electric Boat Company of New York, and the boats
will therefore be of the Holland type.
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from the Laboratory.

[The itemsappearingunder this headingan band on wwk actually
u, a exprmwn’s carried out in TH: MODEL ENGINEER
Labomlory and School0/ Mechanich

Boring and Facing Crank Chamber.
method
The illustration
the
(Fig. I) shows
of setting the job up in the lathe, and Fig. 2
shows in outline the form of the face.
The
casting (of aluminium) is the combined cylinder
and crank chamber of a Stuart-Turner two—cycle
petrol motor, ﬁtted in the centre of the back with
a gun-metal bush, the bore of which is shown in
Fig. 2. This little hole having been bored, the
casting was driven on a smoothly turned mild steel
mandrel with a slight taper, and driven far enough
through to allow of mounting between the lathe
centres,
with the face outward, the driver being
of sufficient length to actuate the job by contact
with the cylinder.
After boring the full depth,
the ﬂange or seating was faced outward to the
extent of the dotted circle (Fig. 2) ; and as the over
hang of the cylinder prevented any further turning,
the facing was completed as follows :—Two clear
ance niches an (Fig. 2) were ﬁled through the outer
portion of the face just level with the faced surface,
and the remainder of the horseshoe portion faced

g

-

vb“

\‘1

05 by using the lathe as a circular shaper, and pulling

it round by hand from clearance to clearance,

giving a feed to the tool on each stroke. When
this was completed the casting was removed from
the mandrel, and the remaining triangular pieces
under the overhang ﬁled down to the ﬁnished sur
face.
To steady the work in running, it was found
to wire the cylinder to the driver to
necessary
obviate its falling forward when no cut was on;
also a balance weight, in the form of a heavy
stud, was attached to the faceplate on the side
remote from the cylinder, to act as a counter
The work was carried out
weight to the same.
on a 4‘in. lathe.
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To Charge a Leclanché Cell.
Make up a saturated solution of sal-ammoniac—
the chemist knows this as ammonium chloride,
but do not buy it at a chemist's; he will give you

May 26, 1910.

as it may creep; therefore, use about
necessary,
Dissolve in hot
6 ozs. to r pint (a pint is 20 02s.).
water to save time, and when cool enough, stand
the porous pot in the jar, having previously coated
all the tops of both jar and pot with melted parafﬁn

Pour in the
wax, the jar coated inside and out.
solution carefully, without splashing or spilling
any, up to the level of the black coating on the
porous pot, and put aside to allow the solution to
When the level has lowered
soak into the same.
somewhat, due to this, ﬁll up to maximum,adding
The zinc rod may then
more again if necessary.
in position after having been coated
be placed
lines are usually amalgamated
with wax on top.
—i.e., superﬁcially alloyed with mercury to obviate
polarisation—but if not, it may be done, as described
To prevent rapid evapora
in May 12th issm: last.
tion, cover the top of the cell with a thin wood
cover (made of cigar box wood) carved out to take
the top of the pot, and with a hole to remove the
zinc (Fig. 3). This may be painted black, and
See that the cell is
coated
with parafﬁn wax.
never accidentally short-circuited.

Bichromate Cells (Single Fluid).

FIG. 2.
a quality,

too good
at any ordinary

it

and charge a long price; buy
oil and colour store, or at an

These have a reputed maximum voltage of 2
when quite new, and, so long as the solution lasts
in order, will give sufﬁcient current, suitable for
running a 4-watt
1
motor,
taking
ampere at 4 volts.
The jars, in this
hold
case, should
about one
quart
when empty. “"hen
choosing a suitable
jar, if of glass, it
have
should
the

conventional

FIG. 3.

electrician’s supply store.
\Vater at 60° F. will
take up 37 parts by weight of the salt, to 100 parts
by weight of itself.
Not quite so much as this is

spherical form, because it is
found
that insoluble cry
stals
of a double
salt are
formed,
which will build up
in any corners or
nooks, and will put
the glass into a state
of strain, probably
resulting in break
age; an accident
to
cause
likely
much damage, 0w
ing to the strong
acidity of the solu
tion. See also that
the size zinc pro
vided should lift
clear of the top
FIG. 4.
level of solution
when full quantity is in, and that it is provided
with a vulcanite or ﬁbre fender at the top to pre
vent it touching either of the carbons. The zinc
lifting gear should be quite free in action, and the
zinc itself in true alignment and parallel with the
A
carbons, to obviate any possibility of shorting.
Never
glance at Fig. 4 will explain these points.
leave the zincs in solution when not in use, as con
siderable action will take place with the acid. It
is best to make-and break the circuit by lowering
and raising the zincs, and having means for support
ing the same when up.

'
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Locomotive Notes.
By

CHAS.

“Coupouuomo

S.
AND

LAKE,

A.l\l.I.Mech.E_

SUPERHEATING IN Honwrcn

Locouorrvns.“

The writer was present, both in the capacity of
member and as the representative of a leading
railway journal, at the Institution of Mechanical
Engineers when the ﬁnal stage of the discussion
on Mr. George Hughes' paper, entitled as above,
was entered upon and concluded, on Friday even
ing, April 16th.
Many interesting things to the
student of locomotive practice were said by those
taking part in the discussion, and members and
others present had an opportunity of hearing the
views ﬁrst-hand of some of the most prominent
chief mechanical engineers on the subjects dealt
with in the paper.
The contribution to the dis
cussion of Mr. C. J. Bowen-Cooke, the recently

l

Electrician.

and
The
London

489

" Precursors " are
not allowed on the North
owing to their weight being in
section.

excess of what the permanent way and_bridges
can be guaranteed to withstand, but the converted
locomotives, we are told, come well within the
margin allowed, and do the work requiredbtthem
Mr. Bowen-Cooke referred to
very well indeed.
the question of superheating as viewed at Crewe,
and said that steps were being taken to adapt the
Schmidt system to some locomotives there, which
would be exhaustively tested both against ordinary
simple engines and compound locomotives. He
further stated that, whereas
the “ Precursor ”
type engines, over a period of six years, averaged
8-075d. per mile for repairs, the lighter and less

\Vebb compounds
powerful four-cylinder
ro-rzﬁd., estimated on the same basis.
THE

Mioumo

RAILWAY LOCOMOTIVE
ENGINEER
DIFFERS.
But while Mr. Bowen<Cooke was condemning the

.

SUPERHEATED EXPRESS TANK Locomorrva:
appointed chief mechanical engineer of the London
and North-\Vestern Railway, was especially inter
esting, containing, as it did, some detailed refer
ences to the reasons for the late Mr. George Whale’s
reversion of the policy of his predecessor,
Mr.
F. W. Webb, and the substitution of simple loco
motives on the L. & N.W.R. for the compounds
which for many years represented
the standard
Mr. Bowen-Cooke showed
practice of the line.
that the engines which had been converted from
compound to simple were doing very much better
work in their altered condition, and cited the case
"
"
of the recently inaugurated
City to City
express
service
between
Birmingham and Broad Street,
which at ﬁrst was worked by a tour-cylinder com
pound express engine, and lost time, but is now
handled by a similar engine converted to simple,
and invariably runs punctually without any difﬁ
culty.

cost

L.B.

sw

& S.C.R.

compound and lauding the simple engine, Mr. H.
Fowler, the chief of the Midland Railway locomotive
department, spoke strongly in favour of the former
type—as used on the Midland—and rather com
miserated
with his less fortunate neighbour who
had not got a satisfactory compound to experiment
with. Mr. Fowler was emphatic in his remarks
about the gain they secured on his railway from
employing three-cylinder compound locomotives
of a modern and thoroughly up—to-date type, and
quoted ﬁgures relating to the coal consumption
on the heavy express duty between
St. Pancras
and Leeds, which 4—4—0 type locomotives (some
compound and others simple) were sharing between
them.
The compounds did this heavy work on
a coal
consumption of 112 lb. per train ton
mile, while the simple engines on the same service
~120 1b., the saving shown by the com
consumed
pounds being irom 7 to 8 per cent.
They had, he

A NEW

AND POWERFUL FRENCH LOCOMOTIVE.
The latest type of locomotive designed by Mons.
du Bousquet, chief mechanical engineer of the
French Northern Railway, before his death, which
occurred quite recently, was a large 4—0——4 type
tank engine, having two single-expansion cylinders

'

This gear will shortly be illustrated
in these Notes.
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most successful among British loco
motives adapted to the Schmidt system of super
heating is that recently placed in service on the
LB. & S.C. Railway by Mr. D. Earle Marsh, the
locomotive engineer.
The engine is a ten-wheeled
tank of large proportions.
It has the 4—4—4
wheel arrangement, very large cylinders, and a low
boiler pressure for modern practice. The cylinders
are no less than 2! ins. diameter, with a piston
stroke of 26 ins., and yet the boiler pressure is
but 1601bs. to the sq. in. The arrangement of the
superheating apparatus within the barrel of the
boiler and smokebox can be followed by examining
the appended drawing.
Steam raised in the ordi
nary manner enters the regulator pipe, but, instead
of going straight to the cylinders therefrom, it has
ﬁrst to traverse the superheater tubes within the
ﬁnes, as already explained, before going forward
to propel the engine.
Piston valves of special
design and intended for use with highly super
are
heated steam
employed. They work, as seen,
on top of the cylinders, and by means of Stephen
The four-coupled wheels are
son link motion.
6 ft. 7* ins. diameter, arranged on a wheelbase of
8 ft. 9 ins.
At the forward end there is a four
wheeled bogie, and at the trailing end a pony or
radial truck. The boiler provides, with the ﬁre
box, a total heating surface of 1,202 sq. ft., and
the grate area is 23-75 sq. ft. The weight in work
ing order of this ﬁne engine is 74 tons.
It is, in
reality, an express passenger locomotive minus a
and is at present working fast
tender,
separate
trains between London and Brighton and New- Y
Five more of the same type are at present
haven.
under construction at Brighton Works.
One

|

'I
'l

Fl>

OF BRITISH SUPERHEATED
LOCOMOTIVE
PRACTICE.

*l

ZD

A Goon EXAMPLE

l

_ Ajeo.

said, another class of simple, locomotives, also
with the 4—4—0 wheel-arrangement, which did
the work on an average of :0-1 15 lb. of coal per train
ton-mile, or about 3 per cent. more than the com—
These engines were ﬁtted with a special
pounds.
type of valve gear, which, without any doubt,
raised
their general
would
eﬁiciency.‘
They
shortly be equipping, at Derby Works, some express
locomotives with superheating apparatus, and
when that had been done, they would be able to
compare the working of the engines with those
already in service on the line.
Special stress was
laid by several speakers on the necessity, not only
for exhaustive comparisons between locomotives
of equal power and differently equipped, but for a
determined eﬂ'ort on the part of locomotive engi
neers to place the compound question on a more
and settled
basis.
was
satisfactory
Everyone
that locomotive superheating was now a
agreed
point of the ﬁrst importance, and as such it would
come prominently before locomotive engineers
in
the near future.

May 26, r916.
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and a special type of feed-water heaters on the
Caille Potonie system.
These are the ﬁrst engines
with the 4—6—4 wheel arrangement to be used
on the Nord Railway, and they approximate in
size to those employed on the Est line, of which
illustrations have appeared in THE MODEL ENGI
NEER.
The last-named locomotives are, however,
four-cylinder
compounds, and there are other
marked differences in the two designs.
The writer
is endeavouring
to secure a sectional general
arrangement drawing of the du Bousquet loco
motive for reproduction in connection with these
Notes, but readers will be enabled to form an
opinion as to the appearance and general character
istics from the photographic reproduction and
line drawing on the opposite page.
The following
are a few of the leading particulars :—
Cylinders : Diameter
I8} ins.
Piston stroke ..
24 ins.
Coupled wheels, diameter
5 ft. 6} ins.
Bogie wheels, diameter
..
3 ft.
Total heating surface
1888-5 sq. ft.
Grate area
..
..
..
236 sq. ft.
Working pressure
..
..
180 lbs.
The engine weighs 86 tons in working order, of
which 40 tons are carried by the coupled wheels,
and are therefore
available for adhesion.
The
cylinders, as seen, are placed outside the frame,

4—6—4

TYPE SIMPLE TANK ENGINE:

drive the middle pair of coupled wheels,
Walschaerts valve gear being employed for steam
distribution.
The ﬁrebox is of the Belpaire type,
and an extended smokebox is ﬁtted.
Although
perhaps not presenting that symmetry of appear
ance to which we in England are accustomed where
locomotive design is concerned,
the new type
undoubtedly gives a ﬁne impression of power and
efﬁciency, and will doubtless prove a marked asset
in the working of the heavy trafﬁc of the Northern
Railway.
and

49!

ANOTHER NOTABLE FRENCH TYPE.
Speaking of notable French locomotives of recent
introduction, the writer hopes soon to be able to
illustrate
one of
I
several very heavy
and powerful en
gines
recently de
livered by the
_
1
|
Société
Alsacienne
'
de
Constructions
Mecaniques to the
Paris-Orleans Rail
Fo r th e
way.
moment it will suf
ﬁce to state that
these
t en
a re
-:t_-—_——'
Ti

wheels-coupled

engines, with
"
"
leading
pony
trucks.
Four cy
linders—two high
and [two
pressure
i
low - pressure —- are
BACK END ELEVATION.
ﬁtted, the former
being 181} ins. in
diameter by 2411-in. stroke, and the latter
ins.
in diameter by zjg-in. stroke. The ten-coupled
'

goods

i

5:51

:5

NORTHERN

or FRANCE RAILWAY.

wheels are 4 ft. 7 ins. in diameter, distributed over
a base of 15 ft. 8 ins., the total engine wheelbase
being 28 ft. 4 ins.
The boiler has a mean diameter of 5 ft. 6% ins.,
and a length between tube plates of 17 ft. 2 ins.
The working pressure is 227 lbs. per sq. in., total
heating surface 2,101 sq. ft., and grate area 40 sq. ft.
The boiler is ﬁtted with a superheater having a
In working order the engine
surface of 596 sq. ft.
weighs 83 tons 16 cwts., with 751’ tons available for
adhesion.
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A CORRESPONDENT'S
ENQUIRY.
A Dublin correspondent writes to ask what

Experiments on Electric
Oscillations and Waves.
A.M.I.E.E.

(Continued from page 586, Vol. XX.)
HE following experiment is, perhaps, the
most remarkable and interesting of all those
described in this series of articles.
We have seen how rapidly-alternating
electro
static ﬁelds are capable of reaching out into space
and delivering energy inductively to isolated vacuum

H,

Fic.

exists.

One of the secondary terminals of the large Tesla
transformer B, already used in so many experiments,

(L
77a.

5

W

or other conducting bodies in the neigh
bourhood. In an early article it was also shown
that a coil carrying high-frequency currents can
transmit across 2 or 3 ft. of air-space sufﬁcient
to light ordinary glow
energy
cleave-magnetic
tubes

lamps.

but the results obtained were so interest
ing that an early photograph of the experiment
is published herewith (see Fig. 78).
The connections of the experiment are as shown
in Figs. 77a and 77b.
Two large plates of zinc or tinned iron (A,,A,)
are hung by string, or otherwise supported, so as
to insulate them at opposite corners or sides of a
The distance between these
large room (Fig. 77b).
plates is almost immaterial, as, however large the
room may be, the electrostatic energy will ﬁnd its way
to various neighbouring conductors by electrostatic
If these conductors be earth~connected,
induction.
the energy will be dissipated in the earth or will
return to the circuit by electrostatic induction
If they be insu
between the earth and the plates.
lated, their capacity will enable them to receive
large oscillatory charges, which will, in turn, act
inductively on the neighbouring conductors and
on the earth, by virtue of which their capacity
reserved,

is

the longest non-stop run regularly made by a tank
engine hauling a passenger
train on an English
line of railway.
The writer is unable to oblige
with the information, but thinks there may possibly
be among his readers some one who will be able and
willing to do so for the beneﬁt of his fellow-enthusiast
in Ireland.

By R. P. HOWGRAVE-GRAHAM,

May 26, rgro.

Now it remains to be shown that the electro
static ﬁeld can transmit sufﬁcient energy across
a room to enable us to light lamps supplied by only
one transmission line, and, furthermore, that this
transmission line may be broken by the insertion
of two separated metal plates without interrupting
the supply of energy.
In a recent article the writer alluded to a trans
former which was made for this experiment, but
was abandoned because of inadequate insulation.
As it was used for another experiment not yet
the details of its construction will be
described,

to the plate A,, and the other terminal
is connected
is connected by the wire W to one end of the ﬁne
The other end of
winding C of a small Tesla coil.
the winding is connected to the second plate A,.
To make the experiment more striking the connect
ing wires may be of excessively ﬁne high-resistance
"
Eureka," or we may
material, such as No. 42
even insert a spark gap 2 or 3 ins. long, or a vacuum
tube at some point in the transmission line W.
Al
though W is shown quite short in the diagram, it
may in actuality be carried across a. large room,
and may very conveniently be hung from strings
tied to gas-burners, etc.
It should, however,
stand quite clear of all conducting bodies.
The secondary winding of the small coil is
connected
to the carbon ﬁlament glowlamp L.
An overﬂow spark gap is provided across the
secondary terminals of the large coil, and, when all
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the discharge is started with the
rods of the overﬂow gap nearly touching
This last precaution is necessary in
each other.
order to provide a means of regulating the amount
of energy which passes along the transmission line
to the transformer winding C, and would burn out
the lamp L if it were not controlled.
On gradually separating the discharge rods at the
overﬂow gap the lamp will be seen to glow more and
more brightly until it has attained full brilliance,
and at this point the gap must be lengthened no
A lamp of higher voltage may then be tried.
more.
The writer has succeeded in lighting a loo-volt
r6 c.-p. lamp of ordinary type in this way, though
these are rather apt to spark across the holder-end,
either outside or within the bulb.
This remarkable experiment on one-wire energy
supply at hundreds of thousands of volts and at
upwards of a million alternations per second with
step-up and stepsdown transformers, only contain
ing a few ounces of wire, and with no ordinary
conducting return path for the current, is shown
in a most inefficient but spectacular form in the
photograph (Fig. 78). The large transformer seen
on the right is one made many years ago, before
the one which has been described in these articles;
while the small step-down transformer seen on the

is in readiness,

spark

left has nothing but air-insulation between primary
and secondary, the latter being of only four turns.
The transmission wire is rendered clearly visible;
for although it is scarcely thicker than coarse horse
along its whole
hair, it emits brush discharges
length.

The lamp is seen burning brightly in spite of the
very great waste of energy which is taking place
in the torrents of sparks and brushes passing between
the secondary and the primary, and between the
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primary and the table. The lamp in this case is
lying on the table, in front of the wooden
stand of the small transformer. Note the brush
emitted at the corners of the plate.
discharges
This photograph has been touched up in one or
two places where reﬂections and glares obscured it,
but not in any way which gives an exaggerated
rendering of the real effect.
Fig. 77a shows how the wire W may be cut
and a couple of plates inserted opposite to each
other, so that the energy has to be transmitted
entirely by electrostatic induction.
Of course, a smaller lamp must now be used, or
the overﬂow spark-gap must be lengthened so as
to send a greater pr0portion of energy to the plates.
These experiments will be illustrated by further
photographs.
seen

A Model .(lrain Storage Plant.
By F. Coxon.
the following article I will endeavour to
the
design
and
put as clearly as possible
grain storage plant,
working of a model
the prototype of which can be seen at most of
the large seaport towns and large ﬂour mills. The

I

N

model will afford a most amusing pastime in watch
ing the various movements and diversions of
the material used, which can be of any suitable
powdery substance—such as slack, salt, grain,
The whole plant will ﬁt up on to a
sand, etc.
board 3 ft. 6 ins. long, and will, therefore, not become
a large piece of unwieldy furniture.
The working of the plant is as follows :—
Intake Elevator, which draws the grain up from
the barges and discharges
down the main shoot

The Model Engineer
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into the bottom conveyor band.
This convevor
takes it to the main elevator, in which it is elevated
and
discharged
on to the distributing conveyor.
up
The distributing conveyor distributes it into any
bin of the silo.
The silo can be emptied at the
bottom with a lever, and discharges
on to the
bottom conveyor, which takes it into the main
elevator.
Thus, any mixture can be made by
emptying various bins and elevating up again.
The Intake Elevator is made to swing up and down
to suit the various heights of the material in the
barges (a box in our case), and when not in use it
is lifted up and housed away against the silo on
" or "
“
the
wharf
quay."

and Electrician.
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can be clearly seen how they join on to the elevator
boot and head.
The elevator head has two brass
sides r-réth in. thick, secured together with long
rods about Q in. diameter, screwed each end and
provided with nuts. The top of the head is cased

in with thin tin (not shown on the drawing).
Bolts
used for the better facilities in getting at the
buckets and belt.
The shaft is 1 in. diameter,
and runs in brass tube bearings soldered on to the
elevator head sides, and can be extended inside
to take the place of washers for keeping the drum
central with the legs. The bearings outside must
be made suﬁiciently long to take the supporting
struts which keep the elevator at a distance,
and on which the elevator swings.
These struts
are {- in. thick and {L in. wide, tapered off for ap
sake.
The delivery end of the head
pearance'
has a small tin shoot, soldered in to give a better
discharge into the main shoot.
The main shoot
can be made of tin or wood, and is pivoted at the
elevator head, and having a wide mouth to ﬁt
round the head, the bottom end is secured only
with a guy rope, which allows the shoot to fall on
are
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The construction of the elevator boot can clearly
be seen in Fig. I, made with brass sides r-Ioth in.
thick, having the centre cut out to allow the grain
to fall into the path of the buckets on the belt.
These sides are arranged to slide up and down to
adjust the tightness of the belt, and work in two
brass guides fastened to the bottom of the elevator
The tightening is accomplished by placing
legs.
wedges between the top of these frames and the
under side of the brass straps which hold the bot
tom of the elevator legs in position.
A spindle
{ in. diameter runs through these sides, and is
secured lightly with Solder;
the pulley or drum
runs Icose on this spindle, and must have washers
each side to keep the belt in, and drum in the
centre of the legs.
The elevator legs are of
in. thick fretwood,
and it
{ in. wide by § in. inside measurement,

i

'

I

E
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to a bar on the bottom conveyor. The belts of
the elevators are of i-in. wide webbing, sewn
where the ends meet.
The top drum is made of
a larger diameter than the bottom, which gives
a. higher circumferential
for the better
speed
discharge of the grain.
The buckets are of tin, and cut out as shown
in Fig. 27 When cut out ready for bending, place
in batches of, say, ﬁve, and drill the two holes—
about 1-3znd in. diameter—through;
then
bend
up into shape and touch at various points with
solder; then s:w on to the belt webbing at about
ri-in. pitch or distance ‘apart. Run the elevator
about ()0 r.p.m.
The bottom band is composed
of a wooden
trough r 1-16th ins. wide by g in. deep inside.
The support at the feeding end is of I-Iéth-in.
brass plate, having the top extended to carry the bar,
which allows the main shoot to rest.
The wood
drum is supported by brass frames, and can be
made with or without ends to keep the band central,
the writer using cotton bobbin=, which already
have
ends on.
The band is of r-in. webbing,
and runs about r-ioth in. oil the bottom of the
trough. The delivery end which delivers into the
main elevator has the supporting side frames ex
tendedtokeep the grain from falling off, on account
of the drum being higher to give a good discharge
into the main elevator. The sides of the conveyor
are stopped off where the frames begin, to allow of
a ﬂush face inside the trough, the frames being
only secured to the trough bottom, and, of course,
to the baseboard.
The band returns under the
conveyor trough.
Main Elm/aton—The construction of the main
elevator is similar to the intake elevator, with the
exception of the boot, which is made as follows:
The boot is cut out of a solid piece of wood
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placed under the trough, allowing the top to come
about r-réth in. above the bottom of the trough,
which then keeps the band r-roth in. off the bottom.
The bottom of the trough is cut away to allow the
drum to project up.
A turning roller is ﬁxed each

{>—

ELEVATION or Borrom CONVEYOR
Mam ELEVATOR.

Electrician.

: ,

l

in. wide, and has two sides of brass plate r-roth in.
thick.
Slots are cut in the middle for .{-in. shaft
to move up and down. ZThe belt is tightened by
having two levers, one on each side of the shaft,
and pivoted at one end; the other end ﬁxes into

and
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:
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slack the levers are dropped
pins. When the belt
and moved from one pin to a lower one.
Fig.
delivering into the
shows the elevator head, as
only a. convenience
bottom conveyor; but this
for occupying less space by cutting short the view
of the elevator legs.
Top Distributing Band.—The top conveyor
trough, supported from the silo
also a wooden
in. by
in. high
top by brass frames, and
The receiving end,
will
(inside) of fin. stuff.
carried under
be seen, overhangs the silo end, and
The drum is
the elevator spout up to the leg.

(Scale :IQrd full size.)

end to keep the return half of the band clear of
the silo.
The spindle of the drum on the driving
end
extended up to the silo side to take the drive
from the bottom conveyor.
is

AND

is, composed
of
Distributing
Carriage—This
two brass side frames r-roth in. thick; one end
of each
tapered OH to guide the band and keep
the grain from falling 05.
It will be seen the belt
runs to the top pulley or drum from the receiving
end, thence under the bottom roller, and away to
the driving end.
The action of the carriage is
thus: The grain on the band runs from the ele
is
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vator up the carriage
to the top drum, and
it gets discharged into
the special V-shaped
shoot, which is sup
ported from the car
riage.
By moving the
carriage along the
dis
trough, it will
charge into any of the
The
bins.
carriage
rests on the two bolts
which secure the bot
toms of the frames
together, and these
bolts rest on the trough
top. Washers of brass
tubes are put between
the rollers or drums
and the sides of the
to keep the
carriage
drums central.
Silos, or storage bins,
of fin.
are composed
square uprights and
plated with j-in. sheet.
The bottom of the
bins is made in the
form of a V to give a
emptying, and
clean
meets on to a central
strip of wood Pk ins.
wide by iin. thick.
This strip has a num
ber of slots cut in, as
many as there are bins,
hole is
and each
a
covered up with
By moving the
lever.
levers, the grain falls
out in. any desired
and
gets
quantity,
carried along by the
band to the main ele
vator.
Driving—The drive
for the intake eleva
tor is arranged thus:
Two brackets ﬁxed to
the silo end support a
long tube, in which
a {-in. shaft revolves.
The tube is made to
project past the brac
to
kets long enough
take the other ends of
the struts keeping the
elevator at a distance;
a pulley is ﬁxed on
the shaft, and drives
the
elevator at the
Thus, in any
head.
position, the driving
cord will always be
tight, as the two cen
are
tres
always the
The bottom
same.
band is driven from
the
motor, and the
shaft has four pulleys
on—one for the intake
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elevator, one for top conveyor, one for the main
elevator, and a large one for the main drive from
the motor.
The writer ﬁnds good stout thread coiled round
the pulleys till about ﬁve strands are made, makes
the best kind of drive, and using V-grooved pulleys.
When the cords become slack. they can very easily
be tightened, as the taking up of
in. of cord
makes a very little difference on the total length of
the cord.
Not many sizes are given for the various parts,
as the writer thinks that in a model of this sort
the maker will usually use a lot of his own initiative
and use up old scrap material for the various parts
when he knows how it can be made with others.
A plant of this sort will afford hours of amusement
in the various manipulation of the diversions of
the grain, and after a little adjustment will work
'
highly satisfactorily.
In a later issue the author will give a very simple
method of making a mill for grinding the wheat up
to make ﬂour. which can be made out of any scrap
material. Time is the only costly thing in all the
foregoing, but which will be found to be well spent.

i

Practical

Letters

from

Our

Readers.

Making Cardboard Models.
EDITOR or The Model Engineer.
DEAR SiR,—I thought that perhaps your readers
To

THE

would be interested in a little cardboard model,
which I have made in my spare time.
It is. as
you see,‘ a model of the London, Brighton, and
South Coast Railway's Stroudley 0—4—2 type
tank locomotive " New Cross "—No.
It
299.
was started in precisely the same way as your
“
publication, the
Princess of \Vales"—in fact,
I took that as my copy all through.
First, I
drew all the parts on stiff drawing paper, just as
they are printed out in your shilling set of parts
for the Midland engine.
I took all my measure
ments, etc., from a scale drawing of one of the
engines in question in the query column of the
THE MODEL ENGINEER for February Ioth, 1910.
It was a small scale drawing, so I enlarged my
parts, and took for my scale a quarter of an inch
to the foot.
After carefully inking in my parts
with waterproof ink, I painted them all with
water-colour, using gamboge for the main parts;
raw sienna for the outside frames, and the out
side of the inner frames; vermilion for the buffer
and
beams, and the inside of the inner frames,
the motion plate; and Naples yellow—a lighter
I gave all the parts two coats
yellow—for lining.
of paint, and when they were dry cut them out and
stuck them on cardboard, thick or thin according
to where they were to ﬁt. and the amount of rigid
ity required.
Then I put the parts together,
following the order prescribed in your instructions
for the Midland locomotive, ﬁnding that they ﬁtted
quite well.
Of course, there were one or two misﬁts here and
there, but these have been obliterated in the ﬁnal

'
is

The photograph sent by our correspondent
for reproduction—En,
hardly clear enough

ALE.

l
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After getting all the rest together, I was
painting.
rather puzzled as to the funnel, dome, and whistle,
for these are supplied in the Midland ready to be
I have no lathe, so I could not turn
put on.
I solved the difﬁculty thus:
them in any way.
With regard to the funnel and dome, I cut and
sandpapered wood to form the body of the funnel
and dome.
Then, for the ﬂange of the funnel,
cut small circles of cardboard, each a little bigger
than the one before, and so stuck them on top
of each other, and the whole on top of the piece of
wood.
I did the same for the round top of the
dome, and the result was very satisfactory.
The
Then I re
whistle I cut out direct from wood.
painted the whole, and varnished it, and I enclose
a photograph Of the model as it is.
This may serve to show that it is quite possible,
even for the most amateur among amateurs (for
such am I) to make quite a presentable little model,
given some cardboard, wood, paint, etc., and a
certain amount of patience.
I hope that this may be of some interest to some
of your readers, and may induce them to take a
scale drawing from some page of your paper (as
it is very proliﬁc in scale drawings), and produce
a cardboard model from it.
I might conclude by saying that I have been
“
Young
looking forward for a long time to another
"
containing a set of parts for build
Model Maker
ing andther engine, and it was this that set_ me
thinking whether it was not possible to construct
sin
such an engine as I have described—Yours
.\I. E.
cerely,
Horsham.

I

Useful Lathe Attachments: Cutting Metric
Threads.
To rm; EDlTOR or The Model Engineer.
DEAR SIR,—-Reading through some useful lathe
attachments, I see Mr. Ferreira says that by
using a 63-tooth wheel metric threads can he cut,
I should like to say that is not quite correct. more
especially if the metric nut has to run one inch or
To be more correct,
more (as on motor brake rods).
I should advise a wheel with 127 teeth, which is not
quite but very near correct, as near as possible,
without having a metric lead screw.
If too large for small lathes, I should advise one
double the pitch of change wheels; for instance, if
change wheels are 12 pitch get a 127, also a 4o~tooth
wheel, 24 pitch, put 40 on intermediate stud. and
so use all the other wheels for metric threads.—
C. PIcKERIxo.
Yours truly,

To

THE

A Small Motor Boat.
EDITOR or The Jllodcl Engineer.

DE.\R SlR,—Having noticed Mr. Mount's letter
in reference to a small motor boat, I thought my
practical experience would be of some use to your
I made a boat 14 ft. long by 4 ft. beam on
readers.
the lines of Mr. Mount’s, but, instead of using only
canvas, I ﬁrst built the boat with the wood from
cheese drums, which I obtained from a grocer;
this wood is capital for boat-building, as it is light,
After building
strong, and can be bent as desired.
the boatI covered it with canvas, and painted with
it several
white lead—as Mr. Mount's—giving
coats.
This boat has given me satisfaction for
etc.,
the last three summers—Yours,
H. HARTLEY.
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Department.

Notice of Alteration

our issue for May 12th we gave a hint that
we contemplated some important
alterations
in the rules governing our “Queries and
”
Column.
“'e have now given the whole
Replies
matter our careful consideration, and at the con
clusion of this note we set out the new conditions
under which this Department will in future be
conducted.
The changes are of so important a
character that we think some explanation of the
reasons which have led us to take this step is due
to our readers.
At the time THE MODEL ENGINEER was founded
there were two methods of replying to readers in
common use by technical and trade papers.
One
was for the replies to be given by the Editorial
"
"
staff in an
Answers to Correspondents
column.
and the other was to publish the reader’s query in
l
the paper and invite other readers to reply to it
l
in a succeeding issue.
Both these methods have
l
their disadvantages;
in the former case the
l
reader has to wait the convenience of the paper
for the publication of the reply, while in the latter,
to this disadvantage is added the further trouble
that the replies by fellow—readers frequently differ
in the advice given, and the querist is puzzled to
know which solution to his diiliculty to adopt.
i
To get over these troubles we adopted the original
course of offering to furnish a reply by a competent . |
member of our staff by post, without charge, pro~
vided a stamped, addressed envelope was enclosed
with the query. In this way the querist would get
the information desired either by return post, if
a simple answer sufﬁced, or in the course of a few
I
days, if the matter were more complicated. The
i
replies so given, or a selection of the more interest
|
ing ones. were to be afterwards published in the
paper for the beneﬁt of the readers at large.
For a long time this system worked quite well,
and we have no hesitation in claiming to have
rendered most useful services to a large number of
Indeed, the fact that over
readers in this way.
to through this
23,000 queries have been replied
But the field of
Department speaks for itself.
THE MooEi. ENGINEER has been an ever-growing
one, both in extent and in importance, and of recent
years a marked change has come over the character
of the applications for the assistance of our Query
staff.
The elementary questions on workshop
practice, the simple problems connected with the
or with electrical appliances,
steam
engine,
the
for names of makers of various goods,
requests
which once constituted the bulk of the queries
submitted, still continue to come in.
But to these
have been added in increasing numbers questions
relating to the equipment and management of
real power plants, to the designing of special types
of mechanism, dynamos, motors, wireless apparatus,
and other comparatively difficult work, and to
the latest developments in different branches
of
\Ve have
scientiﬁc and engineering
research.
been reluctant to make any departure from our
whenever
original idea of helping our readers
possible, and have endeavoured to keep pace with
the increasing work, with, we hope, no small degree
of satisfaction to those who have asked our assist

IN
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ln Rules.

In certain individual cases we admit freely’
that the replies have not been forthcoming as
promptly as we should have liked. These few
delays have in some instances been occasioned by
pressure of Query work, and in others by the fact
that the query was of an intricate nature, requiring
the attention of an outside specialist, who could not
deal with it immediately by reason of his other pro
fessional
\Ve mention this latter point
work.
because it has always been our policy
especially,
to give our readers the best advice possible, and
where the required information has not been avail
able inside our ofﬁce, we have referred the matter'
to an outside engineer or scientist having special
knowledge of the particular subject referred to.
Incidentally, we may say that this involves expense,
and the payments we have made in procuring infor
mation which has been furnished to readers in
return for a stamped, addressed envelope and a.
Query Coupon would total up to a ﬁgure of con
siderable magnitude, quite beyond anything which
a department such as this is might reasonably be
expected to bear.
The position brought about by the combination
of circumstances outlined in the foregoing remarks}
is simply that the ordinary run of queries which can
legitimately claim the attention of our regular
staff is being swamped by more highly technical
problems requiring considerable time and expert
knowledge for their solution. we feel, therefore,
that the time has arrived when this section of our
work must be put on a new basis, and the recent
successful establishment of our Laboratory suggests
a suitable method by which the difficulty can be
\Ve propose to continue our system of
got over.
replies by post on exactly the same lines as hitherto
for all queries which in our opinion are such as we
may reasonably be expected to deal with in this
way; but all cases which seem to us to go beyond
in their requirements, we
ordinary limitations
propose to hand over to our Laboratory staff, who
will quote a fee for supplying the information or
It will, of course, be quite within
design required.
the option of the querist whether he proceeds with
It is obviously difficult for
the matter or not.
us to here deﬁne what does or does not come within
the scope of our Query columns, but we can promise
that every case will be fairly considered on its
ance.

merits.

.

.

The separatiofl of the work in this way will
enable us to deal more promptly, and probably more
fully, with the ordinary run of queries than it is
now possible for us to do; while the senders of the
more difﬁcult enquiries will receive the assistance
under a commercial
which would be possible
arrangement, but is not possible in the present
circumstances. _\\'0 append the revised regulations
to, and hope our readers will appreciate
referred
of their adoption. There is no
the real necessity
"
Column under
reason why the “Queries and Replies
the new regime should not continue to be the same
instructive and useful feature it always has been,
for we are as desirous as ever of being of real service
to our readers in their model engineering pursuits,
We may
so far as may be fairly expected
of us.
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A. A. B. (E.
[13.333] Making Model Yacht._
" FlnCh_l¢'_Vl
writes haveconstructed‘ayachtto designon page30, 'Model >nIl
ing Yachts," but :2 ins. L.0.A. and everythingin proportion, loading
to
lower the lead
then found was obliged
correctly to W.L.
keel to ins. below \\".L., and increaseweight of load from 12 ozs.
to I8 ozs. to prevent heeling over; it was impossible to float It
from 15 ms. to
now illCI‘CASt‘d
otherwise. Consequently, “LL.
21 ins., so that boat very low in water. It saib fairly well, but,
of course,
an unsatisfactory job. (Photograph enclosed.)
favour you could answerthe following querns.
should esteem
(l) Am right in aSsumingthat in smaller sizes beam and depth
of body should be in cxcms? (2} propose building one about
30 ins. L.O.A. of, say, same pattern, and should be glad of any
suggestionas to beamand depth. Perhapsanother pattern would
be more suitable
(3) ls there any objection to American white—
wood, as against pine? (4) Have only just heard of the Metre
the formula
Rule? What
(I) Yes. (2) Boats of less than 24 ins. on L.W.L. are not much
good for sailing, so you propose build one 30 L.O.A., keep'the
overhangsshort. Say, L.W.L. 24 ms., overhang fore about "15.,
overhangaft about ins., beam(extreme)about 81ns.,draughtfrom
L.W.l.. to bottom of keel about ins. You could choosethe same
type as before,but give the boat a little more bilge than the design

I

I

is

is

7

add, in conclusion, that we intend starting a new
series of numbers for the queries received
after
this date.
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L+B+lG+3d+h/STF
the lengthon L.W.L., to which addedthe differencebetween
the overhang girth and the freeboard measuredon both sides,
forward, and one-ﬁfth of the differencebetweenthe overhang girth
and the freeboard,measuredon both sides aft. These overhang
girths are measuredas the shortestchain girths at the extremeends
is
of L.W.L. and perpendicularto it.
the beamextreme.
the.chain girth, measuredfrom top of deck at side, round under
keel to top of deck at side at that part of the yacht at which the
measurement greatest, less twice the freeboard at the same
station. The position of this measurementcan be ﬁxed by the
designeranywhereaft of 0'55 of L.W.L. length, provided that the
maximum chain girth does not exceedthat at the station so ﬁxed
anywhere forward of that station. or by more than
per cent.
anywhereaft of that station. The girth difference—din the formula
—-ISthedifferencebetweenthe chain girth and the skin girth, which
3

a

is

a

in question, and as the forward overhang will be much shorter,
do not rake the keelso much—to, keep moreparallel to L.\\'.l..——
or you could build your moch on the lines of the 5-rater design
published in Tm; Momsi. ENGINEER, December 2nd, Iooo. You
will also ﬁnd some hints on designingin the same number. which
very good
will be of help to you. (3) American whitewood
wood, free from sap. has a good grain, and
little harder than
a little
pine. it works easily and takes stain or paint well. it
heavier than pine. It could be used instead of pine. and in some
:—
caseswould be better. (4) The formula for the Metre Rule
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“Series—Parallel”
[23.473] Electric Car:
Control.
(Cape Colony) writes: (1) should be much obliged for your
land advice regarding little electric motor-car which propose
build for child. Taking the full load at 100lbs. weight, or
little over (i.e., weight of passengerand car). do you think that
two of the motors advertised by Thompson, of Greenwich.would
be powerfulenough Thesearesaid to be suitable for locomotives
of 60 and 70 lbs. but, of course, sec that running on rails and
on the road are very different things. if two of these motors
would not do, would you suggest an alternative? The speed
required would only be
few miles an hour. (2) \Vould you
also pleasegive me sketch of switch connectionsfor the series.
parallel systemof speedcontrol
most difficult to suggestwhat power would be required,
(I) It
especially without having details of the car or the surface upon
which will work. We Judge that coupleof the motorsreferred
to, suitably geared down, would answer your purpose. But
experimentmust decide. (2) It
beyond the scopeof our Query
Department to supply diagram of the complicatedwiring arrange
ments adopted in the series-parallelcontrol system. We give,
however, description of the combinations efiected by the con
troller, thedescription beingtakenfrom Tyson Sewell's" Elements
of Elcctrical Engineering," 55. 4d. post free, in which book can
be found an illustration of the contact-makingmechanisminside
controllerof usual pattern,also diagram of connections: " Two
"motors are provided and
small resistance. The ﬁrst contact
joins both motors and the resistance in series on to the trolley
wire. This allows the maximum current to ﬂow,and both motors
exert their full torque, but the moment they start they both
generate back E.M.F. which
addcd together. for the motors
are in series, and so the currcnt bcgins t8 decrease. The second
contact cuts out half the resistanceand keeps the current at its
original value, even though there
now
back E.M.F. in the
circuit, and the torque still continuesat maximum. The speed,
therefore,increases,and the third contact cuts out all the resist
ance. and we have the two motorsin seriesonly, with the maximum
current still on. The next contact changesthe connectionsfrom
seriesto parallel, and also inserts the whole of the resistanceonce
more. This necessary.because,in changingfrom seriesto parallel
the resistance only one-quarterwhat was. and the back EMF.
also reduced to one-half its former value. The maximum
current is, therefore.still kept on the motors, though they may
be by this time running at half speed. The next contact cuts out
half of the resistanceonce more, and the ﬁnal contact cuts out
the remaining half, and now the two motors are.in parallel with
no resistance in their circuit, both developing
back E.M.F.,
which preventsany but the current required to meetthe load from
passing through them. The. whole operation
completed and
the tramcar running at full speed from rest in
few seconds,
depending in part on the load and on the experienceof the motor
man in changing from one contact to the next at the right lime,
the average time being about twenty seconds."
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[.4ttentionis esfu'ciallydirectedto thecarious conditionsgivenbelow,
and no noticewill be taken of Queries not complyingwith the
directions therein stated. Letters containing Queriesmust be
marked on the top left-hand corner of the envelope"Query
Department." N0 communicationssbut those relating to the
Queriesshouldbeenclosedin thesameenvelope.
Queries on subjectswithin thescopeof this column are replied to by
post,treeof charge,underthefollowing conditions:—(I) Queries
dealingwith distinctsubjectsshouldbewrittenon diﬂerentsheets,
on oneside 0/ thepaperonly, and thesender'snarneMUSTbein
scribed on the back.
(zl Queries should be accompanied,
whereverPossible.with fully dimensionedsketches.and corre
spondentsare recommended
to keep a copy of their Queries[or
reference. (3) A stampedaddressedenvelope(not post-card)
should invariably be enclosed,
and also a "Queries and Replies
Coupon” cut out [mm the advertisementpages of the current
issue. (4) Querieswill be answeredas early as possiblealter
receipt. (5)Querieswhich,in theopinion0/ theEditor, are beyond
thelegitimatescopeof this column will either be returnedto the
senderwith a notiﬁcationto thateﬂect,or will be referredto T n:
Mom-:1.
Eucmnln Laboratory,whencea leewill bequotedlor sup
plying thedemrcdinformationor drawings. (6) Queriesrelating
to t‘anttftt’Swhich have beenreplied to at some previousdate
must be accompaniedby a copy 0/ the original query.together
with our reply to same. Both the date of such preciousquery
and thenumber0/ our reply mustalso begiven. (7) All Queries
should be addressedto The Editor, Tu: Moon. ENGINEER.
26—20.Poppin’s Court, Fleet Street.London, E.C.]
Tl"! lollou'ingare selected
from theQuerieswhich have beenrepliedto
recently:—
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[23,486] sparking Time of Oil or Petrol Engine.
R
M. l’. ('lhiirles) writes: At what period of stroke of engineshould
sparking take place to get greatcst efﬁciency? A practical
motorist tells me should be so advancedas to take place before
the full completion of mmpression stroke. This sounds wrong
to me, as
would appear to give
backward kick to engine,
thereby taking from momentum of car (without which engine
sparking at that time could not work) and fail to compensate
for any problematicalbeneﬁtto be got from more completeignition
of charge which might take place by time outward stroke was
commencing. ls he “ pulling my leg " and, not, will you show
me wherein err in my theory?
not in any danger of being elongated. The. spark
Your leg
may take place as much as 30 degs. or even 45 degs. below the
back dead centre.
all dependsupon the speedengine running.
In starting up, of course, the spark
retarded.
if
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H- l-_C
(21,476) Model_Tractlon Engine—l-in. Scale.
(Bow) writes: Having read with great interest of the construction

[13.480l Rustin: Up Cracked Gas Engine Cylinder.
H. S. (Olaey, Bucks) writes: have to take gas engineto pieces
to remake the liner joint, but there
a crack in the Jacket
casting where the end of the liner makes the joint.
want to
know
possible to stop the leak somehow. It does not
interfere with the working of it, but the water comes through
the exhaust valve and rtlsts
up. Can you please tell me how
to stop it, as
impossibleto patch
The engine
i2 li.-p.
“ Forw..rd “ gas engine (Bishop's patent) perhaps you know
the
type. Can you also tell me the best material to make the liner
joint with
You could try to rust up the crack by filling the water jacket
with a strong solution of sal-arnmoniacand allowing
to stand
a matter of couple of days. However, all dependsupon the
nature of the crack, and a personalinspectionwould be necessary
before any opinion could be given. Coppered asbestosrings are
the best jointing for liner joints.
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Batteries. R- J. B. (Kcnsimztonl
[23.470] Bichroniato
writes: (i) I shall be much obliged if you will tell me if the
directions given in the catalogue cutting enclosed are correct?
I have made up six such cells exactly as directed and failed to
get the pro )er current,which I think ought to b: 12 volts (2 volts
per cell).
hree of the cells just light a 4-volt lamp, but will
not even excite a ﬁ-in. coil.
in the directions it says. “fill'
outer jar with a solution," etc. lfind that bichromate.will not
dissolve. (l have some in water which has stood for three weeks
and is no nearer solution than when I put it in). l have your
handbook on " Electric Batteries," but it does not Ki“? 8"." (luan'
titles for this cell, only mentioning " a strong solution." Kindly
tell me how to chargein the event of the catalogue being wrong.
(2) On page 50 of issue of january 20th there is a photograph
of a bichromate battery with a cut-out. What does it mean by
saying it blows out at
amps.
\‘Vhy should the current some
times l't’dt‘il3'8 amasu How
possible to get amps. from
so small battery? (1) How many amps. ought my battery to
give at full strength (see question i)?
(1) Yes, you should get satbf'ictory results by following the
recipe given in the catalogue, which
the same as that given
in our handbook—" Electric Batteries"—for thesinglefluid bichro
mate cell.
difﬁculty be found in dissolving the bichromate,
use hot water f>r the purpose. We should say regarding your
bichromate.which stood three weeks undissolved,that either the
" bichromate"
was not the proper stuff or that the water was
already saturated. The failure of your battery to satisfactorily
supply the.lamp and coil doesnot necessarilyshow that the battery
at fault you do not mention powerrequirementsin either Case.
(2) Our contributor does not mention the size of his cells, but the
jars look very like 2-lb. jam jars, and with cells of corresponding
size current of about
amps. would not be extraordinary, at
least, temfvirarily. (3) You might get from your battery about
this current on short-circuit, but to have the greatest capacity
the cells should be worked at about amp. rate.

is l

L- P- S. (Paddock Wood)
[234531 Taps, Drills, etc.
writes: Could you give me someinformation on the sites of holes
necessaryfor tapping? I understand the hole for tapping has
to be drilled a shade smaller than the tap. lf so, what size of
drill would be correct for drilling holes to be tapped with l,
3-ioths. and taps l‘vllllWUI'lll), respectively? Also, if I bought
a } lTl. diameter rod could l screw it with a i in. die (solid)?
I want to purchaSesome steel rod to suit my dies for screwing,
which are i-ioth, l, 3-16ths, kin. Whitworth. Also I want to
taps same sizes as dies. Would your six
get some drills to suit
"
"
penny handbook on Screw Threads make these points clear?
Lists of tapping sizes have been given recently in our Query
Columns, to which pleaserefer. Yes, a fin. rod can be screwed
} ii. A l-i i. die cuts a screw having a diameter over the thread
of l in., so that it is not necessaryto start Willi a rod of diameter
more than i ii. In fact, it is best when using dies to ease the
part to be threaded to a little belowstandard diameter before
running on the dies. The lists of tapping sizes referred to above
"
"
will show what drills to use. Our handbookon Screw Threads
is Useful for telli lg one just of what form and what dimension
is a screw of given standard gauge.

of a model traction engineby Mr. Bettles in your exCellentpaper,
I am desirous of trying to build one myself, though not on quite
so large a scale. Could you kindly furnish me with particulars
for building sameto t-in. scale? The part l am i iterestedin most
is the cylinder and top gear. It will be a great job for me to
tackle, as l have no lathe, and, if possible. l proposeto build up
the cylinder and trust to the usual model makers for the parts
1 cannot managemyself. I have been a constant readerof Till-1
Moan Excixern for a number of years, and I must sav the.
experience1 have gained has been very valuable to me. It has
also given me the confidence to tackle many a little job which ‘
otherwise I should have thought impossible.
An article, with drawings, appeared in our issue of February
15th, 190:, under the title. “ Design for a Model Road Locomo
tive": the Udt‘llﬁ‘l engine described is of about i-in. scale
and might be found suitable. Another design, published in our
issue of December ist, iooi, of a il-in. scale model might also
helpful. Then, of course, there is Mr. Greciily's 3-in. scale
“beFowler " model,
describedin our Yul. XIX and later.the articles
and drawings concerningwhich would probably be found of much
value even to one making a model of only about a third the size.
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[13.450] Getting Model Petrol Engine to Work. 1. H
(St. Helens) writes: I have just finished making a model petrol
motor, and cannot get it to work. The cylinder is if-in. by ii-in.
and valves are inlet i-in. and exhaust the same. I shall be greatly
obliged if you will tell me if the valves are right, and if I could
work the engine with the town's gas; also what would be the
power from it.
The QUestions you raise can only be decided by a personal
inspection of the motor. The valves appear to be rather on the
small side in regard to diameter; but provided the settings are
correct, the strength of the springs also correct, the COlnj'>ression
good, and the ignition occurring at the right moment, you should
at least be able to get the engine to run. It should also be able
to use town's gas satisfactorily if it will run on petrol. More than
this we cannot say, but perhaps you can pick up a few hints on
to recentqueryreplies on similar tumbles.
the matter by reference.
\\'e shall be glad to hear how you get over the trouble eventually,
and shall be pleasedto assist you further, but cannot unlessyou
supply further details of what you have alreadydone in attempting
to get satisfactory running.
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Locomotive,
No. 3. {-in. scale.
[13.313] Caledonlan
\K'. A. M. (Hereford) writes : I think of building a N0. 3 Caledoniau
locomotive. and want to construct same to a rim scale, and shall
be glad if you will kindly answer me the following questions:
(i) “'hat alterationswill have to be made.to the {-in. scaledescribed
in Mr. Greenly’s book ? (2) Will phosphor-bronzedo for thecylin
ders: does it make such sound castings as gun-metal alone?
(3) \Vhat are the devicesspokenof in Mr. Greenly's bOokfor con
trolling the engine from rails? (He savs they are too numerous
to mention in his book). (4) How is the painting of a locomotive
done? (5) Fig. HS, in " Model Locomotives," deals with crank
axle for .\'o. 3 engine; it speaksof cutting the axle out of a bar
of steel, and in Fig. l iq it speaksof including the eccentrics. How
are the eccentricsﬁxed, if not cut out along with the axle ? (6) ls
there any way of case-hardeniig phosphor-bronze? (7) \Vhat
would a No. 3 Caledonian l‘fiCOlllUllVﬁbuilt to a i-in. scale, be
worth ? (8) How do the throttle valve governors,menti med in
Mr. Greenly's book, act when a certain speedis reached,and how
they are made?
Your query is much too long for us to give very full answers,
and as all the information is available in back lsSllPS,we append
the references. (t) See drawi igs ii Vols. IV and V. Scales
are given for i-ii. and f-in. models. (2) Yes. The cyli-iders are
not iitricatc. unless you have ports cast in them, which we do
not advise. (3) See, for example,our issuesof June 4th and Sep—
tember 17th. 1903,and February 13th, 1908. (4) “'e are tempted
to simply reply: “ With enamel and a brush." See the length
articles on the subject in our back issues. An inch scale model:
if well lagged.may be painted and varnished,and not enamelled—
that is, if provided with a locotype boiler. A water-tube boiler
must be stove-enamelled. (5) Described in original articles~
see issue of May, 190:, page 205; but be careful to correct the
origi‘ial error in the throw of the eccentricsheaves,as mentioned
in Greenly's book, For {-in. scalethe throw should be 7-ioths in.,
not i in., and 9-t6ths in. for i-in. scale. (6) No; thereis not.
(7) It Would cost you (80 to (i3o, acmrding to finish and
detail. (3) The simplest solution is the ﬁtting of a heavy tlyball
governor, which opensand shuts the regulator.

Electrician.

it

is measuredalong the sametrack as the chain girth, only following
the skin of the boat. \/5 is the squareroot of the sail area. To
get l". take twice the freeboardat the girth station plus once the
frecboard (measuredat the bow water-line ending). Plus HHCPlhc
free-board(measuredat the stern water-line ending), the sum to be
divided by 4. We think our recent article on this Rule, together
with some designs for metre models, will assist you to under
stand the Rule.
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No.l,093.
F. W. (Notting
[23.405] O.C.R. Locomotive.
propose building a Great Central locomotive,
.ham) writes:
No. I,oo3, 4-~4—2 type, outside cylinders. I have a pair of
cylinders I-in. bore, Ii-in. stroke each, very strong and massive.
I want to usethesein the building of the locomotive. \Vhat would
be the best scale to use to suit thesecylindcrs? Please give me
the following dimensionsfor same: (I) Over-all length of engine
and tender; (2) over-all length of engine; (3) over-all length of
tender; (4) width over built-r beam. (5) What would be the
guage of this locomotive?
(6) diameter of front bogie
wheels; (7) diaun-ter of driving wheels: (8) diameter of trailing
wheels under cab; (9) diameter of tender wheels. “'hat would
be the best silt“of boiler and thicknessfor about Iso lbs. pressure,
also sizeand numberof tubes? I shouldlike sketch of frames,also
state bestthicknessof material for makingsame. (10) I shouldlike
this locomotive-to burn coal or charcoal. Do you think this would
besatisfactory? I should be glad of any other information regard
ing this locomotive,such as springsand axlc'boxes.front bogic.etc.
You could employ cylinders of this size for either a model of
the three-cylinder " Smith " compound or a simple two-cylinder
engine,i-in. scale(gauge3 I7-32udsin.), but in either caseyou must
attend carefully to the superhi'ating arrangements. You will
find the frame dimensions in our issue of November 4th, Iooo,
and_Septcniber10th, 1008. The height of the boiler is 8 it. 6 ins.
'from rail l(‘\'l'l. The diameteroutside laggin , 5 ft. 6 ins. Width
over bufferbeamat front end is 8 ft. 7) ins., an footplatr-s8 ft. 1))ins.
See also our issue of September Isl, 1904,for line diagram and
photographof simple “ Atlantic," No. 192,and issue of February
25th, root), for drawing of G.C.R. standard tender. At the back
the width of footplates is 8 ft. 3 ins. You can obtain standard
wheelcastingsfor this enginequite easily from most modelengineer
ing firms. Coal or charcoal would be a most satisfactory fuel.
How you tried the " Dalli " fuel ? The writer has obtained great
successwith this. We cannot give. you any more information
short of designing the engine for you, but would recommendyou
for all details to the standardbook on the subject. viz., “ The Model
Locomotich Its Design and Construction," by Henry (ireenly,
price 6s. 4d. not, post free from this ofﬁce.
13-5- (Gravcscnd)
[23.525] Model 4—6—4 Tank Engine.
writes I am building Mr. Averill's 4—0—4 tank engine,described
in THE MODELENGINEER. I find a difficulty in obtaining accurate
dimensions from thesmall scaledrawing given. The written dimen
sions of axles and frame—slots
do not tally with the drawing. I
have only made frames yet, but of 3-32uds~in.steel instead of
{-in. brass. (I) Are my axle-box slots in frame correct—{ in. by
1} ins., with f-in. axles, reduced to l in. at bearings? (2) Wth

May 26, 1910.

work. Use the water-tube boiler, and, instead of fitting two
"
"
Roarer burners,useone 3-in. diameter “ Silent Primus " burner.
This will have to be slightly pinched in to go betweenthe frames;
but it is an advantage,asit spreadsﬂame along the tubes.) The
nipple must be slightly reameredout (make reamer from a fine
needle). Fit "burner as”shown in sketch. This gives better results
than the two Roarer burnersdo, asit was(lifhcult to get both to
work together. An iron plate, full width betweenframes. is fitted
to prevent cold air getting to the tubes.
[23,508] Brazing Lgmp,
H. A. S. (London) writes: I wish
to make a blowlamp for cycle brazing, heating tools for tempering.
etc., and shall be.glad if you will let me know if the designshown
in " Machinery for Model Steamers” would be suitable for my
purpose. If not, pleasestate what Imxlifications would he neces
sary; or, if the design is not suitable at all, kindly let me know
if I could find instructions for what I want in any back number
of your paper.
An article in our issue of May zrst, 1903, under the title, ",.-\
Paraffin Brazing Lamp," describesa lamp just such as would suit
you. The lamp shown in the Handbook referredto would do, but
would not be as suitable as the one we mention above.

?

Tubes. 0(Doucastcr‘
[23.509] Filling Barometer
writes : What 15the bestway to till .1barometertubewithout getting
in minute air-bubbles? The tube has the end bent to form the
reservoir.
Barometer tubesare filled as follows : Pour a little mercury into
the tube, then boil it to drive off the air and moisture; allowit
to cool, thenadd moremercury,which has beenpreviously warmed;
boil again, and so on, until tube is filled. The mercury must be
pure and free from oxide.

[23.511] Small Gas Engine Trouble. J- 13.(“"est Stanley)
writes f I am having trouble with a small gasengineof r-6th h.-p.,
and I should be glad if you could give me dll_\'information as to
how to got it into working order. The castingswere supplied by
the British Engineeringand Electrical Company,of Lock. and when
they were machinedand ﬁtted together,and all connectionsmade.
I was unable to get an explosionin the cylinder. No gas-bag was
used? Is one required for an engineof this size? If so, can you
tell me how to make one? When the valves were supplied, 1
found they were not a standard thread, they being between a
l in. and 5-16ths-in. thread. A 5-16ths-in. thread was put into
cylinder, but they are not as tight as they ought to be. Can you
tell me what is the best substanceto use (which will not be affected
by the heat) to get valves to fit tight ?
You will have noticedin thesecolumns
quite recentlyseveral repliescovering most
of the questionsyou ask. Re gas-bag, this.
is most essential. especially if the gas
supply in your district is not particularly
good. If you refer to our issue of May
17th, I906, containingone of the seriesof
“ THE
articles on
MODEL ENGINEER Gas
Engine," in Vol. XIV, you will ﬁnd a de
sign given for a small gas-bag that will
answer your purpose. We do not quite
understand your reference to the valve
supplied not beingcut to a suitable thread.
We did not know that either valves or the
valve spindle were ever threaded. The
best plan will be to turn them down to h!
the valve spindle bush, and, if necessary.
put a liner in the latter to the required
size.
[13,237] Bressfonnders'
Cast—Iron
C. G. \V. (Moseley)writes:
Core-Boxes.
(I) Can you give me the nameof any book
Trev/109 COu/I/(dAX/C
which describes the making of cast-iron
core-boxes, as used by brassfounders?
Of course, I know that these are cast
from plasters, but do not know how to
set about making the plaster casts. l
have looked up one or two books on pat
tern-making,but theydo not seemto touch
on this subject. (2) Can you give meany
information on cleaning brasswork by dipping, or refer me to any
is the distance between frames? (3) Are his cylinders arranged
with a connccling-piecein between? (4) What is the diameter
book dealing with the subject? What points is it necessaryto
observein order to get a clean, bright surfaceP
of crank-pin ? (5) Are his cylindersof cast-iron or brass? Which
do you advise?
(I) We are not awareof any book on pattern-makingthat deals
We handid your queriesto Mr. Averill, who regﬁrstas follows :—
with the making of brassfounders’cast-iron core-boxes. They are.
however, made, as you state, from ‘laster-of-Pan'spatterns. and
(I) Axle-box slots in frame are quite correct ({ in. by II ins.).
these may be made in one of several ways, according to circum
The axles should be made from l-in. mild-steel rod-~you cannot
rise Q in. diameter for driving axle unless the eccentricsare made
stances. Say, a brassfounderis gettingup a newscrew-dOWuvalve
in
for the market. He may get wood core-boxesmadein the ordinary
larger than shownon drawing),reducedat thejournals to I 5-321‘ds
way from a drawing and work with them until all alterations.ird
The boxesare boredout to 3I-o4ths in. The dimensionsof these
improvementsare finished,and he has got the article to marketablr
parts-given in the text as 3I-3znds in. and 03-o4ths in.-are in
perfection. He may then preparefor turning out in quantity by
error. (2) The distance betweenframes is 22 "'15.; as these are
making plaster-of-Pariscons, and, after vamnhing and oiling them.
only 3-32nds in. thick, you had bcttcr fit hornplates to thicken
them. (3) The steam chests are in one casting, with flangesfor
make halved core-boxeson them—4m, plastering the stucco in a
more or loss r-ven thicknessall over them, making suitable dove
bolting on to frames. These can be procured from Messrs.Stuart
Turner 8: Co. (4! Crank-pins are l in. diameter. (5) C}lli(lt‘r5
tail provisions on the joint edges to supply the place of dowels.
are gun-metal; use this in preferenceto cast iron—it is easier to
and also feet, that they may lie ﬂat on the bench. Or they maybe
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The News of the Trade.
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Reviewsdistinguishedbv an asterisk have been basedon actual
Editorial Inspection thegoodsnoticed.
A Pretty Horizontal Engine
The accompanying illustration shows the model Tangye-type
horizontal steamengineintroduced by the Liverpool Castingsand
This was brieﬂy
Tool Supply C0., Church Lane, Liverpool.
referred to in our last week's issue. but we think the excellent
generalappearanceof this model justiﬁes the further spacewe are
in.
in. bore by
giving
to it.
he cylinder dimensions are
7
stroke, and thegovernorgear,which operates pistonthrottle valve,
adds considerablyto thecompletenessoi the design. Castingsfor
this model maybe obtained either in iron or gunmetal,and full
size blue-print drawings are supplied with each set. This engine
was on show at the last Mom-:1.ENGINEER Exhibition,where
attracted considerableattention.
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66 threads per in. They have very shallow threads,evidently cut
with poor quality cycle dies and taps. The nearest standards
are To the larger—No. 12 S.W.G., Abmgdon cycle thread '10.;
by 44 threads per in.; to the smaller—No. i4 S.W.G., Abingdon
cycle thread: '080 by 62 T.P.I., '075 by 65'! T.P.I., '078 by (>4
T.P.I., and N0. BA. 5-64ths-in.V standard. Nous—The larger
B.A.,which
would probably tap out to No.
'110 by 479 (45).
It would be best to entirely re-tap the smaller to N0. BA. one
by 529 (53). which Would entirely remove the old thread—that
is, after trying No. B.A., tap to see
will hold up.
L. (Wigan)
Steam Engine.
[23.500] Model Horizontal
_
writes: Could you kindly tell me what the price would be for
destgn and working drawings for
model slide-valve horizontal
steamengine,with 1-in. cylinder bore and 2-in. stroke
You should be able to get all the instructions you need from
back numbers of Tm: M0051. ENGINEER, without going to the
expenseoi having design
descrip
_ specially got out for you.
tion of good i-in. by 2-in. horiZontalengine,with working draw
ings, appearedin our issue of june 9th. too4, copy of which can
be had for 3d., post free.trom our publishingdepartment.
a

I

it

it

it

is

is

is

a

I

this statement: “ It must be rememberedthat in generalwhen
am about
compressed.its temperature raised." Now
gas
to experiment with acetylene gas under pressure. Can you tell
whether,
will raisethe
high pressure applied to this gas,
temperature sufﬁciently to make dangerous to work with? It
such the case, will make full inquiries as to highestsafepressure
before experimenting. Can you tell me thereare any two gases
which, when brought into contact explode. or.
there any gas
which, when mixed with air, ignites? Or can you tell me of any
subject
book dealing with this
convertedinto
\Vhen gas compressed.the work done on
heat, and the temperatureof thegas raised. But, then.beat lost
the compression
to the surroundings by conduction, etc., and
be slow, the rise in temperature small, becausethe heat lost
generated. With rapid compression water
as rapidly as
jacket limits the rise in temperature. In storagethe gaswill prob
at
the
atmospherictem
ably be
rature. All theinﬂammablegases
—h ydrogcn. coal gas,ctc.—exp odewith air or oxygenundersuitable
conditions. Gaseousphosphnrettedhydrogenignitesat tempera
spon
ture below 100° C., and liquid phosphurettedhydrogen
taneously inflammable. Consult a book on chemistry.
\V. M. (Blythl writes: Some
[23,515] sizes 0‘ $¢r¢wg,
bought a set of partly ﬁnished castings of a
time ago
mm
by 2-in. steam engine. Several studs, however,Weremissingifin.
the cylinder ends, and the gland studs were without nuts. These
tried were
have been unable to get matched. The ﬁrst ﬁrm
enclose cylinder
unable to tell me what threads they were.
stud, with nut, also gland stud, and should be very much obliged
you could give me the following information: What kind of
What diameter are the studs
threads are they
Sizes of screws are: 104 diameter, 46 threads per in.; '077,
is
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[23.256] Experiments with (loses. 55. H-(D0\'cr)writes:
down your article in THE Mom-:1.Enomsen of March 10th,
“Reading
The Manufacture of Liquid Air," by “'alter A. Scoblc, notice

a

Electrician.
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is

0r
made oﬁ sandcoresthat havebeenmadefromwoodcore-boxes.
"
ain, theymay be madedirect—that is, from “ dummies 0r cores
by far the most economical
0 wood previously prepared. This
way, but, needlessto say, requires some skill and good deal of
thinking in inverse ratios, so to speak. (2) Heat a solution con
sisting of equal parts of water and concentratednitric acid nearly
to boiling point, and in this suspend the brass articles until the
acid has eatenaway a layerof the metal,leavinga bright surface.

and

‘
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The Editor’s Page.
are asked to announce that owing to the
date of the funeral of his late Majesty
King Edward VII being ﬁxed for May
20th, the exhibition arranged by the Birmingham
Aero Club has been postponed till June 10th and
11th, and that entries for the various competitions
All models
can be received
up till May 3Ist.
should reach the Club not later than june 7th.
A large number of entries have already been re
ceived and the show promises to be of the greatest
interest.

E

#

a

a

particulars of an Aero
nautic Model Exhibition which is being organised
by the Danish Aeronautic Society. The exhibition,
will be held at Langelinie on the frigate jylland
The offices of the
from June 15th to July 15th.
Society are at Amaliegade 34, Copenhagen, from
which address entry forms and all particulars may
be obtained.

we

have

also

received

.

i

The following letter has reached us from the
Secretary of the Cape Town Society of Model
Engineers :——“ In the account of the Exhibition
held by the Cape Town Society of Model Engineers
in December last, which was published in a recent
issue of THE MODEL ENGINEER, mention is made
of the ﬁrms who presented prizes to the__Society for
competition. Owing to some of the prizes not reach
ing Cape Town before the exhibition Opened, they
could not be included in the catalogue and the list
The following
published is not, therefore, complete.
prizes were also presented by home ﬁrms :—
Class

as
n
n

I. Messrs. R. Melhuish, London—A set of
lathe tools.
The Economic Electric Co.—-§
h.-p.
petrol motor castings.
II. Messrs. Stuart Turner, Henley—A set
of machined engine castings.
III. Messrs. A. W. Gamage, London—i h.-p.
petrol motor castings.
IV. Messrs. Bassett-Lowke 8: Co., North
ampton—One set of steam engine
castings.

I shall be glad if
this letter or refer to the matter in your columns,
as the Society was greatly assisted by the generous
manner in which the home ﬁrms helped to make
The Society
the exhibition the success it was.
purposes purchasing a lathe in the course of a few
weeks; this, it is hoped, will form the nucleus of
a Society workshop when we can get a suitable
place at a rent to meet our modest funds and
you will be so good as to publish

income."

!

$

3‘

\Ve are asked to notify our readers of the forma

and
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tion of the Association of Electrical Engineering
Students, in connection with the L.C.C. School of
Engineering, Poplar, E. The President is Mr. H.
A. Garratt, M.I.N.A., Assoc.M.Inst.C.E.,
and the
Hon. Secretary is Mr. M. F. Allsop, Stud. Inst.
15.15., 2, Lyal Road, Bow, E.

Answers to Correspondents.
“

J. C. (Glasgow).—See handbook, Telephones
and Microphones," 7d. post free.
G. E. \V. (Rochdale).—Boiler
See
is too small.
back issues, also " Model Boiler Making," 7d.
post free.
S. M. (Handsworth).—See handbook, “ Small Elec
tric Motors,” 7d. post free.
\V. A. C. (Johannesburg).-—-Length of spark is a
factor which cannot be deﬁnitely speciﬁed.
See
“ Wireless Telegraphy
for
Howgrave-Graham's
Amateurs," 25. 3d. post free.
A coil giving a
good thick 4-in. spark would be the kind to try.
“CURRENT”
electrician would
(Southend).—Any
tell you, when you buy apparatus, which you
For explanation of the diﬁerence we
require.
must refer you to text-books.
W. C. HERCUS (Adelaide).—\Ve have been inter
ested in the photograph and particulars of your
“'e
model engine, for which we thank you.
on our space
however, that pressure
regret,
prevents our inserting.
B. SCHULTZ
(Leeuwbosch,S.A.).—We
hope you
will be successful with your invention, but regret
that we cannot do as you desire.
T. M. (Reading).—Fill
with sand or resin instead
of lead.
P. S. (Kington).—Dilute
sulphuric acid, consisting
of 5 parts of acid (by volume) to 2! parts of
distilled water.
W. S. H. (Camberwell).—(i) There are many
different designs for electric clock alarms in our
Vol. XII. (2) Our advertisers, Messrs. “'hitney.
S.

Notices.
Sole Agents for United States, Canada, and Mexico: Spon and
Chamberlain, 113, Liberty Street, New York, U.S.A., to whom
all subscriptions from thesecountriesshould be addressed.
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A Model Open Motor Launch.
By ANDREW MILLER.

Two VIEWS

GIVE

OF

MR.

ANDREW MILLER's

herewith two photographs of my scale
motor passenger
launch, the
model open
She is 4 ft. 6 ins. long by r4~in.
Nlermaid.
beam, with 4§-in. draught aft and 2 ins. forward.
She is Clincher-built, which, I think, is something
new in the model line.
She is built of g-in. canary wood. with mahogany
top strake, deck, and ﬁttings, which are polished.
She is fastened with small brass pins, clinched
Her timbers or frames are of American
inside.
elm steamed and bent to shape after the hull was
By
built, and fastened with small brass screws.

OPEN TYPE MOTOR LAUNCH

photograph you will see she has turtle deck
forward, with brass name-plate, fairleads, and bol
lards. She is ﬁtted with one thwart amilships,
with cushioned seats fore and aft and round the
I use this centre thwart as a stand for my
stern.
petrol tank, which is 6; ins. by 2} ins., polished
brass, with union cock on end, with rubber pipe to
Petrol, although a. solvent of rubber,
carburettor.
I ﬁnd serves the purpose quite well.
The engine is a. Madison type, IQ-in. bore, driving
a 4'in. three-bladed propeller, which I made from
I built it with special _shaped blades
scrap brass.
the
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(not to catch weeds), which the boat often encoun
ters, not having a proper yachting pond, but along
the rock edges or even on the open sea, in a dingo
on a calm day.
Her speed on an average is about
7 miles an hour; but, of course, she can do more.
I have not ﬁtted proper steering gear on yet, as
At present she
I intend to put on steering wheel.
I at ﬁrst
is just ﬁtted with tillers and rope stays.
found that engine was going to make too much
vibration. but I ﬁtted two brass stays from engine
to side of boat, and now there is little or no vibra
tion.

Lessons

from the Laboratory.

June

2, 1910.

are formed with a square under the head,
which has to be provided with a. square hole in
metal. These, of course, will not turn when the
If this square is not present
nut is tightened.
round. Therefore, the'
the
bolt is designated
description of the ﬁrst six illustrations will be
as follows :—in all cases 5-16ths ins. by 1 in., and
respectively, hexagon-round ; square-round ; square
square; round-square; ﬁat-square; and counter
sunk-square. Lastly, adding the shape of the nut,
we have: At No. I a hexagon-round-hexagon;
No. 3 a square-square-square; No. 4 a round
square‘square; and so on.
and nuts
are
bolts
Round~round-hexagon

shape,

[Tlu itemsafmmn'ngand” Ihxs hradl'ngare band on work aduallv
done, and n'pzrimmls mmzd on! in THE Moon. ENGINEER
Laboratoryand Srhool of Mechanics]

Bolts and Nuts,
Wood Screws.

Setscrews,
'

Rivets,

and

_
not going

to tell the
Don‘t be alarmed, we are
enquiring reader what a bolt and nut are; neither
do we intend to describe what a rivet is for; but
that we shall refer in these
it will frequently occur
“Laboratory lessons " to the sizes and kinds of
bolts and nuts, etc., used in a piece of apparatus,
in the terms, as they are known by the practical
the ironmonger, and engineer's
store
engineer,
who is generally
keeper (especially the store-keeper,
And it is
a stickler for calling a spade a spade).
more than probable that, if we lighted upon the
otherwise well-informed amateur in an unwary
moment, and asked him to deﬁne a square-square
square bolt and nut, he would at least exhibit
a tendency to ask for a more explicit question.
So, at the outset, we may agree with him that the
shanks, for the most part, of all bolts or setscrews
are round, therefore it is unnecessary
to describe
the main portion of the shank, other than in terms
It is
of its dimensions, when referring to such.
usual, then, to state the diameter by the length
ﬁrst, as 5‘16ths in. by r in. (see No. I in the ﬁgure),
noting that, with all bolts or setscrews which have
a shoulder under the head, the length is measured
from this shoulder to the point, and in the case
of the form shown in No. 6, the length is taken
The same applies to all ordinary wood
over-all.
screws, which, when they have a round head, are
under the head as described.
measured
Beyond
this, the most important feature of a bolt or set
It may be hexagon (No. 1)
screw is its head.
square (Nos. 2 and 3); round (No. 4); ﬂat, in the
called a cheese-head
case of a setscrew
(No. 5) ;.
and countersunk (No. 6). In rivets there are two
other kinds of heads used, viz., the pan head
(No. 7) and conical head (No. 8), the latter being
a made head and not an original head.
Therefore,
it is only necessary
so far as the bolt is concerned,
to describe next what takes place under the head.
\Vhere bolts are used in wood they are nearly
always made with a portion of the shank imme
diately under the head square (as in Nos. 3, 4, 5,
and 6), the object of which is, that the clearance
hole being bored to just take the round shank,
the squared portion can be driven tightly home
into this bore, thus making a solid job, very un
likely to turn when screwing up the nut. Also
nearly all bolts with heads like Nos. 4, 5, and 6,
having no means for gripping, by reason of their

used in locomotive work, such as where the cylinder
ﬂanges are bolted to the frame, in which case
the shank is made a driving ﬁt; that is to say,
the shank is turned nearly to exact size of the
hole, which should be slightly larger than the

thread diameter, and further ﬁled in the lathe
to a driving ﬁt so that it will just enter the hole.
It is ﬁnally driven in with a small sledge or slogging
with a brass set to avoid injury to the
hammer,
head.
The heads then match the rivets of the
frame, and the ﬁt of the bolts ensures rigidity to

The Model Engineer and Electrician.

Simple Model Steam Engine
Construction .—Vl .
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the bolt will not turn
the construction;
also
when tightening.
Similar bolts are sometimes made
with a small pin or key under the head, which
articulates with a keyway or slot in the edge of
the hole; thus preventing the bolt, in this case
not a driving ﬁt, from turning when tightening.
The original heads of rivets may be pan heads
(No. 7). round heads (either circular or elliptical
in section), or countersunk; in some cases, for
general repairs, rivets are made with ﬂat ordinary
The made heads of rivets (formed
heads.
by
riveting), when hand-shaped, are either counter
sunk or conical (No. 8); and when a snap or
shaping set is used they are round, called in this
case a snap head.
According to trade description the only difference
between a setscrew and a bolt is
that the former has a thread cut
entirely along the shank; the lat
ter, only for such a distance from
the point upwards, as will take
the nut with a fair margin of
Further,
thread inside the same.
round and countersunk heads to
setscrews have a saw cut to ac
also
tuate with a screw-driver;
the ﬂat
heads should be made
forming what is called a
deeper,
cheese head, with a saw cut also.
It is not necessary to describe the
a setscrew
use of
here, but it
should be noted that sizes of these
are determined the same as in the
case of bolts.
may not know
Many readers
that the designating number of a
refers
to its shank
wood
screw
the head
diameter between
and
the thread.
The usual numbers
Fro. 4o.—SKnrcn
stocked by an ironmonger range
from No. 2 to No. 16. The sizes
of the same are given in decimals
below with the approximate 64ths.
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l 1l

june

1:05

{I

5
6

“1236

g bare
a" bare
bare

'1368
'

1631
'1763

i5

1", full

8

'1500

9

7

55,,

..

1894

‘95 full

io

lull

'57“;bnre

13

'2289

bare

I4

'2421

bare

r5
16

2552

l l

H

‘2158

.

'2026

12

11

screws,
having
a square head.
head to point,
portion of the
in. upwards to
'

r

i

is

Coach-screws are large
wood
a coarse, but similar thread, and
The length
measured
under the
and the diameters of the unscrewed
shanks runs in I-Iﬁths ins. from
in.
up to
Qinu and on by

i

full

31;}full

'2684

l»

I
1

is

a

4

should be had.
Obtain a piece of solid-drawn
brass tubing, rg-gauge and 1} ins. outside diameter,
and cut off a length and carefully ﬁle the ends down
Mark
just 4} ins. long.
squarely till the tube
two centre-lines along the length of the tube—
one on the top of the boiler, and the other at the
bottom, and then mark and drill out the holes for
the two ﬂue-tubes and the safety valve bush.
Brass tubing
in. outside diameter and about 22
gauge will do for the two ﬂue—tubes, which should
be cut to the correct lengths and carefully sweated
in place.
See that the longest one
arranged in
the middle part of the boiler for the dome to ﬁt
Before soldering in the screwed
over, as indicated.
bush for the safety valve, screw in the latter and
adjust so that it is in proper alignment with the
Drill a r-roth-in.
projecting ends of the ﬂue~tubes.
hole in the bottom -part of the boiler barrel
in.
from the front end, and insert a small brass screw,
which must be well sweated in place on the inside
of the barrel. This screw
for the purpose of
ﬁxing the front of the boiler to the smokebox, as
depicted in Fig. 27.
The boiler will now appear as shown in Fig.
These can be cut
ready for the ends.
40, and
and ﬁled up out of sheet brass 3-32nds in. thick,
and the holes drilled and tapped out for the various
ﬁttings, as indicated in Fig. 41. Before ﬁxing the
front end in position, the hand-rail support should
is

"0842
'0973

Tunas

IN POSITION.

is

2
3

AJAX.”

Q

Approximate
fraction.
{'1 full
a“, full

of inch.

"

BOILER BARREL wrrn FLUE

SHOWING

is

Decimals
Size.

By

(Continued from page 322.)
AVING got as far as mentioned in the last
article, the boiler can be taken in hand,
and the various ﬁttings had better be pro
cured before starting work. These comprise a
No.
union cock (for
in. diameter tube), two
No.
bib or test cocks, and a small spring safety
valve. The boiler in this case is very similar in
construction to the one described in the issue of
December 16th last, to which number reference
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The main steam pipe had better be taken in
hand next, and must be bent to the shape shown,
being either screwed or soldered into the connecting
T-piece between the cylinder blocks. The other
end must be soldered on to the union connecting
To get this steam pipe in position
piece.
will
be necessary to unscrew the back supporting plate
of boiler, which can be slipped over the end of the
pipe and ﬁnally ﬁxed to the footplate after the end
of the tubing
soldered into the T-piece.
The boiler can now be placed in position and
nut,
secured to the lug on the saddle by means of
as in Fig. 27, while a touch of solder can be applied
to secure the barrel to the backplate.
Connect up
the steam pipe with the union cock, which can be
screwed in place on the end of the pipe by taking
out the plug.
(To be continued.)
a

in and sweated
screwed
from the inside.
This ﬁtting can be made out of a short length of
r-roth in. diameter brass wire, one end of which
should be ﬁled down and bent with a pair of round
The screwed pin for ﬁxing the smoke
nosed pliers.
box door can also be sweated in place in the same
Now obtain a piece of brass tubing for
way.
the steam pipe 7} ins. long and g in. outside diam,
With a ﬁne hacksaw
and cut oﬁ a length of r§ ins.
make ﬁve or six cuts at one end about halfway
through the tube; then plug the end by inserting
it in
a piece of brass wire lin. long and sweat
After cutting a thread on the other end
place.
to ﬁt the steam cook, the tube can be bent as
indicated in Fig. 27, and pushed through the hole
in the back boiler end and soldered in place on the
This end can now be pressed in place in
inside.
the boiler barrel, leaving the edge of the latter
projecting about r-32nd in., after which the joint
Although not shown
should be neatly soldered.
in the sectional drawing of the engine, screwed
stop-pins can be provided for the boiler ends, as
described on page 591 of the issue of December
These pins, however, can be dispensed
16th last.
with if care is taken to adjust the boiler ends before
ﬁnally sweating in position.
A length of Qin. diameter brass wire will now
for the stays, which should be
be required
cut to a length of 5 ins. and screwed at each end
be
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Motor, Cycle Notes.
By " Pnozmx."
How a Broken Pulley was Repaired.

.i,
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The motor cyclist who has the misfortune to
break the pulley of his engine while out on the
road may generally reckon himself to be in a pretty
bad plight—unless, of course, it so happens that
the contretemps occurs with
in a reasonable distance of
town where there
some
likelihood
a
of obtaining
pulley which will ﬁt his par
Tap/w
ticular engine, or a repair
’6”
for s/"e
can in some way or other
be eﬁected.
The patching
ﬁll/0?
up of this very important
\m
part of the mechanism
not, as a rule, a thing to be
of
recommended—excel)
be the only way
course,
Tapped
out of the difﬁculty.
The
c/eaI-my ha/es
machine cannot be ridden a
yard without a pulley, and,
the rider
some distance
from home, his railway fare
and the carriage of the bicycle
and far/0,01%;f f0 Sui/res, cor/r
D/‘I'Uea’
not ex
may easily equal,
Enos.
FIG.
i.—-B01u-:R
ceed, the cost of a new pulley;
whereas
only the broken
one can be made sufﬁciently sound to
take him
These can be screwed
for a distance of 3-16ths in.
he in pocket, but he has the
home, not only
into the back boiler end, after which the front end
satisfaction of getting back in the manner intended.
can be preSSed into place to within I-3znd in. of
was out for a run on the Ayles
Quite recently
the edge of the barrel, and then well sweated in.
bury road, when, on stopping at Amersham,
To give a ﬁnish to the front part of the boiler
and ominous-looking
noticed a decided
crack
the projecting edge can be carefully ﬁled down
in the movable ﬂange of the pulley, and on making
ﬂush with the face of the boiler end, as shown in
a closer examination
found altogether three
Fig. 27. Brass nuts can new be screwed on to the
such cracks, extending from the boss to the peri~
ends of the stays and well sweated.
phery of the ﬂange; while the ﬂange as a whole
The smokebox door is, of course, a dummy,
had become
slightly skewed and cross-threaded
and can be made from the lid of a penny tin of
on the body of the pulley.
called at Messrs.
boot polish, or the removable back of an old watch
Ward
Co.'s engineering shop in the High Street,
will be found to answer the purpose very well.
hoping that they might have a pulley which would
Having obtained either of these, drill a r-roth-in.
ﬁt; but, as it happened, they neither had this nor
hole through in the centre, and slip on to the screwed
a blank ﬂange which could be made to ﬁt.
They.
pin in the boiler end.
however, offered to make the existing pulley sound
A small brass washer can be put on and the whole
enough to take me home; and this was done by
screwed up by means of the handle, which can be
removing the damaged ﬂange~which had to be
ﬁled up to shape out of a piece of sheet brass, and
broken in three pieces where cracked, in order to
a hole drilled and tapped out to take the pin.

June

_

2, 1910.
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get it away from its cross-threaded position—~and
by cutting some small wrought-iron plates and
riveting them on to the outside of the ﬂange with
countersunk pins, reinforced the ﬂange where
broken, and made it capable of doing further work
in a satisfactory and, as it proved, reliable manner.
From the moment the pulley was removed from
the engine shaft to that at which the engine again
started running was precisely 40 minutes, which
interval I occupied in having tea, as previously
planned. The pulley has since done a considerable
mileage, and I now intend placing it among my

REPAIR re A BROKEN PULLEY.
relics of motor-cycle repairs, which number among
them many interesting items, and represent one
phase of my rather extended motor-cycling career.
Messrs. \Vard & Co.'s charge, I might add, was
extremely reasonable.

Selling the "Old" Machine.

The purchasing of a new motor cycle of the
latest pattern is an event of considerable importance
to the enthusiast, and one which can only be
accomplished by the majority of those who are
already motor cyclists when the sale of the " old "
machine has been duly effected.
The owner
aspires to the possession of something better than
his present mount, maybe, and the only way in
which he can ﬁnd the purchase money is by getting
as much as possible for the latter and adding toit
the sum required to make up the balance.
Now, I
haye often thought that people in this position
might, if they went the right way about it, obtain
much better terms in carrying out the deal than
most of them do if they would only take greater
pains to put the machine they want to sell into
better trim, either mechanically or in respect of
smartening
the
external
up
appearance.
I
remember some years ago having for disposal a
3% h.~p. motor bicycle, of good make, the engine
of which was in ﬁrst-rate order, and the machine,
as a whole, sound.
It had, however, been used
as an all-weather vehicle, and certainly required
The offers I got for
re-enamelling and plating.
It in its somewhat shabby condition were wholly
unsatisfactory, and I decided therefore to lay out
a few pounds on having it plated and enamelled,
the result being that I not only got back all thatI
Paid for the renovating process, but in addition
quite a nice sum.
When it came back from
the enamellers
it looked to all intents and
Purposes a new machine, and its appearance was
the deciding factor in the sale transaction, the
purchaser well knowing by its characteristics that
It was a " two-year old," but recognising that he
would at least bespared the trouble of taking it to
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and re-assembling the parts before he could
take the machine out on the road in the condition

pieces
he

desired.
Some‘ owners

seem to expect to obtain good
prices for machines which require general attention
—and show it. Threads are stripped, the car
burettor leaks, or the compression is faulty.
The
ignition is out of order, or the belt and tyres are
worn out. The purchaser, on the other hand, has
to take such matters into serious consideration,
realising, as he does, that before the machine
can be really satisfactory he will have to lay out
more money upon it.
Of course, where the vendor,
conscious of the defects in the article he has for
disposal, allows for them in asking a price, a little
mutual concession and compromise will generally
settle the matter on a basis which is fair and satis
factory to both parties;
but, in looking around
recently on behalf of a friend for a secondhand
machine, I was particularly struck by the indiffer
ence shown by the owners
of those offered
me
as to the condition of the machine as a whole or
of some of its more important details.
I think everyone who has a motor bicycle forv
sale would be well advised
to put it in the best
order possible before offering it to likely purchasers,
and, unless I am very much mistaken, he will, in
nine cases out of ten, get a satisfactory return
for any trouble that may be involved.

A Set-Back

for Motor Cyclists.

Coming on top of the increased tax on motor
and the
bicycles, for Inland Revenue purposes,
higher price of petrol, the advance of 305. per
between
the
which, by an agreement
machine
leading manufacturing ﬁrms, is now to be put upon
all motor bicycles, is a very serious matter to the
man of moderate means.
It will, I am greatly
afraid, result in keeping a number of those who
and
purposed joining our ranks from doing so;
although the cause of the increase is put down
as a consequence
of the “rubber boom" and
the higher cost of tyres, those there are who think
that some increase in prices was contemplated
by the makers apart from this.
However it may be, there is a limit to the
question of price, unless the motor-cycle movement
is to suffer; and many of us had come to think
that this limit had in several cases been practically
reached
before
this latest advance was sprung
upon us.

Replies to Correspondents.
TIGHTENING THE TRUFFAULT Forms—J. N. G.
(Sh’oreham) asks which is the proper way to adjust
forks with which his
the Truffault
suspension
machine is ﬁtted. He says that the springy action
of the forks has largely departed, and the fore part
of the machine conveys more vibration to him
At the top of the handlebar stem
than it used to.
He must
he will find a hexagon-headed cap.
remove this, and insert the hexagon-shaped plug,
or short rod provided with the machine, turning this
to the right several times with a spanner, to com
Also
press the springs in the head of the frame.
remove nuts at the rear end of fork members, spring
the fork outwards, and screw up as tightly as pos
sible the square heads found behind those mem
bers.
These two things accomplished, it will be
found that the springing is much more efﬁcient.
H. K. L. (Doncaster) says he has lost the small
brass valve which was screwed into the crank base
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of his engine, and contains a ball to render it a
non-return valve. There is now a loud hissing
Is there any harm
noise as the engine revolves.
in running without the valve P—The ball valve
in question is for the purpose of releasing the com
pression of air in the crankcase, and so preventing
the latter becoming overheated. The absence of
the valve does not constitute any danger, as the
release is even more free without it.
There may
be a tendency to throw oil out of the crankcase, but
it is not very likely this will happen. The noise
by the escaping air might be considered
occasioned
by some an objection.
L. P. D. C. (Peterborough).-—It matters little
whether you fit two or three piston rings.
If the
former, put one at the top and one at the bottom
This is supposed to balance the
of the piston.
piston and retain the compression better.
Stepped
rings, with little pins in the grooves to keep them
from turning, are quite good practice, and you
may safely employ them.
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there are four main longitudinal frame members,
in this particular design there are only
whereas
two—this change being made to enable the pro
pellers to come close up to one another.
Fig.1 is the side elevation ; Fig. 2 the plan ; and
will
Fig. 3 the end elevation of the machine.
be seen that the rubber motors are of the balanced
variety, i.e., there is no end thrust on the bearings.
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FIG. 3.

Model Aeroplane Notes.
By "AEROPHILE."

AModel Farman Biplane.
Last week I gave some particulars

of a method
of constructing a Farman-type biplane in which
the screw was placed in between the main planes

FIG. 4.

G

Fm. r.

[:1

FIG. 2.

and the front elevator. This is, of course, a dis
tinct departure from the prototype, in which the
propeller is situated in the immediate rear of
the main planes.
This week I give an alternative
design, in which an even more noticeable depar
ture from the original is made, in that I use twin
propellers-only I put them in the proper place.
There will also be noticed another modiﬁcation in
the fusellage.
In the full-sized Farmanbiplane

|_-.-__.

f .f

'7

The skeins of rubber are placed, as shown in the
plan, at a considerable angle to the plane of the
This is a practice which on
screw's
rotation.
paper looks distinctly bad, but which actually
works out very well.
Beyond the fact that
'all the wear on the propeller bearings is radial and
on one side, I ﬁnd no disadvantage in this method ;
certainly there is no appreciable loss of power, as
the elastic provides its own universal ioint—and
It has often been
a highly efﬁcient joint it is.
urged against this type of balanced elastic motor
that it is diﬁ‘icult to wind up, and that when it is
used the propellers cannot be made detachable.
The former difﬁculty is more apparent than real,
and the latter I claim to have got over sutﬁciently
completely by making the propeller removable—
bearings and all—from the strut to which it is
attached.
My angling
Fig. 4 shows how this is done.
the idea, which is precisely
readers will recognise
similar to that employed in fastening the reel to a
The wooden strut is attached to the
ﬁshing-rod.
main planes by having a hole bored at each end,
to register with extensions of the top and bottom
ribs to which it is attached. These ribs are of
piano wire (24-gauge is most suitable), and the
ends, after passing through the struts, are bent
over and clinched. For thispurpose the wire should
be annealed.
This arrangement is illustrated on
the right-hand part of Fig. 4.
The strut is also shaped so that the propeller
bearing, as shown, lies down ﬂush with it, and is
of course prevented from moving up or down. Two
rings of thin brass strip are then made a tightish

51x
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edge of planes.
Rudder, 2!- ins. by 2% ins.
Pro
ins. diameter, 15 ins. pitch, driven by
pellers,
strands each side of r-rzth in._square elastic, or
strands each side of
in. strip elastic.
The arrangement of the single central skid
think, suﬁiciently clear to require no explanation.
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The Aeroplane Design Competition.
have been surprised and gratiﬁed not only by the
number of designs which have been submitted to
me in this competition, but also by the high stan

it

is

is

is_

is

is

is

;

if

is

sliding ﬁt upon the strut, and when they are pressed
down over the propeller hearing, as indicated in
the ﬁgure, the whole thing
made a ﬁxture.
It
is all the better
the propeller bearing arms be
made taper, so that as the rings are pressed on
them they automatically tighten themselves,
so
as to remain in position
but this is not absolutely
necessary.
The construction of the propeller bearing, which
is made out of thin sheet tin or brass,
simplicity
itself, and
obvious from the illustration.
The
tubular part
made by bending the tin around
the propeller shaft, which may be made best out of
18- or zo-gauge piano wire, though hard brass
will serve almost equally well.
The rear end of the back skein
attached to a
not fast to the frame, but
bent
hook, which
to form a small handle which can be locked in
so as to butt up
position, simply by bending
against the rearmost strut through which it works.
shows this idea, and also the tail in per
Fig.
spective.
The front outriggers are attached permanently
to the front and rear struts, these outriggers being
made of wood. It will be seen that there are
four wooden struts which come opposite to one
another, and they are all attached to the main
planes in the same way. No other struts are
but,
four others may be
desired,
required;
used at the comers of the main planes, and these
be
of
wire.
The front one at each end
may
piano
might with advantage be bent down and round, so
a
as to form
skid, as indicated in Fig. 6.
shows the arrangement of the main frame
Fig.
its
as regards
attachment to the main planes.
The
middle ribs in the planes are extended and bent
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dard of knowledge in matters aeronautic which the
That
great majority of the competitors possess.
"
is to say, that practically no
freak designs have
been sent up
and further, after a careful examina
tion of the designs,
am convinced that in nearly
case the machine projected is distinctly
every
workable and practical.
To the uninitiated this
may be a matter for no surprise at all, as model
are frequently looked upon as quite
aeroplanes
one of the easiest kinds of model to design and
some
construct.
Design, however, in this case,
times considerably more difﬁcult than construction
as there are many hidden snags which only the very
wary who know of them—and are consequently on
the look-out—can avoid
therefore, the fact that in
so large a proportion of the designs submitted in this
competition these snags have been avoided, argues
a deeper knowledge than
had anticipated existed
in my circle of readers.
intend to announce the winner and publish his
design in the M.E. of June 16th, together with some
notes upon it.
believe that several of the attempts
which will not be the winner embrace points likely
to be of interest to readers, and
therefore propose
to deal with these in the next two or three contribu
tions following the publication of the winning design.
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Answers to Correspondents.
H. B. (\Vest Stanley, co. Durham) wants to
is

is

know what
the size of the smallest aeroplane
the
that will carry a human being; and what
least li.-p. to drive it.
He wants to know where
to get the best materials to build
an aeroplane
with.
He fancies the Farman type of machine,
and wants to know
he could he proceeded against
for copying it.
The smaller the aeroplane, the greater the power
to carry a given weight.
The Santos Demoiselle
has a spread of 18 feet, a total surface of 120 sq. ft.,
and carries a pilot, weighing 120 lbs., with an
Its speed
over 50 m.p.h. A
engine of 35 hp.
Farman-type biplane, made extremely light and
having a supporting area of about 320 sq. ft., might
be made to ﬂy with as small an engine as
h.-p.
A. V. Roe has ﬂown on a triplane with this power;
20 h.-p. would
be better.
For materials, the
technical papers are full of advertisements of ﬁrms
who specialise in this line.
It would be invidious

8

6 8

I

3

3

8

1

9

I

if

to the shape shown at each end, so that they are
members.
easily lashed to the fusellage
The
latter, it will be seen, take all the thrust of the
elastic except the side thrust, which the main
well made of piano wire, as described
planes,
in recent contributions, are quite capable of
resisting.
As the plans reproduced above are not exactly
to scale,
will state the main dimensions of the
machine. Planes,
ft.
ins. long by 3; ins. wide.
ins.
ins. by
Elevator,
Depth between planes,
ins. from front edge of main plane.
1} ins. and
ins. by 3ins.,and
ins. by
ft. from trailing
Tail,

is

if

FIG. 5.
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to mention any particular one.
As to being pro
ceeded against for copying the Farman, I should say
you could copy almost any machine without being
interfered with, and I don’t know of any Farman

patents.
P. M. MACI. (Tighnabruaich, N.B.) writes :—" My
chief hobby used to be model speed boats; but of
late I have turned my attention in the direction
of model aeroplanes.
In speedboat work I had
some success;
but in aeroplanes,
to reach the
feats accomplished by some of your enthusiasts has
never been my luck.
“’hat I want to ask you is
—Are these feats really accomplished?
What 1
term a smart piece of work is to be able to get a
model to rise off the ground and ﬂy 40 feet, and

and
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model competition will, I fancy, surprise
you.
A. E. B. (Stockpmt) is building a model aero
The design will not allow him to drive the
plane.
propellers directly, so he intends to use a 2-skein
rubber motor, driving two propellers by
geared
means of belts with large pulleys;
propellers are
geared up from motor 2} to 1. He calculates the total
" Can I
thrust required to be 5 025. at 15 m.p.h.
get this from two Sin. propellers, 24-in. pitch blades,
at 1,300 r.p.m.
I
1Q in. wide at top, rIunning
can't ﬁnd out how much rubber I shall want.
I can
get in 24-in. lengths;
would it be best to use
rubber strip 3-Ioths in. by i-32nd in.,or 5-32ndsin
by 1-32nd in. ? How many strands should I use in.
season's

l
l

|

l

./
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Bacx VIEW or Mom-3L STEAM

I stand 5 ft. 9 ins. I can't get any of my
to ﬂy IOO feet—let alone 250 yards."
You have had a most disappointing experience,
and I fancy there must be something radically
wrong with your machines;
although a 4o-ft.
ﬂight, rising from the ground, is not at all bad—
it might easily be better.
Let me have the fullest
and I will try to
particulars of your aeroplane,
put you on the right track of improving its ﬂights.
As regards 250 yards being an exaggeration, I
myself have made two machines which have flown
over 400 yards each;
and 250 yards is quite
I could name twenty or thirty machines
common.
which will easily do this distance.
This coming
although
models

TURBO-BLOWER.
[see pages 513—516».

each skein, and how many turns can I safely give
the rubber P
You will
You ought to get 5-02. thrust easily.
require, using the 2}-to-l gear, sixteen strands
or, if the
at least to drive the two propellers;
propellers are separately driven, eight strands
to each ; but quite possibly this will not be enough :
it largely depends upon how well the propellers
You would
have been designed and constructed.
propellers. 12-in. pitch,
do better to use 8-in.
This
driving them with ﬁvestrands of elastic each.
would be much lighter. The eight-strand rubber
skein ought to take ICU—2CD turns, but more if
lubricated with soap and water.

June
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A Model Steam Turbo-Blower
By A. R. GRIGGS.
HE following is a description

(with photo
of a model De Laval steam turbo
blower of my own design and construction.
Machines of this type are used for gas pressure
raising and for generator blowing of a water-gas
In designing this model, however, I found
plant.
that, in view of its small size, it would be necessary
to depart from the standard design of these ma
chines in order to ensure its satisfactory and con
Another factor that inﬂuenced
tinuous working.
the design was that,-‘not having facilities for ob~
taining small castings, I had to so arrange the
design~that the various parts could be built up.
graphs)
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sufficient flexibility to enable the rotor to run
without any vibration whatever as soon as the
critical speed is passed.
The 'turbine casing‘is made of a piece of 2} ins.
diameter brass tube ﬂanged internally at each end,
to which the covers are secured by eight §-in. set
The casing is divided into two parts by
screws.
a diaphragm plate; the rotor runs in one division,
and the other is formed into an annular steam
chest, the diaphragm plate being provided with
two steam nozzles set at an angle of 20 degrees.
These nozzles have a throat diameter of '04 in.,
and are ﬁtted with the standard De Laval shut
, off valves, which can be seen in the photograph
The turbine case
projecting through the casing.
is secured to a rectangular base, which is provided
with ﬂanges for bolting the turbine to the founda

9,1
'MW

Q
.
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FRONT VIEW OF MODEL STEAM
The only casting used was the foundation plate—
an iron casting which I had cast off my own pattern,
and which I have described later on.
Turbine—The turbine, as before stated, is a
De Laval type, having a rotor of 21» ins. diameter.
This was constructed of hard brass, and the vanes
and wheel being of one piece there are no joints
at the roots of the blades to give any subsequent
trouble. To prevent the steam escaping radially
through centrifugal force, a light steel shrouding
The
is secured round the outside of the blades.
rotor was mounted on a i in. diameter silver-steel
This shaft is of
shaft, and accuratgly balanced.

TURBO-BLOWER.

tion plate. The interior of the base serves as a
reservoir to collect any water condensed out in the
rotor chamber, and thus keeps it perfectly clear;
and a 5-32nds in. drain cock is'ﬁtted so that the
The
reservoir may be emptied from time to time.
annular steam chest is also fitted with a drain
The turbine case is lagged with asbestos
cock.
and planished steeL
The main steam supply is
in. diameter, and
before the main stop valve (seen on top of the
turbine) is placed a steam separator to arrest any
water that may be carried along with the steam,
it being essential that the steam should be as free

l
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from water as possible when it enters the nozzles.
The separator is provided with wire gauze baﬂ’les,
specially designed to prevent the water already
collected from being taken up or forced over by the
steam before it is run off.
This point would not
be so important if a larger separator had been
ﬁtted, but this would have spoilt the appearance
of the model.
The separator is built up of {-in.
internal diameter seamless brass tube, with the
top and bottom ﬂange riveted and soldered.
The top cover, to which the bafﬂes are secured, is
fastened to the separator ﬂange by six 3-32nds-in.
setscrews, so that by unscrewing these the bafﬂes
can be lifted out altogether for cleaning or renewing.
The separator is ﬁtted with a l-in. drain cock
for keeping it clear of water.

June
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formed in the bearing and on the shaft
The oil then ﬂows back again to the centre of the
bearing through an oil way drilled under the shaft
hole, and thence by a copper pipe to the waste oil
chamber under the gear-box, from whence it can
be drawn off at intervals.
In order to take the thrust of the steam on the
rotor, a thrust collar is provided on the rotor'shaft
running against the faced end of the bearing inside
the exhaust chamber. This is lubricated by grease
from the screw-down grease cup seen over the main
bearing in the photograph.
Reduction
Gear.—A compound arrangement of
reduction is employed—that is, there is an inter
mediate
shaft. The total reduction is 5 to 1.
The ordinary spur-wheel gearing is used, but the
a recess

OIL REBERVOH:

Sac-non

or MODEL

The turbine is provided with a l-in. inteer
diameter exhaust pipe, the elbow of which can be
It is in
seen in the photograph of the back.
tended at some future time to connect this to an
The turbine runs at 20,000
ejector condenser.
of this high speed of
r.p.m., and in consequence
rotation the bearings of the rotor shaft have been
for ample and continuous lubrication.
designed
The oil from the oil reservoir is introduced into the
middle of the bearing on the upper part, and ﬂows
either way by means of oil channels; and after
lubricating the shaft it is collected at the ends by

STEAM

TURBO-BLOWER.

wheels have extra wide teeth to reduce wear, and
The whole gear is
are made of hard gun-metal.
encased in an oiltight box, and the intermediate
shaft running in oil lubricates all the gearing.
An oil-ﬁlling plug is provided (seen in the front of
the gear-box), and also a. runoff valve and over
ﬂow. The upper part of the case is removable,
The sides of
so that the gearing may be got at.
the gear-box are extended to carry the oil reservoir
As the high-speed
for supplying all the bearings.
bearings require ample lubrication, the oil cups
are kept
(the three seen in front of the gear-box)
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high as possible, so as to provide a good head
All the other bearings have the oil cups
for the oil.
in them, and are supplied by means of
screwed
piping run from the reservoir. The supply of oil
to all bearings is regulated by screw'down needle
valves —seen on top of the oil reservoir. All the
oil supply pipes are of l in. diameter solid drawn
A feature of the whole oiling arrange
copper tube.
ment is that the amount of oil going to the bearings
can be seen and regulated accordingly, and a stop
page of any of the oil supplies can be observed at
once.
Blower.——The blower is made after the Sturtevant
The casing is ham
type, and is entirely built up.
mered out 0L sheet brass 1-16th in. thick, and is
made in halves and bolted together by sixteen
The feet of the blower were
3-32nds-in. bolts.
cut out of sheet brass 5-32nds-in. thick, being suit
ably bent and shaped, and hard soldered to the
The fan is 2} ins. diameter, and has six
casing.
blades, slightly curved, mounted on a hub which
to a 3-16ths-in. diameter silver-steel
is secured
shaft. Only one inlet is provided, and this is placed
on the outer side of the blower.
The fan runs at
a speed of 4,000 r.p.m.
The foundation plate is an iron casting 7} ins.
long by 3} ins. wide, and is secured to a polished
F acings are provided
mahogany base by six bolts.
for the turbine, blower, and gear-box, and below
the latter is a. waste oil chamber cast in the founda
tion plate.
,The working of the model is most satisfactory,
and with the method of continuous lubrication
that I have employed it is possible to run the
turbine at the high speed of 20,000 r.p.m., and to
maintain this for hours without the slightest heat
ing of the bearings, etc. ; while there is practically
no mess from waste oil running over the machine

l
i

l
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ducting medium for sound is one in which sound
trawls with great velocity. As a matter of fact,
Colladan and Sturm were surprised at the great
distances they were able to use in their experi
ments with the two boats.
Their report led to extended experiments,
mainly in France and America, from which the
present submarine bell. has evolved.
The experi
ment may be repeated in a very simple manner,
as follows :—
One observer stations himself on a river bank
with a hammer, and, failing a. bell, a piece of metal.
His companion provides himself with a broom
handle, one end of which he places in the water
while he applies his ear, or even his teeth, to the
other. If now the striker performs upon his
implement under water, the man with the broom
handle will recognise each stroke at a surprising
distance, the broom handle thus collecting the
sound from the water.
Undoubtedly, the most convenient sound pro
ducer for use under water is a bell, and the larger
and more massive it is, the more powerful will it
be to continue the ring after it has been struck.
A bell can be recognised when heard under water

'

v

I

’

sw'kl'\

Telephone

Submarine Signals.
"

GREGAN.”
in saying that the ﬁrst
experiments in this connection were con
It was known
ducted on Lake Geneva.
that all bodies conduct sound vibrations to some
extent, and in 1827 two scientists named Colladan
and Sturm set out to determine the velocity of
sound in water.
Two boats were used, and from the ﬁrst a bell
was supported, with_ a hammer attached to a bent
lever in such a manner that it could be worked
In the other boat an ear
from the boat above.
trumpet was used, the mouth of it being immersed
in water, while the other end was applied to the
ear.
In this manner the velocity of sound in
water was determined to be 4,706 ft. per second at
a temperature of 8-1" C.—that is to say, four times
as great as in air.
Now the velocity of sound in any medium is
of importance, because it gives us a means of com
the length of the sound
paring the wave lengths;
wave being directly proportional to the velocity.
Suppose, for instance, we are forty wave lengths
distant from a bell in air, we should be only ten
wave lengths distant from it in water, because
the sound waves in water are four times as long
as they are in air.
Consequently, we may assume that a good con

BELIEVE I

By

am right

Fla.

1.

by the note it produces, but it sounds very diﬂerent
to a bell ringing in air. The reason of this is that
resistance
to compression oﬂered by
the great
"
"
out
the after-ring.
Conse
water
damps
quently, the bell sounds cracked, and the note is
It generally sounds something
much shortened.
like an iron pot being struck, and each stroke is
very prominent and distinct.
Many other sound producers have been tried-—
electric horns and such-like devices, but up to the
Un
present the bell appears to have held its own.
doubtedly, there is room here for inventors and
experimentalists, as anyone who has heard the
rather disappointing peals of an under-water bell
will acknowledge.
To counteract this damping eﬂect of the water
to some extent, and in order to cause the hammer
to deliver a sharper blow, an air-space is provided
in the interior of the bell. Of course, if the bell
is carefully lowered into the water, a large bubble
of compressed
air remains imprisoned in the in
terior, the volume of which depends upon the
distance to which the bell has been lowered, since

The Model Engineer and Electrician.

then bolted hard up against the
washer;
A micro
ship's side, so as to make a tight joint.
ﬁlled with
phone is then inserted, and the tank
a liquid which the Company keep a secret.
believe it is claimed that the special form of micro
phone used and the particular liquid employed
have a good deal to do with the efﬁciency of the
apparatus.
However, we shall speak of that later.
So far, we have a. tank ﬁtted on each side of the
ship, with a microphone inside it. \Vires are led
from each of these microphones to a switch in the
charthouse or wheelhouse,
which places the tele
in connection with one or other
phone receivers
"
of them.
The switch is marked " port
and
“
starboard" accordingly.
When in the vicinity of a submarine bell, the
switch
left over to the side from which it is
The sound
expected to be heard.
loudest when
the mouth of the tank is directly facing its direc
tion, and gradually grows fainter as the sound
strikes
at more acute angles.
If the ship's head
is turned towards the sound, the bell is heard fainter
and fainter until
re-appearing pre
disappears,
sently upon the other side when the switch is
When the bell
put over.
heard equally faint
in each receiver, it may be presumed to be right
ahead, and in this manner its direction may be
is

is

I

is

the imprisoned air will counterbalance, in its com
The
the pressure
of the water.
state,
hammer is made to work in this space, and is
usually controlled by a pneumatic arrangement,
To some
which, of course, is worked from above.
extent, therefore, the sides of the bell are, on the
inside, relieved from the damping effect of the
water, and a small after-ring is obtained. The
bell may be hung from IO to 12 ft. under water.
In order to receive these bell signals, it is not neces
Anyone
apparatus.
sary to have any special
passing in a. ship while the bell is being sounded
can hear the signals transmitted through the side
of the ship by placing his ear in contact with the

pressed
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interior of the hull, or by listening to a broom
handle placed aginst it.
The manner in which sounds are generally re
ceived, however, permits of the direction from
which they are coming being roughly gauged.
To begin with, the sounds can only be heard on
that side of the ship which
facing the direction
Tanks are accordingly
from whence they proceed.
ﬁxed on each side of the ship, and microphones which
in these tanks collect the sound
are suspended
vibrations and transmit them to telephone receivers
placed in the charthouse.
The tanks are open to the ship's side, so that
the liquid contained in them and the
between
nothing but the plating of the ship.
sea there
Before the liquid
put into them it is, therefore,
To this end
necessary to form a watertight joint.
covered with an india-rubber
the mouth of the tank

I

“ strong back," with toes placed under swell of ribs, and
screw-jack to iorce tank tightly against ship's side.

5
S
is
is a
a

T

I

TANK

of

Sxarcn snowmc METHOD or SECURING
r0 INTERIOR or SHIP.

is

it

is

is

is

I)

The diagram (Fig.
shows the connections.
The great points about this method of signalling
are twofold.
First, the waves of sound, being so
much longer in water, sounds can be heard at much
greater distances than is usual in air.
A bell may
be heard at a distance of 14 miles.
Secondly,
water
not so variable in density and ﬂow asis
air. Areas of silence, of which not much
known,
occur in air, and it was this phenomenon which was
responsible for the loss of H.M.S. Montague. These
silent areas act as a barrier to sound waves, and
when in one of them a ship may not be able to
pick up the sound of a foghorn which
audible
all round her for miles.
These areas appear to
be due to invisible'clouds
or strata. of varying
density. Again, everyone knows how great an
eﬁect wind has upon sound and how impossible
to hear in the teeth of a gale.
Nothing of
a corresponding nature occurs in the ocean—even
when there are strong tides and currents,
is
for all practical purposes perfectly tranquil.
Sound
signals conducted through the sea are therefore
not liable to variation, and should be, for this reason,
quite reliable.
But now we come to the diﬁiculties of the system,
foremost among which
the fact that iron, being
an extremely good conductor of sound, all the
multitude of noises taking place within the hull,
especially those in contact with it, are reproduced
in the receiver.
The manipulating of coal shovels
and the various noises in the engine-room—ham
mering, scraping the discharge of the condenser—
all combine to drown the distant bell.
Fortu
nately, this
not quite so serious as would at ﬁrst
must confess that when
appear.
ﬁrst listened
for the bell of
miles away,
lightship some
thought it would be absolutely impossible to hear
anything, on account of the babel of sounds in the
telephone.
Once,
however, the car has caught
the sound during a lull, and henceforward knows
what to listen for, the task
easier, on account
the human capacity for concentrating the atten
tion upon a particular object. At anchor

june
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a diﬁerent matter; but at sea, with the ship in
motion, the ordinary swish of the water rushing
past the ship's side is sufﬁciently disconcerting.
The problem mainly resolves itself into the design
of a receiver which will be more sensible of bell
notes than any other sounds.
Sound waves coming
through the water undergo a certain amount of
refraction, as well as reﬂection, in passing through
the hull. Part of the sound is reﬂected back to
the water, part traverses the iron, reaching the
liquid in the tank; here, again, reﬂection takes
place at the surface of the liquid where it faces
the iron plating.
There would thus appear to
be little advantage in the tank, unless, perhaps,
it partially eliminates some of the local noises,
which is extremely doubtful.
At any rate, a
microphone ﬁxed direct to the ship's side works
>
very well.
As to the secret liquid, I am afraid those who have
studied the behaviour of sound waves would be
quite contented to have nothing but ordinary
sea water in the tank, though probably no one
will grudge the Submarine Bell Company their
little bit of mystery.
I shall hope in a later article to give a few ex
periments of an original nature, on this subject,which
may throw some light upon the direction in which
improvements may be expected.

0n Making a Locomotive Type
Boiler.
ANY

2, 1910.

the boiler, forming an ample smokebox, which was
ﬁtted with a copper door, like a coffee ﬁn lid, but
Five 7-16ths‘in. brass
pressed inside of smokebox.
tubes were used, and pitched as shown in Figs. 4
and 6, being back and front end views of tube
plates.
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Fig. 2.
The backplate of ﬁrebox (B P) is shown in Fig. 5,
and is made out of a piece of ﬁ-in. copper plate
cut to the required size and shape, and the edges
are pressed over to form a lap joint which ﬁts
inside the boiler shell, as shown in Fig. 3. This
plate is cut extra long to form front part of ash
The shaping of the ﬂange to form the lap
pan.
joint is best done by laying the copper plate on

By H. MAPLETHORPE.

are the difﬁculties met by the model
engineer for want of tools and experience,
and sometimes money, that it often brings
out his good points in devising ways and means
to accomplish the object in view.
well remember

I

a very small student attending the Lincoln Munici
pal Technical School evening classes bringing a
piece of copper tube to me and asking me to
assist him in converting it into a locomotive boiler
(a small model locomotive he had was well on the
way). I asked him how he proposed to do it, which
was as follows :
Fig. I shows a piece of copper tube 3 ins. diameter
A nick was
by 12 ins. long and about Q in. thick.
cut, as shown at A, 3* ins. from one end, nearly
halfway through the diameter, and another nick
was cut in a longitudinal direction, as shown in
Fig. 7 at B, this end forming the ﬁrebox by
straightening the copper out, as shown in Fig. 2
and 8.
A is a side view of boiler, and Fig. 8
shows plates opened out at B, thus forming two
sides of the ﬁrebox.
Fig. 3 shows the complete boiler assembled.
A is boiler barrel, and ﬁtted with two tubeplates
These were made of a tough brass, and
(F, F‘).
cast the required shape, about 3-16ths in. thick,
with a ﬂange about
in. deep all round for riveting
to boiler. These were turned up on the top and
The
made a driving ﬁt into each end of boiler.
ﬂanges were placed outwards for convenience of
riveting, and the rivet holes were drilled right
through boiler shell and tubeplates in position,
thus securing accuracy;
fin. rivets were used,
in. apart.
The front end or
placed 7-16ths
smokebox tubeplate was placed some 2 ins. inside

i

hardwood block which has previously been
cut to the same shape as boiler shell, but allowing
} in. all round for thickness of copper plate, the
plate being hammered over the edge of wood block.
The front plate E (Fig. 4) forming back of ﬁrebox
is made the same way, except the side or vertical
seams are bent one way and the top or cylindrical
lap seam is turned the opposite way, and the rivet:
a

June
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go right through all three plates, as shown at P.
The wrought-iron ﬁrebars, G, are cut from g-in.
by fin. bar iron, the ends being reduced as shown,
and resting onitwo pieces of {-in. square iron D DI,
which are riveted on front and back ﬁrebox plates,
as shown in Fig. 3. C is the ashpan, made of thin
blue lagging steel, with ashpan lid shown under
S is stand supporting front end when used
boiler.
as a stationary boiler.
H is chimney made of 1—in.
thin copper tube, with a brass top and bottom,
as shown.

Ff? 8
Fig. 5 shows the ﬁreholev(:F H), which can be either
cut round or oval, but is shown with a ig-in. round
ﬁre hole.

MR. V.

E.

Jonuson’s

GYROSCOPIC

TOP.

The ashpan C is of ample size, to allow oil burners
to be used for generating steam.
The usual ﬁttings were ﬁxed on, mostly by
drilling and tapping and screwing the ﬁttings in,
which is a very easy way to attach ﬁttings.
The strength of such a boiler is about equal to
120 lbs. pressure, which is far higher pressure than
what is required for most models.
This is the easiest, cheapest, and most reliable
way of making a locomotive type of boiler I have
ever seen, and I hope it will help many model
engineers out of a difficult piece of work.
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Experiments
Further
Mono-rail Models.

By V. E. Jounson, M.A.
INCE I communicated the results of

some of
my gyroscopic experiments to the readers
of THE MODEL ENGINEER last year I have
made a great many further experiments on this
same subject of automatic stability, or, to speak
more correctly, of the automatic control of bodies
more or less naturally unstable.
Such a body, as a
kite or an aeroplane, may be naturally stable under
"
certain conditions known as " free
oscillations,
" forced " ones. The
but become unstable under
of
greater part
my experiments have been made
on the automatic control of aeroplanes,
but a con~
siderable number have been made on mono-rail
models, and the present seems an appropriate time
for an account of two or three of them, as they bear
directly on a recent article in this paper (March
In the
17th) on the Brennan mono-rail system.
models designed and constructed by me, and illus
trated in previous issues (Oct. zrst—Nov.
r8th,
1909), and which show perfect stability, as was
instanced by their behaviour at last year's MODEL
ENGINEER Exhibition, no mechanism was provided
to assist the return of the precessional axis to its
normal position after it had been disturbed by
To make this all-important poin‘t clear :
any cause.
Suppose A B (Fig. I) to be the original or normal posi
tion of the axis. Suppose a disturbing force plus the
automatic righting force (the precessional hurrier-on)
Now it appears
to change the position to A' B’.
to be generally assumed by writers on the subject
that the next thing to do is to get the axis back
into its normal position A B, ready to resist the
next upsetting attack.
But this is not so. Sup
pose the righting force has just restored the model
to its upright position, then any mechanical means
urging the axis back from the position of A'B'
to that of A B will tend to upset the model, for
by urging the gyroscopic axis in a direction in which
.the tilting of the model does not cause it to travel,
you will be upsetting it as much in one case as
you were righting it in the other.
\Vhat happens in actual practice is undoubtedly
this.
The righting action rather more than rights
the model ; this causes the axis to naturally travel
back towards its normal position A B.
Now its
angular rate of travel is much lasler than the angular
tilting travel of the model, and before the model
has had time to tilt over to any extent, the axis
is past its normal position A B travelling towards
A” B', its precessionalfmovement being now hurried
on by the other contact plane.
Again, the machine,
it may be, is over-tilted; but only to a lesser degree.
"
Thus are "Ioscillations
by the natural precessional
movements of the gyrostat automatically damped
out.
As an instance of an extremely simple
solution of an exceedingly difﬁcult
mechanical
problem, IIthink it would be hard to beat.
The angular rotation of the model or car and
that of the precessional axis does not synchronise,
the latter anticipating the former, as it were: in this
action lies the whole secret
of the success of
the
to
the
gyroscopic, as opposed
pendulum
attempts at automatic control.
Now it is by no means necessary, or even prefer
able, that the hurrying on of the precession need be
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delayed until the normal

AB

has been
position
commence
at its initial
the time A Bis reached—
or even before—the car may be righted. Having
this end in view, the writer constructed a model
similar to that illustrated (Oct. zlst, Fig. 6), but
unlike it in that there was no second containing
It was in fact similar
ring or adjustable stops.
to Fig. 5 (same issue), but with contact planes and
wheels instead of V-shaped stilts.
The two planes
were
rigidly connected together, pivoted, and
Pivoted in such a manner to the frame
balanced.
that they could turn about a horizontal axis passing
through the centre of the two upright portions of
When pulled slightly down,
the wooden frame.

‘It can even
position A' B', and by
reached.

the gyroscopic axis touched the bottom of the upper
plane; when rotated upwards, the top of the bottom
plane. This was done by means of small magnets,
actuated automatically by the turning movement
of the gyroscopic axis itself. No turning move
ment—no plane contact—no precession—no right
ing action—turning movement either way—correct
circuit completed—plane contact at once—hurrying
on of precession—model righted. The arc through
which the gyroscopic axis was allowed to process
was larger than with my former models, comprising
an arc of about 120 degs.
Although perhaps of a
rather more complicated nature than my earlier
models, it was in some respects an undoubted im
since it was capable of attacking the
provement;
upsetting force at once, and in any position of the
-

anus.

June

2, rgro.

falling over is much delayed by allowing the gyrostat
to precess.
In this system the mass, or, to speak
more correctly, themomentum of the gyroscope, must
bear a certain ratio to the mass of the car, or to
its momentum, regarding the velocity here, not of
There is nothing
progression, but of tilting.
wonderful in the momentum of two ﬂywheels,

B
Fro. 1.
each weighing 71ton and revolving 3,000 a minute,
The wonder is in
steadying a mass of 32 tons.
Here, then, the system
the way in which it is done.
is held in equilibrium simply by the brute force of
the gyroscopes.
As to the success of this system,
there can be no doubt ; whether it is the best, time
alone can show.
In the very simple mono-rail models illustrated
Oct. 21st and Nov. 18th, what is it that automatic~
It is a fact in
ally clamps out the oscillations?
the case of all bodies automatically controlled that.
unless the oscillations set up by the mechanical
righting actions are damped out, the system con
tains withi itself the mechanism of its own destruc
tion. Consider for a moment the apparatus illus
trated in Fig. 10 (Nov. 18th).
Supposing the gyro
scopic disc to be rotating in the same direction
as the hands of a clock lying face upright on the
table, supposing the person holding it to be doing
the same.
Let him now stop his own rotational

FIG. 2.
Take such a model as that illustrated in Fig. 5
(October 2151:), and having spun the disc, set it
carefully upright—it does not fall over—it will not
fall over until the spinning disc has turned practic
ally through a right angle, and the falling move
ment entails no change of plane on the rotating
If not free to precess, the model falls over
disc.
at once, or practically so. In the Brennan mono
rail (as well as in the writer's models), whilst the
car is n'gbud by hurrying on the precession, the

movement very gently, and very slowly rotate
The angular
backwards through some 5 or IO degs.
movement of the gyroscopic axis is out of all pro—
portion to his angular movement, being vastly in
excess of it.
The angular rotation of the model
as a whole and that of the precessional
axis do not
synchronise, the latter anticipating, as it were,
the former. The
and altogether outstripping
oscillations are thus damped out. It is for this
reason that the pendulum or gyroscopic pendulum,
etc., are useless as automatic controllers, and that
in this particular movement of the gyroscope
probably lies the only solution of the problem.
The gyroscopic top shown in the accompanying
illustration was designed and constructed by the
writer a few weeks ago.
Although running on
two wheels, it has perfect freedom to precess on
the common line of contact of the two pulleys with
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By L. T. G. SOL‘LSBY.
over all, 3 ft. 4 ins.; breadth, 5.} ins. ;
depth, 4 ins. ; draught, 2 ins. ; displacement,
LENGTH
11 lbs.
The hull, which is of yellow pine,
is cut out of the solid block, in halves, and screwed
together, as shown on sketch.
A thin strip con
nects the joint at the ﬂat portion of the keel.
The sides are 5 in. thick and the bottom 1» in.
The turtle deck is also of yellow pine, and was
steamed
and bent to the required camber.
A
stem post of plane tree is ﬁtted, being rabbeted
to take the shell, thus forming a ﬂush and invisible
The deck is made to be removed entirely
joint.
it required, hatches being ﬁtted as necessary for
access to motor, etc.
The rudder is of I-3znd-in. brass, and is ﬁtted to
a solid brass stock, which is enclosed by a trunk
to prevent leakage.
There is a tiller on the deck,
which is made to screw to a quadrant, so that
the rudder may be kept quite rigid at any angle.
The motor (8-volt) is driven by two 4-volt 7-amp.
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the wire or rail on which it runs, and about a hori
zontal spindle not shown in the ﬁgure, being just
hidden by the rim of the top, which is merely resting,
and not spinning. \Vhen spinning the disc is, of
course, horizontal and the axis vertical. This top
will run along a rail or wire and travel round
a curve (or, rather, another like it will, in which
the wheels are allowed to swivel), and will maintain
its equilibrium for about 21} minutes with a. good
Now, how will it do this, since there is
spin.
apparently here no mechanism to hurry on the
precession, and so right the top, which must
The means
always be falling, however slowly?
whereby such a good result can be obtained from
so simple a piece of apparatus was accidentally
discovered by the writer.
It will be noticed the
spindle coned out at the top runs around a tapered
If the spindle runs loosely in the bearing
bearing.
—a certain looseness, found only by experiment, is
necessary, neither more nor less—the apparatus
will maintain its equilibrium for a much longer
time than if it run true.
And even if displaced
within certain limits from the vertical, it will regain
that position. To do this, something must be
A common top rises
hurrying on the precession.
because
the spin of the axis is faster than its
table,
rolling-round motion on the
etc., on which it
spins. It thus tends to roll its point of support
(not the true apex, but some point or, rather,
circle, depending on the inclination of the top's
axis) in an ever-decreasing circle till the true apex
is reached and the top “ sleeps." Now, in the case
alluded to above, the only part that can be hurrying
on the precession is the play in the top bearing.
The disc, slightly cone-shap'ed in order to make
the centre of gravity as low as possible, is a heavy
one, and the rest very light, all being of brass“
save the steel spindle.
Fig. 2 is a stilt gyroscope, containing within itself
the mechanism of its own (upsetting) destruction.
A Problem for some of my readers.
G, gyroscopic
disc; S, spiral spring; A B, vertical precessional
axis. Solutions invited.
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accumulators, which, when coupled to give 8 volts,
gives a. speed of 4 miles per hour. This speed is
retained for about half-an-hour, gradually diminish
ing until the charge is exhausted, which takes about

By L. T. G. SOULSBY.

BOAT.

is

thrusts. \\'hen the elastic
wound up the friction
an important factor, but
becomes
almost
negligible when the tension
becomes
less.
The
average speed of revolution is certainly less than
that obtained by Mr. Twining; but using my own
style of thrust,
have had ﬂights equal to Mr.
Twining's best, and, what
more,
they were
almost straight ﬂights.
variation of this bear
ﬁnd, can be used on other machines, but hardly
ing,
with better results than any other thrust.
It
only with the single shaft that
shows up to such
advantage—Yours
faithfully,
Aux F. Joxes.
is

DEAR SIR,~——I am sending you the details of a
form of propeller bearing and thrust that I use on
small models, and which may interest you.
I
have used it with advantage on Mr. Twining's
NO. 1 machine, and, in fact, it is specially adapted
for machines having a single stick as shaft. The

it

Stopping Leaky Tank.
By A. c. 1). c.

B

A good way to remedy this temporarily
by the
“
of
Plasticine."
A little of this plastered
over the leak effectually seals
and will remain on
unaffected
by vibration or petrol. The writer on
one occasion rode some 20 or 30 miles in this man
ner, and, furthermore, left the petrol standing in
the tank all night, and the temporary stopping was
quite intact and petrol-tight in the morning.
is

H

To Wireless Readers.
TO THE EDITOR or The Model Engineer.
SIR,—I should esteem
a favour
some of your
readers
could inform me through THE MODEL
ENGINEER the call signals of various wireless stations
situated in and around London.
have erected
wireless station for the purpose of experimenting
and should be anxious to test the receiving distance
by knowing the names of the stations sending.—
Yours truly,
A. SPALDXNG.
Hampstead.
if

THE

for Small Model Aero
planes.
EDITOR or The Model Engineer.

I

To

Bearing

it

Propeller

a

[The Editor inuiln readersto makr use 0/ this column [or the full
discussion of matters0/ pmdwal and mulual ink-"st. Lrlltrs
may be signed milk a nom-dc-plunic i/ desirnl, [ml the lull
name and address0/ the svmlrr MUST invariably be allzrhed,
thoughno!MCtSSﬂllli'for publimti'on.]
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Readers.

The contact surfaces are lubricated with ordinary
blacklead,_ and if the movable bobbin should touch
the shaft in revolution, the lower surface of the shaft
and the portion of the bobbin which touches should
also be lubricated.
If the surfaces of the bobbins
are very rough, sandpapering with very ﬁne paper
improves them; but too much rubbing wears away
the surface. and makes it too ﬂat.
The chief advantage of this thrust is that it pro
duces a much more constant speed than most other

I
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as one piece.

is

It will be noticed that the after end of the above
This is due to
boat does not rest on the surface.
the weight of the after accumulator, which is addi
tional, having been designed to carry one only.

June

diameter. Two of these are necessary.
One (A) is
bound tightly to the end of the shaft as shown in the
The
wire
the
from
is
ﬁgure.
propeller
through a loose bobbin B and then through the
ﬁxed one A.
The wire is made to grip B slightly,
so that the propeller and bobbin B move almost

1* hours.
This is the great drawback to electric models,
as in order to drive a boat for any reasonable
time, the speed is consequently greatly handicapped
by the excessive weight of accumulators.
I would like to say for the beneﬁt of anyone
building boats with ﬂat after ends, that extra
precaution should be made for the keeping of a
straight course, as when the ﬂat portion sits on the
surface (as it should do), then it is most susceptible
to turning, and should really be ﬁtted with a ﬁn,
or an extra large rudder, which would serve an
equal purpose.

ELECTRIC MODEL MOTOR

Electrician.

it
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thrust consists chiefly of two bobbins. These are
such as are sold for use on bobbin pistols, and can
be procured from any toyshop at about ten for a
penny. The size is about Q in. long by the ~same
diameter, and all have a hole through about
in.

it,

use
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For the Bookshelf.
[Any book rade under this lk’lidlﬂl: may hr obfamld [mm THE
MonaL Esoiscizn Book Drpnrtmml. 2011;. Poppin's Court,
rim Sin-d, London, 5.0., by "Milling flu Publishedpricr and
thecos!0! paslngzl
THE AERo MANUAL.
London:
Temple Press,
Ltd.
Price, is. 6d.; postage 3d.
This is a book suitable for the reader who is
interested in the technical as well as the general
it is compiled
aspect of ﬂying machine practice.
by the staff of the Motor, and contains information
which has been sorted out of a wide range of
literature, and forms a handbook
aeronautical
dealing with historical and constructional matter.
“'e can recommend it to students of the subject
who may be novices and to the casual reader.
The technical matter is not deep, yet gives service

able information about principles and constructive
A chapter on Aerial Motors explains the
details.
design of various modern engines, including the
"
celebrated “ Gnome
Much atten
rotary engine.
tion is given to the work of the Wright Bros.
Gliding, as a sport, is treated in a short chapter
with instructions for making a glider, the cost of
materials being estimated at a ﬁgure rather less
than 5'4. The book is clear of freaks, and is pro
fusely illustrated, including photographs of dirigible
balloons, the construction of which, however,
is
not dealt with.

[Suntan'zs and members0/ Modrl Yachting Clubs an l'm'i'lrdlo
rommunfralereports0/ Club domesand 01110
nolts0! iiilerrst for
Ibis column. Such notesshouldI)! real in as earlyasposu‘h'!in
the month,bx! in any cast at leastlil'l‘li‘tdayr lit/or! daleof issue
in whichtheyan to alum/.1

Belfast Model Yacht and Steamer Club.
Through approaching the local Parks Committee,
the Club have their sailing lake now ﬁlled up with
water and four steps placed around the lake, for
the convenience of model yachtsmen trimming sail.
The ﬁrst handicap race of the season was held
on May i4th for two special prizes.
The race was
a beat up lake and a run back.
Five cutters
started in a ﬁne breeze.
Result:
Triton (Albert
Potts—fountain pen), I ; Alice (\V. Grego—cup), 2;
Rose (Daisy Gaffikin), 3; also competed—Canon
Starter, Sam
(Victor Gafﬁkin), Sally (C. Grego).
Sec.,
C. GA'FFiKlN, 3, Park
Jones—Hon.
Parade, Belfast.
Croydon Model Yacht Club.
I have great pleasure in informing you that the

above Club is progressing
in a most satisfactory
\Ve have now thirty members, and on Satur
way.
day, May 14th, we held our ﬁrst regatta. Thejunior
race was won by Master C. Scudamore's Unknown;
the Club Championship sailing race
by Mr. A.
Garrett's White Heather; Club Championship for
As several
speed boats by Mr. S. Kiljour's Viper.
of our members have naval models, we introduced
a naval steam race, which was won by Mr. P. E.
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Roberts's H..\l.S. Belleroplion. Altogether, it was;
highly successful, and the onlookers, who amounted
to sixty, were very interested.
\Ve all feel we owe
most of our success to your kindness in inserting
my letter in your excellent paper.
May I hope
this one will ﬁn'l a place under the Model Yachting
Notes, as nearly all our members are readers of
THE MODEL ENGINEER, and would be highly pleased.
—Hon. Sec., P. E. ROBERTS,
55, Torridge Road,
Thornton Heath.

Jarrow Model Yacht Club.

The quarterly meeting was held in Lockhart's
Café, Ellison Street. on Saturday, May 2ist, the
in the chair.
\‘ice~president
(Mr. Thos. Burley)
After the minutes of the previous meeting had been
read, a general discussion took place as to the best
means of bringing the Club into greater prominence
and increasing the membership. It was ﬁnally
(leCli'ltd to give a demonstration during the “Race

\\'eek" (Thursday, weather permitting) with all
available boats on the “Park Lake "; also a prize
for the most attendances at the lake during the
year; and also one for the member obtaining the
\Ve will be pleased to meet
most new members.
"
or “Shields” club members
any of the “Heaton
lake,
if they will make themselves
when visiting the
known. The next meeting takes place on June 4th,
as above, to make ﬁnal arrangements and handi
capping-Jim particulars as to membership, etc.,
apply to the Hon. Sec, WILLIAM EARL, 94, Beech.
Street.
Leeds Model Yacht Club.
The return race with the Manchester Alexandra
M.Y.C. took place on March 19th, at Kirkstall‘
Lake, Leeds.
The wind came from
and early
in the day it was found very difﬁcult to get a course,
owing to the weedy state of the pond: The wind,
however, freshened later, and got more easterly
which made it possible to lay a good course to»
The Manchester Club
windward in two boards.
of the
was met at the station by two members
six boats.
After a
Leeds Club, and mustered
trial spin up the lake, and starter and judge were
in position, a start was made with the racing,
the following boats taking part.
Liar-30s.
MaxciiizsriZR ALEXANDRA.
Points.
Points.
o 5 5 Maud
. 5 0 0
.
Saxon
Heather
.
.. 0 0 O Doris
5 5 5
Cliri'slabel
.. 0 O 5 Mt’mm ..
5 5 0
o 5 5
Isabrl
.. 5 o 0 Suﬁmgelle
o 5 5
Britannia
.. 5 '0 0 Pixie
Mona
.. D 0 0 Petrel
5 5 5
Total
..
25
65
Leeds won by 40 points.
The racing was very satisfactory, there being no‘
dispute of any kind. The boats rarely touched
shallow water until after passing the winning ﬂag.
The wind held good, and everything went merrily
for the home Club, who soon showed the pace and
won with comparative ease, although many of
Total

the heats were closely contested.
“'hen racing was over, the Leeds Club enter
tained their visitors to a substantial tea at the
Rooms, close to the lake.
Abbey'Refreshment
Here the winners were congratulated, and compli
mentary remarks were passed by ofﬁcials and mem~
The visitors, who, by the way,v
bers of both Clubs.
with
are capital sportsmen, were well satisﬁed
their reception,.although they admitted they did.
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not expect such a warm one.
An invitation to
visit Manchester during the present season was
given and accepted, when Leeds will do all in their
The
power to give a good account of themselves.
Visitors entrained at 9 p.m. for Manchester, after a
most enjoyable day's outing—Hon. Secretary,
E. NORTH,

Southsea Model Yacht Club.
On Saturday, April 23rd, at the Canoe Lake,
Southsea, the S.M.Y.C. held a 12—metre special
race.
Of ten entries,
the
result was—Messrs.
Lenton, 16}; C. Burgess, r6; C. F. Coxon, 14*;
E. G. Burgess,
125; Harryot, 9}; Sparkes, 9;
Sparrow,
8};
Smith, 8.—Hon.
Secretary, 1.
SPARROW,
10, Eastﬁeld Road, Southsea.
Swansea Model Yacht Club.
The third race for the rose bowl presented by
David Dill, Esq., was sailed on Saturday, May 14th,
at Brynmill Park Lake. The wind was easterly
and very squally at times.
Nine boats started,
and a good race resulted in a win for the Mac
Stanley
(G. C. Vaux); second,
(A. Thorogood);
third, Diary (G. C. Vaux, jun), fourth, Gladys
(T. Fox).
The seventh race for the Club Championship
was sailed on Saturday, May zist, at Brynmill
Park Lake. The wind was blowing fresh from
the North-East and continued steady throughout
the race.
Seven boats came to the starting line,
and an interesting race resulted in a close ﬁnish,
the Mac (G. C. Vaux) just beating the Stanley (A.
Thorogood) for ﬁrst place; third, .Marv (G. C.
Waux, junr.); fourth, l fagara (T. Phelps).
On \Nhit-Tuesday four of our members journeyed
to Kenﬁg Pool, which is almost midway between
here and Cardiff, to sail an inter-town race between
Cardiff, Newport, Bristol, Barry, and Swansea,
but, unfortunately, Newport and Barry failed to
Cardiff had six boats,
put in an appearance.
Bristol two, and Swansea four. The course decided
was a run and a beat.
As no spinnakers or square
sails were allowed, we were greatly handicapped,
as all the other boats were ﬁtted with a special
rudder. worked off the main sheet, which enabled
them to get to leeward in a very unorthodox
manner, as the boats jibed over every few yards.
Three heats and a ﬁnal were sailed.
The ﬁrst two
iheats were easily won by Swansea,
and the third
The ﬁnal resulted in a win for (‘arditi
.by Cardiff.
with Swansea a close second.
“'ill readers kindly note that Mr. James Marshall
is no longer Secretary of this Club, and that G. C.
"
VAUX, jun.,
Thornhill," Uplands Terrace, Swansea,
has been appointed in his stead ?

The Society of Model Engineers.
{Reports 0/ meetingsshould be nut to the oﬁirrs of THE Moon.
ENGIssER i'llllJMI dc'ay, aid trill b: inserlld "i any par
licular tSSIIt i/ raeim'rl a (liar nine days br/orr its usial dale
of publication]

London.

LAUNCH Tine—The Annual Social River Excur
sion will be held on Saturday, June 25th; Train
will be taken to Reading for Caversham, and the
launch “ Empress of India" will proceed thirty
miles down stream to Windsor, whence the return
to London will be made by rail. Inclusive tickets,
75. 6d. each.

and Electrician.

June

2, 1910.

The Members' Annual All-day Excursion will
take place towards the end of July, when a visit
will be made to the Great \Vestern Railway Com
pany's Locomotive and Carriage Works at Swindon.
—Full particulars of the Society and forms of
application may be obtained from the Secretary,
HERBERT G. RIDDLE, 37, Minard Road, Hither
Green, S.E.

Provincial

Societies.

Reading—At the meeting held on the 6th inst,
After the
the chair was taken by Mr. F. Hart.
of the evening had been disposed of,
business
Vice-President Dr. Dickson gave a most interesting
"
Heat Engines and
and instructive paper, entitled
Their Efficiency," at the close of which a discussion
followed. On the proposition of Mr. Hart, seconded
by Mr. \Vebb, a vote of thanks was passed to Dr.
Dickson for the able way he had given his paper
and made such an interesting and pleasant evening.
This meeting is the last one to be held until the
Visits to engineering
works and
winter session.
other places of interest will be arranged by the
Committee from time to time, notice of which will
be posted on the notice-board, and, if time permits,

Members are requested
in THE MODEL ENGINEER.
to sign their names, on the paper afﬁxed to the
notice-board for that purpose, who (intend making
This will allow the Committee
one of the party.
to make any necessary arrangements that may be
required. Information, etc., can be obtained from
the Hon. Secretary, F. DORMER, Tilehurst.

Queries

and

Replies.

[Allention is especiallydirrclrd to [hevarious conditionsgiven below.
and no noticewill be lakrn of Queries nol complying with the
be
directions than» stand. Lrtlcrs tonlaining Queries must
'
marked on the mp lrﬂ-hand (arm 0/ the murloP¢ Qum'
relating
to
[he
those
but
No
:mnmunicalions
Drfmrtmml.“
Oill‘YitS should he em‘loxrdin the sanu miitlofw.
to by
Qurritx on siib/rrls within the srofvrof this rolurnn arr replud
pml, fr” 0/ rharcr, undrr the following [Oldllm :~(i) Ounizs
shots,
on
wrillrn
shouldb:
diﬂerznl
rim/mt irilh dtilﬂll‘l sublrrts
on on: side of ﬂu Paper only, and th: sender‘snum nus-r, be
inscribed on thr bark. (21 Queries should be arrompamzd.
whern'er [>0u1blr.with fully dimenswnld sketches,and-corre
ipirndz'nlsare rrmmmcndrdIo ktefva Coﬂy 0/ Ihnr Qumrs [or
past-card)
relevance. (3) A slamprd addresstdrm'tlopz
“
shouldinvariably be (Mluxrd. and also a Queriesand Rtplil!
current
Coufxm" cut out [mm 1hr udi'nrlismml Pages0/ the
issue. (4) Querirs il'l” be ahnrrrrd as early as Possible altar
recn'pl. (5) Queries which. in the opinionrn/ the Editor, arr
beyondthe ll‘QIll’Ml( scape0/ this column,will “Hit, [it rdurnrd
la thesenda with a nohﬁcalinnto that eﬂrrl, or will he "(med
to Tu: MODEL ENGINEER Laboratory, wherue a [a Will be
quolrd for supplying the desired information or drawings.
(6) Queries relating to mqmrirs which have bun replirdm at
sonir Previousdatemus!bearmmpaniedby a roPy of theannual
query, logrthn with our "ply to same. Both the dd: 0/ such
previousquay arid the numlirr of our reply must also be pen.
(7) All Qut'rics should(2!add't’iﬁfdlo Th: Editor. THE Monsi.
Escmszn, zo-zii, Poppin‘s Court. Flm Strut. London, 86.}
The following are seleclrdfrom th: Querieswhich have bun replml
to recently:—
Motor: Nernct Lam . J- B_
[1 . 3] Tele hone:
(Briiitiviil writes 1’“) I have :i simple line and tang telephone
like to know if there is likely Am be
it.
should
of about 200
and
any danger to the line during lightning dlsch es; the highesl
point of the line (which consists of No. :8 S.“.G. pure copper
“5!
wire) is about 30 it. from ground. I have {laced a 5-_amp._
in the line before it enters the house at each end; will this be
any help? (a) l have a push zo-amp. accumulator and when
connectedto a 4-voll tripolar motor the leads, for about 2 ms.
before reaching motor, becomered-hot, but near the accumulator
they are cool. The motor also heats up after running about three
minutes. Would you kindly inform me as to cause? [3) Are
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instructions
(1) “'e do not rememberhaving publisheddetailed
”
for building zoo-watt “ Manchester dynamo. But by adopting
“
Motors,’
Handbook,
Dynamos
and
the designgiven in our
Small
and for any constructionaldetailswhich presentdifﬁculty consulting
issues,
goodmachine.
our back
You shouldbe ableto easily produce
(2) Yes. (3) Yes. The machine better ﬁtted for lighting than
for plating. For the latter, an output of 40 amps. at volts would
be more suitable, as biggercurrent would be available, and also
power would not be wasted in cutting down volts. (4) Sec Mr.
Avery's “ The
of Dynamo Design.” 2s. 3d. post free, also
the seriesof articles under the headingof " How It Works," on the
electric motor, in issues of January 4th, 11th, 18th, and 25th,
February 1st, 8th, and 15th (1006),and on the dynamo, November
29th, December6th, 13th, 20th, and 27th (1906).
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[23,466] EIQ¢tri¢ Motor, F. \V. (Oswaldlwistle) writes
havean electricmotor, marked 10volts, 1-6thh.-p., at 2,000revs.
ins. diameter ﬁeld-magnetcores,1} ins.
The armaturetunnel
bobbins on cores, 3 ins. diameter. The armature has twelve
slots, and
wound through the ring and over betweenthe slots.
ins. wideby
laminated. This armature
do not think
have enclosedtwo piecesof wire. The long
3} ins. diameter.
piece off the ﬁeld-ma, et bobbins, and the short piece off the
want to con
armature. \Vhat sizes 0 you.call these wires?
vert the motor into good lighting dynamo, and want to know
shall have to ut freshwire on the ﬁeld, or armature,0r both;
so, what size ofwire?
Could make good lighting dynamo
by putting fresh wire on the ﬁelds, and use the armature as itis?
about a 3-16ths-in. air-gap between the armature and
There
magnets. Should wind iron wire over the cogs 0f the armature
evenly to make this less
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We cannot think that the samplcs of wire you send are really
series windi igs: the longer piece we take to be No. 30 S.W.G.,
and the tiny scrap would seem to be No. 29: thesesizessug est
that the machine wound for shunt connection. If the windings
are suitable for the machine as a motor, you should not require
to re-wind for use as dynamo,thoughwinding for use at lower
voltage might be found more convenient. Yes, we recommend
reducing the air-gap as much as practicable. You will ﬁnd other
suggestionsfor procedurein getting motor to "act as dynamo in
“
our Handbook, Small Dynamos and Motors (7d. post free).
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[23.270] Model Engineer" Dynao. A- G. (Forest
thank you very much for your reply to my Query,
Row) writes
No. 22,940 (published in issue of February 3rd last) re MOBIL
you
Encnnn dynamo, and should be very much obliged
would help me little more. In giving me winding for 50 volts
you say might stand working at 75 volts for charging,but not,
right in thinking that this wastes
resistance. (1) Am
use
current, and would not be better to wind for 75 volts at about
1,800 revolutions, not troubling about the 50 volts? (2) What
not mean
loss would there be when working at 50? Would
that the magnets would not be magnetised to saturation, and
wanted to work an arc lamp, as
would not this be better
will do
would leave little for the seriescoils to play with?
doubt as to whether
just what you think best. There
for 50 volts charging, but do not
shall ever want to use
cxpcct shall ever make another large dynamo,and Iwantit to do
receivedthe castingsand forgings
anything am likely to want.
Co., Melling’s Mill, St. Helens. They
this week from H. Smith
are splendid castings, exact to drawings. and the pole-piecesarc
hope.to start on themnext
forged exact to size out of soft iron.
week. (3) The Crypto Company make a dynamo (their No. 24)
to give, at, 1,000 revs., 320 watts; at, 1,400 revs., 500 watts:
at, 1,750 revs., 700 watts. This without altering anything.
want almost the samething, viz., at 1,000revs, 50 volts 10amps.
at 1,500revs., 60 volts 10 amps. at 1,800revs, 75 volts 10 amps
be possiblefor me to do it? (4) In reply to last query
Would
you gave me N0. 19 as winding for armature. Is not this rather
in h'mbook.
small, as see Mr. Avery gives No. 18 for 10 311105.
(5) Would you pleasesay about what serieswinding could put
on in case wanted to light an arc?
(1) Not to an appreciableextent: you obtain more magnetism
and increasethe availableoutput of themachine. (2) The magnets.
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E. F. L. (Bath) “'l'lle'51
113.452] Electrical Queries.
“’lllUVOU tell me at any time you have ever given directionsfor
so, are the back
making a zoo-watt Manchestertype dynamo
numbers obtainable? (2) Would
amps. 40 volts be sufﬁcient
for electro~plating? (3) Would
dynamo of
amps. 40 volts
be satisfactory for either plating or lighting,
shunt-wound?
Can you recommendme some more explanatory book than
(4)
" Small Dynamos and Motors."
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[23.502] Charging Accumulators. R- P- K- (Evercl'eethl
writes: _I may sometimeswant to charge some small motor-car
ignition or other small accumulators,but only occasionally—perhaps
not more than one dozen a year. I have a dynamo regulatedby
resistancefrom 80 to 140 volts, 16 amps, a storagebattery 27Cells,
75 amp-hour capacity, and also what I belicveis a Fuller charging
battery, 6 cells in a propercase—it seemsall complete,exceptziucs
and electrolyte. There are two carbons to each cell, and the jars
and porous pots have a quantity of lilac-colouredcrystalson them.
From thesesources,which would be the best and cheapestmeans
of charging? This way does not secm very economical to have
to run dynamo so many hours ; it seemssuch a lot of currentgone
to waste, and it may happen I should want to charge when the
engine was not running. Could I not charge from the storage
battery? The last three or four regulating celb I ﬁnd seldom
get used, the last two never. \Vould it be possible to connect
up the small accumulator to thcsci 11someway or other. Iwould
prefer this way if possible. Or, would it be possibleto put small
accumulator in series with others when charging and discharging
these. charging only at the rate of the small one, or diScharging
only at the rate of the small one ? \Vhich way will connectionsbe
for polarity, or would you advisegetting the Fuller chargingbattery
put in order, and use this? It appears in good condition. I
have been watching your Reply column, but have not seen the
reply I wante'l.
Your suggestionof charging from the battery's regulating cells
is a quite practicable one. The charging cells must, however,
have a voltageamountingto 2'5 for everycell in seriesto becharged
the capacity of the charging battery must be at least abouf
charged. This
30 per cent. greater than that of the battery to be
we take it, will be attainable in your case. Yes, accumulatorso
series,provided
the
varying sizes can be chargedand dischargedin
current does not exceed that suitable for the smallest ccll in the
be
battery
should
set. The positive terminal of the charging
connected to the positive terminal of the battery to be charged.
separated
from the main battery
The regulating cells should be
when used for charging the small accumulators. If this 15con
venient, we recommenddoing the charging in this way, as, if the
plant is in regular use, you would ﬁnd this method very cheap and
convenient. To charge the small accumulators separately With
resistancein series would be the worst of the proposedmethods,
both with respect to convenienceand cost. The Fuller battery
should be usedrather than this. but, of course,the ﬁrst cost of put
ting the battery into workingorder, and the standingcostof upkcep,
would make it more expensivethan the method we recommend—
of charging from the regulatingcells.
T (Buckhaveﬂ) “'ﬂtcs
[13.472] Polishin Aluminium.
have recently purc ased some aluminium for the pur . of
making castings at home, but experienceconsiderabledifﬁculty
etting polish on the aluminium, even after turning or scraping,
and the ﬁle always leavesmarks,owing to the ﬁlings collecting in
ﬁle. Any information on this subject will much oblige.
The British Aluminium Company recommend the following
methods of polishing aluminium. One method is to place in a

bottle equal parts by weight of olive oil and rum, and shake until
an emulsiﬁedmass results; this
used as an ordinary polishing
secondmethod
to mix together ﬁne emery powder
paste.
and fallow until pasteof suitable stiffnessfor use with ragmop
is formed
ﬁnal polish of great brilliancy given by usingrouge
and turps on the mop. A third method to use Vienna chalk on
an ordinary chamois skin bufﬁng wheel, and ﬁnish with rouge;
or to usea rag mop with very ﬁnely powderedVienna chalk.

it

[23,487] Hot-air En ne Difficulties. A- T- (Deccan)
writes : I should like to as you a query on a hot-air enginewhich
I have. I have tried several different ways to make it work,but
without any result. “hen the piston is forced back there does
not seem to be enough air to force the shaft out, and also should
the three groovesin the piston have rings?
(1) Your ﬁrst difﬁculty seems to be that your engine is not
suﬁiciently powerful to overcome its own friction, which simiily
means that the efficiency is not sufﬁciently good. This may be
due to so many different things either in design or use "that we
cannot go into the matter in a brief reply. Our Handbook Simple
MeChanical Working Models," which describes a hot-air engine,
might be found helpful. (2) Piston rings introduce too much
friction; use packing.
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Nernst lamps made to burn on alternating current? If not. can
they be made to do so without going to the expenseof a rectiﬁer ?
(4) Is it possible to rewind the little 4-volt tripolar motor before
menfioned in any way so as to make it generate,or would the
cost of doing so be more than that of a model dynamo?
(1) A lightning protection device should be ﬁtted. and a fuse
is a suitable one to employ. But we should advise using a fuseof
smaller current'carryingcapacity—one that will blow at something
nearer the normal current usedon the line, say at twice the normal
current. (2) One cause of heating seemsevident—the leads are
of wire too small to carry the current that passes. The motor
also is getting too much current, unless it is so small as to be
heated by the leads. Try the effect of ﬁtting larger leads. and
then if motor still heats up you had better run it on a lower
voltage battery or put some resistance in series. Sometimes,
however, the heatingof a motor is due to short-circuiting or other
fault of the winding ; it doesnot conclusivelyshow that the motor
is not capable of taking the current which is passing. (3) Nernst
lamps can be used on alternating current ; the burners and bodies
Rewinding
for use on alternatingsupply are speciallymarked.
“ (4)
would not help matters. See our handbook. Small Dynamos
and Motors,” for help in coaxing motors to act as generators.
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(Walthamslm‘l
[13.5l91 Mercury Break for Coil. E. W.
writes Re one of your Handbookswhich have bought
Induc
tion Coils for Amateurs"), made shockingcoil from the particulars
within which works all right.
afterwardsmadea mercury break.
connectthe electro'niagnetterminalsto bichrornatecell. and the
terminals E and A (Fig. 29) to the contact pillar and spring
(oneeach) to the shockingcoil. Then, when switch on, cannot
get any current into the handles. The platinums of the coil
have.separatedwith a bit of cardboard, and turned the screwto
stop the movement,and then,again, have taken the cardboard
away, but in each casejust the same—nocurrent through in the
handles.
should be much obliged
you could let me know
where might be wrong.
The causeof your troubleseemsobvious. Your cell employed
in actuating the bell electro-magnet,while the mercury bottles

F- H- (Stalybridge)
[13.361] Boiler for Model Steamer.
writes: In further referenceto myquerﬂNo. 23,ro5),for reply to
which I thank you very much, I sendyou herewithndrawing showing
another boiler for my steamer,which i am thinking of making to
replace the water-tube boiler. This boilm has a fairly large water
capacity, as you will see. The ﬁring will be by two Primus burners

O
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13- L- H- (Bolton) "11%!
[13.522] Jewellers' Lacquer.
shall esteem
great favour you will inform me what lacquer
used by manufacturing jewellers to keep the follcwvingin
ﬁnishedstate—~viz.,
gold and silver trinkets, brooches,watches,etc.
We.do not know what
the actual practice in the trade. but
there an enamelnamed “ Zapon," easily obtainable from stores,
which we have found suitable. It adheresvery firmly, and. bein
colourless,does not spoil the appearanceof the lacquer
quit; e.
arti

'5 I

:are not saturated: the number of lost watts in the ﬁeld coils at
50 volts will be about 40, which is quite moderate for this size
machine: 50 volts is about right for an ordinary open-type arc
'lamp. (3) The output of any dynamo increaseswith the speed. If
you wish to use one machine for various speedswith one winding,
the magnetswill be underworkedat the low speedif the coils are
properly desizned. If you wind your magnetswith No. 23-gauge
-s.c.c. wire, you can safely work at 75 volts and obtain the lower
voltages at lower speeds; the precisenumber of revolutions per
‘minute can only be determined by trial. The speed will not be
directly proportional to the voltages. as the quantity of ﬁeld
magnetismwill alter with alteration of voltage. If you want to
get them in direct proportion, you must wind the ﬁeld coils for the
lowest voltage and introduce a resistance in series with them
to regulate the current at the higher speeds. (4) No. 19 will be
correct; No. 18 would be better if you could get it in. (5) For
a serieswinding. in addition to the shunt winding, try twenty-six
‘turns of No. r4-gauge n.c.c. copper wire on each core.
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are left to generatetheir own electric energy, which they are not
capable of doing. The mercury bottles, With their dipping wires,
are merely for making and breaking contact in the coil circuit;
the energy for that circuit must be externally supplied.
“
Engines.
AMATEUR" (Elsi
[23.322] Model Marine
Fife) writes (1) How many square inches heating surfacewill be
requiredfor non-condensingcompoundmarine engine, {-in. un
by ri-in. r..~r.by r-in. stroke,with 100lbs. pressure.at r,ooor.p.m.?
(2) How many square inches heating surfacewill be requiredfor
similar engine, ii-roths-in. H.-P. by r-in. r..-r. by {-in. stroke,
at 60 lbs. pressure,at 1,000r.p.m.? (3) How many
dis
placementwill No. enginedrive at fair Cruisingspeed.pounds
(4) How
many poundsdisplacementwill No. enginedrive at fair cruising
speed
(5) Would the heatingsurfacerequiredbe less condens
so, what peccentage? (6) Could
ing with 20-in. vacuum;
you give me sketch of
Q-in. by l-in. double-actingcirculating
pump (suitable for
marine condenser),or what number of TH!
Moer ENGINEER,
has beenillustrated? (7) In your issueof
drawing of device for regu
_inne 13th, ioo7, page504, there
lating
steam cock. Do you think
would be successful
were.ﬁtted to the end of the regulatingleverof the blowlampillus
trated on page 590, _Iune 20th, 1907,so that the steam pressure
rose above a certain pro-determinedfactor,
would cut down
thetlame of lamp and adjust itself to the requirements the
engine
(1—4) As you know, compoundengineof the non-condensing
type must beworkedat pressurethat will enablethe i..-1>.
cylinder
to do useful,and not negativework. You will remembertheclasle
experimentof the small boy, who found his modelcompoundengine
worked fasterand gavemore powerwhen he took the t..-P.cylindcf
a

if

I

a
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2} ins. diameter), which have by me. Will you kindly give me
your opinion by answering the following questions (1) Will
fthis boiler be suitable to drive single cylinder (i-in. by i-ln.) in
a 4-ft. steamerhaving twill-screws? (2) In case the above boiler
was too small, what size should require, keeping to the above
possible? (3) Will this type of boiler be top-heavy in
desi n,
at;
so, could counterbalance with lead at the keel?
the
might be. The casing should
The design
not so good as
embrace the whole of the boiler. Primus burners are out of the
questionin such small vessel,and you would not get them to burn
properly in the boiler shown in your blue-print. You will do much
better with
blowlan'ip and a boiler with inclined longitudinal
tubes,as perour sketch. This typeof boiler alwaystop-heavy,and
ins., and recommended
thereforewr-have reducedthediameterto
the blow-lamp(petrol in-lferred). With the latter ﬁring apparatus,
the furnace height wil be reduced to the minimum.
you ﬁnd
it still top-heavy,use two boiler tubes of smaller diameter side by
siie, as suggestedin
recent reply to query. The superheater
will increasethe efﬁciencyconsiderably,and so would two funnels.
L- P- (Shefﬁeld)“Tiles:
[13,499] Adhesive for Oil-Silk.
Will you pleasebe kind enOUghto tell me how can stick oil
silk, as per enclosedsample,to wood for making aeroplaneplanes.
have tried rubber solution, Seccotine, joiners glue, glue made
of gum arabic, and isinglass; but all to no purpose. Should you
be able to solve my ditliculty, would be more than obliged.
We have obtained good results by the use of shellac varnish,
and we think you would ﬁnd this satisfactory, especially some
Incans of irn'chanicallygripping the silk at the plane's edgeswere
adopted. The addition of
little gold size to the varnish would
probably be found advantageous.
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parts of the circuit, one amp. of current should passin this circuit
which
all the lamps require. Where does theory fail
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(t) We see no inconsistency about the diagrams. If you will
state just what diagrams you refer to and just where you think
them to be inconsistent with each other, we will try to explain
an unusual pheno
the matter to your satisfaction. (2) This
menon, the causeof which we cannot explain—exceptby suggesting
that inisconneCtion,or some other error, makes your observations
incorrect. It
usual to have a small drop in the voltage of
to drop about 94 per
dynamo when load
put on, but for
cent., as noted in your observations, astonishingindeed. Some
wrong. (3) What you say about resistanceand arrange
thing
quite right, though you do not ex ress well.
ment of lamps
Your difficulty regarding the instance cited in your ast question
seems to be caused by your misunderstanding—thedistribution
of current in “the case of series-parallelgrouping of lamps. It "
not true that the current the same at all parts of the circuit
exceptwhen those parts are in series. When bunch of ten lamps
whole, will carry
circuit, the bunch, as
introduced into
current ual to that in the rest of the circuit, but each lamp
current—one-tenth
the lamps
will pass on
fraction of that
“ practical test " faiLs
are of equal resistance. Your
becausethe
dynamo
unable to supply the requisite energy—51., current
ten times that required by one lamp at ten times the voltage of
the lamp.
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[23,547] The
M.E." Dynamo. F. A. (Adelaide) writes:
am making the ALE. Dynamo, and being unable to obtain
stampings for armaturesin an ' sizes here wonderedwhat would
solid armature Were.used; and
be the ditference in output
also how a laminated armature stops the heating, because
practically solid, being keyed to the spindle
quite inadmissible for the core of an armature of
Solid iron
this she, unless you are only going to run the machine for short
riods, say not more than one hour at a time. When solid iron
magnetic ﬁeld wasteful currents of electricity cir
is rotated in
culate through its mass,causing heat to develop. If the iron
laminated—that is, built up of thin plates so placed that they
lie in the direction of the magnetic lines, the wasteful currents
are intercepted by the film of oxide which usually on the plates,
and the heating prevented. The plates are often varnished or
you determine to use
separated by thin paper to ensure this.
a solid core, use wrought iron, and you can still obtain the full
you apply enough driving power; but the core will
output
short time. Mr. A. H. Avery, of Fuhnen
become very hot in
Works, Tunbridge Wells, supplies armature stampings. The fact
that the stampings are keyed to the shaft does not make the core
still laminated. The wasteful currents tend to cir
solid;
culate in closed paths in the massof the iron, their direction being
cut and their tlow pre
parallel to the shaft, hence their path
vented by the device of using stampings. We are unable to say
how much extra power solid core will take.
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of resistance are: any number of equal resistances in parallel,
divide one resistanceby the number in parallel for whole resist
ance. Why cannot more than a certain number of lamps in
parallel and then grouped in series with other sets, to bring up
to voltage of mains, be used? For example, by grouping in
parallel a number of resistanceswe should eventually come to
practically nothing and so obtain an infinite current, but a prac
tical test as below will only fail. Lamps iving r0 ohms resistance
(ten in parallel) will give a resistanceof 1 ohm, and ten such
sets grouped in serieswith one another should give 10 ohms, but
with a dynamo giving 12 volts, no light would be obtained. As
the current is proportional to the resistance,and the same at all
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W. J. C. (VVeymouth)
[23.543] Electrical Connections.
wntes: I am writing, not from any idea of ﬁnding fault, but to
call attention to what may help to mislead many beginners and
cause them to lose faith in a journal which is otherwise very
accurate in information.
In Till MODEL ENGINEER Hand
book No. 10 (2nd edition), page 1:, are diagrams of windings
and directions of rotation of armatures. In Vol. VIII, 1003,
page 8, arealso somemore, both by the same author, Mr. F. E.
Powell. Am 1 wrong in su posing these diagrams are contra
dgtory to each other? By ooking at them I cannot but come
to that conclusion. it is the diagrams in the handbook which
I consider are wrong. (2) Would you please state why volt
meter at terminals of dynamo, 50 volts, drop to 3 or 4 when lamps
are in circuit ?_ How do attendants at generatingstations know
if dynamo is giving proper output if this happens, and it should
E
.
be conect for it to do so? (3) Ohm's Law states C —
ﬁ. Laws

cover off. The boiler was only delivering steam at 5 or to lbs.
pressure, and when expanded into the L.-P‘ cylinder, the steam
pressure was below that of the atmosphere. Therefore, you must
provide a boiler which will evaporate the amount of steam the
cylinder takes at the pre-deterrnined pressure. Four hundred
square inches of heating surfaceis the minimum we would recom
mend for the larger engine. Half the amount would suﬁicefor the
smaller en rine. We should employ the first-named engine in a
boat of 6- t. 6-in. length, and smaller one in a boat 4 it. 6 ins.
(5) It is doubtful. You must not forget that you have to drive
the condensing plant. There should be a slight gain from a non
condensing compound engineover a simple, and a further increase
in efficiency in a condensing model; but everythingdependson
workmanship. The. excessive tightening of a “gland nut "might
reduce the advantage to nothing. (0) Use an Edwards type
pump ; seeissueof October mm, 1908. (7) Theseare refinements
which depend on superb workmanship, the absenceof grit, etc.,
it the parts affected.
F- N. (Devonport)
[13.523] Electric Water-Boiling.
writes: Would you be good enough to inform me what kind of
wire (gauge and length) I should require to make a radiator with
heat enough, say, to boil a kettle? Voltage, 80 to 90; current
required for above, anything up to 20 amps.
The subject of electric heating is one which we regardas beyond
the scope of the ordinary amateur,and one on which we are unable
to supply deﬁnite instructions. But if you will refer to an illus
“
trated query in our issueof May 14th, 1003.underthe title, Elec
tric Cookin A paratus," you will ﬁnd some information which
might be he pfuf if you intend to make an experimentalheater.
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The Editor’s Page.
full
a
published in our last issue
statement of the new rules under which
our Queries and Replies Department will
It will be necessary for
in future be conducted.
us to adhere very strictly to the new rules, so we
hope that all our readers will read them very care
fully before sending in any queries.
t
C
'
\Ve hive just started another new feature in
connection with THE MODEL ENGINEER Laboratory,
which, we think, will appeal to those of our readers
We pro
who are beginners in model engineering.
pose giving a series of courses of instruction in
model making, the idea being that any reader taking
such a course will be supplied with the materials
and castings necessary for making a given model,
and his instruction will continue until he has com
pleted the model and got it into working order,
As a com
when it becomes his own property.
we have arranged two such courses—
mencement,
suitable for a
(1) a. small vertical steam engine
model boat; (2) a small dynamo or electric motor.
The fee for Course No. 1 is 35s., and that for Course
No. 2 is 21s.'~‘.'These payments include all the
for making the model, and
materials necessary
the use of our workshop and personal instruction
until the model is completed and in working order.
We shall be pleased to show a sample model and
give fuller particulars to any reader who will give

E

us a call.

#

i

t

The following interesting letter from a reader
in \Nales shows how much instruction of value may
be derived from a regular perusal of our pages :—
"
I feel I must say that I owe my present position
to THE MODEL ENGINEER and hard work. When
I started taking Tm; MODEL ENGINEER I was an
apprentice in the telegraph department of Messrs.
I served my three years”
, of Westminster.
I then
apprenticeship; also one year as improver.
got changed over to the lighting department as I
had learnt a lot from THE MODEL Escmmn and
its handbooks. I left them a short time after to
take a position as wireman for the National Electric
Construction Company, and I worked for them for
By that time I was foreman wireman.
two years.
I also studied switchboard and engine and dynamo
I then
work, assisted by THE MODEL ENGINEER.
went back to my old firm on a plant job. I took
charge of the plant for a short time, but left owing
to ill-health.
Shortly after I started in my present
position, which, however, I left after six months
and went to work on 3-phase transforming sub
station. I came back to my old situation on being
I am at present in
asked to, and I am still here.
charge of the electrical plant of two minesﬂone

D.C.,

25o-volt

June

and

the

other

2, 19:0.

3-phase;

44o-volt

one 300 h.-p. suction gas
engines, one 50 h.-p., one 40 h.-p., one 30 h.-p.
D.C. motors, two 110 h.-p. 37phase, two 25 h.-p."
We may add that the writer of the foregoing letter
has just been awarded one of the prizes in the
8.150 three

100

h-p. and

" Power Plant Problems " columns of The Engi
‘

neer-in-Chargc.

Answers to Correspondents.
A. \VINDER.;I\Z is impossible for us to help you as
you omit to give your address.
W. H. W. (Knock).—-See our back issues.
are not surprised that
E. C. J. (Royston).—We
you have failed to get elsewhere “a satisfac
tory answer" to your list of queries. You
might meet with better fortune if you should
come to consider it worth while to send a
stamped envelope for a reply.
range of signalling is an
S. E. D. (Plaistow).—The
indeterminate factor, as you will ﬁnd from the
You may require another set
book you order.
of six cells in parallel with the ﬁrst.
B. T. O. (Gateshead).—We do not know of such
directions having been published, but informa
tion to serve your purpose could be obtained
See encyclopmdias
from a good Public Library.
and technical works.
"
“
upon the
(Gotha).~—Depends
DEUTSCHLAND
amount of current required. See recent replies
to Queries.
T. W. (Millom).—-Please comply with rules.
W. G. B. (Leicester).—Our publishing oﬁice would
be pleased to send you the copies of THE MODEL
ENGINEER referred to, price 3d. each, post free.

Notices.
Sole Agents for United States, Canada. and Mexico: Spou and
Chamberlain, [21, Liberty Street, New York, U.S-A., to whom
all subscriptionsfrom thosecountriesshould be addressed.
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How I Built my Model Steamer.
By L. H. CURTIS.

‘w»14.¢A MODEL

A

By L. H. CURTIS.

STEAMER.

BRIEF

description of the building of my
model steamer, illustrated herewith, may be
interesting to other readers who, like myself,
have but little money to spend on such work,
showing what can be achieved with an assortment
Her prin‘
of scrap and a fair stock of patience.
cipal dimensions are as follows: Length over all,
3 it. 7§ ins.; length on water line, 3 it. 4} ins.;
beam, 7} ins.; draught forward, 4 ins.; draught
aft, 4} ins.; depth (keel to main deck midship),
6 ins. ; height from main deck to bridge, 3§ ins. ;
height from main deck to trucks, I it. 3‘} ins.
The only material purchased for the model was
the copper sheet for end plates of boiler, furnace,
tube for vaporising coil of
and water tubes;
and sheet asbestos for lagging—the
blowlamp;
whole of the remainder being constructed of odds

-.

and ends,

I

i
|
l
l
l

which only an amateur knows how to
get together.
To commence
with, full-size drawings were
made of the hull, on lines which I thought would
produce a shapely model.
Then a full-size half
model was built on a board, using copper wire for

ribs and stout brown paper for the skin.
This
showed at once where the drawings were at fault,
which, after correction, were ready to work from
for the actual model.
Having some oval brass wire by me, I ﬂattened
it by passing it through a pair of rolls, producing
strips 9-32nds in. by 3-32nds in. section.
One
length of this was bent to form the keel and stem,
the stern and rudder posts being halved into it.
The stern post is built of two pieces to allow an
opening for stern tube, and to form one pair 01
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stays was
ribs. A frame ﬁtted with transverse
next made of the same material, and ﬁxed just below
the deck line, the whole forming a skeleton on which
These were made
to attach the ten pairs of ribs.
in. section, obtained by
of brass 1-32nd in. by
rolling some brass wire of No. 12 S.W.G.
Having bent all the ribs, they were riveted
to the skeleton frame in their respective positions,
and all joints well sweated with soft solder.
Before putting on the skin, I designed the engine
so that the foundation for it might be built into the
hull. A framework was made of brass, 9»32nds in.
by 3-32nds in., the two longitudinal members of
which rest on and are tied and soldered to two pairs
of ribs, the transverse members, two of which carry
the four engine columns, being tied and soldered
to the keel.
The columns are of No. 8 S.\V.G. brass wire,
and are screwed into plates at the top, on which
rests the engine bedplate. the protruding ends of
The stem tube is of thin
columns forming studs.
brass tube, hushed both ends for bearings, ﬁtted
with a gland inside the hull. The skin of the hull
is of thin sheet zinc, once the lining of a packing
Com
case; this was cut into strips 1* ins. wide.
mencing from the keel, strips were soldered along
each side, each succeeding
strip overlapping its
predecessor by 3-r6ths in.
When the whole of' the skin was on, and dummy
ports (brass rings) were soldered in position, I
to ﬁle and scrape the seams, until, as
proceeded
thought, they would not show under the paint.
Numerous coats of paint were applied until the
Then I begged a
appearance was satisfactory.
piece of chiffon from the domestic work-basket,
which I laid over the hull, using gold size as an
adhesive,
the object of this being to counteract
any tendency of the paint to ﬂake off in the event
_ of a collision.
A light but stiﬂ wooden frame was built up,
conforming to the curves of deck, on which were
glued and pinned the main and saloon decks, also
the sides of saloon, the ends being part of the
framework.
The two (leeks are each in one piece
of pine a full i in. thick, and are lined to represent
The sides of saloon were pierced with
planking.
ten rectangular openings, and ﬁtted with pieces of
A
thin'glass, held in place by strips of veneer.
panelled door of veneer, not made to open, is glued
to each end.
The bulwarks (as also are the sides of the saloon)
are made of old Venetian blind laths, topped with
a polished mahogany rail running right round.
The chart-house, the roof of which is formed by
the bridge, is of polished cedar, and is ﬁtted with
four glazed ports and two windows, and a dummy
panelled door.
Rails are ﬁtted to saloon, deck, and bridge,
the top rail of the former being a strip of polished
mahogany, the latter having a wire rail at the top ;
the intermediate rails are of bookbinders‘ thread.
The uprights for these rails were made of No. 17
S.W.G. brass wire, ﬂattened in the middle for
in., in which three equidistant holes were
about
The top end of each upright WM screwed
drilled.
for ﬁxing to rail, the other rough pointed and
driven into deck.
The saloon deck is approached from main deck
by four stairways of'wood, with ﬂat brass wire
white and picked out with
handrails, enamelled

l
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the ladder to bridge being of ﬂat brass
wire throughout.
Three decklights are ﬁtted with hinged sashes of
thin brass (from a drum clockcase) and ﬁne brass
wire soldered across.
The fore, main, and mizzen masts are of split
pine, varnished, and are ﬁtted with trucks painted
white, a wire pin substituting the pulley; the
standing rigging for same is bookbinders' thread.
Bridge ﬁttings consist of compass, steam steering
wheel, and two engine-room telegraphs—the pedes
tals for these being adapted from the feet of drum
at the end
The compass itself dangled
clocks.
of a watch chain in its early days; but with its
outer case removed, and a dial fastened on the
needle, it ﬁlls its new capacity very well.
The dials of the telegraphs are of white celluloid,
each enclosed in a case consisting of a section of an
ordinary gas burner, backed with the head of a
drawing-pin.
The steam steering wheel is the great wheel of
a large watch, with most of the teeth removed,
six being left on and shaped to represent handles;
this, of course, is a dummy, the real steering gear
being in the usual position of hand gear, viz., imme
diately over the rudder. In this some clock wheels
and a pinion, also a wood screw, were requisitioned,
producing a gear irreversible from the rudder,
sheet
which, by the way, is of 1-32nd,in. hard
'
copper.
There are twelve lifebuoys, made of celluloid
There
rings, with life-lines of ﬁne white cotton.
are two anchors with hinged ﬂukes, made of box
wood and stems of brass, which are drawn up to the
deck through hawse pipes by correct pattern cable,
made of copper wire, the whole being enamelled
" coal
black. The decks were varnished, and four
"
covers painted in.
shoot
I have spent hours in obtaining the exact size
of nipple, and correct air supply, to get the best
The reservoir
results from the parafﬁn blowlamp.
occupies a different position than that originally
intended. It was designed to ﬁt snugly forward
of the boiler, but in that position it necessitated
ballast to the extent of about 2 lbs. being placed
So the reser~
in the stem, to bring the bows up.
voir was placed over the propeller shaft, a length of
l-in. bore copper tube carrying the oil over the top
The reservoir was
of boiler to vaporising coil.
and riveted
made
of stout tinned iron, ﬂanged
together with copper 'rivets, then well sweated
with soft solder; a ﬁlling plug, Lucas tyre valve.
and a needle valve for regulating oil supply, being
mounted thereon.
The needle valve is situated at the bottom
the reservoir, the mouth of the oil-supply tube
It is actuated by a screwed
forming the seating.
brass rod passing up through a gland at the top.
The wheel which is screwed and nutted to the rod
is a clock-wheel with teeth removed, and a thicken
ing ring soldered on the rim.
The vaporiser is of §-in. bore copper tube,
coiled 2} turns inside the ﬂame tube, r} ins. diameter
steel by 2i ins. long, ﬁtted with a sliding sleeve to
regulate air admission. A brass nipple is tightly
into the end of coil, having a tapered
screwed
aperture barely 1-64th in. in diameter. To prevent
burner ﬂooding, the oil-supply tube is crammed
with ﬁne copper wire; this also acts as a ﬁlter.
With about :0 lbs. air pressure this lamp gives

pale green,
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turned, but in the opposite direction to the ﬂanges
After riveting and sweating
for attaching to shell.
on bosses for water and pressure gauges, back
prwsure valve, and test cock, the front end-plate
was riveted to the shell, ﬂange inwards.
The furnace tube, solid-drawn brass 2} ins.
. diameter, r-loth in. thick, has ten cross tubes
in. diameter,
expanded in, also solid-drawn brass
r-32nd in. thick, so arranged that each tube takes
:its share of ﬂame, but without a horizontal one
amongst them.
The uptake was formed on a wood pattern,
of stout tinplate, the back ﬂanged and riveted to
It was then lined with sheet asbestos held
sides.
in place by another lining of very thin tinplate.
A circular smokebox door hung on hinges is ﬁtted,
and lined the same as uptake.
_
in. pitch, and
The 220 odd rivets are spaced
S.W.G.,
wire
from
cup
copper
were made
14
headed and driven with a snap.
ins. in
ins. diameter by
The smokestack,
height, is riveted up of thin sheet iron, with two
It has an
wire at the top.
heads of half~round
i}
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llrlODEL STEAMER.

By L. H. CURTIS.

A penny pencil
pump ﬁtted with pressure gauge.
in. by
holder, solid-drawn brass oi oval section,
Being
3-16ths in., was used for the pressure tube.
was rather
less than I-Iooth in. in thickness,
difﬁcult to bend round a i-in. mandrel without
kinking, but with care this was accomplished after
One end was then
ﬁlling it with melted resin.
soldered to a piece of Q-in. bore copper pipe bent
to form a syphon, the other end closed, and a small
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steam pipe, and
dummy siren on the
front is screwed to and lifts 05 with the deck,
and
provided with four guy ropes of ﬁne copper
wire, four strands twisted together.
It
painted
black, and the half~round beads red.
The boiler mountings were next proceeded with.
A water gauge without cocks was constructed
of scraps of brass, ﬁtted with a glass tube from
some
chemical apparatus, a screw plug being
ﬁtted at the lower end for cleaning purposes.
This gauge has a clear-way nearly 3<16thS in.
diameter, and
so reliable that a test cock, which
was rather leaky, was dispensed with.
The body
of safety valve forms a ﬁlling plug; the valve
itself
set to blow at
7-32nds in. diameter, and
It has a casing with escape pipe screwed
30 lbs.
to underside of deck, leading to escape pipe in front
of funnel. The steamcock,
an
plug pattern,
additional safety valve. Steam enters the plug
at its small end and leaves at the side, the plug
being held to its seating by a spiral spring set to
blow at about 45 lbs. pressure.
The pressure gauge registers to r00 lbs. per sq. in.
and was calibrated with the aid of a motor tyre
escape

,

I

a
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ﬂame, and keeps the Engine well
supplied with steam at 25 lbs. per sq. in.
The boiler rests on two asbestos pads attached
to the keel, and is ﬁxed by screws to two transverse
members of the hull frame. Having two worn photo
engraved copper plates, I-I6th in. thick, these were
used to construct the boiler shell.
After thoroughly
annealing the plates,
they were bent round a
wooden cylinder, and two longitudinal double
riveted lapped joints made, producing a shell
4i ins. inside diameter by ins. long, to which were
riveted and sweated bosses for safety valve and
A hardwood-block was then turned
steamcock.
4g ins. diameter, on which to ﬂange the end plates,
and another bored out 25 ins. to form the furnace
tube ﬂanges on.
Two 5§-in. discs were cut from
1-16th in. sheet copper, and
ﬂ-in. ﬂange formed
on each.
Then from a point 1} ins. from the edge
of each end-plate a 7-16ths in. circle was scribed,
and a row of I-iGth-in. holes drilled as close together
as possible, so that a sharp blow was all that was
required to drive out the disc thus formed, leaving
a. hole 1* ins. diameter when ﬁled out smooth.
in. wide, were then
The furnace tube ﬂanges, also

is

a long purple

is
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eye soldered

thereto.

The mechanism consists of parts of an old watch
attached to the syphon tube, close to where it
joins the pressure tube; the wheel which drove the
wheel being selected as the extended
escapement
pivot which carried the second band would do to
This wheel and the
carry the pointer 01 gauge.
one which drove it were removed, and a piece of
the top and bottom plates cut out with pivot holes
complete.

As only the pinion was required on the staff
which carries the pointer, the wheel was removed,
and a part of the other wheel cut away, leaving a
quadrant to gear into the pinion. The whole was
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then assembled, the quadrant coupled to the end
of pressure tube with a piece of ﬁne copper wire,
and a hair spring attached to pinion to counteract
any lost motion in the mechanism. A dial of
ﬁne pasteboard was next ﬁtted, the pointer being
the minute hand of the afore-mentioned watch.
A case was then made of thin brass taken from a
drum clockcase, and a watch glass ﬁtted into a
bezel made from an old parafﬁn lamp burner.
The boiler was tested to 95 lbs. per sq. in., by
ﬁlling quite full of water, and placing a gas jet
in the furnace tube.
At 80 lbs. pressure tiny beads
of water appeared round two rivet heads; but with
that exception, which was soon remedied, no fault
was apparent anywhere.
After testing with steam
the boiler was completely
at 50 lbs. pressure,
in. asbestos, covered with a cleading
lagged with
of zinc, to which at the forward end is attached
a lug for bolting to a transverse stay on the hull
framings. Reference to the photograph of mach
inery shows the engine to be of unusual design,
the bedplate being situated well above the crank
shaft. This arrangement was adopted so that the
holding-down nuts should be more accessible than
they would be if the bearings were on top of the
foundation plate.
The cylinder and guide are in one piece of solid
drawn brass tube, r3-r6ths in. bore, 3 ins. long.
Bottom cylinder cover (ﬁtted with screw-down
gland) and brass rings for ﬂanges are screw-pinned
and sweated in position, the top cover being fas
The
tened on with ﬁve }-in. steel studs and nuts.
valve face, cut from the brass bolt of a lock, was
sweated on and pinned to ﬂanges after the ports
were cut.
in. section were
Scraps of brass 3-r6ths in. by
used to build up the steam chest, which has a
The cover
ong screw-down gland for valve rod.
carries the steampipe connection, to which is
screwed a displacement lubricator made from a gas
economiser, with the nipple removed, and a drawing
The
pin head riveted and sweated in its place.
steam chest and cover are attached to valve face
The bearings were
by four steel studs and nuts.
hacked out of a gun-metal step from an old plummer
block, and riveted to the bedplate. Then a hole
was bored right through bedplate and bearing
guide was pinned
bases, into which the crosshead
and sweated.
To ensure the crankshaft running at right angles
to the piston-rod, the engine was mounted on a
mandrel in the lathe, a light cut being taken over
the bearing faces, and centres marked before ﬁtting
As originally ﬁtted (the piston screwed
their caps.
and cottered to the rod) had one steel ring, 5-32nds
in. wide, but as this caused too much friction, it
was discarded in favour of hemp-packing.
The piston-rod is German silver, 5-32nds in.
diameter, with an oblong end, a tight driving ﬁt
in the steel crosshead to which it is pinned and
sweated.
Additional security is aﬂorded by the
brass bush for crosshead pin being driven through
both. The connecting-rod
is of steel, marine
pattern, little end forked, big end split and
ﬁtted with brasses.
It is bored 3-r6ths in. right
through for lightness, and is packed loosely with
cotton wool saturated with oil, which ﬁnds its way
through a small hole in the top brass, and lubricates
The crankshaft was built up of steel,
crank-pin.
the ends of shaft and crank-pin being a driving ﬁt
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in the webs.
It was merely pinned and sweated
together, instead of brazing.
The journals and crank-pin are 3-r6ths in. dia
meter, the former 7-16ths in., and the latter 5-16ths
in. in length, and the throw is in.
The eccentric sheave is steel,
in. in diameter
at the bottom of groove, which is Q in. wide. A
brass bush is ﬁxed to the shaft by a grub screw,
and on this the sheave is mounted free to slip
into gear ahead or astern.
The eccentric strap is of gun-metal, split for
adjustment, and riveted to a rectangular steel
rod, which is forked to receive the end of valve
rod. The latter is of German silver, 3-32nds in.
full in diameter, with a 5-3znds-in. square end
for knuckle joint, the other end being screwed
into a bridle embracing the slide valve.
The
slide valve is of gun-metal, with a lap of r-3znd
in., lead r-64th in., travel 5-r6ths in., and cuts 03
at about {-in. stroke—steam ports being
in. by
The ﬂywheel is
} in., and exhaust { in. by § in.
a cast iron rope pulley, with the groove turned oﬁ
2* ins. diameter, Q in. wide on _the rim, and is pro
vided with two j-in. steel pins for driving the pro
_
peller shaft.
A feed-pump was ﬁtted geared down from the
crankshaft 3} ins. to I, but the valves were so
erratic in behaviour, that it was taken down. The
cylinder is lagged with polished mahogany held
in position by two spring brass bands.
On a brake test the engine gave' out r-zoth h.-p
at 1,000 r.p.m., and between 25 and 30 lbs. pres
sure, running both ahead and astern.
The pro
peller, built up of sheet and rod brass, is 3 ins.
diameter, 7-in. pitch; and although the pitch is
rather coarse, it drives the boat at a very fair speed.
The blades are dovetailed and sweated into the
boss, which is ﬁxed to the shaft by a steel grub

i

i

i

screw.

A well-greased
soft leather washer is placed
between
the propeller boss and the outer end of
stern tube.
As the latter takes the thrust, an
almost watertight bearing is the result. the gland
on the forward end of stern tube being all but
unnecessary.
The propeller shaft is of hard-drawn brass wire,
No. 8 S.W.G., and is coupled to the engine by a
ﬂexible shaft 5§ ins. long, 3~16ths in, diameter,
like a close-spun spiral spring of steel music
made
wrre, 21 gauge.
\Vhen all was ﬁnished and assembled, she was

painted rose-pink below, and black above water
line, coaming and ports white, the brass rings
forming the latter being polished and varnished.
The boiler cleading, safety-valve casing, and escapev
“
"
pipe are painted
steam
red,
uptake black,
engine green, with usual parts bright, underside
of deck very pale blue, and the inside of hull
japanned black.
There are upwards of 1,500 pieces in this model,
which is of my own design and make throughout,
and took about 2} years of spare time to build.
I must acknowledge my indebtedness to the pages
of THE MODEL Eucmazn for many hints made use
of in the course of her construction.

A coon substitute for a wrench is to take a bolt
and run on two nuts, allowing a space between
them to ﬁt over the nut to be turned.
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Motor Cycle Notes.
By “ Pammx."

Building

a Motor Cycle.
When, on page 439 of the May 12th issue, I
dealt with the subject of readers building their
own motor cycles, and commented upon what I
thought to be the objections to the plan, I had
no idea that I should receive such a heavy cor
respondence as has since reached me upon the
subject; neither did I suppose that so many of
my readers had in view the construction of motor
I am afraid
bicycles in their own workshops.
that I shall have to modify my views somewhat
as regards the possibilities which lie in this direc
tion, as several correspondents say that the actual
building of the machine presents no real difﬁculties
to them ; while, in one case, it is the construction
of the bicycle which attracts the writer, rather
than its subsequent use upon the road—although
the latter will, of course, be fully indulged in.
I notice, however, that the majority of my
they
correspondents uphold my views where
relate to the question of obtaining parts which
cannot be manufactured in an amateur’s work
shop, and several of the letters received voice in
one way or another a request to be put in touch, if
possible, with a reputable ﬁrm who would supply
ﬁttings of various kinds at reasonable prices.
Fortunately, the
aragraphs appearing in the
earlier issue attracte the attention of a well-known
Coventry ﬁrm—Messrs. Alfred Noble & Co., of
written
have
Ryley Street, in that city—who
to say that they are prepared to supply parts and
ﬁttings of all kinds for building into motor cycles;
while they also make a speciality of altering frames,
tanks, and other parts of motor-cycle construction.
The ﬁrm mentioned has a reputation for good
work, and those readers who wish to obtain any
such parts, or who require any special work done
of the kind referred to, will be quite safe in placing
their orders with them.

More Power with aSlngle-Oeared
A \Vood Green reader sends me

Pulley.

an interest
ing letter describing a recent experience 'with
his motor cycle, which has, he says, given him
" furiously
to think," as the French say, that the
engine develops rmuch more power when ﬁtted
with an ordinary single-geared
pulley than when
a speed gear or clutch is used.
The letter runs as follows :—“ The business
in which I am engaged made it necessary for me
to go to Coventry recently, taking a colleague
with me; and being possessed of a two-speeded
motor bicycle of 5—6 hp, with side car attached, I
thought it would be a good plan to combine business
with pleasure, and make the journey by road.
The
machine, when I bought it, was ﬁtted with a single
but when I started
adjustable pulley;
geared
side car-ing I invested in a combined speed gear
and free engine of a type which is attached to
the engine shaft.
This gear I have found very
satisfactory in use, and have always looked upon
it as indispensable for side car work.
I have,
however, always carried the original pulley as a
'
On the
spare,‘ to provide against eventualities.
occasion to which I am referring, the gear developed
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after leaving Coventry on the return
journey, and we had to dismantle it at the side
of the road.
Being unable to effect a repair, and no
assistance
being at hand, we decided to remove
the gear box altogether and mount the single
geared pulley in its place, which operation took
I anticipated
up about one hour of our time.
no little difﬁculty in getting along without a low
gear to fall back upon; but, to my astonishment,
the machine climbed every hill on about half
throttle, seemed to have a large reserve of power
everywhere, and was generally much more ﬂexible
Through towns
to handle than with the gear on.
and villages I was able to throttle down to a lower
speed than usual on the normal gear, and the life
and dash of the engine seemed greatly enhanced.
Indeed, were it not for one thing alone, I doubt
very much whether I should replace the gear——
that one thing being, that I should be at a disad
vantage when driving in trafﬁc and on roads with
sharp corners. How do you account for the improve
I should
ment in running with the old pulley?
add that I adjusted the pulley to give about 5}
to 1 gear."
relieved
The single-geared
pulley, of course,
the engine shaft of all but a very small amount of
weight, and the frictional resistance of the gear
On a good road, such
would be likewise missing.
which has no serious
as the London-Coventry,
hills, and where one can nearly always get a good
straight run at those which do exist, the need for a
change Speed device is hardly felt ; and with a suit
able gear, as 5 to r, with 5—6 h.p. engine, and the
latter in good trim, there should be an ample margin
of power to carry the side car combination with
I
through at a high average speed.
passengers
think my correspondent is quite wrong in assuming
that because the engine did so well under these
favourable conditions that the gear is not so neces
saryﬁn general use as he previously supposed ; and
I should advise him to get the latter put in thorough
order and replaced as soon as possible—especially
if he is likely to be doing trafﬁc or more serious
road work in the near future.

a fault soon

The London-Edinburgh

of l9l0.
This popular competition was favoured with
exceptionally ﬁne weather this yearhand a large
number of motor cyclists and car drivers took
part in it. Starting from Highgate at 9 p.m. on
Friday, the 13th of May, the riders were due to
reach Edinburgh within twenty-two and ‘a-quarter
The competitors
hours from the time of starting.
left Highgate at half-minute intervals, and were
due at the various points along the route cor
Of the 88 motor bicycles which
respondingly.
started, 78 duly arrived at the ﬁnishing point;
and of the r5 side car machines, only 4 had failed
to put in an appearance on the Saturday night.
Failures due to faults in the engines were very
few; but tyres, belts, lamps, and frame ﬁttings
My own arrange
caused a fair quota of trouble.
ments prevented anything more than a jaunt to
Grantham and back being indulged in, with a
in it to
side car and an eleven-stone passenger
We left with the van of the
keep me company.
competitors, but had fallen somewhat to the rear
Grantham was reached; partly owing to
before
having to change the inner tube of the rear wheel,
and partly for the purpose of observing the per
Incidentally, the
formances of the competitors.
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ride gave me an opportunity of testing a new
Watawata belt, only ﬁtted to the machine just
before the start.
This belt pulled splendidly, and
although found to be slightly slipping on reaching
Grantham, there had been no loss of power whatever
on the hills.
After having about an inch taken
out of it at the end of the outward journey, all
signs of slipping disappeared, and the run home
of 120 miles was made under the most favourable
conditions. The Watawata belt is enormously strong,
but very ﬂexible, and I like it far and away better
than any other leather belt 1 have ever tried. \Vhen
I have done about 1,000 miles with it I shall have
something further to say on the subject

" V

"

elts on Lightweights.

For lightweight motor

cycles ﬁtted with engines
of very low power—as, for instance, I} to
h.p.—
the round belt with jockey pulley undoubtedly
has some advantages. Such engines have necessarily
to be geared low, and 7 to r is not an unusual
ratio; consequently very small pulleys are used,
and there is a likelihood of trouble constantly
The fasteners used with
arising from belt slip.
these round belts often give a lot of bother, through
their tendency to break, and of late there has been
a move in the direction of more generally employing
“
V“ belts for lightweight motor cycles. This
type of belt is undoubtedly a more certain trans
mitter of power than the round type, and the
fastening arrangements are better suited to with
stand the pull of the engine without coming out of
the belt; but, on the other hand, it puts a bigger
strain on the power output of the engine, and may,
in certain circumstances, be far less efﬁcient than
the twisted round belts, which offer practically no
resistance
at all to the engine.
It is, of course,
highly essential that as small a proportion of the
limited horse-power at disposal should be absorbed
by the driving belt.
Every now and then I receive inquiries from
readers
on this subject of belts for lightweight
and one lately to hand from a Newcastle
machines.
correspondent sets forth the following experiences :—
The engine is of r} h.p., and the main causes of
trouble with the machine are the belt and jockey
are continually
pulley. The fasteners
breaking
through the belt, although that trouble is less
now that the owner has put a fastener in each end
The
of the belt, and just hooks the two together.
engine has plenty of power for bills; but unless
the belt is abnormally tight it slips very badly. The
owner is thinking of ﬁtting a small “V” belt,
and asks whether, if he replaced the present grooved
jockey pulley by one having a. channel-section
rim, the back of the belt would stand being run
over the jockey pulley. He cannot, unfortunately,
dispense with the jockey pulley, because of the fact
that without it the belt fouls the rear forks of the
frame.
A friend has told him that he once tried
“
a
V " belt on a lightweight, but it seemed to
absorb all the power of the engine, even when
running on the stand.
If this were so, the belt must have been impro
perly adjusted, or there must have been some other
"
fault with it; as the “ V
belt is now—as I said
before—coming into general use for small-powered
motor cycle engines.
Given a pulley of true angle
and a belt properly adjusted and aligned, the trans
mission should be all that can be desired, without

ii
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resorting to a jockey pulley; although with the
latter practically all risk of slipping is overcome.

Adjusting Automatic

Inlet Valves.

Those of my readers who possess motor cycles,
the engines of which are ﬁtted with automatic inlet
valves, may or may not be aware of the importance
of correctness
in adjusting the opening of such
valves, and especially is this the case when the
engine is a twin-cylinder one and the necessity of
getting an equal amount of power from each
itself.
That some readers do
cylinder presents
not give this matter a proper amount of attention
is evident to me; for I frequently receive letters
saying that on re-adjusting the valves in accord
ance with the advice given
the running of the
engine has immediately improved, the correspondent
either having thought that such a simple adjust.
ment was too simple a matter to produce the
desired improvement, or else not knowing exactly
how to make the necessary alteration.
have automatic inlet valves,
Many engines
the adjustment of which is effected by means of
a
cup and cotter, as shown in the sketch
In course of time—and generally
appended.
before
worn or
very long—the cotter becomes
nicked where the spring presses against it on the
under side; and the cup also becomes worn, as a

so
result of friction between it and the cotter;
that tension is taken off the spring, and the opening
An easy way to make up
of the valve increases.
for this wear is, of course, to ﬁt new parts—and
none 'of them cost much a-piece; but the careful
motor cyclist likes to get as much service as he
can out of every part of his machine. and does not
wish to discard anything from which longer service
In these circumstances
can be usefully obtained.
the placing of a small washer over the stem of the
valve, so that it rests on the top of the projecting
sleeve of the seating piece, will immediately take up
to
the wear, and the valve opening be reduced
the required amount, which, for general purposes,
is about §in. The washer prevents the cup from
coming down on to the sleeve—or, in other words,
reduces its downward travel—and so, of course,
limits the movement of the stem and, with it, the
the valve itself.
Other automatically operated inlet valves are
ﬁtted with a screw-down arrangement, as shown in
the second sketch ; the valve stem being threaded,
and the spring cup formed with a square upon it
and locked with a nut. This arrangement does
away with slots in the valve stem and the use of a
cotter, and all that is necessary when altering the
lift is to screw the cup either up or down the stem
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and lock it by means of the nut. The latter should
always be punch marked, so as to prevent it from
coming loose and upsetting the working of the
valve.

lnqulrles

and Replles.

PACKING FOR Rerammo Oii..—-“ H. F. H."
(Grantham) says he is experiencing much trouble
from oil leaking out below the cylinders, and
cannot ﬁnd any suitable jointing material for
Brown paper is usually employed
stopping this.
for the purpose of forming a joint between cylinder
and crankcase, and some people resort to asbestos
and other packings. Seccotine,
ﬁsh
glue, and
suchlike preparations form an oil-tight jointing;
but they make it difﬁcult for the cylinder to be
removed from the crankcase.
The surfaces between
which the jointing is to be placed should be carefully
cleaned and freed from irregularities, and thin
brown paper soaked in water or boiled oil will
generally be all that is needed to give the desired
result.
IRREGULAR
Runxrsc.—" B. A." (Oxford)
writes that lately the engine of his motor cycle
has developed a most extraordinary habit of slowing
up on the road without apparent cause, and ﬁnally
coming to a standstill, although the throttle be
"After a short rest it will start
fully opened.
again, if pushed or pedalled along."
The cause of this behaviour is most likely to
be found in the carburettor, the symptoms pointing
to an impediment in the ﬂow of petrol. Before
taking the carburettor down, however, "B. A."
might disconnect the petrol pipe at its lower ex
tremity and ascertain whether there is a full head
of spirit coming through from the tank. If not,
there may be something partially stopping up the
pipe or the opening in tank; but if all is well in
this direction, then either the jet is clogged or the
ﬂoat is not working properly.
The engine is
draining the carburettor of petrol too rapidly,
and thus shutting off from itself the necessary
supply of fuel; but the fault does not lie with
~
the engine itself.

Replles In Brlef.

“T. M. J." (St. Anne's).-—The small pipe con
necting the exhaust pipe with the carburettor
on your engine is for the purpose of conveying
heat from the former to the latter.
The cock
ﬁtted to this pipe should be left open when
weather is warm and closed when the atmosphere
is cold. You might safely remove the pipe alto
gether for the summer months—of course, stopping
up the apertures in exhaust pipe and carburettor.
————“L.
J. J." (Londonderry).—Begin witha Single
two
cylinder machine of good make, eschewing
speed gears and other reﬁnements at ﬁrst for solo
work.
"Motor Cycles and How To Manage
"
Hints and Tips for Motor Cyclists,"
Them," and
both obtainable from this ofﬁce, would be of great
assistance to you. Yes;
you can also obtain
back numbers from the commencement of these
" Notes."
"
G. G. L." (High Wycombe).—The subject will
be duly dealt with later.
“ H. P."
(Kew).——I\'o,
you cannot increase the
opening of the exhaust valve except by ﬁtting
a new cam, which may be highly inadvisable.
As you are getting at present a full } in., there
seems to be no need of alteration.
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Model Aeroplane
By

A Common Fault.

“

Notes.

Announce."

Next week, as promised, I shall publish the
winner's design for the Aeroplane Design Competi
tion.
Unfortunately, as other urgent business has
called me to a distant part of Great Britain, I am
unable to review some of the best designs sent in.
\Vithout having the drawings before me, how
ever, I can, at any rate, deal with one matter which
on a second careful examination of the plans has
me very forcibly.
This is, that nearly
impressed
all competitors employed extremely small pro
Now, in my opinion, the most important
pellers.
qualiﬁcation for a model ﬂying machine is that it
It
shall not only fly, but fly a good long distance.
is, therefore, clear from their drawings either that
designers do not require their machines to ﬂy far
or else that they are ignorant of the fact that a
small propeller spells inefﬁciency, and that given
the same machine and the same elastic, the distance
ﬂown may be taken as being directly proportional
This is a rule which
to the diameter of the screw
must not be taken too literally; it is, of course,
only a rough-and-ready observation and entirely
ignores pitch, but, generally speaking, it comes in
distance of
nearly all cases within a reasonable
the truth.
The reason why a small propeller is far less
efﬁcient than a large one is simply this, that
whereas the thrust given out by the propeller is
directly proportional to the SQUARE of the speed,
varies directly as the cum:
the power absorbed
The thrust depends upon the volume
of the speed.
of air deﬂected backwards by the screw, and it is
obvious that if both be run at the same speed the
larger screw will deﬂect more air than the smaller.
To bring the thrust reaction of the latter up to
that of the larger, the air deﬂected must be dealt
with quicker so that the same volume is acted upon
in unit time in each case. This can be done either
by increasing the pitch or increasing the revolu
tions. The ﬁrst alternative cannot be carried
beyond a certain point without being also dispro
portionately wasteful in power, whilst, as I have
said, increase in speed makes an unduly heavy call
on the power plant.
The larger, therefore, the propeller, the better.
In the case of a model designed to follow the lines
of some prototype, I agree that the propeller, if
made sufﬁciently large to make the model ﬂy really
but, I ask,
well, will be inclined to be unsightly;
what is the use of a model which cannot ﬂy well ?
It seems to me that if the competition brought
to light one fault common to nearly all model
aeroists it was this one—a regrettable conservatism
in the size of propellers.
I should say that as a
Striking an average,
general, but by no means infallible, rule, the pro
peller diameter in a full-sized machine is about
In a model
one-ﬁfth the spread of the main planes.
it should never be less than one-third. The same
rule applies to twin propellers, which should
always be the same, or larger, in diameter than
if a single one were used. If the elastic is to be
kept the same, then the pitch of the double pro
pellers should be half of that of the single propeller.
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using two propellers and maintaining the above
proportions, the distance ﬂown by a single screw
machine can be improved by half as much again,
if not more, for this reason—that two strands of
elastic will take considerably more than twice the
number of turns that a four-strand skein will
Then, again, the smaller pitched propeller
permit.
is less wasteful in power than one with a bigger
So that, all
pitch but yielding the same thrust.
round, it is always advantageous—except, perhaps,
constructionally in some cases—to use large small
pitched propellers and drive them slowly. Not
long ago I made an experimental monoplane with
two propellers, each of which was IO ins. in diameter,
with a pitch of I ft. The span of the main plane
was I ft.
The machine was admittedly a freak—
at least, at the present day it must be called one—
but the manner in which it ﬂew demonstrated
was
beyond question that this very freakishness
atoned for by tremendous possibilities. When I
ﬁrst tried the machine I gave each propeller four
strands of thin strip elastic, but I found that I
had grossly overpowered her, as, although the
propellers were only doing some 400 r.p.m., they
were giving a thrust practically sufﬁcient to make
the machine a helicoptere.
I then reduced the
strands to two, which brought the revolutions
down to about 200 per minute—an unusually slow
speed for models; but even this proved too much,
as the machine rose far too much, as testiﬁed to
this day by its position almost at the top of a tall
beech tree from which it has resisted all eﬂorts at
salvage, the elastic having become twisted round
a twig. As soon as I have time I certainly intend
to pursue these experiments further, as I believe
ﬁrmly that a successful model aeroplane (or, should
I say " small ﬂying machine " ?), not a helicoptere,
could be produced with practically a negligible
supporting surface when compared to the size of
the screws.
One pound of elastic is capable of giving out
Now, in the case of a
300 foot-pounds of energy.
r-oz. model (the big propeller machine mentioned
above was just about I oz. in weight), the weight
of elastic may be taken as being half that of the
whole machine, namely,
02., and it, therefore,
Now,
gives out, roughly, 9 foot-pounds of energy.
if the gliding angle of the machine (without pro
pellers ﬁxed, but carrying their weight as ballast) is
1 in 8, it will ﬂy eight times as great a horizontal
distance as the power in the elash'c could lift it
Nine foot-pounds of energy will lift
vertically.
1 oz. a height of 154 ft.; therefore,
theoretically,
it will drive the r-oz. aeroplane a horizontal distance
of 1,232 ft., or 410 yards. The best ﬂight of a 1-02.
model I have yet seen or heard of is, roughly,
150 yards ; so that it is clear there is plenty of room
for improvement, as surely it must be possible to
get more than 37* per cent. of efﬁciency out of an
aeroplane!
Personally, I believe that a distance
of well over 300 yards is practically possible with a
1-02. model, and I am forced into the opinion that
such a ﬂight will be achieved
with a machine
somewhat on the lines of my ill-fated experiment.
To return to the competition designs, however,
two candidates sent in plans of biplanes which were
Each had a span of 3 ft. and
remarkably similar.
a depth between the planes of 6 ins., and in each
case the designer had made the absurd mistake of
placing the propellers between the planes; in other
In
words, limiting their diameter to about 51}ins.
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case the approximate weight of the whole
machine was given as 8 ozs.—that is to say, each
5fin. propeller was expected to develop a thrust
of 1 oz.
I estimate that to get this-thrust would
require a speed of at least 3,000 r.p.m., which
would involve the use of—as near as I can caleu.
late—3o strands of ﬂat strip rubber. The length
of elastic being about 30 ins., sucha skein of rubber
could not be wound up much more than 'roo times
without imposing a tremendous strain on the
machine, so that the screw could only run a matter
of a couple 0/ seconds.
This would mean a ﬂight
of 20 yards at most.
As a matter of fact, in the
case in question 3 025. of elastic was allowed for,
so that if this weight were adhered to the skeins
could not be made much more than 8 ins. long.
The duration of ﬂight, therefore,
could not be
more than half a second.
The above example illustrates how easy it is to
fall into the trap of letting one's eyes run away
with one's
head—and also, incidentally,
how
difﬁcult it is to design an aeroplane so that it will
" ﬁrst
”
ﬂy
without radical alteration.
go off
I
feel sure that the authors of the designs had not
been able to resist putting the screws between the
planes simply because there they occupied such a
neat and symmetrical situation.
Several other designers fell into a similar sort of
pitfall which the man who has made practical
experiments would have warily avoided.
This
was in the matter of Blériot type machines.
Several
plans showed that no vertical ﬁn was to be ﬁtted
to the rear plane.
The result of such neglect
would simply be that the tail would swing round
and try to look the main plane in the face, as it
were.
To such a type of machine, a vertical ﬂu
is absolutely necessary—in fact, it is absolutely
impossible to make it ﬂy without one for more
than 2 or 3 ft.
I regret that owing to my being away from home
I am unable to attend to my numerous corre
spondents this week.
They will be replied to in
my next instalment.
one

i

To Level an Oilstone.
By H. J. R.
An oilstone that has worn uneven can be levelled
in the following manner. Stretch a piece of glass
paper over a perfectly ﬂat board and tack the
Hold the wood ﬁrm, and
edges down at the back.
For
rub the stone upon it as evenly as possible.
hard stones use emery cloth in place of the paper.
The cloth will last much longer if untacked at
intervals and gently beaten to rem0ve the dust
Or very ﬁne
which forms during the rubbing.
sand or emery powder may be employed, mixed
with water and spread upon a plate of glass or
from time to time.
If
iron, being replenished
there are no large grains mixed with the powder,
which would give rise to scratches, a very ﬁne and
even surface will be produced.
When using a grindstone for the purpose, it is,
of course, necessary to use the ﬂat side, not the
On the
edge, which would give a curved surface.
whole, the emery cloth gives the best results with
a minimum of labour.

June
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Lessons from the Laboratory.
[The ill-mt appearingunderthis headingan' basedon work nrfmllly
dom'. and experiments(arm-d out in The MODEL Eucmasu
Laboralory and School 0/ i‘llccham'cs]

‘Turning

Pair

of

Pinions

for

Model

The size pinion wire used was letter 0 (3:6 in.)
by I: teeth; the core diameter being ~2l6 in.
Fig. I shows the method of holding the wirein a
three-jaw chuck, that is on the tops of the teeth.

Pinion Wire.
The use of pinion wire for making small gear
wheels, without the necessity of cutting the gear,
is probably well known to many readers.
A note
as to sizes will be useful in view of its adaptation
The pinion
to the gear of model
aeroplanes.
wire gauge, which is the same as that known
as Stubb’s steel
wire gauge (see THE MODEL
2nd,
XV, August
Volume
ENGINEER,
1906,
is that used to measure
across
the
page 100),
outside diameter of the wire, which is drawn to
the form as shown in the section below (Fig. 1).
It is not possible to guarantee the core diameter,
but the depth of tooth may be taken as following
the rule that d:-6P where, in
approximately
this case,
the pitch measured
from point
to point of the teeth; d being the depth of tooth.
The core diameter will be equal to the gauge size—
2d.
For a complete table of decimal equivalents
" The Wire and Sheet Gauges of the \Vorld,“
see
The following sizes are kept
by Pfeilschmidt.
in stock by Messrs. Smith & Sons, of St. John's
Square, Clerkenwell, who kindly supplied us with
the particulars:
Q in. diam., 8 teeth, 12 teeth;
I to 20
A to Z diam., 8 teeth, IO teeth, 12 teeth;

a
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P:

F10.

I.

(Three times full size.)

Aiew of the
diam., 8 teeth, 10 teeth, 12 teeth.
number sizes have 6 and 7 teeth.
Mr. George Adams, of 78, High Holborn, has in
stock Nos. n, r, E, K, O, S, V, with 6, 7, 8, 10,
and 12 teeth, respectively.
The quality of steel is similar to that known
as silver steel.

FIG. 2.

Itis

(Six limes /_uIl size.)

best to choose, therefore, multiples of 3 or 4 for
number of teeth, so that it can be mounted
in a three- or four-jaw chuck, but a
double V jaw chuck will hold any number
of teeth; also to use a self centreing
Don‘t mount this wire
chuck, if possible.
with the jaws between the teeth, as it
will be sure to deform the stock. It is
further important that the chuck should
run true (we propose in the near future
to publish a note on a good method of
trueing up a self-centring chuck), other
wise the wheels when
mounted will not
gear fairly.
Fig. 2 is an enlarged
section of the
ﬁnished wheel showing the application of
the point of an ordinary right-hand knife
tool, to cut out the web, in the finishing
position. To turn the wheel proceed as
follows:~-_Have no more stock project
ing from the chuck than is necessary to
clear the parting tool with about 1-16th
of an inch to spare.
First face up the
end with a right-hand knife tool in the
slide-rest. Then turn out a centre, using
a iin. graver on the hand rest, and pro
ceed to drill out the centre with a twist
drill, rather under the ﬁnished size re
quired (say '02 in. under).
The method of drilling is to mount
a twist drill tightly in a chuck-jawed
pin vice, and feed in with the poppet cen
tre, working in the opening of the hollow
handle, and holding the handle meanwhile,
the width of wheel chosen being r-iﬁth in. with
the web grooved out I-32nd in. The next operation
is to cut out the groove with the right-hand knife
tool set in the dotted position (Fig. 2) at ﬁrst, and
finished with itv set in the position shown shaded
in the same view, to square out under the teeth.
The object of grooving the wheels is to attain
the
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the work is ﬁrmly clamped—which is not necessary
In parting off, use as narrow and short
in this casc~the resulting hole is almost sure
preferably held in a tool bar,
a tool as possible,
in be slightly bell-mouthed for at least i-ioth of
and be particular to see that the cutting edge is
to use a fairly
an inch ; hence it is necessary
The bore of the wheel
exactly level with the centre.
thick plate, so that the diameters of the holes
is ﬁnished exactly to size of shaft by hand, using
on the front will be as near to size as practicable.
broaches; and the wheels are secured to their
To make, proceed as follows :—7Procure a piece
shafts by a ﬁne soldered joint.‘
of rolled mild steel or cast‘steel bar, 2 ins. by No. 5
When parting off such work as these wheels, or
S.\V.G. by just over 6 ins. long, with good ﬂat sur
any small work in steel, it is better not to try to
faces. (So-called bill'll'Oll is not good enough). Grind
cut right throuin in one width, but to keep the
off the scale and rough polish on both sides, making
cut equal to twice the width of the tool by traversing
it about 3-16ths of an inch thick. \Vork up the
the same along the work backwards and forwards;
w
also do not part right off, as it is
6I<
likely that the ﬁnished work just
before breaking will bend over and
L#%~r5té+ @ze»~%§ ++z2+ieé+4eé+szé+azei
mount on to the tool, thereby in
1
iuring the ﬁnish and perhaps burr‘
~
ing over the teeth or the edges.
.—
l’art off ﬁnally with a thin hack‘\
'
,
,.
I
.
.
w
3;
saw, and rub off the burr left round
'I‘l/ag'z—T—Z‘L 42
[—7.32
the bore with a ﬁne bio and emery
l
l T W
' ' T%ﬂ'152
'
‘
'T
Following the clock makers'
paper.
method. pinion wire may be used
~
T; - ~
for the shaft (or spindle) in one with
'
-T-~
sufﬁcient
the
,1, ,
,r,
pinion, by taking
length and turning off the ﬂutes and
1262'? 15????” .31?"—
"
core down to the necessary size on
either side of the pinion.
DIAGRAM
FOR SETTING-OUT GAUGE.
A Handy Workshop Gauge.
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are found especially useful when turning up studs,
etc., which are intended
be screwed
with
to

is

it

is

\Vhitworth threads.
The drilling
the important part of the making,
and
advisable to use a set of new drills of a
make,
such
as Morse or Standard
recognised
Tool Co., and to start the drills on the under
side or back of the plate, and go through to the
front.
However well a drill is started, unless

l

vle

f

a

g

.l

if

is

if

edges bright and parallel to each other, making
the width
15-ioths ins., as shown on the setting
out diagram. Now ﬁle the ends square, and to
The setting out will constitute good
ins.’ long.
done accurately the dis
practice in such, also
position of the holes will lend itself to reading
the gauge
To set out, use a planed
readily.
surface
plate and scribing block, also a square
Set the scribing block to 37-(i4ths lll.
and scriber.
high, and holding the plate vertical with one
edge (the top) on the surface plate, scribe a line
the
Now set the block
full length on both sides.
to 23<3znds. in., and ii-O4ths.
in.,
successwely
scribing these lines in the same way, but with the
bottom edge on the plate.
This gives the
horizontal centre lines on both sides.
Now with the square scribe the two end
cross centre—lines,
in. from the ends
on both sides.
Before proceeding fur
ther choose
which side shall be the
front and, with this side upward, divide
up the lines as dimensioned, scribing
slight mark at each point, which mark
will serve
to
scribe
the cross
centre
lines
from, using the square for the
same.
Put a centre-punch dot at each
intersection as shown, and with a pair
of dividers scribe circles to the ultimate
sizes of the holes in the order as shown
on
the
illustration.
The circles need
only be approximate, as they are in
tended
serve as a guide
to
for posi
tion of figures, which may be now punched
with
in.
figure
this before
punches (do
drilling, as, after, it may affect the accuracy)
in.
making the diagonal fraction lines with a
cross cut chisel.
Turn the plate over and again
.set out the centres, taking care to read the order
of dimensions in the opposite direction from the
diagram (for instance, on the upper centre
line 23-3znds in. will be the ﬁrst dimension from

0

is

is
'a

a

'

is

not a jobber's drill gauge,
This
A
as perhaps the illustration at ﬁrst will suggest.
made of much thinner plate, with the
drill gauge
holes ground out to exact size after hardening, and
mistake to assume that when a piece of stock
it
exactly
passes freely through such a. gauge, it
the holes are accurate, it should only
to size, as,
enter or pass through fairly tightly when slightly
under size (say about 5-Io,oooths in. under).
The object of the tool illustrated is to have
series of clearing holes, carefully drilled with a set
in.,
of jobber’s drills of the usual sizes (i-ioth in. to
by (>4ths), which holes, if they pass freely over
stock in the lathe chuck, will answer the purpose
These
of a rough-andready caliper or ring gauge.
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the end centre line on the right, and
so on,
After dot punching
reading from right to left).
to drill those out into good countersiuks,
proceed
using about a lj—lblllS—in. drill for the two upper
lines, and a r-rhth in. drill for the lower one,
thus making a fair start for the proper sizc drills.
The drilling may now be accomplished,holding the
plate by hand on a piece of parallel planed hard
wood, placed on the table of the machine.
Lubricnfc
the drills well, and hold the work firmly, especially
when breaking through. The ends of the gauge
may now be rounded as shown, and a hole for
hanging up may be drilled in the centre of the
wider end margin on the right (not shown), or
the owner's name may be stamped here, taking
llo not attempt to
care to do so before drilling.
harden the gauge, which may be polished according
to taste.

the finished
part which will enter its hole, or the
amount left projecting.
in the case of the lathe
the diamclcr would be taken at 0an of
centre,
mandrel, and the li-ugth measured in each direction
from this point.
The top slide may be set as in drawing, or in
the opposite direction, whichever may be most
convenient for the work in hand.
For short tapers this method is preferable to
l'llllCl' suiting over the headstock by itself, or in
conjunction with suiting over the failstock.
It
may be noted llml the same method can be utilised

.._.f__..

Taper Turning.
By T. GocnswoRruv-Cm'mr.
must be a great number of amateur
engineers who have been sorely troubled when
endeavouring to match taper fittings, such as
lathe centres, plugs for water or gas laps, and other
similar jobs. It is hoped that the following note
and render
on this Subject may be acceptable,
the operation of taper turning less tedious and
with certainty of satisfactory results.
As an illustration, it is presumed that an additional
centre or blank mandrel ﬁtting the mandrel of
the lathe is required. .
By placing a centre—which ﬁts the particular
lathe—between centres (one of the latter being
a female as shown in sketch), and a point tool set
exactly at centre height in the Slidurest, the latter
can be quickly set to the required. angle in the
following manner.
The bolt holding the top slide should be just
tightened, and in such a position that it comes
opposite or under one or other ends of the taper
required, as the subsequent setting is somewhat
simpliﬁed by so doing.
The top slide is ﬁrst set as nearly as'may‘\be'to
the required taper, and the tool brought into
contact at one end by means of the cross slide
screw a, and “the position of this slide carefully
noted by its micrometer, or otherwise marked.
The tool is then traversed to the opposite end of
the taper by screw b, and again adjusted, the
difference of the reading of micrometer on a or
The top
the markings being carefully noted.
slide should then be gently tapped or altered
and further trials and
to split the difference,
corrections made until the reading of a is the
same throughout the traverse, and the tool follows
exactly the line of taper.
When this is absolutely correct, the blank re<
places the pattern centre and is turned in the
usual manner, the front portion, of course, being
completed when actually in its position in mandrel.
Should a different tool be required, the greatest
care must be taken that it is exactly the same
height as the one employed in setting the taper,
here alters the angle
as a very small difference
considerably.
It will be seen that by using the Screw a for
measuring at any particular spot on the taper, it
is easily possible to ascertain the exact depth of
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in'setting the work for long tapers, the difference
being that the adjusting is done with the move
ment of the lailstock.

Hints

for Users of Screws
By H. J. R.

and

Nails.

In order to give additional security to wooden
structures that have been screwed together, a good
way is to apply a little thick hot glue with a match
stick to the inside of the gimlet hole that has been
made for the reception of the screw.
As a sub
stitute, powdered rosin may be employed, a little
being introduced into the hole, to not more than
half its depth, and the screw quickly inserted and
driven home after previously heating in a ﬂame
till it will weld the rosin, but not burn it. This is
convenient if there is no other call for glue at the
time, and saves waiting while the glue-pot is being
heated; but it is not so efficient.
Similarly, iron
nails will be less likely to work loose if they are
wetted before being driven in.
The metal rusts to
a very slight extent, and the roughened
surface
grips the fibres of the wood bcttcr.
it may sometimes happen that an article is only
required to last for a short time and the wood
used in its construction may be required for other
purpost when the temporary structure has been
demolished. In such a case give the nail or screw
a rub with a piece of rag that has been smeared
with vaseline, and when the time comes to wifh~
draw it there will be no risk of spoiling the wood,
as it will come out easily enough.
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arranged to ﬁt in the hole in the
which
front ﬂame-guard, so keeping the lamp in position.
Tinplate can be used for the reservoir, which
can be bent to shape from a blank of the size shown
in Fig. 42.
After cutting out the top plate
By “ AJAX.”
of the lamp drill a 3-ioths in. hole in the position
(Continued from Page 508.)
shown, which should come directly below the hole
in the footplate when the lamp is in position, and
E are now ready to try the boiler and engine
solder on a collar round it to form a cup for collecting
under steam, but to do this we shall re
the dn'ps from the spirit-valve.
quire the lamp, which had better be taken
in hand next. This is made in exactly the same way
Before ﬁxing the supply pipe in position, slip
on a thin brass washer, and solder it to the tube,
as the one described on page 8, January 6th, row,
Now cut
as indicated, to act as
issue.
drip-catcher.
The wick—holders can be cut to length from
another piece of tin
plate and drill and ﬁle
?”
6 6°!“
out the keyhole slot 0,
and bend on the dotted
,,
., he
lines.
This piece is to
,
'
‘
be soldered on to the
K—gl
front of the lamp, and
hooks on to the screw
_ _ _ — _ I _ _provided for iti n the
_—_i
'
I
I!
back frame stay (see
l
Fig. 27) for supporting
I
-—
"
the reservoir.
‘
§
I
col/4r so/O’E”f'(/ on
The boiler can now
Me)
1
|
be ﬁlled up to the top
n
'
test-cock with warm
:
water, and the lamp
lighted, asbestos yarn
a
for
the
being used
,
__
__§
wicks.
small funnel
“\W
inserted through
the
A
hole in the footplate
Bend here
will do for replenish
ing the spirit reser
F10. 42.—DErAiLs
or LAMP RESERVOIR.
voir till the needle
valve
ﬁtted.
Take
thin 5-16ths. in. diam. brass tubing, and the sup
care that the safety valve works easily to start with,
as the spring can be tightened up afterwards
a
ply pipe can be of gin. diam. brass tube with
nicks ﬁled in the side, as before described.
little more pressure
Having
required. The engine should
is

place,
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FOR

stopped up the ends of the wick-holders by solder
mg in brass discs, the end of the supply pipe must
be plugged with
piece of brass wire, sweated in
a
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Foanmo SIDE TANK.
now be packed up on blocks of wood, so that the
wheels clear the table or bench, and when steam
up the engine can be set running, and any adjust
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A metal piercing saw can be used for cutting
out the parts forming the windows. The lugs at
the bottom corners are to be bent at right angles

\

<\'$

__ _ 2e _4
" i

{Suva/cs

F10. 45.——Wsarnan

'

BOARD.

for ﬁxing to the top of the tank. The roof
formed
from a piece cut to the shape shown in Fig. 46,
and bent to ﬁt over the weather board.
Now solder the joint on the inside, leaving
about 1-32nd in. of the roof projecting, as shown.
The perspective sketch (Fig. 47) shows the

,

ments to the steamblocks, etc., made. One important
point to remember is not to keep the lamp alight
under the boiler for any length of time when the
engine is not running, or when the steam cock
is “off.”
When everything appears to be satis
factory as regards the running of the engine, the
side tanks, cab, and bunker can be taken in hand.
Tinplate can be used for these, two pieces being
cut out for the side tanks to the dimensions given
in Fig. 43, and bent to shape as in Fig. 44.
The
part a in the top of the tank should he cut away,
to allow the smoke, etc., from the lamp to escape,
For ﬁxing to the loutplate, short
(see Fig. 28).
lengths of light brass angle can he soldered to the
latter in the positions shown, so that the faces
are 3-32nds in. from the edge.
Three holes can
now be drilled near the bottom edge of the tank
sides, as in Fig. 43, and corresponding holes
drilled and tapped in the angle pieces for I-I6th in.
The top front ends of the tanks
ﬁxing screws.
can be attached to the boiler barrel by means of
a. small strip of brass b soldered in place.
(See also

s41
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FIG. 47.—CAB READY FOR Fixmo.

Flo. 44.—Siois TANK

BENT

'ro SHAPE

READY

roof and weather board assembled ready for ﬁxing
in place.
After screwing down the front of the
cab the sides can be tacked to the top of the tanks
Fig. 29.); The holes e,
can be drilled
by a touch of solder applied on the inside.
To give a ﬁnish to the root two pieces of half-round
3-64ths in. to take the ends of the vertical hand
rails.
brass wire can be sweated on all round the edge,
as depicted.
The bunker
is formed of a rectangular
piece cut to the dimensions
“ 4:1I” ~
>,
given at A (Fig. 48), with
the two ends bent at right
angles
along the dotted
lines.
Another piece (B)
forming the spirit tank
can be cut out, and after
the holes have been drilled,
NQQ
as
indicated, the ends
—
can also be bent at right
angles.
Before soldering
3.,
the piece in position in
side the bunker, the nee—
FIG. 46.—SHO\\’1NG SHAPE OF TINPLATE run FORMING Roor.
dle valve must be made.
For this a piece of brass
_
The front weather board of the cab can be
rod, lin. diam. and gin. long, will be required,
cut out to the shape shown in Fig. 45, the curve
in. hole drilled
3-32nds
which should have
part being ﬁled out a good ﬁt to the boiler barrel.
right through in the centre, and another hole
Q
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at right angles to meet the centre one
The central hole can now be
Fig. 27).
tapped to take the screwed end of a brass rod,
which must be pointed, and a short piece oi tube
Now push the valve piece
screwed in as shown.
in the hole made to receive it, and adjust so that
the hole in the side is 1-3znd in. above the bottom
of the tank, after which it can be soldered in place.
A small brass washer can be soldered on where
the rod passes through the top of the tank, and
a handle made of a piece of brass or German silver
can be soldered
on to the rod as shown.
Two
1-16th in. bolts or screws for ﬁxing to the foot
plate should he slipped in the holes in the bottom
part of the tank, and soldered to the latter on the
(see
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inside, as indicated in Fig. 27. The part form
ing the tank can now be pressed in place within
after
the bunker, and the joint well sweated,
which a. piece of brass angle can be ﬁxed to the
front for attaching to the tootplate by means
of a r-roth in. bolt and nut as shown.
The screwed collar for the ﬁlling plug can be
soldered into the hole in the top of the tank, and
a small hole drilled through the centre of the plug
In ﬁlling the tank always leave
to form a vent.
in. space at the top, and before pouring
about a
in the spirit make sure that the needle valve
screwed down.

BUNKER

AND

SPIRIT SUPPLY TANK.

a beading, and give a ﬁnish to the top.
With
a halt-round ﬁle the bottom of the chimney can be
made a ﬁt to the boiler barrel.
For the steam
dome, a cheap brass stamping can be obtained‘
as near to the size given as possible, a hole being
afterwards drilled through the top tor slipping
on to the ﬂue tube.
In a small model of this description the writer
would not advise the use of paint, and would
suggest that the engine will present a better ap
"
an occasional
given
rubbing up
pearance
"
"
with a piece of rag and a little Globe metal p0lish.
(To be continued.)
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The steps, which are clearly shown in Figs. 27
and 28, can be built up of sheet brass or tinplate,
the top part being bent at right angles and soldered
to the under side of the tootplate.
For the hand
rails, German silver wire can be used, the ends being
bent as shown, and neatly soldered in holes made to
receive them in the front and top of the side tanks.
All that remains now to complete the engine
1t castings
is the chimney and steam
dome.
can be obtained for these, so much the better;
if not, they can be made another way. The chimney
can be made from a piece of thin copper or brass
tube, 7-10ths in. diam. and a in. long, which
should be slightly expanded at the bottom; while
a strip of half-round wire soldered round will form

made
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Some Uses of Plaster=of-Paris
in Pattern-Making.
By A. T.

ANY

model engineers no doubt, when
they
wish to make a model to their own design,
stumbling
ﬁnd the pattern-making
a
block.
The object of this article is to describe
is
some of the methods in which plaster-oid’aris
used for pattern-making, and probably help some
model maker out of a difﬁculty.
As most model engineers' lathes will not swing
a ﬂywheel, say, for a small gas engine, Figs. I and 2
show how to make the pattern without a lathe.
A board (A, Figs. I and 2) is required ; it must be
ﬂat and fair, and should be 3 or 4 ins. larger each
way than the wheel pattern is to he ; also a template
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be rotated round it.
Now where the under side
of the template stands up clear of! the board, drive
a down or so nails into the board, leaving the heads
projecting, but not sufﬁciently high to keep the
template from rotating, and having liberally coated
with oil the wooden plug 1'), the template B, and
the part of the board A it bears on when being
rotated, gauge some plaster-of-Paris and apply,
keeping the template rotating, so that it will scrape
the plaster to its outline.
It will probably require
two or three gaugings to bring this part-which is
Do not
called the block—to a ﬁnished surface.
the
allow the plaster time to harden between
gaugings.
When the block has hardened, give it a coat of
shellac varnish and cut the template to the outline
of the upper side of the wheel, as shown by the
upper dotted line in Fig. 3. Again oil the tem
plate, the board, and also the varnished plaster
block this time, and proceed to sweep up the thick—
As the spokes
llt'SS. This will be the wheel pattern.

/ //////A
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B, shown in position in Figs. I and 2, and at Figs. 3
and 4. Draw the half~section of the wheel on it,
as at Fig. 3, and cut it to the outline of the lower
half of the wheel, as shown by the full-line lower
outline in Fig. 3. Chamfer the edge, as shown
in the sectional end elevation (Fig. 4), and drive
a metal pin C in on the centre line.
The cross
piece at the end is to keep the template from tilting
when in use.
A wooden plug (D, Fig. l) of suitable
height—the diameter is not important (but it
should be smooth and tapered as shown, so that the
pattern will slip off it)—~with a hole in the centre
to suit the pin in the template, is now attached to
the centre of the board, so that the template can

\\\ \\\\/\\ \ \\\\\\‘U\\\l
e \{iikli\\fh\

haveZto be cut out—or, rather, the material between
the spokes has to be cut out—See that the plaster
is well gauged, of equal consistency, and free from
lumps (usually called knots). When the thickness
has hardened, remove it from the block; if it holds
fast, rap the board with a mallet or hammer to
start -it: do not strike the plaster.
Now wipe the
block free from oil, and proceed, with dividers and
If the spokes
drawpoint, to mark oﬁ the spokes.
are straight, as shown in Fig. 2, the centre lines
may be drawn, using the template in position as a
straight-edge. If curved spokes are required, it
will be easiest to make a thin wooden template
to the outline of one spoke, and having marked the
centres of the spbkes on the thickness, place the
template in position and mark off each spoke. To

The Model Engineer and Electrician.

in the block in suitable positions, invert the loop
of a wire into each recess, leaving the ends projecting,
and putty up the recess over the loop previous to
up the pattern. “hen the plaster for
sweeping
the pattern
applied, it will run round and eﬂectu
cleared
The putty is, of course,
ally ﬁx them.
away when the pattern is ﬁrst lifted off its block,
and the loops of wire are left projecting.
shows how the rim of a three-speed wheel
Fig.
The spokes should be made of
would be swept up.
wood and arranged to slip into position against one
of the checks in the inside of the rim after the moulder
8

\

Fig /3

F/y. /2.

has turned over the drag part of his ﬂask and re
moved the board with the block attached.
The
rim will then be inverted from the position shown.
As this n'm will probably be of large diameter
and thin in section, the moulder could not con
veniently withdraw
from the mould
left whole,
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ﬁnish the spokes, bore or cut a hole through the waste
material between
each spoke,
and
saw round,
keeping close to the lines ; then, with a chisel and
gouge, pare square through exactly to the lines.
Next proceed to round them oil to the desired sec
tion, using a small wooden template as a guide.
Ordinary woodworking tools are used for cutting
and sawing the plaster;
a. pocket knife is also
handy. If a port or other small saw is not at hand,
use a brace and a centre-hit or a gouge to remove
the portions between the spokes.
Finish the pat
tern with sandpaper, and give it two or three coats
of shellac varnish. Send it to the foundry on the
board it was made on, as the moulder will want
it to support the pattern when he is ramming the
drag half of his ﬂask.
An alternative method of making the pattern,
which would be better if the required spokes in
the wheel are very thin, would be to make the boss
and spokes of wood and check them into the plaster
rim. The template for the rim would be made
as shown by the lower dotted lines in Fig. 3 and
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following the lower outline of the rim ; then, after
the block is swept up, cut it to the upper outline
and sweep up the rim. The ends of the wooden
spokes should be of the form shown dotted on two
Have them tapered so that the
spokes in Fig. 2.
checks in the rim will be as shown in Figs. 5 and 6,
and it will be found much easier to make a good
ﬁtting job. It is not necessary to attach the spokes
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so cut it into segments about :2 ins. long, drive a
wire nail through each into the block, leaving the
heads projecting so that the moulder can withdraw
them when required. The slanting nails in Fig.
show how the block
held to the board. It instead
of using the wooden edge of the template for
sweep, a piece of sheet zinc is cut to the proper
outline and screwed to the face of the template,
the edge of the template being cut back to about
in. behind the edge of the zinc, a smoother sur
iace Will be EOt 0n the plaster.
Figs. 9, IO, and 11 show a. method of making
a corebox which will specially appeal to those
who have not a large stock of woodworking tools.
The corebox illustrated
for piston valve casing;
an amateur would probably ﬁnd such a box trouble
some to make accurately in wood, though he had
the necessary tools.
To make the box in plaster
two pieces of wood of
of-Paris, ﬁrst [loose-dowel
suitable size together, as for a split pattern, and
turn the main portion :2 (Figs.
and 10), also the
branch 11; next cut out pieces for the ports 0.
Those pieces are the shape and size of the interior
of the casting required. Make also the small pieces

d
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to the rim, but the spokes and boss should be in
Cross-check the spokes in pairs, and
one piece.
ﬁx patches for the boss on each side in the centre.
If three or four pieces of wire are bent to the
shape shown in Fig. 7, and let into the rim, they
will be found convenient for drawing the attern
being moulde . The
from the sand when it
to cut recesses
best way to put them in place
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to ﬁt against the ends of c and the pyramid-shaped
pieces 5. Now varnish them and assemble one-half
of each part on a board /, screwing them from the
back of the board, and erect a framework g round
them, as shown in Figs. 9 and to. Then give the
whole interior a good coat of oil, gauge sufficient
plaster, and pour in until the framework is ﬁlled
to a height of from r to 2 ins. above the parts
screwed to the board. \Vhen the plaster has
hardened, turn upside down, and remove the screws
holding the pieces a, b, c, and d. I.ift off the
board I and shift the frame g to the position shown
in Fig. it, after giving the joint of the corebox a
coat of varnish.
h, Fig. II, is a section of the half of the corebox
which has been cast with the halves of the core
pattern pieces a, b, c, and the pieces d still embedded
and showing the remaining halves placed in position
ready to cast the second half of the corebox. To
prevent them ﬂoating when the plaster is poured
in, put screws into them from the outside of the
frame g. As the pieces e were not removed from
the board I, the plaster forming the second half
will ﬁll the impressions left by them in the ﬁrst
half, and form pins to guide the halves of the box
to their proper position. After the second half
has hardened, remove the framework g, lift the
halves of the corebox apart, and withdraw the pat
tern pieces.
They will probably require to be
rapped on the ends to loosen them ; if they cannot
be got hold of to withdraw, put a wood screw some
distance into each part, and grip it with a pair of
pincers or pliers.
Any parts that may require it
should now be smoothed oﬁ.
Should any corners
be accidentally broken off, stick them with thick
spirit varnish, and ﬁnish by giving the whole
interior two or three coats of varnish.
The pieces d, it will be noticed, are used to make
the side of the corebox curved, so that the port cores
0 will ﬁt against the main cylinder core. When many
cores are required of a box such as this, each half
is reduced to about
in. thick all over, and iron
castings made off them, suitable lugs or feet being
cast on them, so that they will sit steady on the
_core-maker's bench.
A variation of the above method of making a core
box is shown by Figs. 12, i3, i4, and 15. Figs. 12
and 13 represent a pipe pattern, with the thickness
of metal required shown. Owing to the irregular
shape of the core, it would be difﬁcult to make
an accurate pattern for it, as was done for the
former core, so a mould is taken of the entire pattern
in the same manner as the previous corebox was
cast; a (Fig. :5) shows one-half of the mould in
section. Now prepare a board b (Fig. 14), and
attach strips 0 to it. The strips must be the same
thickness as the metal of the required casting.
Procure some clay—either ordinary blue clay or
modelling clay will do—work it up fairly stiﬁ, put
it on the board, and with a roller resting on the
strips, roll it to the required thickness. Now cut
it into suitably sized pieces and line each half of
the mould, except at the core prints. Close the
mould, stand it on one end, and ﬁll it with plaster,
which, of course, when hard will be the shape of
the required core.
To prevent the plaster running
out at the bottom of the mould, putty it round.with
some of the clay. As any roughness on the plaster
core can easily be smoothed 05, it is not necessary
to be very particular in jointing the clay when lining
the mould. When the core is ﬁnished and varnished
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replace it in the clay in one half of the mould, as
shown at Fig. 15 (a is the mould, e the clay, and
d the core). Cast the ﬁrst half of the corebox ; when
hard, remove the mould a and the clay e, and pro
for the
ceed to cast the second half as described
former corebox.
In conclusion, superﬁne plaster-of-Paris—to be ob
tained from plasterers, modellers, or lime merchants
To
—is the most suitable for pattern-making.
gauge or mix it, sprinkle the plaster into the water.
Do not pour water into the plaster : it will be about
the proper consistency when the plaster rises to
the surface of the water.
Stir well—there ought
not to be any lumps—and it should coat any article
Enamelled
dipped in it with a body like cream.
iron or earthenware vessels are most suitable fcr
gauging it in.

Tightening

up a Gear
on a Shaft.

Wheel

By Amos BEARD.

give a sketch of a device which I
employed for tightening a gear wheel on a shaft.
The wheel had worn r -3znd in. slack on the shaf t,
and hence the drive through this wheel was not so
The shaft was
perfect as it might have been.
2 ins. diameter, and the diameter of gear wheel
This is how I went about it :
over-all was 18 ins.
I took the wheel off the shaft and then drilled a
{-in. tapping hole up the centre of the shaft the
I then tapped the hole
full width of the wheel.
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and then drilled another hole by which to start
I next prepared
and saw through the half of shaft
a. screwed plug, as shown in my sketch; the diameter
Next, I
of the plug was 13-16ths in. diameter.
ﬁtted the wheel on the shaft and then inserted the
screwed plug and screwed it up tight, and I found
that the wheel was tight on the shaft, so the plug
had expanded the shaft and just done the trick.
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Slide-rest

Improvements.

By J. H. POLLARD.
following alterations to a 31r-in. slide—rest
will doubtless prove of interest to fellow ama
teurs possessed of a similar tool. especially as
they are very easily effected and are a vast improve
ment on its previous condition as bought. both in
the accuracy of the work turned out and the greater
The rest. as originally
cam in its manipulation.
purchased, was a cheap new one, got from an adver
tiser in a technical journal.
Now I did not expect
very much for the small price charged, but I did
expect a reasonable amount of truth in it, whereas
I found it totally inaccurate throughout. To
begin with, the slides were all out of truth, not at
right angles, and not level with lathe bed in any
All this had to be rectiﬁed
part.
with ﬁle and scraper. and the rest
entirely reﬁtted. In addition. the cast
iron handles supplied were very loose
on square
end of screws, and only
about 1 in. throw.
The gun-metal
slide-nuts were only about
in. thick,
no thread
in them to speak of, and
the peg ﬁtting into hole in tool slide
was such a slack ﬁt that there was
nearly a complete turn of the handle
‘
in back-lash.
I commenced by scraping and re
ﬁtting slides and making new slide
As I have no square-thread
nuts.
tap or means of cutting one. I made
new nuts in white metal cast straight
on to screws.
The nuts were made
twice the length of the old ones, and
are held
in a buckle of steel I in.
in.
A steel dowel-pin
by f in.
diameter, and turned an exact ﬁt
for hole in tool slide. is riveted
into buckle, the
ends
of
buckle
being turned over to clasp the nut,
and having clear holes for guide-screw
The nuts were made
to pass through.
thus—a small moulding-box of wood.
with open top. held the guide-screw
whilst the hot metal was poured round
it. the screw being ﬁrst slightly heated
ﬂame.
and coated with lamp-black in a candle
When cold, the screw easily withdrew from the
The metal used
nut. leaving a perfect thread.
is magnolia metal, and the screws have now been
in use nine months without the nuts having to be
\Vhen they require renewal. it is only
renewed.
a matter of a few minutes to melt down and recast.
and they need no ﬁling or ﬁtting, as they are cast
The hot metal does not scorch
exact to shape.
the moulding-box, which may be used many times
over. The absence of back-lash is a great gain,
and quite prevents the formation of rings on the
work being turned. The cast-iron handles were
by polished steel ones .(3-in. throw). and
replaced
my advice is not to have these any shorter than
possible. as much greater accuracy and command
over the tool is thus got. A handle of this length
on the longitudinal
slide would, of course,
foul
the loose headstock.
so the following device was
adopted to bring this handle to the front. An
in.
angle bracket bent from steel plate 3-16ths
thick, was secured by three i-in. screws to end of
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The front side of bracket, facing operator,
carries a gun-metal sleeve secured by a nut. Through
this passes a steel spindle, on one end of which is
pinned a cast-iron bevel wheel, gearing into a
The front end of
similar wheel on slide-screw.
spindle is squared for handle. The bevel wheels
originally formed part of an old Singer sewing
and I have just replaced them by steel
machine.
ones with cut teeth.
The tenon of bottom slide did not ﬁt the bed
tightly, and the slide was not at right angles to
bed, so I rectiﬁed this as follows, and as I wished
to raise the centres to 4Q ins., I took this opportunity
of doing it. Packing blocks of oak I in. thick were
cut to size and a loose tenon screwed on. This was
made from a piece of }-in. steel plate, accurately
ﬁtted to slide in slot of bed, a 5—i6ths-in. hole being
drilled at one end. and a 5-16ths-in. by l-in. slot
slide.

l

i

AN IMPROVED SLIDE-REST.
across the other end ; close to this slot was a fin.
hole. for steel dowel‘pin to be put in when slide~
rest was adjusted square with bed.
Holes were now drilled through packing block
into foot of rest and the loose tenon screwed on.
The rest was now clamped down to bed and screw
in slot-hole of tenon adjusted whilst the transverse
slide was set exactly square by the aid of faceplate
and scribing block. When this was found to be
accurate, the screws in loose tenon were tightened
up and a hole drilled through dowel-pin hole in
tenon into foot of rest, into which a turned steel
pin was tightly driven. The rest has now been
at work nine months and is still perfectly accurate.
although I intend to 'replace the oak packing by
cast-iron blocks at the ﬁrst opportunity.
It will be noted from the photograph that I
have ﬁtted the rest with the Holzapfel toolholder
described
and illustrated by Mr. G. Crump in THE
MODEL ENGINEER for July 18th, 1907. This is
an exceedingly useful addition, and is by far the
It holds
handiest toolholder I have yet seen.
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the tool ﬁrmly in any position. and is ﬁxed by a
quarter-turn of a spanner.
The universal cutter bar shown in toolholder
in photograph is made irom a steel forging 9- l 6ths in.
with circular end cranked downward.
square.
This carries a i-in. diameter steel stud. with head
at bottom and provided with hole 1- in. square for
tool, which is securely held by the slotted edges
of a. steel sleeve slipped over stud and clamped
by i-in. screw tapped into top of stud. The tools
can be put in any position required;
they are
made of } in. square high-speed steel about 2 ins.
long, and are simply ground to shape from square
rod on an emery wheel.

would perhaps be a little more satisfactory, and
at the same time permit of a. second penny being
inserted immediately after the ﬁrst.
The ﬁrst article necessary is any ordinary type
of clock, of which only the spindle oi the second
hand is shown in diagram S, as it is with this only

Practical

that 1 shall deal.
The hands should ﬁrst be re
moved, and in the place of the second hand a small
arm A is ﬁxed, carrying at one end a ﬁne copper
brush B. Then on the same spindle a' metal cam C
should be ﬁxed so that its projection is in line with
the arm A.
This cam is controlled by a lever L.
The lever should have the portion nearest the cam
so that it always returns to its normal
heaviest,
position by gravity. The other end should have a
small contact stud D. The tube T, down which
the penny falls, is so arranged that the penny strikes
the lever L, bringing the stud D against a contact
This completes circuit and lights loco»
piece P.

[The Editor invites readersto make use of this column for the lull
discussion of matters0/ pmdacal and mutual mluzst. Latins
may be signed with a nom-de-plume if dznml, but the full
name and address0/ the senderMUST invariably b: atlached,
thoughno! necessarin[or publicalianj

Penny-in-the-Slot Mechanism.
“run Eon-0R or The Model Engineer.
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-of iron or steel.
This weighting is such that when
lever L falls the catch K will hold it. This could
also be accomplished by having a light spring
attached to K. Directly L falls the cam C is freed
and commences
to rotate;
this continues until
brush B comes lightly into contact with a contact
arm M, ﬁxed on face of clock, thus completing an

auxiliary circuit containing an electro-magnet E.
This magnet is thereby operated and attracts K,
thus releasing L and stopping the cam C.
The
contact M should be placed a little to one side of
the normal position of the arm A as shown, thus
the lever L is released in time to catch C. Also M
should be fairly small, so as to allow clock to easily
overrun it and not stick there.
By the above means the lamps are alight for about
one minute—a time which, I think, would be very
suitable.
The part plan (Fig. 1) shows how the tube T is
arranged to be to one side of catch K. Also full
connections are shown in the other view.
If " ].A." desires any further particulars he can
have same on communicating with me.—Yours
faithfully,
WILLIAM H. Gnmr.

Useful Lathe Attachments.
To THE EDITOR or The Model Engineer.
DEAR SlR,—IIJ THE MODEL ENGINEER, No.
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For the Bookshelf.
[Any book"viewed under this Iva-dingmay be oblm'ud from Tu!
Moon. Bums“: Book 04mm, 2649, Poppin's Court.
Flea Shed, London, 5.6., by rmitti'ng the published put: and
ﬂu cost0/ 90:100.]
FLYING MACHINES—PRACTICE AND Dasrcs.
By
Rankin Kennedy. Price 55.; postage 3d. Lon
don : The Technical Publishing Co., Ltd.
This book is offered as a general review of the
ﬂying machine problems. It contains examples of
calculations for ﬂying machines expressed arith
metically and in a simple way. There are some
tables of pro erties of steel wire, various woods,
and “Magnaium“
steel tube and wire, and a
chapter on the principles of ﬂying machines.
Various problems, such as starting aeroplanes and
and reference made to
balancing are discussed,
various practical machines and the work of pro
The book is rather one for
minent inventors.
who contemplate inventing ﬂying
those
readers
machines or entering the industry of manufacturing
them ; it would Serve as a text-book for elementary
students. There are illustrations and diagrams,
some of which express ideas of the author.

Clapham Steam and Sailing Club.

page 343, there are two illustrations (Figs. 6 and 7).
I take it to be an electric bell gong. I am sending
a third one, which may be useful to some of your
readers.
A temporary chuck should cost as least

the above Club
at the head
quarters, Alexandra Hotel, Clapham, at 8 oclock
p.m. On this occasion, which proved most enjoy
able and instructive, the programme was a lantern
lecture followed by a short impromptu musical

as possible.
Use the slotted faceplate supplied
with every lathe, a piece of soft wood any shape
larger than the gong and thick enough to take a
small square recess, and a stout wood screw, and
four screws and washers to hold wood to faceplate,
and the gong can be turned all over.
I believe
the proper name for your ﬁtment is a false nose.
I had to make one five years ago. The lathe I have
is an American with a bastard thread, so there
was no help for me but to make the same false nose
as illustrated in THE MODEL ENGINEER.
An
amateur without a lathe would screw the gong
down on the bench and rub a ﬁle across—Yours
H. GREEN.
truly,

An extensive collection of slides of motor
ﬁnale.
boats, yachts, and warships was much appreciated
by the company present; some personal snapshots
were received with merriment and applause.
The
genial Commodore (Mr. George F. Young) presided.
Mr. R. Martin Weaver, hon. secretary, explained
the subjects, enlivening his discourse with humorous
remarks to the great delight of his audience.
Messrs. Herbert Tozer and Norman Wall managed
the lantern with complete success, and a vote of
thanks was heartily passed to the lecturer and
lanternists.
The function was originally ﬁxed for
May 7th, but had been postponed on account of
the death of his late Majesty, King Edward.
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Saturday evening, May 28th,
ON held
one of their social evenings

June

9, rgro.

The Model Engineer and Electrlcian.

The Society of Model Engineers.
[Reparts of medmgs should be sent to the uﬁirer of Tue Moor-:1.
ENGINEER wilhoul delay, and will be "13(7le in any par
ticular issue i/ "ceived a clan nine days br/arr its usual dale
of Publication.]

London.
N ordinary meeting of the Society

was held
May 26th, roro, at the Caxton
Hall, Westminster, Mr. john \Vills taking
and
the chair, and upwards of 100 members
The Chairman announced
visitors being present.
that the models, etc., entered in the Biennial
Model-making Competition had been judged during
the afternoon by Mr. H. R. Kempe, M.I.C.E.
Mr. W. ]. Last,
Electrician,
G.P.O.),
(Chief
A.M.I.C.E. (Director, Science Museum, South Ken
sington), and Mr. Percival Marshall, A.I.Mech.E.,
and after adjustment of handicap marks the medals
and awards had been allotted as follows :—
The Society's Gold Medal to Arden W. Marchant,
for 7-16ths in. scale London, Tilbury 8: Southend
locomotive.
The Society's Silver Medal to C. H. Gaggero, for
model steam launch S. Giles.
The Society's Bronze Medal and {1 Is. to P. C.
Simpson, for compound marine steam engine with

q

jet

on Thursday,

condenser.

Tools to the value of one guinea to W. J. Russell,
for {-in. scale tank locomotive.
Tools to the value of half-a-guinea to each of the
following: P. Blankenburg, for compound under
type engine and boiler;
J. Perrier, for electric
ally driven tank locomotive; H. Hildersley, for
F. A. Mills, for twin
electric .time transmitter;
cylinder petrol motor ﬁtted to hydroplane;
J.
Davies, (or twin-cylinder aeroplane petrol engine;
A. C. Ballard, for modiﬁed G.\V.R. tank locomotive.
A Columbus gauge, or other tool to value, to
C. S. Barrett, for vertical
each of the following:
reversing steam engine; A. M. H. Solomon, for
. Hunt, for marine
W.
railway rolling-stock;
engine and boiler; H. C. \Valler, for twin-cylinder
petrol motor ; H. G. Riddle, for electric distribution
board ; C. H. Smart, for electric time transmitter;
and A. Picciotto was commended for vertical engine
and boiler.
Mr. H. R. Kempe, in a short address, warmly
commended the competitors for the excellent
workmanship shown in the majority of the ex
hibits, and after giving some of his reminiscences
of his own model~making days, complimented the
Society as a whole on the excellent work it was
doing. He then distributed the medals and certiﬁ
cates to the competitors as stated.
Mr. Percival Marshall stated with regret that
he did not ﬁnd amongst the exhibits any par
ticular one in which sufﬁcient originality of design
or construction was displayed to warrant it re
ceiving the special award of {2 as. he had offered,
and he therefore proposed handing that sum to
the committee to be dealt with in any way they
thought best.
On the motion of the Chairman, a very hearty
vote of thanks was accorded the judges for their
arduous work in judging the models, and to Mr.
Kempe in particular for his distribution of the
awards.
Alter a short adjournment for refreshments and
an inspection of the models, the meeting proceeded
to elect {our new members, and get through other
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formal business, ﬁnally
September 5th next.

adjourning

at 10.15,

till

Exccusroxs.—]une 25th, Social River Excur
July 28th, Annual All-day Visit, Swindon

sion.

\Vorks. Other excursions and visits will take place
during the summer months, particulars of which
will appear in due course—HERBERT G. RIDDLE,
Secretary, 37, Minard Road, Hither Green. S.E.

Queries

and

Replies.

[Altmlion is rspa'inlly dirrclrd to [he various conditionsgivenbrlmr,
and no not!” mill 1):lokrn of Qurrirs not (amplymg with [he
b!
leKIIOM lhcrrin slalrd. Laws conlrumng (lurrirs mus!
"
marked on lhe lop lrll‘hand corner of the eni'rlope Query
Drpartrnenl." No communicationsbut those relating to the
.
Qunizs should be enclosedin the some envelope.
Querirs on subjectswilhin the scopeof this columnare repliedto by
pasl, fru of charge,underIhe Iollowing rondilions :'(1) 01mm
dmling with dislind subfrclsshouldbewrillen on di'ﬂrrtnl shuts,
on on: rid: of the paprr only, and the sender'sname nvsr b:
inscribed on the back. (2) Queries should be arcornbanud,
u'hrrn'rr Possible, with fully dimensionedshrlchls, and mrre
sPondenlsare rnornrntndedlo [cap a rofry of ihn’r Queriesfor
rrlrrcnce. (3] .4 slam/ml addressedenvelope(no!
I’osl-rard)‘
shouldinvariably be enclosed,and also a " Queriesand Replies
Coupon" rul bid from the adr-rriisrrnenlpag¢so/ the current
13:141.(4) Qutrirs will be ansrrrredas early as Possiblea/lrr
ranpl. (51 Queries which, in the opinion of the Editor, are
beyondthelrgilimatescopeof this column,will eitherbereturnzd
lo the senderwith a noliﬁcalion lo lhal rﬁrrl, or will be "lured
to Tu: M0an Enorsseu Laboratory, whencea In will be
quoted for supplying the desired in/orrnalion or drawings.
(6) Qurrlrs rrlaling to enquiries which have ban ffpllt'd to of
somepreviousdatemustbe accombanildby a cobyo/ theoriginal.
query. togetherwith our reply to snrne. Both the dale of such
prrmous queryand Ike numberof our rrply must also be git-m.
(7) All 0001:: shouldbe addrrssrdto The Editor, THE MODEL
ENGINEER, 26-21;,Poppin's Court, Flat 51nd, London, 5.01
The following arr selected[mm the Querieswhich have bun replu'd
lo rrrenlly .'——
H- R- (Cumberlami)
[23.480] erelen
Telegraphy.
writes: i wish to be able to communicateby wireless telegraphy
within any radius from hall mile up to two miles. I do not want
to work a Morse roinler, I only want to ring a bell any number
of times i wish to. I only want one transmitter and one receiver.
l want them to be as portable as possible,so that X can climb
any tree that is possible,knowing that my friend is waiting with.
his receiverin someother tree. He will have his aerial wires set
ready waiting for any number of rings that 1 wish to send. Can
1 accomplish this with a 6-in. spark coil? Will I require the
aerial to be very high with this 6-in. coil, or what height do vou
think I will get lhese rcsulls, with the receiver in anything like
good order? Will vou let me know what books you have which.
deal with the making of sensitive receivers, and also with the
making of transmitters. Do you think I shall be able to get the
receiving apparatus in a box 8 ins. long, 6 iris. deep, and
4 ins. wide inside? Of course, thk will depend on the smallness
of everything. I have a very small bell, a relay which is very
'
sensitive. and two very small 2-volt accumulators.
We do not seewhat is the use of climbing a tree to send your
signals, as most ordinary receiverswork best near the earth. If
you wish to do so, you can attach an aerial wire at a good height
by climbing a tree, but it probably would not work so well as a
mast. You will ﬁnd a detailed account of bell-rin ing apparatus
between pages 133 and 155 of our " Wireless elegraphy ior
Amateurs,” as. 3d. post lree. The distanceat which you Canwork
depends on the power available, on the dimensions and height
of the aerial, and, above all, on the sensilivenessoi coherer and
relay. Tuning apparatus will, 0! course, increase the sensitive
ness, but will certainly make the apparatus less portable. We
scarcely think you will get a satisfactory apparatus in so small a
box.
[23,43r] Boiler
H. B. (Stoke Newington) writes:
am constructing a
Mlklnf.
mode boiler, as Fig. ro in “ Model Boiler
Making." Instead of copper, I am using fin. mild steel for
eoouomy. (r) 1 would like to know il a brush with good still
red-leadwoulddo for joints betweenthe plates instead0! soldering
aslor copper? (2) How long rivets should I want to get a gocd
snap head outside (copper rivets l in. diameter)P The shell plate
is h-in. thick and bull‘sirips No. ro-gauge,one in and one out
side. (3) 1 am thinking of having ten r-in. tubes instead of
eighteenbin. ones. Could I expand them in by using an ordinary
mandrel with short taper, driving it in with hammer? (4) Can
crown plates be ﬂanged cold ii I anneal them down

£121.,st
I

(r)~ll you close the plates and rivets properly a model steel
boiler will, alter caulking any bad places,“ take up," especially

The Model Engineer and Electrician.
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l

'if vou Wth the inside with a solution of sal-ammoninc. \\'e Wtillld

not advise the use of red-load. (:l The projection of a rivet
Shuiiltl be 1} times the (llJlllt‘lt‘l'I thervlore, with l-in. plates the
rivets for a plain )nint should be o-rtiths in. long under we head.
is llul so
\th not use steel rivets? (3| Yes, you may; but itYes,
it the
gotid as expanding them with a proper expander. (4)
good
quility.
is
of
steel
C. H. S. (Gateshmril writes:
[13-490] Model Sailing Ship.
I am busy refitting a model S.lllllli{ ship, and Woultl like to ask
your ship expert, or someoneinterestedi I this line, a icw questions
about it. The dimensions are as follows z—Lenc'th over-all,
:8} ins.; beam, 5} ins.; depth at bows to keel, 5} ins.; ditto
amidshipS. 5} ins. From above dimensions you will see the hull
'11rather an ugly looking one, and the beamappears to me to be
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Several hundred volts would be required to cause a spark across
a gap i-3znd in. long, so it is not surprising that your 6 vclts
failed to do the work. An induction coil should be used.
[2347!] Making Spark Coll. 3- I- (“'andsworth Common)
writes: (11 A motor Coil l have at home has the core doubled
back over the secondary,as in the "hedge—hog" transformer.
The idea. i am told, is to ir.creasethe magnetism and therefore
the spark. Do you advise me to follow this method in my coil?
i supposethe longer the core unwoundwith wire the lessmagneth
there will be? (a; I find paratfin-wax varies in price from (ad.
upwards. Do you think the quality varies also? (3) Would it
be better to soak the wound core in shellac varnish or paraﬁn?
(4) What '5 the voltage of spark ? I have seen it in Ta: Moon.
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N°23490
SAIL PLAN FOR MODEL SAILING SHIP.

a

it

it

a

l

I

6

it

it
is

a

a

a

it

it

F- 5- (AC-ton)
Voltage
for Sparking _Plug.
writes:
[23.57%]
have connectedsomedry batteriesin seriesto sparking
plug with about r-32nd in. gap, but
will not spark across, and
the voltmeter showed volts—in tact,
would not spark across
till the wires nearl touched. What voltage should require to
spark across r-3an in.?
have not used coil.

ENGINEER as 25,000 per in. but other writers estimate from
t0,000 to 100,000per in.
(i) We would not recommendthis for 6-in. spark coil as will
probably introduce dithculties in maintaining good insulation
We do not quite see your meaning with regard to the lessening
of magnetism by lengthening the core. Lengthening the core
tends to decreasethe amount of leakage ﬂux which acts on the
secondaryin such a way as to decreasethe efﬁciency, but
not advantageousto increasethe length too much. ‘ (2) Yes. We
eat vana
advise the best. (3) Shellac varnish. (4) There is
tion among the estimatespublished,chieﬂy owng to 0 (act that
the voltage necessaryto cause spark between two electrodes
depends not only upon the distance between the electrodesbut
also upon their form. Two experimenters using diﬂerent elec
trodes may come to very diﬂerent conclusions concerning the
voltage requisite for
spark of given length. De la Rue and
Mtiller found that though about 100,000volts were required to get
a spark betweentwo balls an inch apart, yet an inch spark be
tween point and plate occurred with only about 23,400volts.
a

a

it

is

a

a

I

it

I

excessive when comparedwith the length.
do not propose,
however, to alter the hull at all, unless were to take cut out
of the prow. The vessel was originally ﬁtted with three masts
and lug sails only; hence suppose was intended to represent
three-mastedluzger? \Vills-nneone tell me the distance!apart
of the masts to make her two-mastedschooner,height of masts.
length of bowsprit, and give me a sail-plan and sketch showing
the proper rig?
It
better for small models to have good beam.
would
be an
you could cut away the bow as suggested.
Heightimprovement
0 tore mast, from deck to top, 15 ins; height oi main
mast, :8 ins.
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is

a

a

it

a

I

a

a

a

2d.

of apparatus. The article on " A Bazaar
require a good selection
Electrical Exhibition " in our issue of May 27th, 1909, would
be found interestingand suggestive.
[23,599] 5 ark Coll Failure, G. O. M. (Marple) writes:
I have a smal l-in. spark coil which I obtained from the U.E.S.
Co, Manchester a short time ago. At ﬁrst it gave a good full
spark, working rom a small bichromate cell. Now, however, it
will not give more than i-i6th in. spark. I have cleaned the
contacts, etc., and adjusted the trembler, all to no purpose. The
condenserconsists of twenty sheets tinfoil, approximately 6 ins.
by 2 ins., connectedin the base. I have your book on “ Induction
Coils." I receivedgreathelp from you beforeabout somebatteries.
Could you recommenda battery for the coil to give best results?
It '5 probably the cell that is at fault. Try renewingits contents.
But a single bichromatccell is not likely to enable you to get the
full output from coil. Two such cells would form a more suitable
sourceof supply.
C. H. R
[13.5591 Model 4-coupled Bogie Express.
(Fulham) writes: I am oing to construct a {-in. scale model
4-coupled bogie express ocomotive with outside cylinders, and
shall be extremelyobliged if you will give the number or numbers
of volumes of THE MODEL ENGINEER which contain a detailed
description of how to build such a locomotive. The design given
on pages 324-325, Vol. III THE MODEL ENGINEER is not quite
suitable.
We have not published in Tim MODEL ENGINEER just what
you require. An article in our issue of September ioth, i 03,
describes, with photographic illustration and drawings, a .in_
scale model of the Midland com und locomotive No. 2,631.
This article might be found helpful).oBut of much more use to
you would be a copy of Mr. Greenly's book, “ The Model Loco.
motive,” Gs.
post free, which gives. beside
lot of instruc
tive matter 0 great value to the maker of any model locomotive
working drawings of
N.E.R. locomotive to l-in. scale which.
we should say would just suit you.
“
Out" Hulls. C. W. (Hampstead)
[23.612] Digging
writes:
am building small model steamer and in making the
hull have chopped right through the wood in one or two places.
Would you kindly tell me simple way of repairing these holes?
Where hole is cut through, should be shaped and
tape;
little white lead to ﬁx it. If
plug fitted into it, using
long
cut, or split. made,elastic glue should be thickly applied inter
nally, and the glue covered by a strip of calico.
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A Correction and Some Notes.
C. H. F. (Lea Bridge) writes with reference to reply to Query
notice what
evidently an error,
No. 23,194.April 7th issue:
viz., Width of tyres if ins. to 9-16ths ins. shouldread ii-i6ths in.
tofin. shoulditnot? Imay add that by pitching the frames ins.
apart the in. extra gives all that
desiredin the way of room
for valves between cylinders, etc. It works out very near Irish,
and makes grand engine. All the other dimen
30ins +
are almostexact to the sizesof an engine am building
sionslgivcn
mysc
You are correct; there an error on our part. We added the
two tyre dimensions together. The individual tyre width should
be half the amount, viz.,
in. to 13-16ths in.—prr-fcrably the
latter in the case of a long engine, not ii-toths to
in. as you
state, which, although nearer to scale, would be less satisfactory
in working model.
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.

New Catalogues and Lists.

a

is

a

is

is

Bassett-LOWkeg
Ltd" 112v
HOlbomi I‘ondon'
The latestenter ise of this firm to issuea very interestingcata
logue of model ying machines,covering 28 pages. This deals with
English and French models of monoplanes,biplanes,and balloons.
The various patternsillustratedincludemodelsof well-known types,
such as the " Latham-Antoinette,” the “ BIL-riot," the " Farman,"
and the “ Wright " machines. There also listed completeset
of parts and tools for building model aeroplane, and particulars
of numerousaccessories—suchas propellers, sockets, tees, angles,
given.
etc.-—-are
section devoted to motors for model aero
planes, these including elastic, electric, clockwork, and petrol
“ Stuart" aeroplane petrol motor
The
new
illustrated
motors.
in two types. This a splendid engine,which we hope to describe
more fully in an early issue.
A, (1, Thornton, Ltd" Paragon Works, Manchester.-—A
"
pamphlet, describing the “ Paragon vertical drawing apparatus,
is to hand from this well-known firm. The “ Paragon ”
a com
number of interesting
plete drawmg equipment, embodying
improvements which will appeal to all who have to do with
draughtsman'swork. Others of Messrs. Thornton's new things of
which we have receivedparticulars are the “ Paragon " adjustable
protractor set square, the “ Leoham " attachment for keeping the
stock of
tee-squareﬁrm and true to the edge of the drawing
board, and Thornton's quick-setting plates for dumpy and wye
levels. The Thornton automatic screw-thread drawing pen
another useful novelty, by the aid of which thick or other linescan
be drawn at will.
a

is

is

is

A

is

[13.590] Accumulators: Electric Attraction. W. D. G
(Shaw) writes: (i) I have bought recently a new two-cell glass
4-volt accumulator, and they stated it was 6 amp-hours, 'but
I find on testing it with my volt and ampercmeterthat it gives
3'8 volts, whilst my amperemeter,which only goesup to i5,_ ﬂies
at once to the extent of r5 amps. showing that it would go higher
if the meter allowed it. Don't you think that they have made
a mistake and that it is about 20 amp-hours? The total size
of it is—b! ins. high, 3} ins. wide, 2} ins. thick. Also is 3'5 volts
the point the lowest it should be allowed to go before betngre
charged ? (2) Is it true that you should not let too much current
go at once? Well, cannot one discharge more than one-third
at once, say. 60 amp-hours ? Say it took 20 or 23 amps. to work
certain articles at once, could I work it, saying it would only last
three hours, of course? Or, say I had an accumulator 300 amp.
hours, would too be the most I could use at once, say, too per
hour? (3) Now, supposingI wanted to work an electric magnet
that requires 4 volts 1 amp., would a magnetdo the samework—
that '5, would it be as strong as the above—if I was to use 8 volts
Q amp. instead? Of course. the magnet I suppose would need
rewinding with wire half as thick as before. (4) I notice that some
times accumulators are stated so many ampercs only. Does
this mean ampere-hours? Supposing I was to get six accumu
lators, 4 volts 1 amp. each, and connectthem in parallel. Would
I get 4 volts 6 amps., and, if in series, 24 volts 1 amp.? (5) I
had just bought another new accumulator and when I had the
acid in it burnt itself completely away. I had put no water to
the acid, which I believe on should always do. What is meant
by distilled water? W‘ not the ordinary house water do?
—R¢ Electrical Attraction. (i) In ele trical experiments there
are used pith balls. What is pith ? Is i possiblefor me to make
them myself? If so, how should I be able to make them in
diﬂerent sizes of balls? What material should I use? (2) Will
an ordinary permanent magnet attract pith balk to it if they
are placed on a table, then repel it when it came in contact with
the magnet the same as if the balls were hung up with a silken
Ithread? (3) Is there any way possibleof making somesmall balls
out of metal, such as steel, iron, etc., so as to make them a per
manent magnet,but the ballsonly to haveone pole—eithernegative
or positive would do? (4) To cut up a permanent magnet lit_l.0
very small pieces (which would each be a separatemagnet in it
self): would it affect the pieces in any way to ﬁle them true?
(5) You stated sometime since in Tim MODEL ENGINEERthat you
were shortly going to publ'uh one of your handbookson Magnets,
but I have not seenany advertisementof the same since. (6) In
question 2 would not cork do as well as pith; or is pith meant
to be cork; but how would it be possible to make them in small
balls?
Is there any other light material that you think would
do in place of either pith or cork ?
No,
judgin mereiy from size given we consider 6 amp.
(i)
hours a reasonabe estimateof the capacity. You HitBl not con
nect up an accumulatordirectly to an ammeter,as that is short
circuiting it. A very large current would flow and might do
serious damage. Do not discharge below 3'8 volts. (2) You
should enquire of the makers as to the highest permissiblerate of
discharge. This varies considerablywith dinerent kinds of accu
mulators. It may be taken as a very rough guide that the number
of amperesof dischargeshould not exceedthe figure obtained by
dividing 5 into the number of ampere'hours the accumulator
discharges. (3) Yes, a magnet should work as well with a supply
of } amp. at 8 volts as with 1 amp. at 4 volts. The wire used
in the latter casewould have twice the cross-sectionalarea of that
usedin the first. (4) Yes, but it is a very unsatisfactoryexpression.
Yes, 4 volts 6 amps. or 24 volts 1 amp. (5) Yes: indeed you
well as acid. Read carefully our hand
ahould" have put water
“ as
book Accumulators on this point. D'Btilled water only should
be used, as the ordinary supply is seldom free from harmful con
stituents. Ask your chemistfor the distilled water. Re Electrical
Attraction. (ll Pith is the soft marrow of plant stems. You
can get some suitable from elder branches. (2) No, the attraction
noticed in pith-ball experimentsis not that due to ordinary mag
netism, thou h the cause is probably the same in both kinds of
n the case of the movement of the pith ball the
attraction.
attraction is due to charges of static electricity. A pith ball
is not visibly affectedbv whit we at present understand by a
- " ma etic field.” (i) No. (4) Yes, after cutting and ﬁling there
probably be little magnetism left. The pieces should be
wo
magnetised after shaping. (5) You cannot have watched our
ages very closely. The handbook can be had from our Pub
ishing Department. (6) Yes, cork paper or any such light
material will suit.
[21.571] Bazaar Electrical Exhibition. W. H. (0::
bridge) writes: Could you kindly enlighten me with a few sugges
tions of electrical illusions and novelties for a bazaar. I have a
shocking coil. The kind of suggestionsI want is such as that in
which a shocking coil is used with a basin of water. You ask
a person to fish out a coin while holding one handle of coil, while
the other is in the basin and the current on.
Your coil will probably be useful for various experiments in
shocking, but a coil of a size such as to be capable of giving z-in.
to 3-in. sparks should be procured, as you could then perform
many interesting and effective demonstrations in the way of
radiography, etc. To make a satisfactory exhibition, you would
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The Editor’s Page.
E quite

expected that the new rules of the
"
Department would
"Queries and Replies
provoke some criticism on the part of our
One of the ﬁrst queries which we had
readers.
to decline as beyond the legitimate scope of this
Department brought us this comment from the
sender: “I was rather surprised that you could
not answer a few simple direct questions on a small
set. . . . . Believing that your Query
telephone
Department existed for the purpose of such a case
as this, after working out all details I wrote you for
Let us just
conﬁrmatory advice on a few points."
"
few
examine our friend's query and see what his
"
He
writes
that
he
are.
simple direct questions
a plan
wishes to connect four farms by telephone,
of the estate being given, showing the distances
between the farms, the maximum distance between
He asks us :--(1) to
two stations being 2* miles.
describe the best system to adopt to suit certain
conditions;
(2) the type and cost of suitable
instruments for each station; (3) the gauge of
line wire ; (4) dimensions and cost of suitable poles,
and where they can be obtained; (5) distances
apart of poles; (6) formalities to be observed in
carrying wires across two railway lines; (7) pro
To ask these
bable total cost of installation.
" few simple direct questions"
is easy enough.
It would be also easy to answer them with an off
hand guess at What would suit, but to give a. well
reply with accurate ﬁgures is a diﬂerent
considered
matter; at any rate, so far as the time taken up
It is exactly this class of query
is concerned.
which our new rules have been framed to deal with,
and we hope our correspondent will not take it
amiss that we have expressad our unwillingness to
devote to his special requirements a good deal_0f
valuable time to the detriment of other readers
The
who are more modest in their requests.
queries can be quite well dealt with through our
Laboratory if our correspondent feels inclined to
pay a small fee for the information he requires.
He tells us, by the way, that he has already worked
out the details for himself and that his questions
are asked for the sake of conﬁrmation of his results.
If he will reﬂect how long it took him to prepare
his scheme, he will get some idea of the work he is
Probably this way of looking at
asking us to do.
it has not occurred to him.

i

I

'1

Another correspondent suggests that we should
a star or other distinguishing mark against
through Tin;
which are answered
queries
so that readers
MODEL ENGINEER Laboratory,
may know approximately how we differentiate
between a free reply and a paid one, and will have
a better idea how their own queries will be answered.

place
those

and
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We may say in reply to this that we do not propose
furnished through the Labora»
If a reader decides to pay a fee for the
tory.
information he requires, the transaction becomes a
private one between him and the Laboratory, and
we do not consider that we should be entitled to
make use of— the reply in our pages.
Readers
must, therefore, form their opinions of the queries
we regard as legitimate by those which are pub
lished in the usual way in our columns.
i
#
t
Still another reader has written us in regard to
our new rules, this time congratulating us on the
departure which he commends as a common-sense
He states that he has several
business proposal.
times hesitated to ask for information, fearing to
overstep the limits of ordinary courtesy; but that
he will now feel more free to write for advice,
knowing that we shall not hesitate to notify him
if we consider it reasonable to ask for a fee. This,
of course, is the proper attitude to take, and we
feel conﬁdent that with the large
of
majority
readers our frankness in saying that we cannot
deal with their queries gratis, when exceptional
in character, will be appreciated in just as friendly
a spirit as our assistance when we feel able to give it.
to publish the replies

Answer: to Correspondents.

H. M. (Hengoed).-—(r) Solutions are right save that
the 16 ozs. sulphuric should be concentrated,
not dilute.
(2) No.
A. F. T. (Deccan).—We have referred your enquiry
to Messrs. Bassett-Lowke who are the most likely
to be able to supply what you require. They
are writing you.

Notices.
Sole Agents for United States, Canada, and Mexico: Spon and
Chamberlain, :23, Liberty Street, New York, U.S.A., to whom.
all subscriptionsfrom thesecountriesshould be addressed.
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Lessons from the Laboratory.*

FIG. r.—Snowmc TAILBOARD FITTED T0 LATHE.

I

Fitting Tailboard

to 4-in. 5.6. Lathe.
Fig. I is‘ an illustration of the tailboard; from
which it will be seen that the length overall is
to the same dimension of the bed
equivalent
(the standards being set out a little wider), and
that the brackets are screwed to the legs ﬂush with
Fig. 2 shows the
the inside edges of the same.
elevation. Note
arrangement in end
general
here that the top of the bracket stands 5 in. below
the top of standard, so that the level of the board,
which is about 8 in. thick (Le. g in. plank, planed
on both sides). is the same as that of the standards.
details of Fig. 3 show the
The two detached
bracket with full dimensions; and a cross section
of the board. taken at a point opposite the fast

headstock.
Here it was necessary to cut away
the board inside the partition for a length rather
more than that of the cone, to clear the driving
belt in its various positions. The object of the
partition is to prevent small tools from falling
through the belt race, and also to obviate fouling
chucks, etc., standing on the board when traversing
the saddle.
A glance at the general arrange
ment will show the position of the saddle set
screws in relation to this partition. which runs
the full length of the board.
The base of the
['Th¢ ilrms appzan'ngand” this handingarebasedon workadually
done, and experimentscamni out In Tm: Moon. ENGINEER
Laboratoryand Srhuol 0/ Mechanics.]
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tray is made in two widths butted (not grooved
and feathered).
The edging is made with the same size wood,
mitred at the corners, and screwed to the edges
grain, when
of base; except against the end
All joints are glued, in
nails should be used.
cluding the butt joint in base, and in addition
two 2-in. battens are screwed to the bottom (not
seen in Fig. I.
These
latter can
be
glued).
The board is ﬁnished with two coats of shellac
varnish put on with a. brush—French polish will
(lo—taking care to coat quickly and evenly, and

DRAWINGS

To Touch up or Write in Enamel Dials.
Amateurs interested in instrument
making,
or the renovation of clocks, will ﬁnd the following
recipe useful in dial writing :—
Gas-black.
Canada balsam.
Spike oil of lavender.
Turpentine.
Make up a little gasblack, by holding a clean
piece of sheet iron in an ordinary ﬁsh-tail burner
flame.
Ten or ﬁfteen minutes will make suf
ﬁcient for quite a lot of work, by continually
scraping it off, and not allowing the sheet-iron
to get too hot.
Canada balsam can be obtained
at most druggists.
About four pennyworth put

16,

igio.

up in a wooden pill box will be sufﬁcient.
Spike
oil of lavender (called also oil of spike) is described
as a cheap oil of lavender, made from the spikes
of the plant. and probably adulterated with turpen~
tine.
Three peiinyworth in a small phial will do
(don't be persuaded to use oil of lavender proper,
it is much too expensive).
Select a smooth piece
of sheet iron for a pallet, and placing thereon
about enough
black to cover a shilling piece,
add a small piece of the balsam, say the size of a.
coffee bean, and work the two together with a
knife, thinning out with the oil.
The more it is

or TAILBOARD

ﬁrst coat to harden thoroughly.
allowing'dthe
Four bolts and the same number of setscrews
are ample for ﬁxing the whole attachment.

June

FOR 4-1N. LATHE.

worked up the smoother the resultant coating;
and it may be used at any consistency suitable
to the work.
It will ﬂow equally well from a
drawing-pen, ordinary pen, or brush. By adding
a little turpentine it will dry quicker, but care must
be used in this particular,as
turpentine has the
effect of deadening the lustre of the surface if
much is added.
This paint may be stoved at a
gentle heat in a gas oven to harden it; but here
again care must be taken not to injure the enamel
of the dial.

Adding Acids to Solution.
In reference to our note on Cells in May igfh

we wish to call particular attention to the
caution necessary when mixing acids with a solu
tion or with water.
Always add the acid to the
solution or the water—and that slowly—in small
quantities, stirring in with a glass rod.

issue

By

“

Pnozmx.”

The Latest 3* h.-p. Motor Bicycle.
I recently called at the depot of the Centaur

Cycle Company, Ltd., on Holborn Viaduct, for
the purpose of inspecting the new 3% h.-p. touring
motor cycle which they have placed upon the
market.
The machine follows, in its general
design, orthodox lines, having the diamondpattern
frame,
of the
air-cooled engine
single<cylinder
four-cycle type, magneto ignition, and belt drive,
not, therefore,
and does
any Specially
present
marked
features of construction.
The design is,
however,
very nicely proportioned, and both the
workmanship and ﬁnish are of the highest possible
class; indeed, I know of no other machine of the
the same type which to my mind presents such a
particularly pleasing tout ensemble as does this one.
The engine is a beautiful piece of work. The
casting of the cylinder has been very carefully
done, and an exceptionally clean and well~ﬁnished
appearance is the result. The valve pockets are
placed in front, where they receive the maximum
cooling effects in passing through the air; and the
carburettor, of B. & B. make, with handle-bar
control, is located immediately at the rear, being
connected with the inlet valve chamber by a short,
curved induction pipe of easy radius. The cylinder
dimensions are 85 mm. bore by 87 mm. stroke;
the piston has three rings, arranged two at the
top and one at the bottom of the piston, and ball

The front
bearings are fitted to the main journals.
forks are ﬁtted with a spring arrangement con
sisting of two additional members, which are hinged
to the ball top and connected to the ends of the
main fork sides by means of hinged links.
A ball
race, with adjusting cone, is provided for taking
up the wear and preventing lateral play at the

Electrician.
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The
spring above acts as a buffer for the recoil.
silencer is ﬁtted with a cut-out, and an adjustable
pulley giving gear ratios of from 4 to I to 6 to I is
provided.
The
magneto is of the
new
ball bearing
pattern,
Bosch
with enclosed chain~
drive. The machine
is handsomely ﬁn
ished
enamel,

in

’/‘

black

with

\
2

gold

lines, the tank
aluminium,
being
panelled in broad
and ﬁ ne black
lining.

\

How to Ensure
Easy Starting.
I have lately re

ceived quite a num
ber of letters hear
ing upon the difﬁ
culty which the

writers have in
getting the engines
of their motor
cYcles started from FRONT FORK
cold, and asking
,
what 'it is best to or CBNTAUR
do to overcome
it. MOTOR CYCLIL
Now that
the
weather is warmer,
there ought to be little or no difﬁculty in getting the
engine to start up quite readily without injecting
paraﬂin or petrol, and it may even be advisable
in certain cases to employ a thicker brand of‘oil
than that used during the winter months. A
Reading correspondent says that the engine of his
3; hp. machine, which is nearly new, is a very

i

/_
/if

'

Ti“
last

1*

II

‘

\;

Motor Cycle Notes.

and

Iii

The Model Engineer

June 16, 19:0.

THE CENTAUR CYCLE Co.'s LATEST 3i H.-P. MOTORASBICYCLE.

is

hard one to start, and that the pleasure to be
derived from its use
seriously discounted by
the fact that
requires such a tremendous amount
Another reader, hailing
of exertion to get it going.
from Colchester, says that once having induced his
engine to start, he hardly dare stop until the ride
it

junction of each hinged link with the main fork
Each of the supplementary members of the
fork takes the form of a cylinder containing a
plunger and springs, and a stop is placed near the
top, so that while the long springs below the stop
absorb the road shocks, the shorter and stronger
side.
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of having to go through the
is concludedffor'fear
discomfort and labour of starting it again, and other
correspondents have written in much the same
strain—one,
in fact, remarking that, unless he
can obtain some improvement in this respect,
he fears he will have to give up motor cycling

altogether.
Now, as I have already said, there ought to be
no difﬁculty about starting the engine under the
present climatic conditions, and if there is such
difficulty, it points unmistakably to the fact that
there is something wrong with the engine, which
something must be put right before an improve
ment can take place.
My own experience in this
connection has shown me that it is usually the car
fault,
burettor which is at
and I would therefore
. counsel those who have written me, and any others
in the same difficulty, to carefully overhaul this
making sure that the
portion of the mechanism,
petrol level is correct, the jet perfectly free of
obstruction, and the needle and ﬂoat working
It may be wise to experiment with dif
properly.
either of which
ferent sizes of jet and choke-tubes,
are easily obtainable from the makers of the car
the like
burettor or at most motor establishments,
lihood being that difﬁculty arises through an in
sufﬁciency of petrol or an excess of air at starting.
A rather smaller choke-tube may make a tre
mendous diﬁerence, and a jet ever so slightly en
larged the same; but, as a rule, it is the level of
the petrol or some such cause which is at the root
of the trouble.
Then, as regards the ignition, the platinum points
of the contact-breaker should receive special atten
tion. A clean, bright surface free from pitting or
other marks is essential, and the gap where the
should not exceed about
points are separated
'5 mm. The sparking plug points should be adjusted
at a similar distance apart for magneto ignition,
and here, too, the points must be quite clean and
free from burnt or other deposits.
If the engine
is ﬁtted with automatic inlet valves,
make sure
these are working freely ; a drop or two of petrol '
will assist matters in this direction.
\Vhen starting
the engine, close the extra air‘lever altogether,
and advance the spark
open the throttle wide,
lever.
Make sure that the brakes are right " off,"
the exhaust valve lifter properly adjusted, and
the rear wheel quite clear of the ground for starting,
with machine jacked up.
A drop or two of petrol
and paraffin mixed in proportions of 50 per cent,
injected through the compression tap, will help;
but it should not be necessary except when the
weather is cold.

Enquiries and Replies.
"
H. A. H.“ (Nuneaton) asks what is the reason
for the engine of his machine refusing to run at
any but high speeds, it being impossible to keep
it working regularly at anything below 10 miles
“
H. A. H."
per hour.——Always
provided that
cuts down the extra air-supply when wishing to
travel at a low speed, it must be that the choke
tube of the carburettor is on the large side, or the
machine may be geared too high.
If an O.I.\’.,
the lift opening may be too much restricted. With
magneto ignition it is very necessary to secure a
good spark, or the engine will not run well at low
It is most likely, however, to be due to
speeds.
excess of air, either ﬁxed or supplementary.

Model Aeroplane Notes
By "

1910.

.

.-\EROPH1LE.“

Result of the Model Design Competition.

The winner of the above Competition is
Mr. R. KOECHLIN,
Pension l'Arabie,
Avenue (in Grand Hotel,
Vevey, Switzerland,
to whom a cheque for r guinea has been forwarded.
The design sent in by this gentleman is reproduced
herewith, and I feel conﬁdent that my mders
will agree that it is thoroughly deserving of a prize.
in my opinion it was far and away the best design
sent in, not only on account of its completeness—
I must say that some competitors' designs were
most incomplete, and in some cases at least half
of the machine was left to one's imagination—but
also by reason of the numerous highly original
features with . which the
and well-thought-out
abounds. Not only is the automatic
design
steering
gear original and good, but the whole
construction of the machine exhibits an individuality
of thought which is at once so methodical, practical,
and ingenious that it must compel the interest of
all my readers, and I make no doubt that every
maker will ﬁnd in these plans
model aeroplane
something worth adapting to his own ideas, or
copying wholesale.
I have gone very carefully into every detail' of
this machine, and am convinced that when properly
made, as shown in the drawings, it will prove itself
Mr. Koechlin writes as follows :
an admirable ﬂier.
DEAR SrR,—-This letter and the three sheets
of drawings included are for the Aeroplane Design
The drawings are not very beautiful,
Competition.
as I am ill, and had to make them lying down.
I hope, however, that they are sufﬁciently clear.
"
The prototype (" Antoinette
monoplane) is copied
The original feature
only in general appearance.
of the proposed model is the automatic steering gear.
I noticed in a model monoplane (the only one I
ever built or even saw) that when the front propeller
works, the aeroplane (if balanced to glide properly)
lifts the bow too much; if weight is added at the
front, it will ﬂy well, but as soon as the propeller
stops, it falls almost head ﬁrst on the ground. This
is due to the main plane receiving the air thrown
aft by the propeller, and thus travelling at a greater
speed than the rest of the aeroplane, so to speak;
the tail, being far behind, does not (or very little)
My steering
feel this, and the balancing is altered.
gear will correct this, and the action of the single
screw by moving the rudders when the elastic
motor is unwound and the propeller stops. As
will be seen on the drawing (steering gear), one of
the hooks holdin'g the elastic at the rear is pivoted
and prolonged to term a lever L: when the elastic
is twisted (by turning the propeller "astern"),
it pulls the lever, and consequently all the steering
when the
gear in the direction of the arrows;
elastic is unwound, the small skein A pulls the
lever back to its ﬁrst position. The pulleys b and b’
and the left-hand wheel are screwed tight on the
axle, whilst the right~hand wheel, with its pulley a is
free (on this same axle);
s has a peg which can
engage any of the holes drilled in b', and is held in
This is for adjustment
place by a spring (1and nut.
of H, rudder.
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thick.

ft. aluminium tube, Q in. inside, r-5oth in. thick.
2*
8
ins. aluminium tube, } in. inside, 1-32nd in. thick.
6
ins. aluminium rod, g in. diameter.
8 ins. i-in. diameter steel wire.

discussion.

Answers to Correspondents.
"

E. MOTION (Stretford) :
I am thinking of build
, ing an original model triplane, 45-in. span by 40 ins.
long, and having a petrol engine to drive two 9-in.
screws.
Do you think it worth while my starting

P

I

?

?

.7.

this
If so—(I) About what horse-power would
be required to drive this, and what size cylinder
(2) What type of ignition would you advise—a
non-trembler coil
(3) What would this be dnuow
with
use six cells from pocket lamp
(4) Could
reﬁlls—three in series, two in parallel
(5) What
would be the approximate weight, and how much
Do you advise any
petrol would this consume?
special type of motor as being simple to make, as
will be my first machine of any kind ?“
Your machine is much too small for a petrol
motor, and the two screws—9 ins. diameter—quite
out of the question. The thrust of the screws must
be one-ﬁfth of the weight of the machine at the
very least, and you could certainly not make the
machine much less than lbs. weight, in ﬂying order.
You would require two screws at least 15 ins. in
diameter, ro-in. pitch, turning at 1,500 r.p.m.
These would pull the machine all right.
(I) }—§ h.-p.
(cylinder about ri—ri-in. bore and stroke). (2) Plain
make-and-break non-trembler coil. (3) You would
be wise to buy this, unless you have some experi
ence of making small coils.
(4) Yes, but a small
accumulator would be much better and probably
a good deal lighter.
Approximate weight of total
power plant, irrespective of gears, etc., for double
screw drive, 6—7 lbs.
Consumption, about
pt. per
hour. See THE MODEL ENGINEER for April 7th last
for an account of the Olympia Aero Show. \Vrite
to the ﬁrms mentioned there who specialise in these
miniature motors, as otherwise you will end by
getting a very heavy engine indeed.
PERCY M. C. (Mansﬁeld):
am building
model biplane on the Farmau principle;
large
the total plane surface
about 20 sq. ft., and think
a r7~in. propeller will be about right.
am using
about ninety strands of I-r6th square elastic, and
ft.
in. lengths.
can get this on in
This should,
think, make a. very powerful motor. Please advise
me the best way to make a r7-in. propeller.
might mention that the propeller on this model
will be quite safe from striking the ground. The
am also wondering
runners will prevent this.
what will be the best and most secure way of
fastening the ends of the elastic; when you get so
much together, it
difﬁcult to secure properly.

I

8

a

"I

I

I

I

I

1 doz. balls, 3-32nds in. diameter.
4 doz. r-rbth-in. bolts and nuts.
r doz. extra l-Ioth-in. nuts.
4 {-in. nuts.
8 ft. special umbrella rib.
3 doz. small wood screws.
2} ft. aluminium tube, } in. outside, r-rooth in.

Next week I shall deal with some of the points
unsuccessful
designs, as there are several
matters connected
with some of these designs
which would, I think, be all the better for a little

- of the

is

making the joints with tinplate.
List of Materials.
1 pair gearwheels,
i in. diameter.

:

6

I

A little 1/64 tinplate.
About 12 sq. ft. fabric. 4 015. india-rubber.
Some r-rooth-in. steel wire.
Some very thin brass wire.
I ordinary U umbrella rib. 2 wheels, 2 ins. diam.
The wood.
In the drawings the following code of lettering
is used.
A = Aluminium;
Aluminium
A.T.
Tube; B = Brass; B.T. = Brass Tube; U.R.=
Umbrella Rib; S.W. = Steel Wire; T = Tinplate;
W = Wood ; B.H. = Bolt Hole.

3

i

A little 1/50 aluminium.

is

i

1 ft. 3-32nds in. diameter steel wire.
1Q ft. r-rGth in. diameter steel wire.
About 5-in. by 6-in. by r-32nd-in. aluminium.

?

I

16, 1910.

it

Thejmodel aeroplane is made of four parts,
easily .separable :—
(r) The fusellage, with motor, propeller, wheels.
(2) The tail (which “begins” just aft of the
. aviator‘s seat) and the rudders.
(3 & 4) The wings.
The fusellage should be made of ash, the three
longitudinal pieces } in. round and the cross-stays
5-32nds in. round, or 3-32nds in. by 3-roths in.
oval, which is better, as the joints will be more
easily made strong, and the model can better be
used without the fusellage
covering, if desired.
This covering, though creating skin resistance,
is very advantageous, as it protects the gears,
ball bearings, and elastic against dust, suppresses
their head resistance and that of the cross-stays
and brazing wires, and, ﬁnally, acts as a keel and
As weight
straightens the ﬂight of the apparatus.
is wanted in front, the gears' and propeller are
the
latter has removable blades,
substantial;
with a strengthening piece of tinplate, which also
prevents the bolt holes wearing oval by knocks,
etc.
This propeller will be easy to repair, but
think a wood propeller cut from the solid block would
be a little more efﬁcient.
The pitch should be 10 ins.
and the aluminium blades slightly bulged
by
hammering them a little in the middle.
The tail should be very light.
It is made of
popple wood, the three longitudinal pieces being
in. at the front (where they are ﬁxed to the fusel
lage) and tapering to Q in. at the rear.
Spare tails
of different lengths or shape can be made very well.
The wings are the only parts where glue is used. The spar's are made—two of special umbrella rib
and two of wood, the latter being about 3-16ths in.
The three main ribs could be made of
square.
ash
in. (full) thick; the other ribs as thin as
possible.
The holes for screws in the umbrella
rib cannot very well be drilled ; a nick should ﬁrst
be ﬁled, and the hole ﬁnished with a bradawl.
If the model lacks weight at the front, an additional
weight can be placed there in the form of a dummy
if more weight is needed, the wings
motor;
can very easily be placed 1 in. aft of their position
on drawings. Make this before cutting the fusellage
covering. Jap silk can be used throughout for
covering, or special fabric proofed on one side.
Steel bracing wire should be used for the fusellage
and wings, making as little ends as possible.
For
the ends one wire should be wound two turns round
the other, and vice versa, to prevent slip, this being
made before placing on the screw or bolt.
Brass
will be found more convenient for the tail, as there
the joints have to be bound.
It is impossible to tell how much it will cost
exactly, but
give a list of materials required.
Cost can be much reduced by using wood screws
of bolts,
and also
(almost throughout) instead
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I am thinking that it will

Your model

is a truly ambitious one—one of the

Darius or

Y.‘

1910.

Construction," post free 15. 2d. from‘f'this ofﬁce.
Build the screw up of about ten laminations,
A good sized hook, forming
as therein described.
an almost complete ring, will hold the elastic all
right. Do not waste time with a winding apparatus
for a motor of this size: it will take you all your
time to twist the rubber up through the screw.

be a very tiring job wind
Could I not make a gear wind .7
ing up this motor.
A model of this size will easily stand the weight of
I have a good collection of old clock
the gear.
works that would come in very well, I should

think."

June :6,
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I doubt whether the pro
largest I have heard of.
Make it 20 ins. in diameter,
peller is large enough.
with a pitch of 20 ins. , and drive it with 120 strands,
instead of 90. You will ﬁnd the construction of
propellers dealt with very fully in W. G. Aston‘s
" Model Flying Machines:
Their Design and

If you mean a geared-down winding apparatus,
this would be all right, but, I think, unnecessary.
In any case, you need not carry it on the machine
itself.
Clock wheels are useless in connection with
it would strip every tooth
a motor of this power:
oﬂ them.

The Model Engineer

June 16, mm.

Locomotive Notes.
By

CHAS.

S.

LAKE,

A.M.I.Mech.E.'

NEW Taxx ENGINES FOR THE GREAT NORTHERN
RAILWAY, IRELAND.
The writer has received from Mr. Charles Clifford,
locomotive engineer of the above railway, a photo
graph and particulars of a new class of bogie tank
locomotive with six-coupled wheels, which has been
The illustration re
recently placed in service.
produced herewith shows the design to be a particu
one,
outward
larly neat
resembling in general
features the practice of the G.N.R. in this country.
The cylinders are placed between the frames

NEW Six—courLEn

Boon;

TANK ENGINE:

with the steam chests between
them; balanced
slide valves, and Stephenson link motion being
Side
employed for steam distributing purposes.
tanks are ﬁtted and also a bunker tank of fair
capacity at the rear of the cab.
The engines, of which two have been built by
Messrs. Beyer, Peacock & Co., Ltd., at Gortori
in Manchester, (Nos. 22 and 23), are
Foundry
intended for heavy local and other passenger
and mixed traﬁic. They have leading particulars
as follows :—
Cylinders: Diameter, 17 ins.; piston stroke,
24 ins.

Coupled wheels diameter, 4 it. 3 ins.
Bogie wheels diameter, 2 ft. 7} ins.
.
Total wheelbase, 23 it. 9 ins.
Boiler: Length of barrel, 10 ft. 2 ins.
Height of centre above rails, 7 ft.
Diameter outside, 4 ft. 4} ins.
Total heating surface, 1086-5 sq. ft.
\Vorking boiler pressure, 175 lbs. per. sq. in.
Capacity of tanks, 1350 gallons.
The engine in full working order weighs 56 tons,
of which 41 tons 1% cwts. rest on the coupled
wheels.

and ﬁiectricinn.
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BRITISH BUILT LOCOMOTIVES FOR THE ARGENTINE.
Several of the leading British locomotive building
ﬁrms have recently despatched
to Argentina loco
motives of varying types for service on the rail<
ways there.
Examples of most of these types are
being shown at the
forthcoming International
Railway and Lan'l Transport Exhibition at Buenos
Ayres. They comprise simple and compound
locomotives adapted for the metre (3 ft. 3i ins.),
standard (4 ft. 5.5 ins), and wide (5 it. 6 ins.) gauges,
of the well-known wheel
and embrace
several
arrangements, and other leading characteristics,
and will make altogether a notable exhibit of
British achievement in locomotive design and
construction.
The North British Locomotive C0. of
Glasgow, Ltd., is exhibiting a large Paciﬁc type engine
with outside cylinders and Belpaire ﬁrebox, and

GREAT NORTHERN

RAlLWAY

also a “Consolidation

(lRELAND).

"

type compound goods loco
motive for the metre gauge.
A Worsdell-von
'
Borries system two-cylinder compound "Mogul
( 2—6—0 type) goods engine has been sent by Messrs.
Beyer, Peacock & Co. Ltd.; while the Vulcan
a balanced
Foundry Co. Ltd., has despatched
compounJ express locomotive with four cylinders
and the 4—6—0 wheel arrangement. Other ﬁrms—
among them Messrs. Robert Stephenson & Co. Ltd.,
and Messrs Nasmyth, Wilson 8: (Io—are
among
the exhibitors.
The railways of Argentina have become noted
during late years for the variety and excellence
of the
locomotives
employed thereon.
They
comprise practically all the most advanced types,
and the majority are of British manufacture.
Engineers in that country have seemingly pre
served an open mind on the compound and simple
question, as they use both, and do not appear to
have any special preference for either.
LOCOMOTIVE
The special

DEIAILS: THE DEELEv VALVE GEAR.

type of valvegear, devised by Mr.
R. M. Deeley, until recently locomotive superin
tendent of the Midland Railway, and ﬁtted by him

The Model Engineer and Electrician.
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to a number of engines

employed on that line, is
illustrated herewith. In this gear the travel of
the valve for lead is obtained from a pendulum
link as in the Walschaerts gear, but the expansion
link is oscillated by means of a rod atl iched to the
crosshead
of the adjacent motion.
The steam
distribution
obtained with this gear is stated
to be excellent in all positions of the gear, and the
__ 1'u: m"

‘_m‘
J;- “M

I

i I Crellhlll
DIAGRAM

or me DEELEY

VALVE

GEAR.

of eccentric sheaves enables the crank
In the Walschaerts
to be strengthened.
gear both eccentrics lead or follow their respective
cranks, and the dies are, there-fore, both at the
top or at the bottom of the expansion links when
the engine is in either gear ; but in the one illustrated
the crank coupled to the crosshead
oscillating
the expansion link of the one motion follows the
absence

axle

16,

1910.

trunnion

on which they oscillate, and that the
arms are not horizontal when the gear
reversing
is in the mid position.
These points have been
very carefully considered, and arranged so as to
compensate for the irregularities of valve movement
which would otherwise be introduced
by the
varying angularities of the connecting-rods, and,
as has already been said, the steam distribution
obtained is exceedingly good.
The gear, in fact,
gives a valve movement, which is identical with
that of Stephenson, except as regards the lead,
and, moreover,
it is without eccentrics.

A NOTABLE LOCOMOTIVE PERFORMANCE.
An exceptionally massive 2—8—0 type, simple loco
motive built at the _Iuniata shops of the Pennsyl—
vania Railroad recently hauled a coal train weighing
7,453 tons behind the tender, a distance of 127 miles
in a little over seven hours, the maximum grade
being 12 ft. to a mile.
The total moving load,
including engine and tender, was 7,644 tons, and
the train measured
The engine
3,600 ft. overall.
has cylinders 24 ins. diam. by 28 ins. stroke ; coupled
wheels, 5 ft. 2 ins. diam.; total heating surface,
3,839 sq. ft. ; grate area, 5513 sq. ft.; and working
The eight-wheeled
pressure,
205 lbs. per sq. in.

ELEVATlON AND PLAN or rm: DEELEY
driving crank while that oscillating the link of the
[11 this way,
other motion leads the driving crank.
whether the gear be in the forward gear or in the
back gear, one die is necessarily at the top and
the other at the bottom of the expansion link.
The result is to provide a simple balanced arrange
ment of the expansion links and their driving geir.
It will be noticed from the drawingr that the
curved expansion links are not central with the

June

VALVE MOTION.

tender carries 7,000 gallons of water, and 175 tons
of coal.
\VE are notiﬁed by Mr. ]. Balderston, 6, Clough
via
Colne, that he is
Terrace, Barnoldswick,
starting a Boys' Junior International Invention
Society. The ages of members must be between
12 and r6.

june
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model, which is built to a scale of r-Ioth full size
(2 in. to the foot), there is no tender, and therefore
a locomotive has always coupled to it a gyro~car,
as shown in the photographs herewith.
The train
with which the demonstrations were made comprise
the model locomotive and a long bogie carriage,
with the gyro-car between the two.
The drawings herewith show the essence of the
invention.
The gyro-car has mounted on it a
gyro-wheel, which, in the model, is 8 ins. diameter,
weighs 12 lbs., and is driven by one of the new
"
"
Stuart
Simplex
high-speed
engines,
with a

New Gyroscopic Mono-Rail
Invention.
N

Wednesday, May 4th, His Excellency
M. Peter Schilowsky,
the Governor of
Kostrorna, a large Province on the Volga,
near Moscow, demonstrated at the Westminster
Palace
Hotel working models of his mono-rail
train.
The invention differs considerably from
Mr. Brennan's, in that a slow-speed
gyro-wheel

/
k_

rpm."_
L110,

\

mm gyro
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GENERAL ARRANGEMENT

OF HIS
GYROSCOPIC

is employed, which in a steam railway canvbe
operated from the boiler oi the locomotive by ﬂeXible
pipes, and the steam afterwards used in the case
oi a passenger train for heating the camages.
Moreover, it is not intended to employ a gyrostat
In the train there will be several
-on each vehicle.
gyro-cars," which will hold the other vehicles
upright, and, of course, there will be such _an
ID the working
apparatus on the engine 9" .tﬂldﬂl‘,

EXCELLENCY
MONO-RAIL

M.

CAR.

PETER SCHILOWSKY'S

The wheel is pivoted
E-in. by i-in. cylinder.
with a transverse horizontal axis below the centre,
"
so that it is
When it is working,
top heavy."
it oscillates, but has the property—if the frame
in which it works is pushed downwards—of, so
to speak, resenting the interference, and moving in
" shocks,"
the opposite direction.
By timing these
the gyro-wheellwill
remain quite horizontal, and
when this is so, the car will remain perfectly upright.
single

The Model Engineer and
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Any tendency of the car to overturn, given to it
from an outside source. will immediately cause the
gyro-wheel to oscillate and swing out of the hori
zontal position, and if righted again by being

Electrician.
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the balance pendulum, which operates a chain or
cord (the tension of which is adjustable) when the
This
car swings out of the horizontal position.
cord, through a system of adjustable levers, brings

DETAIL PHOTOGRAPH or STEAM DRIVEN MODEL Gvno MONO—RAH. CAR.
(The engine driving gyro-wheel is to be seen lying on its side on the top of the gyro frame.)
in- lhe direction it is swinging, the car will
remain upright.
The gear at the other end of the car provides
A
works quite automatically.
for this, and
small engine or motor drives the pinion shaft—
shown in the drawings herewith—ata speed of about
pushed

with the pinion immedi- the rack into engagement
ately the car tends to tilt over, and the magnitude
of the shock given to the gyro-wheel depends on
the sudlenness and force with which the car is
attempted to be_"movel outiof the'uprighbposition,
During the demonstration, and more particularly

Tm; MODEL Mono-Ran. LOCOMOTIVE

In the model this is
per minute.
done by a Q-in. by i-in. slide-crank marine engine
gear, with a pair of THE MODEL ENGINEER electric
locomotive gears, giving a ratio of reduction of
about 5 to 1.
The pinion on this shaft is made to engage, for
a small moment of time, the rack in the swinging
quadrant, and by means of the long connecting-rod
the gyro is given a shock of the correct magnitude.
The administering of this shock is governed by
60-100 revs.

AND GYRO-CAR

ATTACHED.

the previous trials, the model worked perfectly,
the boiler of the locomotive notionly supplying
steam to its own engine, but also, through ﬂexible
connections, to the engine driving the gyro-wheel
and the pinion shaft.
The locomotive is practically {-in. scale, and has
frames outside the wheels and cylinders; cranks
The design of the loco~
and valve outside of all:
motive, which is the work of Mr. H. Greenly. is
also suitable for an ordinary narrow-gauge railway,

June :6,
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and in no way varies from the accepted standards
of locomotive practice.
It is a 4—4—4 tank
engine, with a water-tube boiler of liberal dimen
sions, 5-in. outer tube, and 3H“. inner, with eight
water tubes, and a large superheater in the'ﬁrebox.
The cylinders are the standard i-in. by i}-in.,
with the valves on top. The driving wheels are
3} ins. diameter, and the motion is of the Greenly
Heywood type, with a straight slide-shaft. The
motion is derived from a point in the connecting
rod just below the big end, and the gear is fully
corrected, but in the model has no lap or lead.
The
boiler is ﬁred by a duplex " GB." petrol blowlamp,
which provides a much greater volume of steam
than the ordinary spirit lamp. The side tanks hold
water.
The train consists of two gyro-cars, two passengr r
coaches,
and two high-capacity
bogie
wagonr.
The second gyro—car is, we were informed, being
arranged to be driven electrically, to show the
adaptability of the system to electric railways.
The whole of the model work has been entrusted
to Messrs. Bassett-Lowke,
Ltd., who, in spite
of the inevitable difﬁculties in the transmission of
His Excellency's commands, to say nothing of

Chucks and Chuck Making.
T. GOLDswoRTHY-CRUMP.

By

(Continued
from page 353.)
WING to the great variety and diversity in the
size and materials of work to be
shape,
machinetl in a lathe, it is necessary that
chucks or other appliances be provided capable
of securely holding the work in the most con
venient manner {or the operations of turning,
facing, boring, or drilling, as the case may be.
These
instruments may be roughly divided

\

/////ﬂ
Fig

“F

‘

n, J‘rl'uw
Gal-4.1!.

CROSS-SECTION

or GYRO-CAR.

making such a small plant work properly, have
made a very satisfactory and realistic model.
We have to thank His Excellency for the per
mission
to reproduce drawings and photographs
of the invention, and must congratulate him on
the many ingenious mechanical devices it comprises.
renewing

carbon ﬁlaments of
electric lamps is described in a German contem
porary. The lamp intended for treatment is sup
posed to have been burnt long enough to blacken
the bulb, but not to have broken the ﬁlament.
The top of the lamp bulb is opened, and a tube
The bulb is then sufﬁ
fused to it at this point.
A
ciently heated to burn off the carbon deposit.
small amount of some suitable hydrocarbon is then
introduced into the bulb, and a vacuum produced.
Current is passed through the ﬁlament, and carbon
in a manner similar to that
is thus deposited
The
adopted in the ordinary ﬂashing process.
cost is said to be about 2Qd. per lamp.
METHOD

of

9.

into two distinct classes: (1) Those that hold or
support the work at one end only, where the dia
meter is usually greater than the length; and (2)
those that carry the work between centres, where
the length of the object is considerably greater
than its diameter.
A description of the enormous number and
variety of chucks of both classes that are to be
found in use, and their adaptations to various
requirements would be almost futile;
special
therefore
the principal forms will be considered,
and the reader will easily see how he may be able
to alter a certain chuck or mode of ﬁxing to suit
“
his requirements.
The chucks under Class I will ﬁrst claim attention.
These may be again divided into two sections:
(ai those that grip or hold the work by its edge, and
(h) those that secure the work by surface contact
in some form.
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The following list is illustrative of chucks under
1 :—
(a) Cup chuck (Fig. 9).
Spring cup chuck (Fig. 12).
Expanding spring chuck (Fig. 13).
Spring chuck (Fig. 16).
Bell chuck, with four or eight screws (Fig 17).

Class

The Model Engineer
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16, 1910.
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c

b

it

is

two or more centre portions almost any diameter
within the capacity of the chuck can be dealt with.
The chuck
not difﬁcult to construct.
As vn'll
be seen from the drawing,
consists of three parts
—a being the body,
the tightening ring, and
the jaw piece.
The body a requires the same
treatment as the cup chuck previously described,
with the exception that in this one a fairly ﬁne
screw
chased on the outside.
The ring
should
be chucked by its edge roughly bored out, and
chased
The outside can then be
good ﬁt to a.
is

Arbor chucks (Figs. 14 and 15).
Universal chucks, with two, three or four
jaws, self-centreing or independent.
(b) Screw chuck (Fig. 10).
Surface chuck (Fig. 11).
Cement chuck.
Faceplate with angle-plates, dogs, and other
ﬁttings.
The cup chucks (Fig. 9) may be made of metal
or wood, and in sizes varying from r in. to 4 ins.
or more in diameter. Castings should be obtained

and Electrician.
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in brass or gunmetal, and the screw chased as
previously explained. The chuck can then be
mounted on its own mandrel, and bored out slightly
taper, and the outside ﬁnished and polished. A
very useful set of cup chucks can be made of good
advisable to leave the external
boxwood, but
diameter the same throughout, and -put one or
more bands of tightly wound wire to guard against
splitting.
intended
The spring cup chuck (Fig. 12)
It has a very
chieﬂy for ﬁne or delicate work.
small amount of adjustment, but by providing

The angle of contact with
should be
The
until the chuck
nearly complete.
centre
should be chucked so that the
portion
cavity at the back can be bored out, and the out
side portion made a good ﬁt in a.
This being friction tight will enable the front
angle to be turned, for which purpose the slide-rest
The centre portion should
should be set over.
now be removed, and the ring
replaced, and
the angle on same turned without altering angle
of slide-rest, thus ensuring the faces being true to
The chuck can now be assembledI
each other.
ﬁnished.
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and the steps turned. The centre portion is again
Six
removed, and marked out into six parts.
holes are drilled as shown, and the block is care
The front ring
fully sawn down to these holes.
can be either knurled, or provided with tommy
holes.

/
\
01V
£79 /6.

The bell chuck (Fig. 17) is like an elongated cup
chuck, and is provided with four or eight screws.
As a chuck in Class 1, it would have eight screws;
but when used in Class 2 four are sufﬁcient. The
barrel is chased and ﬁtted to mandrel and the out
The barrel should be divided into
side ﬁnished.
At
eight parts, and two rings scribed as shown.
lines holes should be
the intersection of these
drilled and tapped to suit the size screw it is
It will be noticed that the
intended to use.
two sets of screws are at 45° to
each other.
This is a very useful
and easily-made chuck, and will
hold work of any section.
A word
"
.. warning, however,
'\Vare
"
knuckles and loose sleeves l
The arbor chucks (Figs. 14 and
15) are self-centreing, and are most
useful for many kinds of hollow
work, where it is necessary that the
outer circumference shall be parallel
with the inner, such as pulleys,
wheels, and such like.
In Fig. 14
the body of the chuck a is ﬁtted
with a screwed stud c, which is
turned true. The cone b is made a
nice sliding ﬁt on c, and the outside
turned to about 30 degs.
In Fig. 15 the same means
of centremg 15 provided, but the work is gripped
le'e _Securely. The body a is provided
muCh
With prolectlng shoulders,
and after the work
by b, the bell shaped
portion
has been centred
c is slipped over the stud, and tightened up so
that the work d is most ﬁrmly held between the
two faces.

\
\/

The expanding spring chuck (Fig. 13) is the
As will be seen from
of the previous one.
the drawing it consists of two parts—the body, and
The body should be ﬁrst ﬁtted
the taper pin a.

reverse
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A central hole should now be
to the mandrel.
drilled—tapping size—for screw on end of a. A
clearing drill can now be run in for some way,
so as to ease the tap while cutting the thread.
The chuck should now be hollowed out, and can be
The slide
made considerably thinner than shown.
rest should be set over, and the taper-hole next
The pin 0 having previously been centred.
bored.
threaded, and rough turned can now be ﬁnished to
The pin a can be provided with
the samelangle.
a saw-cut for screwdriver, or a square, or hexagon,
The steps should now be turned
for a spanner.
and the body divided, the holes drilled, and the
the
saw cuts carefully made,
which completes
chuck.
The spring chuck (Fig. 16) is intended to hold
It consists of two
work of rectangular section.
parts-the body a, and ring b. It can be made

Fig /7
of metal or wood. and b can either be sliding taper
The drawing sufﬁciently ex
or screwed taper.
The face of the chuck
plains its construction.
should be provided with two diametric lines,
which will be found of great assistance in chucking
work. Small packing pieces can often be used
to adapt this chuck for any particular small work.

l

/

Tips for the User of the Varnish
B L. A. G.

Brush.

A good way to keep brushes that are frequently
used for shellac varnish is to select a bottle with
an opening large enough to allow the brush to pass

through. and high enough to allow a. handle on
such about 3 ins. long. Into the cork ﬁx a. piece
of wire bent to the shape of a hook and ﬁx a screw
eye into the handle of brush.
A little varnish

should be placed
mto the bottle and
the brush suspend
ed from the cork
With the
bristles
half submerged
in
the varnish;
the
yarnish for use-bo
mg kept in a sepa
rate
bottle.
To
soften brushes, the
following
method
has been found the
best and quickest,
although it is some
what (lﬂ‘igci'OuS :—
By using a very
Small tin and a very
small amount
_ .
of
spirit, I_ have for years used this method without
any accident. The brush and spirit are placed into
an empty tin which contains one pennyworth
of
custard powder. The spirit is then heated over a. gas
ring and when hot removed and'the brush allowed
to soak.
If the brush is not soft, reheat again. For
an enamel or paint brush, turpentine
may be used.

The Model Engineer and Electrician.
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A

Miniature
Steam

Working Model
Engine.

HERE

are many clever models made within
the boundary of our own Isles, but that which
a youthful Scottish electrical engineer
has
succeeded
in building is worthy of special note,
as being particularly ingenious.
The young model
maker is Mr. James Millar, of Motherwell, in
Lanarkshire, who, although a capable worker at
an arduous job in one of the large local works,
nevertheless ﬁnds spare time enough to indulge
his pet hobby.
Mr. Millar's engine is of the vertical
type and is built on the surface space of an ordinary
We'igive Mr. Millar'spwn description of
Sixpence.
his achievement.

MR. JAMES MILLAR's MiNiATi'RE WORKING MODEL
STEAM ENGINE.
(Scale .‘

Full

size.)

The ﬁrst part of the engine that was taken in
was the cylinder.
I put a piece of brass
hand
rod in the lathe and turned the cylinder from the
solid. The metal of the cylinder is I-jznd in.
thick ; the clearance allowed on each end is i-o4th in.
The valve seat was next ﬁtted between the cylinder
The steam ports
ﬂanges, and then well soldered.
were then marked ofi and bored.
All boring about
the engine was done with an ordinary hand-brace.
The steam ports are 1'32nd in. in diameter, and
the exhaust port slightly larger.
The valve casing
was made next, and the holes bored for the casing
studs.
The studs~four in number—are ordinary
household
They are 7432nds in. long and
pins.
They are screwed
1-32nd in. (bare) in diameter.
on both ends.
There is a hexagonal nut on each

june
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stud. The nuts are steel, and their diameter
across
the flats is about I-roth in.
They were
each
made
by hand. In the bottom cylinder
cover there is a small packing gland. Its largest
diameter is 3-16ths in. There are three very small
watch screws in packing gland.
The cylinder
cover, with packing gland, ﬁts into the top of the
crosshead
which is also the standard for
guide,
the engine.
This standard is ﬁxed to the bedplate
with four watch screws.
The bedplate is a six_
The piston-rod is also an ordinary household
pence.
pin cut to the right length and screwed on both
ends.
The connecting-rod is made of brass, and
is 7-16ths in. long between centres.
First, a small
piece of brass rod was screwed on both ends ; second,
a square piece of brass was bored and taped
and screwed on to the rod.
The same was done
with the other end, only this end was larger.
Both
ends were then well soldered.
The connecting
rod was then ﬁled to shape, and the holes for the
crank and cros head pins bored.
The diameter
of the rod at large end is I-iOth in., tapering to
It is of the marine type.
3-64ths in. at small end.
In large end are two very small studs.
The cap
is held on these studs with two small nuts.
The
nuts are steel, and were ﬁled from the solid and then
bored
and taped.
a
They proved themselves
very difﬁcult job indeed.
They are only about
I-Ioth in. thick. The crankshaft is not turned
from the solid, but is built up.
The webs were
ﬁrst made and filed up true.
They were then
soldered together and the holes bored.
They were
next separated, and a distance‘piece put in between
exactly the thickness of the connecting‘rod end.
The shaft was next driven in a tight ﬁt. A small
crank-pin was driven in a tight ﬁt also, and riveted
on both sides.
The whole crankshaft was then well
soldered.
It was next ﬁtted up. the distance
picce removed, and the shaft cut between the cranks
and ﬁled ﬂush on inside of web.
The crank was
left large on opposite side from crank-pin, so as to
be balanced.
The eccentric pulley was next driven
on to the shaft a tight ﬁt and soldered in place.
The crankshaft works in three small brackets
ﬁxed
to the bedplate with watch screws.
The
valve rod is a small ordinary household pin.
A
recess was ﬁled on each side, and ﬁts into a slit
in the valve and allows the steam to keep the
valve tight on its seat.
The head of the pin was
ﬂattened out, ﬁled up, and bored to suit the eccentric
rod pin, which is a small watch screw.
The eccen
tric-rod is also made from an ordinary household
The eccentric strap is made of brass.
pin.
It
is in two halves, and is held in place on the pulley
The throw of
by two very small watch screws.
the crank is
in., and the throw of eccentric pulley
The ﬂywheel at ﬁrst was a farthing,
i-32nd in.
and the engine worked very well with it, but it
was taken off and a proper wheel
substituted.
The engine goes at a great speed by blowing in
the steam
pipe with the mouth. Six months'
After
spare time was taken up in its construction.
it was taken down and all parts
being
tested,
It was then re-built for an Exhi
silver-plated.
bition model.
The speed of the engine is 1,800
revolutions per minute. It is about i-tiooth h.~p.
It is built up of seventy-six pieces, and the com
plete engine weighs 1 02.
Mr. Millar is to be complimented on the success
of his unique undertaking, which was carried out
without reverting to watch-maker’s appliances.

l
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Elementary Ornamental
Turning.
By T. GOLDSWORTHY-CRL'MP.
(Continued from page I 59, Vol. XXI.)
considered
the formation of eccentric
turning on the surface without the a5sistance
of the specially-made eccentric chuck, it
will now be shown how this interesting branch of
the turner's art may be extended to the cylinder
without the use of expensive chucks and apparatus.
The photograph (Fig. 54) shows an example of
what is generally known as the" Cheese-rings,"
and may be taken as typical of this class of work.
Fig. 55 is an end view showing centres and relative
The
positions and diameters of the formed discs.
A suitable
method of procedure is as follows:

AVING
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bined is the best tool to use, and the penetration
governed by the back poppet. it is necessary when
drilling to see that the back centre'is in the hole
in line with the one being drilled, so that each centre
will be opposite and true to each other.
The next-point to decide is the thickness of each
ring and this must be governed by the lead or slide
the width of the tool
rest screw, as, for convenience,

should be some simple multiple of the pitch of the
screw.
For the example under notice the tool was
l; in. in connection with an eight-pitch lead screw.
Now the tool must be madly the width decided
upon, neither more nor less, as otherwise the pattern
will be undercut or overcut and consequently
spoiled.

The tool may be of any desired pattern or shape
within the dimensions decided upon, the outline
of the tool being produced on each ring.
If a
concave
tool be used the rings would have a

piece of wood or ivory is selected, of sufficient
diameter to allow of the desired eccentricity of
It is carefully centred and turned cylin
pattern.
drical, and the ends truly faced up. A circle should
'now be scribed on each end, with a radius equal
to one-half of the total eccentricity and should be
divided into as many parts as may be required, in
this case eight.
from between
The material is then removed
centres and the intersection of the lines carefully
picked out with a centre punch. The next thing
is to drill each centre exactly in its place and to
For this
the same depth, this being very essential.
purpose a Slocombe drill and countersink corn

convex edge, and vice i'e'rsa. The tool should have
ample length of shank and be well backed off,
and no portion behind the cutting edge must
project so as to interfere with the work when
Needless
to say, the tool
revolving eccentrically.
should be as sharp as possible, and well polished,
and set at centre height and at right angles to
the lathe centres.
The work is now centred by
holes marked 1 in Fig. 55, and driven by means
of a carrier.
The tool is adjusted near one end
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and the position of the lead screw marked. The
tool is then slowly advanced by the cross slide
into cut. which is continued until the desired size
"
“
is produced, when the position of slide is
ring
marked, or depth screws adjusted so that all
"
"
shall be the same diameter.
subsequent
rings
The tool is withdrawn and the lead screw given
one revolution, which shifts the tool exactly its
own width. The work is slipped out of No. i centres
and replaced in No. 2, and the second ring cut.
These
for as many
being
repeated
"
"operations
as desired,
rings
always being careful to see
that the centres are correct before starting a cut.
The variations that can be obtained are innumer
can be
able, and as showing what a difference

and
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A Model Girder Bridge.
*

By E. B. Coruxs.
give a photograph and particu
lars of a model girder bridge, made entirely
The
of wood, which I made in my spare time.
I ﬁrst cut out the sides'Yfrom
gauge is 1} ins.
picture backing, then I bent the i-in. by i-inftongue
with steam, then I glued it to the backing. I
then drove pins through the wood and cut them
To imitate
close underneath to imitate rivets.
brickwork I scored a piece of fin. board, 4} ins.
by 8% ins., then cut same in halves, and this forms
I then glued the three pieces
the ends of bridge.

HEREVVITH
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BRIDGE.

to
with but little alteration, a reference
Fig. 56 will be instructive. The work and tool are
identical.
The particular ﬁgure is produced by
reducing the penetration of the tool and using the
centres as marked by like ﬁgures for each section.
A further pattern can be made by using centres
r and r, then 3 and 3, alternately taking the opposite
cuts without altering lead screw.
Work can be
produced on hollow cylinders of many complex
patterns. In working in this manner the cylinder
is first bored out and a welHitting mandrel inserted
an:l secured, which is removed on completion of
the cutting, and can then be replaced,
if wished,
by a core of diiierent colour, to set oil the pattern.
Only the best materials are suitable for this
class of work, and a close scrutiny of Fig. 54 will
show the inevitable result of endeavouring to
disregard this essential!
However, it sufﬁces to
illustrate the peculiarity of eccentric spiral tum
ing.
made

By E. B. COLLlNS.
together to a piece of Q-in. by r-in., then ran
into same and ﬁxed the lines into chairs.
The height is 6 ins. centre of girder, total length
The girder is painted black and the brick
24 ins.
work red and lined in white, which has a very
The rivets are touched with
effective appearance.
red.
This is my first attempt at model making.
sleepers

Massns. Wacsn 8: Co., model makers, Glasgow,
have completed the second of two ﬁne models of
the twin-screw, stern—well suction and discharging
which, Messrs.
210C,
hopper dredger M.O.P.
William Simons & Co., Renfrew. built recently for
the Argentine Government.
The ﬁrst model, says
The Glasgow Herald, has already been despatched
to Buenos Ayres, where it is to ﬁgure in an exhibi
tion, while the second is being sent by Messrs.
in
Exhibition
Simons to the Anglo-Japanese
London. The models are each 6 ft. in length, 12; ins.
in breadth, and 7 ins. in depth.
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Practical Letters from Our
Readers.

[The Editor] invites readersto make use 0/ this column [or the lull
discusslanol mailers 0/ Practical and mulual inlerrsf. Ldler:
may be Signal with n nom-de-plume if desired,but flu lull
name and address0/ the senderMus-r invariably b: clinched,
lllaughnot MCCSSEH'V
for p'IblirizHon.]

Change Wheels for Drummond £5 Lathe.
To THE EDITOR or The Model Engineer.
DEAR

SIR,—Referring

to the note,

page

484,

May 26th issue, of THE MODEL ENGINEER, would
Mr. Welsman kindly state the number of cogs

he employs when using two and three extra wheels
on the extended arm of the Drummond lathe ?—
Yours truly,
C. A.
Norwich.

To
"

EDITOR or The Model Engineer.
SIR,—In reply to your correspondent,

THE

DEAR

C. A.," herewith I enclose sketches of two slow
trains for use on Drummond £5 lathe, both of
which I have set up and used.
No. 1 requires
two extra wheels, and No. 2 three extra to what
are supplied by maker.
20 on mandre/

4- inside
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Silver Plating.

To TIIE EDITOR or

The Model Engineer.
DEAR SIR, I am much interested in the descrip
"
“
Galvanit
process in the February
tion of the
Probably
24th issue of TI-IE MODEL ENGINEER.
a good many readers are not acquainted with the
"
“
way of silver-plating small
old
photographer's
This consists of simply
brass and copper goods.
"
"
in a
plate
putting the article it is desired to
an
hour.
minutes
to
used hypo bath {or from ten
The coating of silver is quite thick enough for any
thing such as engine or model boat deck ﬁttings,
which do not have to stand hard, continuous wear.
It is not advisable to let the articles stay in the
hypo more than an hour, as, it left too long, a.
black deposit is formed which is difﬁcult to remove.
Worn-out combined toning and ﬁxing baths
“
will also
plate."
I
have in my possession about an ounce of silver
" buttons "-—the result of three years' accumula
tion in a bromide enlarger's ﬁxing trough. The
trough was a pitch-lined wooden one, nailed with
copper nails. The depositing action had gone
right through the pitch to the points of the nails,
over each of which was a button of silver. I
shall be pleased to show these to anyone interested.
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No. 2.

Should your correspondent prefer the region of
then substitute 52 for 50 in example No. 1,
and he gets, to be exact, 343 1-5th, which I spoke
of In my chat at the Society of Model Engineers
as 342.—-Y0urs truly,
F. R. WELSMAN.

ﬁnal word. Do not try to plate brass chains.
They are too irregular in form to take the deposit
AS. H. GRAHAM.
evenly—Yours truly,
74, Park Hall Rd., East Finchley, N.

Southsea Model Yacht Club.
Saturday at the Canoe Lake, Southsea, before
large assembly of spectators, the S.M.Y.C.
held a 12-metre model race under International
Rule. There were eight entries, with the following
12};
C. Burgess,
Coxen, 13h
result z—Messrs.
G. Burgess, 10%; Lenton, 9}; Sparrow, 8i; Arney,
Mr. C. \V. Hablﬁtzel,
6} Sparkes, 5*; Smith, 3}.
judge.

ON a

;

Iron Sulphide and Galena.
TO THE EDITOR or The Model Engineer.
"
"
Isca
DEAR SIR,—In reply to
(Query 23,445,
May 12th issue), iron sulphides and galena can be
obtained in small quantities—even one penny
worth—from
Philip Harris & Co., I4, Edmund
Street, Birmingham—Truly yours,
RAYMOND HOWARD.
Ryde.

;

342,

A

No. I.

Wireless Station Calls.
To THE EDITOR or The Model Engineer.
SIR,—In reply to Mr. Spalding's letter asking
for call signals of radio stations in London, I beg
to enclose the following :—Earl's Court, E.C.X.;
Whitehall, W.H. ; Mill Hill Park, M.H.X. ; British
Radio Co., London \Vall, B.T.X.; British School
Clapham, B.H.X.—Yours truly,
DOUGLAS C. FIELDINO.

of Telegraphy,

ACCORDING to The Engineer a test of nickel-steel
riveted joints made from four different kinds of
commercial nickel steel showed the strength 'oi
nickel steel to be about two to two and a-quarter
times as high as that of joints riveted with wrought
iron or mild steel rivets. The advantage thus
gained more than counteracts increased cost.

'Jl
\l
IQ
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The Society of Model Engineers.
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Crcaxmc AND Pousnmc Buss—A recipe for
cleaning and polishing brass reported to give good
results is, according to Popular Mechanics, as
follows:
oz. camphor gum,
pint sperm oil,
pulverised;
oz. oxalic acid pulverised;
oz.
025. ﬁne emery
arsenic;
ﬂour; tripoli to
thicken to a paste.
Place the sperm oil in
can;or bucket, set it over the ﬁre, bring the
oil to
slow boil; place the camphor gum and
oxalic acid in the hot oil, stir until entirely dis
solved, when add tn'poli, emery and arsenic; use
tripoli enough to make
thick paste.
This will
always stay as a paste and not get hard.

I

meeting of the above Association
on Wednesday evening, the 25th
ult., when a paper was read by Mr. \V. S. Ibbetson,
B.Sc., A.M.I.E.E., on “ Hydro Electric Power
Plants," before a large audience.
The relative
advantages of steam and hydro power were ﬁrst
diSCussed, followed by a general description of the
construction of different types of power plants on
the Continent and in America.
In conclusion,
three of the largest water-power plants of the world
were described
and illustrated by a. very large
number of excellent slides.
The next meeting of the Association will be held
von June 22nd, 1910, when a debate on " Gas versus
" will
Electricity
take place.

I I

THEwassecond
held

I

Engineering

is

of Electrical
Students.

is

Association

is

a

.

Birmingham.—The ordinary monthly meeting
was held at the “ \Vhite Horse," Congreve Street,
on “'ednesday evening, June 151;. The attendance
showed a greater improvement than of late.
Mr.
T. Powell kindly ﬁlled the position of Chairman
for the evening.
After a discussion on the matter,
it was proposed to hold two meetings a month
instead of one as now.' The meetings to be held
every ﬁrst \Vednesday and third Thursday in each
month. No doubt this will appeal to the majority
of the members, as it will be the means of bringing
them more together.
It was also arranged to have
a half-day's outing on Saturday, July 16th, to
\Vorcester, Holt Fleet.
Members wishing to join
will kindly communicate with the Secretary as
soon as possible, so as to enable all arrangements
to be made.
FUTURE MEETIXGs.—~The
next meetings will be
held on Thursday, June 16th, and \Vednesday,
“
July 6th, at the White Horse," Congreve Street,
both to commence at 7.30 p.m.—All information
concerning the Society and entry forms can be
obtained from the Hon. Secretary, C. H. Hawxss
FORD,
132, Bosconibe Road,
Greet Hill, Bir
mingham.

a

Societies.

[A lien/ion is esprrmllydirzrlni to Hi: various (ondilmnr 5mm below.
and no nalicc will b! lukm of (Merit: not complyingrill; the
dirzrfirms lhrrrm sfnlrd. Lzllns (onlnl'mug QBIYIKS mas!be
marked on llu lop [ell-hand comer of III: znvrlopc “Qua;
Drpartmtnl." N0 commimiralionsbu! those rrlatmg lo the
Queriesshouldbeenclosedin thesomemvzlopr.
i
Quenzi on sublem mil/mi thescope0/ this column are replird to
pan. ha
rluirce.underHi: followan renditions:_—(1) Qumcs
dealingwith distinctsubyecls
shouldbewillm on di/jerml sheds,
on on: Sldt a! Ihz pup" only, and thesmda‘s MM nosi- br 1w
SCIlllfd on the buds. (:\ QMBYIL'Sshould be accompumd,
whnmlzr f")SSlbll,with lully dimensionedsketch". and rowe
spondenlsare recommended
to hub a copy of llvlr Queriesfor
15/”:an
(3)
Slamfn'daddrmrd envelop: (no! poll-farm
should invariably be nuloxnl. and also “Queries and Replies
Coupon" cut out [mm the adi'rrhsemenlpages of flu cunmt
lssue. (4) 04101::will be aririm'rtdas early 4? PossibleOH"
ri'ulpl. [5)Qua-m whirh, in [heopinion lluEdilm, arr beyond
thelv;z'lrma.’z
5:0?! 0/ this columnwill ﬁll!” b: lrlunn'd to flu
sand” with notiﬁcationIo Ural(ﬁn-l, or will be "lured to TB!
MooEi. ENGINEERLabonuory,whencea in will b: quoted/o1supe
Plymll Ihedawn-dinformationor drawings. (6) Curries relating
to mqunzﬂ which liai'r:been"plied lo cl some Previous day
mus! b: acrom/mnmiby a c0f>y lhe original query.lﬂgdhcr
will; our reply to same. Both the dull 0/ such previousquery
and thenumb” 0] our reply nmsl also I): given. (7) All (7qu
should be uddrrssrd to The Editor. THE Moon. ENGinlzn,
rib-29. Poppi'n'sCourt,Flza Strut. London.E.C.]
_
Th! followingare selected
from flu Querieswhich luv: bun ICP‘ttJ lo
"Wally :—
H. B.
[9] Vnrlous Text-Books: Enamel for _ Bike.
(Ilford) writes: (1) wish to study for an examination, the sub
jects of which are—(i) Mathematics; (11)Apth Mechanics;
(iii) Electricity and Magnetism; (iv) Elementary Heat, Light.
and Sound. How much knowledge required of each SUbJCCl
cannot say at present. Could you please tell me what books
will be the most suitable to study from, and the cost of each?
know
[air amount about each siibject. though my knowledge
has becomerather rusty through neglect. (2)
you please
tell me of the best enamel
can gel. which is air-drying, as
wish to re-enamelmy bicycle?
you had mentioned the examination you refer
(1) Perhaps
to we might have beenable to better advise you. Wt- take that
only the more elementarystagesof all the subjects that the
examination covers.
An excellent book dealirig with mathe
matics in manner particularly suited to the engineeringstuduit
post
Cnstle's " Practical Mathematics for Beginners," :5. 9d.
"
free. This book, as the author points out ui
preface, Is not
only suitable for studentsof class in connection_w1ththe
of Education, but for candidatesfor the Matriculation examination
of the London University under the new regulations." (11)Per
Mechanics,"
haps Prof. Jamieson's “ ElementaryManualof Ap
free,will coveryour re uirements. (iii _Werecommend
35.9d.
"
in
Prof. mmpson’s
Elementary[lessons
Electncity and Mag
netism,“ 4s.9d. post free. (iv) See " Elementary Practical Sound,
B.Sc.,
Heat,"
Dexter,
Light, and
by joseph S.
as. 9d. post tree;
“ Club B‘ck,‘
(at We can recommend the enamel known as
which can be got from most cycle agents or ironmongers. _Of
course, you must not expect from any processof simple brushing
on and air-drying the sameline results as are obtained by SIOVlng.
[a] Magneto shocking Machine. E. H. (Wes! Stanley)
you would supply me with
writes:
should be much obliged
information necessary for the making of a powerful medical
magneto.
have madeone that thought Wouldsuit my require
ments, but
cannot get
to generateany current.
think
wrongly connectedor else the gauge0! wire
must either have
and the strength of magnets are unsuitable to get very powerful
wound the coil; with No. 26 S.W.G. s.s.c. wire (2 015.
shocks.
left-hand direction and the
on each) and wound the ﬁrst in
in
the
right-hand direction.
then fitted two oonunutaturs,
other
each insulated from the spindle, and ﬁxed very closeto two horse
shoe magnets,as sketchedbelow (sketchnot reproduced). Flew
advise.
perceptibleshock from
You should be able to get at least
our machine, though
would not at best be of great power.
§ou may have wound the poles one right—handedly
and one left
handedly,as you say, and yet have the inducedcurrentsopposing
each other. The way the ends of the wires are connected all
important. They should be connectedso that following the wire
from one collector-ring round the poles to the other ring, the
in diflerent directions round the two poles. More wire
motion
should be put on the armature possible; and the magnet,
not capable of
at least about lbs., should be remag
lifting
nellscd- Any of our
eectrical advertiserswould do the mag
netisingfor you, or you could do yourselfby the methodswbidi
have been severaltimes describedin our Query columns.
R.
5. (High
[23.493]
2—4—0' Type Tank.
G.W.IE. am thinking of building G.W.R. 2—1—0
Wyeombe) writes:

I

Provincial

Queries and Replies.

I

25th, Social River Excur
ExeuRS1oxs.—June
July 28th, Annual All-day Visit, Swindon
Works. Other excursions and visits will take place
during the summer months, particulars of which
Wlll appear in due course—HERBERT G. RIDDLE,
Secretary, 37, Minard Road, Hither Green, 8.1;.

‘sion.

16, rgro.
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tank engine for 2-in. gauge,and should bc vcry much ohligrd
d loco
it‘ypo
you could tc-ll mt;-if any drawin s of tlu- ill)(i\'i~-II16-]1Iliilii
motives havevbeen Pllbllhhtd? 1 so, when and in what papch
if not, could you please let me have the principal diiiiciniuus
and an outline drawing P
\Ve append hon-with a sketch of the well-known 2—4—0 type
tank loconioiiw- which were Us (1>0mm h in lhi‘ London district
and for the Metropolitan tunin-l work bi fore the t'li'flrlliCdllnll.
The engines Worc-originally designed by Mr. 1. Armstrong, about
1875, and had, it the photograph of old No. 613 we havv sun
is representative,inside bearings only to the l(riding whee-ls. The
drawing reproduced hi‘l'iwith is .1 Copy of a wash drawing made
by the writer in the 00's, bvfore the aliiration was lllﬂiii in lht'
size of the water tanks in thi- lair st engine-sof th design (No. 3,595
class). and b'Jinl‘t:volute-springs in re fitti d to the lendingwhirls.
The drawing shows tln- ccndrnsing ghir for the tunnel §(r\'l(l',
but even then there Wt'l't:somei-ngini-swithout it and some ﬁlli d

and
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G. H. R. (Sherrie-nib
[3] Engineering in the Navy.
writes: “idling to enter the Navy as an engineer. I am writing
to ask you the best way to do so. My .ige is to years. i lmve
had about cighiccn monthsIpractical work at the University here.
I am also doing thuii'etical Work Willi the l.C.S. \\ hat I want
to know is this—will it be besr for me to learn filling nluiii', or
to get a grin-ml knowledgeof ﬁtting and machine wi-rk P What
examinations shall I have to pass? “'hai i~ llit' age limit P ls
there a medical examination, and what are the chances of pro
moiion? I shall be pleasedif you “ill favour me with an early
reply, .is 1 wish to get to work» on the right li ics~ai once.
As regards your ﬁrst questioii—-yoiishould certainly get some
experienceof machineshop work. Two, for your purpose.fitting
and errciing is of more lililiitdlnit.‘ importance than in.nhining,
but the latter erperience is of great value and should not be
neglected. As rt‘gJTLlS iordiiimzs, requirements, etc., in the
Royal Navy, enquireof the Secretaryin the Admiralty, \\'liiteh.ill._

‘r'r'ﬁfflfi’f’ij
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with a cab. These were stationeddown the line and ran only into
Paddington. \Ve believe drawings were published twuity or
thirty years ago, but our ﬁles of The Engintcr do not extend so
far back.
[23.624] Surface Carburettor Design.
1- E- N- (London)
writes: I shall b; much obliged if you can inform mc—by Illi‘ilnS
of a rough sketch, if P()SSlblt‘_Of an r-tii-ctivcdesign of surface
carburettor suitable for use with a small gas engine, cylinder z-in.
bore by 3-in. stroke.
A " Practical Letter " in our issueof March 2nd, 1905,described
and illustrated a carburettor of sultale design. This issue can
still be obtained from our Publishing ()itice, price 3d. per copy,
post free.
R. S. (Bishops
[23.626] Varying Output from Dynamo.
\Valiham) writes: Being a ri-adi-r of your valuable paper, and
having troubledyou oncebeforewith questions,theanswersto which
helped me greatly, I should be much obliged if you would answer
me the following query. I am putting down a small clcCiriC light
plant—dynamo, 25 volts 4 amps. to be driven by } h.-p. oil
engine. I do not want to light from accumulators at prcunt,
but direct from dynamo, scmciimes burning two or ihrie lamps,
but more often only one of about 16
and for seviral hours
i the dynamo is running
at a time. What is going to happi-n0-2)“
one
in
circuit?
1
not
to have a resistance
lamp
Ought
and only
of somesort to remed the flow of full current to the one lamp?
ajvise
could
me.what
to
do
and
send me a rough
Perhaps you
diagram of connectionsif resistanceis uscd ?
A resistanceshould be used in the shunt circuit of the dynamo.
Then when load is cut OR and the dynamo's voltage tends to run
up resistaan can be switchedin such that, by weakeningthe ﬁi'ld,
the voltage is brought again down to normal. No. 24 S.W.G.
German silver wire will carry current up to 3 amps. and would
probably be the best to use for the ri’Sistance. The wire is simply
arrangedas an adjustable resistanceand put betWt-cnthe brushes,
in series,with the shunt winding. You must find by experiment
how much is required for each step of the rheostat.

TYPE

TANK LOCOMOTIVE.

London, S.\\'. We strongly recommend to your noiice Con"
stantine's book,
Marine Engineers: Their Qualifications and
Duties." 55. 4d. post free, which. dealing with general marine
engineering,is full of information and advice of immense value
to a young fellow in your position.
Steering.
G. H.
[23.631] Model Yachting Automatic
there beenany articles in Tm; Mom-gt,
(Bedford) writes:
“ (1) Have Steering Gear for Model Boats"?
Automatic
Esoineen on
(2) On page 456 of The Moon. ENGINEER for November 7th,
1907, there is an illustration of a show model cutter (the large
one. I menu). Please can you tell me where 1 could get par
ticulnrs of this model? i3) Can you give me the dates of some
model sailing boat regattas held in London this summer? I
believe this is about the nearest place to this town that i could
seeany modelyacht racing.
(1) Yes. See Mr. Kitchingman's design for model sailing yacht
in our issueof April 27th, 1905,in connectionwith which a simple
automatic steeriig gear is described; "also "Pratiical Letter"
(in our issue cf April (.ih, 1905)on a Steering Gear for Model.
Yachts." Then thereis the more complicatedelectricallyoperated
our issueof June 3rd
geardescribedby Mr. Delves-Broughton(in
“
last) which, though classedamong failures," is of much interest.
This,
it,
we
Mr.
H.
M.
Savage'sMuriel.
Seethe articles
take
is
(2)
"
on " Sea-Going Model Yachts (Tar. Moor-:1.ENGINEER, January
dcsrribed,wilh
Muriel
is
and
in
which
the
df8WiligS
iiih.
4th
1906)
and full particulars. (3) You can see sailing on Highgate Ponds,
the Round Pound, Kensingion Gardens, Victoria Park Lake,_
or the Long Pond, Clapham L'ommon,on any Saturday afternoon.
See “ The British Model Yacht Llub's Guide," is. rid. post free,_
for particulars of London Clubs with Secretaries'addresses,from
whom you could get information of any specialevents.
T. '1'.(Plymouth)
[23.608]Coil for Wireless Telegraphy
writes: I have a 12-in. Watson intensiﬁed induction coil (heavv
discharge) and should like to use it for wireless telegraphy pur
:es. ii is fitted with a moio mercury interrupter (mercury
Jet). l have an accumulator battery of 30 volts. I should be
much obliged if you would let me know what such an instrument
is capable of doing.

June I6,
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tool box. Should this be so? Kindly state where
should be
Vertical
a faulty one. You should arrange (or the nose
The desi
of tool to
as nearly as possible in line with the hinge. The
tool box should be as shallow as possible,and special toolhoider
used (as shown in your sketch) should be such that either by
the way the cutter
held or by the holder shank having back
ward bend the nose of the tool
brought as far back as possible.
[23.530] Small Dynamo for Chargin . F. W. (Perth)
writes Being constantreaderof your valuabe paper,Tm: Moon.
ENGINEER, and wishing to make dynamo for charging purposes,
say,
volts :0 amps. accumulator, chieﬂy for motor cycle use,
would you advise me as to the most suitable size, etc.? Living
in the country, attending machinery. etc., have planty driving
power—water or steam.
have your handbook on Dynamos,
and anotheron Accumulators,but still, would be greatly obliged
you would give your opinion as to size, etc.
:
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of Equilfrar

laminated spring having about
The bogie may be fitted with
St: or seven clock-spring iates,
in. wide, as shown, the
spring being extended to scale size by placing strips betweenthe
plates in the buckle. Our sketch shows the method, which
an
old and tried one. The ribbing of the plates to retain them in
the buckle
preferable to drilling them and securing them with
a screw or rivet. Old clock springs from the best material should
be employed. The drawing also shows the arrangement of
equaliser. The coupledwheelsare bestsprung with spiral springs
use two springs as shown in Fig. 3. If you are employing inside
frames only for the trailing carrying wheels, the use of spiral
springs on the top of the wheels alone permissible,unless you
fit an underbearinglaminatedspring. The latter would, however,
prove little too stiff, unless perfectlyiaid road contemplated;
and, therefore,
is difﬁcult to ﬁt springs as shown in Fig. 4,
you can employ the method shown in Fig. 5, which
the same
as used in the " Little Giant" 3-in. scale engine. This system
allows lateral play in the trailing axle-boxes. The spiral springs
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[13.607] Springs for Model i-in. Scale Locomotive.
C. (Egypt) writes: Would you kindly let me know what thick
ness of steel will be required, also how many plates,and full sixes
for coachsprings,for a i-tn. scale locomotive that I am at present
passingmy spare time in making ? I enclosea rough sketch (not
reproduced) showing sizes of whet-ls and frames. Also how to
temper plates for spring.»after they are shaped.
We are in receipt of your sketch (not reproduced)of the frames
of your i-in. scale "Atlantic" locomotive, but it is not clear
Whi'tllel'you are employing outside frames for the trailing wheels.

J.

SEQ/e

I

tanceof ft.
thought was to blame,but now have hopes. Can
you help me? You suggestcarborundum instead: do you mean
did not use a condenser
for both the iron sulphideand galena
rim coil and
it. distance?
Should
with
We recommend carborundum held between carbon contacts
by an adjustable spring, and used in conjunction with a potential
divider and high-resistancetelephone. There
no need or use
for condenserat such a distance. You should be able to work
several hundred yards without.
[23.603] Position of Shaping Machine Tool. A- Thave just completed a small bench shaper
(Sheﬂord) writes:
and am at loss to know cutter
in its right place. You see
about
ins. in front of jomt of
(sketch not reproduced)

You should be.able to signal a hundred or two miles with such
a COll, but working to mammum distance your spark might not
be very rapid.

.l

1910.
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75,0 p/a/é drilled for serum, 0nd
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To ﬁnd the output your dynamo must give in watts. multiva
the number of amperesof charging current which
required by
the largest 4-volt accumulator you wish to charge by 5. We
assume you will charge only one 4-volt accumulator at a time.
If you wish to charge no accumulatorslarger than of the 4—volt
20 amp-hour size,
dynamo of 20 to 30 watts out ut would
be about the thing required. Choose shunt-woun machine
of voltage not less than 5.
a

1

I

Q

should be
in. diameter and ﬂl'l'Ilt' oi No. :0 gang:- stvrl wire
with about eight (3011s;22-in. gauge wire should be usrd for
Fig. 3.
R- H- (Riﬂe)
Detector.
[33.566] Wireless Telegraphic
"
writes: was much interestedto read " V. B. L's
(N0. 23,3“)
enquiry in May 12th issue in regard to sulphide of iron detector.
constructed one and have failed to get the slightest current
dis
with
sensitive galvanometer,using a t-in. spark coil, at

FIG. 3.—ARRANGEMENT or UNDBRHUNG
DRIVING SPRINGS.

a

Fro. 2.—-.\lrzrnoo or BUILDING-UP MODEL
LAMINATED LOCOMOTIVE SPRINGS.
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an accumulator which I have purchasedfrom a friend. The cell
is eighteen months old. It is 4 volts 5 amps. and the price
was 55. 6d. when new. My friend bought the cell charged
and _lit a lamp until it [(the cell) was discharged, then, not
knowmg how to recharge it, he let it lie about, and, conse
quently, the plates are-badly sulphated. This appears most at
the top of the plates, and I wish to know (i) if there is any possi
bility of getting
the cell back to its normal condition ? if so,

idle; let it always generate at least a small current.
(2) Yes.
(3) This depends upon the current consumption of your lamps.
If your accumulator admits of discharging at 1 amp. rate, then
supposing it to consist of two cells—voltage, therefore,being 4—
you could use.a coupleof 2-volt r} c.-p. lampsin series,or a couple
of 4-volt r c.-p. lamps in parallel. We cannot advise more deﬁ
nitely without knowuig maximum permissibledischarge rate and
the voltage of your accumulator.
R- A- Y- (Lougbboroush)
[23.628] Ventilating Pans.
writes:
wish to take back to India with me
to
h.-p.
paraffin oil engine.
should be much obliged
you would let
me know whether the. b.h.-p. would be suﬁicient to drive two
3~ft.diameterwooden-bladedventilating fans at, say, 300 r.p.m.?
wish to use the lowest power necessaryto do this as my inten~
tion is to run two fans by day during the three hottest months
in the year only, and the single fan at night.
naturally want
to economiseas much as possiblein fuel consumption; and also
another very important point is that the engine shall be as port
able as possible.
A 3-ft. fan running at 300 revolutions would take—if of good
make—about 50—60watts supply. So that an efﬁcientdynamo
be used you would ﬁnd an engine giving easily h.-p. quite satis
factory. Enquire of makers advertisingin our pages, mentioning
that you wish to use parafﬁn and that the enguie for work in
India.
Electric Motor.
W. H.
[23.634] Horse-Power of
(Pontypridd) writes:
should be glad to know how to work out
the actual Work done by motor in horse-power. ﬁnd the usual
voltsX
—am ‘rcs horse-powerdoes not alwayshold good
formula:
in practice, and
ﬁnd that some makers specify
motor of
given capacity in volts, amperes,and this does not agreein horse
power by dividing by the above standard of 746 Watts.
Your formula true only of the ideal motor, one which wastcs
none of the energy supplied to it. Your numerator VXA
the
motor's consumption of energy in watts. And since 746 watts
VXA
.
are equivalent to h.-p., follows that
horse-poweris the
746
Work put into the motor. But in even the most cﬁcient motors
that we can make or per cent. of this work
wastedin heating,
etc., and in some very small motors 60 to 70 per cent. is wasted.
So, to ﬁnd the work a motor will do with its shaft, you must
multiply the result obtained from the application of your formula
by a fraction representingthe efﬁciency of the articular motor
under consideration. This fraction varies wide y, as we have
said, but
never greater than about '95.
if

C- D. W- (Shield

Accumulator.

I

[13.606] Sulphated

ROW)
writes: Thanks very much for the information which I received
irom you recently. I now have to write you again concerning
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L. P- 5- (Helms
[23.616] Batteries and Lighting.
burgh) writes: (t) Would
be possible to prevent the wastrful
consum tion of the copper sulphate in Daniel] batterieswhen not
in use
withdrawing the zines and copper? (2) Would
be
possibleto use zinc sulphatesolution in the porous pot of double
ﬂuid bichromate battery instead of dilute sulphuric acid
be possible to light two metal-filament lamps at
(3) Would
once.from
amp-hour accumulator? Would
damagethe
cell
No;
diﬁusion
will take lace and the co per sulphate pene
(i)
trate the porous pot quite in epcndently of whether the elements
are in or out. The only remedy to avoid letting the cell stand
is

?

a

is

is
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New Catalogues

and Lists.

Siemens Bros. Dynamo Works. Ltd., Caxton House.
Westminster,S.W.—A very complete 27o-pagecatalogueof elec—
trical supplieshas reachedus from this well-knowncompany. The
l'st, which
intended for the use of electrical contractors and
trade ﬁrms, covers very wide range of lamps, ﬁttings, pendants,
clactroliers,braCkets,glassshades,wires and cables,fuses,distribu
tion boards,switchesand switchboards, lightning arresters instru
ments, bells, and batteries. The new items include the Tantalum
focus lamp, the “ch" cartridge fuses with indicating Windoj",
Stannos Wires and accessories,and a special line of cheap knife
switches.
a

'

Brol'
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.
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Wireless Ap rntus.
We are requestedby Mr. C. K. . Eden, A.M.I.C.E., 8.56.. of
W'inwick, Rugby, to say that, owing to difﬁculties connectedWith
their license; the British Wireless Communication Company are
themselvesunable to publish the booklet mentioned in our issueof
April 14th,or to supply amateurswith apparatus. Mr. Eden 1185.
however, obtained the necessaryofﬁcial sanction, and is taking
He has full descriptive lBt of
over this branch of their work.
apparatus,suitable for working up to ﬁfty miles, now in the press,
and will be pleasedto forward copy to any readerwho sendstwo
stamps.
Motor
cio Fittings.
A. Icmmon, Gambe Road, Kingston Crescent, Ports
Mr.
mouth, informs us that he opening departrnentfor supplying
prepared to quote for
amateurswith motor cycle ﬁttings, and
any classof motor cycle work.
1.

%
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é
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.
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The Editor will be pleasedto receivefor reviewunder this heading
sample-sand Parliculars 0/ new tools, apparatus. and "Fau'mls
for amateuruse. I! must be understoodthat thesetht'll’S or:
Editorial opinion, no Paymml 0f 0"? kmd
free chrcssions
being requiredor accepted. The Editor rcsmws the "KM ‘0
the goodssub
criticise or commandaccordingto the merits
mitted,or to abstain from insertinga reviewin any cascWhen
thegoodsare not 0/ suﬁici'enfinterestto his readcrsl
' Rn'i'nos distinguishedby an asterisk have beenbasedon (1611401
Editorial Inspection0/ thegoodsnoticed.
of
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\\’here :0
the Weight in lbs., its velocity in feet per second,
the acceleration of gravity which may be taken as 32-2, and
the radius at the end of which the weight revolves. So that in
your case, giving numerical values to thesesymbols,we get
~18 X o
6} lbs. roughly.
It must be remembered,of course, that there an unknown factor
introduced by the friction of the balls upon their arms which has
not been taken into account. If the arms were arrangedas shown
in your second sketch (not reproduced),thecentrifugal force would
be reduced.

The News of the Trade.
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the method? (2) One of the terminals
painted red.
Does this denote the positive pole? (3) What
the best method
of getting the old acid out
If the plates appear not too far gone in the way of fallin out
of paste, you had better remove the positives and scrape o the
white deposit. When the positivescome to decent colour wash
them with electrolyte (not with water), then replace them in the
cells, _which should previously be thoroughly cleaned out. The
negative plates should not at any time be left out of electrolyte.
Reﬁll the cells with a new solution, and over-chargeby givinglong
charges at about half normal rate until they get into good form
again.
W- A. (Manchester) writes:
[23.589] Centrifugal Force.
Suppose
small polishing head set up on bench and four radial
cord over driving pulley
arms affixed to spindle of same and
passing over, say
sewing-machinewheel to give spindle and
arms rapid rotation. Assuming that each arm has sliding on
a small iron ball (an easy gliding ﬁt) and the spindle
ra idly
rotated,
follows that centrifugal force is set up in each bal and
each tends to fly from centre with a force the amount of which
wish to know approximately. The average circle (radius) de
scribed round the spindle of each ball 3} ins. speed,600r.p.m.;
weight of each ball, ozs.
The usual formula for centrifugal force
ft.-lbs. — will
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The Editor’s Page.
E published quite recently

a query from
intimated his intention of
experimenting with compressed acetylene
In this connection the following timely note
gas.
reaches
us from Mr. James Carson, of Crickle—
wood :—"I have just notice] Query 23,256 in
current issue, and think you should warn querist
at once.
In the early acetylene days some very
disastrous exp10sions took place, involving loss of
life, in compressing this gas.
It is believed to
explode spontaneously under certain pressures,
and I think the sale of compressed
acetylene is
prohibited by law. It must not be confused with
the dissolved gas now on the market."
we hope
our querist, and other readers who may be thinking
of similar experiments, will proﬁt by this hint.
a reader

who

C

Q

i

lately had an opportunity of perusing
a. very interesting little booklet by Mr. Philip
Bellows, an old M00121. ENGINEER reader, entitled
"Britain's Industrial Needs."
This work is a
reprint of a series of letters contributed by Mr.
Bellows to the (ilouceslershire Chronicle, and shows
that the author has not only very thoroughly
studied the present industrial condition of our
country, but has some practical notions on what
might be done to promote progress.
we have a
few copies of this pamphlet at our oﬁice, and shall
be pleased to send any reader a copy post free for
W'e have

twopence.

i

Q

t

One of the latest enquiries we have received in
connection with our Laboratory is from a parent
who wishes to know if he can send his boy to us,
so that he may know if he has any aptitude for
practical mechanical work. we think that such
a lad could not come to a better place for the
purpose, as we have none of the restrictions which
or technical
apply to the ordinary engineering
college, but can take a pupil for just so long as he
wishes to come, and can give him the benefit of
close personal attention and advice.
A youth
working in our Laboratory
would soon show
whether or not he had the makings of an engineer,
and if he showed signs of the necessary ability,
we could give him an excellent preliminary training,
and useful advice as to his subsequent career.
There may be some of our youthful readers who
are on the point of leaving school and who, while
intending to enter an engineering works, have not
yet completed the necessary arrangements. A few
weeks, or even months, spent in our Laboratory,
would give a boy an excellent insight into the
use of tools and workshop appliances, and make
him of some real use to the ﬁrm whose works he
If there are any
to enter.
ultimately decided

june

16, [910.

readers or parents to whom this suggestion is of
interest, we should be pleased for them to call and
chat the matter over with our Laboratory Tech
nical Director, Mr. A. \V. Marshall, .\I.l..\lech.E.,

A.M.I.E.E.

Answers to Correspondents.

J. B. (Manchester).—-\Ve have sent you a back
number list which will give you the information
The paint referred to can be
you require.
applied with a brush. Glad you ﬁnd our paper
useful to you.
H. G. (Hanwell).-——Thank
you for your post-card.
The illustration was given to show a really good
article which has been actually made.
We are
quite aware that something could be made from
scrap to answer. the same purpose, but everyone
is not content to do things in this way.

Notices.
The Editor invites correspondenceand original contributions on
all amateur mechanical and electrical subjects. Matter intendid
for publication should be.clearly written on one side of the paper
only, and should invariably bear the sender‘snameand address. It
should be distinctly stated, when sending contributions. whether
remuneration is expected or not, and all MSS. should be accom
panied by a stampedaddresed envelopefor return in the event of
rejection. Readers desiring to see the Editor personally can only
do so by making an appointmentin advance.
Th'mjournal will be sent post free to any addressfor 13s. per
annum, payable in advance. Remittances should be made by
Postal Order.
,
.
Advertisementratesmay be had on application to the.M‘lverltlst:v
ment Manager.
How to Annness Le-rrcns.
All correspondencerelating to the literary portion of the paper,
lists, &c., for review,to bead
_ and all newapparatus
“
to Tue Eorron,
The
anvrice
odel Engineer," 26—29,Poppin's Court
Fleet Street, London, EC.
All correSpondcncerelating to advertisementsand depositsto be
"
addressedto THE onurriszilznr Mxxxon,
The Model Engi—
neer." zo—ag,Poppln's Court. Fleet Street, London, E11.
All subscriptions and correspondencerelating to sales of the
paper and books to be addressed to Percival Marshall .x Co.,
26—29,Poppin's Court, Fleet Street, London. EC
Sole Agents for United States, Canada, and Mexico: Spon and
Chamberlain, 123, Liberty Street, New York, U.S.A., to whom
all subscriptionsfrom thesecountriesshould be addressed.
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GENERAL VIEW or rm: sew GRAHAME-WHITE

HROUGH

A. \V.
the enterprise of Messrs.
Ltd., the public have recently
Gamage,
had an opportunity of inspecting the new
by Mr. C. Grahame-\Vhite
aeroplane designed

specially for his London-to-Paris ﬂight, this machine
having been placed on view at the Holborn estab
lishment of this well-known concern, in aid of the
\Ve append
Testimonial Fund.
Grahame-\Vhite
some of the more important details of this inter
esting machine, which in its general features is a
combination of the Farman and Sommer types.
The approximate length of the wings is 33 ft.;
height between upper and lower surfaces, about
The length of the tail in the rear of
5 {ti 9 ins.

23,.

min.

PUBLISH"

“'EIKL'

AEROPLANE AT GAMAGE’s Snovaooms.
the wings is about 23 it.
The ribs are made of
poplar and ash, and are so constructed that they
can be easily replaced by slotting on to the main
The tyres are 2} by 26
supports of the wings.
The elevator is about 34 ft. and the
(650 by 65).
width 5 ft. :0 ins.
The camber of the wings is
The skid track is about 9 it.
slightly over 4 ins.
The wheelbase about r0 ft. The lifting surface is
about 450 sq. ft.
The weight, approximately,
800 lbsv
A special feature of the machine is that the
weight of the aviator and the engine is taken up
by circular struts, which tend to brace the machine
together.

The Model Engineer and Electrician.
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The _shock, on landing, is taken up by pieces of
rubber placed directly under the main supports
where they touch the skids, the skids being about
9 ft. in length.
The tail or rear elevator can be kept in any
position and operated by the driver while in ﬂight.
The lever which controls the front lifting plane
is so made that by forward and backward move
ments the machine can be raised or lowered in the
air, and, at the same time, turned to right or left
through the universal joints, which operate the
ailerons attached to the upper surfaces of the main
planes at either end.
Pure rubber has been used for the suspensions
of the wheels, and the axle has stood the test of
The wheels
eight men supported in the centre.
are specially strongly made, no ball-bearings being
used, and the springs are placed at either side to
take up the side strain when landing.
Throughout the machine the very greatest care
the wood without
has been taken in selecting
knots, and the best workmanship and materials
have been put into it.
The canvas, which is supplied by the North
British Tyre Company, is attached to the back
elevator, etc., by means of
edge of the planes,
A T-rib has been used between
small steel wire.
each of the stanchions to give greater strength
“ Humber "
where the wires are attached. A 45 h.-p.
engine is being used with this machine.

Coating Ships with Glass.
method for coating ships’ hulls with
to prevent fouling has recently been
protected by a patent. The idea of glass
coated hulls is in itself not new, but it has
not hitherto been successfully put into practice
because of the difﬁculties arising from the difference
between the co-eﬂicients of expansion of glass and
iron, and from the fact that previous experimenters
have endeavoured to obtain a continuous surface
of glass over the whole extent of the immersed
portion of the hull. In the present invention
these troubles are overcome by applying the glass
in separate pieces or scales, and by interposing
between
the glass and the surface of the hull a
This
layer of cement or other elastic adhesive.
intervening elastic layer not only serves to hold
the glass scales in place, but yields to allow for the
in expansion of the two surfaces.
difference
Any
cracks started in the glass will be limited to the
scale
in
which
they
and
originate,
can
particular
not extend to other glazed portions of the vessel
as they would do if the glass surface were continuous.
This interesting proposal is the joint invention of
Commander David L. Neilson, R.N.R., of the
British India Steam Navigation Company, Ltd.,
and Mr. Bernard A. Kupferberg.
QNOVEL
glass

PLANS are under consideration, says the Engineer,
by the Boston and Maine Railway for the elimina
tion of coal and oil-burning locomotives in the
Hoosac Tunnel in Massachusetts.
Should the
change be made, a power plant will be established
near South Adams. the tunnel will be lighted and
ventilated by means of electricity, and only elec~
trical engines will be used to draw the trains through
the tunnel.
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Motor Cycle Notes.
By

" PHuzmx.”

Repairing a Broken Cylinder.
Those who have the misfortune to break any
portion of the cylinder of their motor cycle may
take heart from the following short account, which
has reached me from a friend in Scotland, of an
in this direction, instead of, as usual,
experience
"
“
turning mechanically to the
spare parts
price
list issued by the makers of their machine. My
friend—whose negligence in the matter I am not
going to excuse—allowed his cylinder to work
loose through insufﬁcient tightening of the holding
down nuts, and he even ran some considerable
distance on the road with both nuts on one side
The consequence was that the movements
missing.
of the piston set up vertical oscillation of the
cylinder itself, with the result that half of the
base ﬂange, together with a portion of the cylin
drical part immediately above it, broke oﬁ. One
might surely assume that the only remedy would
be a new cylinder in a case like this, and I have
no doubt that 90 per cent. of motor cyclists would
have taken this view and ordered one accordingly;
but, instead, the rider I am referring to submitted
the broken cylinder to a ﬁrm advertising repairs
to such parts and as a‘result gave them the order
This they have since done by
to make it good.
means
of what is known as the oxy~acetylene
welding process, the cylinder, I am told, having
the appearance of being perfectly homogeneous and
sound, and the cost of the repair only equalling a
very small proportion of the outlay required to
My friend says he will let
purchase a new one.
me know how the repair lasts in service,
and I
hope he will give it a fair chance by seeing that
the holding-down nuts are always properly tightened
up.

Why the Belt Fasteners Broke.
While in the neighbourhood of Chesham, Bucks,
I fell in recently with a motor cyclist who was in
sore perplexity as to the reason
why the belt
He
fasteners
on his machine kept on breaking.
small,
but indispens
told me that three of these
able, ﬁtments had collapsed during the previous
quarter of an hour, and when I met him he was
attempting to rig up a. fourth from among the
varied assortment of odds and ends contained in
his tool bag, remarking, somewhat pathetically,
that if unsuccessful
he would have to push the
of
machine until he could ﬁnd an opportunity
obtaining some new fasteners, his stock being now
quite exhausted by the train of misfortunes which
He said he was quite at a
had overtaken him.
should keep
loss to understand why the fasteners
on breaking in this extraordinary manner, inasmuch
such a thing before,
as he had never experienced
and was running with the belt rather on the slack
than on the tight side, and all his endeavours to
elucidate the mystery had ended in failure.
I examined the machine myself and could see
The
no reason for the ofbrepeated occurrence.
belt was, as he had said, rather slacker than is
usual, and the pulley and rim in perfect alignment,
and with the engine running jacked up everything
I
seemed perfectly normal and in good order.
therefore came to the conclusion that in some way
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or another the mishap must

be due to a fault
connected with the stand, and on letting the wheel
down on to the road, and starting the machine,
we found, right enough, that the stand " jumped “
its fastener, and, springing upwards, caught tightly
against the tyre, locking the rear wheel, and, of
course, throwing a sudden strain on the belt, with
the result that the fastener, as the weakest part
of the transmission, had to go. \\’hen the stand
had been properly secured, and a new fastener
which I was carrying ﬁtted, all went well; but there
is no doubt that had the rider of the machine
continued as he was doing, the breaking of the
fasteners would have gone merrily on as fast as
he could have put them in.
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which will only just ﬁre, there is a noticeable
acceleration of speed if the extra air is suddenly
opened to its full extent, but it is only momentary,
and immediately afterwards the engine ceases
ﬁring altogether."

Limit"

in Lightweight Construction.
American friends would ,probably
"
"
describe as the
limit
in lightweight motor cycle
"
construction as regards weight is the new " Omega
motor-assisted pedal bicycle, for that, in my
opinion, is the most accurate designation for the
really excellent production of the Omega Motor
The machine,
Cycle Co., Ltd., of Wolverhampton.
of which illustrations appear on this page, re
sembles an ordinary push cycle in its general
lines; but it is, nevertheless, ﬁtted with an engine
which develops IQ h.-p., sufﬁciently powerful to
propel an average weight of rider along all ordinary
roads without any need of pedal assistance, seeing
that the other parts of the construction are cur
tailed in weight.
It is made in two models—one
for ladies' use and the other for gentlemen.
The engine is placed horizontally, with the crank
case occupying the position usually taken up by
the bottom bracket. The crankshaft of the engine
is made hollow, and through it passes the axle
of the pedalling gear for starting and assisting
on hills. The drive from the engine to the rear
wheel is by chain, and the reduction in gear is
effected by epicyclic gearing.
A friction clutch is
provided, and this is manipulated by means of a
lever on the handle-bar.
A gear-driven magneto,
placed behind the down tube adjacent to the crank
case, serves for ignition, and the petrol tank is
placed above it, as seen. The engine oil tank
occupies the space in the frame at the rear of the
Druid spring forks and a brake for
steering head.
wheel
each
are included in the equipment.
I
witnessed the ascent of Rectory Hill, Amersham, ;
by two of these machines in the last Quarterly
Trial. Both succeeded in the attempt, although
pedalling and slipping of the_clutch were necessary,
as a matter of course.
Those who have in view
the conversion of their pedal cycles into motor
cycles might well study the "Omega" before
going any further.

OMEGA

Moron

CYCLE

COMPANY'S

Lamas'

AND

GENTLEMEN's

MODELS.

What our

Slowing on Down (irndes.
A Cardiff reader writes to

The explanation which seems to me most likely
to account for the braking effect caused by applying
the magneto cut-out
that, as a matter of fact,
very slight explosions are going on in the cylinder,
On the level
although running throttled down.
is

say that there are
two things which he cannot quite understand in
connection with his motor cycle, and both have
reference to the behaviour of the engine when the
He says:
machine
is running on down grades.
“I have frequently noticed that when running
down steepish hills with the engine throttled down
below the explosion point, that a braking effect
the knob of the
is produced by merely pressing
cuteout and, seeing that the power is
magneto
already completely off the engine, I cannot at all
I have also noticed that
see why this should be.
with the engine running on a very weak mixture,

The Model Engineer and Electrician.
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very feeble explosions would not sufﬁce to
propel the machine at all; but with the assistance
of the down grade they do assist to keep it going,
and the application of the cut-out puts a stop to
their continuance. Many an engine believed to be
throttled down will still continue to ﬁre, so feebly,
As regards the
however, as to be unnoticeable.
acceleration following the sudden opening of the
extra air lever, this can only be accounted for by
the fact that the mixture is momentarily improved
only to be followed, of course, in the next second,
by such a weakening as to shut the engine oﬁ
altogether.
Perhaps some other reader may be
able to advance other explanations, and, if so, I
shall be glad to have them.
Taking Care of a Motor Bicycle.
Contrary to what many people who are not
motor cyclists seem to think there is not much
outlay, either in time or money, required to keep
a well-made motor cycle in ﬁrst~rate running order.
I am not referring so much in the presentinstance
to periodical overhauls of the engine as to general
“
“
maintenance, which, if attended to
running
regularly, means little or no bother at all. There
are motor cyclists, as I well know, who hardly
ever take the trouble to run their eye over the
machine to see that all is in order. They leave
it to look after itself for long periods at a time,
never clean it or give it any attention, and these
are the ones who bewail the most and are the
least prepared to deal with an occasional break
down on the road.
It surely requires very little effort to go over
the machine before starting out to see that all
nuts are tight, the brakes in good working
order, tyres sound, and all parts requiring it
It is also a very easy
properly lubricated.
matter to occasionally remove the sparking
plug and trim its points with a piece of fine
emery cloth, and to take a peep at the con
These
tact-breaker for the same purpose.
little attentions occupy such a brief space
of time, and may save such a lot of bother
on the road, that no one ought to grudge
“
The policy of letting her run
doing them.
"
and then settling down
as long as she will
to carry out a general overhaul, is all very well
in its way, but the unfortunate part of it is that
as a rule some of it has to be done at the road
side, and perhaps under disadvantageous condi
tions ; and then the rider devoutly wishes he had
taken the task in hand at home in the comfort of
the motor-house, surrounded by every convenience,
and where it is warm and dry. Constant tinkering
at the machine is highly unnecessary, but constant
neglect of it is more likely in the long run to lead
to trouble.
these

Another

I

Simple Cut-out.

have recently ﬁtted to the twin engine of the
machine which I am riding a cut-out arrangement
which I ﬁnd works very well in practice. I did
not aim at obtaining maximum results with the
“Gatling gun " noise created by some cut-out
but,
rather, to
devices,
modiﬁed
a
provide
eﬂect, both as regards increase in the noise of the
exhausts and freedom of their escape, and both
results have been fully secured at the cost of a
few pence and about half-an~hour
of interesting
labour.
The two exhaust pipes of the engine are united,
sketch, by means of a
as shown in the appended
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The pipes are
T-piece just in front of the silencer.
not screwed into the T-piece, but merely entered,
and held secure by means of fin. bolts passing
I bored a series of
through from side to side.
small holes along the front side of the T, and with
a round ﬁle formed these into a slot about :5 ins.
in. wide, next cutting from a length of
long by
i-in. ﬂat bar iron r-32nd in. thick a shutter or
covering plate. At the forward end this plate is
bent outwards for about 3 ins. to provide a means
of operating by foot, and at the other end it has a
lip, which, when the cut<out is closed, rests upon
the head of the small bolt holding the silencer
connection to the T-piece.
The shutter is pivoted
on the bolt which secures the front cylinder exhaust
pipe to the T, while the head of the third bolt
'holding the rear cylinder exhaust pipe acts as a.
stop to limit the upward movement of the shutter
when the cut-out is opened.
I ﬁnd that there is

i

C.
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ANOTHER Exnacsr

Cur-our DEVICE.

appreciable increase in the speed and power
of the engine when I open the cut-out, while the
noise created by the exhaust is only slightly added
to. No spring or other aid towards controlling
the shutter is required.
an

A Query respecting a Piston.
A Northampton reader writes to say that in
January last he purchased a single-cylinder motor
bicycle, which he has since ridden about 1.500
"and," he goes on, “in accordance with
miles,
your advice I recently took the cylinder off to
clear it and the piston of carbonised deposits.
On scraping the top of the piston quite clean,
I was surprised, and not altogether pleased, to ﬁnd
three small circles,
about i» in. diameter, which,
on closer examination, proved to be caused by
a similar number of pieces—I don't know what else
to call them—which had been screwed
into the
metal, but for what purpose I am at a loss to
They have no connection whatever
imagine.
with the gudgeon-pin, and, so far as I can see,
fulﬁl no useful purpose, and it has occurred to me
that if either or all of them worked loose and fell
out, there would be a serious loss of compression,
to say nothing of risk of damage to the other parts."

The Model Englneer and Electrician.

The only .explanation which occurs to me as
likely to account for the presence of the screws in
the head of the piston is that they were placed
there to make good some defects
in the metal
formation of the piston itself, holes being drilled
and tapped and the pieces screwed tightly into place
and afterwards cut of! and ﬁled smooth. I do
not think there is any risk of their working loose
and falling out, and, even if they did, it is unlikely
they would harm the engine in any way;
but.
as my correspondent says, the compression would
suffer, and steps would have to be at once taken
It comes rather as a surprise
to remedy the defect.
to me that the makers should have allowed such a
patched-up job to go forward for sale, and if any
further examples of the same thing are brought to
my notice, I will approach them on the matter and
see what they say in explanation.

How to Test A.0.l. Valves for Opening.
A correspondent who says he was much interested

in my remarks on the subject of altering and taking
up wear in automatic inlet valves, asks by what
method one may deﬁnitely ascertain when both
inlet valves of a twin engine have exactly the same

Enquiries and Replies.
“
H. L." (Moria Nevin, Carnarvonshire) asks
whether one size of motor bicycle frame will suit
all riders, as particulars of this point never appear
in motor cycle advertisements. Also, can a motor
bicycle be so controlled by the petrol, air and
spark levers that it will run satisfactorily at as
low a speed as ten miles per hour ?—The general
idea among motor cyclists is to get as low a frame
as possible,
or, at all events, a very low saddle
As the question of pedal-reach enters
position.
hardly at all into the matter, there is no ﬁxed or
standard size for the frame, as in the case of pedal
machines.
Yes, the engine can be so controlled as
to run satisfactorily at ten miles per hour in the
majority of cases. If the carburettor be properly
adjusted and the other parts of the mechanism
are in good order, the throttle can be closed down
and the speed further controlled by occasionally
manipulating the extra air lever.
Giving more air
will decrease the speed, and giving less will tend
to increase it.
It is well to have the spark lever
slightly retarded if the slow rate of speed is to be
maintained for any length of time.

f ’___.--_‘ \\
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S." (Wimbledon) says he has been experi
menting with dry cells for the ignition of the charge
in his engine, and ﬁnds them very expensive,
although otherwise satisfactory and much cleaner
in use than ordinary accumulators.
His coil is
of the trembler pattern and nearly new.—The uSe
of a trembler coil, with dry battery,
not conducive
to economy in current consumption, and to get
the best results it will be necessary to employ a
“
plain coil. If C. V. S.” will do this, he will without
doubt secure a much greater economy.
" M. P.
J.” (Highgate) asks whether it will inter_
fere with the power development of his engine
he lowers the compression by inserting a thicker
washer under' the cylinder, as Suggested in these
Notes—It will have that eﬂect
he overdoes it,
and will increase the diﬂ‘iculty in starting which
he complains of; but
the compression be only
slightly lowered, there should be no ill effects, and
the engine may run cooler and better.

if
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METHOD or Tzs-rmc AUTOMATICALLY OPERATED
INLET VALVES.

Snowmo

amount of opening; " this being, as understand,"
"
he remarks,
one of the most important adjust
ments in a twin motor cycle engine."
The generally accepted method of adjusting the
lift of automatic valves to ensure an equal opening
in both is to press the stems gently and with an
even pressure
against one another, as shown in
the accompanying sketch.
The valve with the
weaker spring will commence to open ﬁrst, provided
that when fully open the stronger one allows of
the proper amount of clearance
and which, as
have said before, should be about
in., then
either a stronger spring must be substituted for
the weaker one, or a washer may be inserted, as
explained in the previous note, to make up the
difference in opening of the two valves.
It is, as my correspondent suggests, of the
highest importance that both A.O.I. valves in a
twin engine should have exactly the same amount
of opening, otherwise there cannot be an equal
amOunt
of power development in each cylinder.
In this respect the adjustments necessary resemble
those connected with the electric sparks for
niting the charge.
These, too, must be equal in
capacity, otherwise the synchronising
of the
cylinders can never be correct, and the full power
of the engine will not be available.

I
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Replies in Brief.

"B.A.“ (Hornsey).—No
was not a rQ—h.-p.
light-weight machine upon which the T.T. race in
the Isle of Man was won.
The machine was a
You have been misled, and we are
5-6 li.-p. one:
rather surprised that you believed such a story.
it

23, 1910.
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Model Aeroplane
An Apology.

By

“

June

23, 1910.

machine is carried on runners made out of I} in.
round cane, being ﬁxed to the struts, which are
continued be10w the bottom plane by tin sockets.
The total weight of the machine should be about
6 02.5., and the cost, of which the rubber would be
the most expensive item, about 25. 6d.“
His design is carefully worked out and beauti~
In the latter regard, I cannot help
fully drawn.
that some of the competitors scarcely
feeling
exerted themselves
in the matter of draughtsman
ship, and many of the designs sent in were mere
A little more
sketches of the crudest description.
care in this respect might easily have made a
difference
in the result for at least three designs,
all of which bore a highly promising appearance,
were, except here and there, absolutely undecipher
able.
“'here the design falls to the ground is in
the size of the propellers and the arrangement of
the power plant.
The general arrangement of the
front and tail planes, etc., is excellent.
fusellage,
and the introduction of a balanced type of rmr
rudder is a point that is worthy of special notice.
But ——!
The propellers are only a shade over
The weight of the machine
3} ins. in diameter!

Notes.

AEROPHILE."

I feel that an apology is due from me to those
whose
remained
readers
unanswered
for
queries
several days.
My compulsory absence from home
lasted considerably longer than I had anticipated,
and the impossibility of having letters sent on
prevented me from replying before to the queries
which awaited me on my return. I trust that
those readers who have been aﬁected will excuse
the unavoidable delay.
Two Unsuccessful Designs.

The following entries for the Design Competi
tion illustrate some of the points which 1 men
tioned in my last contribution, and I may say that
both of them, had they not embodied the features
I am about to criticise, would have been well in
the running for the prize.
I feel sure that the
authors of the designs will not take me to task
for picking holes in their work, for my intention is
not to carp but to help, and I feel that one of the
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best ways of doing this is to suggest improvements
to a concrete design.
I have refrained from pub
lishing the names of these competitors in' this
particular instance, but I hope to publish them
eventually as winners of other competitions which
I propose to get up.
C. ]. P. (Rochdale), the sender of the ﬁrst design,
" The accompanying
writes:
is for an
design
The main planes
aeroplane of the biplane type.
are of birch, each made in three parts.
The two
outer portions are attached to the centre one, and
the struts by small tin sockets,
and ﬁxed at a
dihedral angle with regard to the former.
The
machine is elastic driven, by two propellers, each
driven by two groups of eight strands, r-roth-in.
square rubber on either side, so that there will
be no pull on the propellers due to the latter.
The
frames carrying the elastic are made of baywood,
about Q~in. sq. in the centre, when a small brass
ring is wired to the rods to prevent them from
“bowing” out when the rubber is wound up.
This latter is accomplished by means of a small
wire handle (the screw being meanwhile prevented
from revolving), which is afterwards ﬁxed in a
notch in the frame.
The propellers, which are
right and left. can be carved out of a piece of bay
wood or made from a piece bent to shape in steam,
though, when made by the latter method, they are
liable to get out of pitch with each other. The whole

Dir/vireo VIEW OF—
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or
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6 025., requires each propeller to exert a.
thrust of § oz. to afford proper ﬂying capabilities.
To give this they would require to have a speed of
close upon 3,800 r.p.m., which could never be got
with the eight strands of x-roth-in. elastic provided.
However, even if it could be got, only about 160
turns would be possible with the. elastic skeins
shown in the speciﬁcation, which would mean
(allowing the screw the maximum pitch of 1 it.)
a ﬂight of, at bestI 50 yards.
Surely, this is scarcely
good enough for a 6-oz. model ! Now, no harm at
all. would have ensued from placing the planes
8 ins. or more apart, instead of the 4} ins. given.
This would have allowed a reasonable sized screw
to be installed, which would have turned an im
practicable design into a thoroughly practical one.
The evils resulting from placing the planes far
apart are practically negligible in model work, and
they have at worst a scarcely perceptible eﬁect
In this particular
upon the longitudinal stability.
the fore and aft balancing planes would
design
easily have annulled this effect.
Apart from these
points, however, the design is one which is well
worth consideration.
I foresee that there would
probably be small alterations necessitated in actual
construction, but the general idea is thoroughly
sound.
W. R. Dv sends the second design, which is highly
and
commendable by reason of its simplicity
being
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]. O. (Haslingdcn).—Am building a model Far
in. full size, as taken from the
man biplane,
drawing in your Aeroplane Portfolio.
(1) It weighs
Is this too
4;} lbs. without motor or propeller.
It has
heavy?
lifting surface of
sq. ft.
weight with all
(2) \Vhat should be its greatest
on
(3) \Vhat would be best to drive it with, an
electric or rubber motor?
make another,
(4) If
what wood would you advise?
(5) Is there any
formula connecting the weight with the area?
9

a

I

I,

{Irv-nan

I

All Linn-nu
f‘a'y
ﬂow16er
luvs

A

w ‘mn
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of construction.
But there is one
criticism which must be launched against it and
which was quite sufﬁcient in itself to bar the
I refer to the
design from obtaining the prize.
absence of a vertical rudder at the back, without
which no machine of the “big~plane-in~front"
type can possibly ﬂy. And how easy it would have
been to put one on !
Another point I quarrel with is the design of
the alighting skids; ﬁrst of all because they don’t

cheapness
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of incidence should be
in
to
in 12. It
largely depends upon the amount of camber in the
Two tractors,
ft.
ins. diameter, over
planes.
another, would be best.
Pitch,
one
lapping
ft.
ins. or
ft. average width of blade, 1}; ins.,
16 strands of strip elastic for each.
shall be very
pleased to see the photograph.
angle

R. D.

use an electric motor, what weight and
(6) If
and what diameter of
speed would you suggest,
propeller
(7) If the planes are built flat, and not
curved as shown in drawings, do they possess
Same lifting capacity
(I) This is much too heavy. (2) All on, 45 lbs.
maximum. (3) Elastic. Electric motors are useless
in. square.
for this purpose.
sq.
(4) Ash,
(5)
lb. at 20 m.p.h. (roughly).
ft. will lift
(6) Pro
ft.
ins., more
peller diameter should be at least
you can get it on.
(7) The properly curved
plane lifts more than a ﬂat one.

if

Answers to Correspondents.
H. T. (Erith).——F0r your "Antoinette

is

protect the screw in the least; and, secondly,
not shown how they are ﬁxed.
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A i-in. Scale Great Western

“County.”

By T. W. AVERILL.
entering into a description of this
model, I may say that it was built as a
Christmas~box
for a Great Vl'estern driver—
a friend of mine—and when I got out the design
I said to myself,
must make it something like
the real thing, or all his mates, when they see it,
'
will be saying,
Ohl so and so isn‘t right; we
always use plug trimmings in the big ends, and
the second brake handle (average person’s idea)
on the tender is to work the water pick-up, but the
chap that built this engine uses it instead of the
' "
shovel
(the handle in question is used to regulate
thetspirit-feed to the lamp).
I knew that I had set myself a pretty tough
job to make a Q-in. scale working model to come
out at something like the real thing—that is, as
far as details go—and I think I may claim that
the photograph of the footplate shows that l
have got nearer the real thing than most of the
Everything shown in
}-in. scale footplates are.
the photograph is for use, and none of the ﬁttings
ornamental,
are merely
In fact, this engine, with
the exception of cylinder drain cocks and steam
brake, is quite as complete as my larger model
locomotives are.
Proper-shaped
syphon lubri
cators are ﬁtted to slide-bars, connecting- and
coupling-rods; and countersunk oil holes are drilled
at all parts requiring same.
Perhaps it is needless
to say that the syphon cups do not have trimmings
(either plug or tail) in them.
Alter deciding to build this type of engine—
personally, I would much rather have built an engine
that I could get a standard set of castings for,
but for a Great Western driver the only engines
that are any good at all are Great Western engines,
and, as far as I knew at that time, there were no
"
"
Great Western
sets to be had—I looked
County
round to see what standard castings I could get
that would be suitable for this engine (this was,
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I found that theSe castings would meet most of
my requirements. The driving wheels were the

as

EFORE

"I

Eur) VIEW:

usual with me, to save pattern‘making).
I
eventually decided to get pan of a set of Messrs.
Bassett-Lowke's {-in. scale North-Eastern castings,

INTERIOR.

right diameter, also the distance between them;
and the length from centre of cylinders to centre
of driving axle was near enough for a §-in. scale
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I will here say that the model locomotive
builder, who is building a model to excite the
admiration (?) of real drivers, need not be very

model.
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Frames—These are made from rS-gauge steel
plate, the two frames being riveted together and
ﬁnished to the dimensions given in Fig.
in one
No horn blocks are ﬁtted, the axle boxes
piece.
working in the slots cut in the frames.
The
horn stays (or keeps) are rather long, to enable
the ﬁxing screws to be inserted between the spokes
of the driving and coupled wheels.
are
made
from the same
Footplates.-These
material as the frames, and are edged with {--in. by
{-in. angle brass.
Splashers.—-These
are made from sheet brass,
about I~32nd in. thick. The beading round same

l

2

I

that
had better tell them how long it took them
to execute my order.
was nearly giving the
could get nothing to go on
job up in despair, as
was only a. few months before
with; but as
Christmas when they were ordered, perhaps there
was some excuse for them, as
suppose that it
would be about their busiest time.
The castings
were: complete set of cylinder and steam chest
castings—I got the ﬁnished cylinders to save time, as
had none too much time to get the engine ﬁnished
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As itzmay be of use to some readers,
give below
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The crosshead
(for regulating the spirit supply).
and buffer castings (German silver) I got from
Messrs. J. Carson & Co.——here also I got the German
silver rod and strip that were used to make the
I think
handrails, handrail knobs, etc.
levers,
that, perhaps, the best way of describing this engine
will be in the form of a speciﬁcation, and of any parts
of particular interest I will give separate drawings,
and a description of how they are made.

1\

Fig.

S/of

l

June

% l

particular as to his measurements, but must be par
ticular about the details.
For example: I wanted
to know the size of the lettering on the tender,
to get the scale size from, so I asked my driver
friend what was the height of the letters.
He said
at once, without the slightest hesitation, “ Ohl
about 3 ins.” Well, I knew that was not right,
so asked him to measure them, when he found,
to his great surprise, that they were 6 ins. high.

and Electrician.
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a

I

made from a ring of I-I6th-in. brass wire, ﬁled
ﬂat on both sides after bending. The beads are
riveted and sweated to the splashers.
The number
and name-plates
ﬁled to shape and polished;
then sent them away to be engraved—the cost of
thought, was
engraving them was 6s., which,
rather excessive.
Method
broth-in. Brass
ﬁling the Ring
Wire ﬂat on both sides—Get a block of hardwood
slightly larger than the diameter of the wire ring
(the diameter of wire ring corresponds with the
0/

of

I

I

is

for Christmas—two driving wheels, two coupled
wheels, four bogie wheels, six tender wheels, two
tender side frames,
one bogie
frame and two
equalising bars, one smokebox front—these are all
iron castings, and all belong to the North-Eastern
set of castings;
also two coupling- and two con
necting-rods (German silver), chimney, safety valve
cover, boiler end, and downcomer—these castings
in gun‘metal.
also procured from the
being
above
ﬁrm—ﬁnished
-in. scale regulator, {-in.
in. loose handle plug cock
pressure gauge, and

june

23,
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curve of the splashers), plane up one face quite
true and ﬂat, hold the block of wood (a block of
wood is not really necessary, a piece of board about
I in. thick, with another bit of the same thickness,
about 2 ins. wide, nailed across the grain of the
ﬁrstfpiece, will do quite as well as a block sawn to
shape; the piece 2 ins. wide is to enable the ﬂat

_P/'

T

Value Gum—I decided to ﬁt link motion revers
ing gear, as I knew that the Great \K'estern men
would not pass slip eccentric gear.
Making Eccentric Straps—I had an idea that all
four straps could be tamed to shape (of course, they
can be ﬁled to shape after marking out, but the
turning is much quicker) from a piece of brass bar,

I
l

.5?

Jr

band ’5
1-01,(00‘

1

1
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piece to be held in the vice) in the vice, then lay
the wire ring on the top, and drive brass sprigs in
all round the ring, inside and out. The sprigs
in. apart. Cut off the
should be spaced about
It will now be
sprigs flush with the top of wire.

CLASS

Locomoipva.

and found
worked out very
so
decided to try
in.
well.
Get a piece of brass strip (hard rolled)
in. thick, and mark out the four straps as
by

shown in Fig. m; then carefully centre bar, and
drill and countersink to suit lathe centres.
Drill a.
small hole through the centres of the bores of the
straps' Follow through with a larger drill, and care
in. diameter. Now
fully reamer out the holes to
clamp two pieces of f-in. square iron, one on each
side along the centre of the brass strip (see Fig. 2).
The screws holding same together can pass through
the holes already bored in the bar.
The strips
are used to stiffen the brass bar to enable
to be
turned. Now, turn the straps as near as you
can to the shapes marked on the bar, but do not
Finish to the lines with a
get inside the lines.
ﬁle after the straps are sawn apart (do not attempt
to part them oﬁ in the lathe) when the turning
to shape is ﬁnished.
If the reader possesses a
drilling spindle, the front bar of iron can now be
removed, but the back one retained, the screws
holding same can pass through short strips of metal
The slots in which the
placed across the bar.
eccentric rods are ﬁtted can now be milled out to
a depth of r-Ioth in., with a {-in. diameter end
and side cutter. If it
not possible to mill out the
slots they may be ﬁled in after the straps are cut
oil.
In this case the ends of the rods should be
made ﬂush with the bore of strap.
Note that the
oil holes are drilled two at the top of bar and two
from the bottom, as two straps are left-handed,
and two are right-handed.
Eocentn'cs.—These
are all four turned and bored
from the solid bar.
Procure a piece of
in. dia
meter hard-rolled
brass rod about
ins. long;

Ne," Och
rlJ'nq u
nu, .- lrul
crrt/O )u-:

n/ .n U
A,
¢/(¢r- drlyln9
“mp/.4
w "u

M..."

is

found that with a smooth cut ﬁle it
quite easy
to ﬁle the wire ring ﬂat, and by turning same
over both sides can be ﬂattened and the one side
One ring will be found to make enough
polished.
beading for all four splashers.
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same so that it runs quite true.
Now,
Set the
mount it on V-block on the surface plate.
scnber to height of centres, and scribe lines across
ends from centre to one side (Fig. 3), and also
scribe a line right along the bar on the same side
(Fig. 4). Now set the dividers to the throw of the
eccentric, which is 7-64ths in., and is rather more
than half the valve travel (the reason for this extra
throw I will explain later). Carefully centre
pop, and drill a small hole where the lines cross, also
countersink to ﬁt lathe centres.
Now, mark out
the eccentrics
on paper, as shown at Fig. 5, and
The use of the
afterwards mark off on the rod.
hue scribed along the rod will be now seen, as the
holes for ﬁxing screws are drilled from this line
and if carefully
(before any turning is done);
drilled on V-blocks, the screws should be just on
the throw line of eccentrics, and will form a useful
guide to setting eccentrics
in correct position on
the shaft.
As the eccentric straps are solid, of
course the sheaves cannot be ﬁxed in the usual
way, or it would be impossible to remove the straps.
The portion of the ﬁrst eccentric can now be turned
a. good ﬁt for the holes already bored in the straps
(each eccentric and its strap can be afterwards
ground to an easy working ﬁt with powdered pumice
and oil). Be careful and turn this part of the
eccentrics
to exactly the same size, as the strap
can only be tried on the end one.
The parhng tool
can now be run in until the diameter is reduced to
slightly less than the diameter of boss.
The rod
is now mounted on the throw centres,
and the
bosses turned down to size.
Now mount a 5-16ths
in. drill (a straight ﬂuted one if possible, and see
that it runs true) in the lathe.
Place the drill
in one of the centres for shaftJ and support with
the back lathe centre
in the opposite centre of
rod.
The rod can be held in any convenient
manner to prevent it turning with the drill, but
mind and not damage the turned portions.
The drill can now be run half-way through the
rod. This must then be reversed, and the drill
started at the other end, and the drill put through
until it meets the hole previously drilled. Care
fully gauge the drill so that the two holes meet at
the middle parting (see Fig. 5). Now, with a ﬁne
hacksaw cut the eccentrics off and mount on a
mandrel to ﬁnish the faces.
The eccentrics
are
now ﬁnished, and if the drilling and marking out
has been carefully done they will be found to run
quite true when mounted on the driving axle,
which should be turned to a. nice push-in ﬁt for
holes bored in eccentrics.
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Lessons from the Laboratory.
[The itemsappearingunderthis headingan basedon work actually
done. and expnmmils carried out in Tn: MODEL Eucmzin
Laboratoryand Srhool of Mechanics.)

A Useful Form of (jalvanometer.

Among the different forms of galvanometer,
which we have acquired for testing purposes, is
one which is so well adapted for general laboratory
bench work that we think the following description
will be of interest to many.
The instrument,
“
Galvanometer,"
described
as
Raworth's
has
evidently been made many years and bears the
name of Dorman & Smith, Manchester.
Most
"
"
linesrnan's detectors
testing galvanometers, or
as they are called, have either two or three ter~
minals, being constructed for use with a separate

FIG. 6.

(To be continued.)

ENGLAND and America are now connected
by
about twenty cables, and the Commercial Cable
Company announces its intention of laying down
one more between
Valentia, County Kerry, and
Causo, Nova Scotia. It is evidently, says a contem
porary, the opinion of the company that wireless
telegraphy is not destined very speedily to supplant
the older system.
And in this they have certainly
something to go on; for the advent of the former
was accompanied by a great development of cable
extension. There are in all about 260,000 miles of
cable in existence at the present time, and of these
some 100,000 miles have been laid within the last
ten years—a fact not very widely known.

,.._.,-'__

]une 23, 1910.

i

__

battery. The two-terminal form representing the
simplest, is generally for testing through a circuit
If a galvanometer is
of fairly high resistance.
required for testing through a low-resistance circuit
it may be ﬁtted with the extra terminal, to which
one of the leads should be shifted to introduce the
low-resistance winding.
Referring to Fig. 1, which is a diagram of the
galvanometer, it will be seen that there are four
terminals, two on either side, of which A and B
are in contact with the poles of a self-contained
battery, and are respectively negative and positive ;
B and D are connected through the galvanometer,
and D and C are connected with the extremities
of a self-contained constant resistance.
Thus, if

The Model Engineer and Electrician.

into two compartments by the partition
of which
the smaller division is at the back. This rear
made of a size to just contain a
compartment
suitable accumulator, which should be kept at
its constant voltage of 2. The positive terminal
of this cell
connected by an insulated lead carried
through the partition to the terminal B, shown at
Fig. 3.‘In like manner the other terminal (the
connected
with A by a. The form of
negative)
terminal on the case consists of an outer base piece
screwed on the outside of the shank to carry a
binding nut, which does the double duty of making
the inside or permanent contact and securing the
Fro. 4.

I

FIG.

5.

is

b,

we have battery, galvano
meter and resistance all in circuit; if from A to D,
battery and galvanometer ; B to C, galvanometer
and resistance; A to B, battery only; B to D,
galvanometer only; and D to C, constant resist
ance only.

e,

we join up from A to C
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also tapped
This base
terminal to the case.
right through to take the milled head binding
or temporary contact.
screw forming the outsiie
The thin plates shown under the base on the outside
of case are ﬁtted for, and are engraved with, the
letters A, B, C, and D, as shown on diagram. The
are respectively connected with
ﬂat springs and
the terminals B and D by their binding nuts, and
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The general arrangement may be seen from the
four drawings, Figs.
to 5, in which Fig.
a
a vertical
plan with the cover removed; Fig.
section through x-x with the galvanometer removed.
and
Figs.
being respectively a back elevation
and vertical section of the galvanometer, between
which
shown
detail of the magnet bar in eleva
tion. Referring to Fig. 2, the case is shown divided

to make contact through the galvanometer.
This latter
effected by mounting two contact
rings carried on insulators attached to the back of
the frame of the galvanorneter and shown at
and
in Figs. 2, 4, and 5, their position being
indicated in Fig.
by dotted circles.
To these
contact rings the leads to and from the coils of the
galvanometer are attached with setscrews on top,
is

3

i

2

is

serve

h

5

a

is

4

3

2

'
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as shown in the ﬁgures given above.
This arrange
ment allows of sliding the galvanometer in and out
of the case into which it drops before an opening
in the front, together with a sheet of glass 7' (Fig. 2),
being held forward by the wooden slips Hz (Fig. 2).
The galvanometer is shown in this position at I

(Fig. 2).
The permanent resistance of about 200 ohms,
which is wound on a long bobbin screwed down
by a screw coming up through the bottom of the
case, is shown at m in Figs. 2 and 3.
The ends
of the resistance are shown attached to the ter
minals C and D by their binding nuts in Fig. 3.
“EFig. 3, being an elevation looking on the par
tition a, shows a ﬂat brass cranked bar 1; pivoted
on a triangular ﬂange 0, screwed to the partition.
This bar is shouldered and screwed at the top, and
serves two purposes: one to articulate with the
screwed
nut ﬁnial and ring, thus to hold down
the cover; and also to help hold the galvanometer
in place, the cranked portion locking over the
projecting bracket p (Figs. 2, 4, and 5) shown as
part of frame of galvanometer. To release galvano
meter the bar must be drawn over on its pivot after
the cover is removed.
A study of Figs. 4 and 5 will explain the con
struction of the galvanometer for those who may
like to know the same.
The frame consists of an
indented plate q carrying a silvered dial in the
front, and having a projecting bracket p cast on
the back, on either side of which bracket are
screwed two oval brass bobbins wound vertically
in series and connected as described to h and i.
The magnet r, mounted on a spindle which passes
through the dial, and pivoted in a cross-bar screwed
to the same, and also in an adjusting screw attached
to the extremity of p, is free to dip over into the
rectangular opening in centre of either bobbin.
In alignment with this magnet and on the same
spindle is a double-ended index needle screwed to
a shoulder on the spindle and free to revolve over
the dial, shown at s (Fig. 5). Normally the index
and magnet stand vertical by gravity and the
deﬂection of the needle is measured over a quad
rant divided to 80 degs. on either side of the zero,
which is in the centre at the top and corresponding
to the normal position of the magnet and needle.
The resistance of the galvanometer is 37 ohms.
The size of the case is 4 ins. by 3) ins. by 5 ins.
high outside dimensions, and 5 ins. by 4 ins. by
The ﬁnal illustration
51 ins. high over-all ﬁttings.
(Fig. 6) shows the use of a special cover and mirror
which shuts over the dial opening when not in use.
This cover, shown closed, is to be seen in plan on
Fig. 2. It has a. single hinge (fairly tight in working)
at the bottom and carries a mirror on the inside.
When opened, at an angle of about 45 degs., as
shown in Fig. 6, which is a view looking down
on top of case, it reﬂects the dial upward and can
be easily read from a position above and behind
the instrument, providing some light falls directly
onIthe dial.
The instrument is provided with a calibration
table inside the top cover to ﬁll in deﬂections
corresponding with different external resistances
when working through the whole combination
(A to C), thus forming a rough-and-ready ohm
and amnieter. For the former of these
meter
readings (viz., in calibrating resistances) it is neces
sary to ensure the testing accumulator being up to,
and not beyond, the voltage mentioned.

June
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Position Adjuster for a Work
shop Electric Light.
By R. H. MACKENZIE.
light described
herewith, though not
original, has not, I believe, been described
in THE Monet ENGlNEER.
The ﬁrst thing
to
do is to cut a piece of tinplate about 2 ins.
drill a small hole in each corner, and
square,
cut a hole in the centre large enough to allow
the lampholder to slip through as far as the
Now place this in position, hold
upper ring.
ing it ﬁrm by means of the shade and shade
holder.
The lampholder
must, of course, be
attached to a ceiling-rose or wall plug by means
of a long piece of double ﬂexible wire. The next
thing to do is to attach to the walls of the shop

THE

four small eyelets in any convenient position,
arranging them, it possible, so that they are above
any machines, etc. , on which it is necessary to throw
the light.
Now attach a piece of strong cord to
each of the four holes in the tinplate square and
thread them through the eyelets on the wall. All
you now have to do is to attach weights to these
cords, adjusted by experiment so that the light
shall stay where it is put. The best way of attaching
these weights is to use old canisters in which lead
scrap is placed until the right weight is obtained.
A rough sketch is given of the arrangement, the
height of which from the ground depends on the
height of the highest objects in the room.
The
great advantage of this light is that it can be
pulled in all directions—up, down, or sideways—
and will remain where it is put, so that the darkest
corner of the room can be explored or the daintiest
piece of work lit up without holding the lamp with
one hand.
Wit hear that a new signal-box has been re
cently erected at Addison Road station, just north
of the foot bridge, and is called Addison Road
Middle Box.
It is built over the running roads,
so that, besides
the advantages gained by its
central position, it should improve the train work
ing in foggy weather very considerably.
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In the general arrangement drawing
again.
herewith, we show the use of the proper diﬂerential
gear, but if it is desired to save the work entailed
by this the bevel gearing may be omitted, as
will be shown later on a detail sketch, the main
gear wheel being keyed or pinned to the shaft
and provided with a ﬂange and suitable hole
or holes for receiving the driving pin and thereby
So
coupling the wheels to the revolving shaft.
much for the driving axle; but another important
feature on up-to-date traction engines must be
considered
by the maker of the model, 110., the
"
“
Fowler
engine being
winding drum. This, in the

Model Fowler Type Traction

Engine.

By H. GREENLY.

0

(Continued

from

Page 250.)

who have not had much to do with
road locomotives there is a certain amount of
<
mystery attached to the connection of the
driving wheels to the crank axle of a traction
which, perhaps, is due to the“ several
engine,
Not having been
brought
systems employed.
”
u
among these
kind of locos I have
often had to confess
a certain amount of
ignorance on the
However,
subject.
I will endeavour to
make clear to my
readers

those

the

gearing

the
employed on
of
the
prototype
model now being
described. The en
gine is a four-shaft
engine and is not

sprung,

which

means that the road
wheel axle runs in
bearings rigidly
ﬁxed to the horn

plates

(main
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of the loco
motive. No special
provisions are there
to
fore
required
4;
keep the gear wheels
mesh
in proper
whilst the driving
_Ln
axle rises and falls
IE
to the movement of
the
and
springs
I
inequalities of the
|
road surface, as is
in some
necessary
.1
types of traction
engines and in the
%
larger Fowler com
pound engines.
There
is one
other point of im
FIG. 3.—DETAIL or OUTSIDE HALF or Boss or Roan WHEEL.
portance, and that
is the compensation
or differential gear, which in real practice is more
described, is on the left-hand side of the engine
or less necessary, and for a model will make the
(of course, the left-hand side of the driver when
he is looking ahead), and is normally loose on the
diﬂerence between a good and a ﬁrst-class work
In some less well-known makes of
axle.
It is ﬁxed on the large ﬂanged collar
ing engine.
the differential gear
is some
keyed to the axle, and is kept in place laterally'
traction engines
The ﬂange of this collar is
by a large'washer.
times omitted, and the wheels are loose on the
provided with a. hole which ﬁts the driving pin
axle; connection being made thereto by means
and couples the left-hand wheel to the revolvmg
of the driving pins, and when an exceptionally
axle as already described.
To set the winding drum
sharp turn has to be negotiated the driver re
to
in motion a special catch is provided on the side
moves the inside pin and allows this wheel
of the brake drum, which connects it to the driving
be free on the shaft, the outside wheel, which, of
collar at the will of the engineman.
traverses a. much longer path, doing the
This catch
course,
This method is quite
is not very clearly shown on the original drawings
work of driving the engine.
at my disposal, but I will detail it in a suitable
practicable in a model, but in a real engine it
manner for the model later on.
requires a certain amount of rather troublesome
On the right-hand side we get the diﬁ'erenh'al.
manoeuvring to get the pin in when it is wanted
frames)

a;

E'lr
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road wheel, and the large spur wheel has a hole
opposite it, so that if a longer driving pin were
employed it would be possible to lock the whole
of the differential gear together, and " cut it out "
of action should occasion arise.
I do not know
whether this is a featurt of the original, but

The inside bevel wheel is solid with the driving
collar, or, to state the matter the right way round,
collar or sleeve ﬁxed on to the
there is a ﬂanged
driving axle by being forced on tightly and keyed
or pinned, on the ﬂange of which the bevel teeth Of
-the differential are cut. On this collar loosely runs

I
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rm: ROAD WHEEL
(Scale

Quarter

is

the large spur wheel, which
driven by the pinion
on the second
This gear wheel
countershait.
contains the four bevel pinions of the differential,
which mesh with the bevel wheel of the driving
collar. On the outside loosely ﬁts the second bevel
which
connected
to the right driving
wheel,
wheel by the driving pin. In the drawings of the
bolted on to the
original engine this bevel wheel
is

is

AXLE

size for

or MODEL FOWLER

COMPOUND

ENGINE.

m. scale model.)

include a sketch of the arrangement employed in
the prototype.
As there is no brake on the road wheel of this
engine, the band brake encircling the drum on the
second countershaft, the winding drum
evidently
operated by withdrawing the left-hand driving
The outer
pin and scotching the road wheels.
bevel
wheel
being ﬁxed to the then stationary
is
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Simple Method of Making
Airship Screws for Models.

LIMEBEER.
By A.
one that
have
method here described
used with considerable success for making
screws
for model airships. The resulting
“true-screw"
of
the
form. which,
propeller

J.
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Mr. Twining
stated,
at his Society of Model
Engineers’ lecture, he had used with much success.
The first thing to be decided
the area of the
blades.
This having been done, the ﬂat material
cut out of a piece of thin wood.
used l-I6th in.
for an TR-iu. screw.)
The shape
a matter for
experiment, the most likely being as Fig. i.

(I

is

\\\\\\\\\

~——c~———>1

0!)

The pitch and diameter having been decided on.
We
determined as follows:
requisite twist
know that a screw
merely the hypothenuse of
a right-angled triangle wound round a cylinder,
the base of the triangle being equal to the circum
ference of the cylinder, and the height being equal
=
to the pitch of theithrea-d (See Fig. 2).
= circumference
P. A. = pitch-angle,
pitch
= thread.
and

is

it

is

is

Pitch angle

is

A

obvious that the " pitch-angle "
pitch
the angle
whose
tangent
circumference.
Say that we require a screw :2 ins. diameter and
:8 ins. pitch. Then the twist at ends of blades
is obtained as follows 1-—
Circumference =
3-1416 x 12.
= 18'
Pitch
From this

= Tan-l -—

4774 =Tan
The

twisting

is

done

on

12

—— _— '4774‘

3-1416
25° sl'.
a piece of apparatus
x

is

it

it
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if

is

central
bush of the torsional stresses of
The details show the shape of the
driving.
bosses and also the size of the spokes.
it will
be noticed that the inside and outside of the
boss diflers slightly, as shown at A and B in
the general arrangement. This
so in the
can see, and
adhered
prototype, as far as
to, would appear to increase the necessity for
the duplication of patterns. By arranging the
incidence of the spokes as in the photograph
on page 15:, of August 13th, 1908, issue, and by
arranging the pattern for boss with the spokes for
both inside and outside boss, and cutting away
the superﬂuous spokes, some of the work of pattern
but
making may be saved;
questionable
whether
would not be better to make a wooden
pattern for the outer half of boss and to get two
gun-metal castings, and, ﬁnishing one as
and
the other as B, to arrange the spokes separately
to suit the front and back portions of the wheel.
The total number of spokes
18, 110., nine in each
half boss.
(To be continued.)
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Fro. 2.—SECTION THROUGH DIFFERENTIAL or
ACTUAL “ FOWLER" TRACTION ENGINE.
(r-rbth full size.)
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road wheel and the left-hand wheel
right-hand
being free from the left-hand collar, the diﬁerential
gear gives double the normal number of revolu
tions to the driving axle, and therefore to the
winding drum.
The road wheels of the model are proposed to be
built up in the same way as the leading or
“steering” wheels described in the last article.
The two halves of the boss are connected by the long
bush1 and an additional long bush of small diameter
is suggested at the holes of the driving pins. This
the
gives further lateral security, and relieves

593
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similar to Fig. 3. A is a block to which the centre
of the propeller is clamped. B is a clamp mounted
on an axle which passes through bearing E, and
which carries pointer D, the latter marking angles
A B E D must be an accurate
on the protractor C.
straight line.
If desired, the apparatus can be made in dupli
cate. and both blades steamcd at once. ,
In use the centre of the propeller is clamped to
A, and the blade between A and B evenly and
The pointer D is turned
thoroughly steamed.
through the requisite angle, as marked at C, and
the spindle clamped by a screw in E.
\Vhen the
blade is dry, the
ropeller is turned over and the
other blade similar y done.
As regards the shaping of the blades. this can
As the
be done either before or after twisting.
more important point is to get the screw shape
accurate,
it is perhaps better to shape them ﬁrst,
unless the shaping is done by cutting from the
solid.

If the steaming is even and thorough, the screws
do not readily untwist, and the surfaces between
A and B are true helices.
I have made screws by this method, and tested
them, with excellent results.

A Simple Method of Fitting
Back-gear to a Plain Lathe.
By \V. APPLETON.
following method suggested itself as an
adaptation of the eccentric method of
ﬁtting back-gear as used on expensive

HE

Snowmo

BAciecEAR

1910.

of solid-drawn brass tube 3-32nds in. thick, and
which was a running ﬁt to mandrel.
A hole was
drilled through boss of pulley and through tube
and tapped 3-r6ths in. for grub screw, which
engages in a narrow groove turned on mandrel to
prevent pulley coming off mandrel when back
gear is running in.
The small pinion at back was
also bored out to ﬁt on back end of tube
and
secured by grub screw in the same manner.
The
larger gear wheel was bored out and driven on to
mandrel. This completes the mandrel.
Two pieces of *-in. by 1-in. ﬁat brass were then
procured, also a length of brass tube and of i-in.
mild steel.
The former were drilled together to
ﬁt tightly, one on each end of the mild-steel spindle.
The gear wheels were bored out a tight ﬁt in the
tube and secured as before by a grub screw in the
correct position. A hole was drilled at front of
headstock at the bottom, slightly nearer opposite
edge, and tapped for {--in. setscrew.
“7 hen screwed
up tight these hold the gear in perfectly, but for
the sake of security two further holes were drilled
and pins prepared to secure this ﬁtting in position.
The brass tube with gear wheels
should he
slipped on the steel spindle, then the two side
pieces placed on and the ends of spindle burred
over to keep them in position. The gear wheels
used were a 20 x 50 r4-pitch cast
A
iron.
would have been better, being more
48-wheel
useful
for dividing purposes,
though, as a rule,
cast-iron gears cannot be recommended for this
to large gear
purpose. The pulley is secured
wheel by setscrew
in a tapped hole in
engaging
the former after passing through a clearing hole
in gear wheel.
If a temporary pulley be ﬁtted to
mandrel all the work may be done on the lathe
for which it is intended, except, of course, the holes

ADDlTlON FITTED T0 PLAIN LATHE.

lathes. The cone pulley was first of all removed
from mandrel and bored out a tight ﬁt for a piece

to be drilled in each end of headstock.
stock used was 3-in. centre.

The head
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Practical

Letters

Readers.

from

Our

[The EditOr invites readersto make use 0/ this column [or the lull
discussion 0/ matters0/ practical and mutual interest. Letters
may be signed with a nOIii-dc~pliiiiiei/ desired,but the lull
name and address0/ the senderuusr invariably be attached,
thoughnot necessarily/0r Publica'ionJ

To

Induction Coils.
THE EDITOR OF The Model Engineer.

DEAR SIR,—I and several of my friends were
very interested in the two articles by Mr. E. P.
Farrow describing his 12-in. coil and turbine break,
which appeared in your issues of 5th and I'2tl1 ult.
This must surely be one of the most powerful coils
ever made by an amateur; perhaps the efﬁcient
interrupter has a lot to do with the excellent
I was particularly
results obtained from the coil.
struck with the neat way of arranging all the
terminals in two rows, with the safe position of
the commutator handle and the novel method of
I do
connecting the primary in series or parallel.
not think this method was sufficiently well ex
I should like a diagram of the connec
plained.
tions, as I am thinking of making a (i-in. coil on
the lines of Mr. Farrow's.
Could you publish a
diagram of the connections in THE MODEL IiNoI~
SEER, as I am sure that many readers would be very
interested as well as myself. I hope that when Mr.
Farrow completes the spark rectiﬁer for the break
he will send us full particulars—Yours
truly.
\V. J. (3. PAGE.
Hampstead, NNV.

Penny-in-the-Slot

Mechanism.

TO THE EDITOR or The Model Engineer.
DEAR SIR,—I was very interested in the Penny
in-the-Slot mechanism described and illustrated in
THE MODEL ENGINEER of June 9th, butI notice
your correspondent does not show any means of
re-starting the clock every time a fresh penny is
inserted. This is Obviously necessary, as the stop
ping Of the cam C also stops the clock.
Assuming a 3oshour lever clock is employed, a
small lever might be pivoted to D or K, as most
convenient, and arranged to give a slight impulse
to the tail of the lever just as the lever D is being
raised. In the case of a pendulum clock, it is
doubtful whether sufﬁcient power would be deve
loped by the falling coin to work a similar arrange
ment to start the pendulumeﬁYours truly,
F. COOPER.

The Society of Model Engineers.
[Reports 0/ medings should be sent to the oﬂices0/ THE MODEL
ENGINEER without delay, and will be inserted in any par
ticular issue i/ receiveda clear nine days be/oreits usual date
0/ publication]

London.
25th, Social River Excur
ExcunsIONs.—]une
sion. July 28th, Annual All-day Visit, Swindon
Works.
Other excursions and visits will take place
during the summer months, particulars of which
will appear in due COUI'Se.-—HERBERT G. RIDDLE,
Secretary, 37, Minard Road, Hither Green, S.E.

Queries

595.

and

Replies.

[Attention is especiallydirectedto the curiousconditionsgivenbelow,
and no noticewill be taken 0/ Queries not complyingwith the
directions therein stated. Letters containing Queries must be
marked on the top le/t-hand corner 0/ the envelope" Query
Department." No communicationsbut those relating to the
Queries should be enclosedin the same enveloPe.
Queries on subjectswithin the scopeof this columnare repliedto by
Post, /ree0/ charge,underthe[allowingconditions -(I) Queries
dealingwith distinct subjechshouldbe writtenon dryercntshuts,
on one side 0/ the paper only. and the sender'sname Ml'sr be
inscribed on the back. (2) Queries should be accompanied,
whereverpossible,with hilly dimensionedsketches,and corre
spondentsare recommended
to keepa copy 0/ their Queries/or
re/erence. (a) A stamped addressedenveloPe(not past-card)
should ini'ar ably be enclosed,and also a " Queriesand Replies
Coupon” cut out /rom the advertisement
pages 0/ the current
issue. (4) Queries will be answeredas early as POSstlllt'a/ter
receipt. (5) Queries which, in the opinion 0/ the Editor, are
beyOndthelegitimatescope0/ this column.will eitherbereturned
to the senderwith a notiﬁcationto that e/lect,or will be referred
to THE Monri. EsOINEER Laboratory, whenceit ,tcc will be
quoted /0r supplying the desired in/ormation or drawings.
which have beenreplied to at
16) Queries relating to ("(1141716)
somepreviousdatemustbeaccompanied
by a copy0/ theoriginal
query, togetherwith our reply to same. Both the date 0/ such
queryand
our
the
number
reply
must also be given.
0/
Pfﬁ’tOttS
(7) All Queriesshouldbe addressedto The Editor, Tm»;.\loDEL
ENGINEER, 26%"), Poppin's Court, Fleet Street,London, EC.)
The lollowing are selectedfrom the Querieswhich havebeenreplied
to recently:—
[42] Voltmeter: Electric Locomotive : Spark Coil.
T. K. S. (Iliord) writes: (I) I intend to make a small voltmeter
reading to about 8 or 10 volts from o. What size and amount of
wire do you advise ? Can I calibrate this by connectingit in series
with a rheostat and a standard voltmeter, and. by amusiing the
resistance,bring the needleon the standard instruuient to. say,
I volt, and mark it Oilon my Own ? Iwant to control theneedleby
meansof a small spring. Can this be awalch hair-spring ? (2) Can
you tell me the smallestdiameterarmaturewhich can be made.to
drive a If-in. gaugeelectric locomotiveoil two I-pt. bichromale
batteries? (3) Could you pleasetell me the size and amount of.
wire which would be required to make a small 3-10ths-in.or {-ln.
spark coil ? I have very few tools, but I think I could managea
small spark coil. Will you kindly tell me it you think that a large
degreeoi skill will be requiredin makingsuch a model? (4) What
would be the size of the ill'lloll sheetsin the condenseroi the above
Coil, and how many would be needed? Would such a small coil.
be any good tor a small wirelesstelegraph?
(I) If you can refer back to our (Vol. I) issueof October, 1898——
articleon a simplespring-control.
out of print you can ﬁnd therean
The Handbook. " Small Electrical Measuring Instru
voltmeter.
"
tree),
post
might
help
you. It contains instructions
ments (7d.
for making simple gravity-control instruments. It you decide
control,
hair~springwould
be iound very
a watch
to use spring
suitable tor the purpose. Yes, calibration can be done as you
suggest, except that the two voltmeters Innst be I'l parallel
with each other, and together in series with the rheostat.
(2) There is no advantage in reducing the diameter at
the expense of increasing the length. A motor, with ar
mature about i in. by f in., Wnllld be about the thing, but
experiment with the particular locomotive under consideration
would be necessarybefore we could suggestwhat is the smallest
for making a coil
motor capable of moving it. (3) Instructions
"
of {-in. spark are given in our Handbook, Induction (oils for
Amateurs" (7d. post free). You may expect to be successful\
with such a coil by thorough study of our handbook. Care more
than skill is the great requisite. (4) See handbook. Yes, for
room-to~r00m
signalling the coil might be OI use in wireless tele
'
graphy.
A. B. (Camberwelli writes:
[40] Slottlng In the Lathe.
In one of the back numbers of Tm; MODEL ENGINEER I noticed
a readerconvertingthe slide-restof his lathe into a shapingmachine.
As I had to cut a number oi small slots in a pieceof cast steel,
I tried the same, but without success. Bolting the work on the
lathe bed, I started pushingthe slide~rest
with the cutting tool over
the latter. It did not seemto bite the work. I useda front turn
ing tool for the purpose. Is this wrong? Perhaps you would
recommendme to use a milling cutter. Which is the better of the
two? It I should use the litter, I propose to bolt the work to
the slide-rest and run milling cutter between centres. Do you
approveof that ?
Probably the form of your tool was at fault. A swan-neck
tool, properly shaped—~i.e.,
with the right amount of top and
bottom rake —shouldbe employed. A milling cutter could be
used, and if you can conveniently adopt this method, it Would be
found quicker than the other : but the other is quite practicable.

Electrician.

and

I
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Voltage
ior Motor. H. l. (Batterscal
[371 Reducing
writes: Can you tell me how i can run a 5oo-volt 7§ h.-p. shunt
motor on 600 volts? Could I make a resistanceoi iron wire—
what size and lenth ? l have a starting switch ior above motor
-on 500 volts, ﬁtted with over-load and ou-load coils.
should be inter‘
A resistancesuch as to causea drop of 100volts
“
"
posed betweenthe main switch and the line terminal on the
starter. You do not mention the current taken by the motor.
If we may reckon:2 amps.as thecurrent,we suggest.No. :3 S._W.G.
deal wdl
‘iron wire as suitable, but, using iron wire, a
t No. 14 platinotd
required: nearly 400 yds. would be the ﬁgure. great
wire were employed,about 85 yds. would sut‘hcc.
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Motor Winding. H. (Southamp[32] Petrol Biowlurnp:
to use petrol in a blowlamp.
have tried
(r) want
ton) writes:
”
in an “ Uptmorite parathnlamp, but the ﬂamewould not keep
It so, can you tell
in.
the petroltlamebestfor silver-soldering
me of a lamp suitable tor hard-solderingin 2-or 3-in. boiler ends
and using petrol? (2) Please mention a book which gives clear
instruction on the winding requiredin the construction of electro
motors. The book want must suit beginner,and be inexpensive,
it possible.
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C. F. (Folkestonc) writes:
Steam Crane.
[34] Model
Can you recommendme book, or one of your back numbers of
am thinking
THE Monti. ENGINEER,dealingwith modelcranes?
of buildi ig one, but cannot quite get the proportions of body
have chosen boiler described in your Handbook
and boiler.
proposemaking :0 ins. by
(No. 6), which :0 ins. by ins.
4} ins.
\Ve do not know of any book on the subject, but there has been
gooddeal in our back volumesthat might be of use to you. We
" Model
mention, as specially likely to help you, the article on
”
Steam Travelling Crane "(prize design),in our Bsue of November
rst, i902, and the article, A Steam Travelling Crane,” in issueof
October nth, 1904. in each of thesecases the boiler used of
similar design to that you chose irom Handbook N0. 6.
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[23,514] N.B.R. Goods Locomotives.
C. W. R. (Jarfow'
-on-Tyne) writes: i would be glad it you would give me full par'
ticulars oi N.E. Railway's 0—6—0 goods locomotives and N.E
Railway's 0—8—0 outside-cylinder goods locomotives.
“
"
We appenda drawingof the Pi classgoodsengine,asdesigned
" " class have
Slightly
by Mr. Wilson Worsdcll, in 1898. The l’
‘dtﬂerent dimensions,the wheelbasebeing :5 it. 9 ins. (7 it. 9 ms.
by 8 it), and the cylinders :5 ins. by :4 ins. The first of this
"
class was built in 1894. The new P2" class have the same
general dimensions as the previous engines, but a much larger
boiler. The outside diameteroi the barrel is 5 it. 6 ins., and it is
itchcd 8 it. r in. aboverail level. The heatingsurfaceis 1,664sq.
t., and the rate area20sq. ft. The eight-coupledmineral engines
were built rom 1901 to 1903,and are illustrated in the accom
ft., and the
panying diagram. The heating surface is 1,099sq.
“
"
grateareais :r'5 sq. it. An official modelof the PI class goods
engine has beenexhibited at various Exhibitions.
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with Electric Supply Company.
[53] Employment
am in chargeoi an electric-light plant
G. H. B. (Kent) writes:
at a gentleman's house, and am desirous of improving myself.
(1) Can you give me the namesand addressesof the electric light
generating stations in or around London? (2) Do you think
could obtain berth at one of the aforesaidplaces,and what are
the iormnlities to go through in obtaining job there
(3) Could
you tell'me the best way to word an application tor a job? My
age 2!, and have beenin chargeof the. plant ior two years.
(1) There are dozens of such stations. You can ﬁnd, in the
“Practical Electrician's Pocket Book" (is. 2d. post tree), full
list 0i them, With addresses. (2) The best thing to do
to write
(offering your services. (3) it
beyond our scope to draw up
letter oi application for you. And even
were not, we could
not do
to advantagewithout knowing just what education and
experienceyou haVe had.
you care to semi us draft of an
Application letter, we should be glad to criticise and advise.
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D. (Guernsey) writes
[11] Cleaning Primus Burner.
shall be mneh obliged you will iniorm me of the most cﬂective
methodof cleaningthe insideof Primus burner which has become
choked with carbon.
For cleaning Primus burner, adopt the method describedin our
pagessome years ago of heating the burner parts to
dull red
and then putting them for about quarter-oi-an-hourinto pickle
consisting of 10 parts water to part concentratedsulphuric acid.
the article referredto appearedin our issueof October 15!, 1903.
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(1) You cannot use petrol in an ordinary araiﬁn burner, as
paraiﬁn, beinga heavieroil, requiresmore heat or its vaporisation,
and therefore paraffin burner
iound to be too hot for petrol.
A benZohneburner can be usal ior it. There little, anything,
to choose between the different fuels as regards their suitability
ior brazi-ig. Paraffin most commonlyused. Petrol used very
little, as
not so safe, and generallymore difﬁcult to procure.
“ Small Dynamos
and Motors" (7d. post
(2) See our Handbook,
free).
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good results, either as regards freedom from sparking or evenness
of current, as a commutator of 14 segments.

Insulating. G- W- R- (Musics) “"1185I
[23] Magnetic
Can you pleasetell me if there is any substancethat is impervious
to magnetism? Or, to put it another way, is thereany substance
that will shut off magnetismlike india-rubbcr will shut oﬂ elec
tricity ?
No : air is about as good an insulator of magnetismas anything
else known, but air, of course.is not “ impervious to magnetism.“
When it is desiredto insulate a particular spot in a magneticﬁeld,
tth is bestdone by “ screening’ it—i.e., surrounding it with iron,
so that the lines of force may find an easy path through the walls
of the screen,and so be deiiected from the centre.

E. L. 8. (West Keusingtoﬂl
[65] Accumulator
Troubles.
writes (i) l have broken one of the positive plates (inside plates)
of an accumulator; will this affect the working so far as the
capacity of the cell? (2) Ought l to remove the fellow negative
plate, which is an outside plate, or docs it not matter? (3) Does
it greatly harm the plates by not being immersed in acid for a
few days? (4) in connecting two cells in series is it absolutely
necessarythat thcre be no communication in the liquid of the
two cells? (5) Wth is the best way to repair a celluloid accu
mulator case which has opened at the.corners from a fall, and
the partition down the centre has comeaway ; can it be cemented
up quite watertight?

[49] Simplex Dynamo—60 watts. P. C.(Liverpool)writes :
I should be greatly obliged if you would give me the following

particulars ; but. ﬁrst of .ill, I must thank you for the reply to my
dynamo query of February, the ﬁeld wire you speciﬁedhaving been
a perfectsuccess. The dynamo I am about to build is of the single
coil
THE Moon. ENGINEERdesign: accordingto your Hand
type,
book,
or 60 watts. I should like to get 12 volts 5 amps., hence
my query as to wire and gauge. 1 should be obliged for the right
quantities of wire for fll‘ld and armature. 1 pro; ose fitting a
twelve-slot, 2-in. laminated a'malure. and should like to know
if the same gaugewire would do for an eight-slot,samediameter.
“'e Shouldwind the armature with N0. 20 S.W.G. wire, putting
on as much as possible(abaut 71 ozs.), and wind ﬁeld with if lbs.
of No. 19 S.W.G. The right speed for the machine Would prob
ably be about 2,300r.p.m. Yts, an eight-slot armature could be
usedwith the same winding, but ii is pn ferableto use the greater
numberof slots,as then thecurrentgivenby themachine15steadier.

(i) There is no immediateharm to be feared, provided there is
'not danger of slnrt-circuiting; but in time the broken piece
would sulphate and so cause trouble. (2) it does not matter.
(3) Yes. (4) The effect of communicationof liquid would be to
give you the same result as connecting the cells in parallel. (5)
Yes, usenmyl acetate.
E. H. (Hiuckley) writes:
Plant.
[13.644l Accumulator
(i) What is the mailer with an accumulator which has plenty of
driving power, but has lost its lighting power, and how to alter
same? (z) Is it possibleto light an ordinary-sizedroom for about
ﬁve hours at night by electricity from cells which would only
require charging once a week (or twice)? If so, pleaseexplain
method. :3) Please say how accumulatorsare ﬁrst charged and.
how discharged.
?3. 674
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[23,658] Making Telephones
H. G. A. (Bolton) writes:
i should be very pleasedif you would let me have a diagram of
the connectionof a simple telephone(without bell). I should also
be pleasedif you would answer the following questions: What
length and what gauge copper wire should 1 wind the magnets
in receiverand transmitter with? I understand there is a small
pieceof sheet metal directly in front of the magnet pole (in both
transmitterand receiver); what is this substance? Which pole
of the magnet ought it to be near to? How far away from this
pole ought it to be? (This telephonewill not be neededto travel
sound any greaterdistance than § mile). How many volts would
be needed to actuate this instrument? Would one 4-V01t
accumulator do? In wiring should the current be passed round
the transmitter or receiver ﬁrst? is there any diﬂerencc in the
making of a receiverand transmitter?
“
Surel '' you havenot seenour handbook, Telephonesand Micro
phones (7d. post free). The wire used. the voltage needed,etc.,
will depend upon the size of instruments made. You will ﬁnd
full instructions on the points in the handbook referredto, which
gives directions for the construction of apparatus. The "dia
phragm" is of ferrotype, which can be obtained from a photo.
graphic dealer’s. it does not matter whether the current goes
through transmitter or receiverﬁrst.
R. S. B.
[7:] Number of Segments in Commutator.
(Salop) writes: I have Kapp type dynamo castings, 150 watt.
armature, i4-coggeddrum, 2} in. diameter. Can 1 use a 7-section
commutator? and if so, would dynamo be as good (as regards
sparking, etc.) as a r4-section commutator?
A 7-segrneutcommutator is allowable, but would not give such

EIGHT-COUPLED Mmenar.
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"
(1) By driving power" we should think you mean power to
drive motors. if the accumulator'scap city for supplying motors
is undiminishcd the fault is probably ndt in the accumulator but
in the lamps which now fail to light up. (2) Yes. We recommend
charging twice a week, as you would thus get your accumulators
to last longer,as well as save ﬁrst cost. Decide what kind of lamps
you will use, and how many; then the choice of accumulators
will be a simple matter. Sce “ Small Accumulators," 7d., post
free. (3) See handbook mentioned above.
M. L'. (Tonypandy) writes: (I) Has
[23.623]Submarines.
any other method than the one of a limited quantity of oxgyen
been, or being, tried for supplying submarines with fresh air:
(a) when submerged; (b) specnallyduring the long, and generally
fatal, interval of raising her by outside means in casesof failure
to rise by her oWn eflort ? (2) By what means were the earlier
types of submarinessupplied with fresh air, such as the Holland
and others, while under water?
(i) (a) Submarinescontain enoughair to last the crew for several.
hours without replenishing it when they are under the surface.
Reservoirs containing compressedair are carried and oxygen is
not used; (b) when a submarinefails to rise by her own eﬁort she
must have got a considerablequantity of water inside her from
leakage above; this coming in contact with the accumulators
forms Chlorine,which is a deadly poison. ()xgyeu in this Caseis
of no use and the crew are simply poLsoneil§andnot suﬂ'ocafed.
(2) The earlier typesof submarinse,such as the Holland and others,
subsistcdon the supply of air carried down with them, in much
the same manner as the present types. This was renewedwhen
they came to the surface.
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[23.502] Turning Billiard Balls.
(Tooting
'Coinmon) writes: I should be glad of instructions how to true
-up a set of ivory billiard balls, how to mount them in the lathe,
What tools to use, and how to work the slide-restso as to get true
spheres. I ha“: a Pittler lathe, full range of tools and chucks
'for wood and metal, and can turn both those materials with pre'
ClSlOIi.
The first thing is to make a boxwood cup chuck as
in
Fig. i, the inside beingturned very slightly taper and of ashown
diameter
.at the largerend slightly less than the diameterof the ball. The
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[77] Result of Dynamo'o Speed Variation.
R. M.
(Penzance)writes: Suppose a dynamo travelling at 3,000 r.p.m.
develops 10 volts 6 amps, what would be the probableoutput at
1,500revs. ? In other words, how does the output vary with the
speedP
If the strengthof field remainedunaltered,you may take it that
an output of 5 volts 6 amps. could be obtained. But in most
dynamos the fall of voltage would mean a fall of strength in the
ﬁeld, which would mean a further fall of voltage, so that
the actual output would be reduced considerably more than in
direct proportion to the speed. The amount of the reduction
would vary accordingto the materialof the magnetsand the degree
of magnethation for which the machinewas designed.
ingredients.
[78) Storm
Glass
M. S. (Hainpstead)
writes : “’ould you be so good as to tell me the exact composition,
either by weight or volume, of the chemicalstorm or weather glass
—a long glass tube whosecontentsdecomposeon the approach of
certain weather? I trust that this is not outside your scope.
A recipe.we have at hand specifies—2
drachms oi carnphor,
1} dr. nitre, 1 dr. sal-ammoniac, in a} ﬂuid ozs. of spirits of
wme.
[23,060] Water In Cylinders.
M. S. (Salford) writes:
I have a locomotive which I made myself. Could you explain
to me how it is that the cylinders get full of water? I have tried
it with the least drop of water, but it makes no difference. I
would be greatly obliged if you could.
Since you get the trouble when there is very little water in
boiler, it would seemprobable that the cause is condensationand
not priming. The steam is probably getting cooled beforeleaving
cylinders. The use of too long a steam pipe or insufficiently
lagged pipe or cylinder may cause it. or usin too large a cylinder
lends itself to it. The adoption of a g
superheater, beside
remedyingany of thesedefects, is to be recommended.

09/.

Accumulators.
[74]_ Making and Repairing
J. M.
(Abertillery) writes: it) \Vhat is the best method of soldering or
lead burning accumulator plates into position to lead supports,

TURNING SPHERES.
lball is simply pressedinto the chuck, the frictional contact being
quite sufﬁcient to hold it ﬁrmly. Billiard balls are usually turned
entirely by hand, but as you have a Pittler lathe you can doubtless
make use of its excellent ball-turning capabilities. The centre
of rotation of slide-rest (socket) must be most carefully adjusted
to intersect lathe centres (Fig. 2), and the tool must likewise be
set, when the cross-slide can be run out to half the required
diameter. The saddle is then advanced until the centre of socket
is exactly oppositecentreof ball (Fig. 3). A flat tool, like a chisel
on edge, would be the most suitable to use—of course,with the
keenestof edges. The exposedfaceof the ball having beenturned,
a pencil mark should be made round its greatestdiameter before
it is reversedin the chuck and a ain made to run true to this line.
The saddle must then be mover?up so that the tool agreeswith
this line beforeproceedingto turn the remaininghemisphere. The
ball can then be removed and replaced in any position, when,
theoretically, it should be a perfect sphere. The ball can be re
polished with washed whiting and water. True spherical turning
requiresa lot of practice,and the very smallesterror is fatal in the
case of billiard balls. To describe the processof hand-turning
would occupy several pages. We refer you to Vol. IV of Holzl
apfel's " Turning and Mechanical Manipulation," pag%
40(1-445.
[61)] Charging Accumulators.
A. M. (Plumstead) writes:
(i) 1i 1 connectedtwo accumulatorsof 20 amps. each in series
and ran thirteen lamps (Osram), shall I endangerfuses or lamps ?
(2) Would there be any advantage by joining piece of fuse-wire
betweenone of my leads and accumulators? (3) Instead of de
taching and replatlng fuse-wire under screws of connection, can
1 adopt some other method; would my idea of using an adapter
and a lamp holder do ? (4) Would an adapter shorted with fuse
wire answerinstead of replacingWire in fuse box ?
(r) This depends upon the current-carrying capacity of fuses
and lamps. ’robably each lamp takes at least '4 amp., and if
the accumulatorbattery and the lamps are each 4~volt,the current
taken by the lamps would be over 5 amps. So that if you know
the capacity of the fuse, you can say for yourself whether there
will be likelihood of its blowing. There is no dangerof damaging
the lamps. provided their voltage is equal to that of the supply.
Damage may be done to an accumulatorby drawing too great a
Ctlfrunt from it, but yours may be capableof 5 amps. discharge.
(2) Not if there '5 already one main fuse properly titted. (3) The
use of an adapter for utting the accumulatoron and off charge
is very convenient. I you have been putting a fuse in and out
for this purpose,we strongly recommend the change.
(4) The
fuse might be attached to the adapter, though we do not
think
this would be advantageous. But the fuse must not " short ”
the adapter; it must be in serieswith one of the leads.

TURNING SPHERES.
also the best ﬂux for same? (2) The best book on repairingaccu
mulators? l have the No. i Moor-n.ENGINEER Series.
(i) A hot clean soldering-ironused without solder or ﬂux serves
to make the joint for small accumulators. For larger ones the
proper lead-burning apparatus should be used, particulars of
which can be found in Hasluck’s “ Practical Plumbers' Work,”
as. 3d. post free. (2) We do not know of any book going fully
into the subject. Most practical books on accumulators give
some information. See also our back volumes.
[23.654lSmall Power steam Engine: Babcock Wilcox
H. O. (Sagan) writes: I intend to build an i-ﬁ-hp.
Boiler.
steam engine, driven from a water-tube Babcock Wilcox boiler.

June
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Has a description already appearedin The MODEL ENGlNEl-IRof
a } h.p. compound (if possible) steam engine? Did also an
article about a Babcock Wilcox boiler appear in Tun Moor-:1.
ENGINEER ?
An excellent and completedesign for a compoundmarine engine
was given in articles under the title “ Design for a Small Com
pound Marine Type Engine," in our issuesof Feb. 6th, 13th, 20th,
27th, and March 5th, 1908. Probably this design would be par
ticularly suited to your requirements,.15the dimensionsare given
in millimetres. The sizes of cylinders are 50 mm. and 75 mm.
by 60 mm. stroke, correspondingto 2 mm. and 3 ins. by
2} ins.
A design for a model Babcock and Wilcox boiler appearedin
our
issue of Oct. 24th, 1907.
Lighting
[23.643]
" and Charging Plant. R. R. (Kendal)
writes:
(1) I see Osram" lamps arr.-madc in 14- and 16- Volt
sizes. With a 5 amps. 15-volt dynamo (rated for :5 per cent.
overload) would you advise 14 or 16 volt lamps? How many
of either is the dynamo's output capable of supplying? (14 c.p
or 16 c.p.) (2) What is a rough and ready way of reckoning the
resistance required for charging accumulators? For instancc,
if I required to Charge a 4-volt 30-amp. accumulator from llllS
dynamo (at, say, 3 amps), how many 14 or 16 volt lamps (14 or
16 c.p.) should I have to put in circuit with it? How many for
a 5, 10, 20 amp. ditto?
(1) The 16-volt lamps: Your dynamo would probably SUpply
these without difﬁculty. Five 16 c.p. lamps; you could try six.
(2) Subtract the nominal voltage of the accumulator from the
voltage of supply, then usea sufficientnumberof lamps, in parallel;
of a voltage equal to that found by the substraciion and a total
amperage equal to that required by the accumulator. It is ad
visable to have at hand a small variable wire resistance to use
or compensating the variation in accumulator voltage.
l
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We suspectthat either your pressureis insufﬁcientor the cross
headand piston-rod are not in alignment,causing binding of rod.
Also. the fit of your valve should be improved; the facesshould
be ground true so the escapeof steamceases.
l23.6581Increasing
Power of Boat Motor. H. J. A.
(Bolton) writes : I would be very glad if you would kindly answer
me the following questions concerning a model torpedo boat
destroyer I have at present in hand; this boat measures2 ft.
long, 3} ins. broad, and 2} ins. deep. The motor I proposeusing
is (not including propeller and shaft) 2 ins. long,
21>ins. broad,
2} ins. high, and weigh; 10} 025. The above motor is listed to
work off 2 volts ; Wouldit work satisfactorily,without overheating,
off 4 volts? Suppose I unwound ﬁeld-magnetcoil and rewouud
it, how much and what gaugewire would you advise me to
use ?
Would the power gained with this be worth the trouble?
( I do
not wish to meddlewith the armature).
If the motor runs on 4 volts at a not unreasonablespeed there
will be nothing gainedby rcwinding it, but if you find it necessary
to rewind, we should use wire of one size smaller gaugethan that
now on the machine.
C. S. (Shefﬁeld)writes: Could
[30] Electrical Text-books.
you inform me which books to get dealing with the following sub
jects: Electricity —explainingthe nature or describinga watt, an
ampere,and a volt: the difference comparedone with the other,
Also a book describinga motor and a dynamo, explaining which is
the magnet, ﬁelds, armature, etc., and explaining all technical
termsof electricity and ﬁttings. Also a book fully describinghow
to _ﬁx and install a lighting plant; showing how to ﬁx up {use
and how to run lights in series and
board,]switchboard,,ctc.;
paralle .
For theoreticalinstruction on all the points you mentionwe can
recommendTyson SeWell's “ Elements of Electrical Engineerin "
(53.4d. post free), and for a practicalguide to the ﬁtting up OFQ
lighting installation you could not do better than obtain~ourprac.
tical manual, “ Private House Electric Lighting"
(15_ 3d_ post
free).

The News of 'the Trade.
[The Editor will be pleasedto receive/or reviewunder this heading
samplesand particulars 0/ new tools. apparatus,and materials
/0r amateuruse. It must be understoodthat thesereviewsare
Iree expressions0/ Editorial opinion, no payment0/ any kind
being required or accepted. The Editor reservesthe right to
criticise 0r commendaccordingto the merits 0/ the goodssub
mitted,Or to abstain lrom insertinga rewrw m any casewhere
thegoodsare not
interestto his readers]
‘ Reviewsdistinguist0/ suﬂicienl
by an asterisk have beenbasedon actual
Editorial Inspection0/ thegoodsnoticed.

ﬂy 3.
TURNING SPHERBS.
[23,64s) Enlarging "The Model Engineer" Gas Engine.
1- B. (Rochdale) writes: I am thinking of making an Otto cycle
gas engine, to give 1} hp. 1 have got your drawing of an {-h.p
engine,Jan., 14th, 1906,and I would like to make mine similar,
but with two ﬂywhecb. Will you kindly give me the main di
IllellSl-nlh'?
Increase the bore and stroke speciﬁed for the " Mover. Ex
glxarn" gas engine, so as to make the volume three tunes as
great. Let the valves be as largeas spacepermits. Cylinder Walls
should be increased } in., the crank increased} in. diameter, and
the connecting rod increased 3-101hsdiameter.
Engine.
[23.050] Failure of Small Steam
C. McK.
(Dublin) writes: I have made a model steam engine, and when I
went to have .i run out of it, there was no sign of it starting, so I
dLsconnc-ctedthe piston from the Cl'us‘sllt‘llil,then I turned the
crankshaft round. and then the slide valve centre to the steam
Ports at each end the piston moved in and out. When the piston
l5 connectedto crossheadit Won't start. The steam passesaway
throughthe exhaust port, even when the ports are covered. Bohr
facesof slide valve and the faceof steamchest arejaced off a face
plate. It is a horizontal engine.

'The “ Setner " Lock.
Under the name of the " Setner” lock, one of the readersof
this journal, the Rev. E. A. Hackctt, has recently placed a very
ingenious idea on the market. The invention is intended to
prevent a lock being opened by a false key made from a wax
impression,or by any other key or implementother than the one
specially supplied for the purpose, and this desirable result is
obtained by the use of spring-controlled levers, actuated by a
centre-pin in the barrel of the key.
From our examination of
a sample lock and key we think that Mr. l-lnckr-tthas produced
a lock which offersa muchgreaterdegreeof safety than theordinary
connnercial article, and one which is worthy of the attention of
thosc to whom this extra security, at a small cost, is of service.
Sample “ Setncr " locks can be obtained from the Army and Navy
Storis, 105, Victoria Street, London, S.\\’.
Laboratory Equipment.
We have receivedfrom Mr. Robert W. Paul, New Southgaie,Lon
don, N., an interestinglittle booklet describingthe equipmentof a
modernelementaryelectrical laboratory. Mr. Paul points out the
desirability of making evenan elementarystudent familiar with the
best types of modern apparatus, and of teaching him the funda
mental principles of electrical work with such instruments rather
than with instruments of antiquated text-book pattern which
have no place.in the work the student will have to perform in his
after career. A range of inexpensiveinstruments suitable for an
elementary course is described, and a list of experimentswhich
can be performedwith this equipmentis given. To thoseengaged
in the teaching of electricity this little pamphlet should be of
special interest.
Model Aeroplanes and Materials.
A list of specialitiesfor those interestedin aviation in miniature
has reached us from Messrs. A. ]. Wright, Ltd., Lcyton Green
Road, London, NE. These include the requisite materials for
model building, such as wood, propellerblanks, ﬁnished propellers,
cane, fabric, wire, rubber, aluminium tube, etc; complete sets
Of parts for building model aeroplanes,and also finished machines
Of the various well-known types.
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The Editor’s Page.
WEEK

or two ago we gave a few particulars
of the career of M. Louis Paulhan which
showed that his brilliant success in the world
of aviation might be traced back to his ability and
enthusiasm as a model maker. We have been
interested to read in a recent issue of the Auto
molor journal another instance of fame and fortune
in a different sphere of industry, also arising from a
In a personal sketch in our contemporary
model.
of the Marquis de Dion, one of the best known
ﬁgures in the automobile world, it is related that
when buying some presents on one occasion he
came across a model steam engine which, by its
him very
design and accuracy of detail, impressed
On making enquiries, he learned that the
much.
maker was a M. Bouton, then a humble workman
The Count forthwith entered into
at Clignancourt.
maker of the model engine,
the
with
partnership
and from the combination inaugurated in this
interesting fashion arose the splendid works which
have produced the world-renowned De Dion
Bouton cars. The success achieved by M. Paulhan
and M. Bouton as the result of their abilities as
model makers should prove distinctly encouraging
to other followers of engineering in miniature.

A

interesting model aeroplane
Quite a number of
held during June and July
being
are
competitions
at the Crystal Palace, and for the beneﬁt of those
who would like to see or enter for the events we

give the following brief particulars I—June 29th:
July 6th:
Youths' longest ﬂight competition.
13th;
July
models.
for
competition
Steering
Youths' competition for models made by competi
July 20th: Competition for best all-round
tors.
July 27th: Longest ﬂight competition
model.
Youths' kite competi
(open to the world), and
tion. Entry forms and full particulars may be
obtained from Mr. W. H. Akehurst, 27, Victory
The competitions are being
Road, Wimbledon.
held under the auspices of the Kite and Model
Aeroplane Association, and entries for each event.
close on the previous Saturday.

Answers to Correspondents.
The following correspondents neglected to enclose
coupons with their Queries, which have therefore
been left unanswered :—l\'. C. (Leeds), A. J. F.
(Yarmouth), P. B. (Manchester), R. L. (Ports
mouth), and S. M. Y. (London, S.W.).
H. R. (Kilburn).—There is no age limit for students
If you bring the cyhnder up
in our Laboratory.
you can ﬁnish it under our instructor's personal
supervision.
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R. F. (Liverpool).—Yes,
you are quite right; at
least four cells in series would be required.
J. L. P. (Streatham).-—\Ve do not undertake repairs
in our Laboratory, but ydu can bring the coil
and repair it yourself under instruction.
R. L. (Leeds).—\Ve have an excellent handbook
"
“
on
now in the press.
It will
Electro-Plating
be ready in about a fortnight. _
A. V. H. (Canterbury).—Thank
you for your
appreciative remarks about our Query Depart
ment.
We quite agree with your views.
‘
"COMPOUND"
(Sefton Park).—-Please read rules
of Query Department.
H. A. (Buckley).-—Choose your College and get
advice there regarding course of study.
A. K. (Meadow's Green).-—The article you refer to
in our issue of May 19th last. Our
appeared
publishing department will forward you a copy
on receipt of 3d.

Notices.
The Editor invites correspondenceand original contributions on
all amateur mechanical and elecu’iml subjects. Mailer intended
for publication should be clearly written on one side of the paper
only, and should invariably bear the sender'sname and address. It
should be distinctly stated. when sending contributions, whch
remuneration is expectedor not, and all “55. should be accom
panied by a stampedaddressu‘lenvelopeix return in the even: of
rejection. Readers desiring to see the Editor personally can only
do so by making an appointmentin advance.
This journal will be sent post free to any address (or x3s. per
annum, payable in advance. Remittances should be made by
Postal Order.
Advertisementratesmay be had on application to the Advertise
ment Manager.
How ro ADDRESSLETTERS.
All correspondencerelating to the literary portion of the paper,
rice lists, tic" for review,to be addressed
and all newapparatusand
" The odel Engineer,"
26—29,Poppin's Court,
to Tim Eon-on,
Fleet Street, London, E.C.
‘Ls to be
de
All correspondencerelating to advertisements
“ and
The biodel Engi
addressedto Tu: ADVERTISEIINT Mum-ER,
neer," 26—29,Poppin's Court, Fleet Street, London, EC.
All subscriptions and correspondencerelating to sales of the
paper and books to be addressedto Percival Marshall 8: Co..
16—29,Poppin's Court, Fleet Street, London, EC.
Sole Agents for United Statw, Canada, and Mexico: Spon and
liberty Street, New York, USA, to whom
Chamberlain.
rzi,run thesecountriesshouldbe adds—ed.
all subscriptions
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Engine and Boiler.

Vertical

J.

By Rev.

SHORES.

There is no paint anywhere about either
box bed.
model vertical
The cylinder is lagged
the engine or the boiler.
engine
and boiler recently completed in
The copper boiler with 11
l
with polished copper.
my workshop. The engine was all machined
for me by Mr.
64ths-in. plate was
made to my order
James Mowatt, a
by
Mr. T. Good
turner, of Darling
hand, and
is;a
ton. The patterns
splendid
were made and the
of
piece
workmanship, test
polishing was done
ed
to
160 lbs. It is
The
myself.
by
20 ins. high and 10
cylinder has a bore
ins.
diameter,
of 1% ins., and a
with
one centre ﬂue and
2 ins.
stroke of
water-space round
The piston valve
ﬁrebox.
is 5-16ths-in. bore,
It has a
- riveted,
double
and has a travel of
seam
down the side.
5-16ths in. On the
A manhole is ﬁtted
piston are ﬁtted
with
four hard
brass
g u n - metal
bridge and
rings, each I-32nd
nut.
The boiler was sup
in. broad and 3
plied without ﬁt
in.
deep.
32nds
tings.
The cylinder of the
These were ob
piston valve has a.
tained chieﬂy from
jacket at each end,
Messrs.
with a number of
Bassett
Lowke 8: Co., and
small
holes all
were
round. These holes
put on by
Mr. Mowatt
form the ports. The
and
myself. The steam
jackets can be re
moved and replaced
gauge is the Schaf
fer ri-in.
when worn.
The
concen
tric one. The water
crankshaft is a steel
gauge is of Bassett
forging and mach
Lowke's heavy de
ined in one piece.
The ﬂywheel is
tachable type, with
diameter,
The
fin. glass.
8% ins.
boiler is ﬁtted with
with a rim
in.
"
”
a
Lowko
and 1} ins.
deep
injec
tor, which works
broad. All the cast
perfectly, ﬁlling the
ings are of a special
boiler rapidly and
gun-metal, with an
without
the least
extra blending of
AND
BOILER.
ENGINE
Snones’
MODEL
VERTICAL
REV.
trouble. It has +
J.
copper, which gives
in. steam and suc~
a very deep
and
tion pipes, and a 5-16ths-in. ‘ delivery pipe.
beautiful colour. Everything is polished, including
The
the spokes of the flywheel and the cast gun-metal
check valve has a ball and screw-down wheel.
The

HE illustration

represents

a

i

‘
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engine steampipe is 5-!6ths in., with angle valve.
Another 5»1(>ths-in. steam tap is placed on the top
of the boiler for supplying other models.
The
ﬁredoor is of copper, with steel bands.
The engine and boiler are mounted on a piece
of oak 1} ins. thick and 22§ ins. long by [4 ins.
wide. Around the bottom is a carved oak mould
ing and the top is covered with sheet brass I-r6th
in. thick. The chimney and ring of the boiler
The chimney is 2Q ins. dia
are brass castings.
meter at the bottom, and is 6} ins. high. The
boiler is very highly polished, and burnished by
myself. It is feared that not much detail 'will
be seen in the illustration.
It is very difﬁcult to
obtain a photograph of metals so highly polished,
though I had the services of an expert in this class
of work.
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vent the engine from clearing itself as it should do.
He asks if I can provide him with information show
" Clarendon "
ing the correct timing of the
engine,
so that he may verify the positions in his own case.
As it happens, I have by me a diagram of the valve
setting for this particular engine and it is repro
duced herewith.
If my correspondent takes this
as his guide and goes over the timing again, he will
be able to see very quickly where, if at all, he is
at fault,.
The “ Clarendon " motor bicycles were all ﬁtted
with Longuemare carburettors, whereas I note that
in this case a “ B. it B." has been ﬁtted.
It may

Motor Cycle Notes.
By

“

PHuzNix."

Overhauling leads to Overheating.
A correspondent writes asking my opinion as to
the overheating of his motor cycle engine subse
quent to a general overhaul. The machine is a
fairly old one—a 3 h.-p. “Clarendon"—and the
trouble is that it gets so hot after running a short
while, despite adequate lubrication,
that it is
impossible to bear the hand against the crankcase,
while the other usual symptoms of the generation
of undue heat manifest themselves after the machine
has covered a few miles.
The owner says he has
been overhauling the engine and is very emphatic
as to the correctitude of the valve lift, tappet
clearances,
cleanliness
of the piston and cylinder,
and the adequacy of the exhaust pipe and silencer

THE “GLARE

" ELECTRIC HEADLIGHT.

be that the jet proportion and adjustment of this
carburettoi' in relation to the engine is wrong, for
it is wonderful what a difference is wrought some
times by changing the pattern of carburettor, and
it might be as well to go into the matter of carbura
tion very carefully if it is found that the cause of
the overheating is not attributable to the timing.

Electric Headlights.
Acetylene gas lamps, no matter how well they
made or how expensive to purchase,
require
careful attention all the time if anything like per
manent satisfaction is to be derived from their use.
and we know that the average rider will not
give this, so that small wonder need be expressed
at the constant lamp failures of which we read
whenever any competition involving night riding
has taken place.
It is only then that the difﬁculty
of maintaining an adequate light by the aid of the
gas lamp comes prominently to the fore; but that
it is ever a problem with the motor cyclist and as
well the cause of much silent
profanity, everyone
who comes into touch with the subject is fully
(l)
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arrangements,
and he suggests that he may inad
vertently have set up the trouble by incorrectly
retiming the engine, not sufficiently to prevent it
from running at all, but in such measure as to
interfere with its cycle of movements and thus pre
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aware.
have had my own share of “lamp troubles,"
known many a promising ride com~
and have
pletely spoilt thereby, even though every care had
previously been given to both lamp and generator,
and every part of the illuminating apparatus ap
After trying
to be in ﬁrst-class order.
peared
practically all the well-known makes of acetylene
have come to the conclusion that
headlights,
nothing to touch
for all-round efficiency there
the electric lamp .
" Glare' electric
invested in a
Some time ago
headlight as manufactured and sold by Messrs.
am thoroughly delighted
Co., and
W. Greenwood
was told by some
with the results obtained from it.
of my friends that the light would not be sufficiently
am using
powerful for a fast motor cycle such as
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it upon, that

the metal ﬁlament would be con
stantly breaking, and that I should ﬁnd the frequent
I can.
recharging of the accumulator a nuisance.
however, say with honesty that none of these things
have come true in practice, and my friends‘ pro
phecies have been wholly falsiﬁed in consequence.
The lamp gives a most excellent light, quite suﬁi
ciently powerful for all ordinary needs ; the ﬁlament
has not once given the slightest trouble, and the
charging only requires to be done about once in
six weeks with a large amount of night riding.
I
have not had to touch any part of the set since I
ﬁtted it to the machine some considerable time since,
and the light has always been ready when wanted
without having to carry out any of the messy
operations associated with acetylene apparatus.
"
The “ Glare
set consists of headlight, accumu
lator, rubber-lined case made to clip on to the
frame for carrying the accumulator, and the
The headlight is carried by a
wiring.
necessary
ﬁtting designed so as to be instantly attached or
detached from the lamp bracket without the aid
of any tool. It is arranged to swivel at the forward
end so that the beam of light may be directed either
horizontally or vertically, thus enabling the user
to read with cleamess the directions of the sign
posts on the darkest nights without removing the
The ease with which the
lamp from the machine.
and the wide range of
lamp may be detached
movement afforded by the length of wiring make it
invaluable for inspection purposes, and the bulb is
capable of being screwed forwards and backwards
according to the focus required. The whole is
made as well as it is possible to make it, and I
have no hesitation whatever in recommending
those readers who have written me upon the sub
ject, and any others who dislike the acetylene
method of lighting, to invest in a "Glare" set
straightaway.

The Cost of Motor Cycling.

It will be remembered that in a recent issue I
endeavoured to deal with the above subject, which
to many of those who contemplate becoming motor
cyclists is one of the most important considerations
which arise.
As a result, I have been favoured
with a letter from a military reader which runs as
follows :—-“ After reading your Notes on the cost
of Motor Cycling appearing in the issue of May
26th, there is one point on which I should still like
some information, and that is, the time necessary
for cleaning the machine and keeping it in order.
I hear that a motor-car takes two hours a day to
clean. and there was an article in Punch some time
ago showing that the average speed of a car is about
three to four miles an hour when you have deducted
the time spent in tinkering, etc.”
I should be sorry to dispute any ﬁgures which
such an eminent authority on motor subjects as
Punch might put forward, but, despite anything
that may be said to the contrary, a well-made
motor cycle requires very little attention, as I
pointed out quite recently under the heading of
" Taking Care of
the Machine." A certain amount
of regular attention is, of course, necessary, as in
the case of all machinery, especially that operating
at a high speed; but in proportion to the results
obtained, that attention falls as but a light tax
upon the time and energies of those who give it.
As regards the cleaning of the machine, this is a
matter which the individual owner can alone decide.
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If the roads are muddy and the cycle is driven at a
fair speed over them, it naturally collects a fair
amount of dirt, and the scrupulous rider may not
like to take it out again until this has been removed.
Personally, however, I do not regard this as a
It is much more important that
necessity at all.
the exterior of the engine and other parts of the
mechanism be kept clean than that the enamelling
and plating should be constantly undergoing the
In average weather a general
burnishing process
clean up need not be indulged in except at infre
quent intervals. and even then there is no call to
spend as much as two hours upon it.
How to Align a Side car.
I often receive letters from readers complaining
in steering side car
of the difﬁculty experienced
combinations; also of the wear on the tyres being
very uneven—Le" more on one side of the tyre
than the other, and so on, all of which point to
the fact that the alignment of the bicycle in rela
It is
tion to the side car attachment is at fault.
in reality a very simple matter indeed to obtain
the most accurate alignment of the two component
When the bicycle and side
parts of the vehicle.
car have been connected up a tape or other measure
should be employed, and the distance between the
centre of the side car tyre and that of the rear
bicycle wheel ascertained both at the front and
back of the wheels; also the distance between the
tread centres of side car and front bicycle wheels.
If the measurements exactly, or very nearly, agree,
the alignment is perfect; but if there is a differ
ence of anything more than, say? 4}in. as a mini
mum, then steps must be taken to correct the fault.
As to how this may be done depends very much
upon the particular type of fastenings employed ; .
but, as in the majority of cases these are made
so as to be adjustable laterally as well as longi
tudinally, no difﬁculty usually arises on the point.
In cases where such means of adjustment are not
provided, it may be found possible to introduce a.
packing-piece where required between the lug ou
the side car and that on the bicycle frame, so that
the end at which the members
need to be taken
further apart can in this way be adjusted to suit
the other end.
When arranging these matters it
is necessary
that the motor bicycle shall be held
quite vertically upright and rest upon both of its
wheels, instead of having the rear wheel jacked up
off the ground.
Replies in Brief.

M. P. S. (Bedford).—-The advice you ask for is
really legal advice and your best plan would be to
consult a solicitor.
It is certainly necessary to
approach the authorities, when selling a motor
cycle, in reference to the registration.
“
" of the
L. B. H. (Kensington).——The
kicking
engine at starting is caused either by the fact of
the gear being rather higher than it should be, by
the spark being too far advanced, or starting on
a wrong mixture.
A little experiment in these
directions may lead to an improvement.
H. F. (Cardiff).——Everything you say points to
a fault in the ignition apparatus.
The misﬁring
may be due to faulty platinum points in the con
tact-breaker of the magneto, to the carbon brush
or its holder, the cable, or sparking plug. Over
haul each in turn and test the spark ﬁrst by means
of the cable itself, and then through the plug. The
carbon brush and holder should be removed and
carefully examined for cracks or broken parts.
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Model Aeroplane Notes.
By AEROPHILE.
One-Ounce Models.
One lives and learns. In the issue of Tim MonnL

ENGINEER for June 9th, I wrote that 410 yds. or
thereabouts was practically the maximum possible
distance for a 1-02. model aeroplane to fly, and I
further went on to say that 150 yds. was the most
I had heard of one of these machines covering.
It is a good thing for me that I said then that I
thought 300 yds. was practically possible, for
recently I saw two i-oz. models get within a
few feet of this distance.
The occasion was the
meeting of certain model makers and enthusiasts
who had organised
a 1-02. model sweepstakes,
June 12th being the clay which'hacl been selected
for running it off.
The most notable performers
were machines
belonging to Mr. Burge Webb and
Mr. W. G. Aston, respectively. As the weather
was not all it might be, and a change of venue
had been rendered necessary at the last minute,
it was decided to hold a smaller competition for
the nonce,
and postpone the more important
event.
Mr. Burge Webb proved the winner of
this with a ﬂight of just under 300 yds., Mr. Aston
was second with about 240 yds.
The latter gentle
man, after the competition was over, ascertained
that his machine had been ﬂying with a serious
fault, uncorrected because unnoticed. This re
sulted in his ﬂight being erratic in direction.
As soon as he had corrected the trouble—the
front elevating plane had been bent back a triﬂe
through striking a gorse busli with some violence—
Mr. Aston's machine made a ﬂight equal in length
to Mr. Burge \Nebb's, but there seems little doubt
it would have been considerably longer had the
little aeroplane not stuck in a. tree.
\Vhen it
was recovered
the screws ran for over 20 seconds,
or nearly a quarter of their total duration, so that
the flight might easily have been close upon 400
It is only fair to say that there was awind
yds.
blowing, but not a very powerful one, though
gusty. Mr. Burge \Vebb's machine had two pro
pellers—one at the front end of the fusellage and
one at the back, and they rotated in opposite
directions. Mr. Pointer also used the same ar
rangement, but Mr. Aston‘s machine was provided
with two propellers running in opposite directions
on the same centre and at the rear.
To this end
one of the propellers is ﬁxed to a tubular shaft
running on the solid shaft of the other propeller,
the former being driven by gearing.
Two separate
skeins of elastic were used.
I hope to be able to
illustrate both these notable machines in the next
issue.

Steam Driven Models.
I wonder if any 0 my readers have tried

r
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mental tandem
machine to ﬂy
formance being
machine was i5

biplane, the ﬁrst heavier-than-air
at all successfully, its best per—
a ﬂight of a mile and a half.
This
ft. across the wings, and its i-l-h.-p.
steam engine weighed
This was,
complete 7 lbs.
of course, a model much larger than most of my
readers are likely to require, but the beauty of
the steam engine is that it can be reduced suc
cessfully to almost any scale.
I can see no reason
at all why a good steam‘driven ﬂying model could
not be made to weigh as low as 3 lbs.
Of this,
Q 1b., possibly a shade less, if the workmanship
and design were irreproacliable, would be required
for the fusellage, landing chassis, and surfaces of
the machine, thus leaving 2§~ lbs. for the motor
and propeller. To sustain this weight a surface
of 5 sq. ft. would be ample, and if thrown into
biplane form—planes, say, 6 ft. by 10 ins—the
resulting machine would be quite reasonable in
Size.

A friend of mine has built a. steam'driven mono
plane, the total weight of which is 43} lbs, and it
has a surface
of just over 4 sq. ft. This little
machine has already demonstrated its ability to
rise from the ground after a run of about 20 ft.,
so that one of the dimensions I have suggested
should prove itself able to rise extremely easily.
Unfortunately, my friend's garden is quite a small
one, and as he has not made his machine totaketo
is
is
pieces—its spread
5 ft. something—he
The result
unable to -try it in a more open space.
is that the monoplane has never had a real chance
to show what it can do, as it has to be anchored
down with a string. However, it does ﬂy, and
ﬂy very well considering the conditions and the
ill-eliects of a large ornamental rockery from
which it frequently suﬁers.
Why I think there is such a future for a steam
driven model is because in my friend's case very
little has been done in the matter of cutting down
the weight of the power plant.
The engine is a.
single cylinder 1 in. by § in. ordinary slide-valve
Certain parts have either been
launch engine.
lightened or replaced with new ones, but still at
least another 25 per cent. of weight could come oﬁ
drives direct a I ft.
without doing any harm.
8 in. tractor screw,
having quite small blades
stuck at the end of long piano-wire arms.
Langley found that he obtained the best results
from a boiler consisting of a plain coil of tube,
through the centre of which went a blowlamp
This was, of course, nothing but a simple
ﬂame.
ﬂash boiler, and was fed by a direct-acting pump
attached to the engine shaft. I believe that for
model aeroplane work, however, nothing could be
better than a boiler of the Yarrow type, pro
ducing steam which can be moderately super
have
In my own model steam work
heated.
steam was
never found that highly superheated
successful
on a very small scale, as the diﬂiculty
of lubricating a very small engine adequately is
not easily overcome.
Then, too, soft soldered
joints will not stand up, and this makes the con
struction of a cheap engine almost impossible,
and certainly the use of screwed or faced joints

It

I

steam

driven model aerop anes.
Several people whom I
have spoken to recently have expressed the opinion
that this is a type of machine that ought to be
and I am certainly inclined to agree
encouraged,
with them.
It seems to me that a small steam
engine is quite suitable for model aeroplane work ;
indeed, more suitable perhaps than small petrol
engines, and I shall be surprised if this type of
motor does not soon ﬁgure pretty largely in this
connection. As for precedent,
the most notable
steam-driven model is Langley's original experi

and castings everywhere adds considerably to the
weight.
For the tubes of his Yarrow type boiler, my
steam
aeroplane friend has obtained something
tube made
absolutely ideal. This is some
antos-Dumont
specially for the radiators ofcopper
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Demoiselles,’ and is quite the ﬁnest gauge tube
have ever seen.
It is rather difﬁcult to obtain,
but in case readers are likely to be interested in
the matter and require some, I am at present
seeing if it can by any means be obtained in small
quantities in England.
The question of water supply is undoubtedly one
of the most difﬁcult that crop up for solution in
a steam aero-engine.
Personally, I am no believer
in the pressure tank idea (using compressed air),
and I don't see why a small plunger pump couldn't
be geared down oﬁ the crankshaft without absorbing
very much power.
Another system which might
be tried is that of a small auxiliary boiler consisting
of a plain cylinder of thin tube, and having only
one outlet, viz., a small tube at its lowest point.
A safety valve might be provided to blow ofi at
the pressure of the working boiler. When heated
this auxiliary boiler would simply squirt water
into the main boiler through a non-return valve.
Thus, when the supply of water in the main boiler
fell oﬁ, the pressure would also fall off, which
would allothhe auxiliary boiler to feed some in.
confess I have not tried this idea, but it seems
a. feasible one, and with certain modiﬁcations could,
I think, be made to work all right.
As regards the engine itself, this need be quite
a small affair having two double-acting cylinders
at most, though for ordinary work with a tolerably
heavy propeller one cylinder would be quite
I once built an engine out of thin steel
enough.
tube and steel plate, and it was a perfect marvel of
lightness, but to do a job like this properly one must
be an artist with the silver solder.
Unfortunately,
I was never able to weigh my little engine. Two
days after it was ﬁnished someone came to my
and admired
incontinently
it—and
workshop
" pinched it."
I eventually found out who it was,
but when I recovered my property—I had spent
the spare time of nearly a month on it—I realised
that mine was not an engine for rough use. Some
one had taken the cylinder and pinched it—and
the piston inside—oval.

I
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Workshop Notes and Notions.
[RMUS an invited to Contributesllmt practical firms for flux
tolunm, baud (m Hm! own workshop “Pawnee. .‘lcrrptnl
contributionswill b: paid [or on publitahon, if desired.anunl‘
mg to ment. All mall" unleaded[or this tolumn should I):
marked“ Wolucsuor " an Ill: mutopq

A Useful Centre.
By Capt. A. H. \V. NORGATE.
I found the centre, of which I give sketch (not
to scale), very useful in combination with a chuck.
It is intended for a. 3§-in. Drummond lathe. The
taking off and screwing on of a chuck 10 lbs. or
more in weight is occasionally rather tiresome, and
to obviate this—for some kind of work—~the centre
is intended.
Supposing you have ﬁnished with
your chucked work temporarily and wish to run
between centres, you simply slip in the
something
centre through hole in chuck and have one very
By using a carrier with the driving part
readily.
made at right angles, it will engage with any one of
the jaws and the work driven the same as with a
Carriers, as described, can be obtained
faceplate.
just as easily as the straight kind, and are far more
In faceplate work, they run into any of
handy.
the slots and the driving bolt is dispenscd
with.
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\Vhen you wish to revert to chuck work the centre

is easily removed with a tommy run through a.
hole as usually done; or, what I prefer, is to ﬂat
it to g in. to ﬁt spanner.
This centre has another
use, and that is for immediately truly centreing
the jaws of the chuck again if set independently
for the work in hand, as often occurs.
In this case

“‘

'3"

|
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A USEFUL CENTRE.
the jaws are run down so as to close on the middle
a 4-in. Whiton
I have drawn it for use in
portion.
'
combination chuck.

A Hint for Flat Filing.
By M. MAY.
The sketch shows a simple method of ﬁling ﬂat
evenly. The piece of work is centred
fairly truly and placed between the lathe centres,
which are adjusted so that the work swings freely,
It will be seen that the pressure
but without shake.
surfaces

of the tile automatically adjusts the work, and so
A piece of paper
the surfaces will always be even.
or sheet metal should be placed on the lathe bed
to catch the ﬁlings.

Restoring

Rusty and Tarnished
By H. ]. R.

Nickel.

The unsightliness of tarnished nickel can be
removed by plunging the article into a dilute solu
tion of cyanide of potassium, about 10 grains in
3 ozs. of water, afterward rinsing in clean water,
dipping in spirits of wine, and drying rapidly in
sawdust. Owing to the poisonous nature of the
cyanide, great care must be exercised in handling
it; on no account must this substance be allowed
to come into contact with scratches or some places
If the metal is greasy as well as
on the hands.
tarnished, it will need to be cleaned before applying
A good rinse in benzine will
the above solution.
If the articles
be found sufﬁcient for this purpose.
have been handled much it is safe to assume that
they are more or less greasy, and require cleaning
before using the cyanide.
If the surface is rusted, the case will not be quite
so simple,
but a method that often proves satis
factory is to use ﬁrst grease and then ammonia.
The grease is smeared on and left for a few days
when it is removed by rubbing with a soft rag
dipped in liquid ammonia. This may not remove
If
all the spots of rust on the ﬁrst application.
any remain they should be wetted with dilute
hydrochloric acid, which must be wiped off imme~
diately, and the article washed, dried, and polished
with rottenstone.
L

J
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Patterns for Water-cooled
Cylinders.
By T. D. GARSCADDEN.
0 do but scant justice to this increasingly

important subject, I have made a general
article of my reply to the query of a reader,
and trust that by enlarging somewhat on the
principles and economical limitations of moulding
(to which all pattern-making must be subservient)
to clear away some of the seeming difﬁculties of
this class of work. Moreover, a foreknowledge
on the designer's part of the very real difﬁculties
of the cylinder moulder would do much to modify
the details of a design in a way favourable to
inimical to
everyday moulding without being
efﬁciency. Strictly speaking, of course, there are
hardly any limitations to the moulder's art—given
But there are limits to exped
money.
enough
and many patterns are
iency —and purses;
sent to the foundry made in such a way that, if
it is possible at all to cast them with ordinary
tackle, they cost much more than they should do,
and nobody beneﬁts by the extra. Certainly, the
moulder doesn't.
Now, an engineer, above anyone, hates waste
of energy.
This castigation (truth has always an
element of castigation in it) applies also to pro
fessional pattern-makers, though not in a greater
degree, as an amateur might think, because the
professional dare not, if he would, give the draughts
man advice from his closer touch with moulding
matters.
In these days of specialised training the ﬁnished
article of the draughtsman is his drawing;
the
ﬁnished article of the pattern-maker is his pattern
to that drawing;
and the product of both of
them is often the exceedingly raw material with
which the moulder is expected to produce a complex
casting.
If he can, he does, and “ there's an end on't." If
he can't, he is deemed an indifferent moulder-and
it isn't fair. I hold no brief for the moulder; but
it is too much to expect of him to ﬁll all the bill
for the increasingly insistent demands of modern
On the other
engineering for tortuous castings.
hand, the enthusiastic amateur has a decided ad
vantage in that he is generally his own designer,
and has an interest in his conception right through
from the drawing to the ﬁnished article. Moreover,
he has only to have the ability to draw out his
ideas on paper (he has that, or he would not be an
enthusiastic amateur) ; a theoretical knowledge
of the limitations of ordinary jobbing moulding
conditions (I am trying to give him a little), and a
practical knowledge of woodworking tools (he can
“
get that by a study of
Simple Lessons in Pattern
making ") to be the whole three craftsmen rolled
into one, and, thus endowed, may become the real
pioneer of progress.
For, given a workable pattern,
no matter how intricate, an intelligent moulder
will surprise one with the result.
But he must get
his workable pattern. Obviously, it would not do
to take him an intricate drawing of an intricate
job and expect him to say how the pattern and core
boxes oughtto be made.
It is not his specialised
trade:
he cannot read
drawings. More's the
pity; but there you are, under present conditions—
and small blame to him. So that, taking it bye

i
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and large from what I have said, the interested
reader will realise that the primary question is, not
how to make the pattern and coreboxes for a
tortuous casting, but how can the moulder mould it P
On the practical answer to this question depends
the success or otherwise of many inventions which
”
are at present in the "ideal
Of course,
state.
"
many onthese good ideas" are fathered by wishes,
and many more are only prophetic visions of what
will be—when the ideas are carried out.
But it
is the carriersout of an idea who is the real inventor
and maker of progress—as justly held by the Patent
Oﬂice.
For instance, many might have wished. or
had an idea, to make a cooling tower, so to speak, of
FIG. r.~—FRoNr
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A B.

the steering wheel of a motor-car, which would at
the same time keep the driver's hands warm ; but
it was left to the real inventor to bring it to fruition,
simply because he was an expert moulder—and
thinker.
Having decided how the moulder can mould it
(there is generally only one practical way in this
class of work), then start to make the pattern and
coreboxcs in such a manner that he can "ram"
the sand with the greatest degree of uniformity
throughout, minimum of handling, and otherwise
spare no pains to help him towards a successful
casting, remembering always that he gets his cue
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from you.

The moulder occupies the paradoxical
not isolated) position of being master, minus
the ability to direct.

(but
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It would do to make the ﬂange solid, ﬁx the print
on it, and put an ordinary dowel pin through into
body from centre; but you could not be so assured
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Fro. 3.—SECTlON AT C D.
The making of a water-cooled cylinder
calls for considerable skill in an ordinary
case, but in models and small powers we have
an additional difﬁculty, inasmuch as the
cores, being so fragile, are awkward to handle
without breaking ; however, we shall see how
these difﬁculties may be overcome.
_
The casting wanted is shown in Figs. 1,
2, 3, and 4, and serves as-a very good ob
The hole marked X, I
ject-lesson indeed.
have added
myself for imperative reasons
which will appear later on.
Figs. 5, 6, and
7 show how the pattern is made and moulded.
By the way, the symbols of materials are the
same as used in "Simple Lessons in Pattern
making."
The making calls for no remark, except
that, as will be seen, it is made to mould in
an unconventional way—4.0., with the ﬂange
down.
Indeed, the making of the pattern
never is much trouble, in comparison to the
coreboxes, the pattern taking a subsidiary
place even in the moulding, and being
moulded just as the convenience of the cores
may demand, as in this instance. The part
ing line is ﬂush with top of ﬂange (Fig. 6),
horizontale until point G is reached. It then
roceeds at an angle up to top edge of pattern.
ertically from this line at all points allow a
little taper each way for "draught." This
method permits one, when the time comes for
assembling the cores, to perform this delicate
operation under the most favourabe condi
tions possible, by having free access to bottom
of mould.
The ﬂange is made loose, to facilitate the
withdrawal of the body of pattern ; this to be
contained in top moulding box until turned
“
over, when it can be
rapped," and so with
drawn cleanly. The ﬁange in this case being
round, the print is simply used as a dowel.
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to the moulder to suit a chance pattern, and if
was so in this case the pattern is made to suit either
way,a.nd he would have still more freedom to build
the cores, as one parting would be horizontal
all
round at top and the other at bottom of mould.
Obviously, the method here adopted of moulding
the bore of cylinder vertically would not always be
the practical way
the cylinder was to be cast all
in one piece; but, parenthetically, the querist's
method of design has much to recommend it from
several points of view, not the most obscure being
that of the moulder.
An example of a cylinder cast on its side will be
found in Nos. 265 and 267, Vol. XIV. So much
for the pattern.
Now for the coreboxes, which are the real core of
the trouble.
No.
corebox (Fig.
for the main
core.
Not much remains to be said about this,
over and above the explanatory drawing.
The
easiest and cleanest way
to build
up of several
thicknesses
cut out to the diﬁerent contours, as
shown.
Note the imprint formed by print pin.
This is to receive and hold No.
core at one end_
8)

,
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Should the ﬂange, however, be
of concentricity.
not round, or have protuberances, then two dowels
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would be required, or a running keyway the depth
of the ﬂange, if made as shown.
It will be evident that the method of making
the pattern is to secure a. stable foundation for
the cores, and the reason for making the ﬂange
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Coasnox.

View

FIG. 8.-—No.

r

i

Front” end

Cormaox.

is

The other end
supported in the imprint made
by comet print H on pattern.
Conbox—This could be made in one with
No.
2

is

is

it

is

loose
an important one from an amateur's point
of view, as he only wants " one oil."
It to enable the moulder to make in an ordinary
two-part moulding box—the two-part box being the
"
"
everyday
box, while the three or more
jobbing
part box
mostly used for special patterns, to which
they are made, and to turn out the work in quantity.
One of the latter may occasionally come in handy

june
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with No. r, but it would not be such a good plan. As
not much could be done with the casting if faulty
here, it behoves us to have the core cleanly cut and

well deﬁned, and this end is best attained by the
separate box shown in Fig. 9. The top part is
made removable, and kept in place by two dowel
pins, so that it can be lifted off to remove core when

it

is made.

Nos. 3 and 4 Coreboxes.—Each _box is composed
of two sides and two ends fastened together (Figs. 10
and 11). The two ends of each box are shaped
alike, to enable a thin piece of wood, called a

Seclz'on.

l

l

l

General Schema—Fig. 12 is a plan of bottom half
of mould, showing cores grouped, and ready for
“
closing," after the moulder ﬁlls up the imprint
made by the tail of comet print H with greensand.
Fig. I 3 is a section through the complete closed
mould along the line A B, ready to receive the
metal.
Now let us look at the why and the where
fore of the scheme.
Then No. 2 is inserted.
Core No. 1 is placed ﬁrst.
The meaning of the three different diameters in
core No. I will now become apparent.
Cores Nos. 3 and 4 are inserted into the circular

at CD

Set-Zion

0.?

Fic. IO.—COREBOX No.
" strickle,“

l

JK

Seclian at L/V.
FIG. IL—CORBBOX

3.

to scrape the edges, and so form the
inside of outer metal. Any protuberances or
excavations must be fastened on, or cut out of these
ends or sides, as shown at N and 0 respectively.
To form the outside of inner metal of cylinder
proper, pieces must be cut out to the shapes required
and fastened on to bottom boards, as shown in the
The boxes are also fastened temporarily
ﬁgures.
to these bottom boards by screws, as indicated;
so that when the cores are formed the screws can
be taken out, the_boxes lifted oﬂ, leaving the cores
ready to be withdrawn and put into the drying oven

No. 4.

or imprints thus formed for them, and are so
held together concentrically with core No. I. They
are glued together at the top joint P with core gum,
with which product the sand also composing such
fragile cores would be generously mixed. The
reasons
for additional hole X have now to be
stated.
They are three, put in order of importance :
First—To keep the water-jacket cores from
breaking and rising with the pressure of metal
welling up from below.
" vent" for the
Second—To provide
gases gener—
ated by the doubly-enclosed walls of metal.
slots

The Model Engineer
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Third—To effectually

clean

out the hard-baked

core.

It not utilised, it can be plugged up afterwards.
"Dodges" like the foregoing have always to
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Electric Clocks and a New
Design.

be

adopted in problem work, and each case calls for
And that is just where the
its own ingenuity.
readers of Tm: MODEL ENGINEER will shine.
Sour: "Donr's" FOR AMATEURS.
Don't ﬁle a pattern, but
Don't neglect to sandpaper; and, if you don't,
Don't neglect to varnish ; and, if you don't,
Don't neglect to rub down afterwards.

\ ._.\...
-,
'\'
'_'_\:\x-\~-\

and

By A. E. BREWERTON.
one
of the
most
interesting
branches of electrical engineering, from the
amateur's point of view, is the designing
and making of electric clocks, more especially so,
probably, as much ingenuity can be exercised in
departing from standard makes, and for those who
have inventive minds there is a great deal
of scope for useful originality: the nature
of the work also, as compared with model
making, places the amateur in a position
in which he is able tocompete with the
professional inventor without fear of ﬁnd
ing that, after completing any new idea,
some all-important law has been ignored.
There are two distinct systems upon
which clocks are worked electrically, the
ﬁrst in which each clock is independently
controlled by an electrical device.
With
this arrangement. however, the fact that
they have to be set right at intervals
greatly detracts from their advantages,
for, although it is possible for a clock of
this kind to go for several years, it cer
tainly will not keep accurate time for so
long a period.
The second system, which this article is
intended to describe, is known as the
" synchronous "
"
"
system — a
master
clock being used from which any number
of secondary clocks can be operated or
The master clock, which
synchronized.
can be driven electrically or mech
anically by means of a spring or
embodies
weights,
a device which
an electric circuit every
completes
minute or half minute, and by the
impulses thus caused
the other
clocks are operated.
Before entering into the con
structional details, it would prob
ably be useful to cite a few of the
most salient points which it is
necessary to observe before a satis
factory arrangement can be arrived

ROBABLY

at.

(I) The contacts which complete
the circuit in the master clock must
be absolutely certain in their ac
tion, and must not cause any fric
tion likely to retard the motion of
the clock, which they are likely to,
unless the clock be of a very power
ful make, or some pains be exer
Fro. r3.—SecrioN
or CLOSED MOULD AT A B.
cised in their design.
Don’t think the painting is for Art's sake: it is
(2) The secondary clocks should be noiseless in
their action, and if they are to be actuated only
for Utility's.
once every minute some device should be used to
Don't neglect to ﬁllet and round every corner not
retard the motion of the hands so that their
wanted sharp.
movement is as even as possible, instead of jumping
Don’t make dowels too good a ﬁt in their sockets :
from one minute to the next.
let them be easy, without appreciable play.
In the following design it has been assumed that
Don't have the average of the core sand less than
the reader would not require to make the whole
3-r6ths in. thick, unless you mean to mould
of the necessary clockwork parts, but rather to
yourself.
construct a ﬁtment applicable to any clock without
Don't employ brads anywhere, if screws are at all
alterations likely to be detrimental or expensive.
possible.
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An ordinary

American alarm clock, costing about
therefore been chosen to act as the
master clock from which the existing house clocks
are to be operated.
Upon examination it will be found that in any
clock, one of the wheels to which the second hand
is attached is geared to turn once every minute
this must be taken out and the spindle replaced
by one slightly longer, so that a threaded pro
jection may extend about 5-16ths in. beyond the
25. 6d., has

to advantage is the secondary clock.
clock, attached to the minute hand, is a
one turn every hour.
spindle which completes
To this a ratchet wheel, having 60 teeth, must be
ﬁxed (any retail clock-maker will have this wheel
cut for about 15.). It will then beseen that by dis
with all the other mechanism, including
pensing
the mainspring, but excepting the iz-to-r gear
controlling the hour hand, and by turning this
ratchet wheel one tooth every minute, correct time
impulses
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back plate to receive the contact-maker, which is
shown in Fig. 1.
This Contacl-Maker is of the mercurial type
(being practically frictionless), and consists
of a
box made up of ebonite walls ﬁxed to a brass ring
by means of Seccotine or Chatterton's compound.
This box contains a globule of mercury which
forms one contact, the other being a pin which
revolves with the centre brass bush inside the
ﬁxed box, and makes contact by passing through
the mercury once every minute.
Two terminals
are required outside the clock case—one being
insulated and attached to the brass connecting
strip soldered to the box; the other being merely
"
through the case, which is
earthed."
screwed
Great care should be taken to see that all the
parts are nicely ﬁtted, especially where the bearing
is formed on the central bush, so that no friction
occurs and also to prevent any mercury leaking

F Maui“.

mac-d

@\we“ NM

out if the clock be shaken ; it will also be noticed
that one end has to be put on when everything
is ﬁnished, and in place so that the pin and also
the mercury may be enclosed.
The Secondary
considered
the
Clocks—Having
a means
master clock and devised
whereby a
current of a few seconds duration can be obtained
every minute, the next step to use these electric

Fioamf. Z

H¢%m_°t
Wanda-r5 claik

indication will be obtained. Fig. 2 shows a general
view of this arrangement, and the whole of the
required parts.
The Motor illustrated in Figs. 3 and 4 consists
of a soft iron 8-shaped armature or core pivoted
in a magnetic ﬁeld, which is excited once every
minute by means of the two bobbins, which should
be wound with No. 26 S.\\’.(). single silk-covered
wire.
When the current is switched on and the
ﬁeld excited, the armature rotates through an
angle of about 60 degs., owing to its shape and
tendency to set in a straight line across the ﬁxed
poles, carrying with it the ratchet arm, giving it
an upward motion sufﬁcient to engage in the next
tooth of the ratchet wheel.
This arm, which is
pivoted eccentrically on a needle bearing,
is
supported between the iron armature and a brass
bridge, which serves also to receive the centre for
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the main bearing; the amount which it is out of
centre must, of course, depend upon the upward
motion required. For example, if a ratchet wheel
of ik-in. diameter be used, as shown in the sketch,
the pitch of the teeth will be about 17 per inch,
so that a motion of about i-izth of an inch is
necessary, and the arm would require to be not
quite 1-16th of an inch out of centre.
At the other end of the armature is attached a
rocking lever, having on one side an adjustable
counterweight, and on the other the plunger
of a dash-pot. This dash-pot, which is shown in
Fig. 5, is about half ﬁlled with glycerine, and
serves to retard the motion of the mechanism.
On the upward stroke the glycerine is free to ﬂow
through the plunger plate by way of the annular
space (shown darkened in the plan view), its passage
by the pressure formed by the
being accelerated
air above the plunger, the only air outlet being

june

30,
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obtaining a certain method of contact-making the
operation of the secondary clock is silent in its
“
"
time
element
action, and with the
above
described
the
minute hand
is moving
almost
continuously.

Lessons

from the Laboratory.

[The itemsappearingunder this headingan basedon red“ adually
done.and zzperinun's canizd out in THI MODEL Erwin!!!
Laboratoryand School0/ Mechanics]

Fitting Adjustable

Rest to (irindstone.
This shop tool has already been referred to in
“
in our issue of
Lessons from the Laboratory,"
May 19th last, where we described and illustrated
but, as this further
the addition of a drip-can;
addition involves an improvement in the mechanical
construction
of the same,
Ksﬁhgk'“we
which is of much importance
I
in its utility, we propose to
describe here its original con
struction
in some
detail.
Fig. 1 is a side elevation of
the stone (which is treadle
and
driven) and trough;
Fig. 2 a plan, projected from
the above, showing the two
an in the ﬂanges
slots
of
trough, the use of which will
be mentioned
further
on.
With the exception of the
Q
Figune
slots, the apparatus is shown
exactly as purchased. There
are two cast-iron frames b
and c, ﬂanged outwards at
the top to support the bear
ings, I'arrying between them,
against ﬁllets dd, a curved
plate of sheet iron as (shown
dotted also at I), which is
suitably jointed to the ﬁllets
and held in position by
cross-bolts (not shown)
to
form the watertight trough,
in which the stone revolves.
The ends u of this plate are
carried up, forming on one
FKsURl 5
side of the stone (the right
_
hand) a rest to support tools
Del-EM l- ?h-sf
when grinding, and on the
other a splasher to prevent
the water from being thrown
round the spindle, at the top of the pot; the
about. With the stone in its new condition, this per
result being that the upward motion is only re
manent form of rest is fairly satisfactory, but so
tarded sufficiently to soften its action.
soon as any appreciable wear renders it necessary to
When,
true up the wheel, the reduction in diameter will
however, the current is discontinued and the
result in a gap between the rest and the grinding sur
armature, otherwise free, tends to return to its
normal position the valve, which consists of a thin
face, which will go on increasing and ultimately render
the rest useless as such.
On this account we have
plate, closes against the pressure of the glycerine,
the only egress for which is then round the peri
designed and constructed a simple form of adjust
able rest to overcome the above difﬁculty, and also
phery of the plunger, so that the retrace motion
can be prolonged considerably, according to its
to obviate another point which will be well worth
diameter.
This plunger should be made in the
noting. To ensure correct angularity in cutting
ﬁrst place to exactly ﬁt the pot, and afterwards
edges of tools, it is advisable to practise on, and
reduced
in size until the retrace takes about 40
always maintain in adjustment suitable to one's
seconds, when the armature is weighted suﬂiciently
self, a stone, in which the angle between the cir
to obviate sticking, and to assure its returning to
cumference of the wheel and the top of rest remains
rest ready to receive the next impulse.
constant as the stone wears smaller.
Hence it
is necessary, as the stone reduces in diameter and
By this means it will be seen that as well as

June
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the rest follows it up, to lower the rest level some
To these ends we have constructed the
what.
apparatus—shown generally in Fig. 3, and in detail
in Fig. 4. The brackets (fully dimensioned in the
latter ﬁgure) are constructed, in the case of each
bracket. of two lengths of i-in. by 3-ioths-in. ﬂat
bar, made hot and bent to the form given, and
riveted together,
taking care that both brackets

Electrician.
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the original sheet-iron rest, so that it acts in some
catching 5011’“ of the water
degree as a splasher,
dropping from the rest and guiding it into the
trough.
Respecting the making of the slots in
the ﬂanges of trough, these were marked out and

FIG. I.

Flo.

3.

holes drilled through, corresponding to either ends
of same, after which the whole stone was mounted
against the shaperI as shown in Fig. 5. and the slots
were planed out from these clearance
holes.
The
method of holding the trough was with the heavy
down
to
the
shown
in
table,
cramp,
clearly
Fig. 5,

"-ll

JA
l

a_____
I I

match each other as to height and inclination when
These brackets are mounted over, and
riveted up.
secured by §~in. bolts through, the slots aa shown
in Fig. 2, and are thereby rendered adjustable in
The cross
the direction of following up the stone.
bar forming the rest, shown clearly in Fig. 3, and
at a in Fig. 4, is secured to the brackets by 5-16ths-in.
bolts passing through slots in the inclined uprights
of same.
This latter construction permits of the
It should
vertical adjustment mentioned above.
be noted that the top edge of rest-bar is chamfered
off between the brackets—to make this surface
best.
horizontal, which is generally considered
We have further bent out away from the stone

J..
it?

FIG

4.

and also by placing heavy weights (which may also
be seen) on the under frame of the trough to render
the job solid.
Of COurse, the whole apparatus had
to be moved to the opposite side (or nearer side)
of table to cut out the slot in the further ﬂange of
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trough. The feet were packed up with pieces of
plank to raise the work up within the range of the
tool, and there was further wood packing placed
under the flange of trough. The usual form of
shaping tool (a note respecting which will follow)
was not permissible, on account of restricted clear

Frc. 5.
ance, and a special backed-off tool was used,
which required careful manipulation in the matter
of feed.

Boring Holes in Slate Switchboards.

This is best done by the use of ordinary ﬁat
drills, as the wear and tear is too much for good
quality tools, such as twist or ﬂuted drills. Care
should be taken to note that the drill does not get
overheated, which it is likely to do if there be
stony pieces or veins of
present in the slate
metallic matter. For reamers, use pieces of steel
If the slate
ﬁled square and roughly tempered.
is fairly soft, drilling may be done quite easily with
a breast drill.

Chasers.

The faults in chasers are usually attributable to
the hob upon which they are cut. These faults, so
far as the hob is concerned, are six in number, viz. :
an irregular pitch; pitch
—a drunken thread;
uniform, but too coarse; pitch uniform, but too
ﬁne; thread too deep; and thread too shallow.
The ﬁrst fault has no appreciable ill-effect upon
the chaser, although it slightly deforms the shape
The
of the thread, but not sufﬁcient to matter.
second has the effect also of deforming the thread

and
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and if the irregularity is very marked
(a not very probable state of affairs) it may result
in a shallow thread and render the chaser useless.
Of course, the average pitch taken over, say, I in.
of length of the hob, must be accurate, when, by
the law of averages, it will result in a constant
The third fault is not very
pitch in the chaser.
common, but we have a suggestion for a remedy
which we will give after referring to the fourth
fault. The question of a crowded pitch or one too
ﬁne is fairly common. On no account use a chaser
which is out of pitch either way. To remedy a ﬁne
pitch in chasers we have adopted the following
with success: Make the chaser uniformly hot for
about r} ins. down from the end; hold it ﬂat on
the anvil, cutting face upward, and give one or
two blows with a heavy hand hammer on a set,
the centre of which should be held about Q in.
from the end of chaser, fairly in the centre of same,
Allow it to cool before
and ﬂat on the work.
Measure against a standard lap of same
measuring.
pitch or against a thread gauge. The teeth should
articulate with the gauge when held up and in
against daylight, through an eyeglass.
spected
To remedy a coarse pitch is rather more difﬁcult,
as it should be done on the edge of the chaser in
the same way, care being taken not to buckle it.
The ﬁfth fault can be remedied in the chaser by
softening it and taking off the tops of the teeth.
The sixth fault is hopeless, so far as the chaser is
concerned.
The only possible remedy is to soften
the hob and re-chase it with a standard chaser;
but this is only possible when the ﬂutes are cut
It should be remembered that faults in
spirally.
the pitch of hobs are generally to be attributed to
deformation in hardening, and care should be
Always cut
taken, in making hobs, to watch this.
a right-hand inside
on a left-hand hob,
chaser
otherwise the rake of the thread will be in the
wrong direction. Chasers should be cut with the
hob running fairly fast and the tool held on the
rest upside down;
that is, with the cutting face
down on the rest, then by giving a slight tilt upward
to the chaser the necessary backing off is given to
the teeth.
of the chaser,

Shaper Tools and Shaping Long Work.
The best form of tool for use with a shaping
machine is shown in side elevation in Fig. 6. It
is a cranked tool having the cutting point about
level with the bottom face of the shank, as in
dicated by the dotted line.
By the bottom face is
meant that surface of the shank which beds against
the surface of the tool holder.
The kind of tool
should not be confused with the one shown in
Fig. 7, which represents an ordinary cranked lathe
tool, and in which it will be seen that the cutting
point is brought up practically level with the
top of the shank, and in about the same position
relatively as if it were an ordinary straight tool.
It is found that the form shown in Fig. 6 obviates
the decided tendency which straight tools have
when used in a shaper of digging in when any
extra feed or cut is put on. The kind of tool can
be bought ready‘made for fairly heavy power
shapers, but it is more than probable that for light
hand shapers, such as used by amateurs, these
tools would have to be made. The arrow shown in
Fig. 8 indicates the direction of the cut.
Fig. 8 gives a hint relative to shaping long
narrow surfaces. Suppose there be a comparatively

June
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thin metal plate, about 8 ins. long, which needs to
parallel on either side to the
level of the dotted lines shown in the ﬁgure, and
that the shaper available will not plane more than
5 ins. long at maximum stroke. Mark off the work
be planed, or shaped
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Practical Letters from Our
Readers.

[The Edﬂar invites readersto ma)" us: 0/ this column for the lid!
ducussion o/ mallns 0/ Practical and mutual mkrrsl. Latins.
"my be signed with n nom-de-plume if desimi, bid the full
name and address0/ the smdn nus-r invariably be attached,
thoughno! neczsmn'lvfor PublKMiO'lJ

Model Speed~Boat.
To rm; EDITOR or The Model Engineer.

with the two lines scribed over chalk and dotted
out with the dot punch. Then ﬁle out two clearance
niches in the centre of the plate on either side,
level with these dotted lines, as shown at aa. Then
set up the plate on the machine vice so that one
dotted line corresponds end for end with the
scribing block on the table of the machine, as usual,
and shape one-half of the plate up to the clearance 11,
which will only require about 4§-in. stroke. The
tool is indicated doing this. Then turn the plate
end for end, and setting the planed portion level,

DEAR SIR,—Incubus
thanks you very much
for the beautiful medal and certiﬁcate which you
have so kindly sent her, and of which she is in
ordinately proud. She has asked me to thank you
for your “ hearty congratulations,"
and is im
mensely surprised and pleased to think that any
thing she has done should have brought her such a
delightful compliment as that paid her by Mr.
Tysoe.
From what she has overheard her skipper
say, she is afraid the captains of the new Incubr'
ﬂeet will not have a very happy time while they are
aﬂoat.
I regret very much the delay in sending
the particulars, but I am trying to get a good photo
graph of the boat at full speed close up; but so far
my friend in charge of the camera has not informed
me that he has succeeded in catching her, although
we have had her out several times for that purpose.
I should like to express my high appreciation of Mr.
Yacua's article. If he can manage to hold on at
the same high level till he gets to the end of his pro
peller, we ought to be on the high road to 30 miles
an hour.
I should be very much obliged if Mr.
Yacua would give us the following information :—
What he considers the probable speed limit
(r)
of a 5-ft. wave-line boat ? (2) How he proposes a
water-line boat to keep to her lines?
If she is
driven beyond her wave-line speed, she will alter
her trim or her displacement.
Should the. body
still immersed conform to wave-line displacement
suitable to the increased speed?
If so, there is
yet something for designers to work at and puzzle
out—Yours truly,
HERBERT TEAGUE.

Three Interesting American Models.
To THE EDITOR OF The Model Engineer.
DEAR SiR,~—l

am sending
you photographs of
steam engines, which I had the mis
fortune to make before
became acquainted with
THE Mom-:1. ENGINEER.
I will concede that the
photographs might be better, the workmanship
might be better, but the running qualities are very
satisfactory.
Any information
regarding these
models will be cheerfully furnished, but
will not
at the present time go into a detailed description,
as there is nothing of unusual interest about them,
except the peculiarities common to American
three

model

I

I

using the scribing block as a surface gauge; do
the other half in the same way. The other side of
the plate may be shaped in the same manner, only
in this case the planed side has to be bedded on to
parallel strips, and the setting up with the scribing
block becomes unnecessary.
This method of planing
a comparatively long surface is quicker and less
tedious than doing it with a short stroke, and
long traverse across the plate, especially when
using a hand-driven tool.

practice.
The locomotive is a rr-Ioths in. scale model 3} ins.
“
home made," except for
gauge, and is entirely
the rough castings for the wheels,
which were
made out.
The cylinders are i in. by IQ ins.
drivers, 4} ins. ; truck or bogie wheels on engine and
tender are r} ins. ; engine wheels are on laminated
The tender wheels are
springs with equalisers.
ﬁtted to what is termed the “ diamond frame " truck
with spiral springs.
This engine, being American,
has an electric headlight, and is ﬁtted with the
Gould automatic coupler, both front and back,
with spring draft gear.
The boiler is the usual
locomotive straight top ﬁre-tube type, and burns
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charcoaL
boiler at

Steam pressure, 50 lbs. per sq. in.
The
time photograph was taken had no

l

lagging.

The safety valve may be of interest to your
"
"
pop valve in miniature
it opens to full capacity

readers, inasmuch as it is a
'and its action is perfect;

l
I

and

Electrician.

on the instant the pressure limit is reached, anal
closes just as quickly on a reduction of 4 or 5 lbs.
I meant to say in regard to the coupler belorementioned, that its - action is entirely automatic

‘~.

l
‘
l

30, 1910.

The traction engine
does not show up very
well, on account of the light striking
across
the ﬁre-box.
This boiler is of the usual locomo
tive type, has asbestos lagging, and is enamelled
black.

The engine

AN AMERICAN TYPE MODEL LOCOMOTIVE,
l
\

June

is a double-cylindered,

I§

diam. by

35-1» GAUGE.

2 ins. stroke.
Link motion reverse, and runs about
900 per min., it is entirely home-made, and has a
draw-bar pull of about 30 lbs.
The ﬁre engine (not to exact scale) seems inzthe

1.

A TWO-CYLINDER MODEL
and selHocking—yon just run the engine up against
the car, and it is fast, and will stay so until the
-coupler pin is raised by the cross lever.

TRACTION

Exams.

I assure
picture to stand a little out of plumb.
you it does not always stand that way. This is
a very simple model, and although it looks large,
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it is in reality the
I I ins. long, and 8

smallest one of the three, being “
ins. to top of stack.
The engine
is a duplex, double-acting steam pump cylinders,
in. by 1} in. stroke. This same pump
§ in. by
is arranged to feed the boiler. This pump, so far
as know, is out of the ordinary in model engineering,
but is very easily made.
Full description will
be
furnished to anyone desirous
of
making

l

i

I

same.

The wheels are made of white pine turned to
shape in one piece, the spokes are cut with a ﬁne
saw, and where the grain of the wood crosses the
spoke at right angles, it is cut out, and a straight
The tyres
grained spoke inserted in its place.
are brass, and the hubs are hushed
with brass
tubing, I ﬁnd this a simple way to make a small
wheel, and it is also very efﬁcient.
In conclusion, I would say that all boiler
ﬁttings, valves, steam gauges, whistles, and other
tools
were
made
appliances
by
myself with

A MODEL
that
myself.
“

for

the

most

part

D

were

also

made

STEAM
by

There is nothing new under the sun," and I
am well aware that a description of models similar
to these may have
in THE MODEL
appeared
ENGINEER before.
But I have an engine, now
making that I think is somewhat new, and that
is an actual working steam engine, running under
its own steam, and supplied from boiler in the
usual way, but without lamp or ﬁre of any des
en
cription; so take heart all ye model engine
thusiasts,
who are afraid of the fire risk, for you
may yet be able to knock your steam plant over
on the parlour carpet, or take it to bed with you,
with never a fear from ﬁre—Very truly,
CHARLES L. GROVER.
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The Society of Model Engineers.
[Reports a! mating; should be sent Mike office: a! THE Mon!!
ENGINIIR 101th drlay, and will be inserted in any par
ticular issue {I man-rd a clear nine days beforeits usual
o! publicalionJ

M

London.

Vrsrrs.-—On Saturday afternoon, July 9th, a
visit will be made to the extensive works and
Water
station of the
pumping
Metropolitan
Board at Hampton.
Train will be taken from
\Vaterloo (L. & S.W. Rly.) at 2.35, and the works
will be reached about 3.30. The works are situate
on the banks of the Thames, and a very enjoyable
afternoon should be spent.
Early notiﬁcation of
intention to be present is requested so that cheap
tickets may be arranged for if possible—Thursday,
July 28th, annual all-day visit to G.W.Rly. works
at Swindon.
There are still a few vacant places
in the party ; special return rail fare 8s. rd., which

FIRE

ENGINE

should be sent when booking a place in the party.—
HERBERT G. RIDDLE, Secretary, 37, Minard Road,
Hither Green, S.E.

Provincial

Societies.

next meeting will be held
White Horse." Congreve Street, on \Ved
Mem
nesday, July 6th, commencing at 7.30 p.m.
bers having anything of interest are invited to
If any little difﬁculties arise during
bring same.
model making, they are
the course of members'
to bring their jobs forward, when no
requested
doubt they may obtain some information on how
to overcome them.

Blrmlngham.—The
"

at the

p
018

The Model Engineer

Dunno—As previously announced, an outing
has been arranged for Saturday afternoon, July
16th, to \Vorcester by rail, thence by steamer to
Holt Fleet—Full information can be obtained
from the Hon. Sec., C. H. HAWKESFORD, 132,
Boscombe Road, Greet Hill, Birmingham.
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Difficulty.
[23.215] Electric Bell Wiring
PLEXED" (Masham) writes: I enclose herewith a rough sketch
(not reproduced)of a bell installation consisting of a largeindicator
and boll—but I only show four of the eight holes wired. This
part, I may say, is the original installation and has been working
all right for some years, and I take it that it is wired somewhat
as per sketch. Recently I had to fix the two extension bells with
2-way switch as shown on left-hand, either of which to ring from

Queries and Replies.
[Attention is especiallydirectedto thevarious conditionsgivenbelow,
and no noticewill be taken 0/ Queries not complyingwith the
directions therein stated. Letters containing Queriesmust be
marked on the top le/t-hand corner 0/ the envelope“Query
Department." No communicationsbut those relating to the
Queriesshouldbeenclosedin thesomeenvelope.
Querieson subjectswithin thescope0/ this column are repliedto by
905'.free0/ charge,underthe/olloimngconditions:—-(1) Queries
dealingwith distinctsubjectsshouldbewrittenon diﬁerentsheets,
on oneside 0/ thepaperonly, and thesender'snarneuusr bein
scribed on the back.
(2) Queries should be accorntmnied,
whereverpossible,with lully dimensionedsketches,and corre
to keepa copy 0/ their Queries/or
Sfmndenlsare recommended
reference. (3) A stampedaddressedenvelope(not post-card)
should invariably be enclosed,and also a "Queries and Replies
CouPon" cul out from the advertisementpage: 0/ the currenl
issue. (4) Querim will be answeredas early as possiblea/ter
recabl. (5)Querieswhich,in theopiniono,‘lthdilor, are beyond
thelegitimatescope0/ this column will either be returnedto the
senderwith a notiﬁcationto thateﬁect,or will be re/erredto Tax
Moon. Enciuua Laboralory,whencea leewill bequoted/or sup
plying thedesiredinformationor drawings. (6) Queriesrelating
to enquiries which have beenreplied to at some Previousdate
mus! be accompaniedby a copy 0/ the original query,together
with our reply to same. Both the date 0/ such previousquery
and thenumber0/ our reply mustalso begiven. (7) All Queries
should be addressedto The Editor, Tar: Monti. EIGINIII,
26-29, Poppin's Court,Fled Street,London, E.C.]
TM
are selected
/rom the Querieswhich havebeenroplid lo
follo'is'ng
rece y:—
[96] Beginning Wireless
J. V. S. (Clapham
Telegraglhy.
irror an apparatus for
Parkhwritcs: Having seenin the Daily
receiving wirelessmessages,1 wish to construct a small receiver.
Could you advise me upon a book which would explain thoroughly
the construction of such a station? You' will understand that I
haVe never before had anything to do with wireless, but wish to
take it up now on a small SCalc.
"
_SecHowgrave~Graham’s Wireless Telvgra h for Amateurs,"
price 25. 3d.
t tree. Also back volumes oi)'lymsMoon. ENGI
xeza, Which ave contained a good deal on the subject.
[85] Charging from Mains, A. W. M. (Plumstead)writes:
in Sides to
(I) If I connected two zo-amp. 4-volt accumulators
main fuse and ran thirteen zr5~volt55-watt “ Osram " lamps each
taking -3 amp. (bare), shall I risk blowing fuse which is intended
to carry current for the thirteen (total number used) lamps?
(2) I proposeto put fuse wire under terminals of an ada ter, and
fix it into lampholder when accumulators are taken 0 charge,
Would this answi-r? (3) If I find that the two accumulators in
series lower the light too much, shall I do right by joining in
arallel. In referenceto adapter I intended to insert it as a fuse
it so that the circuit would not be broken if the accumulators
were off.
(i) If your lighting mains are at 220 volt; (we have somerecol
lection that they are) therewill not be any dangereither of blowing
the fuse or hurting the lamps. (2) It appearsyou would be short
circultiug the lampholder, which is absurd. \Vhy do you wish,
when the current is cut 03 from accumulators, to obviate having
the circuit broken? This is the most desirable state of aﬁairs.
You could, Certainly, close the circuit again through a wire, pro
vided the wire is of sufﬁcient resistancenot to pass too great a
current for the circuit’s fuse. But this would be wasting current.
If you simply joined a pieceof fuse wire across the terminals,you
Wouldget lire-Works. (3) Yes.
F. P. (St. Lvouards-on-Sua)
[93] Lightning Conductors.
writes: I am thinking of fitting a lightning conductor to a house,
only I am not quite sure of the proper way of ﬁtting, so I have
written to ask you. (i) What size wm: do you think would be.best
in the conductor? (2) In l‘urryini,’the win- to earth, should the
wrru b: insulated from the building? (3) How far down should
the wire be buried in the earth? (4) 15it always best to let the
conductor run to a well ?
(i) It is usual to employ special tape or rop», either of copper
or galvanised iron. The Gvneral Electric Company. 71, Queen
Victoria Street, E.C., would recommend and supply a suitable
conductor if ou gave them an idea of the Sill; of house.and pro
posedmethml’of wiring. (2) N0. (3) Three feet or so is enough.
(4) Yes. The desirablething is to have the plate in contact With
material of good conductingprop:rtics, givuig sati fictory connec
tion to the mass of (he i'Al'Ih. For this reason damp ground is
always desirable for sinking the plate in.
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push No. 1, according to position of switch, also at the some time
to ring and indicate on large indicator A. I have wind it as
shown, bringing the wires without any joints, direct into the bell
and indicator reschtivcly, and it rings all right and works well
from ush N0. 1. But what I want you to tell me is, why bell B
shou ring or be at all atlectcd,if either Nos. 2, 3 or 4 if" pushed?
I haveexaminedthe insulation, which is new wire, and find nothing
to account for this strange freak, and, as a matter of fact, this
latest pair of wires do not comethe sameway as the others leading
to the large indicator and bell till they get within a few feet
of it. I should be glad if you can suggestthe cause of this strange
behaviour.
"
The behaviour is not " strange and the eﬂect cannot be called
"
a freak." The causeis made plain by a study of your diagram.
The wires from the four pushesare connectedon one side of the
pushes by the common battery wire, and are connected also on
the other side of the pushes by the indicator return wire. So
that, when analysed, your somewhat complex-looking diagram

tic——

<8

.

<3l

6

F192.

is found to representsimply this: four pushes(each with indicator
magnetin series)are bunched in parallel; this bunch is connected
in series with battery and bell A; then the extension set. bells
and switch, are connectedin parallel with bell A._ The diagram
can be simpliﬁed thus. It is now obvious that it matters not
to which of the indicator terminals you connect the win.- from
extensionswitch. All these terminalsare inter-connectedthrough
the magnetcoil and retum wire, so that whichever one you choose
for receiving the wire from extension switch, the result will be
the same,viz., if one of B bells is switched in, then when current
flows through ball A in main circuit, it must ﬂow also through
bell B in the parallel circuit. If the extension circuit is to work

_
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solely from push I, then it must be inserted between that push
and its indicator tenninal. Fig. 2 shows how to arrange the
Wiring.
An additional cell may be l’vqllll'i-(l to get good results
{r-iiii thr two bills in series. Short-Circuit the contmt-brcaki'rs
"
B_ and let bell A do the requisite inakc-and-brcak"
gt
or 'Til‘llli
.1 .
"
“
ORAEFA
[23.54'il Repairing Nose of Lathe Headatock.
(South
Siliclils) writes: I have a siiiglugi-ar lath» headstock,
é-m. centre, of which the thread of thc nose is broken, and am
di-sirii'ig to make a new spindle. l have a back-gear hi-adsluCk
on Uh; sonic lathe and can do the plain turning neCi-ssary,but the
thread of the nose is my difﬁculty. Will it be satisfactory if 1 do
the turning first and get the thread out by stock. and dies“? If
not, is there any method by which the thread may be cut other
wise?
“fill a {-in. Whitworth now: be strong enough? The

/

;
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of to) iron core, (17)gauge and amount of wiri' required? I have
tivo inti-rruptere—oni~of the plunger type. actuated by a motor.
and one of tho rotary type (ill'TCllry). Conch-useras given by
Mr. Pike. (2) I am told that there do exist instrunniits which
will indicate the presenceof iron in the earth. The instrument
is simply carried in the hillid and will directly give notice as soon
aSiron strata are p3>54'(l.(a) Do theyreallyexist ? (b) Could you
give me the principle on which they work?
(c) Could you
give me an addri-ssfrom which I could get information ? (d) Do
you think it will be possibleto use this instrument on board ship
(I nli'illl a boat solely constructedof wood) to indicate the presence
of lruil obji-cts at a dcpth of 2 or 3 hthoms?
This is a matter for experiment. T he new iron core should be
of samedimensionsas the present one. but Wound with wire of
somewhatllllt'l' gringothan the presentwinding. Usea gaugewhich
will enable you to have one more layer than thenumber which you
have at present. Your breakmust run at high speedto work direct
with ioo volts pressure. You may find it iieccssziryto alter the
coiid.-iiscr. Another way of working with 100volts is to use the
coil .1th prcscnt wound, but Worked as a shunt, to a resistance
Connectedto your dynamo (as sketch). By this means you will
work your coil without alteringthe primary. The resistanceshould
be able to carry about 10 to :5 anipcrcs,and have about 6 ohms
value. About 6 lbs. No. 14 gaugeGermansilver bare wire wound
on to coils and stretchedupon a metal frame on insulatorswould
probably give good results. The resistance remains in circuit
whilst the coil is at work; by connecting the arms A A at a dis
tance apart you direct current to the coil; the greaterthe distance
apart the greaterwill be the voltageapplied to the coil.
Adjust
theresistanceby trial until bestresultsareobtained. The smallregu
lating resistanceis usedas a tine adjustment,and placednearto the
coil for convenience. The mainresistancewill veof! a considerable
amount oi heat, and is more conveniently p accd away from the
Coil. You will probably find less sparking in this method than
working direct from thedynamo,unlessthelatter is a largemachine
supplying current to a general installation as well. A few yards
oi the Germansilver wire, or someof No. 16 gaugewill do for the
small resistance. (2) We believethis has been accomplishedby a
kind of telephoneapparatus. If you have accessto electrical or
scientiﬁcjournals we think you will ﬁnd some information on the
subject a iew years back. There is an instrument usedin sub
marine cablework which is towedalong the bottom of the sea; it
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mandri-l is to be hardened and then ground in the hard stwl
conical collar. What kind of steel will be wanted? Any other
hints will be welcome.
Use mild steel and case-hardenthe conesand back centre cone.
If you have a taperhole in the noseit is a good plan to case-harden
the surface, though this is not necessary. We advise ou to make
nose } in. diameter. Screwing with stocks and dies is not likely
to be satisfactor . Start the thread with the dies so as to obtain
a true start, an ﬁnish it by meansof a hand chaser which may
be obtained for a small sum at a tool dealers. Yellow prussiate
of potash may be used for hardening; heat to bright red and rub
the parts to be hardenedin powderedprossiate,also sprinkle some
over the surface, then plunge vertically into centreof pail of water
which has been stirred to form a whirlpool.
Depth oi Fin in Model Yacht.
H. T.
[95] Curtniiin
have a IO-l'iltt‘i'yacht with a total draught of
(Barking) writes:
is
been
made
which
much
lake
has
nearer
the
ins.
A
than
9}
one I sail on. This, howevu, is shallow, being only about 7 ins.
lessin someplaces. I want to know, would I affect
deep—perhnfps
the sailing o the boat if I cut the fins so as to make the draught
about 6 ins.? How would the best way be to make up for lost
She is 43 ins. on W.L. and carries 1,300odd sq. ins.
stability?
of sail, and fins are about 4 ins. wide. The lake in question is
rather open.
The boat will lose a little stability if you reduce the draught to
6 ins. The best way to counteract this will be to keep the fittings
and spars as light as possible. If shehas a wood mast, you might
ﬁt an aluminium one obtainable from Mr. R. P. Kitchingman,
109,Carlton Road, LOWestoft. If. after reducing thi- wi-ight of
everything as much as possible, it is found that the boat will
not carry her sail, either the sail area must be reduced or a little
morelead added.
G. W. (Heaton) writes:
[28] Dynamo's Failure to Excite.
l have in my possessiona small shunt-wound dynamo which
reques to generate. I think this is due to the fact that the fieldmagnet does not appear to bc magnetised. I understand that
when a machine is nrst run as a d 'namo it should be Separatcl
f
excited irom an accumulator or battery. Is this correct?
50,how should I connect the above-mcntioncddynamo to run it
Separatelyexcited ? How long is it necessaryto run a small machine so aratcly excited in order to thoroughly magnutise the
field?
t baa beensuggestedto me to run the motor for an hour
or two and th-.-ntry it as a dynamo. Would this magiii-tise the
ﬁeld? The dynamo appearsto be all right in other respects.
Yes, if machinedoesnot build up without it, externalmagnetising
Currentshould be applied. But it is a quite <iinplcmattrr lo ningas
netise the field, and does not necessitaterunning the machine
a motor for " an hour or two." See the last chapter in " Small
Dynamosand Motors," 7d. post free,which givesfull advice suited
to a case like yours.
for Coil: Iron-Findin
[23.352] Shunted Resistance
V. N. S. (den Holder, Holland) writes: (I)
Instruments.
havea large induction coil constructed to the specificationof Mr.
J. Pike. The secondaryConsistsof :2 lbs. No. 40 S.W.G., wound
In 50 double sections. Now, I had primary coil for low-tension
battery, but wish now to convert it into one for direct coupling
to rio-volt dynamo, but preScrving the existing primary bobbin
for battery use. I may say that the voltage at interrupter may
Varybetween90 and :00 volts. The ebonite tube is :1 ins. inside
diameter,:6 ins. long. Could you give me the best dimensions
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is used to ﬁnd cable, and is a kind of teli-phone. When the instru
ment approachesiron or steela noise takes place in a telephone
receiverheld by a drum on the ship and connecth to the instru
ment. As the cablesare sheathedwith iron or steel they can thus
be found by this instrument. It is made and used by Messrs.
SiemensBros. 8: Co., the well-known cable makers of Woolwich,
Kent, England. It you will write to them, probably they will
give particulars and a quotation.
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The News of the Trade.
'

Ra'i'ar's dish'nguishedby an aslrrisk have been basedon actual
Editorial I nsptclion 0/ Ike goodsnoticed.

‘ A Compact Soldering Iron.
We have receiveda sampleof a new soldering iron from Messrs.
Neville, Williams & Co., 80A, Southwark Street, 8.13.,the pro
prietors of the well-known “Tinol” solder. The novelty lies in
the fact that the handle of the iron is made in telescopicform, ex
tending from 5 ins. when closed to :2 ins. when fully drawn out.
The sampleis very well made,and is of a size which should bewell
suited to the requirementsof modelengineers. We are pleasedto
note that it is of British manuiacture.

The Model Engineer and

The Editor’s Page.

A

CORRESPONDE;

I‘
who
himself
signs
" Interested," writing
from Holyhezid, says :
“
I Saw in the current issue of the Field
an account of the model yacht races for the Halley
Stewart Cup, at Greenock, on June 4th.
Do
you not think that if a few more accounts of this
kind were published it would go far to introduce
the sport to the public ? If the public saw accounts
of different meetings, perhaps some of them would
be tempted
to see the sport for themselves,
and
afterwards take part in the races with a yacht of
their own making. Model yachting enthusiasts
have one amongst them who has gone as far as
editing a handbook on the subject of Model Yacht
I refer to Mr. G. Colman Green, of the Norfolk
ing.
His splendid eﬂort did much
and Norwich M.Y.C.
to introduce the sport to the public.
I should very
much like to see more paragraphs in the papers
relating to and giving information of the various
Model Yacht Clubs."
C

i

Q

We agree with our correspondent that the more
publicity a sport or.hobby receives, the greater
the number of people who are likely to become
interested in that hobby in a practical way, and
we hope that the secretaries
of both model yacht
and steamer clubs and model engineering societies
will follow up the hint, and see that reports of
their doings are regularly sent to their local papers,
and to any other journals whose readers may pos—
sibly furnish recruits to their ranks. We know
that some secretaries are very energetic in this
way, from the various copies of, and cuttings
from, local newspapers which we from time to time
but we think that more might be done
receive,
in this way.
The Editor of a local newspaper is
generally glad to receive particulars of forth
coming events which are likely to be of public
interest, and also to have short readable accounts
The infor
of the results when the racing is over.
mation as to coming ﬁxtures must, however, be
sent in in good time beforehand, and the results
forwarded directly the event is over.
We are pleased to hear that twelve names have
of the
received
of prospective members
been
proposed Model Engineers' Society at Ilford.
An informal meeting was held on June 16th, at
which eight attended, and it was decided, in view
of the holiday season, not to make any formal
arrangements until about the beginning of Septem
ber.
In the meantime Mr. \V. F. Manley, r8,
Haslemere Road, Seven Kings, hopes to hear from
other model engineers in this district who have
not yet communicated with him.
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“'e are asked to notify readers residing in Bedford
and the surrounding districts that Mr. J. Macneill,
24, Bromham Road, Bedford, will be pleased to
hear from any who are interested in model engineer
ing and yachting matters, with a view to forming
a Society in that town.
Answers to Correspondents.
R. D. (Barnes).—Call on Mr. H. G. Kingston, of
Tokenhouse Yard, High Street, Putney.
J. H. S. (Parnell, Auckland).—-Besides not giving
sufficient data of motors, you fail to comply
with rules.
W. W. B. (Lowestoft).-—Thank you for your post
card. We hope the track will be a success.
B. J. (Belford).—-You will ﬁnd the series of articles
in the present volume. Please consult the Index
to the contents of same, given with this issue.
R. K. (Wood Green).—We do not think it worth
Gas
your while attempting to convert to petrol.
is more satisfactory in many ways, and is just
as cheap.

Notices.
The Editor invites corres dencc and original Contdbulious on
all amateur mechanical an electrical subjects. Matter intended
for publication should be clearly written on one side of the paper
only, and shouldinvariably bear the sender'snameand address. It
should be distinctly stated, when sending contributions, whether
remuneration is expected or not, and all MSS. should be accom
panied by a stampedaddressedenvelopefor return in the event of
rejection. Readersdesiring to see the Editor personally can only
do so by making an appointmentin advance.
This journal will be sent post free to any addressfor 13s. per
annum, payable in advance. Remittances should be made by
Postal Order.
Advertisementratesmay be had on application to the Advertise
ment Manager. .
How to Anonzss LETTIRS.
All correspondencerelating to the literary portion of the paper,
'64:lists, 810.,for review,to be addRESSi-d
and all newapparatusand
“ The odel Engineer," 26—29,Poppin's Court,
to Tn: Enrron,
Fleet Street, London, E.C.
and depositsto be
All correspondencerelating to advertisements
"
addressedto Tax Anvnnrlsxllur MANAGER, The Model Engi
Court,
London,
sum,
Fleet
ac.
Poppin's
neer." 16-19.
All subscriptions and Correspondencerelating to sales of the
81 Co.,
to
Marshall
books
be
addressedto
Pchival
and
paper
26—29,Poppin's Court, Fleet Street, London, EC.
and
States,
Canada,
Spon
and
Mexico:
Agents
for
United
Sole
Chamberlain, 12 , liberty Street, New York, U.S.A., to whom
in
be
addressed.
thesecountriesshould
subscriptions
all
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